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Fall Fashion Preview

Sues Riding High
Pirate women start 7-2 , l-lm conference
Sports, page 10

Back to the classIcs. Warm tones set the trend
before winter.
page 8-9

Scene,
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New web sIte: www.whitworthian.com------------------Se tember 21 20
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ASWC to
set up eBay
spin-off
for campus
Students may save
cash on books
Bethany Monroe

Slaffwritcr
Student~ will soon have another option for
saving l>ome of the cash they ~pel1d on textbooh, thanks to an Internet dassifieds program
orgalllzed by ASWC.
TentatIvely named Pirate Bay, the l>erVlce will
be free for students, allowing them to post items
for sale on Whitworth's Web site. Each partIcIpant will create an account and maintain it
themselves, removing Items as they are sold,
ASWC President Courtney Daly smd.

Information Systems Director Jack Miller exammes the complicated mfrastructure of the Whitworth College network.

"\Ve kllld of got the idea [from] cllny "nd we

Virus throws campus
Internet into turmoil
Tim Coughlin
Leah Motz
Staff II'llfe!.\

Dozens of
computers
still under
suspicion

A llewly-JIltroduced Trojan horse ha~ plagued the
Whitworth Intranet III the last two weeks, interrupting normal clal>s and homework ~chedliles and makIIlg communication with fanllly and friend" for ~tlJ
dents and ~taff more (IJfficult
Though Ihe fICkle Internet acce~s simplified life
for some ~tlJdents, the sporadiC olJtagel> added
unneeded tension for others.
"It wa~ l>tres~lul becaul>c the Internet il> u~ed a lot
here for al>l>igrung work, quizzes and announcements for class," freshman Victoria IIllIcr said "If
you don't get those things you are behind in dal>s or
you get l>urpril>ed by work and other thingl>."
Clas<;ifletl a~ a "de mal of service" virus,
W32.lRCBot.H. crc,ltel> prohlems by opening a
backdoor that allows ,I remote u~er to run and
downltMd programl>, as well as acqUIre pnvate
inforlllation stored on indiVidual computers.
It wa~ I ir~t attained through a program cdlled
Internet Clwt Relay, a popular chat and file-~haring
program.
Soon after the initial Inlection occurred on Sep!.
8, the viru~ spread to 10 other computers. These
l>ystellls ~tarted to generate an unusually large
amount of network traffic.
Al> a result, people were expenencing slow
lnternct acceSl> WIth the Whitworth e-mail server
and Web l>ite. Thl~ caught the attention of network
adminil>trators and they Immediately ~tartcd investigating the issue.
"Ten computers were found to be generating
large amounts of traffIC," Network Manager Walt
Seidel said.

just wanted to prOVIde ~tudenls With a different
chOIce than selling books back to the bookstore," Daly said.
'
Students will be able to list booh, furlllture
and other items they wI~h to sell on the Web ~ite,
along with their contact information.
"It's like the tfilditJOnal cial>slfleds III the
papcr, hut online," smd ASWC Secretary Jared
Dejong, who helped create the sIte
Students can either browse the lists or l>earch
for specifIC iteml> and then contacl the l>c1ler if
they are interested III making a purchase
""A lot of people Ul>e different Web l>itel>, like

Adl1lini~trators plJlpointed the computers that
onginally had the vlrU~
The previou~ly II1stalled Symantec AntiVIrus program was unable to Identify the virus at fmt, but
after releaslIlg a new virus definition fIle, the VIrus
was identified and removed

See SPIN-OFF ... page 4

Whit\Vorth
Floridians
react to Ivan

As of ['riday, as many as 60 computers were listed on the Wllltworth Web sIte as having unusual
nt.:lwork traffIC.
To l>impllfy Ihe procesl> of tracklllg down the
virus, Wlntworth's network was recently divided
II1to 36 different sub-network~ claSSIfied hy individu,t! dorms and l>ectloll~ of dorml>.
If network
admimstrators confirm one computer on the subnetwork is di~pl:lying unusual traffIC, the entire section will he taken offline, Seidel s'lId.
Local intranet, <IS opposed to Iutelnet acce~s, will
l>till function and e-mail and amemtlel> sllch as
BlacJ..board will still be In operation when the
Internct I~ out of coml11il>~ion, Seidell>aid.

I

Symantec Antivirus ,>oftware lllu~t lir~t be
Inl>tallcd and In worklllg order to determine
whether an indiVIdual computer is IIlfected with the
Vlru~.

I

If comphcationl> ari~e while inst,llIing the pro- ! ErIc Fredriksen
gram, l>tudentl> need to contacl the computer help!
dCl>k at eld 3911 Or viioit their office located III the, Sarah Morgenthaler
Library.
Staff writc! \

I

Willtworth providel> the antl-VlrlJ~ l>oftwarc free
of charge to anyone ul>ing the call1pu~ network.

More than two million people were forced to
Studentl> who PdY attention to their Symantec ; evaeu<lte their home~ a~ lIurricane Ivan poundprograml> elll prevent futurc outbreaks. It is ed Florida and the Gulf of Mexico with 140 mph
important to keep the Symantec Antivirul> run- windl> la~t week.
The ~torm wal> the third in a l>uccel>~lon of catning III the background and to stay current WIth
virus dcfiJlJtJOn updatel> released weekly, Seidel
said
See IVAN ~ page 2
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Miller seeks public office as Democrat
Jessica Davis
Ellen Hollingshead
Staff WI iters
Instead of loitting back and letting someone else take care of the
world's problems, Director of
Information Systems Jack Miller is
running for office.
Miller, a 16-year-employee of
Whitworth, is allempling to win a
scat
in
the
House
of
RepresentatIves, Washington State
7th District, Position I.
MJller accomplished his first
goal 0)) the road to changing policy by capturing a Democratic
nomination for the Wastungton
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The Whitworthian is the official
publication of the A~sociated
Students of Whitworth College
(ASWC) and is published weekly,
except durtng January .md student
vacations. Opinions expressed in
editorial and advertising content do
not neeessRrily reneet the views of
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College provides equal opportllnity
in education and employment in
accordance with Title VI of the Civil
RIghts Act of 1964, Title IX of the
Education
Amendments
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Sections 799A and 845 of the Puhlie
Health Services Act.
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Politics
House of Representatives. With a
whopping 72 percent of the vote,
Miller defealed his opponent,
Michael "Buffalo"
Mazzetti.
Miller now faces Republican
incumbent Bob Sump in the
November general election.
Disheartened by the current
administration,
Miller
cites

President Bush as his motivation to
run for office. Miller's platform
includes education, jobs, healthcare and the security of personal
freedoms.
Miller explained that five years
ago he never would have imagined
an American citizen thrown in jail
without access to a lawyer or a
phone call.
"That can't happen in America,"
Miller said, "but I was wrong."
Miller could not overemphasize
the need for students here at
Whitworth to register to vote for
the upcoming November election.
See

MILLER ..

Calm fmrj'ord/IFiJllu,orlhlml

page 3

Fledgling politiCian Jack MIller works as the Information Systems director.

right conditions, a hurricane like Ivan can
sustain itself for more than two weeks in open
water.
A hurricane is a circular tropical weather
pattern with maximum wind speeds sustained
above 70 mph. In the center of the hurricane
is the eye, generally 20 to 30 miles wide and
relatively calm.
The most intense pari of the storm is the
outer wall, located on the edge of the eye of
the hurricane, while the circular spinning
mass may reach distances of 400 miles or
more.
Freshman Amy Anderson recalls the first
long-running storm, Hurricane Charley,
which hit her Florida home mid-August this
year. Anderson's family used hurricane
shutters and purchaloed "tons of water and
canned chicken" to prepare for the storm.
"My family and I sat on the porch watching
the hurricane come closer and closer,"she
said. "The skies darkened and it started to
rain really hard."
Anderson reported only minor damages
from the storm, but Johnson's family wasn't
as lucky.
"My grandma'S house in Naples had no
power for a week," Johnson said. "She's 76
and had to go to the hospital for Nebulizer
treatments because it was so hot. It's
scary."

power from the two hurricanes, Florida was
left in shock.
The most recent hurricane, Ivan, had the
potential to be the most destructive of the
Continued from page 1
three. With a steady category-five rating and
category four or above hurricanes in the past an inevitable path of devastation, coast
six weeks.
dwellers braced for the worst.
After two hurricanelo, damages were so
Scientists predicted that damages would be
severe that President Bush offered $1.3 bil- worse than Hurricane Andrew of 1992.
lion in emergency aid
Johnson, who was fIve at
and at least 80 hurricanethe time, recalled the infarelated deaths were
mous storm.
reported
in
the
"It flooded so bad that
Caribbean and Gulf
people were canoeing
"1\t[y familY's bHnkered dOlPH. down my street," she said.
regions alone.
Freshman
Ashley
Thry've boarded up all the
Ivan left 1.36 million
Johnson has family in
people across 13 states
windOJIJ
and
lots
workplaces
the Gulf regIOn.
WIthout power and caused
are closed. "
between two and 10 bil"My
family's
lion dollars worth of dambunkered
down.
Ashley Johnson,
age.
They've boarded up all
.fresiJmaf/
the windows and a lot of
Floods arc just one
workplaces
have
effect of hurricanes.
closed," Johnson said
Giant waves called "!.torm
prior to Ivan's arrival
surges" typically cause
last week.
the greatest storm damEarly in the hurricane season, Hurricane age, as do extreme winds and torrential rains,
Charley came late August, causing over $6.8 which can cause destructive mudslides.
billion in damage. It was shortly followed by
Hurricanes are rated on a five-point intenHurricane Frances. With at least 26 deaths, sity scale. Ivan was rated at a five, which
widespread destruction and millions oul of produces the most deadly results. Under the

IVAN:
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worldbriefS/news ticker
47 civilians killed in
Iraqi car bombing

Putin wants changes
Iraqi war called illegal
in Russian government by UN official

A car bomb was detonated in Baghdad outside of a police station, killing 47 CIvilians
and injuring 100. The blast happened near a
crowded shopping center.
Also, north of Baghdad twelve Iraqi police
were slain in a van ambush, along with an
Iraqi CIvilian. Following the explOSIOn, protestors gathered to denounce the U.S. and
Iraqi governments for failing to protect police
recruitment stations which have been heavily
targeted by terrorbts seeking to destabilize
the nation.

President of the Russian Federation
Vladamir Putin, has announced that, in the
wake of the terrorist attaek on a school in
Beslan, there would be more central government control of RUSSIan society, along with a
new anti-terror government agency.
Representatives in Russia's lower house of
Parliament, the Duma, will no longer be
elected by local constituencies but instead be
appointed based 011 political parties. Putin
also reaffirmed RUSSIa's right to fight terrorists both at home and abroad. These security
and government changes follow the disas
trous terrorist takeover of a Russian grade
school that ended in at least 326 deaths, more
than half of them children.

grapevine/humor

The U.S.-led coalition that supported the
invasion of Iraq has gone against a statement
made by Secretary-General of the U.N. Kofi
Annan. Annan said Wednesday the invasion
should have been done with the approval of
the Security Council, instead of unilaterally.
The timmg of Annan's statement is being
called into question, with ongoing U.S. and
Australian elections having the Iraq war as a
key issue. President Bush IS scheduled to
address the U.N. next week.

-Compiled by Gavin Jmmesoll

5) Sideways hugging
6) Eating at Sodexho together, alone

11 steps to a Whitworth ian relationship '"

7) Buying them anything

1) Eye contact across the Loop

8) Full-frontal hug

2) First conversation

9) Tickle fights

3) Putting that special someone on your buddy list

10) Seen holding hands while walking across the Loop

4) Leaving pointless notes on their white board

11) Backrubs
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'Overwhelmingly positive' reaction to Weyerhaeuser
Jamie Evans
Staff writer
The start of fall semester marked the
opening of Weyerhaeuser Hall, the newest
addition to Whitworth's campus. The
32,750-square foot building had an ending
cost of $7.15 million. The money for the
project was raised entirely through
fundraising, Stacey. Kamm Smith,
Associate Vice President for Advancement
said.
Alumni, organizations and charitable
foundations helped fund Weyerhaeuser, as
well as a $500,000 federal appropriation.
Donors were allowed to make multiyear pledges. As a way to thank the
donors, various rooms in Weyerhaeuser
arc named in their honor.

Weyerhaeuser
only took one

year to com·
plete.
NoJ<ChuJ<i

U'lhilu'orlhiall

The building was named for C. Davis
and his wife, Annette Weyerhaeuser. C.
Davis was a member of Whitworth's
Board of Trustees for more than half a century. The building contains classrooms,
computer labs and faculty offices.
The School of Global Commerce and
Management; Weyerhaeuser Center for
Christian Faith and Learning; Regional
Learning and Resource Center; the departments of Politics and History; as well as
Sociology
arc
also
located
in
Weyerhaeuser Hall.
Weyerhaeuser Hall was the centerpiece
of the Faith in the Future Campaign.
Before construction could begin, approval
of the project had to come from the Board
of Trustees.
A design committee was formed and
chaired by Gordon Jackson, Associate
Dean of the Faculty. The committee was
comprised of about a dozen faculty and
staff, and one student.
A local architect firm, 3E Design
Associates, worked on the project with
Boston based fum Sasaki and Associates.
Jackson believes the building fits in well
with the rest of the campus and said the
Boston firm had "architects nationally
known for campus work."
For the design committee, the two main
goals of the project were to add muchneeded classroom space and faculty
offices. As the process went forward,
alumni and student focus groups were consulted and all parts of the college became
involved.

Washington. Speaking at city
forums, riding in parades and
setting up a booth at local county fairs, he met the people he
Continued from page 2
strives to represent.
"Everybody
knows
how
"You meet a ton of people," he
important one vote is," Miller said. "It is fun to go out ... you
said. "They really do count."
hear a lot of problems."
Miller joined the army and
By, visiting various communilater became an
ties, Miller is
air traffic conattempting
to
troller in 1977, but
understand the
was
fired
by
needs of different
President Reagan
counties
III 1981 along with
{,[-Ies 110/ s/OJving
Washington.
fellow
union
"He's
met
d01Vn. "
members while on
some interesting
strike. However,
people and gone
he now says he
Dave Johnson,
to some towns
(QIlifJlligfl OJ(Jllager
stands as a man
that many of us
ready to battle for
in the office didthe rights of the
n't know existpeople.
ed," said Nancy
This passion for change Oltmann, Information Systems
reqUired him to give up a job Specialist at Whitworth.
behind the scenes at Whitworth
Many of those problems deal
and dive into the political arena.
with jobs and education. Miller
Miller cited countless hours himself attended a community
III the car driving from his
college before earning his bachhome in Spokane to various elor's degree in mathematics at
small towns around northern the University of Washington

MUJ,ER:

[
Two students peer down the Weyerhaeuser stalfS.

Then, in the summer of 2003, construction began on the new building.
For students and faculty, Weyerhaeuser
Hall is a big hit. Jackson described the
response as "overwhelmingly positive."
Associate Professor Margie LaShaw,
who teaches accounting classes and maintains an office in Weyerhaeuser, characterized it as "fabulous" and a "neat addition
to the college campus."
"Students are more excited to come [to
Weyerhaeuser]," LaShaw said.
Despite her positive review, she won-

and later a Masters Degree at
Eastern Washington University,
but said that he would be unable
to go the same route today.
He said that UW no longer
accepts transfers from community colleges. Enrollment and
funding is cut and, therefore,
higher education is less attainable for some people.
In order to achieve these
goals, Miller hopes io attain
office. His game plan in the final
weeks before the general eJection includes more advertising
through the media as well as
becoming more issue-oriented.
"I Ie's not slowing down," said
Dave Johnson, Miller's campaign manager and long time
friend.
Miller identified the many differences in platform and stances
on the Issues in comparison with
his opponent as a reason he
would be able to carry the vote.
"He will look at all sides of an
issue to see how it affects people
down the road," Oltmann said.
"He will do his homework
before casting hi~ vote."

dered if Weyerhaeuser JlIay have lost the
casual atmosphere.
Prior to coming to Weyerhaeuser
LaShaw had an office III Alder Hall and
before that, the now Ilon-existenl, Calvin
Hall. She thought there was something to
be said about students lying around on
couches as they did in Calvin Hall.
Students arc also pleased with the outcome of the building. One student said the
auditorium was a perfect fit for Core class-
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Weekend brings
campus thieves

Hard times
local pizzeria

Thrce vehicles were broken into
over the weekend of Sept. 11-12. Two
cars and one truck were vandalized
while silting unattended for the weekend in the Pine Bowl and Warren parking lots.
The thieves broke a window-wing
of two of the vehicles and stole miscellaneous items including CD's, an
amplifier, a briefcase, books and
clothing.
Security Services Supervisor Leroy
Fantasia warned against leaving valuables in the car over weekends.
"This is not unique here. It happens
all over Spokane shopping center parking lots. It seems like we can expect
little things like that when there are
drugs in Spokane," he said.

Many students' midnight pizza cravings will have to be put on hold. The
Pizza Pipeline store lost its lease for
10220 W. Hawthorne Rd. The pizza
store, formerly located across the street
from Hawthorne Hall, is planning on
opening across from the Hico Village on
Newport Highway in early November.
Until then, the Shadle Park Pizza
Pipeline will be filling all Spokane
orders. The phone number is 466-8080.

College reaches
national ranking
Whitworth College moved into the
top five in U.S. News & World Report's
2005 rankings of best colleges and best

',I

values among in the IS-state Western
region of the U.S. Whitworth beat out
Portland University and Seattle Pacific
University to capture the second position, right behind Trinity University in
Texas, which was named the best value
out of Masters level colleges and uni-'
versities in the Western U.S.

Blood drive comes
to Whitworth
Whitworth is hosting a blood drive
today in the Hixon Union Building. The
event is put on by the Inland Northwest
Blood Center from 12 p.m. to 6 p.m. to
collect blood for people in need. Donors
arc encouraged to drink plenty of liquids
before and after their appointment.
Contact Health Director Jan Murray if you
have any questions about giving blood.
-Compiled by Peler Burke

.
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ASWC
roundup
student government
"'Sodexho Representative Kenneth Andrews
was awarded a record contract and will be
leaving soon. He also wants the students to
comment face-to-face with the Sodexho management about food and any other Sodexho
related issue.
... ASWC is considering giving aid to
Northwest College in Lake Whales, Fla. The
school lost lots of property in the recent hurricanes. Northwest College is a member of
Christian Colleges and Universities. Potential
fundraisers arc the funds from Warren Peace
and a possible coin drive.
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... The BJ sign has once again disappeared.
According to some seniors, this is the fifth
year running thai the sign has disappeared.
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((It was a bad dqy for a/l if liS
on caiJljJUs. I felt whe(1)' and
had a strollg cough ciftenvard bllt
I think iti going to be OK."

('I jllst stole 1l!J' roollJlJlates'
complller.

JJ

Ryan Hackbarth

Jesslc Arvin

Sophonlore

Freshm{1I1

(My music douJ/tloading addiction had to be sustained f?y perusing the network) but all I found
was a bunch if Chnstian musi0
which is cool. .. but dry at times. "
Phil Culbertson
JUnior

QUESTION:

''J JJavCIl i eum fixed ityet.
(My roommate and I) are
anti-Internet.

How

didyou handle the
internet outage?

JJ

Vazmln Valdes
FreJhmon

-:

Sprint~

COMrtr!y of jam! VrjoH!,

A tentative screen shot of the new
Pirate Bay logo.

Spin-off:
Continued from page 1
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eBay and Half.com," sophomore
Michelle Crow said. "So it
would be even better to get
books directly from students,
knowing they are the ones professors use."
Pirate Bay will eliminate the
middleman in used-book sales.
Instead of going through the
bookstore, Whitworth students
can sell books directly to each
other.
"When you s~1I books 10 the
bookstore, they give you such a
low amount," junior Katy
Sandvik said.
Although Pirate Bay could
theoretically take business away
from the bookstore, the college
does not have any qualm with
used book sales among students.
Nancy Loomis, Whitworth's
bookstore manager, is supportive
of the program and gave it her
"blessing" at the Sept. 8 ASWC
meeting.
"Basically, people have been
doing this lIort of thing since
we've been selling books in the
bookstore," Loomis said. "It's a
good idea."
Daly said ASWC is simply creating a more formal, efficient
method for continuing this practice.
Dejong hopes to have Pirate
Bay up and running by the end of
September. A link will be available
under
the
"Current
Students" section on www.whitworth.edu.
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Continued from page 3

Sun: 11-6

Students are also pleased with
the outcome of the building.
One student said the auditorium
was a perfect fit for Core classes.
Another student expressed
appreciation for the left-handed
desks.
An opening celebration will be
held on Oct. 2, at 10:30 a.m.
Speakers include: President Bill
Robinson, Spokane City Council
President
Dennis
Hession,
Whitworth Trustee and Lawton
Printing Chairman Ray Lawton,
Professor of Education and
Faculty
President
Betty
Williams, and ASWC President
Courtney Daly. Attendees will
be able to tour the building.
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S
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Espresso with ambiance
The scenesters' guide to the coolest
coffee spots in Spokane
Scene, page 7
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JUnior Kyle Carnegie
takes a break from
classes to check
out the revamped
art collection in The
Koehler Gallery.

art new look
Megan Blank
Staff writer
hile rushing to and from Core classes in
Weyerhaeuser Hall, students may not take the
time to notice their surroundings. However,
the walls around campus are definitely worth noticing.
The Whitworth College Permanent Art Collection is
proudly on display, adding color and interest to 'V,hat
might seem to be an otherwise uneventful day at school.
From Mt. McKinley landscapes to Mriean artifacts,
Whitworth's Permanent Art Collection has it all. The
exhibit opened on Sept. 8 and will be on display until
. Oct. 2 in both the Koehler Gallery and Weyerhaeuser
Hall. The permanent collection boasts around 300 pieces
of art, acquired from numerous sources over the years.
"It comes from alumni who have donated artwork,
from some of our major contributors, from student purchases and professors emeritus," associate professor of
art Scott Kolbo said.
The collection displays a variety of art forms, including sculptures, photographs, artifacts and paintings.
Kolbo, along with fellow associate professor of art
Barbara Filo, seniors Crystal Walker and Shelly Williams
and a local professional restorer, spent a month over the
summer preparing the Permanent Art Collection for display.

W

Students head out
on 'The Weekend'
Shannon Blackburn
Staff Writer
Whitworth's annual fall retreat, The
Weekend, has come and gone. The retreat
took place Sept. 17 when buses whisked
students 40 miles away to Camp Reed on
Fan Lake.
The Weekend was sponsored by ASWC
and the Whitworth College Chaplain's
office and is a umque opportunity for students to become reacquainted with old
friends, as well as to meet new faces.
"It was a good experience to get to know
other students," freshman Katie Spencer
said. "I met people that r wouldn't have
necessarily met otherwise."
There were opportunities to hike, rockclimb and to play basketball, volleyball and
ultimate Frisbee.
"Camp Reed is gorgeous and a nice way
to get away from the stressfulness of college," sophomore Katie Stewart said. This
was Stewart's second year attending The

"It's been neglected over the years," Kolbo said. "It's a
change in the way the college is going to take care of
their artwork."
Prior to this summer, most of the art was hidden away
in less-than-ideal conditions in a small room in the Fine
Arts Building's basement.
"We moved everything that was stored downstairs into
the gallery," Williams said.
She helped clean the artwork, then took djgital pictl:Q'es
of all of the pieces, entered them into a data base and barcoded the works.
While working with the collection, Williams was
intrigued by some of the work. As an art student, she
enjoyed the opportunity to spend so much lime looking at
the work of fellow artists.
"I was really enamored by this painting [currently in
the gallery], called 'The Prophesy of Sister Trinoletta' ,"
Williams said. "I like the colors and the style and the content."
The painting shows a picture of a nun lounging in the
foreground, backed by different styles of buildings in
beige and lime green. Williams profited from her experience with the project, a feeling shared by senior art student Crystal Walker.
"There's a lot of student work that Whitworth has collected over the years," Walker said. "The art is amazing
and it was really fun doing the job."
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One oflhe team's main goals was to make Whitworth's
Permanent collection more available to students and
staff. Catalogued art can be found all around the school,
both in buildings and professor's offices.
"All the pieces are available for teachers and staff to
check out," Walker said.
Digital images of the art can be found on-line, along
with descriptions and stories to go along with each piece.
Weyerhaeulier Hall is a permanent. showcase for some
of the collection's best pieces. The Koehler Gallery offers
a selection of pieces from various artists, including several student purchases and pieces done by students in the
Master of Art in Teaching program that was offered at
Whitworth in the 1960s and 1970s.
Some of the self-portraits were done by Asian international students in the graduate program, who have gone
on from Whitworth to be successful in their respective
countries.
The idea of an official Permanent Art Collection,
though newly implemented in Whitworth, is not uncommon in the academic world.
"Most universities and colleges do this too," Kolbo
said. "A lot of colleges have millions and millions of dollars of art Ihat ihey own that are on display."
Between classes, take a minute to look up as you are
walking through the halls. You might find yourself in the
midst of some of Whitworth's finest art.
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Weekend.
Continuing a tradition started last year,
six students swam 700 meters in "drastically cold" water, sophomore Megan Duff
said.
Besides hanging out and relaxing, time
was devoted to worship and prayer.
Whitworth's Hosanna 'worship team led
prayers and songs, and speaker Jimmy
McGee provided some insightful advice.
McGee is from Atlanta and mixes faith with
history to recognize the need for community and morality.
"McGee was fantastic. He has a great
personality and a great story," freshman
Jessica Nonnile said. "His speech made you
think about awareness, how much you don't
really know about life yet."
Students returned to their normal schedule of studying and school work around
lunch time on Sept. 19.
J,mtl Hlllis/IFh'fJ'ortiJl<ln
"It was peaceful to be able to get out into
Freshman Jana Beamer takes a rest on the rock
nature and create a solid fellowship with
wall at The Weekend.
other students and God," Stewart said.

Fitness center
adds football to
line-up
Bethany HargIs
Kendra Switzer
Staff writers
Sports fans starving for a dose of football can get their fix while gelling in a
good workout at the Scotford Fitness
Center.
On Monday nigl]ls j from now until
the end of the season, students are invited to work out surrounded by television
sets broadcasting the all-American
favorite tradition, football.
Center director Todd
Fitness
Sandberg and senior Tricia Buck, the
l.tudent manager, both came up with this
event as a way to encourage students to
work out at the fitness center, Buck l.aid.
"It's something that can attract oncampus kids."
After exercising for 30 minutes, participants' names are entered in 11 drawing
for prizes. An exhilarating array of tSee FOOTBALL,. page 7
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Boppell 'Hotel' livens lounge with grooves
Katherine Busz
Staff writer

Senior Klmmy Benson, junior
Jon Pasma and sophomore Austin Davis shew off
their moves in the Boppeiliounge.

Friday night had arrived and music
pulsed out of Boppell's open doors.
What started out as an unpretentious
Prime Time, however, Soon turned into
a one-man show.
The first sight to greet guests was
the boltom of junior R.A. Jon Pasma's
Converses as he danced on the fireplace mantle.
Sophomore Fa'ana Fanene stood on
the sidelines and laughed, saying, "I
really can't dance. 1 just sort of fake
it."
The party boasted about a dozen

hardcore participants and occa!>ionally
grew past 80 as each new wave of people hit.
In an unusual Whitworth fashion, the
men outnumbered the women, at times
even two to one.
Pasma accosted a group of newcomers and invited them to dance by saying, "Come on, come out here. You
might learn something!"
He later learned something of his
own from Japanese exchange student'
Nao Kuwabara. She taught the group a
stylistic Japanese dance movement
with "Lean Back" by Fat Joe featuring
the Terror Squad playing in the background.

Heather Hills, not a Whitworth student, said she'd "never seen anything
like it." Her friend, sophomore Ciara
Beard, said her favorite part was
Pasma's lillie Mermaid move across
the carpet.
Amid hula hoop tricks, table sliding
and other antics, Pasma and others
playfully dragged onlookers out to the
dance floor. Even Fanene joined her
friends after a few songs, despite her
earlier protests.
Pasma's defining moment may have
occurred when he approached a
reporter and - slapping his outstretched posterior - said, "Take
notes on this!"

pirateprofile/student bio
Nathan Harrison
Staff writer
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To sophomore Brennan McQuerry,
polo is something quite different than
the popular image of mallet-wielding
English nobles on horses swatting a
ball around an immaculately-kept field.
In the version that McQuerry, who is
also the Mac senator, and thousands
like him play, the horses can stay at
home: all you need is a sturdy bike.
As a member of the International
Cycle Polo Association, McQuerry has
participated in three international competitions in locales as varied as
Canada, England and India.
"The year that the competition was
in France, the U.S. team was invited by
Prince Charles to come and practice at
Buckingham Palace," he said.
Last year in Canada, McQuerry and
the rest of the U.S. bike polo team
emerged as the winners. Teams are
comprised of six players, with four on'
the field at a time.
"The rules are slightly modified
from regular polo," McQuerry said.

"Horses won't run into each other head
on; bikes will."
Bike polo has a long and storied history. The sport can trace its roots back
to the 1890s, soon after the development of the first chain-driven bicycles.
It was even popular enough to gain a
spot as an official sport in the 1908
Olympic Games. The sport lost
momentum most recently in tho wake
of World War II.
"Since then, it's still been around,
just not well-known," McQuerry said.
"We're trying to get it back into the
Olympics, hopefully by 2008."
McQuerry was turned on to bike
polo nearly 12 years ago by his father,
who had played traditional horseback
polo and worked designing high-tech
prototype mallets.
"Mallets break a lot, but he didn't
want to just throw such expensive parts
away, so he just fixed them up and
shortened them to use with bikes," he
said. "Later, he fbund out lOIs of other
people were doing it 100,"
In the Cycle Polo Federation of India
alone, there are over 10,000 players.

"Probably the one memory that
slands out most in my mind from the
competitions is riding my bike through
the streets of New Delhi in India,"
McQuerry said. "I almost died a couple
of times."
Though pl~ying on the U.S. team is
"pretty tight" in Brennan's words, it's
not what keeps him coming back.
"The best thing about the competitions is meeting players from other
countries," he said. "Bike polo culture
is pretty unique."

NAME: Brennan McQuerry
AGE: 19
YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Physics/Computer
Science
HOBBIES: Bike Polo, Quake III,
snowboarding, fencing,
web design
HOMETOWN: Richland, WA
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Java jolts cool scene in Spokane
Allison Carr
Phillip Atkins
Staff Writers
We are Philip and Allison, and
today is our coming out (pun
intended). For the purposes of this
column, we are poised to become
two of Spokane's most notorious
scenesters. Whitworth indie kids
often lament the general lack of
hip-ness from which Spokane suffers. We are here to point them,
and you, in the direction of some
radcore things and places.
And here we will jump right
into the art of finding something
we call scene, a term used to .
describe some ultra-cool place
just teaming with hipsters.
In the beginning there
was ... Java! Now Java (capital J)
is more than just a trendy word
used by the dedicated scenester; it
is an atmosphere and a vibe that
we went looking for in Spokane
coffee shops.
We suggest begmning your
journey to find Java at one of the
Rocket Bakeries found about
town. We particularly recommend
the mod inspired cafe on Main,
next to Namaska Yoga.
This hotspot is ideal for the
black t-shirt, Chuck Taylor, emo
kid as a place to read existential
literature or argue about obscure
indie music or browse the latest
Inlander (a great local source for
cultural events and concerts)
framed by art-decked walls and
surrounded by sad people (whom
we love).
The Rocket IS the perfect place
for people who shop at thrift
stores and smoke cigarettes outside shows to discuss the latest
indie film or the benefits of a
vegan diet. The true scenester

must put in at. least eight hours a
week here and know at least two
employees. As a word of warning,
there is no fashion-cheating
allowed. So stick to Value Village
and leave the Hot Topic bondage
pants and pseudo-punk band
shirts at home.
The Mercury, better known to
seasoned scenesters as the Merq,
is another solid indie coffee Java
choice. If you went to the Merq
before its remodeling, disregard
all your previous opinions about
its lame-ness and go again.
. The Merq now features a full
bar for people older than the two
of us and a live DJ. Wednesday's
sex drinks are all half off (those
are drinks that have suggestive
names, you dirty-minded
Whitworthians) as are all dinner
entrees. It's our understanding
that the full menu is for the benefit of the remaining old goth gay
crowd, which, be assured, will
only enrich your Merq experience.
If you worry that you will feel
un-hip in the midst of all the hipness at the Rocket or the Merq,
fear not. We know of a place that
sJightly lacking in awesomeness: the Spike.
The Spike (formerly and cooler-Iy known as Tryst) sits under
urban lofts next to the Brooklyn .
Deli and Art by Yourself, deep in I
downtown Spokane. When the
Spike was Tryst it featured Will &
Grace night, herbal teas, organic
smoot hies and unique lattes. Now
there is nothing.
The work of local artbts is featured on the walls, but as to the
quality, we make no promises. At
the Spike you will easily be able
to emerge as the least boring kid
in the building and feel hecka

is

fresh by comparison. The Spike is
the coffee house friend that you
only call when you need to be
able to point at someone who is
clearly far lamer than you are.
Obviously, the true scenester
only patronizes indie coffee
shops. As your ambassadors of
good taste and attendants of culture we must insist that you,
remove yourself from the choking
corporate grip of Starsucks. Oops,
we mean Starbucks.
Starbucks is·for yuppies, and
we are radcore scenester kids.
The Starbucks decor is not nearly
black enough nor the employees
sad enough to suit our refined
sense of cool. If you are a loyal
Starbucks customer, as a post
script, we would also like to draw
your attention to the impending
price rise Starbucks will be instituting this year, so that you can
start those additional student loan
forms early.
Be sure to thank your local .
Starbucks for their 5,000 percent
mark-up on the coffee beans .
picked by small, malnourished
Guatemalan children. Of course,
as a qualifier, we must not fail to
mention that the downtown
Starbucks is an entirely different
consideration, due to the proximity of the Don Barbieri headquarters and ,the abundance of.l;lOmeless kids.
Anyone who claims there is
another worthwhile coffee shop
that we have failed to mention is
clearly lying because we arc fabulous and intimately acquainted
with all the Java to be found in
Spokane.
Tune in next week for another
episode of Philip and Allison,
scenesters forever, culture vultures until the end.

attra cti 0 nsdistractionS/thiS week

JM Abbo/J/Ir '.,"wllu••n
JUnior Rob Shietds and sophomore Van Lierman watch
Monday Night Football at the fitness center.

FOOTBALL:
Continued from page 1
shirts, cookbooks and many other prizes purchased
by the fitness center or donated by local businesses for this special event are up for grabs.
Each Monday night one lucky person will take
home a prize. However, the real score came with
a separate conlest yesterday and will continue with
contests on Oct. 18 and Nov. 8 when participants
are given the chance to win Seattle Seahawks tickets. In order to win the NFL tickets a person must
first punt a football the farthest distance through an
inflatable upright field goal.
The winners' names from these three special
nights will be tossed into the grand drawing to win
two tickets to the Seattle Seahawks Nov. 28 game
against the Buffalo Bills.
Buck said the fitness center !.trives to offer one
intensive program each semester to get students to
the gym.
"This is great; I could be sitting at home watching the game but instead I'm getting a good workout," graduate student Bob Adsero said.
The fitness center offers other programs to
entice students and faculty to work out, including
the Buc Wall of Fame lind free fitness assessments.
The Buc Wall of Fame was started two years ago
and involves students and faculty completing a fItness test in one or all of !.even skill areas: chest
press, horizontal squat, assisted pull-ups, crunches
treadmill, bike and elliptical mllchine.

cityhighlights
Film explores problems
of America n lifestyle
"The End of Suburbia: Oil Depletion and the
Collapse of the American Dream," a film
exploring the effects of oil depletion on the
American way of life, will be showing at 8 p.m.
Sept. 25th at the Big Dipper.
A $5 donation is suggested.
For more information call 747-3807 or
www.endofsuburbia.com.

-{-

Western musical at
Green Bluff
Community Building Day
Hixson Union Building
8 a.m.

Native American Club's
first meeting
Hawthorne 106
4:30 p.m.

FCA Meeting
FCA Theme House
6:45 p.m.

BBQ and concert
W.I.S.E. Theme House
5 to 8 p.m.

Rock Climbing at
Mlnehaha
Hixson Union Building
3:15 p.m.
Volleyball vs. 'yVlllamette
7 p.rn.

Blood Drive

"Way Out West In A Dressl" directed by and
starring adjunct theater professor Suzanne
Ostersmith is now running at the Green Bluff
Grange.
This western-style musical continues to run
Sept. 24 through Oct. 3. Doors open Friday and
Saturday at 7 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m.
Tickets are $5 at the door.

Benefit concert

1

Volleyball vs. Lewis
and Clark
4 p.m.

Sundae Sunday
at Sodexho

J.C. Chalberg Performance
Weyerhauser Hall
Teaching Theater
7:00 PM

Hosanna
Seeley Mudd Chapel
9:45 p.m.

"Manna - Music for a Hungry World," a benefit concert for The Second Harvest Food Bank
and Meals on Wheels will be held at 4:30 p.m.
on Sept. 26 at the Westminster Congregational
Church of Christ, 411 S. Washington.
Performers include Susan Windham, The Celtic
Nots, The Bethel A.M.E. Gospel Choir and
more.
There is a suggested donation of $15 for adults
or a jar of peanut butter for youths

- Compiled by Katie Shaw
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Kenna Klempel
Shannon Blackburn
Staff WI itcr.\

With summer quickly losing its lTIllster,
tank tops and shorts arc retiring until further
notice. However, do not cry too hard over
10sll1g that fnvorite skirt or t-shirt because
cool weather orfer~ some cool new fall fashion!.. Not wanting to be out of the fashion
loop, a group of Whitworthians journeyed
down to River Park Square where they were
ll1structed in the latest in fashIOnable fall
wear.
For women, colors this fall lllclude basics
like chocolate brown, creams and whites great lor matching with big prints, textures,
and rich colors. Fitted blazers and jackets
along with ponchos, !.hrugs, and capeJet!. are
hot thi!. season and perfect for pulling all11o~t
any outfit together.
"My favonte article of clothing this fall
would probably have to be my khaki Banana
Republic bulton-up Jacket. It's pretty dressy
but also is casual enough to wear paired with
a nice pair of dark denim jeans," junior Julie

Junior Katie
Knodel IS weanng
a Diagonal TWill
$78, Merino Rib
Vee $58, Pll1stripe,
Stalin Trimmed,
Klckpleal $98,
Side Buck Mid Calf
Boat $158, Long
Mutl Flower Brooch
$42, Feather
Brooch $32 and
Pave Flower
Brooch $45.
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Fashion saavy students also warned
agamst certain faux pas.
"Low
riding and
worn
looking
clothes ... this year they're going back to the
classics: aka, Audrey Hepburn," junior Lisa
Goslin said.
Junior Katie Knodel said to stay away
from the "bed look," while Wirth said furry
boots should be avoided.
Both sophomore Carter Bray and freshman
Curtis Flournoy agreed that Abercrombie and
Fitch is "so last year."
College students' wallets are not always
bursting open with extra cash, but there are
alterative shopping methods. Sale racks and
markdowns often offer excellent choices but
at more affordable prices. Hot fall trends and
colors can also be found with a little bit of
digging at local thrift stores.
"I love cheap clothes. I got three pants and
a shirt for $9.12," junior Brandon Johnson
smd
In the end, it's important to develop your
own style, Fisher said "It'!. better to be different and have your own style, than look like
everyone else"

Karber said.
The Square recommended complimentll1g
a paJ[ of c1a:;sic denim low rise, boot, and
skinny cut jeans with a pair of pumps, sling
backs or boots with a pOinty toe. The feminine chic look is in this fall.
"Tunics, tweed jackets or sweaters, clutches, shrunken blazers and loIs of layering arc
my favorite things for the fall season," senior
Chelsea Fisher said. "Layering never goes
out of style and I!. a fall trademark. Layering
adds more dimension to an outfit."
Men's looks thiS fall favor neutral color!.
complimented with blacks, grays, and reds.
Printed button-up shirts with stripes or patterns work well with vintage shoes, according to the fashion experts at River Park
Square.
Their other tips for men included wearing
straight legged Jean!., classic washed in both
light and dark color~. Retro styled sweaters,
tweed and corduroy are great fabrics to go
along with any pair of jeans or khakis to complete a trendy, casual look.
Sophomore Jeff Wirth !.uggested keeping
warm with "a nice luscious sweater with a
big scarf."

JUnior Adam
Jackson IS
wearing a
Brown Pll1stnpe
Three·button
Blazer $198,
Brown
Performance
ZIP Hoodie $68,
Manchester
Striped Shirt
$54.50 and
Utility Fit Denllll
$78.
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FASHION DO'S AND DON'TS
River Park Square shares what's
hal and whal"s nol Ihls loll ...
Ii>' Do malch rich colors like red,
cream. brown and purple with
big pnnts and textures
~Don't mix your plaid mini-skirt
With a striped jackel
1i>'00 slep oul In pumps. sling
backs and boots With poinled
toes
~Don'l sport cllunky lace up
military bools
~Do buy anything made oul of
tweed, corduroy or denim
~Don·t naunt spandex or polyester
p. Do accessorize With a knitted
or crocheted poncho, shrug or
shawl
>Oon't keep warm With knitted
leg warmers
.. Do finish a look with fitted jackets wllh large banded or blazer
style collars
t>-Oon't be seen In a boxy, loose
fitting locket With shoulder pads

FALL ESSENTIALS
Must-haves to truly express yourself
thiS fall ..
FOR HER

Sophomore Julie
Barshaw is modeling a Leopard
Print Silk Blend
$88,New
Stretch Cami
$28, Extended
Tab Stretch
Demm $78, Ring
Flat $108 and
Mutl Strand
Pearl Butterfly
Necklace $55.

~Scarf-tie blouses
jil>Femlnlne tweed suits
",Faux fur scarfs
~Vinlage-Insplred brooches
1->Animal pllnts

FOR HIM
~Peak lapel SUits
1-> Argyle swealers
.. Tweed blazers
Ji; Bold print button-downs
~Wing-lip oxfords

From Gaplnc.com
For more fall fashion must-haves.
visit Gaplnc.com
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Young but experienced
Whitworth's women's soccer team looks
to capitalize after losing three seniors.
SpO
page 11
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IJiC
Breakdown
Pirate sports column

Screallling
is a sport
Colin Storm
Staff writer
When
you
think
about
Whitworth athletics, what comes
Galt. ,fattford/IFhrh".,tbuz.
to mind?
Competition? A chance to hang
Whltworth's volleyball practices In the Fieldhouse. The team split two matches on the road at George Fox University and at Pacific University.
out with friends? Cheering on
your school in ,a very, very,
extremely spirited manner?
Mme is a combination of the
three. When I think about
Whitworth athletics, I think back
over the past 15 years or so that
I've come to the games and seen
all sorts of crowds here. I have to
say the two best were in 1996 for
the men's basketball team, and
the 2002 crowd for the incredible
volleyball team.
Coleman. New additions to the team are freshmen
Trevor Strang
Did you notice a trend? Th<?se
Staff writer
Chrissy Nolsen, Cassie Moore, Monica Chestnut,
were both national-championship
Taryn Smith, Jeri Hedlund and Holly Tomli,n, as
caliber teams. This year, our
Despite a preseason prediction to finish fifth in well as Natalie Danielson, a junior transfer student
. men's and women's soccer teams
the Northwest Conferencc', the Whitworth volley- from the Community Colleges of Spokane.
are going to be phenomenal
At the ,Whitworth Invitational Sept: 3 - 4, the
ball team is off to an impressive 6-1 star!. Their
They're predicted to finish seconly loss Cilme to the fourth-ranked team in the Pirates opened with a victory over the MOIHanaond and third in conference,
Western Bulldogs 30-18, 30-24, 30-]6, Marsh led
respectively.
nation, the University of La Verne in California.
the way with seven aces and 12 kills.
The cross country teams arc
A~ter a disappointing 4-12 record la!>t year, the
In their second match against the University of
also looking very strong ~o far
Pirates are ready to turn things around. With most
this year. The men knocked off
players returning from last year, this team has more Great Falls, Whitworth took the first two sets, but
Julie Marsh
lost the third set 18-30. The Pirates stormed back
Whitman, Lewis-Clark State
experience and looks to be strong in several areas.
College and Northwest Nazarene
The strategy for the team this year? Get an early behind Katie Schrader's 14 kills and seven blocks,
The Junior transfer is
in the opening race. The women
taking the fourth set 30-17 for the win.
lead.
already
making
an
finished
second behind LCSC in
Whitworth
eliminated
George
Fox
in
three
"When we're down it's hard to regain momenimpact at Whitworth
the same race.
tum, but once we click as a team we dominate," out- straight games (30-25, 30-25, 30-20), Hornor domleading the team In kills
Our
football
team just
inated with 31 assists, seven kills and eight digs.
side hitter sophomore Angie Florence said.
With 103 through nine
knocked off a perennial. power
The team is led by lone senior Katy Schrader,
matches.
school from California in the
juniors Rebekah Hornor, Julie Marsh and Holly
See START II> page 12
University of Redlands (who
were their conference's champs
four of the past five years), 5249, and are predicted to be fourth
in conference.
The volleyball team has started
the season 6-1, with the only loss
coming at the hands of the number four team in the nation.
Katy Clark
the team to compete for the conference championship this
Staff writer
year.
And thai's just the fall sports.
The team lost six players from last year, three of which
Winter and spring are looking
The men's soccer team has shot off to a 5-1 slart this were starters.
just as good. Almost all of last
Picked to finish year,
"But all were contributors," Bushey said.
with two wins this past weekend against George Fox
year's women's basketball team
Kagawa said that a change of style was needed to adjust.
returned, after a close battle for
2nd, men's and Pacific. Whitworth went into the second half of the
Saturday game against the BruinS with a 3-1 lead and fin"The guys who left had their own style," he said. "So we
first place last year. The men's
soccer team Is ished 5-1.
had to change ours to make it work."
basketball learn, despite graduatSunday'S game against Pacific was
ing five seniors, including the
Returning players include senior
primed fora closer with a 3-2 finish in Whitworth's
leading scorer in Whitworth's
Brad Suhm, who was a co-captain last
favor. The Pirates were winning 3-0,
history, looks to be at or near the
year and head captain this year.
postseason run but
Pacific came back with two goals at
top. You don't even need to hear
"[Suhm] sets an example out there,"
It Every dqy presents nelV
the end of the second half. However,
again how good our swimming
Kagawa said. "He works hard all the
the Pirates were able to hang on for the
program is and will continue to
problems
time and is one of the guys you can
be.
win,.
depend on."
that lve lvill take as
Early in the game, sophomore goal
And spring sports, such as
Bushey's goal for the season, aside
keeper Kevin Bostock received a red
baseball, tennis and golf look
thry come. "
from competing for the conference
card and was thrown out of the game.
ready to make a move to the top
title, is to perform well.
Whitworth was forced to play one man
of the standings this year, with
"I want to play quality soccer that is softball and track looking to condown for the rest of the game.
Brett Kagawa,
effective and attractive to walch," he
1\vo goals came from junior John
Sophomore
tinue their dominance.
said.
Carlson with one assisted by junior
But with all of this said, all the
He plans to achieve this by daily purTodd Sabrowski and the other goal
teams
need your support this year.
suit and hard training.
came from sophomore Niko Varlamos
Let's get "loud and proud," as my
Bushey
is
looking
forward
to
facing
on a header off a comer kick.
predecessor Kevin Eddy would
the daily challenges of motivating and
Sophomore Bretl Kagawa was
say. Even a team that comes in
teaching his team.
pleased with the way the team performed.
last place (as unlikely as that may
"Each day presents new problems that we will take as
"I think we exceeded our usual level of play today," he
seem
here at Whitworth) needs
they come," he said,
said. "We did really well,"
every bit of support that a firstHe
also
wants
them
to
continue
to
grow
physically,
techHead coach Sean Bushey was confident going into this
place-going-to-nationals team
nically, psychologically and spiritually,
weekend's games.
needs,
The Pirates' next game is on the road against Linfield on
"There are no easy conference games," Bushey said.
A great way to show support
Saturday. Linfield is an inter-conference rival who always
"But I'm always confident when players are putting forth competes for the title with them, Bushey said.
to a team that doesn't get very
effort."
Despite this, he said, "There is significance in each
Bushey is sure about the entire season and is expecting match. We approach all teams the same way."
See FU N II> page 11

Starters return to spur
team to powerful start

Men's soccer jumps out 5-1
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Women's soccer
wins at home,
on top of NWC

Football scores
95 points in
first two games

Sara Morehouse
Staff writer

Afton Grossardt
Staff writer

A balmy 60 degrees accompanied the Whitworth women's soccer team on the field Sunday in a
battle with Pacific University that
ended in a victory for the Pirates.
The opening score was
achieved by Whitworth midway
into the first half by sophomore
Jael Hagerott, assisted by junior
Ashley TroxeL Pacific's lone
goal was scored 10 minutes into
the second half, which was immediately followed by a successful
penalty kick by Whitworth junior
Ashley Fisk, clinching the final
score at 2-1.
Saturday's
game
against
George Fox University started the
weekend off right with a 1-0 win.
The single goal of the game was
scored by Fisk early in the first
half. Head coach Sean Bushey
would have liked a larger gap in
the score, but he was pleased with
the win.
Taking this weekend's games
into account, the team's record for
this year stands at 4-2 and they are

currently ranked ninth in the
region. They arc feeling fairly
confident after coming out of a 31 win last Wednesday against
Whitman, who is ranked 24th in
the nation. Their biggest rivals
this season are Willamette
University and the University of
Puget Sound.
Bushey is pleased with the
steady progress they have been
making towards their goal of winning the conference title this season.
"The depth of team is the best it
has been in long time," Bushey
said.
Coming off a 14-5 record and
third place in conference last season with only three graduates, the
young-but-mature team is selfassured in their experience from
last year. The players to watch
include: seniors Ashli Anderson,
Jody
Rucinski
and
Mary
Hultgrenn, juniors Ashley Fisk
and Jenn Miller and sophomore
Jael Hagerott.
This week they will be going
up against Willamette and
Linfield. _

Sophomore defender Sarah Brogden-Thome
fights a Bruin for position in Saturdays match
against George Fox.

Peter Smelser
Sports editor

Continued from page 10

While the U.S. Dream Team in basketball struggled to a
bronze finish, their women counterparts dominated the
competition on way to gold. Women's soccer also won
gold in a farewell tou'r for Mia Hamm and the rest of the
Fab Five. And the women's softball team didn't allow a
run until the championship game, outscoring opponents
51-1 on way to their gold medal.
The Summer Olympics were truly golden games.
The final streak I want to touch on
ended at the Deutsche Bank
Championship. Vijay Singh overtook
Tiger Woods as the top golfer in the
world. This ended Woods streak at top,
a position he held for 264 consecutive
weeks.
No matter how I look at it, Woods
was the best golfer in the world for a
time, but this streak should not have
last this long. Tiger has only one victory all season and has not graced the top
spot in a major tournament for 10
straight.
Singh, on the other hand, has won six times this year
including a major. Though the world golf ran kings arc
based on a two year period, Tiger has stunk it up for the
past two years.
As the golf analysts try to come up with excuses for
Tiger'S game, whether it his father's reoccurrence of cancer, his impending marriage to Swedish model Elin
Nordegren, or that Tiger Wood's has become bored with
golf, Iju!.t have to say, the rest of the world has caught up
to Tiger's level.
News flash: He's not that good anymore. Get over it.
It was a great summer for sports, a summer of streaks.

PETE'S

SIlICI

much is at the conference championship!. for cross
country on Oct. 30th. The race will only be about a
three-minute drive from campus. We might even have a
barbecue there. But the real reason is that Willamette
brings a ton of loud fans, and they're seven hours away!
We're three minutes! We can be louder, and we willI
Remember ncar the end of the sports classic "Rudy"
when Rudy's dad comes into the hallowed stadium on
the Notre Dame campus and says, "This is the most
beautiful sight these eyes have ever seen"? That's what I
want the alumni, the staff and faculty, and all of the athletes to say when they walk into the venue to watch a
Whitworth sporting event---even if it's at Wandermere
Golf Course for the Cross Country Conference
Championships.
Remember. you don't have to go to the games. Nobody's
forcing you. You don't have to cheer. Nobody's forcing
you. Just don't get on the case of those who do go nuts at
the games.
Always remember this (and this isn't just for basketball, it's for all sports): as Ben Couch said so well in the
"Ugly Stick" last year (2/] 7/04) "One thing to keep in
mind for the rest of basketball season, and, for that matter, for the rest of your basketball fanship ... don't take
yourself too seriously. You're not cool. Stand up and
cheer at games, because it's fun. Because that's what
you're supposed to do at sporting events. Otherwise you
can stay at home and listen on the radio. We sit in class all
week. We sit down and do homework. Stand up for a
stinkin' baskethall game. Scream when we're on defense.
Chant when we're on offense. Go crazy for a great play.
Get on the refs. Remember why you're there ... have fun."

sportscorner/sports update
Canada skates away
with hockey World Cup

Canada defeated Finland 3-2 in the
finals of the World Cup of Hockey Sept.
14 after narrowly beating Czech Republic
4-3 on a Vincent Lecavalier OT goal earlier in the week. Finland was a surprise
contestant in the finals after beating the
United States 2-1. Lecavalier was named
the tournament MVP.
The tournament came right before the
collective bargaining agreement between
the NHL owners and the NJJL Players
Association expired. On Sept. ] 6, the
long-expected lockout of players began.
Meanwhile, the owners represented, by

Commissioner Gary Bettman, and the
NHLPA, headed by Bob Goodenow, will
continue to dispute issues, such as salary
cap, until an agreement can be made. The
lockout is likely to end the 2004-2005
NHL season and even extend into the
2005-2006 season, putting the NHL's participation in the 2006 Winter Olympics in
jeopardy.

currently at 233 hits with ]6 games to go.
If he continues at his current pace, Ichiro
will end up with 259 hits for the season,
beating George Sisler's old record of 257.
The current batting champ of the
National League, however, has eclipsed a
completely different type of record. Barry
Bonds became the third player all time to
hit 700 home runs, joining I-lank Aaron
and Babe Ruth.

Ichiro, Bonds chasing
baseball records

NFL kicks off season

This week in baseball, Ichiro Suzuki
continues to be the only bright spot on the
Seattle Mariners roster as he continued his
pursuit of the MLB hits record. Ichiro is

I

See ROUNDED ~ page 12
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It doesn't matter who you arc or where you're from,
if you are like most other people on this earth, you probably wake up every morning with a sense of purpose,
with some sense of what you want to do with your day.
However, if you are able to blow through this sense of
purpose every morning and accomplish what you feel is
you 101 in life, then you have obviously never played for
the Pirate football learn.
Last weekend, the Pirates managed to secure their
second game in a row as they returned victorious,
from the sunny state of California. This latest win
brings the team up to a 2-0 season this year, getting
off to a great start on what seems to be a promising
year.
The Pirates continued to build on the outstanding
offense they showed in the first game of the season, as
they trampled the La Verne Leopards, coming tantalizingly close to doubling the felines' abysmal score,
43-23.
However, the true focus of the game was not on the
outstanding offensive showing that Pirates' fans are
learning to expect. 'fhe focus of the game instead shifted to the equally sensational defense that Pirates'
coaches have managed to cook up since their close

A great summer for sports
As a summer of sports is drawing to a close, marked by
the start of school and football, a lot has gone on. One
word that I can think of to describe the summer is streaks.
One streak worth mentioning was just recently
snapped. Bellevue High School's football team,
Washington state's 3A threetime defending champion,
snapped Dc La Salle High __
School,
Northern
California's powerhouse,
record lSI-consecutive win
streak with a 39-20 victory.
The game was played at the
Seattle Seahawks Qwest
Field in front of 25,000 fans.
De La Salle had not lost a
game since the 1991 North
Coast Section championship.
They then went on to shatter
the nation's longest winning streak at 72 games in 1997.
I'm pretty sure we won't see anything like that for a long
time.
In Athens, several events occurred that are worth noting. First off, Michael Phelps had a ridiculous time, winning eight medals, six of which were gold. Phelps raced
17 times in seven days and tied the record for the most
medals in one Olympics.
Then there was Paul Hamm's come from behind victory after a fall on the vault to win the men's gymnastics alJaround title, the first title for America ever in a non-boycolted games.
Finally, how about the success of women's team sports.

,

The Seattle Seahawks showed this past
Sunday that they might just fulfill the
expectations fans have for the team. In a
dominating performance by running back
Shaun Alexander in which he ran for 135
yards and scored three touchdowns,

Seattle beat the New Orleans Saints 21-7.
The Denver Broncos, an old nemesis of
the Seahawks, also won on Sunday,
pounding the Kansas City Chiefs 34-24.

American powers

sw:ea~n~~p~'!orning matches from the Americans in the
Ryder alp on Sept. 17. What looked to be
a powerful U.S. duo with Tiger Woods and
Phil Mickelson pairing together resulted in
a 3 Ih to 1 1h lead for the Europeans.

-Compiled by Jonathan Gerig
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MEN'S SOCCER

NWC/Overall

Whitworth Pirates

2-0

Linfield Wildcats
Whitman Missionaries
Puget Sound Loggers
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
George Fox Bruins
Pacific Boxers
Willamette Bearcats

1-0-1 2-4-1
1-0-1 3-2-1
1-0
4-0-2
0-0-1 1-4-1
0-1-1 1-4-2
1-5
0-2
0-2 0-4-2

WOMEN'S SOCCER

NWC/Overall

Whitworth Pirates

3-0

4-2

Puget Sound Loggers
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
Whitman Missionaries
Willamette Bearcats
Pacific Boxers
Lewis & Clark Pioneers
Linfield Wildcats
George Fox Bruins

2-0
2-0

5-0

5-1

2-1
1-1
1-2
0-2
0-2

2-2-1
5-2
3-2-1
2-3
2-2-1
0-5-1

0-3

3-4

NWC/Overall
FOOTBALL
Linfield Wildcats
0-0 2-0
0-0 2-0
Pugst Sound Loggers

Whitworth Pirates

0-0 2-0

Pacific Lutheran Lutes
Willamette Bearcats
Lewis & Clark Pioneers

0-0 1-0
0-0 1-2
0-0 0-1

Whitworth Pirates

2-0
1-1

4-4
7-2

George Fox Bruins
Whitman Missionaries
Lewis & Clark Pioneers
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
Puget Sound Loggers
Pacific Boxers

1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
0-2
0-2

5-5

ROUNDED:

roundup
Footb.U

NWC/Overall
2-0 8-2

VOLLEYBALL
Willamette Bearcats
Linfield Wildcats

NWconference

3-7
2-6
2-6
1-9
1-9

#2 Linfield 46, at #14 Wisconsin-Stevens Point 35
In a matchup of top-ranked teams, Linfield outlasted WSP on
Saturday partly due to the performance of Linfield OB Brett Elliot,
who threw for school record numbers of 480 yards, 38 completions,
59 attempts and six touchdowns, three of which. came .i". the .fo~rth
quarter, helping Linfield come back from a 10 pomt de~lclt. Lwfleld
improved to 2-0 having beaten Western Oregon the prevIOus week 5817.

.,
I
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At Eastern Oregon 20, Willamette 13

(

After spotting Eastern Oregon University a 20-0 lead, the
Willamette University football team's rally fell short as the Bearcats
lost to Eastern Oregon 20-13 in a non-conference game Saturday
afternoon. The Bearcats fell to 1-2 on the season as EOU raised its
record to 2-0.

]

Puget Sound 13, at Claremont-Mudd-Scripps 9
The University of Puget Sound improved to 2-0 for the first time
since 1998 with a win at Claremont-Mudd-Scripps on Saturday night.
Puget Sound beat Pomona-Pitzer the previous week 10-7.
At Occidental 31, Lewis & Clark 6
Lewis & Clark College kicked off the 2004 football season in Los
Angeles with a 31-6 loss to Occidental College Saturday night. The
one bright spot for the Pioneers was Brandon Zerr-Smith who had a
tremendous night, carrying the ball 15 times for 160 yards and their
onlyTD.
Pacific Lutheran 14, Cal Lutheran 12
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Continued from page 11

victory over the University of Redlands, 52-49,
on Sept. 11.
This defensive show should only serve to reassure Pirates fans that the team does have it in them
to step things up to the next level and meet any
challenges that come their way.
When asked about team practices, Ryan
Marshall, one of the team's receivers, said words
like "intense" and "focused" were in a wide abundance. However, he said that the main point of
practices was to strengthen the players in every
aspect of the game, rather than simply focusing on
certain strengths or weaknesses.
The Pirates have a bye this coming week, but
are scheduled to play in the Pine Bowl against
Eastern Oregon on Oct. 2 in what promises to be
a battle of grand proportioris.

Voll.,b.11
At Willamette 3, Pacific Lutheran 2
Celia Balian's service ace gave the Bearcats a 20-18 victory in the
fifth game and a 3-2 come-from-behind win over Pacific Lutheran
University in a Northwest Conference volleyball match Saturday
night at the Cone Field House.

At George Fox 3, Puget Sound 2
Down 2-1 in games and trailing by eight points midway through the
4th game, the George Fox University Bruins staged a furious rally to
even the match and then took the deciding 5th game for a 3-2 win over
the University of Puget Sound
Whitman 3, at Pacific 2
Leslie Compean's three kills in the final game, including the final
two of the match, lifted Whitman to a five-game win over Pacific in
Northwest Conference volleyball action at the Pacific Athletic Center.
J

- Compiled by Jonathan Gerig
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The final match against
the
Community Colleges of Spokane
ended in a victory for the Pirates,
though the 30-11, 30-20, 18-30, 3022 win did not count toward the conference record.
Marsh and Hornor were named as
part of the All-Tournament team. The
Pirates only gave up two games the
entire tournament.
At the Whitlier/Oxy Invitational
Sept. 10 - 11, Whitworth faced four
teams, including nationally-ranked
La Verne.
After beating Claremont-MuddScripps to start the tournament, the
Pirates won the next two matches in
back-to-back sweeps. The Pirates'
only loss III the tournament was a 1430, 20-30, 21-30 loss to La Verne in
the championship match.
La Verne is ranked fourth in the
coaches' pre-season poll after finishing third in the NCAA Division HI
Tournament last year.
. In the preseason, the Pirates were
predicted to finish in a fifth-place
Northwest Conference tie with the
Whitman Missionaries.
The Pirates started off conference
play Ihis past weekend with a win
over Pacific 30-17, 30-] 3, 30-26 in
Forest Grove, Oregon
In the match the Pirates were led in
kills by Briltney Bower with 10.
Marsh added nine and Danielson
chipped in eight. Marsh also led the
team on defense with 18 digs.
On Saturday, the Pirates' fortunes
changed at Linfield. Up two games to
one against the Wildcats, Linfield
won the next two sets in dramatic
fashion to take the match, 25-30, 30-
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JUnior middle blocker Carey Guhlke drills
the ball while Head Coach Steve Rupe
looks on In the background.

18,30-19,31-33, 15-17.
Schrader led the team with 22 kills.
Bower had 18 kills and Danielson
pitched in with 17 kills. Hornor
dished out 58 assists.
Marsh cleaned up the floor with 20
digs as both Hornor and Moore each
added 19 digs of their own.
"We're hoping to win the conference," Florence said. "It's going to
come down between us and
Willamette."
Whitworth opens up conference
play at home Friday against
Willameltc.
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IN THE LOOP

Infor111a tion
Systetns has
our gratitude
n our generation, it's easy to expect instant
gratification. We want drive-thru's, instant
messaging and real-time news. When something wastes minutes, or even seconds of our
precious time, we sometimes react with misplaced frustration.
Example: The fickle Internet access students
have dealt with in the past two weeks.
When the Internet shut down, then came
back up - then shut down again, for some - it
wasn't uncommon to hear conversations around
campus that went something like this:
"Dude, they took away my Internet again."
"Yeah, me too. What's with those tech
guys?"
"I don't know, but I can't get on ESPN."
It was easy for most of us to direct our frustration at "them." That is, the Information
Systems department.
But here's who is really to blame: The computer whizzes with nothing better to do than
formulate the latest virus and wreak havoc on
innocent students, businesses and small children.
So let's not be too quick to blame the tech
guys. With hundreds of computers making new
connections to the network, a viral outbreak
was bound to happen
While many students were verbally up-inarms, the men and women of the Information
Systems department worked overtime and into
the weekend to get the Internet back online.
They developed a sub-network system so they
would not have to resort to the coordinated
mass unplugging of the entire campus to find
the culprit computers. They also did so without
causing damage to the network and, thus, every
computer on campus. The computer labs, it
should be noted, were almost always up and
running.
The Information Systems department did
well, but not stellar.
The string of jargon that the department
expected the student body to understand was
frustrating. Words like "proxy server," "IP
address" and "Network Bridge" may as well
be in Arabic to the non-computer-science
majors. There were also some customer service lapses on the department's side that only
increased the tension between them and the
students.
Terminology aside, the network employees
did a job that students should app,laud. If you
doubt that, consider the sheer logistics of
checking hundreds of computers for anything
wrong, having to answer call after call from
people who demand the Internet be fixed right
now because "I don't pay $30,000 tuition for
this!" and the technology skills ·required to fix
those virus-infected computers.
While one can't deny the fact that some class
work was interrupted with waffling access to
the Internet and Blackboard, the effect that the
outage had on the social Jives of those afflicted
was actually positive.
Being thrust out of cyberspace and into the
real world, Whitworthians had to physically
talk to each other to communicate, encouraging
new and deeper relationships than those constructed through cyber-monikers. In some
sense, it was a mini crisis that brought us all
together. Sort of.
Most importantly, let's acknowledge the fact
that the Information Systems department is on
our team and they probably enjoy answering
the computer help desk phone as much as students enjoy calling ext. 3911 for the third or
fourth time.
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Editor explains vision
A look ahead to upcoming issues
of the Whitworthian
Opinions, page 15
I~

NRA shoots down
assault weapons ban
President George W. Bush himself claimed to
back the ban. In fact, according to National Public
Radib, as Bush's Allorney General, John Ashcroft,
The assault weapons ban, which limits 19 kinds
stated in January 2001, "The president-elect has
of semi-automatic weapons, expired Sept. 13. The
indicated his clear support for extending the assault
House of Representatives never brought it to a
weapon ban."
vote.
Why, then, despite overwhelming support for the
Behind the ban's expiration is none other than
ban,
did Congress fail to bring it to the floor for
the National Rifle
renewal? The influence of the
Association (NRA), an
NRA extends farther than votorganization aggressive
ers realize and politicians care
and funded enough to keep
to admit.
Republicans in its pocket
It The NRA) rather thall politla{ms
This year, the NRA expects
and Democrats running
to
spend $20 million on
'
scared.
fightingjor the rights of their hUlitilig
Republican candidates. I am
The NRA, rather than
constituents, is responsible for the virtu- not surprised that Bush negpoliticians fighting for the
lected to push the renewal of
allY unchallenged death 0/ the ban. "
rights of their hunting conthe assault weaPons ban.
stituents, is responsible for
The success of Bush's taxthe virtually unchallenged
cut proposals show his infludeath of the ban.
ence and power over Congress.
Notorious for punishing
Similarly, he could have convinced the House to
politicians, the NRA claimed to have defeated 19
vote on the assault weapons ban. .
of the 24 members of Congress on its hit list in the
Yet such a push would have made Bush very
1994 election. The list included congressmen who
unpopular with the NRA. 1\venty million dollars is
voted for the assault weapons ban that year as part
of the Brady Bill, which consisted largely of gun
a lot of money, even for a Texas oil millionaire.
control legislation.
Gun control remains both an explosive domestic
1\vo years after Congress passed the assault
issue as well as a key foreign policy concern during
the 2004 presidential campaign.
weapons ban, the NRA flooded campaigns with
enough money to ensure a Republican majority in
John Kerry has accused Bush of aiding terrorthe House. Representatives then voted to repeal the
ism by letting the ban expire, citing reports
ban. Yet the Senate rejected the repeal, thereby
found in· al-Oaida literature that laid members to
thwarting the NRA.
go to the United States to find high-powered
Former presidents Ford, Carter, Reagan and
weapons.
Clinton all supported the ban on assault weapons,
as do many law enforcement organizations.
Politicians across party lines also support it.
See NRA . . page 14
uns don't kill people. People kill people with
Gguns.

Allison Carr
is an
Opinrons
writer for The
Whitworthian,
a junior and
majoring in
English and
political studies. Comments
can be sent to
acarr02@
whitworth.edu.

Candidates' military records
exploited for political gain
On what seems to be a daily basis, a new development under Kerry's command that were on the Bay lIap River
Occurs that causes American voters to question both with him on March 13, 1969, claim that no mine explodpresidential candidates. Such as if Senator John Kerry ed 011 the side of his boat, that he was
really did ford up the Bay Hap River in Vietnam and not under fire from both sides of the
take enemy fire, or whether current President George W. river and that all he did was pull a sailor
Bush did use his father's political connections to keep back into the boat after the sailor fell
him out of Vietnam.
out.
The problem isn't an issue of misinformation or misCoincidentally, John E. O'Neill, who
representation, it is one of exploitation. When did serv- served under Kerry and came forward
ing our country in the military become anothernotch on with these claims, received the same
Colin
one's rise to the White House? And even though ethics Silver Star for service and stood behind
Robeson
seem to have been thrown out the door, how did it Kerry's first senatorial bid. Now,
is an
become a norm to tarnish the reputation of one's mili- almost 20 years later, O'Neill has
Opinions
tary contribution to the United States for political apparently had a crisis of conscience writer for The
"brownie points"?
and is leading the Swift Boat Veterans Whitworthian,
Reaching the height of the Oval Office should be for Truth against their former coma sophomore
about something more than mud slinging. Sadly, all that mander.
and Infljoring
has been accomplished in this presidential campaign is
Other claims that actually carry some
in religion.
a loss of trust and faith in politicians when they speak of validity are Kerry's supposed "searing" Commenls can
their own military service.
images of being in Cambodia on
be sent to
drunken
North crobeson07@
On Sept. 8, anchorman Dan Rather began 60 Minutes Christmas with
II with a story that internal memos had surfaced from Vietnamese firing at him, which, whitworth.edu.
Bush's commanding officer, Air National Guard Lt. Col. according to various military docuJerry Killian, that Bush had used his father's connec- ments, happens to be false.
tions as a member of Congress to prevent his deployMoreover, when looked at critically, the three Purple
ment to Vietnam.
Hearts that Kerry has placed at the forefront of his camThese memos reportedly show that Bush was paign were for minor shrapnel wounds for which he was
grounded from flight status; that he "talked to some- never hospitalized.
one upstairs" to possibly keep him stateside during
So now that this all seems clear as mud, the American
the Vietnam War and that he was working out an voters are left to wonder who is the better man, who will
agreement to miss drill weekends for months at a run our country better, who will serve our interests and
time.
who actually has some semblance of integrity. In light
Then Killian's secretary, Marion Carr Knox, came of these accusations, both candidates' characters have
forward and stated that while the information within the been called into question.
documents was accurate, the documents themselves
As a Specialist in the US Army Reserves, I don't
were forged.
believe military service should be paraded around like a
Kerry finds himself in the similar predicament of misdirection and mud slinging as yet another story of inconSee MILITARY ~ page' 14
sistencies surfaced regarding his military service. Men
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Rock the vote or die!:
Elect the Ugly Stick
Editor's nOle: The last lhree years, this [One of us1 makes ice., That's right folks,
column gained notoriety through the tact- he freezes water. You can probably feel
ful and talented typing fingers of 2004 your IQ going up just thinking about the
gradUf.lte Bell Couch. Now ii's time to find cognitive challenges of that job. What
the neAt Ugly Stick star. Read samplings of does [the other] do? He picks raspberthe following Ugly Stick candidates, then Ties., Mind you, this isn't the sort of
read meir columns in their entirety online, physical activity that he may pass it off
at www.whitworthian.com.Then.iiI·true·to ~. He sits all ~ay on a machine drivdemocratic fashion, vote 'oi-dine before ing itself at one m.p.h. while his mi~d
Saturday for this year's Ugly Stick
grows comfortably numb. That means if

writer., To prevmt a popularity
contes,t, lhe writers will rem4in

'. " you have a job, regardless of
I).ow littl~ skill it requires, it
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Continued from page 13

Bush, for his part, manages to deny responsibility
since the bill never made
it to the House floor and
he was never given an
opportunity 10 sign the
renewal into law.
In my opinion, a man

running for re-election
largely on a platform concerned with eliminating
terrorism should be a bit
more concerned with the
reports to which Kerry
referred.
However, Kerry is also
guilty of similar interestgroup pandering. Just
recently in Missouri,
Kerry found the need to
reinforce his identity as a
hunter. The altempt by

both parties to avoid ruffling NRA feathers bears
blatant testimony to the
organization's immense
power.
As voters, we are bigger than any interest
group and our voices
can't be ignored, if we
use Ihem. People can kill
people with guns or people can save lives by voting for gun conlrol.
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II
McVay, Jose Frade, Mark Mesdag and
Haden Barkley.
These are men of distinction, exemplifying service, integrity, loyalty, duty,
Continued from page 13
respect and courage. I am saddened that
cheap fad. Men and women have foughl the political milieu of an election year has
for enlrance inlo the military to give Iheir to bring down their contribution to the
lives for our nation and that sacrifice moral fabric of America, especially durshouldn'l be tarnished by one's political ing the times in which we now live.
ambitions.
However, I believe what is paramount
Neither do I want someone becoming here is that despite the display that our
the Commander-in-Chief of the United candidates have given us, don't let it
affect your view of
Slates military, the
the military. Don't
strongest armed
force in the world,
let your views of
iflhe high honor of
whether we should
military
service
be in Iraq or not
"Despite the display that our affect your view or
means that little to
candidates have given us,
them.
keep you from your
Hitting
even
don't let it affect your view of civic duty of voting.
Don't let your percloser to home is
the military. "
sonal ethos of a war
realization
the
hawk or pacifist
that this is nothing
affect your ability to
new, that people
support our great
will continue to
nation. Don't let
exploit service for
these
crises
of
their own goals.
And it is .like salt to an open wound integrity give you cause for disbelief as
when we all think of the-men and you hear soldiers come back and tell you
women we know that are deployed or their stories.
have served our nation. Some of them
They deserve our respect not our skepare fellow Whitworth Pirates: Jeremy ticism. Give them their due.
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Even as an RD, I
feel like a frosh
I love an adventure as
much as the next guy, but
driving across the counIry and planting roots in a
city that you have only
visited for a two-day
Tim period can be tough.
Caldwell Leaving
my
family,
friends and everything
IS a guest
else that was familiar to
writer for The me, I loaded up my car
lVhitworthlQn and made the four-day
and Resident trip
Ohio
to
from
Director of Washington.
Arend Hall.
In many ways I feel I
Comments can can relate to the freshmen
be sent to students
out
there.
/caldwell@ Questions can't help but
whitworlh.edu. slowly infiltrate your
mind, at times filling your
head wilh doubts. Should
I really be doing this? Wouldn't it be easier to stay closer to home? But in the end
you come to the realization that you at
least have to try, and so I did.
My name is Tim Caldwell and I am the
new Resident Director for Arend Hall.
I grew up in Mansfield, Ohio, and then
attended
Huntington
College
in
Huntington, Indiana, where r completed
my
undergraduate
degree.
From
Huntington I moved to Muncie, Indiana,
and attended Ball State University where
I completed my Master's degree in
Student Affairs Administration and
Higher Education. While at Ball State I
had the opportunity to work in the Office
of Leadership and Service Learning and
see firsthand how much service affects
leadership.
During this year, many of you who are
reading this column will have the ability
to assume leadership roles both on and off
campus, Some might be natural leaders

while others may have to work hard to fulfill the leadership role that has been presented. In either case, I would like to
stress the importance of servant leadership.
I hesitate to use this term "servant
leadership" because it has been thrown
around and had many different meanings over the last decade. But the importance of service in any leadership role is
crucial and needs to be stressed and
developed in, order to become a great
leader.
Service isn't necessarily the easiest
thing to do; in fact it is sometimes the
hardest part about being a leader. As leaders on and off this campus, you will be
presented with easier ways of doing
things. You will have ample opportunity
to take the easy way out. But in those
times when the fork in the road presents
itself to you and the choice is all yours, I
hope that you can come to the realization
that you have to try.
Try to be an example to others, try to
put others before yourself, try to do the
right thing every time - because in the
end you will realize that the easy way oul
usually leads back in.
Moving to Spokane was tough, and
there are stilI days when I look back and
wonder if I made the right decision, but
those days are few and far between. On
most days I can't believe how truly lucky
I am to be here and have the opponunities
that I have. If I wouldn't have taken the
risk and moved out west, if I. wouldn't
have tried, I would never have known the
opportunities and joys that have' presented themselves to me here. While change
can be hard, it can also be very rdwarding,
I found this oul. The same is true with
service. It can be tough. but also very
rewarding.
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Open letter to the readers:
This is your Whitworthian
When the Whitworthian reported on faculty
salaries, marijuana use and the homosexuality lectures held on campus last spring, e-mails
started filling the editors' in-boxes.
There were words of encouragement from
the Whitworth community - some were
pleased with the newspaper
not shying away from the controversIes on campus and realities of Whitworth. More common, however, were concerns
- some justified and helpful,
some more reactionary - that
Chris docked The Whitworthian for
bringing up issues and pubCollins lishing stories that shouldn't
is an editor be circulated on this campus.
for The
It was a learning experiWhitworthian, ence. I'll put it that way.
a senior and
This year, a talented and
majormg in experienced staff of editors is
journalism and working
to
make
the
political Mud- Whitworth ian an informative,
ies. Comments interactive, entertaining and
can be sent to insightful publication that will
ccollills02@ duplieate the successes of last
wllltworlh.edu. year and learn from its mistakes. This newspaper will
address controversial issues as they arise and
address them with hard-hilling reporting.
The editors, writers, designers and photographers will do some serious reporting and
entertaining without taking ourselves too seriously. This isn't the New Whitworth Times
and we don't have massive crossword puzzles
or Geraldo "I live for going live" Rivera
reporting for us in Djibouti (I blame the limited student government budget and a lack of
advertising revenue from Bon-Macy).
With that in mind, here's what is on tap for
The Whitworthian this year:
... Not just PC. That means this newspaper
is not the mouthpiece of the Presbyterian
. Church, ·the Whitworthian will respect sensi.o

tivity while not worshiping Political tips for making The Whitworthiall a beller stuCorrectness and it may even move beyond dent newspaper, I'm also going 10 be meeting
(using a shuddering cliche that happens to with a group of students and faculty on a regular basis to hear concerns and suggestions for
work with "PC") the Pinecone Curtain.
At the end of the year we sent out a reader- improvements.
ship survey and found that, when asked, what
... Entertaining and compelling. Fifty-seven
issues The Whitworthian should cover, 49 percent of you read "The Grapevine" - a
percent of respondents selected "world weekly humor column from the editors - on
affairs" as a topic we should focus on. a regular basis, according to the readership
"National affairs" and "Spokane affairs" were survey. Another 35 percent read it "somealso high on the list.
times." So that'll stay,
funny as ever.
We're listening.
The Scene section, as
There's going to be a
well, is branching out with
new world briefs section
that will give you a quick "...expect to seeYOllr face ill ptint all sorts of informative,
update on the world in the more often, YONr letters pllblis/JC(l edgy features. Read about
what's happening in the
last week. If you never
read a newspaper, then YOllr guest COlllflJllS in the opinioll world of Whitworth clubs,
check out the new "Scene
this can give you a week- sectiol1, your quotes ill stoties... "
in the City" column and
ly I'm-now-informed jolt
soon, hopefully, we'll pubto the brain.
lish letters from Whitworth
The "Going Local" feastudents now serving in
ture, which started this
Iraq.
spring and brought local,
national or world news to our attention, along
A new religion column is also in the works.
with its connections to Whitworth, will con- It's open to everyone, so join the discussion of
tinue.
the most important topic in this newspaper.
.. Interactive. This isn't my paper. It's not Though this column may include all sorts of
the editors' paper. It's not the record-sized issues dealing with any religion, the driving
question this year is: What does it mean to be
staff's paper. It's your paper.
Wouldn't it be lame if 50-plus students got a Christian?
Also, we all mourn the all-Ioo-early loss
together every week and wrote about whatev(i.e. graduation) of Ugly Stick columnist Ben
er they think is interestmg? I thought so, too.
So this year, expect to see your face in print Couch. But a new star will soon be born and it
more often, your letters published, your guest depends on you to determine who that is. Vote
columns in the opinion section, your quotes in online at our new Web site www.whitworthistories and a weekly feature on students. The an.com to pick the new Ugly Stick columnist.
newspaper had similar goals last year and we
E-mail me at editor@whitworth.edu if you
hope to continue Ihem this year. So answer the have any questions, comments, letters, guest
new Question-of-the-Week we'll be throwing column ideas or qucries on the metaphysical
out on the "Sounding Board" and put your paradoxes of psychoanalytical phcnomena. I
thoughts in ink.
won't be able to at}.swer every{hing, but I'll do
,..- . '
'In addition to needing your feedback and my best.-

f romtheso u I,religion

Suffering for Christ begins in the heart
If I had looked more carefully, the marks of suffering
. would have been clear.
Yet [ did not know about his life or his years in prison.
Beneath the exterior of this aged, gentle man dwelt the heart
of a broken, tested disciple from whom we can all learn.
Two summers ago I traveled from Shanghai to the southern Chinese province of Guangdong. Yao Moshi invited the
missionary and me to his apartment.
Erik Lystad
Pastor Yao has long ministered to his city. He earned the
IS a guest respect and admiration of his community and has lived in a
writer for The modest apartment with the usual Chinese amenities. Other
Whitworthian, than that, I knew very little about this seemingly average
a senior and Chinese man. He served me tea and watermelon seed!> of
majorirlg in hospitality and soon moved into his story.
As a pastor during the Cultural Revolution, Yao was targetchemistry.
Comments can ed as an enemy of the people. Due to illegal religious activibe sent to ty, Yao's daughter turned him in to the county authorities.
For the next 10 years, Pastor Yao lived in a prison of
clystadOl@
willtworth.edu. some sort and was re-educated in the doctrines of the times.
Someone told me that he struggled in his faith and questioned the truth of Christ.
Yet through it all, Yao retained his convictions and never
turned away from God. Since that time, Yao has dedicated
his life to Christian service in Guangdong. Though a pastor of a government-controlled church, he is every bit surrendered to the authority of Christ in his life.
I was awe-struck at the depth of this man's faith, physically manifested in the scars on his back.
"What would you have of me, Lord? As an American,

what sort of suffering is there for me?" I asked in confusion.
Never knowing the meaning of "persecution," I felt my
Christian faith was lacking the essence of true discipleship
- the sufferings of the cross.
One notable Chinese house-church leader requested,
"Don't pray for the burdens to be lifted from our backs, but
for our backs to be strengthened. It is the glory of the cross,
,
to share in his sufferings."
Where does that leave me and the rest of the Western
world? Should I also seek after physical sufferings?
No. It is harder than that. It is a matter of the heart. One
must submit to the Lordship of Christ down to the deepest
core. This surrender of pride and self-will to the cross
means that my life is forever "lost."
Thus, that true glorious virtue of Yao is not in the mere
existence of his outward sufferings, but rather in the choosing of them. Such a choice comes from the heart of a disciple for which Christians in every country can strive.
The cross of Christ is, at its deepest reality, found in the
heart. We can have this heart regardless of location - yes,
even in the Loop. Whitworth's motto of the "Mind and
Heart" begins to make sense: man sees the physical sufferings, but God knows the heart.
Zhell jill bu pa huo. Real gold fears no fire.
A real disciple fears no suffering. "If I surrender my
body to the flames ... and have not [a heart of a disciple] J
gain nothing" (I Corinthians 13:3). Pastor Yao followed in
Christ's footsteps. Will you?
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Q: Do you think the "ASWC-bay" idea will fly? And if so, will
it be a
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for students and a bust for the bookstore?
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Get your thoughts in print!
Letters to the editor

Guest commelltaries

The Whitworth ian welcomes your responses to stories appearing in the newspaper
or views on issues of interest to the college community. Letters must bear the
writer's name, major or position in the college (e.g. professor, custodian) and
phone number (for verification purposes only). Anonymous letters cannot be published. Please keep length to a maximum of 300 words. We reserve the righ~ to
edit all letters for content and space. Send letters to: Letters to the Editor, Box
4302, Campus Mail or e-mail to editor@whitworth.edu. Letters must be received
by 5 p.m. on Friday for publication in Ihe following Tuesday's issue.

The Whitworthian encourages members of the campus to submit longer guest commentaries about issues relevant to the community. Commentaries of 700 words or less
will be published as space permits. We are looking for commentaries that arc relevant
and well-researched. To ensure a better chance of publishing, please contact The
Whitworthian with specifics regarding when you plan to submit your commentary and
what you are interested in addressing. We reserve the right to edit all submissions
for content and space. Commentaries should be e-mailed to
editor@whitworth.edu.
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Sophomore Michael
Carlson (left) congratulates
freshmen and their families outside the Cowles
Memorial Auditorium following the Traditlation kick
off this year on Sept. 4.
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Then-senior Steve Badke plays his
bagpipes in 2003 while leading the
men and women of Baldwin-Jenkins
to the fJrst escorted dinner of the
trad Itiation festivities .
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Past and resent
Then-freshman Charlie Cudney (aka "brother
smiley") dances along with his McMillan Hall
brothers during thelf disneY-inspired performance in 2002. Mac Hall tied for first place
with the men from Baldwin-Jenkins.
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Then-freshmen Michael Hamann
and Jonathan Pntchard of BaldwlnJenkins flap around on stage dUring
Mock Rock 2002 as Sesame Street
characters Big Bird and Elmo.
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A group of freshmen from the Village
show off their best Viffage People Impersonation before they perform for thiS
year's Mock Rock.
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Kalil Voigt/U""'hPorihio.

Then-Junior Brad Hixson beats on a
drum as Warren men dance in the
background during mock rock 2003

Baldwin-Jenkins freshmen perform at the 2001 Mock Rock.
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,WISE opens its doors
I

Kerry and Bush tee off

Women in Society Everywhere
discuss their goals for the year.

Scene,

Conservative musicians
need to enter the political fray.

Opinion,
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Partisan clubs push politics
Jamie Evans
Sarah Morgenthaler
Staff writers

Political
clubs gain
popularlt¥ on
campus

Political activity on campus is increasing
sharply with the Nov. 2 presidential election
less than seven full weeks away. In an effort to
increase awareness and garner support, political
clubs on campus are becoming more vocal.
Campus clubs such as the College Republicans,
the Young Democrats and the Political Activism
Club all offer forum's for discussion, activity and
information.

~~

Politics

College Republicans
In their first weeks of existence on campus,
tbe College Republicans have made a large
impression. Around 200 people became members of the College Republicans club in less

See

POLITICS .. page 2

FfyinJ high

Cramped dorms
irk some students
Freshmen
forced to
move or pay
higher rates

than five hours, club president and senior Jeff
Naslund said.
"That is about 10 percent of the student population. People are very, very, very excited
about our new chapter," he said.
One excited siudent is sophomore Charity
Triplett.
"I'm in colIege, and I'm a Republican,"
Triplett said. "My family's really political, so
I'm into politics."
ColIege Republicans plan to hold a mock

posed
a
challenge
for
Whitworth, which has experienced

a

record

80

percent

increase In freshman applications in the Jast four years.
The college accepted the exact
same amount of freshman in
2004 as in 2003, but there were
23 more freshmen who chose to
attend Whitworth, Pfursich said.
The college admitted 1,425
Leah Motz
students and 34 to 35 percent of
Staff IVI ltcr
those students enrolled at
Whitworth.
Before arriving at Whitworth,
Enrollment growth rates arc
freshman Kayla Allen talked
with her future roommates and not expected to slow in the near
devised a color scheme for their future as college entrance
dorm room and devised a way to becomes more competitive.
Fewer first-year students at
channel their individual interests
Whitworth are getting their first,
into a coordinated design.
second or even
But two days
third choice of
before leaving
dorm
and room
for school - and
arrangement.
fully armed wIth
"There
has
her blue and
been
overflow
green-striped
,'oSolJle stude!1ts} FIJI housing, three
quilt - Whitworth
sllre}
are frllstrated or people in twocalled Allen to
person rooms or
tell her that she
surprised bit. J}
five in four-perhad been moved
son rooms. This
from a quad to a
is usually for a
single in Arend.
Fred Pfurslch,
very
limited
For Allen, who
Deat1 if E/Jro//mml
time," Pfursich
had been looking
said.
forward to meetThere are 33
ing her new
more freshmen
roommates, livthis year than the
ing in a single
438 that arrived
room was "the last thing I wantlast fall.
ed to do."
The housing arrangements for
"Some students, I'm sure, are
frustrated or surprised by it," the record-setting freshmen class
Dean of Enrollment Fred was shuffled around at the last
minute to make room for addiPfursich said.
Due to a freshman class with tional students.
"We had a good idea by May
34 more people than expected,
many students are discovering 1," Pfursich said. "We realized
that the inevitable growth is the freshman class was going to
accompanied by sacrifice.
Finding housing for those stuSee DORMS ~ page 2
dents living on campus has

The beautiful
weather lends
itself to sophomore Ryan
Niemeyer and
jUnior Jon
Brewer as
they prepare
for ultimate
Frisbee
season.

Mayor won't speak for service day
Bethany Monroe
Staff writer
Classes have been put on hold and Whitworth
fresbmen have experienced Spokane through volunteer work this morning as part of Community
Building Day.
Sophomore Clinton Lipscomb participated in
last year's Community Building Day by helping
with a carpeting project at Whitworth Presbyterian.
"It was fun, everyone worked together,"
Lipscomb said. "When we were done, we made a

big circle and had a back massage train."
The work groups will return from their jobs at
noon to hear guest speakers and eat a barbecue
lunch outside the Hixon Union Building.
"We [usually] like to have Bill Robinson come,
but he has a meeting downtown that day," SERVE
coordinator and senior Jessica Chapman said. "I
called him early last spring but he was already
scheduled for [the meeting]."

See EVENT

~ page 3
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be bigger than expecled."
Siudents often live in doubles for
social and financial reasons.
In Allen's case, the school agreed to
charge her the rate for a double since a
single was not her firsl choice. After
settling in to her situation and warming up to her surroundings and new
friends, Allen was informed Ihat since
a double room had opened up on campus, she would have to change rooms
or pay the rate for a single in which
she had been involuntarily placed.
As Allen prepared to move her
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belongings 10 her new double in
Baldwin-Jenkins, she worried about
the effect her relocation would have
on the relationships she has made in
Arend.
"It's going to be harder to keep in
louch with friends that I have made,"
Allen said.
Whitwor1h has attemp1ed to curb
the housing problem by recently construc1ing Boppcll Hall and purchasing
more theme houses surrounding the
campus.
Pfursich feels that the campus still
needs more housing.
"There is a lot of discussion taking
place," he said. "The hope is 1hat we
could have a new dorm on campus by
2006 .... The plan is to raze the Village
at some point."
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election, increase voter registration, inform
students of Republican views and bring
speakers to campus,
"We are definitely more active because of
the election," Naslund said,
Club members believe in a "compassionate conservative" approach and support
George W. Bush.
"George W. Bush is going to win Ihe election, no doubt. John Kerry is too liberal and
on the wrong side, or shOUld I say on both
sides of history on every issue," Naslund
said. "George W. Bush is in touch with the
average Amencan."
Naslund said that campus liberalism
prompted him to start the club.
"There are many people and professors
who feel like they can 'spoon feed' students
their liberal ideas without questions being
asked, while they have as much of a right to
speak as I do, we need balance," Naslund
said.

Young Democrats
Campus conservatism motivated juni~r
Heather Gregory to begin the Young
Democrats club in May 2004.
"Democrats are the minority at Whitworth,"
Gregory said.
The group has 22 members and is gaining
interest as the elections approach.
Although smaller in number, the club plans

I

('II

Year
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Freshmen Erin Ctarizo (teft) and Becky Bernal gtve
the thumbs up to Bush,

The Political Activism Club is not affiliated with any political party.
"If someone's a Republican, Democrat, it
doesn't matter to us ... we're focusing on larger projects," club President, senior, Laura
Thaut said,
The club focuses on issues rather than
political affiliations. Each meeting
involves a discussion of international,
national and local issues as well as news
briefings on pOlitical happenings.

"It's a g'ood forum for debate, because
people have different perspectives and
they feel free to bring them up. It's a
good way to promote discussion and
understanding of the other ~ides of
issues," Thaul said.
The club plans on hosting a party on
election night.
"You can come and watch the votes
roll in and everyone can cheer or boo for
their candidate," Thaut said,
With such a wide variety of political
clubs on campus, students are sure to find
one that fulfills their political and ideological needs.
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wo rid briefs/news ticker
Iraq elections still on
track for January

Sudan using killer
mil ita nts as gua rds

Haiti struggles to
recover from Jeanne

The interim Prime Minister of Iraq, Iyad
Allawi, has announced that the elections
planned for January are still on track despite
recent violence in Baghdad and other cities.
These elections are considered key for Iraq
to become a functioning democracy and it is
expected that Iraqi terrorists will try attacks
to destabilize the nation and keep people
away from the polls. Similar elections are
being held in Afghanistan and there have
been several aUacks against those operating
voting booths. Allawi has called for assistance from the United Nations to ensure the
success of the upcoming elections.

Sudanese authorities have come under
international criticism for the allegation that
refugees displaced by the recent violence
are being guarded by the same militias that
were responsible for the original atrocities.
Arab militia recently condemned for violence against black Africans in Sudan have
been hired to safeguard the same refugees
that they were killing and displacing. The
North Darfur crisis has been a major stumbling block for the Sudanese government,
as their oil exports are being threatened by
sanctions for failing to resolve the emergency situation.

Haiti lS trying to recover in the city of
Gonaives following the effects of Hurricane
Jeanne. Over 1,000 people were killed by
the storm and only about a dozen bodies
have been identified. Throngs of starving
peop'e have swarmed the United Nations
relief efforts and have prevented supplies
from being widely distributed. Deforestation
contributed to the devastation as the loose
soil gave way to rising flood levels. The
city streets in Gonaives are still covered in
mud and thousands of people have been displaced across the country.
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to be very active on campus and in the community.
The club goal is "to bring a political awareness and involvement to campus and emphasize Democratic value." To do so, club members plan to educate students on their voting
rights.
Members find it difficult al times to accomplish their goals while being on a conservative
campus,
"[It can] be tricky to be vocal at Whitworth
and not alienate people," Gregory said .
Despite the disadvantage, Gregory feels
it inspires the club's leadership to show
who they are without misconcephons.
One misconception Gregory sees is that
most are satisfied with President Bush.
"A lot of people are unhappy with the
current President," she said.
Gregory points out the cuts Bush has
made to Head Start and the promise Kerry
has made to support it. Head Start began in
1965 and helps prepare low-income children and their parents for school.

Continued from page 1
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g ra peVine/hur1)or
Top 10 unofficial Homecoming events
(these mayor may not actually happen ".J

... "To Couer d' Alene and back" race followed by
Pirate Iron Man competition for cross-country
class of '52
... Temporary tattoo parlor

... Slip-n'-(mud)slide alumni reunion in the Back 40

... Peace and Love Club (circa 1960s) reunion
in ." uh, the Back 40

... Croquet tournament for alumni with
senior citizen discount status at the soccer field

... Saga's Br~akfa~t Chili-eating competition using
.
Saga-era reCIpes (m Sodexho)

... Homecoming rave in Mac lounge

... Toga party reunion at that toga-tottin' house

... Battle Royale: Paintball fight vs College Republicans vs PAC

... Pac Man tournament for 1985
computer science alumni

Young Democrats
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McMillan has
lost the
foliage out
front, but the
bricks remain
intact after 90
years.

Buildings stand the test of time
Bulldin~

on campus
classified as
landmarks

,

""

Thanks to funding from the Getty
Grant Program, Whitworth College
is participating in a national survey
of historic independent campus
architecture and design. The Council
of Independent Colleges (CIC) is
conducting this survey and has
asked Whitworth to
submit an extensive
review of, ils five

McMillan, Harriet Cheney Cowles
Cowles
Memorial
Library,
Memorial
Auditorium
and
Hawthorne House (the president's
residence). These buildings wIll be
displayed in an online database published by the CIC.
McMillan served as the primary
campus building from 1~14 until the
1940s. The library and classrooms
at Whitworth were located in the
building.
"That makes me pretty happy that

famous

my dorm is being put in an architec-

hono/'

Hutchinson

McMillan Hull, because it was the

architectural
landmarks.
The CIC is a
major
national
service organization for all small and
mid-sized independent liberal arts
colleges and universities in the U.S.
The five buildings being submitted by Whitworth are Ballard,

tural database because that means
that, obviously, it's pretty awesome," junior Bryan Dormaier said.
In 1988, McMillan, along with
Ballard, was remodeled on the
inside to preserve its historic character and original architecture.
Ballard served as a primary campus building from 1915 until 1927
when iI burned to the ground. It was

Cowles by his grandchildren. The
auditorium has been the site for
many of Whitworth's major public
speakers. The lale President John F.
Kennedy
spoke
at
Cowles
Auditorium early in his 1960 campaign.
The Hawthorne House has served
primarily as the home for
Whitworth's presidents. It was com-

first to be buill on the Spokane campus," Janet Hauck the Whitworth
archivist said. "It holds the cornerslone that bears the date 1914 and
contains historical documents that
are still a mystery to this day,"
With many other colleges submitting their surveys, this will help give
positive coverage of small liberal
arts schools such as Whitworth.

Tim Coughlin
Slaff writer

most

EVENT:
Continued from page 1

The mayor of Spokane was also unavailable to speak, so Depuly Mayor Jack Lynch
will be addressing Whitworth students,
Chapman saId.
Jan Martinez, the director of Spokane'S
Christ Kitchen, will also give a short
speech. Students have been volunteering at
the kitchen for the past five years.
Community Building Day has been a

Whitworth tradition for more than 100
years. It originally began as a studentorganized campus cleanup project. Now
students arc transported all over the
Spokane community to help with tasks
ranging from yard maintenance and cleaning 10 folding clothes.
Students will serve at private residences,
churches and organizations such as Chri5!
Kitchen and Goodwill.
"It's just a few hours, one day a year,"
said Jacob Spaun, the Student Life program
1:ssistanl. "But at the same lime, the number
of students we can send out can get some

originally an all-male dormitory
with some classrooms and offices.
Rebuilt in 1927, the building continued to serve as a dormitory.
The Harriet Cheney Cowles
Library was buill in 1948 and had
additions constructed in 1968 and
1991. The library was funded by the
Cowles family and is designated as a
memorial to Harriet Cheney Cowles,
wife of the late William Cowles, Sr.
Cowles Memorial Auditorium
was dedicated in 1956 and given in
of

William"

large projects done."
The City Gate, a church, food bank and
shelter in Spokane, is an example of the
amount of work that student teams can
accomplish.
"We send around 60 to 70 students [to
The City Gate1 each year and they deepclean the whole building," Spaun said.
Without the sludents, The City Gatc
would have to close down for an entire
week for the slaff 10 accomplish what
Whitworth students got done in one morning.

campusbriefS/atWhitworth

pie ted in 1924 and purchased by the
college in 1942. The home is an
important building in the history of
Whitworth College and is the source
of many memorable experiences for
current students.
Dale Soden and Janet Hauk were
responsible for selecting the five
buildings to be submitted. The five
were chosen based on their historical and architectural significance.
"To me, the most interesting and
significant ..of the buildings is

This year, Spaun estimates that 550 students will be participating in Community
Building Day.
"The hope is that students will love what
they do and will want 10 go back and
become regular volunteers at these places,"
Chapman said.
Only freshmen and student leaders arc
required to attend Community Building
Day, but it is not a complete day off for the
upperclassmen and facuIty that choose not
to particrpate. Classes afler I p.m. will go
on as normally scheduled.

ASWCroundup
student government

World War II film
Professor to
lecture on politics to premiere

Loud explosions
bewilder visitors

University of Washington communication scholar David Domke
will be visiting Whitworth on
Thursday. Domke will" speak on
"Freedom and Fundamentalism:
Politics, Religion and the Press in a
Post-9/l1 World." He will be
speaking in Weyerhauser Hall at
7:30 p.m. The School of Global and
Management will be sponsoring a
reception and book signing at 6:30.

Sporadic explosions have been
heard on campus over the past two
weeks. According to Director of
Facilities Steve Thompson the
explosions have been caused by a
Bonneville Power contractor who
is installing high voltage cables on
new towers.
Thompson suggested that people
who are sensitive to loud noises
should stay away from the North
40. There is no danger 10 campus.

Whitworth
alumna Andrea
Pal pant will be presenting "In Time
of War" on Saturday in the William
P. Robinson Teaching Theater in
Weyerhaeuser Hall. The film tells
the experiences of JapaneseAmericans in the Pacific Northwest
during World War n. The film will
premiere at 5 p.m.

-Compi/ed by Amanda Beason

~ASWC

passed a mol ion to givc Jubilation $380.

~A straw vote was passed on slarting a Whitworth
Climbing and Mountaineering Club. This was proposed hy
sophomore Galen Sanford, who gol over 170 signatures in
four hours.
~Another

slraw vote was passed on slarting a Whitworth
Ultimate Club. The club will be open to anyone and also be
a platform for a traveling collegiate team.
~ Department chairs met and decided to keep the "no food
and drink" rule in Weyerhauser Hall.

~On Oct. 13 two people from MTV's "The Real World"
and "Road Rules" will be on campus 10 encourage voting in
the Nov. 2 general election.

cene

Window Into the war
Former Whitworth student shares about
service in the Middle East
Scene, page 5
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Freshman Tyler Tupper
performs With hiS
band, Lucia's Grey Dot,
at The Big Dipper last
Friday night
c,Jronnt Doru/ll"mlJPortbion

Student's band hits downtown scene

A
P
el

Tupper cites Tool, A Perfect Circle, the Smashing
Pumpkins, Radiohead and the Cure as musical influences
for himself and the overall sound of the band.
Lucia's Grey Dot draws Its unique name from the charLights strobed, music pulsed and hands waved through
the air at The Big Dipper in downtown Spokane Friday acter Lucia in Max Lucado's allegorical children's book
_. , "'You Are Special." A name thaI
lIJghl at II CD release party for Luci'l '~
'"
I
"
Tupper admits was first proposed as
Grey Dot, a band that includes
something of a joke.
Whitworth freshman Tyler Tupper.
"In the book, Lucia is one of these
Lucia's Grey Dot was preceded by
opening acts Anapsyksis, Kite and The
''Every/one has that dream rif little wooden people called Wemicks.
Myriad, The show was sponsored and
being if! a rock band and being They run around giving each other
gold stars and grey dots; they give
promoted in part by Rawk, an Inlandfamous. ))
grey dots to the ones they don't like,"
Northwest-based group that helps
Tupper said. "Lucia is this Wernick
emerging bands get stage time and
without any dots or stars; in the alledevelop a following. Though Rawk
Tyler Tupper,
gory, she's supposed to be a Christian.
focuses on Christian bands, they are
ji'eshl11an
Our idea was that being a Christian
open to secular acts.
doesn't necessarily mean all your
Technical problems with Lucia's
problems go away; we still have
Grey Dot's bass guitar amp made perflaws."
forming difficult, but the crowd
The band is comprised of lead
enjoyed the set nonetheless.
"We had a good response to the show we played," singer and guitarist Mordekye Leyman, drummer Thomas
Thpper said. "We sold about two-thirds of the CDs we had Holman, cellist Chris Adare, and Thpper on bass guitar,
Leyman fanned Lucia's Grey Dot while still in junior
with us - about 40 or 50."
Nathan Harrison
Staff writer

high, building around solo experience he already had.
"Kye [Leyman] persuaded me to start playing with
him," Tupper said. "I had never played guitar before, but
we Just went down to the music slore and I bought a bass."
With the addition of Holman on drums, the band was

cI
s~

formed. The members eventually felt that they were lim-

ited by their band's size and sought a fourth member to
complete their sound last year.
"It was hard to get the sound we wanted with just three
people," Tupper said. "We had wanted a cello player from
the start, but we didn't think we'd find anyone who knew
how and was interested in the style of music we played."
When Adare first joined the band, he was happy to
bring his skills as a cellist but was reluctant to write music
for the band.
"He was used to always playing what other people
wrote," Tupper said. "Now he's having a great time writing a lot on his own."
Tupper says that the fun of just playing music is what
he enjoys most about Lucia's Grey Dot.
"Everyone has that dream of being in a rock band and
being famous," Tupper said, "but we know the reality of
that happening, so we're just having fun being in a band
and playing together."

"Wimbledon" serves up love, faults
Greg Tomlin
Staff writer

Romance
mlxeswtth
tennis In
sports flick

hough the plot is predictable and at times contrived, "Wimbledon"
ranks above par in the sport films category. Its characters are
believable, and the tennis scenes are realistic and well crafted.
The film centers around two tennis pros, Peter Colt (Paul Bettany) and
Lizzie Bradbury (Kirsten Dunst). Peter is an aging veteran heading for
retirement, while Lizzie is a star on the rise just getting into her prime.
Peter, once ranked 11th in the world, has vowed Wimbledon will be his
last tournament before retirement, no mailer how he finishes.
The two cross paths in a hotel room a day before the tournament and
connect.
Supporting performances in the film come from the tennis pros' parents
and family. Sam Neill is excellent as the overbearing, demanding but loving father of Lizzie who wants to see her succeed at all costs. Bernard
Hill and Eleanor Bran play Peter's parents who fall in and out of love
with each other at various times.
In sports movies the viewer rarely, if ever, gets to see the hero's parents
and how they react to the many successes and failures of their child. This
brings a much more human aspect to the film as it delves deeper into relationships as well as technical aspects of tennis.
Early on in the movie I thought I was in for a long night after I saw the
way the romantic aspect of the lead characters was set up. We basically
are given a scene where the two talk about what it's like to have sex
before a tennis match, and all of the sudden they become an item.
But this raunchy beginning later turns into thoughtful conversations

T

Wimbledon
... Rating: PG-13
... Running Time: 100 min.
... Now Showing: AMC River Park Square 20
... Starring: Paul Bettany, Kirsten Dunst, Jon Favreau
... Release Date: Sept. 17, 2004
... Grade: B
and real character development, where Peter and Lizzie form a real passion for each other. The viewers learn the two did not merely have a onenight stand, but are really falling in love.
On top of this intriguing love story, there are some amazing tennis
matches that are dynamic and vibrant. I don't know how ll1any special
effects were involved in making the matches look real and authentic, but I
felt as if Paul Bettany looked as good as Roger Federer or Andy Roddick
in some scenes.
There's a sense of how tennis is a highly pressure-packed sport where
everything rides on the individual. There's no team with which to place
the blame. If you lose, it's because you did not rise to the challenge.
When all is said and done, this is a decent sports movie. If you're a
tennis buff or are looking for a good date movie for the weekend, this
film is worth the price of admission (student rate, of course).
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Guest writer
Freshmen Ozzle
Crocco and Amy
Bernard perfect
their moves at
Saturday's
broadsword
workshop.

Swords clash 'in
wielding workshop
Katherine Busz
Staff writer
In case you ever need to be able to defend
yourself with a broadsword, Stage II was the
place to be last Saturday.
Alumnus Adam Critchlow taught a workshop, along with a single-sword focus the
week before, to promote the upcoming spring
semester stage combat class. The one-credit
class will feature training in unarmed combat
and weaponry.
"What? I die? That's not cool," freshman
Amy Bernard said as Critchlow instructed her
partner, freshman Ozzie Crocco, on the proper thrust technique.
Bernard came to the class because of her
childhood inspiration, Errol Flynn.
"I wanted to be him when I was little" she
said.
'

Others, like Crocco, simply came out of
curiosity.
Whatever the reason, students were entertained by Critchlow's laid-back manner and
blunt sense of humor.
"I really don't care how you move," he said
as he taught an advance, one of the basic
steps. "As long as you're safe and it doesn't
look stupid, it really doesn't matter."
Critchlow first became involved in stage
combat when someone he knew in high
school was involved in their production of
"Macbeth."
"He got me started, and I really had fun, so
I kept going," Critchlow said.
Critchlow is now studying for his Master of
Fine Arts in Theater Performance at the
University of Idaho. His next project is choreographing the combat for a production of
"Julius Caesar."

Greetings to you all from Iraq,
The first month of my deployment
here in Iraq is over with. It went by
quicker than anticipated, which is
good news. They say time flies when
you're having fun; time flies when
you keep your mind off the things
you miss and on the job you came
here to do, which is exactly what I'm
doing.
For those of you who do not know
me, I'm a Lance Corporal in the
United States Marine Corps. I
attended Whitworth for a year, then
took the summer and fall off to do my
training. I came back to finish
another semester only to 'get the
call.' I was studying religion and
psychology, active in Young Life and
working in the library. You may
remember Ihe big half-Korean
always helping you get your powerpoint presentations printed out in
handout format. That was me.
My unit was reorganized for a special task in Iraq. We are now a provisional rifle security company. In layman's terms, we are providing all the
security for the 'base' here jn the
middle of the desert. Picture a bunch
of Marines armed to the teeth driving
around the desert like Hell Hounds
(Teufelhunden, a name given to us
by the Germans). That is all I can
really sayan that subject.
In all reality, life here isn't that
bad. Compared to other places in
Iraq, I have it pretty good. I can check
e-mail and make phone calls when I
have some down time, and there is a
cho~ hall that serves decent food (I
cut my thumb on the crab). My laundry is done by workers on the base,

;"NAME: Haden Barkley
~BIRTHDATE: Sept. 2, 1983
;"HOMETOWN: Curlew, Wash,
~BRANCH: United States Marine
Corps
~RANK: lance Corporal
;"DEPLOYMENT: Seven months
~ MAJOR: RelJgJon and
psychology

so I don't have to worry about it.
It is a sharp contras[ to what you
see on the news or read in the paper.
Only a few are engaging the enemy
everyday, sleeping in garbage and
wearing the same cammies for
months straight. It just isn't like that
in my case.
I have my own share of stories and
close calls, none of which I'm at liberty 10 discuss. I will say that it is still
a war zone, and you best not forget
thaI. We have a saying out here:
"complacency kills."
I do miss Whitworth and the fellowship that is there. You really can
come to appreciate that kind of community once you are no longer in it. 1
know that 1 have many friends praying for me back there, and even have
my twin brother Will to take my
place while I'm gone. Thanks, bro!
Godspeed.
Haden

pirateprofile/student bio
Alexandra Auld
Staff writer

FlrstUzbek
student Is
thankful to be
here

Rustam (pronounced
Roo·stam, which means "warrior") Abdurahmonov usually
wears a T-shirt and jeans. He is
clean shaven and has a bright
smile. His English is fluent and
correct. Unless one was especially attentive, one Wouldn't
even realize he is an international student.
In fact, he is the only Uzbek
- that is, a person from
Uzbekistan - to ever study at
Whitworth in the college's history.
Abdurahmonov is a freshman studying International
Business. His dream is to work
on Wall Street and do Christian
mission work on the side.
Abdurahmonov applied to
Whitworth in August of this
year and was accepted. Passing
through several sticky situations, including obtaining a student visa, he traveled to
Spokane after saying goodbye

to his parents, older brother and
country.
As a teenager. the United
States offered opportunities
Uzbekistan did not.
"For teenagers [in
UzbekistanJ, it's really hard to
be independent because there is
a lack of opportunity,"
Abdurahmonov said.
Though on paper the country
is a place of freedom, he said
there are no personal rights,
such as freedom of speech and
press.
Though a freshman here, at a
university in Uzbekistan he
would be starting his senior
year with all of his education
paid for by the government.
The transition - from
Uzbekistan ,10 the United
States, from Uzbek (the language) to English, from the
Muslim to the Christian culture
- hasn't been easy, but
Abdurahmonov says he's ready
for it.
"The first week was really
tough," he said, noting he knew

no one and was unfamiliar with
the school system.
Now, however,
Abdurahmonov says he's established a rhythm and credits the
opportunity to God.
"God just provided a way to
get here," he said.
So if you play against a
friendly young man in intramural soccer this fall, or see a student with a bright smile, introduce yourself to
Abdurahmonov.
He wants to tell you stories
about his hometown and the
miracles of his pasl.

NAME: Rustam
Abdurahmonov
AGE: 20
YEAR: Freshman
MAJOR: International

Business
HOBBIES: Soccer,
'-

computer science
HOMETOWN: Chlrchlk,
Uzbekistan
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Renaissance Festival celebrates
Oktoberfest through theater

Clubs keep students
engaged on-campus
Phillip Atkins
Allison Carr
Staff writers
Put away your tube tops, kids, we're staying
in tonight.
As scenester royalty, it is our duty to provide
you, the reader, with some sort of on-campus
outlet for your desire to master "the scene." We
happen to know of certain weekly even.ts and
clubs that are the very heart of the on-campus
scene. This week we have chosen a handful of
clubs to review, so that we may reveal to you
the secrets behind working it al every club
meeting.
We'll start by tipping our tiaras to Women in
Society Everywhere (WISE). WISE is a club
for men and women who recognize the need
for conversation about gender issues and wish
to get involved in feminist causes.
WISE is a place for both men and women to
leave their razor burn behind and embrace their
love of the color pink while discussing the
beauty myth and listening to the musical
stylings of some very talented women. Talk
about scene. Guitars, boys in pink t-shirts and
girls who refuse to be conventional are all
hecka punk rock.
The two of us are also hoping that this year
we will see a HOT revival of one of
Whitworth's most memorable events, the
WISE-sponsored Sex Week, or "HumanSexuality Awareness Week."
Another club we must mention is the
Environmental Action Troop (EAT). If you
have a distinct passion for steak, fun, destroying the rain forest or you just plain hate to
recycle, then a) you're not very hip and b) EAT
doesn't want you. EAT is a new club on campus that is committed to increasing environmental awareness and developing recycling
programs at Whitworth.
If you use toilet paper, drink water or breathe
air then this concerns you. Since we are ultracool indie kids, of course we care about the
benefits of a vegan diet, recognize the impor-

tance of recycling and definitely wanl to save
the rain forest.
Of course, there are a few obvious items that
should remain in your closet for an EAT meeting, namely thaI suede jacket and those leather
pants. Leave the pleather and fake fur in there
too. That's just g~oss.
Since every true scenester is politically
awarq, we're going to give you a heads-up on a
few of the opportunities to be involved with a
political club on campus. Now, in the future,
we will be using this column to give voice to
the political opinions of, well, ourselves, but
for our purposes today we'll put hats on to hide
our liberal horns and just give you some opportunities to avoid being apathetic, which is
worse than being Republican'
The Political Activism Club (PAC), is a nonpartisan-ish outlet for students to engage in
political action. We heard a rumor that a
Democrat infiltrated the club, but she turned
out to be a moderate.
The Whitworth College Republicans is
another new club offering the opportunity to
get involved in politics. You may have been
startled by their life-sized cardboard George W.
Bush, which looks and thinks like the real
thing, but fear not, the College Republicans'
leadership is much less scary. We were wondering if anyone in the club has access to a
cardboard Laura Bush. WI; woulH~really liJ>,e to
get our hands on that. One word: hoUie.
Surely we cannot fail to plug a club that we
are most involved in, the Whitworth Young
Democrats. Liberals, Clintonites and Bushhaters unite! Yes, we know that this coalition
amounts to more than 20 people. YD has several exciting events planned for this year and is
joining forces with WISE, EAT and PAC for
many of them. So if you feel like an ass,
maybe you are. After all, Jesus rode a donkey.
On-campus involvement is a sure way to up
your scenester status, so get on it. Until next
week, we are Philip and Allison, fabulous hipsters with a poorly hidden but pure-hearted
agenda.

Jousting matches, light fighting demonstrations, a pig roast and musical and theater performances are all going to be part of the Northwest
Renaissance Festival held in Nine Mile Falls on Oct. 2-3.
The festival is open from 11 a.m. until 7 p.m. both days.
Admission is $5.
Featured performers include Zoupa de Zonia, an "Italian Commediu
del Arte Troupe" from Genoa and musical acts Red Hugh and Rebel
Tymes and the Thrice Wycked Wenches.
Go west on Francis for 18.5 miles from Division to 6493 Highway
291.
For more information call (509) 747-2506.

Christian Trio to play at Gonzaga
The Christian rock trio Sleeping at Last will be playing at Gonzaga
Saturday night at 8:30 p.m.
Local bands Channell and Foolshod will open the show, which is
sponsored by University Ministry and the Gonzaga Activities Board.
- The concert will be in the COG Spokane room.
Tickets are $5.
For more information call (509) 484-2532.

Apple Festival arrives at Green Bluff
Head up to Green Bluff to enjoy apples, pressed cider, produce and
other food at their annual Apple Festival.
There will also be live music, craft booths, antiques, farm mazes,
animals and other diversions.
The festival will continue to run Saturdays and Sundays through the
rest of October.
For more information Visit www.greenbluffgrowers.com

New Krispy Kreme doughnut to
promote DreamWork's fishy film
A "Shark Tale" ticket stub brought into any participating Krispy
Kreme retail store Oct. 1-3 will earn one free "Kelpy Kreme" doughnut.
Krispy Kreme Doughnuts, Inc. created the doughnut, an original
glazed covered in chocolate icing and topped with fish-shaped sprinkles, in honor of the computer-animated film "Shark Tale," which
opens in thealers Friday.
The stores will also host "Swim Team Day" on Saturday. Any local
swim team members who visit a store dressed in team apparel will
receive a free "Kelpy Kreme."
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Brand new,
never used
full-size bed set,
double quilted
for $150,
Queen for $175
Can Deliver
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WISE I Women in SOCiety Everywhere
.. WHO WE ARE: We are a club that likes
women and discusses women's issues
and history, from promoting the talents
of campus women, to talking about the
similarities and differences between all
women in all walks of life. Men and
women are all welcome in this task.

Call 926-8169
I

!t>-WHERE WE MEET: Tuesday nights at
6:57 in the Stewart Lounge.
.-WHAT WE DO: We have talked about
women's history from 1920-presenf.
body and beauty Issues, menstruation
and being sexy and a feminist. We've
Nail Cb~IIIU'hilu~Tt"'a. had guest speakers about women in
Islam, the BIble's view of women, manJunior Molly Nissen fires up the barbecue last Tuesday at the
aging work and family and what it's like
WISE theme house.
to be female and homeless in Spokane.
We also raised money for the Women's Drop-In Center and for women in Mexico and supported relevant campus activities. This year, we've got some cool stuff planned. Write us at
womenofwlse@yahoo.com and we'll keep you updated.

1IIl&El_.

,..CLUB HISTORY: We are a brand new club. We officially started and were chartered In the
spring of '04, and grew to about 50 members by the end of last year. We're excited to create a long history, and we'd love your help to do It.
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Student In the Loop
what do you think about the
football game?
Homecoming, page 8
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Pirate Night rakes in the big bucks
Eric Fredriksen
Staff writer
Whitworth's biggest fund-raiser
took place Friday night at the Plrale
Night dinner and auction, an annual
event supporting Whitworth alhletics.
The auction, which raises more
than $20,000 every year, was a success once again and netted between
$40,000 to $42,000.
"The majority of things were getting sold and there was a lot of competition on the auction floor," sophomore Suzy Viducich said.
Whitworth alumni and friends
enjoyed a Sodexho-catered meal
and two auctions. The silent auction
included autographs of highlyregarded athletes and celebrities.
Some of the more desirable items
included a golf towel from the U.S.
Open signed by Phil Mickelson, a
Matt Hasselbeck-autographed football and a Michael Jordan rookie
card.
Past proceeds have been spent on
many different items used for
Whitworth athletics. Over the last
two years, a major part of the profits went towards a batting cage, as
well as a new storage building
jtJl111J Rtlhlj U'ht""orlmlln
behind the field house. Part of the
Two guests at Puate Night peruse the wide selection of sports and recreation items available to them.
money always goes toward beautifying the athletic facilities as well.
In 2000 the money from the Pirate auc"It was amazing to see all the fancy important people
tive atmosphere was topped off by the WhilwOIth Jazz
tion provided new bleachers for the soccer and softball Band playing relaxing music while the guests perused the come and support us," Viducich said. Whitworth athletics
fields.
would suffer wilh out this fund-raiser.
items that were up for auction.
"We are so blessed to have all the support from the
Whitworth athletes worked the auction floor and man"I thought Pirate Night went great, it was fun," freshcommunity," Viducich said.
man Bryan Jones said. "It ran very smoothly and the peo- aged the refreshments.
Most of the people who attended the auction were ple working there and buying were outstanding people."
"The customers were very friendly and appreciative of
alumni and friends from the Spokane region although
The four-hour auction was well attended by many dif- our help. It was nice to know we were cared about," Jones
alumni from across the nation were in attendance. The fes- ferent pillars of the society.
said.

SPORTS &
RECREATION

-

Preview: Eastern C)regon -vs Whitworth
.. Time: 2:00 p.m. Saturday at the Pine Bowl
,. The Records: Whitworth (2-0), Eastern Oregon (2-1)
.. Last week: Whitworth had a bye, Eastern Oregon lost
to Montana Tech 24-14.
.. The Mountaineers: A week after cracking the NAJA

top 25, Eastern Oregon suffered its first loss of the season .
The Montana Tech Orediggers dominated the line of
scrimmage in the first half, forcing two Mountaineer
turnovers and sacking EOU quarterback Scoll Jensen five
times in the first half.
.. Prior to that game, EOU dominated fellow Northwest Conference foe
Willimeue, as Justin Alsterlund
rushed for 126 yards on 28 carries
and Scott Jensen threw for 150 yards
on
II-of-22
passes.
The
Mountaineers earned their second
victory, 20-13, over the Bearcats.
.. The Pirates: In their first game of
the season sophomore quarterback
Joel Clark passed for a career- high
323 yards and redshirt freshman
running back Kyle Havercroft
scored four touchdowns to lead
Pirates to a wild 52-49 win at the
University of Redland!;.
JIINllra/,t/ '" SIp"" As"

,. In week two of their season Whitworth improved to 58 all time in the state of California, as Ihe defense stepped
up their play in a 43-23 win over the University of La
Verne .
,. The stats: Whitworth's offense is averaging just over
450 yard"" per game, while scoring an average of 47.5
points. A dynamic backfield duo of Ilavercroft and sophomore Chris Ashing are combining to average 167 yards
per game.
.. On the other side of the ball, EOU is only giving up 125
yards per game on defense. Though their offense has
struggled at times, the defense is keeping the games close .
.. Something will give all Saturday, whether it is
Whitworth's rushing aUack or EOU's defense against the
run. Whomever it is, that team will have an advantage.
.. Peter Smelser's Prediction:
Whitworth 37, Ea~tern Oregon 30
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QUESTION:
Wi/~lqu

attend
the Whitworth
football game and

if so) wf?y?

"Because I love football, I can
now have my Saturday football fix. I love to support our
homeboys. I would even go if
they were 0-6. II

Graduate lives
for the moments

K
F

Kenna Klempel
Staff writer

Andrew Dolan
Jllmor

'fe is rough for '99 graduate Rob Leslie. Ken
Griffey Jr., Venus and Serena Williams, Sports
llustrated Swimsuit models - these are all a
reality for this Whitworth graduate.

U

"No, I wish I COUld. But I
can't be here because of
,

a race in Ellensberg

H

f

Leslie Mix

I

,1,

Freshman

i

(

"Because I graduated and I
am the guy that won't
leave Whitworth.

"

II

. Joel "Scroll" Templn

Cltm 0/ 2004

"J will go because I am·o
freshman and I want to show
school spirit. I have only
watched my high school
team which is I-A. It will be
nice to see a college homecoming game."
Austin Skubl
Freshman

Leslie took the education and experiences Whitworth'offered him and ran with -them.
From the New York Yankees, Nike Inc., to the Women's Tennis Association and Sports
Illustrated, he has done it all. Currently, he is working as a Sports Partnerships
Associate at Sports Illustrated in New York City.
Leslie carries fond Whitworth memories. behind each opportunity and experience.
"My freshman year, the men's basketball team played for the National Championship
in Nampa, Idaho. J remember everyone in Bl listening to the semifinal game on the
radio, because if we won, President Robinson agreed to cancel classes so we could
head down for the game.," he said. "Of course we won and ASWC provided, I think,
three buses and transported down for the game and back. The place was rocking, and
we almost had the game won but lost a heart-breaker in overtime."
Leslie was very active in life on campus. He recalls the Sunday morning radio show
his roommate Seth Kunzl and he did together called "Sunday School." He joked that
mostly playing Pearl Jam instead of praise songs cost them the ratings.
Leslie soaks up every opportunity given and feels incredibly fortunate for those that
have helped him out along the way.
, "I live for those moments when I'm standing on center court at the U.S. Open after
the championship match, when I'm discussing the Mariners' pitching situation with
ESPN guru Peter Gammons and when I open my Sports Illustrated and see my name in
the masthead."
After graduation, there was a period when Leslie worked for free, doing various
internships. Four different internships at four different locations had one thing in common: sports. Leslie loves sports. For him, it is what makes the days of filing, faxing
and copying all worthwhile. He chose to get excited about the unique opportunities he
had working with sports during these times, instead of being really frustrated and
drained while working for free or being on the road for six straight weeks.
Grateful for his education, Leslie now grabs onto every opportunity that comes his
way.
"Life to is too short to be miserable in your job."

a tt rae tion sd istre eti 0 nsIhomecoming week

Community Building Day, 8
a.m.
G.K. Chesterton performed
by John "Chuck' Chalberg,
Ph.D., at the Robinson
Teaching Theatre,
Weyerhaeuser Hall, 7 p.m.

Sittser playing
Lied Square, 11 :30 a.m.

Service Learning Fair
HUB, 11 a.m.
Annual Psychology Pizza Party
warren Lounge, 5:50 p.m.
David Domke Reception and
Book Signing
Avlsta Square, Weyerhaeuser
Hall, 6:30 p.m.
Freedom and
Fundamentalism: Politics,
Religion and the Press in a
Post 9/11 World
Robinson Teaching Theatre,
Weyerhaeuser Hall, 7:30 p.m.

Rockclimbing and dinner
with Outdoor Recreation
Leave Whitworth at 3: 15
p.m.
Bonfire and Rally
Pirate's Cove, 11 p.m.
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Alumnus has heart for the elderly
Katie Shaw
Features Editor

hitworth has changed a
lot since Ted Hegg graduated from a college of
350 students in 1947.

W

Hegg remains an integral part of Whitworth
because it left such a big impact on him.
"[My time at Whitworth] was a life-saver," he said.

Hegg, who will receive the Alumni Mind and Heart
Award this Friday, has lived a life full of service.
After 47 years as a Presbyterian Church (USA)
pastor in the state of Washington, Hegg began find·
ing other venues where he could be of service to people.
He spent nine years with the American Association
of Retired Persons' grief counseling program and 10
years distributing Bibles to prisons, hospitals and
hotels for the American Bible Society.
Hegg said one of his main motives for volunteering
with these programs is to help people to read the
Bible.
Another passion of Hegg's is helping elderly people.

"My real heart interest is in older people," he said.
"At nursing homes and assisted living facilities, a lot
of people don't have anyone visiting them."
So that's what he does.
For the last eight years Hegg has been leading a
Wednesday morning Bible study for seniors at
Woodmark Assisted Living facility in Federal Way,
Wash.
"That's a blessing to me. I like to work with the
older people," he said.
Hegg will be returning to Whitworth for homecoming this week.
All five of his sons, as well as three daughters-inlaw, graduated from Whitworth.
Hegg has remained a big supporter of the school
over the years. He is a member of the President's
Club, which provides scholarships for students who
are unable to afford the college.
"I'm very thankful to God for guiding me there,"
he said.

Whitworth is a family affair
for this longtime couple
Bethany Hargis
Staff writer

·
W

hitworth

students

are

focused on their education
(at least they should be with
the amount of money being put into
their schooling) with hopes of landing

that dream job, finding that perfect mate and
living a life full of success and contentment. Glen and
Dorothy Ellison, former Whitworth graduates, found all
this and more with Whitworth leaving an impact on their
lives.
Glen and Dorothy just celebrated their 56th wedding
anniversary on Sept. 17. They were married in

Swimming vs. alumni. 10 a.m.
Grand Opening of
Weyerhauser Hall, 10:30 a.m.

Coast Steel Corporation. Later he was Vice President and
General Manager of Leslie Salt Co.'s Australasian Salt
Operations. He has gone on over 50 business trips to
Japan.
Dorothy became active in Christian Education, focusing on team teaching at a Presbyterian Church. She was a
Moderator of Deacons at Manito Presbyterian Church,
where she used her leadership and teaching skills to
Bellingham, Wash. in 1948.
encourage those around her.
Glen earned multiple degrees from Whitworth College.
Glen and Dorothy have a son and daughter who attendIn 1949, he earned his Bachelor of Arts degree in psy- ed Whitworth. Their daughter and two granddaughters
chology. In 1951 he earned a Bachelors degree in second-· graduated from Whitworth.
ary «;£I!lcali?n and in 1952. a Masters degr~e:in education '.~ The ~ouple no,!" resides at the Fairwood Retirement
.Village and has a house on Priest Lake in Idaho. Glen and
admmlstrallon.
"Whitworth provided a great educational experience Dorothy keep busy by visiting family, going to plays and
that prepared me for further growth in management and coming back to Whitworth for alumni events. 1\vo years
service in the church," Glen said. "The professors chal- ago Glen and his two roommates from Whitworth took
lenged me to reach goals that required long· term growth." their wives on a cruise to Alaska, reminiscing about old
Dorothy ,earned a Bachelors of Arts degree in biblical times and enjoying each others company.
Whitworth provided Glen and Dorothy with lasting
studies in 1949.
"My student years at Whitworth made me do some real friendships, a supportive community and a true education
original thinking, and resulted in a deepening of my of the mind and heart.
faith," Dorothy said.
.
Glen has been an advisory board member for the
Although Glen and Dorothy met prior to coming to Master of International Management program, and
Whitworth College, their relationship stayed strong and Dorothy has been an alumni representative to the board of
together they have had a gratifying life. After graduating trustees' Recognitions Commiltee.
from Whitworth, the newly married couple stayed very
The couple will be receiving the Alumni Service 10
active in their community and workplaces.
Whitworth Award for their service in important volunteer
Glen worked for 10 years with the Bethlehem Pacific roles.

,
"

Club Fair
HUB, 11 a.m.

Alumni Falrwell Brunch
HUB, 10:30 a.m.
Women's Soccer Noon

Alumni Tennis 11 a.m.
Womens Soccer Noon

Alumni Baseball 1 p.m.

Football Game 2 p.m.

Men's Soccer 2:30 p.m.

Men's Soccer 2:30 p.m.

Frosh on Stage
Auditorium, Stage II, 7 p.m.

Powder Puff 5 p.m.
Homecoming Dance 9 p.m.12a.m.
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Kendra Switzer

movement to repaint the letters. However, last
Thursday Thompson requested Stewart find different means of representing their history.
The letters were originally removed by contracHang on to your toilet seats.
Whitworth's Facilities Services banned Stewart tors at Thompson's request after the approval of the
from repainting the infamous Greek letters EOY, Stewart RD and the housing director.
"I'm responsible for the aesthetic look of the
standing for "Save Our Urinals," above their door
last week. The EOY slogan had been on the front of campus, and the letters mean nothing to the majoriStewart since 1988 when it was painted in protest of ty of the people driving through campus. It just
looks like graffiti," he said.
becoming a cooed dorm.,
Thompson also said since Stewart is one of the
Stewart senator and sophomore Eric Fredrickson
was leading the effort to put the letters back on the first buildings visitors see when driving on campus,
front of Stewart after they had been painted over this even if the letters were made into a permanent, propast summer. Fredrickson said he thought it was ter- fessionalsign, it could lead to the false impression
rible to find the slogan gone this faJi and tried to that Whitworth possesses fraternities.
"If the students in Stewart wanted to make a
find out the reason behind the removal.
"Whitworth told us they wanted a freshly-painted bronze plaque and put it inside to honor their histodorm for the new resident directors, not because ry, that's wonderful. I would just prefer they keep it
inside," Thompson said.
they didn't like the letters," Frederickson said.
Fredrickson expressed his disappointment.
After talking with ASWC and Stewart's residence
"First I find out it's OK, and then it's not; it's
directors, Keats and April McGonigal, Fredrickson
believed Stewart would be allowed 10 repaint the kind of frustrating," he said.
leiters.
Other residents expressed regret. Sophomore
Associa te dean of students and director of Cody Simonson, Stewart resident said, "It [the sign]
Residence Life Dr. Dick Mandeville informed was kind of drippy and not nice-looking, bUI since
Facilities Services Director Steve Thompson-of the they let it slide last year, I don't see why they

Staff writer

subscribe to
th'ewhitworthian

changed it this year."
The letters were born of rebellion. In 1988,
Whitworth moved to make Stewart cooed. To
protest, the men wore red bandannas and spraypainted "EOY" in white letters about two feet high
above the front door. The bandannas are still worn each year at
Traditiation 10 symbolize that heritage.
The letters stand for "SOU" or "Save Our
Urinals." Whitworth eventually removed the urinals
from the women's rest rooms on the third floor, but
left them in the men's restrooms on the second
floor.
The battle of the urinals remains an integral part
of Stewart history.
"That's the defining characteristic of our dorm,"
sophomore Nick Strand said.
Not all students are upset over the change.
"They can keep them down or put them up; it
doesn't matter to me," sophomore Karina
Frydenlund said.
_
Now Fredrickson is hoping for approval to paint
the sign instead on the ground outside Stewart, similar to McMillan's large yellow smiley face.
"We're looking into the options right now," he
said.

--------~--------------------~-------------------------~
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Coming Home
The offense is clicking and the defensive
playing better, football is pOised for EOU.
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Breakdown
Two
Whitworth
players block
the ball as

Team Dream

No. 10

Colin Storm

Whitney
Murphy looks
on dUring
Fnday's
match
against
WJllamette.

Staff writer
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Wild weekend for volleyball
Fieldhouse comeback
and slump-breaking
win for Whitworth
Trevor Strang
Staff writer
Continuing their dominance in the
Northwest Conference, the volleyball
team rallied for a come-from-behind
win against first place Willamette
University and trampled Lewis and
Clark College on Saturday.
Last Tuesday's victory over LewisClark State College in Lewiston, Idaho,
was the Pirates' first win over LCSC in
14 years. Whitworth won 30-28, 30-22,
30-26.
On Friday, in the match against
Willamette, the Pirates recovered from a
two-game deficit to defeat the Bearcats
29-31, 24-30, 30-17, 30-24, 18-16 with
over 500 fans cheering them on at the
Fieldhouse.
In the first game, the lead went back
and forth until the Pirates pushed ahead
27-23. The Bearcats would not go down
easily and they won five consecutive
points for a 31-29 win off an attack error
by junior outside hitter Julie Marsh.

The Bearcats rushed to an early 7-2
lead in the second game, but Whitworth
came back to tie it at 7-7. Again they
would fall short and trail 2-0 In the
match.
The Pirates found a burst of energy in
game three. Behind a 9-1 run in the middle of the game, Whitworth took the
third game 30-17.
Willamette never trailed by more than
a few points in the last two games, but
they finally buckled under persistent
attacks by Whitworth.
. .,
Junior Setter Bekah Hornor had an
outstanding all-around performance and
led the Pirates with 46 assists, 13 kills,
20 digs and six aces.
"We just played it one point at a
time," Homer said. "We knew the
match wasn't over until they won three
games."
Five players for Whitworth reached
double figures in kills, including
Hornor.
Senior middle blocker Katy
Schrader had a tcam-high 14 kills and
Marsh added 12 kills with six blocks.
Junior middle blocker Natalie
Danielson had 11 kiIls and a matchhigh eight blocks. Junior outside hitter,
Brittney Bower made 11 kills in the
Pirate's win.

Whitworth cruised by Lewis and
Clark with a 30-13,30-23,30-17 victory. The Pioneers could not stop the
Pirate's relentless offense, led by
Bower's career-high 17 kills.
If the Pirates' 21-1 lead in the first
game was any indication of how thc
match would play out, the Pioneers
should have forfeited right away.
In the second game, the Pirates
regained the lead after trailing 8-11.
They scored six consecutive points and
?
never feU behind again.
The Pirates then dominated the third
and final game. After opening with a
10-2 lead, the Pirates never looked back
and won the game 30-17.
This win boosted Whitworth's record
to 10-2 overall and 3-1 in the NWC.
victory over LCSC Warriors last
Tuesday was Whitworth's final nonconference match.
Willamette was projected to be the
team to beat in the conference this year,
so Homer says tpat Whitworth has the
green-light on NWC title.
"The win [against Willamette] was a
huge spark for our team," Hornor said.
"We know we can win conference,
because we beat the best in the conference."
The next game is on Friday at the
University of Puget Sound.

The

Women kick off with 5-0 streak
Sara Morehouse
Staff writer
Saturday's smashing 4-1 win at Linfield
College sparked a triumphant weekend for the
women's soccer team. Finishing off with a 1o win against WillameUe University, one of
their most challenging rivals, the two away
games this weekend were well worth the trip.
The game against Linfield didn't begin
with the desired pace, but Whitworth stepped
it up considerably in the second half. Early
in the first half, with the score 1-1, Linfield
got a breakaway which was aggressively
denied when junior goalkeeper Jenn Miller
came out of the box to challenge her opponent.
"It was just my contribution to the team to
.
help pump them up," Miller said.'
The four goals were scored by semors
Mary Hullgrenn and Jennifer Hall and sophomore Katy Jones with the most notable goal
scored by sophomore Jael Hagerotl, who was
assisted by sophomore Sarah BrogdenThome.
"The win was a culmination of the work of
the whole team," Hagerott said.

The Pirates swept the Wildcats in 2003,
winning 5-0 at home and 1-0 in a snowstorm
in McMinnville.
Spurred on by Saturday's win, they pulled
together another victory over Willamette
with a closer score of 1-0. Head coach Sean
Bushey feels that they were in more control
during Sunday's game than Saturday'S,
despite the score.
The single goal of the game was scored by
freshman Greta Thibodeau who attributes it
to a team effort.
"Ashley Troxel crossed it to Katy Jones
who made the initial shot and] merely finished it," Thibodeau said.
After a frantic last five minutes of defending their lead, the horn sounded and the
Pirates earned their fifth win.
In spite of the poor playing field, Bushey
said that they played two solid games and
they kept the pressure on their opponents the
whole time.
"We played the gamys in our rhythm," he
said.
This next weekend features home games
against the University of Puget Sound and
Pacific Lutheran University.

Greta Thibodeau
The freshman forward
netted Sunday's only goal
to IJft Whliworth over
WJllamette and mto fIrst
place In the conference.

It's a lost art.
Whatever happened to the good old days
when baskctball was a team sport? With the
Utah Jazz announcing Tuesday that they will
retire John Stockton's number 12, I immediately
thought about the art of th« pass.
For a skinny kid from little-known Gonzaga to
get drafted in the first round and actually make a
name for himself was something that nobody
expected. But he and Karl Malone perfected the
pick-and-roll offense, leading to the famous
phrase, "Stockton to Malone."
But as I look at today's NBA, I see nothing
that even remotely resembles this era of basketball. Isn't basketball a beautiful thing when
played as a team, instead of the "And J" moves
that we see on TV? Don't get me wrong, "And
J" is very entertaining. And that's just it, It's
entertainment.
Basketball is not just entertainment. It's so
much more than tnat. Did you know that when
Dr. James A. Naismith invented basketball, no
dribbling was allowed? That's right, all passing
all the time. No "And 1" moves were allowed
(back then). This is basketball al its original
form.
In addition, the attitudes of the pJayers have
taken a tum for the wors!. Looking back at the
era where Stockton excelled, the coach was
exactly as his job description stated: a coach.
The players followed the coach's rules. But
today the players own the coaches. They come to
practice when they want, they play when they
want and if the coach doesn't like it, he gets
canned.
One great example of this is the former
Philadelphia 76ers coach Larry Brown. Most
would consider him a coaching legend (leading
the Detroit Pistons to an NBA title this year). But
after feuding with Allen Iverson about, you
guessed it, practice, he got the pink slip.
"Not a game, we're talking about practice.
How silly is that? I know I'm supposed to be
there. I know I'm supposed to lead by example.
I know that. I know ii's important, but we're
talking about practice," Iverson said.
Yeah, you're right. Practice isn't important at
all. Sure, all the greats have done it. But Allen
Iverson? Nah. He don't need no stinking practice.
My favorite character from my favorite movie
of all time, "Hoosiers," is coach Norman Dale.
Oh boy, does he have some great quotes.
"I've seen you guys can shoot, but there's
more to the game than shooting, There's fundamentals and defense," Dale said in practice one
day. He added later, "Five players on the floor
functioning as one single unit: team, team,
team-no one more important than the other,"
I don't know about you, but that sends tingles
down my spine. As Bill Simmons said, "It's getting a little bit dusty in here."
The Detroit Pistons are a great example of a
single unit. Sure they were up against the mighty
Los Angeles Lakers. Sure the Lakers had
Shaquille O'Neal and Kobe Bryant. Sure the
Lakers had home courl advantage, But the
Pistons had one thing that the Lakers didn't: a
team.
Richard Hamilton, Bell Wallace, Chauncey
Billups, Rasheed Wallace and Tayshaun Prince
made up a team of the right mix of athleticism,
shooting and defense. They made the plays when
they needed to, and upset the Lakers.
Also, the U.S, Olympic men's basketball team
is a shining example of this, but don't even get
me started on that. That is for another time.
So as we watch the John Stockton generation
age inlo retirement, I highly recommend watching some old video of Ihis great learn player. See
what basketball was meant to be about. You can
thank me later,
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Homers:756*
Ruth will always be the greatest
up some ridiculous numbers as a pitcher for
Boston.
In 1916, Ruth had the lowest earned run
In the middle of last week the San average for the season: 1.75. In that same
Francisco Gianls dropped their right to year he also led the league with nine
void the final year of Barry Bonds contract. shutouts. In 1917, Ruth started 38 games
This means Bonds' will have two more and completed 35 of those.
The last thing that really separates Ruth
years to break, and set, a new record for
and
Bonds are their performances in the
career home runs.
So let's talk about that. What does that postseason. Ruth won seven out of 10
mean? Is Bonds the greatest player of all- World Series titles with Boston and New
time or does he even deserve the credit he York. Bonds has only made one appearance
in the World Series in his career and has
Sophomores running back Kyle Havercroft, quarterback Joel Clark and running back Chris Ashlng
is getting now?
zero
rings to show for it.
are fueling the Bues bJg offensive numbers.
I say Bonds is not the greatest player
Bonds has had his shots though. As a
ever and though he does deserve respect,
well actually he's never given any, so for- Pittsburgh Pirate, Bonds led his team to
get that statement~ Bonds should not be three consecutive division crowns and into
the National League Championship Series.
respected for being
The Pirates lost in
. a great person nor
six
games
to
for being the best
runs to the new level of cohesion the
Afton Grossardt
Cincinnati
in
baseball player. I
team has obtained.
Staff writer
1990, in seven to
will give him credit
A lot of the players on the team have
Atlanta in 1991
when he breaks
played
at
least
one
season
already
The Whitworth Pirates are off to a 2-0
,and the worst lo~s
Hank
of
time
Aaron's
together
and
have
thus
had
a
lot
start this season after their most recent
was to Atlanta m
record.
victory over the University of La Verne to bond both on and off the field, Tully
1992.
said.
Let's
talk
about
Leopards.
Bonds in those
Football, like any other sport, should
the person Bonds _ _ _ _iiiiiiii...._iiiiiiii_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ series
hit .167,
So what is it that the Whitworth foot- be fun above all other things, Tully said.
has to pass first
ball team is doing so well this year that The players are encouraged to get to
.148 and .261 with
before he gets to
raises their chances at becoming champi- know each other belter both on and off
just
one home run
I
Aaron,
George
ons?
the field, which makes the team seem
and three RBIs.
Herman
(Babe)
Scoring an average of over 47 points more like a family.
But in game seven
Ruth. Ruth is, and
per game, the Pirates have been able to
Tully also wants to- credit the defense,
of the 1992 NLCS,
always
be,
should
put all opposing teams in their place with which has shown that they have what it
Bonds made his
counted as the better
ease.
takes to hold their own against a wide
biggest
blunder.
ballplayer when compared to Bonds.
When asked for the secret to his variety of plays and tactics. Without the
In the bottom of the ninth inning with the
Look at his numbers. In 22 seasons, wait,
offense's stunning success so far this sea- quarterbacks and running backs, this seaPirates
leading 2-0, the Braves loaded the
make it 16 seasons (he lost six as i pitcher
son, head coach John Tully gave some son would not have been nearly as sucbases. A sacrifice fly by Ron Gant made it
in Boston), Ruth hit 716 home runs, drove
surprising answers. The Pirates are run- cessful, Tully said.
2-1. Then a walk to catcher Damon
in' 2,213 runs, hit for a lifetime average of Berryhill loaded the bases again. A pop-up
On Oct. 2 the Pirates are scheduled to
ning the same offensive plays and strate.342 and had a slugging percentage of .690. by Brian Hunter made it two outs. Then it
gies that they ran last year with minimal go up against Eastern Oregon, a team
That's
impressive.
that
has
a
history
of
making
trouble
for
_
changes to the offensive playbook. Tully
happened.
Bonds, on the other hand, in 19 seasons
~
instead cn:ciits' the pjrates~ outstanding reams.
The ball went off pinch hitter Francisco
has hit 703 home runs, drove in 1,842 runs, Cabrera's bat between the Pirate's shorthit for just .300 and had a slugging per- stop and third baseman, into left field to
centage of .611. That's three more years Bonds. David Justice tied the game from
than Ruth already and his numbers arc not third and first baseman Sid Bream, one of
up to par.
the worst base runners in the game, hobIf you want to break down yearly totals, bled around from second to win it.
an easy game," Dixon said. "It was slow,
Katy Clark
The throw to the plate from Bonds was
Ruth still has the advantage. He led the
mostly because of poor field conditions."
Staff writer
Junior Chris Johnson and Varlamos
league in slugging percentage every year off target. Bonds choked in one of the
from 1918 to 1931. Ruth led the league in biggest ~ames he had ever played and the
The men's soccer team had a busy had the game's only goals, sophomore
weekend with two away ~ames. goal keeper Kevin Bostock made three
runs scored from 1919 to 1928 and finished sullen cIty of Pittsburgh was left to think
what could have been.
Saturday they faced the LInfield huge saves to keep the game a shut out
first in home runs in 12 seasons.
Bonds had a better postseason in 2002,
Wildcats and Sunday the WilIamette and allowed the Pirates to hang on to a
Bonds, on the other hand, led the league
win.
as the Giants made it to the World Series,
Bearcats.
in
slugging
percentage
seven
times,
in
"rBostock] played awesome," DIxon
again only to fade out and choke to the
Whitworth was leading 2-1 at half
home runs twice and walks nine times.
said.
"He was the player of the game."
Anaheim Angels. The Angels' ninth-inning
time against the Wildcats and won 3-1.
Now some might say Bonds would hit rally came in game six. Bond's performWith the two WInS this weekend,
Goals were scored by sophomores Sean
Whitworth has an undefeated Northwest
better but he gets walked all the time, such ance fizzled out in game seven.
Lambrecht, Niko Varlamos and junior Conference record of 4-0 and a 7-1
as his 0-0 night with five walks Sept. 25
I'll leave you with one last thought. If
Evan Hendrickson.
record overall. They are currently in first
against the Los Angeles Dodgers. But San Babe Ruth would have had the- luxury of
"We played well," freshman Ben place ahead of Puget Sound, who was
Francisco has never gone out and paid for wearing a helmet and a huge elbow guard
Dixon said. "We lost momentum but Jlicked to place first in the Northwest
another hitter to put behind Bonds. On the and was able to crowd the plate like Bonds,
were able to gain it back."
Conference this y'ear.
other hand, Ruth had the great Lou Gehrig who knows how many homers he would
Beating rival and defending Northwest
The Pirates will face the Puget Sound
backing him up and yet led the league in have hit; 800, 900?
Conference champions Linfield was a Loggers next Saturdar at 2:30 p.m. at
Former Pittsburgh manager Jim Leyland
walks for 11 seasons.
test.
Whitworth. Sunday s game will be
"It was a good challenge," Dixon said. against the Pacific Lutheran Lutes ·at
Yet another reason Ruth is the better all- prophesized that Bonds '''might end up
2:30 at Whitworth.
"It made us better as a team."
time player was his versatility. While being the greatest player ever," and
"Next weekend is another big weekSunday's game against Willamelte was
Bonds was moved from centerfield to left- people laughed at his comment.
end for us," Dixpn said. "We've got to
tough for the Pirates.
I'm still laughing.
field to account for his poor arm, Ruth put
"Even though we won 2-0 it was not train hard in practice this week to prepare."

Peter Smelser

SfXJrts editor
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sportscorner/sports update
Team mourns for
murdered UI player
On Sept. 20th, Eric R. McMillan, a 19year-old sophomore cornerback on the
University of Idaho football team, was
pronounced d!)ad after being shot shortly
after 5 p.m. on Sunday. Tho suspects,
identified as Matthew and James Wells,
were caught Monday nighl after a highspeed chase with police.
In light of the death, UI played Oregon
Saturday, losing 48-10, behind junior
quarterback Michael Harrington. It was a
homecoming of sorts for Harrington. the
younger brother of Umversily of Oregon
great Joey, now a starter in the NFL for the
Detroit Lions.

NFL week two recap
The Seattle Seahawks started the season
with consecutive wins on the road for the
first time in 10 years with a 10-6 victory
over the lifeless Tampa Bay Buccaneers
on Sept. 19. With a less-than 100 percent
Shaun Alexander, Seatrle's high-oclane
offense was held to just 182 yards. But a
key interception by Marcus Trufant set up
the game's only touchdown, a secondquarter Matt Hasselbeck pass to Koren
Robinson. Also in NFL news this week,
former Miami Dolphins running back
Ricky Williams was ordered to repay the
team more than $8.6 million for breaching
his contract when he suddenly quit before
training camp.

oj

Wild west, baseba II
wildcard races heat up
On Sept. 23, the Houston Astros kept
their playoff hopes alive as Lance
Berkman's three-run homer capped off an
improbable five-run rally to beat the San
Francisco Giants in the ninth inning of the
game. If not for their 7-3 victory, Houston
would have been swept, falling four games
behind the Giants in the NL wild-card
race. Instead, the Astros linger 2 1/2
games behind the Chicago Cubs, who took
a half-game lead over San Francisco for
the wild card. The Giants also dropped 1
1/2 games behind the Los Angeles
Dodgers in the NL West.
In Ihe AL West, Texas, a surprise con-

tender after four straight last-place finishes, moved itself within two games of the
AL West-leading Athletics with a threegame sweep over Oakland this past week.
Wilh 10 games to play, the Athletics have
only a two-game lead over the Texas
Rangers and Anaheim Angels.

Ichiro hit watch
.. Sunday's Game: 1 for 4
.. Season Total: 251
.. Average Hils Needed/Game: 1
.. Games Remaining: 7
.. Record: 257 by George Sisler of St.
Louis in 1920 (154 games)

-

Compiled by Jonathan Gerig
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MENJS SOCCER

Whitworth Pirates

NWC/Ove rail

4-0

7-1

Whitman Missionaries
Puget Sound Loggers
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
Linfield Wildcats
Pacific Boxers
Willamette Bearcats
George Fox Bruins

2-1-1 4-3-1
2-1
5-1-2
1-1-1 2-6-1
1-2-1 2-6-1
1-2
2-5
1-3
1-5-2
0-2-1 1-5-2
NWC/Overall
WOMEN'S SOCCER
5-0
6-2
Whitworth Pirates
4-0
7-0
Puget Sound Loggers
3-1-1
6-2-1
Whitman Missionaries
2-1-1
2-3-2
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
2-2-1
3-3-1
Pacific Boxers
1-2-1
3-3-2
Willamette Bearcats
1-4
4-5
George Fox Bruins
2-4-1
Lewis & Clark Pioneers 0-4
0-4
0-7-1
Linfield Wildcats
NWC/Overall
FOOTBALL
Puget Sound Loggers
0-0 3-0
Linfield Wildcats
0-0 2-0

Whitworth Pirates

0-0 2-0

Pacific Lutheran Lutes
Willamette Bearcats
Lewis & Clark Pioneers

0-0 2-0
0-0 272
0-0 0-2

VOLLEYBALL
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NWC/Overall

Whitworth Pirates

3-1

10-2

Willamette Bearcats
Linfield Wildcats
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
George Fox Bruins
Whitman Missionaries
Lewis & Clark Pioneers
Puget Sound Loggers
Pacific Boxers

3-1
3-1
3-1
2-2

9-3
5-5
4-6
6-6

2-2

4-8
2-6

1-3
1-3
0-4

2-8
1-11

NWconference
roundup

"~'I

Football
I

At Pacific Lutheran 28. UW-River Falls 24
Mark McCall's 3-yard touchdown run with 2:13 remaining in the
third quarter proved to be the deciding points in Pacific Lutheran's
28-24 victory over Wisconsin-River Falls Sept. 25.
The Lutes (2-0) won the game despite two turnovers and having
two touchdowns called back because of penalties. PLU's defense
returned a blocked field goal for a touchdown and recovered two
fumbles to preserve the win.
At Puget Sound 34, La Verne 14
Three first-half turnovers led to 21 Logger points, propelling
_ Puget Sound to a 34-14 victory over the visiting Leopards of the
University of La Verne. The win puts the Loggers at 3-0 for the year,
giving Puget Sound their best start to a season since 1987.
At Willamette 28, Menlo 14
The Willamette University Bearcats (2-2) rolled up 406 yards of
total offense but needed a circus play on a 57-yard pass from
Cameron Walton to Brett Meyer to hold off Menlo College (0-2) 2814 in the their game Saturday. Willamette fumbled the ball six times,
but recovered every one.
At Colorado College 22, Lewis & Clark 6
The loss for Lewis & Clark puts them at 0-2 for the year, largely
due to a struggling offense that has only been able to rack up a total
of 12 points in two games.

.....)
a tool of the past. 't's competition.
Irs stress management. Irs knowledge.
lrs an art~ a reprodu
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Volleyball
At Pacific Lutheran 3, Linfield 0
The Pacific Lutheran University volleyball team swept Linfield in
three games Sept. 25 to move into a first-place tie in the Northwest
Conference standings. The Lutes broke a 9-9 tie in the first game on
a kill by Julie Locke and scored the next three points for a 13-9
advantage. PLU led the rest of the game. The Lutes won the match
30-20,30-16,30-28 to improve to 3-1 in the conference, 4·6 overall. Linfield is also 3-1 in conference matches.
Willamette 3. at Whitman 2
.
Visiting WiJlamette University rallied from a 2-1 deficit to claim
a hard-fought five-game victory over Whitman College in
Northwest Conference volleyball action Sept. 25, 28-30,31-29,3032, 30-25, ] 5-9. Angie Sammons led Willametle with 27 kills. Her
attacking sidekick Kristen Halleck added 23 kills along with 20 digs.
George Fox 3, at Pacific 0
George Fox controlled the pace throughout much of the contest
Saturday night, coming away with a 30-19, 30-25, 30-24 victory
over Pacific in Northwest Conference volleyball action.
-Compiled by Jonalhan Gerig

What do you see? Every day, The New York Times helps you see the world around
you in whole new ways. Pick up your copy of The Times today. And to subscribe at
a very special student rate of more than 50% off, call1-888-NYT-COU and mention
media code S84AJ. Or visit nytimes.com/student. THE NEW YORK TIMES.
INSPIRING THOUGHT. DAILY.

~btNt\ttUork~imtS KNOWLEDGE NETWORK_
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Death goes wholesale
Caskets are Costeo's new niehe
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IN THE LOOP

Pirate Bay's
success depends
on students
Whitworthians, prepare yourselve~.
The biggest Internet-related service to hit
campus since Stalkernet will soon begin-if all
goes smoothly. Soon, students will be able to
barter with each other at a click of a mouse. No
more writing down ISBN numbers and then
scouring Amazon.com for the 10th edition of
some obscure textbook.
No more lurking around the bookstore in
hopes of spotting potential customers for your
used physics book that originally sold for the
price of a used car - and now can only earn the
eqUIvalent of a medium-sized frozen yogurt at
Didier's.
Future roommates wlll find each other.
Furniture will avoid the dusty attics of dorms
and instead fmd a new home.
ASWC is in the process of organizing Pirate
Bay, Whitworth's new online classifieds program, as a spin-off from the hugely successful
Internet auction site, e-Bay. If the student government's action on this is any indication of the
year to come, Whitworth students can look forward to an ASWC that is both innovative and·intune with the practical needs of the student body.
Rather than bandying around high-sounding
phrases like "social justice," hopefully this
group of student officials will actually come
together to get things done.
Moreover, since the Whitworth bookstore, the
group that could potentially stand to be hurt the

1fl,!)O jobllIorr/lf'llJilu'OTlhim1

Put the party back into
the Grand Old· Party
rom my perch as music director of KWRS
90.3 fm, Whitworth's radio station, I have
noticed an interesting trend. In this year of our
Lord 2004, It is very cool to be a liberal musician.
On a regular basis, I receive mail bearing the telltale signs of a leftist band: anti-Bush caricatures,
bitter song titles and a "we can do it" attitude.
Whether or not you like it, I think it has always
been that way. And frankly, I'm tired of it.
While I don't deny my own liberal leanings, I
grow weary of the army of leftist bands. Albums
such as Rock Against Bush or the new Beastie Boys
album contain a never ending barrage against the

F
James
Singleton
is an
Opinions
writer for The
Whltworlhiun,

a semor and

most from this new boon to the sludent body,

maJorillg ill

cunenl administration. Adding insult to injury,

has already given its blessing, Jet the negotiating

Journalism.

begin.
Keep in mind, though, that such an endeavor
will only work to the extent that its potential
benefactors participate.
For Pirate Bay to truly help the campus, students need to get in touch with their entrepreneurial side. Get registered right away. Check
your account as frequently as you check your email, which in most cases is at least 80 times a
day. Otherwise, Pirate Bay will end up in the ash
heap of Whitworth history, chalked up as a great
idea that never materialized because students
didn't take full advantage of it.
Pirate Bay has great promise. Our fellow
Whitworthians should rise to the occasion.

Comments can
be sent 10 jsingleton02@

Democrats get all the cool bands. U2, Dave
Matthews Band, Bruce Springsteen, Pearl Jam,
R.E.M. and Jay-Z are only a fraction of the
Democratic big hitters.
Ted Nugent, the guy behind "Cat Scratch Fever"
and maker of the Nuge hunting crossbow, leads the
less impressive Republican side. Other conservative
musicians include Gene Simmons, Kid Rock,
Foghat and all of the Aryan Nations punk groups. A
few Chnstian bands and Middle America country
artists add some spice. Oh yeah, and Jessica
Simpson sang for Bush a while back.
Let's face it: While the right may be holding it
down for big business, they are significantly behind
in terms of their band roster.
How can we ever even out the score?
At thc heart of the musical imbalance lie the core
beliefs of most artists and musicians. First of all,
many are pacifists. Second, their progressiveness
runs contrary to conservative beliefs. Third, only a

whitworth.edu.

"/11 the Loop, " writtell by the editonal board,
represents the editorial voice ofl1lC 'WIutwonlllatL

small number make any considerable amount of
money and therefore are predisposed to champion
the cause of the "little man." All these factors generally lead one over the river and through the woods
to Liberalville.
Secular artists also often have different ideas
about morality than do conservatives, including
many Christians. Androgyny, greed and sheer
worldliness are all very hot right now within the
eclectic music community. For the most part, homosexuality is not taboo. Uniqueness remains a prized
commodity and a "whatever floats your boat" attitude persists as the norm.
However, one flaw endures within this inimbet.
It's really not that unique. The sheer popularity of
the Left within the music and artistic community
might actually make Republican bands more original and more progressive.
"It's very cool to be anti-establishment right
now," said Whitworth senior Brandon Pyle, guitarist of the right-leaning band Kevin. "It's easy to
be a Democrat in a band, but much harder to be a
conservative. People don" .want to hear about
hunting."
Although an image makeover for the RepUblicans
may take some time, it is necessary, Pyle said.
In other words, the time has come to put the party
back in the Grl\nd Old Party.
"You have to deal with the stereotype that the
RepUblican bands are playing that old honky-tonk
southern rock, but that doesn't have to be the case,"
See

PARTY,..
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Students should offer suggestions rather than criticism
Ah, Fall. The time of year when young
men's fancy turns toward football, the
leaves turn that yellOWish-orange color
of resignation before they die and the
Whitworth community comes together
to unite in one strong, proud voice, sayAnthony ing: Whitworth sucks.
Rodin
The school aspect of Whitworth isn't
the
only strike against it. Sodexho sucks.
is (III
Opimo1/.\ Parking sucks. Roommates Slick. The
11'/ iter for The Internet Slicks. In fact, the only things
lVililworthiall, that don't suck arc the communal vacu(/ jlmior (md um cleaners, because the equipment
majorillg ill here, well, sucks.
I've said enough. Whitworth may not
political stlldies. Commellls be heaven on Earth, but it's a lot better
call be senl 10 than other places. Every school has its
arodin02@ flaws. Whitworth's benefits far outweigh
II'IIiIIl'Orlll.('(/Ii. the small deficiencies.
Where else but a small college can
students clill their professors by their first name in the
Cafe and the professors know the students' names in
return? Where else docs the president ride his bike
through the heart of the campus and stop to casually
strike up conversation with passersby?
Visit the bloated jockocracy of Washington State
University, entcr classrooms with more than 500 students
and sec how easily you can connect relationally with your

professor. Bctter yet, find out the cost of parkmg and the
number of different-colored passes students need.
But wait. Parking is a pain here too, right? I mean,

lf7hit}polth liN!)' 110t be heaven 011
earth} bllt it's a lot better than
otherplaces. Every school has its
jlaJPs. r17hitOlprth's beniffts far OJltweigh the small diffciellcieJ.

school officials should post permanent no-vacancy signs
in the Warren-Dixon parking lot. The Fieldhouse and
HUB lots also require students to make IncredlbleJourney-esque hikes to get to class.
Yes, the lots fill up fast, but the farthest walk students need to make from one class to another takes
less than 15 minutes, compared to the veritable
marathon ian treks one would have to make at larger
campuses. (WSU students dub their overly developed

leg muscles, "cougar calves," for a reason). Plus, with
lime, the traffic patterns on campus ease up and parking
spots become easier to find, whether for a morning class
or dinner at Sodexho.
Speaking of which, the complaints against ollr
cafeteria remain grossly unfounded. The food is satisfactory and many options exist for the diner. The
Cafe's prices and selection aren't bad at all either.
The only beef I- have with Sodexho (ha hal) is that,
come February, the food becomes incredibly predictable.
However, students who's complaints do have merit
should not stay silent. Yet, rather than constantly whining, they should direct suggestions for improvement
through the channels designed for student input.
(There's a thought, if you don't likc how things are,
offer ways to make them better). Go to ASWC meetings. Talk to your senators and representatives. Submit
your suggestions to Sodexho. Write to the
Whitworth ian.
Or, if you arc just angry all the time and critical of others, go cash in on one of your six free counseling sessions. The school provides many ways to hear student
voices that are much more productive than cracking
mean-spirited jokes for a cheap laugh. Because,
frankly, that sucks.
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Gavin Jamieson
Staff writer

urban critters.
By this time, the J;abid little
fellow h~d spenl enough time' at
Editor's note: A/ter331 online Mac to risk being elected dorm
votes, Whitworthia/1S have spo- representative and so once again
ken. The tlew Ugly Stit;t writer is he was extracted and tmally ran
sophomore Gavin Jamiesol1. He off to explor~' new J;mds and
brings to the 'Stick a random adventures.
serzs(! of humor and political re/Some might Say that. by putere/tees that, will ,keep'
,ing himself in ~ituations where
readers intrigued. I hope
there 'Vas no
enjoy.
'
escape ,
many
times in the same
This' 'S~turday at
day, the ,deck Was
Whitworth. the men of
stacked against the
McMillan were surlong teon !,urvival of
p~ised w~en a,
our squirrel 'paL
s q u,i r,r e I
But this notion is
became trapped
,
short sighted.
in a window well. Here
I
It complet~ly
is their story.
~ ignores all of the benefits of
, The world beyond our
being trapped in a prison witb
dorm windows..:.... those glass
no walls, bijt those in YQur
paned eye~ into the soul of
mind, and Ute concrete barriers.
Whitworth - can be bewilderThis squirrer'had the advan-'
ing, bewitching and often an tage over his fellow squirlites by
unchanging wage of a,cement the proc~ of survival ,of' the
wall;, unless SOlJleone throws, a fittt;st.' ~s by !paking ,the
Frisbee down here. But maybe, lifestyle choice of being trapped
just maybe, theSe .;rys,~l rectan- he, a,lso was, ,mmu!l~ed lQQ%.
gles 'go,1;leyon~ thtlir ,stan~~ "agamst 'all but tbe most runaway
sunligJ1t c provi~ion "dulie~" 'and of golf' ~ ',tree impl~ign~;
an~w: nori-~top ''j~y , to, ~~lin us" .and (,he gener~ "miSchief ,of tl;1e

you

mio oo~te(ltmtln~::
:',,', ,'junior clasS; ,Wlille'Ju~ie scjuit~
,<Wh~lf'spotfipg; a.fuiry ,Ceea- , ' reI pion~~~ sh~uld:l~l~ ~o .hav~

rure outside' Can often- lead to ' sh~lt~r. .IlDQ fqQC{ supp,ijes. '?fher-,

diSa$t~r: 'fo~" sopl§J)~pl~, Who ::w~:t~S,IlQbl~ ~tt1eJej\Q)\'~~

happe'p, tg I;>¢ 9n:aupP,m~' ~Yet.,: '/ his ~; ~pt~~t;, )J~ i'W~'., ~
,ing'Jhrotjgn the?I~d,lJgIi; '2'pn~., :.' :ql~~, ~y~~ :~, ~~~:p'J!UW~S.

<

W'H' th01,t~t t~t,:it: W~ 'O~· to ,thAn ~ ,~r:ta1g,:PO~r pIl!ty~:;"
enjoy the ~~c~~:, ~d,~~:gin 'th~, reSCUe -:~tteniP,r
"9f(
be':&8,feIY~~lp \\:It''',,r~~ for '~tb9Jlta,,~~~\:~~'Cl,I,nnib!llisJmi~1
the imi~~I' ri~t~ 'Jobby' Utat t~e ,,' and :~~Iy, the ~li~te~",
,
:sq~ip:q~ 'AA4~np 'irl«;ntio~ oth~!. ,hys~ena.,:, ,B~t ~~a~' .cap ~~

,QtPu Jo')pcu:k :h~larity,wttb ~uC' humans, l,elU1l'fr~,,t~!"':~,rav~,
fr;lJitic"Miltt~r!Dg(,a.nq:hopplng"".~ap?

,,<

/~

v'

',',,:

':

~oUnd .. a6d!:'w~:~t,nQ'PQii)~"trY.,: ;,:" Ip ,,' the .)ft,ernia~lf' >,of, ,this'
in& !9 ,~M :tpy'f~~,(U,lJl~',~e> :t~gedy, ,';' '0(, '*P,3t~v~r.it ~as ,-r,
,was tn'distress." ;,: ~ ,= '" ,': ,",' ': we must "start" askmg, the' bard
" ')3efore
9r~w(i had gath:~; 'questioll$ ,ike\yba,t k~d of i ered outside th~,' entrapped, " ely.would ;t11ow a ~uurel to ,shp
brown Cli)U~' Qf con~siQn an~i'it . t~u8;h th~, cra~ks of QU~, edu~a-"
became'cleaf'to,the Mac Men, tlon system, alld symbohc metal,
who' were oiitside, at the tim~ fences and entrap himseJf in: a
that ~ resCUe attempt was neces~ ~in~ow ~x 'of ignor!ill~e?
'
so ,we ,Could go·.to dinner
'Even tJte,most conservative of
with clear consciences (guilty our educators should be slapfeelings' had been the dorm ping their, h~ads in di~belie( tIJat
theme Jast year and this sprin~' our nation's glorious trek s~y
we weJ;e going in a new' direc- WlIfds could have been derailed'
tion). '~(tan entry-rug was lib~r- and our cargo ofideals lost after
ated and lowered dow~, allow- hitting the pothole of shame and
ing the dynamic ,fello~ to skitt~r plummeting into the voicano of
his w,ay to safety and becomC? so' mediocrity.,
"
biind~,by ~is new-fou'!,d ,l.i~rty'
When did it beColT!e 'OK for a
and ~nthusl.8Sm that, ~efor.e YOll " nation to be unconcerned about
could:~ay :~!mayl:J~. it ~as lI:.chiJl~' , what happens to' a I,l~el~~ rOt;tent
!Dun,~" ,he, ~~d,J~pe? down ,'th~t,was probabJyA~d? We,
mto a,neW'wmdl?w bo?C.,
;must follow the' example of 13th
,:' As" re~pOr)~ibte citizens of, century' Euil';lve '~n~ emt>til,~.' all
,plapet ~h~ the loyal Mac,Men ' 'raHjke'" ~nim~ls., What!~, ~the
looke4 ar~)Und and, ~.il,lg ~lJ,able worse 'that:~ ~ap~n?,; ,After
to
'l?i,nien~~oital Pe!e " ~U, \Jy keypii.ta: our ,djst&n!?e:a~p:
~~ ,AlNrj' :p~~~!, ~Ue£l ;UWn 'BJg ,<: ~~*~g' ,wf 9 nl y :~p~e~d ;un(a~
Pete:fQr the n~~t'fre~U1g,of ~~,: ,st(:reotype:s, about,:>danger~us
grolll~d::'~M1mal. ,,~~ ;,rUg g~t,' :a~jIilals' ~nd; I .. ~hink, ~ t,~~.r~ 'is
the sqll;~~., ~l,It~agam, and thl~ , e90ugb of tJ:aat !l1r~dr;, .. '!;' " ,
time he:,went for the-mo~~ effi-", :, 'In ,ihe t 'nid;lDtime~::, T, :shall
'cient wa~ of ~ing doom~ 'an~', 'remaitl' Viiil:ant' .for' aJlY' ,unexdidri't, ev~n touc~ tJ:t e " ~ound, 'plidni!hhb s:quea~s 'or scratching
before'~ymg through the aIr and nqises ,and' len~ my suPPOrt. to
into il third,,!lS of yet unused, President Bush's ,"No Varmints
'window-box. , , '
Left Behind" Act.
It should be noted that each
,timE} the rug was lowered down,
it took the'squirrel a while to figstaff JffiJtr
ure out that it was meant for res- «<The Ugly Stick,"
cue, not
a place tc? hide. He Gatin ja,!,il.foP} is a sb(J",J} p"!p!(also had trouble figunn.g out that live. IJJ ;01l18"J, Jot! IIDI JlMtISmi!J
we ,intended to help him, as he
f
do.' , ',1.' :
, '.1"
Til',
was 'one of our woodJaildC9m~:;;, trJ ..~ , ff':, ".'Oy'/~D" ',f!J, .
'rades and not,one oHhe f~:~t, 'fhihllO~,
" '
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Death goes wholesale
with Costco caskets
ountless
problems
exist
in
the world today:
war, poverty, the
AIDS epidemic,
the commercialization of Christ,
Core 250, Avril
Lavigne
and
chicken-fried
steak.
The bulk sales
industry, formerly' a benefil for
society, now
earns a spot on
the blacklist.
Why?
Costco
has
started
sell ing

goods. However, hot dogs, teleVI- ket from Costco.
sions, furniture, clothing and so
On a related note, while
forth are the result of a kind of browsing the many burial options
natural evolution. In contrast, one available on the Internet, I ran
typically does not expect to find acro5s something even more diseye care, mortgage services, life turbing than Costco coffins: casinsurance and coffins in a ware- ket kits. The MHP Network, the
Allison Carr
house.
internet's leading provider of top
is an
Costco really has become the quality funeral products, offers
OpinIOns
one-stop shop.
build-your-own-coffin kits. The
writer for The
It's endlessly creepy to think kits start at about $500, but the
Whitworth ian,
about a bulk foods store owning company also offers the casket
a junior and
your mortgage, but to think about plans, only at a much lower price.
majoring In
that same store supplying the cof- The least cxpensive plan availEnglish Qnd
fin that will serve as you or your able is a pine box, for $14.95,
poftuca[ sludloved one's eternal resting place
The plan is so simple you could
ie:.. Comments
is just gross, Think about it: you
build it in your backyard, which
can be sent to
die and your family picks out
is convenient if one plans on
acarr02@
your
casket
burying the casket
whltworth.edu.
while enjoying
there as well.
pizza by the
Apparently, the
coffins.
slice. Or you
build-your-own-cofThere are so many things place an order
fin is supp05ed to be
wrong with Costco's new niche for
Uncle
''No olle is illterested i11 a good thing. The
that I hardly know where to' Merle's lilac
begin. I'm shocked. I love Costco coffin and then
president of MHP,
looking at ciffins lJlhile
as much as the next poverty- buy a flatbed of
Mark J. Zcabin, eVItbry brou'se... s,g-bigh
stricken student with a proclivity diet coke. Why
dently started the
for laziness. I've developed a not?
You're
stacks gIllJIIJ(J
whole casket kit and
taste for Easy Mac and (please there anyway.
uJorlJlJ.
"
plan
when
his
don't
make
fun
of the
Death is supgrandmother
died.
Californian) soda. Yet even a posed to be
"My father and I
place as dear to my heart as sad. Costco is
had
built my grandCosteo can cross the line.
not, nor should
mother her final
In August, Costco began offer- it be a sad
resting place ourselves," Zeabin
ing coffms in two Chicago loca- place,
tions, The coffins cost about
While researching this topic, I said. "It was extremely meaning$800 and come in six different W35 struck by the number of Web ful to have been able La take part
colors, including gold and lilac. sites concerning coffins. An in the process and it helped both
Casket samples are located at a entire online market exists for the my father and I feci the closure
that we needed."
kiosk toward the front of the
product. One can shop for caskets
Anyone Ilorlllal would be totalChicago warehouses, Customers
can place orders for a coffin to be on eBay and Yahoo!. A few web- ly creepcd out. But Mr. Zeabin,
delivered to the mortuary of their sites even specialize in the lucra- as a provider of top quality funcrtive business of burial acces- al products, appears unphased by
choice within 48 hours.
sories:
Dignity
Memorial, the unusual nature of his profesTalk about a customer for life,
No one is interested in looking FuneralDepot.com and Bert and sion.
at coffins while they browse gal- Bud's Vintage Coffins. Some
To conclude, I would like to
Ion jars of mayonnaise and sky- companies also include free ship- take a moment of silence for all
high stacks of gummy worms. ping to sweeten the deal.
those people in the Chicago area
That's just depressing.
True, coffins can cost as much whose final resting places came
Wholesale caskets are the culas a car, so perhaps discounts from Costco. You remain in our
mination of years of weird
Costco behavior. Gradually, help society. I would still rather thoughts, right next to all those
Costco moved to seIling products visit a funeral home called cases of tuna fish cans and
far outside the spectrum of bulk Discount Death than order a cas- wholesale deli meat.
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PARTY:
Continued from page 14

Pyle said. "If more people see that, and things
start going in a different direction, you might
have more conservative musicians coming out
of the closet."
Thus, I now issue a call to arms for the right,
and no, I'm not talking WMD's. By God, it's
time for the Republican musicians to get some

sh inc. Whether they organize II concert package
in the same vein as the liberal "Vote for Change"
tour, or simply put out some funky stuff, I don't
care. I would just like to see something new in
my mailbox.

.. Don't need nobody 10 hold my halld,
Don'l need nobody, I can slalld,
Make it on my own in a Rock-II-Roll band,
Kiss my American ass, I'm a RepUblican . ..
-

Chorus from Ted Nugent's "Stand"

u
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America's youth: See you at the polls
OUgh~y
half
of
Americans between
the ages of 18 and 35
have never voted. I am one of
them. So recently I decided to
give it a shot. My reasons for
Colin not voting were, I suspect,
Robeson similar to those of many of
my peers: It boiled down to a
IS an
OpilllOIlS stultifying mixture of apathy
writer for The and dissatisfaction.
Young Americans are freWlritwonhiall,
a sophomore quently accused of being apaand majoring thetic about politics. Our
in religion. demographic is the least likeComments can ly to show up at the voting
be sent to booth.
crobeson07@
The apathy, however, is not
whitworth. edu. hard to understand. The
United States government is
relatively unobtrusive, so if is easy to ignore
it and concentrate on living one's life.
Our generation's dissatisfaction with the
electoral process, on the other hand, is more
complex. Much of my aversion to voting
stems from the way our political system operates.
As George Washington advised against
allowing the political process to become
dominated by rival parties,· so I dislike the
binary stamps that such a system places on

R

',,.

people and ideas. I hate watching the parties have to not only make a decision but make an
spend ~o much time and -effort trying to informed one. This is the biggest task facing
uncover and exploit scandals for political Americans right now.
I realize that while I still have issues with
gain.
I am also often turned offby the candidates the political system, the best way to address
those issues lies on the
themselves - politiinside, rather than the outcians more interested
side of the process. Term
in dancing around a
limits, campaign-finance
question than answerreform and other modificaI realize that Jvhi/e I still have
ing it.
None of it has ever issues with the political .[)lstem, the tions may help. But only
changes in voting behavior
smelled right to me.
Despite my disap- best WClj' to address those issues lies can ever really change the
pointment
with
system.
on the illside... of the process.
America's political
Only an electorate that
landscape, I slowly
has an intelligent grasp on
came to the realization
the issues, that favors subthat nonparticipation
stance over style and that rewards positive
isn't going to improve the system, either. So campaigning over negative tactics can proI decided to do what some of my friends and duce a true revolution in the substance of our
relatives claim is my obligation - hold my
politicians.
nose and start voting.
If the electorate demands a certain kind of
I got online and downloaded a voter-regcandidate,
the parties (and the independents)
istration form. It was surprisingly short. I
will
supply
them.
filled in a few blanks and signed my name
With that realization, I fmaIly saw a clear
to certify that I was neither a convicted
felon nor mentally incompetent. A lifetime path to the kind of political system I felt the
of shirking my civic dUly was reversed in United States deserved. Since the pathway to
that goal lies with the electorate, inside the
10 minutes.
But now the task is before me. I have to system is the place to be - even if the smell
research candidates and know about them, I can be pretty bad sometimes.

b.y.th'e
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God, not talent, tnakes a Christian relevant

Mesaros
is a guest
writer for The
Whitworth ian,
a senIOr alld
majoring ill
religion.
Commellts can
be sellf to
ImesarosOI@
whitworth.edu.

If I could follow in the footsteps of anyone, I believe that
I would choose Henri J.M. Nouwen. His books and biographies have challenged me to surrender myself to Jesus
Christ more than anyone else I know or book I have read.
In his book, "In the Name of Jesus," Nouwen wrote, "I
am deeply convinced that the Christian leader of the future
is call!')d to be completely Irrelevant and to stand in this
world with nothing to offer but his or her own vulnerable
self."
How often do you call yourself irrelevant with nothing to
offer except your own vulnerable self? I rarely do.
Honestly, it is a bit disconcerting to me how many times
Nouwen uses the word "irrelevant" in his writings. I don't
want to be irrelevant, I want to be useful; I want to make a
difference at Whitworth and in the world. Darn it, I have
gifts!
Yet it is not my usefulness that gets me closer to God.
And praise God that it is not our actions that convert people. The gifts I perceive in myself do not compare to the
gIfts of God.
Nouwen went on to write, "God loves us not because of
what we do or accomplish, but because God has created
and redeemed us in love and has chosen us to proclaim that

love as the true source of all human life."
Amen to that. I am relieved to know that God will do
everything.
I don't expect to ever be at the point where I see that I
have surrendered enough. It is my daily prayer. I see this as
the defining feature of Christianity: Ihat we realize that
there is nothing we can do but say, "Hey God, I cannot get
through life alone, I need you and the sacrifice that your
Son made for me."
The Church will have disagreements and mistakes will
be made. Methods of worship may vary, but whether we
worship in a secret house church in India or in Sf. Paul's
Cathedral in London, we must all realize that Christians
cannot walk on the path of salvation without reliance on
Christ. Surrender is not always easy but it is something that
we must do to follow Jesus Christ.
"We have to hear the question, 'Do you love me?' as
being central to all of our Christian ministry because it is
the question that can allow us 10 be, at the same time, irrelevant and truly self-confident," Nouwen wrote.
I do not believe that il is God's wish for us to feel irrelevant, but instead 10 realize that our relevance comes from
Him. It IS an amazing balance, an amazing gift.

- - - LETTERS TO THE EDITOR - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Pirate Bay

Good idea, but
rieeds clarification
Tho cents regarding the Pirate Bay idea:
I think a lot of students would be on board
with it if they knew that the book-buyback
program was done by an outside business
who buys textbooks, not the Whitworth
bookstore. I don't know if the bookstore

"

,~;...

gets part of the profits or a flat fee for
allowing them to come in and buy
books, but I think it should be part of
the discussion about how Pirate Bay
would affect the bookstore or not.
Also, it sounds like a more effective
way to do things than the posting board,
which can be cluttered and grossly out
of date. I would think someone will also
have to be responsible for running this
program. Should ASWC get a percentage of sales or a small fee for each
posting and providing LIte service so it's

paid for by those that use it?
P.S., I think way too much time and
attention is spent on discussions about coffee in the new and newly remodeled buildings. It doesn't really strike as a pressing
issue or one that necessarily should be
decided by a popular vote by students.
Yes, I drink a lot of coffee, but I can live
just fine not taking it into a few classrooms.
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Sid Friedman
Senior
English Literature

Q: Do you think the dorms and classes are too overcrowded? If so, what
do you think should be done to [zx the problem?

Get your thoughts In print!
Letters to the editor

Guest commentaries

The Whitworth ian welcomes your responses to stories appearing in the newspaper
or views on issues of interest to the college community. Letters must bear the
writer's name, major or position in the college (e.g. professor, custodian) and
phone number (for verification purposes only). Anonymous letters cannot be published. Please keep length to a maximum of 300 words. We reserve the right to
edit all letters for content and space. Send letters to: Letters to the Editor, Box
4302, Campus Mail or e-mail to editor@whitworth.edu. Letters must be received
by 5 p.m. on Friday for publication in the following Tuesday's issue.

The W~itworthi~n encourages members of the ~ampus to submit longer guest commentaries about Issues relevant to the communIty. Commentaries of 700 words or less
will be published as space permits. We are looking for commentaries that are relevant
and well-researched. To ensure a better chance of publishing, please contact The
Whitworthian.with spec!fics regar~ing when you plan t~ submit your commentary and
what you are mterested m addressmg. We reserve the nght to edit all submissions
for content and space. Commentaries should be e-mailed to
editor@whitworth.edu.
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The upset!

Sodexho employee goes big

-~. Kenny Andrews receives a record deal

Women's soccer team shocks No.1 nationally
ranked University of Puget Sound 2-1.

from Epic records.

Scene,

Sports,

page 5

page 10
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Lending a helping hand ...
- - - ' - ' - - -- - - - - -------------------._-----------,

plagued
by theft
Jessica Davis
Staff Writer
Bethany Monroe
StaffWntcr

Freshmen Erin Edwards. Rachel Burgess. Alayna Brauer, Rachel Graff and Austin Skubi sort clothes at a local Goodwill as part of Whltworth's annual community bUilding day. The freshmen class is required to attend the event nnd give tt>eir time and effort to local organizations.

Floridians look to campus for help
Whitworth to raise
funds for college hit
by hurricanes
leah Motz
Staff W, iter
Sarah Morgenthaler
Staff ~Vt IIcr
Warren will be orgalllzing a campus-wide
fundraiser to collect funds to ,lid Warner
Southern College.
The college of about I,O()O students IS
located in Lake Whales, Fla , and wa!. hit hard
by recent hurricanes boasting up to 120 mph
winds. Two dorms and the school's entire athletiC facllity were deslroyed
Until rebuilding efforts can beglll, students
arc bell1g housed 15 miles off campus, causll1g great stram on Silldents as well as the

school'!. finances.
Both Whitworth and Warner Southern arc
Chrishan liberal arts lll!>tituhons that arc part
of the Council for Chrislian Colleges and
Univer~i[les. As a member of this organization, each college agrees to shoulder Ihe
responsibility of supporting one another in
times of need.
Northwestern College in St. Paul, Minn., is
heading up the rehef effort among the 105
natIOnwide member schools belonglllg to the
Council.
"I believe it would honor God for our carn-

puses to join our efforts together to a~slst our
brothers and sisters at Warner Southern
College in their time of need," Northwestern
Student
Association
President
Scott
Whitmore wrote III a leiter to ASWC.
Warner Southern needs $150,000 just [0
cover the costs of temporary houslllg.
Warren Senator, sophomore Renee
Huggins deCided to begin fundraislllg efforts
at Whitworth after hearing about the crisi~.
"They ju!.t lVant to get their dorm's rebuilt
and I just thought we ~hould help them out,"
Iluggllls said.
To do so, Huggins and Warren reSidents
plan to go door to door in the dorm's next
week to collect donations.
"We're just asking for change, not big
bucks. It's not going to be all everyday event
- it's a one time Ihing," Huggins said.
Due to budget restraints, ASWC chose not
to support the fundraising efforts fmancrally

Cameras, compaet diSCS,
bikes, purses, cup holders, credit
cards, bank statements and an
ashtray full of pennies are among
the items recently stolen from
Whitworth students.
A duplex across Whitworth's
football field was robbed while
occupants slept. On Sept. 18, senior Mary Adolfson and her roommates awoke and discovered thai
they were missing backp3cks, a
purse and a digital camera
The backpacks were found III
their carport with the content'>
spread on the ground, but the camera and purse were never retrieved.
"We found out her [credit J
card had been used that morning," Adolfson said.
The women had gone to bed
late Saturday mght, leavlllg olle of
their two extenor doors unlocked.
"My roommate has a suspicion that !.omeone was watching
us," Adolbon said.
Aboul 30 minutes alter gOlllg
to bed, they heard someolle in
the house, but assumed it was
one of thcir roommates.
"It's kind of the assumption
that we're in this nice neighborhood around Whitworth and
nothing bad will happen,"
Adolfson sardo
Campus Security Supervisor
leRoy Fnntasra said that optimistic
attitudes
such
as
Adolfson's are common in the
Whitworth community.
"We do feci very !.afe here,"
Fantasia sardo "We really need to
realize that we do have people
who will steal."
JUlllor
Robert
Calbeck
returned from a Young Life leadership retreat to find his car window shattered after leavlllg it
See

See
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Robinson helps fund local politicians
Jessica Davis

Stal! lI'nfel
Adam Moede
Researchcr
Presidcnt Bill Robinson, along with 11
ll1l!mbers of the board of truslees, has given
donal ions between $250 and $2,O[)() to dilferenl polllical groups and campaigns in the la<;t
five year!., according 10 Ihe Cenler for
Re~ponslve Politics, a non-parti!.<ln walchdog group.
Any amounl more th~n $2()() i!. required 10
be li!.lcd with the f-ederal Elcetion~
Commls,ion
I'rc~ldcnl Bill Rohlll~[)n gave $25010 bOlh

Don Barbieri, who is running as a Democrat
for Ihe 5th Congressional distnct that
ll1clude!. Spokane, and Shollln Cro!.s, a
Republican who lost In the primaries for the
di!.trict.
"I felt they would both do excellent jobs for
our dblricl, even Ihough one I'> an Republican
and olle i~ a Democrat, and would have run
agarnst each other had Shaun gottcn out of the
primary," Robill'iOll said.
I30th candldate~ have connecllOll~ to
Whitworth. Cm'>s i'i a member of the board of
truslee~, while Barbieri donated mOlley to the
c()Il~lruclion of Weyerhaeuser Iiall
"Furlher, they hoth love Whitworlh
Colkge," Robin!.on ~ald. "ShaUll I~ a tru~tee

and very passionate about our mission. Don
'illcceeded me as Chair of the Spokane
Regional Chamber of Commerce and wa<;
Olll!.poken in Ill!> support for Whitworth. Both
arc very good friends and would provide '
wonderful service for our region."
While Robinson was the only faculty member 10 donate to a politrcal cau.'>e, II out of the
fi I trustees were liloted a!. having donnted to
different cau~es and campaign~
"It ~eems like I3ill Robinson i!. pretty COIl~ervalive," Co[]ege Republicans Pre~ident
Jeff Na~lllnd !.ald. "I think it's good that Bill
See LOCAL .. page 2

A slu(Jcnt demostrates how thieves
can break into students' cars.

Publication of Whitworth College, 300 W. Hawthorne Rd. Spokane, WA 99251 Comments: editor@whitworth.edu, 509-777-3248
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LOCAL:
Continued from page 2
Robinson gave to both parties
because it shows that he is not
biased and is looking at the
issues."
The members who donated
money were Thomas Dclanty,
Werner Rosenquist,
Robert
Dingman,
Leonard
Myhre,
Harvey Bolton, Shaun Cross, Bill
Fix, Dave Robblee, Arthur
Symons, Don Wallis and Judith
Williams.
Nine of the 11 trustee members
gave to Republican candidates or
causes.
Only two, President Robinson
and trustee Judith Williams, gave
to both Republican and Democrat
candidates.
Five gave to Republican Shaun
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The Whitworthian is the official
publication of the Al80ciated
Students of Whitworth CoUege
(ASWq and is published weekly.
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vacations. Opinion. expressed in
editorial and adverti,ing content do
not neceuarily reflect the views of
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CoUege provides equal opportunity
in education and employment in
accordance with Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, Title IX of the
Education
Amendments
and
Sections 799A and 84S of the Public
Health Services Act.

Politics
Cross, two gave to non-partisan
causes and two gave 10 President
Bush. According to the data, none
donated to John Kerry.
"The tmstees and administration don't put any pressure on
departments or faculty 10 endorse
a particular political perspective,"
Professor of political science
Michael Le Roy said. "They know
that the value of Whitworth is its
commitment to exposing students
to diverse perspectives."
I:.e Roy also warned of taking
data such as the names listed on
opensecrets.org and making
assumptions about people's polit-

THEFT:
Continued from page 1

ical beliefs.
"Political contributions do not
always tell you a lot about a
donor's own political preferences,"
Le
Roy
said.
"Contributors often give to both
sides, or to friends who happen to
be running for office. Donors can
also mask their giving by giving
in the name of a spouse or child."
Besides the politics of campaign contributions, there is a
deep-rooted
tradition
for
American voters.
"It's truly an amazing privilege
to have the freedom to participate
in
the
process,"
Young
Democrats President Heather
Gregory said. "Beyond partisan
lines and political personas, it's
our fundamental
duty
as
Americans to take advantage of
the rights we have been given
and become involved in the
future of our country."
were stolen from her unlocked car
parked at her home on West
Holland Avenue on Sept. 16.
"I went into my car - it was
unlocked. There were papers on
the seats," Brast said. "My ashtray was stolen. All it had in it,
was pennies - 1 know because 1
had hunted for change earlier that

parked near the campus .
"They broke the back passenger
side window of my car and stole
the CD player and the cup holder,"
Calbeck said.
day.~'
A green bandanna left at the
Brast was also missing bank
crime scene led Calbeck 10 believe, statements, a disposable camera
"II might have
and one CD out
been gang relatof the 100 CD's
ed, but it was
she had in the
probably some
(( Thry got totallY gypped. car.
stupid
high
most
Thry might have been able of While
school kids, an
the victims
isolated incito get $10... "
of the recent
dent"
robberies live
"They got
Robert Calbeck.
off-campus, the
jlmior
totally gypped.
list of on-camThey
might
pus
thefts
have been able
includes four
to get $10 for
stolen . bikes.
all of [the
since Sept. 3.
,
items stolen]," Calbeck said. "I
The number of thefts that
feel bad for them."
occurred this month may seem
Fantasia said that students can high, but it is about average,
do more to protect their property Fantasia said. He also emphasized
on campus.
the need for students to be on the
"Keep your things locked. lookout for suspicious behavior.
Keep your valuables out of
"We can help one another.
sight," he said.
Security can only do so much,"
Senior April Brast learned this Fantasia said. "[Students] need to
lesson the hard way when items be our eyes and ears on campus."

whitworth

QUESTION:
Doyoufeel
scfe on campus?
"Yeah, I feel safe, because I
. am the biggest man on campus"

Bryce Burkholder
FrUhllli111

"[Yes), because of the lightening and we are on the
north side of town. If we
were in the cCllter of
Spokane I would not feel

sC!fe"
YorlOkada
jlmior

(1 feel very scife. I.feellike I
know everybocfy and I trust
them. "

Carly Dorsey
F7tshllllJII

world briefS/news ticker
Contest promotes the
space tourism industry

Oil prices break $50
per barrel barrier

Prime M'inister Blair
survives heart surgery

The rocket plane SpaceShipOne flew
above the 103 kilometer mark (64 miles),
passing the reqUIred 100 kilometer distance to
finish the first part of winning the $10 miIlion
Ansari X-Prize contest. The contest was set
up to promote the concept of space tourism.
To win the contest, a privately-funded
spacecraft must go above 100 kilometer twice
within a two-week span. The next flight of
SpaceShipOne was scheduled for yesterday
and, if successful, will win the contest.

The cost of oil in the United States reached
a 21-year-high of $50.47 per barrel on
Tuesday, amid fears of supply problems. The
price did drop slightly below $50 to $49.90 at
the end of the week, but the concerns are still
evident among stockbrokers.
The price spike is believed to have been
caused by violence in Iraq and Saudi Arabia,
as well as worries about what may happen in
Nigeria's future. Rapid growth in China that
has put more cars on the road has increased
demand for output.

British Prime Minister Tony Blair underwent heart surgery last Friday to correct an
irregular heartbeat. The procedure was preformed in a London hospital.
Blair is said to be "absolutely fine."
The surgery came amid speculation of
whether or not the prime minister would seek
a third term of office. Blair has confirmed that
he will seek a third term, but has rejected the
possibility of a fourth.

-Compiled by Gavin Jamieson
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After the Harold Balazs sculpture, here are other
pieces of art we'd like to see on campus:
~ Venus de Milo, without cleavage of course
~ Gilded sculpture to capture the glory of Bill Robinson (the
teaching theater wasn't enough)
~

Life-sized pirate ship in the end zone of the Pine Bowl

~ Mona-Lisa-esque painting of Leonard Oakland, where the eyes
follow you wherever you go...

n
~ Rendition of the Sistine Chapel's "Creation of Man," only with
Jerry Sittser's head over the top of Adam's
~ A miniature version of the Golden Gate bridge to Hawthorne
Hall, dubbed the "8 a.m Expressway"

~ Water fountain by McMillan Hall replaced with the Fountain of

Youth, where the faculty and alumni can sip daily
~ War memorial for the martyrs of the BJ-Mac wars
~ Ice sculpture taken too far as HUB look-alike "melts"

endowment funds
~ Campanile, hit by one too many Frisbees, tips over, dubbed
Leaning Tower of Loop-a
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( ([people in the Blish administration) speak for God. Thry sjJeflk as prophets.
There's no dOllbt abo"t i~ this is what God wants for the 1lJorid. '
Thats what George IV: sqys. "
-

David Domke,

Unilormry of W'oshilJglon romnlllllimliollJ proftssor

University of
Washington com·

Guest lecturer
rips into Bush
Sarah Morgenthaler
Staff Writer

Professor
targets

media,

govemment

President Bush has systematically
manipulated the press through a
hybrid of religious fundamentalism
and conservative politics, visiting lecturer David Domke told students and
.
faculty on Thursday.
Domke, a communications professor at the University of Washington
and author of the book "God Willing?
Political Fundamentalism in the
White House, the 'War on Terror' and
an Echoing Press," spoke to a packed
crowd in the William P. Robinson
Teaching Theater in Weyerhaeuser
Hall.
Domke claims the BusQ, adminis. tration has used religious language to
. persuade Americans tt> go along with
ils policy decisions. Domke termed
Bush's "either/or" language as "binaries" that negatively impact both
democracy in America and the face of
Christianity.
"The Bush administration hfl.!i said,
'You are either with us or against us.'
And with invoking God, they have
changed that to, 'You are either with
us or against God'," Domke said.
John G. West, the Associate
Professor of Political Science at
Seattle Pacific University, wrote to
the Whitworthian regarding Domke.
"Professor Domke should do more
reading in American political history.
The idea that liberty is God's gift to

municatlons professor David
Domke expresses
himself In front of
hundreds of students, staff and
faculty last
Thursday night.
CbtI"aChmJ'I
U?/Hlwrlhia.

humanity is hardly peculiar to George of 'evil,' 'security,' and 'peril,' that selIs
W. Bush. Indeed, it's one of the oldest newspapers," Domke said.
"Commercially, it's good ... but a
themes in American political rhetodeference to commercialism and the
ric," he wrote.
administration is not what the foundDomke's views are the opposite.
"Ultimately, I am concerned that ing fathers or the people in this room
this is faith being used for a political expect."
Domke al1>o claimed that the Bush
agenda," Domke said.
Domke arrived at his conclusions administration controls the press by a
after analyzing 20 months of speeches series of unspoken rules.
"The Bush administration has a
and communications from Bush,
Attorney General John Ashcroft and policy: Those who challenge leadership must pay a
Secretary of State
price,"
Domke
Colin Powell and
said. "If you do
comparing their lanchalIenge them,
guage to that of two
major news sources.
(The administration speaks first, you're unpaHe found a significant
aboutfreedom and liberty triotic. Second,
usage of binaries such
b
h
' you're a threat to
as "good/evil", anq., ,nonstop, lit thm t. '!Y don "I the nation."
Domke's
felt
"security/peril" 'when . lolerdtc free speech. To me,
strongly
about
it was politically
that~ f?ypoctiticaL "
Bush's view on
advantageous.
He
constitutional
also found that the
rights.
David Dmoke,
Bush administration
. "The adminisUW commlitl/rallONS proftsIOr
used God's name diftration
speaks
ferently than any
about freedom and
other president.
liberty nonstop,
"They speak for
but then they don't
God," Domke said.
"They speak as prophets. 'There's no tolerate free speech. To me, that's
doubt about it, this is what God wants hypocritical."
Domke believes the press has more
for the world.' That's what George W.
of a responsibility to report news.
says."
"ABC, CBS, NBC - these arc
Domke's premise is that this rhetoric
is picked up by the media, successfully ours.1)1ey should act accordingly and
provide us with the information we
influencing public opinion.
"When journalists see this language need," Domke said. "We now have a

news media that is afraid to question
the administration."
Domke made several suggestions
for those concerned by his findings.
"Ask tough questions - don't just
jump on the nationalistic bandwagon," he said. "Demand more than
three debates at an hour and a half for
the person who is going to be leading
this country. These changes will be
made by the press if the people want
it."
Domke also warned against supporting Bush solely because of his
faith. "I don't know what George W.
or the White House believes. No one
can ... talk about Bush as a man of a
certain version of Christianity."
West sees Ihe opposite side of
Domke's argument.
"There aJso is a strong element of
hypocrisy in the aUack on Bush," he
wrote. "Political observers who couldn't have cared less about President
Clinton's speeches 10 AfricanAmerican churches or his frequent use
of Biblical imagery in his speeches
suddenly decry Bush's rhetoric as one
step away from the Taliban."
Finally, Domke suggested that
Americans realize that faith and politics should nol necessarily mix.
"When a particular faith eschews
intimately with a partiCUlar brand of
politics, I think both lose ... I want
religious values in the political arena,
but I want it to be done democratically," he said.

cam p usbriefS/at Whitworth

ASWCroundup

Gonzaga offers
Law School In a
Box for students

student govern ment

Gonzaga University is offering a new program for prospective law students. The one-day
program is designed to provide
law school experience and information on pursuing a legal
career.
The first half of the day is d\!dicated to emulating a law-schoo 1style class. Students will then
work on a hypothetical cas'e supplied by the instructors.
After a lunch with law school
students and practicing attorneys, the students attend a series
of workshops dealing with
employment opportunities and
financial mallers. Register by
Oct. 22 for the Oct. 30 program.

Yale Theologian
visits Whitworth

Get to the booth
and vote

Noted Christian philosopher
Nicholas Wolterstorff will be'
speaking at Whitworth on Oct.
14 at 7:30 p.m. in the William P.
Robinson Teaching Theater in
Weyerhaeuser Hall. He will be
lecturing on "Educating Shalom:
What are our goals?"
. ·Wolterstorff is the Noah Porter
Professor .of Philosophical
Theology at Yale University. The
lecture is funded by the Murdock
Lives of Commitment grant and
the Whitworth College Office of
Academic Affairs.

Whitworth's primary elections
arc tomorrow and general eJections" are on Thursday. Voting
will be conducted online, both
days, between 8 a.m. and 10 p.m.
with voting booths in the Hixon
Union Building open from]] :30
a.m.to 1:30 p.m. and 4:30 to 6:30
p.m.
"
A write-in option is available
for the primary election but not
for the general election. The top
two vofe-gette~s for each of the
seven dorm repres~nt.ative positions will be included o"n the final
ballot on Thursday.

-Compiled by Peter Burke

" .

"'KWRS, Pirate Radio, is trying to find a new tag to use on
the air. Something like "None of the hits, all the lime," or
"small frequency, large antenna." E-mail senior Katie
Thompson with any ideas.
"'Students arc complaining about on-campus parking. There
are 623 students with parking passes and 1500 spaces on
campus. Facilities services are going around and checking
out the situation a daily ba.,is. They claim that there are at
least five spaces in each lot that arc open.
"'The Ballard newsletter has been changed from the Ballard
Bulletin to the Weekly Wipe.
"'Community Building Day was a success. ASWC had
qualms, but overall the day went smoothly and without incidence.
~ome

"'Due to a family emergency of one of the speakers, Rock
the Vote has been postponed from Oct. II to Oct. 27.
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HURRICANE:
Continued from page 1

although they lend their encouragement to
Warren's efforts.
"Although we all agreed that it was a very worthy cause and want to personally give our full
support to Warren's fundraising efforts, we could
not justify spending money that has been set aside
for the direct benefit of our students," ASWC
Financial Vice-President David Brush said.
A collection will also be taken at Warren Peace,

Huggins said. Warren Peace is an annual concert
organized by Warren. This year's event will take
place in the Hixon Union Building cafeteria on
Friday from 8-10 p.m. and will feature bands
from Whitworth and the Spokane area.
Although Warren Peace will remain a free
event, donations will be accepted for the first time
in school history, with all proceeds going towards
Warner Southern.
"I'd just like to have [students] imagine, what
if it was them? What if Whitworth got hit by
something? We'd want help," Huggins said. "I'd
like to see our money go for something good like
this."

Concern over losing
sight of mission
prompts faculty talk
Bethany Monroe
Staff writer

Voting rules change, again
ASWC abandons minimum
voter-turnout regulations
Chris Collins
Editor in Chief
ASWC wants you to vote in tomorrow's student
elections, but don't feel pressured into it.
After the assembly voted in March to set up
mimmum voter-turnout rules for student elections, ASWC voted unanimously to retract the
rules at a Sept. 22 meeting.
The voter-turnout rules, which would have
forced students to vote again on student elections
if only a small percentage of students cast their
ballots, were easily added to the ASWC by-laws
in the spring. Some assembly members had
. expressed frustration with how few voters participated in a special election held for an off-campus
representative and wanted to ensure stronger voter
turnouts.
The assembly retracted the rules last month,
however, after assembly members said they were
concerned about forcing students to vote instead
of simply encouraging them to vote.
There will be no minimum voter-turnout
requirements for tomorrow's student election.
Junior Phil Ryan, who chairs a student-run
coptmiUee that ht;lps fa~ilit~t~ concerns between
students and the Whitworth administration, was
involved in passing the minimum voter-turnout
rules in the spring.
He said he was never entirely comfortable with
the requirements, however, and this semester he
spearheaded the efforts to retract the rules.

"I fought so hard to get them out recen~ly
because it was so anti-democratic and it doesn't
sit well with me as a political studies major," Ryan
said.
Ryan asked ASWC at the Sept. 15 meeting to
retract the voter-turnout rules. The assembly voted
7-5 in favor of taking out the rules, but. failed to
get the two-thirds majority needed to amend the
by-laws.
.
The following week, the assembly voted unanimously for Ryan's proposed changes. A combination of voting members changing their minds and
a lack of communication with students who took
the place of absent senators allowed the proposal
to easily fly through.
"J was definitely surprised that it passed," Ryan
said.
If the minimum voter-turnout rules had
remained for this week's election, on-campus
positions in the primary elections would need 20
percent of constituents to vote for the elections to
be valid. Off-campus positions would have had to
have at least 15 percent of constituents vote.
For the general elections, elections would only
be valid if 30 percent of constituents voted for oncampus candidates and 20 percent of constituents
voted for off-campus representatives.
The date for the primary elections has been
changed from yesterday to Wednesday.
The,reason for the change was the computing
services people who administer the onlin~ ballot,
Web Programmer Kate Beck and Web Manager
Garrett Riddle, attended a conference on Monday,
ASWC Vice President Jackson Williams said.
Voting for the primaries will take place from 8
a.m. to 10 p.m. on Wednesday.

PAY MORE

While students volunteered
their lime on Community
Building Day, the faculty gathered in Weyerhaeuser Hall to discuss current issues and future
plans.
The faculty discussed adding
another question to teacher evaluation forms. The Teaching,
Learning,
and
Assessment
Commitlee, which oversees the
evaluation form, put forth the
question to the faculty and
opened the floor for discussion
and debate.
The question to be added: "The
instructor taught this course in a
way that was consistent with
what I understand to be the college's Christian mission and
goals." A college mission question had appeared on previous
forms but is not on the current
form.'
The value of the question was
defended by one faculty member
who believed that if the question
was not asked, some might lose
sight of the college's mission.
Another member stated that with
the increased use of adjunct professors, it was a useful way to
evaluate if their teaching is in
line with Whitworth's Christian
mission.
Faculty members seemed to be
in agreement of the necessity of
SUch a question, but were divided
on the best way to achieve accurate results. Others asked
whether it was appropriate to
have students being the ones to
answer the question.
One faculty member questioned
the students' abilities to recall the
college mission in a way that

Brand new,
never used
full-size bed set,
Double quilted
for $150
Queen for $175
Can Deliver
Call 926-8169

.
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qualified them to judge professors
according to it. Another member
stated that students generally have
an understanding of the mission.
As a way around the potential
problem, the idea of professors
evaluating one another was suggested.
The question was narrowly
defeated and as of now will not
be appearing on the form. But
because of the close vote, the faculty will discuss a possible
rewording of the question and
vote on it in the future.
The last piece of business to be
handled was Whitworth's strategic plan for 2005 to 2010.
A 56-page draft of the plan was
handed out to faculty. The executive summary states the goals
for different areas of the college.
Within the plan itself, actions that
need to be taken to achieve the
goals are listed.
In regards to academics, the
plan calls for the continuation of
efforts to raise the quaJity of the
educational experience for students. It also sets forth the wish
to be known not only for academics, but for the integration of faith
and learning as well.
The student life section
acknowledges, the stress put on
residence haIls' from _a 'student ,.
popUlation that exceeds capacity.
Additional residence, administrative, fine arts, sciences and
atbletic facilities are all required
for Whitworth to continue to
advance and remain competitive
among other colleges.
To support Whitworth's mission, the plan expresses a commitment to continue to require
that all permanent employees
have a belief in Jesus Christ and
the ~uthority of the Scripture.

ADOPTION:
A loving and happy
couple wishes to
provide your baby
with a secure and
stable future.
Call Bill and Kathy,
(206)321-1405.

10101 N. Newport Highway. Spokane WA99218
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Movie Review
"Shark Tale n provides enjoyable
animated fare
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Freshman Doug Smith and junior Josh Porter bake cookies for the Ronald McDonatd House.

Students donate
their ,morning to
charity work
Megan Blank
Staff writer
The c,rowded bus stopped in front of
the-Union Gospel Mission.' : '
When the door opened" more than 30
women, with red and black smiley faces
painted on their cheeks, poured out.
Expecting to give of their time and abilities, the line of women filed into a large
room that appeared to be a chapel.
A large wooden cross guarded the
front wall. A piano stood silently on the
right near the stage. Bibles and hymnals
decorated the rows of blue plastic chairs.
Before the clock struck 9 a.m.,
Community Building Day was underway

for Ballard.
Senior Emily Fletcher, a Ballard resident, made ail appearanc~ at Community
Building Day for her fQurth year. She
found the day to be a valuable opportunity on several levels.
"It had been a good experience in the
past," Fletcher said. "I thought it would
be a good way to build community within the dorm, and it is a good thing to be
a part of'serving in the community out,
side of,Whi,I\,{Olth.," .'
While at, the. Union Gospel' 'Mi\Ssion',:'
residents received, an orientation about
the purpose of the mission. The orientation was followed by a tour of the facility. Before starting to clean and do other
helpful tasks, a short talk given by
Public Relations Coordinator Kari Reese
challenged the women to find meaning
in their lives through becoming the
women God created them to be.
In years past Fletcher worked in
places without knowing about the services they offered or how her work made

a difference.
"I felt like we got more of an educalion than we actually did service, but 1
think that was a wise move on their
part," Fletcher said. "Now that we know
about it, we were all saying we'd like to
go back and serve."
Miki Kuwuhara, a sophomore in
Ballard from Japan, is another woman
hoping to return. She volunteered several times at a similar organization in
Japan and sees great value in communitY'serVice:
.,
"It is a good opportunity to learn
about people who live in the same community," Kuwuhara said. "In Japan,
before I volunteered, 1 had a prejudice
against homeless people. Since 1 volunteered, my thinking changed."
After serving last Tuesday, Kuwuhara
felt accomplished.
"My mind is happy," she said.
More than 550 Whitworth students
traveled all over Spokane to serve, some
having positive experiences like that of

the Ballard women, others seeing a need
for improvement.
Freshman Sharon Tabor worked on a
Habitat for Humanity site, putting siding
on a house while other Warren residents
did heating, plumbing, tiling and caulking.
"I enjoyed it," Tabor said. "I thought it
was a good experience."
She hopes to be able to return and
work more with Habitat for Humanity, a
shared opinion with many, others in her
group: ' . '
. . . ..... ,
Stewart Hall sophomore Daniel
Mullen went with a group of 20 students
to Catholic Charities, where they
washed windows and visited with the
elderly.
"Mainly we were going to talk to the
people," Mullen said. "I loved it. It was
really fun. I like talking to older people,
espeCially when they talk about history."
See SERVICE ... page 7

Sodexho sage sings solo
Homecoming
poster prompts
Kenny
decency debate
to
Bethany Hargis
Staff writer

Chris Collins
Editor-in-chief '
When freshman Amy Bernard
first saw the now-controversial
"Perdu" poster promoti ng the
Whitworth homecoming dance, she
didn't bother to look at what it was
advertising.
"I was disgusted," Bernard said.
"I assumed it was for some offcampus event and that it would be
take;; down soon. It's a gross
poster; it's gross to look at."
The poster, which is the cover of
music artist Bjork's new album and
reveals some cleavage, has been
"edited" all across campus by students, said ASWC Special Events
Coordinator and junior Philip
Atkins.
Students have drawn T-shirts,
lines and placed paper coverings

over parts of the posters.
Atkins, who is responsible for
promoting and organizing the
Homecoming dance, said that
based on the flood of e-mails he
received last week, a number of
students and faculty had reactions
similar to Bernard's. One critic
labeled the poster an "agent of
lust."
Others, Atkins said, thanked him
for "taking a risk" and targeting a
new audience.
Atkins said the poster in its "raw
form" was not supposed to be
understood as a sexual image, but
many people "managed to sexualize it in a harsh way" and the poster
was met with a "Whitworth ian
thirst for controversy."
"It was not released to cause
See

POSTER ...

page 7

Nov. 4 will prove to be an important day for Kenny Andrews.
Andrews
Not only will this date mark three
years to the day since he has been
release his working in Sodexho at Whitworth,
his first single, "Nowhere to
first single but
Run," written by his good friend
, Dwan Robinson of New Orleans,
La., will be released in select stores.
Andrews' big break came wilh
winning the USA Pop Star Contest in
Spokane where he won the chance to
make a free compact disc demo in
Chicago, III.
A group of students were able to
catch Andrews' performance at the
,
contest.
"It was one of the most amazing
performances I have seen," senior
Mary Adolfson said. "Kenny has a
huge ability to capture an audience
with the power of his voice."
The demo was sent to producers
at Epic Records in California. The
company is coming 10 an agreement about copy and financial
rights.
Andrews is now with Mutek
Produc'.ions, a company set in
Aurora, iiI., but will be switching to

Epic soon.
He has already made an agreement
with Epic records to produce a complete CD by June 2005.
Singing in church at age four was
the real !.tart of Andrews' music
career, he said.
He is now on his way to stardom,
but he doesn't forget where his talent
comes from, he said.
As a young child and through
adulthood, Andrews said his parents
would remind him that he should be
"always singing to the Lord."
Andrews was raised in a Calvary
Baptist Church where his father has
been the ordained minister for 30
years. Growing up in the church,
Andrews was given many opportunitic!. to sing and share his talent with
those around him.
Stage fright has never been an
issue for this man who grew up
singing around people.
Being in a loving church community, surrounded by close families
and friends inspired ami encouraged
Andrews to continue singing and
bring joy to those around him, he
said.
Before Andrews landed his record
See
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Imaginary indigents make great friends
Philip Atkins
Allison Carr
Staff writers
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For the purposes of this column, we thought we'd be homeless for the weekend.
Then we thought again.
The homeless scene in downtown Spokane is hecka scary.
Everyone knows that it's super
punk rock to he friends with
homeless people, but only the
cool ones. Scary homeless people arc not cool.
Cool
homeless
people
include: San FranCISCo's Bush
Man, who hides behind a
garbage can with a branch and
jumps out at passersby; Santa
Rosa, Cal.'s Ribbit, who apparently Ihinks he is a frog; and
Ephrata, Wash.'s soIHary homeless person, for whom the city
bought a bike.
There are no homeless people
in downtown Spokane equal 10
the caliber of homelessness
found in cIties such as San
Francisco or Seattle. Most of
them sit on the sidewalk playing
bad music. None of them are
exciting.
We had an experience the

other day at the not-so-Safeway
downtown, where we needed to
buy three gallons of vanilla ice
cream because we wanted ice
cream. A homeless woman
rather grotesquely propositioned
us, and whoever else happened
to be standing nearby. More of a
general announcement Iype of
proposition. It was a little
unnerving; we both had our
what-the-heck faces on for quite
some lime.
Another run-in we recently
had with the homeless population downtown occurred near Ihe
Riverfront Mall late at night.
Downtown Spokane is already
creepy enough after dark, what
with all the drunk old men lurking around shady bars, but the
addllion of a random man with
Tourette's makes it downright
frighlening. It's hard to ignore
someone screaming obscenities
at you, especially if he has a
peculiar nervous twitch.
How are we supposed to continue being ultra-hip scenesters
without the possibility of homeless friends?
After much pondering, we
came to the conclusion that if we
wanted non-scary homeless

friends, we would have to make
them up. So we did. And now we
have a legion of buddies that live
in cardboard boxes and foughl in
the Vietnam War.
Our pretend friends won'l
break into your car to sleal your
jacket, try to score coke from
you or just prowl about downlown being generally creepy.
They won't get arrested right
outside Philip's apartment buildi ng. They are not crazy enough
to be scary; they are only crazy
enough to be anti-establishment.
This experience wilh homelessness has led us 10 realize a
major principle of scenesterdom:
If you want 10 be hip, sometimes
you have to make things up.
You have to say you bought
that T-shirt from a thrift store
instead of Hot Topic. You have
to lie about some of Ihe music
you listen 10. You have to be
depressed for a certain amount
of time every day, even if you
don't feel like it. And you have
to make up homeles~ friends if
you can't find any real ones.
Until next week, we are Philip
and AlIi~n, so punk rock Ihat
we are friends with homeless
people ... ish.

Fish flick makes a splash
SHARK TALE
.. RATING: PG for some mild language and bad humor
.. RUNNING TIME: I hr. 30 min.
~STARRING: Will Smith, Rober!
DeNiro and Renee Zellweger
.. RELEASE DATE: Oct. 1, 2004
.. NOW SHOWING: AMC Rilverpark
Square 20, Regal Northtown Mali 12
-)

l

Mike Larkin
Guest writer
Before I get into "Shark Tale," I think it would
be fair to let you know where I stand on the
recent crop of animated movies. Firsl off, in what
will surely be considered sacrilege on this campus, I didn't think "Finding Nemo" was the greatest movie ever made. Dory was funny, but other
than that, it was pretty standard kids' fare with
very good visuals. I watched "Monsters Inc."
with a large group of people, and I'm sure I didn't enjoy it nearly as much as the girls that were
with us who thought that the little girl was about
the cutest thing they'd ever seen in their lives.
"Shrek" and "Shrek 2" were just freaking awesome.
OK. On with the show. "Shark Tale" is (as you
probably know if you don't live under a rock) the
latest
computer
generated
movie
by
DreamWorks. It is sel in the ocean and features
voice acting from pretty much every actor in
Hollywood. Will Smith provides the voice for
Oscar, a fish who works at the "whale wash" and
dreams of being rich and famous. After a bit of
money .management that reminds me of myself
every lime I go to the Northern Quest Casino,
Oscar finds himself in serious hot water (get used
to the puns) with his boss, a puffer-fish named
Sykes (Martin Scorsese).
Meanwhile, Lenny (Jack Black), a great white
shark and son of shark mob boss Don Lino
(Rob~rt. De Ni~o), is having a bit of a problem
explammg to hIS father that he's a vegetarian.
Lino sends Lenny out with his brother Frankie
(Michael Imperioli of "The ~opranos") to kill
something and prove himself.

Anyway, one thing leads to another and pretty
soon Frankie gets killed and Oscar takes credit
for it. The rest of the movie involves the newly
dubbed "Oscar the Sharkslayer" trying not to get
killed by a very angry shark mob and Lenny trying 10 hide out.
This movie was legitimately funny. There were
enough jokes aimed at the older crowd that it didn't feel like another cookie-culter kids' feel-good
movie. Since it's set in the ocean, it will undoubt~dly draw comparison to "Finding Nemo," which
IS a shame because they're really nothing alike.
Sure, there are plenty of pretty familiar plot lines,
like the female "best friend" that Oscar is supposed to end up with in the end (voiced by Renee
Zellwegger), and the son gaining his father's
acceptance, but the movie does a very good job
of breaking up the serious moments with comedy.
There's a scene where Lino is trying to get Lenny
to cat a very talkative shrimp that is reminiscent
of the gingerbread man from "Shrek." Funny
stuff.
The animation is also excellent, though I do
wonder about the personal life of whoever it was
l~at animated Lola's (Angelina Jolie) introductIOn to the movie. The guy needs a girlfriend.
Fast.
The only complaint I have about the movie is
the ridiculous amount of puns that the movie uses
for product placement (Coca-Cola/Coral-Cola,
The Gapffhe Gup, GQIFQ ... I could go on).
Whoever'sjob it was to insert "rock" and "stone"
puns into "The Flintstones" must have had a hand
in this one.
The verdict: on the "Shrek" end of the spectrum as far as animated movies go. Definitely
worth a watch.
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Sodexho's Kenny Andrews performs last Tuesday at the Community BUilding
Day barbecue on the HUB lawn.
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deal he found contentment in singing for Whitworth students during
lunchtime and leading karaoke during Community Building Day. He
has also opened for various groups, including KISS at Pig Out in the
Park which took place Sept. 4-6 at Riverfront Park.
Among everything that Andrews has done, he said he loves serving
and getting to know the students at Whitworth. He describes the community as outgoing and united in their Christian faith. Andrews sees
this Christian unity exhibited by many of the students through their
actions.
"Kids actually praying together before they eat" has impressed him,
he said.
Although Andrews has a record deal, he won't be leaving
Whitworth College until the middle of March.
"I have to say I'm so proud to know Kenny and I know that he is
just going to go on and do amazing things with his vocal talents and
with his life," Adolfson said.
In the meantime, expect to see this smiling and encouraging man
around campus: whether he is singing a song or having a heart-toheart WIth one of the students.
"He's a great man," freshman Jermane Easterland said.
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GET PAID A GUARANTEED $2,500
U.S. EVERY MONTH TO START!
International company now hiring
people between the ages of 18 to 25 to
work part time!
Visit www.coyfs.com/support.html
for complete details.

Speak wff:h a recruiter and find
out if Peace Corps will be your
next step after graduation.

111ursday. October 14
Peace Corps Information Table
Hixson Union Building (HUB)
10:00 am - 3:00 pm
Ready to leave before November
2005? Interviews will be held in
Spokane on Thursday. November 11.
To qualify, you must submit an
application by Monday, November 1. To
sign up, call 1-800-424-8580, option 1.
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Scene
lege and was surprised to find out that a faculty member had
approved the poster before it was posted around campus.
"That's when I was frustrated, when J found out who
Continued from page 5
approved it and looked at it as arl," Bernard said. "That was
a shocker, a big shocker."
controversy, but rather as effective marketing for an event,"
Bernard, who lives in Arend, said a group of up to 50 stuhe said.
dents in her dorm had made plans to spend Saturday night
Professor of English Pamela Parker was concerned hanging out at a park inslead of attending the Homecoming
enough about the posler 10 send a two-page e-mail to dance, in part because Ihey were offended at the poster.
Atkins, President Bill Robinson
She said thai she would slill
and some faculty members.
altend the dance, however, and not
"What, if anything, docs Bjork
letlhe poster "spoil our fun."
have to do with the Homecoming
Atkins pointed out thai he had
dance?" Parker wrote in her e-mail.
received positive feedback about
'1Ve wallt to help develop people who are
"Yes, she's wearing a mask, but
the poster from a number of faculrearfy to meet the real world, alld get bryolld ty
she's also wearing little else."
and students who previewed the
Parker suggested that the poster
tbe pillCCOlle mrtail1. "
poster before it wa~ distributed. He
may have violated Ihe college's
also stressed that he had gone
sexual harassment policy.
through all the appropriate protoPhilip Atkins,
"I think we need to go out of our
cols before releasing the poster.
ASW'C Special Evm/J Coordlllalor
way to prevent situations that
"We want to help develop people
'interfere with an individual's work
who are ready to meet the real
or academic performance or creates
world and get beyond the pinea demoralizing, intimidating, hoscone curtain," Atkins said.
tile or offensive working or acaThe poster was also meant to
demic environment'," Parker's e-mail said, quotingthe col- aUract a crowd that "leans away from the traditional scene,"
lege's pohcy on sexual harassment.
Atkins said.
The policy is stated in the context of "verbal or phy~ical
Bernard said the edginess wasn't worth ii, however, since it
conduct of a sexual nature," howevCl, and it is not clear was an embarrassment to students and alumni.
whether a poster could meet those criteria.
"If he did it 10 appeal 10 a different group of students, it was
Assistant Dean of Students Dayna Coleman is responsi- stupid to do so," Bernard said.
ble for giving campus posters and literature the OK before
Atkins said he wants to offer an apology to women who felt
they are distributed.
the poster "dehumanized them and put them on display."
Bernard, who had visited Whitworth twice before
"It was meant as an artistic celebration of beauty, not as
enrolling this semester, said she had a good feel for the col- porn," he said.

POSTER:

SERVICE:
Continued trom page 5
Mullen would also love to return. However,
he feels Community Building Day would be a
greater success and draw more participants if
the liming was different.
"I am positive more people would have gone
if it was later in the day," Mullen said.
Freshman Brian Bivin from Baldwin-Jenkins
had a disappointing experience. He went to
Cup of Cool Water, where he picked up trash, a
job that he felt was too small for the group
there.
"I think it would have been better if there
would have been a lillie more direction," Bivin
said. "It just seemed like we were filling time.
It needed a focus thai it didn't have."
Despite his experience this year, Bivin pl<ms
to participate again next year.
"I absolutely support community service,"
Bivin said.
Reese was pleased with what took place during the few short hours she spent with the
Ballard women.
"It is an important message to· both Ihe
homeless community here and to those of us
who serve to know Ihat Whitworth students
care," Reese said. "Ballard dorm made a difference here at the mission."

cityhighlights
in Spokane

"Cows" take Center Stage

c Iu bbiobl u rb/club-corner
WUC /

Whitworth Ultimate Club

.. WHO WE ARE: We are a club of people who either really like playing Ultimate Frisbee or are simply interested In
learning how to Improve their game. For any person that loves being active and outdoors, thiS Is the perfect
opportunity to get some fellowship with some awesome people and enjoy one of Whitworth's most fervent traditions.

""WHERE WE MEET: Since we are brand new, we have yet to determine exactly where our regular meeting
place

IS.

This will all be hammered out at our initial meeting next 'sunday at 4:00 p.m. In the Boppell lounge.

>WHAT WE DO: In addition to getting together once a week and plaYing Ultimate Frisbee (which, we should
add, is somewhat different than regular Whitworth Ultimate - we plan to play according to the UPA's accepted
rules) for a couple of hours, there is an aspect of thiS club that has us even more excited. We plan to use the club
and its members to form teams (Men's, Women's and Co-Ed) that Will go and compete with other universities, such
as UniverSity of Washington and University of Oregon. Being a member of the club doesn't mean you must play for
the teams, it simply gives you the option of doing so If you desire. As I said before, our primary goal is to simply
enjoy Frisbee.
'
~CLU B HISTORY: Well, since thiS club IS less than a week old, we have no history as of yet, which offers even
more incentive to Join. Come get in on the ground level and make some history With usl Our first chance should
come November when we plan to play in a tournamen1 hosted by UW.

attractionsdistractions/thiS week

Ctub Fair In lied Square
11:00 a.m.

ASWC Primary Elections
8 a.m. - 10 p.m.

ASWC General Elections
from 8 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Senior Ice Cream Social at
President Roblnson's house
8:00 p.m.

Volleyball vs Whitman at
6:00pm.

Voting In the HUB from
11 :30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. and
4:30-6:30 p.m.

Warren Peace In the
Cafe
8:00 p.m.

Dana Lyons' "Cows with Guns" Performance
will be at Center Stage in downtown Spokane
Wednesday, Ocl. 6 at 7:30 p.m.
Singer/songwriter Lyons will perform a concert benefiting The Lands Council and Thin Air
Radio.
"Cows wilh Guns" was once a number-one hit
playing on country, alternative, rock and college
radio stations around. the globe, including the
Dr. Demenlo s'how. Lyons' concerts arc a mix of
comedy, ballads and love songs, with wit and
vigor.

Free blues at Auntie's
Blues artist PK Dwyer will perform at
Auntie's Bookstore Saturday, Oct. 9.
The concert is flee to the public and starts at
7:30 p.m. Auntie's is located 011 402 W. Main
Ave.
Call 1-888-802-6657 tor more information, or
Visit auntiesbooks.com

Experimental flicks
Center Stage will present Flicker Festival on
Oct. 10 at 2 p.m. and 6 p.m.
Flicker Spokane features experimental filmmaking including animations, abstract narrative
and non-commercial projects.
Tickets arc $5.
For more information check out
spokanecenterstage.com

Improv makes small talk
Spokane's resident improvisational theater
company will perform narralive-based improv
comedy with audience participation at the Blue
Door Theatre Ocl. 3 - Oct. 8.
This month's theme is "Small Town Talk".
Cost is $8 for general admission and $6 for
students.
For more information call 747-7045.

Math/Computer Science
Pizza Party In the Cafe
5:30 p.m.

-Compiled by Greg Tomlill

Volleyball vs. George Fox
7:00 p.m.

Admissions' Fall Preview
Dayl
2:00 p.m.
Christopher Parkin
Saxophone Recital in the
Music Recital Hall
4:00 p.m.

Admissions' Fall Preview
Day II
8:00a.m.

Film: "Iron Jawed Angels"
showing In the cole
700 p.m.
Rlk Nelson Exhibit opening
ceremony In the Koehler
Gallery hom 5-7 p.m. and
lecture In Weyerhaeuser 203
6 p.m.

Do you need help with
your studies?
Educational NW
Resources can help.
We are a tutoring
company specializing
in GRE Prep and
tutoring for all age
groups. Call 323-4950.
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Dancing to
the '80s

Football stirs
•
up surprIses
Katherine Busz
Staff writer
Halftime streakers and a referee'5 medical emergency added
drama
to
Saturday's
Homecoming football game.
Despite the large crowd and a
Pirate lead, fans were fairly subdued at the end of the first half
until four men came out onto the
field wearing nothing but masks
and jock straps.
"We ~aw tbis back in the
'70s," said June Chance, a
retired nurse who worked for 25
year~ in the Health Center.
"It u~ed to be that they could
disappear mto the wildernes<;,"
ber hu~band Dick added.
"There's no wilderness anymore.'"
Focus returncd to the game
until tbe end of the third quarter.
Just seconds after the time ran
Ollt one of the officials collap~ed on the field. Trainers
quickly surrounded him as
Whitworth players took off their
helmets and knelt in prayer.
After several minute~, while
the line judge seemed immobile,

Kenna Klempel
Kendra Switzer
Sfaff writers

the waiting ambulance was
summoned from the end of the
Emergency
Medical
field.
Technicians attached an IV,
loaded the official into the
ambulance and left the field.
The nature of the man's collap~e and his current condition
were unknown at press time.
Pirate spirit helped the Bucs
keep their minds on the ball as
they quickly scored another
tOllchdown.
Overall, the atmosphere at
the game was conversational
Even
and light-hearted.
President Bill Robinson got into
the spirit.
"I'm an usher!" he said with a
laugh as he helped a woman
carry refreshments to her seat.
Attendance also grew from
previous year~.
"I'm sure that this IS by far
the biggest crowd they've ever
had here," Dick Chance said,
waving hi~ arm at the people
covering the lawns around the
Pine Bowl.
And he would know
The Chance~ have attended
most of the Homecoming games
for the last 30 years.

tics for the night," they said.
"We're good friends tonight."
The duo joined other students
in shaking it up on the gr~ss
dance floor. White tulle With
blue and white twinkle lights,
wrapped around a small group of
trees, served as the dance boundary, and security guards stopped
anyone dancing on the wrong
side of the fabric. The effect was
beautiful and functional, eliminating the hot, sweaty feeling of
most dances.
Many Whitworth students
chose not to attend, however.
"[I'm not going] because no
one else is going. I don't want to
be the loser all by myself," freshman
and
Baldwin-Jenkins

Homecoming Prince Blake
Brunk said. "[My friends and I]
are going roller skating."
"Dances aren't very popular at
Whitworth," Atkins admitted.
Other students expressed disappointment at the entrance cost
of five dollars .
"I'm not going because it costs
money," freshman Jason Barnes
said.
The dance generated some
controversy due to its advertising
posters that depicted a woman
showing cleavage.
"This year I was trymg to target a different crowd for
Homecoming. It's more eerie,
gothic," Atkins said.

Whitworth students shook
their collective groove thing
Saturday
night
at
the
Masquerade Homecoming dance
in the Loop.
The
DJ,
senior James
Singleton, spun his own tracks of
'70s and '80s music from 9 p.m.
to midnight with no requests
allowed.
"We wanted something
different, because the top
40 gets old," ASWC
Activities Coordinator
Philip Atkins said.
The
theme
was
"Perdu," meaning "lost to
view, in concealment or
ambush." Everyone was
required to wear a mask
or receive one upon
entrance.
A specIal appearance
was made by George W.
Bush and John Kerry in
masked form. In an interview, they confes~ed to
being from the Village
but refused to dlsc!o~e
any more information.
They merely
shrugged when asked
their position on the war
Lead Medic Barbara Graham and Mac Senator Brennan Mcquerry dance to the
in Iraq.
"We've sworn off poli- spins of James Singleton.
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Doves released for
Weyerhaeuser Hall
Alex Auld
Staff writers
The $7. I million dollar package has
finally been unwrapped.
Weyerhaellser Hall was opened for
the public's Viewing on Saturday, Oct.
2. President Bill Robinson welcomed
commulllty members and Whitworth
patrons to the event, which was capped
with the release ofa flock ofpme-white
doves and the harmonics of the
Whitworth Bras~ Quartet.
Attendees were invited to explore
the classrooms and admire the art displays in the building. There was also
opportunity to find out more about the
building's
namesake
Davis
Weyerhaeuser and his wife Annette,
who acted as "plltrons,""friends" and
"m iss ion keepers" of Whitworth,
Robinson Said.
Additionally, the William
P.
Roblllson Teaching Theatre was utilized to demonstrate the academic
courses taught in Weyerhaeuser. Minilectmes from the Core series were
given by various professors for attendees.
C. Davis Weyerhaeuser championed
Whitworth with his selVice, leadership
and finances. Weyerhaeuser was part of
the board of trustees more than 50 years.
In a letter about Whitworth to President
Robinson dated Oct. 30, 1995, he wrote

his "hope and prayer will always be that
the emphasis will stay Christ-centered
with the full recognition that' in Him arc
all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge'."
Weyerhaeu~er died in 1998. His wife
Annette recently celebrated her 90th
birthday. Annelle will be on campus to
dedicate the hall on Oct. 14 with the
board of trustees.
For nearly a decade the college has
needed a new academic building, said
Director of Development Tad Wisenor.
A commitment to fundraising for
Weyerhaeuser began with the "Faith and
the Future" campaign. Between July
1996 and June 2003, the campaign
raised more than $60 million for the college, including $5.7 million for
Weyerhaeuser. The project exceeded this
allotment of funds - the final cost was
$7.1 million.
More than 600 entities - businesses,
families or individuals - contributed to
the bUIlding's fundlllg. As of last May,
orgalllzers were still waiting for
$500,000 to be donated.
After 13 months of construction and
many more months of fundraising and
planning, Weyerhaeuser Hall opened for
the first day of classes this school year.
"We're so thankful for this building
that will help us continue to carry oul the
mis~ion of Whitworth College," Dean of
Chapel Terry McGonigal said.

Residents have fun decorating Schumacher.

Judges a no-show for
dorm decorating
Kenna Klempel
Kendra Switzer
Staff writer.'
Dorm competitions took a different
angle this year for Homecoming Week.
"We changed some traditions and did
some new stuff," ASWC Activities
Coordinator Philip Atkins said.
In years past, dorm royalty have performed a halftime skit for the crowd
during the Homecoming football game.
This year, dorm royalty were asked to
put on a creative mask and be intro·
duced to the crowd.
The change was due to the Alumni
Sports Hall of Fame induction ceremony, which took longer than expected.
"All the dorms did really good,"
Atkins said.
Arend royalty freshman Brian
Baumann and sophomore Carly
Guillory strutted fantastic masks and

Warren prince sophomore Michael
Carlson displayed the famous "Second
South Mask," Atkins said. Stewart ~11~o
made a strong showing wilh lllnJa
masks.
For Homecoming king and queen, the
senior class voted in Mary Adolfson and
Dave Thorpe.
.
Unfortunately, the dorm decoratlllg
contest fizzled. A panel of five student
judges were expected to judge the creative efforts of each dorm and award the
winners with points.
1\vo of the judges failed to appear,
however, and one arrived lale. The la~t
two confused by the absence of the others,' departed. So ASWC recognized
Arend, McMillan, Ballard and Beyond
for their "active participation" and
bagged awarding a winner.
"With the exception of dorm decorating, Homecoming was awesome,"
said Atkins.

Blake
and I]

Pizza eating contest heats up

IUlar at
ted.
~d dis~e cost

Kenna Klempel
Kendra Switzer
Staff writers
With a shoul of "no-mid way puking!" by ASWC Activities Coordinator
Philip AIkins, dorm royalty tore into
30 boxes of pizza in Lied Square last
Thursday to kick off Homecoming
Week.
Eighteen hungry participants - one
man and one woman from each dorm
were required to eat until they
could cat no more.
Dozens of spectators hovered over

il costs
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the contestants, cheering them on and
offering their support.
"Don't wipe off the grease becau!.e
it's lubrication to go down," freshman
Alex Bare suggested.
Others in the crowd weren't as supportive.
"People can die eating too much
pizza," Warren Resident Director Ann
Snuttjer said.
Mid-way through the competition,
Arend royalty and freshman Brian
Baumann started getting full.
"Shoot, if I'd have known we were
going on appetile, I would have picked

the biggest, ealingest football player I
knew [for dorm royalty]," he said.
Dorms elected one female and one
male to represent their hall through
Homecoming Week, winning points
through pizza-eating contests and
halftime skits. Whichever dorm collected the most points would win the
distinction of having the most dorm
pride.
At thc start of the contest, the futufe
looked bleak for Boppell. Dorm
princess and junior Molly McKeown
was allergic to tomatoes and cheese,
and sophomore Aubrey Prince chose
nol to show up.
"Black people arc allergic to pizza,
that's why Aubrey didn't show up," 1m;

roommate, junior Phil Culbertson, said.
So sophomore Adam Jackson
stepped in to uphold Boppell pride
even after eating a full lunch.
"I like pizza, so this works for me,"
Jackson said.
But, after eating more than two
boxes of pizza, he threw up Ihree
times during the rest of the day.
Together Jackson and McKeown
downed a tolal of four boxes of pizza
to win the contest.
The olher dorm royalty left, disappointed about their lack of iron sloll1achs.
"We may be lasl, but we're f10t quitters," Arend royally and sophomore
Carly Guillory said.

Freshman
Bnan
Baumann and
sophomore
Carly Guillory
haslily eallheir
pizza.

Sittser packs Lied Square
Nathan Harrison
Staff writer
Sinser packed Lied Square with instruments and
sound equipment to perform a set during
Wednesday's lunch hour as a part of last week's
Homecoming activities,
Sinser is comprised almost entirely of Whitworth
graduates. Electric guitari:-.t Josh Rufener is the
exception.
Vocalist/acoustic guitarist Tyler Kumakura, vocalist/electric guitarist Travis StoJcis and keyboard/conga
player Joel Werdell arc all 2003 graduates, while
drummer Kyle Gilliam is a 2004 graduate.
Currently the band is without a bass player since
their last bassist recently bowed out of the band.
"It was good to play here again," Kumakura
said. "We got a good response. They seemed to
like us."
The set started at 11 :30 a.m. to capitalize on the
lunchtime crowd and kick off Homecoming Week.
"We're trying to get a street team organized,"
Kumakura said. "We
want to do a bener job
establishing ourselves
locally. "
Created 111 2001 by
then-sophomores
Kumakura and StoJcis,
the band's namesake is
professor of religion
and philosophy Jerry
Sinser.
"We played our first
show ever in SAGA,"
Kumakura said. "We
N"'fChul,IU"hr"~rlh"'n were nervous since we
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didn't have a flame yet. I guess the Me thought it
would be funny to :,ay he wouldn'l let u~ on stage
until we gave him a name."
Then bass player Charlie Shepherd yelled out
"The Jerry Sittser Band" as a joke. The name :--tuck.
Since the majority of the band members are college graduatc:" balancing lime bel ween the band
and other t.areers can be a challenge.
"The main difference between playing now and
in college is that we all need to pay our bills,"
Kumakufll said.
The commitment level has increased slllce college, he said.
"Right now, we all live in the same house to cut
down on costs. The only way it's worth our time al
this point IS to invest everything we have in it. It '!,
not worth it just to dabble," he said.
Despite the increased responsibility, there arc
perks that come with independence.
"When we were still here at the college, we had
to practice JR the Chapel since it was the only place
open to us," Kumakura said.
Though [ull-time dedication to a band may seem
a juvenile pursuit to :--ome, Kumakura disagrees.
"It takes an element of courage to do thi:--; to take
that leap into the unknown," he said. "It really
teaches peace. If it doesn't work ollt, then I have
the peace to be able to walk away."
Kumakura credits God for the band's success.
"The Lord has really blessed us," Kumakura said.
"I even enjoy doing the grunt work, because I feel
I'm doing what God wants."
Under thb philosophy, even succe:,s as a hand is
a ~econdary goal.
"Even if it doesn't live up to what we cxpect out
of ourselves. We can still know that we're doing
God's work," Kumakura said.
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Football wins by 3, again
Saturday's homecoming victory over ~OU,
marks their second win by three POints.
Spectrum, page 16
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atCWU
Colin Storm
StafJ writer

Shocker!
Sara Morehouse
Staff writer

Women's

\

(

soccer upsets
No.1 UPS In
a 2-1 win.

Top: The women's soccer team celebrates after their 2-1 victory
over the number one team in the nation.
Above: Junior Marissa Williams, no. 14, challenges UPS's Lea
John, no. 18, for the ball during Saturday's match.

With all the flair and attention on the football team
this Homecoming Weekend, it should be mentioned
that the Whitworth women's soccer learn had a match
to determine the first-place team in the Northwest
Conference on Saturday.
They did it by ousting the No.1 team in the nation.
The 2-1 win was an upset over the University of
Puget Sound and put the Pirates in prime position for
their quest to capture the conference title.
Every player on the Pirates team stepped up their
energy and determination to a level that shattered the
confidence of UPS. Senior Mary Hultgrenn ~tarted
things off right with the first goal scored only five minSee SHOCKER ... page 12

LiThe Benefactor": Cuban's little game
Peter Burke
News editor
1 used to watch "Survivor" regularly. I
cringed at the "Real World" and straight up
pressed the power button on my remote
when r flipped to "The Bachelor." Yet the
new themes of reality TV shows are truly
taking the cake as the least-exciting and
manipulated
on
television.
most
Specifically, I am speaking of the "Selfmade billionaire" Mark Cuban's very own
"The Benefactor."
Cuban, if you didn't already know, is the
owner of the NBA's Dallas Mavericks and,
along with "Old Man" Raider Al Davis, probably the most flamboyant owner in professional sports.
"The Benefactor" has forced me to crawl
out of my cave of self-preservation and speak
out against watching this terrible TV show.
"The Benefactor" is a reality show with a
prize of $1 million straight from Mr. Cuban's
fathomless pockets. The contestants cater to
Cuban's excitement and try to do anything he
thinks is entertaining. Can Cuban judge talent? That is still in question. Cuban just wllnts
to micro-manage every aspect of these contestants' lives, yet his opinion is the deciding
factor for a contestant's survival.
I watched the second episode of the show

(

The

uc

Breakdown
on Monday night after the football game.
Cuban had his contestants attempt to do
whatever they thought would please him in
12 hours. He gave each of the 12 remaining people (four were dismissed after the
first episode) $1,000 and sent them off to
"do whatever you wanL" His story, which
introduced the game, was that he started his
first million-dollar company for less than
$1,000, so they should show him what they
can do with $1,000. He would judge them
on who he thought did the best job. Not that
I disagree with the old phrase "take life by
the horns," but it should be for yourself, not
for the entertainment of a bored billionaire.
"Never have I seen a scenario where 10
people have gone completely out of their
comfort zone and done things that they other-

wise would not have done, and see it on their
face that they are offering themselves for
me," Cuban said in an interview.
My problem with the show is that the
bored billionaire, as I am now calling him, is
having a little playground billionaire shoving match with Donald Trump, the other
famous rich guy to have a reality show.
Cuban announced that he was airing "The
Benefactor" at the peak of Trump's "The
Apprentice." Trump was furious and dubbed
"The Benefactor" a knockoff of his show. In
response, the bored billionaire himself tried
to rip Trump back at a celebrity golf tournament saying, "Donald, if you're looking for
a new apprentice, I might not be that guy,
but I'll be your caddy ... hopefully you'll
accept the challenge."
When I am watching the show, it seems
like Cuban is trying to one-up Trump with TV
ratings instead of trying to entertain the viewing audience.
The talent on the show is very minimal
and the most creative "star" of the episode
was a guy who bought the patent to an air
traffic control computer system that he was
going to market to airports. To Cublln, the
most entertaining person was a guy who
spent his entire thousand 011 a flashy elecSee CUBAN". page 11

Long after finishing seventh
in the Central Washington
Invitational and finding out that
Whitworth had taken first place
as a team, sophomore Jeff
Grassley took a minute to re~t
and reflect on his race.
"Overall, it was just a really
good race," Grassley said. "It
was fun to see the guys perform
the way they did."
After recording a time of
21 :22.40 on the 6.4-kilometer
course at Irene Rhinehart Park'in
Ellensburg, Wash., junior Doug
Blackburn watched as the rest of
his teammates and competitors
finish. up the race.
Freshman Jacob Deitz and
Grassley finished fifth and seventh, respectively, with times of
21:41.00 and 21:52.90.
Also finishing in the top ten
was senior Aaron Coe (22:05)
and junior Brooks Cooper
(22:15.60). That gave Whitworth
five of the top 10 finisher's,
which was enough to fuel a firstplace finish overall in the threeteam race.
The Pirates destroyed the field
with only 29 points compared to
the second-place team who had
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48.
"It was fun just dominating,"
Grassley said.
All top five finisher's this year
for the Pirates were faster than
the last year's No.3 finisher. The
top seven finisher'!> this year
were all faster than the No. 4
runner from last year.
"We have a much deeper
team," Grassley said.
On the women's side, the
Pirates fmished second in the team
race, and had three fmisher's in the
lop 10. Junior Kristi Dickey was
the highest Pirate finisher in third
place with a time of 19:58.70 on
the 6-kilometer course.
"I felt really good," said
Dickey. "It was a nice day and
everyone was pumped."
Not too far behind Dickey was
junior Elaine Heinemann, finishing just 1l seconds later at
20:09.70. Sophomore Stephanie
Thurston rounded out the top-10
finisher's with a time of
20:40.10.
Other notables were Julie
Lauterbach in 11th place,
Rebecca Jamieson in 14th place
and Emily Hurd in 15th place.
Those top-six runners were separated by only 59 seconds.
Unlike the men's race, which
was a blowout, the women's was
much c1os.er. Only seven points
separated- the three teams competing. Central Washington finished with 38 points, five better
than Whitworth's 43.
"It was a small race," said
Dickey. "We ran with Central
[Washington University] last
week at Sundodger. They got
fourth and we got ninth, so you
could say that we improved."
The cross country teams are
now ranked No.4 III the region
and will travel to Tacoma to
compete in the Pacific Lutheran
Invitational next weekend.
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CUBAN:
Continued from page 10
tric guitar and tried to learn to
play lead guitar in less than eight
hours. Cuban was impressed
(actually loved) the concert the
guy put on with a band that
agreed to play alongside him
because the concert was for Mark
Cuban, the billionaire, at his mansion.
Cuban has his flaws, as does
every other person, yet his come out
on a national stage, right where he
likes to be.
The peak of his arrogance came
in 2002 when, after a close
Maverick loss, he told reporters
the NBA director of officials, Ed
Rush, was so incompetent that he
would not hire him to run a Dairy
Queen. The NBA hit Cuban with
a record $500,000 fine (a mere
slap on the hand for the billionaire) and Cuban lost the respect of
fans, officials, Dairy Queen owners and managers around the
country.
To make amends, Cuban worked
an eight-hour-shift at a local Dairy
Queen.
If you are still interested in "The
Benefactor," [ question your taste,
but it does air after the Monday
Night Football game on ABC. If
you aren't interested, [ am in the
same boat in the simple fact that
watching common people try to
please Mark Cuban is not my idea
of entertaining television. Cuban
should stick to his first-row seat in
Dallas and avoid the limelight that
so plagues us viewers whenever he
is in it.

Uproot the loop
Peter Smelser
Sports editor
It was a giorious week on campus. The sun came out, the temperature went up and intramural Frisbee started again.
But all that came crashing down 10 Earth as it was announced that
Earth-shattering rules changes had been made to the game.
Now'You might be thinking how bad can it be, really? My answer
is really, ridiculously bad.
Why change something that has worked for so long? I would compare this to the travesty of Major League
Baseball Commissioner Bud Selig
announcing that baseball would start interleague play. Call me a purist, but who
wants to watch the Tampa Bay Devil Rays
play the Milwaukee Brewers?
Just like MLB, intramural Frisbee has
taken a step in the wrong direction. A step
that can be corrected, but most likely will
not. So what arc the rules changes? Well
I'll tell you.
In both leagues now, if a foul is called by
the offense, then the offensive team retains
possession (here's the new twist) at the spot
of the foul. The defender has a chOIce to
contest the foul. If the foul is contested,
then the disc will go back to the spot of the
throw.
A simple explanation of this is the
Frisbee will now be advanced to the spot of the foul if one is called.
If a defender contests the foul, the disc will go back to the spot of the
throw and they will re-do the play.
Then, in the Power League, in order to retain possession of the
pull, the receiving team must either let the disc fall to the ground 0[.
catch the disc. Dropping the disc inbounds, while not in the end
zone, will result in a turnover.
That second rule is directly from the Ultimate Players Association
(UPA). This rule, in my opinion, really discourages people from trying to catch the Frisbee and, as a result, slows up the game.

raa

According the UPA, ultimate has traditionally relied upon a spirit
of sportsmanship which places the responsibility for fair play on the
player. Highly competitive play is encouraged, but never at the
expense of the bond of mutual respect between players, adherence to
the agreed-upon rules of the game, or the basic joy of play.
These new rule changes really took the basic joy of play out of my
first game of the year. Frisbee ought to be fun, even in Power
League. (These new rules really change the dynamic of the game.)
Junior Nels Berg pressed hard to adopt the UPA rules. Yet in the
games I watched and participated in, Berg was inconsistent and
incredibly too serious as an official. While
Intramural Coordinator and senior Malthew
Duske shuffled his feet up the field, Berg's
whistle was silent most of the game. In the
game before, however, the whistle was
blown on a throw by Eric "Fredo"
Fredriksen because he moved his feet a fraction of an inch. Ridiculous!
I'm wondering what the next move this
guy will make? Maybe they'll propose 10
uproot all the trees in the loop, replace it with
field turf and put in lights. Then they could
build a grandstand and have team benches
and play Frisbee all day and night, which
would be awesome!
It's fine to take Frisbee seriously, but it is
not yet offered as major. Well, actually it's
kind of hard to understand why Frisbee, a
game often used to keep collies and retrievers entertained, is taken so seriously. But if there are students like
Berg, who make Frisbee their life, I say let them make it.
If they want to start up a real team and play by real rules then let
them. Let them find out what real Frisbee is like as they challenge
the top colleges in our region, which included the likes of UCBerkeley, ranked second in the nation last June, or University of
British Columbia, ranked eighth. Just don't let them ruin the game
for the majority.
Matt Duske, as intramural coordinator, should throw the UPA's
chains of oppression off this sport and make Whitworth Frisbee,
Whitworth Frisbee. I just want to have fun.

PETE'S
saKE

Volleyball splits pair at UPS, PLU
Bucs tied for
second in NWC
Trevor Strang
Staff writer
On the road last weekend, the Pirates suffered a loss to Pacific Lutheran University,
but defeated University of Puget Sound
with ease.
In a tough match, the Pirates fell to PLU
30-23, 25-30, 30-24, 30-22 last Saturday.
After losing the first game, Whitworth
fought back to tie the match. The push was
not enough, however, and the Lutes took the
next two games to finish off the Pirates.
"We've competed in every match this season," junior Whitney Murphy said. "They
were just always one step ahead of us."
Juniors Julie Marsh and Natalie
Danielson led the team with kills, adding 15

and 14 respectively. Northwest Conference
player of the week junior setter Rebekah
Hornor had 44 assists. Horner and junior
Holly Coleman each contributed 17 digs.
This was the fourth victory in a row for
the Lutes, who are tied for first place with
WilJamette in the NWC standings (5-1).
The Lutes are on top in the NWC
Coaches' poll this year. WilIamette is ranked
second.
The loss drops the Pirates to 4-2 in the
conference and 11-3 for the season. The
Lutes are 6-6 overall.
On last Friday Whitworth rolled to victory against UPS, winning three straight
games to take the match 30-20, 30-23 and
30-26.
The Loggers had no answer for the
Pirates' steady offense, led by Marsh, registering 13 kills and 15 digs in a match controlled by Whitworth. Hornor had 32 assists.
Danielson also contributed 10 kills.
Everything clicked for the Pirates, who
were hitting .282 compared to PLU's .059.
Even though they are ranked third in the

coaches poll, it was obvious the Loggers
were significantly out-matched.
"We played well together," freshman
Cassie Moore said. "For us it's not about 17
individuals .. , it's about playing as a team."
The Loggers' only lead came at the beginning of the second game. For the rest of the
match, the Pirate's continuously held the
lead.
Whitworth had 68 digs, with Marsh contributing 15 for the Pirates.
The Pirates will not let their loss to PLU
bother them, as they have the bigger picture
in sight.
"We're hoping to go undefeated the reM
of the season," Moore said. "We want to
show people what we can do at Nationals."
In the NWC, Whitworth is currently in a
tic for second place with the Linfield
Wildcats.
The Pirates will look to get back on track
as they host Whitman College tomorrow at
6 p.m.

Julie Marsh
The junior ted Whitworth
over the weekend with 28
kills, 27 digs and two aces.

sportscorner/sports update
Ichiro's multi-hit
game breaks record
On Oct. 1, lchiro Suzuki batted 3-for-5
and put himself into the history books as
he surpassed George Sisler's record for
most hits in a season. Ichiro finished the
year with 262 hits. It will be heartily
debated whether Ichiro deserves the title
of single-season hit king. Critics point out
that lchiro has just 37 extra-base hits this
season while Sisler had 86 for SI. Louis in
1920, second only 10 Babe Ruth that year.

MlB playoffs are set
It took several weekend series to determine which teams will compete in Major
League Baseball playoffs. In the NL West,
the Los Angeles Dodgers (93-69) clinched
a spot with a seven-run ninth inning
against arch rival San Francisco Giants
Oct. 2, the second game of their threegame series at Dodger Stadium. The
Giants needed a sweep to force either a
one-game playoff or win the division
based on a 10-9 season record against Los
Angeles, and a Houston Astros loss. The

Astros won the NL wild-card race with a
sweep of the Colorado Rockies.
Meanwhile, the AL West title came
down to a series between the Oakland
Athletics (91-71) and Anaheim Angels
(92-70). in which the Angels narrowly
made the playoffs.
The Divisional Series is set in the AL
the New York Yankees will face the
Minnesota Thins and Anaheim will play
the Boston Red Sox. In the NL the
Dodgers will play the SI. Louis Cardinals,
as Houston gets the Atlanta Braves in
round one.

8asebaliis back In
Washington D.C.
On Sept. 29, Mayor Anthony A.
Williams of Washington, D.C., announced
the move of the Montreal Expos to the
city, after a three-decade-long absence of
baseball. The move is formal and was
approved by owners, as was the sale of the
team. MLB, which has owned the Expos
since 2002, had nowhere else to send the
defunct franchise.
-Compiled by .Ionathan Gerig
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Men's soccer fights UPS to a
2-2 tie, still on top of NWC
Katy Clark
Staff writer

The men's soccer team got off to a good start against
the University of Puget Sound Loggers last Saturday
afternoon with a goal by sophomore forward Niko
Varlamos that put them in the lead for the majority of the
first half.
Puget Sound answered back in the 51st minute of the
game wilh a goal to tie it up 1-1. Varlamos added a second goal in the 59th minute of the game, assisted by junior midfielder Todd Sabrowski to put Whitworth ahead 21. The Loggers answered back again with a second goal
in the 77th minute.
H was a very physical game. There were more than 30
penalties called and five yellow cards were issued.
The score remained 2-2 for the remainder of the game
and two overtime periods. This tie game is the first game
the Pirates have not won in conference play.
Their current record is 5-0-1.
Whitworth men's team has not beaten UPS in the last
two years.
"[ would classify the team as anxious, not nervous,"
said coach Sean Bushey, going into the Saturday's game.
"We always think that we can win on [game] day."
He then added, "Proving it and doing it are different
than thinking it, however."
On Sunday the game went much smoother, with a 5-1
victory over Pacific Lutheran University. Sabrowski had
the first goal of the game 14 minules into the first half on
a hard ground shot through traffic from the top of the box.
The second goal of the game came from Pirale Sean

Lambrecht's corner kick, which was hit in by a Lute
defender.
PLU had a chance to score in the last 20 seconds of the
first half, but a shot from a corner kick hit the crossbar.
The Lutes took another quick shot off the rebound, sophomore goalie Kevin Bostock deflected the ball.
The score at the end of the half was 2-0 with Whitworth
leading. The Pirates had taken eight shots on goal and six
corner kicks compared to the Lutes' three shots on goal
and one corner kick.
The second half was more physical. Numerous penalties were called and three yellow cards were given.
Varlamns had a goal in the 57th minute to put Whitworth
up 3-0 and further their lead. Sabrowski had his second
goal of the game with 20 minutes to go. .
With the Pirates up 4-0, PLU was credited with their
first goal with six minutes to go. A Pirate defender accidentally headed the ball past Bostock and into the net, to
give the Lutes' their one and only goal.
Whitworth got their fifth and final goal with a one-onone shot by freshman midfielder Brandon Darnell, his
first as a Pirate, with four minutes remaining in the game.
PLU made a good run at the end of the game and was able
to draw a penalty in the box, resulting in a penalty kick
with a minute and a half left in the game. The shot hit the
cross bar and the Lutes were unable to convert.
Whitworth dominated the game offensively and had 14
shots on goal and took eight corner kicks. Pacific
Lutheran took only eight shots on goal and three corner
kicks.
Varlamos's two goals on Saturday and one goal on
Sunday made him the leading scorer in Northwest

NW conference

SHOCKER:
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Continued from page 10

Liofillid 40, at p~U 21
__
Linfield quarterback Brett
Elliott completed 27-of-35 passes for 410 yards and five touchdowns to lead the Wildcats to a
40-21 victory over Pacific
Lutheran
in
the
Lutes'
Homecoming Game at Sparks
Stadium on last Saturday. The
game was the Northwest
Conference opener for both
teams.
Linfield, ranked second in the
nation, improved to 3-0 overall,
while the Lutes, ranked 24th in
one poll, slipped to 2-1 overall.
At Willamette 21, UPS 19
Quentin Brock scored one
touchdown and set up a second
score
as
the
Willametle
Univcrsity football team won its
Northwest Conference opener
with a 21-19 win over the
University of Puget Sound last
Saturday.
Down 21-6, UPS scored twice
in the final five minutes and
werc but a two-poinl conversion
away from tying the game with
1:24 to play but quarterback
Andy Carlson was hit just as he
pitched the ball and a swarm of

Bearcat defenders made sure
running back Rory Lee didn't
g~t ;clo.se II? the e~d zone.

Chapman 33, at Lewis &
Clark 12
The Lewis & Clark Pioneers
failed to make it four straight
homecoming victories, bowing
to the Chapman Panthers 33-12
at Griswold Stadium.
Pioneer's
safety
Gerry
Swanson continued to have a
good year as he had nine solo
and nine assisted tackles last
Saturday afternoon, givmg him a
total of 18 tackles plus an interception. The loss dropped
Lewis & Clark to 0-3 on the season.

Volleyball
Sept. 29
At Linfield 3, Pacific 0
An intense first-game victory
pushed Linfield past Pacific in
Northwest Conference volleyball action last Wednesday
night, at Ted Wilson Gym. The
Wildcats prevailed 36-34,30-21,
30-25 to raise their conference
record to 4-1 and 6-5 overall.
- Compiled by J ollathall Gerig
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JUnior defender Trevor Osborne, left, and freshman defender
Adam Loeffler, right, fight off a high kick Saturday.

Conference. He currently has scored 11 goals this season.
Sabrowski's assist on Saturday gave him nine for the
season, making him the leader in assists.
Despite Saturday's tie, the Pirates are still in first place
in the NWC.
"We feel good about our team," Bushey said. "Being in
first place is nice but it is early. There is a long way to go
yet; we are just trying to keep getting beUer."
Bushey hopes to maintain first place by hard work.
"We will continue to strive to perfonn as well as we
can and see where that puts us," he said.
The Pirates' win Sunday against PLU gave Bushey his
100th win as a men's head coach. Ninety-two of those
wins have been in the eight years he has been at

utes into the first half.
. ,- Tera Anderson -of. UPS'l'espoilde'd five miIi~ ,
utes later with a score off a direct free kick.
The kick was mistaken for an indirect free kick
by Whitworth due to miscommunication with
the referee.
It wasn't until the 80th minute that senior
Rachel Leavitt clinched the victory for the
Whitworth women with a top-left comer shot,
shattering an eight-match losing streak to the

Loggers.
To make the weekend complete, Pacific
Lutheran University was met with fierce opposition the next day. The Pirates weren't about to let
the Lutes take away Iheir new position in the conferenC?e standings and tacked on another win with
a 2-0 victory.
, .. n I l ' , <They started out strong and created many scoring opportunities. The scoring was opened
halfway through the first half by Leavitt. This set
the stage for the second half where junior Ashley
Fisk crushed PLU's hopes with a well-placed
penalty kick.
The Pirates play Lewis & Clark College on
Saturday.
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Help Save Lives and Earn Up To

$50 THIS WEEK!
Donate your plasma.

Help hum. trauma and'shock victims,
surgery patients & more.

ZLB Plasma Services
9621 E. Sprague, Spokane, WA 99206
509-926-1881 • www.z1bplasma.com
West 104 3rd Ave., Spokane. WA 99201
509-624-1252 • www.z1bpJasma.com
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How to handle the transition to college Ufe
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ASWC votes The United States heads
for democracy for a second Civil War
ASWC went too far this spring when
it played the role of vote-enforcer by
dictating that student elections would
not be valid unless a certain percentage
of students turned out to vote.
For example, if less than 30 percent
of students in Arend decided not to
vote for their dorm senator and representative, then Arend residents would
have had to keep on voting in repeating
elections until enough students participated.
That was ridiculous.
So it is comforting to know that the
assembly - which consists of many
new members who were not in ASWC
last year - has changed the rules
again: No more minimum voter-turnout
requirements, they declared two weeks·
ago.
This will be a boon for tomorrow's
election. Students will be able to
choose to vote because they care about
who will represent them in student
government - not because if they
don't, they won't get anyone to represent them until they get a large enough
turnout.
The minimum-turnout rules were
originally installed out of frustration
with the sparse turnout for a special
election held in the spring .. ASWC
members were concerned that democracy wouldn't work by itself, so they
voted (ironically) to give it a little help.
As assembly members now talk about
it today, that was a bad idea.
Democracy gives us the opportunity
to choose whether or not we want to
participate in the system, and it should
stay that way.
So since we're all adults here, let's
get used to having to take our own initiative to vote, not vote under pressure.
Senior and Schumacher/Beyond
Senator Megan Johnson had a liberating and democracy-inspiring change of
heart after voting on Sept. 15 against
the proposal to eliminate the rules.
"I had a lot of discussions with political studies people and talked to a lot
of re~idents who thought [the voting
rules were] stupid," said Johnson, who
voted in favor of the proposal on Sept.
22.
Johnson may have contributed to the
delay of the proposal passing by voting
against it the first time, but she responsibly sought out more information and
asked residents (that's what a senator is
supposed to do). Then she voted correctly on Sept. 22 along with the rest of
the ASWC representatives and senators
to eliminate the minimum voter-turnout
rule.
ASWC didn't make the right decision
in the spring, but they've corrected
their errors in time for tomorrow's
election.
"III the Loop, " IVriflell by the editorial board, replesellls tire editOrial voice o/The lVlli/lVort/llall.
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of Blues versus Grays. This time, it could be one of Blues
ation stands divided and the daily
doses of vitriol from media are only versus Reds.
Granted, the word "secession" isn't being bandied
dding fuel to the fire. There is no
about as it was two centuries ago, but the key is to stop
middle ground in this nation, as one
the polarization of society before secession tears the
remains on one side or the other. Civil
debate and calm discussion have become
nation apart. So while the chasm is indeed growing, it is
Anthony passe in lieu of fiery rhetoric
by no means too late to attempt to
Rodin and divisive ranting. The
bridge it.
is an nation seems to be growing
It's funny that as a society with
Opmions further and further apart.
such a high view of tolerance, we
writer for The
Welcome to antebellum
are so incredibly inflexible, espeWhitworth lan, America, circa 1850s.
(~ ..the kgr is to stop the
cially in terms of our opinions. This
a junior and
Looks ominously familiar,
polan·ifltion society bifore stubbornness causes the rift, cementmajoring in doesn't it?
ing the idea of "us versus them" and
political studsecession tears the
Someone once said that
dividing the citizenry as a whole.
ies. Comments
history, if not learned from,
nation apart. H
The answer to overcoming the
can be sent to
has
a tendency to repeat
arodin02@
divide is incredibly simple, yet
whitworth. edu. itself. All you have to do is
almost impossibly hard: Stop taklook !it modem-day America
ing things so seriously. The world
and realize that we, as a nation, are the farwon't end if Bush or Kerry wins
thest apart we have ever been since the Civil
the election; the United States will
War. Only, instead of one issue (slavery) polarizing the
still exist if gay marriage is or isn't passed; your perpopulace, we have a myriad of issues.
sonal well-being won't be in jeopardy if Ken loses on
Today's society is obsessed with confrontation and see"Jeopardy.
"
ing everything in terms of "versus." A few examples
I
understand
some causes are definitely worth standinclude, pro-choice versus pro-life, Bush versus Kerry, rap
ing behind and various issues have intensely personal
versus country, postmodernism versus Christianity and
ramifications. Thus, I recommend finding two or three
"Alien versus Predator."
things
to be "gung ho my way or the high way on. Open
Three years ago, the nlltion proudly proclaimed "United
your
mind
to different opinions on everything else. No
We Stand" after the Sept. 11,2001 attacks.
majority, faction or group has a monopoly on Truth, so
Nowadays, the only things standing are the walls suropen your mind. You may learn something.
rounding different factions and worldviews.
Late President James Madison once said in Federalist
Making the situation scarier are people with similar
ideas and morals gathering together and making geograph- Paper 10 that "liberty is to faction wha~ ;,tir is to fire.".
Since we cannot stifle liberty, we~ need to watch- tlie
ical border!! that look·strangely reminiscent of a bygone
fire and not let it rage out of control as it did a century
era.
The last time the states congregated similarly was a war
and a half ago.

~
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Dorm rivalries go too far
It happens right here at
Whitworth, too.
What kind of Christian college
doesn't come down as harshly as
the real justice system on mailers
of theft and other illegal acts?
Sure we have our Big Three's.
But, really, theft - as petty as it
may seem - does not get all the
attention it begs.
I offer this opinion about the
recent activities that one dorm
(which I'll call "Cam" to protect
the identities of the residents) has
been doing to another dorm Ihat
we'll call "J.B."
After arriving at this beautiful
college, the residents of J.B. were
harshly greeted the first two
nights with a couple of "false fire
alarms" in the middle of the night.
Now, we live in a society where a
person is innocent until proven
guilty, so I don't want to press commitled a crime four times.
any blame on those who haven't
But thaI wasn't the end of it.
been put on trial.
No, they had to leave their mark
That said, what is the first visually, because four marks
name that pops into lB. resi- through your ears aren't good
dents' heads when they wonder enough.
who did that to them? It'd be the
All of the new freshmen in
men of the dorm we call Cam.
J.B., along with the J.B. alumni
Now, you'd think that all of this who live there and proudly disfalse-fire-alarm pulling would be play their allegiance to the dorm
enough to get their point across. through the traditional shirts,
You'd be wrong. This past week- woke to the alarm to find their
end it happened two more times.
shirts gone.
Falsely pulling a fire alarm
Maybe I'm a little off on this,
happens to be illegal in but ill most places, this is considWashington and just about every ered theft.
other state. For example, in
Once again, I don't want to
California it is illegal to "impair place blame when nothing's been
the effective operation of a [fire- proven, but after Cam residents
protection system], so as to admitted to it last year, one can
threaten the safety of any occu- probably make a clear assumption
pdnt or user of the structure in the about who did it this time around.
event of a fire."
That's not to say, however, that
Thus, one would think that the all the Cam residents are bad peopolice would care if someone has ple. In facl, all of the ones I know

-
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are great people. So I don't want
to load all the blame of the campus on these two dorms.
I lived in J.B. last year when
some of our residents defecated
on the outer area in front of Cam.
Other dorms have their own
tales as well, so don't think this
doesn't apply to you if you're living somewhere else - it's happening all the time.
J simply want to make clear to
Ihe campus - administration and
students alike - that these events
occur and we have to deal with
them. Pranks are one thing when
they're fun and in good nature. I
do them too and love it. Keep
those going, they rock. But when
they turn illegal through thievery
and the like, Whitworth should
draw the line, no matter the dorm
responsible.
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Garbage shows real Whitworth
Whitworth ignorant or lazy that we would
students
are simply throw something away
filthy, devious because we don't need it? A
and
spoiled. novel idea would be to donate
Whether or not that Samsonite suitcase to
Whitworthians Goodwill instead of the scrapper.
"The stuff people throwaway
James agree with this
Singleton statement does- just goes to show how spoiled
n't matter. I they are," said senior Swoyam
IS an know it's true.
Joshee, another former trash
Opinions I've seen their
writer for The trash.
Whitworthian,
My experience
a senior and with
rubbish
'~.:you can also tell a lot
majoring in dates back to the
journalism. beginning of the
about the campus I?J
Comments can summer, when
looking in the
be sent to jsin- Facilities
gleton02@ Services awarddumpsters. "
whitworth.edu. ed me a position
in
the trash
removal department. The job
entailed simply carting away the
dumpsters on a tractor and emp- removal specialist. "I remember
tying them into a. giant com- finding a really nice working
pactor. However, my days were computer. It's crazy."
Garbage Critique: Although
far from menial. .
Similarly to how you can tell you may come from the land of
what you've been eating by plenty, remember that there are
looking in the toilet, you can also others less fortunate who would
tell a lot about the campus by be happy to have your slightly
used goods.
looking in the dump,ters.
So without standing too high Whitworth students are nasty
I understand some students
on my tattered soapbox, I now
feel
the need to clean their ears
offer the following critique of
the Whitworth campus based frequently, but I'm tired of seeing yellowed cotton swabs scatsolely on its trash.
Whitworth students are spoiled tershot all around the Qumpster
Why would you ever throw area. I'm also tired of seeing
away good stuff? I mined my peanut butter jars filled with
current television from the feminine hygiene supplies.
Warren dumpster. I have a Albeit trash is gross, sometimes
strobe-light in my office from the grotesqueness goes too far.
My suggestion to you,
the Lincoln Hall receptacle. I
have seen good pairs of shoes go Whitworth, is to neatly bundle
your disgusting items in easy to
to waste.
Are we as a community so handle vessels. A garbage bag
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would be somewhere to start.
Furthermore, if the refuse verges
on the wrong side of biohazard,
a<; in fuel-soaked hair shavings
(which frequently occurs),
please label it such.
Garbage critique: If you don't
want to look at it, I don't either.
Whitworth students are some·
times wily
Sometimes I am truly surprised. I have seen more Hustler
magazines than you can imagine.
Of course, I quickly deposit
them in a safe and professional
manner.
I have also seen numerous
self-portrait "snapshots" of a
lewd and disgusting nature.
Some of those are posted on the
back wall near the trash compactor.
"Every now and then you get
the occasional dumpster full of
beer [containers]," Facilities
Services
employee
David
Landfried said. "I'll find cases
down by the Fieldhouse, which
surprises me."
When considering the source
of the contraband, off-campus
dumpers are on the suspect list.
However, I'm sticking to my
guns in the assumption that these
are usually on-campus jobs.
Garbage critique: Even
though you dOIl't see it after you
throw it away, God is always
watching.
Now, most of these disclosures shouldn't be too surprising.
After all, it is a college campus.
Thus, I am simply holding up a
mirror for Whitworth to view
itself through.

ope n min d/faculty & staff forum
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How to survive the transitions of freshman year
few weeks ago, I asked
some freshmen students if it
would be helpful to know
that they were going through normal stages in their transition to
college, but what, exactly, those
Janelle stages might look like. '~Yes!" they
Thayer is a said. Here, then, is a list of stages
guest writer that Student Development experts
for The have deemed "normal" for college
Whllworthian freshmen to make in a successful
and Director transition to c911ege life.
.... Acute Anxiety: During the
of Counseling
Services. first few days on campus, new stuComments can dents encounter a new roommate,
be sent 10 college administrators, the class]thayer@ room and a whole new world of
whitworth.edu. responsibilities. ,
This is perhaps the most difficult
time since the students know what
they are losing, but are uncertain about what they
are gaining. The students also don't know what is
expectc,:d of them in order to be successful and
accepted into this confusing new world.
This is also a time of homesickness.
.... The Honeym~n - Wh* feeling anxious,
the students have a, c/?ncurrent (~~ling of unreasonable expectations regarding immediate intellectual experiences and a thriving social life.
.... End of Honeymoon ----; A fe~ weeks (and for
some, ~ few months) i~t6 th~Herm, students begin
to reahze that college is not all freedom and fun.
Hard work, frustration imd disap'pointment .
abound.
Students may receive their first low grades during this stage. Self-disillusionmen~ begins.
During this phase, a new student is likely to
operate with three myths regarding health:
.... Physical Health - Students may think that
they do not need to sleep, eat right or need to visit
the Health Center if they are sick.
Depression can be a result of a student's thinking along these lines.
.... Mental Health - The second myth is that college is fun, that college will be the best time of
your life and everyone can handle it.
College is wonderful, but it can be stressful
when so many areas of development are addressed
at the same time, such as academic competency,
independence and interpersonal relationships.
I
All the different facets of college life add up to
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stress, which can be the result of a real problem,
such as lack oftime, or an imagined one, such as
the fear of failure. (Seeing one of our counselors
can help a student dealing with those pressures.)
"Academic Health - Myths in this area are
numerou~.

"You don't need to study. You can pull an 'aUnighter,'" or "You don't need to go to class. Just
copy someone's notes," are familiar comments.
Most academic problems stem from two
sources: poor time management and lack of study
skills. (Study skills classes and workshops are
available through Student Life.)
"The Grass is Always Greener - Immediately
after receiving mid-term grades, some students
will begin to think that college life must be better
at another school.
They are certain that transferring to another
institution will solve every problem. A student is
tempted to externalize problems, looking outside
himselflherself for reasons to blame their lack of
success.
.... you Can't Go Home Again - The first visit
home is always traumatic because students learn
that things have changed: Their room is now the
sewing room. Their high school friends are in a
new place.This is also a time when students evaluate how much they themselves have changed and
grown.
.... Fear of Failure - Procrastination sets in after
mid-terms when students realize that they are not
doing well despitt1 hours of studying.
.
You may hear a student say, "I even pulled an
all-nighter." Sometimes, even unconsciously, she
Dr he tends to avoid all reminders of failure.
This phase is often marked by the appearance of
examination phobia, and what may be called the
"sleeping sickness syndrome" in students .
Some students may sleep 12, 14 or even 16
hours per day in order to escape Jhe pressure of
attending class and taking examinations.
.... Putting it All Together - During the second
term, students begin to view college as a total
~xperience. .They come to see that classes, hangmg out, movIes and other activities are a~tually
related and part of a cohesive whole.
~t~dents ~an now take advantage of the opportumhes avaIlable on campus and understand that
hard work and active involvement are necessary to
college life.
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Opinions

fromfhesoul/religiOn

Christians must love others as Jesus did
This love that Jesus calls us to is radical. It is a not a wishy-washy,
As I made my way through this year and the places
it took me, the lyrics of the old hymn, "They Will cool hippie love, but a dramatic, deep-rooted, self-sacrificial love that
Know We are Christians By our Love," danced their is willing to lay down one's life. If we call ourselves Christians -litway through my mind, posing a stark irony to the real- lie Christs -then we must examine His life, His death and allow His
ity that lies before me.
indwelling Spirit to lead us in a life that exemplifies Him. We, too,
Sure numerous Christians have exemplified Christ must be willing to lay down our life for others, to love our enemies
and our neighbors, and to stand alongside the
Bethanv brilliantly in word and deed and
suffering, the prostitute, the orphan, the widow,
Dearborn many have come to know Christ
the jailed, the sick, the homeless and the dying,
is a guest through their love. However, a look
at the past reveals a pretty embar. as Jesus did as well as the prophets that came
writer for The
rassing history for Christians. From
before Him in the Old Testament.
Whltworthian,
the bloody Crusades to the terrible
'People
need
to
be
able
to
tell
Preaching, going to church and praying are
a senior aM'
South African apartheid, and even to
important, but if we do not love our neighbor and
majoring in
that
we
are
Christians
I?J
current actions by our own leaders,
act on their behalf, are we, too, nOlhing, just as
peace studies
our love. H
acts have been committed in the
Paul writes in 1 Corinthians 13? Have we been
and religion.
name of God that do not exactly
caught up in a religion and forgotten the life, the
Comments can
demonstrate Christians love for othreality behind it? "Religion that God our Father
be sent to
ers, let alone God's love for every
bdearbornOl@
accepts
as pure and faultless is this: to look after
individual. Instead of drawing peowhitworth.edu.
orphans and widows in their distress and to keep
ple to Christ, our historic, as well as
our present, actions are turning many people away oneself from being polluted by the world" (James 1:27). It is through
caring for olhers and seeking to loose the chains of injustice that our
from believing in Christ.
So let's look at the word 'Christian' or 'little Christ' and see whom light will break forth like the dawn and the glory of the Lord will
we are supposed to be and what we are supposed to do. The Great accompany us (Isaiah 58:6-9),
Commanl,lment makes it pretty clear: love God with everything we are
The moment we say we believe we are given a huge responsibility:
and have. Jesus follows with, "And the second is like it: "Love your to be like Christ. And if we truly examine Christ and let His Spirit
neighbo!: as yourself' (Matthew 22:37,39).
mold us and shape us, then we have an incredibly high standard to
Loving our neighbor is like loving God. It is almost the same as, strive for. We are not left alone in this journey; we are accompanied
almost as important as, loving God. Words are powerful and can by God's very Spirit, the presence of the resurrected Christ.
draw people to Christ, but it cannot be just that. People need to be
We have been given a commission by the God Almighty to be His
able to tell that we are Christians by our love. If not, then we are
failing God's commandments. For, how can we truly love God and hands and feet in the world, preaching the gospel, in word and deed
not love our neighbor? Read the Gospels and see with whom Jesus wherever we go. This is the case whether we work with orphans in
spends time and what He does with them. Is He always jus! Calcutta or go into advertising at Nike, if we claim to believe in
preaching at them with words? No, He is serving them, healing Christ, let us Jive like Christ. Can others tell we are Christians by our
love? Let them know.
them, feeding them, loving them.

- - - LETTERS TO T'HE EDITOR - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Costeo Caskets

Incorrect info
on caskets
We are writing in reference to the Sept. 28
issue of The Whitworthian. We believe that
the facts used in your "By the Numbers" column are grossly incorrect. The idea that it
takes exactly 48 hours to have a casket delivered to the mortuary of one's choice is utterly
ridiculous. You neglected to mention the fact
that many caskets can be delivered overnight.
Perhaps your 48-hour casket delivery time
was only an estimation or an average, but this
was not mentioned in your column.
Our second issue of concern was your
statement that the average number of caskets
a person uses in a lifetime is one. We would
like to know what your demographics were
for measuring this. Many people in this day
and age refuse to be buried in a casket. Also,
many cultures do not use caskets for burying
their dead.
Another article that caught our attention
was "Death goes wholesale with Costco caskets." We were less than amused with the
author's degradation of Costeo and people
who build their own caskets. The author
states that no one is interested in looking at
caskets while they "browse gallon jars of
mayonnaise and sky-high stacks of gummy
worms."
Perhaps Costco decided to sell caskets as a
gentle reminder not to eat such unhealthy
foods. In a recent interview with a Chicago

Costco employee, we discovered that Costco
has not received many complaints about seiling these caskets. The employee states that in
no way are the caskets an "eyesore."
In conclusion,-facts must be checked, and
articles that are teeming with opinion should
be left in the opinions section of the newspaper.

Chelsea Entrop
Senior
Elementary Education
Frances Lawson

Senior
French

Katy O'Leary
Senior
Elementary Education

Ultimate Frisbee

Students
should find a
new hobby
To whom this may concern (99.9% of
Whitworth):
Whitworth i~ a great school, the atmosphere is amazing, the landscape is beautiful
and amongst all of this there are Frisbee
infatuates gallivanting around like a bunch
of toddlers on Easter.
Tell me, why wherever I turn, there is a
disc flying in my face followed by a confused, lost-looking student, and I say lost

because these people look like they have
lost their way to Abercrombie & Fitch and
end up stumbling around campus late at
night.
These are the feelings I generate when I
think of "Ultimate Frisbee." I think that
this event is reserved in part for those who
either never played high-school sports or
ended up on the C-squad or the far side of
the bench. When they got to Whitworth
they found an opportunity to play a
"sport" that is not that physically
demanding, it also doesn't require much
skill and has no organization or drawnout
plays. If you have created plays, that just
makes you a sadder human being.
Tell me why an implement such as a
Frisbee, which I have always equated
with my dog or overweight white people
on the beach, has become such a popular
event, not to mention annoying.
These people tear up the Loop, hit my
truck and cause me to detour my path to
class.
Frankly, I am just perplexed to find such
a geeky sport that my dog gets tired of after
a few minutes to be so amazing and time
consuming. I am sure that you can roast this
argument with your pinecone curtain worldview, but quite frankly I don't care.
Frisbee is, for lack of a better word, lame.
If you have any questions or complaints
please contact me at 2472 or come to room
207 in Boppell. I will be glad to laugh at
you.
Philip Culbertson
Junior
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Speech Communications

Q: Do you agree with David Domke's presentation on the Bush administration? Why or why not?

Get your thoughts in prlntl
Letters to the editor

Guest commentaries

The Whitworth ian welcomes your responses to stories appearing in the newspaper
or views on issues of interest to the college community. L~tters must bear the
writer's name, major or position in the college (e.g. professor, custodian) and
phone number (for verification purposes only). Anonymous letters cannot be published. Please keep length to a maximum of 300 words. We reserve the right to
edit all leiters for content and space. Send letters to: Letters to the Editor, Box
4302, Campus Mail or c-mai! to editor@whitworth.edu. Letters must be received
by 5 p.m. on Friday for publication in the following Tuesday's issue.

The Whitworthian encourages members of the campus to submit longer guest commentaries about issues relevant to the community. Commentaries of 700 words or less
will be published as space permits. We are looking for commentaries that are relevant
and well-researched. To ensure a bctter chance of publishing, please conlact The
Whitworth ian with specific.~ regarding when you plan to submit your commentary and
what you are interested in addressing. We reserve the right to edit all submissions
for content and space. Commentaries should be e-mailed to
editor@whitworth.edu.

thewhltworthlan

SPECTRUM
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, '\ Cam Collings 53-yard field
goal early in the second
q~arter proved to be the
.' game winner.
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ball for nearly 20 minutes more
than EOU on Saturday.
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Eastern Oregon sufferedl:~iJt;;
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i
P enalties for 82 yards, whil~;J
[.
the Bues had six penalti' ,
for 28 yards.
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Senior Kyle Snell, a wide receiver. catches a pass as Eastern Oregon defenders look on.

Bues victory
spurs 3-0 start
j,
I

.,
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Whitworth
managed to Will its
third consecutive football game on Saturday as
they took down the Eastern
Oregon Mountaineers 31-28.
When asked about his predictions for
the game, head coach John Tully said
the Pirates would be in for a hard fight
against the Mountaineers. He was right. The
almost-unstoppable offensive prowess usually shown by the Pirates' offensive line was
slightly dampened by the Eastern Oregon
defense as they managed to hold back
the Pirates on numerous occasions.
Indeed, it looked like the
Pirates were in trouble in
the first few minutes of
the game as
Eastern

got off to an early 7-0 lead. But the Pirates
proved that they aren't ones to fold under pressure. Taking the early lead as a personal insult,
the defensive line drove the Mountaineers'
offense back time and time again, giving the
offense an opportunity to bring the Pirates up
to a 10-point lead over the Mountaineers by
halftime. From then on, it was a battle of
heart, as both teams managed to do what they
do best: the Mountaineers managed to find
and exploit the gaps in the Pirates' defensive
line, but the Pirate offense managed to make
up points lost through the combination of
excellent running and passing plays that has
made the Whitworth offense famous so far
this season.
In the end, the Pirates stood victorious. In
games this close, mistakes are few; and the
Pirates proved that when the teamwork is
there, you can manage to even turn some of
the worst mistakes into works of art. Both
sides managed to pull off several amazing
plays that would be almost impossible to put

on
paper. So if
you really want
to understand the joy
of a Pirate victory, get out
there and support your very
own Whitworth Pirates as they
make a run for it all.
-Afton Grosshardt
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A Pirate Jukes to aVOid a tackle by Mountaineer Vernon Smith.
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Sophomore running back Kyle Havercroft catches a pass.
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Sophomore Kyle Havercroft dodges opponents as semor Kevin
Reese helps to block.
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Senior Chris Ahsing keeps the ball from an Oregon
defender.

Tackling trouble

Not quite a stretch

Nationally-ranked No.2 Linfield escapes the
Pirate barrage, leaves Whitworth at 3-1.
Sports, page 10

Yoga descends on campus with a class
taught for Whitworthians.

Scene,

page 8-9
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Elections add to ASWC ranks
Sarah Morgenthaler
Alexandra Auld
Staff writers
The people have spoken: The results from the
ASWC elections are in, except for a McMillan
Hall representative. This ends a week of campus-wide campaigning for representative posilions. Baldwin-Jenkins and the Village also
selected senators.
Neon flyers, petitioning e-mails, dorm
debates, door-to-door campaigning - all of
the!>e preceded last Thursday's elections.
Primaries were held last Wednesday, subsequent
to ASWC's decision to revoke minimum voterturnout regulations established in the spring.
Freshman Evan Cate and sophomore Peter
Smelser of McMillan tied after the general elections and then tied a second time during
Thursday's runoff election. The third runoff

election will be held tomorrow after three days
of additional campaigning and a debate, ASWC
Execulive Vice President Jackson Williams
said.
"[I was] a little bit shocked and it was just
weird," Smelser said about the election. "To tie
once was incredible but to tie twice was just
ridiculous."
Senior Josh Porter was among the 690 students who voted in Thursday's general election.
Porter felt being informed about election issues
was part of students' responsibility.
"You have to pick someone representing your
desires and needs to ASWC for the whole year,"
Porter said. "People who can best represent the
community."
Candidates' compatibility with others influ-

ASWCelectionresults
Abbie Davis
Andrea Naccarato
'-JeffBrown
..Tie: Evan Gate and Peter Smelser
Revote: Tomorrow, 9 a.m. - 10 p.m.
"Tim Baker
"Amanda Smith
..Joseph Abbott
"Scott Harmon and Ben Works

See ELECTION .. page 3

Powered
scooters
banned on
campus
Bethany Monroe
Staff writer
A campus secuflty officer recently
stopped sophomore Jessica I-Ianna 011 her
battery-powered ~cooLer ano informed
her that the vehicle was not allowed on
school grounds.
"I live off campus, so I ride it Lo school
every mormng," said Hanna, a member
of the Whitworth women's soccer team.
"I've got to save my energy for soccer."
Unlicensed motorized vehicles cannot
be used on campus, including parking
lots, according to Whitworth's Vehicle
Operation!> Policy_ The only exceptions
to this policy arc federally exempt vehicles (such as motorized wheelchairs) and

Freshmen Michelle Parmely and sophomore Brian Grant bUltd a friendship in a small group atmosphere.

•

Redefining fellowsh tp
Small groups
move to a co-ed
format
Megan Blank
Eric Fredriksen
Staff writers
A stronger emphaSIS has been placed on
co-cd small group bible studies this year.
Although there have been co-cd groups
in the past, small groups here have usually
been single-sex. In recent years, however,
faculty at the Chapel have pushed for more
co-cd groups and encouraged the small
group coordinators and leaders to embrace
small gmup1> thaL include both genders.

"God created us male and female, and
together, male and female, we reflect
God's image, God's nature and God's
character," said McGonigal. "Our hope is
that the relationships that are built in these
small groups will be a reflection of God's
character and God's nature."
Last year, students who wanted to be in
small groups were allowed to choose
whether they wanted to be in cooed or singlesex groups. TIns year, the Chapel and small
group coordinators decided to encourage
more co-cd groups and eliminate the option
on the small-group sign-up sheets to participate in either co-cd or single-sex groups.
When McGonigal, Saccoccio and the
small group coordinators and leaders met
al a retreat in early September, however,
many small group leaders said they were
concerned about the switch.
"We got a lot of resistance from the

See SCOOTERS .. page 3

small group leaders," said Layla Karst,
one of Warren's small group coordinators.
"It kind of blew up bigger than expected."
McGonigal was also taken aback.
"Frankly, the resistance we met at the
beginning of the year surprised us,"
McGonigal said.
At the retreat, the group decided to split
off into dorm teams and allowed each
group to decide how to arrange small
groups Ihis year. In the end, some dorms
opted for all single-sex groups and some
dorms decided to pursue cooed groups.
"It came down to not wanting to push
people away," Karst said.
Some were concerned about the appropriateness of being open and vulnerable
with students of the opposite sex.
"I think girls have some things they

See GROUPS
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CLARIFICATION
In last week's Whltworthian,
the article "Robinson helps fund
local politicians" stated that
President Bill Robinson was the
only faculty member to 'donateto
a political cause. It should have
said that Robinson was the only
faculty member to donate $200
or more to a political campaign
or group.
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can't share with male leaders,"
junior Heather Thomsen said.
Thomsen, who lives in the
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
Theme House, is p¥,icipaling in
a single-sex small group.
Junior small-group leader
Brian Dormaier, who is leading a
cooed group by himself, agrees.
"It is hard to be open about
accountability," Dormaier said.
"When you have a single-sex
group, it is easier to hold up
accountability. It is hard to be
open with cooed small groups."
But Dormaier said he does find
value in "learning to be able to
interact with the opposite sex
without having pretensions of
founding a romantic relationship."
Sophomore J.T. Holderman,
the small group coordinator in
Baldwin-Jenkins, is a strong
advocate for co-ed small groups.
His participation in a cooed
small group in high school led to
growth in his spiritual life that
could not have happened without
the perspectives of the women in
the group, he said.
"Being vulnerable in front of
people from the other sex was the
most important thing for my
growth in high school because I
really got honest criticism,"
Holderman said.
The views women had on certain topics helped changed his
own opinions, which led to
lifestyle changes, he said.
"The two-sided-ness you get
from it is the biggest benefit,"
Holderman said, saying he also
appreciated getting to know
women on a spiritual level without expecting romance.
McGonigal and Saccoccio had
.. been considering the possibility
of cooed small groups for several
years.
McGonigal and Saccoccio's
own experience in cooed groups
led them to believe that making
the change from single-sex
groups would benefit the campus
as a whole.
Although they have been met

with some resistance, McGonigal
is convinced it is a change fOf the
better.
"My hope is that peoples' relationship with God and with others
is going to be deeper through this,"
McGonigal said. "That's what
motivates Andi and I to do all we
can to possibly make this work."
Students who have participated in similar groups in the past,
as well as younger students, had
an easier time adapting to the
concept of mixed-gender groups.
"When I first heard about
them, it's something that made
me think and pray about it
because it's not something I have
been a part of in the past," sophomore small group leader Denise
Hewett said. "Some people were
uncomfortable at first, but everyone was open to talking about it."
Hewett is leading a single-sex
women's group in Warren, which
also has cooed groups.
"It's been awesome to see how
God's worked in both," Hewett
said.
Some small group leaders have
found creative solutions to dealing with the issues of openness
and accountability in cooed small
groups.
In Baldwin-Jenkins, single-sex
groups have brother or sister
groups they meet with every
other week where they fellowship and study scripture with
members of the opposite sex. In
the small group team that encompasses Schumacher, McMillan,
Ballard and Beyond, one co-ed
group has found a balance within
their normal meeting times.
"We're meeting three weeks in
a group together and one apart,"
freshman Gwen Sellers said.
"Once a month, just girls and just
guys are meeting. We're just
. c;:xperi.mentipg wi(h it] ~nd we'll
change it if we need to.\'
Overall, Sellers finds the system beneficial and is looking forward to the depth of having both
male and female voices in the
conversations.
"I like them," Sellers said. "I
think it provides lots of different
perspectives. The body of Christ
is not just girls or just guys."

QUESTION:
whitworth What do
co-ed sma
groups?
"

In a Bible stutfy, having
gl9s there usuallY changes the
atmosphere and it is easier to
open up to girls.
H

Sara Phillips Freshman

"

The gl!Ys are so hot. All I
do is stare at them. I don i
think it} practical. It's a lot
harder to get closer to g1!YS
than girl~ and it's harder to
focus.
H

Paige Claibom Freshamn

"

David Zumini mshman

I doni think tf!ere_'s atry
problem with having girls and
gl!Ys in the same smallgroup.
You can get a wider variety of
opinions and advice. You
doni have all gtg churches."

world briefs/news ticker
Italy cracks down on
illegal immigration

Report states that Iraq Egyptian Hilton Hotel
did not have nukes
attacked by terrorists

On Oct. 4, the government of Italy began
mass deportation of illegal migrants from
Libya. This decision came to place after
Italy's Interior Minister, Giuseppe Pisanu,
stated the new policy was necessary to deal
with the humanitarian crisis caused by the
hundreds of asylum seekers. Hundreds of
migrants have arrived at the tiny Italian island
of Lampedusa, including 600 on Oct. 2.
Italy's old policy was to take the migrants to
a reception center on Italy's mainland, but the
new policy reflects a harder line of the government towards immigration.

A major debate has begun, following a
report by Charles Duelfer, the head of
American weapon inspections. His report
said there were no weapons of mass destruction in Iraq when the United States began the
war. Leaders from countries that supported
the war, including the United States, the
United Kingdom and Australia have stood by
the belief that the war was justified regardless
of the findings. Originally, the presence of
WMDs in Iraq was a key argument for going
to war, and the report has indicated that
Saddam Hussein did intend to pursue WMDs
once sanctions were lifted.

The death toll in the aftermath of a terrorist
attack on the Hilton Hotel in Egypt has risen
to 34 as rescuers continue to sift through the
debris in search of survivors. Most of the victims are Israeli, as the Red Sea resort towns
are popular vacation spots. The attack, made
by a car bomb and a suicide bomber, is the
worst terror attack on Egyptian soil since 58
tourists were murdered by Islamic militants in
the town of Luxor in 1997. Israeli citizens
have been advised to leave Egypt, and other
countries have issued travel warnings.

-Compiled by Gavin Jamieson

grapevine/humor
Issues and changes we'd like to see brought to the
Presidential debates:

~

What, exactly, does the W. stand for?

~ Why isn't Paris Hilton moderating any of the
debates? (not that she's ever done anything
moderate ...)
~ Why does a president who can't form a complete
sentence talk about education?

~ Why is 50-year-old John Edwards so dam cute,
and just who exactly is his plastic surgeon?
~ Why hasn't Canada been forced to apologize for
Alanis Morissette yet?

~ Do these mysterious, all-encompassing plans at
johnkerry.com even exist?

~ When will one of the candidates do a Boone-esque
microphone flip after answering a question?

'" ,
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Students work the phones as pollsters
Jamie Evans
Slu//writer

voters that we're talking
to," Darnell said.
A total of 696 interA group of Whitworth students have the chance to hear
views will be conducted
to make-up three political
political opinions of Washington state volers by conductpolls. Currently, the secing polls for the November elections for local TV station
KXLY4.
ond poll is being completApproximately 17 students were hired but that number
ed and 530 voters have
has fallen slightly as some have quit and others became·sick ..
been questioned. The.stuJunior Allison Carr applied for the job because "it
dents will interview 300
1>ounded interesting to see what people think and who they
voters in the fifth
would vote for."
Congressional District
Nathan Darnell, the Database Coordinator at KXLY 4,
and 396 statewide voters.
Carr is from California
is acting as the project manager for the poll. Students call
regisiered voters who have voted at least twice in the last
j"suoJ)aw/Ir'hItuwth,"" and
thought the job
four general elections. Each votcr is asked a number of Albert Merkel and Jonathan Geng ,,:ould be a good opr~rtu
questions and the students record their responses.
ask the tough questions.
mty to hear the opmlOns
of Washingtonians.
The students ask voters which candidate they intend on
Darnell said Whitworth students have been performing
supporting for president, U.S. senate, Washington governor and allorney general Questions regarding the impor- above expectalions, yet the questioning does not always
tance of particular election issues and the candidates' abil- go smoothly with the voters.
Some voters arc hesitant to offer their opinion and some
ity to handle them are also posed to voters, Darnell said.
"We're trying to find out who Washmgton state voters cannot stop talking, Carr said. There are also the voters
are going to vote for in the upcoming November election who fall into another category.
"I received a response from one gentleman who staled
and see if we can find any trends within the population of

that he thought that there was so much chaos and terrorists, etc. that we should just 'kill all the people and start
over, '" Carr said.
KXLY 4 will usc the information gathered to air in portions of their newscasts, Darnell said.
TIle idea of using Whitworth students to conduct the polls
came 10 fruition Ihis summer. KXLY 4 contacted Professor
of politics and history Michael i.e Roy, who serves as the
station's international affairs consultant, to seck help.
KXLY wanted to be able to poll more voters in order to
gain more accurate numbers but did not have funding for the
project.
Le Roy contacted Career Services Director Gordon
Jacobson who helped procure funding, to ensure that the
students would be paid.
Students were not required to have any previous experience but had to be decent communicators and reliable
people, i.e Roy said.
This experience is a great opportunity for Whitworth
because it shows the community that the college is
involved in research, Le Roy said.
It is also a great learning experience for Ihe students.
"Polling is good because it gives [students] a perspective on how this type of research is done," Lc Roy said. "It
is not arbitrary or skewed."
.

SCOOTERS:

ElECTION:

Contlllued from page 1

Continued from page 1

vehicles owned by the college.
"This has been in our motor vehicle
policy as long as I've been here, which is
almost eight years," Campus Security
Supervisor leRoy Fantasia said.
Students who ride mopeds need them
to be licensed as well.
"In order to stay away from the gray
areas, any motorized· vehicle must be
li<;ensed," Fantasia said. "Anything unlicensed is basically unregulated, so you
just open another can of worms."
Students who use the motorized scooters think the policy is a bit ridiculous,
since bikes, skateboards and humanpowered scooters, such as the popular
Razors,·are all permitted on campus.
"What's the difference between me
kicking the scooter and me riding the
scooter?" Freshman Jeff Brown said.
"The only difference is [the motorized
scooter is] less work for me."
Motorized scooters arc currently legal
in Spokane, but Fantasia said that the city
and the state of Washington will likely be
passing an ordinance that would restrict
their use.
Fantasia was not aware of any fatalities
or serious injuries involving motorized
scooters in Spokane, but said that it was
only a matter of time before one would
occur. Most scooters do not have the
lights and brak:ing capacities required of

licensed vehicles.
Safety is the ultimate concern, Fantasia
said.
He pointed out that bikes and skateboards are regulated too.
"Skateboards [and bikes] aren't
allowed to do tricks on campus," Fanta!>ia
said. "All those things are for transportation only."
Of the different'methods of transpoJta~
!ion used on campus, Brown said that
battery-powered scooters seemed to be
among the safest.
"A bike is more dangerous than my
scooter. Longboard<; go faster than my
scooter," Brown said. "If they will look,
they will sec a lot more people have scars
from skateboards than motorized scooters."
Hanna agreed, but said that restricting
gas-powered scooters would be reasonable, since they can leak gas and reach
much higher speeds than her battcrypowered scooter.
"The worst thing that could happen [on
a battery-powered scooter] is that you
might run over a squirrel or something,"
Hanna said.

The idea paid off for Works, who won
one of the two representative positions. He
now plans 10 "try to do more events and get
more people involved in the dorm."
Williams thinks involvement is essential.
"Whether it's on the smaller scale here
on campus or on a larger scale, 1 would
really encourage people to become politically active and to make decisions."

enced votes as well.
Freshman Ginger Bingham voted for a
Baldwin-Jenkins senator/representative
combination that she thought would "work
well" together. Additionally, the candidates' campaigning efforts affected her
.
,
vote.
"[I picked] who 1 thought wante,:l it
more," Bingham said.
GET PAID A
Candidates used various tactics to win
votes. Sophomore Audrey Rohwer created
GUARANTEED $2,500
an "Audrey for Village Senator" Web site.
U.S. EVERY MONTH TO
Using the Web site, she communicated
her mission statement to potential voters
, START!
and ~ hosted J a guestbook. to address voler, " .,
questions.' .;
, '.
.' ~
JnternationaJ· company now
The three Warren Representative candih' .
I b tw
th
dates cooperated to host a campaign pizzaIring peop e e een e
party. Candidates combined their $50 camages of 18 to 25 to
paign vouchers to organize the event, purk
rt f
I
cha~ing 10 pizzas and six containers of
wor pa Ime.
breadsticks from Pizza Pipeline.·
Visit www.coyfs.com/sup"J sat in the lounge'and t~lked to every' port.. ,htmi
body '" I ended it by saying 'vote for
.
me, '" freshman Ben Works said of the
for complete details.
gathering.
<,
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Speak with a recruiter and find
out if Peace Corps will be your
next step after graduation.

'Thursday, October· 14
Peace Corps Information Table
Hixson Union Building (HUB)
10:00 am - 3:00 pm
Ready to leave before November
2005? Interviews will be held in
Spokane on Thursday, November 11.
To qualify, you must submit an
application by Monday, November 1. To
sign up, call 1-800-424-8580, option 1.
~;

-;,
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Internet fliter system revised to build morality
leah Motz
Tim Coughlin
Staff writers

For students, the Internet provides a
tool to conduct essential research and aids
them in communicating.
The president's cabinet at Whitworth
decided to implement an Internet filtering
system. The campus-wide filler was first
announced in April of 20(H and banned
access to pornography.
Recently, the filter was updated and its
ban was extended to include gambling.
When the upgrade was first put into place,
as
some
humor
sites
such
Ebaumsworld.com were blocked.
The initial policy was enacted to aid
students in a battle against a "mulli-billion
pornography industry too often fought
alone, in the privacy of one's room" as
described in an Internet fillering

announcement issued three years ago.
For some, the ease of availability to an
endless variety of entertainment accessible through the Internet can create a conflict of morals.
An aliflouncement from Whitworth
President Bill Robinson proposed the system would aid students in fighting personal demons.
"Community battles are more winnable
than the ones we fight in solitude," he
said.
After observing the practical application and performance of the filtering system, the cabinet issued a statement
addressed in the filtering announcement.
They acknowledged that "all technologies designed to screen Internet materials
are fallible. Ultimately, individuals determine what they put into their minds and
hearts."
Findings included in the statement also

revealed that "a disturbing number of stu- present on the list of blocked sites since
dents have reported habitual and addictive 2001, gambling and an increasingly large
use of Internet pornography. Many of number of humor siles are reported as
these students cite ease of access as a very being blocked.
In general, the moral implications
significant inducement, particularly in
seem to have struck a cord with stutheir initial use of pornography."
For students, the reaction to the Internet dents, although some remain concerned
filtering system ranges from understand- over whether or not the filter will limit
the freedoms they would wish to exering and support to cautious skepticism.
"I'm not against the filter, but if people cise.
"I agree with the filtering process and
are paying lots of money to go to school
here they should be allowed to use the the morals that go along with it," freshman
Internet to its full potential as long as it Jeff Rodland said. "But I also can see
doesn't affect others around them," fresh- where the filter would violate some of the
freedoms students expect from a college
man Jonathan Emory said.
In some instances, a student who needs environment."
A recent e-mail from Robinson
10 access blocked sites can request that the
filter be temporarily removed from their addressed to all students stressed the
individual computer or they can use one of emphasis Whitworth places on limiting
the library computer labs which aren't . student's interaction with pornography.
"Pornography destroys lives," Robinson
affected by the filter.
Although pornography sites have been said.

ASWCroundup

campusbriefS/atWhitworth

Financial aid
deadline changes
The deadline to apply for endowed
scholarships through Whitworth's
financial aid office has been changed
from Mar. 31, 2005 to Dec. 31,2004.
"In previous years [the deadline]
has been March 31, but we are moving it up to Dec. 31 to help with
facilitating the reading and selection
processes," Assistant Director of
Financial Aid Nancy Morlock
announced in a recent e-mail.
Whitworth has numerous endowed
scholarships which students can
apply for by filling out one form on
the Whitworth financial aid web
page. Complete applications must be
submitted to the financial aid office

by Dec. 31 or they will not be considered for endowed scholarships.
It is also important to complete the
Federal Application for Student Aid
(FAFSA) form by March 1 for maximum scholarship consideration.

Vaccine shortage
hits Whitworth
Flu vaccines will be in short supply
this year. Due to a production problem, a large quantity of the vaccine
has not been delivered to the college.
Director of the Health Center Jan
Murray said there was an order
placed last spring that shOUld have
been delivered to the college in the
last few days. According to Murray,

the fact the vaccine has not been
delivered probably means that it has
been diverted to government locations for people with a high need for
protection.
If Whitworth receives the vaccine,
only certain "priority groups" can
receive it. These groups are: children six to 23 months old, adults 65
and over, people with chronic medical conditions, all women who will
be pregnant during flu season, children six months to 18 years on
chronic aspirin therapy, health care
workers involved in patient care, outof-home caregivers and household
contacts of children less than six
months. Contact Murray at jrnurray@whitworth.edu with additional
questions.
. J. . _ Compiled by Peter Burke

FREE MAC
College Night

student government
... ASWC felt that Homecoming was a success and the
Homecoming dance in the Loop was a new and fresh
idea for the campus.
... There will be a discussion on faith and politics at
President Robinson's house on Oct. 19 at 8:30 p.m. It
will be a time for students to "hang out with Bill."
There will be no facuIty this event.
... Baldwin-Jenkins announced that part of the fire
alarm system is broken. The cost is $2,000 to $3,000 to
repair it. If the CUlprit is not found, the residents have to
pay for it themselves.
... Senior graduation applications are due Nov. 1. The
applications are available at the Registrar's Office.
... The tagline contest is still happening for KWRS.
. ~ubmit your taglines to kthompson01@Whitworth.edu

Timberview Christian
Fellowship
Woufd" Ei~ to wefcome you to:

Exodus

October 14, 2004
5:30 - 8 p.m.

Jiln aftemati've to traditionatworsfiip

Every Friday night 7:07 to 8:08

Special invitation to all local college
students, faculty and their families

:Meeting at IJ'Cq::-see address 6e{o'W

}lrttf to;

Keiko Hara: Seasons Exhibit

Young Adult Small Group

Mini Tours of Campbell House

every Sunday night 7 p.m.

Light Refreshments

See "WfVW. 7im6ervicw.orgfor (oration

Entertainment: Taiko Drummers
of Mukogawa Fort Wright Institute

'lim6ml1cw Cliristian I£c{{o'Wsfiip
15511 !J"r, 1{owe CR./
:Mead; 10f 99021

Artist Demonstration

(509) 468-4363
SUlldayScrl'iccs: 8:30 alld /0:30 am

Sponsored In part by

www.northwestmuseum.org
2316 W, First Avenue
Spokane, WA
(509) 456-3931

ThE SPoIc:ES.¥AN-bVIEW
NOJlTHWlST

MUSEUM
OF ARTS
& CULTURE

OUR MISSION
CHRIST our Passion
CHRISTLIKENESS our Pursuit
CHRIST'S COMMISSION our Purpose

8chhr I~,

cene

Hair apparent
Searching for Spokane's
top salons.
Scene, page 7

~1I4

Semor Paul ·Pablo·
Ranheim. alumna
Sarah Gothold, senior Aaron Crosby and
senior Beth Webster
serenade the audience With their soothing sounds Friday
night.

i
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Students lend an ear
and a helping. hand,
Kendra Switzer
Staff writer
The Caft was packed last Friday night, as four musical
acts performed for Warren Peace, Warren's annual
fundraising event.
"We have a lot of talent at Whitworth and that's always
neat to see," freshman Katie Skattebo said.
Local musician Heather Nerren kicked off the night
accompanied by her former hand Pure Joy. Pure Joy
formed four years ago and performed in the Spokane area
before recently disbanding. They came together Friday

night to play for Whitworth students.
Senior Pal,ll Ranheim and three friends look over tne
stage next, displaying vocal and instrumental talent.
"The music was great, and Paul is my hero," sophomore Ryan Keogh said.
The band Green Street followed, led by sophomore
Soren Baird on vocals and guitar. Despite the lead singer's
absence and adding the drummer the night before, Green
Street rose to the occasion. Started two years ago, the
band has played for several Whitworth functions including the Boppell coffeehouse.
Finishing up the show was senior Annemarie Webber

Soon, students W11l be nble to
get a close-up look nt the ~tars
with the click of a button.
Thanks to a lele1tcope Ihat
was in1tlalled in the Eric
Johnson Science Cenler last faJl,
students will be able to explore
Ihe galaxy al Ihe louch of a
mouse, as soon as the final
touches nrc complete.
"Right now we're in [he testing and debugging phase,"
Professor Richard Stevens said.
"The two main factor1t that arc
preventing full access to Ihe tclescope is thaI there hasn'l been
many clear skies and then some
mechanical
problems have
caused some delays."
Once the telescope's final
gli[che~ arc worked .out, l>ludcnts will he able 10 sIgn up for
~pccilic limes when they want
10 look at I he nighl .,ky.

Stevens envlslon~ the telescope will be up and running by
the spring so astronomy students can be the first to take
advantage of the high-tech·
equipment. The feedback from
those c1al>ses should finish the
fine-tulllng on what needs to he
added or fixed.
Then, any student will be able
10 log-In and reserve a specifIC
time for usc.
The telescope will be completely automated from four different computers and totally
self-sufficient. Sludents will be
able to acce~s pictures from
outer space thaI arc laken with a
high-qunlity CCD (chare-coupled device) camera.
"/t's quite sophisticated," said
Stevens. "Since the lights from
Spokane give off quite a strong
glow, which dimlni~he~ slar's
illumination, the tele~cope can
subtraci the hackground light
allOWing 99.9% of 1he ~Iarf> 10
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local mUSician Heather Nerren belled out tunes
with her former band, Pure Joy.

on guitar, accompanied by a friend on vocals.
Senior Layne Stoops and his brother, alumnus Lee
Stoop,s, teamed together ~s the Miisters of Ceremonies,
charming the audience ·with their brotherly antics.
"lI's great, YOu get to stand up and make a fool of yourself and people love it," Layne Stoops said.
For three hours the groups captivated the audience. For
an electrifying intermission, a group of seven Warren residents led by senator Renee Huggins showed off their
dance rendition of MiclJael Jackson's "Thriller."
See

EAR,..

page 7

Interpol switches
focus with new album

Final touches put
on the telescope
Shannon Blackburn
Staff IVriter

i

---

Nathan Harrison
Staff WI/ ter

The Enc Johnson SCience Center telescope awaits finishing touches.
bc scen."
Stevens has had several student~ working on the telescope
at different ~tages of the project.
Currently sorhomore Nalhan
Williams and junior Nathan
Backman arc lackl ing the final
touches. Students have designed
the inf>trumenb that record the
weather, location and the ~ofl
ware and electrollics.
"It'~ actually the stuff I
hought Ihat d()e~n't work," ~aid
Steven.,.

The New York-based alternative rock band Interpol recently
saw a ~trong debut of their sophomore studio release album,
" Antics."
The album landed at number
15 on the Top 200 in its first
week on the Billboard charts.
The album hit l>tores Sept. 28,
and follows on the heels of their
critically acclaimed, "Turn on the
Brighl Lights."
Drawing comparisons to the
new-wave movement of Ihe '80s,
Interpol's sound can be likened to
that of Echo and the Bunnymen,
and Joy Division, Guitar-liriven
and heavy on reverb, their tracks
arc punctuated wilh restrained,
contemplative vocals and Iyric~.
They gained enough popularity with Iheir debut album to have
"Ob1>tacle I" featured in ads for
Real Networks' Rhapsody mU1>ic
download service.
"Antics" is H departure from
the sparse style Ihat marked
"Turn on fhe Bright I.lghl!>,"
favoring up-tempo ba~~ line!' and

"BAND: Interpol
"ALBUM: "Antics"
.. RELEASE DATE: Sept. 28
"GENRE: Alternative
"RATING:

****.;

a larger serving of lyrics over the
melancholy
ponderi ng
that
derined their previous relcase.
The shi fI is an invigorating
change that staves off the threat
of stagnulion posed hy their earlier tone.
The change may be the rc~ult
of a change in the focus of their
lyrics; "Turn on Ihe Bright
Lighls" feahllcd multiple ttach
preoccupied with their home,
New York City, and the urhan
lalld~cape, while "Antics" find~
See ALBUM ... page 7
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pi rafeprofile/student bio
Bethany Hargis
Staff writer

Female
fll8ftgbter
faces unique
challenges

Angela Barcellos' volunteer firefighting began with a somewhat
modest start.
In a conversation with her father,
who had fought fires for 12 years,
she expressed her desire for his
occupation as a career. Her father
told her that they wouldn't hire
women.
"They'll hire me," Barcellos said.
She joined Spokane Fire County
District 4 the next week. Barcellos
has been volunteer firefighting for
three years.
Firefighting is a competitive job,
especially for a woman. Only 10
percent of volunteer firefighters arc
women, but Barcellos doesn't want
!.pecial treatment.
"Being a female ill the fire service .. , it's Important not to stand
out. If you can present yourself as
equal instead of an exception you're
seen as a team member instead of
an accommodation," she said.
Along with volunteer flfefighting
Barcellos spends her time studying
and going to classes at Whitworth.
Barcellos used to be a resident at
the fire house for two terms of six
month!. each. Out of five residents,
she was the only female.

"It's like being thrown into a rally
with a bunch of foothall players and
you have to pretend to be one of
them," Barcellos said.
In the end they all became more
like brothers and sisters than actual
co-workers, she said.
The greatest challenge now for
Barcellos is balancing her educational goals with her career aspirations. She has decided to focus on
finishing school and will graduate
this spring with her degree. After
graduation she will continue pursuing her career in firefighting.
Barcellos is also on medical
leave as she is seven months pregnant with a baby boy.
She admits that firefighting
requires a lot of emotional strength
and determination.
"Firefighting is self-rewarding if
you're .. not out to be the hero,"
Barcellos said. "Firefighters arc just
normal people who get paid to do
what they love to do."
Si nce Sept. 11, 2001, a 101 more
is expected of firefighters, making
the job easier and harder at the
same time, Barcellos said.
Firefighters have to deal with
their own losses and the losses of a
nation, she said. People expect the
firefighters to sympathize with their
weaknesses, and they look to each

firefighter as a symbol of strength,
honor and dignity.
In February or March of 2005
Barcellos hopes to test for the
Seattle Fire Department as a career
firefighter.
Firefighting is a position that
calls for strict rules and qualifications. It is very competitive and
demanding but Barcellos believes
that is all needed for this type of
work.
"People's lives depend on how
you do your job," she said.
Although Barcellos knows the
road to a career in firefighting
won't be easy, she doesn't give up
on this dream. Through hard work
and determination she plans to be
one of the 10 percent of women
firefighters serving and saving
lives.
"It's a part of who I am,"
Barcellos Said.
NAME: Angela Barcellos
AGE: 22
YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: Arts administration
HOBBtES: Rock climbing.

spending time with family
HOMETOWN: Colville, Wash.

wartimew.ritings

c Iu bbiobl u rb/club corner

letters from Iraq
Haden Barkley
Guest writer
To all who read these words:
Greetings once again from the
Desert. My.first month here is
officially over, and I ain' well
into the second. Not much has
changed. The weather teases
me; one day it is a nice 94
degrees, the next a sweltering
110. The winter months supposedly have lows in the 405 and a
nice midday temp in the mid80s. I sound like a weatherman.
The only confirmed kills [
have so far are from insects,
namely mosquitoes and flies.
The Euphrates River is not too
far from our location. It is a
breeding ground for all sorts of
creepy crawlies, and they come
out and hunt in the night. The
mosquitoes hunt in droves and
arc fearless. My weapon of
choice is the M-187 (pink fly
swatter). With it I wreak havoc
on Beelzebub's minions.
On the days that I don't have
a desert patrol, I usually wake
up arollnd 0700 and hit the gym.

Usually our command has some
projects going, so I get called up
along with other Marines fo
work. These are called "working
parties." It is a misnomer. There
are no cakes or balloons, just a
,bunch of sweaty Marines working all day and sometimes well
into the night. Just last week r
helped put up a tent big enough
to park two buses under. I do
get time off to e-mail, go to the
PX (Military Wal-Mart) or sit in
my room and read. I have a
journal I write in almost every
night, jotting down my experiences and emotions after long
days.
Just recently I have started up
a little Bible study among some
fellow Marines. Being a Marine
and a Christian should go handin-hand, is my theory. Honor,
Courage, Commitment; these are
the Marine Corps values. But it
is the exact opposite. The
Marines I hold the study with
are from all walks of the Faith;
Catholic, Protestant, Mormon,
Atheist ... you name it. God has
been stretching me thm with
these new believers. I pray that I

En Christo
JIoWHO WE ARE: En Christo IS a student-led Chnstian outreach program. ThiS ministry is open to all students of Whitworth.

",WHERE WE MEET: We meet in the dining hall at 3:30 to
make lunches and 4:45 to eat dinner before outreach. There is
group prayer from 5:30 - 6 p.m. We are downtown from
6 -9:30 p.m.
~NAME: Haden
~E-MAll:

Barklev

teh_thundar@yahoo.com
"'~IRTHDATE: Sept. 2, 1983
~HOMETOWN: Curlew, Wash.
... BRANCH: United States
Marine Corps
"'RANK: Lance Corporal
~DEPLOYMENT: Seven months
~MAJOR: Religion and
psychology

would be faithful to His calling.
r have not forgotten that the battle is not against "flesh and
blood." My battle is for the
souls of the men I serve with.
Contend for the Faith (Jude
1 :3),

,,,.
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.. CLUB HISTORY: En Christo was started in 1992 by two'
Whitworth students.

-Lance Corporal Barkley

WALK-INS ORApPOINTMENTS
'-,

.. WHAT WE DO: Every Saturday night a group of students
make sandwiches and other food items (all from donations)
and carry them to the downtown residents of the New
Madison and Otis apartment bUildings. These buildings hold
individuals who are often times ex-felons, mentally-III or suffering
from drug addiction. Students interested in this ministry must
commit every Saturday night of the semester, so as to· create
relationships bUilt on consistency. Many of these downtown
people do not have meaningful relationships outside of their
Saturday night Interactions with the En Christo members

D
Jf'" OrrJ:./IV}JlI.·orll,I<Iu
Sophomore Kate Hanson talks With a homeless man in a laundro·
mat downtown during En Christo.
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10117 NORTH DIVISION 4t
(509) 466-0802
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BRING THIS COUPON
AND RECIEVE 1/2 OFF
ANY STYLING PRODUCT
WITH YOUR SERVICE

ZU Plasma Services
9621 E. Sprague
Spokane, WA 99206
I
509.926-1881 • www.zlbplasma.com I
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West 104 3rd Av£'.

WHIlVVORTH STUDENTS AND FACULTYD
ALWAYS RECIEVE A 15% DISCOUNT ON CUTS
AND 10% OFF ANY COLOR SERVICE

Spokanr, WA 99201
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EAR:
Continued from page 5
The main purpose of Warren Peace was to
collect spare change 10 send to Warner
Southern College in Lake Whales, Fla.
The college lost two dormitories and a
sports center to recent hurricanes.
Warren Peace boasts a long history of

helping worthy causes.
"From what I have heard of Warren
Peace, when the first senator planned it
several years ago, it was created to be a
fundraiser," Warren Residence Director
Ann Snuttjer said.
In addition to selecting a cause to help,
each year's senator must recruit talent, set a
date, arrange for a sound system and publicize the event. The senator and representa-

ALBUM:

tickets if we don't get enough dorm dues,"
Huggins said.
Warren Peace is just one of the popular
annual events hosted by residence halls
throughout the year. Stewart kicks off the
school year with a lawn dance and
McMillan and Ballard team up for the
Halloween haunted house. Arend's Green
With Envy dance and McMillan's Mac
Hall in Concert spice up spring.

•

Continued tram page 5
itself considering the universal questions of love
and loss.
.
Interpol displays vastly improved lyrical confidence and quality, allowing the open-ended
metaphors that have defined them to run rampant
throughout all their tracks. Gone are the prolonged musical interludes from "Turn on the
Bright Lights;" a reverie to some and a distraction
to others.
Tracks worthy of special attention are "Narc,"
"Take You On A Cruise," "Evil" and "Slow
Hands." The latter was previously released as an
advance single to radio stations across the country, including KWRS. These examples possess
superb combinations of music and vocals, while
other tracks feature parts less balanced in polish.
The one element missing from this release is
the sense of discovery that permeated the bleak
soundscapes of "Turn on the Bright Lights;" multiple iistenings were required to understand the
complete arc of the album.
"Antics" is far more straightforward in nature,
which may not bode well for its lifetime in stereos of listeners.
Interpol formed in 1998 at New York
University, where guitarist Daniel Kessler
recruited classmates and friends into a four-man
ensemble. The band lost a member in 2000 when
drummer Greg Drudy left the band, leading the
way for Interpol's current drummer, Sam
Fogarino.
The rest of the band is comprised of Carlos D.
on bass and keyboards and Paul Banks on lead
vocals and guitar.

cityhighlights
in Spokane'

tives do all the leg work, Snuttjer said.
"Last year [Warren Peace] was more of
a talent show contest, people just signed
up," Huggins said.
This year, she recruited the acts herself
and began contacting them last spring.
Unfortunately, due to lack of funds,
Warren Peace might be undergoing some
changes.
"Next year we might have 10 charge for

'.

Fall production opens
Whitworth Theatre presents "A Man for All
Seasons," Oct. 15, 16,22,23 at 8 p.m., and Oct.
17 at 2 p.m., in Cowles Memorial Auditorium.
Tickets are $5 at the door or call ext. 3707.
Robert Bolt's historical drama illustrates the
turmoil between church and state during the rule
of Henry VIII.
The play depicts the true story of Sir Thomas
More, chancellor of Englaml and highly regarded
by the King, who tries to remain true to his conscience despite Henry's break with Catholicism,
and second divorce.
'" A Man For All Seasons' is about conscIence
and how your beliefs influence decisions and
actions you make," director Rick Hornor said.
"Although the play is set in 16th-century
England, the issues it raises are still pertinent
!oday."

••
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Avoid haircut headaches
Allison Carr
Phillip Atkins
Staff writers
Welcome us. We are back this week
with a column that is an absolute must. read for all you burgeoning scenesters out
there. This week it is all about your 'do,
your shag, your coif ... that is, your hair.
We hit some of Spokane'S hippe!->t hair
design venues, starting downtown and
working our way northward.
We began WJth JaZz.
Improvisation, we conclude, makes for
radcore music and not so radcore hair.
JaZz boasts an "innovative" atmosphere.
In case anyone is confused, "innovative"
is a longer word for ''trendy.'' Ug boots
are innovative/trendy, but that doesn't
make them any less Ug-Iy. Run from
JaZz's hair improv as you would from a
denim bustier.
Glen Dow School of Hair Design is
located on Riverside. The key word here
is "school." We only warn you that going
to Glen Dow is probably the equivalent of
investing in Britney Spears stock. That is,
risky business.
The mall, obviously, is always a bit of
a gamble when you're looking to get your
hair done. Any place where highlights are
priced on a per foil basis should be left
immediately, while the stylist is mixing
color in the back room. Just leave the
smock neatly on the back of the chair. Do
you really want people shopping to wave
at you? Or illiterate children to ogle you
while drooling and making generally
obnoxious noises? No. So if you were
thinking about hitting Regis or Mia &
Maxx in Northtown, you'd beller make
sure you're child-proofed.

We'd like to give a brief shout out to
Jack and Jill's. 1lte name sounds heck of
cool, but it looktng kind of sketchy so we
didn't go in ... ii's on Maple.
Now we know what you're thinking:
"OMG. I just got my hair done and I
totally paid for it by Ihe foil and OMG
where do I go, where do I go!" Fear not.
As your hair Chers we are here to totally
hook you up.
Our hair recommendation for all you
scenester kids is Bellissima. Two words:
so good. Both Tami and Amanda totally
rock at cutting/coloring hair. Not only will
they cut your hair dang good, but they will
also help you solve all your problems. We
suggest that you take the money you were
going to spend on that therapist and tip
them with it. The salon is located within
walking distance from Whitworth, and
they offer a Whitworth discount.
Tami once helped Philip go Paris
Hilton blonde. Hot. Bellissima is set in a
renovated house. It has the charm of old
Italy, and you will be able to enjoy the
beverage of your choice and a fresh storebought cookie (no one cool bakes anymore). Tami> told us, that she's Vidal
Sassoon trained, and Amanda 's ~ Gene
Juarez trained.
Before we go, we feel that it is our duty
as ultra-hip scenesters to address a couple
styli!otic problems we see cropping up at
Whitworth.
First, to all you Whitworth guys: since
when is cutting your hair once a semester
ok? It's so not attractive. Cut it, cut it, cut
it. You are not Ashton Kutcher. He has a
stylist. You don't. We know that whole
look is all very "in," and everything, but
it is possible to be cool and have a decent
haircut. For an example of hot longish

hair, stop by Mall Duske's office.
And for the ladies: skunk highlights are
so not cule. They arc definitely on the
"things that arc out" list along with
Creed, bad shaggy hair for men and Ugs.
Blend them, blend them, blend them.
Unless you arc actually hardcore punk
rock, and not just a poser, just drop the
skunk. Anyone who feels like they want
something like this can go to JaZz, and
leave the nice girls at Bellissima alone
(they don't do ugly hair).
Until next week, we are Philip and
Allison, signing off with insight in our
hearts and product in our hair.

Brand new,
never used
full-size bed set,
Double quilted
for $150
Queen for $175
Can Deliver
Calf926~8169 .
ADOPTION:
A loving and happy
couple wishes to provide your baby with a
secure and stable
future.
Call Bill and Kathy,
(206)321-1405.

attractio nsdistractions/thiS week

Chiefs hit the ice tonight
The Spokane Chiefs take on the Lethbridge
Hurricanes tonight at 7 p.m. at the Spokane
Arena.
Tickets are $8-$16 and can be ordered through
licketwest.com or by calling (509) 325-SEAT for
more information.
The Chiefs also play this Friday against the
Vancouver Giants and Oct. 22 against the
Portland Winterhawks.

I'>

Film "Iron Jawed Angels"
Cafe
7 p.m.

McMJllan Rep Re·vote
Women's soccer vs.
Whitman
2 p.m.

Nicholas Wolterstortt lecture
WIlliam P. Robinson
Teaching Theater
7:30 p.m.

Parents' Weekend begins
Volleyball
7 p.m.

VS.

Pacific

• A Man tor All Seasons"
Auditorium
8 p.m.

Flogging Molly
This Saturday, the energetic and unclassifiable
Flogging Molly will play at the Big Easy.
Tickets arc $16.50 at ticketweb.com.
Doors open at 6 p.m.
Dubliner Dave King fronts the band that draws
influence from traditional Irish music, punk rock
and folk.
The band includes a mandolin, accordion, fiddle, tin whistle and guitar.
For more information call (509) BIG-EASY or
go to bigeasyconcerts.com.

- Compiled by Greg Tomlin

"A Man tor All Seasons"
Auditorium
8 p.m.

• A Man for All Seasons"
Auditorium
2p.m.

Football vs. UPS 1 p.m.
Swimming vs. Seattle
3p.m.
Volleyball vs. Linfield
7 p.m.

Parents' Weekend Ends

'Who Will Win the
Election: A Political
Science AnalyslsH
Michael Le Roy
WIlliam P. Robinson
Teaching Theater

7:30 - 9:30 p.m.

Alumnus Breean Beggs
lecture on law
Weyerhaeuser 111
11:15 a.m.
Election discussion at
President Robinson's
8:30 p.m.
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Warrior Pose

Cobra Pose

Downward Facing Dog
Pose

discovering
Bow Pose
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Extended Triangle Pose

1

High school freshman Danny Wittrock demonstrates the four-limb staff pose.
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Four-Limb Staff Pose
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Yoga's myths ar:d facts

self.

))oMYTH:

yoga"iS a religion.
"Yoga can only serve to enhance one's own personal religious experience
by bringing you more In touch with yourself and others and by giving you clarity to
contemplate your purpose in a spiritual way," adjunct yoga Instructor Mary Beth
Murphy said .
~FACT:

.. MYTH:

3"l-~ 't"

'li

Yoga Isn't really a workout.

.. FACT: Elite athietes regularly incorporate yoga into their fitness routine. it gives
the body more blood circulation, energy, neurological function and IS often used to
improve chronic pain. Every cell Is doing something different in a yoga pose,
People can choose to do yoga as their main source of eXercise or Incorporate it with
their daily routine .

~,

:'1

.-MYTH: Yoga is ,a

place to relax dUring class, However, the relaxation doesn't last
very long because as soon as you leave you are bombarded With the stressful outside world .
• FACT: "One of the malor benefits to practicing postures and breath-work together Is that when we leave ... we've learned to remain still and calm, releasing the tension and not letting It manifest Itself In us," MurpllY said.

BrrnlJll Zlimbro/IWhIfJi'Orlbriln

Intructor Mary Beth Murphy gently pushes Patricia Hunter to relax into
correct pOSition .

High I
ed tn

I

Patty Murphy. Patricia Hunter and Mary Beth Murphy de-stress as they stretch on the floor.

Kenna Klempel
Katherine Busz
Staff writers
o longer does intense
sweat and pain mean a
complete body workout.
Adjunct professor Mary Beth
Murphy is currently teaching
yoga class on campus for any
who are curious.
The classes are offered for $8 a
session Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 5:30-6: 15 p.m. in the Ballet
Loft and Wednesday 12:00-1:00
p.m.
Spring yoga Classes instructed
by Mary Beth MUIphy will begin
!>econd semester. These classes
will be paid for by tuition like
any other P.E. course.
"We're so ingrained 'If it doe~
n't hurt it doesn't work'; that's so
outdated," Assistant Director of
the Aquatics Center Patty Murphy
said.
Patty Murphy coached volleyball at Eastern Washington
University where she made her
team do a minimum of one hour
of yoga after practice.
It is good for athletes because it
increases performance, strength
aile- flexibility, she said.
All of these things are vital in
preventing injuries while competmg.
"I love the intensity that it has,
and yet it's also very relaxed and
stress-relieving," junior Meghen
Chaffin said. "Like anything,
you're going to get the best
results in yoga if you push yourself."

N

Yoga is an important form of
exercise and whole-body well ness
- whether you're an athlete or
just trying to stay in shape, she
said.
"Not only a form of fitness,
yoga has always looked at
improving the whole body: physiologically and spiritually," said
Mary Beth Murphy.
. tr-WHEN: Tuesdays and
Thursdays 5:30-6:15 p.m. and
Wednesdays 12:00-1:00 p.m.
.. WHERE: Ballet loft
..HOW MUCH: $8 per session

She has 16 years teaching
experience and is certified in
many areas of exercise including:
Level III YogaFit, Pilates and
YogaStrength. She travels the
United States to update educational skills and credits from
leading fitnes~ professionals.
Yoga has had a profound affect
on her life, she said.
"Back in 2000 I broke my
pelvis and bruised many ribs in a
mountain biking race," Mary Beth
Murphy said. f'During and after
my physical therapy I delved
enthusiastically into yoga to help
heal my injury. The end result
was a body and mind that was
stronger than before the injury,"
Yoga has withstood the test of
time. Its testimony of history
speaks for itself.
Yoga is rooted in Hindu religious principles, intended to prepare the body for union with God.
Stone seals found in the Indus

valley in India arc the earliest
records of yoga, dating the practice at around 3000 B.C.
It continued to evolve around
Indian civilizations and drew
from religious texts like the
Vedas, the Upanishads and the
Bhagavad-Gita.
The eight limbs of traditional
yoga are yama, or restraint; niyarna, or observance of purity, tolerance and study; asanas, Of positions; pranayama, or breath support; pratyahara, or preparation
for meditation; dharana, Of concentration; dhyana or meditation
and samadhi, or absorption in the
sublime.
Hatha yoga, the most commonly practiced in the United Slates,
focuses mainly on breath, positions and meditation. The style
entered the United States in the
late 1800s
Yoga poses each have different
levels to make the workout more
or less challenging for your personal needs.
"Flexibility isn't hereditary; it's
something you have to work at,"
Patty Murphy said.
As one continues in the program and gains more strength and
flexibility, he or ~he can increase
the level of difficulty.
"I think it's wonderful to learn
as an activity, because you have
to attain strength in a different
way than other activities provide
for, because you have to have a
lot of focus and flexibility," sophomore Silvia Lazo said. "It's not
just being quick or strong and
muscular."

Jun Aim/ ur"'''''''rlh"",
Pensive yoga students concentrate to relieve tension.

Standing on
Shoulder Pose

Mountain Pose

"

Things to keep In mind:

jfrn Ahrr/IFh'Io8rlhlfln

High school freshman Tiffany Shirls practices the extended lnangle pose.

lmn Ah,,/IFhilo~rl"',rn

Intructor Mary Beth Murphy assIsts a student.

.. Breath Is one of the most Important aspecls of
yoga. Breathe deeply through your nose at all times.
This will help you stay relaxed and focused .
.. Holding a position for a longer period of time can
Increase fhe workout. However, remember not to
lock your muscles Into place. Instead. feel yourself
relaxing Info the position wlfh each breath.
,.Keep [n mind fhat yoga Is designed 10 work the
entire body. If you feel that one area Isn'f being exercised, think of ways to engage II In each posilion.
,.You know what your body [s capable of. Try to
exlend your limits, but don't strain yourself foo far.
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Volleyball sweeps two
The Pirates swept two matches during the
week to stay one game behind first
SPOrts, page 11
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Breakdown

What Would
Crazies Do?
,

i

Colin Storm
Staff writer

Whitworth women's soccer team practices early last week. After their upset of No.1 University of Puget Sound the Pirates moved up 18 spots
in the Division III soccer poll.
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Pirates pound Pioneers
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Bucs fall short at No. 2 Linfield
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What do you get when you combine hundreds of loud, crazy and rowdy fans with a
team that has heart, energy and a desire to
win?
So far this year it has produced a pair of
upsets, one each in volleyball and soccer.
The first was the volleyball. Way back on
Sept. 24 when the Willametle Bearcats came
to town and took the first two games with 3129 and 30-24 wins, the crowd - and consequently the team - decided to step it up.
Sara Morehouse
Since attaining a No.1 ranking in the NCAA west
A huge third and fourth set put the Pirates
Staff writer
region, the Pirates have been moving up other polls
within striking distance. Then, in the fifth
as well. In this week's NSCANAdidas Division III
game, the Pirates put it away in a thrilling finWhitworth Even on their weekend off, the Whitworth women top-25 poll, Whitworth moved from 24th to sixth in ish.
continued to dominate on the soccer field.
the nation. This is the highest ranking since 1995,
Yes, it was a regular season game. But it
Jumps to No.6 The Pirates made a quick trip down to Portland, when they earned the second spot in the NAIA poll. meant
more than that to the team. At the time
last Saturday and beat Lewis & Clark College
Individual achievements have also graced
Willamette and Whitworth were at the top of
In nation, Ore.,
3-0.
Whitworth's roster. Junior goalkeeper Jen Miller
the standings. The Buc win gave Willamette
defeatL&C The score was tied at 0-0 at half. Senior forward was awarded Northwest Conference Defensive their first (and only) conference loss.
Mary Hultgrenn opened the scoring at the beginning Player of the Week after allowing only one goal and
Did the 545 fans who showed up have anyof the second half and clinched the third goal after , J1?aking five saves ~n their two weekend wins. .
.thing to do with the win? You bet. They were
junior midfielder Ashley Fiskesecured the second . "Bushey says th~t poJ1s are good'for publicity.-but ' "a great example of what it should look like
every game.
goal for the Pirates.
what happens on the field is what truly counts.
Those who should get recognition are the
In spite of having to adjust to the AstroTurf field,
"We are just trying to stay focused on what we can
Mac Men who went shirtless with paint on
Whitworth came out with yet another strong finish.
control," he said.
their chests (and backs) and screamed at the
Head Coach Sean Bushey said Lewis & Clark was
The Whitworth women have a busy week ahead of
top of their lungs after every point. To those
a quality team that caused them a few problems in them. They play at home against Whitman tomorrow
who came and didn't stand the whole time,
the first half.
at 2 p.m. and are away on Saturday at Pacific
but still left the Fieldhouse without a voice, it
This year is the first season of conference play for University and Sunday at George Fox University.
was a tremendous showing.
the Pioneers since 1990.
We were as loud as your alarm feels when
it's right up against your ear.
The biggest shocker of them all? This past
weekend the University of Puget Sound
women's soccer team showed up in Spokane
as the No.1 team in the nation. They hadn't
Peter Smelser
utes in the first half.
been scored on in conference play and had
Sports editor
In the third quarter, Linfield's Elliott found Carter on a 47shut out six of their seven opponents in the
yard score to add six.
year.
The upset-minded Pirates were held off by nationally-ranked
Clark led a successful Whitworth drive to the Linfield I-yard
Did our crowd realize this and respond?
No.2 Linfield College 48-37 during a record-setting perform- line, where sophomore running back Kyle Havercroft scored
You bet. The 205 boisterous fans who showed
ance.
and pulled the Pirates to within 10.
up - the most for a women's soccer game to
Linfield senior wide receiver Casey Allen set a record with
The Wildcats answered right back with a four-play drive enddate
this year- got something to cheer about
ing
on
a
five-yard
run
by
Thomas
Ford.
four touchdown receptions and junior quarterback Brett Elliott
early
as the Pirates scored less than six minbroke a school record with 486 passing yards and five scores, as
A back-and-forth battle began as the Pirates answered in the
utes into the game.
undefeated Linfield outlasted the Pirates in Northwest waning minutes of the third quarter. Following an interception
All that stood between Whitworth and a
Conference action before a crowd of 3,000.
by senior linebacker Daniel Jones, Havercroft dove across the
shut out win over UPS was miscommunicaThe two teams combined for 1,157 yards. The Pirates gained goal line from the one-yard line for a score.
tion with the referee regarding a direct or indi549 and Linfield tallied a season-high 608 yards.
In the opening minutes of the fourth quarter, Allan took a
rect kick. That was a huge win and the soccer
The loss had a bright side for the Pirates; sophomore quarter- Clark pass 65 yards for another score, bringing the Pirates withfans this year hnve been are as loud as ever.
back Joel Clark threw for 366 yards and rushed for a personal in 10 points, 4] -31.
season.high 136 yards.
This brings me to my point. Like I said in
Linfield came right back as Riley
Following a scoreless first quarter,
the first column I wrote this year, this is going
Jenkins plunged over for a one-yard
Linfield's Elliott found a streaking Allen at
score to put the Wildcats up for good
to be a ·sweet season. Our women's soccer
the goal line for a 26-yard touchdown with a
with a 48-31 lead.
team moved from No. 24 in the nation to No.
little more than a minute gone in the second
Senior wide receiver Mathew Johnson
6 with that win (how awesome is that?).
quarter.
scored on an ll-yard pass from Clark
I admire the Cameron Crazies at Duke.
After a 55-yard run by Clark, the Pirates
with 7:05 left, but the extra point was
Their fans are by far the loudest and most crescored on sophomore running back Chris
blocked.
?tive of all the fans in the nation. For example,
Ahsing's three-yard blast. Later, junior kickLinfield linebacker Brandon Olson
In 1986 North Carolina point guard Steve
er Cam Collings made it 10-3 with a 30-yard
totaled a career-high 19 tackles, includHale
ha.d just recovered from a collapsed lung.
field goal with 8:06 left in the half.
ing a sack and three other tackles for
What
dId the Cameron Crazies do? They startWhitworth marched again, but a touchloss.
ed chanting "In !-Iale! Ex Hale!" You just can't
down pass from Clark to junior tight end
Freshman defensive back Jay Tully
make this stuff up.
Michael Allan was called back on a penalty.
led Whitworth with nine tnckles, one
I love the quote that Sports Illustrated printCollings' then wen! for 34 yard field goal
interception and one forced fumble.
attempt that hit the right upright and
ed about the Cameron Crazies saying that they
Junior wide receiver Jared Thomas
bounced off the post. Linfield grabbed a 13are "proof of two long-held assumptions: 1)
caught five passes for the Pirates for 145
to lead with a 21-yard touchdown pass to
yards.
Fans can make a difference. 2) Even smart
Allen from Elliotl.
Linfield, 4-0 and 2-0 in the NWC,
people ~an act like idiots" (Aug. 10, 1998).
The Wildcats go! the ball back with 1:02
continued its march toward their fifth
Boy, IS that the truth. So Mac Men continleft in the first half. Eighteen seconds later,
straight NWC tille.
ue to go shirtless at games ... what a t~adition.
Linfield was in the end zone again as Elliott
The Pirates dropped to 3-1, 0-1 in
It's truly awesome. Those who pour their
C.NrlUJ if IJnjirldCo'kgt conference play. Whitworth will be
found Allen on a 29-yard pass.
~eart and soul (and voices) in the games, conThe extra point was good and put Linfield Sophomore quarterback Joel Clark gets hit by back in action this Saturday at 1 p.m. in
tInue to do that. T~is is true essence of sports.
in front 20-10 at halftime, despite the Pirates two linfield defenders during Saturday's loss to the Pine Bowl against the University of The support we gIve goes miles in contributcontrolling the ball for more than 19 min- the Wildcats.
Puget Sound.
ing to Pirate victories.
Chd"a Chtllty/Whtlworrhian
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Volleyball wins the battle of the Whit's
Pirates roll over Whitman
and George Fox, stay one
game back of first place

(( Lastyear we lost to Linfield, so this
makes it a tnust win situation for us.

JJ

Trevor Strang
Staff writer

Steve Rupe,
J-iflld Vo1lt,yba" Coacb

Whitworth volleyball is on a roll.
The Pirates completed sweeps of Whitman
College and George Fox University last week
at home, holding on to their second-place
ranking in the Northwest Conference.
The Pirates took on Whitman last
Wednesday in the Fieldhouse, defeating the
Missionaries 30-19,30-24,30-25.
In the first game, the Missionaries trailed
only 12-15 before a 9-1 Pirate run opened
things up. Three straight blocks by the Pirates
paired with aggressive offense was too much
for Whitman to handle.
The lead went back and forth in game two,
with Whitman pulling within one point late in
the game. But the Pirates took the last five
consecutive points to win 30-24.
The Missionaries came as close a~ 21-19 in
game three before junior outside hitter

Briuney Bower ended the sweep 30-25 with
an emphatic kill off of a block.
junior middle blocker Natalie Danielson
had a team-high 14 kills, while junior Julie
Marsh followed close behind with 13 kills.
Junior Holly Coleman, freshman Cassie
Moore and Marsh each had 14 digs. Junior
seiter Bekah Hornor put in 46 assists. Senior
middle blocker Katy Schrader had a teamhigh five blocks.
George Fox proved to be no match for the
Pirates. Whitworth took a quick victory and
moved within a single game of first-place
contention on Saturday night at the
Fieldhouse.

The Pirates made it look easy, defeating the
Bruins 30-19, 30-28, 30-23.
The second game was a little too close for
comfort, but the Pirates were able to put the
Bruins away without much of a fight from the
opposition.
"We outplayed them in every aspect of the
game," Marsh said. "We performed especially well as a team."
Danielson led the Pirates with 16 kills.
Hornor registered a triple-double, finishing
the night with 40 assists, 13 digs and 11 kills.
Marsh chipped in with 14 kills and had a
team-high 15 digs.
With their win over George Fox, the
Pirates' record improves to 13-3 overall and
6-2 in the NWC, breaking the tie with
Linfield for second place.
Asked what sort of momentum this win
gives Whitworth going into their match
against Linfield, coach Steve Rupe said the
Pirates are doing well and must continue to
keep the pressure on.
"Last year we lost to Linfield, so this
makes it a must-win situation for us," Rupe
said.
The Pirates will take on Pacific University
and Linfield
College this Friday and
Saturday at the Fieldhouse.

L

Bekah Hornor
The Junior led the Pirates to
two wins drOPPing in 15 kills,
21 digs and dishing out 86
assIsts. She had a triple-dou,
ble during Saturday's match.

Boise State unproven, still
Peter Smelser
~ports

editor

It has been one of closest, most emotionallycharged college football rivalries in the Northwest.
Recently it has been a lopsided one. The rivalry?
Boise State versus Idaho.
This year the rivalry took a
major tum as the Broncos blew
out the Vandals 65-7. This win
conti~ued Boise State's winning
streak, currently the longest in the
nation. One week later the
Broncos rolled over Oregon State
53-34. All of the sudden Boise
State appears in the top 25 and
analysts are talking about them
running the table.
Why the hell is Boise State ranked among the
top 25 teams in the nation?
I can understand why Utah, Fresno State and
Louisville were all ranked, but Boise State? Come
on. Over the past four seasons, including early
games this year, Utah, Louisville and Fresno State
have rolled up 22 wins over Bowl Championship
Series conference opponents. Boise State has just
two wins against BCS teams over that four-year
period.
In fact, the Broncos have not even tried to
schedule BCS teams. In 2001, they were embarrassed when they traveled to South Carolina and
suffered a three-touchdown loss at home against
Washington State University.
Last year, as the Broncos finished the season 131, they were ranked 15th in the nation. It was the
first year they played in a bowl game that was not
their own. Boise State's previous three bowl
appearances all happened in Boise at the
Humanitarian Bowl.

raR

So again I ask why an unproven team who beats
up on nobodies should be ranked in the top 25? I
am losing my respect for the polls. It seems like
both the Associated Press and Coaches polls have
become popularity contests, much like junior high
student government elections.
Just because Boise State's 19-point win over
OSU looks sexy, why shouldn't the
University of Colorado get credit
for their eight-point victory over
WSU. Colorado was 3-0 to start the
season and played tough!!r Opponenls than the Broncos. .
It is a sad sight when you can
build a trashy program, play
nobody opponents like NevadaReno and end up in the top 25.
I remember when being ranked
meant something. [n 1996 the
University of Wyoming Cowboys went 10-2 on the
season and finished ranked only 22nd. That was
huge for a mid-major. Since then, teams who
played in weak conferences and win big have finIshed in the top 25.
The pollsters should try watching the games
sometimes instead of just looking at the box
scores. If they tried that then the polls might make
more sense.
The only thing that made some sense was BSU
narrowly escaping Brigham Young University 2827. The Broncos dropped two spots in the
Associated Press Poll; however, they should not
have been ranked in the first place.
Boise State football is runmng a trashy program.
Of the seven recent Broncos to make it to the NFL,
only one graduated from college.
Give me a break. Boise State should not be
ranked in the top 25 until they prove themselves. A
2-4 record against BCS conference opponents is
nol enough proof.
Who do I hale? Boise State!
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sporfscorner/sports update
Ravens RB
sentenced to jail

Williams to
return to NFL

return, the Dolphins will likely
trade him to another, such as the
Oakland Raiders.

The National Football League
has suspended Baltimore Ravens
running back Jamal Lewis two
games for violating the league's
substance abuse policy last
Friday.
The decision came one day
after Lewis pleaded guilty in
Atlanta to using a cell phone to
try to set up a drug transaction
more than four years ago. Under
an agreement wilh prosecutors,
Lewis will serve his sentence of
four months in jail after the season.

Maybe Ricky Williams is tired
of traveling. Maybe he has run
out of books to read. Or maybe
he doesn't want to pay the $8.6
million he owes the Miami
Dolphins for breach of contract.
Whatever
the
reason,
Williams wants to rejoin the
Dolphins and has asked the NFL
how soon he can return, his
agent said Oct. 5.
It's unclear whether the 2002
NFL rushing champion must
scrve a suspension the rest of
this season for repeated violations of the league drug program. However, if he docs

Pats set record
The New England Patriots set
an NFL record for consecutive
wins, counting the playoffs, as
they defeated the hapless Miami
Dolphins 24-10 on Sunday.
This weekend the Patriots face
the Seattle Seahawks as they
travel to Foxboro. The Sea hawks
blew a fourth quarter lead on
Sunday, as the SI. Louis Rams
scored 23 unanswered points.

Bruehi's Cheesesteaks 8r Subs is
proud. to celebrate our 11th armiversary by offering Whitworth staff
and students a 1096 discount on
any cheesesteak or sub.
10406 N. Division 468-B'SI8
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Come see our tribute to Whitworth Athletics!!

-Compifed by JOl/athall Gerig
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Sports
MEN'S SOQCER
Whitworth Pirates
Puget Sound Loggers
Linfield Wildcats
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
Pacific Boxers
Whitman Missionaries
George Fox Bruins
Willamette Bearcats

NWC/Overall

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Whitworth Pirates
Puget Sound Loggers
Whitman Missionaries
Willamette Bearcats
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
Pacific Boxers
Linfield Wildcats
George Fox Bruins
Lewis & Clark Pioneers

NWC/Overall
8-0
9-2
6-1
9-1
4-2-1 7-3-1
4-2-1 6-3-2
3-3-1 3-5-2
2-4-1 3-5-1
2-5
2-8-1
1-6
4-7
0-7
2-7-1

6-0-1 9-1-1
3-2-1
3-2-1
3-2-1
3-3
2-3-1
1-4-1
1-5

6-2-3
4-6-1
4-7-1
4-6
4-6-1
2-7-2
1-7-2

FOOTBALL
NWC/Overall
Linfield Wildcats
2-0 4-0
Willamette Bearcats
1-0 3-2
Pacific Lutheran Lutes 1-1 3-1
Lewis & Clark Pioneers 0-0 1-3
Whitworth Pirates
0-1 3-1
Puget Sound Loggers
0-2 3-2

VOLLEYBALL
Willamette Bearcats
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
Whitworth Pirates
Linfield Wildcats
George Fox Bruins
Puget Sound Loggers
Whitman Missionaries
Lewis & Clark Pioneers
Pacific Boxers

Pirates beat up
Missionaries
Soccer plays with
man down, walks
away with win

NWC/Overall
7-1 13-4
7-1 8-6
6-2 13-3
5-3 7-7
4-4 8-8
3-5 4-122-6 4-12
1-7 2-12
1-7 2-14

Colin Storm
Staff writer
Despite playing much of the
game a man down, the
Whitworth Pirates easily beat the
Whitman Missionaries 3-1 last
Sunday.
Junior
midfielder
Todd
Sabrowski received a red card at
the 18-minute mark of the first
half, which put the Pirates a man
down with the score still at 0-0.
But freshman Skye Henderson
found the back of the net in the
35th minute to give the Pirates a
1-0 lead going into halftime.
Whitworth started the second
half strong with a couple of scoring opportunities early including a cross in front of the
goal that was unsuccessful.
Finally, the Pirates capitali~ed on
a play when sophomore Niko
Varlamos scored only three min-

Cross Country tops at PlU
Bucs beat conference foe UPS, continue
Katy Clark
Staff writer

j
I

At the Pacific Lutheran
University cross country invite
last Saturday both the Whitworth
men's and women's teams
excelled.
The Pirates took first place at
the 10-team meet. This victory
was especially key because conference rival Pugel Sound
University was at the race.
"We were all really looking
forward to [the race],'" junior
Heather Thomsen said: "At least
on the girls' side, we didn't know
what to expect and were just
looking forward to competing."
Having lost earlier in the season to UPS, the team was anxious for another go-around.
"UPS is essentially who we
compete for a national spot
against," Thomsen said.
To defeat the Puget Sound

do~inance

Loggers, the team turned in -an With the teams' performance,
amazing performance. Junior Thomsen said. She deemed it lhe
Doug Blackburn placed second teams' best collective performin the race with junior Brookes . ance of the year.
Cooper right behind him finish"It's always cool to bring
ing third.
home the hardware, as Toby
Freshman Jacob Dietz also [Schwarz, the head coach,]
placed ill the top 10 for the men says," Thomsen said.
and junior Christie Dickie and
The cross country team's next
senior Elaine Heinamen finished meet is the Big Foot InvitatiomH
in the top 10 in the women's and will take place Saturday, at
competition. Dickie finished Spokane Community College.
sixth and Heinamen took ninth.
"Everyone really stepped it up
Saturday/~ Thomsen;:said':'··~We .
Do you need heJp vilith
knew it was a big meet with so
your studies?
many teams there, especially
UPS."
Educational NW
Many members on the team
Resources can help.
set personal records and everyone performed well.
We are a tutoring
"It showed guts, really, to
company
specializing
compete as well as we did,"
in GRE Prep and
Thomsen said. "Now we really
know what we can do."
tutoring for all age
The entire team was pleased

utes into the half for his leagueleading 12th goal of the year.
Henderson scored only 12
minutes later after Varlamos beat
his man, then found Henderson
open on the other sided of the net
and crossed it 10 him.
The game started getting more
physical with Whitman picking
up three yellow cards, the first
coming
from
Missionary
defender Craig Yuen. After
sophomore
goalie
Kevin
Bostock picked up the ball, ¥uen
just ran into him and gave him a
shove. Two more Missionaries
also received cards.
Yuen scored Whitman's only
goal in the 61st minute to prevent Bostock from getting his
fourth shutout of the season.
Whitman fell to 4-6-1 overall
and
2-3-1
in
Northwest
Conference play on the season.
The Pirate win improved their
record to 9-1-1 overall and 6-0-1
in conference play. They now
lead all teams with 19 points.
Whitworth plays at Pacific
University and George Fox
University next weekend.
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Sodexho serves food for thought
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IN THE LOOP

Let students pick
own small groups
When students returned to school this
faU, small group leaders handed them a slip
of paper. It looked about the same as it had
looked last year, but with one small change
- make that one big change.
Whereas last year students couid choose
to sign up for either a co-ed small group or
a single-sex group, this year students only
had the option of choosing whether or not
they wanted to be in a small group at all.
True, students could insist on switching
groups, but some of the dorms decided to
go with just one type of smalJ group either almost entirely co-ed or only singlesex - and limited students' options.
By not presenting the option at the outset, this year's small group system not-sosubtly pushed students toward one type of
group. The new system offers less choices
and should be changed next year.
The reasons for the change was to get
more students in co-ed smaJi groups. The
move was well-intentioned: Whitworth
wanted to promote healthy relationships
between the sexes that are not dating-centric.
Another rationale for the change has to
do with the oft-complained junior-high
mentality at Whitworth. As at a seventhgrade dance, the boys goof off and nervously shuffle their sneakers on one end of
the dance floor while the girls -gossip and'
bat their eyes at the other end. Interaction
never occurs and everyone leaves the dance
bored and disiUusioned.
In step the small group leaders. Girls and
boys intermingle with each other in a safe
and spiritual environment. Friendships are
formed and common ground is reached.
But there's more cons than pros in this
new system and co-ed groups are often
more distracting than they are helpful.
First, whil~ co-ed groups can foster
healthier relationships and communication
between the sexes, they can also create
additional drama and distractions. Let's
face it, some of us may have gotten taller
and perhaps even a bit wiser than we were
in junior high, but the hormones inside us
remain the same. Who can concentrate on
the book of Leviticus when some cute guy
or girl is sitting next to you on the couch?
Moreover, smalJ groups also provide
accou'ntability and support for group members. But discussions about various struggles or temptations can '1 get very far if
temptation is staring you right in the face.
And frankly, men and women often confront different issues or struggles that the
other sex can't relate to as readily. That's
not to say either sex is better or worse, but
they are different.
In the future, the policy on small groups
should return to providing students an
option.
Ultimately, small groups are what the students and leaders make of them - just
because a small group is co-ed does not
mean it will automatically fail. But mixedsex groups also create unnecessary hurdles.
Whitworthians are old enough to pick for
themselves the kind of small group they
want to join. Let them choose.
"/11 the Loop, " Wrlttell by the editorial board,
represe1lts the editorial voice of The Whitworll,iall.

Ugly Stick writer pulls excerpts
from lifestyle tips in the dining hall

Opinions,

page 14

Religion" Politics
Bush uses faith to push
political agenda
We all know that George W. Bush is not God, but from the
way he talks, we might think he's pretty close.
The religious language Bush uses identifies him and his
actions with God. Four years ago, he said that he sought the
presidency because he was "called." By claiming that God called him to be president, Bush
indirectly suggests that he is following God's
will, and thus his actions are divinely mandated.
Bush also uses religious language to identify
the United States with God. In his 2003 State of
the Union Address he said the United States
Allison needed to work to "confound the designs. of evil
Carr men" because "our calling, as a blessed country,
is to make the world better."
is an
[f the United States is blessed, then it is not
Opinions
only wealthy but also right. If a nation has God
writer
behind it, it cannot do wrong.
for The
[n September of 2002, Bush referenced
Whitworlhian,
a junior and Scripture while talking about the war on terror:
majoring in "And the light [the United States] has shone in
political stud- the darkness [the enemies of the United States},
iesand and the darkness will not overcome it." The real
English. problem with this statement is the theology
Comments can behind it. While Bush's identification with God
be sent to is very politically effective, it is theologically
acarr02@ problematic.
whitworth. edu.
Describing Amlfrica as "the
light" and its enemies as "the
darkness" is symptomatic of a particular theological fallacy known as Manichaeism,
which depicts the world in terms of absolute
good and absolute evil. -... .. .., . - _.
The day after Sept. 11, 2001, Bush said,
"This will be a monumental struggle of good
versus evil, but good will prevail" He defined
the enemies of the United States as the "axis
of evil."
Adherence to an absolutist worldview is
not merely inaccurate. It's dangerous.
Identifying Bush with God is hurtful not only to politics, but
to religion as well. If leaders and citizens of this country and
others start to think that Bush is pushing a Christian agenda, that
he wishes to !>pread not just democracy but Christianity as well,
our credibility as a nation will suffer.
If religious leaders, as Jerry Falwell and many others have
already done, continue to endorse a certain party or a certain
candidate, it will alienate citizens belonging to another party or
in favor of another candidate from the Christian religion. When
Jerry Falwell sends out an e-mail claiming that George W. Bush
is the only possible choice for religious people, he belittles the
religious commitment of everyone planning to vote for John
Kerry.
Bush's religious language connects with conservative evangelicals, but it alienates moderates and left-leaning Christians.
Bush's attempt to manipUlate voters into agreement with his
politics because they agree with his religion violate the principle of the separation of church and state.
See BUSH .. page 15

Religious rhetoric
nothing to fear
.. "With God's help and for the sake of our Nation, it
is time for us to join hands in America."
.. "With malice toward none, with charity for all, with
firmness in the right as God gives us to see the right, let
us strive on to finish the work we are in."
.. "The greatest obstacle to peace is a
modem tyranny led by a small group who
have abandoned their faith in God."
These quotes sound like they came
from one of Bush's stump speeches, no?
They aren't. The above quotes are from
Anthony ex-Presidents Carter, Lincoln and
Rodin Truman, respectively, two of whom were
is an Democrats. The point I am making is
Opionions easy to grasp: Bush's use of God-lanwriter guage is nothing new in American
for The politics.
Whitworthian,
The United States, for better or for
a junior and worse, is a Christian nation, with the
majoring ill majority of the population sharing the
political stud- same core beliefs of God and Jesus.
ies. Comments What, then, is the problem with a
can be sent to President who emulates those values?
arodin02@
Nothing. Not a darned thing.
whitworlh.edu.
The current claims of Bush's Christian
identity hurting the world-wide perception of his faith have their flaws. Bush is
not gallivanting around the country acting like a prophet, calling down God's
wrath on his enemies. He alludes to his
,faith, YC<1i, ,but is fllf fro~ ~hoving in the
face of world audience.
Bush has also come far short of polarizing the world according to religion.
Yes, there is an "us vs. them" mentality
running about, but it, too is nothing new
to American history. Lincoln, Wilson,
Franklin Roosevelt and many Cold War-era Presidents
have split the world into camps during various times of
crisis in American history. It's just good diplomacy. In a
world of black-and-whites, it's easier to know who your
friends and enemies are.
There is no need for the sense of urgency that
University of Washington professor David Domke radiated during his speech two weeks ago. Domke's claims had
no historical basis whatsoever. He needed to look back
only 25 years to the Carter administration to find similarities to Bush's theological approach to politics.
Domke's speech had a lot of parallels to Chicken Little,
who claimed that the sky was falling with the mere bonk on
the noggin from an acorn. One President who has his own
approach to the consistent use of "God language" does not
mean that the United States is in decline or that American
democracy has suddenly been undcnnined.
America is indeed a nation under God. Our shared
beliefs, history and common values all emulate this
fact. What, then, is the big deal with a President who
does the same?

"No-fly" rule caged the Cat
James
Singleton
is an
Opinions
writer
for The
Whitworthian,
a senior and
majoring in
journalism.
Comments can
be scllf to jsillglctol102@
wlutwortlr.edu.

'what were you thinking" moment came for
Americans last month as federal officials
ecided it was in the United States' best
interest to detain and expel Cat Stevens from the
country. That's right, the man responsible for general acoustic serenity qualified to make the no-fly list
because, let's face it, he's so damn dangerous.
Stevens (now Yusef Islam) was flying to
Nashville from his hometown of London when his
plane was diverted to Maine, of all places. He was
then promptly surrounded by FBI agents, questioned, and deported with no ability to return. Since
Stevens is not a U.S. citizen, he was neither granted
the right to telephone nor told why his entry was
denied.
By the way, if any of this sounds fishy to you,
that's because it is.
Rumors surfaced weeks later that officials refused

k

entry to Stevens because of his suspected activities
funding Hamas, an extremist Muslim faction.
Instead, it turns out that Stevens spoke at a Toronto
fund raising dinner for the Jerusalem Fund for
Human Services in 1998. The group may be considered by Canadians to be a Bamas front, but then
again, what do they know. Israel accused Stevens of
similar activities ] 6 years ago, but Israelis can't
always be trusted when it comes to honest reporting
on Muslims.
Stevens has repeatedly denied all such terrorist
tics, claiming that he is a "peace-loving man" and
that violence is the "antithesis of everything [he]
loves and stands for."
See CAT ~ page 15
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Accept grace as a gift
'
color to':n1Sf life;;;':
F
Gavin Jamieson
Staff writer
When a students at Whitworth
are asked why they chose to'
attend,this college, there can be
a bubbly multitude of aJ)Swers. ,
Some students are here to attend
a fine Northwest 'coastal
inland' college: .oth~rs
havt; 'a, cO,!Upulsion to
'attend a school, where
thc?y, ,Can sneak food into

@buildingcalled'Dixon.:.J'_ _

Every6n¢ el~' Ju~t ,.;
wanted to come ,:'
to -the,: school
th~~'

, makes the first 'one' shine
(despite advocating 'an all~.
Crayon~dietk as it was kind to
respect it!;i audience enough to
only, suggest lifestyle changes.'
The second card of advice doesn't request anything from its
audience - ,it demands: You
will take up yoga! You will stop
being so' closed mind~d about
:::, ,'I' 'v~get,ari~ismL ,
.
, .I'm n~ saying
itselfis ii
'but, like
:'ide~,,iL
;",!;~~~<J!~,WL~l' When

:In

ear, grief and panic struck
Jonathan as he woke up and
realized he had slept through
his first college final without
knowjng it. He burst out of bed,
threw some clothes on and sprinted
JT across the Loop toward his c1assHolderman room in Dixon, only to see his fellow classmates and professor leavis u
ing
the room. He collapsed to the
gue!>t writer
ground, knowing he had just
forTlre
received a big fat zero on his
lVlli/wor/lllun,
exam,
when he felt a tap on his
a sophomore
shoulder,
and majoring
"When do you have time to
In religion,
make up the exam?" a familiar
Comments can
voice said to him.
be sent to
He looked up and saw his projholderfessor
with a smile and an exam in
mun07@w}1I1hand, He broke down into tears,
worth.edu
knowing that the professor very
well could have just given him a
zero, but instead showed him grace that he didn't
deserve.
Although this is an excellent example of grace
for college kids today, it pales in comparison to
the grace we have all been shown by Jesus' death
on the cross. Whether we want it or not, God gave
us a gift that we can never eam, a gift that we can
never fathom, a gift that cost his own Son his life,
The gift was salvation. No matter what we do here
on earth, we can NEVER earn this gift. It's a gift
that was given to us the day we were born and
every day since.
',
'
The apostle Paul summed it up best when he
said, "For it is by grace you h.a~e. been saved,

through faith - and this not from yourselves, it is
the gift of God - not by works so that no one can
boast" (Ephesians 2:8-10). If we earned our salvation through works, heaven would be empty.
Compared to the professor's grace to the student, the grace shown to us through Jesus blows it
out of the water, It is the greatest example of grace
ever experienced in this world. And guess what?
God gave it to you and me! God sacrificed his
own Son for each one of us here at Whitworth.
But more than that, he shows the utmost grace to
EVERY single human that he has created. If that's
not mind boggling, I don't know what is,
We cannot take this grace for granted. So many
Christians downplay the fact thai they can't DO
anything to earn what was given to them.
Christians cannot just say they are saved through
Christ's work on the cross; they have to accept
more than that. We have to accept thaI God, the
Holy One, sacrificed his Son so that every person
might be redeemed for every sin - past, present,
and future. God's grace allows us to one day
rejoice in heaven with him.
God gave us the ultimate present, but we cannot
unwrap it unless we find our life in Christ Jesus.
Salvation must be accepted as a personal commitment to Christ.
As Paul states, "If you confess that Jesus is
Lord and believe that God raised him from death,
you will be saved" (Romans 10:9). Live your life
for Christ everyday and be assured through your
faith in Him that one day you will see those
pearly gates. The greatest gift ever given is
underneath all of our Christmas trees; whether
we open it or not is up to us.

Homecoming poster an
example of ·harassment
,
I

t,b~y'no
to:conv~nc~',u!>'tP,

" ........" ... " ..
' '~' we' hjlve all
:assurri~, J~at '~'~!1PPY' Instead ,-w,e onl}'".t(ave,.,
,
is w hat the makers of ' mpre 'about ,calclUm. uo~ and
this
' colul!1D yelled at'this the c~oices, we make <c~ be
" ,
guy before dropping him off in, healthy and delicious.
the Wilderness and convi~cing ," This, deliciousness 'is hign~
him that'he would need the '!iki' , lighted by' a picture pf a compotes:
"
'"
,field :with no ':om. ,'{ suppose
An,other advice cQlumn on the, com stalks caJ:l be healthy, to<?,
~me 'card goes' into the, impo~~ and t~~y do have lilt! bf!nefit, of
tancl,} of 'colors ,and was written', being related to yeg~tarianism.
by !r group of people 'who were This ,d~es nO.t apply' ~o a1l pic~rdered 'to make 'colleg~ stu~
tures, in ,thif; advi~ saga,,:as is
dents love colors or .othelWise' g\oriously d~moQstrate~ by, the
the :'entire idea' W'Cllllcf be, 'next page 'of advice'fsaw: ;',
scrapped and we! d be stu,?k v.:iJh' ' :: At ih,i!i pO~t,. j:llr attempts at
a grayscale, system.
'", , . " 'helping s~dents fa~l, aP!\r:t ,and
, A lin'o, from thi:?' column told : the w~iters ju~t
.
me 'to imagine ~"w~rl,d ,without, w,~.atev~r you ;at:~ ~ ,
color, Whyj!!'th~(¢ard present;' y.rnte a, :thank-you)~tt~r that
ing me' with, all.,its ~m~ay.. , lDclu{l~: a~ If);ast 10;m~l\~~' for
.tJ:lt~m.craLnune(t<ln'·hi5

.

,

theorie~ ','wh~re :someone',:ha~' ,~ach'.~ay of.t4i?week;J~$9rryl I
"can!t'hang ,O\,lt to!light:, ~ ,just

,

:,,

stolen the world's colors?, I sup·
pOse this :qlle,stion,~j~ ans\Yt;red
by a p,u'agraph that. exp.l~ins '
how ~IOfS are in fa~t ~nergy so'
we can one,day hope to'puU our'
rainbowmobilell into stations
where 'n few Crayolas would be
toss'!!o into the tank and it would
be good for another 200 kilomelers, of red, 'green; 'and, yellow
~ ,
adventures.
Luckily for our students who
enjoy reading small cards full of
advice instead of consulting
medical professionals, there is
another Ihree-sided card that

-:read,' piece of paperdur~ng dinner, an~ it ,ordered me to Write,
for}O minu,tes about my week.
OK;' I just wanted YClu to know
why I must do this."
I hope you learned as 11luch as,
1 did from this waterfal! of expe~
rience;"
.

"The' Ugly Sci~k:'; by s/tifi
Cavill laminoll, is a s,;,dent's
til." lIs cOl/lell! dors 1/01 "'~""hrJ"'·
rif/trl ,the Opillioll of Thr
11'/hilworlhiall.

'd like to
know why
the issue
causing ,debate in
the homecoming
post~r article is
Philip decency. I underHickok stood from the '
i~' a article th at the'
gucst writer issue was not
for The merely someWh itwortlmlll, thing so terribly
a senior alld moral as "decenmajorillg 11/ cy," but rather
Ellgllsh. the issue was
Comments can somethmg
be sent 10 greater or more
plrickokOJ@ imperative to our'
whitworth.clirl, instit\1tion: SEXU-,
al harassment.
r want to differentiate between
the terms "decency" and "schual
harassment" The two should not
be seen as the same thing. I fear
that too many people view sexual harassment as a mailer of
decency. The two terms are very
distinct. While sexual harassment is indecent, the pnmary
concern of sexual harassment is
not a moral behavibr, but rather
an issue of safety for the community. Sexual harassment is a
sexual misconduct that has
largely been ignored, especially
in Christian education. It ought
to be grouped in :>igpificance,
with other types of se'Xulil misconduct such as rap<;, molestation and sexual assault. Sexual
harassment is a violation of the
individual, a type of emotional
rape that take& years to get over
or work through,
',
Sexual misconduct is a hot
topic and one easily ignored
here at Whitworth. While the .
college requires each dohn to
have a tape program, the issue
of sexual harassment is left Ollt
of the picture. Also, the informa-

tion found in the student handSecond, the poster objectifies
book does not match the policy
the female body, highlighting
found in the faculty handbook
skin more than anything else.
and in the Human Resources
The most notable thing about the
'
department.
poster is the obvious lack of
The sexual harassment policy
clothing. I question why we
of Whitworth College, as
need scantily clad women to get
approved by the board of
us to participate in a school
trustees, does not stipulate that
function. What new c.rowd are
conduct has to be of a verbal or
we trying to cater to with this
physical nat\lre.
poster? And why
It says that conskin? Are there
duct of a sexual
no other creative
nature that has
ways to adverthe purpose or
tise besides
effect of signifiit S exuaJ harassment is a
parading a
cantly interferfemale with few
sexltalllliscondtlct
that
ing with a perclothes?
has largeb been igllore~
sons working,
Of course, one
learning or livespecialfy ill Chnstiall
can argue that
ing environment
we are likely to
edllcation. "
is sexual harasssee more skin
ment. Any
displayed'outreport of sexual
side
of Baldwinharassment
Jenkins
come
should be conspringtime, but it is a shallow
sidered a serious threat to the
safety of the campus community argument. There is a great difference between the wayan
and investigated accordingly.
individual displays his or her
To take up the issue of the
body to the public and how we
homecoming poster itself, I
display other people's bodies.
believe we need to examine our
Every individual has the right
values as an educational community.
to display his or her body howFirst, what value is it to possi- ever he or she may choose withbly infringe copyright laws and
in the confines of legality. But
advertise a campus dance with a why must we support the sexualsexually-loaded poster? Philip
izing of others' bodies, especialAtkins' claim that the poster was ly to advertise an activity at
Whitworth?
not meant to be sexual is irrelevant. The picture displayed was
The poster supports an inupsexually provocative, whether
propriate view of the female in
he meant it to be or not.
that it emphasizes her sexual
Sexually-provocative posters
nature more than that of her
may have their place in the "real Self. It makes her an object of
world," as Atkins claims, but
sexual desire and takes away'
placlllg them within academic
her humanity. This is 110t conbuildings and dorms is inapproducive to the working, learning
priate. It puts unwanted sexual
and living environment of
pressure on everyone.
Whitworth College.
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Opinions

BUSH:

CAT:

Continued from page 13

Continued from page 13

Mixing religion and politics, of course, is not an act
unique to Republicans. In the history of the United
States we have never once had a president who was
not a Christian. If John Kerry is elected, he will only
be the second Catholic to serve in the presidency. The
first was John F. Kennedy.
Bush isn't the only politician to use rhetoric to
manipulate voters and he's not the only one to do it on
a regular basis. But the particularly strong brand of
religious language Bush uses is becoming increasingly dangerous as the voice of our nation.
All of us can appreciate a president who is strong
in his convictions, who has a high moral standard and
encourages all of us to live up to that standard as well.
What we must not tolerate is the alienation of people
who believe differently from us.
Christianity should be inclusive in a way that politics, by its very nature, cannot be. We should not limit
ourselves to one party or one candidate; religion transcends those boundaries - it is outside them.
A president need not use Christian language to
prove he is a Christian and he need not attempt to
manipulate the American people through the use of
their faith. We are all intelligent enough to realize that
God is beyond bipartisan, that He counts all of us as
His children and wishes us to do the same.

I believe Stevens. And I found my
faith somewhere between "Peace Train"
and "When Morning Has Broken."
What really gets me is that I can't
help but find parallels between his
ordeal and the paranoia surrounding the
Salem witch-hunt and the McCarthy era.
The underlying issue is that Stevens is
an orthodox Muslim and has a beard.
There is little else connecting him to terrorism.
Interestingly, Stevens entered the
United States six times after Sept. 11,
2001, for various reasons without hindrance. In fact, Stevens met with Sen.
Hillary Clinton and singer Peter Gabriel
in New York at the World Economic
Forum one month after the attack.
The fact that Stevens only recently
made the "no fly" list as well as a "terror watch" list speaks volumes about
the Bush administration's ever-tightening stranglehold on American security
policy. What started out as an honest
need for protection has given way to
downright discrimination, profiling
and bogus charges towards Muslims or

anyone else who might be "unpatriotic." I'm sure there are thousands of
innocent people who have experienced
similar treatment.
"The Cat" has initiated a legal investigation to find out the real reason for his
denied entry rather than "the orders
came from on high," as he was repeatedly told by FBI.
I wish I could get the name and home
phone number of the government official "on high" who deemed it in
Americans' best interest to disallow
Stevens from entering our country. I
would probably call him around dinner
time as he was fixing his fourth round
gin and tonic and play him a section of
"Sad Lisa."
l\vo things might happen. He might
mistake the call for the peaceful muzak
of a telemarketing company on hold and
hang up. I've already thought about that.
He also might break down sobbing and
curse his own name for ever barring this
peace-loving man from our country.
That's what I'm hoping would happen.
The point is, folks, while it can be fun
to point fingers and make "no-fly" lists,
let's not get so carried away in our antiterror fever that we resort to blind discrimination.

- - - LETTE~S TO THE EDITOR - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Heated politics

Poster Controversy

approached me about designing the poster he
had a general idea of what he wanted it to
look like but he gave me full freedom with
the overall look. Atkins did give me the
"Bjork" album cover to use as the main piece
of the design. And when he showed it to me
he was concerned that the image may not be
''Whitworth
friendly." I assured him that I
Mr. Atkins, being a student leader at
would
do
my
best to ensure that the image
Whitworth is extremely difficult. Most of
was
tasteful.
When
the poster was approved I
the time, all people will do is criticize and
focus on the trivial, not realizing how taxing was a little surprised that it did not have to be
it is to make tough decisions, constantly take changed. For a moment I felt relieved that
the blame and be under scrutiny from stu- perhaps the Whitworth community was ready
. dents and staff alike.
live in the real world.: No,o-not that thing on
When I was a resident' assistant, I went MTY, the actual physical world that contains
through a similar situation, albeit on a small- sexually charged images.
er scale, when some tabloids I hung on the
Then, while I was in class the day after
walls were deemed offensive. People who
the
poster went up, my classmates started to
view a poster of Bjork showing a little cleavtalk
about the poster. I sat there and listened
age as "an agent of lust" need to crawl back
to
the
feedback the poster was receiving.
into their caves. Perhaps aob Jones
Mostly it was all negative. As I drove home
University is accepting transfer students.
So, Mr. Atkins, do not lose heart. [, as well after class, I wondered if some of the people
as many others I've talked to, support your who were opposed to it where fans of some of
poster choice and thank you for serving America's favorite prime time TV shows,
which are filled with images and topics that
Whitworth through ASWC this year.
deal with sex.
Jonathan Goescbl
Secondly, for those of you who decided to
Alumni 2004
go around and cover up the picture with cute
Master in Teaching
little t-shirt, or draw over the cleavage with a
marker, or write obscene comments on them,
you had no business touching any of the
posters. Let me come over to your room and
draw all over the things you have on your
wall and let's see how you like it.
Third, don't blame Phil. I designed it an4
it was passed through the appropriate levels
The article in last week's edition of the
of authority before it hit the walls. Trust the
Whitworthian, "Homecoming poster prompts
leadership that Whitworth has hired next time
decency debate," was very well written and you see something that you don't like.
showed an objective point-of-view allowing
Lastly, when I designed the poster [ had no
each side to speak their minds.
intention of trying to cause a controversy. If I
As the designer of the poster, I felt that the seriously offended someone, then I am truly
negative reaction toward the poster was way sorry. I felt that [ had created an image that
over the top. Student and faculty e-mails, was edgy but was still appropriate for adults.
people covering up the poster and a boycott
of the ASWC Homecoming dance blew the
Thomas Gearhart
whole thing way out of proportion.
Senior
First things fitst. When Phillip Atkins
Business management

Christian love Support for
trumps politics ASWC leaders
On my daily route through the HUB, I
always stop to scan the bulletin board located
by the mailboxes. Most of the time I see postings about campus events or houses for rent,
but today something unpleasant caught my
eye.
When I came upon a posting for the presi~
dential debates, I noticed that someone had
written in marker: "fairy Kerry: fag, loser." I
was shocked at this hateful act and I began
thinking about the overall political hostility
that I've been seeing on Whitworth's campus.
Hatred
between
Republicans
and
Democrats is nothing new, but I never expected to find it on a Christian college campus
where students strive to model Christ's grace
and love. I find Whitworth students accepting
and gracious to all backgrounds, races, cultures and denominations, so why do we abhor
those who share opposing political views?
The Bible says: "Love thy neighbor." It
does not say, "love thy neighbor...unless they
are a bloody Democrat (or Republican)." We
call ourselves Christians, but how are we
modeling Christ's love when we have this
blinding intolerance towards opposing sides
of the political spectrum?
College is about peopkfrom a wide variety
of backgrounds coming to together to share
ideas and learn from one another. In a learning environment, hate and hostility accomplish nothing. Listening to, and having
respect towards people who have different
opinions, shows personal maturity and confidence in your own beliefs.
You don't have to agree with what others
are saying, but who knows what can happen
when you take a second to listen to the opposing side? You might actually learn something.
Amy Jackson
Sophomore
Political Science & English
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Don't blame
Atkins for art
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Q: Do you approve of the changes made in Ihe small group syslem Ihat
don 'I allow 'Siudents to choose which type of group they would like to join?
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Get your thoughts in print!

~

Letters to the editor

Guest commentaries

The Whitworthian welcomes your responses to stories appearing in the newspaper
or views on issues of interest to the college community. Letters must bear the
writer's name, major or position in the college (e.g. professor, custodian) and
phone number (for verification purposes only). Anonymous letters cannot be published. Please keep length to a maximum of 300 words. We reserve the right to
edit all letters for content and space. Send letters to: Letters to the Editor, Box
4302 Campus Mail or e-mail to editor@whitworth.edu. Letters must be received
by 5 p.m. on Friday for publication in the following Tuesday's issue.

The Whitworthian encourages members of the campus to submit longer guest commentaIies about issues relevant to the community. Commentaries of 700 words or less
will be published as space permits. We are looking for commentaries that are relevant
and vtell-researched. To ensure a better chance of publishing, please contact The
Whi!Worthian with specifics regarding when you plan to submit your commentary and
what you are interested in addressing. We reserve tl)e right to edit all submissions
for content and space. Commentaries should be e-mailed to
editor@whitworth.edu.
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Poster controversy

Christians must
engage culture
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Get over it!!! As someone who is outside the ttpinecone curtain tt and not inside
a "Christian Bubble" and someone who
pretty much got fed up of the "Whitworth
Christian t' by his senior year, let me repeat
myself, "GET OVER IT."
First, you are free to tell me off or say
what a dumbass I am. Yes I used the word
"ass." It also happens to be my initials
100. Get over it.
I'm sorry you didn't like some poster, I
really am. But let me tell you something,
if you didn't already know, there will be
lots of things in your life that you will not
like. LOTS OF THEM. Trust me.
As someone who is in ministry, I have
been doing a lot of thinking about
Christians and culture. I live in L.A., not
the most godly city on Earth, but how is it
we are going to interact with an
unchurched world if all they hear is our
condemnation of how they live?
Bjork is an artist and her album cover is
art, so enjoy it for art. If you struggle with
porn then don't look at it, but I'm sure you
have seen cleavage before, like in the
Loop on a sunny day.
I hope you see what I'm getting at. We
need to interact with and fully understand
our culture if we are going to be a Church
that is able to impact the world in Christ's
name. I'm not saying that everything is
OK, but I am saying we must be able to
view the world through eyes that are not
ashamed to say "God is here in this, let me
find him and show others."
Andrew Seeley
Alumni 2003
Religion

lJ"B. ' vs. 'Cam'

Pranks make
college fun
,
"

I think that the article about J.B. and
Cam is very misleading. Colin Storm
doesn't even have correct facts on the
whole thing. McMillan didn't admit to laking the shirt", but we did have BJ girls
thanking us [or it even though we did not
admit anything. They thanked us because
the shirts stunk the whole dorm up and
make everything smell bad.
Before Colin writes another article like
this, he needs to get correct facts and opinions from other people besides BJ folk.
Mac hasn't been doing anything to BJ this
year. Colin wants to spread campus love,
but it stops at him because he is spreading
hatred toward another dorm, while we in
Mac are sitting on the side and take this
crap.
Yes, there is a dorm rivalry at
Whitworth. It has been going on for ages.
we really want to stop something that
IS almost as old as the campus? Pranks
keep us on our toes and keep the campus
fun. Also, last time I looked there is nothing in the handbook thaI says dorm rivalry
and pranks are illegal. One other thing, the
people who have been pulling the fire
alarm mayor may not even have an association with Whitworth.
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Paul Sauer
Sophomore
Physical Education

Frisbee

Get off my
referees
I must defend my referees and point
out a lack of awesome in the last "For
Pete's Sake."
Team captains voted on the rule changes.
You've got a captain, Peter, talk 10 him.

You must understand the rationale
behind these changes. Can't explain now
- only allowed 300 words.
Changes regarding the pull: catch the
Frisbee, son. You're a confident, athletic
young man. Don't shy away from a disc
coming toward you at speeds upwards of
three mph. Step up - catch it.
Berg and his officiating: you are wrong.
I was whistled for shuffling my feet at
least three times in my game. Honestly,
Nels is my best ref. It's easy to just stand
and get paid, but he cares enough to work
hard. I admire that.
] find that the true irony lies within your
language - using the word travesty to
describe the new rule changes. I've never
heard Nels use such language in describing anything Frisbee.
Let's go with it anyway - Frisbee might
be lame and may not be a sport. Hey,
Philip Culbertson is probably right.
But then there's this - you've just wasted four hours of your life, and an 8" x 6"
section of the Whitworthian, writing a
Frisbee commentary.
Instead of writing about something awesome, like the Women's soccer team
knocking off #1 UPS last weekend (awesome), or Siamball (clearly awesome), our
sports editor chooses rule changes in
Intramural Frisbee.
Sweet, my program is more important
than both Siamball and the upset of UPS.
Feel free to boost my confidence all you
want, but please, get off my refs.

Matthew F. Duske
Senior
Communication Studies
Intramural Coordinator

Homeless in the city

UW professor

Meet rather
than mock

Domke had a
liberal agenda

In the Oct. 4 Whitworthian, Philip and
Allison wrote an article titled "Homeless
In the City," which was written with
humorous intent. I was offended by the
position they took when discussing the
"cool" factor of homeless people, or their
audacity to judge people, make fun of
them and label them "scary" and publish
an article about it.
"Homeless in the City" lacks the part
where the writers conversed with a homeless person in Spokane. Homeless people
are people, not just token "friends" to
boost our own image, or to write mean
articles about to make people laugh. As a
person who has created and maintained
relationships with many of the homeless in
the Spokane area, I can assure you these
are people with incredible stories and an
open mind for relationships with all kinds
of people - even me, an upper-crust white
girl from California, who could well grant
herself the token right of criticizing and
kioking down these people who apparently have not been sufficiently kicked down
as it is. Whether for satirical intent or not,
the article was unacceptable.
If Phil and, Allison had sat down and
talked with one of the people they walked
by, they would at least be apologetic about
ripping them apart in an article.

I absolutely do not agree with Dr.
Domke's presentation. It was a slam to
anybody with a brain who believes in this
country and has actually researched the
actions taken by Ihe Bush administration.
H is lecture was distasteful and showed
him to be nothing more than another Bushhater with the power to influence naive
minds. I was surprised that a college as
great as ours would support this kind of
left wing propaganda, especially with such
an important upcoming election. As a
Christian college we should be doing
everything in our power to get an honest,
God-fearing man back into office. When
Bush gets re~elected, we will all be able to
sleep well at night knowing that our president cares enough to fight oppression and
ignore the small minority of critics. I
know I won't be taking frequent catnaps if
anyone other that Bush is elected.

Erika Prins
Sophomore

Frisbee still a
campus favorite
Last week there were two articles written commenting on an athletic activity
here on campus. First was an article that
whined about a change of rules in
Intramural Ultimate Frisbee. The second, a
poorly written sarcastic attack on anyone
who has ever thrown a Frisbee.
The point of intramural sports is to
allow students and faculty to participate
in sports that they otherwise might not
be able to, but it is also a way to compete against fellow students in what is
hopefully a non-threatening environment. In 1M Frisbee, there have been
new rules implemented. to make the
game more enjoyable and fair. UPA
(www.upa.org) rules are still much more
complicated than how Whitworth
Frisbee works but the new rules for
Whitworth will help clear up problems
with how the game ran before. These
changes are not 'earth shattering' and
whilst I don't agree with everythillg the
1M coordinators have done this year,
this is not the point to criticize them on.
These are improvements.
The article, "Studellts should find a new
hobby," was a degrading and slanderous
article that should not have been published
in the first place. It did, however, accomplish what would seem to be its only
goal-being insulting, rude, and unjustifiably judgmental. I take offense to comments saying that Frisbee is unorganized,
not physically demanding, and reserved
for ovelV/eight white people. Not only do
I consider myself to be a good athlete, but
putting down people that have not previously participated in high school sports, or
participate in 1M's despite not being as
coordinated or athletic, seems unkind and
immature to me.
I agree that hitting cars is a bad idea. I
suppose the solution should be to play
more. Practice those fundamentals. But
don't go near BoppeU Rm. 207. You may
get laughed at. ..

Aaron Crosby
Senior
Psychology and Religion

Inlemalinnal Business and

KCReese
Junior
Theater

Civil War II?

Apathy makes
war unlikely

InJernational Relations

What Civil War?
Last week's article, "The United States
heads for a second Civil War," was a little
eccentric to say the least. The Unities
States is not exactly what the media portrays it to be in the political realm. Few
people really care about politics or what
happens in our government. In the 2000
election, only 130 million people were
registered to vote out of 186 million voling
I just want to reinforce the opinions of age citizens. Out of 130 million people of
James Singleton and Bethany Dearborn in the registered voters, only III million
last week's paper. As I read, I kept think- . voted. So even though the election of 2000
ing "I agree, I agree, I agree." It really is was close and this election will probably
disturbing what many spoiled, rich people- also be close, a large portion of the U.S.
do with their money and possessions. I popUlation doesn't care.
Media often put up radicals and let them
think you have to work a job like
Smgleton, or just be in a low-money posi- fight on screen. This may be fun to watch,
tion, to truly understand that. . In many but it doesn't represent what the majority
cases, I am very offended at what people of the population really thinks. Thcre
might have been a fairly evell division
choose to do with their money.
This goes hand in hand with what I read across political lines in recent elections,
from Dearborn's article. Since my fresh- but only radicals will argue about every
man year, God has been teaching me how little political issue on the party platform.
to obey the two greatest commandments I think most people only really care about
(Mark 12:30-31). Love God with all your a few issues in politics anyway. There is
heart, soul, mind and strength and love no movement for a Civil War, and those
your neighbor as yourself. John 13:35 says who advance this theory must not have
people wiII know we are Christians if we their finger on the pulse of our apathetic,
love one another. We shouldn't even have self-interested American majority.
to ask! This proves that many of us
(including myself) are not doing a very
Edward Avery Black III
good job. Quite frankly, it proves we are
Sophomore
doing a terrible job.
History and Economics
Money is probably the most powerful
way to show that we love God and other
people. I very highly recommend the book Costco Caskets
"Money, Possessions and Eternity" to
every person, especially rich and spoiled
people, which is practically everyone in the
United States. My home church has a little
giving incentive: "Dare to live a simpler
life, so that others may simply live." That
is ever so true! Instead of wasting your
money on th,ings that you'll eventually just
If I may quote the three girls who comthrow in the dumpster, give it to someone plained for six paragraphs about Allison
so their heart can beat! It is God's money Carr's article on caskets at Costeo: " ... facts
that you are using. Be a good steward.
must be checked, and articles that are
Take a close look at Matthew 25:45- teeming with opinion should be left in the
46. If we continue to be selfish and
wasteful with our possessions, then we opinions section of the newspaper."
Check your facls, ladies. It was in the
are saying to Jesus, "Sorry Jesus, I don't
want to feed you. f want to buy my own opinions section. And While you're checkthings." Do you really love other people ing your facts, why not work on your readas described in the Bible? That's the ing comprehension skills; the article was
mark of a Christian.
supposed to be humorous.

Religion column

We must be
good stewards

Facts must be
checked again

Loren Killgore
JUtlior
Physical Educatiol/

Josh Porter
JUI/ior
English and Secondary Education
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Concert Scene in Spokane
Concert reviews and suggestions for your
weekend entertainment

Scene,

Pirates destroy UPS
Bucs hit harder. score more than the
Loggers In the damp Pine Bowl
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Kingly demeanor ...

Interns

help with
election
season
Whitworthians engage
in campaigns, politics
JeSSica Davis
Staff writer

Senior Jake Rorem
King Henry VIII
in "A Man For All
Seasons." which will
be plaYing for the
second weekend in a
row Friday and
Saturday night at 8
pla~s

p.m.

RIAA investigates students
Jamie Evans
Leah Motz
Staff writers

Recording
indusby ID's
two students
on campus

Little did one Whitworth student
know that an obseSSIOn with TLC
would end up as a potential legal
battle.
Whitworth was cont<lcted by the
Recording Industry Association of
America (RIAA) III October and
another IInnamed organization
Involved m enforcing copyright
laws.
Two current Whitworth student,>
were found by investigators to be
involved In illegally sharing music
files and software.
The individuals were caught
downloading TLC's copyrighted
"Unpretty" and similarly protected
gaming software.
Whitworth was first contacted
on Oct. 1, then on Oct. 4, through
an e-mail to the school. The accusation specified the computer's

network name, mdividual IP
address and the name of the file.
The e-mail also said those addresses had been involved in past illegal
actiVity, Network Manager Walt
Seidel said.
The
Digital
Millennium
Copyright Act requires Whitworth
to investigate possible copyright
violations if informed that one
exists, said Jack Miller, the
Director of Information Systems.
"If we don't cooperate, we
become liable ... we can be sued,"
Miller said.
The files in question have been
removed and Student Life was
notified of the students' activities.

It remains unclear at this time
whether the RIAA will move
ahead With legal action against the
student:" Miller said.
"They're taking a risk," Miller
said. "[The studenb] could be very
eaf>ily targeted and take some very
heavy fines."
A subpoena is 1I0t required to
investigate in these type of cases
because the files in questIOn are
shared through public software.
"What students don't understand IS thal they put peer-to-peer
software on their machine and it
can be seen by anyone else in the
world who has the same software,"
Miller said. "They think what they
are doing is unknown on the outside."
Although, under law, the practice of sharing copyrighted files
remains Illegal, students have
mixed opilllons on the subject.

See

RIAA

More than 20 student volunteers are
making phone calls, holding signs, attending
fund raisers, going on literature drops, filling
out data entry, walking from door-to-door to
talk to people in their homes and attending
parades to get to know locals.
"It is a very good experience, but they are
finding out that a great deal of political work
is ~haking hands," politics and hif>tory professor Julia S!ronks said of the
Whitworthians working on pohtical campatgns tlus election season.
Stronks teaches the American Political
Parties c1a~s that requires students to volunteer 50 hours at a campaign office before the
election.
"I want the students to have the experience of talking with people who are parl of
the lawmaking process," Stronks said.
Part of the campaigning procc!.s includes
negative campaign ads. JUlllor Alissa
Kcnsok works for Representative George
Nethelcult's campaign, which IS entrenched
in a mudslinging contest with opponent
Democrat and incumbent Patty Murray.
"111e polls say that negative campaigns
work better," said Kensok, who I~ a political
studies major. "I love politics, even though
there is so milch corruption."
While some of the students were able to
work with candidates they agreed with, senior Courtney Daly feels her views have been
"definitely challenged." Daly is an independent worklRg for Democrat Don
Barbieri.
In response to the partisan climate that
has arisen out of the election, Daly believes

II- page 2
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Leaky tank gives BJ the chills
Jenkins residents go
lTIOre than a week
without \,varm showers
Peter Burke
Nell'S Editor
For nearly the past two weeks, half of the
studcnts III Baldwin-Jenkins have been without hot water or warm showers.
The Jenkins' hot water tank sprung a leak
on Oct. 8 and Icft its reSidents with cold

water and an excuse to walk over to Baldwlll
every morning.
"We went in [to the bathroom] one morning and there was absolutely no hot water,"
freshman Andrea Naccarato
Later that day a sign was posted on the
door telling residents of Jenkins to usc the
Baldwin showers.
"Rumor has it that they set signs up and
no one was working inside," B1 senator and
freshman Jeffrey Brown said.
The BJ hot water system has had its share
of troubles this year, hut none like this leak.
"The storage tank for the domestic hot
water [Ill BJ] has spfllng a leak," said Ray

Peyron, the assistant director of Maintenance
and Engineering. "We are going to replace
the water storage tank with an instantaneous
water heater."
Peyron said the new heater will not be
installed for another three weeks.
It is impossible to replace the storage tank in
Jenkins due to the way the system was onginally built, Peyron said. The housing for the
tank is too small to remove the tank in olle
piece :'0 it has to be cut into pieces to remove it.
The instantaneous water heater could be
removed in one piece since it docs not
J\fafl .\1{)ou/U "bu'ij or/III.1n

See

CHIllS .. page 4

Jenkins silowers remained dry for more
than a week.

Publication of Whitworth College, 300 W. Hawthorne Rd. Spokane, WA 99251 Comments: editor@whitworth.edu, 509-777-3248
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RrAA:

whitworth QUESTION:

Continued from page 1

In
last
week's
Whitworthian, the article
~Students work the phones
as pollsters· quoted
Allison Carr. The quotes
should have been attributed to Rachel Carr.
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Students of Whitworth College
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Areyou
afraid of the
RIAA?
"I think downloading certain songs are OK to see if you
like that kind of music, bul not downloading whole CDs,
because that lakes away money from the artist," freshman
Jason Weatherman said.
The students were not accused of having music-sharing
programs on their personal computers but of illegally sharing such files.
"The programs themselves are not illegal," Seidel said.
"PUlling it on your computer for others to access is illegal."
For instance, if a student bought a compact disk at the
store and copied it onto a computer for others to upload,
then they would be infringing on copyright laws even
though they came by the music legally.
This is because they are making the files "available to
upload" according to Seidel,
Such programs include the KaZaA, eDonkey2000,
Morpheus, Gnutella and LimeWire .
The two students found to be using KaZaA and
eDonkey2000, Gnutella is quickly becoming one of the
most popular file sharing programs available online as well,
"The Internet has always ex;isted to promote the sharing
of information,"states the Gnutella Web site. "Gnutella
arms the Internet community with a tool that goes back to
the basics of the Internet."
To many students, the possibility of facing a lawsuit for
their file-sharing doesn't seem like a reality.
"They totally don't think it's a possibility," Seidel said,
"My opinion is that it will happen sometime."
Sophomore KrystIe Stucky agrees.
"I don't think people think they are going to be sued, they
always think it is not going to happen to me," Stucky said.
Sjmilar situations occurred at Gonzaga University last year.
In that case, several of the students were involved in, and lost,
a lawsuit after being discovered for illegally sharing files.
By law, the RIAA can sue for up to $150,000 per song,
Previous lawsuits against college students have resulted in
settlements for damages ranging from $12,000 to $17,500,
according to USA Today.
The RIAA believes the music industry's multi-billioIj
dollar' drop in CD sales can be auributed to the illegal file
sharing. As a way to stop the decline, the RIAA has begun
targeting campuses across the country.
In September, students at 26 different campuses were
sued for distributing copyrighted material through peer-topeer programs.
The RlAA does not only target college students. Previous
htigants have included a 12-year-old New York honor student and a 71-year-old grandfather from Texas, according to
USA Today.

No, because I never
downloaded Hlusic o/J
the Internet. "

Shelby Simmons
Jophomore

"
Ben Jones
Junior

Yeah, sure. I have mixed
ftelings. Like I should be
afraid of them, but itjust
seems like one of those fictitiOJlS or;ganizations. But if
I got busted, I would develop a real healtl?J respect for
them."

"

No. I don't copy music.
I guess I copy it, but
not tiff t~eJnternet.
There wOJlld be no reason that I would stick
out_ "

Jenny White
JlIl1IOr

worldbriefS/ne~s ticker
Afghan elections take
place with controversy

Final presidential
debate takes place

American 'Green Zone'
targeted in attacks

Despite demands by 15 of the 18 presidential candidates that the recent Afghan election
be declared unfair, international observers
who were present have given their approval
of the proceedings. The elections were
observed by the Organization for Security
and Co-Operation in Europe. This organization contributed 230 observers, who did note
some irregularities. The ink put on voters' fingers to prevent re-voting was found to wash
off, raising fears that some may have voted
more than once. This concern was not regarded as significant enough to prompt a revote,
as authorities fear that voters would become
discouraged by the new system.

The final presidential debate between
President George W. Bush and Senator John
Kerry focused on domestic issues affecting
the nation. The election has been a virtual tie
for the past week and, with many voters
watching the debates, the performance of
both candidates was considered extremely
important to the election outcome. Bush
accused Kerry of extreme liberalism, while
Kerry drew attention to Bush's term. including net job losses for the first time in 72 years.
Post-debate polls for each of the three debates
indicated that Kerry is considered the winner.
This has helped him to catch up with Bush in
national polls.

The heavily-fortified part of Baghdad that
contains the headquarters of both the
American occupation army and the interim
Iraqi government has been struck by two
bomb attacks. Four Americans and six Iraqis
were killed in the altack. The Green Zone, as
it is nicknamed, has been the target of mortar
attacks repeatedly in the past, but they have
rarely caused casualties. Occupants of this
part of Baghdad are generally considered safe
due to the heavy security presence,

g ra peVine/humor
Little-known ASWC expenditures

... $150,000 for an "undisclosed location" to continue
the continuity of ASWC in case of a terrorist attack.
... $15,729 for spring "retreat" to Cancun, Mexico, and
an additional $452 for resulting "legal expenses."
... $18,385 for the College Republicans, $18.38 for the
Young Democrats.

....~~~..-

~~~~~
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-Compiled by Gavin Jamieson

... $7,362 for "water-enhanced stress reliever," check
given to hot tub company.
... $5,679 for ASWC President Courtney Daly's diamond-encrusted crown and scepter
... $1,300 to color Special Events Coordinator Philip
Atkins' hair.
... $6,324 food budget to cover the caviar and
champagne at "closed door" functions.
... $325 to Carson's Corpse-B-Gone for removal of
"someone who got in the way."
... $0.17 for The Whitworthian,
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Yale theologian speaks on 1nJuStice
Nicholas
Wolterstorff
expresses himself during a
lecture in
Weyerhaeuser
Hall last
Thursday
evening. The
lecture dealt
with the call of
Christians to
help people In
need.
Manko YtlIIIadu/
U"'bzfA>(Jrlhlan

Bethany Monroe
Staffwnter

Wolterstorff
gives new

meaning to
shalom

Human injustice is a critical
issue that needs to be explored by
Christian liberal arts colIeges, Yale
Professor Nicholas Wolterstorff
said at the inaugural Weyerhaeuser
Hall lecture last Thursday.
After witnessing apartheid, a
policy of segregation, at a conference in South Africa in the 1980s,
Wolterstorff's eyes were opened to
the need to fight human injustice he
said. A trip to the Middle East
heightened his concern even more.
"I was confronted with the cold,
hard face of injustice in the faces
of those who suffered it,"

ElECTION:
Continued from page 1

Whitworth is not as polar about
politics as other campuses.
"When it comes down to it we
still want the best person with
integrity and character," Daly said.
Students at Whitworth have
two weeks until the elections to
decide who the best candidates
are for local and national offices.
The level of interest in political
clubs and the nationwide elections
is the highest level Stronks has
seen in the 11 years that she has
worked at Whitworth she said.

WoIterstorff said. "I came back a
changed person."
A graduate of Calvin College in
Michigan, WoIterstorff's discoveries in South Africa and the Middle
East caused him to doubt the education that the students at liberal
arts colleges were receiving.
"As it turned out, all that liberal
arts education and liberal arts
teaching had not opened my eyes to
the injustices of the world,"
Wolterstorff said.
The theologian believes that
Christians are called to help people
flourish. This means that they need
to do more than seek to save souls.
Christians are also obligated to seek
justice and human rights for all,
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Politics

"The thing that concerns me is
that I don't see the partisan clubs
helping students understand the
complexities of issues facing voters
-there's too much emphasis on the
identity of the party," Stronks said.
Likewise,
junior
Crissy
Greenberg encouraged students to
"discuss rather than debate," to try
t~ understand other points of
view.
"It's really frustrating. We're

meeting their physical needs as well
as their spiritual needs, he said.
"The people in Africa who are
living in impoverished circumstances are not experiencing what
God wants for them," Wolterstorff
said. "They are not experiencing
shalom."
He concluded that liberal arts
educations are valuable, but need to
be more comprehensive in order to
adequately equip students to have a
positive impact on the world.
"I thought that [WoIterstorff's
speech] was excellent," said Gloria
Goris Stronks, Whitworth's scholar
in residence and a former colleague
of Wolterstorff. "In order to do justice, you have to know a great
deaL"
Wolterstorff said most Christians
do not fully understand what Jesus
meant when He commanded to
love one's neighbor. Part of the
problem lies in the English translations of the Bible.
"To love your neighbor is to seek
(his or her) shalom," Wolterstorff
said.
The Hebrew word "shalom" has
been mis-translated as the English
equivalent of "peace." Wolterstorff
said a closer translation is the word
"flourish. "
Reading about injustice is helpful, but not always enough,
WoIterstorff said. Students should
be encouraged to spend time in
places where human injustice is
prevalent. Faculty can also influence students' views by modeling
justice themselves.

supposed. t9 be welcoming,
understanding, lovi~g and caring. These are values that the
school promotes, but it's really
easy to get wrapped in your own
opinion and forget 10 listen and
understand," said Greenberg
who volunteers for Republican
and Congressional Candidate
Cathy McMorris.
There are currently three political clubs on campus, the Young
Democrats, College Republicans
and Political Activism Club. All
three have reached high levels of
participation amongst students.
"It's good that students have a
place to go where they can
relate," Kensok said.

cam p usbriefS/at Whitworth
Mock election
on for today

Washington State
pOlitical info

All academic majors are welcome to take place in the Herbert
Jones Business Plan Competition.
Students with a new idea for a
business or non-profit organization are encouraged to enter the
contest
against
Gonzaga
University
and
Eastern
Washington University. There are
three categories and $42,500
offered in prize money. The winners of the competihon will be
eligible to attend the University of
Washington
Business
Plan
Competition to win a $25,000
first prize.
"The prizes, workshops, team
building and exposure to entrepreneurs in the community will be
outstanding," JoAnn Nielson
the Administrative Services
Coordinator said.
The Business Plan Competition
Information Ni~ht is Thursday
from 7 to 8 p.Ol. 10 Weyerhaeuser,
Room 111.

President George W. Bush and
Senator John Kerry may be in a
virtual deadlock in national
polls, but it is time to find out
who Whitworth would choose to
win the presidential election. A
mock-election is taking place
today from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. in the
Hixson Union Building and 8
a.m. to 11 p.m. in the library.
Both faculty and student votes
will count to determine student
and faculty opinion. Results will
be published before the Nov. 2
presidential election.

"A Faithful Citizen's Guide to
Slate
the
Washington
Initiatives," a forum, will be presented on Wednesday at 7 p.m. in
Weyerhaeuser room 111. The
forum is an educational session
for Washington residents who
want to learn about responsible
citizenship at a local level. A discussion on 2004 Washington
State initiatives from a faith perspective based on the common
good will take place. The forum
will be presented by Beth Poteet
of the Interfaith Council.

Sophomore Peter Smelser won
the second runoff for McMillan
representative by less than five
percent.

GET PAID A GUARANTEED $2,500 U.S.
EVERY MONTH TO
START!
International company
now hiring
people between the
ages of 18 to 25 to
work part time!
Visit
www.coyfs.com/support.html
for complete details.

Help Save Lives and Earn Up To
~50

THIS WEEK!

Donate your p~

Hdp bum. trauma and" shock 'Ioictims.
surgery patients & more.

ZLB Plaama Services

9621 E. Sprague, ~ WA 99206
509~92~ 1881 • www.zlbpla.>tllll.com
West 104 3d Ave" Spukane, WA 99201
509-624,1252 • www.zlb~sma.com
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ASWCroundup

Business plan
com petition

Smelser wins
McMillan Rep.

Junior Saundra Richartz said
Whitworth professors have already
put WoIterstorff's suggestions into
practice.
"They live their lives as committed Christians," Richartz said.
"They have gone out of their way
to provide students with a way to
apply what they are learning."
Wolterstorff's message was wellreceived by students and facuIty in
attendance although the first part of
the lecture was nearly inaudible
due to microphone trouble and
Wolterstorff's low voice. Some
people in attendance moved up in
the lecture hall to try to hear. Some
left due to their inability to hear the
speaker clearly.

-Compiled by Peter Burke

student government
..... There is a "Living Room Discussion" at President Bill
Robinson's house tonight at 8:30. Refreshments will be provided for free. Topics to be discussed will include faith,
elections and other various things.
..... McMillan haunted house will take place on Oct. 27
from 9 p.m. to midnight. The cost is $2 and anyone is welcome.
..... Sweatshirt orders are being processed in many of the
dorms.
..... The Natsihi is looking to hire a new features editor.
Contact Chelsea Fisher at cfisherOl@Whitworth.edu if you
are interested.
..... Warren Peace was a success and nearly $357 was collected for the coin drive. The money will be sent to a college in Florida that was ravaged by the recent hurricanes.
..... Equiptment rentals at outdoor fec are half-price until
fall break.
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Trustees work toward raising $100 mil1ion
Eric Fredlksen
Tim Coughlin
Staff writers
A special consultant told Whitworth trustees that they
would have to make some changes to the school's
fundraising techniques if it hopes to reach its long-term
fundraising goal of $1I)() million
The Development Committee of Whitworth trustees
met for its biannual meetings last week to discuss the
direction and way the committee is going to plan the college's 2005 fiscal year.
During these development meetings, the trustees did
not discuss what Ihe college is going to spend money on,
but rather how they were going to generate the money.
Gue~t speaker Ted R. Grossnickle, president of Franklin
College, spent time on determining the best way to generate funds rather than spend them.
President Bill Robinson hired Grossnickle for one reason: "To come in and kick !>ome tires," Grossnickle said at
the meeting.
Even though Whitworth has a great record with
fundraising, Grossnickle said that it must be stepped up to
achieve the new desired goal.
"There is a lot of ground work you must put forward
before the campaign," Grossnickle said. "There has to be

system at Whitworth, prompting much debate among the
good chemistry among the commillee."
Grossnickle said that "this is a very seductive school" board members. Several scenarios were discussed,
and that "the advancement team is doing great work." induding the possibility of a standard minimum GPA
The only dilemma is that the $100 million the committee requirement and a standardized test honors system based
on SAT and ACT scores. A third option would allow stuwants to raise is a huge step.
The college has been calling alumni and people who are dents to self-submit themselves into honors classes and
related to Whitworth and asking for financial support. projects.
Several members of the committee
One-fourth of the people who are
argued against an honors program altocalled end up giving money to the
gether, mentioning that high-achieving
school.
"This is a very sedllctive mstitutions, such as Reed College, find
Robinson's monthly news letter, "The
no use for them. They instead consider
Mind and Heart," has also helped generschool. Jt
all of their students to be honor stuate funds. Robinson asks people to give
dents.
back to the school that has given them so
Online classes are becoming increasmuch. The mailing list includes more
Ted Grossnickle,
ingly popular in colleges around the
than 20,000 people.
Prrsidml oj Frankllll Collf!,e
nation and Whitworth is looking to proThe new strategy of fundraising is
vide a wide array of online classes in
the Leadership Circle, which recogthe near future. The pilot class, English
nizes the people who give more then
$10,000 on an annual basis. This gives these people more as a Second Language, will be made available fall
incentive to continue giving large sums of money to semester of 2005.
Whitworth.
The search for the Academic Dean continues as over 27
The Board of Trustees of Academic Affairs met last applications have been submitted with more coming each
Thursday to discuss vanous changes Whitworth could be day. The committee is especially looking at four candiundergoing in the future.
dates with hopes of bringing the them on campus for the
The trustees also discussed implementing an honors spring semester of 2005.

CHillS:
Continued from page 1
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require storage.
Last Friday, Tom Johnson, the Vice
President of Busmess affairs, approved the
purchase of the instantaneous water heater.
The heater will cost "around $35,000,"
Johnson said.
The equipment will take two weeks to
be shipped to Whitworth and then another
week to install, Peyron said.
Currently, Facilities Services is working
on connecting the Baldwm and Jenkins hot
water pipes to provide hot showers on bolh
sides of the dorm.
"At anyone time, peak demand from
BJ's showers is 100 gallons a minute,"
Peyron said.
The temporary 400-gallon hot water
capacity for the entire dorm could be emptied in five minutes if all the showers were
in use at the same time, Peyron said.
Last week, while the hot water was
completely out in Jenkins, students succumbed to either making the trek across to
Baldwin or just going without their morning shower.
"It's been pretty funny because some
people have decided not to take showers at
all," Naccarato said.
Senior Small Group Coordinator Cale
McPherson chose another route.
"I just don't even take showers" he

u~

More Information?
Thursday, October 21, 2004
7:00 '" 8:00 pm
Weyerhaeuser Hall, Room 110
(Stop by if you llave an idea for a new business or non. .
profit organization)
Contact: Jack Gambill. Director H.B. Jones Grant. jgambill@whitworth.edu. 777-4455
or Doug Laher • dlaher@whitworth.edu • 777- 4722

,

Facilities Services is asking students to
take shorter showers. In a recent e-mail to
BJ residents, Lesley-Ann Stormo, the reside~t director of Baldwin-Jenkins, urged
residents to limit their showers: .
"Please be conservative about the length
of showers you are taking, and the amount
of hot water you allow to run down the
drain," the e-mail said. "The hot water
will run out fast if we all take IS-minute
showers several times a day.... Please keep
your showers to a minimum."
Students on the Jenkins side feel that
short showers arc absolutely necessary.
"Gnls were waiting for up to half an
hour (for showers)," Brown said. "I've had
to wait for the flTst time."

Looking for someone
upbeat to make calls
PT in the eves, flexible
hours, for Northside
auto and home
insurance sales office.
Hourly + commission.
Please call: 534-5044
or fax
resume to 465-3797
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Prospectors a golden find
New bar and gnll near campus serves
plentiful meals and enjoyable ambiance
Seen page 7
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art,

tin houses into a

sanctuary

Rik Nelson's
"Sa nctua ry"
exhibit opened
Tuesday to eager
art enthusiasts.

Rummaging through art
Nathan Harrison
Siaff writer
"Sanctuary," the Koehler Gallery's latest art exhibit, formally opened in the
Fine Arts Center last Tuesday in a reception for alumnus Rik Nelson, the artist
who created the exhibit.
The exhibit features art comprised of
random objects - what Nelson calls "a
collage of post-consumer recycJables."
Works include fish with scales made of
aluminum can lids, mosaics made from
discarded plastic and haikus assembled
from newspaper headlines and advertising copy.
"It's all very neat, but it comes out of
chaos," Nelson said of the exhibit. "I like
10 find something random in there to

branch off of"
As an example, he cites the namesake of
the exhibit: "Sanctuary" features twodimensional tin houses with images on
their roofs.
"I had started the piece, but I hadn't cut
anything yet," Nelson said. "A friend came
by the studio and saw what I had. He asked
what it was and I said, 'You're a smart person; you figure it out.' The idea I had in
mind was of a village, but he looked at it
and said 'sanctuary. '"
That one word sent Nelson in a different
direction with the piece.
"As soon as he said that, [ thought of the
double meaning in 'sanctuary.' The pictures on the roofs are things we find sanctuary in: food, nostalgia, etc," Nelson said.
"That piece sat for a month waiting for
someone to say 'sanctuary. ",

Nelson said the challenge is what drew
him to the theme of the "Sanctuary" exhibit.
"¥ou give yourself these restrictions and
try to create something beautiful," he said,
"¥ou hope the piece!> come together and
create something bigger than itself"
Senior Denise Burningham, gallery
assistant for the event, echoed Nelson's
statements about the exhibit.
"The media is what makes it interesting;
there's a lot going on," she said. "I think
it's about finding beauty in things you
don't normally."
For Nelson, the exhibit is something of
a homecoming: He graduated from
Whitworth in 1972 and displayed his senior project in the same Koehler Gallery.
"Since 1 was here, the gallery has
improved a lot," Nelson said. "I remember

when they still used fluoresccnllights."
A<;sociate Art Professor Scott Kolbo was
inl>tmmentaI in arranging for Nelson's exhibit.
"Scott had seen my work," Nelson said. "I
did a studio lour, since it's valuable for students who work primarily in labs to see someone doing this for a living. They get to sec the
process."
Nelson sees the exhibiting process as a way
to judge the effectiveness of his own work.
"It's a great way 10 get feedback," he s.aid.
"You can sec how your ideas arc received and
how well your message is getting across."
"Sanctuary" will be exhibited in the
Koehler Gallery until Nov, 19. Gallery hours
arc Monday through Friday, 10 a,m.- 6 p.m.
Nelson will also be offering a community-art workshop for !>tudents on Oct. 19
and 26 from 3:30 - 5:30 p.m.
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Parents' Weekend welcome respite for students
Bethany HargiS
Megan Blank
Siaffwriters
Last Friday, with Parents' Weekend about to begin,
Whitworth senior Katie Brown was preparing herself for
an uneventful weekend of studies. Brown's parents are
from California and, although disappointed about her parent's absence, Brown was OK with the fact that she would
be a Parents' Weekend orphan.
When the phone rang on Friday evening, Brown was
expecting to hear from a friend confirming plans for a
church work party the next morning. Her grandmother's
voice on the other end of the line changed her weekend
plans completely,
"It was my grandma and they were in Missoula, Mont.,
Friday night." Brown said, "She said depending on when
they left the next morning they would be there in Spokane
in four or five hours."
Brown's family knew in advance that her grandparents
would be in the area on Parents' Weekend and chose to
keep Ihis information secret.
"It was a really good surprise," Brown said, "It made
my weekend."
In addition to Brown's grandparents, around 600 parcnts and relatives made the trip to Whitworth to visit their
students for parent's weekend.
Parents' Weekend is a cherished tradition at Whitworth.
"I've been doing Parents' Weekend every year since I
began this job in 1989 and it was going for at least five
years prior to that," said Dayna Coleman, the assistant
dean of students.
The event gives parents a chance to "experience a slice
of Whitworth life through academics, theatre, athletics

and student life," Coleman said.
Parents got the opportunity to experience Whitworth
academia through a mini-college seminar, Some topics
included "The Palestinian-Israeli Conflict" presented by
Professor of Sociology Raja Tanas and "Careers in the
21st Century" by Gordon Jacobson, director of career
services and institutional research.
Scott and Sherrie Brewer, parents of junior John
Brewer, attended Jacobson's sem inar.
.
"1 enjoyed it," Sherrie Brewer said, "I learned a lot
about what millennials arc looking for in a job and what
employers think when they arc interviewing."
Scott Brewer was also impressed with Ihe possibilities
available to students through Career Services,
"Every student needs to visit that office because of the
practical resource it is for the future," Brewer said.
Parents and students also enjoyed Whitworth's production of "A Man for all Seasons."
Senior Will McCollough and freshman Anna
McCollough attended the play Saturday night with their
parents who traveled from Sammamish, Wash.
"I enjoyed the ethical dilemmas raised by the play,"
McCollough said,
Although the planned activities make up a good portion
of Parents' Weekend, there are other benefits as well.
"I get good meals when Mom and Dad arc in town,"
senior McCollough said.
Many Whitworth students enjoy spending time shopping, eating out and seeing the sights of Spokane with
their parents and relatives.
"It's a good excuse to come over and take her shopping
and make sure she has everything she needs," parent
Cindy Todd said,
Tom and Cindy Todd came from Olympia to vbit their
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Nick Logan (left), cousins Megan and Anita Lavin and Adrienne
Parcher, mother of freshman Lisa Parcher, viSit dUring Parents'
Weekend,

daughter Decca, a freshman.
It was their first time seeing Becca since moving her to
Whitworth in August. Cindy Todd knows that a visit from
family is highly valued.
"For a lot of kids that arc freshmen, it means a lot,"
Todd said. "I think the parents don't realize it either
because the kids won't say it. Dy this time, they've realized its a little different living outside the house,"
Overall, Parents' Weekend is a good time 10 reconnect
after students have experienced a little bit of college life.
I! is a welcome break for both parents and students.
"It's nice to sec the kid every once in awhile," Tom
Todd said.
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Kendra Switzer
Sialfwriter

Student
sacrtftced to
buy own
plane

Forget four wheels. Two wings
and a propeller go farther any
day.
So believes Jordan Farkas, a
sophomore transfer from CalPoly in California who owns his
own airplane.
"I have a plane and a bike,"
Farkas said with a grin.
While most young adults slave
away to buy automobiles, Farkas
sacrificed heavily to buy a
Cessna 150M at age 19.
"I always wanted to fly," he
said.
One hulf-hour introductory
flight lesson for his 19th. birthday. and he was hooked.
After crunching the numbers,
Farkas realized buying his own
plane would be cheaper than
renting.
He found the Cessna online,
took it for a test flight in
California and purchased it in
October 2002.
Then he began working a
dizzying schedule to pay for it

himself. Two summers ago he
worked at a restaurant and a tour
company from 5 a.m. to midnight. Last summer, he started
his own driveway scaling business in addition to his restaurant
job.
To prepare for his pilot's
license test, Farkas took flight
lessons three times a week and
enrolled in ground school
through Cal-Poly.
The exam consisted of three
parts: a written section, a twohour oral test with an Federal
Aviation Administration examiner and an hour-long flight portion.
During the oral test, Farkas
was drilled on everything from
emergency procedures to traffic
controls.
Next was the hourlong passor-fail flight test.
"When I finished, [the examiner] got on the intercom to the
control tower and said 'we have
a new pilot, ", Farkas recalled.
In order to keep his license
current, Farkas has to complete a
biannual skills check.

This fall Farkas flew from
California to Spokane when he
moved to Whitworth. He keeps
the plane tied down at Felts
Field, a public airport in
Spokane.
Although he would like to fly
planes for the military, the lack
of a guaranteed pilot position
keeps him at bay.
"I don't want to be stuck with
the commitment if I'm not flying," he said.
For now, the plane is a hobby
and a fun thing to do with
friends.
One of his favorite memories
was taking a few friends from
Cal-Poly on a 45-minute flight
just to grab lunch.
"U's the best part of flying,
taking other people up," he said.
NAME: Jordan Farkas
AGE: 21
YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Business
HOBBIES: Anything outdoors
HOMETOWN: Anchorage, AK
Comp/i""wtt of Jordow l",kat

~RESTAURANT:

.

Prospectors Bar and Grill
~LOCATlON: North
Division across from Fred

,,

Meyer's
J'HH Ah"/IFhmwrthia.

"

/!

Sophomore Michelle Crow enjoys pizza for lunch with a
friend at Prospectors Bar and Grill.

~ TYPE: Bar and gr111,
American
.,.PRICE RANGE: $7.25
$34.95

Soups, salads, sandwiches,
Free wireless internet for customers!
Bring this coupon for 50 CENTS OFF any
espresso, smoothie or shake!
9910 N. Waiklkl (509) 467-1828
Expires 11/15/04

to

Prospectors dishes
out heaping portions
Kenna Klempel
Staff writer
Men: No more excuses for the lack of
dinner dates at Whitworth. When you take
a lady to Prospectors Bar and Grill, you'll
score bonus points with your amazingly
great taste in hip new restaurants. Plus,
you'll get one and a half meals because
the portions are so big, it would be a challenge for any woman to complete her
meal.
Upon entering the restaurant, you may
feel as though you arc in a rustic, mountain hideaway.
Who would have thought that rustic old
mining tools could be glamorous?
The inside decor includes river rock
lining the bar and some surrounding
perimeters, tables made from a very dark
wood with very comfortable deep burgundy leather headrests, beautiful
stained-glass lights and propane-flamed
lanterns hanging from the ceiling and
above booths.
The menu consists of entrees ranging
from big, juicy burgers and brick-oven
pizza to seafood and buffalo meat.
"There is a wide variety of unusual
dishes, like the charbroiled eggplant,"
senior Meghan McGarry said.
Nobody at our table was disappointed
in their choice of entree or the portions
they received.
The soups and side salads are huge it's worth the short trip up Division just
for those side dishes alone. There are so
many options to choose from - you
could eat there every night for a year

without ever getting bored.
Entrees range anywhere from $7.25 for
a roma-basil pizza to $34.95 for the king
crab legs.
The main dishes are also huge; one
could easily share with friends.
The servers said they are willing to split
checks any way you want.
Junior Lisa GoseHn took the opportunity to dine at Prospectors while her parents
were visiting.
Her mom ordered "Fool's Gold," a
portabella mushroom sandwich.
"It was so good and I don't even like
mushrooms," Goselin said.
And then there is the dessert. The
cheesecake rivals The Cheesecake
Factory's.
The dessert portions are also big
enough to share. The "Wild Berry White
Chocolate Cheesecake" and "The
Chocolate Cave-In" should both be sampled.
You'll want to go back just to try the
next dessert.
While the food and decor were wonderful, the service isn't top notch.
. The water glasses sat empty for a long

lime.
There is a somewhat snooty air about
the employees.
Even with our reservations, the staff
was disorganized, and the hostess was
condescending about the mix up.
Despite the issues with service, the
food was by far the redeeming quality.
Check Prospectors out if you're looking for amazing atmosphere and incredible eating.
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in Spokane

Film night gets spooky

Cross-dressing shows lighten up night life
Phillip Atkins
Allison Carr
Staff writers
The question is, which pronoun do
you use in reference to a drag queen?
He, she, or the non-gender specific,
though grammatically incorrect, they?
And we thought hair was complicated.
Drag shows are the perfect Friday or
Saturday night outings for those practiced scenesters (like us) who have
nothing to lose and even less to do.
Two weekends ago, we found ourselves at the Detour's very last drag
show. Rumor has it that the landlord
shut the Detour, a downtown club,
down when he found out it was hosting
drag shows. So not Pc.
The Detour has been running a oncea-month, all-ages drag show since it
opened about a year and a half ago. On
Saturday night, the club was packed out,
mostly with 16-year-olds, but also with
many active members of Spokane's gay
community showing their support.
Now these are not the most skillful

drag queens, mind you. One queen
stopped mid-song because the sound
system was having technical difficulties.
Another couldn't dance in her stilettos.
Last year, one queen went to the bar and
had a drink in the middle of her performance.
But despite these difficulties, the performers have their hearts in the right
place. And the hostess, Selena Black, at
240 pounds, can do back flips off the
stage in six-inch heels. Now Ihat's what
we call hardcore.
Dempsey's Brass Rail nightclub is
where Spokane's drag scene is really at.
(fyou aren't 21, that's a sad story and we
feel your pain. But if you are, you can
catch the drag show at Dempsey's, every
Friday and Saturday night at 10 p.m. and
midnight. The shows are hosted by Sexy
Lexy who, at six-foot-five, once concluded a performance of a Hole song
with smashing a Playskool guitar against
the side of the stage. Rumor has it she
has gone through several of these plastic
guitars and is even moving up to smashing plastic drum sets and keyboards.

Sexy Lexy just oozes wit and raunchy
humor, well worth the $5 cover charge.
The best drag show in town, of course,
isn't really in town. Or in state even.
That's right, it's at the Beach, in
Moscow, Idaho. The last Friday of every
month the 18 and older club opens its
arms to the drag queens of drag queens.
The cover is $8 to $10, and the performers include Cher, Billy Holiday and Tim
McGraw look-a-likes. On occasion, a
queen will actually sing, which is especially ... entertaining. Last time we went,
we saw a lovely impression of Barbara
Streisand's "Rain on my Parade/' complete with real water and umbrellas.
Note: Barbara is Philip's vice, and
Allison will have no part of her.
You never know what can happen in
Idaho, so keep your wits about you. We
recommend renting a hotel room or staying with some sorority/fraternity friends
at WSU, since no one wants to make that
drive back to Spokane in the middle of
the night when they're totally ... tired.
Until next week, we are Philip and
Allison, sceneslers forever, worshippers
of spectacle.

Ed Wood 1r.'s "Bride of the Monster" is playing at Center Stage this Saturday as part of a
midnight movie series.
Bela Lugosi stars as the mad Russian scientist
who conducts experiments to mutate humans
into supermen.
Cost is $3 at the door or call 747-8243.
Center Stage is located in downtown Spokane
at 1017 W. First Ave.

"Fellowship" 'at Auntie's
Auntie's Bookstore is celebrating the 50th
anniversary of the U.S. publication of "The
Fellowship of the Ring" Saturday from 1-3 p.m.
Call in advance to sign up for a IS-minute
slot to read, or just show up and enjoy tales of
hobbits, wizards, orcs and goblins.
Auntie's is located at 402 W. Main. The cost
is free. Check out auntiesbooks.com for further
information.

Used plays in Pullman
Hardcore metal band The Used will play on
Saturday at Washington Slate University in the
Beasley Performing Arts Coliseum.
Cost is $25. For more information call 325·
SEAT or go to ticketswest.com.

Punk rocks the Arena
Alternative punk bands Good Charlotte and
Sum 41 will play this Sunday at the Star
Theatre at Spokane Arena.
The show starts at 7 p.m.
Tickets are $25 through ticketswest.com or
by calling 325-SEAT.

cl u bbioblu rb/club corner

- Compiled by Greg Tomlin
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The Jubilation hlp-hop class practices in the ballet
loft Thursday night.

.WHERE WE MEET: Student teachers lead nine classes in almost every
dance style imaginable and for every skill level. All classes except hula, which meets In Boppell. meet In the Ballet
Loft in the Fieldhouse at various times throughout the week .

• WHAT WE DO: In churches today, you generally have music for worShip, but very few people have thought of
dance as an equally acceptable medium. Jubilation works towards the goal that, through each dancer's Individual
act of worShip, dancing for an audience of One, the audience can be drawn In and shown a powerful, cutting-edge
worship style. Whether you have had no dance experience or have danced forever and are curious, think about at
least coming to a recital or some O_f the classes and see how amazing dance as worship can be.

attractionsdistractions/thiS week

First Community Art
Workshop with Rik Nelson
3:30 - 5:30 p.m.
Fine Arts Building room 100
Jan Bonnema Lecture
7 p.m.
Science AuditOrium

"A Faithful Citizen's Guide
to the Washington
Initiatives" discussion
forum
7 p.m.
Weyerhaeuser 111

Massive Monkees at HalfPast 9:00
9:30 p.rn.
Cafe

Women's and men's soccer Women's and men's socvs. Wlilamette
cer vs. Linfield
12 and 2:30 p.m.
12 and 2:30 p.m.
Movie Night: "Anchorman"
9 p.m. in the Cafe
"A Man for All Seasons"
8 p.m. in the Auditorium

Faculty Scholarship Forum
on Arnold
Schwarzenegger
HUB Catering Rooms
12p.m.

Music Faculty Recital
4 p.m.
Music Recital Hall

I

"Cause @ the Cove"
6:00 p.rn.
Pirate's Cove
"A Man for All Seasons"
B p.m.
Auditorium

lecture
11 :15 a.m.
Auditorium
Second Community Art
Workshop with Rlk Nelson
3:30 - 5:30 p.m.
Fine Arts Building room 100

_ _ _ _~ J__ ~~ _____ ~ ______ ,_____ ~___ _

Do you need help with your
studies? Educational NW
Resources can help. We are a
tutoring
company specializing in GRE
Prep and
tutoring for all age groups.
Call 323-4950.

.-

"

Brand new,
never used
full-size bed set,
Double quilted
for $150
Queen for $175
Can Deliver
Call 926-8169
,,
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The band Ambeo plays at The Detour on Thursday.
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The Spike Coffeehouse provides a Wide array of beverages
and entertainment.
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Murray Wilson performs with his band, the Dancing Cadavers, In the Spike
·Underground" last Saturday night.
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Upcoming Concerts:
Critical Mass: 11:30 a.m. Oct. 19, Spokane
Community College

Van Halen: 8 p.m. Oct. 20, Spokane Arena
Unduhn and No Cover: 8 p.m. Oct. 21, Big Dipper
Spokane Symphony - Rhythm Is Nature: 8 p.m. Oct.
22, Spokane Opera House

The Used: 8 p.m. Oct. 23, Washington State
University

Lucia's Grey Dot: 7 p.m. Oct. 23, Spike's Coffeehouse
Good Chariotte/Sum 41: 7 p.m. Oct. 24, The Big Easy
The Wild Halloween Hlp-Hop Bash: 8 p.m. Oct. 29,
The Big Easy

Spokane Symphony - Spokane Homecoming: 7:30
p.m. Oct. 29 and 3 p.m. Oct. 31, The Met

Jazz Pianist Eric Reed: 8 p.m. Nov. 26, Cowles

Kalil Sh",,.f U'hJI''DrthioM

The Gary Edighoffer Quartet featuring Clipper Anderson on the bass.

Memorial Auditorium

,

Spokane Symphony - Dukes of Dixieland: 8 p.m. Nov.
as a list of local venu~~ .and
Another nearby spot for
their contact informatiOO.~ .
acoustic music is Borders.
Spokane has an abundancetQf
"Borders has some concerts,
bands who are willingtQ pl.y;, but they're more North-sidey,
for little or no mqneYi9Pl1i gan=. Whitworthy," Tidwell said.
said. Unfortu!l~~w.t;iri:th¢ ~t ~
Spokane also has options for
bands haven'tJl:WtWs~pat}l~f ~those wh~'ilnjoy other genres.
to find venueS SbbWcase tlieU
Ella'~ $(ap;er.Cluti, ~restaumlJ&ical..sJdib) } j J H
rant Qtt 6it (liW Door bfm:iiller
1'~)~1tie{~ ~..;~ generally
~ag~(~~;tiy:e:~:lri.~n
hOll}~~~}J;would rather
iri,*_e:~UJ_,/ '. ',:-1; :; ~ '. :-'

Shannon Blac kburn
Staff writer
Katie Shaw
Scene editor

he Spokane nightlife
has more going on than
late-night "folf,"
movies and bowling.
Just south of Whitworth lurks
an underground concert scene

T
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Spokane String Quartet: 3 p.m. Nov. 14, The Met
Insane Clown Posse: 7 p.m. Nov. 15, The Big Easy
Mark. Chesnutt: 7:30 p.m. Nov. 16, Spokane Arena
Spokane Symphony _Chamber Soirees: 8 p.m. Nov.
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Khac Chi: 7 p.m. Nov. 21, Center Stage
Chip Davis and Mannehlm Steamroller: 7:30 p.m.

i';

sw~n~ ~~~~~~Se~~s aar~e:~are of

sh:~~~he~e::~,!i~~~O;'~ ~ \~i~1lr~J~;d~~)1,Jh~ .(~,

Nov. 23, Spokane Arena
T,Everclear: 6:30

p;rn¥·;N~. 26, The Big Easy

~~}~~~:f~E~?;rI~g: ~~~~lf;\Wl;~1~~~~~;l;\.i.'-Isg~·8~':ehn:e:::age
~t ~W(d4Yt J(bP:st~4 f1.J~ ~

: I lNt9htj~ a~ so they can stay in ~

~

sol~~~f Fl§~9# M9~ly, ~~P?J?,~,l 'Si?9~~.jI..nd continue to entcr- ". ~
utar;l{i~"P*~ r~kJ)3.h!t~ .i i ' " ~

::Wtt Jt~clllzens," Center Stage
\ t,lt, w~ P!9b,8pli ~~. t,h~;~t~ ~ ;VQlunteer c?ordinator Patricia
,~&hP~W~.I[yC?;e.J~l~!!HQ-t±Jijl\,lqJ1. nfJpbbard saId.
~i

; :i ~ ;.' : :.I~ ;~(~ ; ~ :1;; t~ ~I: '.';'; :.,: ~:

~nother

>

T~i!ic~Nl~M ~it T#l/¥ji ¥!: g¥~Jlh,Jige. There is a ~~~~~:~r
widi ¥?!i!!Y~O/;~~fitJAA~ifi,iil~tiiitf?i1i.tigh this area.
lovers is the
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Yanni: 8 p.m. Nov. 18, Spokane Arena

retro atmosph~~Qf.(~,)Hii~,:. : ~~fqn~~i~ ~~t;"J(is a
including its~q~;jti.R4=!J'n~ '.<jOy t(d~o:.P~u.rofa~t:o~munity
dom bands/'~~ : i \ : :' ~ \ ~'. ;;,; ; : ~ ~~f;m~$lcjwwJ»,aie W;P:fR-

getting huge," sophomore
Jessie Bloom said. "There is a
wide variety of bands that

what's going on
around town has

I,

8 p.m. Nov. 12, Spokane Opera House
Damage Plan: 6 p.m. Nov. 13, The Big Easy

~~~:::~:::"::~:::::: :~~~~.I n!• •1~; =n~O~~E=~a!h=~~n~~~~Band:

tru~~~~:~~ ta~d

r,:'
~

;e~~~ttJ4~~~;~us~i:~~" fr~~~¥i~ett~:~t~fM~ h ~~ ~:~e~~~~ ~~!~ren: 7:30 p.m. Nov. 17, The Met

house buildings in the heart of

north. You usually just hear of
big groups that come into
Spokane like Tool or Yanni."
The key for finding good
shows is knowing where to
look.
.~

f

Spokane Symphony -Is the Voice the Most Beautiful:

to

~~~s/:C~~7a~1~r:~~;e-

r
l:

6, Spokane Opera House
Shlnedown: 7:30 p.m. Nov. 9, The Big Easy
MI 'HI"U" 8
N
11 Th B' E
01...... ".
p.m. ov.
,
e tg asy

.Q)rtsbnas In Our Towne: 2 and 7:30 p.m. Dec. 14

find 15, The Met
..
•
Dolly Parton. 8 p.m. Dec. 18, Spokane Arena
Spokane Symphony - Eckart1s First Chrlsbnas: 8 p.m.
Dec. 18 and 2 p.m. Dec. 19, Spokane Opera House
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Inlander," senior Bryan TidwtlC: ini~p~9(.rQlfa~iJ, ~~.; "It was
said. "It'll tell you where aU ~bt?; :W~aUy ,a:m:~1i pit/or two

current LD.
card and cash to the box office
two hours before a concert can

be~h~a~~~=~~~:,s weeklr ;i :~ 11: ~~~J'~~!u,~~;f~l, options

~~t$~~kets at a discounted price

music section contains ~b'e' ~~ , j : i 9lul lU:;Jhni~;'bpt more venues
"Spokane isn't as dull as peoarea's most complete nigbt(i:fe' ~) ~te
to;cit'fer entertainpie make it out to be," sopholistings, Inlander Musie];rli(Qf: ~ ; mot {9r~·fb:iS Cr9wd.
more Lindsay Davis said. "I
Mike Corrigan said. r', ~ ; ;:, I ~ '.~ i ;~~ §J:Wp,i~good if you're
love going to concerts. They are
The section preview$aJ:ip~*, ~ lqo,kin~·fqi:~maller, more
so fun and entertaining."
imately three live music:sJlows i ; aqQ~~c ~9W$, Corrigan said.
With papers, midterms and a
a week.
", .:~; ; i ~ ; l~ 3Q(litioit=t9 being a coffee
mountain of homework to deal
"We also do a special loea( ~ ~ ~ b9U$e~ The ~h9P features live
with, shows can be a temporary
music issue each year that digs i : 6:iu~tC:ftQmJ~aJ~utists.
break.
into scene trends and spotlights" ~ (','I;'Iie SRib~Cpf(ee)Ipuse pro"Going to shows and cona ton of local talent," Corrigan 'viQe5 ~JiQw$ fQJ :tht?~ofall
certs is a release from the
said.
~8es~ '~. ;A " ; :,:: ~. ~ ; .~ ; , ; ,
stresses of school," Dobie said.
This weekly guide can be
:Th~ Sp'j.\c:ff~tur~s. ~~h local
"It's easy to get caught up with
and tf3v:eJ(n8;b~rws incUs i '
work, constantly pushing the
found for free jusl about everywhere - from the newspaper
"Und~rgrb~)l~l~~~~:r99in seyenvelope, but once the music
eral mghls:a o/~~kt:o.¥I,n:er: . :. starts you're in a different
stand in the Hixson Union
Building to most restaurants
Patrick Wal~~:~iQ.l :' ; ; " ..... world."
and grocery stores, or on their
"Th~~qs WJi~~ lh.~.SpoJtane'
: Even if there are no big
Web site, www.inlander.com
:musi~ '5(leneis aU Jlb9ut~'! be:. ,. . names in town for the weekend,
The Spokesman-Review has
,said as.th~ .local bil.n~nanc;jng . there is more than likely a show
started a similar weekly guide,
Cadawrs played for a smilollJ
'playjng downtown somewhere.
called "7."
entbusiasticcrovid.'
, . ' . '~lt>s nice 10 have an excuse
You can find "7" inside
Allhougll the oan,f,oTigiOidJy . '. ·t.o get 5}ff campus on the weekFriday's Spokesman or online
scheduled to play at Spike t
' . ends. The atmosphere and the
at www.spokane7.com.
Saturday night cancelled" the',:, People are great," Bloom said.
Another useful source is
laid-back atmosphere brtbej: , . !'Qelting out there and listening
www.spokanebands.com. The
coffee house alloW~4. for' ~ , .' ',; 'som~ rocking shows is an
Web site offers short sketches
spontaneous jam sesSion, t9f" ... ' ~x~fiC!flce that people shouldon popular local bands, as well
local musicians. '. '..' . '
, 'n'tt miss out on."
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For more information:
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www.inJander.com
www.spokane7.com
www.spokanebands.com
www.ticketswest.com
www.spikecoffeehouse.com
www.spokanecenterstage.com
www.rawkonline.com
www.thebsideonline.com
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The
Hollywood
Legends performed last
Thursday at
The Detour.
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Four In a row

Overtime
•
•
WIn gtves
soccer a
boost

The

1auc
Breakdown

This Sox,
big time!

Katy Clark
Staff writer
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Last
Saturday's
game
against the Pacific University
Boxers went into double overtime and finished with a 2-1
Whitworth victory.
The winning goal was
scored by freshman Kenshiro
Uki off an assist by junior John
Carlson in the l09th minute in
double overtime.
Brad Suhm is credited with
Whitworth's first goal, which
was a hard shot that deflected
off a Pacific defender and into
the back of the net. The Boxers
tied it up on a penalty shot
opportunity
that
Matt
McDonough converted on
1>hortly after Suhm's goal.
The game was overtly physical. Five cards were given and
a total of 49 fouls were called
on the two teams. Pacific's
Randy Shinn was given a red
card toward the end of the first
half, causing the Boxers to
play the majority of the game
one man down.
Sophomore goal keeper
Kevin Bostock tallied eight
saves for a solid game. One of
these saves was at the end of
the first overtime and required
a long, stretched-out reach to
keep the game from ending in
Pacific's favor.
Going into the game, coach
Sean Bushey had reservations
because of Pacific's field.
"Pacific is always a difficult
place to play," Bushey said.
"L1st year [we] saw our first
victory there in quite some
time; hopefully we'll get
another one."
AfteIWards, the team was
pleased with their victory.
"We're real happy to have
won at Pacific," Bostock said.
"They're tough to beat at their
home field."
George Fox University is
also a difficult place to play,
Bushey said.
"Their field is probably the
smallest in the conference and
is not conductive to our style of
play," he said.
This hurt the Pirates in their
game last Sunday when they
received their first loss in conference play to the Bruins. The
final score was 2-0 in favor of
George Fox.
"We made a couple of mental mistakes and were punished
for them," Bushey said.
Despite the loss, the team
played better on Sunday.
"We controlled the ball better," Bostock said. "They got the
breaks and we didn't though."
Despite this loss, the team is
still in first place in the
Northwest Conference.
Next weekend the Pirates
face off against the Willamelte
University
Bearcats
on
Saturday and the Linfield
College Wildcats on Sunday.
Both games are at Whitworth
and will begin at 2:30 p.m.

Colin Storm
Staff writer
Chrisht Shlmp/Whihwrllnan

Freshman Cherise Mattingly and sophomore Jennifer Zaremba dive off the blocks to start the 50 yard freestyle.

Swimming kicks off
Jonathan Gerig
Staff writer

Pirates
lose opener,
NWCseason
ahead

Last Saturday at the Whitworth
Aquatic Center, the Pirates' men and
women's swim teams began their season. Unfortunately, they did not get off
on quite the right foot.
Facing a strong Division II opponent,
Seattle University, the men's and
women's teams both lost by scores of
122-83 and 132.5-72.5 respectively.
Despite the loss, the Whitworth swim
team showed signs of its potential for
the upcoming season.
Senior Cory Bergman, an NCAAAJIAmerican, won his events in the 100
and 200-yard freestyle and the 200 individual medley. Freshman Samantha
Kephart also won the 200-and SOO-yard
freestyle and the 200-yard butterfly.
In addition, the Pirates' return standout junior Loren Killgore, who finished
fourth last year in the mile at nationals,
and NCAA All-American senior Serena
Fadel.
"We are excited about the upcoming
season," Whitworth. swim coach Steve
Schadt said. "We've got a strong fresh-

man class and solid veterans. My optimism for this team is pretty high."
Schadt hopes the Bues will challenge
for the Northwest Conference title and
perform well nationally. Sophmore
Lindsay Gresset, who finished second
in the 200-yard backstroke on Saturday,
echoed the same sentiments. "We got a
lot more girls this year and that can help
us challenge UPS [University of Puget
Sound] and get No. 1 in the conference," Gresset said.
If the past holds true, the Pirates
should have no problem doing just that.
The men finished 6-0 in conference last
" year and should do the same this year,
receiving their biggest challenge from
UPS.
The women finished second to UPS
in conference last year with a 6-1 record
but with the help of incoming freshmen
like Kephart, the Pirates will have a
good chance of taking the conference
title back this year.
Overall, with one meet completed, it
is hard to tell what way the season will
go but Killgore, like the rest of the
team, is "excited about seeing what we
can do."

Runners sweep Bigfoot
Colin Storm
Staff wrifer

On a cold, blustery morning,
the Pirate Cross Country team
heated up the Bigfoot Open.
The women ran away with
the team race, winning by a
Whopping 41 points.
The top tluee runners for
Whitworth finished second,
third and fourth in the race.
Junior Kristi Dickey led the
way for Whitworth, finishing
with a time of 18:58, eight seconds behind the winner from
Whitman. Behind Dickey was
senior Elaine Heineman, who
finished only seven seconds
later.
Sophomore
Julie
Lauterbach finished fourth with
a time of 19:28.
"They ran great," coach Toby
Schwarz said. "We wanted this
to be a nice finisher for those
who are done after this race.
Those going on wanted to have
a great race and they did. They
stepped it up."
Senior Jennifer Peters and
junior Rebecca Jamieson also
finished in the top 10, finishing
with times of 19:44 (eighth) and
19:48 (10th) respectively.
The men followeil and
Whitworth didn't cool down .
Junior Doug Blackburn finished third overall behind two

Spokane Falls Community
College .runners who broke
away at about the one-mile
mark. Blackburn, however,
stayed relaxed out on the
course, finishing with a lime of
15:46, even winking to his
mom and waving to the
women's team.
Hr felt good. r wanted to be
close to the leaders," Blackburn
said. "God's given me an amazing ability."
Junior Brooks Cooper fought
his way up to sixth with a time
of 26:48, while senior Aaron
Coe finished ninth with a time
of 26:52. Sophomore Jeff
Grassley rassed Steve Somers
of Alaska s SkinnyRaven team
in the final meters with a face
glaring with passion and
urgency like that of a kid trying
to oulrun their sibling.
Freshman Jacob Deitz tried a
different strategy in this race,
going oul harder and trying to
stay out in front. He was among
the leaders after a half-mile and
was even ahead of Blackburn at
one point. However, he finished
in seventeenth place with a time
27:36.
This was enough to eek out a
win over Spokane Falls C.C.
No other team in the field challenged in the team race.
"We tried some new things.

Mall Mo.,.,/Whllworlh,d.

Sophomore Jeff Grassley, who
placed 11th, charges towani the
fmish line dUring the Bigfoot Open.

Brooks (Cooper) and Jacob
(Dietz) went out harder and
hung in there," Schwarz said.
"The other three guys ran textbook races."
Whitworth gets a weekend
off from meets before they host
the Northwest Conference meet
at Wandermere Golf Course on
Oct. 30.

It's that time of year again.
The time of year I used to sneak. a
radio to school with me so I could listen in class, when Jerry Sittser ends
class on time for and when the New
York Yankees always win the _World
Series.
This season seems to be no different.
Many of you already know the history. The Boston Red Sox had the greatest player in baseball at the time in
Babe Ruth (and many consider the
greatest of all time). Through -1918,
Boston had won five World Series
championships to the Yankees' none.
Then came the trade that changed baseball forever.
Ruth was sent to the Yankees for
$125,000. Since then, the Yankees
have won 26 World Series titles to the
Red Sox's none. Many claim it's due to
the "Curse of the Bambino."
, This dynasty has made many baseball fans anti-Yankee fans. Every year,
just when it seems the Yankees are out
of it, they have some miracle play to
continue this dynasty.
As my friend Ashley says,
"Uugggghhh!"
Someone once said, "Rooting for the
Yankees is like rooting for the house at
Blackjack." I couldn't agree more.
Owner George Steinbrenner mherited a large amount of money from his
father and then put it all into the payroll of the Yankees so they could go
oul and get all these great players.
Could any other team afford to pay
the left side of the Yankees infield
salaries - let alone the entire team?
Until now I didn't know it was possible to pay both Alex Rodriguez and
Derek Jeter's salaries. This is like the
spoiled child who got everything they
wanted.
Who else could pick up John
Olerud, an aging player whom the 58win Mariners released, and get every
last ounce of magic left in him?
They've done this to countless players - more recently Luis Sojo, Scott
Brosius and Jim Leyritz.
Can you see why so many people
hate the Yankees? Every year the rich
get richer.
It's time commissioner Bud Selig
steps up and brings an end to this mess.
With the looming talks of steroids in
baseball, I think the fact that the
Yankee payroll (over $196 million) is
more than the payrolls of the Twins,
Indians, Expos, Pirates, Devil Rays
and Brewers combined is more than
overlooked, it's ridiculous.
It's a joke. Literally.
"Two men are walking down a busy
street. They see a giant sign that reads:
$16 billion and counting .. .'National
deficit?' asked the first man. 'New
York Yankees payroll,' said the second."
As the Red Sox hopes go down the
drain again this year to the Yankees, I
plead for somebody to put an ending 10
this New York madness. Somebody
help the Red Sox pull a 1980 U.S.Olympic-Hockey·team-esque miracle.
(This column was brought to you by
the numbers 1, 9 and 18.)
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Volleyball sweeps
weekend, tied for 2nd
Marsh leads
Pirate attack
over Wildcats
Trevor Strang
Slaff writer
Whitworth volleybaIl extended their win streak to four games
with back-to-back victories over
Linfield College and Pacific
University this past weekend.
The Pirates swept the defending-Northwest
Conferencechampion Linfield Wildcats 3017,30-23,31-29, ending a threematch losing streak to the
Wildcats on Saturday night at the
Fieldhouse.
"We wanted this sweep so
bad," junior middle blocker
Natalie Danielson said. "In our
last match with Linfield, we lost
in five games."
Junior outside hitter Holly
Coleman said they would need to
play their type of game to defeat
the Wildcats. Whitworth did just
that and looked like they were in
control most of the night.
The Pirates were off to a quick
start in the first game, opening
with a 6-0 run. Pulling away with
a 7-1 run later in the game, the
Pirates took an 18-7 lead and
eventually won 3,0-17 off an
attack error by Linfield's
Lindsey Harken.
Both teams were neck-andneck in the second game, but the
Pirates broke out of a 12-12 tie
with a 6-1 run to gain momentum. Linfield came within four
points, but the Pirates shook
them off and ended the game 3023 on a kill by junior outside hitter Brittney Bower.
Whitworth started slow in the
third game, trailing 12-6 after
seven consecutive attack errors.
But the Pirates fought back and
junior right-side hitter Whitney
Murphy had a kill that tied the
game at 13-13. The back-andforth game continued, as the
Wildcats final lead came at 2827. From then on the match was
dominated by the Pirates. With
Murphy making another kill
which ended game three of the
sweep 31-29.
"We are a team that comes
from behind," Danielson said.
"Our players have good confIdence and they know how to get
the job done."
Several players for Whitworth
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Junior Julie Marsh spikes the ball on Linfield's Lindsey Harksen during last
Saturday's match. Whitworth won in three games.

had impressive performances,
led by junior outside hitter Julie
Marsh with 14 kills and 14 digs.
Senior middle blocker Katy
Schrader had 13 kills and led all
players with seven block assists.
Junior seUer Bekah Hornor had
44 assists to go along with 12
digs. Murphy finished with a
game-high 16 digs. Danielson hit
.320 and -finished with 11 kills
for the Pirates.
It was a poor night for both
offenses as the Pirates battled
with Pacific University on
Friday night. The Pirates hit a
season-low .111 while the
Boxers fared even worse, hitting
a measly -.044.
The first game was lied at 1717, but a 6-0 Pirate run led them
to a 30-26 win.
The Boxers put together several runs and scored the final five
points to steal the second game
30-25.
But inspired bench players
gave the Pirates a huge boost in
the third and fourth games.
Sophomore outside hitters Angie
Florence and Nicole Vander

Mtmlen combined for 11 kills
and 13 digs.
Whitworth made an 8-1 run to
break a 10-10 tie and went on to
win the game 30-21.
The Pirates took the final eight
points to win 30-18 in the fourth
game and put away the bothersome Boxers.
Marsh had 16 kills and
Schrader had 14 kilIs with four
block assists.
"After losing the second
game, we tried to eliminate
errors on our side of the net,"
Coleman said. "It wasn't as
much about stopping them as it
was fixing our own mistakes."
With both wins, Whitworth is
tied for second place with
Willamette University. The
Pirates are hoping to break out of
the gridlock as they have their
sights set on first place in the
NWC.
With six matches left, the
Pirates have a chance to make a
move.
"We
will
dominate,"
Danielson said. "We want it
more than any of the other
teams."

sportscorner/sports
Caminiti dies of
drug overdose
Former Major League Baseball
star Ken Caminiti d~d Sunday,
Oct. 10 of an apparent drug overdose. Caminiti was a three-time
All-Star third baseman and a
unanimous pick for MVP in
1996, when he led the San Diego
Padres to the division series.
Caminiti battled drug and alcohol problems throughout his 15year major-league career and, in
May 2002, told Sports Illustrated
he used steroids during his
career.

Orton fumbles
ball, Heisman
Late in last Saturday'S game
Purdue University quarterback
Kyle Orton fumbled the ball,
which was returned 40-yards for
a touchdown by University of
Wisconsin cornerback Scott
Sparks. The visiting Badgers
stole a 20-17 win for Wisconsin.
Orton's fumble not only cost his
team a win, but probably cost
him a shot at the Heisman
Trophy. Purdue will look to
regroup this week as they take on
the University of Michigan.

Pats continue,
20 wins in a row
The Seattle Seahawks late comeback fell short on Sunday, as the
New England Patriots' victory
extended their NFL record for
consecutive wins, including
playoffs, to 20. They also tied
the league record with their 17th
consecutive regular-season victory. Facing third down and
seven at their own 40, New
England receiver Bethel Johnson
made an amazing 48-yard catch
to seal the the 30-20 win.
-Compiled by Jonathan Gerig

Spoiler weekend 1-1-1
Sara Morehouse
Staff writer
The Pirates may have beaten
Pacific
them
before,
but
University and George Fox
University weren't going down
again without a fight. On
Saturday, Whitworth tied Pacific
with a score of 1-1. Senior Mary
Hultgrenu scored the lone goal.
At home on Sept. 19, Whitworth
beat Pacific with a sCOre of 2-1.
Junior Marissa Williams shed
some light on a dismal game with
a goal, but it wasn't enough 10
upset George Fox's win of 4-l.
The previous game against George
Fox on Sept. 18 ended in victory
for the Whitworth women with a
score of 1-0.
The week wasn't entirely a disappointment. The Pirates made an
outstanding performance against
third-place
Whitman
last
Wednesday with a score of 3-0.
Junior goalkeeper Jeun Miller
denied any of Whitman's hope for a
goal. She said that despite the many
comer kicks, the defense did a solid
job of keeping them out of the net.
The star of the game was senior
Mary Hultgrenn, who scored the
hat
trick
for
Whitworth.

,-

Freshman Erin Nakasone controls the
ball In last Wednesday's game
against Whitman.

Sophomores Sarah BrogdenThome and Jael HageroU assisted
Hultgrenn in her three goals.
"Once we turned it up the game
went realIy well and we were able
to come away with a victory,"
Hultgrenn said.
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Bruehi's Cheesesteaks & Subs is
proud to celebrate our 11th anniversary by offering Whitworth staff
and students a 1096 disCOWlt on
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Bues need pep
Peter Smelser
Sports editor
Let's face it, Whitworth football is good
at 4-1 this season.
However, they aren't great and in my
mind, they won't be until some things
change.
It might not make sense comparing a
Divi1>ion III school of about 2,000 students
to a Division I mega-state
school of more than 37,000
students, but I'll do it anyway.
Both schools have excellent academics and strong
athletics, but one school
wins championships in
football and the other falls
flat.
The
Ohio
State
University Buckeyes are
that mega-school. Yes, they ditl win a
national championship in football and, yes,
they do have a marching band.
I went to Whitworth's football game on
Saturday and had a good time. But it
seemed to me there was a lack of energy in
the seats.
Yeah, we were moving the ball and making big plays, but there was something
missing. That missing piece is a pep-band.
Ohio State, home to "the best damn band

raB

Sophomore running back Kyle Havercroft charges through a hole in the UPS defensive line
during last Saturday's game.

Football blows
game open late
Afton Grossardt
Staff writer

i'll

Big fourth

i-

quarter
excites crowd
In Pirate win

i

in the land," has a 225-member marching
band that spells out the word "Ohio" before
every game. They bring a tremendous
amount of energy to the game.
Whitworth football is missing that energy.
Some of the best college football programs in the country have memorable fight
songs including University of Tennessee's
"Rocky Top," Notre Dame University's
"Victory March" and the University of
Michigan's "The Victors."
Even the Washington State
Cougars have a fight song.
So
why
doesn't
Whitworth?
Are we too small?
The Whitworth jazz
ensemble won a lop award
at the Lionel Hampton Jazz
Festival last spring, placing
ahead of WSU and Boston
College, We have a strong music program
at Whitworth. So what's the deal? Why is
there no band to support sports?
High schools in our area have bands that
play at their games that help to foster
atmosphere and generate excitement.
Pirate fans have nothing to rely on. How
loud will you be cheering if there's a 0-0 tie
at halftime?
I am convinced that without a band at
Whitworth football games, our team will
only be good, never great.

like the Pirates would
change the game from good
to great as they intercepted
the ball and drove it all the
way to the goal line.
However, despite a great
effort on behalf of the
offense, they were not able
to break the Loggers'
defense and the Loggers,
spurred on by this achievement, managed to push the
ball over to the opposite end
of the field and
score
eight
points after a
successful two- €;;~.-,.
point conver-

The scene at the Pine
Bowl last Saturday was one
of mixed emotion and
heart-pounding excitement
as the Whitworth Pirate
football team defeated
University of Puget Sound
Loggers 38-21.
Both teams demonstrated
excellent offensive prowe!.s
as they both drove the ball
with easc. The
moans
and
groans
that
were issued by '1;."
"("
, ~""~$1.
.
the crowd were /4"1
~;\. .:-:!" \/ 't~"" -~"'t~ :;#
sion.
almost tangable ~\AlhitWPbtif~A
Mom e n t s
as time and ·-~T~·~··-.,
_.,,~,~ i;tJ later however,
'U '.' ''"1
,.,' '-"".L .
time again they :t·
L ,- l ';''fr~ In
true
were forced to
""
,/
_v. "" Hollywood cin,~
:I "'~ "{'
watch players
''It
".;i "'" ~ ".;;~
ematic style,
I ~ J~t't,
the
Pirates
take some of
the hardest hits
decided to take
that many of the spectators their game up to the next
level.
had ever seen
Faced with the pro!.pect
The Pirates managed to
trudge off the field at half- of ending the season withtime in the lead with a score out seeing the playoffs, the
of 17-13.
Pirates entered the fourth
When asked before the quarter, armed with a new
game about the Loggers zeal.
match, senior wide receiver
The Pirates managed to
Matt Johnson said that in score three touchdowns in
order to beat the Loggers, the fourth quarter, sealing
they would "need to playa their victory. Junior Zach
good game."
Henningsen said the victory
Before halftime, the is "keeping playoff hopes
Pirates had done just that. alive."
They worked hard and manSaturday the Whitworth
aged to grind out a couple football team travels to
of scoring opportunities. In California to take on Menlo
the third quarter, it looked College.
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Road map to peace In Iraq

lnlOnS

Professor explains how resolving one conflict
in the Middle East can bring peace elsewhere

Opinions,
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IN THE LOOP

Partisanship can
be taken too far
The packed-out crowds in the Hixson Union
Building for the presidential debates are proof
that this campus isn't politically apathetic. But the
faint and not-so-faint displays of biting partisanship are also a clear indication that Whitworth
has all the trademarks of modern politics: a focus
on party, not policy.
It would be too much of a fairy-talc assumption
to expect that the campus would be in political harmony and simply want to understand and discuss
rather than become entrenched in political partisanship. And, of course, that fairy tale isn't happening.
But we can avoid a nightmare.
For example, the College Republicans and
Young Democrats have obvious goals. They could
pursue their goals in ways that break the attackdriven political culture of our day. Instead, the
atmosphere of the clubs encourage partisanship and
party-orientation. In the College Republicans'
opening meeting, for example, everyone introduced themselves by giving their name and the
name of the Democrat they most disliked.
A couple weeks ago, someone scribbled on a
poster advertising the second presidential debates,
calling Senator John Kerry a "fag." There were
some comments thrown out at the political debate
gatherings in the HUB that were similar to what
might be heard from a European soccer match.
"I've heard a lot of individuals smear both students and candidates from the other party,"
Professor of history and politics Julia Sironks
said. "I understand the temptation to smear. This
is a volatile election - tempers are running high
among faculty and students."
There has been some good that has come out of
the political season.
Alter y_~flr~ _oJ ~ming a-"'_ell-:d~§ery~!J_Je~PJfi
tion for being a rather politically apathetic campus, the 2004 election has sparked the formation
of two political clubs at Whitworth. Also, in the
last year or two, a handful of social justice and
activism clubs have emerged.
Stronks says she hasn't seen this much activism
in her 11 years at Whitworth.
But there's also the darker side to this political
season that needs to be handled responsibly:
There is a way to promote political views in a
responsible w~y while not falling into the all-tooeasy gutter of blind partisanship. It takes a focus
on dealing with the facts, promoting discussion
and having a healthy respect for those with opposite political leanings.
. Comparatively, Whitworth is much more politically sedated than many other campuses, so the
partisanship we see is in a pretty mild form. Still
- without sounding like Gandhi - it's reasonable
to ask that, as students, we get excited about discussing the issues, not discussing which candidates' haircut looks best, who's accent is most
obscure and who's brain is most out of tune.
Politics doesn't always have to be partisan.

"In the Loop, " written by the editorial board,
represents the editorial voice of The MiIWorthian.
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Polls mislead public
eorge W. Bush
is down by one
point, up by
anywhere between two
to five points and will
somehow manage to
Anthony both win and lose
Rodin Florida, all at the same
i.\ all time. He's also been
0plIIiom soundly trounced by,
writer held his ground to and
for The dominated Kerry in all
lVhltworthiall, three debates.
Behold the glory of
a Jumor alld
majoring III public opinion polling.
political studEvery day a new
ieS. Comments poll comes out from
can be sent to some agglomeration of
- arodin02@ media giant~ be-it the
whitworth.edu. Gallup/CNN/USA
Today
poll,
the
NBe/Wall Street Journal poll or some
other illegitimate child of media
incest, claiming to have a finger on
the pulse of the election. As a result,
the lead changes more often than
Kerry changes positions on Iraq.
Instead of factually looking into the
numbers, the media spouts on and on
about how Bush and Kerry are doing
on their "final lap," saying who is
falling behind, who has the lead into
the turn or who has to be put down
due to a bum leg .
The horse-race-approach to the'
coverage of presidential campaigns is
largely to blame for the over-glorification of polls. Media outlets are
scrambling to declare a winner as
early as possible, thus having the most
"comprehensive" election coverage.
The viewing public suffers from this
over-Simplification of a complex
process and receives very shallow

G

information. We are never informed
As it turns out, the most consistent
on the real issues, but only on which predictors of presidents aren't pollstates will be red and which will be sters, formulas or media outlets, but a
few rarely-known statistics.
blue.
Take, for example, Madame
The debates show the true general
crappiness of the polling system, as Stallone's (no relation to Sylvester)
different news stations slapped a psychic dogs. The prognosticating
"who won?" poll on their Web site pooches predicted Bush winning by a
and then showed the results on-cam- couple hundred votes in 2000 and
era with a blatant disregard to the lack Arnold Schwarzenegger's success in
of scientific certification. As if com- last year's gubernatorial campaign.
pletely oblivious to the polls on other According to the canines, Bush will
stations,
each
win by a whopping 15 percent
outlet stood firm
come November.
on the fact that its
Bush
also
poll was not only
enjoys a doubleright, but the only
It Here} the sad thing:
digit lead in the
one in which anyone voted.
This isn't thejirst time polls have envied rubbermasks-sold
Here's the sad
skipped arotmd more rifim thall department.
thing: This isn't
Ever
Chenry's heartbeat. "
since late presithe first time
polls
have
dent
Ronald
skipped around
Reagan's
first
term, the candimore often than
date whose rubCheney's heartbery visage - sold
beat. We need
only to go back
most ended up
four years to find two candidate<.; as winning the election. Bush currently
deadlocked as Kerry and Bush are owns a 55-45 advantage over Kerry.
Of course, throw in the purchases of
now.
In the 2000 campaign, Bush and Frankenstein masks by confused conpresidential candidate Al Gore were sumers who thought they were Kerry
tied, with the lead changing daily, but masks, and then ii's a statistical dead
always well within the margin of heat.
error. With almost every state preNo one can see the future.
with
the
collective
determined to vote one camp or the America,
other, only a paltry 50 percent Df reg- patience of a hungry Michael Moore
istered voters turned out in what at an Old Country Buffet, will have
would later become one of the most to accept the uncertainty surroundclosely-contested elections in hil.tory.
ing this presidential election and
The media, by way of attempting to wait for Nov. 2 (or later) to roll
be modern day Nostradamus,' created around before the polls can actually
apathy for American voters that year.
mean something.

Stem cell research costs and saves lives
Allison
Carr
is an
Opilllons
writer
for The
lV/lltwortlllan,
a junior {lnd
majoring in
political
studie~ and
English.
Comments can
be sent to
acarr02@
wllltwortlr.edu.

tem cell research creates volatile
debates for good reason. H may
cost lives. However, the lives that
can be saved as a result of such research
provide a strong enough justification to
continue it.
Both President Bush and Sen. John
Kerry spoke at length about their opinions and policies regarding stem cell
research during the second presidential
debate. Most of their discussion centered around the ethical questions
involved with stem cell research.
When [ sat down to write this column, all fired up to defend my interpretation of th'e ethics involved, [ realized
that I didn't even know what stem cells
were. [ did some research, though, and
now I've got a pretty good idea about
the basic science behind the issue, which
is definitely key to making a decision

S

regarding the ethics involved.
A stem cell is an unspecialized
cell with the ability to replicate
itself. Three kinds of stem cells
exist, but the types most commonly
known are adult stem cells and
embryonic stem cells. Adult stem
cells are found in every human
body, but are relatively scarce.
Embryonic stem cells arc extracted
from early embryos. Both have
shown promise in treating diseases
such as Parkinson's and diabetes.
Embryonic stem cells, though, seem
to hold the greatest promise.
Herein lies the ethical dilemma facing politicians: In order for embryonic
stem cell lines to be extracted, an
embryo must be destroyed. This
destruction is indeed the destruction of
an early form of human life.

[s destroying a life worth saving
another life?
President Bush maintains that the
destruction of embryos can never be
morally jUl.tified, no matter how many
lives arc saved. However, Bush has also
repeatedly justified his foreign policy
moves by claiming that he is saving
more lives than he is destroying.
Like it or not, our government has to
make decisions every day that weigh the
value of human life. In the end it makes
no difference who runs the administration, because every administration is
faced with the same types of decisions.
Several prominent people have
shown their support for continuing stem
cell research, including Nancy Reagan
and the late Christopher Reeve, who
was beginning to achieve some measure
of recovery from his paralysis. Stem

cells could possibly cure those such as
paralysis victims.
If the war on discm;c is a war worth
fighting, then it is a war worth saLTjfice.
I'm not talking about sacrificing babies,
but using those embryos from fertility clinics, with the donors' consent, that would be
destroyed if not used for research.
A strict policy providing government
funding to embryonic stem cell research
would allow the United States to ensure
that the embryos arc treated ethically.
Something similar has already been
implemented in the United Kingdom.
With the financial resources available to
the United States, the time required to
fully explore the potential of embryonic
stem cells could be considerably
reduced.
Responsible, ethical research is possible. And it's worth the cost.
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'Yearbooks aren't evil'
n 1989, Whitworth sold 900
yearbooks to students, or roughly two-thirds of full-time students. The yearbooks cost $30.
In 2004, we can't even sell 600,
or one for every three full-time stuColin dents, though the cost has only
Robeson gone up $10 in 15 years. And,
is an arguably, the quality is significantOpinions ly better now than it was then.
College yearbooks may seem
writer
for The trite and somewhat reminiscent of
WhilWorthian, high school. The idea that you
a sophomore would remember everything about
and majoring your time at Whitworth in 30 years
in I eJigioll. is also improbable. Yet, yearbooks
Commen/~ can aren't evil. There's nothing out
be scm 10 there to support the ever-prevalent
crobeson07@ Whitworth aversion to them. They
whllWorlh.edu serve a purpose, a huge one; they
remember the stuff you won't
when you're older.
Admittedly, I am biased. I was on my high
school yearbook staff for three years; now, I'm an
editor for Whitworth's yearbook, "Natsihi." But
really, that only means I can speak with a bit of
authority on this subject.
Not only are yearbooks something fun to look at
and sign, they serve as historical documents. In 100
years when we will be long gone, what will speak
for us, what will serve as a storyteller to future generations that tells them who we were and what we
were about?
Moreover, when asked to explain to your grandchildren where you met your spouse, would you
rather try to explain it or show them the shot of you
two tightly gripping hands as you explored the Mac
Haunted House?
From a business aspect, Whitworth should be
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investing more in the yearbook than any other publication on campus. It can serve as a portfolio to
prospective students and potential donors. As versatile as it is, the yearbook can also be used by the
Office of Alumni Relations for planning homecoming, reunions and special events, such as the opening of Weyerhaeuser Hall. These tomes are invaluable to the future of our college. Without them, we
tie the hands of those who are financially trying to
keep this college going.
Furthermore, yearbooks can capture the things
you didn't sec, the things you weren't able to be at
and, most importantly, the things at which you were
present. For example, two weeks ago, the women's
soccer team shut out No. 1 nationally ranked
University of Puget Sound. Were you there? The
yearbook staff was capturing it on film and writing
about it so that in 10 years, the joy of that moment
can be relived.
How about the people that live in your dorm and
the memories you made with the people on your
hall? Once again, we were there taking it all in, trying to compile those memories into a bound book.
And that's what were trying to do here. Sure, we
like designing the pages, taking the photos and
writing the stories. More importantly, we make
sure that you can remember the joys of Whitworth
College.
Don't think that we're out in the cold in this
endeavor. The University of Michigan, Pacific
Lutheran University, Seattle Pacific University and
Gonzaga University publish yearbooks. Why do
they do it? The same reasons we do, to produce a
book that looks a little one like the one you remember in high school and a lot like the days you
rt?member from college.
Yearbooks can still be ordered and charged to
your student account, send an e-mall to April Brast
at abrast01@Whitworth.edu.

ope n min d/faculty & staff forum
Middle East holds key to Iraq

1

At the present
time, the war
against Iraq that
commenced on
March 19, 2003,
has claimed the
lives of close to
1,100 U.S. soldiers and more
than
15,000
Iraqis.
These
fatalities are in
addition to at
least 7,600 U.S.
soldiers
and
countless Iraqis
(estimated
at
30,000)
who
were injured or

.,

maimed.
The view that Iraq was behind
9/11, had ties with al-Qaida, was
a threat to the United States and
pos!oessed weapons of mass
destruction that could be
launched against America or
Europe within 45 minutes were
the primalY justifications for this
war.
The National Commission on
TerroristAttacks Upon the United
States (a.k.a. the 9/11 commission), an independent, bipartisan
commission created by congressional legislation and approved
by President George Bush,
reported on July 22, 2004, that
none of the above justifications
for the war were accurate.
After President Bush declared
that major combat had ended on
May 1, 2003, justification for the
war shifted to the creation of
Western-style democracy for Iraq
and for a new Middle Easl.
The pivotal question is whether
or not a Western-sty Ie democracy
in Iraq or in a new Middle East
can be achieved. The answer to
this question lies in the understanding of two interrelated phenomena.
The first is the socio-political
structure of Arab society that con-
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tinues to emerge slowly from
beneath the ruins of the Ottoman
Empire after World War I. For
more than 400 years, the
Ottomans instituted the millet
system by which it managed and
controlled its Arab subjects.
The millet was a religious system that defined the identity of an
Arab. For example, Christians in
Iraq, Algeria or Palestine identified themselves as Christian
rather than Iraqi, Algerian or
Palestinian. The same characterization applied to Muslims or
Jews throughout the Middle East.
While the heads of all millets

Violence in Iraq ... lvill
110t be resolved Jlllti~ and
tlJ1les~ the PalestinianIsraeli cOJif/ict is first
addressed. .. JJ
it

were ultimately responsible to the
Ottoman Sultan, they could manage the day-to-day affairs of their
communities without directives
from him.
Of considerable importance,
the millet system created a sense
of loyalty to one's religious group
before it created a sense of loyalty to the Sultan. That is, Arab
Christians, Muslims or Jews were
not loyal to the Ottoman Empire
directly but rather through their
respective religious leaders.
By extension, loyalty to the
immediate group, whether it was
to the extended family, the tribe,
the village, the province or to a
religious leader, became normative. This worldview dominated
relations between and within

Middle Eastern countries that
were carved out of the Ottoman
Empire between 1920 and 1973.
Iraq is one of these countries.
As in the rest of the Middle
East, Iraq remains a tribal society.
Imposing a Western-style democracy on Iraq may be attainable
someday, but not today.
The second phenomenon is the
creation of Israel in Palestine in
1948. Arabs and Muslims see in
Israel a Western-colonial project
and an imposition on their homeland, religion and security. This
conflict has festered for more
than 56 years.
According to Dr. John Piper,
an internationally known author
and preacher, "The existence of
Israel in the Middle East and the
extent of her borders and her sovereignty are perhaps the most
explosive factors in world terrorism and the most volatile factors
in Arab-Western relations."
So, where will the current war
in Iraq lead? The answer is probably continued chaos and bloodshed. Violence in Iraq and tensions in other parts of the Middle
East will not be resolved until,
and unless, the PalestinianIsraeli conflict is first addressed
in line with International Law
and United Nation Resolutions.
Understanding
the
Palestinian-Israeli conflict and
acting justly on this understanding hold the key not only to a
peaceful Iraq, but also to a new
Middle East.
Since one of Whitworth's educational goals is to "enable students to usc the tools of analytical and creative thinking to collect, process and apply knowledge," my invitation to all of us
is to "collect, process, and apply
knowledge" in matters that deal
with Iraq and the Middle East.
An open mind is obviously the
basic ingredient for this endeavor. I urge you to do so.
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Worldviews

We are In the
'real world'
Re:"Homecoming poster an example of
harassment. "
I was disturbed by the idea presented in
the article that Whitworth is not part of Ihe
"real world." We're not? In that case, we
must be living in a surreal world, one completely separate from Ihis righteously labeled
"real world."
I suppose in this world, everything quasicontrary to the apparently sanclimonious probity that holds sway over us all is promptly
dealt with using morally-appealing propaganda (i.e. the article in question).
Wake up and realize this is the real world;
this academic world is the real world. The
community of Whitworth is not a separatist
community. Diverse opinions are encouraged and widely accepted.
It follows that individuals will not always
see eye-to-eye, but that doesn't excuse closemindedness or an anti-world menlality.
From a Christian perspective, we are called
to be examples in this world. It is dangerous
for us to disassociate ourselves from it. Are
we really so naive that we believe we must
create an alternative world for ourselves for
the purpose of preserving our self-proclaimed
righteousness?
Please understand, I am in no way condoning what Whitworth defines as sexual harassment. I am wholeheartedly opposed to it.
However, this world, whether we like it or
not, is what we have to call home.
As I said, there will be things we don't
agree with, [but] that does not mean we must
try to eradicate them from our experience.

Stephen E. Montgomery
Sophomore
Sociology

UW Professor

.
College a time
for growth
Re: "Domke had a liberal agenda."
I would like to point out that bringing Dr.
David Domke and his "left wing propaganda"
to Whitworth is not "a slam to anybody with
a brain."
Amidst talk about moving beyond the
pinecone curtain, we do nothing to heIp ourselves accomplish that if we discount, judge
and marginalize others' research, opinions
and goals. College doesn't just have to be
about getting a degree, and for lots of people,
it's a time to leam about who you are and
what you believe.
By bringing Domke to campus, Whitworth
may have helped facilitate that growth
process for those who are_wiIling to make the
most of it. Some may have completely disagreed and some may have found themselves
in agreement with Domke, and that's just the
point.
Part of what makes Whitworth "great"
should be how it develops critical-thinking,
socially-aware and intelligent students, not
how it reproduces copies of one specific
"model" citizen.
As a Christian college, we should be con-

ccrned with how the voters in the upcoming
election will impact the future that we wiII
have to live in and how that's going to affect
the future for the rest of the world.
I hope that when it comes down to it, U.S.
citizens don't vote for the most "God-fearing" person, but the candidate that truly lives
out the Christian call the voters want to be
associated with.

Heather Knorr
Senior
Religion

Poster Controversy

Controversy or
conniption?

be sheltered from the real world, I came here to
learn how to function in it.
Whining, complaining and defacing posters
may get you quoted in an article for The
Whitworthian, but it will get you nowhere in life.
If you arc so desperate for a cause that the
only battle you can fight is against some skin
on a poster, then please do yourself a favor and
act like an intelligent adult about it - write to
someone who has the authority to make a
change. Present your concerns thoughtfully and
with care. People will take you seriously and
work with you to accomplish your goals.
Otherwise, you arc just another spoiled kid
with 100 much time on your hands.
Now if you'll excuse me, I need to finish a
lettcr to my congressman about the genocide in
Darfur.
Angela Cesena
Sellior
Vocal Performance/Spanish

Re: "Don't blame Atkins for art."
I personally was not offended by the
posters for Homecoming, but rather my first
reaction to them was confusion. I was confused that someone approved the posters to
promote a Whitworth event.
Based on Ihe views of my friends and the
people I associate with at Whitworth, I
believe the vast majority of students here arc
conservative in thought and action.
Re: "Dorm rivalries go too far."
Whitworth is a conservative, Presbyterian
A certain person who will remain unnamed
college and it only makes sense that conser- (we will call him Stalin Corm) recently
vative students are drawn here.
alleged that a long string of pranks this year
Yes, the posters were edgy and Mr. has been committed by the men of McMillan.
Gearhart believed he was only creating art,
I know almost every person in Mac and I'm
but the posters were not perceived to be art. pretty sure I would eventually hear if there
The posters were an advertisement for a was a big group of guys going around planHomecoming dance at a small, private, ning pranks. Since I haven't heard any such
Christian college. They were only considered plans, I feel it is safe to say that it is people
"art" by the people who created them and no outside of Mac Hall.
[will even slim down the list to a few types
one else (not even myself).
If there had been bold letters stamped of suspects. They are either A) people from
across the poster saying, "THIS IS ART. another dorm who want to see Mac get in
APPRECIATE IT," then maybe the people trouble (not very likely); B) former residents
who looked at the posters might have seen who are stuck in their "glory days," much like
_, them as art instead of a tasteless..attempt to· the balding guy that tried to sit in the student
catch the attention of people passing by.
section at high school ball games; C) people
Mr. Gearhart stated that the "world con- who don't even attend Whitworth but feel that
tains sexually-charged images," and he is in order to feel cool they need to act like they
completely right. But I do not believe it is Mr. live in Mac and make people think they go to
Gearhart's, or anyone's right at Whitworth school here.
The quality of these pranks is pretty bad. I
College, to force any images that arc perceived to be sexual into the sight and minds know middle schoolers who could come up
of people who do not want to see them on the with better pranks than pulling fire alarms
doors they go through every day. Romans and popcorn bombing.
Also, if you are a former Mac resident or a
14:21.
poser, you arc just giving a bad name to that
which you are trying 10 identify with.
Isaac Lanctot
About stealing the shirts ... The first time
Sophomore
this was done it was original and somewhat
Business Management/Marketing
funny, but two years in a row? At least do
something creative like bleach the shirts, fold
them, put them in nice stacks and return them
,
to the lounge. It would be nice to show the
guys in BJ you care enough about them to do
their laundry and they'd probably be in shock
that you got their shirts clean.

IJ.8.' vs. 'Cam'

Poin t fingers
away from Mac
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Action should
be constructive

Re: "Homecoming poster prompts decency
debate."
I am the first to make noise when I feel
there has been an injustice in the world and I
always encourage people to stand up for what
they believe in. So why do I find it so annoying that people are making such a stink about
the Homecoming posters? Perhaps it's
because of the petty nature of these complaints.
The two words that have been running
around in my head since I read Ihe first few
lines of this article were: Grow up! We are in
college, not kindergarten. I didn't come here to

r

Bryan "BD" Donnaier
Junior
Computer Science

More letters online!
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Get your thoughts in print!
Letters to the editor
The Whitworth ian welcomes your responses to stories appearing in the newspaper
or views on issues of interest to the college community. Letters must bear the
writer's name, year (if applicable), major (or position in the college) and phone
number (for verification purposes only). Anonymous letters cannot be published.
Please keep length to a maximum of 300 words. We reserve the right to edit all
letters for content and space. Send letters to: Letters to the Editor, Box 4302,
Campus Mail or e-mail to editor@whitworth.edu. Letters must be received by 5
p.m. on Friday for publication in the following Tuesday's issue.

Guest commentaries
The Whitworth ian encourages members of the campus to submit longer guest commentaries about issues relevant to the community. Commentaries of 700 words or less
will be published as space permits. We are looking for commentaries thai are relevant
and well-researched. To ensure a better chance of publishing, please contact The
Whitworthian with specifics regarding when you plan to submit your commentary and
what you are interested in addressing. We reserve the right to edit all submissions
for content and space. Commentaries should be e-mail cd to
editor@whitworth.edu.
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Galm S'nf.rrf/lFhi"'~rth,a.

Lady Alice More (Angela Akre) IS intrigued by
the letter in her husband's (Andrew Linstrom)
hands.

iII

I

Ga'm Janforrf/IVhimrth,,,.

Sir Thomas More's servant (Darien Brown),
sells his information to Spanish Ambassador
(Molly McKeon).

Lady Margaret Mare (Julie Kurtz) cues King Henry VIII's (Jacob Rorem) Music by blowing his whistle.

'Seasons' takes center stage
life of Sir Thomas More as he refuses to
support King Henry VIII in breaking
from the Roman Catholic Church.
The fall production of "A Man for All
The Common Man adds a unique
Seasons" opened this weekend to large
aspect to the play. Played by junior
crowds and enthusia~tic reviews.
Darien Brown. the character takes on varThe play by Robert Bolt focuses on the ious personas in the story as well as communicating directly with
the audience.
"I wish we had wings. I
wish rainwater was beer,"
Brown's character says in
one of his light-hearted
speeches.
When freshman Andrew
Linstrom found out that he
was cast as the main character More, he was shocked.
He remembers thinking it
was a typo.
"I was very humbled," he
said.
Linstrom admitted, however, that his favorite character was Richard Rich, the
young man that betrays
More to his death.
"I'm a sucker for characGa"~ Sa~ford/I¥/ht""'rthia~
ters that experience a fall,"
Linstrom said. "[Junior]
Sir Thomas More (Andrew Llnstrom) tens off his daughter's

Katherine Busz
Staff writer
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,"

Caleb [Barber] pulls it off very well. I'm
a fan,"
Much credit for the show's success can
be given to director Rick Hornor, as well
as the actors.
"He has a clear vision of what he wants
to see on the stage," Junior Molly
McKeown said. "He takes chances that
break down walls and intrigue audiences."
Though the technical crew's joking
name for the play was "A Man for No
Reasons," the work itself actually sends a
strong message about personal integrity.
"What you have hunted me for is not
my actions, but the thoughts of my heart.
It is a long road you have opened,"
protests More at his trial. "For first, men
will disclaim their hearts, and presently
they will have no hearts. God help the
people whose statesmen walk your road."
Many found inspiration in More's
character and story.
"It's a beautiful script," religion professor Jerry Sittser said. He even mentioned adding it to the curriculum for his
History of Christianity class.
The show will play again this Friday
and Saturday at 8 p.m. in Cowle~
Memorial Auditorium.

Ga". SawforJ/Whiflllorthian

Lawyer Thomas Cromwell (Sean Cowan) plots
against Sir Thomas More.

suitor William Roper (Phil Lacey) while Lady Margaret (Julie
Kurtz) looks on.
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i
Cardinal Wolsey (N. Brandon
Leahy) reads while Sir
Thomas More (Andrew
Linstrom) looks on.
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The Spanish Ambassador Chupuys (Molly McKeon) entices Sir
Thomas More to take a letter from her king With the help of her
servant (Karla Marie Rose) .
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B-boying in the Cafe

Men's soccer wins twice

Break dancers show their stuff for a night of
amazing stunts and acrobatics

Scene,

Whiitworth men play some defense with
consecutive 1-0 wins.

Sports,

page 5
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Faculty, students divided in election
Most pick Bush
in campus poll
Leah Motz
EricFredriksen
Staff writers

a s nation-wide presidential surveys pomt
A.
to a constantly-tightening presidential
race between Sen. John Kerry and
President Bush, members of the American
Political Parties class found a wide disparIty
between the political leanings of Whitworth
students and faculty.
Although polls show Kerry winning in
Freshman Michelle Gregg casts Washington state, a mock election conducted
her vote during the Mock elecby students in the class found that 68 percent of

tions last Tuesday

PirateBay
opens for
business

Whitworthians favor Bush while 32 percent of
students plan to vote for Kerry.
"Our campus is very Republican," sophomore Edward Black said.
Faculty members, however, cast their votes
more liberally and cast 27 ballots for Kerry
and only 13 checked off Bush.
"The faculty are very highly educated,"
professor of sociology Robert Clark said. "A
lot of the students come from small towns and
rural areas which lean more towards the conservatives." .
More than 500 students and faculty participated in the mock vote.
Presidential candidate Ralph Nader also
received recognition from both groups, getting 12 votes from students and two from faculty members.
The purpose was to provide insight into
which candidates students and faculty mem-

It's that tinJe

bers will cast their votes for Election Day.
Of the 508 voters who took part in
Wednesday's mock election, 92 percent of
them were current students and eight percent
were faculty members.
Overall, students and faculty re-elected Bush to
a second term in office with a vote of 308-169
translating to Bush winning 61 percent of the
popular vote, defeating Kerry who received 33
percent. Nader and similar candidates totaled
.
three percent of the vote.
Unlike Whitworth student results, a recent
presidential tracking poll focused on the election in Washington Stale. The poll from
Rasmussenreports.com showed Kerry to be
holding 52 percent of the vote, compared to
Bush's 44 percent.
The remaining four percent of voters arc
undecided or will cast their votes for another,
See

MOCK
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Bethany Monroe
Staff writer
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Looking for a manneqUin lamp or a stop sign?
PirateBay is the place to find it.
The ASWC-sponsored classlfieds Web site ha!. officially opened, offering Whitworth students a place to
buy and sell their textbooks, DVD's, computer equipment and just about anything else.
"Find all your treasures here!" declares PiraleBay's
home page, featuring eight advertisement categories
tor books, tickets, dorm furnishings and other items.
"We're open to anything, as'long as it's not illegal,"
sophomore said Jared Dejong, ASWC executive secretary and PirateBay webmaster.
Within 12 hours of the Web site's opening, there
were 25 items already posted for sale, Dejong said.
Each seller is responsible for maintaining their
advertisements and collectmg payment from buyers,
but Dejong oversees the site and watches out for vulgarities and illegal practices, such as ticket scalping.
Junior Beau Chevassus was among the first students
to usc PirateBay. He advertised a ticket for "A Man for
All Seasons," asking slighlly over the standard $5
price.
"They lowered my ticket's price to its original value,
which is perfectly fine with me," Chevassus said. "My
motive wasn't 10 scalp it."
Pirate Bay offers an e-mail template that interested
shoppers can use to contact the sellers. Sellers also
have the option of listing theIr phone and room numbers.
"I haven't gotten any questions [from users], which
gives me the assumption that it's pretty user-friendly,"
Dejong said. "I've had a bunch of people compliment
it."
While textbook-swapping is expected to be
PirateBay's main usc, some students arc gelling creative with their ads.
Sophomore Tom Dionne placed an ad in PirateBay's
See

PIRATEBAV
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Children of Whitworth parents spend some time decorating pumpkills at the Grace Theme house October Fest. Sack races. three
legged races. face paillting. pumpklll painting. treats and prizes topped off the festivities.
-

Middle Easterners lean to\Vard I<erry
Alexandra Auld
Staff writer

Ie lmost every day, senior Amir Rizk visits www.mas-

D. rawy.com,

the Egyptian equivalent of Yahoo.com
...,. news. The reports often highlight deaths of innocent
people in the Middle East.
Rizk reads news stories about the Iraqi war on the site,
which he says are often negative. Rizk translated an Oct.
15 article reporting "the air raids on Fallujah killed 14 people and at least one woman and three kids."
Rizk said the Egyptian media are unsupportive of the
war and that most Egyptians and Arabs worldwide are

unsympathetic to U.S. activities in Iraq and the Middle
East.
In November 2000, many in Muslim and Arab communities voted for President Bush. Now, four years later,
Muslim and Arab Americans arc unhappy with Bush and
his foreign policy, according to polls conducted by Zogby
International, which specializes in Muslim and Arab
polling.
In a U.S. poll of 1,700 Muslims, Zogby predicted
Muslim voters support Kerry over Bush 68 percent to
seven percent, respectively. Eleven percent would vote for
See
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Mock Election Results
(508 total votes)

Continued from page 1

less visible, candidate.
Nationally, opinions are a lillie tighter than in
Washington, generally a Democrat-controlled state. Recent
Ramussen National Presidential Tracking Polls show Bush
to be leading with 48 percent to Kerry's 47 percent.
However, neither candidate is projected to win enough
states to reach the required 270 electoral votes needed to
win the election, according to Rasmussenreports.com.
Opinions could change as debates on the presidential race
continue. Students have been attending lectures, such as the
one by University of Washington Professor of
Communication David Domke, and are having discussions
with family and friends.
In fact, nine students changed their votes to Kerry after
attending the lecture by Domke according to the student
mock election poll.
"I thought the election ballot was weird," Black said. "
In a normal ballot, you would fIll in a bubble. This felt
more like a survey."

Other
17 (3%)

J

PlRATEBAY:
Continued from page 1

J.
S,

"Services" section for breakfast-in-bed, served by him and his
roommates.
"It was really easy [to place an ad} and it's pretty sweet too,
because it's free," Dionne said.
PirateBay can be found on Whitworth's Current Students
Web page under "ASWC Classified Ads." It is only open to the
Whitworth community. Before reaching the PirateBay home
page, students must enter their e-mail username and password.
"Though 1 don't think it's the greatest invention since girls,
I'll definitely look into it as an opportunity for selling my
[stuff]," Chevassus said. "I certainly appreciate that ASWC is
coming up with fresh ideas."
Dejong was pleased with student interest in PirateBay, but
only time will tell if it will be a success. In order for Pirate Bay
to be useful, students will need to shop there, rather than just
post items for sale, Dejong said.
"I think it's a good alternative ... something like eBay, [but] it
helps out students in our own community," freshman Laura
Richardson said.
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"

The War on
Terronsm. It's so widespread. It deals not onlY
lvith ollr country but
lvith the lvhole lJJorld. "
Michael Carlson

Jasmine Bonner

I lVOu/d sqy moral
issues because I think
moral issues are kry
determining factors in
the progress oj ollr
nation. "

Sopbomore

FruhlJliJI/

L

"

Heidi Dole

Same-sex marriage. I per.Jonalbl am against same-sex
marriage and I feel it goes
against the Bible. I'm voting
for the person that is against
. "
same-sex marnage.

"
Danielle Foster

Junior

ProbablY healthcare or education. The
education 0/ ollr children is one 0/ the
most important things because thry lvill
be the leaders 0/ our cO/mtry. And
healthcare because there are a lot 0/ people who are unable to afford healthcare. "

Fresbman

worldbriefS/news ticker
u.s. soldier convicted
of heinous war crimes

Environmental treaty
approved in Russia

Most wanted Indian
killed by police force

Charged with abusing Iraqi prisoners at
the now-infamous Abu Ghraib prison, Sgt.
Ivan Frederick has been convicted and sentenced to eight years in prison. Frederick
admitted to conspiracy, dereliction of duty,
maltreatment, assault and committing an
indecent act. Originally Fredrick was sentenced to 10 years, but the jail time was
reduced after he agreed to a plea bargain.
Sgt. Fredrick is the highest-ranking soldier
to be convicted for charges related to Abu
Ghraib, where the American army is working to improve conditions for the estimated
2,000 Iraqi prisoners who have yet to be
charged.

In a move praised by environmental
activists, the lower house of Russian parliament, known as the State Duma, has voted
overwhelmingly to approve passage of the
Kyoto Protocol. Russian President Vladimir
Putin has personally spoken favorably of the
protocol, and with his large number of allies
in the Russian government, it is now regarded as a mere matter of time before the protocol becomes law in Russia. The protocol is
intended to reduce emissions in nations
across the world, although the United Stales
has refused to join and China is not required
to reduce emissions as they are regarded a
developing country.

The most wanted man in India,
Veerappan, was killed by a police task force.
Veerappan has been on the run since 1986
and was known for committing more than
100 murders as well as kidnapping, smuggling and poaching. A $1.1 million reward
had been offered for information on his
whereabouts. A former state minister had
been slain by Veerappan and a famous
Indian actor had been kidnapped and ransomed. In the past, Veerappan had offered
to surrender to police, but only in exchange
for amnesty which police would not grant.

grapevine/humor
Odd things that just may happen on Election Day
• Florida, in electoral confusion, gives all its electoral
votes to Al Gore.
• A Red Sox fan manages to hack into the electronic
voting results, giving most of the Northeast to the
Johnny Damon/David Ortiz ticket.
• John Edwards confesses his undying love for John
Kerry, Teresea Heinz outburst expected.

-Compiled by Gavm Jamieson

• The vote ends in an electoral tie, which, after a close
re-reading of the Constitution, requires Kerry and Bush
to fight to the death for the presidency.
• Alabama flunks out of the electoral college.
• Tom Brokaw uses the words "electile dysfunction"
on national television.
• Ralph Nader is voted off of "American Idol" for his
poor rendition of Destiny Child's "Survivor."
• Drunk Bush Twins commandeer Air Force One in
attempt to find Margaritaville.
• Someone just might actually win before the day is
out.

Urhhr 25, m!
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Professor shines light on election mystery
Jessica Davis
Staff writer

, I

oters in Florida, Pennsylvania and Ohio will playa
key role in deciding who will win the 2004 presidential election, Professor of history and politics
Mich<lel LeRoy said in a lecture to Whitworth students
last Monday night.
"Whoever wins these [states] will win the election,"
LeRoy said.
LeRoy did not name a winner, but analyzed voter registration patterns, campaign strategies and polls to determine
possible outcomes on Nov. 2. Voter turnout of less than 55
percent will mostly likely win the election for President
Bush. On the other hand, if voter turnout is above 55 percent, Sen. John Kerry wiII get the popular vote.
"You can't tell who is going to win," leRoy said.
"There is no way."
In jest, LeRoy offered an alternate title for his pre!.entation
originally titled, "Who wiII win the 2004 election?" as: "Will
someone please win the 2004 election?"
Gallup and the ABC/Washington Post polis are among the
few that have Bush winning by a small margin; other polls
have Bush and Kerry neck-and-neck.
leRoy stressed that the polls may be wrong because there is
a very high level of interest in the election which may not
translate into actual votcs.
Eight to 14 battleground states are up for grabs for both candidates. These states include Oregon, Nevada, Colorado, New
Mexico, Iowa, Missoun, Wisconsin, Mississippi and Ohio.
"My vote counts more in this election because I am

V

n".."" Z~lIIb",J U'hrlJl"rlhi.,.

of

Professor
History and Political Studies Michael LeRoy Illustrates the election quanda ry.

from a swing state," said sophomore Katey Robinson, an
Oregonian.
Voter registration has reached unprecedented growths,
especially in swing states, LeRoy said. Voting preferences
of different groups could greatly impact the election.
Kerry's focus on the poor and undecided voters, coupled with MoveOn.org's efforts to register more
Democrats in swing states, may have a large impact on the
election.

If half of these people turn out, "Kerry's going to win
these stales," leRoy said.
Bush is relying on the four million evangelicals that did
not vote in the 2000 election, along with support in the
South and Rocky Mountain states.
Another untapped group is college students, who are
expected to turn out in great numbers, according to a
recent Harvard University poll.
"For the most part, the voting preferences of collegeaged students are very hard to predict," LeRoy said. "So
few college-aged students even turn out for elections
compared to other groups. This year may prove to be different though."
The Harvard poll suggests that student interest in the
election is much higher since IS-year-olds were given the
vote in the 19708. The same poll also indicates that 52 percent of all college students sampled prefer Kerry, compared
to 39 percent for Bush.
"Whitworth has more Republican students than
Democrats, but a lot of students are uncertain," LeRoy said.
Junior Kirk Harris described himself as "officially
undecided." His heart is telling him to vote for Bush, but
his head is telling him to vote for Kerry, he said.
Other students, such as Robinson, are leaning toward
Bush.
With the increased number of registered voters and high
levels of interest in this election, the importance of voting
is paramount in deciding who will be the next president,
leRoy said.
"We are in for a very interesting, maybe even unprecedented, election," he said.
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camQusbriefS/at Whitworth
Intramural shirt
design contest

Concentration
AIDS speaker on
camp music show campus today

Whitworth intramurals IS
a championship Tshirt design contest. The winner
will receive a $25 gift certificate
to PIZza Hut. The requirements
for the deSign are: the fact that it
is a championship T-shirt,
"Whitworth College" and the
academic year of 2004-2005.
Designs are due at the information desk by Nov. 1. Contact
Intramural Coordinators Ian
(imcgradyMcGrady-Beach
beach02@whitworth.edu)
or
Matt Duske (mduskeOl@whitworth.edu) with any questions.

"An Evening with Madame F,"
a performance on how inmates
performed music in Nazi concentration camps to save their own
lives, is tonight at 7 p.m. in the
Music Building Recital Hall. The
play is one of the most <\cclaimed
Holocaust-related public perfonnances with more than 100
performances, across the U.S.
Admission is fre·e for the performance. The event is being hosted by
the Weyerhaeuser Center for
Christian Faith and Learning
through a grant from the Lilly
Foundation.

spon~oring

L

"Slaying the Goliath of Global
AIDS," a lecture on the "greatest
health crisis in human history,"
will be presented today at 11 a.m.
in Cowles Memorial Auditorium.
The lecture IS given by Adam
Taylor, the Executive Director of
Global Justice, an organization
formed to educate, train and
mobilize students around issues
of human rights, development
and social justice. All members
of the Whitworth community and
Spokane are welcome to attend
the free lecture.

ASWCroundup
student government
"'The trustees came to campus Iwo weeks ago for their
bi-annual meetings.
"There were more than 2,000 applications 10 Whitworth this
year. The trustees discussed lowering the female-Io-male
ratio and increasing the minority ratio.
... A dorm with 280 beds replacing the Village was discussed
by the trustees.
"The trustees thought thai Hawthorne Hall is considered an
eyesore and a new building making'the "gateway" to the college more presentable is a possibility.
.. A concern of the alumni is that there arc nol enough classes offered.
"'The living room discussion at President Bill Robinson's
house went well. There is a possibility for another discussion
in the future.
... Sweatshirts ideas arc wrapping up for many of the dorms.
"'PirateBay has been "awesome" so far with people buying
and selling.

-Compiled by Peter Burke

CLARIFICATION

Have an impact •••
DEPARTMENT OF COUNSELING
AT GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY
Master's degrees and certificate programs in .•.
.Counseling, Marriage and Family Therapy,
School Counseling, School Psychology,
Play Therapy, and Trauma

In last week's Whitworthlan,
the article "Interns help with
election season" incorrectly
quoted junior Alissa Kensok as
saying, "I love politics, even
though there is so much corruption." Kensok did not say "I love
politics" and "there is so much
corruption" in the same sentence.
In the Oct. 12 issue of the
Whitworthian, freshman Paige
Claiborn
was
quoted
in
"Whitworth Speaks Out" In
response to the question: "What
do you think of cooed small
groups?" Claiborn did not mean
for her quote to be published and
is not involved in a small group.

503-554-6166

counseling.georgefox.edu

GEORGE Fox
UNIVERSITY
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EAT club pushes campus recycling
Peter Burke
News Editor
From cans to boUles, the Environmental
Action Troop at Whitworth is on a campaign t6 get Whitworth to recycle.
The college stopped collecting glass and
plastic when it started costing too much.
"I have heard many students complain
about a lack of recycling, wasting food and
many other issues," junior Elizabeth Eads
said. "My hope is that any student who
wants Whitworth to do something differently should get involved."
Eads, along with the other founders of
EAT, seniors Denise Burningham,
Richelle Reid and Mary Eagle, junior
Meghan Callahan, sophomore Elizabeth
Pempe and the advisor of the club,
Director of Alumni, Parent and Church
Relations Tad Wisenor have organized a
campus-wide project to expand the college's current recycling program.
"Facilities and custodial hold up their
end, but where we are lacking is student
involvement," Eads said. "Many students
think if they put a bottle in a bin it will
magically be sorted and recycled. One

unsorted item ruins a whole barrel."
For $25 a month and a regular commitment from volunteers, Whitworth will be a
cleaner and more environmentally- friendly campus.
Funded by ASWC, the EAT club purchased 16 new recycling containers for the
major dorms and the Hixson Union
Building, Eads said. "[There are] eight
plastic and eight glass which are spread
out between the HUB and the seven large
dorms."
The 16 new containers add to the approximately 74 containers Facilities Services
provides for the campus, yet students still
don't necessarily know that Whitworth is
improving in it's recycling program.
") don't see many places to recycle cans;
and when we put boxes next to the dumpsters, do they get recycled or thrown
away?" sophomore Robin Hoffmeister said.
Senior Phil Daugs is less skeptical about
Whitworth's recycling effort.
"U's really not all that important 10 me,
but the recycling cans are usually right by
the regular ones, so why not do it," he said.
"There always seems to be a recycle can of
some kind around."

Ptllr Bllrh/lVh,hPorlhlon

The Arend blrls show off the EAT club's work.

Currently it costs $25 every week for
the EAT clubs recycle pickup. Volunteer
hours arc donated by the EAT club members, who do all the glass and plastic sorting on their own time.
Before EAT, Whitworth collected white
paper, green and blue bar computer paper,
cardboard, aluminum cans, long strand
shredded paper and newspaper.
Facihties Services di~continued recycling of glass and plastic because of lack

MIDDLE EAST:
Continued from page 1

Ralph Nader, while the rest are undecided.
Many analysts feel the Muslim and Arab electorate,
however ullified, lack the numbers to sway election
results. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, about 111
million people voted in the 2000 election. The Muslim
electorate, or eligible voters, is approximately two million
and there are about one million other non-Muslim Arab
voters.
Professor of ~ociology Raja Tanas believes many Arab
and Muslim Americans are frustrated by the war in Iraq
and are likely to vote for Kerry on Nov. 2.
"Americans of Middle Eastern background are less
likely to vote Bush because of his policies in the Middle
East and especiaUy in regard 10 the Arab-Israeli conflict,"

Tanas said. He is an Arab-Palestinian Christian and has
taught at Whitworth since 1983.
Arab and Muslim Americans are "disenchanted" by
Bush's Arab-American agenda Tanas said. During the
2000 campaign season, Bush promised to end racial profiling. This promise, Tanas said, has been unfulfilled. As a
result, many in the Muslim and Arab communities are
likely 10 vote for Kerry.
In the United States, Arabs of different faiths share

of time and money.
"We used 10 collect glass and plastic, but
a failed market and lack of staffing needed
to sort, rinse, remove lids and transport glass
and plastic forced us to discontinue that part
of the program," Janet Wright, a grounds
services supervisor said.
Facilities Services also recycles discarded
appliances, wood, metal and organics collected from remodeling, restoration, campus
grounds maintenance and clean-up projects,
Wright said.
The EAT club has taken on the responsibility of recycling glass and plastic on
campus. Volunteers are required to have
all the items in their dorm recycling bins
cleaned, their lids removed, sorted and
ready for pick up by the custodians on
Thursday morning each week.
Eads and Wright agree on the fact that
sludent commitment is what makes a good
recyclIng program.
"Commitments are for all time, 365
days out of the year and for every year
after that," Wright said. "It means following through, not just recycling when it
feels good, but doing it everyday, year
after year after year."

,

4
....

their distaste for u.S. activity in the Middle East.
Statistics indicate there is little disagreement between
Arab-American Christian" and Arab-American Muslims
when it comes to the Iraqi war and the Israeli-Paiestilllan
conflict. In general, both groups are against the Iraqi war
and sympathize with Palestinian causes.
On the other hand, both Bush and Kerry have taken proIsrael stances.
"I don't see either candidates moving in a different
direction in regards to the Middle East," Professor of
Politics and History Arlm Migliazzo said.
Even when unified, the Muslim-Arab community is not
a large enough voting block to influence U.S. foreign policy, Migliazzo said.
Until Arab and Muslim Americans have significant
numbers, sufficient funding and proper lobbying tactics,
political leaders will continue to sympathize wilh the
Jewish community When considering the Israeli-Palestine
conflict, he said.
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Election stirs political activism
Students get involved with campaigns
as voting day draws near
Scene, pages 8 - 9

•

the HUB ...
eakdancing with a twist
Kendra Switzer
Staff writer
A screaming bit of monkey business took over Whitworth last
Thursday night.
After yelling "please make some
noise!" the Massive Monkees, a professional breakdance group from
Seattle, started rocking out on the
Cafe floor.
"I don't think Whitworth knows
what they're getting into," sophomore Michael Chansavang said.
Tightly-crammed
students
screamed and clapped while the
team of five men and one woman
pumped out amazing moves.
The Massive Monkees arc part of
the rising street dancing trend
known as "b-boying." B-boying
takes breakdance moves to the next
level with gymnastic and acrobatic
maneuvers.
The Massive Monkees add a theatrical twist to make their routines
more performance-oriented.
They compete internationally and
recently won first place in the team
competition at the World B-Boy
Championship in London.
ASWC
Campus
Activities
Coordinator Colette Reid booked
the group through Global Talent
Associates. '
"I just thought it'd aUract a different crowd," she said.

The Massive
Monkees captivate
their audience at
Half Past 9:00 last
Thursday in the
Cafe.
C"''',a Chmry/IVhita ..TfmaN

In addition to routines, the group
demonstrated the four basic concepts of b-boying.
First there's top rock, or the basic
rhythmic steps. Next comes footwork, where the entire body moves
with intricate foot patterns. Then
there are freezes, or inverted body
positions held in the air. L<lstly, the
power moves consist of body spins.
After educating the audience, the
Massive Monkees called a few
Whitworth students to the stage. The
group taught the students a few
basic moves and stood back while
students called each other Ollt to
dance solo. The audience jumped to
their feet and cheered while their
friends spun, whirled and flipped.
Sophomore Holy Chea was able
to strut his stuff on stage.
"I think that bringing Massive
Monkees was a grent idea," Chen
said. "Spokane, being iI city that
lacks knowledge of hip-hop, needs
to be informed and taught."
Chea started breakdancing at 16
and now practices occasionally in
Graves Gym. For him, b-boying is a
way of life.
"People have the wrong idea of
what
we
do,"
he
said.
"Breakdancing is a hobby. B-boying
is a lifestyle, a culture. B-boys and
b~girls are motivated by dance,
music and each other."
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Siaffwraer
Rain, wind and hail were mere
gittches for musicians and concertgoer... on last Friday.
"The Cause @ the Cove," a
fundraiser concort originally planned
to be an outdoor event at the PIrates
Cove, was moved inside to the llixson
Union Building's dining hall due to
the blustery conditlon~.
"Even though the outdoor atmosphere was lacking, it was still an awe~ome show," sophomore Kathleen
Holm said. "The bands were fantastic
and it was a lot of fun."
The Whitworth chapter of Amnesty
InternatIonal brought in Lucia's Grey
Dot,
Waffle
Cone
Success,
Borditional,
Synesthesia, junior
Marcn Hayes, Acacia Grove and senior Josh Rodland to playas a charity
performance for human rights. More
than 100 students attended and,
despite free admission, more than
$100 in donations was raised with all
profit going directly back to Amnesty
International.
"It was good to sec new musicians
that we hadn't seen play before at
Whitworth, and it was great to see students gathering together for a good
cause," said junior Crissy Greenberg.
Amnesty International is a club
dedicated to the prevention and discontinuation of abuses against human
rights. The cause for the event was
addressed prior to the start of the
show and in-between each act.
Bumper stickers and pamphlets were

The Will
Ferrell flick Is
first of six
free films

Spokane Falls Community College student
Ian McDonald, performs with AcaCia Grove,
at Cause @the Cove, a benefit concert for
Amnesty International.

handed out to concert attendees in
hopes of raising awareness about specific campaigns regarding human
rights.
"This helps our finances because
through donations we do not have to
puIl all the money oul of the ASWC
budget and we can bring more speakers to campus," said junior Katie
Stevens, president of the Whitworth
chapter of Amnesty International.
See CAUSE ... page 6

Hundreds of students learned of
Ihe legend of Ron Burgundy last
Saturday, when ASWC's series of
six free movies kicked off with
"Anchorman" in the Cafe.
After a successful run last year,
junior Colette Reid, the ASWC
campus activities coordinator, is
bringing the free showings to campus once again.
"We had a pretty good turnout
last year, and it seemed like something we could continue," Reid
said.
Reid selects movies through
Swank, a company that works with
college campuses and other groups
to distribute movies after they have
ended their theater run, but before
they make the move to home video.
"They send me a list of the
movies they have now, and I highlight the ones that seem new and
interesting," Reid said. "Then I take
that list to ASWC meetings and
they put checks next to the ones
they think arc besl."
There arc plans for three movie
showings during Jan Term, just like
last year. She can't be sure exactly
what will be playing, though.
"It's such a tight schedule," she
said. "I don't really know what's
available until about a month ahead
of time."
Though the free movies may be
new to current studenls, Ihey aren't
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Shannon Blackburn
Nathan Harrison
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Despite rain, bands ~nchorman' kicks
perform for Cause
off free movie series
Staff IVI Iter

r2
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new 10 the campus.
"They used to show movies in
Cowles [Memorial] Auditorium,"
Reid said. "They were popular for a
while, and then they just went
away. It seemed like a good thing to
start up again."
"AnchornHln" stars Saturday
Night Live alul11us Will Ferrell and
Christina Applegate, former star of
the TV show "Married with
Children." The film features Paul
Rudd of "Friends" and Steve
Carrell of "The Daily Show with
Jon Stewart" in major roles, as well
as Ben Stiller, Luke Wilson, Jack
Black, Vince Vaughn and Tim
Robbins in cameos. Tony Dow of
"Leave it to Beaver" even makes a
cameo appearance as parI of a rival
news tl:am.
The plot of the comedy revolve~
around Ron Burgundy (Ferrell),
lead anchor for the most successful
news station in San Diego.
Burgundy's role as top dog is
threatened when management add~
reporter Victoria Corningstone
(Applegate) in an effort to appear
more diverse. The men of the slation attempt to derail her career at
every
opportunity,
though
Burgundy is torn between his career
as an anchorman and his love for
Corningstone.
The movie is Ferrell's second
lead role in a comedy, following his
first lead in "Elf' last year and earlier parts in "Old School," "Starsky
& Hutch" and "Zoolander."
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Training
for the
lronman
competition

Senior Tim Nydcgger
is not your avcragc athlcte. He is not cvcn your
averagc triathlete. In
2006, Nydegger will
compete in thc honman
triathlon in Cocur
d'Alenc.
Gcnerally, triathlons
consist of a 2A-mile
swim, a 25-milc bikc ride
and a 6.2-milc run. But
not the Ironman. The
swimming distance stays
the samc, but the biking
is 112-miles, four times
as far as a normal
triathlon, and the running
is 26.2-miles, the cquivalent of a marathon.
"I thmk it's the mO!t!
physically challenging
!tingle-day event,"
Nydcgger said.

Nydegger hopes to
compctc in the Ironman
Triathlon in Hawaii in the
future.
"I got involved doing
triathlons two summers
ago," Nydcggcr said.
Hc got injured swimming in high school,
making it difficult to
kecp up with the rigorous
training schedule. With
the loss of competitive
swimming, Nydegger
took up running. He ran
his first marathon, the
Seattle Marathon, last
year during Thanksgiving
weekend. Since he could
run and swim, he figured
he might as well givc
triathlons a try.
Nydcgger has participated in threc triathlons
to date. Thc Coeur
d' Alene Ironman takes a
certain number of people

training regiment for the
from each age bracket to
five months before a
compete in the Hawaii
race. During those
lronman
months he usually trains
A television show highbetwecn 12 to 15 hours a
lighting a dad who comweek.
peted in the Ironman with
"It's not that intense,"
his handicapped son
Nydcgger said. "It's usucncouragcd Nydegger's
ally running 2S miles a
intcrest in the honman.
weck, biking 100-125
The dad pulled his son in
a raft as hc swam. Hc rode miles and swimming
. maybe four to fivc miles
his bike with his son in a
a wcek."
seat on the back. He ran
Outside of training,
the distance of a marathon
school and work,
to finish the race pushing
Nydeggcr spends his time
his son in a jogger.
hanging out with junior
"I was just so inspircd
high students.
that he would do some"1 want to be a youth
thing like that and could
pastor," Nydegger said.
physically do it,"
"Right now I'm the junNydeggcr said.
ior high youth director at
Since he watched that
Life Centcr."
show as a teenager, he
Hc will receive his
has always wanted to
B.A. in religion in May,
compete in the lronman.
allowing time for him to
Nydegger trains ycartrain more seriously.
round, but has a stricter
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NAME: Tim Nydegger
AGE: 22
YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: Religion
HOBBIES: Training,

hanging with junior
high kids
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HOMETOWN:

Everywhere, most
recently Spokane, WA

s
Phi

Alii
Slaj
Spokane
Community
College student K.C.
Embrey performed with
his band
BorditlOna I
last Saturday
night at
Amnesty's
Cause@the
Cove.
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CAUSE:
Continued from page 5

"We are hoping to do another event similar
to this one late in the second semester, so
hopefully the weather will allow it to be outside."
"The Cause @ the Covc" was put on by a
purcly voluntecr effort. Some of the goals
werc to raise money for a charitable cause
and increase students' knowledge on important !s~ues in a global perspective, all while
provldmg a low-cost and fun entertainment
atmosphere.
"[ think we pulled it off wcll," Stevens
said: ".We appreciate all the support from the
~uslcJans and students for donating their
tIme and money."
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Do you need help with your
studies? Educational NW
Resources can help.
We are a tutoring
company specializing in GRE
Prep and tutoring for all age
groups. Call 323-4950.
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clubbioblurb/club corner

cityhighlights

Amnesty International

in Spokane

.. WHO WE ARE: Amnesty International is 0 worldwide, voluntary movement of people who campaign for human

Mac hosts haunted house

rights. Our vision Is a world In which every person enjoys all the human rights protected In the Universal Declaratlon
of Human Rights. Our club Is part of the millions that are leading the struggle to defend human rights and save lives.
Currently we have about 15 acting members and many more who like to be Informed about what's going on In the
world.

.. WHERE WE MEET: We meet every Monday at 9 p.m. In the Cafe.
.. WHAT WE DO: Every week we take action to protect individuals at risk of human rights abuses by writing letters,
which are called Urgent Actions. When Amnesty InternatIonal learns that someone Is In danger, they mobllize their
Urgent Action Network to write and put pressure on government authorities to prevent the abuse. Currently, 40,000
political prisoners have been freed because of letter writing. We also inform the campus about human rights abuses
around the world by sponsoring speakers, documentaries and movies. Then we find ways that we can actively
respond to the crisis and impact the situation. The last thing we do is raise funds for lhe larger Amnesty so they can
continue their wonderful work. With all the atrocities in the world today, the work they do comes 01 a price. Our concert "Cause @ the Cove" was an effort to raise support for Amnesty. Despite the weather, we had a great time, and
people were very generous. It's easy to become involved and taking 10 minutes out of your Monday night could help
save someone miles away from the comforts of Whitworth.
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Your shoes are your vehicle to the
scene. Whether you arc walking 10 the
mall, a show, a party or the Rocket on
Main, your shoes are what ~i11 carry
you in and out. The perfect ensemble is
built from the ground up; that is, it all
begins with the perfect pump.
There are many types of shoes in the
world and it is not our place to judge
them. Every shoe is different; no two
shoes are the same. But whether a shoe
is old or new, flat or stiletto, loafer or
pump, it is our firm conviction that they
were all created equal ... unless'they are
just not cute at all.
If vintage is your choice flavor, we
have two suggested destinations. The
first is Funky Groovy Threads on
Monroe, which boasts an eclectic collection of vintage apparel. Here you will
find authentic '80s pumps, saddleback
shoes and the occasional unfortunate
jelly sandal. Funky Groovy Threads is
locally owned, and the merchandise is

compiled from various thrift stores.
They dig through the grossness to find
the good stuff, so busy and important
hipsters like us don't have to.
Another great place to find vintage
l.hoes is at haltiesshop.com. This dotcom used to be an actual store downtown called Hattie's Attic, but it went
out of business about nine months ago.
Hattie's has radcore vintage wear from
all over the country. They specialize in
couture and fine wear; no cheap l.hoes
here. Philip once found fl pair of pl;l.rpl~ .
suede loafers, which would have been
awesome had he been Hugh Hefner.
If you're looking for something a little newer, there's no better place to shop
than Nordstrom Rack in the Northtown
mall. Here you will find one-of-a-kind
hot shoes, and emerge the hottest hottie
on the scene. And you will save lots of
money because the shoes here have
been significantly marked down. Today
is actually the first day of the 30 percent
to 60 percent off sale, so you better put
on your shopping hal.
A few weeks ago, Allison snagged a
pair of hot pink stilettos at half price.
We call these her three-drink shoes,

Satirical spoof opens
"The Colored Museum," a satire which pokes
fun at both white and black America, is showiug
at the Spokane Civic Theatre.
The play opened last Friday and will continue to run Oct. 28 - 30, Nov. 4 - 7 and
Nov. 11 -13_
Shows are Fridays and Saturdays at 8
p.m., Thursdays at 7:30 p.m. and Sunday at
2 p.m.
Tickets are $12. for more information visit
spokanecivictheatre.com

Jazz pianist performs

Searching for the perfect pump
Philip Atkins
Allison Carr
StafJwriters

The annual Mac Haunted House wiII open its
doors tomorrow night.
All three floors of McMillan will transform
into a spooky maze of surpri1.cs .
The haunted house will run from 9 p.m. to
midnight. Cost is $2 .

because she can only have three
drinks ... of water ... when wearing them
and still walk_ .. elegantly ... or at all.
Searching for the perfect pump is best
if you stick to the following guidelines:
Be drinking something. Like coffee, ..
or something.
Go with your gay best friend (especially if he's hott with two t's).
Always adhere to a strict two-pump
limit (two pairs, that is) in order that you
may protect your ass-sets.
Leave at least dne-and-a-ha'lf hours
for your shoe-shopping experience, so
that you won't be late for your
Whitworthian meeting and have to
make up a lie about researching for your
column when really you were distracted
by a shiny paIr of Marc Jacobs last season stilettos Ihal arc really hard to find
in a men's size 11... or something.
Don't buy shoes from the following
stores: Deb, Rave, Wet Seal and Boss
Wear. In fact, we wiJl not recognize
these places as legitimate sale entities.
Signing off with a hitch in our get
along, we are Philip and Allison. Until
next week ... shop!

attractionsdistractions/thiS week

Jazz Pianist Eric Reed will perform in conccrt with the Whitworth Jazz Ensemble
Saturday, Nov. 6 at 8 p.m. in Cowles Memorial
Auditorium.
Tickets are $10 through the Whitworth music
office at 777-3280 or pay at the door the
evening of the concert.
Reed will play several numbers as a soloist,
including Basic-style, swing, ballads and Lattn
style.
Senior Erik HjeJt will playa piano duet with
Reed for one song.
A Philadelphia native, Reed grew up on
gospel music and began playing piano at age
two. He began formal training at age seven, but
remains primarily self-taught.
Reed has recorded 12 albums, continues to
tour the world with ensembles and teaches
jazz piano worll,lwide.,He's shared the stage
and laid down tracks with musicians such as
Elvin Jones, Benny Carter, Wayne Shorter,
Patti Labelle, Edwin Hawkins and Quincy
Jones.
rn addition to the concert on Nov. 6, he will
conduct a free jazz clinic Friday, Nov. 5, at 5:15
p.m. in the Music Building Recital Hall. It is
open to the general public.

-Compiled by Greg Tom/ill al/d Kutie S/Juw

Whitworth College's own

Kenny Andrews
Performing a tribute to

Luther Vandross
and the same night
Freshman seminar AIDS
lecture by Adam Taylor
Cowles Memorial
Auditorium 11: 15 a.m.
"An Evening with Madame
FH performance
Music Recital Hall
7 p.m.

Football vs. Lewis and
Clark College
12:30 p.m.
Northwest Cross Country
ChampionshIps Banquet
HUB Dining Hall
1 p.m.

Mac Haunted House
McMillan
9 p.m.
MTV's Rock the Vote
Cafe
8 p.m.

National Outdoor
Leadership Info Bus
In front of the HUB
9 a.m,

Fall Break begins classes today

No

Volleyball vs. UPS
7p.m.

Kimi Saffer
Performing a salute to

Worldwide Diva's
Friday Night, November 5 lh 7:00PM

Classes resume 6 p.m.
Telepathy - Jazz and
Poetry night
Cafe
8 p.m.

Ben Brody Doctoral
Conduction Recital
St. AugustIne Church
7 p.m.

Brand new,
never used
full-size bed set,
Double quilted
for $150
Queen for $175
Can Deliver
Call 926-8169

Stu ents ta
_"'IIiIi:II.-J Sophomore

Erika Prim;
and junior
C.C. lavery
join in a
democratic
rally.

;.~" Ahrt/Wli~

Sophomores Rebecca Miner and Alex Hadford show
their support for candidate Cathy McMorris.
Sophomore Noah Patterson takes time from Sign waving to be mtervlewd by a KXLY Channel 4 news crew.

Jmll ~~rJJl1/IV"lfu'o'-Jlu,U1

Discussing God and politics
Katherine Busz
Bethany Hargis

Staff writers

~
~

tudents gathered at President
Bill Robinson's house last
~uesday eyening for .a discussion on fa1th and pohtics
~ regarding the upcoming elec~
,
tion.
.'
,
ASWC President Courtney Daly
organized the event because she saw "a
need to dialogue the elections and issues
of faith and how those two fit together,
or even if they should - if we as
Christians are called to be politically
engaged."
The open forum was casual and lighthearted with a group of about 20 students. Robinson facilitated the conversation.
One aspect of the discussion readdre!.sed isslIes brought up in University
of Washington professor David Domke's
presentation.
"There was a side of his presentation
that seemed 10 object to President Bush
invoking God's will as an clement of his
decision making," said Robinson.
Robinson asked students their view on
whether faith and politics should mix and
received varying answers.
Senior Shane Gronholz didn't think it
was possible to mix the two.
~

"1 don't see how you can divorce your
political beliefs from your religious
beliefs," Gronholz said.
Sophomore Amy Jackson was concerned about the potential effects of the
combination.
"It's what we as humans do to religion
in taking it into politics. We're a fallen
race, we manipulate it," Jackson said.
Other students saw the problem as
.bt(ing mainly errors in perception ..
. "A lot of people view it as 'If you're a
Christian you're Republican and if
you're a Democrat you're not really
saved,''' sophomore Alex Hadford said.
"With'that view you can alienate a lot of
people. That situation is really dangerous."
Many felt that Hadford had brought up
a valid point. Senior Angela Cesena did
not think that either political party accurately represented the Christian faith and
found it unfair that Christians often get
put into a category.
Cesena was also frustrated with
activist ChrIstians that can pull the image
of the whole category over to their
extreme.
'
"It's interesting how easy it is to want
to push your morals on someone else,"
she said. "Every time I think about pusbing my morals on someone else, I
remember ... this amazing thing called
'free will' Ihat God gave us."

Others found that a difficult line to toe.
"Where do you draw the line for
'Render unto Caesar what is Caesar's
... '?" as~~d junior Beau Chevassus. He
felt that not r>eUing the boundaries of an
issue left tqo much room for misinterpre,'
tation.
. No ma.tter what the issues were,
"We're not going to find out in our Bible
who'to vote for," Robinson said. "But
we can find guidance
,
. for how to think

about the people we're electing."
The final consensus seemed to be that
the most important thing was to make an
educated decision.
'
"The whole point of voting is to provide support to the [candidate] you
believe in," freshman H~ather Stevens
said. "Sometimes you are stuck choosing
the lesser evil, but you must take sides,
whether you agree with everything they
stand for or not."

~ A."J.,/W Ji_bi~.

Seniors Shane Gronholz, Annemsrie Webber and sophomore Teby Wammack discuss politics with
President Bill Robinson

,

Regional Voting Guide
Waving
the signs
of- the

Democrat
Senator

-Patty Murray

Katie Shaw
Scene editor

_ a

Social
Security

Against any change to the age requirement or
reduction in the Social Security benefit to senior
citizens, and opposes privatizing SOCial Security
until Congress has more detailed plan. Will
never vote to cut SOCial Security.

Education

Introduced a bill to put $5 billion into the Pell
Grant; supports smaller classes and pre-school
program funding such as Head Start; keep taxpayer dollars within public school system.

Voted for big increases in education spending as
part of No Child Left Behind.

Wants federal funding for embryonic stem cell

Has a diabetic daughter and urges that federal
funds be used for stem
cell research to look' into
cures for diabetes and other diseases.

It
In

Stem Cell
Research

I

hitworth students got
out of bed extra early
l!'.t'~ last Saturday morning
~ W
to show their support
.., ....
for the candidate of
their choice at a sign-holding rally held
in front of KXLY studios on Boone.
Democratic congressional candidate
Don Barbieri supporters lined one side
of the street, facing off wilh supporters
of E,t;publican candidate Cathy
McMorris, who lined the other side'.· '
Juniors Heather Gregory, president
of the Young D~mocrats and Emily
McPhee, the club's vice president, held
signs and cheered with the rest of the
Barbieri suppOrters, as passing cars
honked in support.
The club met at the studios at 9:15
a.m. to begin .waving signs.
On the other side, Whitworth students were among the McMorris crowd
responding to the Democrats with their
own enthusiastic cheers and big signs.
Sophomore NOah Patterson, who
interned for the McMorris campaign to
meet a requirement for his American
political parties Class, w~s there showing his support. ,
"My internship ,as a whole has been
a good ~xperience, to see firsthand
everything that goes into a campaign,"
he said.
Patterson was able to learn first· hjU1d
the extensive work that goes into l."llmpaignmg.
"The part of my internship that I
enjoyed most has been meeting really
prominent people," he said. "It's neat
to meet all the influential people that I
wouldn't otherwise have a chance to
meet."
't'"~,

.i!!!l
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George Nethercutt, Jr.

Opposed to privatization. Keep current retirement age, restore fiscal diSCipline to budget and
provide incentives to save for retirement so people can "supplement, not supplant" their benefits,

•

tlmes

Republican

Gay
Marriage

Education

research,
Marriage is between ~ man and a woman, but
same-sex couples should have civil unions to
provide certain rights.

Does not support a constitutional amendment
that would ban gay marriage: Thinks that the
Federal Defense of Marriage Act is constitutional, but would support an amendment to it if a
federal judge ruled otherwise.

link educ~tion fundmg to student performance
standards. Restore Initiative 732 which guarantees' education employees receive cost of livmg

Enact legislation that would prevent education
funding from being cut and believes teacher~
should be paid based on achievement. Supports
the high standards of the WASL but is open to
changes.

- in~r~ases.

Health

Care

Economy

Reduce h~alth care system regulations to provide more,iiffordable health care. Put caps on
non-economic;: damages and lawyers' fees In
personal injury lawsuits to keep doctors m

Purchase prescriptio!1 drugs from Canada to get
lower'prlces;--Savings will help fUnd her plan for
all children to have health insurance by 2010.
Create a Washington Institute of Stem Cell
Research.

W~shington.

Create 250,000 jobs in the next four years and
stop the outsourcmg of jobs overseas. Create a
cabinet level "Jobs Council" that \:'Jould Identify
barriers to economic growth.

Reduce rf1l8ulations and bureaucracy so businesses can gr9W and creat~ jobs. Hire state
agency heads that will Improve service to
Washingtonians.

"'.::::' -". -', . "::;:>R.pr8..n~~,;~~,5u,.,:~I!~'~:·':.'.',: '<.". '~,:>~;:~:;~"r
',.'Don,'B8l'bieri': ';':r> i,'c'f: ~X,::~" o~// <, 'cathy MCMOrTif;"": "':; ': '{~'

Education

Wants to implement a Usmart stratr;lgy" that
educates children from kindergarten
college
~np prepares them to work in,tlle global

to

mar~ElL;

Stem Cell
Research

Supports th~ expansion of government funding
into embryonic stem cell research., The U.S:
should be a world leader in stern cell res~arch.

Gay
Marriage

Against a constitutional amendment banning
gay marriage. Thinks that marriage should be
defined as between a man and a woman, but
says the state should not do the defining.

Federal tax credits for non-pu9lic school tuiWm
and locally-administered scholarship prograryls.
Education funding decisions should be made' at
local level.
Opposes using fetal cells in stem cell research.

. Supports 'a constitutional amendment defining
marriage as between one man and one woman.

.
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Deborah Senn
Internet

Health
Care

Economy
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Rob'McKenna

Add resources to the consumer protection division to educate consumers on Identity theft.

Increase resources to reduce Identity theft,
Internet fraud and onnne child pornography.

- Prevent drug companies from keeping genenc

Enact liability reform to reduce the stress put on
doctors and hospitals.

drugs off the market.
Join other attorney generals in investigating the
cause of rising gasoline prices to determine
what action should be taken.

Reduce lawsuits involving state agencies that
cost taxpayers millions.

p.... J1,rt/ll""lo~rfhJ""
Local democratic supporters vOice

their opinion.
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Overcoming Injury
Junior Doug Blackburn's success
could be attributed to doctors
SPOrts, page 11
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Breakdown

JUnior defender
Todd Sabrowski
attempts to clear
the ball during
last Saturday's
game against
Willamette.

Presidential
sports: a
look at what
they've done
Colin Storm
Staff writer
:;'1

Bues take a pair of 1-0 shutouts
zero for the majority of the game. It wasn't
Men's soccer narrowly
until the 66th minute that Whitworth
scored.
WillS two games at
Junior John Carlson was able to put one
for the Pirates. The score remained 1home, still flrst in NWC oaway
for the remainder of the game, giving

Katy Clark
Staffwnter
The men'8 soccer team had a weekend of
narrow wins. In last Saturday'S game
against. the Willamette University Bearcats
and last Sunday's game against the LinfIeld
College Wildcats, the Pirates won by scores
of 1-0.
The game against Willamette was tied at

Whitworth the victory.
Sunday's game against Linfield went into
overtime. Despite several good opportunities, neither team was able to score during
regulation play. With the score tied at zero
the two teams headed into the first suddendeath overtime period. With under four
minutes to go, Carlson had another big goal,
this one off of a header, to end the game.
Whitworth had surprisingly few shots on
goal against Linfield. The first half was

more active, with four shots on goal, but in
the second half there was only one shot, for a
total of five shots on goal in regulation time.
Linfield had even less shots on goal, with one
in the first half and none in the second half.
What Linfield lacked in shots on goal they
made up for in comer kicks. They had eight in regulation time, with two in the first halfand six in the
second. Whitworth was only able to obtain two
comer kicks in regulation, both in the second half.
With Whitworth's overtime 1-0 win, the
Pirates remain in first place in the Northwest
Conference.
The Pirates will take on Pacific Lutheran
University this Saturday and the University of Puget Sound this Sunday. Both games will be
played in Tacoma, Wash. at 1 :30 p.m.

Football survives scare at Menlo
Afton Grossardt
Staff writer

.-,

With only seven minutes left
and the scoreboard reading 2814 in the Pirates' favor, it
seemed like Whitworth football
had their game against the
Menlo College Oaks wrapped
up last Saturday.
In the end, the Pirates
squeezed by with a 41-35 win,

but not before Menlo backed
Whitworth into a comer.
Before their 28-14 edge, the
Pirates had shown great resolve
against Menlo. The Pirates, with
a 4- L record, were supposed to
doI'llinate the weary Oaks, who's
record up to this point has only
yielded one victory in a total of
five games played.
Perhaps it was the looming
idea of losing another game that

drove both the Oaks' offensive
and defensive lines to take
things up a notch3 as they scored
twice, tying the game at 28 the
end of regulation on a IS-yard
touchdown pass with 19 seconds
to go.
'
The first overtime period of
the game did not bode well for
the agitated Pirates and the Oaks
were able to use their first offensive drive to score a touchdown.

This gave the Oaks their first and
only lead of the game.
The Pirates took a down-butnot-out attitude and drove the ball
down the field to tie up the score
at 35, on a five-yard run by sophomore quarterback Joel Clark.
At this point, it was a battle of
stamina as the game entered its
second overtime and many players were starting to show signs
See SCARE ~ page 12

Turbulent times continue
Sara Morehouse
Staff writer

Women
lose to
slumping
Bearcats

}

.~-
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Despite the agreeable weather on
Saturday, the Whitworth women couldn't
come up with a similarly agreeable score
against the Willametle University
Bearcats.
With the 5-1 loss, the women gave up
one more goal than in the previous
weekend's upsetting loss to George Fox
University. Whitworth's only goal was
scored in the 20th minute by senior
Rachel leavitt.
The Pirates' outlook on their Salembased opponent was more positive earlier in the year. They accomplished their
first ever win on the Bearcats turf on
Sept. 26 with a score of 1-0.
Last Sunday, the Whitworth women
calmed fans' fears of a slump when they
dominated the Linfield College Wildcats
with a 3-0 victory. Senior Jennifer Hall

opened the scoring a mere three minutes
into the game.
Even with this grand opening, the
Whitworth women still weren't performing up to their potential.
"They aren't playing how you would
expect them to play against a team this
low in the conference," said Becky
Painter, parent of sophomore defender
Diana Painter.
The second half was a different game.
Sophomore Jael Hagerott scored
Whitworth's final two goals within the
first five minutes of the half. The
Pirates continued to control the game
until the referee's whistle announced the
end. Whitworth had previously beaten
Linfield in McMinnville, Ore. 4-1 earlier this year.
The Whitworth women will play at
;N AlWtt/rPh""mtma.
Pacific Lutheran University on Oct. 30 Freshman forward Kara Tisthammer Is
and the University of Puget Sound on pressured by a Willamette defender durOct. 31.
Ing Saturday's loss.

i:R e

proclaimed

that

~ <r:.~ "peaked in little league."

he

.,~&;. Who is that man? Your
~!&'l f:t current president and 2004
presidential candidate George W.
Bush. What can you say be~ide~ the
fact that the man has been a leader
right from the get-go?
He proudly proclaims that he was
the "high commissioner of stickball" while a senior in high school.
Bush even decided to name so'me of
the teams (like the "Nads," so people could cheer, "Go Nads!"). In
high school, he made the varsity
baseball and basketball teams his
senior year, but never made the varsity football team.
In fact, Bush was known more for
his cheerleading than his athletic
prowess. Dr. Richard Clapp, who
graduated a year ahead of Bush,
remembered him like this: "He was
an average athlete. He was definitely not that good. He and I were both
on the basketball JV team. He
played guard and he could only dribble with his right hand. It was easy
to defend him because he could only
go to his right. It's my contention
that he's still the same, politically."
Bush attended Yale University
where he pitched, as he put it,
"mediocre" middle-relief, throwing
in three games with an ERA of 1.80.
But his dreams of the big time were
shattered when his manager decided
to pull him in favor of a second baseman who had never pitched before.
"That's when I figured my aspirations of becoming a major league
player might not be achieved,"
Bush said.
Bush then moved on to intramural sports his last two years at Yale.
He participated in football, baseball,
basketball and rugby.
"After the rugby game there was
always a party, a keg or two of beer
and colorful rugby songs," Dr. Monty
Downs said. "I remember him well.
He was just so damn friendly."
The tail-end of Bush's sports
career was his managing general
partner position of the Texas
Rangers. There, he said, his best
move was "convincing the citizens
of Arlington [to build a ballpark]. It
changed the franchise." However,
some fans in Texas may remember
him for trading Sammy Sosa for
Harold Baines.
The other Presidential candidate,
Sen. John Kerry, was a leader and
excelled in other sports such as
hockey. Well, excelled is such a
loose word.
"I think John was probably the

See

PRESIDENTIAL .. page 12
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Surgery didn't stop Blackburn

,
\

Colin Storm

Staff writer

Afut.lntro
to sport,

The
news
came
in:
Spondylolisthesis - slipped vertebrae in the back. This condition
required Doug Blackburn, now a
junior, to undergo surgery in

runner hasn't
been stopped ei~t~u7dd:;t walk for four days,"

Blackburn said. "I had to learn to
walk again. The coach still wanted
me to run, so I watched practices
until I got to the level where I
could jog."
Only two years prior, Blackburn

got his start when his mom told
him he was going to do tmck. The
following year the cross country
coach saw what many others have
seen since:
"He told me, 'I see you run track
and you are pretty good. Why
don't you come out for cross country?' I had not heard of cross country until then."
Introducing Blackburn to cross
country was like introducing
peanutbulter to jelly - they just
went together.
"Initially I found success in runnmg," Blackburn said. "From

Marsh and junior outside hitter Brittney Bower had
20 and 18 kills, respectively. Junior setter Bekah
Hornor made 41 assists. Coleman had 30 digs.
"We still played pretty well," Bower said. "They
had their runs and we had ours. Unfortunately, their
biggest run came during the fifth game."
Trevor Strang
Staff writer
The loss to Willamette knocked the Pirates down to
third place, trading places with the Bearcats.
Whitworth fell to the Willamette University
The Pirates rebounded the next day and defeated
Bearcats this past weekend, damaging hopes of the Lewis & Clark College Pioneers 23-30, 30-24,
becoming conference champions.
30-17, 30-20 last Saturday in Oregon.
In a heartbreaking tum of events, the Bearcats
The Pioneers look over in the first game, quickly
defeated the Pirates in five games, creating strong ral- gaining a 23-16 lead after breaking a 14-14 tie.
In the second game, the two
lies during key parts of the match.
teams played fiercely, tying the
The Pimtes opened strong with a
game at 20. The Pirates made a big
30-25 win in game one. Junior outpush and were able to win 30-24,
side hitter Julie Marsh had two
'VJljortlmatefy, their biggest scoring the last five con!.Ccutive
kills, one that ended the game.
points.
rim callle dtllill,g the fifth
In gamel> two and three it was
After the break, the Pirates
the Bearcats making all the right
game. "
looked refreshed and played with
plays. The Pirates fell behind 29-25
an intensity the Pioneers failed to
Brittney Bower,
but scored four points in a row to
match. Games three and four were
Jumor ou/slde biller
tic the game at 29-29. Whitworth
q~ickly taken by the Pirates, who
made a rotation error and lost the
handed the Pioneers their 10Ih loss
second game 32-30.
of the season.
The Beareat!; owned game three.
Danielson took over the match, recording 19 kills
They added to an early 15-10 lead fueled by six con- and hilling .424. She also contnbuted one solo block
secutive points, winning 30-21.
and three block <ll>sisls. Hornor had 46 assists and 10
The Pirates surprised the Bearcats by pushing to an kills. Marsh and Coleman both chipped in 14 digs
18-12 lead into game four, marked by a service ace apiece. Bower made two block assists during the
from junior outside hitter and defensive specialist match.
"When we play at a high level and while remaining
Holly Coleman. The Pirates rolled through the
steady we perform best," Bower said. "We need to
remainder of the game, winning 30-22.
In the fifth game, the early lead belonged to the bring that kind of high level of intensity to our next
four games."
Pirales, with Marsh and junior middle blocker Natalie
This much-needed win gives the Pirates a 9-3
. Danielson leading the way. Whitworth held a 14-9 record in the NWC and 16-4 overall. Whitworth
lead, but the lead quickly disintegrated after a time- remained in third place.
out was called by Willamette coach Tricia Wright.
Even with their loss to the Bearcats, the Pirates'
The Bearcats tied the game at 14 and then Marsh season is far from over, Bower said. With some help,
tied the game at 15. The Bearcats ended the match Whitworth still has a shot at the conference title.
"We want to win our final four matches," Bower
with consecutive kills by Lauren Thompson and
said. "We are just going to take every game at a time."
Angie Sammons.

update

Sox, Ca rds start

Second-year Denver Nuggets' star
Carmelo Anthony was caught
with a bag of marijuana in his luggage on Oct. 15. Anthony was
charged with possessing less than
one ounce of marijuana, a petty
offense with a maximum $100
fine and no jail time.

The Boston Red Sox and the SI.
Louis Cardinals started the 2004
Major League Baseball World
Series last Saturday. The Red
Sox improbable comeback made
history. Down three games to
none, the Red Sox rallied to win
the next four games and beat
their arch rival, the New York
Yankees. It was the first time in
MLB history a team down 3-0
had won a series. The St. Louis
Cardinals won the National
League pennant, after winning
the last two games in a row over
the Houston Astros.

Rice's request
comes true
Jerry Rice, the all-time National
Football League leader in receptions, was dealt by the Oakland
Raiders to the Seattle Seahawks
on Oct. 20 for a seventh round
pick.
The 42-year-old Rice, a 13time Pro Bowl receiver, had
requested a trade from Oakland
after his role in the Raiders'
offense diminished over the past
few months.

improbable series

Fumbled, again
For the second straight week the
Purdue University Boilermakers
lost a big game late in play due to
a fumble. Trailing the University

JUnior
standout
Doug

Btackburn
trains for

cross
country.

r-----~-----------------------------

•

Izza

Volleyball's loss hurts
chances of NWC title

Anthony caught
with marijuana

t

t
L

See BLACKBURN .. page 12

Down but not out

sportscorner/sports

l

there I developed an acluallove for
running."
grew
up
in
Blackburn
Evansville, Ind., where his dad gal
a job after leaving Spokane. It was
in the Hoosier state where
Blackburn picked up his love of
basketball.
"God just didn't give me the
body for it," Blackburn said. "So I
did the next best thing."
That "next best thing" was running. Blackburn's mother was a
cross country runner back in high

of Michigan Wolverines with
one-minute left in regulation,
Purdue quarterback Kyle OrIon
completed a pass to wide receiver Dorien Bryant. Bryant took a
big hit and fumbled the ball.
Michigan recovered and won 1614.

ipeline®
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Downtown •....•. 1303 N. Washington •..••.•.. 326·6412
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Midnight madness
to tip off hoops
On Friday, Nov. 12 the 2004-05
basketball season will tip-off at
Whitworth. Every student who
attends will receive a free
"Fieldhouse Fanatics" t-shirt and
rame ticket for prizes and
entrance into contests.
There will be a faculty/slaff vs.
women's basketball game, men's
intra-squad game, slam dunk
contest and a 3-Point Contest.
The doors of the Fieldhouse will
open at 9 p.m., the festivities will
begin at 9:30 p.m.

-Compiled by Jonathan Gerig
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From spiking balls to spiking hair
Peter Smelser
Sports editor

Danielson's
play on court
has been big

forBues

,
)',

After junior communications major
and middle blocker for the Whitworth
volleyball team Natalie Danielson graduates from Whitworth, she plans to take
her education in a different direction.
Danielson wants to study at the Paul
Mitchell the School of cosmetology.
Graduates of the school gain access to
a network of successful salons and spas
to assist with mentoring and job placement.
Danielson would like to work in the
cosmetology-fashion business with a
":Iarketing and public relations emphaSIS.

The junior wanted to stay in Spokane
after completing two years at Spokane
Falls Community College. When the
opportunity for her to continue playing
volleyball at Whitworth arose, she took it.
"I think [Whitworth]'s dandy,"

i

1i
}

,j
~
1

.~
)
J
1

"It feels like she's been on the team
since she was a freshman," assistant
coach Darcy McMurray said. "You
would never have thought she was a
junior transfer."
Consistently starting at middle blocker, Danielson is making her presence
known around the Northwest conference. She is fifth in the conference in
hitting percentage and ninth in kills and
blocks.
"She's added a ~reat spark in middle," McMurray saId.
In her first weekend as a Pirate,
Danielson registered 28 kills, seven
aces and three blocks in three matches.
Her team-high eight blocks against
WilIameUe Sept. 24 helped win a huge
match for the team.
Thou~h Danielson has helped solidify the Plfates up the middle, success is
ultimately determined by the team.
"We are definitely dependent on
each other," Danielson saId. "We are
really close as a team when it comes to
volle yball."

Danielson said.
Danielson received offers to play for
the Universily of Memphis and Florida
Atlantic University after junior college.
Instead of choosing a Division I school,
she made the move to Whitworth.
Volleyball became an important part
of her life when she started playing
with her friends in middle school.
Though her Kennewick, Wash., High
School team struggled, Danielson persevered and played year-round with a club
learn. It was during those club matches
she realized her love for the sport.
Danielson made the decision to continue playing in college.
"I never really had a coach that took
an interest in me until I got to the
Falls," Danielson said.
With two years of eligibility used up,
Danielson recognized the immediacy
of making an impact. She made an
impression on the Whitworth coaches
as a starter and began to fit in quickly.

However, hockey is not what Golden Gate Bridge. However, he
Kerry was known for. At Yale decided "opt out" of that chalUniversity he played varsity soc- lenge. But you have to admit, that
cer and recounted his biggest would look good on a Presidential
Continued from page 10
thrill as scoring a hat-trick In a resume, right?
third-best player in his c1asf.," game against Harvard The 6-3
Now Kerry is more into oUIsaid Stanley Resor, one of victory improved Yale's record to , doors sports, such as windsurfing,
Kerry's teammates at St. Paul's 5-2 in the Ivy League. But Kerry running marathons and skiing.
School. "His class was probably never made the varsity lacrosse You may have seen him out on the
the weakest hockey class St. or hockey teams at Yale.
lake with a life jacket on, catching
Paul's had seen in decades." In
While at Yale, Kerry took up some wind. He even landed on the
Kerry's senior year he finally stunt flying. He learned to fly in cover of "American Windsurfer"
made varsity on a team that fin- the Navy and is licensed to fly magazine.
ished 0-1O-l.
commercial aircraft, seaplanes
"This sport has a really good
"He was a good stick handler and gliders. One time he was way of flushing out the phonies
and a good passer," Resor added. challenged to fly under the from the guys who are serious,"
former Olympic windsurfer John
Chao said of Kerry's success. "It's
GET PAID A GUARANTEED $2,500 U.S.
a very humbling sport. A lot of
EVERY MONTH TO START!
people with big egos come into
the sport, and they don't succeed."
International company now hiring
Kerry
biked
the
PanMassachusetts Challenge, a 110people between the ages of 18 to 25 to
mile bicycle ride, in six and a half
work part time!
hours. With this time he finished
32nd out of 3,700 participants.
Visit www.coyfs.com/support.html
Now, it's time for you to
for complete details.
decide which Yale student-athlete
you want in the White House.
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BLACI<BURN:
Continued from page 11

school and he credits her for getting
him into the sport.
After high ~chool, Blackburn
decided to attend Whitworth. Two
weeks after he committed to
Whitworth, his dad, an electrical
engineer, received word that he had
gotten a new job in Spokane.
Blackburn says that it was in
"God's plan" that his family move
back to Spokane.
Once Blackburn arrived on campus, he thrived in the cross country
program and felt no pressure.
"I came into a program with not
a lot of tradition," Blackburn said.
"[Coach] Toby [Schwarz] was still
developing the program, so there
was nq pressure. It was a lot of fun."
The reason for the fun,
Blackburn says, is because a lot of
members of the team don't think
fUMing is life.
This year, Blackburn has been
near the top of the leaderboard
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Bruehl's Cheesesteaks & Subs is
proud to celebrate our 11th anniversary by aHering Whitworth staff
and students a 10% discount on
any cheesesteak or sub.
10406 N. Division 468"-8S18
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1. Multiple choice. I have:
[ ] a cough
[ ] a fever
[ ] a woozie feeling
[ ] all of the above

..J~ Urgent Care Center
Rockwood Clinic

,r-1

Corne see our tribute to Whitworth Athleticsl

,

Date: _ _ __

Downtown • Valley • Northside"

II

No appointment necessary

11

"744-1710 • www.rockwoodclinic.com
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Junior transfer Natalie Danielson has
helped the Whitworth volleyball team
get things turned around this season.

every race. He has two secondplace finishes, two more third-place
finishes, a fifth- and a seventh-place
fmish this year.
"The biggest goal by far [this
year] is how I can help the team
make nationals," Blackburn said. "I
never worked as hard as I should
have. But this summer I ran more
miles. I actually lifted and it took
me to a higher level. I said, 'Hey, I
need to make a step from a good
runner to a great runner.'''
That off-season conditioning has
everyone in the Northwest
Conference chasing him. No fUMer
in the NWC has beaten him this
year, though the Pirates haven't
faced perennial power WIllamette.
Schwarz still says of him, "in my
opinion, Doug is for sure a top-five
guy in the conference. He has a
chance to win conference if all
goes well."
But all the accolades and awards
that Blackburn gets he credits to
one place: God.
"I try to use what God has given
me to glorify him."

-SCARE:
Continued from page 10

of fatigue.
The Pirates stayed alive.
Clark's 25-yard pass to wide
receiver Jared Thomas on the
first play from scrimmage in second overtime gave Whitworth a
six-point lead, 41-35.
The defense was able to
redeem itself slightly from their
poor showing in the fourth
quarter by keeping the Oaks off
the scoreboard.
Clark's winning touchdown
pass was only one of his 23
completed passes last Saturday.
Clark threw for 325 yards and
ran for another 48 yards contributing to tolal of three touchdowns for Whitworth .
Overall, the Pirates' defensive line played a strong game
stopping the Oaks' offense from
outscorillg the Pirates, despite
the fact they gained more yards
[han the Pirates.
The Pirates will be back in
action Saturday in the Pine
Bowl as they take on Lewis &
Clark College.
ww w~ II; fI 0
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X-rated politics start new trend
How voting tactics have reached an all-time low
Opinions, page 15

IN THE lOOP

Make the most
of your rights
Go vote. It takes only a small amount of
time to do so.
For a country that gives so much back to its
people, is it too much to fill out an absentee
ballot or drive to the local polling place and
vote? Not at all.
As college students, there are many, many
reasons to vote:
... It's something to actually care about. In
the last couple issues of The Whitworthian,
there have been many letters on topics that
aren't exactly extraordinary. There are many
issues in this election that the college-going
population should be concerned about, such
as Pell Grants, the possibility of a draft or the
upcoming vacancies on the pivotal Supreme
Court.
... Voting should not be taken for granted.
Going back to the Revolutionary War, hundreds of thousands of Americans have lost
their lives to protect Amenca's freedoms, the
ability to vote being one of the freedoms.
There are dozens of countries in the world
that do not give their citizens this right, so we
should enjoy and use this privilege .
... It starts a good habit. The routines you
get into at this age are easier to continue than
starting later in life. Voting now will make it
the norm and not the.,,~x~~ption later on in
life .
... Each vote does indeed count. Only
500,000 votes divided the two presidential
candidates in the 2000 election and this election is proving to be just as close. Every vote
does indeed count. State and local elections
are also important, since they actually have
more impact on your hometown than who's
sitting in the Oval Office. Plus, since fewer
people vote in the local elections, your vote
will have more power.
... To cancel out your parent's vote. [n
democracy, everyone 18-and-up is equal.
Your vote has just as much influence as your
parents'. So if your parents or another family
member or friend are voting for someone of
whom you disapprove, you can cancel one of
their votes out.
... It takes such a small amount of time.
Polls close at 8 p.m. and are usually located
nearby. Absentee ballots are simple to fill
out and cost less than a dollar to mail. For
five minutes of your time, you can have your
voice heard and affect events on a national
level.
As we age, we make the most of some
new-found, chronologically-bound responsibilities and privileges, like driving or gelling
into R-rated movies. Take the same attitude
toward being a good citizen and cast your
ballot Nov. 2. Or, if you aren't registered, get
registered so you can make the most of your
rights next year.

Online voting guides:
.. http://www.vote.wa.govl
.. http://seattletimes.Jlwsource.com/
polit ics/resolll'ces2004/
.. http://wwI1wlIl.cam/ELECTION/2004/
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Kerry's plan will
-save America

Bush deserves four

Does anyone else see the American League
Championship Series as a sign? The Boston Red Sox came
back to beat the New York Yankees significantly in game
seven, sending the Red Sox to the World Series for the first
time since 1986. It is one of the greatest sports comebacks
ever.
Democratic presidential nominee Sen.
John Kerry hails from Massachusetts. Are
we putting the dots together yet? If you
believe in signs, the choice is clear - you
should vote for Kerry.
Heather
If you need more than signs, here you go.
I would probably be voting for any
Gregory Democrat running against President Bush.
~a
.
&
But, this year I'm proud to be votIng
,or
guest writer something rather than against someone.
for The
Wlritworthian,
Kerry has a plan ( we know th'IS because
a Junior, he keeps reminding us). "A plan for a
majoring il/ stronger America" is more than a catchy
his/or, a/ld political axiom because he will bring
president of America into a new dawn of enlightenment.
Whereas Bush is limiting our rights, our
the Youllg
Democrats jobs and our healthcare resources, Kerry is
Club. fighting for our rights, our freedoms, our
Comments can jobs, our economy and our heath care. He is
be ~elltto fighting to keep the natural rights we all
Irgregory02@ have as American citizens.
whitworth.edli.
Kerry has linked jobs and healthcare as
the focus of his economic plan. Creating
more jobs is top priority for JFK; he's promising 10 million
new jobs in four years. lie will create more jobs by ending
a tax benefit enjoyed by American companies that have
moved operations overseas. Kerry also plans to raise taxes
on the wealthiest Americans, reversing
reductions issued by Bush. The tax burden
should not be left to the middle class. If
Kerry wins, the wealthiest Americans
won't be gelling all the breaks. Getting a
job in the next four years will be extremely valuable to me since my student loans
won't pay themselves.
So education then, huh? "No Child Left
Behind" in the Bush Administration means
tremendous emphasis placed on standardized tests. For
Kerry, the real factors affecting the children across America
will be considered before we have left them all behind.
Kerry looks to attendance, parental involvement and Ian

While I do not like to tell people how to vote, I hope my
reasons for re-electing President George W. Bush encourage
you to look deeply into your own convictions. I am a
Christian; I love my country and am forever indebted to
those who fight for my freedom.
The President deserves your vote, as a
college student or otherwise, because he
stands firm on the issues, cares about the
American people and has the right plan to
fight terror in this post-Sept. 11 world.
First, the Bush-Cheney ticket has moral
clarity. In Bush's acceptance speech al the
Jeffrev 2004 Republican National Convention, he
Naslund confirmed that "even when we don't agree,
is a at least you know what I believe and where
guest writer I stand." So where does he stand on the
for The moral issues?
Whitworthiall,
Every child born and unborn ought to be
a junior Ulld protected (Sen. John Kerry voted against a
majoring m partial-birth abortion ban). Marriage is
secondary edu- between a man and a woman; states should
catioll and.
decide the legality of gay marriage.
president of
Second, President Bush cares about
the College
Republicans America. In his 2004 acceptance speech, he
Club. said the hardest decision a President has to
Comments CUll make is to send our boys off to war. When
be selll to sincere tears welled up in his eyes, I knew
jllas/lllu/O J@ he cared about his country and particularly
whitworth.edl/. my friends fighting terror in Iraq. I am confident-that when he said "there will be no
draft," there rcaily will be no draft, because
he means what he says and cares about America.
Finally, the President has the right game plan to defeat terrorism: "we must find ill-Qaida wherever they hide. We mllst
deal with threats before they fully materialize ... we must spread liberty because, in
the long run, the way to defeat hatred and
tyranny and oppression is to spread freedom" (from the first debate).
His optimism at the 2004 Republiclln
National Convention lifted America and
our soldiers: "We have reached a time for
hope. This young century will be liberty'S
century. By promoting liberty abroad, we will build a safer
world. By encouraging liberty at horne, we will build a more
hopeful America. Like generations before us, we have 11 calling from beyond the stars to stand for freedom. This is the
everlasting dream of America and, in this place, that dream

See

KERRY

~

page 16

moreyears

See BUSH ~ page 16
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Octoberfest: .
Whitworth·. style
With the advent of October'
there are m'any, new joys that
our campus can enjoy.
Whitworth offers a Parents I ,
Wee~end that promiseI' to'
never be jlwkward, weather
tha~ will justify putting all,·
those Hawaiia-n shirts back intothe closet for at least -three months 'and the day that
students / from , all
Christian denominations
can come'together·to'be
suspil;ious '" '; ,,:
of:
Halloween: ' aU remembet
our childhoods>,'
wh~ri '"
. we' ,
could roam the- "
'n~igJttiorhoQtl '4.r:e~8~d _
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lucky as I am to have many,
family members who went ~o
Whitworth and are full of 8tones of thei{~~perience.
I never'- get tired of hearing
wonderful stories about howJ
'Jive' in tlie'saine dorm .th,at my
grandma~' did about 80 years
ago, hearing from my aunt that
the food served at Whitworth
40 years ago was
comparabl~ , to
4~pita1. ~oOd. and
from' my --1;Jn,clc:
ho'¥",~l?9ut
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yo~~ f~e~~~ to ~ ~~iIEti:t~h,?Y{<I::N:orth:;~{)lf-~~u¢~ti~n,o~ial~_
up; tben' thc;:re, ~s; ai~yert',gOQd: :dQnJt"l99kr',~ridly: 90, ~~u1$ider
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c~a~ce. tbe 'gho'~~, of.~~,91~J~Jt;ip ~,: inJl~~ri~~~·.:~~b~,~i~',84h,in,tro:,
p;tst'wdtbl? P~ylDg yqu '~.y~s~tc ,; du?} a ,m~J()r,)ljaflsn) ,re,I~ted
:' ,-Those' ,w,he'! cboo~e, :not. to, ,::'to' toy manufacturing: ,or: ~lar
aqy'erHse ,'tl:1~':event: -j!\'Lt,h~ir "'b~~,tajMng; -;~.
~;::;' ':<
,dorms .h'~ye;.!l:t:iigh' ~i* of~l?e_t- 'e', ,,~lus;,~ .t)i~. ~W: 4ilgine~ring
ipg'tb~ir new ,room,matc:; named tc;:apls',.hay~ ,repOrted'_ tpat all
Zombar; :,tb~"~r.i,ngef' 'o( ': ~Qld :effc;n"ts t~ ',attach' a',.thie~-: story,
~h.owers,;: ~" and,~ ~ '~Jos~d:~o,o~ ~ ~uil~ing ,t,!,;t ,~leigh_ will rCI,lde'r:
mtdterm$.\i\nd" ~f fgf. M>m~' re~i' tt:y~a~Je to land on mOllt hoys-.
sO,ri'-.yqu ~ f~UEld::' t.9 ~,il..d~nd" ,la$,~' :' esw~ttiout (:au~irig,at 1~a;;t1:Ome'
year·~'~,.haY~'n~ pJ~ns fq~~,thi~ ",danla$~' :t9' rita,. ",,~jmri~ys
'y~ar!:then,-'1?~: pr~pafe5f fQr th~" '(unle,$,the chi~ney.i&}nilge'out,
ret1,lrn ,of t4e:ml,lm~Y ,mY$t~.ii~;", ~f titanium) '!lJld thilY{i ju~t ~iUYI:
ously named ·~Core.450." 'He'~' , <NoW tha~ you know',w'~r W~'
a troublemaker, ~his mummy.,
have winter, try dr~n.king some
Now thai ou~ 'paren-ts have hot chocolate. I do believ~ that
ensured that our educations are we have some at the, Mac
worth all those shiny dimes and Haunted House.
$20,000 bills, w.e have a
chance to look at Parents' "The Ugly Stick," by sltifl mJtr
Weekend with insight. This is . GaIJin jal1liuon, is a III/dint's pmpti:made even'more of n delight if . h"pe.
conl,nt does nof neetstarify
one' or more of the parents in rifl~cI th, opinion of TIle
question
graduated
from
Whitworth, or' if . you are as Wbitul(}f1hkm.
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-there was
' ~tWeen
Stewart and Mac
' that somehow
,
fn ~, i V t1':d
~ iiIrvari~H~!) 9f ninja-ttir~
; '-'_Jefriger~tQrs.
- ,"- ,-,
tIes 'and:,pirat~~:-,=---.2' these~' ,From this inform~tion
were -'tli~ days, whe,re ",YQu,
.' that' my ,relativl}s have;, tpld
could stm: wander the street~ , 'm~; - I -clin ' better : und~r~tjlpd
-dressed as a ,Power' Ranger and a~~t how' things' her€; :at col.':
your f~lIO\.y' chjld woU;ld :'b~ lege haver changed,' /iuchas
filled with jealously. ' -:. _", --, how my dad toldIlle about: how
, Ringing-, - some door\:l~lls attending: ch~pel, used to -.be
meant 'thaf lOCal :neighbors' mandatory.," -,This: itJea- is
would -donateJo' our generous- strange t9l)1e, andTm notsure
Iy-decorated pumpkin candy ,abo,uttiow' succe~ful.it 'wo9hl
.sacks untU -the_, clock struck> be if Whitworth :trie.d, ooce_
s~wen: '~Jien ~'t~ y..as~ tiin'! - 'go::, ,gajn ,t«;))nj~e, it '~a'nd~~Qfy fQ~'
hQn:lC( !lO(j, count' the SniSkel1l: ~tl)d~Q.t~ to.. g<> to Qt~ ~~ pJa.ce
and: tht:ow '-' away , th~, ~liic~: "eacb :W~eK.:~-!- ,. :,~,;", ",; -:".-'~':\
Licorice', ,(the-' :candy-. 'of the _ : J-' mean;' if- ,you Uke', h~Vipg
fobl). J\ft~~~r~~ 'ie-, woql~, go' fu,l,l_ io: 'yQl;J! ,'- hel"!:'. then you
_~o, 9~d, k~QW1PJJ"tha\ we w,?uld - -should ~fP.~~der :gQID$ .t~t;~u~l)'
never: ~~tgroW our_ j:!Ol!tumes< 'the M.aqf,lI~untegil;lQ~s!=;. ',ti!it
al).~ :'thfll :'t4i,s-:cJiUP~OQd "wouA4,,' thi$ i<la1ly'is'nftman~~tory:'Yo~
.last foreVer: 'Sadly, tbis,~ieam j are,fr«i,to m/lke the choj~ JlQt.
was aboufth~ sanie:'a~waQHt,ig', '.,to~, hay~" ~fl,1ri. :thj~', Wedjie}aay:
to'\Yllte~ s,kJ~hiqd the Titaruc.,,' night; 9,p.jpAo midrugbt, but it
It's,"~9thing' bu,(.~~~n~.g~Jl).~$ , :is, a';:~~~',:~~t,on ,tQ "ll~~~}«?
,bVhlll' -~~_q, gg~&- QY;, It _ lS _~tteD~.,<.',.~,,-, _,~, ,-:: "",':' -,~', '.
i~eVit;lbl~c~~t Y9lCwil~:h~'(~ to :,-:"" ,~!lye: Y~01#>alr.e~d~,::star.ted :t~
fmd somethmg els<'l to dOi' ;,,', get re1!4y'fQf tbls wlDter?~?\fter.
-, But YQ9\§Jtoufd:,b~ve' no fear::'.lilSt';y~a~~s 'bQnQr:of !i;'white;
'~tiout' '.I!/ :ijallowee~~.r~lated, ~ ~ -~tig~ry Ps:twdeifllmng:(r9tD ,the,
:drought <;>f joy 'sin~' OI:l~'@ost:- ,~,aI(.a~~;,c,r~~ing' i.;l~Jll ~sle,~~i1.l$'
ly·fQr:q~t~lls f~r ~ dq~npou.r,:: ,~og.d,m~~ ,-:-:~~d,!lll ,thl}~ Pc;lO;sCann'~~: aiid,:chi1lS!8;S~welt :;)I~.wboJold,m~,tha,! ~.is si?rt of
~~. ~,bla,~t:41(:r~frsS~JIl~~q!;YQ,l:12,)we~th~r:,~ ,~n9QIlfll: P!i'~~~~ &i"e
~c:Jp ,~~ '~ak_~, -rep~tth~ ~~~y~~~: >oJ :th~:~t~t~, ~"j(: Q~~e' ?byi~
age: ,of, :~h~lce;:foL ~14~~iJt:i.lS,' '0l:l~' thjlt:'SOD;J~tl:!lng .. ,h~~;: ~9~, bQ'
OGtobc::r;~~: ;',~' ,>-C\:', -,',' -';-"< ::: ;dQ,ne,. ~<, •• ~.,:':' :-','".,:':~.·f ';; p:~'~, ,',>
, : ~d V{Ii~j _~oi( o( ,Hallo~eeit'" ;,:~ (;'-n,(o.riu",at~lY/, :,mpst ~e
would, be l'complete , without: a ' r~pO,rted- t~at, Whitworth -will
visiJto the Mac Haunted liouse not,!' have immunity :,from
(Oct. 27/9 p.m. ~o midnight)?· Santa's inow machine of tiou1'h~ ,Mac, men' ar~ "inning a ble. It 169ks Jjke th~ last minute
one-dilY;Qnly", sp~~~at- whe,re C;if{Q~t, by:the 1;\9.r~ ofrl11~tee~
you can', t,C?ll ,the, ~ltendjlfl~S :'a't .- to appti&6 ,thr;'red~s:uite~ '~y.r~nt'
the door that <;Javjn. $ent ,YQu to " by, givirig 'him Dixo~ to -serve
receive a free smile, arid ,maybe : as \his' 13th- ;reindeer:' .feU
a handsh~keLAlld i{,Y9l! ~elI.all,> tbrough.afi~rwe-~ounj::l,out that
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his election year, young peo- groups that typically have a low voter turnout.
In this country, 43 percent of voters are registered
ple are being herded toward
the polls from all directions: Republicans, 49 percent are Democrats and eight
MTV's Rock the Vote, P. Diddy, percent are Independents or apolitical. Republicans
Project Vote Smart, Michael Moore, vote far more consistently than Democrats. High
voter turnout, then, benefits the Democratic Party.
Jerry Falwell and Whitworth.
A significant amount of Republican campaigning,
Allison
Campaigns target our demoCarr graphic for good reason. As young as a result, is negative. Negative campaign ads tend
is a adults, we represent perhaps the to frustrate eligible voters and discourage them from
staff writer most potentially powerful group of voting. The purpose of negative campaigning is not
only to make the other candidate look bad, but also
for The eligible voters and the most likely
to control the makeup of the voting constituency.
Whitworthiml, to be absent from the polls come
Young voter turnout can be increased by allowing
a junior alld Election Day.
majoring ill
Of the nearly 27 million 18 to 25- election-day registration, by offering early voting at
Ellglish alld year-olds in the United States, 59.9 convenient locations and by offering voter registrapolitical stud- percent are registered to vote, maktion at state motor vehicle agencies. States that mail
ies Comments ing up 14.4 percent of the total elisample ballots and infonnation about polling places
can be sent to gible voters. In the 2000 presiden- also see an increase in youth voter turnout.
acarr02@ tial election, 42 percent of 18 to 25Since the passage of a 1998 amendment to the
whi/worth.edu. year-olds voted and 70 percent of Higher Education Act, colleges and universities
have been required to provide students with voter
those older than 25 voted.
The United Stales has one of the lowest rates of registration opportunities beginning 120 days before
voter turnout among the democracies of the world, the local registration deadline. There's a link on the
largely due to the voting system. While many Whitworth Web site under the registrar's office to a
European countries keep the polls open for three PDF Washington State voter registration form.
days, the polls in the United States are only open for • It's -cliche, but true: Young people are the future
one day. Many states require registration at least 30 of the country. When the 73.3 million people in the
days before election day. MallY young people face United States under 18-years-old come of age, they
the added challenge of absentee voting.
will be a voting force larger than the Baby Boomers.
What does low voter turnout mean for the demo- _ Currently, the majority of issues in this country
cratic process?
are being decided by people over 55 years old. If we
It means that certain people are unller-represent- want our politicians to fight for us, we have to tell
ed. It is important to remember that an overall low them what we want. As young people, we are able
voter turnout is the result of high or average turnouts to contribute something fresh and valuable to this
from certain groups and low turnouts from others. country. This fall, our most-coveted accessory
Young people, poor people and racial minorities ale should be an "I Voted" sticker.

ope n mind/faculty & staff forum

Christians obligated to vote
A presidential
election year is 'a
fun time to be a
political scientist.
This year there is
more interest in
Julia the election than I
Stron ks can remember in
is a my adult life.
Every day I
guest Writer
for The talk with students
Whltworlhian and other faculty
and professor about Sen. John
of politics and Kerry and George
history. W. Bush: Who
Commellis call will win? Do you
be sent 10 really
think
JSlronk.s@ young adults will
whitworth. edu. make a huge difference this year?
What impact will higher tum-out
have on the election? '
Musicians and movie stars are
encouraging us to vote and many
expect that this year voter turnout
may be the highest ever due to
strong "get out the vote" campaigns across the country.
With all of this attention to voting, it is important for us to ask
just what the vote accomplishes.
Some argue that the vote is a gift
from God that allows us to select
those in power and allows us to
hold them accountable.
In a fallen but redeemed world,
power will be abused and voting
is the best way to limit this abuse.
Voting is an obligation for
Christians.
But political scientists often
argue that the vote is actually one
of the least powerful political
tools that we have. The framers of
the Constitution did not believe in
direct democracy largely because
they were afraid of the unrestrained majority. Most of the
framers subscribed 10 an "elitist"
theory of democracy, arguing that
political leaders should be insulated in numerous ways from the
will of the masses.
These political scientists do not
say that the vote is unimportant,

Do vole... but recognize
that voting is the very
smallest step toward crafting
a just society. "
it

but they do argue that voting can
be a tool that lulls us into complacency about self-government.
If I vote, but do not follow up
with letters to my Congressional
representatives, how will they
know what their constituents care
about? If I vote, but do not engage
in civic discourse about the public
good over the next four years,
what kind of accountability can
really occur? If I vote, but am not
personally involved in my community, how can I even know
what issues are the most relevant
in upcoming elections?
One of our country's most
respected Christian scholars,
Professor Mark Noll of Wheaton
College, will not vote for a president this year. Noll has been
severely criticized by other
Christians for his public stand but
his argument is well worth noting.
Noll says that his Christian faith
leads him to believe that there are
at least seven issues that are of
great significance at the national
level but our political parties and
our candidates are saying nothing
of significance about these matters:
race, value of life, taxes, trade,
medicme, religious freedom and
inlemational rule of law.
Noll points out that from 1619
to the 1960s, this country prevented African Americans and other
groups from taking part in the
blessings of liberty that this country enjoyed. These blessings
included Ihe vole, certainly, but
even more importantly these
blessings included £ood health,

education, jobs and access to
other social goods.
With respect to racial and economic justice, taxes, medicine,
value of life and trade issues, Noll
argues that a good and healthy life
is not always the reward to all
those who are willing to work
hard. Single parents who work
two jobs at minimum wage to put
food on the table for their children
are testament to this. Noll says
that those of us who benefit from
good educations and families that
have been economically secure
must recognize that it is a matter
of justice that we pay more and do
more to create a society where the
"have nots" are more fully supported.
Both nationally and internationally, there is growing disparity
between those of us who have
plenty and those who struggle for
food, shelter and medicine. If we
claim to be followers of Christ,
the struggles of our brothers and
sisters must be foremost in our
minds, Our work in the world
does not buy salvation - salvation is by grace alone. But, Christ
has said that he will recognize us
by our care for his children.
Do vote in two weeks. But
recognize that voting is the very
smallest step toward crafting a
just society. Our obligation to
each other and to God requires
that we be active in all aspects of
civic life and that we make it our
business to care for those who
have so much less than we do.
So, vote, yes - but also read
a good newspaper so you
undcrstand what is going on in
the world; go on a study tour
that hclps you see the face of
those who suffer; have a discussion with your roommate
about the work God is calling
you to, and appreciate the fact
that it is our right and our obligation to shape a society that
would be pleasing to God.
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Whitworth needs more unity

nu'mbers
facts in figures

"I therefore, the prisoner ill tire Lord, beg YOII to lead a life worthy of the callillg to which you have beell called, with all humility
and gentlel/ess, with patience, bearil/g with olle allother ill 10l'e,
making eve,y effort to maintain the ullity of the SpIrit ill the bond of
peace. " (Ephesians 4:1-3 NRSV)

And in that spirit of humility and gentleness, may we learn to be
patient and forbearing with each other. Humility will make it possible to be patient with olhers, especially as we deal with important
Issues.
Above all, let us bear with each other in love. May love be the
secret to our unity Love, so selflessly shown in Christ, can lransnity has been hard to maintain on this camform this campus.
May we mirror His love for humanity, shown through his death 011
pus. Pressing theological and social issues
the cross, or his humility epitomized in the
often take hold of us,
washing of his disciples' feet (even the feet of
leaving a trail of divIsion and
hurt in their path.
the disciple who would ju~t a few hours later
With the upcoming election,
betray him).
Chris the possibility of divisive
Christ came to restore broken relationships,
Holmes issues entering ollr campus
II
I"
I"
not correct bad theology. If this is true, how
.• .tIJ/S IS a cry, a plea ratlJer,
is a seems imminent. Nevertheless,
can we let doctrine, theology and scriptural
to
stop
letting dijJerellces keep liS interpretations keep us from being in relationguest writer let us make every effort to
for The remain in unity; let us work
ship with others? The Kingdom of God is
from being ill relationship
Whltworthiall, hard at leading a life worthy of
about people, not theology.
togethe/: "
II JunIOr lind our calling.
This is not a call for uniformity; differences
maJorlllg 111
May the Spirit of Chris!
will inevitably arise between us. Nor do I advoreligion lind make us more gentle and humcate relativism. But, this is a cry, a plea rather, to
Spanish ble. Humility means having a
stop letting differences keep us from being in
Comments Clln sane view of ourselves.
relationship together.
be sellt to Humility recognizes our
If we would become more humble and gentle,
clwlmes02@ human fallibility, and in response, clings ruthlessly
and treat others with an attitude of patience and forbcamnce, we would
whitworth.edu
realize we have more in common with others than our differences suggest.
to the mercy of God.
And let us be gentle. Gentleness is not synonyLet us learn 10 define ourselves by our similarities rather than our difmous with weakness. Gentleness demands that we deal gracIOusly
ferences. Then we would advocate love, not a particular doctrine and
we would preach Christ, not theology.
with each other, rather than lording our opinions over others.

8·15
Battleground states ill the
2004 election.

U

211.8
Million, voting~age U.S.
residents.

111

Million, people who voted
i,., the 2000 presidential
election.

-,

New trend: X-rated politics
I think I'm appalled. Yeah,
appalled is definitely the
right word.
We were warned that this
would be the most decisive
election in the last one hunColin dred years. However, I didn't
Robeson know that the heated compeis a tition would lead to using
staff writer lus( as a way to obtain voter
for The participation.
A new group, featured on
Whitworthiall,
a sophomore NPR's- show, "Wait, Wait ...
and mllJoring Don't Tell Me," takes presiin religion. dential campaigns to a new,
Comments can low level. Meet Porn for
be sen/to Progress, a group of adult
crobeson07@ filmmakers who are trying to
whitworth. edu. get people to vote through
their pornography.
The filmmakers produced a DVD titled
"Fahrenheit 69" to raise money for the Kerry
campaign with an alternate Web address,
www.pornforkerry.com.
Encompassed in this production, part
political satire and part hard-core pornography, were various scenes described on their
Web site. Porn stars acted out conservative
Ann Coulter and quirky comedian AI
Franken blowing off some steam in the
dressing room. And in another scene, on a
secretive mission to 'Abu Garrabe Prison,'
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld
meets soldier Lyndie England to learn the
truth behind the abuse. For $29.99 you can
get your own copy of the movie.
Isn't that great?
Porn and patriotism have found common
ground.
In another example of this new campaign

"The Patriot Act is a big deal to us,"
tactic, strip club owners in New York City
have decided to help the candIdates one lap Spencer saId in an interview in the New York
dance at a time. Yes, you read right, lap" -Times. "We're all for combating terrorism,
dances ill exchange for voter registration.
but we do have som!! huge concerns about
At Emo, a New York City strip club, how the act lets federal agents demand your
patrons can register to vote and then get their client lists. "
cover charge waived and receive a free lap
After November, Spencer said, her trade
dance. Also, periodically throughout the group will shift its focus to educating cusnight, the music stops and the OJ reminds tomers about the Patriot Act. While all of
people to vote.
these organizations claim
And it gets better.
to be non-partisan, they
ACE National, an
usually provide leaflets
adult filmmakers trade
supporting Kerry at their
{I When did it become OK to
events.
organization, has their
own voter-registration
I .
Granted, the Democratic
program set up. Their
explOIt women so someone can National Committee has
spokesperson, Angela
get elected?"
issued statements disavowSpencer,
proudly
ing any connection with
boasts that almost
these efforts and that they
"800 of our 4,000
have not accepted any
clubs have participatmoney from them. Maker
ed in these drives and each club boasts an argues that's because "they don't want 'boobie
average of 200 new voters as a result of these money' on their hands."
This new campaign trend bears witness
drives."
But wait, we're not done yet. In Texas, to the dire situation we arc in here.
Audrey Maker, a local burlesque activist and America needs moral guidance, big time.
When did it become OK 10 exploit women
Texas deputy registrar, has organized a voter
registration drive titled "Burlesque the so someone can get elected?
Vote!". Maker organized a traveling group of
It's just ludicrous to me that pornoprofessional and amateur strippers to travel graphic videos are being created to plug a
to different venues to make sure people exer- president, that a lap dance really will
entice a man to become a voting member
cise their civic duties.
Why the sudden interest in making sure of society.
Vice has become a means to promote
voyeurs of adult entertainment perform their
civic duty? Apparently, citizens are scared something most of us consider a virtue (votabout the ramifications of the Patriot Act that ing), and that is not only scary, it is wrong.
was recently passed into law. They fear that
I hope that most Americans, including
conservative Attorney General John students at Whitworth, vote because it's
Ashcroft will use it 10 step up prosecution their civic duty. Not because they arc being
against Ihe sex industry.
led by lust.

soundingboard/question of the week I

21
Percent 'p/people registere4 to vote iI. 2000, whQ
f'idn J vote in the election.
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Q: After Nov. 2, what do you think of the outcome of the presidential ami
local elections?

Get your thoughts in print!
Letters 10 the editor

Guest commentaries

The Whitworthian welcomes your responses 10 stories appearing in the newspaper
or views on issues of interest to the college community. Letters must bear the
writer's name, year (if applicable), major (or position in the college) and phone
number (for verification purposes only). Anonymous letters cannot be published.
Please keep lcngth to a maximum of 300 words. We reserve the right to edit all
Ictters for content and space. Send letters to: Letters to the Editor, Box 4302,
Campus Mail or e-mail to editor@whitworth.edu. Letters must be received by 5
p.m. on Friday for publication in Ihe following Tuesday's issue.

The Whitworth ian encourages members of the campus to submit longer guest commentaries about issues relevant to the community. Commentaries of 700 words or less
will be published as space permits. We arc looking for commentarie~ that arc relevant
and well-researched. To ensure a better chance of publishing, please contact The
Whitworth ian with specifics regarding when you plan to submit your commentary and
what you are interested in addressing. We reserve the right to edit all submissions
for content and space. Commentarics should be e-mailed to
editor@whitworth.edu.
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Urinal ads invade my privacy
!,

't

~,

The last thing I want is some talking globe commenting on my genital size or stream
Personally, one of the most fulfilling feelings comes from the bladder.
(and you know some smart-aleck companies oul there are going to do il).
Well, the emptying of the bladder, that is.
Dr. Richard Deutsch, the bio-engineer who invented and patented the device, backs up
The first reason I particularly enjoy this moment is that my lower
abdomen ends up feeling lerrific. Gone is the pain, pressure and bloating. his company's product:
"Beginning with early attempts at writing one's name in the snow, there has already
The second reason I enjoy the moment is it gives me a chalice to get away
been an element of recreation associated with urination for men,"
from my annoying friends and just drop my pants
Deutsch said.
James and think for a while.
Healthquest Technologies Incorporated, the company producing
Singleton
Unfortunately, my tranquility will now be chalWizmark, has grown quite popular with their CMT deal as of late
is a lenged by a dastardly invention known simply as
and has recently inked a promotional deal with the Molson
staff writer the Wizmark.
Brewing Company. However, the company is not all about unnary
Wizmark comes from the automatic flush techfor Tire
(( ... 1 do find the technology a
exploitation for dollars - they have a humanitarian side as well.
Whitworlhian, nology commonly found in airports. It is a small
disturbing intrusion on one the
Wizmark announced in a press release future plans to incorpoa senior and device that replaces the deodorizer in urinals with
rate public service announcements into their designs. Because
majoring in an image-displaying talking globe.
last solitalY strongholds Journalism.
seriously, we all know that a late-night conversation about the
The "interactive urinal communicators" hold
the urinal. JJ
Commenls can pre-recorded messages and images that play when
cons of drunk driving with your talking urinal friends can work
be sent 10 a bathroom-monger steps near. They also last more
wonders.
jsingleton02@ than 10,000 flushes.
Wizmark also plans to produce game-like urinal devices that
whitworth. edu.
score men based on their peeing accuracy, allowing. an air of
Country Music Television has already purchased
friendly competition and camaraderie to permeate amongst the
thousands of the little beasts equipped with a sexy
bathroom-goers.
female voice saying, "Don't miss 'Outlaws' on CMT. You seem to
A female version is planned for sometime next year, but the scoring system has yet to
miss everything else!"
CMT Vice President of Marketing, James Hitchcock, summed up his company's adver- be detennined.
Due to the advertising glut in America, I find it no surprise that interactive uritising strategy best:
'The social protocols of the use of a urinal- the unwritten rule not to look left or right nal communicators are becoming popular, or even exist. Wizmark just happens 10
- guarantees undivided and un distracted visual attention along with the concurrent be an opportunistic company that came at the right place and time ill history.
However, I do find the technology a disturbing intrusion on one of the last soliaudio delivery of the 'Don't miss "Outlaws' on CMT' tune-in message," Hitchcock said.
tary strongholds - the urinal. I am cautious of how the technology will develop
''This new marketing tool is unexpected, unapologetic and good- humored."
Now, I realize that the peeing male crowd could be the greatest example of a captive and where the direction of the product will lead. When you're listening to a urinal
audience and quite a lucrative advertising venture, but my introverted nature demands remind you about Britney's new CD, you know something has gone horribly
wrong. 'Nuff said.
privacy while urinating.

if

Join Bono, fight AIDS in Africa
ono hates causes. But AIDS, the
U2 front man said, isn't a cause;
it's an emergency. This paradoxi·
cal, humble, self-proclaimed rock star
helped start the DATA (debt, AIDS, trade,
Africa) organization after his trip to
Alan Ethiopia. Bono was clearly changed by
Waite the first-hand experience of seeing the
is a extreme poverty, which is so closely
guesl writer related to the disease.
"Ethiopia didn't just blow my mind, it
for The
Whltworlhian, opened my mind," Bono said last
a sel/ior and Wedne1>day night during his appearance
majoring in in Portland before the World Affairs
psychology. Council, which I was fortunate enough to
Comments call attend.
be sellt to
I know just what he meant. Spending a
awaiteOl@ month in South Africa last Jan Term, I
whltworlh.l'du. literally came face to face with AIDS_
From tke tiny victims born with AIDS
I met in Cape Town to the fearful young men and
women I was able to hold hands with in Durban, my
mind, too, was opened.
But what is our call as students at a Christian college in America?

B

Bono made it clear that this issue is not about charity,
it is about justice.
"It's about human rights. The right to live like a human
- the right to live," he sajd.
I asked Bono how his faith has influenced and sparked
his passion on the AID~ issue. Not one to wear his faith
on \lis sleeve, Bono was up front on the Bible's clarity on
the issue.
"Faith without actions ... where does it end up?" he
asked.
There are 2,103 verses on Ihe need to fight poverty.
Jesus reminds us that what we do 10 our brothers (yes,
even our brothers in Africa), we are doing to him. This is
either good or very bad news for us.
So what can we do? Well, start by encouraging our
government to fight AIDS and poverty in Africa by sending antiretrovirals which help stem the AIDS crisis, to
those in need. With 6,500 people dying of AIDS every
day in Africa, there is no shortage of those in need.
Starting to fight poverty is as simple as dropping the
debt that was accumulated by ruthless dictators of past
generations - money never seen by the Africans that are
suffering today.
The No. 1 problem is corruption; the corruption of the
past African leaders who gal the continent into debt, and

ours for holding it over the dying people.
Once we find out who our senators, representatives and
leaders are in November, we need to put the pressure on
them to take this issue seriously and follow through with
promises, both to provide needed drugs and forgive debt.
Helping Africa is not just good for Africa, it's good for
us.
"The war against terror is bound up in the war against
poverty," Bono said.
He is right.
As Africa goes hungry and suffers from disease, the
continent becomes a petri dish bigger than Afghanistan,
with perfect conditions for the growth of the terrorists.
What better advertisement to change the world's tarnished view of America than a red, white, and blue dose
ofAZT?
Bono ended his talk by recounting a conversation
he had with a Holocaust survivor. When the survivor
was being loaded into a train to be deported, many
non-Jews looked on. The image that haunts him today
is the blank faces of the people who did nothing to
stop the genocide. Are we, as individuals and a generation, prepared to accept our place in history as
blank faces, or do we want to be remembered as the
generation of justice'!

I<ERRY:

BUSH:

Continued from page 13

Continued from page 13

guage as key issues in student performance. He
also plans on establishing a $3.2 billion community service plan for high school students
attending state colleges and performing
national service.
Kerry is a candidate running for President
who understands the separation of church and
state. He is guided by his "obligation to all the
people of our country and to the Constitution of
the United States."
He will repair alliances strained with

European allies and the United Nations over the
war in Iraq. He will cut the deficit in half in his
first tenn through repealing Bush's tax cuts.
Kerry is working for a stronger, united.
America.
If these issues haven't persuaded you, just
check out the Washington Redskins play the
Green Bay Packers on Oct. 31. If the Redskins
win, statistics show, so will the incumbent. But, jf
Brett Favre can lead the Packers to victory, we'll
be seeing a few more blue states on Nov. 2.

is renewed. Now we go forward
grateful for our freedom, faithful to
our cause, and confident in the
future of the greatest nation on
earth."
Bush's optimism will win the war
on terror. We cannot have a commander in chief who tells our soldiers they are fighting "I he wrong
war, in the wrong place, at the
wrong time."

I believe if you agrce with
these stances, Bush deserves
your votc. Please, before you go
out and vote, look at the issues
and apply them to your personal
life. As Bill O'Reilly asks,
"Who's looking out for you?"
Be cautious, educated, and
intent in your vote. Thank you
for your time and may God continue to bless this beautiful campus and country!

- - - - LETTERS TO THE EDITOR - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Stem cell research

All life deserves
.
our protection

Re: Stem-cell research costs, saves lives.
Allison Carr's article on stem-cell research was based
on several unreasonable arguments. Allow me to enumerate.
First, Carr described embryos as "an early fonn of
human life." The point is, however, that whether "early"

or "late," life is still life. If we begin to assess the genuineness of life based on age, we can easily accept the
opposite extreme where euthanasia is also justifiable.
"Sorry, Grandma. Somebody else needs your liver. ... "
Secondly, Carr compares the destruction of embryos to
President Bush's argument that "he is saving more lives
than he is destroying" in the war against terrorism. She
is trying to compare apples 10 oranges.
Third, Carr lists fonner first lady Nancy Reagan as a
supporter of stem cell research. I would like to point out,
however, that lale-President Ronald Reagan himself was
against the use of embryonic stem cells. .
Fourth, Carr claims that she is "not talking about sacrificing babies" in the use of leftover embryos thaI would

otherwise be thrown away. Urn, actually, it's just the
opposite. With every embryo that is destroyed, another
baby is refused the gift of life.
Finally, Carr refers to the ethical treatment of embryos.
How do you ethically kill something? Do tell!
Who are we to determine the value of a life or to decide
when the loss of that life is worth the cost? All life is precious, whether one day old or a hundred years old. We
must not usurp God's power over life and death for our
own selfish purposes.

Sarah Lusk
Senior
Religion

Not Quite a Stretch

Honoring veterans

Whitworth men's soccer team posts
regional victory but loses at nationals

Whitworth hosts annual Veteran's Day ceremony
that drew more than 150 guests.
Scene, page 5

Sports,

page 10
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Campus
reacts to

Bush win
Leah Motz
Eric Fredriksen
Staff IVrlters

Joe Abbot/
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A gathering of Batdwln-Jenklns freshmen watch Halo 2 for the first time. A crowd of Whitworth students rushed local videogame retailers at midnight
on Nov 9 \0 purchase the much-anticipated first-person shooter. The popular game netted $125 million In sales In the first 24 hours It was on sale.

Gaming together
NEWS
ANALYSIS

Nathan Harrison
Sta//wrltel
Mike Larkin
Guest writer

Halo 2
sparks
on-campus
gaming

----

Perhaps because the most
ULTIMATE HALO 2
central clement to gamer
TOURNAMENT
mentality
is
pride,
endurance is a valued skill.
... Saturday (Nov. 20)
Pnde III thtl1lsclvcs and
11 a.m. in the Cafe
their teammates is what
... E-mail mmooreOl@
drives gamers
Freshman LeWIS Turner whltworth.edu
and his friends, who have before Thursday to
sign up.
formed their own Halo team
in Baldwin-Jenkins, are no ... $2 fee.
exceplton.
"Our team IS Jason Barnes, Joe Abbott, Wes
Schooler, Graham Monteleone and me," Turner ~aid. "I
can guarantee no team on campus could beat us playing the origin.lI 'Halo.' We have an alternate and a
cheerleader."

The 'Ideoganung culture is alive and well among
Whitworth students - complete with Its rituals, traditions and necessary sacrifices.
The culture values high scores, preci~ion and good
teamwork over everything A player who can't shoot,
can't score and doesn't help out his teammate" IS dead
weight; gamers have no shame about excluding their
less-able brethren trom important games when push
comes to shove.
It's a tradition that spawns from an industry thaI
earned more than $7 billion last year. An estimated ]45
million Ameflcans play videogames.
Docs Whitworth have a gaming culture? It certainly
seems to he the case.
-------------------------- - - - - - - -

See

GAMING ... page 8

After a decisive Republican victory
in the 2004 electIOn, Whitworth students had mixed feelmgs about the
results.
Many people could not handle the
political campaigns.
"This campaign really was deeply
emotIOnal for people," said Arlin
Migliazzo, professor of politics and history.
The 2004 presidential elections drew
to a close with a rush of emotion and
anxiety over which candidute would be
elected president for the next four years.
"It was good to sec the popular vole
agrced with the electoral vote," professor of history James Hunt said.
Migliazzo recognized the high stakes
involved with the outcome, as well as
the importance that had been placed on
the results.
Some people did nol support
President Bush but respected the effort
the Bush campaign made.
"I was disappointed. I wanted Kerry
to win," freshman Evan Cate said. "The
Bush team was amazing, I rC5pect the
organization. "
Hunt evaluated the Republicans
!.tHltegy.
"Republic'lll!. mobilized 1I1t:ir base
and got them out to vote," he said.
Opinions and emotIOns ran high over
the main tOpiCS that guided the election,
the war, the economy, civil hberltes and
values.
HI am glad that it IS done. I fhpnapped over Kerry and Bush a lot,"
junior Rachael Jones said.
Hunt feels the war in Iraq was a
major issue m the election.
"We will regret our involvement in
the war much like we did the Japanese
internment. Guantanamo Bay won't be

See

REACT ... page 4

1M basketball refs' pay raised
Alexandra Auld
Jessica Davis
Staff lVnler.<.
l3asketball referees arc now earning
$9 an hour, almost $2 per hour more
than the minimum wage ::.alary that all
other Intramural referees and most other
Whitworth student emplDyee!. make.
The basketball reb have received
the raise because they "expend more
energy (than the other Intramural referee~) and take l\ lot more abuse from
the players," co-Intramural coordlllator and SClllOf Matt Duske said.
Duskc and co-Intramural coordinator Ian McGrady-Beach, a jUlllor, Said
thc "intensity" of ba~ketball referee-

ing justified the increase.
Though McGrady-Beach said he
didn't think the refs perform only to
the level they are paid, he believes the
quality of refereeing has also
Improved this semester.
"[The increase] doesn't only help
out the refs, it makes Intramurals
more enjoyable for everyone who
plays," Duske said.
Duske said he felt he needed to
improve on last year's Intramural program due to heavy criticism of the
program last year.
"At times, we had sub-par reffmg
last year," Du!.ke said.
130th players and referee!. were
frustrated by the Intramural program,

he said.
During basketball season last year,
there were times when some referees
would be in tears by the end of the
game, Duske Said.
Junior Jordan Tampien ~[]Id that the
raise had no impact on his decision to
become a basketball referee While he
said he would work for minimum
wage, the raise is an added bonus.
"It's fun Just being around basketball," Tampien said. "It's a job where
you're a part of Ihe game."
Freshman Curtis Flournoy referees
Intramural soccer and is currently on
jilhllslltuu/ll'h,tJJ orlb,. m
the Pirates' soccer team. Flournoy Referee and Junior Jordan Tampien scrutinIzes the game as

See

PAY RAISE ... page 4

sophomore Soren Baird heads down the court. Referees are
being paid $9 an hour.
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Whitworth coat
drive in the works

Schweitzer seiling Food allowed in
Weyerhaeuser
discount pass

Brad Sago's marketing class is
sponsoring their third annual winter
coat drive. The coat drive will be
held Nov. 29-30 and Dec. I.
Collection boxes will be located in
the Hixson Union Building and in
the Weyerhaeuser Hall lobby. The
coats will be distributed to those in
need by the Union Gospel Mission
and Anna Ogden Hall. Students are
encouraged to look in their closets
and see if they have any gently-used
winter coats (for any ages) that will
not be needed this winter and could
be donated.

Schweitzer Mountain Resort is
selling Harbor Advantage Cards for
$49. With the purchase of an
Advantage Card, each cardholder
receives their first lift ticket for free
and each subsequent ticket for $10
off the retail price. The Advantage
Card is also valid at Stevens Pass
for $12 off weekday and $8 off
weekend tickets. Locations and
dates are as follows: Nov. 17 at
'KPND Kick-Off Ski Parly at the
Powerhouse Bar & Grill, Nov. 19 at
the REI in Spokane and Nov. 20 at
l..oulou's in Spokane.

student government

Food and drink are allowed in
Weyerhaeuser and Dixon Hall's
according to the Whitworth 20042005 food and beverage policy.
Students are encouraged to use covered cups for beverages and to take
personal responsibility for keeping
the classrooms clean for the next
group of students. Part of the policy states: "Faculty are in charge of
the learning climate within a class
and therefore have the option of
either allowing food as well, or of
asking that there be no food or beverages."
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..... The Village and Stewart completed their service project.
More than 40 people altended a trip to Second Harvest
Food Bank and volunteered for the day.

..... A concern of the laundry card machines not accepting $1
bills was brought up by Warren senator and sophomore
Renee Huggins.
..... A suggestion of sending oul one ASWC e-mail per day
was made by junior Emily Benson on behalf of some students she had talked to.
..... A motion was passed to give Kenny Andrews $750 in
ASWC funds to help him with recovery after his house
burned down. The vote was 16-3 in favor of the gift.
ASWC member has originally asked students if they' wanted to give Andrews $500.
.....The KWRS slogan will not change because of a professional issue.

world briefS/news ticker
Attack on Iraqi city of
Fallujah a success

Palestinian leader dies Chinese sub detected
of organ failure
in Japanese waters

The much-anticipated battle for Fallujah
resulted in a major success for the American
military and the Iraqi government. The
rebels in Fallujah were routed and are currently trapped in a small segment of the city.
More than 1000 were killed and about 200
captured, although terrorist mastermind Abu
Musab al-Zarqawi is believed to have
escaped the city before t,he attack began.
According to American military sources, 22
Americans died in the attack, along with five
lraqi soldiers. Nearly 180 American soldiers
were wounded.

Yasser Arafat, the controversial leader of
the. Palestinian people, died last Thursday following massive organ failure at age 75. Forty
days of mourning have been declared in the
Palestinian Territories and government successors have been named. [srael, which has
branded Arafat as a terrorist, sealed off the
West Bank as a security precaution against
possible upheaval in reaction to the death.
World reactions to the death have been
mixed, with French President Jacques Chirae
saying that Arafat had "courage and conviction," while the White House simply called
the death significant and offered condolences.

whitworth

Japan has issued a formal protest with the
Chinese diplomatic delegation after the
Japanese navy detected a Chinese submarine
in Japanese waters. The reason for the submarine being in Japanese territory is
unknown and Japanese diplomats are seeking assurances that this type of incident will
not be repeated. Japan and China are currently in heated negotiations over several
islands and gas fields in the East China Sea
that both nations have claimed.

-Compiled by Gavin Jamieson

QUESTION:
What do you think of the Whitworth
gaming culture and (Halo 2?"

"

"

I think that gl!)'s just
sit around in' their room
and plqy it all dqy long
when thry shouldJust be
doing their homework. "

I haven ~ taken part
in it. It's a little
extreme) but to each his
own. "

Dallas Crockett

Rlsa Wallette

Fresh",on

jllnior

"

I think Plqystation is the
wt!Y togo. NCAA 2005
is the wt!Y to go. "

Jared Carter

"

I'm kinda guilty oj it too. Even tiD'
bqyJriend likeJ the videogames. I think
videogameJ can interfere with reJationship~ which can be bad, but there has
to be a balance [between the two)_ " '

StephaineBeans

SapholllOrt

Sopho!1lare

g ra peVine/humOr
With the success of "Halo 2, " here are some
videogames that aren't likely to become hits:
~ Oregon Trail 4: Trail of Blood

.... Microsoft Traffic Jam Simulator

.... "Iron Chef' - The Game

.... No, Seriously, The FINAL Fantasy

~ Where the Hell is Carmen Sandiego?

~ EA Sports Rock, Paper, Scissors 2005

~ Tetris XXXTreme (Rated M for violence, sexuality)

~ Grand Theft Mariokart

.... SimColonoscopy

.... Ballroom Dance Dance Revolution

~m.hr
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University of
Delaware professor of philosophy Katherin
Rogers spoke
about her views
on self pity last
Tuesday In the
music recital
hall.

Despair lecture raises hopes
Sarah Morgenthaler

[n her opinion, desperation makes no sense.
"When you are confronted with pain, do you
choose to respond to it by giving up on hope? I
Dr. Katherin Rogers was enjoying a family think if you do, you only inflict on yourself more
vacation to Mammoth Caves in Kentucky when suffering than you would have to deal with,"
she came to a startling realization: Her three-year- Rogers said.
old son was lost inside the cave.
God told us not to despair 10 make us happier
"My mind froze," Rogers said. "I remember individuals, Rogers said. "The command, not to
being able to see, being able to
despair, is one of the nicesl
hear, and [ might have even
things God's ever done for
said things, but I couldn't get
us."
from one thing to another."
It can be difficult to not
"The commancl not to
Her son was found, but the
despair, Rogers acknowldespaiTj is one the nicest edged, but she believes that
incident remains fresh in
Rogers' memory as her first things God's ever done for liS " "you exercise to develop
brush with true despair.
strength in you to cope."
Rogers shared this story durJunior Ryan Kelso agreed
with Rogers' talk.
ing her lecture, "[s it Wrong to
Katharln Rogers,
"We shouldn't despair,"
Despair?" held Nov. 9 in the Prrifrssor of pbdoJoplfy, Unilocrsiry of Delaware
Music Recital Hall. Rogers,
Kelso said. "Sometimes it
feels like you can't help it, but
who is an associate professor of
technically, knowing that you
philosophy at the University of
have all your lrust in God, you
Delaware, believes that desperation, although easy to fall into, is morally and should know that everything's going 10 work out."
To avoid despair, Rogers suggested that
logically wrong.
Rogers defined despair as "losing hope, or Christians take an interest in the world and the
believing one's own life is doomed to failure." people around them.
"If you're the only thing that matters in your
She believes that despair is not biologicallY or
chemically related, like clinical depression; rather, universe and it's not going well for you, it's going
to be easy for you [0 fall inlo despair," Rogers
thaI it is a sinful choice.
"If in Christ I can do all things, it's wrong to said. "Part of the practice of hope involves standing outside yourself and appreciating the world."
despair," Rogers said
Staff writer
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'Peace like a
River' author
offers tips

DEPARTMENT OF COUNSELING
AT GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY
Master's degrees and certificate programs in ...
Counseling, Marriage and Family Therapy,
School Counseling, School Psychology,
Play Therapy, and Trauma
503-554-6166

counseling.georgefox.edu
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Lelf Enger, author of ·Peace Like a
River," viSited Whitworth to speak on
his views as a writer.

Enger believes a good aulhor
must love all of his characters,
even the evil ones. When writing
a novel, he tries to disappear
into his characters' identities and
allow them to take chaTge of his
stories.
"For me, it has 10 start with
amusement," Enger said. "Any
story ( slart with the intention of
bettering my reader is doomed."
Before the success of "Peace
Like a River," Enger spent 16
years working as a radio reporter
and producer. He studied
English and mass communications at Minnesota Slate
Moorhead University. Enger
currently resides in Minnesota
with his wife and two sons and
is in the process of writing his
next novel.
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Bethany Monroe
Stall writer
In spite of Ihe allention gained
from his best-seIling novel,
"Peace Like a River," author
Leif Enger told his Whitworth
audience that his goal as a writer
is to be invisible to the reader.
Enger first began to understand the importance of invisibility when he slarted playing
bass for his church worship
band.
"A bass player's job is to go
way down and lay a foundation," Enger said.
When the bass is played correctly, it stays in Ihe background
and blends with the other instruments. Likewise, Enger believes
his responsibility as a writer is
to bring enjoyment to his audience, no~ gain allen[ion for himself or spread his own agendas.
"The truth is that writers are
servants," Enger said.
Whitworth's English endowment brought Enger to campus
last week to read from his novel
and present a lecture on creative
writing.
"Peace Like a River" is set in
1962 and tells the story of a
young boy in search of his fugitive older brother. It has earned
rave reviews and was selected as
one of Time Magazine's top five
books of 200l.
"( just got swept away in the
slory and the characters felt real,
so ( was concerned about what
was going to happen to them,"
sophomore Megan Pooler said
of Enger's novel.
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Five-year plan to be finalized
The plan suggests that there
maintain an atmosphere in student life that is conducive to the should not be more than a two
spiritual growth of a diverse stu- percent increase in undergraduIn April, the Board of Trustees dent popUlation, It also acknOWl- ate growth and no more than a
will vote on whether to accept edges the problems and stress five percent increase in graduate
student enrollment every year.
Whitworth's strategic five-year created by dorm overcrowding.
The college wants to promote
In order to compensate for the
plan.
The 56-page plan serves as a increased student population, its religious identity by continubroad outline for the vision of additional facilities must be ing to require full-time employbuilt, the plan states, Such reno- ees to believe in Jesus Christ and
Whitworth's future,
The plan seeks to heighten the vations would also keep the authority of the Scripture.
quality
of education for Whitworth competitive with The importance of having an
environment which allows intelWhitworth
students
with other institutions.
"Our goal is to house more lectual discussion is an important
improved academic performance, II also expresses the goal of students on campus," Soden aspect of the plan.
Each section of the plan has
combining faith with academics. said. "We believe we need better
"Whitworth is trying to fine arts facilities for our stu- accompanying action steps
become nationally recognized dents, and our science building intended to reach the goals set
forth. A set of benchmarks is also
for its excellent academic pro- needs to be expanded."
The college is determined to in place to measure whether the
grams as well as its strong
Christian commitment," profes- hire the most qualified employ- action steps were successful in
ees and is prepared to offer com- reaching the goals.
sor of history Dale Soden said.
The April trustee meetings
The plan is divided into sec- petitive salaries and benefits, Job
tions with corresponding goals satisfaction is a very important wi1l be the second of the regular
and ways to improve the college. factor in retaining faculty and bi-annual gatherings.
The plan expresses the need to staff.
-----------------------------------------1

Jamie Evans
Staff writer
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"Halo 2" opens with a bang
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Tim Coughlin
Staff writer
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Gaming enthusiasts gathered nationwide last
Tuesday night for the much-anticipated release of
Halo 2 for the Xbox gaming console. Across the
country more than 7,000 retailers opened their
stores at midnight for "Halo" fanatics to get their
hands on the nation's top selling game.
Microsoft Corp. said it had 1.5 million copies
pre-ordered and estimated sales of $125 million in
just the first 24 hours on the market.
"There is no better feeling than sticking a plasma
grenade on somebody's leg," junior Grant Roesler
said.
The hype surrounding "Halo 2" and many other
first-person shooter games (games where the screen
acts as your eyes) soon to be released could also be
seen as a negative. Studies have shown links
between aggressive behavior and heavy use of vio-

lent video games.
A study in the April 2000 edition of the Journal
of Personality and Social Psychology surveyed
227 college students about their traits of aggressiveness and any delinquent behavior in the near
past. They compared this information to the kinds
of video games they played and how often they
played them.
"We found that students who reported playing
more violent video games in junior and highschool
engaged in more aggressive behavior," said lead
author Anderson, of Iowa State University. "We
also found that amount of time spent playing video
games in the past was associated with lower academic grades in college."
Gaming industry representatives say the study
findings don't always translate to the real world.
"I admit I've played Halo 2 for several hours
since it came out, and I've only considered killing a
few people," religion major Matt Gruel said,
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Continued from page 1

wants to referee next semester and is not bothered by the wage
increase for basketball referees.
"Everybody wants money," Flournoy said. "But [ guess [the raise]
doesn't really affect me."
Both coordinators emphasized the wage increase is not permanent
at this point. An analysis of the budget this spring will allow Duske
and McGrady-Beach to determine if there are adequate funds to maintain the higher wage for the spring semester.
The $11,145 budget for the Intramural program is funded by student fees. Nearly $9,400 is set aside for paying refs and the program
is estimated to bring in $3,200 from sign-up fees this year.
"The ASWC budget doesn't fluctuate for how many teams we
have," Duske said.
The open gym program that started last year, paired with the currenl
wage increase, has put a strain on the Intramural budget.
This has prompted the Intramural coordinators to enforce more
accurate time cards. Last year time card accuracy was not emphasized. Also, soccer and basketball referees are not paid if the game is
forfeited.
The coordinators now require applications for the refereeing positions and are planning to host a referee clinic in the spring. Although
no training is required for refereeing for Intramurals, Duske said prior
experience and knowledge of the sport is necessary.
Part of the changes this year included a tougher screening process.
Both coordinators only let dependable returnees and people with good
experience into the program. Tampien is one of 13 basketball referees
who underwent the new standards. He has played basketball for nine
years and refereed for two summers,
Duske said there have been no complaints from referees or players
about the program this season.
"I think the quality of reffing has been greatly improved since last
year," Duske said.
The changes, McGrady-Beach h.opes, are a benefit to everyone.
"I know it's tough," McGrady-Beach said. "I don't want to discount
the other officials. We do appreciate the job they're doing."

REAcr:
Continued from page 1

one of the high points of American culture," Hunt said.
Despite the emotion surrounding the so-called crisis facing the
American public in the 2000 election, MigIiazzo recognized historical
occurrences that were once referred to as crises and now simply
remain part of America's history.
"We are not the first ones to live through crisis," Migliazzo said.
With the election over and the results tallied, the concern of a divided public remains.
"In the future, there's a tremendous possibility for the future fission ... a splitting of the country," MigiJiazzo said.
. However, some students are relieved the decision-making process
I~ over and are now ready to analyze what really happened in the electIOn.
"It would be interesting to study why the west coast and the northeast states went for Kerry," junior John Brewer said.
Cate followed the election issues closely.
"There were many big events in the last week of the campaign: the
Osama tape, 380 tons of explosives being looted. Every time it
seemed like an event would look favorably for Kerry, another one
showed up that looked 'good' for Bush," Cate said.
Cate also noted that the largest swing of the 2004 election was the
four million evangelicals who did not vote in the 2000 election, Once
t~e Bush ~Iection team targeted these evangelicals for the 2004 elechon, PreSIdent Bush beat Kerry by 3.5 milJion votes.
One student was concerned about races other than the Presidential
race.
"I think that there was not enough attention on the Senate and
Representative races," freshman Valerie Iverson said, "The people
who won the Senate and House seats won because they had so much
more funding than their opponents,"
Hunt said the strategies for political parties have to evolve to stay
effective.
"Republicans have to do what Democrats did back during the
Depression to turn this into a 20-year pattern," Hunt said. "The
Democrats have to do some deep soul-searching."
Iverson f~els that the camp~igns are not always done correctly and
sh~ wo~ld hke some ~~anges III the way elections are run.
I WIsh that campaIgns were shorter," she said. "[ also wish there
was less mudslinging,"
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Andrews honors Vandross
Singer overcomes loss of house
and performs successful concert.
page 7

Remembering. • •

those
who
sacri teed
Gdkn Janj"J/U''''''' ..rthtuN

Freshman Kyrsten Hafso leaves the microphone after singing "Remembrance" to a crowd of veterans on Veterans' Day in
front of Cowles Memorial AuditOrium

Kendra Switzer
Sla//writer
Emotion!> and memories filled the minds of those
gathered before the flag in Centennial Plaza for the
annual Veterans' Day Ceremony last Thursday.
More than 150 people joined in the program featuring
a striking blend of patnotic music, military tradition and
an inspirational speech.
"I thought it was really weIl donc," freshman Gwen
Sellers said. "I went because both my grandfathers were
veterans. "
T,he ceremony opened with Sodexho Manager Kenny
Andrews singing the national anthem,· followed by' the
presentation of the colors by the U.S. Air Force Honor
Guard from Fairchild Air Force Base.
The Honor Guard also performed a 21-gun salute and
played "Taps" on the bugle. Arrayed in Scottish traditional garb, the Angus Scott Pipe Band added their
patriotic tribute. Sophomore Kyrsten Hafso performed a
solo of "Remembrance," and Terry McGonigal offered
the opening prayer.
Additionally, Vietnam veteran and retired member of

Whitworth Custodial Services, Mel Waddell, placed the speakers like Bleeker deliver similar messages of patricommemorative wreath under the flagpole.
otic duty.
Keynote speaker Major Doug Blecker, commander
The Veterans' Day Ceremony origmated as the brainof the 265 Comb<lt Communication Squadron in the Air child of Whitworth custodial services employees who
National Guard and a deputy chief in the Fire Service were veterans themselves. Dan Nevdahl, a Vietnam vetDepartment, delivered a riveting challenge to the audi- eran, headed up the first committee in 1991 and still
ence.
serves as chairman today.
Bleeker urged the group to refocus on the higher mis"(The first ceremony) was kind of haphazard," said
sion of the veterans and avoid becoming caught up in Nevdahl. "We wondered why no one did anything for
the politics of war after the recent election.
Veterans' Day at Whitworth lind just decided to do it
"We need to separate the veterans from the politics,"
ourselves."
he said.
, For the first three yeaTS they bought a wreath and held
He also reminded gatherers that whil~ th~, veterans
,
a
small ceremony at 7:30 a,m. Beginning in 1994, they
must be remembered, it is a citizen's responsibility to
moved the ceremony to 11 :00 a.m.
make veterans' sacrifices worth the cost.
Nevdahl said this ensured greater attendance and ful"We have the job to make America a place worth
filled the Veterans' Day tradition of the "eleventh hour
defending," he said.
Bleeker also said that job falls to future leaders found of the eleventh day of the eleventh month."
"Once the word got out, the whole campus came
in places like Whitworth.
"This place is just dripping with potential," Blecker together, and after Sept. 11 it's been great," Nevdahl
said.
said.
Each year the attendance sweIls and he continues to
Every year since 1991, students, facuIty, slaff and
community members have assembled on Nov. 11 to hear be amazed.

Students hone teaching skills
Fourth graders benefit from
service-learning project
Megan Blank
Staff writer
Sophomore Megan Stone and freshman
Grisellies Ramos walked around the small
classroom, handing out strips of colored
paper. A girl wearing a pink shirt with
black polka-dots and a pink sweater poncho picked a strip with the word "rosado"
written on it. Not surprisingly, "rosado" is
Spanish for "pInk." Stone and Ramos
asked in Spanish who had each color as
thirteen young students eagerly waited to
hear their color.
As part of their grade for the semester,
Assistant Professor Mechelle Doughty's
second-year Spanish class is teaching
Spanish in two local fourth grade classrooms.
"This teaching experience allows SN201 Whitworth students to offer their services to SI. George's School aclIng as fourth
grade Spanish teachers while at the same
time experiencing some learning of their
own about Spanish, education and the
importance of teaching language at an
early age," Doughty said.
'
SI. George's School, located on Waikiki

Road, is a private school for children in
kindergarten through grade 12. One distinction of the school is that its students
have the opportunity to learn French from
a young age.
"These fourth graders already enjoy
and understand the importance of learning
a language and are very excited to learn
Spanish," Doughty said. "They also seem
to enjoy comparing thcir French and
Spanish - in fact their knowledge of
French helps them considerably with their
Spanish."
The excitement level in the room rose as
the children began to learn the alphabct.
Stone and Ramos went over each letter,
asking the students to repeat the pronunciation.
"I'm going to take notes," one boy said
proudly.
After saying the alphabet a few times
with the help of pre-made worksheets, the
students are invited to write their names on
the board. The boy who announced his
idea to take notes asks to write his whole
name, a request that is granted. When
everyone who is interested has written his
or her name, the lesson moves to a review

Freshman Gnseilies Ramos and Sophomore Megan Stone give the fourth graders at SI George's
School a beginning Spanish lesson.

of counting. While counting girls and
boys, one boy mistakenly raises his hand
during the girl count.
"Harrison's a girl!" one of his classmates shouts. Only in elementary school.
Doughty's students arc required to teach
two hour-long c1as!oes to a fourth grade
class, the content of which is decided by
Doughty.
"We do one as practice, and then one is

graded," Stone said. U[DoughlY] made up
the schedule, but we had to decide what to
do for the day."
Stone completed her second lesson with
colors and connting, Her first teaching
experience involved July and rain,
See SPANISH ... page 6
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Staff writer

Student
sees MiddleEast Injustice

,,

up close

J

l
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Most Whitworth students haven't had the
chance to see the IsraeliPalestinian conflict up
close, but sophomore
Alexandria Hadford lived
in the middle of it for six
months.
Hadford worked in
Israel through Youth
A
Mission
With
(YWAM) after high
school.
"They're a missions
organization that does
everything from training
high-school-aged kids for
short teon-missions work
to having full-time missionaries in different
countries," she said.
The first part of the
program consisted mainly of intensive Bible

SPANISH:
Continued from page 5

"Last time we taught the seasons and
about the weather," Stone said. "We
brought different clothing and put it on and
asked them what the weather was."
Each time, the students have a different
partner. The color lesson was Ramos' first
of two lessons.
"J've had to teach Spanish to little kids
before," Ramos said. "This one went really
smoothly, I guess because they want to
learn. "
Ramos is a native Spanish speaker from
Tacoma. When introducing the namespelling time, Ramos underlined the letters
to her first name, Grisellies, on the board.
Her name was unusual to the fourth
graders.
"So what is your name in English?"
someone asked.

training
in
East
Jerusalem, which is controlled by Palestine.
Hadford then moved to
Bethlehem in the West
Bank for the hands-on
section of her training.
"That's where people
put into practice the
things they learned in
their faith," she said.
Living among the
Palestinians for the first
few months of her training allowed Hadford to
get used to the culture
and the way things usually worked. She then
moved on to encounter
the people in their everyday lives, including
spending
time
with
orphans and those who
were menIally and physically disabled.
Hadford's main passions were human rights

When Ramos said her name again eyes
widened and a chorus of "Whoa" came
from stunned mouths.
Both the young students and the older
"teachers" enjoyed their time together.
"I like spelling my name," fourth-grader
Ana Nisco said. "And I also like gelling
candy!"
However, Stone feels that only two hourlong blocks of time are not enough.
"1 think it would be helpful to have more
time with the kids," Stone said. "It would
be nice to be able to build a relalionship
with them."
Whether Whitworth students continue on
to higher levels or end their study of
Spanish after 201, Doughty hopes the
teaching experience will give her students a
new appreciation for the language.
"I also hope that they had fun with
Spanish and enjoyed looking at it from a
teacher's perspective in addition to a student's," Doughty said.
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NAME: Alex Hadford
AGE: 20
YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Political Science
HOMETOWN: Spokane. WA

and foreign policy.
"( saw the injustice
that was being done, and
I've always wanted to
help people," she said.
"I've learned how political science can help. You
don't have to be a politician to make a difference."
After
graduatio~,
Hadford isn't certam
what she'll be doing. She
would like to return 10
the Middle East, possibly
with the Peace Corps.
Her degree in political
science will allow her to
help in an area she began
to understand.
"I really saw the
Palestinian face," she
said. "Americans wrile
them off as the problem,
but they're legitimate
people with legitimate
desires."

CONrl,!! of At-x HadjimJ

Sophomore Alex Hadford (right) with friend Kara Mourn on
their YWAM mission to Israel.
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Andrews undeterred by fire cityhighlighfs
in

College
community
aids Andrews
and family

Spokane

Kenna Klempel
Staff IVI iter

Jonah33 plays for food

A devastating fire wasn't enough to stop Kenny
Andrews from singing.
A refrigerator malfunction on Oct. 20 destroyed
the Sodexho manager family's home and 90 percent of their belongings.
Despite this disaster, the favorite face in the dining hall performed live at the Big Easy on Friday
Nov. 5. Fans loved his tribute to Luther Vandross.
"I think if Luther Vandross was there hjmself, he
would have been honored," sophomore Bobby
Walston said. "Kenny did him and his songs justice."
Andrews sang his heart out despite the unfortunate circumstances.
JWI
"The concert was off the hook!" Andrews said.
Whitworth students and faculty that came to Kenny Andrews honors Luther Vandross at the Big Easy on
Nov.5.
show their support loved the performance.
Even the fire was unable to destroy the spirit of
"He was' amazing," Walston said. "He's really
the Andrews household. Together with his wife
been blessed with a great voice."
Andrews' newfound music career is taking off. Paula, son Kenny', and daughters Ashley, Ariana and
He recently developed his own label: AKAJA Jasmin, the family grew even stronger than before
Records --:- an acronym for each of his children's as they embraced donations from the Spokane community.
names.
Whitworth students and faculty rallied around
He loves having all of his family - his wife,
mother, father, sisters and brother - involved with the family from the very beginning by meeting
the new record label. Each one plays a specific role basic needs - beds, dressers, plates, silverware,
in the company. Andrews hopes that eventually the lamps and other items. Faculty pooled together
label will be able to serve as their main source of even before the fund at US Bank began and gave
the family $740.
income.
Also, ASWC asked students if it should give
Andrews will be doing a few more local shows
until the family leaves to national venues to promofe Andrews $500 from student fees. Last Wednesday,
the assembly voted to give Andrews $750 after a
his message of "peace and love," Andrews said.
He will be at the Met for' a Christmas show on majority of students said they were in favor of givDec. 9 and again at the Big Easy for a Valentine's ing $500 and some suggested giving even more.
"What this college does has touched my heart in
Day lovers' concert.
"God has blessed me to be successful at an older so many ways I can'l express," Andrews said.
Andrews believes God has a reason for everyage because it's not about the bling bling," Andrews
said. "It's about who I can take care of and who can thing. He says his family is now closer as they learn
to appreciate the basics.
help."

The Will Play for
Food tour featuring
the breakout band
Jonah33 along with
Pivelplex and Grand
Prize will play at
Opportunity
Presbyterian Church
Nov. 16.
This tour is sponsored by Food for the Hungry,
a Christian international charity. Their purpose is
to help people throughout the world overcome
physical and spiritual hunger.
Bruce C. Cutler, an elder from Opportunity
Presbyterian, worked to bring this event together.
"We're looking forward to having them here,"
Cutler said.
Tickets are $10 at the door, but with a
Whitworth tD. students can get in for $8. The
doors open at 6:00 pm Tuesday night, and the
concert is at 6:30.
Jonah33's hit song, "Faith Like That" has been
at the top of Airl charts, a Christian radio station,
for months beating out well known artists such as
Skillet, Switch foot. Jars of Clay and Delirious.
Pivetplex was awarded the second-best album
by Christianrock.com of 2003 for their debut
album, Under Museum Quality Glass. This
band's first single, "You Know" earned the seventh spot on Airl 's charts.

cl u bbioblu rb/club:corner
AeM / Association for Computer Machinery
""WHO WE ARE: Whitworth's very own Computer Science club. We are an offshoot of the International ACM
organization which unites professionals and students worldwide to advance Informational technology skills.

""WHERE WE MEET: Our meetings occur every other Wednesday at 9 p.m. In the main computer lab of Lindaman
(the little building between the Library and Weyerhaeuser). The next meeting Is Dec. 1. since we have to take a
break for Thanksgiving week.

.,WHAT WE DO: We have meetings every other week. Our meetings consist of anything from presentations from current students. recent graduates of Whitworth returning to talk about their 'new' lives or programming challenges.
Everyone is welcome. regardless of how little or much experience you have had with computer programming.
If you have any questions. feel free to contact Brenna Hutton, ACM's President at bhuttonOl@whltworth.edu. We
would love to see you at our next meeting.

attractionsdistracfions/thiS week

International Banquet
Students from.29 countries will prepare and
serve a feast featuring foods from Greece,
Nigeria, Spain, Germany, Sweden and Egypt lit
the International Banquet Friday from 5:30 6:30.
After the meal, an international fashion show
and song and dance performances representing
many countries will take place in Cowles
Memorial Auditorium from 7 - 8:30 p.m.
Tickets arc $12 for adults and $10 for students
and children ,lJId can be purchased at the
Information Desk.
Tickets will also be on sale each day in the
HUB at the International Banquet ticket table
from 11 a.m.-l p.m. and 5-6:30 p.m.

Spokane hosts "Les Mis"
The eight-time Tony Award winning musical
"Les Miserables" opens at 7:30 p.m. tonight at
the Spokane Opera House.
Shows will continue Nov. 17 at 7:30 p.m.,
Nov. 18 at 2 and 7:30 p.m., Nov. 19 at 8 p.m.,
Nov. 20 at 2 and 8 p.m. and Nov. 21 at 1 p.m.
Tickets are still on sale for $25 - 55 and can
be purchased on ticketswest.com.

-compiled by Bethany llargis
and Katie Shaw

Alt Department Open
House
Fine Arts Hallway
4:30 p.m.

Jazz Combo Concert
Music Recital Hall
7:30 p.m.

Seminary and Graduate
School Day
Lied Square and Cafe
10 a.m.

International Banquet
Dining Hall. catering rooms
and Cowles Memorial
Auditorium
Sp.m.

Half Past 9:00
Cafe
9:30 p.m.

Daisy Nau Sf. Voice
Recital
Music Recital Hall
6p.m.
Voice Student ReCital
Music ReCital Hall
8 p.m.

NBC Camps Seminar
Robinson Teaching Theater
6:30 p.m.
~indsey Delmarter Sr.
Recital
MUSiC Recital Hall
6 p.m.

Shane and Shane concert
Cowles Memorial
Auditorium
7:30 p.m.

last day of classes before
Thanksgiving breakl

Do you need help with your
studies? Educational NW
Resources can help.
We are a tutoring
company specializing in
GRE Prep and tutoring for
all age groups. Call 3234950.

Freshmen
LewIs Turner
and Mark

Anderson play
games late
Into the night

in 8J.
Jor .-lbbol/IVhitworlh;'/11

Sleepless nights
for hardcore garners
GAMING:
Continued from page 1

In the tradition of gamer trash-talking,
the player on the couch beside him
added his two cents. "We haw a chaplain and a medic, too," Monte[eone said.
"Well, Ilot really. But we should."
LAN parties are the culmination of
gaming culture -- the equivalent of a
Super Bowl party for football fans or a
sold-out concert for music buffs.
Garners haul their computers to aile
location, break out hundreds of feet of
Ethernet networking cables and all their
assorted equipment: routers, hubs,
switches and the ever-important surge
protectors.
Then it's time for head to head match-

es III shooters like "CounterStrike,"
which pits terrorists against counter-terrorbt~, or strategy games like "WarCraft
III," which fInds warring fantasy races
battling for control of territory and
resources in a chess-like scenario of
unique units.
Console owners can have their own
version~ of LAN parties, thanks to the
Xbox's system-link capability. Using the
~ame equipment as PC garners, Xbox
owners can link two to 16 Xboxes
together for a maximum of 16 players.
Of course, with two of the biggest
releases of the year, "Grand Theft Auto:
San Andreas" and "Ha[o 2," both coming out in the last month, the Whitworth
videogaming culture is surging from
dorm rooms to off-campus college houses.
"We already beat 'Ha[o 2.' The cal11p,ugn was really short,"
~ophomore Jeff Ilixson
said.
That is, of course, if
you consider forsaking
sleep for hour~ on end
to be "really ~hort "
Hixson and doze[J~ like
hlill put sleep a~idt: to
charge through the ~ill
glc player campaign in
"IlOIlo 2" and prove
their gaming mettle.
Best Buy, as wel[ as
other c!ectronic~ sLore~
acro~s the nation, held
Illidnight Ielea~(; cvcrm

for
/." 111""fll/"("""I.,,,.

Freshmen LeWIS Turner and Marl< Anderson play Video games
Baldwin·jenl(lns long Into Ihe night

In

"11<1[\1 2,"

at

vario\l~

localion~.

"I was the

the building -- the first guy to get my
copy," ~aid Turner, the freshman gamer.
The rest of Turner's "team" accompanied him to the game relea~e at
Northtown's Best Buy.
Hundreds of people stood in line in
below-freezing temperatures to be
among the first to own the ~equel to the
best-selling first-person shooter for the
Xbox.
"We got there two hours ahead of
time. They let us in at 12:01 (a.m.),"
freshman Graham Monteleone said.
"(Turner) was the first person at
Whitworth to own 'Halo 2.'"
Being the first to own the game wasn't enough for this group, though.
"Then we stayed up till about five
playing multiplayer," Turner said.
"There were about 20 people in here
watching, and we let them play."
Despite the ~eeming prevalence of
gaming on-campus, some say it has
been better in past years.
"It was really III its prime OlIr sophomore year," senIOr BrandL Massman
SaId. Back then, 3rd West of Warren
L1sed to play networked games all the
timc: "CollnterStnke," "Age of
Mytho[ogy" or anything else they could
get theIr hand~ 011.
Now, some upperda~~men ~ay the
real garlIIng takes plan! off-campus.
"We play' Age of Ivlythology,' 'Star
\Var~ 13a!tlefront,' 'Unreal,'" salll
l'vld~sman, who no longer lives 011 Colll1pu~ "Ba~ically .mything we C.lll linl... lip
and play on OUI network."
l'v1.1~\I11an'~ h!lu~e ~porl~ ~cven L'OIll-

p\lter~ III

flr~l

mall III

the living room, all networked
Since they con~ider them~clve<; ganllng

purists, they've kept the console level to
a single PlayStation 2, which is rarely
used.
"You can't playa first person shooter
on a console," senior Brandon Leahy
said.
According to the garners at
Massman's house, the only advantage
on-campus garners have is finding people they already know to play with, a
propOSition slightly easier in a dorm
environment.
Regardless of the venue, games are in
frequent play by all kinds of students.
What effect does that have on their
lives?
"It's sort of in and out. There are light
weeks where I playa lot of games, and
heavy weeks where I don't," freshman
Andrew Linstrom said. "Laying off the
game~ during busy times is something
that's alway~ been necessary, even in
high school."
That said, gamers arc known to ignore
personal needs ill the favor of their
obsession. BuL they take note of horror
~tolles like the rumor of an 'EverQucsl'
(a popular online game) addict III South
Korea who played fOJ days straIght
without ~[cep until he dropped dead in
an Internet cafe.

~

I

Freshman Jeff Brown prays two games at once on his double monitors.

Sequel boasts
new guns, gore
and gameplay
Nathan Harrison
Staff writer

I
11/
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Freshman Peter Garland discusses X-Box gear with Best Buy employee.

When a game sells 2.4 million~
copics in the first 24 hours after Its
release and rakes in more than $125
million, it might be sOllletllln~ special.
"Halo 2" is definitely somethmg special to millions of Xbox owners across
the globe.
The first "Halo" game has remained
Xbox's most popular and best-s~Ilil!g
game virtually si~ce dar one, wIth Its
release synchromzed wIth Ihat of the
console itself. There arc a handful of
must-have games for every console"Zelda" for Nintendo's GameCube,
"Grand Theft Auto IJI" for Sony's
PlaySlation 2 - and for Microsoft'~
Xbox "Halo" is at the top of the hs!.
"There's no first-person shooter just
like it " freshman Andrew Linstrom
said. ':No other game has its combination of weapons, physics and environments."
..
The "HaJo" series pits Master Chief,
one of a select few enhanced human
soldiers called Spartans, against the
Covenant, an invading alien race. In
the first game, Master Chief fought.
them in their own stronghold, an ahen
artifact called the "IIalo." This time,
the Covenant arc bringing the battle to
Earth itself.
"It's all about the muItiplayer,"
freshman Graham Monteleone said.
With his two friends ~urroul1ding
him the three engaged in a "I-Ialo 2"
gan;e against a rival room in Daldwin.
"I think it goes back to the James
Dond days on the (Nintendo)64,"
freshman Blake Drunk, hIS teammate,
said. "It was a lot like an updated
GoldenEye."
Indeed, the feature to easily network
games between ~~oxes is one of the
Halo games' defmlllg features. In.b?th
games, up to 16 players may partIcIpate in a single ga~e. One update for
"I-Ialo 2" is that whde a maximum of
four Xboxes could be system-linked
with the first game, now up to 16
Xboxes can be linked. The 16-player
limit ~till applies.
There have been other updates to the
core gameplay clements of the title, as
well.
"The new level- Coagulation, the
new ver.~ion of Blood Gulch - i~ :-'0
much better than the last one," 're~h
man Lewb Turner, another of
Monteleone',> teal11mate~, o;aid. "DualWielding i~ the be~t thlllg ever The
campaign i:-. a lot better, too."
Indeed, une eomplalllt from the! Ir'>t
"llalo" i:-. Ihat it .. levels were n:petltlve
and ulllllHlgin<ltive - a complaint that
l3ungie, the game \ devcloper~, took 10
heart.
"They Ilxed the level dc,>ign prohIcm:-. of the ftr .. t game," Lln'>troll1 ~,Ild.
.. rtcpeating f{HlIn~, the ~econ(! half of
the game being Ju~t like the flT~t hut
b<lckward~ and Ml on "
Other gameplay ehange~ include the
addition of vehicle damage - the
Warthogs, (iho~tl> and other vchiele:-.
that were featured in the fjr~t game can

HALO 2
,.RATING: Mature, for blood and
gore, realistic violence
,.PUBLISHER: Microsoft Xbox
... DEVElOPER: Bungle Software
,.SYSTEM: Xbox l.
...RElEASE DATE: Nov. 9, 2004
... CATEGORY: Shooters
... GRADE:

*****

now be destroyed. Some, such as the
Warthog, can even take damage to specific parts, such as the gun turret or
wheels.
One change evokes shades of
"Grand Theft Auto" - players can
commandeer vehicles that arc already
in use in both the single and lTJultiplaye; games. With experi~llce, players
can easily hop onto a passlll~ Ghost
speeder, literally kick the dnver out of
his scat, and claim the Ghost for Ihem~[

.

Some weapons have also been m~dl
ficd. The pistols, the weapon of chOIce
for most players in the first "Halo,"
h<lve been downgraded, lo~ing some
damage potential and their 2x scope.
Also, the rocket launcher now homes
in on occupied vehicles, the needIer
shoots faster and docs more damage,
and the assault rifle from the first game
has been granted increased damage, a
scope and has been re-chri~tened the
"battle rifle."
Not all changes have been met with
open arms, however.
"
"The grenades arc weak now,
Turner said. "They're way more boullcy, they do less damage and you can't
throw them as fnr. You used to be able
to throw them across the map."
"Halo 2" shows every sign of
becoming the new reigning Xbox l11ultiplayer game, especially with the
introduction of online play. Pillyers can
create clans with friends, design learn
logos, gain experience lev.el.s, ch~~I
lenge other clans and partlclP.ate 111
tournaments through Xbox LIve, the
Xbox's Interne! gaming service.
Bungie's efforts to respond to pl~.lyer
complaint~ and beller balance IllUltlplayer gameplay havc been largely
sllcec~~rlll. No one weapoll ~tallds out
a~ "thc be:-.t," a~ weapoll paIrs can be
Illlxed and matched to serve dilfercnt
lIet:d~. U~e a plasma rille and a
.
needler, or a pistDI and a ~Ubm,lclJllle
gun; player~ arc free to find the .
weap()l1~ that be:-.t ~lJlts thell plaYing
~tylc~
the~c clement~ make "I laIn 2"
head and ~llOulder'> over the
competit IIHI, and lar !ll11,>JlIlle the onglnal game Bungle IHI'> /Il'lfl<Jgcd the dlffindt ta~k of 1I11proving (111 what many
gamer~ clln~ldefl:d perfection. The
,lctlOIl I'> Jllorc frantIC, the gr aphJc'> arc
improved and the entire experience J~
Illore ,>atl~fying and filII. On all
.
aCCOlll1t~, "I lain 2" ~lIeceeds and IIvel>
lip to the pronme held in the ~lIhlitle oj
the first game: "combat cvolved."

All
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Basketball tips off
Midnight Madness packs field house
as fans are introduced to teams
page 16
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Breakdown
Nitpicking Can Add
Aggravation (NCAA)
Colin Storm
Staffwruer
You know what? I'm going to go out on a limb on
this one.
I'm going to say that I'm on the side of the NCAA.
the governing body for most four-year colleges
nationally. They're right every time they take action
against programs for committing violations. If you
don 'I believe me, just look at some examples of pe0ple whom the NCAA caught for breaking these rules.
These people made more errors than Manny Ramirez
in the playoffs. My buddy Sittz really needs one of
his famous sideline cheatmg talks with these guys:
Rick Majerus, head basketball coach of the
University of Utah, bought Keith Van Hom dinner
from a local deli. How cOUld he? It was only the night
Van Hom's dad died. No less, it was at 3 a.m. and Van
Hom had an 8 a.m. flight home to be with his family. Majerus was there to comfort Van Hom until his
flight and thought it'd be a nice gesture to buy him a
snack.
You would imagine that was the end of the cheating. But no, Majerus also bought one of his players a
bagel after his brother had attempted suiCide.
"I could've talked to the kid in my office, I guess,"
Majerus said. But he believed that buying his player
a bagel would relax him, break down the coach-student barrier and just become two friends talking. As
Rick Reilly said, "'me report never states what kind
of bagel Majerus bought the kid. For instance, an
'everything' bagel is a considerably larger offense in
the eyes of the NCAA. And don't even get me started on Ihe ramifications of lox."
In addition, he allowed one of his assistants to buy
two of the player's groceries when they had no
money or food. I guess Majerus deserves every sanction that the NCAA handed out to him. After all, rules
are rules.
Jeremy Bloom, a paid model and soon-to-be
Olympic skier, was forced to give up his sponsorships and his modeling contract to play football at the
University of Colorado. Bloom complied, but the
NCAA still had trouble with it. The fmal straw was
when the first road trip came around Bloom didn't
have a sports jacket, so someone let him borrow one.
That is a big no-no. But don't worry, the NCAA was
all over it like Qyntel Woods' pit bull. That cost him
$35 from the NCAA for a "rental fee." That's right,
the NCAA is collecting for that now. And why
shouldn't they? Bloom had no right to borrow anything that wasn't his.
Aaron Adiar, who could have made the University
of Oklahoma baseball team, wasn't allowed to by the
NCAA after writing and selling a book. But this wasn't any ordinary book. After bauling and beating out
brain cancer, Adair wrote this book to inspire other
canccr patients and give them the hope that they
might need to fight this terrible disease. Absolutely
despicnble. To think that be almost was let on the
baseball team.
Sure University of Miami running back Willie
Williams has been arrested 1] times since 1999 and
University of Missouri has paid at least one player
under the table. Missouri received only a hand-slap
when they were forced - and I mean forced - to
give up just three schOlarships over the next few
years. Thaukgoodncss they didn't write a book about
it, then who knows what would have happened?
Why get caught up in such minor infractions compared to Majerus, Bloom and Adiar?
Just ignore the fact that these athletes practice and
play in arenas and fields that are lined with endorsements and even sell school merchandise. Ignore the
fae! that the games have sponsors, such as the Rose
Bowl prcscnted by AT&T or the Nokia Sugar Bowl.
And most of ail, ignore the fact that the NCAA uses
their own athletes to promote the NCAA in commercials.
This just shows how the NCAA is caught up in the
smallest of details and often trump good judgement.
You are probably thinking Ihis is a joke. It's no!.
The only joke is the NCAA.
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Sophomore midfietder Sean Lambrecht tac~les the ball away from Colorado College's Patrick Fagan tast Wednesday.
Lambrecht netted both goats in Whitworth's 2-1 win.

Soccer exits in 2nd round
Katy Clark
Staff writer -

Stopping a goal scored by an undefeated Wisconsin team 36 seconds into play
could have kept the Pirates' season alive.
But a 3-2 loss to St. Norbert College following a first-round vicory over Colorado
College ended the men's soccer playoff
run.
The Pirates had their first playoff game
against Colorado College last Wednesday.
An intense game from the start, Colorado
earned a penalty kick right off the bal.
Fortunately for the Pirates, the shot was
sent wide. A few seconds later, in the third
minute of the game, freshman Skye
Henderson crossed the ball to sophomore
Sean Lambrecht who was able to head it

past the Colorado goalie and into the net.
Colorado was able to counter in the
33rd minute. Colorado's Patrick
McGinnis, the leading scorer in all divisions of the NCAA, scored off an assist
from teammate Brian Trafe!. It remained
tied for the rest of the half.
At half time coach Sean Bushey decided it was time for a change.
'!We did a formation change and added
a midfielder," he said. "It was a key
adjustment and stopped [Colorado] from
gaining another goal."
This change in strategy, combined with
another goal from Lambrecht, gave
Whitworth a 2-1 victory over Colorado.
lambrecht's ~d goal was another
header, this time off a loose ball hit by the
Colorado goalie in the 73rd minute.

Colomdo had another good chance for a
goal with about 10 minutes left on a shot by
Tafel, but it hit the post and Whitworth w~
able to hang on to the lead.
The Pirates were lucky to have home
field advantage for their first playoff
game.
Lambrecht, who was unable to play in
the last regular season home game
because of a suspension, said, "I really
hoped we would get a home game. It
makes it a lot more special and exciting."
The team's performance Wednesday,
was not their best effort though enough to
secure the win.
"[We] gave it a lot of heart, but it was
See

SOCCER ..
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Women's cross country narrowly
misses nationals, men place fifth
Sara Morehouse
Staff writer
The Whitworth women's cross country
team fell short of C<lpturing a Northwest
Conference title all Oct. 30 and just missed
making nationals.
The men claimed fifth place in the regionals after finishing third in conference.
Last Saturday, representatives from
Whitworth's cross COlllltry team ran in
Chino, Cl1if. at the NCAA West Regional
Meet.
TIle teams rornpcting included those q\Jcl1ifying from the Northwest Conference and the
Southern California Intercollegiate Athletio;
Conference, along with Colorndo College,
Chapman and UC 5.'U1ta Cruz. 1\vo weeks
ago, Whitworth hosted the Northwest
Conference Chanlpionships where the
Whitworth women received second place lUld
the Whitworth men third. Both learns stayed
true to the projcded ranking this past Saturday
al the regional meet, with the women placing
third and the men fifth.
The Pirates came close to qualifying for
nationals, they needed at least second place
to cam a spot. It looked promising when they

beat Claremont, who was ranked ahead of
them, but Colomdo College came out of
nowhere to sneak into second. Senior captain Elaine Heinemann was happy with the
team's perfonnance.
"All the girls stepped it up and we proved
that we are one of the top teams in the
region," Heinemann said.
There is still a national spot for junior
Kristy Dickey, who placed second in the
women's race with a time of 22 minutes and
48 seconds all the six-kilometer course, 22
seconds behind the leader.
"It was a shocker. I didn't think that I
would do that well," Dickey said.
The men's team secured a fifth place on
the eight-kilometer course with solid races
all across the board. Junior Nichola.. Foster,
the llWllber four runner for Whitworth, wa~
noted as having one of the best races of his
life with a time of 27 minutes and 59 seconds. The Pirates' number one runner,
junior Doug Blackburn said, "All the
guys gave it all they had."
Blackburn turned out a national-worSee
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Junior Brooks Cooper runs durIng the Northwest conference
meet Ocl. 30. Cooper finished
the race in 16th ptace.
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Swimming dominates conference opponents
Trevor Strang
Staff writer
Whitworth's men and women's swim
teams easily defeated Lewis and Clark
College last Saturday in the Aquatic
Center.
Both teams rolled through the meet.
The men dominated 117-29 and the
women posted a 123-76 victory over
the visiting Pioneers.
"We swam really, really well," freshman Samantha Kephart said. "Everybody
gave it their all and nobody backed
down."
The Pirates have always been known
for their hard work ethic during practice
and this year looks to be no exception.
"Our coaches have been workinl! usso hard since the season begin,"
Kephart said.
.
Head coach Steve Schadt is starting
his second season with the Pirates. Last
year he led the men's team to a first- short of first-place only three times.
Senior Cory Bergman finished first in
place_ finish
in the Northwest
Conference and the women's team to a three events: the 50-yard freestyle, the
100-yard butterfly and the 100-yard
second-place finish in the NWC.
Out of 22 events, the Pirates fell breaststroke.

HEALTH QUIZ

Date: _ _ __

Sophomore

Nathan
Newberg
takes a
breath in the
men's 200-

yard individ·
ual medley.
Newberg
placed third
in Friday's
event against
linfield
College.

Chils,,, Chi"!)!
If/hillPOrlm,,.

Kephart topped her own record in the
100-yard butterfly, improving from
57.93 seconds to 57.22.
In other events, sophomore Lindsey
Gresset, senior Serena Fadel, freshman

[ ] a sprain
[ ] an "owie"
[ ] all of the above

...- , Urgent Care Center
Rockwood Clinic
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Bruchi's Cheesesteaks &- Subs is
proud to celebrate our 11th anniversary by offering Whitworth staff
and gtwients a 10% discount on
any cheesesteak or sub.
10406 N. Division 468"-8'SI8'
Come see our tribute to Whitworth Athleticsd

Luan Ly and Kephart won the 200-yard
medley relay for the women's team. Each
member of the relay team finished first in
an individual race as well.
It wa~ a close finish in the men's 100yard backstroke. Sophomore Nathan
Newberg stole first-place from Justin
Lawton by 0.18 seconds.
The men hope to continue from the
great se,lson they had last year when they
took the conference title and recieved
11th in the NCAA Division III Men's
Swimming and Diving Championships.
The women's team is focused Oil
improvement after falling short of the
NCAA tournament last season.
"The girls would like to win conference
this year," Kephart said. «That is our main
goaL"
The Pirates will take on Whitman
College when they travel to Walla Walla
next Saturday.
After swimming against Whitman,
the Pirates will participate in the
Huskey Invitational. Their next
home match will be in early January
when they host Pacific Luthern
University.

N Wconference

roundup

Soccer Playoffs

2. Multiple choice. I have:
[ ] a cut

\

At Puget Sound 4, Redlands I
Cortney Kjar's two-goal day lifted sixth-ranked
Puget Sound to a 4-1 victory over 18th-ranked
University of Redlands in NCAA Women's Soccer
Championship second round action last Saturday.
The win advances Puget Sound (19-1) to the sectional round, where the Loggers will face HardinSimmons University. The University of Redlands
ends the year at 15-5.
Kjar's five points gives her 49 on the season, a
Puget Sound single season record. Kjar and Shelly
Simmons are tied atop the single season goal list at
20 at UPS.
Shots favored Puget Sound 13-6, as did comers,
6-1. Erin Williams made three saves in the win,
while Lindsey Fish had four in the loss for Redlands.

Volleyball Playoffs

saw its season end last Sunday witn a four-game
loss to the 3rd ranked University of La Verne
(Calif.) in the semifinals of the NCAA Division III
West Regional Tournament last Friday. The scores
were 23-30, 31-29,25-30,20-30.
The PLU volIeybaH team easily defeated Moullt
Ida ColIege (Mass.), 30-10, 30-15, 30-11, in the
first round last Thursday.
The NWC regular season champion finished with
a 17-7 overall record.

Football
At Puget Sound 49, Lewis & Clark 6
Northwest conference rushing leader Rory Lee
went for 209 yards and three scores as the Puget
Sound rushing attack racked up 380 yards to carry
the Loggers to a 49-6 win over visiting Lewis &
Clark College last Saturday. UPS finished the season 5-4, 1-4, while Lewis & Clark finished last in
the NWC at 1-8, 0-5.

PLU 1, at La Verne 3
The Pacific Lutheran University volleyball team

- Complied by J ollathall Gerig

sportscorner/sports update
Ohio St. accused
of misconduct
Former Ohio State star Maurice
Clarett accused coach Jim
Tressel, his staff and school
boosters of arranging for him to
get passing grades, cars and
thousands of dollars, induding
bogus summer jobs. The school
immediately denied the claims
on Nov, 9.

MLB hands out
various awards
This past week, various MLB
players were awarded for their
performances in the 2004 season. The Iiouston Astros' Roger
Clemens took home his 7th Cy
Young Award in the NL while
Minnesota Thins' lohan Santana
was the unanimous choice in the
AL.
Bobby Cox of the Atlanta
Braves was the NL Manager of
the Year while Buck Showalter
of the Texas Rangers took home
the title in the AL.
Other notables include pitcher
Greg Maddux of the Chicago
Cubs, who won his 14th Gold
Glove and Ivan Rodriguez of the

Detroit Tigers, who won his
record-breaking 11 th
Gold
Glove as a catcher. Seattle
Mariners' Ichiro Suzuki and Bret
Boone also won Gold Gloves.

Athens bill in at
$11.6 billion
The bill arrived for the Athens
Olympics last Friday at about
$1 j.6 billion, and it might climb
higher.
The tally announced by the
government was almost double
the original estimate, making the
games by far the most expensive
in Olympic history. The 2000
Sydney Games cost $1.5 billion
and the 1996 Atlanta Games
$1.72 billion.

Artest back In
Pacers lineup
Ron Artest was cleared by his
coach to play for the Indiana
Pacers on Friday night after
being benched for two games for
asking for time off because of his
busy schedule which includes
putting out his own rap album
and producing another.

'-,

.,
Coach Rick Carlisle had
benched Artest during last
Tuesday's
win
over
the
Minnesota Timberwolves and
Wednesday's loss against the
L.A. Clippers, saying the situation, "compromised the integrity
of the team."

Seahawks, Rams
tied for division
The Seattle Seahawks failed to
make up for week four by losing,
once again, to the SI. Louis
Rams 23-12 last Sunday. Rams
quarterback Marc Bulger got off
to a red-hot start, eventually finishing with 264 yards passing
and 1 TD while completing passes to over 10 different receivers.
Meanwhile, the St. Louis
defense held Seattle to three
field goals in five trips insidl.! the
20, despite a magnificent performance by Shaun Alexander
who rushed who rushed for 176
yards, putting him over 1,000
yards for the fourth straight season. The Rams and Seahawks
arc now tied atop the NFC West
Division.

-Compi/ed by Jonathan Gerig
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not our best performance," Lambrecht said.
"We defended wen but should have controned the ban beller, which is usually our
strength."
With Wednesday's win, the team left last
Friday for Wisconsin to play SI. Norbert
College. The Green Knights arc undefeated
with a record of 16-0-2 for the year and had a
first-round playoff bye.
Despite the Green Knights intimidating
record, the Pirates seemed pretty confident
heading into the game.
"We believe in what we can do," Bushey
S<lid. "Everything we've worked on from
August until now has been in preparation for
these games."
Going into the game having never played
the opposition is tricky. The Pirates had no
idea as to the style or type of play St.
Norbert's would bring to the table.
"Our focus is on us, not the other teams,"
Bushey said.

The game last Saturday in Wisconsin had a
disappointing outcome for the Pirates. The
Green Knights scored the first goal of the
game 36 seconds into the malch.
S!. Norbert was able to push the lead to 3in the 49th minute, but the Pirates did not go
away quietly.
Off of Todd Sabrowski's free kick,
Jonathan Carlson headed the ban to Austin
Washington who finished off the play.
Skye Henderson made things interesting
with an unassisted goal in the 82nd minute.
Whitworth had a late opportunity to score, but
did not convert.
The 3-2 loss to St. Norbert ended the season. Whitworth posted 16-3-1 record for the
year.
As an ending to conference play in the
Northwest Conference, awards are given out.
Whitworth was able to sweep the awards:
Offensive Player of the Year, given to sophomore Niko Varlamos; Defensive Player of the
Year given to junior Todd Sabrowski and
Bu..<>hey was named Coach of the Year.
"The boys who won were very deserving
of their awards," Bushey said. "But the team
effort helped them achieve it."

o

Junior kicker Cam Collings attempts an extra pOint during last Saturday's game against PLU.
Collings' kicking determined three Pirate wins during the season.

Football ends losing streak
release lour inner baja!
against PLU, finishes 7-2
. q.l.,.~rah with a

Afton Grossardt

TU~ke1'·
Burrit
~
.. 0

Staff writer
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B ohiokanf

becaUse it i 0

The Pirates entered the fifth minute of the
first quarter last Saturday with a 14-0 lead
over Pacific Lutheran University. It seemed
that the game was over before it had even
really started.
The Lutes spent most of the first half
chasing the Pirates on the scoreboard. But in
the fourth quarter, the Lutes managed to top
the Pirate defense as well as their score
when Mark McCall's four-yard run fmished
off a Lute 75-yard drive into the Pirates'
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- With' PLU leading Whitworth 35-31'and
time ticking down, the Pirates made a daring call: They passed on fourth down.
The call CQuld have been devastating for
the Pirates, but sophomore quarterback Joel
Clark managed a to complete a 40-yard
pass to senior receiver Kyle Snell.
After a solid defenseive stand - the
Pirates doing what they do best - the final
seconds ticked away into nothingness and
the scoreboard read victory for the Pirates,
38-35.
The victory had much the same effect on
hardcore Pirate fans as it did on Red Sox
fanse: Whitworth has not managed to clinch

Men's golf wins Fall Classic
Colin Storm
Slaffwnler
The Whitworth Pirates men's golf team
concluded the fall portion of their season by
winning the Northwest Conference Fall
Classic by an astounding 32 points over the
second-place Pacific University Boxers.
Freshman Andrew Parrott shot a tournament-low 148 over two rounds (75 and 73) to
finish at four-over-par and help lead the
Pirates to their second team title in the history
of the resurrected golf program. Senior Joe
Finley and freshman Jordan Carter shot alSO
and 152, respectively, which put Finley as the
third lowest score and Carter as fifth lowest
score in the toumament.
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a victory at home against the Lutes since
1965.
This is the third year out of four that the
Pirates have won seven games.
In the end, it was jumor kicker Cam
Collings' 48-yard field goal with less than
30 seconds to play in the second half that
was the deciding factor in the game.
Clark's passing percentage surpassed that
of the Lutes' Dusty Macauley, as he completed 19 of 26 passes as compared to
Macauley's 18 of 27 completions.
Sophomore
running
back
Kyle
Havercroft not only led Whitworth rushers
with a total of 92 yards and one score, but
also managed to gain a key WhitwortHirst
down, giving the team time to run the clock
out.
The defense continued to show their ability to play well at key moments and not'fold
under pressure as they kept the Lules off the
scoreboard despite the fact the Lutes had 10
first downs than the Pirates (31-21).
It was plays like freshman defensive
back Ryan Marshall'l> interception on
PLU's first offensive play of the game and
the defensive line's ability to hold the Lutes
on their fourth down, that the Pirates managed to walk away with their first home
game victory over the Lutes in 39 years.

thy race, achieving fifth place
overall. Ironically similar 10
Dickey, Blackburn wa.'i also
22 seconds behind the 1c.1der,
with a time of25 minutes and
51 seconds.
No runner accomplished a
personal record time .11 this
race, despite excellent perfonnances. Head coach Toby
Schwruz attributed the slow

Freshmen T.J. Bennyhoff and Sean
Thompson were separated by five strokes at
160 and 165. Senior Ben Armstrong shot a
175 for the tournament to round out the
Pirate golfers. As a team in the individual
play, the Pirates finished 12 strokes better
than Pacific.
"We played awesome," Parrolt said. "We
prepared a lot for this and we went out and
executed pretty well."
Parrott and Carter teamed up to finish one
stoke behind Brian Misterek and Kurt
Inouye of Pacific Lutheran University in the
best-ball tournament.
"This gives us a lot of confidence and
momentum going into the spring," Parrott
&aid. "We know we can do well next spring."

times to a course fraught with
mud, comers and long grass.
In spite of these factors, he said
that he is extremely plc.1SCd
with the competitiveness of
both teams. A'>Sistant coach
Eric Brucker said that he was
very proud of the teams' effort.
"Everyone ran the best race
that they could today,"
Brucker said.
The top 35 in both races
c.'U11cd All Region Runners
honors. The
Whitworth
women who received this
credit included: second place

Dickey,
19th
place
Heinemann (23:45), 20th
place
sophomore
Julie
Lauterbach (23:47), 25th place
junior Rebecca Jamieson
(24:01) and 32nd place junior
Heather Thomsen (24: 18).
00 the men's side: fifth place
Blackbum, 24th place jW1ior
Brooks Cooper (26:59) and
30th place freshman Jam

D::ilz (27:32}
The NCAA Division In
National Cbampionsh~ will be
held in Eau Claire, WSDIlsin on

Nov. a).
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Civil Unions not good enough
Homosexual couples should be allowed to marry
Opinions, page 14
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No need to raise
IM refs' wages
The intramural basketball referees have
received an unnecessary pay raise this semester.
The majority of students who have jobs on
campus are paid minimum wage, but basketball
refs are now earning $9 per hour. Soccer, volleyball and ultimate Frisbee referees arc still
earning $7.16 per hour.
It's a decision the ASWC Intramural coordinators made without asking for a vote from the
student body or the ASWC assembly. The coordinators have a right to work within their budget, but this unprecedented pay raise should have
required the input of at least the ASWC representatives and senators.
Let's put this in perspective.
A student working at Facility Services is subject to hard manual labor and gets paid minimum wage or only pennies above $7.16 an
hour. There's no reason basketball referees
should be earning more than these students simply because they work harder than the volleyball, Frisbee or soccer referees.
The coordinators had good intentions when
they made some changes to the Intramural program. They wanted to set new standards of professionalism for the refs and to acknowledge
that basketball officials have more difficult and
stressful jobs than the other refs.
To do so, the two coordinators plan to conduct t~aining sessions for the basketball refs and
are keeping all the refs accountable to the hours
they put on their time cards - both good ideas.
The coordinators also stopped paying the
basketball and soccer refs for forfeited games.
This should be standard procedure for the volleyball and Frisbee refs as well, at least when it
comes to "refereeing" the last game in a shift.
But the coordinators also felt that since basketball refs have harder jobs, they should pad
those refs' wallets with a $2 per hour wage
increase.
Intramural Coordinator Ian McGrady-Beach
said the raise itself was not necessarily intended to up the standards of professionalism.
Asked how he thought the basketball referees
would perform this semester if they were paid
just minimum wage, McGrady-Beach said: "I
wouldn't want to say it would be a whole lot
different. I wouldn't say that they would just
perform to the standard they are being paid."
That's the problem. Regardless of how difficult the job is for the refs, intramural basketball
would still be about the same this semester if
they were paid minimum wage. What would be
different would be the extra dollars in the intramural budget that could be used to fund activities, tournaments, events and maybe even lower
the intramural sign-up fees.
The other intramural coordinator, Matt
Duske, is an ASWC veteran. Both coordinators
understand the constraints of a budget and they
say they intend on staying in the black. But they
are still using student fees for arbitrary pay raises that are more sentimental than practIcal.
The coordinators say this semester is a trial
period for new wage increases. They may revert
back to minimum wage rates in the spring. That
would be a good idea.
It would be unfair to the basketball refs, who
were told that they would be paid $9 per hour
this semester, if they were to suddenly just gel
paid minimum wage for the rest of the semester. But come spring, all the refs should be paid
the same.
The coordinators have handled the
Intramurals program well this year. They've
implemented changes and have had no complaints about the basketball refs -- a track
record McGrady-Beach calls "absolutely
remarkable."
They can keep Intramurals a highlight of
ASWC this year. But to do so, they should be
careful how they use student fees.
"Ill the LooPJ " written by the editorial board,
represents the editorial voice of The Whitworllrian.

Videogames don't kill
Videogames do not cause real-life vio- lack of a concrete connection by pointing out that youth-relatlence.
ed crime involving weapons and violence actually went down
That is, at least, not by themselves.
as the number of violent games available in the market went up.
Videogames are, much like movies, rated.
I am not denying that videogames have negative sideThe more violent videogames, such as "Halo effects, such as hindering social skills, increasing obesity or
2," "Doom 3" and "Grand Theft Auto III," are even damaging eyesight. An extreme amount of game playAnthonv rated mature and are intended for matur~ ing can be very unhealthy for the reasons listed above.
Rodin audiences only. It is then up to parents to
However, the odds of the same person going out and comis an monitor what goes into the fragile psyches of mitting an act of violence, especially if he or she is of the
Opinions their children and to decide what ganies are intended age group for the game, are incredibly small.
Many opponents to videogames use the example of
writer appropriate. Videogame makers have held up
for The their end of the deal by warning parents about Michael Carneal from Paducah, Ky., to show how imaginary
Whitworthian, the graphic violence in some games. It is then killing can lead to real-life deaths. Carneal, who'd never shot
a junior and up to the parents to make informed decisions a real gun before, walked into his school on Dec. 1, 1997
I7Uljoring in and take responsibility, rather than blaming and, in a feat few policemen or hunters can pull off, shot
political stud- little. Timmy's suspension from school for eight times and scored eight hits, killing three of his schoolies. Comments free-time fisticuffs on the "Mortal Kombat" mates and injuring five. Carneal was an avid gamer, especan be sent to game they bought him.
cially of first-person·shooters, such as "Quake" and
arodin02@
When used by the intended audience the "Doom." However, Carneal pleaded insanity at his arraignwhltworth.edu. effect is a positive one. A report by the ment and has had a history of mental problems. So while
American Academy of Family Physicians videogames may have helped him aim the gun, they had no
says that in some circumstances there was an increased level role in his pulling the trigger.
Just as "Madden 2005" isn't spawning the next generation
of calmness in subjects after playing violent videogames. The
study states this could be attributed to the games being a of Mike Holmgrens, or "Leisure Suit Larry" creating
healthy outlet for aggression or anger.
Casanovas on a national scale, violent video games aren't creThis same report looked at 29 other studies done by psy- ating a culture hell-bent on killing itself. These games are outchologists that found videogames to be violent and points out lets for sporting, flirting or violent instincts inherent in
the discrepancies in the methodology and consistency of the humans. Rather than influence garners to commit acts, they
respond to whatever the player desires. Now, if you'll excuse
studies.
Thus, the studies show no real, consistent, malevolent effect me, I have to deal with some aliens who have the audacity to
on children caused by videogames. The report backs up this invade my planet.

Democrats have morals too
he elections are over and we are all
tired of politics. Now that we feel
secure about our "moral" candidate, we
cannot retreat back into our pinecone curtain
and pretend that all is well in America.
After all the intensity of the past months,
Melanie we should not be relieved to simply have a
Downie break from all the ads.
I have been deeply saddened by where our
is a guest
writer country is headed, even more so after the
for The elections. It was seemingly so easy for many
WhitworthwlI, ChrIStians to say that Bush was the "moral"
alld a masters and "Christian" candidate and that we must
ill teachillg vote for him.
graduate
I am not trying to argue that Kerry is the
student. more "moral" candidate, but I do believe that
Commetlls can we as Christians are not called to party lines
be sent to or to political slogans. And there are moral
mdownie@ issues on both sides of the political spectrum.
whitworth.edu.
Gay marriage and abortion seem like clear
indicators that Christians cannot be anything
but Republicans. But jf we are going to throw around Bible
verses to defend party lines, let's look further than Sodom
and Gomorrah and Romans 1. In Amos 5, where the Lord
says, "let justice roll on like a river, and righteousness like a
never-failing stream," the people of Israel are not condemned
for their open idolatry, but for prospering at the expense of
the weak while worshipping Him. Exploitation and greed

T

made their worship intolerable.
Scripture calls us countless times to look after the widows,
orphans and the poor among u~. So what are a few extra tax
dollars to pay for needy schools and social programs? Where
in the New Testament is the accumulation of wealth
preached?
On the contrary, do not store up treasures on Earth. While
Scripture speaks boldly about God creating us in the womb
and about homosexuality, it speaks even louder about justice
and merc}' (Micah 6:8). Christ always reached out in love
("neither do I condemn you") before He spoke words of holiness ("go and sin no more").
We cannot reach out to others with the love of Christ if we
are throwing stones at them. Do we really think that it is our
job as Christians to force our morality on millions of people?
Why do we want America to be a "Christian" nation? So we
can be comfortable, prosperous, read the Prayer of Jabez and
never experience what Paul talks about in Philippians 3? I am
dishonoring the sacrifice Christ made for the peoples when I
tell Muslims they need to submit to unlawful imprisonment
simply because of their name or the country they originate
from in order for me to sleep better at night?
My point is not to convince a1l Christians to be liberals or
to be Democrats, (I am actually registered Republican). That
is actually the total opposite of my intention.
See MORALS ~ page 15
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Let all couples marry
The results are in: gay is not OK.
Despite all the recent agitation and
legislation concerning same-sex
marriage, polls show that the majority of Americans support civil
unions for same-sex couples. In
Allison fact, President Bush recently voiced
Carr his own support for civil unions.
However, separate is not, and can
IS an
Opinions never be, equal. Civil unions do not
writer afford the same rights and benefits
for The that marriages offer,
Whitworthian,
On Nov. 2. American voters
ulun/orund passed all 11 bans on same-sex
majoring in marriage that appeared on state balEnglish alld lots. Overall, the initiatives passed
political stud· by a 2-to-1 ratio.
leS, Comments
While
the
measures
in
can be sent to Mississippi, Montana and Oregon
ucurr02@
dealt only with same-sex marriage,
whilworllr.edu.
the other eight measures also ban
civil unions.
Massachusetts remains the only state to allow
same-sex marriage. In November 2003, the state
Supreme Court ruled that denying same-sex couples
the right to marry violated the state constitution.
However, while same-sex couples are now given the
same protection under the law as heterosexual couples, the same-sex marriages that are recognized in
Massachusetts are not recognized in any other state.
In practice. Massachusetts' same-sex marriages
play out much like civil unions. While a civil marriage brings with it at least 1,049 federal protections and responsibilities, a civil union does not.
And same-sex marriage is, so far, unrecognized by
the federal government.
The difference between the civil unions of Vermont
and the same-sex marriages of Massachusetts is a dif, ference of title, not substance. Civil unions, as well as
Massachusetts'same-sex marriage, only offer the illusion of full protection. Equality cannot be reached by
going halfway. It is not enough to count as three-fifths
of a person, and it is not enough to receive three-fifths
of the rights of marriage .
Roughly two million people stand to be affected
by the laws concerning same-sex couples that were
passed in the last election. The bans are in danger
of being overturned by the U.S. Supreme Court,
which is why many politicians, President Bush

included, want an anti-gay marriage amendment
passed by Congress.
Currently, nothing in the U.S. Constitution prohibits same-sex couples from marrying under the
full protection of the law. An amendment banning
same-sex marriage would not only need to be
passed by Congress. it would also have to be ratified by three-fourths of state legislatures. An
amendment to the Constitution banning same-sex
marriage would void the Massachusetts Supreme
Court decision and render all same-sex marriages
illegal. This Federal Marriage Amendment, which
failed to pass in Congress earlier this year, is
expected to be reintroduced soon.
An amendment to the U.S. Constitution banning
same-sex marriage would break with precedent;
traditionally, marriage has always been a state
issue. Days before the election, President Bush
said, "I don't think we should deny people rights 10
a civil union, a legal arrangement if that's what a
state chooses to do." The Federal Marriage
Amendment runs contrary to this spirit of slate
empowerment. President Bush's push for a nationwide same-sex marriage ban is incongruous with
his support of state-sanctioned civil unions.
Infidelity, abuse, divorce, "The Bachelor"these are the things that threaten the sanctity of
marriage. Civil unions are the biggest threat of all.
They belittle a lifelong commitment made by two
people to support and care for each other.
It is pertinent to point out that there are two kinds
of marriage: civil and religious. The law doesn't
concern religious marriage. The law only deals
with civil marriage. Religious and civil marriage
are sometimes celebrated at the same time, but a
religious marriage is irrelevant as far as the state
and federal governments are concerned.
Attempts to blur the line between civil and religious marriage are dangerous; the legislation of
religion is illegal, and for good rea1>on. The countries of the world that fail to offer a separation of
church and state are the very Islamic states that also
fail to offer any semblance of democracy. Many of
t he other democratic nations of the world, including
most of Europe and Canada, offer same-sex marriages to their citizens.
A civil union is not a marriage. Separate is not
equal. Marriage, as a legal institution, should be
offered to all couples who seek it.

fromfhesoul/religiOn

Trade skepticism for charity
Unbridled
skepticism troubles me.
A few weeks
ago in my
History of
Justin Christianity class
we got into a
Tillery debate over a
IS a guest biography on the
writer desert monk
for Tire Antony (251 _
Whllworlhian, 356 A.D.). I
u jUlI/or alld became conmajor~ng in cerned because
religlOlI .• the discussion
Comments call skeptically disrebe selll to
d h
jlillery02@ garde t. e value
of
the
bIography
whI tworIh.edu. bIb
y a eI'mg 'tI as
false propaganda.
I feellhis overly-skeptical
approach to the document's historical accuracy neglects the
point of the biography: to inspire,
real discipleship and true faith in
its readers.
Instead of learning from the
book, we were reinterpreting the
book according to our own arrogant assumptions, This sort of
skepticism, if left unchecked, can
have serious consequences, not
only toward history and other
intellectual pursuits, but also
toward life in general. This negative perspective gives me cause
to offer a distinctly divergent
alternative: a perspective of charity.
Let me first clarify what I
mean by "skepticism." We live in
a society that exalts the individual. We are infatuated with indi-

vidualism. This idolization of
autonomy has caused a rift to
arise between the individual and
the community of past and present. This community consists of
the sources of knowledge that are
available to us and the relationships that we have with other
people. Skeptici1>m divorces us
from them both.
A skeptical approach to historical and literary analysis sees the
actual sources of knowledge as
having secondary value to the
individual's interpretation of
them. Thus the debate in my
class was troubling to me, not
because it was invalid. but
because it was misguided,
Instead of looking at the source
and trying to learn from it, we
were looking at the source and
trying to disprove it.
The Jesus Seminar is a prime
example of this sort of arrogant
skepticism. Through an arbitiarily selective approach, they
rewrite the Bible. When we read
into the past with our own ends
in mind, not only do we do a disservice to the historical authors
but we also do a disservice to
ourselves in cutting our ties with
reality. Our sources for making
sense out of life are lost.
However, there is a hopeful
alternative to this nihilistic bleakness. I find this hope through a
hermeneutic of charity that
approaches life and learning
within the context of the community and in accord with honesty
and humility.
When I speak of charity. I am

not referring to a sort of spineless
niceness which is just as detrimental as rampant skepticism,
On the contrary, I appreciate confrontational honesty that is not
afraid to ask difficult questions.
The perspective of Charity
requires a "renewing of the
mind" that causes us to shift the
way we approach life from a negative attitude to a positive one.
The community is esteemed
above the individual so that we
may understand our own lack of
understanding. It is not about a
selfish manipulation of do~u
ments,or people or situations to
meet our own ends, but it is
about what they can do to change
us. It is letting the books we read,
read us. It is taking a genuine
interest in other people not for
what they can do for us but for
who they are in themselves,
In the place of skepticism, I
advocate discernment. In place of
the autonomous individual, I
advocate community. In the place
of cynicism, I advocate honesty.
In the place of arrogance, I advocate humility, In looking at
sources of knowledge, I wanl to
treat them charitably until given
ample reason not to.
In the same manner, I want to
give due respect to others. We
were not meant to function in
isolation. We were created to
function within the context of
community.
Both in our intellectual pursuits and in our relationships with
others, charity ought to be the
guiding principle.
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Opinions
- - - LETTERS TO THE EDITOR - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

War in Iraq

Christians must
love enemies
The war in Iraq has made me do a lot of
thinking recently about what our response
as Christians should be to war. Though I
don't claim to have all the answers, I have
become convinced that as Christians we
should be speaking out against the war in
Iraq and acting to promote peace instead.
Loving one's enemies is hard, and seems
impossible at times. Yet, that is what Jesus
calls us to do. Part of the difficulty is that
we are quick to label others as "evil," and
ourselves as "good." I'll grant that
Saddam Hussein and "insurgents" have
carried out truly evil actions, but haven't
we all sinned? Don't we all do things
.
daily that hurt others?
I am challenged by 1 John 3:15, which
says that "anyone who hates his brother is
a murderer, and you know that no murderer has eternal lif~ in him." How many
times have I hated a brother or sister of
mine in my heart? If these words in 1 John
are indeed true, then [ am a terrible murderer, a serial killer, and a terrorist of the
worst kind.
To say that the evil people of the world
deserve to die is true, but I must include
myself in that group. To kill others for
their evil actions, therefore, is to affirm sin
rather than to invite Jesus to end all evil by
his perfect love.
And yet, how does one actually love
someone like Saddam Hussein? How does
one pray for one's enemies? I'm very open
to discussion of this difficult subject
(nankeny08@whitworth.edu). I think that
we can all learn something from and about
God through one another. Meanwhile, may
God have mercy on us all.
Nathanael Ankeny
Freshman
Music

Make your
voice heard
We have just re-elected President Bush
who led us into pre-emptive war against
Iraq. While we do not know for sure what
the next term will bring, the President has
made it known that he feels pre-emptive
war against nations which may pose a
threat to the United States may playa part
in the war on terror.
This year the General Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church (which Whitworth is
affiliated With) released a report titled
"Iraq: Our Responsibility and the Future."
The report "condemns the U.S. policy of
pre-emptive military action against nations
perceived as a threat to the United States as
ethically indefensible and contrary to the
'just war' theory that has been the basis of
much Christian theology on warfare"
(h Itp :/Iwww.pcusa.org).
I would like to urge the students of
Whitworth to consider carefully and pray
about the president's policy of pre-emptive
war. If you find yourself convicted on this
issue, write to the President at The White
House/1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW/

S0 U n d I
I

Washington, DC 20500, or call the White
House comment line at 202-456-1111.
Whether we voted for President Bush or
not, it is our responsibility as American citizens and as Christians 10 make our voice
heard in Washington.

Matthew Price
Junior
Music

Car vandalism

Political views
taken too far
Re: student's car being vandalized for
having "anti-Bush" stickers.
To the "anti-Bush" car vandals: You
should be ashamed! To those who don't
know, earlier this week, someone's car was
vandalized because of a polilical sticker. I
couldn't believe it either! Not only is the
election season OVER, but it carried on
destructively enough with its own weight!
Yep, people hate Kerry. Yep, people hate
Bush. People are also staunch supports of
both.
To the vandal(s): prior to Nov. 2, this
action would have been simply unacceptable and stupid. Now that Ihe election is
over - it's just about the most ridiculous
thing I've heard of. You've now demonstrated hate by acting out your political
aggression on someone else's car!
Question: how much clout do you think
your political view holds with the actual
outcome of an electoral college voting? I
guess that, since our political views really
have very little to do with the results in the
field, we should resort to making others
angry and destroying their stuff. That'll get
our message across. That seems fair. Wail,
no iI doesn't! In fact, that doesn't even jive
with anything! I understand your frustration though - the man you wanted to have
the presidential seat has it. Wait, I'm stuck
again. This also makes no sense! Why be
bent out of shape? Until you have a seat in
the electoral college, until you're campaigning for a position of leadership, until
it's even TIME to be looking at possibilities for office again, we don't want your
political preferences - and no one will
EVER listen to them via destruction and
vandalism.
Yes, you can expect forgiveness from
your peers. But you should be asking yourself why you would choose to communicate anything the way you have.
Ridiculous.
Lee Stoops
Arts Administration/Leadership 2004

Mock Election

Professors out
of touch
I'm not surprised the faculty and students were divided in the mock election. [
have two degrees from Whitworth, and, as
a non-traditional student, I have been subject to many of "the highly educated facul-

ty" who need to get off the campus a little
more. It was an attitude of condescension
10 atlribule the students' conservatism to
coming from "small towns and rural
area." If you check the red and blue
stales, you will see that they were the
majority of America. Those are the people who pay Ihe wages of the slaff at
Whitworth.
They have smail and large businesses,
farms, raise families and understand
what competition is, unlike some professors of higher learning who have tenure
and otherwise could not live such a comfortable life.
A few years ago [ attended a community gathering al The Spokesman
Review. The most disconcerting dilemma of a Whitworth staff member was the
fact that students were becoming too
conservative. How dare they listen to
talk and browse Internet sites and not
take the word of some of their left leaning professors as "gospel."
In my graduate program I was introduced to that paragon of virtue, George
Soros. My classmate from an Asian
country reminded me of the harm Soros
did to his country. The virtues of liberation theology, a syncretism of Marxism
and Christianity, were promoled. Then
there was the "chicken little, the sky is
falling in" class praising the ecological
values of Daniel Ortega's Nicaragua. I
asked why the people voted in Violetta
Chamorro when they had free elections.
Talk about "wolves in sheep's clothing."
Veteran's Day was celebrated on
Whitworth's campus, Nov. 11. Veterans
honored their fallen comrades. It gave
students a chance to meet real Vietnam
Veterans, not just those who teach about
it from a book. God Bless America!
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Take advantage
of debates
MORALS:
Recently I've been enjoying the lively
debate that's been going on in The
Whitworthian on a number of subjects,
and I would like to commend all those
who are participating. In the long run, it
does not really matter who shows whose
cleavage on a homecoming posler or
who stole some t-shirts. The important
part is to just enjoy the debate.
Looking back on my time at Whitworth
(a time when J did much to add to whatever the current debate was), some of my
fondest memories are of those debates and
how important I thought they were. Often,
I do not even remember what the debate
was, but I do remember how much fun it
was and how cool it was Ihat we had a
forum in which to have a debate.
Please appreciate the fact that you are
allowed to hash out your differences like
this in an open way. It will not always be
like that. So, enjoy it while it lasts, and
kudos to those of you who are spicing up
The Whitworthian!

n g boa rd /question of the week I

Justin Elder
Political Studies 2{)()3

l
{;

1.

Continued from page 13
Bul there are moral implications of the side on which we as
Christians so quickly align ourselves. The politics in which we
get so involved are dividing our
community.
We like to say "God Bless
America," but what do we really
mean by that? I am not so sure
that God would bless America, a
country of greedy, selfish, arrogant, self-righteous hypocrites
(myself included).
So let us be Christians before
we are Americans. As we enter
this precarious time in the life of
the United Slates, and more especially of the Church in America,
may we peel off our bumper
stickers. May we truly know the
freedom we have in Christ and
not take back our burden of slavery by playing according to the
rules of this world. Most of all,
may they know us by our love.

Q: What do you think of the pay increm;e for the intramural basketball
referees?

Get your thoughts in printl
Letters to the editor

Guest commentaries

The Whitworthian welcomes your responses to stories appearing in the newspaper
or views on issues of interest to the college community. Leiters must bear Ihe
writer's name, year (if applicable), major (or position in the college) and phone
number (for verification purposes only). Anonymous letters cannot be published.
Please keep length to a maximum of 300 words. We reserve the right to edit all
letters for content and space. Send letters to: Letters to the Editor, Box 4302,
Campus Mail or e-mail to editor@whitworth.edu. Letters must be received by 5
p.m. on Friday for publication in Ihe following Tuesday's issue.

The Whitworth ian encourages members of the campus to submit longer guest commentaries about issues relevant to the community. Commentaries of 700 words or less
will be published as space permits. We are looking for commentaries thaI are relevant
and well-researched. To ensure a better chance of publishing, please contact The
Whitworthian with specifics regarding when you plan to submit your commenlary and
whal you are interested in addressing. We reserve the right to edit all submissions
for contenl and space. Commentaries should be e-mailed to
editor@whitworlh.edu.
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SPECTRUM

Basketball season launches

with

Midnight

MADNE 5
Shannon Blackburn

Staff writer
The Whitworth College basketball teams sprang into action last
Friday at Midnight Madness.
More than 900 hundred students
attended the ASWC sponsored
event that kicked off the basketball season.
"Other schools have similar
events," said ASWC Sports Events
Coordinator and sophomore Colin
Storm. "This is an inaugural event
that we'll continue to do. We
received helpful feedback to make
some changes in order to make it
better for next year. I was very

pleased with the outcome."
Students who attended received
a free t-shirt and a raffle ticket
that held the possibility of winning prizes, including a chance to
win free tuition. Despite their
best efforts, freshmen Brandon
Herron and Keri Youngs fell short
of winning the free tuition by
failing to score a half-court shot,
three-point shot, free throw and
lay-up within 25 seconds.
"The free t-shirt was a very
good thing but the requirement to
win free tuition was ridiculously
hard. No one could have done
that, it was a good lure to draw
people to the event," sophomore

Jeffre Richardson said.
Midnight Madness incorporated two basketball games within a
two hour period, as well as a
three-point and dunk contest.
First was the women's team challenging some of Whitworth's professors and staff. After a close
score for most of the game, the
faculty pulled ahead and won by
three points. The men's team then
played, splitting into two teams,
crimson and white. The crimson
team triumphed by a single point.
"It was worth it to see the professors roast the girl's team. Bill
Robinson tore it up," sophomore
James Smith said.

NpJ, Cb"ft/ U?Jnfworlm,w-

Junior J.J. Jones soars over three volunteers. Despite kicking a vol·
unteer, he dunks the ball and goes on to win the dunking contest
when he leaps over five people.

Season preview: Pirates look strong
Peter Smelser

Sports editor

Men's basketball
After finishing last season with a 19-6
record - good for second place in the
Northwest Conference - the men's basketball team will look to youth for success this season.
The Pirates graduated six seniors last
year, including Whitworth's all-time
scoring leader Bryan Depew.

"We have the youngest team in the
conference," head coach Jim Hayford
said. "It's the youngest team I've ever
coached at Whitworth."
Even with that youth, Whitworth is
picked to finish second in the NWC preseason poll, behifl(~ last year's champion, the University of Puget Sound.
"Isn't that amazing?" Hayford said.
"We graduate four starters and we're
picked to finish near the top."
The core of this year's team wiII be
three sophomore guards: Jon Young,
Bryan Williams and
J.J. Jones.
Williams started
every game last season at the point
guard position as a
freshman. He averaged 8.2 points, 3.9
assists and 1.6 steals
a game.
Young finished
last season in
record-setting fashion. He made seven
of 11 three pointers
in the final 15 minutes of the game to
tie a single-game
school record and to
set the new singleseason record for
three-pointers made.
To supplement the
guards, there arc
several new faces
expected to make
impact. Juniortransfers Lance
Pecht and Josh
Parker are two of
those players.

Nal, ChNI,/U?hifuoorlbraw

Senior Sarah Shogren and sophomore Kelfi Coppin go up for a rebound
against Rich Schatz In the faculty vs. women game.

Pecht averaged a little over 10 minutes
of playing time, but was productive for
Lewis-Clark State College with 2.9 points
and 1.6 rebounds a game last season.
Parker, a Spokane native, started 21
of 26 games at Community Colleges of
Spokane last season. He average 10.8
points, 3.2 rebounds and 3.1 assists per
game.
Last Thursday, Whitworth lost an
exhibition game to the University of
Idaho at Idaho. The Vandals jumped to a
51-22 halftime lead and cruised to an
87-61 victory.
"The game showed a young team,"
Hayford said.
The Pirates will open up a tough road
schedule on Friday. They will play
Mount Sf. Mary (NY) in Boston, Mass.
After that, they play in the Trinity
University Classic in Texas and against
Division I power UniverSity of Utah,
before playing their first home game
Jan. 7 against Linfield College.

Women's basketball
The Whitworth women's basketball
team ended last season with their best
record ever, 19-6, and three players
earning post-season honors.
This season the Pirates have four
returning starters, including two pre-season All-Americans. Headlining the
returning group is senior Tiffany Speer.
Speer has been named Northwest conference player of year for two consecutive
seasons. D3hoops.com also named her
third team all-American for the second
season straight. Speer averaged 21.1
points per game and 6.3 rebounds per
game.
"She's a special player to watch,"
head coach Helen Higgs said. "She

SarahShogren
The senior was a AIINWC First Team selection after averaging a
dobuble-<iouble for the
season.

makes me look like a smarter coach."
Speer will have support from the
other three returning senior starters.
Sarah Shogren, the other pre-season AllAmerican, averaged a double-double
last year with 18.1 points and 11.3
rebounds per game. Shogren lead tile
conference in rebounding and was
named to the all-NWC First Team last
season.
Senior Dani Bielec was an honorable
mention choice for the NWC teams last
season. Bielec led the conference in
steals, averaging 3.3 a game. She also
averaged 3.3 assists, 11.4 points and 7.2
rebounds a game.
Senior Wenchi Liu is the last returning starter for the Pirates. Liu averaged
6.7 points and 3.7 assists per game last
season.
"Tiffany gets a lot of attention,"
Higgs said. "But all four seniors arc
special players."
Whitworth was picked to finish third
in the pre-season coaches' poll behind
co-defending champions University of
Puget Sound and Whitman College.
Puget Sound advanced to the NCAA
sectional finals last winter and returns
AIl-NWC forward Lindsay May and
Ali-NWC guard Kilty Keaton.
Higgs said that the polls do not mean
a whole lot to her team and all the top
teams are similar.
The Pirates will open up their season
in Ohio at the Wilmington Tip-Off
Tournament. Their first home game will
be Dec. 1 when they host Eastern
Oregon University.
"I'd like to see this team break 20
wins," Higgs said.
Whitworth will open up their chase
for a conference title as they host
Linfield College Jan. 7.

BryanWlIllams
The two time NWC
player of the year was
also a Third team AlIAmerican averaglflg
21.1 points per game.

The sophomore started
all 24 games last season, averaging 8.2
pOints and 3.9 assists
per game.

JonYoung
Set the school record
for three-pOinters made
in a Single season at
80. Young averaged
11.2 pOint per game.
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Cross country finishes strong

Turkeys on parade

Whitworth runners take 54th and 56th
in national competition.
SPOrts, page 10

Whitworthians give their time and helpful hands to
feed the needy this Thanksgiving.

Scene,

page 8-9
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Students comp.c..
spam mail in their

h~

Sarah Morgenthaler
Staff writer
Whitworth students complain about many things - their
workloads, Sodexho-Marriott food, the male-to-female ratio
and the Spokane weather. But the complaint that ASWC OffCampus Representative and senior Emily Benson hears most is
that students receive too many mass e-mails.
It's a problem that Benson is trying to fix through an ASWC
proposal. Under Benson's plan, students would receive one email Ihat compiles the day's announcements instead of numerous one-subject e-mails.
"So many people hate the mass emails," Benson said. "If so many
people are annoyed, maybe it's worth
fixing."
~,
Benson brought the issue to the
ASWC assembly after complaints
from constituents. She was quick to
clarify that her proposal is in its formPAPER, PLASTIC . 'alive stages and that ASWC members
& GLASS
are still weighing the issue.
"The advantages are that it's only
one e-mail a day versus 10 or however many, so that will save a lot of people time," Benson said. "But the negative is, realistically, how many peupIe are going to scroll through the
whole thing?"
Freshman Daniel Walters does nol
ASWC ANNOUNCES think many students would actually
SkphmAsb/WhJllwrlhMw read the e-mail.
"Today's generation has the attention
span of a goldfish," Walters said. "They'd scroll down three
lines and delete it and they could have missed something
important."
But students arc already missing important news with the
current system, Financial Aid Director Wendy Olson said. The
Financial Aid department recently sent e-mails containing
sclJOlarship information from an outside organization to 50 students who had been classified as having a high chance of quaI-

•

Freshman Aaron
Drake pulls in his
winnings after a
game of Texas
hold-'em.
Drake won the tournament with one
lucky hand during a
Baldwin-Jenkins
Prime Time last
Wednesday night.
See page 3 for the
story.
Chmti. S"'mp/IFhillwrihia.

Freshmen wade through
registration challenges
Jessica Davis
Bethany Monroe
Staff writers

MorecJass
space falls to
curb freshmen

complaints

Freshman Ellen Hollingshead woke up
late up in her hometown of Lewiston,
Idaho realizing that she was late to register. She ran three blocks to get to her computer and called her adviser in tears.
The only advice her adviser could give
was that Hollingshead would flunk out of
school if she failed to register.
Hollingshead awoke with a start, realizing it had all been a bad dream. But for
some students, registration was a nightmare.
"We always have concern from freshmen about course availability and all colleges have issues with closed classes,"
Registrar Gary Whisenand said.
With about 80 more students at
Whitworth than last year, last week's registration for Jan Term and spring semester
was difficult for some students.
"I couldn't get Ihe Jan Term classes I
needed, so now I am taking on a tremendously hard load in the spring to make up
for lost time," freshman Corrine Brown
said.

About 100 more scats were made available for Jan Term compared to last year. In
spite of this, many students shared
Brown's frustration with the registration
process and class availability.
Students were able to register as early
as Nov. 10 depending on the number of
credits they had before fall semester.
Senior Andrew Gebelin was in the first
group to register and did not encounter
any problems.
"I never had problems registering for
classes before, even as a freshman,"
Gebelin said.
As the week progressed, so did the
number of problems. Even though registration was spread out over a week and a
half, a substantial number of freshmen
still had to register last Friday morning.
The overload caused glitches in accessing
WhitNet, preventing some students from
registering before classes filled up.
Watching class after class fill up,
Brown had to rearrange her entire schedule several times. She was one of the
many freshmen unable to access WhitNet
See

REGISTRATION,.

page 4

."

See

E-MAIL ....

page 3

Whitworth-affiliated
church opposes war
Jamie Evans
Alexandra Auld
Staff writers
The Presbyterian Church (USA) called the war in Iraq "unwise,
immoral and illegal" at its annual general assembly meeting in
Richmond, Va. this summer.
By doing so, lhe church is in agreement with other religious
bodies, such as Ihe Episcopal, Evangelical Lutheran and African
Methodist Episcopal churches. The National Council of Churches
of Chrisl, which represents 36 denominations, has also voiced
opposition to the war.
The council found the Iraq war preemptive and declared Ihal
"those who believe just-war teaching has imporlance for internaSBe

WAR ...

page 3
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I think there are far too mal!} 0/
them) bllt I slljJpose some people
get sOlllething o/{t 0/ them. I
heard something about a reader
board and that 1Polf/d be cool.
H

Beau Pugh

Jenna Spencer

Xopbom~re

Freshl1lllN

Whatdoyou
think of mass
email?

Rvan Kristen
Xophomort
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"PersonallY I think thf!)'re kind 0/
annqying. Y(mjllst don't end up
reading them becauseYOII see
ASWC, ASWC, ASWC.
Instead jllSt post [announcements]
on the door 0/ the HUB or something.
H

, , Thry are realfy annqying
beCalm I get like 20 per
dqy. I 1POU/d try to minimize them lry putting more
together.
H

Karina Overstreet
Xophomore

campusbriefs ASWCroundup
at Whitworth

student government

Coat drive planned for cold
season in Spokane

III-A representative from the Ameriean Cancer Society wants to help bring "The
Relay For Life" to Whitworth in the spring. Last year, at Gonzaga University, the
fundraiser made $56,000 for the organization and brought positive pUblicity.
III- Baldwin-Jenkins purchased a new vacuum cleaner and a ping pong table.
III-Warren went to Habitat for Humanity for their dorm service project.
III- People have been complaining about the ASWC e-mails because of all the
misspellings and grammar errors.
III-The yearbook class is open to anyone who is interested for the Spring semester.
III- Recent ASWC expenditures: $200 to Mocktail Party at Warren, $275 to
SchMacB&B for their Thanksgiving dinner, $300 for the off-campus event at
Boston's Pizza and $300 to the 4 Directions Native Club.

The third annual Winter Coat Collection Drive will
be laking place Nov. 29, 30 and Dec 1. Coats will be
collected III the Hixson Union Building and in the
Weyerhaeuser Hall lobby.
The BU 218-1 Marketing class is sponsoring the
drive as a service project to help the needy in Spokane
during the willter season. The class is asking for "gently used coats for any ages." Donated coats will be
handed out at the Union Gospel Mission and Anna
Odgen Hall.
The class is encouraging students to contact relatives before Thanksgiving so that they can collect
coals at dinner and then bring them back to Whit',vorth
for the coat drive.

Choir to Sing at Whitworth
College Christmas Concert
The Whitworth Choir and the women's chorus will
be performing in Spokane as part of MagmflcatWe Magnify the Lord.
The performance, which is part of the Whitworth
College Christmas Festival Concert, is Canticle of the
Blessed Virgin Mary from Luke 1:46-55.
The concert is on Friday, Dec. 10 at 8 p.m. and
Saturday, Dec. 11 at 3 p.m. and 7 p.m at the First
Presbyterian Church in Spokane. Tickets are $15 and
can he purchased online at www.ticketswest.com or
by calling Tickets West at (509) 325-SEAT.

Lifeguard training course
offered December 10
Whitworth AquatiC center is holding a lifeguard
training course this winter. The class costs $180 and
includes training in Red Cross Lifeguard
Certification, First Aid, AED, Preventing Disease
Transmission and CPR for the Professional Rescuer.
Books are included in the fee and the class takes place
Dec. 10 from 8-9:30 p.m., Dec.U-12 12:30-5:00 p.m"
Dec.18-19 from 12:30-5:00 p.m. and Dec. 20-21 from
8:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m, This training session is scheduled to accommodate students living in the Spok~ne
area during Christmas break. Contact Patti Hunter at
777-4246 for more information or to register.

-Compiled by Peter Burke

worldbriefS/news ticker
Relief worker abduction video released
The British government has announced that a video has surfaced that appears to
show the murder of kidnapped relief worker Margaret Hassan. Hassan was the president of CARE International. Her abduction brought worldwide sorrow and outcry
against her abductors, who are believed to be associated with the terrorist Al-Zarqawi.
Hassan lived in Iraq for 25 years, and her death has prompted other aid groups including Doctors Without Borders to leave Iraq because of dangers to their workers.

Rice appointed as secretary of state
President Bush has announced his choice of Condoleezza Rice to be the secretary
of state following Colin Powell's resignation. Rice is currently Bush's national security advisor and would be the first Mriean-American woman 10 hold the position of
secretary of state. Powell resigned from his post last week and slated that it had
always been his intention to only hold it for one term. Deputy National Security
Advisor Stephen Hadley will fill Rice's position.

NASA breaks airspeed record over Pacific
A NASA jet has set a new airspeed record by reaching the speed of Mach 9.6 in a
test over the PacifiC Ocean. The unmanned experimental jet has been the culmination of decades of work and has technology that may one day be able to be used to
send space flights to Mars. The jet used a supersonic combustion ramjet to achieve
this speed. This type of engine is seen as an alternative to rockets.

Clinton library opens in Arkansas
Former President Bill Clinton hosted a ceremony to celebrate the opening of his
Presidential Library in Little Rock, Ark. The library contains over 80 million paper
documents from Clinton's presidency, as well as 21 million e-mails and two million
photographs. Clinton said that he hopes Ihe library will "leach people what its like to
be president."
-Compiled by Gavin JamiesOIl

g ra peVine/hUmOr
Things that we are thankful for. ..
... Sodexho-Marriolt's traditional Thanksgiving mealPeter Burke, news editor
... Jack Daniels ... Yams! -

Matt Moore, photo editor

Katie Shaw, scene editor

... Li'l Brudder and his inspiring heart of a champion -Emily Clader, layollt c(ll/or

... Hurbert the turkey for filling up our white space Hannah Fischer, assistant copy editor
... Nashville -

Chris Collins, editor-in-chic!

... Not getting paid to edit assistallt copy editor

Amanda Beason,

... That the rest of the staff has no idea of their
impending doom - Ant/lOllY Rodin, copy editor
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Casino rep deals out gambling tips
Tim Coughlin
Staff writer
A casino representative warned students about the
association between gambling and suicidal tendencies last Wednesday night.
The Baldwin-Jenkins lounge experienced a taste of
Las Vegas last Wednesday night when students participated in a Texas Hold-'em poker game.
The game was frr-e 10 join and Ihe five players finishing with the highest chip count received prizes
donated by local businesses.
Ricki Haugen, the Camas Institute Behavioral Health
Director, spoke after the card game about the impacts of
problem gambling and how it affects the gambler and
his or her family, the community and society.
Haugen defined a problem gambler as a person
whose gambling has caused either growing or continuing problems in any area of his or her life.
"It was interesting to hear a casino representative's
perspective about gambling rather than a biased perspective focused only on the negatives of gambling,"
freshman Preston Hoffman said.
Some characteristics of a problem gambler may
include the inability and unwillingness to accept reality, like escaping into the dream world of gambling.
A compulsive gambler may also find he or she is only
emotionally comfortable while gambling.
A reported 25 percent of problem gamblers in
recovery have attempted suicide and 72 percent
reported thoughls of suicide, according to the Camas

Rlckl Haugen,
the Camas

Institute
Behavioral
Health Director,
warned students
about the dangers of excesive gambling
last Wednesday
night. She spoke

on ways to avoid
gambling prob-

lems and how to
be a safe
gambler.
Chmht .fh",#
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"If this proposal were to go through,
"the Hawaiian Cluh and manv other c1uhs
and organizations or events-' on campus
Continued from page 1
would truly suffer from the inability to
advertise or organize meetings and
ifying for the scholarship.
events," Arndt said.
"Only 11 responded," Olson said. "The
Benson, however, believes that there
organization wrote a letter to the chair of are many other ways to advertise and that
our Board of Trustees stating that funding e-mail might not even be as useful as peowas available for 21 Whitworth students, ple think it is.
but only 11 had applied.
_~'.t) the e~i~st'Y!~}'.tpJell everyone on
This·presented a'problc:;m for Olson'and campus ... bur it may 'not be the most
the financial aid office.
realistic way to get people involved if
"The perception was that Whitworth
they don't read them and just
students did not need
delete them," Benson said.
scholarship assistance,"
Arndt sees nothing wrong
Olson said. "We know
with deleting e-mails.ln
very well that this is far (Veleting an e-mail is fact, she encourages it.
from true."
"No one forces us to read
a game like
Olson needs a way to fun. I
each
every single one of
reach students effectively.
Centipede or Space them,"andArndt
said. "People
"I am hoping that stuInvaders...
"
just
need
to
learn
to filter edents will pay closer
mails
responsibly
to get the
attention to the e-mails
Daniel Walters,
information they need and
Freshman
Ihat are sent out from
want and get rid of the inforadministrative offices,
mation that doesn't matter to
because they won't get
them."
lost among 20 daily
Walters enjoys the filterannouncements," Olson
ing
process.
said.
"Deleting an e-mail is fun," Walters said.
""Unfortunately, there's really no easy
solution," ASWC President Courtney "It's a game like Centipede or Space
Daly said. "Possibly for coordinators who Invaders - you've got to delete the e-mails
have access and funds to more elaborate fast enough before it hits and fills the inbox
forms of advertising, but not for clubs and crashes your computer." said.
who have weekly or monthly meetings,"
Waiters appreciates his daily e-mails.
Daly said that alternate forms of adver"On nights when you don't want 10 go
tising may be overkill.
to Prime Time, but you don't want to do
"To expect them to canvass the campus homework, yo.u can spend your time
with posters and flyers for just a meeting deleting e-mails!"
is a bit ridiculous, and time consuming as
Benson said she just wants ASWC to
well as expensive."
respond to constituent concerns.
Senior Raine Arndt, president of
"I think if we make any sort of effort to
Hawaiian Club, sends roughly four mass
change
the e-mail problem, the student
e-mails a month.
"I have heard students complain so much body will be supportive," Benson said.
about this," Arndt said. "But if they were "Peoplt; wonder and question what we do,
trying to plan an event or to get important and all they really notice arc all the emessages out to their club members, I think mails that irritate them. Maybe it wiII
show that we are here to hear them, to
they would understand beller."
There are negatives to the idea of cut- serve them. That's why I think it's important that we react."
ting club e-mails.

E-MAIIS:
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HELPFUL nps:
... Set a time limit when you are gambling
... Set a budget amount to gamble wIth and
stick to It
,.. Accept your loss as a cost of your entertainment
... Gamble wIth flexible Income, not Income
necessary for dally livIng expenses
... Gamble for entertainment, not as a means to
make more mone
... Do not borrow money to gamble
... Be aware of any Impact that gambling may
be having on your relationships wIth your loved
ones, family and friends
... Washington State Problem Gambling Hotline:
1-800-547-6133

I WAR:

Is

Do you need help with your
studies? Educational NW
Resources can help.
We are a tutoring
company specializing in GRE
Prep and tutoring for all age
groups. Call 323-4950.

Institute. These patients varied in age and gender.
"I never knew how destructive gambling is 10 individuals and people close to them," Hoffman said.
About 1.6 percent of all adults have a compulsive
gambling problem according to a 1995 Harvard
study. The study claims that 90 percent of all seniors
in high school have placed a bet during their lifetime.
The Camas Institute is a tribally-chartered entity of
the Kalispel tribe. It strives to provide programs and
resources that encourage personal growlh and foster
physical, mental, emotional and spiritual health for
Kalispel tribe members, members of other Native
American tribes and the community as a whole.

Brand new, never used
full-size bed set,
Double quilted for $150
Queen for $175
Can Deliver
Call
926-8169

Continued from page 1

tionaI affairs should vehemently oppose the
doctrine of preemption."
The report indicated Saddam Hussein's
regime was not a legitimate cause for war.
The church concluded that a disr~gard to
the United Nations' authority breached
international law.
According to Article 51 in the UN
Constitution, military actions of selfdefense taken by a nation "shall not in any
way affect the authority and responsibility
of the Security Council."
The church questioned the threat of
Hussein's regime to the United States and
disapproved of the unilateral instigation of
the war.
Dale Soden,Whitworth's Director for the
Center for Faith and Learning, believes dialogue and thought is necessary when a
church, such as the Presbyterian Church
(USA), takes a position on issues like the
Iraq war.
Soden said these checks and balances
keep the government acting as an institution
of jus lice.
"We need to be prepared to critique our
government - no one government is solely
representative of a Christian point of view
or God's will," Soden said.
Most Christians rely on the morally and
religiously-based understanding of the JustWar Theory, Soden said. The Presbyterian
Church's decision is based on principles of
just-war teaching.
The general assembly questioned the
motives of the government and the validity
of the pre-war evidence that was used to justify the War in Iraq.
"As citizens and as people of faith, we
must raise appropriate questions in dealing
with the 'facts' so emphatically touted to
justify military invasion," the report states.
Freshman Sarah Hennagin acted as a
youth advisory delegate during the
PC(USA) General A'>.<;embly held this sum-

mer. Hennagin participated in key discussions on international issues, but does not
remember debate on the war generating
much attention.
"[The Iraq war] was debated, but it was
overshadowed by the two central issues of
gay ordination and abortion," Hennagin
said.
The church does not support gay ordination and pennits abortion in select cases.
Whitworth freshman Rebecca Burroughs
attended the general assembly as well and
served on the publishing committee.
Burroughs also does not recall the Iraq war
creating much discussion. but believes it is
an issue the church should not be involved
in.
"It has turned the general assembly into
one big political agenda," Burroughs said.
"The church at large should only deal with
theological practice and rules issues."
Hennagin does not agree with the
Presbylmy's stance on the Iraq war, but maintains that her religious convictions govern her
stance.
"I think your faith should have an impact
on everything you do," Hennagin said.
Whitworth's Associate Chaplain Andrea
Sacroccio said Christians must study the
scriptures and engage in peaceful dialogue
with people of similar and differing opinions.
"We're called 10 be one, but not all the
same," said Saccoccio. The chaplain
defined this principle as "unity without unanimity."
Christians have been divided over wars in
the past.
A similar situation occurred in the mid1800s when the Presbyterian Church split
prior to the Civil war in 1859. The church
fragmented over divergent views of slavery,
but later reunited as the PC(USA) in June
1983.
Allhough the posture taken by PC(USA)
over the Iraq War is controversial, it is not
discouraged by PC(USA) churchgoers.
Ultimately, the PC(USA) tells its members; "God alone is Lord of the conscience,"
and acknowledges members may and can
have differing views.
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Financial aid deadline changed

REGIS1RATION:
Continued from page 1

Eric Fredriksen

,,

last Friday.
Even after an hour and a half, Brown was not able to get into
her preferred classes.
"I feel like the classes thai I'm taking are a waste of time,"
Brown said. "I would ralher work for a semester."
Hollingshead also felt frustrated by not being able 10 take
classes that filled requirements.
"There are all these classes you need, but there is not a variety
of them to fill those requirements," Hollingshead said. "I don't
want to take classes [ don't need just to take credits."
Even though more classes were added, students still had a hard
time getting into preferred classes. Facilities are also maxed out,
especially in the Physical Education department, Whisenand said.
Between varsity sports, Intramurals and P.E. classes, adding
more P.E classes for Jan Term is not possible, due to limited
space. As registration moved forward, many P.E. classes filled
quickly leaving freshmen with limited options.
Freshmen were not the only group affected by limited space as
the upper level Core classes filled quickly.
"The biggest problem we have with enrollments are the seniors who are graduati!lg in May who did not register for the
course in time," professor of history and politics professor
Michael Le Roy said. "As a result, the course filled its remaining
seats with eager juniors, leaving no room for students who might
register at a more leisurely pace."
When courses are full, students can go to instructors for special permission to enroll in the course.
"Seniors who need to graduate in May will get into the
course," Le Roy said.
Whisenand encouraged dissatisfied students to tell the
Registrar's Office their problems and contact the chair of the
departments that need more classes.

Staff writer
The deadline 10 submit the scholarship portion of the financial aid
package has been changed from
March 31, 2005, to Dec. 31, 2004.
"The change was made to allow
us to get the scholarships awarded
in a timely fashion to be included in
the financial aid packages sent in
May and June," Assistant Director
of Financial Aid Nancy Morlock
said.
The college is using this date to
encourage students to submit their
applications early and to give the
financial aid office time to give
thought to each application.
"Our goal is to make this an easy
process and try to accommodate students' needs and felt that baving fall
break, Thanksgiving break and
Christmas break to submit the application might be helpful," Morlock said.
This may help the financial administration, but some students seem
startled with the new due date sel.
"I don 'I want to deal with this on
Christmas break," sophomore Cody
Simonson said.
Sophomore Paul Sauer shares the
same opinion.

"It's going to be hard to do for kids
that need to get their scholarships
in," Sauer said. "Most of the kids are
going to want to spend time with
friends and family rather than worrying about school."
Some students like the springtime

H I don't want to deal
with this on Christmas
break. "

Cody Simonson,
Sophomore

date because of many different
activities that occur in tbe month of
December.
Sophomore Nick Strand offers a
better solution.
"It would be better if the deadline
was in February, then you would
have all of Jan term to work on it
rather than dealing with it when
finals are approaching," he said.
Even though the month December
is a finals month there are a few
important reasons for this change.

"We can get the applications to the
departments that help with selection
during non-peak times and prior to
the end of the academic year,"
Morlock said.
"We can have the scholarship
selection process completed prior
to the end of the academic year and
include the award information in
the initial financial aid award rather
than sending a revised award later."
Morlock is likes the implications
of the new deadline.
"Scholarships are of course a part
of financial aid, and the effect will
be that the student will get a more
complete package initially without
revisions at laler ~ates," she said.
Since there is so much deliberation of the applications the selections take a tremendous amount of
time, Morlock said.
Having the date earlier will help
everything run smoothly and fewer
corrections will have to be made.
"One other improvement we
have made this year is not requiring students to request a letter of
recommendation at the time they
submit their application," Morlock
said. This development will relieve
some pressure off of the students
with the earlier date.

r

Alumni perspectives still positive
Peter Burke
News editor
Whitworth alumni are happy with their
educatJon and overall Whitworth experience, according to the 2004 alumni survey.
"It was a surprise that there has been a
consistency that Whitworth is doing so
well," professor of !>ociology Raja Tanas
said. He prepared a report based on alumni response in late August.
The survey asked more than 400 graduates of Whitworth a series of questions
pertaining to their current lifestyle, their
educational experience while at Whitworth
and the expectations of the college compared to the actual outcomes of their time
at Whitworth.
"This research strategy would allow for
an assessment of the impact of
Whitworth's education in the short term
and in the long term," Tanas said.
Ninety-seven percent of the alumni surveyed received some form of financial aid
to help them attend the college but, surprisingly, less than one percent of the former
students received aid from a GI Bill.
Eighty-six percent of students received
financial aid in the form of scholarships
and 72 percent received loans. These numbers may be slightly skewed because one
third of students received financial aid
from two sources and 41 percent received

financial aid from more than two sources.
The admissions process and life in the
residence halls were the two most satisfying student services for the alumni, Tanas
said.
"(There is) an impressive degree of satisfaction with the colleges services and
acllvities," Tanas said in the report.
Alumni were especially satisfied that
the goals they had when first entering
Whitworth were by in large completed by
the time they graduated.
"The two most important and the two
most achieved goals were earning an academic degree and an increase in one's
knowledge or understanding in an academic field, Tanas stated in the report.
One concern Tanas had was that only three
out of five graduates had voted in a local,
regional or nalional election in the past year.
"The only negative, which is not really a
negative, is that we did not do as well as we
used to (inspiring graduates to vote)," Tanas
said.
Ninety-five percent of the graduates surveyed were satisfied with the degree or
certificate they had earned.
Starting salaries for alumni after graduating have been lower than the national
average. In fact, 93 percent of graduates
had starting salaries below $36,000 per
year. An explanation for this is the field
that many graduates go into.
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No ONE DELIVERS MORE
TAIn To YOUR DooR!®

Alumni Achievement of Whitworth's Educational Goals
(395 alumni responses)
Ethical DeciSion Making
Christian Faith
Multicultural Understanding
Ute In the community
Effective communication
Critical Thinking
Intellectual Depth
Intellectual Breadth
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"A possible explanation for salaries that
were lower than the national average may
have been a function of the type of careers
Whitworth alumni typically sought,"
Tanas said.
A significant number of graduates were
employed in lower income jobs that are
service oriented, such as the field of
education.

This survey is based on data collected
from students who graduated from
Whitworth in the years 1994, 1998 and
2003. This survey is the third in a series of
alumni surveys aimed to assess the college's success in the area of the eight educational goals and completion of the mission of the college.

No other discounts apply. No cash value. Coupon expires 12/31/04
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LARGE ONE lOPPING
PIZZA, WITH TRICKY
SIIX® AND nMO FREE
SOFT DRINKS!

Valley. '" •••.... 15701 E. Spraque •.•••••..••921-0000
Downtown .••.... 1303 N. Washington ••..•.••. 326-6412
Shadle Park .••••• 1724 W. Wellesley .••.......328-1111
South Hill •••.••.• 2718 E. 57th •••..•....••.• 534-2222
The"Y" ..••.•... Relocating •.••••.•••••••••466-8080
Millwood •..••... 9407 E. Trent ..••.•••.••...893-4444
Coeur d'Alene •••• 560 W. Kathleen Ste. L .. (208) 665-1400
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New 'Relient K' album
Fourth album, uMmhmm, ~ adds
new touches.
Scene, page 6

gfiJ6a£
Sophomore Fa'ana
Fanene (right) and
her younger sisler
Keilah perform a traditional Tahitian
dance last Fnday at
the International
Banquet. They tell
the story of the song
"Teatua," which is a
prayer song that
means, "My God"
through the movement of their tlipS.

yerformance
International Club
hosts its 19th
annual banquet
Megan 'Blank
Bethany Hargis
Staff writers
Students from the International Club
lined the hallways as guests streamed
into the cafeteria. Colorful outfits from
countries, including Vietnam, Nigeria
and Costa Rica, brightened the entrance.
Last Friday, the International Club
held their 19th annual International
Banquet.
The banquet was brought back after
being cancelled last year due to a lack of
interest and organization.
"I think it's a great opportunity for
more people to learn about culture and
an honor for international students to
share about their own culture as well,"
International Club advisor Lulu
Gonzalez said.
After months of planning, the
International Banquet was in full-'swing
at 1 p.m., as student volunteers gathered
to team up with Sodexho-Marriott to
help prepare some of the nine ethnic
foods served at the dinner.
"A couple of the recipes we just gave
to Saga and they made them,"
International Club Secretary and junior
Rachel Jones said. "They've been super
helpful."
"The girls from Sweden made an

entire side dish."
The dish, calJed "smbrglistlirta med
lax och skaldjur," was a type of crabmeat sandwich.
The rest of the dinner consisted of
exotic dishes from Greece, Egypt,
Korea and Nigeria.
Banquet guests included Whitworth
students and faculty, as well as members
of the community.
"We put it on to show people that
there are a lot of cultures in the wQrld,"
International Club President and senior
Kyle Tate said. "By coming here they
can become a part of the culture through
the foods and entertainment."
Sophomore Darcy Brown attended the
banquet this year for her first time.
"I really liked the Korean bulgogi,"
Brown said. "I thought it was very
authentic and good."
Brown has two adopted siblings from
Korea, so she was familiar with the
food. Overall, she was impressed.
"I liked the majority (of the foods),"
Brown said. "Some of the textures were
very unfamiliar to me, so I think that's
why I didn't like them as much."
Brown said she hopes to return next
year.
"I thought it was a great opportunity,
specifically for American students to
see the different cultures on campus and

the different ethnicities that were repre- which means "wailing for you."
sented," she said.
This dance, performed by Duong and
The eclectic dinner was just part of five other women, told the story of ;1
what guests were treated to, as the meal woman waiting for her love to return
was followed by an equally diverse after being away for a long time.
show.
Duong is the Cultural Diversity
"I'm most excited about the entertain- Advocate for Ballard.
"I love to show diversity," Duong
ment, and the dress rehearsal was a taste
of it," Jones said. "We have so many said. "I really want to contribute and
well-put-together acts that are so inter- enrich the college."
Other acts included a Mexican Hat
esting and fun - I'm just excited!"
After eating, guests made their way to Dance by a troop of children ages three
Cowles Memorial Auditorium, where to 13, the Swedish National Anthem
participants waited to whisk them away sung by two girls ill patriotic flag dresson a two-hour world tour'.
es and face paint and a traditiolll!1
Kimonos, hula ensembles and a pair Cambodian coconul dance.
of comical emcee's helped to make the
The United States was represented by
entertainment for the International a Jimi Hendrix impersonation that featured sophomore Adam Dohnett playing
Banquet a success.
The Olympics - the theme of the his electric guitur with his teeth.
night's entertainment showed an
The entertainment concluded with an
array of diversity from around the international fashion show.
Junior Yori Okada modeled <I tradiworld.
Tate started off the night by welcom- tional Chinese dress.
ing everyone to the event.
"I'm going to do a little prancing
He was followed by President Bill down the runway," Okada said.
Freshman Bethany McNutt enjoyed
Robinson, who gave a short address in
support of the event.
the rhythmic dances and the bright and
"How lucky is this college to have colorful attire displ<lycd by the performinternational students from around the ers throughout the night.
world," Robinson said.
"I really liked the originality,"
Junior Duong Ngo performed a McNutt said. "It displayed different
Vietnamese dance called "Conguoi," aspects of each culture."

Nighttime narratives
Mac men offer students
on-call bedtime stories
Shannon Blackburn
Staff writer

Freshman Bryce Burkholder reads a "Curious George"
story to freshman Shawna Sheppard and sophomores Erin
Whitney and Chelsea Peterson last Tuesday night.

Once upon a time in a land not that far away, a Whitworth
student was whisked away from his worries of tests and papers
by a bedtime story about a little train and a space adventure.
For sophomore Soren Baird, having the stories "The
Little Engine that Could" and "Space Case" read to him was
the perfect way to end his night.
"It was great. We had a whole bunch of guys from our
hall in the room," Baird said. "It left me with a warm and
fuzzy feeling inside when (sophomore Paul Sauer) read the
book and showed us the pictures. It was nice."
Senior Brad Meister came up with the idea of reading
bedtime stories to college students.
"The idea just came to me out of the blue," he said, "I
needed an idea for an RA program."
To sign up for a story, students had to e-mail Meister to set
up a time and a place for a reading. A volunteer would come
to their room at the appointed time and read a children's story.
The program ran from Nov. 15 to 18.
Sophomore Erin Whitney and freshman Shawna
Sheppard jumped at the opportunity to be read a story when

a neighbor down the hall invited
them to join her.
"Our reader shared the story of
'Curious George Gets a Medal,'"
Sheppard said. "We also got candy
bars and a chance to get know a
stranger."
For Whitney, the idea of having a
A"xSrh/,m/WlnlOJOrlhtaw
story read to her by a stranger was
"something random to check out
that turned out to be really fun."
Junior Christin Clawson saw the idea of being read a bed
time story as a way to reminisce.
"I think its neat," Clawson said. "Being read a bedtime
story here reminds me of the days of less stress when my dad
would read me my favorite book before I went to sleep."
Some students thought the idea was a little strange.
"It's a creative idea, but it reminds me of calling up for
pizza or some other service," senior Sheburra Moore said.
"When I think of bedtime stories I relate to a soothing experience with family and close friends, not an appointment
where someone I might not know comes to my room when
I'm in bed in my pajamas."
While being read a bedtime story came across as weird
and random to many people, there was student interest.
"Once people got over the idea Ihat it was creepy, they
seemed to really enjoy it. We had about 30 to 40 people
sign up," Meister said. "I think it went over pretty well."

,
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Scene

Katherine Busz
Staff writer

Student
dances while
faraway

from home
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Junior Mami Yoshifuji faces
language barriers as an international student, but dance has
allowed her to express herself
when words fail.
Yoshifuji first came to the
United States on a recommendation from her Japanese adviser.
"I want to keep studying
English, to see other countries,"
she said. Coming to the United
States seemed like a good option.
Yoshifuji's current roommate,
junior Yori Okada, suggested that
she try Whitworth.
"I wanted to go to a small
school," Yoshifuji said.
Whitworth is a sister school of
her previous college, which
allowed for an easier transfer.
Though many things were difficult to adjust to, Yoshifuji found
that the hardest, and most obvious, was language.
"Sometimes I feel upset
because I don't undel'l>tand anything," she said. "It's OK when I
don't understand, but I don't like
to make trouble for other people."
When Yoshifuji was having trou-

ble, she was a little uneasy about
asking for assistance. Most of her
classmates, however, were willing
to volunteer their time to work with
her and help her understand.
"I still have a hard time reading
a book or taking notes in class,"
she said, although she admitted
that expressing herself was also a
challenge. "I can have a regular
conversation, but saying my opinion is still hard."
She also learned that interesting
things could happen as she tried to
understand everyday Americans
speaking poorly enunciated
English.
"I was in a ballet class when the
instructor told me, 'Bend your
knees.' In Japanese, benjo means
'toilet.' I was so confused," she
said. "I thought, 'Why is she saying 'toilet?'"
Other adjustments included getting used to campus life.
"The way people play Frisbee
is so strange," she said. "They're
out there playing in shorts and
sleeveless shirts, even in the winter with snow on the ground."
Though making the large
changes in diet and transportation
was difficult, Yoshifuji missed

friends and family most. She held
on to familiarity through dance.
"I started ballet when I was
four," she said. "I like it because if
I'm not good, I can practice over
and over until I get il."
She danced as much as possible
in her spare time and was a teaching assistant for the Jazz I and II
classes this year. She is also a
principle dancer in Jennifer
Ingram's senior theatre project,
"You Can't Stop the Beat: A Look
at Modern Musical Theatre," performing Dec. 4 at 7 p.m. in
Cowles Memorial Auditorium.
Dance is an important part of
Yoshifuji's life in the United
States.
"Even though English is my
second language, I can still communicate with people through
dance," she said.
NAME: Mami Yoshifuji
YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Theater
HOB,IES: Ballet, belly

dancing. singing and
talking with friends
HOMETOWN: Kanozawa.
Japan

Corali", DOJU/Whtbwrthiow

Junior Maml Yoshifujf uses dance as an outlet
to express herself.
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Rely on the latest 'K' album
Colin Storm
Staff writer
Relient K's fourth studio album titled
"Mmhmm" says goodbye to many things:
Their traditional pop-punk sound, easygoing lyrics and bassist Brian Pittman.
The Canton, Ohio now-trio has previously drawn comparisons to mainstream
artists such as Blink-182 and Good
Charlotte. Much like those two bands,
they took a step in the mature direction
this year.
Traditionally, RK has packaged two or
three slower tracks as modern worship
songs between about 10 fast-paced, poppunk songs about everything from a Sadie
Hawkins Dance to "Charles in Charge,"
the late '80s TV sitcom. However, this
album explores the direction of slow
piano ballads to go along with the guitar,
bass and drums. Even a banjo makes its
RK debut.
But Ihat doesn't mean RK has completely ignored their old formula. Songs
such as "The Only Thing Worse than
Beating A Dead Horse is Betting on One,"
"High of 75" and "My Girl's Ex-

.. BAND: Relient K
.. ALBUM: "Mmhmm
.. RELEASE DATE: Nov. 2. 2004
.. GENRE: Christian Rock
.. RATING:
U

****1(
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Boyfriend" use metaphors such as weather to look at the lighter side of life.
The rest of the tracks indulge in deeper
topics, such as in "Who I Am Hates Who
I've Been," which explores how Matt
Thiessen, the lead singer, is sorry to God
about the person that he has become.
Relient K still gets their Christian message across without being in-your-face
overbearing. "Be My Escape," the first
single off "Mmhmm," sings, "This one
last call that You mentionedlIs my one last
shot at redemption!Because I know to live
you must give your life away."
The group has their own way of singing
about spirituality, since they've found it
hard to say Jesus in a song without sounding cheesy, Thiessen said in an interview
with Modemrock.com.
"But in the end that's who we are and
what we believe in. We hope between that
and the music, it connects with someone
out there," he said.
This trend continues on "Life After
Death and Taxes." RK sings, "And this is
how I choose to live/As if I'm jumping off
a cliff/Knowing that you'll save me/And
after all the stupid things I did!There's
nothing left that you'd forgive/Because
you already forgave me."

Usually RK fades towards the second
half of their albums by putting in short,
almost-filler type songs. But this album
shows no signs of those. In fact, the second half of "Mmhmm" is one of the best
in recent memory. There is a nice mix of
piano ballads and rock-out songs, with
the nearly seven-minute song, "When I
Go Down," concluding the album.
Relient K even dabs into something
only heard in one RK song- before this
album - screaming. In the song "Which
To Bury; Us or the Hatchet?" Thiessen
unleashes a verbal assault on a relationship before the song slows down into a
piano-banjo combination which leads
perfectly into the next track, "Let It All
Out."
"1 feel like with this record when we're
rocking heavy, we're rocking heavier
than we ever have and when we're letting
up with low key moments, it's more mellow then we've done in the past,"
Thiessen said. "We're hitting our peaks
~orrectly and all the angles are really paymg off."
That kind of peaking landed them a
number 15 debut on the Billboard Top
200 charts for top selling albums. Now
that is a significant payoff.
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Get your highlights or color
done before you go home and
your haircut is FREE!
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School of Professional Studies

Master of Arts in Communication
and Leadership Studies
What seizes your Imagination will affect everything!

10117 North Division, Suite 2
466-0802
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GONZAGA

Information Session

.l

UNIVERSITY

Wednesday, December 1st, 7pm
Schoenberg Center Lobby
800 N. Pearl

Recieve a free gift
during the
holiday season!

For more information:
Jill Royston at 509-323-6645

Offer good 11/17/04 thru 12118/04.
May not be combined with any other discount.
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Searching for Mr. or Ms. Right in Spokane
Philip Atkins
Allison Carr
Staff writers
There are many kinds of dates: play dates, blind dates,
gay dates ... candied dates. But we are here 10 talk about
Whitworth dates. It's come to our attention that there
seems to be a certain lack of casual dating on this, our
Whitworth campus. This cannot be blamed entirely on
socially inept men; the burden of responsibility must be
shared equally by women, fully capable of, though generally apprehensive about, making the first move.
We have taken it upon ourselves to bring back a particular sort of scene - date night. Remember, date night is
all about what you do, so say YES to a night on the town
- especially if you1re being treated. And well, don't put
money on it or anything, but that not-so-perfect person
could tum out to be perfectly wonderful.
For the ideal Friday night date, we suggest you begm at
anyone of the local do~ntown art galleries. The galleries
are open with the artists in house from 5 to 8 p.m.

Addresses and show descriptions can be found in the latest "Inlander." A trip to an art gallery will give you a glow
of culture and refinement that will hopefully last all night,
so you won't have 10 pretend to be cool for very long. It
will be like blinding your date for three or four hours he or she will just have to take your word for everything.
Plus, it's free.
If you like your date enough, dinner is a necessary second act. If you really like him or her, Moxie, Spokane'S
latest downtown addition, offers a great vibe and fantastic
Asian-European fusion cooking.
For a more student-budget friendly location, we nominate the Herbal Essence Cafe; located near Auntie's
Bookstore. While the tables and chairs are slightly tacky
and cheap looking, the food is superb and the ambiance
laid-back and romantic.
Vegan and vegetarian friends should check out Mizuna,
a restaurant known for organic vegetables and a lot of
delicious, and meatless, entrees.
All of these dinner options provide the perfect romantic
setting virtually impossible to mess up - the rest is up to

you. After the meal, the path of the date is entirely
dependent upon age. For you under-21ers, a walk to the
dam at Riverfront park provides a starlit 0pPOilunity for
that firsl kiss. The older folk, though, may be wanting a
drink. Check out the recently opened Blvd, located across
from the opera house, or the Blue Spark. And for a slightly less-straight cocktail hour, hit up the Mercury Bar,
which, since its conversion and expansion, offers a nice
alternative to the meat market (also known as
Dempsey's).
Note: please, PLEASE observe appropriate date conversation. The ex-file is not a suitable topic. Nor is how
long it took you to get ready for the evening, the nicer car
your last date had, or how great "Halo 2" is.
Well from here the evening is up to you. Hopefully you
have followed proper date etiquette. We encourage you to
date casually - one date is not "dating," two dates are not
an engagement and four dates are not married with children.
Until next week, we are Philip and Allison, casual
daters and seriou~ heartbreakers.

c Iu bbiobl u rb/club corner

cityhighlighfs

Four DirectionS/Native American Club

in Spokane

,.WHO WE ARE: Our mission is to welcome Native American students to Whitworth and open communication
and education of Native American culture to all students at Whitworth.
Membership is open to all races. We plan to do more fundraisers and events In the future. Come Join us and have
some fun In the meantime.

,.WHERE WE MEET: Meetings are In Hawthorne Hall room 106 on the first and third Wednesdays of each month at
4:45 p.m,

.. OUR NEXT EVENT: Entering the CirCle: Enjoy Native American song. dance. drumming. toad, flute playing, art

Free carriage rides
The Downtown Business Improvement
District and Spokane Teachers Credit Union are
sponsoring free horse and carriage rides downtown from Nov. 26 to 28.
The rides leave from the corner of Main and
Wall and go on to a roule past animated holiday
windows and sparkling lights. They run every
to-15 minutes on. Friday from 3 to 8 p.m. and
Sunday 12-5 p.m .

and history on Dec. 2 from 6 to 9 p.m. In the Cafe.
Come hear Michael Holloman, director for Spokane's Center for Plateau Cultural Studies at the Northwest Museum
of Arts and Culture, the beats of the Frog Island Drum Singers, dancers from tribes around the Northwest and much
morel
For any more information please feel free to e-mail Motilda at msampson02@whitworth,.edu.

attractionsdistractions/thiS week

Kanikapila for $5
The Hawaiian Club is sponsoring the
Kanikapila on Saturday, Dec. 4 in the HUB Cafe.
It is a night of Hawaiian entertainment, food
and fellowship. Tickcts are $5 and must be purchased in advance. They will not be sold at the
dooL
.
The event starts at 5 p.m.
For any questions contllC! Hawaiian Club
President Raine Arndt at x3276 or e-mail her at
rarndtOl@Whitworth.edu.
.

Everclear at Big Easy
last day of classes before
Thanksgiving breakl

Thanksgiving break classes

No

Happy Thanksglvingl

Thanksgiving break - No
classes

Everc1ear will play at The Big Easy this Friday
at 6:30 p.m.
Tickets are $25 and doors open at 5:30 p.m.
The Big Easy is a 1,500-seat venue.
Check out www.bigeasyconcerts.com for morc
infonnation or call 244-3279.

- Compiled by Greg Tomlin

Faculty Scholarship Forum
with Mike Ingram
HUB Catering Rooms
12p.m.

Junior Art Exhibition
Koehler Gallery 11 a.m.
Reception 5 p.m.
Student Department
Recital
Music Recital Hall
11 a.m.

Gobbling Ie
Students lend a hand with Thanksgiving charities
Kendra Switzer
Kenna Klempel
Staff writers
reshman Caley Ochoa experienced a
life-changing weekend in Spokane's
West Central neighborhood.
Ochoa and 15 other Whitworth students
sacrificed their weekend to serve
Thanksgiving dinner at Holmes
Elementary School as part of Urban
Plunge.
"It was a really stretching experience,"
Ochoa said. "It was hard to think
this was their Thanksgiving dinner
- the food wa~ fine, but I realized it was nothing like I was
used to."
Ochoa said people even came up
to thank her and ask how her dinner
was when she and other volunteers
attended church at the Westminster
House the following mormng.
The West Central neighborhood
has been statistically the poorest
in Washington, and many of the
children at Holmes
Elementary
receive free
lunches.
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Hurbertthe Turkey hung
in the Hixson Union
BUilding last week to
remind students and
faculty to donate money
For the Women and
Children's Free
Restaurant turkey drive.
Hurbert InFiltrated The
Whitworth Ian late
Sunday mght.

"They don't have anything to
give and they still give everything they have," she said. "I
may think I need new clothes,
but I realized how incredibly
blessed I am."
TIle experience gave her
more than a new perspective.
"( felt so uninvolved here
before this, but now [ feel
a deep interest and
connection," she
said.

Urban Plunge is not the only opportunity for students
to make a difference. Over the past two weeks
Whitworth students have witnessed a flurry of service
projects for the holiday season, and there are still many
ways to help their neighbors.
Those who missed earlier service opportunities can
still help by simply cleaning out their closets. After
Thanksgiving break, the Marketing class.will be collecting winler coals in Ihe HUB and Weyerhaeuser from
Nov. 29 10 Dec. 1 to donate to the Union Gospel Mission
and Anna Ogden Hall.
"SlIlce Spokane has a large homeless populalion and the
winters are cold, we just thought it would have an impact
for the Spokane community," sophomore Jill Colgan said.
The class collected a tolal of 300 coats from coat drives
over the last two years and hopes for another 200 this year.
The class cautions against donating rags, but is looking for "gently used" coats in need of a good home.
"Hopefully we won't gel any ones that can't be passed
on," Colgan said.
The class also encourages students to ask family and
friends Ihey will be visiting for Thanksgiving to contribute any extra outerwear. Colgan passed the word on
to her own relatives and hopes to bring a load of coats
back from Thanksgiving.
Last Friday, students from Arend, Schumacher and
Beyond assembled Thanksgiving baskets at Salem
Lutheran Church to give to needy families The volunteers formed an assembly line and prepared sacks of food
for families with goods donated from local grocery stores.
"It was definitely worthwhile and it gave us a chance
to get to know each other better as well," sophomore and
Arend resident Megan Stone said.
Approximately 300 local families will be able to enjoy
a Thanksgiving dinner this year as a result of the students' and commumty's generosity.
Also, last week students and faculty gave up spare
change to raise money to purchase turkeys for the
~omen and ChIldren's Free Restaurant. The organizatIOn had a goal of donating 75 turkeys to local families
who could not afford to buy one.
For extra incentive, faculty and students were competing to see who would donate the most money. Hurbert,
the flying turkey, hung from the ceiling in the Hixson
Union Building to rally participation. Since students
vastly outnumber the faculty, the pressure was on.
Surprisingly, the faculty was ahead last Wednesday, but
then the students kicked into gear and won the contest.
The total raised was around $277, $239.26 from students
and $38.53 from faculty. The money will buy 27 turkeys
"When I went to go deliver the money they were
really grateful and really happy," senior and ASWC
Serve Coordinator Jessica Chapman said.
The Culinary Theme House's canned food drive during the week of Nov. 8 was one of the earliest ~ervice
projects. Two bins - placed in the HUB and
Weyerhaeuser - sat waiting 10 be filled with items for a
full week. Unfortunately, contributions did not go as
expected.
"( gu~ss Weyerhaeuser is not a good place," senior
and Culillary Theme House resident Lori Kajiyama said
To boost their total, the women of the theme house
trekked through local neighborhoods and to other theme
houses gathering more food. With all combined efforts, a
substantial amount wa~ given to the Life Center North
Church to be donated 10 the local food bank.
"We Ihought maybe more people would help Ollt, but
we.:"ere real.ly happy with the help we did get,"
KaJlyama s;lId.
Students are volunteering to make Thanksgiving memorable for other students also. For those unable to make
it home for the holidays, the Hawaiian Heritage Theme
house is coming to the rescue.
On Thanksgiving Day they
will be hosting dinner at the
Women's Wellness Theme
Hou~e so students can still
experience a home-cooked
meal, even while far away
from home.
After ~haring their time and
bles!>ings with others. students
now have the chance to be reciplcnls of generosity themselves.

•

Service Opportunities
OUR Place Community Minish-y Holiday Baskets
Help assemble these food baskets and/or help with handing out these baskets.
Helpers are still needed today from 1 - 6 p.m. to distribute baskets.
Contact: Marjorie or Ruth
Phone: 838-2635
Address: 1428 W. Broadway
Second Harvest Food Bank
Second Harvest has been fighting hunger in the Spokane area since 1972. Second
Harvest partners with many local organizations to ~et lip food drives.
Projects:
Dec. 4: Project Handout. Clients come directly to warehouse for food. Volunteers
help carry groceries to their car.
Dec. 4: Q6, Success By Six Food Drive. Volunteers work two hour ~hifts collecting
food and donations at local Tidyman's stOres from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m
Contact: Nicole Graichen
Phone (509) 534-6678 ext. 219

The Salvation Army
Student volunteers serve dinner at Holmes Elementary last Saturday dUring Urban Plunge, a
program to serve Spokane's West Central neighborhood.

Clothe-A-Child: The Salvation Army is partnering with J.e. Penny to provide $100
shopping sprees for needy children in Spokane and Chewelah. Volunteers are needed
to help children pick out and tryon c1othing,.caJculate cost of clothing up to $100
limit and share pizza and games with children after shopping spree.
Dec. 11 and 12
There are 3 shifts available to volunteer:
Sat. 8:45a.m. to 10:45 a.m.
Sun. 1 :45 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Sun 4:15 p.m. to 6:15 p.m.
Washmgton State Criminal Background check is required to work with the children.

Bell Ringing: A Salvation Army tradition
The red kettles seen throughout the nation during the holiday season arc the Army's
largest fund-raiser Volunteers arc needed 10 ring bells and greet donors (any time)
and count kettle money (8 to 10 a.m.)
Nov. 26 - Dec. 24 (any day, 2-4 hour commitment)
The Salvation Army has many other opportunilies to volunteer.
Contact: Christy Markham (509-329-2732)
Email: Christy_ Markum@lIsw.salvationarmy.org

ClJriJt'l
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First Call for Help
Firsl Call for Help is a information/referral and cri~is line thaI provides ~lIpportive
listening and the ability to directly link callers to mental health professionals.
Firsl Call for Help is primarily staffed by volunteers. Flexible shirts arc available.
Contact: Nancy Linerud (First call for Ilclp Supervisor)
Phone. 509-838-4651 ext 2123

Volunteers look on as those who have been served enJoy their Thanksgiving meal.

Whitworth's RU 218-1 Marketing Class Coat Drive
Drop off your "gently-u~cd" coats in the I IUB and Weyerhaeuser from Nov. 29 to
Dec. I. The coats will be dbtributed by the Union Gospel Mis~ion and Anna Ogden
Iiali.

The Fight·4-Life Campaign
The LS-350 class and Mead High School's ASB arc raising funds to plant an orchard
at the Children or Promise orphanage in Haiti. You can join in by ~igning up for the
fasl Nov. 22-23, and 29-30 in the IlUI3 or via e-maiI.Sendyourname.1D1l and
questions or comments to jharlow07@whitworth.cdll.
Group Home in Need
A group home of 25 special-need infantl> and toddlers burned down recently and all
their money was used to buy a new home. However, the new home ha!. heating troubles. All they are a!>king for are crib blankets, mittens and gloves for the children 10
keep Ihem warm. They range from 3 monlh~ 10 4 years. Any thing you can do to
help these children would be greatly appreciated.
']b find out more information or to donate contact Mary Apalony 475-1766.
For more ways to serve, contact Serve Coordinator Jessica Chapman.
jchapmanO I@whitworth.edu
777-4553

'.
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Marsh leads Bues volleyball
Junior outside hitter Julie Marsh earned third team AIIAmerican honors as volleyball took 3rd in the NWC
5
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Athletic Department
set on big changes
Colin Storm
Siaffwriter
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There are some big changes
in store for the Athletic
Department this year: a new
logo, new scoreboards and the
possibility of constructing new
tennis courts this spring.
The proposed idea for
upgrading the tennis program
includes six new courts built
behind Alder Hall. There is also
the possibility of three of the
courts being covered by a "bubble," making them year-round,
indoor courts. The current upper
courts would be demolished and
turned into a parking lot.
Sophomore Michael Carlson
and his tennis teammates are
looking forward to the new
courts - not only to get away
from the current crack-ridden
courts, but also to attract better
recruits.
"I think in the long run it
would save Whitworth money
because they're paying every
winter for memberships (to
North Park Racquet Club)
already," Carlson said. "This
would only add to the allure of
the tennis program for recruits."
But until all the money has
been raised, the May 15
groundbreaking date is a mere
goal. If sufficient money isn't

raised in time, the college will
have to wait an entire calendar
year to break ground due to
some restrictions.
"We can't sacrifice any park-

New logo,
high-tech
scoreboards
for Pirates
ing spaces," athletic director
Scott McQuilkin said. "The
tennis courts and parking have
to go hand in hand."
Coaches
as
well
as
Anderson/Mraz Designers have
been working on a new logo
since summer.
The new logo will be
unveiled sometime this spring,
McQuilkin said. "It's close to
being done."
The existing logo is about 30
years old. McQuilkin, Terry
Mitchell, Greg Orwig, Steve
Flegel and Emily Hinson joined
Anderson/Mraz Designers and
the coaches to design a new,
gender-neutral logo.
"Of course we wanted it to

look really cool- but we were
also going for gender-inclusiveness, for something that
retains the excitement of the
name 'Pirates' without seeming
bloodthirsty or frightening to
small Bucs' fans," Mitchell
said.
The idea behind the new
logo, other than gender-neutrality, is to have "uniformity,"
according to McQuilkin. With
the different logos on shirts and
sweatshirts, the college wanted
to have one set logo and script
to go by.
Another change is the new
scoreboards. New football and
basketball scoreboards were
recently installed to replace the
out-of-date scoreboards that
were previously in place.
"The new scoreboards require
less power," McQuilkin said. "If
you plugged in a pop machine to
the wall, the old scoreboards
would go out. We were long
overdue for replacements."
McQuilkin also noted when
schools replace scoreboards
they normally sell the old ones.
But the ones that Whitworth
had were so old that one retailer said they were not in good
enough condition to sell to any,
one.
New starting blocks for the
Aquatic Center, as well as
new hoops and shot clocks in
the Fieldhouse are in the
works for the department as
well.
The current basketball hoops
are about an inch too low. A
"good chunk" of the money that
was raised from Pirate Night,
the annual fundraiser auction
for the Athletic Department,
will go towards adjusting them,
McQuilkin said.
"It's something we wouldn't
choose to do if we didn't have
to," he said.
The changes to the Fieldhouse
will start in approximately three
weeks.

CONr"f) ~
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Junior Doug Blackburn runs in a cross countrY meet earlier in the season.
Blackburn finished 54th out of 215 at the national meet in WisconSin thiS
past weekend.

Runners place
54th, 56th at
Soccer seasons finish at NCAA finals
Calm Sanfordl U"hilU'/Jrlman

One of two new scoreboards In the Fieldhouse on display. The scoreboards
are only one part of the athletic departments improvements.

top of NW conference
Katy Clark
Staff writer
Exceeding expectations was the theme for
Whitworth soccer this fall.
The men's team finished first in the Northwest
Conference while the women's team took second.
The women had three losses within conference
play and five overall; the men had one loss in conference play and three overall.
The men's team was able 10 boast Ihe NWC
Offensive and Defensive Player of the Year with
sophomore forward Niko Varlamos and junior
defender Todd Sabrowski, as well as Coach of the
Year Sean Bushey.
Varlamos, Sabrowski and sophomore goal keeper Kevin Bostock were all named to the NWC first
team. Midfielders Brad Suhm, a senior, and Ali
Seyedali, a sophomore, were named 10 Ihe second
team, as well as junior forward Jonathan Carlson.
Freshman defenseman Austin Washington was one
of three freshmen to be awarded by the NWC this season and was awarded with an honorable mention.

j

r

A Pirate was nominated as the NWC Offensive
Player of the Week six different times throughout
the season, as well as two NWC Defensive Players
of the Week and several honorable mentions for
both offense and defense.
The men were expected to place second in the
conference Ihis year, according to the preseason
coaches' poll (behind Puget Sound). Yet they were
able to defeat the Loggers once and tie once this
season. This, combined with other key victories,
gave Whitworth a two-win edge over Puget Sound
and put them in first place with 37 points, while
Puget Sound had 31.
The Pirates passed Colorado College with a 2-1
victory in round one of the NCAA Division I1I
playoffs. Their season ended on Ihe road al St.
Norbert College with a 3-2 loss.
The leam will only be graduating one senior this
year, captain Brad Suhm. All other players are
expected 10 return, including Players of Ihe Year
See SOCCER ~ page 12

Sara Morehouse
Staff writer
In the last race of the crosscountry season, only two runners
represented Whitworth College
at the NCAA Division III
National Championships in
Colfax, Wis. last Saturday. But
there was nothing minimal about
their- performances.
Junior Krisli Dickey returned
10 the nalional meel for the first
time in two years. She had qualified for nationals with Ihe team
in 2002 and placed 144th out of
215 participants. In this year's
race, she was a whole new runner
and placed 56th out of 215 competitors.
Dickey ran Saturday's race
consistently with the regional
race last weekend; she was only a
second slower at nationals, with a
time of 22:49.
Dickey felt that it was a solid
race.

"It wasn't my best but it wasn't
the worst either," she said.
This was also junior Doug
Blackburn's second time at
nationals after qualifying individually for the first time last
year. In 2003, he placed 116th
out of 207 runners.
Blackburn's standing jumped
up to 54th out of 215 runners this
year. His time of 25:34 was a 17second improvement from the
regional race.
He said Saturday's competition was "one of my better times
and races this season."
Head coach Toby Schwarz
deemed the course an "honest"
one, with rolling hills and much
firmer ground than the marshy
regional race. Both Dickey and
Blackburn agreed that the main
obstacle in their races was the
amount of people, especially in

See RUNNERS .. page 12
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Pirates poised to be a factor
Trevor Strang
Staff writer
Whitworth's volleyball season came to
a disappointing halt as the Pirates fell
short of first place in the playoffs.
The Pirates finished third in the
Northwest Conference with a 12-4 conference record and 19-6 record overall.
Pacific
Lutheran
University
and
Willamette University took first and second, respectively.
"All of us had individual talent," junior
outside hitter Julie Marsh said. "But by
the end of the season we learned how to
work together physically, mentally and
emotionally. "
Whitworth ended the season with backto-back wins over Whitman College and
George Fox University. They swept both
teams, defeating the Missionaries 30-26,
33-31,30-21 and the Bruins 30-26,30-25,
33-31.
Against the Bruins, Marsh broke the
Pirate's record for digs in a three-game

match, recording 25. Senior middle blocker Katie Schrader played solid in her last
career game for the Pirates, finishing with
13 kills and 14 digs.
In the end, the Pirates led the conference
in opponent hitting percentage, assists, kills
and blocks averaged per game. The team
also averaged the second-highest hilting
percentage in the NWC at .223.
"Our biggest improvement was being
able to play at Our potential for longer periods oftime," Head Coach Steve Rupe said.
Several Pirates were awarded honors
for their remarkable play during the 2004
season.
Marsh was named to the first team AllNWC and the third team AVCA Division
111 All-American, while junior setter
Bekah Hornor and junior middle blocker
Natalie Danielson made the second team.
Schrader received honorable mention consideration.
, Hornor also was selected to the first
team All-Region and the CoSIDA
Academic All-District VIII College

Division Volleyball Team with a 3.85
OPA in biOlogy.
This was the las 1 season for Kaly
Schrader, the lone senior on the team.
"Schrader will be missed greatly,"
Marsh said. "She was our center and our
stability. She represents what our team is
capable of."
She led the NWC with an average] .01
blocks per game this season, registering
80 blocks and block assists for the Pirates.
Schrader was also a key part of the
Whitworth offense, averaging 2.77 kills a
game to end up with 227 kills for the season.
"She will be a tough person to replace,"
head coach Rupe said. "She was our
leader on and off the court."
This next season the Pirates will be tested with the loss of Schrader, but they have
a positive outlook.
"Our goal is to come out strong, make it
Jm, CI"d,/W/}Il»<>rllw.
past conference play and keep improv- Junior Julie Marsh, spiking the ball,
ing," sophomore outside hitter Angie earned first team AII-NWC and third team
All-American honors this season.
Florence said.

Fight with fans not the end of the world
Peter Smelser
Staff writer
The NBA is out of control.
Last Sunday the NBA handed out punishment to Indiana
Pacers' Ron Artest, Jermaille O'Neal and Stephen Jackson,
and Detroit Pistons' Ben Wallace for taking part in one of the
ugliest brawls in U.S. sports history, a fight between players
and fans that commissioner David Stem called "shocking,
repulsive andcinexcusable."
Stem took his shocked state out on Artest - a suspension without pay for the remainder of the season. Stem's
decision was ludicrous, while some just punishment needed to be handed out after the melee, he went too far.
What Artest was slapped with was an injustice.
Artest, O'Neal and Jackson all threw punches at spectators in the stands or on the court at the end of the nationally-televised Pacers-Pistons game.
Because charges may be filed, league officials and
police are examining videotapes of the fight. The NBA
issued a statement saying it was reviewing rules and security procedures "so that fans can continue to attend our
games unthreatened by events such as the ones that
occurred last night."
The next day on the college football field, emotions on
both sides of the Clemson-South Carolina rivalry spun out of
control late in the fourth quarter. Sidelines cleared in a fight
that delayed the game for about 10 minutes before coaches,
police and security officers got things under control.
South Carolina coach Lou Holtz and Clemson coach

rDR

c

Tommy Bowden both said they would look at lapes of the
fight and take possible action. Terry Don Phillips,
Clemson athletic director, said the ACC would also
review the fight to see if penalties had to be handed out.
What has happened over the weekend is unfortunate for
sporls, but incidences like the one last Friday, like the one
last Saturday have happened before and will probably
happen again.
There is just something about sports that places peoples
emotions on high, especially during a rivalry game. Both
the South Carolina-Clemson game and Indiana-Detroit
game were rivalry games. Does that justify what happened? No, but it's understandable how it can happen.
All the emotions and season's baggage brought into a
rival game can add up quickly. South Carolina had pointed to its game against Clemson since last season, when
they were blown out at home 63-17.

These recent brawls have not been the only two situations where players have fought this year. Toward the end
of the baseball season, with playoff implications on the
line, the Texas Rangers were taking on division rival, the
Athletics, in Oakland. The Rangers bench and bullpen
cleared when fans were razzing the players in the bullpen.
Texas relief pitcher Frank Francisco was arrested on a
charge of aggravated ballery after he threw a chair into the
right-field box seats near the Rangers' bullpen. The chair
hit a man in the head, then bounced and struck a woman
on her left temple.
History is not without its brawls either. Even Babe
Ruth's record is not clean. Ruth was battling a slump in
late May 1922 and tried to stretch a single into a double,
was thrown out, and expressed his displeasure at the call
by throwing dirt in the umpire's eye. The ump responded
by tossing Ruth.
The New York fans booed and hissed as Ruth exited the
field, pausing only to take a theatrical bow. Then in an
account of the event, a heckler behind the dugout shouted,
"You god damned big bum, why don't you play ball?"
Ruth immediately jumped onto the dugout roof and into
the stands, chased the heckler until he was too far out of
reach, then returned to the dugout roof.
And from there Ruth shouted, "Come on down and fight!
Anyone who wants to fight, come down on the fieldl Ah,
you're all alike, you're all yellowl" Ruth received a brief
See FIGHT ~ page 12

sportscorner/sports update
Holtz retirement
paves way for Spurrier
Lou Holtz will retire as coach at the
University of South Carolina after the season
apparently paving the way for Steve Spurrier
to replace him.
The 67-year-old Holtz said he was worn
out and said Spurrier would be a good
choice 10 succeed him.
Spurrier, who won a national title and six
SEC championships in 12 seasons at
Florida and most recently coached the
NFL's Washington Redskins, has agreed in
principle to be the next coach of the
Gamecocks.

Late-game brawl
mars Pacers-Pistons
A shoving match between players in
Detroit escalated into a brawl with spectators last Friday forcing an early end to the
Pacers' 97-82 win over the Pistons.
Detroit's Ben Wallace began the fracas
by delivering a hard, two-handed shove to
Indiana's Ron Artest after Wallace was

fouled on a drive to the basket with 45.9
seconds remaining.
The brawl escalated when fans threw
debris at players and Artest and teammate Stephen Jackson charged into the
stands.
Last Sunday the NBA handed out
punishments for the players actions
only.
Artest was suspended for the season,
Jackson receive a 3D-game suspension and
O'Neal will miss 25 games. Wallace was
suspended for six games. Overall nine
players were suspended for more than 140
games without pay.

Sonics off to fast
start in NBA
The Seattle Sonies aren't satisfied with just
having the NBA's best record.
Rashard Lewis scored 27 points and Ray
Allen, Seattle's leading score this sea~n,
added 24 to lead the Sonies to their ninth
straight victory, 101-94 over the Toronto
Raptors last Friday nigh!.
Seattle is 9-1, first in their conference and
leading the NDA in 3-point accuracy.

Gonzaga begins season at No. 25
The Gonzaga University men's basketball
team opened its season with a win last
Friday over Portland State University 9880.
Senior center Ronny Turiaf 1>cored 33
points and grabbed nine rebounds in the
victory.
The Associated Press voted Gonzaga in
at No. 25 in the first poll of the year, ahead
of Stanford University and the University
of Michigan.

Utah beats rival BYU,
finishes year at 11-0
The University of Utah defeated rival
Brigham Young University 52-2] last
Saturday.
The Utes' victory completed Utah's first
perfect sel.lson since 1930 and moved the
team closer to the fin.t appearance in a
Bowl Championship Series game for a
mid-major team.

Heisman Trophy hopeful, quarterback
Alex Smith, had his worst performance of
the season, throwing two interceptions.
Utah is projected to play in the Fiesta
Bowl in Tempe, Ariz.

Pirates open at 1-1
in Boston tourney
Whitworth began its regular season this
past week at the Gordon Tip-Off
Tournament in Wenham, Mass.
Whitworth took 011 Mount St. Mary
College (NY) in its first game last Fridl\y,
losing 57-46. The Pirates redeemed themselves by pulling out a 75-53 victory over
Hunter College (NY) the next day.
Northwest conference rival Puget Sound
fairer slightly better in their tournament
winning both its games by scoring 123
points.
Whitworth, next, heads to San Antonio,
Texas to take part in the Trinity University
Clas1>ic over Thanksgiving.

- Compiled by.lonatlran Gerig
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FIGHT:

MEN'S SOCCER
Whitworth Pirates
Puget Sound Loggers
Linfield Wildcats
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
Willamette Bearcats
Pacific Boxers
George Fox Bruins
Whitman Missionaries

NWC/Overall
12-3-1 16-3-1
10-3-1 13-3-3
8-5-1 10-9-1
6-7-1 7-12-1
6-8
6-11-2
5-9
7-11
4-9-1 5-12-2
2-11-1 4-13-1

FOOTBALL
NWC/Overall
Linfield Wildcats
5-0 9-0
Willamette Bearcats
4-1 7-4
Whitworth Pirates
3-2 7-2
Pacific Lutheran Lutes 2-3 6-3
Puget Sound Loggers
1-4 5-4
Lewis & Clark Pioneers 0-5 1-8

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Puget Sound Loggers
Whitworth Pirates
Willamette Bearcats
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
Whitman Missionaries
George Fox Bruins
Pacific Boxers
Linfield Wildcats
Lewis & Clark Pioneers

NWC/Overall
15-1 20-1
12-3-1 13-5-1
6-2-1 12-6-2
9-6-1 9-8-2
8-7-1 11-8-1
6-10
9-11
4-9-3 5-10-3
4-11-1 4-14-2
2-16-1
0-16

VOLLEYBALL
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
Willamette Bearcats
Whitworth Pirates
George Fox Bruins
Puget Sound Loggers
Linfield Wildcats
Whitman Missionaries
Pacific Boxers
Lewis & Clark Pioneers

NWC/Overall
15-1 17-7
13-3 19-6
12-4 19-5
8-8 13-12
7-9
8-16
6-10 8-14
5-11 7-17
4-12 5-19
2-14 3-19

Football ends year at 7-2
Afton Grossardt
Slaff writer
The regular football season
drew to a close last weekend with
the defeat of Pacific Lutheran
University 48-35, bringing the
season record to 7-2.
The sterling record of the
Pirates this year is thanks to an
extremely organized offense,
supported by a rock-hard
defense. The offense performed
exceptionally in their red zone
plays, scoring 86 percent of the
time (43 out of 50) when they
(lrove the ball into the red zone.
The excellent combination of
an effective kicker and outstanding defensive
plays lead
Whitworth to dominate the field,
goal game against all opponents.

Junior kicker Cameron Collings
made 7 out of his 9 field goal
attempts and 45 out of 48 PATs.
The defense also managed a
perfect field goal game against
all its opponents, as competing
teams failed to make any of their
seven field goal attempts against
Whitworth.
Whitworth lead the Northwest
Conference in the turnover margin, ending the season with 23
takeaways and only 10 turnovers,
averaging a plus-l.4 turnover
ratio per game.
The Pirates also managed to
break or tie four offensive
records this year.
The offense scored 366 points
in nine games, bringing their
average to 40.7 points per game,
which is the highest scoring average this school has seen.
The team this year also broke
the most total offense in a season
record with 4,185 yards and the
most total offense per game
record with 465 yards per contest.
Sophomore running back Kyle
Havercroft earned the right to
have his name in the record

RUNNERS:
Continued from page 10

the beginning.
The top 35 runners in each race are named AlI-

release your

books when he tied the 42-yearold record held by Charlie Reed,
by scoring four touchdowns in
the season opener against against
the University of Redlands.
Five Pirates this year were
named to the First Team All
NWC Team. Senior offensive
lineman Tyler Neely, senior linebacker Jeremy Scroggins, junior
place kicker Cam Collings, sophomore wide receiver Jared
Thomas, and sophomore tight
end Michael Allan.
The Pirates seem to have a
very promising season lined up
for next year. The offensive
potential should rival that of this
years since Whitworth's key
rushers, top four receivers, and
quarterbacks Joel Clark and Zach
Henningsen will be returning
next year to give it their best.
The Pirates' defensive backfield will remain for at least
another season, as well as many
of the defensive lineman.
Head coach John Tully's 41-26
coaching recOid over the past
seven years will likely continue
to look good next season.

Continued from page 11

suspension and a $200 fine for the
episode.
You might be asking, "what
does this all add up to?"
I believe what happened last
Friday night was sad, but it was
not the end of the world for the
NBA. Basketball is entertainment, like any other sport, and
that fight was entertaining. The
ratings for the remaining IndianaDetroit games will probably be
higher because of what happened.
I feel the media needs to shift
its attention elsewhere, away
from the fights. Focusing on these

SOCCER:
Continued from page 10

Varlamos and Sabrowski. Of the
55 goals Whitworth scored this
season, the players whIT scored
54 of them are returning.
Though the women did not
win a conference title, they had
several players earn NWC honors.
Sophomore midfielder Jael
Haggerot made First Team AllNWC for the second year in a
row. Joining her on the first
team are seniors forward Mary
Hultgrenn and defender Ashli
Anderson and junior mid fielder
Ashley Fisk. Junior defender
Jody Rucinski was named to
the second team.
Hultgrenn was the team's
lead scorer and tied for third
for the most goals in the NWC
with 10 goals.
"We performed really well
this year," sophomore midfielder Nicole Starkey said.
"We played well together as a
team and did a good job of controlling the ball on the field."
Despite this, the team still
had their struggles.
"We really struggled with
being consistent," Starkey said.
"We had a hard time keeping
our heads up and being mentally prepared."

two events will only cause more
drama and trauma to the organizations, players and people involved.
There is positive sporting news
that we should focus on, like
University of Utah becoming the
first school from a non-BCS conference to make a major bowl
game.
We should forget about who
punched who and who we should
all point the finger of blame at.
If the blame should be pointed, ].think it should be pointed
at Friday night's officials Ron
Garretson, Tim Donaghy and
Tommy Nunez, for not taking
immediate control of situation.
After all, it takes more than
one person to start a fight.

The women's team was
expected to place third in the
preseason coaches' poll behind
Puget Sound and Willamette.
They were able to scrape up
two more wins than WiIIamette
and gain 37 points, compared
to Willamette's 31.
The women upset Puget
Sound once this season.
"Beating UPS was definitely
the highlight of the season,"
Starkey said. "They were the
No.1 team and it was such an
emotional game. We were all so
hyped up. It meant something to
everyone."
Yet with every highlight
comes
a
disappointing
moment. For Starkey, it was
losing to George Fox.
"We knew we needed to win
to stay on top and we overestimated them," Starkey said. "It
was a major disappointment."
The women's team will be
losing four players next year.
Starkey said that it shouldn't
hurt the team too much, however.
"It will affect us, but we have
lots of strong people who were
on the bench, strong backups,
and returning underclassmen,"
she said.
Both soccer teams had great
seasons and are looking to next
year's sea~on to improve even
further.

National Runners, which is what Blackburn and
Dickey were shooting for, but they are not at all
disappointed with their races.
Schwarz reported that he was also very pleased
with their performances. "They both ran really
smart races and were moving up the entire race,"
he said.
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Thai food requires universal system
Restaurants should regulate spices
to save diners' tastebuds
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War report can
help discussion
The war in Iraq is flat out wrong, according
to the Whitworth-affiliated Presbyterian
Church (USA). The United States has no
business whatsoever being there and the war
violates the Just War Theory, claims the
upper echelons of PC (USA) in a 17-page
statement released earlier this year.
The general assembly says the war in Iraq
breaks with the Just War Theory, a set of
guidelines created by Christian nations to
judge for when to wage war. The Bush
administration failed to pursue other resorts,
lacked a just cause and a legitimate authority,
and had no clear victory in sight, the statement says.
As a PC (USA) college, are Whitworth students and faculty obliged to withdraw their
support of the war and its mission? Not at all.
We can listen to the arguments the PC (USA)
makes, discuss the war with others and form
our own opinions. But we shouldn't base our
opinion on the war solely from one source, no
matter how authoritative it is. Plus, the
church is not going to excommunicate its
members just for having a different opinion
about the Iraqi conflict.
The PC (USA) report may not influence
students that much, especially those who are
not part of the church. But its conclusion on
the war in Iraq holds some influence in the
academic environment at Whitworth and may
affect now some professors view the war in
Iraq -especially those who already oppose
the war on Just War Theory or theological
grounds.
Whitworth's academic environment is not
as anti-war as many colleges and universities
in America, but even the unscientific mock
election last month indicated that Democratleaning and Ralph Nader-supporting professors outnumber Republican-leaning professors at least two to onc.
As students, it's important to understand
and defend our beliefs, regardless of whether
we agree with views expressed in Whitworth
academia or not.
Also, students should not be afraid to question professors' statements. There are many
examples of professors stepping out of their
field of expertise and getting facts mixed up,
such as a Whitworth professor who claimed
that John Adams wrote the Federalist Papers.
Regardless of whether students agree with
the conclusion the PC (USA) has on the war
in Iraq, we can learn from the attitude with
which the church approaches the debate: It is
responsibly asking for study, dialogue and
then action. The church's method of conversation - reasoned discussion, not authoritative mandates - is the proper means du jour.
It is through discussion, not lectures, that
we can better form our opinions. Thus, don't
be afraid to speak in defense of your worldview if it's challenged by a professor or classmate. One civilized conversation can be more
enlightening than a thousand lectures since it
has more potential to change minds or shift
worldviews.
By no means are we saying that professors
have no idea what they're talking about. Far
from it. Whitworth is blessed with an incredibly astute staff that would not be here if they
knew nothing about their subjects.
But be vocal when your epistemological
toes are being stepped on by something that
is being taught. More often than not, you'll
find that you're not alone.
"/11 the Loop," wr;uen by the editorial board,
represellfs tile editorial voice 01 Tile Whitwortlliall.

Take tasers off flights
ince the tragedy of the Sept. 11, 2001,
attacks, the airline industry has capital.
ized on fear to sell tickets and save
floundering corporations. The most recent
strategy: arm flight crews with tasers.
Two weeks ago, Korean Airlines received
Colin permission from the United States
Robeson Transportation Safety Administration to use
is all tasers on their airplanes in order to make pas0PIllIOI/:, sengers feel safer.
In response, United Airways applied for
writer
for The the same permit and has purchased more than
Whitworlhiall, 1,300 tasers to arm their pilots.
a sophomore
Airlines, in response to low revenues since
and majoring the terrorist attacks, have made it a point to
in religIOn. assure the American public that once again
Comments can they can safely fly the friendly skies.
be sent to Apparently, terrorist-free flights means placcrobeson02@ ing tasers on commercial airlines.
whitworth.edu.
A taser is a hand-held device that fires two
gas-propelled barbs connected to trailing
wires. When the barbs penetrate the subject's skin or clothing, the taser discharges a shocking 50,OOO-voIt, low current
(26 watt) electrical charge.
As long as the barbs make good contact, a taser can instantaneously incapacitate its intended subject. The effects can
last for several seconds and can be reactivated repeatedly.
Once the current flow stops, the subject generally recovers in
less than one minute.
While the concept of putting tasers on planes has received
strong public support, industry experts remain divided over
the safety, security and effectiveness of such measures. The
problem is that every weapon heightens the risk of collateral
injury as well as the potential for the weapon to be used
against the intended operator. Additionally, every type of
weapon has unique properties that create unique challenges
and opportunities.

S

Here lies the quandary: We can either provide airline persollnel another way to make passengers feel safe or place a potentialIy dangerous variable into an already volatile environment.
The American people must remember that we already have a
number of safety measures in place. Tasers won't increase our
level of safety. "They merely give us a false sense of security.
The effectiveness of less-than-lethal weapons in an aircraft
environment has not been widely studied. Aircratl arc unique
in the sense that air is re-circulated ill a small space, critical
flight safety-related instruments can be easily damaged, and
passengers, crew and aggressors are confined together for the
duration of flight. The risk of collateral injury is significantly higher under these conditions.
Among the less-than-lethal weapons that arc currently
available, tasers are widely regarded as the most potentially
effective form of protection for passengers and flight crews.
Korean Airlines has been using tasers outside of the United
States for over three years. United Airlines purchased several hundred M-26 taser guns and, after approval from the
Transportation and Security Agency, they intend to install
them in lock boxes in the cockpits of all their planes. The airline already is training cabin crew and flight deck erew on
their usc:'; however, the number of personnel being trained
remains classified and they have no intentions of announcing
those numbers publicly.
First, I think airlines arc acting hastily, and I'm not alone.
A report issued by Sarah V. Hart, Director of the National
Institute of Justice, to the Subcommittee on Aviation Hearing
on Anning Flight Crews Against Terrorist Acts stated that placing tasers on aircraft raised more concerns than they alleviated.
She questioned their effectiveness and the readily available countermeasure. According to FBI data, tasers fail to
incapacitate their intended subject in 15 to 30 percent of
deployments. Also countermeasures such as heavy clothing
See
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Church ignores child abuse
Allison
Carr
is all Opinions
writer
for The
Whlfworlhiall,
a junior and
majoring in
Ellglish and
political sludies. Commenls
can be sent 10
acarr02@
whitworth. edu.

What is the Catholic Church
thinking?
On Nov. 15, the U.S.
Conference of Catholic Bishops
elected Bishop William Skylstad
of Spokane as president. The
Conference is the main Catholic
body of leadership in the United
States. As president, Bishop
Skylstad will represent the U.S.
Catholic Church to the rest of the
world.
A few days prior to the election, Skylstad announced his diocese's plans to file for bankruptcy. Apparently, the Spokane
Diocese does not have enough
money to cover the damages being
sought in sexual abuse lawsuits.

Is there 110 bis)}op to be
found ill the United States
not tied to scandal?"
I(

The Spokane Diocese is not
the only one to file for bankruptcy in the face of mounting scandal. The Portland and Tucson,
Ariz., dioceses have also filed
for chapter cleven.
Bankruptcy
filings
have

become, literally, the million-dollar question. Everyone files for
bankruptcy these days and the
Catholic Church is not about to
be left out.
In the face of these dioceses'
bankruptcy filings, the whole
Enron debacle looks like less and
less of a big deal. Martha
Stewart's crime fades into the
oblivion of minor disgrace. In its
abundance, scandal has become
far less scandalous.
Given the past three years of
intense sexual abuse allegations
and litigation proceedings, one
See CHURCH .. pcige 15
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Thai food needs new stars
America lacks a consistent spice-rating program
Friends, we've reached an age
where it is simply uncivilized to for Asian foods, an initiative I have dubbed the
allow Asian restaurants to continue People's Standardized Star System (PSSS).
The current star-spice system within Asian cuioperating the way they are currentsine is a fine first step towards democracy. After all,
ly.
I don't know if you've noticed, if you don't want it too hot, you have the freedom
James but we need reform. We need con- to order a one-star.
However, it is preposterous to think of the current
Singleton sideration. We need rules and regusystem
as ever being truly effective unless the cuslations.
Let
me
explain.
is an
Not 100 long ago, I had a girl- tomer knows what scale the system is based on.
Opimons
writer friend who liked Thai food. We Just imagine if our pharmaceutical programs operfor The were in Seattle one week, and being ated in the same way,
"Doc, I need some pain killers,
Whilworthian, the gentleman that
not too strong though, maybe a twoa senior and I am, I decided to
majoring in plan a date. I purstar. By the way, how strong is
journalism. chased a bottle of
that?"
Comments can fine wine, filled up
"Dh, somewhere between table
(l The PSSS is a step
be sent to jsin- my car with gas,
salt and unfiltered morphine."
gleton02@ brought a couple
toward breaking the
"Egad!"
whitworth.edu. glasses and a blanLuckily, someone in the pharmashackles forged onto
ceutical industry decided it would
ket and we drove to
Amen'cans Asian be prudent to specify the contents of
the beach to watch the sun set. An
restaurants and their each and every pill so that there is
hour later, with darkness encroachsome consistency across brands. All
ing and hunger pangs setting in, I
utterlY suo/ective
I'm asking for is the same level of
whisked her away to a nearby Thai
spice ratings. "
professionalism within the Asian
restaurant based on a friend's recfood market in America.
ommendation. Things were going
While some would be quick to
splendidly.
dismiss all of this as the half-baked
"I'll have the Phad Thai please
notions of some crackpot, I know
- spiced at three stars," she said.
Me: ''I'll take the Mussamun curry soup - three for a fact this problem affects the greater Whitworth
student body. In my conversations with students, I
stars."
Within a few biles of our Asian cuisine, we both have sensed a growing disillusionment with the
knew something was terribly wrong. The three stars current spice-rating system.
"The last time I ate Thai, I ordered a two-star,
at this Seattle eatery were nothing like the three
stars we both knew back home. They were much because I didn't want it to be too hot," junior Jordan
Kames said. "But I could have definitely done a
hotter.
,
What had the potential to be one of the most three."
. Unacceptable! In an age where we have the abilromantic nights of my life ended with violent retching back .at the hotel and a horrible outbreak of ity to zoom through more than a hundred channels,
hives. For some 'time, I blamed myself for feeling customize our pizzas and shop online, why do we
too confident with my international ordering
prowess. However, as I had more time to reflect, I
See THAI Ito page 15
realized that it was not my fault, but my country's.
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Aim for truth, not tolerance
"Toleration is
the virtue of those
who believe in
lIothing" (G.K.
CheMerton).
It is not infre-

,
)'

Adrian quent that one
Teo hears expression&
is a such as "we have
guest writer to be tolerant" or
for The "don't judge or
will
be
Whitworfhian, you
and all as~oci judged."
ate professor
The messages
of psychology that we are supCommellls can posed to receive
be sent to are that we should
ateo@ all be accepting
whltworth.edu. of the behaviors,
beliefs and ideas
of others, that we should not be so
quick to judge, perhaps not judge
at all, or that we should just live
and let live.
After all, we do live ill a. free
society, don't we, and doesn't
freedom really amount to doing
whatever we want to do, as long
as we don't infringe on the freedom and rights of someone else?
Well, in a society where people
who subscribe to many diffe~ent
accounts of reality- have to live'
together, it does seem to make
sense to promote the virtue of tolerance. I often hear Christians
reminding other Christians not to
judge, "or you too will be judged"
(Matt. 7:1). But the very next
verse explains why - "for in the
same way you judge others, you
will be judged, and with the measure you use, it will be measured to
you."
The apostle Paul wrote, "when
you, a mere man, pass judgment

on them and yet do the same
things, do you think you will
escape God's judgment?" (Rom.
2:3).
These verses do not appear to
be an indiscriminate prohibition
against judging, but instead they
serve as a warning to judge only
according to the same standards

Truth} 110t tolerance,
is what the Christian
faith is about. "

It

that we hold ourselves to.
lt is self-righteousness that is
prohibited. We cannot judge others and expect impunity when we
are also committing the same sinful behaviors and we should not
hold others to a standard to which
we do not wish (0 be held up to.
After all, Jesus did also say that
one should "stop judging by mere
appearances, and make a right
judgment" (John 7:24).
Furthermore, Paul himself
clearly pronounced judgments on
occasion (e.g. 1 Cor 5:1-3). Yes,
we should judge and be intolerant
of wrong behaviors because we
are committed to truth, and therefore we must call evil "evil" and
good "good." But we should
judge with mercy and without
condemnation (James 2:13).
Remember that even as Jesus forgave the woman caught in adultery, nevertheless, he pronounced

her behavior as it was - sin.
(John 8:4-11)
Toleration fails the test of truth
in the realms of ideas and persons.
We are mistaken when we promote the uncritical toleration of
ideas that are false or dangerous.
The commitment to truth requires
that we not tolerate ideas uncritically. (deas are to be judged and, if
deemed untrue, they are to be
rejected. The toleration of false
and dangerous ideas is a violation
of the commitment to truth.
Furthermore, persons also
should not be merely tolerated.
Yes, you read that correctly.
Persons are NOT to be tolerated,
because that is not the Christian
ideal. We are called to love our
neighbors and to love our enemies.
Persons, therefore, are to be
loved and treated as creatures of
inviolable dignity and inestimable
worth, made in the image and likeness of the Almighty God. And
sometimes the loving thing to do
would be to judge and call evil
"evil" and good "good," which in
tum, offers the person in question
a reality "wake-up call." To merely tolerate is to treat that person as
less than who he or she truly is.
Therefore, let's abandon our
uncritical attachment to tolerance,
the one that is often purchased at
the price of denying our differences. Truth, not tolerance, is what
the Christian faith is about. Our
commitment to truth requires that
we go far beyond merely tolerating
the people around us, for it calls
us to live in self-sacrificial love
for the sake of others for the
glory of God.

I~
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Continued from page 13

Sunday school lessons still ring true
l too often I forget the
things I learned in Sunday
chool have any importance
on the way I live my life now.
I know I've thought, "Yeah,
'Sunday school' answers are just the
Chrlstyn right thing to say, right way to act
Kal Lau when everyone is watching, but
is a guest come on .. .is it really?"
writer
Surprisingly, over these few years
for 1'he I've learned all too well that it is the
WhilWar/lliall, way to live regardle~s of who is
a senior and watching. The point is that the simple
majorillg ill truths that I learned in Sunday school
religioll. really do matter and I fUld that they
Commell1S call
be sent to are not as simple to live out today.
clauOl@
A 'simple truth that comes to
whltworth.edu. mind is about Jesus. Christians like
to elude to the simple truth that he
is the one we say died on a cross for our sins and
rose again three days later. Even more, we like to
add that he is also both fully God
and fully human.
So here's the question, what

Al

something even deeper. Life is more than just a mix
of feelings, it also has relational purposes. Yet I
forget this, especially when it comes to his truth.
This brings me to the second point: Truth and
feelings are quite different from one another,
because I'd hate to think thaI if I'm having a bad
day, God has forsaken me.
His truth is the thing that makes me praise him
and want to share him. Psalm 46:10 says, "Be still,
and know that I am God! I will be exalted among
the nations! I will be exalted in the earth."
Now don't read that one too quickly. It's really
profound. The psalmist said stop and recognize that
God is real. Moreover, recognize that he is meant 10
be worshiped. But this only begs the question,

Why?

t

Well, I found the answer io this qUIli>iioli in
Colossians 1:19·20, which says, "For God was
pleased to have all his fullness dwell in him ...
through him to reconcile to himself all things ... by
making peace through his blood, shed on the cross."
And coupler! with this is that
Jesus died gracefully for my deepest sin and also rose from that
does that mean for how we should
excruciating death. He survived
live?
that cross.
I( I need a relationship
Well, it will mean three things:
Before Jesus left to go to the
with Jesus that reaches cross,
The first is that this Jesus is real,
he said these hope-giving
the second is that he offers hope
bryond SundtfJ' and
words in John 16:33, "I have told
for us today and the third is that
you these things, so that in me
cifJects the rest
I'm going to want to know what
you may have peace. In this world
my life.. · }}
his truth means for those around
you will have trouble. But take
me.
heart! I have overcome' the
world."
[n my quest to understand the
simple truth of how to make the
This verse (read it again if you
gospel real in my life, I look to John Ortberg's need to in order for it'to take it's full effect) is powbook. "The Life You've Always Wanted."
erful. It's meant to give hope and make us praise
" ... The term 'spiritual life' is simply a way of God. The balance between Christ's sacrifice of
referring to one's life - every moment and facet of it grace and the truth that he is the God who conquers
- from God's perspective. Another way of saying it death is the fuel that inspires us to be known as
is this: God is not interested in your 'spiritual life.' Christians.
God is just interested in your life. He intends to
I desperately need this gospel preached to me
redeem it," Ortberg wrote.
daily, that I need to pray this truth is continually
Sweet, what does that mean?
made real in order to have an ever-growing relaIt seems to imply that the Jesus, who is both God tionship with him. I need a relationship with
and man, wants to give me life. It implies that Jesus Jesus that reaches beyond Sunday and affects the
doesn't just want those three minutes of prayer rest of my life, a life that begins being still
before my dinner meal and the five minutes of before God in reverence and recognizing that he
prayer before [ start my day. He would like me to be is God.
a vessel of continual worship.
God is not dead and that's very good news for me
Note, that does not mean continual happy-go- today, and it is good news for those around you.
lucky-bubbly-ness, although it could. It also means Enjoy believing in his truth and living.

of

One of the most important features of the PSSS
program however, will be the decals. Restaurants in
compliance with the guidelines set forth will feature
Continued from page 14
a prominent sticker at the entrance letting customers know that this is a "safe haven." In other
have to put up with this level of dining uncertainty? words, you can feel confident knowing you'll get
The PSSS is a step toward breaking the shackles exactly the spiciness you order.
forged onto Americans by Asian restaurants and
Community action leagues, PTA members and
their utterly subjective spice ratings. I'm calling for church attendees will all be encouraged to only cat
legislation. I'm calling for action. A four-star in at restaurants displaying the PSSS sticker, thus
Spokane should be no different that a four-star in forcing the few remaining Asian restaurants who
Omaha.
insist on having it their own way into early retireHow will this all of this be accomplished? Like ment.
every other valuable charter, the PSSS will be
While critics might argue that the PSSS is a thinaccomplished through education and public awarely
veiled
attempt at creative control or even censure,
ness. The first step is training the food handlers and
I
would
argue
that we aU have to make a few concooks to know exactly how much red pepper goes
into a one-star, a two-star and a three-star, etc., cessions for the bettennent of society. It's something
meal. Brightly colored posters reminding employ- I call tough love. And come on, who wants the line
ees of proper measurements will adorn the walls of . cook gelling "creative" with your food anyways?
'Nuffsaid.
participating restaurants.

THAI:

would think the Catholic
Church would be extremely
sensitive to any further discredit of its reputation. The
U.S. Conference of Catholic
Bishops should have elected
someone to the presidency that
was not only prominent, but
also squeaky clean. Logic,
however, has quite escaped
this particular Conference of
Bishops.
True, accusations of child
abuse have become commonplace. Look no further for an
example than the infamous
Michael Jackson, whom the
public has branded a child
molester even though he has
not been convicted - yet.
However, it doesn't even
matter if Bishop Skylstad tries
to avoid responsibility for the
abuse cases by filing for bankruptcy. What matters, in terms
of public opinion, is that at the
very least, he appears to be
avoiding responsibility.
Is there no bishop to be found
in the United States not tied to
scandal?
Bishop Skylstad is named in
several lawsuits that accuse the
Spokane Diocese of covering
up molestation cases. Wasn't
there anybody who could better
represent
this
country's
Catholics to the rest of the
world? After all, Skylstad's
election has not only been followed by Americans, but the
rest of the world as well. The
int~rnational community is paying attention.
The election of Skylstad puts
the metaphorical icing on the
cake of Catholic scandal. It is
the latest addition to a mounting
pile of evidence that the
Catholic Church in the United
States is either ignoring abuse
cases or in complete denial of
the problem.
Over the last 50 years, more
than 4,000 Roman Catholic
priests in America have faced
sexual abuse allegations. It has
been estimated that more than
10,000 children have been
abused by clergy.
Obviously, something is seriously wrong. While every
Catholic priest is not a
pedophile, the high number of
child abuse cases being tied to
the Catholic Church is clearly
indicative of a clear and ongoing problem that needs to be
addressed.
Every moment that the
Catholic Church ignores Ihis
problem it grow bigger and
more unmanageable.
U.S.
Catholic leadership should
instead reflect a commitment to
serve and care for the Catholic
community.
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so un din 9 boa rd/question of the week I

Q: Do you think ASWC should consolidate its e·mails into one e-mail
sent out each day?

Get your thoughts In print!
Letters to the editor

Guest commentaries

The Whitworthian welcomes your responses to stories appearing in the newspaper
or views on issues of interest to the college community. Letters must bear the
writer's name, year (if applicable), major (or position in the college) and phone
number (for verification purposes only). Anonymous letters cannot be published.
Please keep length to a maximum of 300 words. We reserve the right to edit all
letters for content and space. Send letters to: Letters to the Editor, Box 4302,
Campus Mail or e-mail to editor@whitworth.edu. Letters must be received by 5
p.m. on Friday for publication in the following Tuesday's issue.

The Whitworth ian encourages members of the campus to submit longer guest commentaries about issues relevant to the community. Commentaries of 700 words or less
will be published as space permits. We arc looking for commentaries that arc relevant
and well-researched. To ensure a beller chance of publishing, please contact The
Whitworth ian with specifics regarding when YOll plan to submit your commenlllry and
what you arc interested in addressing. We reserve the right to edit all submissions
for content and space. Commentaries should be e-mailed to
editor@whitworth.edu.
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ASWCBudget

Record on charity
giving inconsistent
f

"
/

i
).

"

I am writing about the inconsistent spending of the student activity money in the ASWC unallocated funds.
While raising money for Warner Southern College during the week of Warren Peace, I requisitioned for ASWC
to match whatever the students raised, up to $300 dollars.
The Student Finance committee failed it because it felt
ASWC dollars should not be used for charity.
About a month later, I was asked to do a constituency
report about giving $500 of student unallocated money to
Kenneth Andrews to help with damages to his house from
a fire. This passed and the Finance committee even
allowed it to be raised to $750 because Kenny is part of
our "community."
Now I love Kenny, and my heart aches for his loss, but
student funds are student funds. If one charity cannot be
helped, then no charity should be helped. Who are we to
judge what should be given and when?
Warner Southern wrote a letter to us asking for help,
and we stilI have roughly $20,000 in student unallocated
funds. But since they are not part of our community, we
could not afford to give up $300 to help them with their
dorms.
I understand that we cannot give to all charities, that is
just too much money for our budget, but how is it that we
give to some and not others? There needs to be a by-l.aw
or something in the ASWC Constitution about spendmg
students' money on charity, and what is fair to all.

Renee Huggins, Warren Senator
Sophomore
English

Home states

Oregon is the best
state in America
Over fall break, I made the long drive back to
Bend, Ore., and I had a realization: I live in the greatest state in the union.
I know what all of you are thinking right now: Shut
up, you're from Oregon, what do you know. And trust
me, I know you are just saying that because of an
unconscious jealousy for living in any state that is
inferior to Oregon.
I hate to stereotype all Whitworth students, but I
believe that it is safe to say unlef>s you live in our fair
state and I think I can speak for the other
Oregonians on campus - that the rest of you seem to
be malicious toward us. It is safe to say that some of
you are missing its unsung glory, so allow me to make
my case.
Exhibit A: Eastern Washington. Now, just for the
record, there will always be a spot in my heart for
Spokane. I have found some great places to go and
enjoy myself even in the surrounding Inland Empire,
but as soon as you travel too far, you enter a visual and
spatial vacuum.
I know and care for many of you from the vast
expanse that is Eastern Washington, but I don't envy
your scenery. Now, within 20 minutes of crossing over
into the aforementioned 'great state, you have the
pleasure of seeing either the majestic Cascade
Mountains or even the massive hills lining the
Columbia Gorge.
Exhibit B: Untapped Laziness. Alright, if you are
still not convinced by my last point, I think you will
easily be swayed when I tell you that people in Oregon
will pump your gas FOR you. I have heard all the
jokes before, and been ridiculed my fair share, but I
am now educated in the art of petroleum distribution.
I acknowledge the fact that those in Oregon who
have obtained jobs "pumping" gas are primarily
unclean, low income. Caucasian males, but what a
better way to show care for your citizens than to provide jobs to the white trash (I apologize for anyone
that is offended). And to further our slothful tendencies, the blessed Oregon legislature mailed MY ballot
to MY house, and I can send it in at my leisure.
Now I emplore you to take these Ingenious ideas for
,.

TASERS:
Continued from page 13
or makeshift shielding are readily available.
Another concern was the limited number of
shots. Tasers are only commercially available
in one- or two-shot models. After a laser has
been fired, it cannot easily be reloaded.

their awesomeness without your usual disdain.
Now, I know that some of you will still not agree
with what I have said, and unfortunately some of those
people are very close to me and call me their friend,
but I ask you to put jealousy aside and live happily in
a sub-par state.
You may think I am leaving out key points, like the
fact that Oregon tried to elect that idiot John Kerry
into office, and they legalized marijuana. But I ask that
you would look past the few blemishes (alright, several blemishes) and give us a chance.
If you are still having trouble believing me, I am
going home for Thanksgiving and would love to show
you around. And if that doesn't work, I mean really,
Oregon beat Washington State University and the
University of Washington. What more can you say?
So be thankful in this holiday season for your
friends from the south. God Bless.

Jake Milliron
Junior
Math

Gay Marriage Bans

Civil unions erode
traditional marriage
Re: "Let all couples marry," Nov. 16.
I was puzzled by the statement: "Roughly two million people stand to be affected by the laws concerning
same-sex couples that were passed in the last election."
In the three states that banned same-sex marriage,
the 4.5-plus million people who live in those states
will be affected. This data doesn't include the population in the eight other states that banned gay marriage.
Anyone who's married stands to be affected, not just
gay couples.
The article stated: "(Civil unions) belittle a lifelong
commitment made by two people to support and care
for each other." This statement is correct but not in the
way it was intended to be. Civil unions erode and
belittle the foundation of marriage, an institution
between man and wife.
The implication that denying same-sex marriage is
the same as supporting education oppression and slavery is offensive.
The article states. "Separate ... can never be equal.
Civil unions do not afford the same rights and benefits
that marriages offer." This statement implies that
same-sex unions should be the same as a marriage
between one man and one woman. The statement also
implies that to deny same-sex couples the right to
defile the covenant of marriage is the same as supporting the educational oppression of African-Americans
in the '50s.
"Equality cannot be reached by going halfway. It is
not enough to count as three-fifths of a person, and it
is not enough to receive three-fifths of the rights of
marriage," the article states. Gays are not now, and
never were, slaves. The three-fifths of a person in the
constitution relates to states representation in
Congress. Tluee-fifths of a person doesn't refer to
civil rights.
If you want to support gay marriage go ahead, jUf>t
don't call me a slave holder for opposing it.

John R. Lesh
SenIOr
PhYSICS

Gaming Issue

Students need to
re-adjust priorities
As I flipped through the last edition of The
Whitworthian, it was disgusting to see how much we
have allowed video games to permeate our culture and
become accepted among us without thought or discussion.
I think it was rightly justifiable for students to be
upset with the Homecoming poster a few weeks ago,

And most importantly there was some anxiety
about the effects of a laser upon the aircraft electrical systems. The effect of a high-voltage electrical discharge on aircraft electrical systems has
not been widely studied. Significant research
needs to be conducted before we would know for
sure that these devices would not create interference.
Second, arcn't we going over the top here?
Airlines arc feeding on Americans' fears and

but why does this new form of idolatry not !eceive the
same criticism? The impact of lime lost to Video games
is much more destructive than having posters with
cleavage on our walls.
After reading weeks of commentary defending and
attacking those posters, it makes me wonder why an
editorial hasn't been written about the prostitution,
drugs, violence or vulgarity of "Grand Theft Auto: San
Andreas."
Grades drop because of time spent on video games.
Relationships suffer because we find it more entertai!ling to watch a screen than to talk to people. Our Witness suffers because less time is spent in prayer, fellowship and scripture combined than time spent playing video games.
But even with all of this, there is no offer of programs to help combat this problel!l and there is n.o
drive 10 get students away from thelf TV screens. It IS
just the opposite: We are celebrating this idol and
encouraging its growth only in anticipation of the next
newest game.
What benefits do video games really have? After
turning off the game, what skills or knowledge have
been gained by playing? Why do these games deserve
so much of our time?
I understand the enjoyment of the games and, as
some of my friends know, there have definitely been
times when I have played too much. But once it comes
to the point where students choose a video game over
their friends, over their education and over God then I
must speak out.
As long as there are people skipping church because
they were up too late playing a video game, or playing
alone in a room hour after hour, then I must voice my
sadness. Priorities must be made right.

Nathan Mesaros
Senior

Religioll

'Gaming issue' a
waste of space
I am sorry, but that had to be the biggest waste of
recycled paper I have ever tried to read.
Last I checked this was a college paper designed to
focus on real issues such as the conclusion of the presidential election or the Veteran's Day ceremony held
on campus. This is not a high school that devotes a
new!>paper to the socially inept who get carpal tunnel
from feeding an addiction that requires them to do a lot
of sitting and partaking in plenty of male bonding.
If you thought that by devoting such a large spread
on this habit, you may be reaching out to a lot of different readers, then I disagree. I don't think I'm wrong
when I say that ii's no accident that not one girl is featured in any of the five pictures devoted to the garners.
True, many of the guys have girly-Iength hair, but it
just seems that this in-house dependence is reserved
mainly for males (not to mention a vast minority of
males who linger in the dank halls of BaldwinJenkins).
I noticed that Malt Moore is coordinating a Halo 2
tournament. I, on the other hand, will not chastise his
actions because of the fact that he is probably making
some sort of money off these people. The same way I
don't chastise the creators of such things as the pet
rock; I would only chastise the consumer.
So I request that in the rest of the forthcoming
issues, we please focus on something that perhaps is
more pertinent to the majority of campus who really
could care less about who was the first person to own
"Halo 2" at Whitworth.
I would offer the invitation to come to my room in
Boppell, room 207, to talk about this. But I must warn
you, I don't think the wires On your controller arc long
enough to make the trip to my room.
If you do come, I will be happy to laugh at you.

Philip Culbertson
Junior

Speech Commurlicatioll

EdiJor s note: TIle only person who made motley from tile "Halo
2" toumamenJ was'the tnumanlenl CluunplOtI, "Cap/ail/Futlk. "

taking advantage of our paranoia in order to
make a buck. The airline industry is in serious
financial trouble right now and they are looking for a way to dig themselves oul.
We need to find a balance between being lax
about safety and being so concerned that
everyday life becomes a nuisance. Three years
ago our live~ changed. We have adapted as
necessary, but accepting the use of lasers upon
airlines should not be part of that adaptation.
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Women's hoops dominates

Fun with food

Whitworth women race off to a 5-0 start with
strong shooting from beyond the arc.

The Whitworthian looks at a few of those unique
culinary creations that students make.
Spread, pages 8-9

SPOrts,

page 10
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Alumni
giving
stagnates

Guest dancer Derek Bluff feels the beat while wear·
mg traditional Native American garb dUring Native
American Awareness Night last Thursday night.

Jamie Evans

boarding school, Viken experienced

Bethany Monroe
Siaff writcr.\

racism: If any students were caught

•

•

A!> the percentage of Whitworth alumni who
give back to their alma mater has stuttered over
the past several years, college administrators
have become mcrea5.ingly concerned about the
school's financial aid program and other givingdependent need~.
To publicly emphasize the problem, President
Bill Robinson ~ent out a special editIOn of IllS
Mind and Heart new!>leUer last month, calling
the percentage of alumni who give "below an
understandable level [or a !>chool of Whitworth's
quality."
Each Chflstmas sea!>on, al1 appeal for donationl> arnves in alumni mail boxes, but they are
uwally not wfltten by Robinson. This season,
Robinson authored the appeal to generate nttention and funds, Director of Development and
Annual Givlllg Tad Wlsenor !>aid.
"People pay attention to the needs and Importance of allnual givmg when Bill Robinson talk!>
about them because he is the pre!>ident, and he
h<ls earned people'5 attentIOn," Wlsenor said
Current tuition and fees cover only 68 percent
of Whitworth's operating budget. To make up that
difference and provide increa~ed 5.cholarship
opportunities, Willtworth relics Oil outSide donations, Wlsenor s,ud.
"The key in all of this b that tuitIOn docs not
cover the total cost of a year at Whitworth,"
Wisenor said.
Nearly 23.5 percent of alumni gave last year.
Though the percentage hm, risen slightly in the
past two years, it b st[1I below the 25.3 percent
mark in the 2000-2001 academic year. Last year's
donatIOn rate remains higher thall the national
average, however, but IS still lower than
Robl!lson and Wisenor's expectatIOns.
"By increasing alumlll giving, we send a mes!>age to other donors that our constituents value
their education of Mind and Heart," Kristi Burns,
See GIVING .. page 4
-
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he wrinkles that shroud Evelyn

Viken's eyes tell a story of the

hardship growing up as a Native

American on a reservation.
She did not speak English until she
was eight years old. While a young girl

In

speaking Navajo to each other, they
were given a tooth brush or piece of
cloth to shine the floor.
Viken, the mother of a sophomore
Whitworth student, did not understand
why she and her people were being
treated this way.
Now, eight years after a NatIVe
American club dissolved on campus,
Vlken's daughter and other students are
~~~~~~~,rj~l~~d ilelping revive the club and tnrruduce
their culture to Whitworth.

•

Defining their vozce
JeSSica Davis
Eric Fredriksen
Staff writers
Tllnes have changed slIlce Evelyn Viken went 10 boarding
school, but there IS still a lack of knowledge about the Native
American community, Whitworth students of the newlyformed Four Directions Nallve Club and ItS supporters say.
"I don'l know if there is overt racism here ~ just a lack of
awareness about cullure," Assi!>tant Dean of Programming
and Diverl>ity Esther Louie said. "Many of us have many
stereotypes. There is an uncon~cious lack of awareness about
minoflties Oil this campus."
In al1 effort to introduce the Native American perspective
to Whitworth, an event called Entering the Circle was held. It
featured authentic song, dance, drumming, art and guest

speakers from the Native American commulllty.
"As a Native American, I fcel very small," said Cry!>tal
Vlken, a sophomore and the daughter of Evelyn Viken
"(Whitworth) is a small community. We have to represent
more than nornHiI. I came to Whitworth to share my hfe."
The speaker~ at the event all had stories of hardship [rom
their life.
This year, after an eight-year absence, the Fom Direction5.
Native Club has been recreated in an altempt to bring awarenc!>s to Whitworth of the Native Ameflcans on campul>.
"Most of the popUlation here at Whitworth docs not know
who the Nativc American students are," Louie said.
The Native American club has about 11 members and only
half arc Native Americans. 'The club's small membership is
See VOICE .. poge 4

--------~~-

Car thefts alarm students
Tim Coughlin
Staff writer
Senior James Singleton drove his car
downtown two weeks ago 10 browse a local
store. An hour later, he eXited the building
to return to his car II is vehicle was
nowhere to he seen.
"f! was a weird Illoment [or me. I walked
outSide and could have sworn I parked right
by the store," Smgleton said. "So I walked
arollnd the block and still couldn't find Illy
car, thnt's when I called the police."
A few days later, the police found
Singleton's car torn <ipart in the downtown
Senior James Slllgleton's car was found in area.
pieces three days after It was stolen The
"(The thieves) put my car through a chop
person wllo reported the car to the police !>hop and practically everything from the
said It had been sitting in front of a house engine to the scats were stripped,"
for tl1ree days
Slllglcton said.
Singleton has filed a police report, hut

said there IS a only a slllall chance of filldIIlg those gUIlty because of recent budget
cuts to the Spokane Police Department,
leaving auto theft and related Issue~ at a
low priority.
There have abo been several inCidents of
on-~ampus car thefts and vandalism.
Freshman Andrew Parrott has been parking
his 1997 Mitsubishi Eclipse in the parking
lot between Stewart and Boppell for the
pa~t four months. Three weeks ago, he was
notlflCd by Whitworth ~ecuflty that damages had been done to his ear the previous
nigh!.
"The center console was torn apart and
my uflver side window was ~mashed. They
tried to take my CD deck, but couldn't get
it out," Parrol! ~aid. "The only thing I
found mi~sing was my ashtray a!>!>emhly
that had sOllie change in it and will cmt
$100 to replace from the dealer~hip."

CAR THEFT FACTS
.. Every 27 seconds, a motor vehicle
IS stolen In the United States.
.. The odds of a vehicle being
stolen were 1 In 196 In 2000.
"Only 14 1 percent of thefts were
cleared by arrests In 2000.
..Sixty-five percent (65%) of stolen
vehicles were recovered In 2002 In
the United States.

Parrol! did not file 11 pol icc report and
not hold Whitworth security re~pon .. ible for the lI1cident
"The security did a good Job of reporting
what happened to me in a timely manner. I
don't really blame them for what happened
becau!>e it was late at night and at the tllne
I didn't have an alarm on my car," Parrott
!>aid.
doe~

Publication of Whitworth College, 300 W. Hawthorne Rd. Spokane, WA 99251 Comments: editor@whitworth.edu, 509-777-3248
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, , ProbablY when I'm older and
I have enollgh monrY qfter
I've paid back what thrY
alreatfy have.

"

YeJ) I've gained a lot from the
school and I want people to continue to learn things. "

U

Claire Gault

Erin Mcpherson

Smior

Senior

Willyou donate
to Whitworth
as an alumni?
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, , PossiblY. It depends on
how milch monry I
make. I'm going to be a
teacher. "

"

Heidi Dole

Laura Richardson

junior

FreJhman

It depends on l11hat I'm doing. I
think if I were sJlccesifll1 enollgh I
think it wOllld be a great thing to
give back to. "

campusbriefs ASWCroundup
at Whitworth

student government

ASWC e-mail contest to
net winner $25 cash prize
There is a $25 cash prize to the person who devises
the best solution to the large amount of ASWC emails. The contest is sponsored by ASWC to give students an opportunity to help solve the ongoing campus
dilemma of the many daily campus e-mails students
receive.
"Please suggest ideas Ihat you think students will be
able to access and understand," ASWC president and
senior Courtney Daly said in an e-mail announcing the
conlest. The conlesl ends Dec. 10 at 5 p.m. Contact
Daly with any questions or comments at
cdaJy01@Whitworth.edu or extension 4559.

Whitworth Choir to sing in '
Christmas con'cert
The Whitworth Choir and the women's chorus will
be performing in Spokane as part of "MagnificatWe Magnify the Lord."
The performance, which is part of the Whitworth
College Christmas Festival Concert, is Canticle of the
Blessed VIrgin Mary from Luke 1:46-55.
The concert is this Friday at 8 p.m. and this
Saturday at 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. at the First Presbyterian
Church in Spokane. Tickets are $15 and can be purchased without the Ticketmaster fee from Dick
Barney. Call Barney at (509)-467-9397 to purchase
tickets. Plenty of tickets are available for Saturday's
performance,

W-2 tax forms due to
employees after new year
There are several federal tax laws that the payroll
office at the college would like to point out to students
before the new year.
First, any changes that need to be made on tax
forms, such as change of name, incorrect social security number or change of address can still be made if
you contact the payroll office.
Second, federal law requires W-2 form information
to be available to employees no later than Jan. 31,
2005.
Lastly, a tax exempt status does not carryover to the
new year, so individuals are required to fill out a W-4
form every year.
-Compiled by Peter Burke

..... The Warren Christmas party is Dec. 12.
"'The campus vibe: On Tuesday around 4:15 a.m. there ~as a large r~ckus froI?
people shoveling snow in front of the dorms. The complaillt was that It seems lIke
a very early time to be shoveling snow. Some students couldn't sleep due to the
'loud noises of the scraping.
..... Dec. 9 will be the last half-past nine for the semester. The Pail will be at
Whitworth to perform for students in the cafe.
..... Ideas are being proposed to move all frisbee games to behind the Fitness Center.
This would be to spare the destruction of the loop.

.world briefs/news ticker
Deadly industrial
accident revisited
In Bhopal, India, mourners gathered
to remember the world's most deadly
industrial accident. 1\venty years ago, a
massive chemical leak occurred at the
Union Carbide plant in Bhopal, killing
3,000 people in one night and eventually leading to over 15,000 deaths.
The American-owned company has
paid hundreds of millions of dollars in
restitution, and there are still calls for
the former chairman of Union Carbide
to face manslaughter charges. The site
of the accident is still extremely toxic
and many are worried about the longterm effects from the poisons.

Bush visits Canada
to repair relations
President Bush visited Canada in an
effort to patch up strained relations
between the two North American
nations, This trip was the first for Bush
to Canada since his re-eieclion. He met
with Canadian Prime Minister Paul
Martin to discuss terrorism and encourage a "spirit of renewal."
There were several protests against

Bush's visit and opinion polls in
Canada indicate that 85 percent or the
people opposed his recent re-election.
Trade between America_ and Canada is
tbe most in the world, with over a billion dollars a day passing across the
border.

Second Ukrainian
election scheduled
Ukraine has been in the world spotlight for several weeks following a presidential race that was marked by internationally-condemned corruption.
The opposition candidate, Viktor
Yushchenko, is supported by western
nations and his supporters have turned
out in the hundreds of thousands for days
to protest the election.
Very few nations accepted the original
result, as there were reports of voters
being given extra ballots, invisible ink
being distributed and fraud in the actual
counting of votes. The re-election is
scheduled for Dec. 26.

-ComplIed by Gavin Jamieson

9 ra peVine/hUmOr
The Whitworthian 12 Days a/Christmas.

011 the twelfth day of Christmas, my true ... like

gave to me:

12 Frosh-a-f1unking
11 Profs-a-preaching
10 Discs-a-flying
9 Nerds-a-gaming
8

Bucs-a-dun~ing

7 Snowballs soaring
6 Days 'til finals
5 Rings by spring
4 Falling cones
3 Big Threes
2 Nuns from Ballard
And a five percent tuition increase

I
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The Act Six program

Scholarship gives
new opporturutles
to aspiring leaders
•

•

Alexandra Auld
Sarah Morgenthaler
Staff writers
When Cam Tu Nguyen a Vietnamese
student, came to Whitworth, one of the
first differences she noticed was the campus cuisine. As a vegetarian, Nguyen was
accustomed to dining on varieties of rice
she couldn't find on campus.
So using her rice cooker and a chef's
ingenuity, Nguyen prepares the rice she
loves. She also shares with her dorm
mates, who have acquired a taste for the
Vietnamese staple food.
It is not just rice Nguyen is dishing out
-it's her culture.
Nguyen is one of 22 students on campus
who are part of the Act Six cultural diversity program. Act Six is a Christian leadership development and scholarship program based out of Tacoma, Wash. Started
just two years ago, the program recruits
and selects "a diverse, multicultural cadre
of approximately 10 of Tacoma's most
promising urban leaders," program
founder Tim Herron said.

Cultural leadership

early church make a remarkable decision
to deal with a significant inequity in the
distribution of a critical resource not by
using their power to 'fix' the problem, but
by carefully selecting and empowering a fl. Alml WhllMrI/irM
group from the affected minority group to
Top: Assistant Dean for the
address the problem from their own perProgram'ming of International
spective," Herron said.
Student Affairs Esther LOUIe
"Act Six takes the same approach to
speaks to a group of students
diversity and the inequity in higher educaat last weeks multicultural
tion. It is fundamentally about selecting
meeting.
and empowering underrepresented student
leaders-giving them voice to identify
Right: Sophomore lauren
strengths as well as problems and soluThompson listens to LouIe at
tions with the current systems."
the same meeting. The Act six
students have continUing
responsibilities throughout the

More than free money

year.

To apply for Act Six, students write five
essays, must obtain letters of recommendation from people who are familiar with
the applicant on an academic and social
level, and submit financial information.
1Wenty applicants are then selected as
semifinalists and receive an all-expensepaid trip to Whitworth where they compete
in an essay contest, have a one-on-one interview, participate in leadership activities and
experience campus life. Eight to 11 of these
students are selected as Act Six scholars.
The scholars then attend 10 months of'
•
- 1
-.
leaderShip' and academic

Leadership, community involvement,
ethnicity and income are
all factors in determintraining during their senior years in high school in
ing who receives these
~ct Six has allowed me to order to equip them to be
scholarships. The Act
community leaders and
Six program ties into the
come to college. "
academically successful.
goal of diversifying
The 'meetings also
Whitworth's campus, as
overview financial
as
helping
well
Denice Randle,
management so students
Whitworth
students
_JlIl1ior
are prepared to balance
become "interculturally
their budgets as colcompetent," Assistant
lege students.
Dean for Programming
The recipients are grateful for the
of the Esther Louie said.
"(The Act Six students) oversee cultural opportunity to attend Whi~ortb.
aspects of the school and illuminate
unconscious, ignorant statements [made An opportunity for success
by professors and students]," louie said.
"Act Six has allowed me to come to colThe Act Six program was originally not
Whitworth-specific
The
Northwest lege," junior Denice Randle said "[ went
Leadership Foundation, one of the sponsoring to community college for two years and [
organizations, approached three Washington had to work so hard those two years that I
could barely focus on my schoolwork. It
faith-based coUeges with the model.
"Whitworth was by far and away the has also allowed me to fcx;us on my com\
most eager," Herron said. "Whitworth's munity and its needs."
The Act Six scholars meet weekly
bold commitment to Act Six is making it a
throughout the year as mull i-cultural leadleader both regionally and nationally."
Every part of the program is biblically ers and organize their efforts to be effective leaders on campus and in the commubased, including the program's name.
"The name Act Six comes from a story nity. Some leadership roles are more subin the sixth chapter of the book of Acts tle such as providing another perspective
where the dominant-culture leaders of the in classroom and dorm room discussions.

At other times, Act Six scholars are able to point out ignorant statements that relate to race or culture.
"Some people try to stick to a plaCe where
they're comfortable. But what happens
when they get to a place where people aren't
the
same?"
sophomore
Michael
Chansav~g said. "We're just t~in~ to pro;;
mote sD<ilal change an~ engag~ tn dialogue.
~ansa~ang,. who IS. Laoltan, acts as a
Cultural DIversity Advocate for Warren Hal1.

Is it unfair?
Sometimes it can be difficult. Act Six
scholars often feel labeled by students who
hold misconceptions about the program.
"People thought we solely got this
scholarship due to our race, just because
we're -Asian, because we're black, not
knowing that there's more to it,"
Chansavang said.
_
"(The selection committee) looked at
our academics and at our leadership in the
community and school. They tried to
select a diverse group of students."
Chansavang pointed out there are
African-Americans and Asians as well as
one Caucasian student currently involved
in the program.
Freshman Yazmin Valdes, who is
Mexican, has witnessed pther misconceptions. She finds some students believe Act
Six scholars skirted around Whitworth's
application for admittance as minorities.
"If we got to this college, we are capable of doing the work," Valdes said.
Misconceptions like these show Valdes
that, "we have a lot of work to do."
Sophomore Holy Chea sees another
misconception.
"People are always like, 'You've got a

Festival m.ay put Robinson in kilt
Peter Burke
News editor
President Robinson may be
stuck in a kilt for a day if he is the
faculty member chosen by students participating in a fundraiser
during Festival Shalom this week.
He, along with five other professors, agreed to have his face
on collection buckets to spur student generosity toward a small
community in Kenya.
The person with the most
money in their bucket at the end of
the week will wear a kilt for a day.

"Festival Shalom is taking
place to inform the campus about
global social injustice issues,"
said junior Katie Stevens, the
president
of
Amnesty
International. "It's a way to gather all the social justice clubs
together and combine our efforts
so that· we can make a big
impact."
The goal is to raise $2,000 to
fix a broken well in Kenya. The
well will provide the community
with clean drinking water.
The feslival is in its second
year and has grown considerably

since last year.
"This year we have expanded
on this idea and now we are having a week of fund raising, campus awareness with speakers and
activities every night, and the club
fair that starts Dec. 5 and going
until the 10th," Stevens said.
A pastor from northern Africa
is speaking Tuesday night on the
oppression he has seen and the
missions that arc taking place in
Africa.
_"It is so dangerous for him to
_

See FESTIVAL ~ page 4

full ride scholarship.' But no. We get a lot
of outside scholarships. It's a full ride
scholarship ... but Whitworth just covers
what we can't cover,"Chea said.
In fact, the first 22 Act Six scholars
bring nearly a quarter of a million dollars a
year to Whitworth from ouL<;ide scholarship programs.
Despite some misconceptions, the Act
Six schotars ate seeing positive changes

ort campus. '
"People come up and say, 'I'm glad
you're here, because it does give another
perspective and help us see things from
different perspectives' ," Chansavang said.
"So I think it does work ... we can learn
from one another."
Randle has benefited in more unexpected ways.
"Every part of Act Six is biblically
focused, and it helped me to see that in my
own heart [ had discrimination against
minorities other than my own race and out_side my economic status, so it helped me
overcome that," Randle said. "In a way,
I'm a missionary. I'm changing people's
hearts and minds, but at the same time my
o~n is being changed."

Do you need help with your
studies? Educational NW
Resources can help.
We are a tutoring
company specializing in GRE
Prep and tutoring for all age
groups. Call 323-4950.

Buy Onp juice OJ' smoolhie and
I\eceivc 211d ,juice 01' smoothie
of equal oJ'lesseJ' value 1/2 ofl'
wilen

YOll
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Whitworth Square filling up
Chris Collins
Editor-in-chief

The developing 22,000square
foot Whitworth
Square near the southeast
corner of Division Street and
Hawthorne Road may soon
include a coffee shop, pizza
place, bank, fast food restaurant, clothing store or many
other types of businesses.
Craig Soehren, a commercial real estate agent with
Spokane-based Kiemle &
Hagood Co., is marketing
the space to interested vendors. He said that he and

other marketers are "working as hard as we can to get a
there."
coffee
vendor
Starkbucks has already said
they won't lease space in
Whitworth Square, but
Soehren is confident he'll
find a viable alternative to
help keep the community
caffeinated.
Other than his strong
desire to lease out a lot for a
coffee shop, Soehren said he
is pretty open to having any
other type of company locate
in the remaining lots.
For now, the marketer says
there are 15 to 20 prospec-

GIVING:
Continued from page 1
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Vice President of Institutional Advancement,
said.
Although similar in size and price,
Whitman College has a donation rate double
that of Whitworth, Wisenor said.
"They have a very strong program
designed to build affinity for the institution,"
Wisenor said.
A number of factors could be keeping
Whitworth's donation rate from rising.
"I suspect the main reason is because historically so many of our alumni have gone
into ministry and education," Robinson said.
"In many cases these folks do not have the
resources to support causes beyond their
churches and the organizations in which they
are directly involved."
Whitworth's recent graduating classes
have been larger than past decades, but
many of these students are still paying off
loans. This leaves the responsibility to older
alumni, who in general tend to donate more,
but in Whitworth's case, fewer exist,
Wise nor said.
Freshman Jana Beamer works for
Whitworth,"phoning potential donors to
request contributions.

tive vendors who are interested in the location, though
the only lease signed so far is
for the lone Picture Pages, a
scrapbooking store that has
already set up shop.
"What you see is what you
get right now," Soehren said.
By February or April of
next year Soehren expects
many, if not all, of the smaller lots will be filled up by
tenants. The larger lots and
the "pad" - which \yilIlikeIy host a business like a fast
food restaurant or bank will "take a little more time."

"The best market to call are the annual
donors who graduated in the 1940's, '50's and
'60's," Beamer said. "They are very eager to
hear about what is happening on campus.
They are enthusiastic about giving and love to
hear about our personal experience at
Whitworth. "
[n an attempt to get more support from
younger alumni, Whitworth is working with
students and trying to encourage their
involvement beyond graduation.
"We're working harder on helping
young alumni and current students understand how important alumni giving is to our
ability to provide financial aid," Robinson
said.
Last year, approximately 3,050 alumni
donated to Whitworth. The average gift was
$330. Three-quarters of the donations were
for a specific area or program of the college,
Wisenor said.
Donations not given for a specific purpose
enter the Whitworth Fund, which i~ used for
scholarships, staff and faculty salaries and
general maintenance bills. For the current fiscal year that began July 1, the college hopes to
receive $1.2 million in alumni donations for
the Whitworth Fund, Wisenor said. Last year
alumni gave $l,~55,106 to the fund.

Whitworth
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~~~~

Continued from page 1

understandable since there is only a small
number of Native students at Whitworth.
Louie believes there are 21 "selfidentified" Natives at the college,
which is a small number in comparison
to the amount of Native Americans in
the Spokane community.
The past history of enrollment may be
the reason for the small number of Nalives
at Whitworth, senior Kyle Tate said.
"We really haven't recruited the
Native community," Louie said. "We
haven't visited the communities and
[pursued] the relationships there."
One advocate of developing relations
with the Native American community,
director of tbe Museum of Arts and
Culture, Michael Holloman, urged faculty members and students to visit the
reservations and get to know the Native
community.
At Entering the Circle, an emphasis
on community was heard from all the
speakers throughout the evening.

FESTIVAL:
Continued from page 3

be a pastor in his country that not a lot
of information can be given out about
him," Slevens said.
Speaker Michelle Clark is discussing
the sex trade this Wednesday at 7 p.m.
in the chapel.
There is a club fair and an international
film on Thursday and on Friday there is a
presentation on organic food choices.
Stevens stressed that the fund raiser
should not be the only function of the
Festival Shalom.
"We hope that people will see the need
and then find ways they can best act," she
said. "Whether it's through prayer, joining
a club, writing letters informing other people, or becomlllg involved in the community, I believe that the first step to address-

I
01

ing the problem is to inform as many pe0ple as possible about the issue at hand."
Amnesty International, along with
the Political Activism Club, the
Environmental Action Troop,' WISE,
Whitworth Missions Fellowship, the
International Justice Mission, Student
Global Aids Campaign and the film
club helped organize the festival.

Join Quiznos at
Wandermere for their
Grand Opening

StUdents
receive a and Staff
w.th 20~0 d·1ScOunt
,

VOICE:

President and junior Matilda Sampson
said the next action the club will take
will be to "get out into the community
other than Whitworth."
Sampson brought in leaders from the
Native American community such as
painter Richard Gendron. His work is
known in the Native American community as well as nationwide.
Crystal Viken wants to "let people at
Whitworth know there is a different
culture here."
. Viken was born on the Navajo reservation in Chinle, Ariz., but calls
Tacoma, Wash., her home. She worked
on a newspaper over the summer for a
tribe in Pullyup, near Tacoma, and
became interested in lribal government.
Both Viken and Sampson said that
they want to give back to their community after school is over. Starting this
club is one step toward that goal.
Entering the Circle is only the beginning of this club's emergence into the
Whitworth scene.
"It is to assure the native community
that we exist no matter where we go,"
Sampson said. "It is all about history
and keeping it and passing it on."
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'Wowzers'
Student art exhibit opens
, in the Koehler Gallery,
page 6
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One life mailers, and one life lost is too
JJJllch. If::7e have the pOJver of knowing) thell letting ollr klJOJvledge shape the decisions Jve
make. "
-

Vori Okada

Arh'l(g 011 AIDS dllb leader

Petitioning
for support
Fighting global AIDS
Megan Blank
Staff writer

Last Wednesday morning, junior Yori Okada woke up
and put on a black skirt and tights and a red sweater.
Okada has been interested in the cause of global AIDS
since watching a presentation on the disease last year.
The speaker urged students to be educated and act on
their knowledge. Her outfit was part of her support of
Whitworth's involvement in fighting the disease.
"I met some people who lIve with AIDS here in
Spokane at the Sexual Awareness week," Okada said. "It
was incredible to hear their stories."
Since then, Okada joined Whitworth's Acting on AIDS
club (formerly Student Global AIDS Campaign) and has
become part of the leadership.
"This semester I decided to take fewer classes because
I wanted to spend time developing plans for awareness

Sophomore Jeanine Douglass and sophomorE! Chelsea Corwin take time to pray for those suffering from AIDS at
the Acting on AIDS club's 7 a.m. prayer gathering for World AIDS Day last Wednesday.

and for direct actions for students to be involved in,"
Okada said. For Global AIDS Day on Dec. I, Acting on
AIDS planned a variety of activities for the campus. The
club put red ribbons up around campus, then manned a
bo<?th in the Hixson Union Building to get students
involved in the issue. Students could sign a letter asking
senator Bill Frist (R-Tenn) to urge President Bush to keep
his promise 10 send money to help the cause of global
AIDS.
"We focus on educating the campus on the global issue
of AIDS and also we do political advocacy, like postcard
campaigns and writing letters," Acting on AIDS
President and sophomore Rebekah Miner said. Miner
joined the club last year as well, and went on a trip to
Washington, D.C., for political advocacy purposes.
Miner, along with two fellow students, visited aides of
politicians from their home states of Colorado and Idaho,
along with Washingto~.

See SUPPORT .. page 7

RD hitchhikes home

IZanikapila
offers casual
get-together

year-old and his friend. Caldwell wonders if people with religious beliefs will
be willing to give them rides based on
"Help two college kids get home by their religious convictions.
Christmas"- that's the sign Arend Hall
"After a couple of days we probably
Resident Director Tim Caldwell will won't look the cleanest cut," Caldwell
hold up on road sides, street corners and said. "I'm interested in asking them
long stretches of highways in a couple
about why they
were willing to
weeks.
HOWlO
Caldwell, 24, and his longtime high
take a risk."
HELP liM ...
There's some
school and college soccer buddy, Jordan
Phillips, plan to hitchhike nearly 3,000 Anyone heading
chances he's not
miles home t(l Mansfield, Ohio, for toward Ohio and
going to take,
Winter Break. With any luck, they'll willing to give Tim
however: "If it's
arrive by Christmas Eve,
a shady looking
a ride. call or eThe sympathetic sign just might do the mail:
character with
trick.
tinted windows
"You've got to have some kind of .. ext. 3737
and a big van,
gimmick," Caldwell said.
we're probably
.. tfmothycaldwell
Phillips and Caldwell backpacked @whltworth.edu
not going to
through Europe this past summer and
jump in."
gained plenty of traveling experience,
Caldwell
is
including
hitchhiking
stints
in hoping a Whitworth student riding back
Switzerland where police twice searched to Montana, Wyoming or even Colorado
their bags for drugs while they were on will be willing to give him and Phillips a
the side of the road (they were clean both jump start on the first leg of the journey.
times).
He's even placed an ad in The
This time, the pair expects a better Spokesman-Review asking for a ride
track record.
and, as an alternative, has called local U"Hopefully we don't end up in a police Haulers to see if they need someone to
station - that's the goal," Caldwell said. drive a truck to another sito' near the East
To do so, Caldwell has scoured the Coast.
Internet for information on the best
Caldwell said he's willing to split
places to hitchhike between here and driving time and share the cost of gas.
Ohio and has checked up on all the difThe pair of adventurers know the trip
ferent state hitchhiking laws.
will likely dig into their wallets a little,
The first-year resident director hopes especially if they get desperate and have
to get more out of the trip than just fore- to rent a car for the final stages of the
going a $150 plane ticket. He wants to journey. But, "it's really not about the
get to know the people he rides with, talk money, it's more about the experience,"
to them about their lives and why they Caldwell said. "We'll give this a shot,
were willing to pick up a long-haired 24- we're young."

Chris Collins

Editor ill Chief

Hawaiian clubs from
two schools unite to
entertain students
Kenna Klempel
Kendra Switzer
Staff writers
Despite the cold, Hawaiian Club students found a way to enjoy a taste of
Hawaii at their annual Kanikapila last
Saturday night.
Translated, KanikapiJa means "to play
music." At home in Hawaii, Kanikapila is
a casual backyard dinner followed by lively music and singing.
"Basically, Kanikapila is just a great
time-out from all that is going on in our
busy lives, to create a sort of home-awayfrom-home here in Spokane," senior and
Hawaiian Club President Raine Arndt said.
For sophomore and Japanese exchange
student Yukimi Tanaka, Kanikapila was her
one experience with Hawaiian culture
before she goes back to Japan at the end of
the semester. She was invited by freshman
Hawaiian Club member Kenshiro Uki.
"[Some of the exchange students] are
going to miss the Lu'au, so I wanted them
to have this experience," Uki said.
Kanikapila was open to all students and
faculty for great traditional Hawaiian foods
and impromptu singing and dancing. This

This is the first year that
Whitworth has been involved in
Global AIDS Day. Miner said the
day has been around since the late
1980s.
"The UN started the day when
the problem started exploding to
create global awareness and to
I\Jk 1I,d/IJ/U"I""'..rthiad
bring the issue into focus," Miner said.
As part of the effort to raise awareness, Acting on
AIDS took part in a conference call with seven other
Christian colleges, including Seattle Pacific University,
Wheaton College (111.) and George Fox University.
"That was a can between Ch'l'istian colleges, because
we're trying to build a unired coalition of campuses who

Chtirh, Siump/ U7ht"'~r1htan

Junior Preston Lmgaton performs at the
Hawaiian Club's casual Kanikapila last Saturday
night. Kanikapfia means "to play music.·

year the theme was surfing and the menu
included a combination of local Hawaiian
cuisine a mish-mash of Japanese,
Korean and Hawaiian food.
"The beef was my favorite - it reminds
me of more tropical food," freshman
Ashley Johnson said.
The menu consisted of shoyu (soy),
chicken, fried noodles, teriyaki beef, st,icky
rice, macaroni salad, green salad and
pineapple upside-down cake. Sodexho
catered the cake, and the Hawaiian club
used their kitchen to provide the rest of
dinner.
See KANIKAPILA
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Stone's latest a flop
of epic proportions
Greg Tomlin
Staff writer

j.mttJ &tt,,/lVhil1POrthi8.

Transfer Julien Arich, senior. Marco Tulluck, exchange student Mariko Yamada,
sophomore Carolina Maldonado and senior Brittney Hoback reflect on Tulluck's
painting In the ·Wowzers· exhibit in the Koehler Gallery.
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New exhibit 'wows'
Bethany Hargis
Staff writer
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A sea of chocolate, oil pamttngs of
fruit and a setting sun are a few of the
images now being displayed in the
Koehler Gallery. The gallery is featuring
the junior art exhibit entitled "Wowzers,"
which opened Nov. 30.
The student exhibitors were present at
the opening, including junior HyeonWoo Kim (Kevin) a graphic design
major. Kim designed a digital art piece
called "Molton Chocolate," giving the
art an appetizing appeal.
"A lot of Americans like chocolate,"
Kim said.
1\vo other pieces from Kim were done
in digital art, one featuring himself in a
self-portrait. He gets many of his ideas
for art from watching movies, computer
games and his own relationships.
"I try to get an- idea from interacting
with people," Kim said.
During opening night of the exhibit,
faculty, students, family and friends
came to Koehler's Gallery to admire and
ponder the many different forms of art-

work presented by members of the junior
class.
Junior Rachel Makowski came to the
opening to support her friend's artwork.
"They show their personality,"
Makowski said.
Freshman Gwen Sellers found her
favorite piece of art to be a Mosaic
Bench called Nouveau Blues featured by
Carolyn Winter.
"I can just envision it in a garden,"
Sellers said, "It's very bright and happy."
Senior Nicole Best, an art administration and graphic design major, was one
of the contributors for this gallery. Best
first became interested in graphic design
when she worked for her father as a
graphic designer. She has done graphic
designs for Christ Kitchen, a non-profit
organization, but this is the first time she
has exhibited work in an art gallery. As
a graphic design major, she uses technology in much of her work.
"I do work on the computer a lot,"
Best said. celt's what I like to do."
The junior art exhibit will be open
Monday through Friday from 10 a.m. to
6 p.m. until Dec. 15. '

Alexander

Somebody forgot to tell Oliver Stone to
stick to conspiracy theories and mass murderers when making films. At least then
he'd continue to receive acclaim from pretentious film critics and actors. But, with
his newest film "Alexander," he misses the
mark on all fronts. Stone is never able to
find a focal point to his character study in
this ambitious but disappointing movie.
The film centers on perhaps the world's
greatest conqueror, Alexander, played by
Colin Farrell. We are given the brief facts
right away; he is the son of King Philip and
Queen Olympias, (played by Val Kilmer
and Angelina 10Iie). After his extremely
depressing upbringing, Alexander sets out
to conquer much of the unknown world as
a young man.
Anthony Hopkins stars as Ptolemy and
gives a running narration throughout the
film. We are taken through decades cif history, events and a dizzying amount of
names and places.
The battle scenes are at times well crafted but run into the all-familiar problem of
computer graphics being slaughtered by
other computer graphics. A trend that
"The Lord of the Rings" took to a new
level and others have tried to follow.
The film is poorly cast - including two
of its main characters. Farrell serves up a
sub-par performance, and we can't help but
compare him to Russell Crowe in
"Gladiator"
or
Mel
Gibson
in
"Braveheart." Where those actors succeed, Farrell falls short. We are never convinced that Stone's Alexander c~uld rally
thousands to go and die for one man's
ambition. Farrell never captivates and
always disappoints with his boyish look

~RATlNG: R for violence, some sexualtty/nudity
~RUNNING TIME: 175 min.
;.STARRING: Colin Farrell, Angel1no
Jolle, Val Kilmer, Anthony Hopkins
;.RELEASE DATE: Nov. 24

;.GRADE:

**"f*1~

and lack of true vigor. It is also hard to disassociate him from his real world persona
and the movie world. Tom Cruise often
faces this same problem, but overcame it in
Steven Spielberg's "Minority Report," a
much superior film in which' Farrell
appears in a supporting role.
It is easy to point the finger at a number
of problems in "Alexander" - the cast, the
director, the lack of focus and the attempted development of a historic figure that is
never fully completed in the painfully long
three hours.
This film will not be a massive disaster
for Stone since his past successes received
praise for their controversy and ambition.
He tries io make a similar movie here but
can't pull it off.
I wouldn't be surprised if Stone returns
to conspiracy theories for his next movie.

The increaSing diversity and rapid pace of
today's workplace has
made organizational
psychology one of the
fastest growing and
most relevant areas of
expertise. In response
to this demand, Seattle
PaCific University IS launch·
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SUPPORT:

Holidays
(Chrlstmahanukwanzakuh)
Philip Atkins
Allison Carr
Staff writers

1
c

It's that time of the year again.
In honor of the season, we
decided to examine a few particular traditions and see what we
could do to revive a bit of excitement for the aspects of the holidays that have become tired or
familiar.
It is our conclusion that the
integration of a few nontraditional
traditions can serve to liven up the
holiday time. Inspired by "The o.
c." (also known as the greatest
show EVER) character Seth
Cohen's Christmakuh, we bring
you "Christmahanukwanzakuh."
Let's start with Hanukah.
Hanukah kids get eight days of
presents instead of one. Every
time they light a candle, they get
a present. This is definitely something that could liven up the giftgiving a bit, especially if candles
"put you in the mood" (so to
speak).
.
Dreidel is a Hanukah game
that might be fun for children

I
I
I

Continued from page 5
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who don't know any better, but
probably won't entertain us
sophisticated grown-ups, that is,
without a few alterations. We
found that getting creative about
what the letters on the Dreidel
stand for can make for many variations of exciting adult-friendly
games. Use your imagination.
A couple Hanukah traditions
you might want to think twice
about incorporating into your
holiday routine, however, are
those that come from the kitchen.
Latkes, also known as potato
pancakes, can get a little strange
when people start adding onion
and apricot and who knows what
else. And we couldn't really figure out what Sufganiyot is. Kind
of like a fried jelly donut. Or
something.
Kwanzaa also provides several
opportunities to integrate a few
new practices into tired tradition.
While Christmas only lasts a day,
and Hanukah eight days,
Kwanzaa lasts the entire month
of December, completely eliminating that empty feeling after
that one short day of holiday celebration.

L---_

Kwanzaa also offers candles,
placed in a single candleholders
or "Kinara," and in a seven-candleholder or "Mishumaa saba."
Kwanzaa is a celebration of the
virtues and values of love and
peace. Our favorite Kwanzaa tradition is the giving of Zawadi,
which are educational, creative
and affordable gifts. Kwanzaa
provides a refreshing focus on
family, friends and the true nature
of giving, which often escapes
our consumerist holiday practices.
We strongly endorse embracing the principles of Kwanzaa, as
they probably better reflect the
meaning of the Ultimate Gift
than Santa Claus or Playstations.
Santa Can be frightening
(hecka Clown-style), Christmas
day can be a letdown, the whole
mistletoe thing is just way too
much pressure ... and we all hate
fruitcake. So take the opportunity
this holiday offers and put some
zest into those tired traditions.
We want to wish all you seenesters out there the very happiest
Christmahanukwanzakuh you
can have.

have grassroots student movements," Okada said. "We talked
about some concrete steps we
can take on our campuses." The
call also dealt with the stigma
attached to AIDS by Christians,
the steps already being taken
towards activism and the purpose of having clubs devoted to
AIDS.
In the future, the club hopes to
become directly involved with
AIDS patients in Africa.
"We're working on possibly
partnering with a community in
Zambia," Okada said.
Another possibility is working
to raise funds for the HOPE
Initiative, a project by World

I<ANlKAPILA:
Continued from page 5
Throughout the dinner, junior
Preston Lingaton and senior
Kaleo Segovia from Whitworth
and Justin Camarillo from
Gonzaga serenaded guests on
their guitars. Hawaiian clubs
from the two schools often team
up for special events.
"We're trying to achieve

clu bbiobl u rb/club corner
LAC I Latin America Club

in Spokane

.... WHAT WE DO: The LA Club is devoted to helping Latin Americans In need as much as possible. We participate
In fundroisers to send supplies to schools and orphanages In Latin America and support Latin American speakers to
come to campus. We are also involved in fundraising for Heifer International, an organization that sends animals to
Villages all over the wortd in an effort to eventually make then self-sustaining.

....WHERE WE MEET: The LA Club meets sporadically before upcoming events. Look out for e-malls to participate In
our next activityl For further information on becoming a club member. e-mail Hannah at hdufford02@whltworth.edu.
.... UPCOMING EVENTS: Dec. 6 -10 we will sell ornaments for Helfer Int'! in the Hixson Union Building from 11a.m.1p.m. and 5 pm, - 6 p,m.

attractionsdistractions/thiS week

Festival of One-Acts
Stage II
7 p.m.

Festival of Shalom Lecture
Science Auditorium
7:30 p.rn.

Michele Clark Lecture
Chapel
7 p.rn.

Club Fair In the Cafe
11 a.m.
Festival of One-Acts
Stage II at 7 p.m.
String Orchestra Concert
Music Recital Hall
7:30 p.m.

unity between the schools and
the clubs," Gonzaga sophomore Kili Perkins said. "We
go to their events, they go to
ours, and we give each other
discounts."
Following the dinner, participants mingled and .danced to the
music. People who knew traditional dance moves showcased
their
talents.
Guests
of
Kanikapila left feeling more connected with the relaxed and laidback cullure of Hawaii.

cityhighlights

.... WHO WE ARE: Our goal Is to raise awareness on campus as to the Issues facing those living in Latin American
, countries. We hope to provide Insight as to the struggtes facing Latin Americans today. but also to share In an
appreCiation of their vibrant culture,

Festival of One-Acts
Stage II
7 p.m.

Vision 10 combat AIDS in developing countries.
Whitworth's AIDS awareness
campaign ended last Wednesday
with the showing of "A Closer
Walk," a documentary on AIDS
throughout the world and what is
being done.
"I know Barbara and Bekah
and Yori are very passionate
about it, and I don't know much
about it," junior Tiara Horan,
who atlended the film, said. "I
wanted to support what they're
doing."
Although AIDS may seem
like too large of a problem to
tackle, students can make a
difference.
"One life matters, and one life
lost is too much," Okada said.
"We have the power of knowing,
then letting our knowledge shape
the decisions we make."

Christmas Bazaar and
Bake Sale
Lied Square
9a,m.

JUbilation Winter Recital
A variety of dance performances, cookies and
hot chocolate will all be a parl of Jubilation's winter recital, "Do You Hear What I Hear?" this
Saturday at 1 p.m. in Cowles Memorial
Auditorium.
The recital will include performances from
the student-led club's nine classes - modern,
beginning tap, outreach, gospel hula, jazz
advanced tap, ballet, highland and hip hop .
There will also be a dance by the club's leadership team.
Tickets arc $2 and may be purchased in
advance by e-maiIing whitworthjubilation@hotmail.com or at the door.

Lonestar performs
The popular country group Lonestar will be at
the Spokane Opera House this Saturday at 8 p.m.
The group is performing in Spokanr. for their
"Pickin on the Porch" tour.
Tickets are $25 to $35 and m~y be purchased by
calling
3Z5-SEAT
or
. visiting
www.ticketswest.com

'Seusslcal' the Musical
The Spokane Civic Theatre will piesent a
musical reinvention of Dr. Seuss, combining the
Cat in the Hat, Gertrude McFuzz, Horton the
Elephant and other popular characters.
Shows will continue to run Dec. 9-12 and 1618, Thursdays and Fridays at 7:30 p.m. and
Saturdays and Sundays at 2 p.m.
Tickets are $19 for adults, $16 for seniors and
$12 for students.
Call 325-2507 or visit
www.spokanecivictheater.com for more information.

'Festival of One-Acts'
Winter Recital
Auditorium

1 p,rn.
Christmas Festival Concert
First Presbyterian Church
and 7 p.m.

Improv vs. Cool Whip
Competition
Stage II
9p.m.
Candlelight Nativity
Service
Chapel
7p.m.

The theatre department will present their
"Festival of One-Acts" in Stage II this Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday.
Performances are at 7 p.m.
Admission is free.

-Compiled by Katie Shaw
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When it's OK to play with food
Katie Shaw
Scene editor
afeteria food may be notorious for being
repetitive, but some students eating at
Sodexho don't have to eat the same meal day
after day.
An exciting meal is just waiting to be had.
All it takes is a little creativity.
Freshman Heather Montag came up with her Sodexho creation
with the help of her friends.
"I really like ice cream, so I eat a lot of it," Montag said.
However, her friends worried that she was eating too much ice
cream, and skimping on other food groups. So, she came up with
a solution.
"My friends told me I needed to eat some meat," she said. "So
I thought, 'hmm, chicken !luggets'."
Montag's recipe is simple - use chocolate ice cream from the
Sunday sundae bar and add chicken nuggets on top.
"The salt and sugar go really well together," she said.
Sophomore Soren Baird uses his pizza wrap to give the appearance of eating healthfully.
"It's great because people think you're eating healthy, but they
don't know they're being punked," he said.
Baird used to cat Sodexho's popcorn chicken wraps, which
gave him the idea for his pizza wrap.
"I figured lettuce and pizza were interchangeable," he said.
Students have also come up with creative beverages.
.
Freshman David Dixon drinks "Maulrus Venom," a beverage he
learned from his older brother, Neal.
The drink consists of almost a full glass of Mountain Dew
topped off with Dr. Slice.
"It's a good conversation piece," he said.
For some students, food allergies make creative food
concoctions a must.
Junior Elizabeth Greene is allergic to wheat, gluten and
dairy.
"I can't eat pasta, gravy - just about everything but the
rice," she said.
To avoid wheat, Greene makes lettuce roll-ups, instead of
sandwiches. She simply lays out a piece of lettuce and fills it
with meat and other toppings from the sandwich bar.
Greene recommends using turkey.
"I'm a turkey kind of person," she said. "Ham is gross."
Greene also cats a lot of rice, even for dessert. She recommends
pouring milk (Dr soy milk) over rice from the vegetarian section,
then top it with cinnamon and sugar.
"I just put everything over rice," she said.
.
Before she knew about all her food allergies, Greene used to come up
With other food combinations, including milkshakes.
"Freshman year we used to always make peanut butter milks hakes," she said.
She ~ould put milk, vanilla softserve and peanut butter in a glass and stir.
Semor Sheburra Moore has also found ways to get imaginative because of her
special diet.
"I do creative things because I'm a vegetarian," she said. "It forces me to be creative."
Her freshman year she made a peanut butter jelly and cream cheese
bagel sandwich.
'
"Then instead of jelly I decided to put a bunch of vegetables on it "
she said.
'
She also makes her own quesadilIas using a tortilla and toppings
from both the sandwich and salad bar. She adds cheese from the
salad bar and either microwaves the quesadiUa or asks an employee to grill it.
Sophomore Laura Harper feIt the need to add more flavor to her
usual dinner of pasta and came up with an odd recipe. She mixes
red tomato sauce with ranch dressing and mushrooms to make
a unique topping to her pasta.
"It ki~d of looks orange and gross, but it's good,"
she said.
Harper's affinity for sour cream goes beyond
pasta.
:'Sour cream is good with everything," she
said.
Harper also makes a dish involving rice,
. . brown. sugar and sour ~ream that she picked up
while 10 Australia. She uses the nce from the vegetarian section and makes a special request for brown sugar from the SodexhoMarriott employees. She mixes it all with sour cream.
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Recipe for:
=Le=tt=u==c=e--'-R..:.,:o=II--"-u=o=s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

--r-

From the kitchen of:

Elizabeth Greene

.... 1 large leaf lettuce
.... Fresh vegetables
.... Several slices turkey
Layout the piece of lettuce. Place
turkey and vegetables (feel free to
alter the type of meat and other toppings) on lettuce. Roll. Stab with
toothpick to hold it together. Enjoy!
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Recipe for: ~S~oe~c""'"'ia"'_!I...!.P_"a'_"'s""'ta4.....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
From the kitchen of: =La=u=r-""-a....:...H=a~rp=e"_'_r_ _ _ _ _ __
....
....
....
....

Pasta noodles
Marinara sauce
Ranch dressing
Mushrooms
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Put plain pasta noodles in a bowl.
Add marinara sauce and ranch dressing to pasta noodles. Add mushrooms. Yum!

.----------------------~
Sophomore Soren Baird folds two slices of piua into a flour tortilla to create his "Pizza Wrap·
for dinner In Sode)(ho's cafeteria.

.--------------~-------.
Recipe for: Chicken nugget ice cream
From the kitchen of: ......,H=ea=t<!.!.he=r.....:.M=o=n=ta....:g"--_ _ _ __
.... Chocolate ice cream
.... Chicken nuggets
Scoop chocolate ice cream into
a bowl. Top with fresh chicken
nuggets. Serve immediately.

~----------------------~

.----------------------~
Recipe for: .!.!.M~a!.!...Jri!.!...Jn""'a.ura~pe""'a~s"____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
From the kitchen of:

Freshman David DI)(on tops off his Mountain Dew with a shot of Dr. Slice to create "Maulrus
Venom."

....
....
....
....

Elizabeth Greene

Green peas
White rice
Turkey
Marinara sauce

Fill bowl with white rice. Pour marinara sauce over rice. Top with shredded turkey and green peas. Serves
one .

.

----------------------~
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For Pete's Sake
Final BCS standings are out. dripping
with controversy, no change expected
Sports, page 11
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Winter preview:
March Madness
ColinStonn
Staff writer

Senior forward
Tiffany Speer, No.
25, attempts a shot
while surrounded by
Eastern Oregon
defenders during
last Wednesday's
game. Speer scored
a team high 25
points and grabbed
13 rebounds In the
76-68 Victory.
j,m Cla,kl lV/Ji/WQrlhlan

Seniors spur Pirates to 5-0
Peter Smelser
Sports editor

Speer and
Shogren
shine In last
three wins

Led by its seniors, the Whitworth
women's basketball team fought
off _fatigue to improve to 5-0,
thanks to three wins last week.
Coming off their victory in the
Wilmington Tip-Off Tournament in
Wilmington, Ohio, the Pirates
turned around on one day's preparation to defeat Eastern Oregon
University and then traveled to the
Pacific Lutheran Classic the next
day.
Senior forwards Tiffany Speer
and Sarah Shogren lived up to their
preseason billing in Whitworth's
three victories.

"We're getting what we expected
out of our seniors," Head Coach
Helen Higgs said.
Whitworth finished 2-0 at the
Pacific Lutheran Classic. They
defeated
the
University
of
Redlands 73-56 last Saturday and
University of Santa Cruz 75-43 last
Friday.
Whitworth struggled with shooting in the first half against
Redlands. They only made eight of
27 shots from the field.
The score see-sawed in the first
half, but the Pirates were able to
grab a 26-22 halftime lead.
In the second half, the Pirates
caught on fire, shooting above 50
percent from the floor. They

crui!>ed to victory behind Speer's
game-high 29 points.
Shogren added 26 points and
grabbed 14 rebounds. Sophomore
post Kristie Coppin chipped in just
six points, but her five blocks
helped keep Redlands off the
board.
Last Friday, UCSC led early in
the fir!>t half for about two minutes.
The Pirates tied the game with
12:37 left in the half and then put
the game into cruise control. The
Pirates outscored the Banana Slugs
62-33, almost doubling their scored
in the second half.

See SENIORS ... page 12

Williams' 23 defeats alumni
Katy Clark
Staff writer
Last Friday night, the men's basketball
team continued its yearly tradition of playing Whitworth alumni. The team had an
easy victory over the alumni, 81-60.
"The current students have won this game
every year since I've been here, which is the
last four years," Head Coach Jim Hayford
said.
The alumni team consisted of graduates
as far back as the class of '99, recent graduates from the class of '04 and everything in
between. Hayford said some of the players
on the alumni team are past conference
champs and others just came from playing at
Hoopfest.
Hayford says that the alumni game is
more than just for fun.
"We take Ihis game seriously," he said.
"Every game we use to get better."
This is perhaps why the students have yet
to lose to the alumni team.
Bryan Depew, a 2004 graduate, was dis-

"~ ~
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appointed with the loss.
"You always want to win, no matter
where you're playing," he said. "But it
would have been nice to beat my ex-teammates."
Depew was also disappointed with how
the alumni team performed.
"It was pretty ugly," he said. "We probably played our worse."
Hayford says that most of the alumni that
play usually graduate three of four years
prior to the game.
"After that, they get too out of shape and
out of practice," he said.
Depew admitted that even after being
away from the team for a year, playing in the
alumni game was tough.
"It's rough being out of basketball and
having to jump back in," he said, "Especially
when you want to perform your best"
Depew finished with a total of nine
points. High scorers for tlte alumni tearn
were Pat Luce, class of 2002, and Kelson

See ALUMNI. page 12

ChelUQ Chn<ry/WhltIIIOr1hiaM

The ball rests for a moment on 2002
graduate Gunner Olsen's head during last
Friday night's Alumni basketball game.

Once again it is the time of year for which I
live for; basketball season.
Words cannot describe how much I yearn for
this time of year. While Whitworth basketball
will forever be my favorite, let's not forget about
some NCAA D-1 teams that will leave us memories of glorious March moments of the past and
the anticipation of the glorious moments to
come.
After watching intently for the first few weeks
of the basketball season, I present who I think
will be the final four teams standing at the end of
the year. Without further ado, here are my picks:
Illinois Fighting IIIini. These guys have to be
the favorites right now. The depth that they possess and the shooting accuracy they consistently
show have me wondering if these guys match up
with the Chicago Bulls? After the shellacking
Dee Brown and hiS teammates gave Gonzaga, I
was wom;lering if GU was that bad. Now, after
handing No.1-ranked Wake Fore!>t their lunch, I
realize that Gonzaga wasn't that bad. Illinois is
just that good.
It was amazing; these guys couldn't miss. It
was like they were in some bad Disney movie
where they were just blowing out the other team,
who were so down it looked as if they had just
realized that they were about to all get drafted by
the L.A. Clippers. Granted, Adam Morrison was
the only player who decided to make the trip to
the game, but lJIinois put themselves on the radar
screen with this huge win. That set up the match
against the No. 1 Wake Forest Demon Deacons.
I only watched the first half of the game, but that
was enough to see these guys had the energy and
the talent to make a deep run into the tournament.
.
Kansas Jaybawks. The three seniors who
lead this team have been around long enough to
bring a host of experience, including championship game experience from two years ago
when they fell short of defeating Syracuse.
Aaron Miles, Wayne Simien and Keith Langford
know what it takes to make a title run and I think
that they have it in them to. Overall, they playa
cupcake schedule - only playing four teams
that are in the top 2S as of right now. That's right,
four out of the 27 games they play are against
"quality" opponents. This is the kind of schedule
that makes me wonder if they'll be a little rusty
against the stronger opponents they'll face the
deeper in the tournament team.
Wake Forest Demon Deacons. This is one of
the two that kills me. Wake reminds me so much
of the guard-led squad of SI. Joe's last year, it
scares me. What scares me the most is the inexperience down low. Didn't Wake take a lesson or
two from Sl. Joe's last year? Having no inside
game can only take you so far; your standout
guard - who will be the Wooden Award winner
and inevitably be pushed down to the mid-to-late
first round of the draft due to high school and
foreign players - can only carry the team on his
tiny frame for so long. You need that inside presence to run your offense through.
However, if Jameer Nelson and Delonte West
could do it last year for St. Joe's for most of the
season, I think Chris Paul and Justin Gray can do
it, too. In fact, I think this backcourt tandem is
more talented than the Nelson,IWest combo,
however .they h~ven 't proven they can win yet;
- especlaIly With the blowout defeat to lI1inois.
North Carolina Tar Heels. You would think
with an experienced coach like Roy Williams,
along with three standout juniors, UNe will

See MADNESS. page l~
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Sports

BCS creates more aroundtheregion/local sports update
rebounds with
controversy with GU
key victories
USC, OU finale
Peter Smelser
Sports editor
Let the controversy begin.
College football fans out
there have been hearing about
this for several weeks. But the
debate over which two of the
three major unbeatens are
deserving of a spot in the
Orange Bowl is about to
become more interesting.
The University of Southern
California Trojans, University of
Auburn Tigers and the University
of Oklahoma Sooners all finished
this year 12-0. Leaving everything they could on the football
field, the two teams who will play
for the national
title was decided
by computers.
That's right;
several computers decided that
USC
and
Oklahoma is a
better match up
than Auburn and
USC or Auburn
and Oklahoma.
This is not the
first year that these computers
have made life interesting.
With a complicated formula
that the people who created
probably don't understand, the
Bowl Championship Series
Average is calculated by averaging the percent totals of the
Associated
Press,
USA
Today/ESPN Coaches, and
Computer polls.
Six computer rankings, which
calculate in inverse points, were
used to determine that the
Sooners and Trojans should be
playing together in Miami.
Not only is there controver1>Y
over the three teams vying for
the No. 1 spot, but there was
a.lso battle for the No. 4 positIOn. The University of Texas
beat out the University of
California-Berkeley to play in
the Rose Bowl by 0.0129 points.
Both teams were deserving.
Sitting here and whining

about this is not going to help
anything. Former Notre Dame
Football coach Bob Davie has a
"simple solution" to the BCS
problem, but so docs everybody
else. Davie suggested letting all
Division I head coaches choose
who plays in the title game. I
don't think that would work.
Let's face it, Division I college football is lame. It's really
the only collegiate sport in
which you can have a split
national champion. The BCS
was implemented in 1998 after
a split national championship
the year before. But last year we
saw another one and it's very
possible it could happen again.
So who's to
blame?
I say the
sponsors
of
the
major
bowls games.
The payout to
the
BCS
bowls are in
the $10 million
plus
range. This is
the reason the
conferences, coaches and college presidents refuse to go to a
playoff system.
If NCAA Division I football
implemented a playoff system like
the other three divisions of college
football, there would be no more
split national titles. Everything
would be decided on the field. But
college football, like so many
other sports, is driven by the economics of making money.
There will be more tweaks
coming to the BCS next year,
I'm sure. So what we have now
is a broken, contorted system
that doesn't need fixing, it
needs getting rid of.
So as you watch t/le games
this year and the announcers
talk about the system and the
computers, remember that people came up with this system.
People program those computers, so people are to blame.
Enjoy the mayhem.
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Bruehi's Cheesesteaks &- Subs is
proud to celebrate our 11th anniversary by offering Whitworth staff
and students a 1096 discount on
any cheesesteak or sub.
10406 N. Dividon 468"-8"518
Come see our tribute to Whitworth Athletics!

Gonzaga University men's
basketball came back strong
from an embarrassing 89-72 loss
to then-No. 5 University of
Illinois.
Gonzaga
beat
No.
14
University of Washington 99-87
last Wednesday and held off the
University of Massachusetts
Minutemen.
Last
Wednesday,
Adam
Morrison scored a career-high 26
points and Ronny Turiaf had 23
points and 13 rebounds as the
Bulldogs earned their seventh
straight win over the Huskies.
Nate Robinson led Washington
with 22 points, including four
three-pointers.
Morrison scored 12 of his 20
points in the· second half and
Turiaf finished with 19 points
and 14 rebounds, leading
Gonzaga to a 68-57 win over
Massachusetts last Saturday. J.P.
Batista added 10 points for the
Bulldogs who improved their
lecoId to 5-1.
Gonzaga continues its season
today as they travel to play
Washington State University.

Sonics finding
new ways to win
The Seattle Sonics joined the
San Antonio Spurs with the best
record in the NBA
The Sonies beat the Portland
Trailblazers 99-89 last Saturday.
While Ray Allen struggled
shooting from the field, Vladimir
Radmanovic came off the bench
to score 20 poinls and grab 10
rebounds. Rashard Lewis added
20 points for Seattle. The Sonics
will get a chance to prove who
the best NBA team is when they
travel to play San Antonio tomorrow.

Puget Sound falls
in national final
The Wheaton College (III.)
women'1> soccer team won its first
NCAA Division III National
Championship with a 5-4 advantage
in penalty kicks against the
University of Puget Sound.
The teams ended 110 minutes
of regulation play with the score
tied at 1-1.
The Loggers scored first on a
cross from Cortney Kjar that
Elizabeth Pitman deposited in the

back of the net. The 1-0 UPS lead
was the first time the Thunder
had trailed since allowing an
overtime goal to Washington
(Mo.) in the first match of the
season.
After applying pressure on
UPS, Wheaton's Ashley Wiersma
pass was fired inlo the net by
Mary Doleshal in the 60th minute.
UPS had a corner kick with 30
seconds remaining but could not
covert. In the penalty kick
shootout, the Thunder converted
all five attempts and goalkeeper
AShley Vratil stopped the
Loggers second attempt.
Puget Sound ended their season with a record of 22-2.

Eastern bows out
in second round
Sam Houston State University
never led until the final play of the
game, but Jason Mathenia's
seven-yard touchdown catch from
Dust!n Long as time expired last
Saturday gave the ninth-ranked
Bearkats a 35-34 victory over No.
14 Eastern Washington in the
NCAA Division J-AA playoffs.
Darius Washington carried the
ball 35 times for 156 yards and
three touchdowns for Eastern.
Erik Meyer completed 21 of 30
passes for 233 yards and ran for a
touchdown for the Eagles, who
finish the year at 9-4.
EWU led 13-0 after dominating the first half and preventing
the explosive Bearkats from
crossing midfield.
The Bearkats visit seventhranked University of Montana (112) this Saturday in the semifinals.
Montana's Craig Ochs passed
for 251 yards and three touchdowns and Lex Hilliard rushed
for 107 yards and two more
scores to lead Montana to a 47-17
victory over the University of
New Hampshire in an NCAA
Division J-AA quarterfinal.

Linfield cruise in
0-111 playoffs
Linfield College quarterback

Brell Elliott put on a passing display to remember, scorching the
Occidental University secondary
for a school-record seven touchdowns in the West Region Finals
of the NCAA Division III playoffs last Saturday.
The No.2 Wildcats (11-0) rallied frolll a lO-point first quarter
deficit to defeat the 24th-ranked
Tigers 56-27, snapping Oxy's 10game winning streak.
Linfield advances to the
national semifinals for the first
time since 1992 and will host
Rowan University this Saturday.
OcciJental, champion of the
Southem California Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference, ended its season at 10-2.
A junior transfer from the
University of Utah, Elliott threw
for six touchdowns in the first
half. Early in the third quarter, he
equaled the NCAA all-divisions
single-season touchdown passes
record wilh his seventh scoring
toss, tying Willie Totten of
Mississippi Valley who threw for
56 touchdowns in 1984. He finished with 402 yards passing,
completing 20 of 34 without an
interception.

Idaho vQlleyball
in NCAA playoffs
The University of Idaho volleyball team finished the year 17-12
overall and sixth in the Big West
Conference. They were rewarded
with their second at-large bid into
the NCAA Tournament.
It was thought that Eastern
Washington University (20-10),
the regular-season winner of the
Big Sky Conference and a 3-1
winner' oyer Idaho might have a
chance of an at-large bid, butlhcy
were snubbed again.
Idaho traveled to Seattle last
Friday to play the University or
Washington. The Huskies won
their first 22 malches and spent
seven weeks ranked as the No. J
team in the nation.
Idaho fell to fifth-ranked
Washington 22-30, 14-30 and 1930. Kati Tikker led the Vnndnb
with 12 kills. Snrah Meek added
10 kills and two blocks. Meghiln
Brown recorded 21 digs ror Idaho.
The Huskies needed five
games to advance 10 Ihe NCAA
Regional Tournament ror the second-consecutive season. Their 32 victory over the University of
Kansas last Saturday improved
their record to 26-2 on the yeur.

- Compiled by Peter Smelser

sportscorner/sports update
Bonds center of Willingham fired American skier
steroids scandal from Notre Dame earns fourth win
Barry Bonds testified to a grand
jury that he used a clear substance
and a cream given to him by his
trainer Greg Anderson who was
indicted in a steroid-distribution
ring but said he didn't know they
were steroids, The San Francisco
Chronicle reported last Friday.
Bonds told the federal grand
jury last year that Greg Anderson
told him th~ substances he used in
2003 were the nutritional supplement flaxseed oil and a rubbing
balm for arthritis.
The
substances
Bonds
described were similar to ones
known as "the clear" and "the
cream," two undetectable steroids
rrom the Bay Area Laboratory
Co-Operative (BALCO).

Coach Tyrone Willingham was
fired by Notre Dame on Tuesday
after three seasons in which he
failed to return one of the nation's
most storied football programs to
prominence.
Willingham went 21-15, including 6-5 this season. The Fighting
Irish lost 41-10 to No.1 Southern
California on Saturday, Nov. 27.
There are now only two black
head coaches in Division I-A: Karl
Dorrell at UCLA and Sylvester
Croom at MissiSSippi State.
Utah coach Urban Meyer, who
has led his team 10 a perrect 1]-0
this season, was considered the
front-runner
to
replace
Willingham but accepted an offer
at Florida.

American Bode Miller won the
men's World Cup Alpine skiing
downhill Friday, a phenomenal
fourth win in five races.
Miller, who took the first
World Cup downhill victory of
his career in Canada last weekend, plunged down Beaver
Creek's Birds of Prey piste to beat
compatriot Daron Rahlves by
0.16 of a second, the first 1-2 finish ror U.S. men in a World Cup
downhill.
Miller, 27, is set for a recordbreaking year and Friday's victory I?ut him back on top or the
podIUm after a second place in
Thursday's super-G in the
Colorado Rockies.
-Compiled by Jolltulltlll Gerig
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Swimmers take on two invites

MADNESS:
Continued from page 10

see how they measured up to the rest
of the conference, said assistant coach
Gary Kessie.
"Overall, the times were consistent
and the coaching staff is very pleased
with the team's performance," he said.
The team has a bit of a respite until
a meet on Dec. 31 at California Stale
University- Bakersfield.
The teams participating included:
Linfield College, Lewis and Clark
College, Whitman College, WilIamette
University, University of Puget Sound,
Albertson College, Pacific Lutheran
UniverSIty and Whitworth.
Both the men and women's teams
were greatly diminished since the
Pirate swimmers were split between
the Northwest Invitational at Pacific
Lutheran and the Husky Invitational at
the University of Washington.

Sara Morehouse
Staff writer

Men place 8th,
women 6th at
Northwest InvHe

Braving the meager amounts of
snow this Friday, the Whitworth. swim
team traveled to Tacoma, Wash., to
participate
in
the
Northwest
Invitational, hosted by Pacific
Lutheran University.
The women's team placed sixth and
the men's team placed eighth.
The most notable scorer for the
women was sophomore Nicole
Parker's second place finish in the
SOO-yard freestyle with a time of 5'32.
The lone male competitor in the meet
for Whitworth was sophomore Scott
Adams, who placed 10th' in the 50yard freestyle with a time of24:53 seconds.
The meet was an important one to

SENIORS:
Continued from page 10

"

Speer had eight points in limited action. Shogren chipped in 19
points and senior guard Dani
Bielec had 10 points and six
assists.
As a team, the Pirates dominated the glass with 46 rebounds,
led by Bielec's seven and
Coppin's six and also had 10
steals.
Against EOU last Wedl\esday,
it was the Pirates ability to convert from the free throw line that
made the difference.
Whitworth shot only 31 per-

cent from the floor for the game,
but made 17 of 21 free throw
attempts in the second half.
"We kept our composure,"
Higgs said. "We took quick shots
in the first half, but slowed down
in the second."
Speer had a team high 25
points and pulled down 13
rebounds. Shogren also had a
double-double with 14 points and
12 boards. The Pirates pulled
down 22 offensive rebounds for
the game.
With a little more than 12 minutes to go in the game, Whitworth
went on a small run. Freshman
guard Holly Ridings made two
three-point attempts and stole the

ball that set up a third attempt for
senior guard Wenchi Lui. Her
three-pointer was good and
Whitworth shot 3-for-3 in three
trips down the court.
The Pirates' 13 point lead
would be cut down to five by
EOU, but they never got any
closer and Whitworth went on to
win 76-68.
"They arc a young and good
team," Lui said. "It'll be a lot harder the second time around."
The Pirates will play EOU a second time this Friday in La Grande,
Ore. when they participate in the
Ararnark EOU Women's ClllS1.ic.
Whitworth will play at home on
Dec. 29.

finally make a run at the championship. You would also think that they
could have done better in previous years than they have. Their starting
five consists of two seniors and three juniors, yet they still somehow lost
to Santa Clara in their opening game. Yes, Santa Clara is vastly improved
this year and will make a run at dethroning Gonzaga in the wce, bUI it's
still Santa Clara. Granted, it was the opening game of the year and opening games can cause havoc to just about any team, but the fact of the matter is these guys can still use their athleticism and experience to make a
solid run in the tournament.
The only things I worry about are the history of Williams' coached
teams in March Madness and Rashad McCants feeling like he isn't getting the shots he wants, then pulls a Nomar Garciaparr3 and pretty much
quits the team without really quilling.
My fmal pick is Illinois winning it all over Kansas in a close, but highscoring affair.
Of course, you also have to watch out for any of the smallef schools
who take the roll of David and can at any moment knock out these
Goliaths.
Remember, they call it "Madness" for a reason.
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ALUMNI:
Ramey, class of 2001, each with 12
points.
Bryan Williams led the current
Pirates with 23 points,
Jon Young also played well,
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Get Healthy and Stay Balanced
H week health & Illlll'il ion workshop
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scoring 15 points.
The Pirates' next games will
be in the Whitman Wildhorse
Resort Classic in Walla Walla
Dec. 10 to 11.
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What It means to be a Christian
. Some questions must go unanswered
Opinions, page 15

IN THE LOOP

Give back when
you're an alum
With finals fast approaching, most of us
barely have time to think of anything, but
papers, projects and tests. We're just
looking forward to the day when we can
shelve the books and pack our bags.
Although graduation may seem far off,
not too long from now many of us will be
leaving Whitworth for good. Yet our association with the school should not end
when we receive our diplomas and say
our good byes.
Students definitely pay their financial
dues while here through tuition and room
and board fees, but that doesn't mean that
after we graduate and settle into a job, we
can't give back to the school that has
helped us earn our success.
In a special-edition of the "Mind and
Heart," the monthly newsletter from
President Bill Robinson, the president
said alumni donations are much lower
than other schools comparable to
Whitworth. Many schools that are similar
to Whitworth, such as Whitman, have a
track record of much higher alumni giving
rates.
But wait, some might argue, that's
because Whitworth produces mor~ youth
pastors and teachers than business
tycoons and graduates in other lucrative
professions. That might be true, but even
a small portion of a person's financial -,
earnings could go a long way. The amount
of federal funds given to Whitworth is in
part based on the percentage (though not
the total amount) of graduates who give
back to the school.
So you don't have to be Bill Gates to
help improve your college and, perhaps,
make it possible for future students to
afford an education here.
After all, many of us wouldn't be at
Whitworth if it were not for others' generosity. And we also enjoy buildings like
Weyerhaeuser Hall and new scoreboards
thanks to donations from former
Whitworthians.
It's never too early to start thinking
about how you will budget your resources
after graduation, even while you're busy
slaving away for your degree. When you
mo" e on, remember the people that
helped get you there and show your
appreciation by giving something back.
"Ill the Loop, " Wrlttell by the editorial board, represellts the editorial voice 01 The Whitworlhian.
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Chopped: My '91 Civic
To encourage growth, the tranquil city probably referred to him as "Stretch" "Killa," "Big-O" or
of Spokane is called a variety of names. some other dim-witted name like that.
If it sounds like I'm mad, that's because I am.
Some of the most notable include the
"Lilac City," the "Heart of the Inland
He also got my checkbook, which resulted in a $600
Northwest" and "Fisherman's Paradise." loss that I still have yet to recover. Jerks.
However, there is a more aptly-titled
Of course, I went to the police during all of this, but
James moniker that seems to have been gaining they were of little help. Their department is currently
Singleton momentum over the past few years, slight- facing $7 mi1lion budget cuts, resulting in slow service
is an Iy negative, but mostly true: SpoCompton. and little regard for such "minor" incidents as carOpinions
While I must admit, I was skeptical at theft. The only phrases that seem to get Spokane
police to hustle right now are "Meth," "Murder!"
writer first and relegated the term to use by ratfor The faced Pantera-wearing high-schoolers and "Rape!" or "Golden CorraJ!" All of which can be heard
WhUworthian, 420, eight-ball touting
nightly.
a senior and street racers, I have
And after alI, why should the police
majormg in come to fully re~lize its
pay attention when these crimes are
joilrtltilism. validity.
commonplace, especially with Hondas,
Commellts can
You see, my car was
Acuras, Saturns and Mitsubishi's. These
be sent 10 jsin- stolen over Thanksgiving
It ... the unthinkable hapfour brands comprise the 10 most stolen
gletol102@ break, leaving me with
pel1ed: Thieves took n!y car car models.
wllltworlh.edu. little reason for a thankful
However, this holiday season, the
to the vehicfe slaughterhouse chop-shop
spirit. The only hope I
chic around town has everyhad was that it would
- the district chop-shop. " body getting involved. News 4 on
eventually be recovered unscathed.
KXLY did a feverish 13-minute disOf course, the good Lord loves to play
mantling demonstration during their
season sweeps. "The Spokesmantricks on me. Like some twisted Beverly
Hills Cop scenario, the unthinkable hapReview" recently reported on a massive
pened: Thieves took my car to the vehicle slaughterhouse car-theft and chop-shop ring, glamorizing the trade. And
it seems like junior highers everywhere can't wait to get
- the district chop-shop.
The poor little sedan was found in some Felony Flats their salty hands on some Acura. (You see, the parts are
neighborhood with no engine, no transmission, no seats worth more than the car.)
Brushing away my frustrations, I'm trying to think if
and no wheels. The front of the car was lopped off up to
the windshield.
there is anything good that can come out of this experience.
I visited the poor guy a few days later in the wrecking
Hmmm ...
yards. Looking at the gnarled metal features, I couldn't
Probably not.
help but liken my dear car to a Vietnam amputee, back
However, I realize I can- at least offer public educafrom the war, with little prospect for a future.
tion and awareness. This is why I have devoted the
What reaJ1y irks me is that my car wasn't even that cool. next portion of my life to telling my story to anyone
It was a 1991 Honda Civic with no features. It didn't even who cares to listen. Anyone who realizes that this
have a passenger side mirror or a clock.
could happen to them. Anyone driving an early-90s or
I hate to think of the look on that thief's face as he newer Japanese car.
drove away in my car. I imagine he had a flattop, a dirty
The city of Spokane is not the lilac-hued municipality
denim jacket (possibly with embroidered flames), tight it once was. We arc living in a tumultuous town. We are
jeans and white sneakers with big tongues. His friends living in SpoCompton.

'Tis the season to get scammed
s Christmas approaches, the yuletide yin and
yang of giving and taking also kicks in. The
Christmas season brings the busiest time of
year not only for retailers, but for criminals as well.
Many people enjoy sharing the spirit of giving,
not only with family and loved ones, but with charities as well. Unfortunately, con men (and women)
exploit this spirit for their own gain by masqueradlIlg as representatives of charities.
As a result of these bogus operations, many people find themselves in situations similar to Jack R.
Jones, a Kentucky man who had a $3 donation turn
in to a $300 withdrawal from his bank account. Even
charities like the Salvation Army and the Marine
Corp Reserve's Toys for Tots find their good names
sullied by delinquent doppelgangers.
December also brings a annual spikes in outright
theft with cars, homes and pockets pilfered. Even
Spongebob Squarepants isn't safe from holiday
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hooligans. His inOatable imitations, perched atop
Burger Kings across this great land, arc being stolen
in epidemic proportions.
Neither is cyberspace 100 percent secure from
Christmas crimes. Identity theft from popular online
stores is also on the rise.
The annual rise in crime has one cause: consumerism. Just as we legally search for the perfect
material possession to give to our loved ones, those
less fortunate also want to show their affection for
friends and family ... or themselves. However, they
may lack the financial resourc~s to get the
Playstation 2 or designer clothing that would be the
perfect gift, and thus turn to crime.
As Chrihtmas drifts increasingly toward a secular
holiday, more people will become criminals, thereby
destroying the sacred aura around this time of year. The
ambiguous "spirit of giving" is incredibly impotent at
stirring the hearts of men compared to the I loly Spirit.

Holiday crime doesn't just happen to "other people." Crime can happen to Whitworthians, too. Just
ask James Singleton, whose car was stolen and gutted in festive fashion. Here are some tips from the
Attorney General's office to keep you and your possessions safe this Christmas:
.... Ask specifically where the money is going
when donating to a charity.
.... Never use a credit card to donate.
.... Guard your credit card, debit and bank account
numbers extremely well. This means keeping
receipts secure and making sure no one is watching
you type in your PIN number.
.... Make sure the Web site you arc buying from is
legitimate and not a well-disguised imposter.
As long as you're aware that there arc grinches
out there who want to sfeal your Christmas joy, and
as long as you remember where true joy comes
from, you can still have a Merry Christmas.
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Letter writing 101
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far as the Whitworth cam- been published.
If you are an angry person in general and cannot
pus goes, the Whitworthian,
s the source of "the know" conceive of a time to write your letter when you
of much of Whitworth's happen- would not be angry, perhaps you should hold off 011
ings, is an indispensable compan- that letter until you get the professional help you
ion - especially that one great col- need. Remember, Whitworth offers six free counAllison umn written by those two really seling sessions per semester.
Second, remember that overarching assertions
Carr cool kids.
In an effort to avoid passivity, it without supporting evidence are not credible.
is an
Opinions is entirely appropriate to occasion- Points in letters to the editor should be well
writer ally respond to articles in the researclied and well supported. Whitworthian staff
for The Whitworthian that pique your inter- writers spend a lot of time researching to uphold the
Whitworthian, est. In fact, we the staff and we the accuracy of their articles, and people submitting
letters to the editor should do the
a junior and readers look forsame. Unsupported points cannot
majoring in ward to your letters.
English and We are literally
be taken seriously, and will cause
polillcai stud- waiting with bated
people to laugh at you.
ies. Comments breath.
Which brings me to my third
Without
tI Without letters to the
can be sent to letters to the editor,
point: Whitworth ian staff and stueditofj all our work
acarr02@ all our work would
dent readers are predisposed to
whitworth. edu. be meaningless.
would be meaningless.
laugh at all elementary education
That said, I proand religion majors. If you happen
to have one of these majors, make
pose to set forth a
few guidelines that will make your
especially sure that your letter is
letter to the editor the best that it
thoroughly edited for stylistic and
can be. These guidelines will ensure that both contextual errors, and that you have fully
Whitworthian staff and the student body listen to researched and supported all your points.
and respect you, and won't laugh while reading
Do not suggest that an opinion column which
your letter.
was in the opinions section should be in the opinFirst, make sure that your letter is not written ions section. People will laugh at you. And know
when you are angry. While emotional responses to that writing a letter in collaboration with others will
articles are not bad in themselves, they make for not help you to be taken more seriously <it took
rather ineffective arguments. State your position three people to write THAT?).
calmly and reasonably, avoiding, if you can, all
If nothing else, make sure your letter to the ediirrationality.
tor is entertaining. Or be funny on purpose, like the
If you do write a letter ~n anger, I .suggest that writer of a certain letter about "Halo 2." At least
you come back to edit it a few days later. You then you'll know that people are laughing with
.
wouldn't want to regret something after it has you, not at you.
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Prepare for your career now
This ,time of
year is full· of
transitions "-- the
season changes,
the days become
shorter, colder
Andrew and our temptaPyre tion is to hiberfor the
is a guest nate
writer for The winter.
I would like to
Whitworthian
some
and assistant share
director of thoughts
with
Career those of you
Services. moving on to a
Comments can new phasl{ in
be sent to your life as you
apyrc@ leave our camwhitworth.edu. pus, as well as
with those of you
in your earlier stages trartsition:
ing to a new semester preparing
yourself for your life's work.
H is without a doubt an extrenreIy competitive society we live in.
To compete globally, organizations must focus their efforts and
marketing strategies. As you enter
this ar~na so too will you.
One of the first steps in the transition to the workplace is to clearly define and articulate your goals,
values and qualifications. As you
begin your job search and networking with individuals you will
need to focus on what you have to
offer - your skill set and your
transferable skills. Simply put,
transferable skills are those abilities and experiences you' acquire
throughout your life that can be
applied 10 other situations. You
can and do develop skills through
all sorts of activities: employment,
research projects, volunteer work,
hobbies, sports, etc. , .
Over the years you have developed many skills from coursework, extracurricular activities
and total life expericl}ces. If
you've researched topics, wrillen
and presented papers for classes,
,>
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.~~ the~e IHlything e.lse in the \
wor~d.: hke' the audio waves

hilt. 'Its :liJflllfll doe! ltol "'tl'sJariIYI
refluI' Iht opif,iofl of
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you ''Ie used skills that are not
limited to anyone academic discipline, but are transferable to
many occupations.
A
prospective
employer
expects you to be able to apply
the skills you have developed in
college to the work environment.
Effective communication skills
are often considered essential to
an employee's success on the job.
These include the ability to write
concisely, listen attentively, facilitate discussions or meetings and
negotiate as well as persuade.
Employers also value management abilities, leadership by initi-

"To compete globallY,
organizations mustfocus
their efforts and marketing
strategies ... so too
willyou. "

ating new ideas, coordinating
tasks and monitoring details efficiently, decision making and
managing conflict. These skills
will help you answering the question: Why should I hire you?
Another key factor in your
ability to market yourself is in
building a network of' support
both on and off campus. In a
recent national study, 94 percent
of successful job seekers said that
there was a direct link between
their networking and their ability
to gain employment. Networking
contacts can tell you what it's
really like to work in their field,
assist you in understanding what
it takes to be successful and how

to position yourself to stand out
among the crowd of job seekers.
Your contacts may provide you
with an inside scoop and may be
able to help identify opportunities for you.
A word of advice: Don't wait
until you are graduating to really
focus your efforts. Be thinking of
ways that you can becorpe involved
in campus leadership/service activities right now. A highly valuable
way to obtain relevant experience
can be through an internship, which
can provide some early guidance
on whether a field is a good match
for you.
There are numerous career
resources available to you as a
student and alum.
Whitworth College has a wonderful alumni networking service
that I strongly encourage you to
.take advantage of. Your Career
Services office, located in the
HUB, second floor, can assist with
writing cover letters, resumes, job
search, career assessments, internships and employment. Many of
our resources are also accessible to
you online: www.whitworth.edu!
careerserv ices.
You will find valuable information, resources and links to
assist you in your transitions. We
host
numerous
workshops,
events and activities throughout
the year. One in particular to pa~
ticipate in this February is the
annual career fair - a jOint venture we sponsor with WSU,
EWU and Gonzaga University.
There usually arc around 100 different employers on hand. It is a
great opportunity to job search,
network and gather information.
Just know that you are not
alone in this transition process.
The season continues to change,
but you don't need to feel left out
in the cold when it comes to
your career.
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Opinions

fromfhesoul/religiOn
My faith causes more questions than answers
rying to answer the question "What does it
mean to be a Christian?" may prove to be a
less menacing task on a secular campus than
within a faith-based community simply because, if I
do not choose my words carefully, I'll hear about it.
I hesitate to respond. The truth is, after spending
Annemarie four years at a Presbyterian college, my answer is
Webber more convoluted than ever. Certainly, it is more
muddled than when I arrived at Whitworth as a smilIS a guest
ing freshman.
writer
Various fundamentalists might warn that if I have
for The
Whltworthian, to think about what it means to be a Christian,
a senior and chances are I'm not one. If that were the case, why
majoring in would it be necessary to fill out an 18-page doctrinal
English. statement before I could work for one week at a
Comments can Christian camp? (When it got to the part on Hell, I
be sent to skipped rather massive chunks and prayed no one
awebberOl@ would notice.)
And, if Christianity is so simple, why can't
whitworth.cdu.
Christians agree? Historically, what it means to be a
Christian has been a hackneyed topic for debate and even a popular
theme for war. The English Civil War between Protestants and other
Protestants in the 17th Century centered on such monumental issues as
what method should be used to distribute the elements. Thousands of
dead people later, they reached an agreement that lasted a few years.
Historically speaking, I'm not really sure "Christian" has an
easy definition.

T

Still, within the Christian community there seems to be enormous
pressure to have concise answers. Questioning is the tell-tale symptom of a weak faith.
Or is it?
Years ago, while agonizing over a passage in the Old Testament
which appeared to express God's enthusiastic endorsement of genocide and polygamy, I confided to my Christian mentor, "I don't get
this whole Bible thing." She rebuked me promptly, shocked that I
should doubt the Lord my God.
[ couldn't stop doubting. But had I tried to, I think my faith would
have arrived at an impasse long ago. Had 1 mimicked the confident
believers around me, my faith wouldn't have been anything but
resentment disguised as holiness.
Still, in the midst of wrestling for truth, it often seems that few of
my questions are even answered. I resonate with David in Psalm 69:
"I am weary with my crying; my throat is dry; my eyes fail while I
wait for my God."
Honestly, that's what my faith feels like most of the time. It is not
the cheery contentment other Christians sing about in worship songs.
It's not a confidence that I've found the right denomination. It's not
having the answers.
.
I've come to conclude that, for me, "to be a Christian" means
seeking after a Messiah my mind IS not large enough to understanu; striving to love a God [ can't feel most of the time. And
yet, to still wait for my God. In my experience, the very art of
faith begins not with ease, but with struggle; not the answer, but
the question.
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- - - - LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Gaming Issue

Videogames
have benefits
I love videogames. I thoroughly enjoyed
The Whitworthian's article on gaming,
since I do play them into the dead of night
and was waiting outside Best Buy, in the
freezing cold, to buy "Halo 2" the night it
came out. Therefore, when someone
speaks out against video games I must step
up and defend my gaming right on campus.
Accusing video games of causing
grades to drop, relationships to suffer and
fellowship to lack is a very bold statement. 1 can't argue that grades wiII not
drop if gaming is not monitored correctly,
but I will say that I have made and
strengthened many relationships with
friends through playing videogames with
them. Gaming has also given me numerous chances to evangelize to people onand off-campus.
I will agree that there are games coming
out that Jesus probably wouldn't play and
if you don't agree with what the game is
about, I have the perfect solution for you:
DON'T BUY THE GAME!
A point was made in the opinion section
of the last issue of "The Whitworth ian"
stating, " ... there is no offer of programs to
help combat this problem and there is no
drive to get students away from their TV
screens." My question now is what about
the 20 varsity sports that students play in
and watch, or the over 30 clubs or organizations to participate in? What about the
six intramural sports or the numerous
ASWC-sponsored events put on all the
time? It sounds to me like there are plenty
of other things to combat video games.
The question still remains, what benefits

do playing video games have? Personally I
have learned better teamwork skills, but
the most common skills learned are
patience and strategy, which sounds a lot
like chess. But I don't he!lr anyone complaining about the chess club. .
And to the young man who lives in
Boppell, room 207, although I am a guest
writer in The Whitworthian [ would personally like to apologize that the entire
paper was not dedicated to you and your
interests. I would advise you to make sure
- your facts are correct before submitting an
article next time, because reading articles
like yours and the one submitted prior, on
Ultimate Frisbee, are what waste space in
The Whitworth ian.

Graham Monteleone Freshman
Religion

Whitworthian
a 'plebian rag'
When I first scanned the "Halo" issue of
The Whitworthian, 1 pursed my lips and
unleashed an indignant, "Hmmphl"- an
entire issue devoted to -the electronical
game-type program "Halo 2: Halo with a
Vengeance"? [ fear I must join in the
fevered protest that students Nathan
Mesaros and Phil Culbertson made in the
Nov. 23 issue.
"The Whitworthian," once The
Newspaper of Record, second only to
CBS in journalistic integrity, has become
a drivel of a plebian rag. Why waste space
on "Halo 2: Halo Dolly," when you could
be writing about stimulating issues that
really dominate student's daily thoughts,
such as the Bush administration heinous
steel tariff policy or the electrifying consequences of Secretary of Commerce Don

."
Evans'resignation?
Furthermore, your pervasive issue
ignores the scientific facts of the mindmelting, cancer-causing, western-civilization-declining effects of so-called
"video games." "Halo 2: Combat Created
in Six Days," has alone caused seven
deaths (or "frags") and numerous calluses. (Source: Jayson Blair.) These
"videogames" desensitize children to violence as wen as stereotyping aliens. It
will only be a maller of time before we
read about some 6-year-old boy stabbing
some poor Covenant soldier with his
father's plasma sword.
However, the greatest threat posed by
"Halo 2: Vice City" is its seductive siren
song that ensnares Whitworth's students in
its tangled web of hypnosis. The time students spend tapping the "A" button, the
"B" button, or even the "X" button, could
be spent doing something more productive. Like drugs. Or money laundering. Or
writing indignant letters to a small student
newspaper.
Why waste time playing "Grand Theft
Auto," when you can get off your lazy
butt, pick up a bat, and bash in a car window?
Cancel my subscription.

Daniel Walters
Freshman
Communications/History

Opinions section

o IZ to opine,
but check facts
First of all, I just want to thank the
Opinion staff and guest writers for the hard
work they put into coming up with topics
for us to talk and or argue about. Thank

you.
Second of all, I just wanted to let studenls know that you're probably not going
to change my mind about most things written in our newspaper. I feel that people so
adamantly strive to write convincing arguments to persuade people to choose their
opinion, and that passion is admirable, yet
almost wasted on talking us to death.
1 have changed my opinions throughout
my college career independently, apart
from my peers. I read nearly every week
how somebody wants students to re-evaluate so-and-so.
I'm sick of having to defend why I'm
against the war or why I'm for gay rights.
It seems obvious to me and your opinions
seem obvious to you. People have their
opinions.
Thirdly, Oregon is rad. Parts of it
anyway. I however, voted for that
"idiot" John Kerry that people so lovingly refer to on this campus and I'm
just glad my property wasn't vandalized
because of it.
Fact Check: Oregon did NOT legalize
marijuana. If you read your ballot you can
discover that the OMMA2Act/Measure 33
was a follow up to Measure 67 that passed
in 1999. This new act proposed giving
more money and access to patients who
need and use medicinal marijuana Illready
(you know, people with cancer). Don't
worry, 1 didn't vote for it, Jake. [ thought
Oregon should put their- money into education instead.
Boltom line: Be a bit more informed and
understanding when you encounter something that offends you. As I sit on the plane
sipping my cranberry juice and eating my
festive bag of snacks, I am grateful for
tasers and will always order the spiciest
mussaman curry I can get my hands on.
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Crystal Rose Bryan
Junior
Marketing/Business Management
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Get your thoughts in prlntl
Letters to the editor

Guest commentaries

The Whitworthian welcomes your responses to stories appearing in the newspaper
or views on issues of interest to the college community. Letters must bear the
writer's name, year (if applicable), major (or position in the college) and phone
number (for verification purposes only). Anonymous letters cannot be published.
Please keep length to a maximum of 300 words. We reserve the right to edit all
letters for content and space. Send letters to: Letters to the Editor, Box 4302,
Campus Mail or e-mail to editor@whitworth.edu. Letters must be received by 5
p.m. on Friday for publication in the following Tuesday's issue.

The Whitworthian encourages members of the campus to submit longer guest commentaries about issues relevant to the community. Commentaries of 700 words or less
will be published as space pennits. We arc looking for commentaries thaI arc relevant
and well-researched. To ensure a better chance of publishing, please contact The
Whitworth ian with specifics regarding when you plan to submit your commentary and
what you are interested in addressing. We reserve the right to edit all submissions
for content and space. Commentaries should be e-mailed to
editor@whitworth.edu.
.
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SPECTRUM

Freshman Aaron Manheim molds a snowman.

.'

Freshman Jordan Carter gets ready for the Christmas season by Ilddlng the finishing touches to a Christmas tree In Baldwin·Jenklns.

Illuminating th~ holidays
Shannon Blackburn
Staff writer

or several years, Whitworth has
been lacking a Christmas tree in
the Loop, even though there was a
perfect one just sitting there.
In 1984 a tree was donated to
Whitworth by an alumnus with a specific
designation for its use: a Christmas tree.
At the time, the tree was only six feet tall.
Now the top cannot even be reached
with the aid of a cherry picker.
"We decorated the tree for years as a
gift to the Whitworth College community," Library Specmlist Gail Fielding said.
"But it hasn't been decorated in at least
10 years because it became a dorm competition to see who could steal the most
lights off the tree."
It became too costly to keep decorating the tree.
"It was vandalism, rather than just a
prank," Fielding said.
The idea to reinstate the tradition was
brought up by junior Josh Shelton this
year.
"I was walking from the music hall
and saying to my friend, 'I wish we had
a big tree in the Loop that could be decorated like a Christmas tree, '" Shelton
said. "I looked straight at the one straight
in front of me and was like 'that one'."
After running the idea of decorating a
tall fir tree that next to the Campanile
past ASWC president and senior
Courtney Daly, ShelLon e-mailed the
physical plant and ASWC Special Events
Coordinator Philip Atkins, a junior, for
further approval and possible funds.
Atkins then came up with the idea to
have ASWC sponsor the event and supply
cookies, apple cider and holiday music.
"And of course eggnog, the Christmas
drink," Shelton said.
Since the tree has grown quite large
over the years, many strands of lights
were purchased, as well as the complementary star. When Shelton saw what
was being used for the star - a plain,
unlighted decoration - he enlisted the aid
of junior Jessica Philips, the ASWC

P

serve coordinator. Philips constructed a
new star out of several strands of lights
and coat hangers.
The turnout was much bigger than
planned with an estimate of more than
100 people.
"I didn't really expect a lot of people to
come," Shelton said. "But then I saw lots
of groups with two or three people wandering over and we ran out of food twice."
With the snow, Christmas trcc and
warm beverages the mood was perfect
for the occasion. When the time came to
light the tree, there was a countdown.
As the lights came 011 a cheer rang
through the crowd, while Nat King Cole
serenaded the students with his '0
Christmas Tree." The response from the
students was overwhelmingly positive.
"1 really appreciate the campus community together calling upon the nostalgia of the good old days," sophomore
Emily Hurianek said. "Three cheers to
eggnog, cider, and the Christmas Spirit."
Several students, due to the arrangement of the lights and star, have dubbed
it the Charlie Brown Christmas Tree.
"This tree is perfect because it's not
perfect," Shelton said.
The tree will continue to be lit everyday until Christmas break from 4 or 5
p.m. to about midnight.
The holiday festivities will continue
through the rest of the semester.
There will be a special Christmas
Hosanna tonight, and Sodexho will serve
their annual Christmas dinner on
Wednesday.
A Winterfest Art Sale will be in the
Hixson Union Building this Friday from
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
The final Whitworth Christmas
Festival Concerts will be this Friday at 8
p.m. and Saturday at 3 and 7 p.m.
The student-led dance club Jubilation
will perform their winter recital Saturday
at 1 p.m. The club will also spread holiday cheer by serving cookies and hot
chocolate after the show.
There will also be a Candlelight
Nativity Communion Service Sunday in
the Seeley Mudd Chapel at 7 p.m.

Freshman Bonnie Glaser decorates her door for Christmas m Baldwin-Jenkins

lin.
Sophomores Erika Smith, junior Katie
Knodel and sophomore Emily McEvoy cut
out snowflakes while sophomore Enn
Whitney strings lights and JunIOr Elizabeth
Greene and sophomores Alissa Adams
and Annemane Huber look on.

JUnior Philip Atkins serves eggnog and cookIes to students at the Christmas tree Ilghtmg
ceremony Wednesday night.
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Conference Champs
Whitworth men dominate at home and Win the
conference championship swim meet.
Sports, page 10

Historical Headlines
The Whitworth ian celebrates 100 years
with a tribute to its past.

Scene,

page 8-9

. . . .----Celebrating 100 years Cif-student journalism

Controversy next door
(( L17e sbould bave ONr spilii-testing macbille ]vell-oiled {Illd jilllc/iollal. fPe sbollld demand the Imtb and be filled ]vith grace. fPe jllst reallY
!leed to be vlgilant, bllinot so lligtlalJt that we jim/ sometbing /bat~ not there. " - Bill Robinson, Whitworth president

The Freemans, followed to
Spokane by a troubled past, are a
concern to their former adherents
and the Whitworth administration
Chris Collins
Editor-in-cllIe!
hen Bill and Patsy Freeman bought lhree houses
adjacent to the Whitworth campus late la~t year,
the l/Ive~tment was more than just a nullion dollars of north Spokane real estate.
It was a move 10 revive a 40-year-long mini~try that has
left a trail of broken churches, families, relationships and a
~l11all town's worth of disgruntled ex-members, say a
dozen sources who have known the Freemans - some [or
more than a decade - and who are now concerned about
the Freemans' presence at Whitworth.
"They're a danger - they haven't changed their pattern,"
said Iloward DeYoung, who graduated from Whitworth in
1973 and knew the Freemans for about 13 years. "They
conSIder going their way is the Lord's way."
For the past few years, Patsy Freeman lived ncar Portland,
Ore., and Bill Freeman lived lfl Moses Lake. !in eastern
Washington dly. The couple, who have beeTl married for
ne<lriy 50 year~ and arc in their la(e 60s, c,lme together again
last year aHer a five-year separation. Now (he Freeman:; and
a handful of loyal followers have moved to Spokane.
lUIlU J\I.oon/1f '!"f>JorlllJiJ11
A Whitworthian Investigation that
The
"Blue
House"
on
the
corner
of
Hawthorne
Road
and
Whitworth
Drive
IS
the
central
reSidence
of the Freemans_ They purcllased
WHITWORTHIAN included IIlterviews with pastor~, college
exclUSive
administrators, profes~ors, ~tudents and the house for nearly $500,000 along With two other houses in the area
foriller members of the Freeman group
~Part one of
Q: Where exactly are the
Q: Where are all these "conPOlllts to a hi~tor)' of the Freemans that is
Q: Who are the Freemans?
a two-part
complicated and me!.s),.
cerns" coming from?
A: For the past few year~. Patsy Freemans living?
Whltworthlan
Ex-members say the Freemans and
A: From a number of SOllfce~,
A: The Frecmans bought three
Freeman lived ncar Portland, Ore.,
Investigation
their followers arc a meandering group
including many former longtime
houses for a total of $1 ,042,000 la~t
ilnJ Bill Freeman lived in Moses
Into the
of Christians who have no !.trong tics
Lake, Wash. The muple, who have September and November. They arc members of the Freeman group and
Freemans and
wllh any out~ide Chri~lian group and
two leller!., one ~Igned by 71 elders
been married for nearly 50 years and all lIear the corner of Whitworth
their past.
that it~ leaders, l3i1l and Pat~y, arc
arc III their lale 60s, came together Drive and Hawthorne Road. One of and another signed by 27 elders in
spurred on by a need to control others
last year after a five-year sepamtion the house~ is the "Blue I lou~e" the Local Church.
and oversee a flock of adherents.
Whitworth considered purchasing
Specitically, critICS say Patsy Freeman has a "lust" to
hut was on the mnrket for half a milQ: Why are they here in
manipUlate and micromanage others' lives - even subtly
lion dollars
Spokane?
dictatJllg to some members what clothes they wear, what
The Freemans
A: The Freernans have never pubcolor they pilint their house, how they clean their house,
Q: Why me the Freemans in the licly s<lid why they cho~e
when to do laundry and how to discipline a child by
spotlight?
Whitworth, though a college admin"breaking their will." Ex-member~ say her hushand - a
and bDught three houses adjacent to
A: The Whitworth administration istrator that met wilh mil Freeman
Fuller Seminary graduate, author and owner of a publishthe
Whitworth
campus.
Bill
reccIVed phone calls and e-mails in in late January said he !'ellied in here
ing company - provides the rllnd~ (0 run their ministry
Freeman, a graduate of Fuller
mid-December 2004 from people because he likes Spokane and the
and acb as a "figurehead" to the group.
Seminary, i~ a preacher and author
who had known the Freemans. They
Whitwortll environment. But fOfmer
The Freemans reportedly maJl1tain tlwt they arc here
and owns a puolish1!lg company.
exprc~sed serious concerns wllh the
members say they arc sllllply selling
becau!>e they like Spokane and the Wlutworth envlronThere arc abo a handful of men
Freemans and their practice!.. An '111- up shop at a Christian college cammenL Loyalists of the Freemans said the critics' accusaand women - mo~t of them unmarstudent e-maIl was sent out by the pus to !>tart recruitlllg members. The
tions arc fab.e and spurred on by former memher~' bitlerried or distanced from theIr spouse administration on Feb_ 4 infoflTIlng ex-members ~aid this I~ a cOlllmon
ness toward the group.
who have followed the Freemans to
~tudent~ of the concern~ the college
pattern
for
the
Freemans.
Though ,1 variety of ex-members were interViewed Spokane and live ill the three houses
had receIved
--C'/Jris Co/11m
rangllig in age, locatIOn and level of IIlvolvement wllh the
Frecmans - most asked that they not be named. Most of
the ex-members ~aid this wa~ the flr!.1 time they were
~peaklllg out publicly about the Freemans.
Many also said they would stIli like to sec their relatlOlI~hi(ls With the Freemans salvaged some day and did not
want to worsen thmgs now by being nnmed. Others said
they feared retribution from the group if named.
Some former members had glowing remarb about the
for grounds keeping staff. The presleah Motz
Freemans, though they also emphasized their concern~
ent mud pit seems a disgrace to the
Sara Morehouse
about the group's practice.'> and future ambitions.
lush green grass that Whitworth is
Staff wnters
One longtime friend of Bill Freeman's said the 67-yearknown for, they say.
old was "one of the greatest Bible teachers I have ever
But there is dIsagreement over
"Frisbee in the Loop b a part of
heard. He inspired people_" But the ex-member also said a
the community at Whitworth," Jun- how to h~ndle the situation.
number of women feel they "lost a big chunk of their lives"
Currently, the Loop IS closed to
ior Nels Berg, the Ultimate Frisbee
because of Patsy Freeman's control tactics and her husall u~e and facilities '>crvices have
Club President, said_
band's repeated silence and deference to Pntsy.
But
sometImes,
community been working to improve the gra~s
Bill Freeman 1>poke briefly with TIle Whitworth ian but
situation with fertilizer and time for
comes at a high price.
refused to answer many of the accusations that have piled up
healing.
All parties involved do agree that
C.,want Oa,,,/lr M.~rlhra.
from constllnt use, the Loop has
See CONTROVERSY .. page 3
The Loop is off limits until spring break.
become unsightly and a headache
See TURF ... page 11
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Q&A:

Troubled Loop closed off

Publication of Whitworth College, 300 W. Hawthorne Rd. Spokane, WA 99251 Comments: editor@whitworth.edu, 509-777-3248
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"

Were ill nursing schooh so
don't reallY need to walk
across the loop . . . On the
other hanrl Amenca is overweight alld it's killilJg II~ so
the added exercise might be a
benifit. "
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Sections 799A and 845 of the Public
Health Services Act.

It's kind of dumb to close an
area that people lISe every dqy.
It's jmt going to get messed up
again. Thry sholl/d do it dllring
the SIlIJl/ller. "

Julie Moore
jUllior

"

The Loop is
closed.
Now what?

"

lVC

I don't think it's reallY
a big deal. Thry can
make II}> for their lack of
exercise fry lva/king
arOlmd 011 the sidelvalk. "

Brent Hendricks

"

I glless it's a good thing, becallse
thm Jve1! have good grass for fiisbee next semeste,:
JJ

Victoria Hiller

jlllllor

FreshmllN

campusbriefs ASWCroundup
at Whitworth

student government

Next year's theme houses
are up for grabs

.... ASWC is discussing the possibility of outlawing incense in the dorms. It is currently a dorm-by-dorm decision.

Theme house applications are currently available
at the Student Life front desk located upstairs in the
Hixson Union Building. Applications are due March
7. Contact the Assistant director of residence life,
Nicole Boymook, with any questions at nboymook@whitworth.edu.

Certification of Ministry
program starting up

.... There was a requisition presented to ASWC for $2,000 to bring the band Ten
Shekel Shirt ~o the Whitworth campus.
.... There is a requisition In for $3,000 to bring in a self-defense teacher during
Gender-Awareness week March 7-11. It has not been approved at this time.
.... Intramural games begin on the Feb. 28. Sign up sheets are currently available at
the HUB info desk.
.... The Arend Green With Envy dance is taking place on March 5 at 9 p.m. Tickets
are $3.

Whitworth is offering its Certification for Ministry
program this !>pring. Students who are considering
ministry and are interested in preparing for ministry
jobs that are available for Whitworth graduates, are
encouraged to attend. Applications and further information is available in the Seeley Mudd Chapel and
there will be informational meetings being held
tomorrow at 3:15 p.m. and Thursday at noon in the
chapel. There are ministry opportunities available in
youth ministry, children's ministry, campus ministry,
missions and the arts.

Whitworth Fund growing in
numbers and dollars
A record number of donationf> were made to the
Whitworth fund during December, Presid(;nt
Robinson said in his most recent Mind and Heart
newsletter. The 1,242 separate gifts made December
the first month in Whitworth's history that more than
one thousand gifts were made to the college.
"What's so great about this is that our progress IS
the result of more people giving more, and not just a
few monster gifts," Robinson said.

Recycling club looking for
leadership candidates
The WASTE club is looking for volunteers to take
leadership positions in the club. The club is looking
for people to oversee recycling responsibilities, plan
Earth Day, represent the club in committees or a
media person. Contact senior Richelle Reid at
rreidOl@whitworth.edu.
-Compiled by Peter Burke

worldbriefS/news ticker
Israel and Palestine agree on cease fire
Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon and Palestinian leader Mahmoud Abbas have
agreed to a cease fire. The agreement included a promise by brael to release
Palestinian prisoners and leave five disputed West Bank towns. A point of concern
is that many of the Palestinian militant groups may refuse to accept the treaty and
continue their attacks. U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice has praised the
agreement as having great potential for peace.

North Korean nuclear negotiations halt
North Korea has left international talks that were intended to resolve the
ongoing nuclear crisis over their possession of nuclear arms. The other six
nations involved in the talks have not given up hope and are encoura~ing North
Korea to return. The nuclear negotiations are seen as a way for the dispute to
be resolved peacefully and North Korea's neighbors, such as Japan and South
Korea, have made it clear that they cannot tolerate a nuclear-armed North
Korea.

African dictator dies after heart attack
Dictator Gnassingbe Eyadema of Togo died at the age of 69 following a heart
attack. He had been the longest ruling leader In Africa, after he rose to power through
a military coup. His legacy includes dissolving Togo's political parties and banning
term limits. Since his death the line of succession in Togo's constitution has been
ignored and Gnassingbe's son has assumed power among protests from the Afncan
Union and other world powers.

-Compiled by GavlII Jamieson

9 ra peVine/humOr
In the spirit of Valentine's Day,
unlikely candy heart messages:
... At least Jesus loves you

... Trapped in candy heart factory. Send help.

... No means No

... I hope you choke on this ...

... We need to talk ....

... This candy heart is as bitter as I am

... I like you ... as a friend ...

... You remind me of my mom/dad

thewhltworthlan
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over the years. Repeated requests
for an extended interview with
either of the Freemans were
denied.

E-maU'uncalled for'
A Feb. 4 aU-student email sent
out by the Whitworth administration said that "numerous individuals previously involved with the
Freemans contacted us to say that
the couple had exerted negative
influence on their personal lives."
The next day, Freeman said he
was surprised by the e-mail and
did not think "things would have
escalated by moving here."
"We've just been here to serve
the Lord," Freeman said. "We
just want to be Christians and live
the Christian life."
Freeman chastised the administration in a short interview: "In
ministry, you don't like to uncover other peoples' sin," he said.
"Unfortunately, what's happening now is - who's spreading the
truth now? Why (docs the administration) have a vendetta?"
Freeman said the e-mail was
"uncalled
for,"
questioned
whether it was "righteous," and
said the administration had taken
information from sources that
"you could almost put in the category of hate" and escalated the
claims into a "type of crusade."
"When you're in the ministry
as long as I've been, people are
going to be disgruntled," Freeman
said. "These are all normal things
that happen to a church."
Freeman said he wanted to talk
to the administration before making any further comments. But
after
a conversation
with
Whitworth
President
Bill
Robinson last Thursday, he did not
respond to an interview request.
?

Supporte,. respond
An interview request with one
of the Freemans' five children,
Billy Freeman, was not answered.
However, one longtime loyalist of
the Freemans, Sue Johnson,
called the couple "wonderful people" who have "just caused me to
love God's word and to want him

to be Lord of my life."
Johnson, 54, and her husband,
who live in Lake Oswego, Ore.,
gave the Freemans $47,000 sometime in 1998 or early 1999 while
the Freemans were in Scottsdale,
Ariz., according to public court
records. The records indicate that
the money was likely used to buy
an extra house for the Freemans.
Johnson said concerns about
the Freeman group expressed to
Whitworth administrators in midDecember are simply the natural
fallout of past church splits and
frustrated congregants.
"There are people who have
real problems," Johnson said.
"They tend to blame the leaders
instead of what's going on in
their own lives. It's unfair to look
at the leaders because it can be
really disgruntled people who
have brought on their own troubles. Leaders can get blamed for
things that are not their fault."
Iohnson said the Freemans are
a dedicated Christian couple.
"They've been people that have
led me to the Bible and led me to
Jesus Christ," Johnson said. "I
don't even know if I can express
that to you adequately - it's really
Christ that has been their focus."
Asked about some of the specific accusations made by many
of the former members, Johnson
said: "As a sister in the Lord, I
wouldn't feel comfortable talking
about all those kinds of things. I
think I've already expressed to
you what time and experience
tells a person - and that's that
leaders get blamed for things."
Another
friend
of
Bill
Freeman's, Ken Sandberg, lives in
Moses Lake and has three grandchildren enrolled at Whitworth.
He says he has known Freeman
since 1968 and, up until last fall,
Freeman had lived in Sandberg's
basement for a couple of years.
Sandberg said many people
have raised concerns about the
Freemans because "a lot of things
can get going around and just get
tweaked a bit."
He said -he had never heard of
the Freemans being the "direct
cause" of a divorce among married couples.
But a number of former members of the Freeman group said
Bill and Patsy Freeman have left
many divorces in their wake. One

For information contact:

EASTERN.
WASHINGTON lIII

Patricia Valdes, MSW
(509) 359-6772
(800) 861-7795
pvaldes@maiLewu.edu

UNIVERSITY

Web site: sswhs.ewu.edu
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ex-member, Lynne Young, who
says she knew the Freemans for
25 years, said the number of broken marriages is "just astronomical in numbers."
The ex-members' claims are
backed up by 1993 leller signed by
71 elders of a worldwide Christian
movement commonly known as
the Local Church. The Freemans
were an integral part of the Local
Church movement in the 1970s and
80s, but paned ways 19 years ago.
The
six-page
reprimand
addressed to Bill Freeman said he
and his family practiced a "form
of legalism which reached into
and touched every aspect of the

HI 'HI so concemed about the
students. I can't staJJd the
thought if allother group 0/
studmts getting into this. I
just can't stand it. "
Lynne Young,
Former IIItmhir

church and family, including the
most basic and personal decisions
of everyday life and relationships."
"Splitting up homes and marriages for the sake of oneness wilh
Ihe Freemans became acceptable,
often resulting in great distress
and irreparable damage," the leiter
continued. "There are too many
husbands who have and can testify that the loyalty and dependence
of their wives to your (the
Freeman family) exceeds that to
their own husbands."
Another letter signed by 27 eIders in the Local Church was sent to
Bill Freeman last December. The
letter was "a word of strong concern, especially with regard of the
practices of interfering with others'
marriages," said Jim. Clark, an
elder at the Local Church-affiliated
Church in Spokane. Bill Freeman
used to be a regular guest speaker
at the church two decades ago.
"The stories we heard were very
alarming to us," Clark said. "There
is a controlling influence on the
lives in families. It's disturbing to
us that famIlies seem to be in the
process of being broken up."
There is a general consensus
among critics of the Freemans that
the couple will continue it!> practices at Whitworth since they have
regularly altracted students from
college campuses in the past.
Many ex-members themselves
were allracled to the Freeman
group by their campus ministries
and some helped attract other students into the Freeman fold.
"Bill Freeman stiII has not gone
away from his devastating practices and devastating teachings,"
said Chuck Smith, a former member of the Freeman group.
Another ex-member sent out an
e-mail last month to some people
in Spokane detailing the Freemans'
reputation. It said there arc "several hundred" people who can back
up these concerns and that a "controlling organizational structure" in
the group allows Patsy Freeman to
arrange both the marriages and
divorces of its members.
"Many will confirm that the
Freemans have caused more damage and destruction to innocent
Christians and innocent children
than any other church leaders they
have ever known," the e-mail read.
Another fanner member of the
Freeman group who wished to
remain anonymous because some
of the ex-member's relatives arc
with the Freemans, said, "In my
view, it would be better for any
young person who has a desire to
follow the Lord 10 completely
avoid this group."
David Cherry, the director of
Whitworth's Masters in Teaching

program and an eight-year member of the Church in Spokane said
it is likely the Freemans have not
changed over the years.
"The Freemans have a history.
It seems their history is primarily
related to a need 10 draw young
people and families into their
religious group and then control
their living once they begin to
meet with them," said Cherry,
who has not personally met the
Freemans but says he has a good
knowledge of their practices.
"If you study the result of their
pattern of behavior and operation,
the evidence suggests that they
have left a trail of destruction with
families," Cherry added. "They
have meddled into very personal
family affairs and have been
instrumental in the separation of
husbands, wives and their children ... , I am concerned that onc
or more of our students will be
drawn in and held somewhat captive by the Freeman group."
Young, the former longtime
member of the Freeman group,
was blunter.
"I'm so concerned about the
students," she said. "I can't stand
the thought of another group of
students gelling into this. I just
can't stand it."

New neighbors

'corporate living.' Now they leU
you when to get up, who you arc to
live with, whom and where you
serve. ... Marriages are broken,
long time friendships are broken.
Lives are broken. This is what ultimately (led) me to leave."
McOonigal received the bruni of
the e-mails and phone calls from
former members of the Freeman
group, but the messages were
passed on to other administrators.

Setulngln
While the Whitworth administration was discussing what to do
with the concerns, the Freemans
and their followers continued to
establish themselves.
Many in the Freeman group but not Bill or Patsy - worked on
refurbishing and adding to the
homes, said a person who has
observed the Freemans in the past
few months. The source said that on
weekends, large groups of people
drive up from Portland to help paint,
remodel the house, and fix the electrical and plumbing systems.
The Freeman.'i settled into the
"Blue House." A handful of women
in their 40s or 50s also live there
with the couple, said Joel Tampien,
a Whitworth sophomore and grandson of Sandberg, Bill Freeman's
friend from Moses Lake.
Tampien said a handful of
young men live in the brown
house next door while the red
house acrOss the street has been
transformed into Bill Freeman's
office (Freeman runs a publishing
company
called
Ministry
Publications). The red house's
garage was turned into a massive
library wit~ multiple rows of ninefoot shelves packed with books on
Christian theology and history.
Tampicn, who does not live
with the Freeman group but
knows Bill Freeman and visits
the group occasionally, said the
women living with the Freemans
spend their time cJeitning the
house.
"They're always working,
always on the go," Tampien said.
He said one woman spends her
time cooking all day.
At least three of the collegeaged residents in the Freeman
group are Whitworth students,
the anonymous observer said.
Tampien said he knew of at least
two members of the Freeman
group who arc students.
Cherry, Whitworth's MIT director, said he was taken aback by the
Freeman's moving in next door.
"The Freemans were presumptuous to come into the Whitworth
community with no communication regarding their intent," Cherry
said. "They aggressively and boldly bought houses close to campus."
A few people who have gotten
to know the Freemans a litlle in
the past few months say they arc
intrigued by the closeness of the
group.
Tampien said he doesn't know
why they "always travel like a
herd. The just do."
The anonymous observer said
the closeness of the community
WHS impressive at first.
"I've never seen people live so
well together," the observer said.
"There is complete brotherly and
sisterly love."
But the ob~ervcr said that the
excessive authority of Bill and
Patsy Freeman commanded made
them seem like a "king and queen
bee." The observer became
"more standoffish" toward the
Freemans after a while.
President Robinson called the
tight community "interesling," hut
had some questions about whether
the group members arc too dedicated to the Freeman couple.
"I want my loyalty always to

As students finished up their
fall semester last year, the
Freemans moved in.
The couple bought two houses
in September. They paid $242,000
for the brown house at 114 West
Hawthorne Road and $475,000
for what is commonly called the
"Blue House" at 118 West
Hawthorne Road, according to
Spokane county tax records.
In early November, they paid
$325,000 for the red brick house
at 205 West Hawthorne Road that
neighbors· Robinson's house.
A person who has observed the
Freemans over the past few
months said that in addition to the
three-house cluster, members of
the Freeman group occupy two
other houses in the Whitworth
neighborhood. The observer
asked to speak anonymously.
On Dec. 10, 2004, President
Robinson and his wife, Bonnie,
had dinner wilh Bill Freeman and
his daughter, Desiree. Patsy
Freeman did not attend the dinner.
At that time, the Freemans seemed
like "very warm, Christian folks,"
President Robinson said.
A few days later, the e-mails
and phone calls started pouring in.
"I was disturbed when I heard
recently that the Freeman's had
mO\'cd again, this time to
Spokane," wrote a Spokane native
who says she spent 15 years of her
life with the Freemans. "When I
learned the Freeman's had moved
to Spokane, I knew they would
allempt to begin a campus ministry there."
The e-mail to Whitworth chaplain Terry McGonigal continued:
"In a nutshell I can say the group is
exclusive and controlling. I cannot
recall once during my years of
involvement with their student
ministries where the group
reached out to partner with other
Christian organizations on campus. Their purpose in being
involved with campus work is 10
serve their own ministry and
needs. I consider myself one of the
fortunate ones to have left their
following and am often thankful to
the Lord for his mercy."
Another e-mail from Young, was
more poignant: "New converts or
even new visitors arc ... controlled
in every aspect of their lives. The
control ranges from where you live
to if-and who you marry. If (you
arc) single, it is worse for you
because to be spiritual you must
live with them in what they call See CONTROVERSY page 4
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late t9605 - 1970: Joined
with Witness lee to help
develop the Local
Church in Calif.

Continued from page 3

be to Christ," Robinson said. "We
have to be cautious about any
dependency that rivals dependencyan Christ. It doesn't mailer if
it's a good idol or bad idol - it's
still an idol."

Whitworth reacts
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In late January, only a few students knew about the Freemans.
The college's small group coordinators students who help
oversee the Chapel-organized
Bible studies on campus - were
given the basic facts about the situation. Some SGCs told their small
group leaders about the Freemans.
On Jan. 21, Kathy Storm, the
vice president for Student Life,
and Dale Soden, a history and
politics professor often involved
in administrative actions, met
with Bill Freeman. Storm said the
meeting lasted about one hour
and Freeman said he was in
Spokane because he liked the city
and Whitworth environment.
Storm and Soden told Freeman
about Whitworth's ban on outside
groups that want to proselytize on
campus. Freeman said this was
not an issue since he was in the
"traveling and publishing business," Storm said.
"What I tried to convey to Mr.
Freeman is that we are an educational institution and want everyone on campus to be informed
about everything," Storm said. "I
wouldn't want any students to be in
a situation where they are so influenced that they won't be allowed to
make informed deci~ions."
Storm said that if the Freemans
were here to just speak and publish, then they have "every right
to do that, and I want to live
respectfully next door to that."
Six days afler the meeting,
Storm sent out an e-mail to all the
faculty and staff at Whitworth
that was similar to the one sent
out a week later to all students.
Bill Freeman quickly learned of
the Feb. 4 all-student e-mail.
The next day Freeman said he
was going to write a lette'r to the
administration expressing his frustration. Storm said she never
received a leiter from Bill Freeman.
Last
ThurSday,
however,
President Robinson had a "good
talk" with Freeman that "highlighted the tension we have to
harness," Robinson said.
"On one side of the facts, they
moved to Whitworth, were welcomed by all of us, did nothing to
hurt us, and now it feels to them
like we are hurting their ministry," the college president said.
"On the other side, we have
been alerted by many and varied
sources of people who feel very
damaged by their ministry. So, we
feel obligated as administrators to
caution our students that these
reports are out there. And we feel
obligated as Christians to resist
judging others. So we're just trying to be people of truth and grace,
and in Ihis case it isn't always clear
when we're succeeding."
Robinson says he's "seen no
actions from (Ihe Freemans) on
campus that ( see as threatening,
but the concerns that surround
them I do see as threatening."
A Feb. 7 e-mail sent oul by the
Facilities Services department forwarded a message from Whitworth
employee Rodney Ferguson thllt
said he was "saddened by the tone
of some recent e-mails expressing
'concerns' about Mr. Freeman."
Ferguson's e-mllil caused some
confusion among students.
Nevertheless, Robinson said he
was OK with the e-mail and that he
would "never discourage anyone
from expressing an opinion," but
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1999 - 2004: Palsy drew
one·thlrd of the
Scottsdale congregation
with her and moved to
Lake
Ore.

,i~i~~~~;~;~'Z~;Lj~;'~Y~7;.:-:~${' ifg~kJ\;";ia~:;'~~;j

1970: Moved from Yorba Linda. Calif .. to
Seattle. Wash. Bill and Pasty drew thelf
loyal followers With them and helped
establish a church in Seolile

1987: Bill and patsr drew onethird 0 the Sealtle
congregation With them t~
Scottsdale. Ariz.

I I
I

1987 - 1998(
Scottsdale
Church

I

December 1998: Bill and Patsy splil
ways over "heated family
ar~ument." Bill remained in
Sco tsdole for several years.
Eventually he moved to Moses lake.
Wo .. where he resided wilh a friend.

Five years later, however, the students," McGoOlgal s3ld. "We
Calif., where he graduated in 1979.
had some serious questions about
Though Freeman was an integral couple came together again.
Former members of the Freeman the effect of the Freemans' minmember of the Local Church leadership, he started his own ministry group say Bill and Patsy Freeman istry on college-aged students."
President Robinson said stucompany on the side, called have a symbiotic relationship - one
dents should be on guard, bUI not
Ministry of the Word (which he can't operate without the other.
still runs today), and went on to
Critics paint the picture of the quick to judge.
"We're encouraged in scrippublish more Ihan a dozen books. couple like this: Bill Freeman
His commitment to his personal needed a congregation to lead tures to test the spirits," Robinson
ministry and IDcreasing complaints and Patsy Freeman needed said. "We should have our spiritthat Patsy Freeman was causing money and a pastor to have a testing machine well-oiled and
strife in the church by involving legitimate church. Patsy Freeman functional. We should demand
herself in peoples' personal lives had her loyal followers and Bill the truth and be filled with grace.
led church leaders to confront Bill Freeman had his Ministry of the We just really need to be vigilant,
Word company, his own Web site but not so vigilant that we find
Freeman in late 1986.
"It appeared on the surface as a (www.thechristian.org), and his something that's not there."
doctrinal difference between Bill Fuller-Seminary training.
Many former members of the
"( knew they would (get back Freeman group said that the
(( I want nry Iqyal!J ahvqys Freeman (one side) and Witness
Lee and his supporters (other together)," said a former long- group's influence and credibility
to be to Christ. We have to side),"
read a July 17,1999, leiter time member of the Freeman is waning and is much more
be calltiollS about at!)
in "The Scottsdale Tribune" of group. "She was going to run out diluted than it was during the
Scottsdale, Ariz., a week after an of money."
Freeman's zenith in Seattle.
dependenry that nvals
article had appeared in the paper
As for Bill Freeman: "He's not
"It's really different now than
dependenry on Christ. "
detailing some of the Freeman's connected or affiliated with any- il used to be -they don't have the
practices. "Underneath, though, thing or anybody. He's not in strength they used to have," said
Bill Robinson,
was the fact that Bill Freeman control, just a figurehead."
Denton, the former member.
Prmdmf
could not face criticism that had
Another former member said
mounted against his wife and her Freeman'a future
thllt even without media attenFreemllns' ministry is coming to inordinate need to control peotion, the Freeman group will "fall
an end. Too much has happe~ed ple's private Jives."
McGonigal, Whitworth's chap- apart anyway."
"Once word gets out, eventualand too many are willing to speak
The schism between those loyal lain, said he's concerned about
out against the Freemans, they say. to the Freemans and those loyal to the Freemans' track record with ly this thing will die anyway," he
said. "It's over. Too much has
One ex-member, who spoke Witness Lee put the Church in colleges.
happened."
anonymously and is especially crit- Seattle through a tumultuous time.
"(Based on) a lot of the inforical of what he says is Patsy Dianne Denton, a former member mation we have, one of the strate- --Peter Burke colltributed to this
Freeman's controlling tactics -call- of the Freeman group who grew gies of the Freemans is to target report
ing her the "queen of the ant hill" -. up in the Freeman-established prisaid much of the accusations and vate school, sllid Bill Freeman
stories from former members have was "raked over 'the· coals" by
not been made public until now.
leaders of the Local Church.
"Spokane may be her last
Eventually
the
Freemans
Alamo," he said.
moved down to Scottsdale, Ariz.,
in 1987 and brought about 60 fol-·
History of Freemana
lowers with them - a third of the
Seattle church. Denton said it was
If the Freemans were to end their a "very confusing time" that
ministry now, it would be to some broke up families and friendships.
the finale of more than 40 years of
Phil Neher, an elder at the Seattle
ZlB Plasma Services
preaching, teaching, studying, fel- church and a member for the last 33
9621 E. Sprague
lowshipping and church-building. years, said the Freemans "left us
Spokane, WA 99206
I
To others, it would be the because their practices were differ509.926.-1881 •. www.z1bplasma.com I
inevitable crumbling of a couple ent than ours. They had practices
I
Wf".5t 104 3rd Ave.
I
that has caused multiple church that we didn't feel were biblical."
divisions, taught and practiced
In Scottsdale, the Freemans
Spo~, WA 99201
I
harsh disciplinary tactics, and been established the Church in
509-624·1252 • www.:dbplasma.coml
Scottsdale. They eventually purFm.oo mlion nme mar vary. New donoo ootr·
the catalyst of numerous divorces.
. Ie homes III
. the area
Pit", Img pllOl" !D. prod" addms .nd Soci.t Stew!)' =I .JI
Understanding the Freemans' case
h d mulhp
somewhat nomadic past puts and the church grew to about 150 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.• -.-.•
••
their current situation in context. members over the next decade. At
The Frcemans did not offer an least one member left during the
account of their history, but mul- mid-1990s because she felt Patsy
tiple sources both friendly and Freeman was mentally abusive.
critical of the Freemans gave a But the church remained steady.
rough sketch of their past.
Then, in late Dec. 1998, Patsy
The couple married in 1956 Freeman filed for divorce against
while both were in their late teens. Bill Freeman. After the couple
Mter Bill Freeman abandoned his proceeded wilh the case long
Catholic roots, he and his wife enough to turn over some finanjoined a Quaker church known as cial information, the case was
a "Friends Denomination" in dismissed mid-1999. It's unclear
what sparked the divorce proGarden Grove, Calif.
(n the late 1960s, he parted ways ceedings, though one elder at the
with the Quaker church and joined Scottsdale church called it a
a fledgling Christian movement "heated family disagreemeJIt."
that launched its effective churchThe couple never technically
Apply to be a
plllnting campaign in the United divorced, but Patsy left for
States from Yorba Linda, Calif.
Portland suburb L1ke Oswego,
The movement - called the are., in 1999 and Bill Freeman
Recovery Movement, but more left the church. He moved to
Have fun while coordinating all summer conferences
commonly known as the Local Moses L1ke a few years later.
and events, developing leadcrship skills and meeting
Church - was headed by a Chinese
Members of the church say
immigrant referred to as Witness Ihal after (he Freemans split
interesting people.
Lee. In 1970, Lee, the Freemans ways, a number of the couple's
and others planted a church in troublesome practices that had
Pull-time position, with free room and board for the
Sea1tle. The church grew [lnd previously been noticed only by a
SUl11nlcrJ
Freeman held high leadership few now rose to the surface.
positions in the congregation.
Neverlheless, about 60 loyalBill Freeman lived and traveled ists followed Patsy Freeman to
Applications are now available 1n Student Life.
to various locations over the next 16 Oregon, where they gathered
years, including spending four years occasionally but did lIot start a
Deadline: February 24th
at Fuller Scminary ill Pasadena, formal church.
Questions? Call Stephanie Halton @ x3287.
added that he wouldn't want campus-wide e-mails to be the "channel through which we debate this."
Whitworth administrators say
they are faced wilh a tricky situation and don't want to jump to
conclusions. At the same lime,
they arc well aware of the emails, phone calls and documents
they have received.
"( Cdn't remember a situation
where we have received so much
warning and concern," Soden said.
Some of the former members of
the Freeman group sense that the

Need a bright idea
for a summer job?
'- L /

---

Conference Assistant

cene

Concert preview
Singer-songwriter Nini Camps visits
campus for Half Past Nine.
page 6

Ross Anderson speaks in the
William P. Robinson Teaching
Theatre. Anderson won a Pulitzer
Prize for his coverage of the
Exxon Valdez oil spill and is a '69
Whitworth graduate. During his
Heritage Week lecture, he spoke
about covering the spill.
]m,

(

C"'rk/lrh'lo~nh"'K

(Kl101Jlillg tbe bisto1J! 0/ tbe college helps olle appreciate
thatyo" are a part 0/ something larger tball YOllrse!f; it
helps reilifOrce the importance 0/ being liltentiollal abollt
bO}}J to make a positive impact 011 this COJJJIIII/Ili!). "
-Dale Soden

PrqftssoT of poli/ics and hJSfol]'

Shared Heritage
School celebrates history
through campus journalism
Leah Robin
Staff writer
The voice of students has been carried
through history by campus journalism.
That voice was celebrated on campus
during Heritage We~k 2005, as the col-

The Whitworthian from professor of politics and history Dale Soden at
Convocation; and a panel discussion on
student journalism.
"The purpose of Heritage Week is to
help faculty and students better understand the history of the college," Soden

lege' marke'd its - H5th anniversary and

said. ~'Knowing the'history of the college

The Whitworth ian observed its toOth
year of circulation.
The week's theme was "Freedom and
Responsibility in Journalism."
This theme was explored through
President Bill Robinson's Convocation
speech last Tuesday and other events that
brought the importance of st~dent journalism into the limelight.
_
These events included a lecture from
Pulitzer Prize winner Ross Anderson, a
Whitworth alumnusi a brief history of

helps one appreciate that you are a part of
something larger than yourself; it helps
reinforce the importance of being intentional about how' to make a positive
impact on this community."
During the panel discussion, questions
were asked concerning the nature of
good journalism. An expectation for
accuracy was noted as the most important, as well as the ability to connect
campus events with the world at large.
"Heritage WI)ek is intentional about

President Bill Robinson presents Princeton University professor Sang Hyun Lee an honorary
doctorate of Humane Letters at Convocation last Tuesday.

bringing alums back, such as this year
with Pulitzer Prize winning journalist,
Ross Anderson, in order to give students
a better sense of what a Whitworth education can help produce," Soden said.
The Whitworthian has recorded everything from the crowning of homecoming
queens 10 John F. Kennedy's visit to campus in 1960.
The campus paper was there once
again to comment on the most recent
presidential election. Students buzzed
with debate and discussion in 1960 and
continue to do so.
The Whitworthian gives student writers the chance to be read by over 6,000
people
"[The Whitworthian] gives students
the chance to be leaders on campus. Just
like anyone else working in the media,

they have a huge responsibility," sophomore Annie Murray said. "We arc the
young leaders of America."
Robinson touched on the freedom and
responsibility, not only of journalists, but
of Christians, as well, at Convocation.
He used the example of Rembrandt's
stunning contrast of light and dark in his
p~jntings 10 pori ray how one is drawn to
the light. He spoke of how journalists,
along with Christians have both the freedom and responsibility to shine light on
the truth.
"Surrounding ourselves with light may
provide comfort, but it makes us lose the
illuminating effect," Robinson said.
Chaplain Terry McGonigal's invocation prayer embodied the journalist's task
best: "May we continue to ask the questions that lead us to the truth."

Act Six students preview
campus, discuss future
Erika Prins
Nathan Harrison
Staff writers

A gospel cholf performs at the eighth annual Gospel
Explosion In the Cowles Memorial Auditorium on Friday night.

Sophomore Jessica Lehman appreciated the lively form of
worship and community at the Black Student Union Gospel
Explosion last Friday.
"It was really fun to worship in 11 way Ihat we're not used
to at Whitworth," !>ophomore Jessica Lehman said.
The event was open to Whitworth, a!> well as the Spokane
community.
"It was a really good time for the BSU in general," sophomore and BSU president Lauren Thompson !>aid. "The event
raised needed funds for the BSU."
Act Six prospective students vi!>itmg the campus over the
weekend got to enjoy the event as a part of their slay.
Thompson citedStephaine Beans for planning much of the
event."Mama Beans worked her butt off," she said. "She def-Katie Shaw
initely deserves credit."

Last weekend, nine incoming
Act Six scholarship winners got a
sneak peck at what Whitworth had
to offer. The high school seniors
experienced the college first-hand,
touring the campus and meeting
with faculty.
The group toured the Library
and dorms, meeting resident directors along the way. They also met
with the professors and staff they
will be living and working with
next fnll.
"This weekend our purpose wns
basically to get to experience what it
was like to be a Whitworth student,"
Act Six winner Amara Price liaid.
Acl Six is a leader!>hlp and
diversity scholarship program for
students from the Taco'ma, Wash.,
area sponsored by Whitworth and
Leadership
the
Northwest
Foundation. Winners arc not chosen solely on race or income status.
"Students are selected based on

leadership and a number of different factors," Assistant Director of
Admissions Carrie Streepy said.
Despite that fact, some winners
arc apprehensive about how they
will be viewed.
"I don't want other people to
judge me," Act Six winner
Jeremiah Sataraka said. "'Look at
that Act Six person, he got that just
because he's a minorily.' I want to
break that. I want to give them a
whole different perspective on life,
that people come from different
backgrounds."
The weekend visit was designed
to acclimate the scholarship winners to the college and make them
aware of the resources available to
them on campus.
"I feci more !>ecure IIbout my
choice," Price said.
The schohmhip winners were
also made aware of mnny of the
special programs and classes that
Whitworth offers to students.
"We're all really interested in
[Prejudice Across America)," Act
Six winner Vi Nguyen said.

Sophomore and' former Act Six
scholarship winner Bobby Walston
sat on the student panel Ihat
focused on Prejudice Across
America, a Jan Term class Ihal
traces the history of racial and ethnic intolerance across Ihe U.S. a~
students travel by rail to visit the
sites they study.
"Being a part of the program
myself, I kind of helped plan the
weekend," Walston said. "I have it
few years under my belt, so I can
share some my experiences."
Apart from hearing about classes and student resources, the winners al!>o gol some practical lips 10
prepare them for college.
"They met with [English professor) Doug Sugano about how to
write college papers, and talked to
some RDs about dorm life,"
Walston said. "They also spent
some time working on leadership
wilh our director, Tim Herron."
Different motivations drove the
eventual winners to take interest in
See
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Up-and-cotning artist
plays Half Past Nine

III

II

intheCITY ~_
Surviving Spokane until spring
Allison Carr
Philip Atkins
Staff writers

.'

"

With winter come the ice-cold
winds of solitude and that dreaded condition of the four-one-four
system: Jan Term. Jan Tenn can
be fantastic ... if you're not here.
But if you ended up stuck in
Spokanistan, worry not. We are
here to provide you with a survival guide for the rest of your
long, long winter.
First, a bit of advice for subsequent Jan Terms spent on the
Whitworth campus. There are several key necessities to having the
most fulfilling Jan Tenn possible.
The first involves class selection.
Consider this proven ~cientific formula: Jan Term (Plus) afternoon
c1a~s time (plus) discussion-based
teaching (minus) math (minus) science (minus) religion (equals) the
best Jan Term class possible. This
step-by-step ~elcction process will
ensure late nights spent not study-

ing and late mornings not awake.
The second requirement for a
fabulous Jan Term, as well as the
third, are also applicable to the
winter months in general. Second,
travel only where public transportation can take you, so that
you will not have 10 drive in
snow, in ice or after binge drinking. But beware. The bus is not
100 percent safe. Allison almost
died this January falling into a
snow-drift while stepping off the
bus on a trip to Northpoint.
Third, we recommend that you
watch as much "Sex and the City"
as pos~ible. II's practically your
only chance for survival.
While on the subject of winter
fun, it would be a betrayal to our
scenester roots not to address a
certain major winter holiday:
Valentine's Day. Surprise: we are
as cynical about this holiday as
every other person.
When searching for an expression of your anti-romantic sentiments this time of year, do it up

right. Single ladies, grab your
hottest couture and your designer
handbags and scoot on over to
Dempsey's, where you will find
at least 27 valentines, none of
whom will try to grope you and
all of whom wiII appreciate a
beautiful Dior anything. Eff diamonds. Gays are a girl's best
friend.
We heard a rumor that the Loop
is closed for business, so you single gentlemen might want to take
your Frisbees over to Janelle
Thayer's office and take advantage of some of those six free
counseling sessions. Just remember 10 pace yourselves. Losing a
Frisbee can be very painful, and
you probably wan I to be supported in your grief for some time.
In conclusion, we are back and
more scandalous than ever. Until
next week, we are Philip and
Allison, not nearly as sad as all
you single people, not that we're
bragging or anything. Happy
Valentine's Day.

Katie Turner
Staff writer
It's not everyday that a musician whose music was featured
on "Real World" and who has
opened for "Los Lonely Boys"
comes 10 Whitworth.
Half Past Nine this Thursday
will feature the artist who has
done both.
Nini Camps, a singer and
song-writer from New York, is
currently on a tour throughout the
western states where she is stopping at several colleges including
Oregon
State
University,
Washington Slate University and
Whitworth.
"I enjoy performing on campuses because it gets kids who
would not normally come out to
come see the show," Camps said.
Camps' tour is promoting her
third and most recent CD,
"Driving You Out."
The album is an independently recorded, five track EP, which
she views as a stepping stone to a
new record. Recorded in her producer's
basement,
Camps
describes the album a~ very
stripped down and simple.
Camps wrote every song on
the EP herself.
"There is an injection of

act one: writing for hollywood
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the Act Six program.
"I heard through friends and the
Career Center. My friends were really
talking about it," Sataraka said. "What.
also attracted me was the opportunity
to give a voice to people you don" hear
from a lot."
As a part of the scholarship, the nine
students selected will go through a
nine-month leadership course. The
winners hope to use the leadership
skills they have gained to change
Whitworth for the better.
"We're not coming here to conform,"
Price said. "We're coming here to open
up and broaden views, as well as learn
from what the Whitworth kids have to
offer us. We're here so in a classroom
setting, not everyone is voicing the
same opinion."
The nine students making up "Cadre

Who Love Film

ASWC Executive Vice President Jackson Williams talks to prospective students Chris
Calwell and Kendria Dickson in ASWC chambers on Friday. Both were vIsiting the campus
as part of the Act SIX group

Three" (the formal name for the third
group of scholarship winners) of the
2005 Act six program are Michelle
Bess, Kendria Dickson, Lissie Mendes
and Obe Quarless from Bellarmine

Preparatory School; Chris Caldwell,
Anthony Howard and Vi Nguyen from
Lincoln High School; and Amaria Price
and Jeremiah Sataraka from Henry
Foss High School.

IS GOD CALL.ING YOU?
Academic excellence and practical engagement are essential elements for you to effectively
answer that call. We are committed to partnering with you on your journey of lifelong
service for Christ.

DEVELOPING GODLY, COMPETENT LEADERS
TO ANSWER THE CALL
For more information on Haggard School of Theology, call (626) 815-5439. or visit
www.apu.eduJexploreJtheologyJ.

,

&;

TV

(And Are Serious About Their Faith)

HAGGARD SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

",

myself (in the music)," Camps
said.
The music is inspired by personal experience and the people
around her. When an artist
expresses so much of herself in
her music, it is difficult to not be
captivated.
Camps' style is a .medley of
rock, pop, bluegrass and folk
which
she refers
to as
"Americana. "
"It comes out of everything
that I listen to and everything that
is mixed up inSide of me. I don't
try to filter it," Camps said.
'Camps cited artisl~ Lucmda
Williams and Bruce Spnngsteen
as influences.
"Live, Camps is a fireball
seductress who stun~ audiences
with her slide guitar prowess,
magnetic stage presence and a
'no fear' approach to performing," said Creative Loafmg.

An intensive, four-week course
teaching the fundamentals of
writing for fUM and TV. Learn
from top writers and producere
like Dean Batali (That 70's Show,
Buffy the V8lIIpire Slayer),
Ralph Winter (X2: X-Men United,
It Robot), and Nancy Miller (CSI~
Miami, Law &: Order). Plus, get
& strong spiritual foundation
for working in Hollywood.
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SE RV Espoflighf/servant of the month
Allse Delzell
Guest writer
Freshman JeSSica Davis has been honored with the Servant of the Month award.
Davis volunteered more than 30 hours In
January at the Center for Justice In the driver's license program.
The Center for Justice Is a non-profit law
firm that provides legal counsel for lowincome families In Spokane County.
Through volunteering, Davis is helping
clients who have had their licenses sus-

pended for unpaid fines or trafflc violations.
"By helping them get their licenses back,
I am helping them get their lives back on
track,U Davis said.
Contact S.E.R.V.E. coordinator Allse
Delzell at ext. 4553 if you would like to volunteer for the center. This award Is given by
the S.E.R.V.E. coordinator and the servlcelearning department at Whitworth.
S.E.R.V.E. would like to thank our sponsor,
Didier's, who has donated a gift certificate
to Davis on her achievement.

Ok, here's the deal. This semester, the Whitworth ian is unveiling its new
advice column. Most college papers have some kind of advice column. and
it seemed like a good idea althe time. '
Then they made the decision to let me write it. They have no idea what
they've done.
So starting next week, you'll find me, the newly dubbed "Sarcastic Sage."
sounding off on your problems, concerns and annoyances. Give me a question, and I'll probnbly give you a sarcastic, roundabout and only halfway
helpful answer. Who knows, 1 may even let slip a little bit of advice here
and there. Regardless, it should be entertaining.
So how do you get your questions to me? Easy. Fire an e-mail to
sarcasticsage@hotmail.com. Feel free to ask anything you want. Odds are,
I'll have something to say about it. See you next week.

-Sarcastic Sage, allollymolls

attractionsdisfractions/this week

cityhighlights
in Spokane

Rawk Final Four

Internship Fair
Lied Square
11:30 a.m.

Career Connections Dinner
Lied Square & Catering
Rooms

Service Learning Fair
Cafe
9:30a.m.

"Two Play with Words"
Cafe
7 p.m.

Great Decisions Lecture
Weyerhaeuser Teaching
Theatre
7:30 p.m.

BDC Swlng-tacular
The Dancing Place

6p.rn.
"National Treasure"
Cafe
8p.m.

8 p.rn.

11tc final round of the 2005 RAWK Final Four
competition will be held at Fat Tuesday's on Feb.
26.
The concert will be a competition between five
local Spokane and Coeur d' Alene bands. as well
as a non-competing guest band, The Aaron
Richner Band.
The winning band will be chosen by popular
choice vote by the audience.
. The concert will begin at 6 p.m.
Tickets are $10 at the door.
Visit www.rawkonline.com for more info.

Artists "Blur" Lines

Swimming: Whitworth Last
Chance Meet
1 p.rn.
"The Stonewater Rapture"
Stage II
8p.m.

y' ~
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Faculty Scholarship
Competition - Day One

Faculty Scholarship
Competition - Day Two

O'Melveny Jazz Trumpet & "2 Skinny Darks in Concert"
Teal Jazz Percussion
Cate
Music Recital Hall
8:30 p.m.

6p.m.

James Walvin Lecture
Weyerhaeuser Teaching
Theatre
7:30 p.m.
"

The Koehler Gallery is displaying a collaborative exhibit of prints by 19 current and former
re~idents of Idaho through March 4.
The "Blur Purlieu" exhibit reflects on the
theme of community. The title refers to I~e artists
attemps to blur the boundaries of an environ, or
purlieu.
The gallery is open MOll.:Fri. from 10 a.m.6p.m.

-Compi/ed by Katie Shaw
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Article from March 16, 1927

Whitworth

C~llege

Snapshot

1905

2005

Enrollment
Number of Faculty

55
19 (plus a house-

Location

keeper)
Tacoma, WA

Spokane, WA

Tuition

$54 per year

$21,252 per year

Room & Board

$9-12 per month
$108-144 per year
$1

$6,500 per year

Subscription to
The Whitworthian

1905

of

2373
116 full-time

... The zipper is invented
"'Jules Verne dies
,.. Theodore Roosevelt is
president
",Einstein publishes his
special theory of relativity
... The New York Giants
take the 2nd World
Series fitle
"'U.S. automobile production reaches fifteen
thousand cars per
annum
... No fashionable
woman leaves the
house without a hat
II- The nationwide union
the Industrial Workers of
the World is created
... 'Whlte Fang- by Jack
london is published

$20

Source: The Whitworth College Bulletin 1904-1905. Vol 5, Number 3. Gray,
Alfred. Not by Might. Spokane: Whitworth College, 1965.

The Knapp- Fl'll Del'hil"s nre $4
Tho U. aIII I I\:. I )ul'llil'~ are $8
fmc the Kllapp-Felt.
dB Lux arB $(:j

The World

','

Source: American Decades:
1900-1909. Ed. Vincent
Tomkins. Vol 1. Detroit:
Gale,1996.
Compiled by: Megan Rieger
Headline from October 6, 1972
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Clips frotTI the past
School Spirit
AI a recent basketball game
there were more rooters for the
opposing team than for
Whitworth ... The other day in
assembly, when the yeillcader
asked for a little pcp, there
were plenty of "boos" from the
associated students. How's that
for college spirit?
- Whitworthian
Feb. 22, 1934

Pirettes Faced with

Priority on
Sweaters

Whitworth College,

J Col kg!: c.:()III~l'S J\.

Tacoma, Wash.

Colleg" for Girls nd Boya.
Fl"" Building..
Shteen T"echefa.
School of Mua'c, School of Expression
and PhysiC'" Culture.
Term., R.awnab ••• - Location, Id.a'. - In-
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1Eloclllion, Ora lOry and
Pllr~ical ClIhure
I. Mnun,ll TJ atnlllf!.

Partl~"la ...

add,. .. the P .... ld.nt
BAREND H. KROEZE. T.oom., W ......

PromotJonal Ad from December, 1905

Because of war priorities
Whitworth's new Pirette members will either have to without
the tradilional crimson and
gray sweaters or will have 10
persuade senior members to
sell theirs. Also on the Pirette
schedule and now under way is
the rewriting of their constitution.
- Whitworth ian
Nov. 25, 1942

The Whitworth

Tree
There was a time when
every male on campus would
shake in his bools at the mention of this botanical terror.
Whitworthian
May 6, 1955

Motto of the
Class of
Naughty Seven
Ours not to give a care,
Ours but 10 deal hot air,
Ours not to give a thunder,
Ours but to go and blunder.

E-

Whitworthian
Jan. 16, 1905

'
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Bues battle No.7 UPS
Junior duo come up with big game as
Bucs fall by six to Loggers
S
page 11

((It was so loud that she (the starting official) had to reset the mark
and I didn't hear the start at all. "
- Rhys Birky

JUllior JU7nJnltr 011

the .rlarl 0/ Ihe 50 freestyle

'.

~}

Freshman Adam Bratton
SWims freestyle during
the Northwest
Conference
Championships. Bratton
placed third in the 500·
yard freestyle.
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Jeff Hunter
Staffwnter
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The men blew the competition out of
the water and the women snagged second
in the eight-team Northwest Conference
swimming championships last weekend.
The final night of the NWC
Championships wrapped up with the
Whitworth men winning the 400 freestyle
relay in 3;12.06.
The final learn standings for tqe meet
had the Whitworth men on top for the third
year in a row, while the women finished
second to UPS.
The Outstanding Women's Swimmer of
the Meet went to freshman Sam Kephart
and the Oulttanding Men's Swimmer of
the Meet was a three-way tie shared in part
by the Pirates junior Loren Kilgore and
senior Cory Bergman.
Eight colleges came to the Whitworth
Aquatic Center for the 2005 NWC
Swimming Championships. Over the three
nights of competition, the Whitworth
Aquatic Center was packed with scores of
participants and fans alike.
The Whitworth men's team looked to

maintain their usual dominance while the
women's team attempted to unseat the
University of Puget Sound, who have
managed to win the last eight NWC
women's swimming titles.
The men's team, led by Bergman, started off strong last Friday by winning four
of the night's five events. The Pirates won
the 400 medley relay in 3:36.09 and the
200 freestyle relax in 1 :26.36.
Kilgore defended his 500 freestyle title
with a time of 4:42.01 while Bergman set
a new pool record and provisionally qualified for the NCAA Championships with a
time of 1:53.75 in the 200 individual medley.
The night's only defeat for Whitworth
came in the 50 freestyle, which was won
by Tom Ciesielski of UPS. Last years winner of the event, junior Rhys Birky, got off
to a slow start and finished fifth as the
noisy crowd in the Aquatic Center made it
tough to hear the race official.
"It WllS so loud that (the starting official) had to reset the mark and I didn't hear
the start at ali," Birky said.
The women's team, led by senior
Serena Fadel, won two of the three individual events and came in second behind
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Whitworth
women take one
of two at home
Jonathan Gerig
Staff wnter

Colin Storm
Staff writer
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See GRANNY .. page 11

first leg of the 800 freestyle relay and
Whitworth went on to beat UPS by more
than five seconds.
The men also dominated Saturday
night's events by winning five of the seven
events. They won a close race over UPS in
the 200 medley relay and ended the night
winning the 800 freestyle relay by 13 seconds over Linfield, who came in second.
Whitworth freshman Bryan Clarke won
the 100 breaststroke with a time of 59.73.
Kilgore took
the 400 Individual
Medley by almost 11 seconds and Cory
Bergman won the 200 freestyle just threehundredths of a second shy of the NWC
meet record.
With the Whitworth men and women
doing well, it may be easily to overlook
one of the Pirate's unsung heroes.
Cleared only recently to get back in the
pool after slipping on ice and suffering a
concussion, Deberg helped Whitworth
take first place in 200 free relay and 200
medley as well as individual finishes of
third in the 100 breaststroke and fourth in
the 50 freestyle, ~
"I'm happy. My speeds are up and I
generally had a better season than last
year," said Deberg.

Lutes stop Bues

Doin'it
Granny Style
On a night when Whitworth scored 75
points, when one player had six threes and
when every player on the team got the
chance to play, the most entertaining part of
the night came when we got a retro-look
back to the 60s - Granny style.
And no, I'm not talking about the pregame recognition of 1960s players.
Senior Mike Larkin, known more for his
prowess under the basket, stepped up to the
line to shoot what seemed like ordinary free
throws. After hitting the first one, he stepped
back, turned around and started to laugh. He
then turned back around, put his finger up as
to test the mighty wind in that was rushing
through the Fieldhouse, stepped up to the line

UPS in the 200 freestyle relay and 400
medley relay. Fadel won the 200 individual medley with a time of 2:11.85 while
up-and-coming Whitworth star, freshman
Samantha Kephart, took the 500 freestyle
in 5:04.21.
Last Saturday night Kephart was back at
it again.
"It (meet) went pretty good but I wanted to be better in the 100 fly," Kephart
said. "After the meet I'll probably take a
week off and then start training again for
my summer swim club back home in
Santa Maria (California)."
Kephart crushed the NWC meet record
by more than one and a half seconds in the
100 butterfly with a time of 57.71, automatically qualifying for the NCAA championships.
The Whitworth women started the night
by edging out defending champs UPS in
the 200 medley relay by two-tenths of a
second. Kephart and Emily Wold finished
1-2 for the Bucs in the 100 butterfly and
Fadel won the 400 individual medley with
a time of 4:39.08 and a provisional NCAA
qualifying mark.
In the last event of the night, Kephart
gave the Pirates a huge lead during the

Mall MH"/U 7hthwrlbio.

Senior Tiffany Speer drives down the lane during last Saturday's game against PLU. Speer
had a game-high 20 points in the loss.

Last Friday night, in front of an enthusiastic crowd at the Fieldhouse, the Pirates
defeated the visiting Puget Sound loggers
74-64.
Coach Helen Higgs, who approaches
every game with a consistent and overarching gameplan certainly knew how to
end the Loggers four-game win streak.
UPS !ook an early lead in the first half
before Whitworth got hot from the field,
shooting 15-28 and securing a 40-26 lead
at halftime.
The second half wasn't much better for
the Loggers. Whitworth's edge never
dipped below an eight-point lead.
Senior guard Wenchi Liu picked apart
the UPS defense, totalling nine assists.
Sarah Shogren was fierce on the boards,

grabbing a dozen rebounds in addition to
her 20 points.
Tiffany Speer continued her stellar season, scoring a game-high 23 points, making all eight of her free throw attempts and
contributing to a Pirate squad tltat shot 2324 from the charity stripe.
Saturday night prove I;! to be a different
story for the Whitworth women's basketball·tearn.
Facing a Pacific Lutheran University
team that Higgs said presents a different
defensive challenge than UPS, the Pirates
knew they were in for a tough battle.
Whitworth found the most problems in
their offense, shooting an atrocious 20
percent in the second half. Whitworth's
72.4 percent from the free throw line kept
them in the game for a while.
The Lutes, on the other hand, made 10
free throws without a miss in the final
1:35 and had four players score in double
digits to beat the Pirates for the second
time this season, 72-62 .
"In the end our shots weren't falling
and their's were," freshman guard Holly
See BUCS It> page 12
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Loop:
Continued from page 1

Without cooperation from intramural
frisbee, the turf will not have the time
it needs to recuperate.
To remedy the problem, a committee
consisting of campus administration
and staff members met to discuss the
current state of the turf in the Loop.
Since the initial meeting, details
regarding the future of Frisbee at
Whitworth have remained muddled
and no permanent consensus has been
reached.
It has been determined that the grass
in the Loop cannot be maintained at an
acceptable standard without restricting
the normal ultimate Frisbee competitions that are a staple of Whitworth's
atmosphere.
The problem has arisen from the
limited number of options available
that wouldn't conflict with the varsity
sports athletic programs.
Short-term discussions have centered around plans to move play to the
Moon Bowl behind the Fieldhouse
until spring practices for soccer and
football begin after Spring Break.
Unfortunately, the move will only be
a temporary fix.
Once pracllces begin, due to scheduling conflicts, there will be only limited time available to provide field
space for intramural teams,
As spring training begins for varsity
sports, the plan is to still use the Loop
for as few events as possible and concentrate most of the activity on the

Moon Bowl.
"We are not prohibiting the Loop's
use after Spring Break," Steve
Thompson, Director of Facilities
Services said.
Intramural coordinators are at a loss
for what to do about fall play. Use of
the Moon Bowl in the falI is not an
option due to weather conditions and
varsity programs.
"Playing Frisbee on the practice
field in the fall is an impossibility. We
practice from three to six p.m, every
weekday," head football coach John
Tully said.
Frisbee directors are left with few
options in the falI without access to the
practice field.
"I have no idea at this point about
the fall, we are still ill shock about losing our facilities," Intramural
Coordinator Malt Duske said,
Long-term plans for the Loop arc
still up in the air.
"The only way to assure the Loop
turf can be maintained at a satisfactory level would be to dig it up and
replace it, give it one full year to get
established, and not allow play on it in
the spring in the future," Thompson
said referring to turf USe after it rains,
Proposals for a future official
Frisbee field arc being conSidered;
however there have been no conclusions reached or budget available.
Despite complications, Frisbee
players are keeping an optimistic attitude.
"We'll sec-how Moon Bowl works
out." Duske said. "We will work
around the changes and make the best
we can of it."

- - - - - Locally Owned and Operated - - - - Games and Space to Game
Warhammer
.
Balsa Wood
CGGs
Models
RIC Cars, Boats and Ptanes
Trains
Alrsoft
Kites

Mon to Sat 10-7 Sun 12-5
Open 'til 9 on Frj for garners
(509) 465-3267
9324 North Division
Heritage Village at the uy.

Pecht, Tucker lead men's
basketball in split
Katy Clark
Siaff writer
The Pirates faced The University of Puget
Sound Loggers at home last Friday. The
Loggers are first in the Northwest Conference
with a record of ll-lin the NWC and ranked
seventh in the nation.
While the game ended in a 69-63 loss for the
Pirates, the team put up a strong fight.
- "We were close - we gave them all they
could handle," head coach jim Hayford said.
"You can really see the_ improvement in this
team."
The Pirates did come close. Despite trailing
most of the game, they were constantly pressuring the Loggers. With four-and-a-half minutes
remaining in the game, the Pirates were able to
cut it to a three point deficit, but they could not
get any closer.
Junior guard/forwards Lance Pecht and
George Tucker played well and had 18 points
a piece. Junior shooting guard Jon Young also
was a top scorer putting up 17 points for the
Pirates,
Puget Sound's unusual style of play gave the
Pirates some trouble.
"We had to change our game plan because
Pugct Sound plays so differently," Hayford
said,
The loss to Puget Sound extended a threegame losing streak for Whitworth, The Pirates
looked ready to face the Pacific Lutheran
University Lutes the following evening in the
Fieldhouse.
Hayford was confident of his team heading
into the game last Saturday night.
"They're hungry for a win - and I'm fairly
confident we'll walk away with one tonight,"
he said.
Living up to their coach's expectations,
Pecht and Tucker came through for their team
again, putting up points.
"We've been looking to Lance and George
for big games, same goes for lonight. I expect
them to do well," Hayford said before the
game.

And perform well they did. Pecht had 18 and
Tucker had (line. Young came through again for
the Pirates with 19 points.
These combined performances helped give
Whitworth a 25-point victory, 75-50, breaking
their thre-game losing streak.
"To perform welI tonight what we need to
do is take care of the ball and take shots, have
a good shot percentage," Hayford said,
And with a shooting percentage of 51 percent (27 of 53), the Pirates were able to fulfill
Hayford's recipe for a win.
The high shot percentage allowed the Pirates
to never trail throughout the game, leading on a
few occasions by as many as 29 points.
The sixth-place Pirates look to follow up
their victory as they face the third-place Lewis
and Clark Pioneers in Portland this Friday.

GRANNY:
Continued from page 10
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and threw up what was the most enthralling
free throw miMi in the history of Whitworth
basketball. Yes, Mr. larkin had put up an
underhand, granny-style free throw.
"It was a tribute to the 60s guys," coach
Jim Hayford said, in reference to the 1960s
players on hand. "It wa~ a team decision."
"It was unanimous," freshman forward
Derek Taylor quickly chimed in.
Before the game Taylor, he told us to look
real carefully at Larkin's second free throw
if he got to the line. We were confused yet
interested at what this could entail.
However, junior guard Jon Young was
more eager to talk about it. Right before
the first foul shot he came over toward the
sideline and revealed the secret: Larkin
was going underhand.
OUf first question was: Did he lose a bet?
"We were at shoot-around today and

Senior Mike Larkin shoots inSide during last
Friday's game against UPS.

coach Hayford was trying to hit underhand shots," Larkin said. "He had me
come out and shoot one and I made it. He
said if we were up and I got fouled, I had
to do it on the second shot. So sure enough
we were up and I got fouled."
"I'm not sure if I'm suppo!>Cd to be telling
you this. He wants me to tell you that I was
paying homage 10 the 1960s learn,"
However it came about, there was no
doubt this was a highlight on what was an
otherwise uneventful night with the
Pirates demolishing the Pacific Lutheran
Lutes, 75-50.
Needless to say, it drew one of the
biggest applause from the crowd on
Saturday night and embarrassed Larkin
beyond words,
"How can I say how I feel that can get
printed in the newspaper?" Larkin said.
Maybe the most embarrassing parI was
the fact that after all this drama and hype,
he missed the shot. After all, it's not
everyday your coach gives you the green
light to pull something like this.

sportscorner/sports update
NHL season's end
now Just a formality

Vois lose first SEC
game In three years

Friday marked the last official business
day of the NHL before the opening of the
new season. With the promise of player's
union officials not picking up their phones
over the weekend, it appeared that the
five-month lockout plaguing the NHL
would never sec an end.
The dispute that began over a few
issues, like salary caps, now threatens the
entire NHL season. If the players union
refuses to change its position, fans in the
U.S. and Canada face with the prospect of
not having an NHL season this year.

The top-ranked LSU women's basketball team continued their reign as they
rolled over the daunting challenge given to
them by the Tennessee Vols, This is the
first time the Tigers have beaten the Vols in
the two years. The win moved LSU closer
to capturing the Southeastern Conference
title.
The Lady Vols rebounded from last
Thursday's loss with a 72-63 win over
Vanderbilt University Sunday.

-Compiled by Afton Grossan/I
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Bucs:
Continued from page 10
Ridings said.
After the Lutes took a 2720 lead midway through the
first half, the Pirates responded with a 14-4 run, including
two three-point baskets and a
free throw by Ridings. The
Bucs headed into halftime
with the score knotted at 36.
Ridings filled in admirably
for Liu, who was fighting foul
trouble for most of the game.
In
the
second
half,
Whitworth managed to take a
61-60 lead on a tough lay-in
by Shogren with under four
minutes left before the Lutes
put the game away with
clutch foul shooting down the
stretch.
Despite holding the Lutes
leading scorer Kezia Long to

four points, Whitworth's
defense allowed four other
Lutes to score in double digits, including freshman Kadee
Peterson, who had a tcamhigh 17 points and a gamehigh 12 boards.
"They shot really well,
especially in the first half and
we were late getting back on
defense a couple of times,"
sophomore
post
Kristie
Coppin said.
Speer led the Pirates with
20 points, Shogren pitched in
with 12 points and 10 boards
and Coppin added 10 points.
With four games remaining in
the season and in a current tie
with PLU for second place in
the NWC, every game is critical for the Pirates.
They travel to play Lewis
and Clark College and Pacific
University this Friday and
Saturday.

They deserve it
Peter Smelser
Sports editor
At halftime of last Saturday's
women's basketball game, a tribute was paid to Title IX and
women athletes.
Over the past 33 years major
improvements have been made to
women's athletics, lifting a barrier
that had been set for a long time.
Now one in three student-athletes
is a woman.
Over the course o( this basketball season at Whitworth I still see
a bias being shown by fans. The
women's learn is only averaging
425 fans for home games. The
men's team is averaging more
than double that at 871.
I find it disheartening that a team
with two pre-season All-Americans,
with 18 wins on the year and a
chance to play in the postseason, is

NWconference
Men'• •a.ketball

1

Saturday
Puget Sound 96, at Whitman 69
The Loggers had no problems with the
t-.:tissionaries. as they pounded Whitman to stay atop
fIrst place In the conference. Whilman's Ian
Warner hit a three-pointer with 10:21 left in the
second half to cut Puget Sound's lead to 16 at 7559. Chase Curtis nailed a buzzer-beating threepointer to give the visitors its 20-point cushion at
halftime.

J,

George Fox 90, at Linfield 85 (OT)
Mark Gayman's double-double powered George
Fox to a wild 90-85 overtime victory over Yamhill
County rival Linfield Saturday night. George Fox
outscored the Wildcats 13-8 to start the second
half, trailing by nine 50-41 following Gayman's
bank off the glass. Linfield cut the lead to four, 5248 after Blake Shelton scored five points in a oneminute span. The Bruins pumped their lead back up
to nine, 61-52, on Chris Parker's two free throws at
!he midway point of the period. After intermission,
II was neck and neck before Ryan Monagle in overti~e gave Linfield its first lead since the opening
minute.
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Friday
At George Fox 70 t Willamette 46
,

1

Kim Leith and Kellie Thomas combined for 42
points for George Fox as they cruised to a 70-46
win over the Bearcats. Willamette hung with the
Bruins for the first 11 minutes of the game and was
within two at 19-17 after a three-point basket by
Julia Short with nine minutes left, but the Bruins
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need fan support it is Ihis one. But
to not lend support to a team that
is fighting for the top spot in the
conference is jusl wrong.
The highest-reported attendance
for the women is 675 fans, which
happens to be the lowest reported
attendance for a ~en's game.
Maybe there are some other

points I should make as to why the
women's games are drawing fans.
For example, the games start at 6
p.m., which falls into the prime
dinner hour for most students.
With four games remaining, the
women's basketball team is one
game
behind George
Fox
University. Three of the next four
games are on the road, but the regular season finale will be in the
Fieldhouse.
If you haven't watched senior
forwards Tiffany Speer and Sarah
Shogren or senior guards Dani
Bielec and Wenchi Llu, you are
missing out.
So free up your calendar on
Friday, Feb. 25 and plan 10 cat dinner a bit earlier. At 6 p.m. four
seniors on the women's basketball
team could be playing their last
home game at Whitworth.
They deserve the support.

NEW and GENTLY USED items at the 2005

roundup
Friday
Willamette 101, at George Fox 77
For the second time in as many meetings this season, the Bruins couldn't handle Willamette's hot
hand from three-point range as the Bearcats buried
a baker's dozen of them, sending George Fox to a
101-77 defeat. The Bruins came into the game
with a six game winning streak, and with the loss
drops George Fox out of a first place tie with the
University of Puget Sound.

largely ignored by the student body.
Don't get me wrong, it's great
that the men's team is averaging
871 fans. The team is young and if
there is any season when they

out-scored the visitors 17-3 to close out the half
and led 36-20 at the intennission. George Fox has
held Willamette to only 41 points per game in their
last 2 meetings.

At Whitman 66, Pacific Lutheran 54
Despite shooting just 32.1 percent from the floor in
the first half, Whitman deployed a strong defense
to keep itself in the game. Trailing 25-24 to start
the second half, the Missionaries got back-to-back
three-pointers from juniors Lizzy Washburn and
Megan Higgins to move in front. Kezia Long,
Pacific Lutheran's sophomore post, scored a gamehigh 18 points and snared eight rebounds.

~ceB~
Videos Sole

Saturday, Feb. 19, 9a-5p
Sunday, Feb. 20, 11 a-5p
Masonic Temple Auditorium
(use the West Main St. entrance)
Ptoc..II beneftt ~. PubIc RacIo

Mulled.....,.,...

UndrMIltIn by DuEh'I
Maurd1 ~ and ....... CarnpuaSdIooI

Saturday'
George Fox 68, at Linfield SO
Kim Leith and Liz Clark carried George Fox to a
68-50 with a combined 43 points and eight steals
Saturday night in McMinnville, Ore. In the first
half, George Fox twice led by 10 points and held a
31-23 advantage at the break. Clark scored 13
points in the period, making 4 of 8 shots, including
a pair of three-pointers.
The difference in the first half came at the free
throw line, where the Bruins sank.9 of 13 attempts,
compared with the Wildcats' 3 of 4. In the second
half, George Fox countered with an 8-1 run to open
their largest lead, 39-28.
- Compiled by Andrew Dolan

NWC/Overall
10-2 16-5
9-3 18-3
Whitworth Pirates
8-3 12-8
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
7-5 12-9
Whitman Missionaries
6-6 15-6
Puget Sound Loggers
5-6 10-10
Linfield Wildcats
4-8 7-14
Willamette Bearcats
2-9 6-13
Pacific Boxers
1-10 5-15
Lewis & Clark Pioneers
Women's Basketball
George Fox Bruins

WE SEE A FUTURE IN IT FOR YOU.
Why, what do you

see?

A career in clinical psychology and a doctoral degree
from George Fox University.
Caring mentoring, Christian worldview, national accreditation,
and located in the beautiful Northwest.

GEORGE Fox
UNIVERSITY

CALL 800-631-0921
psyd.georgefox.edu

The University of

Montana
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Blend academics with recreation - attend
Summer Semester 2005 at
The University of Montana·Mlssoula
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You may register today and enJoy UM's relaxed
campus atmosphere, Innovative course offermgs
and eXCiting outdoor activities
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To request your Iree Summer Semester Catalog
or to obtain more information, visit
montanasummer.com or call 406.243.4470
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Social Security In crisis

1n10nS

Bush's plan to privatize the
program harms our generation
Opinions, page 14

IN THE LOOP
{

An editorial - - - -

:~

A response to
the Freemans
Bill and Patsy Freeman, along with their followers, have settled in to a comer of the Whitworth
community. Their past is sketchy, to say the least,
and the trail of concerns, complaints and warnings
that have followed them must not be ignored.
A Christian group that has no strong ties to
any outside organization, the Freemans and their
loyalists have made Whitworth their latest chapter in a history of church splits, broken marriages
and troubled lives. Bill and Patsy Freeman arc
obviously here for more reasons than to enjoy
the sights of north Spokane.
The facts are pretty clear, but how do we react?
Whitworthians should recognize the unprecedented opportunity it we have right now. We have
the chance to react carefully, cautiously and calmly.
We already know the truth, here's the chance
for grace: The Freemans are used to being on the
defensive. They have been cornered for much of
their lives. Now that they're in a comer of
Whitworth, reacting to the Freemans with
rumors and gut reactions will get us nowhere.
Ostracizing or shunning the group is essentially
taking a move from the Freeman's own playbook everyone on the "outside" is wrong and should be
avoided. There's room to get to know people in
the Freeman group while recognizing their past.
A side note: It would be appropriate to point out
here that The Whitworthian's article on the
Freemans is not intended as an attack, but rather as
an expose on the group. It is unfortunate that after
repeated requests for an interview, the Freemans
were not willing to offer their side of the story.
Nonetheless, students should use the information in
the article to have a context for understanding the
Freeman group, not as ammunition for an attack.

Turning 100
A century ago, "The Whitworthian" published
its first newspaper, in which the founding editors
expressed their "gratitude to those through
whose encouragement and support, the addition
of this paper is made possible."
Later in the editorial, the staff said their mission statement was to "achieve ... a knowledge of
our social environment, a sense of individual
freedom and responsibility, and an ever present
consciou~ness of our relationship to all college
institutions and functions."
The fact that the student newspaper has hit
100 is a testament to the fact that Whitworth has
accepted - or, in some cases, tolerated - an
entirely student-run newspaper that has given a
voice to Whitworthians for the past century.
Hopefully, in the next 100 years, "The
Whitworthian" will continue to play its vital role
at Whitworth while staying true to the goals that
our founders had in mind.

"In the Loop:' written by the editorial board,
represents the edit~rial voice of The Whllworthian.
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Open the Loop to Frisbee
Members of Whitworth's administration any other acceptable options that would not conflict with
claim to give their students an education of athletics .... Play will be relocated to the Moon Bowl prac"Mind and Heart." In my opinion, Ultimate lice field behind the Fieldhouse, until spring practices for
Frisbee is a part of that "Mind and Heart" football and soccer commence after spring break."
experience. By temporarily closing the
Head football, coach John Tully said use of the Moon
Loop to Frisbee and all other activities, the Bowl will -not be a viable option after Spring Break
because football practices from 3 to 6
Colin heart of the Whitworth
p.m., Monday through Friday. He
Robeson community is being
added that "it was pleasant to walk by
is utI ripped out.
The
college
boasts
the Loop and see the students having
Opimons
fun together and enjoying themselves
writer on an informational
"By closing the 1.:.oop to fnsbee and in the midst of campus."
for The Web sile to prospecWhitworth
Ultimate
Club
Whitworthian, tive students that "at
aii other activities, the heart the
President Nels Berg has come up
a sophomore the heart of campus,
J17hitworth cO!HllJJlIlity is being
with the most constructive idea so
and majoring you'll find students
ripped out. "
In Religion. relaxing in the sun,
far, "Frisbee in the Loop is a part of
Comments can enjoying an outdoor
the community at Whitworth thai
be sent to class or taking part in
shouldn't be taken away." Berg sugcrobeson07@ a game of Ultimate
gested that the fees for intramural
whitworth.edu. Frisbee on the broad,
Frisbee could be increased to help
pay for Loop maintenance or perhaps
green lawns of. the
the season could be allered so that Frisbee is not played
campus Loop."
Not any more. I'm sure many of you have noticed the when the grass is wet.
pink signs that now decorate the perimeter of the Loop. I'm
So my question to the powers that be is, what about the
sure many of you have heard that the campus administra- students? We have heard that there are long-range plans for
tion has made an executive decision to suspend Frisbee an Ultimate Frisbee field; however, these promises have no
play in the Loop until after Spring Break or later. What you backing because no money has been set aside. As far as I'm
might not know is they do not have a viable back up plan concerned, that field is a pipe dream to pacify students now.
to serve student needs. They plan to save the grass but not
We are having this discussion because of aesthelics.
to help the students who want to continue to play.
When Frisbee made the college look good it was allowed
Here's the short version of the story: After decades of
to be played in "the heart of campus." But now grass is the
Frisbee play in the Loop, all of a sudden the grass in the
Loop turned to mud. Now the lawn needs time to recuper- college's paramount concern. They do not know what to do
ate, Director of Facilities Services Steve Thompson said. with the students that play Ultimate Frisbee but they sure
Thompson wrote in an e-mail to "The Whitworth ian," "Put know what to do with the grass. I thought that as a student,
simply, we cannot keep the grass at acceptable standards my opinion mattered. Guess not. It is good to see the colwithout somehow curtailing competitive play on the turf. lege has irs priorities straight. I'm glad to. know where I
Relocating Frisbee play is difficult because there are not and other students stand: Anywhere but the Loop.
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Show tolerance toward Spongebob Squarepants
Anthony
Rodin
i~ all
OPIllIOIIS

writer
for rhe
Wllltworilricm,
a junior alUl
majoring //I

political sf.uJies. Comments
call be sellt 10
arodm02@

whitwortlr.ed'i.

Who lives in the closet under the sea?
Spongebob Squarepants!
The Christian group Focus on the Family recently
attacked the popular, porous protagonist for having the
audacity to appear in a video that promotes tolerance of
all kinds of people, including those with a different sexual orientation.
Dr. James Dobson, the leader of Focus on the Family,
spoke on the topic at a pre-Inauguration event a few
weeks ago. His concern is unfounded and his comments
only serve to further alienate the conservative Christian
community from its mission field in contemporary culture.
The controversial video, which features cameos from
a cornucopia of popular cartoon characters like Barney,
Big Bird and Winn ie the Pooh, is a remake of the 1979
song "We Are Family." This scemingly-innocuous
video was mailed out to over 60,000 elementary
schools to promote tolerance.
lllC accompanying literature for teachers asks them
to include "sexual identity" in any discussion about
what makes people different from one another. Abo,

~tudents who view the video are asked to go online and
sign a tolerance pledge, which includes tolerance of
(here it is again) sexual identity.
"Their inclusion of the reference to 'scxual identity'
within their 'tolerance pledge' is not only unnecclosary,
but it crosses a moral line," Dobson said in an
Associated Press report.
I've seen this video, and there is abw!utely no men[ion of sexuality of any sorts, and Spongebob has no
lines whatsoever, just a couple video clips of him dancing in an asexual manner. It's just a !.Iew of cartoons
dancing to a song with a great message.
It's clear that the prominent Christians who came out
(no pun intended) to bash Spongebob never really sc1w
the video (Dobson's spokesman said the pastor was only
"briefed" on it).
I am not only concerned about the unfounded accusations of the video, but also with the rest of the nation
gelling their view of Chri!.tians from these people.
13ctween DobMln's anti-Spongebob crusade and Rev.
Jerry Falwell's damning ofTInky Winky the Teletubby
in 1999 for being gay, it'!. no wonder that some

American!. view conservative Christians as kooks or
nutjobs.
I know (or hope) that these people do not intend to
speak for. all of us, but they effectively become our
spokespeople when their quasi-bigoted opinions hit the
airwaves. Dobson's organization should focus more on
preaching the inherent love of Christianity than playing
God and damning fictional characters to Hell for having
thc audacity to promote tolerance.
[sn'l that what Christianity is all about? God is the
most tolcrant being in the entire universe and as his children, should we not be trying to emulatc thilt tolerancc?
Instead, eminenl Christians arc pushing a
McCarthyian crusade against all homosexuality, fictitious or real. Their actions chase away both homosexuals and others who do not want to be associatcd with
such an intolerant group.
Don't get me wrong. I belicve that homosexuality is
a sin, but so too is unmitigated intolerance towards a
group. Jesus spent most of his lime with the outcasts of
his day, the pro:-.titules and lepers. Let us then emulate
him, rather Ihan pushing people farther from him.
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Leave Social Security alone

,
1

,
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Social Security, a program to
which we all contribute money, is
not so secure. But in his State of the
Union Address, President Bush
grossly exaggerated the Social
Security problem. He then laid out
Allison Carr his reform plan for Social Security,
IS an an ill-conceived design for partial
Opinions privatization that has no precedent
writer for success in other countries.
for The
Franklin Delano Roosevelt masWhitworthian, terminded the Social Security sysa junior and tem, which was passed into law in
majoring in 1935. The law's purpose is twofold:
English and To address the needs of the elderly
polil/cal stud- upon retirement through national
ies. Comments social programs and to maintain a
can be sent to federal-state system of unemployacarr02@ ment assistance. The original purwhitworth. edu.
pose of Social Security was to provide a sort of safety net for those in
need of financial assistance.
Current Social Security benefits are paid for by
the current workforce, meaning that money is taken
out of everyone of our paychecks to support
retirees. The problem, of course, is that year after
year, the system supports more and more retirees
with the earnings of fewer and fewer workers.
Eventually, the system will bankrupt itself.
The immediacy of this bankruptcy, however, is in
question. In his State of the Union Address,
President Bush said, "By the year 2042, the entire
system would be exhausted and bankrupt." That is
true, according to the Social Security trustees
report. But the non-partisan Congressional Budget
Office projects that the system-can pay all benefits
with no changes through 2052.
Both reports are based on the lowest possible
level of economic growth and both reports indicate
that even with these projections of eventually bankruptcy, Social Security is more financially sound
today than it has ever been. And even if the system
does go bankrupt in the future, it would still be able
to payout three-fourths of the benefits promised.
Thus, the situation surrounding SOCial Security is
not as dire as the administration asserts.
President Bush introduced a plan in his State of
the Union Address to save Social Security by partially privatizing the system through voluntary personal retirement accounts. According to President

Bush, a retiree would be better off if he or she was
able to invest a portion of the money the government took out of his or her paycheck.
While much has been made about this account
being "your money," it would be very highly regulated. Investments and withdrawals are both
under governmental control, and the money cannot be touched until retirement age.
Ultimately, President Bush is proposing to redirect funds to the stock market from a program that
was created to protect the economic well-being of
citizens after the stock market crash of 1929.
These accounts, in fact, would not improve the
situation of retirees at all. A senior White House
administration official said, "So in a long-term
sense, the personal accounts would have a net
neutral effect on the fiscal situation of the Social
Security and on the federal government."
And in the shorter term, President Bush's plan
would include borrowing $754 billion (including
interest) through 2015 just to finance the initial
phase-in of the accounts. Other estimates, which
take into consideration the cost of the entire transition, range from $1 trillion to $2 trillion. Given
that the current national deficit is over $7.5 trillion, more debt for a program that will in no way
benefit the American people is questionable.
Privatization of retirement accounts has been
considered a failure in both England, where workers have been able to establish personal retirement
accounts since 1988, and Chile, where privatized
accounts were established by Augusto Pinochet.
In these countries, management fees can absorb as
much as 30 percent of the account balances.
For every winner there is a loser, so that while
some people do better with privatized plans, others do worse. The people who emerge poorer
from privatization will put pressure on antipoverty programs, resulting in increased antipoverty spending, as it has III England, where the
government is paying more and more to support
the poor elderly.
President Bush's Social Security plan is faulty
and irresponsible. He has ioduced an excessive
amount of fear upon the American people and
called for a system which would cost them billions
of dollars and leave them no better off. It's a system which has failed wherever it has been tried
and will not benefit our generation or any other.
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Studeonts need sleep
LIFE is more
than SEX!
WARNING:
The
following
should only be
read by either
Toby those students
Schwarz who are reading
is a gueM this after mid-_
writer night or those
for The who are reading
Will/wortilian, this while eating
an a~.!Jociate "breakfast" at 11
professor and a.m.
cO(lch.
I may have
Comments call missed
the
be sellt to memo, but didn't
tschwarz@ staying up until 3
wili/worlh.edu a.m. lose its significance around
sixth grade when
you went to a friend's house and
their parents let you camp out in
a lent in the back yard? You
stayed up all night playing cards,
telling stories Of drinking a six
pack of beer which you managed
to buy from a teenager with a
fake ID (I suspect that some of us
had a much less innocent youth
than others).
What compels Whitworth students to stay up all night with
friends in the dorm until the
clock reads "a.m."? Is there
something that I missed in college (maybe because I was sleeping)? What is so enticing about
staying up "all night" to an 18year-old "student" who spent
their entire high school career

sweating over GPA's and SAT's
so they could be admitted to this
fine institution, pay $30,000 a
year to actually attend their college of choice, and then transforms them into an 8-year-old
who still laughs at the word
booger?
I am tired (and I get eight
hours of sleep) of hearing students complain about being
exhausted, frustrated, irritated,
etc. So let me point out something that may not be obvious to
some but will be completely clear
someday when you aren't fighting to maintain an upright posture by overloading your system
with a $4 stimulant with a foamy
head. Here is the pearl of wisdom: Your friends will still be
there in the morning so get some
******* SLEEP. (To you smarties who reply "but maybe my
friends won't be there because
they may die or Jesus may come
back." Well if that is what you
think, maybe playing video
games, trading on E-bay, illegally downloading music and looking at porn should not be the last
thing you do with a friend at 3
a.m. right before Jesus' return).
There is no mystery why the
campus is so sick all of the time.
And don't get me started on the
complaints about 8 a.m. classes
being too early. In the near
future, you won't think 8 a.m. is
early when you have to get up at
5:30 a.m. 10 flip Egg McMuffins

at the early shift.
For those who are quick to justify their actions with "I am only
in college once. I want to enjoy
it." My response to you is,
ENJOY IT. It may be the last
time you have control of your
life. In a very short time, your life
will be dictated by someone you
would classify as a "nerd" who is
half your age, has twice as much
money as you do and four times
as much freedom because they
actually went to college to learn.
Quit treating your body like a
playground.
For those who know Christ,
show me in the Bible where God is
more glorified at 2 a.lll. In contrast, evil is in the darkness.
Maybe you should avoid it. Not to
mention, it, 'is now Lent. Why
don't you give up STAYING UP?!
For those who don't know
Christ and don't care to, that is
your choice. Why don't you use
some of that analytical gray matter to make another "choice" to
get some sleep so you can be a
more functional human being?
Again, this "paper across the
nose" is not meant for those hardworking students who must stay
up late to finish a project or study
for a test due to the fact that they
spent the day in classes, working
at the youth group, rehearsing the
play AND working five hours in
the dining hall. Those three students have justification for staying up as long as they want.
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fromfhesoul/religiOn

I found my spiritual family in India
M

y friend Brian asked me if I was stilI going 10 United States and India, became my family. It was amazing to be with
India even after the news broke about the a group of Chrislians that were so thrilled to learn more about God's
major tsunami that had damaged the area. I creation and experience a different culture together.
told him I hadn't heard the news yet because I had
Although I go to a Christian college, the idea of Christian brothers
been busily re-reading I-larry Potier. Nonetheless, I and sisters had never made much sense to me. At Whitworth, or anyleft the next morning to spend three weeks in south where else for that matter, it is easy to forget that we arc all related
Sarah India.
spiritually. I was fortunale on this trip to genFriedrichs
I spent my Jan Tenn studying
uinely experience the spirit working through a
diverse group of people.
IS a guesl the
Ecology of the Indian
1 John 3:14 states, "The way we know we've
wriler Tropics with the Au Sable
been transferred from death to life is that we love
for The Institute, an organization whose
u 011 tbis hip I fOlllld Ollt lvhat it's our brothers and sisters." If we have the Spirit of
lVlli/wor/llial/, a mission is to educate and impasseJllor lIlId sion Christians to become good
in us, the outpouring of the love we receive
like
to be ill a larger spirittlalfam- God
majoring ill stewards of the environment.
from Christ should overflow onto the people we
ilY Ch,istialls eJ!l'!J'IJJg
biology.
My experience in India radiare truly related to, the people with whom we will
Comments call cally changed my worldview
be spending eternity. The people I met on this trip
jel101JJship.
"
be selli/o and was the most lllcredible
were from incredibly dissimilar backgrounds but
sfriedricllsOl@ experience in my life. On this
we arc all co-heirs with Christ and treated each
whitworth edu. trip I found out what it's like to
other accordingly.
be in a larger spiritual family of
When I came home I dealt with the jet lag and
Christians enjoying fellowship.
the culture shock reasonably well, although spendAfter over 40 hours of traveling, I arrived in Tiruchirappalli, a city ing three weeks surrounded by poverty made watching the glamorous
in south India. The course would take me all over south India, study-. Emmy Awards quite unappealing. My mite and mosquito bites arc hellling biodiversity hot spots from the Mangrove forests to the Western ing. And eventually I got back in the habit of shaving my legs and not getGhats mountain range. I swam in the Indian Ocean, watched endan- ting excited every time I saw a toilet instead of a hole in the ground.
gered pnmates leap from tree to tree and rode an elephant. We also
Bul I have yet to deal with my desire to have a more robust fellowvisited little villages where the families lived in mud huts the size of ship here at school and at home.
my closet.
My goal has been to cultivate Christian fellowship withm all of my
While visiting a village that had been devastated by the tsunami, we relationships. I have been trying to treat people like brothers and sissaw people removing debris in an attempt to reassemble some sort of ters in the faith and enjoy their uniqueness. This has proved to be
normalcy even though only three of the over 500 huts of the village much more difficult than I had hoped. In India our love for each other
remained standing. The 'village was located on a small strip of beach was just a spontaneous expression of our spiritual connection, but now
where more than 40 dead bodies had washed up on the shore.
with people I have known for almost four years it can feel forced or
All of these memories continue to impact me, but the type of fel- even shallow. Yet I still hope to regain the remarkable feeling of fellowship I shared with the people I met on my journey left the biggest lowship I was blessed to experience in India.
impression.
Finally, considering the purpose of my trip was to learn more about
The 16 students that came from North American colleges and the good stewardship of the environment, I need to !>ay: Recycle, ride
five Indian students who joined us, along with professors from the your bike and carpool.
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LETTE~S TO THE EDITOR

bythe
numbers
facts in figures:
prices 100 years
ago

2

Cents, _cost of a firs/class postage stamp.

60

Cents per gallon, cost of
motpr oil.

5.45

III dollars, cost of washing machine.

510

in dollars, average year~
/y;"eome
-Compiled by Megan
Rieger
Source:
Derks, ScOII, ed. The Value oj
. a Dollar: Prices and Incomes
in the United
States 1860-1999.
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Politics and Theft

Show respect to
diverse opinions
Diversity on this campus is present in many forms.
Despite our reputation as "White-worth" and our image as
a very right-wing, conservative campus (which nearly got
me death threats when visiting Whitman), the faculty,
staff and students whom I interact with daily seem to have
an ethic of growth, understanding and tolerance.
This is shown through our International exchange programs, overseas study tours and the Act Six program,
among many other activities. The exchange of ideas
should blend perfectly among the forms of cultural and
racial diversity we seek 10 incorporate into our learning
environment.
In light of that, I would like_ to draw attention to a problem of theft on the Whitworth campus. I have heard of
several occasions where buttons or stickers displaying
political opinions have been vandalized or absconded
with. Additionally, in the fall I heard of a few nasty emails to a profes!>or on campus who had lost his KerryEdwards poster and received these instead of its return
To those who are doing this: This is entirely unacceptable! Furthennore, I am unsure of the reason for using this
method to voice your opinion. It makes your political
camp look intolerant and ignorant. This also constitutes
the sinful practice of stealing. which logically ought to
work to the detriment of changing people's minds or furthering your opinion. Those who have had their bullons,
stickers or posters stolen certainly did not vote for Bush
because of it. (Note: If Democrats on campus are doing

this too, then please reverse the language used above so it
applies to them.)
This is completely ridiculous and needs to be both
addressed and stopped. Our actions should show a responsible interest in the diversity this campus aims to achieve
(and claims very often to have), and nothing short of
respect for all people, ideas, opinions, and backgrounds.

Maren Haynes
Junior

Dr. Hamad Lecture

Arab militia behind
conflict in Sudan
The lecture given by Dr. Elnour Hamad informed students that the current genocide in Darfur is not between
the Arabs and Native Africans, despite all the reports from
the Umtcd Nations.
As Native Africans from Sudan, we were hoping that
Dr. Hamad would shed light on this travesty. Ilowever, his
lecture led students to believe that this genocide is being
committed by tribal conflict. In reality, this conflict is the
result of Arab militia who are funded by the Sudanese
government.
The United Nations, and even Colin Powell, has confirmed that this conflict is just another attack on the
Native Africans. We wonder if Dr. Hamad's Arab ethnicity contributed to his opinion?

Khalid Abuzaid and Anwar Kilase
Native Sudanese
Graduate Students from Eastern Washington University

so u n din 9 boa rd/question of the week I

Coffee House Comedian

Choose performers
.more carefully
Even though the comedy show is still going on in the
HUB as far as I know, I walked out in the first five minutes.
In those first five minutes or so he didn't say one thing
that was even remotely funny except for his "oompa
loompa" comment, and he said "sh--" about 20 times. The
past comedian did use some vulgar language, but he was
actually funny and clever.
The comedian tonight (last Thursday) simply made
4th grade-level statements about farmers sticking fruit
in various places of their bodies before shipping it off,
and thus you should wash it off ... is IhM 1I joke? I
found it to be more of a lame statement rather than
funny.
Anyway, it would be nice if someone actually found
out who they were booking before they did so.
I just felt it was very inappropriate for this school and
its values and its mission. I know that I didn'l have 10
go if I don't like such things, but it doesn't make sense
to me why someone would book such an act at such a
college ... I would like to be able to go to school functions without cringing at inappropriate and unhumorous
content.

Charles Wray
Sophomore

Q: How do you think Whitworth can best respond to the Freemans and
their Jollowers who have moved in near campus?

Get your thoughts In prlntl
Letters to the editor

Guest commentaries

The Whitworth ian welcomes your responses to stories appearing in the newspaper
or views on issues of interest to the college community. Leiters must bear the
writer's name, year (if applicable), major (or position in the college) and phone
number (for verification purposes only). Anonymous letters cannot be published.
Please keep length to a maximum of 300 words. We reserve the right to edit all
leiters for content and spas;e. Send letters to: Letters to the Editor, Box 4302,
Campus Mail or e-mail to editor@whitworth.edu. Letters must be received by 5
p.m. on Friday for publication in the following Tuesday's issue.

The Whitworth ian encourages members of the campus to submit longer guest commentaries about issues relevant to the community. Commentaries of 700 words or less
will be published as space permits. We arc looking for commentaries that arc relevant
and well-researched. To ensure a better chance of publishing, please contact The
Whitworthian wilh specifics regarding when you plan to submit your commentary and
what you are interested in addressing. We reserve the right to edit all submissions
for content and space. Commentaries should be e-mailed to
editor@whitworth.edu.
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Jan Term oPens-d~IS, fori'
Whitworth students to see'the world
outside of Spokane. Several weeks
ago, Whitworth students could be
found in France, Italy, Mexico, Kenya,
Germany and Nicaragua, to name a
few.
Junior Eric Colby traveled to France
with Dr. Karin Heller on the European
Roots of Christian Spirituality tour.
Among other things, the group met the
Archbishop of Leon, visIted a
.
Carmelite monastery and ate ~wo typi, ":-,,
cal French meals.
"The one in Burgundy was amazing
because we went all-out all th~lt meal,"
Colby said. "It was the way the French
pride themselves on a good meal."
The other meal, a three-COUf&e
affair, was enjoyed from the first deck
of the Ellfe! Tower.
Sludent& also took the time to &tudy
III various cIties throughout the United
States.
Senior Carissa Miller partifipated in

the Prejudice Across America tour, led
by Dr. Jim Waller. During a two-week
period, the group of 20 stud,cnts'- , -- ,
learned about racial and socjal issueS
in Chicago, Memphis, Allania" -' .
Wa~hinglon D.C. and I'\Jew York.
The timing of the trip made f£lr a '.
few unforgeltabl~ experiences. ~
"We were in Atlanta for the King
holid,ay," MJller spid. "We, went to his
church, his home; a center for nonviolent social cha~ge and his birth
home."
'\
On Martin LlJther King Jf. Day; the
group painted reading Ipfts at an
\
Atlanta elementary school.
!
After visiting AtIanta, the group
wen I to Washington D.C., where tiley, /
made a stop at the Capitol buIlding. I
"In D,C. 'we wenl to the inaugura}
tion," Miller said, ,
Although 100 f;lf back to see thq:
pre&ident in allY detail, the students"
watched the actiori'on,UlC two larg()
screens on eitlier side of the stage.
"It
onc~7in-a-Jifeiime cxperiensc/'-s~e. said:,
,- .
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UJllrtt'!y of ElJli!r J luntUJlI

Students on the Core 250 study tour
cathedral In the background.

In

Europe pose with the Notre Dame

C{JI(rIUr

if l1511 J\lmkJl/lIl1

Students on the Urban Poverty triP to Chicago meet up For deep,dlsh, Cilicago,
style pizza downtown at Pizzeria Due and swap stories after a busy day working
at tlle]r placements throughout the city

COR'''!J of Knill

8,._

Senior Elizabeth York and sophomores Darcy Brown and April Stradler spend time with two ladles seiling
flowers In a plaza In Guanajuanto, Mexico.

(OJlrlfS)'

oj jfllll

Junior lindsey Fisher, Sophomore Rachel Gray, Junior Matt Sharp and Senior
Heather Knorr walt for PreSident Bush to be sworn III at the 55th PreSidential
Inauguration in Washington, D.C. The students were a part of the Prejudice
Across America study tour.
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Gonzaga hurdle ahead

Homework helpers
Whitworth students serve the community
by volunteering their time and effort.
Scene, page 8-9

The Whitworth track team starts the season with
the UHoly War~ against Gonzaga Feb. 25.

Sports,

page 11
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Scholarships
vary with year

It} a slving thing...

Upperclassmen to
receive less aid
Jamie Evans
Sarah Morgenthaler
Staff writerj

High school senior Molly Gordon of
Kent, Wash, has ~pplied to !>even colleges. She is now faced with Ihe dilemma of choosmg one of them. A factor
in her decision will be financial aid.
"[ feel like educalion i5 education,"
Gordon said. "I think that all of the
schools I appiJed to are about equal
academically, so definitely when it
comes down to it, financial aid will be
a huge factor."
This type of mindset prompted
WhItworth to increase merit-based
scholarships for this year's freshman
class. It was the beginmng step in
implementing new academic awards.
Under Ihe new ~yslCm, five levels of
awards ranging from $4,000 to $12,000
are available to incoming freshmen.

PreVIOusly, Whilworth offered four levels of awards thaI were Ihou~ands of
dollars Jess than the new schohlfShlps.
TillS year's freshman class was Ihe
first to have the opportunity 10 receive
the !lew ~cholarship amollnts. Their
scholarships were awarded under the
old award system III name, hut students
received a separate supplementary
award to raise their merit-based financial aid award.
Incoming freshlJlen will receive the
same amount of mOlley, but HI a lump
sum.
Meanwhile, this year's sophomores
and juniors will receive the same awards
they were given when they first enrolled.
For example, a junior will receive a
$7,500 Presidential Scholarship if they
had a 1250 SAT score and a 3.75 GPA
from high school. Next year's lowercJassmen, however, will receive a
$10,000 Presidential Award if they had
those same criteria.
There are two primary reasons for Ihe
change. Dean of Enrollment Services
See
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Scholarship increases
Mull M"T'IIFh'io'Onh,on

Sophomore Ben White leads Freshman Noree Johnson as they swmg dance last Fnday evening at
Tile Dancing Place in downtown Spokane. The Ballroom Dance Club put on the "swing·tacular."

Mind & Heart Scholarship

• •_ _r4$12.000 ~

I1jfJ SAT (30 ACT) & JJJ ell-!

PresldenHal Sc holorshlp
/lJOSA T (28 ACT) & J 75 em

Trustee Scholarship

Ex-members say Freemans
created 'group identity'

IZOOS4r(27 ACT) d: j 6 em

Legacy Schoklrship
1150 SAT (25 .leI) & ! 6 GIlt

~_.D_.!iii\iI.

F

Whitworth Scholarship
1/50 S,IT (l5 ACT) ur J 5 em

1ilpL~%rifClau

Transfer Merit Scholarship

3 J co/JegetilGPA do )0 rranr.fcr credIts or
3 a cvll<lI~ Gm & J j high .eI",ol GI'A

J~~'~~~~~~~d:~-L-J--~
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Chris Collins

Schol.rshlp Amounts Per Year

Editor-ill-chicf

n some ways, the first part of this series on the Freemans
and their past only scratched the surface. Everyex-member of the Freeman group who was interviewed agreed
that the couple played at least a partial role in many broken
marriages and shattered churches. But a few
"Part two of
members - mostly women who had become
a two-part
Whitworthian
extremely close to Patsy Freeman - say there
Investigation
Into the
are deeper issues with the Freemans that are
Freemans and
their past.
much more disturbing.

I

,

A request sent out last week for an interview with Bill and Patsy Freeman for this article was not answered.
One ex-member said much of the information disclosed to The Whilworthian and printed in this arlicle is known only to a handful of ex-members and currenl members in the
Freeman group.
"Many of those Ihat have known Bill and Patsy have yet 10 comprehend Ihe gravity of
what was done in secret," he said.
Here is the story of what has happened behind the scenes and the story of how some of
the ex-members came to forgive the Freemans many years after they spJiI from the group.

I

-i
See
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Whitworth commended
in regional magazine
Eric Fredriksen
Staff writer
Washington CEO Magazine publicly
praised Whitworth for academic excellence in its Dec. 2004 issue. This is the
latest of many publications that have
positively recognized Ihe college.
U.S. News World Report ranked
Whitworlh in Ihe top five of 124 master
division programs and Christianity
Today ranked Whitworth the best
Christian workplace in the nalion
among colleges and seminaries with
more than 300 employees. This trio of
articles reveals Whitworth's strong
presence in the academic world.
The Washington CEO article was a special report describing life at Whitworth
and the purpose of the college.

The article focused on President Bill
Robinson's conlinuing effort to make
the college a better place for not only
Whitworth itself, but the surrounding
community as well.
"It was wonderful to get noticed,"
Associate Dean of Students Dick
Mandeville said. "Washington CEO
Magazine did a wonderful job of presenting the school."
The 16-page report about Whitworth
expressed the deep concern of integraling faith, intelleclual curiosity and
action at the college. The article
emphasizes the strong sense of leadership and dedication Ihat the staff has
given to the students.
Many staff and faculty are pleased

See
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campusbriefs

ASWCroundup

at Whitworth

student government

Slavery lecture scheduled
for Black History Month
As part of Black History Month, Whitworth is hosting a lecture tonight at 7:30 on the relationship
between Western wealth and slavery in the Americas .
"Makin?, Money in the Atlantic: Slavery and Western
Wealth, ' by James Walvin P.h.D a JJrofessor of history at the University of York in England, will be held
in the Robinson Teaching Theatre in Weyerhaeuser
Hall.
Walvin has writlen more than 20 books and is internationally known as an authority on slavery and modern British social history. Admission is free.

Whitworth tuition to rise
6.1 percent next year
Tuition was raised to $22,400 and room and board
was set at $6,760. This is equal to a 6.1 percent
increase over previous rates.
"The ongoing and increasing costs of maintaining
and enhancing the quality of our facilities require us
to make these changes," a letter addressed to students
and parents from Vice President of Business Affairs
Thomas Johnson said.
Some students have come to expect the tuition
increases.
"I'll just have to pull out a little more loans. It's not
that bad," sophomore Priscilla Fuentes said, "[ don't
look at it being that bad because [ know it increases
each year. [ wish it didn't have to though."

The Village elects a new
senator for second semester
The Village has a new senator. Freshman Jeff
Rodland won the February election unopposed and
has as!>umed the duties as senator of The Village.
Previous senator Joe Abbot left Whitworth at the conclusion of the firsl semester.
"I am excited to have Jeff's enthusiasm, experience
and passion for service on the ASWC ;md Stew-Ville
Teams," ASWC vice president and junior Jackson
Williams said.
Rodland is excited about the challenge of being a
senator.
"I did a lot of leadership in high school ... I feel I
alll prepared," he said.
-Compiled by Peter Burke

"'The issue came up of students trying to take fmals early for "no legitimate reason.
The problem was that parents bought plane tickets before students knew the time
of their finals and then were forced to re-schedule to make their flights due to the
high price of plane tickets.
"'The Current Students Web page IS undergoing some changes. There will be
"circling text" for announcements. A protolype will be tested soon.
"'Students are wondering why ASWC funds are going up when there IS nearly
$]5,000 in unused ASWC funds this year.
"'ASWC may consider buying three security cameras for the parking lots at a
cost of $1,800. The security office will maintain the camera's if ASWC purchases the cameras.

worldbriefS/news ticker
Israeli bombing policy
found ineffective

process. The formation of the elected
Iraqi government is seen as a key step in
bringing peace to the troubled nation.

As a part of the recent peace movement between the Israeli and Palestinian
governments, the Israeli defense ministry has agreed to stop their long-standing policy of destroying the houses of
Palestinian suicide bombers.
This policy is believed to have been
ineffective as a deterrent for stopping
attacks, and has merely further inflamed
Palestinian anger towards the Israelis as
hundreds of homes have been destroyed
in the past four years. Israel has also
released Palestinian prisoners and
agreed to a pullout from disputed Gaza
territories.

Former Lebanese
Prime Minister killed

Shia United Iraqi
Alliance wins election
The recent Iraqi elections have produced results, with the Shia United Iraqi
Alliance wmning a majority of the seats
in parliament. The Kurdish parties
received the second most seats, with
other parties filling the rest of the elected offices.
The Iraqi elections were a tremendous success for the people of Iraq, with
a high turnout and very few attempts by
terrorists to disrupt the electoral

The former Prime Minister of
Lebanon, Rafik Hariri, was assassinated
by a massive car bomb in the capital
city of Beriut. Hariri has been a popular leader and his funeral procession
was attended by an excess of 100,000
mourners. Neighboring Syria has been
blamed for the attack, leading the
United States to withdraw their Syrian
ambassador as an act of protest.
Hariri had been planning a political
comeback and his death has caused
tremors throughout Middle Eastern politics.

Famous American
playwright dies
Playwright Arthur Miller has died at
the age of 89 following years of declining health, and he leaves behind a legacy as one of America's greatest writers.
Miller achieved fame for writing Death
of a Salesman among others.
- Compi/ed by Gavin J mmesoll

9 ra peVine/humor
To accommodate next year:SO /rosh, Whitworth is creating new theme houses...

... Big Three Theme House

... Apathy in Ministry Theme HOllse

... WASP Theme House (No Vacancy)

... Sixth Year Senior Theme House

... Happily Single Theme HOllse (Lot's of Vacancies!)

... Videogame Theme House (No Vacancy!)

... Rich Whitworth Student Theme House (I,.o1's of Vacancies also!)

... Pastor Kid's Theme House

,
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Le Roy takes college's academic reins
Nicole Brown
Jessica Davis
Staff writers
Professor of International Studies
Michael Le Roy is leaving behind his
teaching shoes and stepping into a larger
role as vice president of Academic Affairs
and Academic Dean starting July I this
year.
Le Roy believes that his job is 10 ensure
that students and faculty have the best
experience possible.
"I'm really
intrigued with
the challenge of
leading
Whitworth at
this lime," Le
Roy said.
Le Roy still
plans on eating
lunch in the
cafeteria and
says that he
will miss the
relation~hips

with students
COUrl(D oj ,\ '"hud 1-, Rny the most.
"It is a rather
Le Roy will take hiS dean
bittersweet
position thiS summer.
appointment, as
Dr. Le Roy is one of the best professors I
have had the privilege to take classes
from," senior Briltney Peterson said. "I

know that the whole history and political
science department, faculty and students,
are devastated at losing him, but are so
thrilled thaI now the entire campus will
benefit from his amazing gifts and talents
in administration and vision."
Peterson is one of the many students
that Le Roy has had an impact on while
teaching at Whitworth. She is a political
science and peace studies double major,
and has taken several classes from Le Roy.
Le Roy IS not only her advisor, but was
also the leader for Murdock Cohort 1 - a
Whitworth program to help students integrate their faith and life mission - of
which she is a member.
Peterson was on the student panel thai sat
in on lectures and had lunch with each of
the three candidates Ihat were up for hire.
"I believe that the commillee and
President Robinson made the best decision
for the college in hiring Dr. Le Roy
because [ know that whatever position he
holds, professor or dean, his top priority is
making Whitworth the best place possible
for students," Peterson said.
Le Roy plans on going on the Central
America tour in March, where he hopes 10
establish relationships with students that
he will be able to keep tliroughout his
administrative years,
Le Roy, a former Whitworth student,
has been a history and politics professor at
Whitworth for three years. He teaches
Core 350, International Relalions and U.S.

FREErvrANS:
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Lynne's story
Lynne Young spent 25 years of her life close to the
Freemans. She says she confided every detail of her life to
Patsy Freeman. For much of this time, Young was in Patsy
.-.preem<\n's inner circle of a dozen or so loyal women who
acted part-time'as Freeman's personal secretaries, cJeaners and - III some cases - sources of money.
When Young finally forced herself to leave the group
10 years ago, her world imploded.
Actually, it vanished.,
"I didn't know where to go," Young said. "I didn't feel
like I could go to another church, That would displease the
Lord."
Young - one of the few ex-members of the Freeman
group wilhng to have her Harne used in an article - said
the Freemans subtly taught that loyalty to the church and
loyalty to the Freemans equaled loyally to God, The
closeness of the group created "concentrated indoctrination," so simply trying out a new church wenL against her
every trained instinct.
"When you're taught that stuff, you don't know what to
do. That doctnne holds people," Young said.
It took her four years to feel comfortable at a new
church.
When Young left the Freeman group ill 1995, she felt
like she had left a convent and had to learn how people
acted in everyday society. She sat in malls and wdtched
shoppers walk, talk, eat, laugh and act - normal.
She had forgotten what normal was.
A psychologically cnptivating method of legali!>m, discipline and peer pressure kept her in the group for
decades, Young said, adding that for the four year!> she
was in Patsy Freeman's inner circle while in Scottsdale
Ariz., Freeman's control of the women in her core group
was startling.
Women who wanted to be close to Patsy Freemnn :lIld
enter her inner circle followed the subtle and often unspoken rules, Young said, In the Freeman group, you were
dbcouraged from wearing makeup or jewelry. You were
looked down on as less spiritual if YOLl watched television
or read the newspaper. You didn't celebrate Christmas or
any other holiday - or at leasl not to the !>ame extent that
others did. The outside world il) general was shunned
"because it was so evil, so bad," Young said.
Most importantly, you looked to Patsy Freeman for
spiritual guidance on every detail of life - even what
color to paint your house, when to do your laundry or how
to clean the house.
Young described Patsy Freeman as the perceived "resident expert on spirit" and said she was viewed as "the one
close!>t to God."
In the late 1980s and 90s Young lived with a half dozen
other women in Scottsdale, who were part of the Freeman
group. She and other former members said that the group
environment created the sense that the members acted as
constant "watchdogs" who kept each other in • line by
reporting to Patsy Freeman if anyone diverged from the
status quo.

Foreign Policy in Film among other classes, These classes will still be offered next
year, but with a new professor.
"I was really delighted to hear that he
had gollen the promotion, I had been a part
of a faculty group that endorsed (Le Roy)
for the position," Associate Professor of
Philosophy Keith Wyma said. "Working

((1 'm reallY ilJtfiglled JJJith

the challenge 0/ leadillg

IJ7hitw0/1b at tbis time. JJ
Michael La Roy,

filtllff licr pmidmt '!f A ((IdfflJic /!ff(//T$

with Michael on the Core 350 team, I've
seen his administrative skills, support for
Whitworth's mis!>ion, and commitment to
academic excellence."
Lc Roy fully expected to stay in the classroom, but is looklllg forward to filling the
position being vacated by Vice President of
Academic Affairs Tammy Reid.
Reid wi1J be returning to the classroom,
teaching English, after being in administration for nine years. Success und~r
Reid's leadership has led to a large
amount of growth in applications, enrollmenl and Whitworth's rankings. Lc Roy

"Women lost their person; their personality became
straight-line," Young said. "The will was really brokenthey were ju!>t puppets in her hand. They didn't have
thoughts of their own, they were just zombies in bodies. It
really was just brainwashing."
, Much of how Patsy Freeman orchestrated her control
and influence over the group took place behind the scenes
in Seattle and Scoltsdale, ex-members said. Some members also s~id there were a lot of positive and exciting
things happening at lhe!.e churches, but uI\dern\fath ,it all
was Freeman:~ pyramid-like control structure: Freeman
-' was at the top and she delegated control over other members to. those in her inner CIrcle.
Young, then 51 years old, was brought to the breaking
point after Patsy Freeman subjected her to a form of discipline that was used occasionally on the women in her
inner circle, say a few ex-members who knew Freeman
closely.
One day, Freeman told Young to go to her room and
stay there until she repented of a sin. Young didn't have a
phone, wasn't allowed to talk to others and could only
read material that Freeman provided her.
She stayed there for three days and ~te only what was
given to her. The women who lived with her brought the
food up to the door but didn't go in - "like when the
inmates in prison are brought their food," Young said.
Young realized she needed to get out of the group.
When she left and returned to her husband in Washington
state, the couple was a "mess."
ThaI was a decade ago. Now Young is quick to say she
has found a welcoming church and loves God "with all
my heart"
But that didn't stop her from sending an e-mail last
December to Whitworth chaplain Terry McGonigal.
Young wrote that the Freemans believed "they alone have
the truth" and that "lives arc broken" by the group,
"I have 25 years or experience With these people and I
could write a whole book," Young wrote. "These people
arc ruthless. They will stop at nothing to get what they
want"
Young says she doesn't want to see students at
Whitworth go through a similar experience. She'1> still
befuddled by how she spent half of her life in the Freeman
group.
"YOLl wonder how people get sucked into this thing,"
Young said. "I even wonder how it happened to me."

A common pattern
Young's story is unique since only a select few have
become part of Patsy Freeman's core group, but in many
ways her experience in the Freeman group - though an
extreme case - represents a common pattern, say ex-members.
Those who were close 10 the Freemans while they were
in Seattle during the 19708 and 80s and in Arizona during
the late 80s and 90s point to consistent strategy in how the
Freeman group built a stronghold in these communities:
First, they recruited Christians who were looking for a
loving environment, then they drew them into their group
through a process called "love bombing" until they
viewed Bill and Patsy Freeman as authority figures.
Then, in an environment of exclusivity, seclusion and
separation, they fostered the members' loyalty to the

says he is ready to continue to manage this
growlh.
In order to embrace his new position, Le
Roy has several thoughts on how 10 serve
Whitworth students during his tenure.
One of his llIany ideas for next year
includes helping students adapt to the
global economy. Lc Roy said that this is a
reality for all students, no matter what
their major is, Instead of competing with
the local community, students will be competing on a global scale.
No matter what position Le Roy serves,
he wants to continue to allend to the integration of faith and academics.
"] have worked at a few different places,
but I have always loved Whitworth's unique
blend of Christian commitment and intellectual openlless," Lc Roy said in a recent press
release, "I am a product of this environment
and I feel that I understand it better than any
other institution, but I have also been around
enough to know the competitive pressures
that Whitworth is up against."
Due to the timing of Le Roy's promolion, Whitworth will be hiring a one-year
replacement. A full national search will
take place this summer to hire a well-qualified person to take·Le Roy's place.
"Wherever he's gone, he's been successful," Director of the Center for Faith and
Learning, and Lc Roy's fonner professor
Dale Soden said. "I-Ie caught a vision for
intellectual life, and wants to pass that on
to students."

group, which is seen as "the church."
Eventually, Patsy Freeman drew on some of the older
women to add to her core group of about a dozen or so
women. Others - kids, high school students and adults helped remodel and refurbish the Freemans' houses. They
also made up Bill Freeman's congregation and some supported the Freemans financially.
Many former members say Bill Freeman's teachings
and doctrines did not veer that far from sound Christian
tpcology an9 Ipe standard. teachings of the Local Church,
a, movement that tlte Freemans helped lead for about two
decades before spliUing from the church in 1986.
A former member said the Freemans "love the Bible
and study it a lot and I suspect that you would not find any
of their beliefs that are not accepted by mainline
Christianity."
,
All the ex-members, however, agreed that the
Freemans' practices were damaging,
Because of how closely the group operated and its lasting influence peoples' lives, many ex-members have
labeled the Freeman group a cult. Others say it depends on
your definition of a cult, but agreed their practices were
abnormal and troublesome.
"Anything that's as ingrained as that is, is clearly <t
cult," said one longtime ex-member who was close to
Patsy Freeman.
Brent Barber, a former member who lived in the
Freemans' house for eight months in the Cal Iy 1980s, said
that the Freemans fit the definition of a cult: "They create
a 'closed system' of those inside and those without the
group," he said, adding that he was told to cut all tics with
family members skeptical of the Freemans.
Another former member said that based on their practices, the Freemans arc a "classic cult,"
"They arc not aware of it, but (they) really think that
they are the most enlightened," he said.

Love bombing
When you first meet the Freemans and their followers,
they offer so much acceptance and allention that the experience can be exhilarating, former members say. A few exmembers 1>aid that Patsy Freeman purposefully arranges
things so that a newcomer will suddenly be invited out to
lunch or dinner by a different member of the group every
day,
"They present very well," said one former member.
"They're very outgoing people - in some ways, just what
a young person is looking for."
Another former member, who joined the Freeman
group shortly after graduating from college, said first
encounters with the group were "overpowering to most of
us that becllme involved with their group liS college students,"
Barber had such an experience.
Barber, whose father was an elder in the Local Church,
joined the Freeman group in Seatlle at the age of 19, lie
said he was "struck by the friendliness and genuine
humanity of the seeming atmosphere of love and respect
in thcir church,"
In a 1998 e-mail to a friend, Barber tells of his experiSee FREEMANS .. page 4
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ence living 10 the Freeman's Seattle home for a year:
"AI first I was enthralled with the typical 'love-buzz'
used by all cults to snare the convert and was treated 10 a
great deal of pampered allention," Barber said. " ... I must
admit there is a strong spirit which one meets at first
encounter with the Freeman group, and it feels quite
euphoric and spiritually sensual. It is a high of sorts, and I,
along with others, felt a blissful transport as long as one
fully transferred one's mind and will, in complete surrender
and submission, to the group construct headed by Patsy and
Bill."
Barber said he was being groomed by the Freemans for a
leadership position in the Local Church and was "ranked
high in the group hierarchy."
It wasn't long, however, until Barber said he realized that
there were costs that came with his elevated position. The
Freemans expected adherents' undivided loyalty, even if it
wasn't openly asked for in public.
One former member said the process of drawing people
into the group was like "boot camp in the Marines. '" An
attempt is made by Patsy to break down the individual's
will and strongholds that may frustrate her efforts to convince members to drop their individual identity and to take
on and operate only according to the group identity."

Mental boot camp
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He said that as he became more deeply involved in the
group, he felt his "soul shrivel and become a shell of my
former self."
"One had no independence of thought and acted like a
tentacle of a great octopus, with all actions requiring a topdown approval from Patsy, who Wielded the imprimatur of
Bill," Barber said, adding that Bill Freeman "spent all day
with his books and only emerged on occasion to rubber
stamp (Patsy Freeman's) decisions."
(Bill Freeman still maintains his Ministry of the Word
company in Spokane to sell the dozen books he has wrillen
over the years.)
Barber said he soon became ill and was told that he was
"under attack by demons." He said he was "nearly sick with
fright and lived in near-perpetual panic."
"I began to have cyclical looping thoughts which I could
not stop, for which I prayed even more fervently," Barber
said. "When I came to Patsy yet again for help, she told me
my problem was that I had not repented to my former sins."
Barber said that out of desperation he eventually called
his mom - who he was told to cease contact with - and
finally heard "a voice of reasoll." The next day, he was Oil a
flight home to Oklahom,l.
Barber has cut all tics With the Freeman group, but many
ex-member!. say that the Freeman's current followers are
not as lucky and continue tO,be subjects of Patsy Freeman's
influence.
One former member who has some relatives living in the
Freeman group said the relatives are "quite innocent, yet
fully taken in."
.
"The kids are fine people, but inordinately dependent on
a couple of the adults," said another former member. "They
would feel they were disobeying God if they did or said
anything different from their leaders."

Followers the victims?
Dianne Denton is an example of these young followers.
Denton attended a Seattle private school that the
Freemans had heavy influence over. She said she was
ingrained with the group's indoctrination from sixth grade
through high school.
"You saqificed your children to Ihis cult," Denton said,
explaining that she was influenced more by her time at the
school and in'the Freeman group than by her parents, who

were members of the group.
Denton and other former members said that in the 1970s
the Freemans held occasional "burnings." In an effort to
have its members rid themselves of worldly trappings, the
Freeman group would ask its members to burn anything that
seemed to hold them back from being more spiritual,
including stuffed animals and pictures of relatives.
As a sludent at the Heritage school - which had about
150 students at its peak. - Denton and some of her classmates were "ridiculed, belittled, .. , yelled at, isolated, driven by fear, and stripped of all dignity and self worth,"
Denton said in a 1999 e-mail to a number of friends.
Denton said the girls in the school and other women in
the Freeman group were all pressured to w~ar maternity
clothing at one point so that their "figure wouldn't tempt a
man."
Denton said in her e-maillhat the goal of the school was
to "assimilate children into this cull and regulate them at all
times."
In an interview, she said that the "idea was to clone
everybody" and "make them robots."
Some former members said that Denton's description of
the Heritage school is accurate. A longtime member of the
Seattle Local Church, who had some kids in the Heritage
school, said he felt much of Denton's description was true
and acknowledged Patsy Freeman's legalistic and controlling habits. However, he said the school was an overall benefit to his children and iI taught them strong academics and
studying habits.
A Sept. 1981 transcript of Patsy Freeman talking about
how to discipline children backs up Denton's and other's
account of Freeman's strictness.
The transcript, which a handful of former members say
is accurate, quotes Patsy Freeman calling some nursery
rhymes and children's books "inspired by the devil."
In the transcript, Freeman also described how she once
disciplined her daughter:
"At five months old one of our children insisted on turning around in her stroller and standing in it. I mean somebody had to win. And I did, and I spanked her."
The transcript continues: "You know it was against my
concept then to spank a five month old. I turned her
around and said, 'We're going to sit down now.' She Just
wouldn't hsten to me. So I needed to let her know I meant
what I was saying. So J took her and said, 'You're going
to sit down! Mommy says sit down!' As I was putting her
down in the seat, I spanked her again. She cned real hard
and she never did it again."
Earlier in the transcnpt, Freeman said that she "used to
pray for opportunities to have a way to spank my five
(children), because I knew there was no other way to deal
with their need."
After Denton_and her family [maliy left the Freemans in
1986, she eventually found a new church where ~he says
she heard the real version of Christianity for the first time.
"I was so stunned when I heard the truth," she said. "I
had no idea God was this good and it was so great."
Many others who have left the group are still entrenched
in bltlerne~s toward the Freemans, Denton said, adding
that many have rejected Chrislianity entIrely.
"Probably the few who did find Christianity can name
person after person whose life is devastated," she said.
But Denton said she's confident others can heal from
their experiences if they turn to God: "I don't think you
can ever be free from it until you find the truth and let
go," she said.
Another former member, who left the Freemans in her
mid-30s, and says she had to start her life over again after
splitting from the group. But she says she's no longer bitter - something she credits to God.
"I still hold out hope that since God did a miracle in my
life, maybe some of those in Spokane can have some reconciliation," she said.
Denton is equally as hopeful. "Bill and Patsy can do so
much, but God can do more," she said. "They certainly
don't have the corner on power."
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with the scope of the article in reference to
Whitworth.
"The grand paradox al the heart of Whitworth's
mission, our commitment to both rigorous, open intellectual inquiry and faith-learning integration, isn't
always easy for outsiders 10 understand and articulate," Orwig said. "But the Washington CEO reporter
really got it. And I'm thrilled that the magazine's
readers got such a clear picture of what makes
Whitworth distinctive."
The article focused on the commitment to religious
principles that Whitworth has and how Whitworth
offers faith and intellectual growth. The article
praised Robinson for his wonderful leadership skills
with the student government as well. It also expressed
the close relationship between students and faculty
that begins in the classroom and continues outside the
classroom.
Through promoting the articles, Whitworth hopes
to attract more prospective students and donors.
"In order for Whitworth's reputation to grow, more
people must be aware of us and understand how our
miSSIOn can make a difference to them" Orwig said.
"We received 2,500 copies of the Whitworth report
from the December issue of Washington CEO magazine."
Whitworth will send most of these copies to the
west side of Washington where many of the students
are from.

SCHOLARSHIP:
Continued from page 1
Fred Pfursich highlighted the need to keep Whitworth
competitive among comparable colleges. _
"We don't change the scholarship program every year,
but there are some years that we change the levels or
change the amounls in some way 10 remain competitive
with what other schools are doing," Pfursich said.
Raising scholarship amounls also help aUract higher-caliber students to Whllworth, benefiting the whole
campus, Admissions Counselor Brooke Dolenc said.
"They help the overall education throughout the college [and] aUract scholarly and pas!.ionate professors
who improve the quality of education and proVide
more research opportunities," Dolenc said. "This, -in
turn, improve!. alumni giving and the college's reputation, which attracts more students 10 Whitworth."
While new students and this year's freshmen may
receive larger !.cholarships, current students will see
no change in th~lr academic scholarship amounts,
Pfursich said.
"TIle academic scholarships that are awarded to a
student once they enter are not changed during their
time at Whitworth, and that's just the way we need to
administer the scholarship program," Pfursich said.
"Otherwise we wouldn', be able to afford it. We
wouldn't have the resources," Pfursich said.
This year's sophomores and juniors will face paying
for increases in tuition without commensurate increases
in their financial aid award. But there is no chance of
this problem resolving itself because tuition and financial aid are not calculated in correlation, Pfursich said.
However, Dolenc is quick to point out that current
students have access to other scholarships that incoming fre"hmen do not, such as alumni money, endowed
scholarships and departmental awards.
Some students have mixed feelings about the change.
"I'm happy for the students who are gelling it, but I'm
up!.et because I obviously don't get it," junior Candy
Mitchell said. "But I'm glad for them, because school is
expensive and they need all the help they can gel."

act one: writing for uollywood

Seeking Writers:
Who Love Film & TV
(And Are Serious About Their Faith)
An intensive, four-week course
teaching the fundamentals of
writing for film and TV. Learn
from top writers and producers
like Dean BataU (That 70's Show,
Buffy the Vampire Slayer),
Ralph "'inter (X2z X-Ken United,
I, Robot), and Hancy Killer (CSII
Kiami, Law k Order). Plus, get
a strong spiritual foundatton
wu.> ......f!, in Hollywood.

GEORGE

Fox

EVANGELICAL SEMINARY
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'¢ffh"i~emmary's focus on
wholeness-fused with
encouragement to stnke a
balnnce between knowledge,
self, and spirit-is refresf!i.'!i/-_,
-Brice Tennant,
Master 01 DIvinity student
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Sarcastic Sage premiers
New column offers advice
with a bit of cynicism.
page 7

Scene,

y
Matt Geeter
performs his
poem, "Hip Hop
Won't Die" at
last Friday's "2
Play with
Words' coffee-

house in the
Cafe.

Senior projects feature comedies, poetry
Erika Prins

by Akre, was "an intense emotional experience," Buissink

011 the final performance. Grades also include meeting

Staff writer

said.
"None of these poems are entirely poJjtically correcl and

Fjnally, grades reflect a three- to five-page foHow-up paper,

have been written not with the intent to insult, but more the
intent to share our passions with you," Akre said before the
performance.
A wide variety of poetry was performed, including hiphop poetry, "slam" poetry and stand-up poetry. The six performers spent about three hours a night for six nights in a
workshop directed by Akre.
"It really allowed me to express my opinions and feelings with at least part of the campus," freshman Karla Rose
said of her performance.
Rose wrote and performed poem called "To Be SelfEvident," a social and political criticism with a hip-hop
beal.
Senior projects are a graduation requirement for theatle
majors. The process starts their junior year with a proposal.
Proposals are presented to the theatre department faculty,
professors Rick Hornor and Diana Troller, in written and
oral fornl.
The faculty approves, rejects or approves the proposals
with modifications. About 98 percent of proposals are
approved with modifications.
Theatre department senior projects are not graded solely

as well as a follow-up meeting with Hornor and Trotter.
"The process is also v~ry important because that's part of
theatre," Hornor said.
Senior projects pull together the past four years of the
students' education.
"(A project) is not only going to be challenging," Hornor
said. "But is going to be a culmination of what they've.
learned here at Whitworth, and is going to prepare them for
what they do afterwards."
Senior projects may involve performances, directing,
technical projects, internships or research. The writing and
staged reading of a film script, several performances of
already-scripted plays, the choreography and performance
in a dance program of the history of American musical theatre are among this year's projects.
This time of year, there are plellty of senior projects to be
seen. In addition to "2 Play with Words," "TIle Stonewatcr
Rapture," a senior project by Seth Ambrose and Chelsea
Globe was presented last weekend.
Seniors Mary Adolfson, Brandon Leahy and Renee
Roberts will present their project, "Whitworth: A Second
Glance," March 5.

For senior theatre major Tiffany Buissin'k "2 Play with
Words" was "a capstone of everything (she has) learned as
a theatre major." For Buissink, this meant organizing the
performance coffeehouse with her fellow senior theatre
major Angie Akre.
The coffeehouse event last Friday in the Cafe was
Buissink and Akre's senior project.
Akre directed a poetry performance of six, including herself. The first portion of the event was a series of poems
performed by their authors, emceed by senior Mary
Adolfson.
Buissink performed stand-up comedy for the second half
of the event.
"I'm doing stand-up because I don't want to be a conventional theatre major," Buissink said.
For her, comedy comes naturally.
"What I tell comes from my life. This is me. I don't even
have 10 buff it up and it's funny," Buissink said.
Buissink offered her advice to others.
"Don't be afraid to do what you want to do," she said.
The performance poetry portion of the program, directed

requirements and deadlines throughout the semester.

Spring break bargains exist for procrastinators
Vacation options still
available for those
who want to escape
the Spokane cold
Katie Turner
Jen Morris
Seal/writers
Spring break is less than a month
away.
Although Whilworth may be the
"Isle of the Mind and Heart," you may
want to check out some sunnier locales
for your much-needed week off of
class.
Why not hop a flight to South Padre

Island, Tex., or cruise your way to
Cancun? Sound expensive? It can be, out
if you know how to plan well, even the
most last-minute vacations can be turned
into great bargains just by doing a lillie
shopping around.
John Sullivan, CEO of Leisure Tours
International (LTI), a leading spring
break travel company, says it is normal to
see a rise in bookings in the last month
before break from procrastinators who
have been saving up over the winter
monlhs.
"Students should be shopping for a
'low price guarantee' to ensure they arc
gelling the most competitive priCing,"
Sullivan said.
"It's definitely not too late to get a
vacation bargain, but students should
book now before everything is sold

LTI'S TIPS FOR A GREAT
LAST-MINUTE SPRING
VACATION
,.Get In touch with a travel
agent. Make use of their
expertise In booking packaged deals, and let them do
some of the work for you,
~Research Ideas and price
quotes online, Travel sites like
expedla,com or sprlngbreakdlscounts.com, LTl's slle,
will sometimes offer fantastic
lost minute deals.
,. Travel In packs. Find five of
your closest friends and take
advanlage of awesome group
discounts,

See SPRING .. page 6
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Will Smith scores in 'Hitch'
Greg Tomlin
Staff writer
"Hitch" is a romantic comedy with
original and entertaining characters but
an all-too-familiar formula: Guy falls in
love with girl, guy gets girl, misunderstandings ensue, guy and girl resolve
their problems.
If I've spoiled anything for you, don't
be too discouraged. "Hitch" will keep
you entertained from beginning to end
because of the pure charismil and talent
of its leading man Will Smith.
Smith plays Alex Hitchens, the Date
Doctor - a consultant for men who want
to win over the women of their dreams.
Hitch knows all the answers when it
comes to the game of love, and the first
thing he will tell you is that 90 percent
of what you say isn't coming out of your
mouth (sounds like he took an interpersonal communication class at one point
or another).
Albert, played by Kevin James, is
love-struck by the intelligent, beautiful

Hitch
.-RATING: PG-13
.-RUNNING TIME: 119 min.
~STARRING: Will Smith, Eva Mendes,

Kevin James

.-NOW PLAYING: Regal Northtown

****.*

Mall 12, AMC RiverPark Square 20

.-GRADE:

and rich Allegra Cole and goes to Hitch
for help.
Here, Hitch is presented with his
greatest challenge yet. How could
Allegra possibly notice and fall in love
with the dorky, accident-prone accountant?
Meanwhile, Hitch faces love problems of his own. He has fallen for Sara,
a gossip columnist (played by Eva
Mendes), whose job is to pick up all the
dirt on the rich and famous and publish
it in The Standard.
Of course, Hitch can't seem to play it
smooth whenever he's around her, taking on the appearance of his inexperienced clients. Antics ensue, resulting in
some of the funniest moments of the
film.
It is refreshing to see Smith in a
romantic comedy role, which shows his
versatility. For a while, he was type-cast
as the action hero hired by producers to
be a familiar face and deliver a few oneliners here and there. But Smith is much
too talented to be put in such a small

box, and this movie proves it.
The lovely and talented Mendes, relatively new to the big screen, creates
endearing chemistry with Smith and has
certainly made a leap into movie stardom with this role. She shows her ability to carry a dramatic scene wilh some
of the more accomplished actors in the
business.
The major downside to the movie is
Ihat there are the few ridiculous
moments of dramatic dialogue about
love. Some of the lines must have come
directly from "Casablanca."
If I have to hear one more time that
"love gives you wings" I might have to
hurt someone or something. But, these
moments are held to a minimum and
don't take too much away from the picture as a whole.
For most people, if you haven't seen
"Hitch" already, wait until it's on video
and enjoy it with that special someone.
It's good for some laughs and a happy
endIng, but I think that's all it was meant
to be in the first place.

SPRING:
Continued from page 5
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out," said Sullivan in a press
release by LTI.
LTl lists Acapulco, Mazatlan
and Daytona Beach as some of
this year's hot spots, but no matter your travel destination, planning a vacation in paradise can
take time.
Know the activities you want
to do ahead of time - don't just
hit the tourist spots of your
desired location.
Check out the locals' favorite
restaurants, clubs and beaches.
If you'd prefer being more
active and closer to home
instead of lounging on a faraway beach this spring break,
LTI suggests visiting Lake
Havasu, Ariz.
Located in Arizona's northwest corner, Lake Havasu is a
great destination for those who
love the water. Boating, jet-skiing and fishing are just a few of
the water activities Lake Havasu
offers. If you prefer staying on
dry land, Lake Havasu also
offers four-wheeling, hiking and
camping.
This year's dismal snow conditions left many people craving some great skiing. Lake
Tahoe, Calif., might be your
ide~1I spring break destination if
you felt let down by the ski
conditions.
Squaw Valley and Heavenly
are just two of the 17 ski resorts
scattered throughout the Tahoe
area. With more than 100 inches
of snow at many of the local
resorts, Tahoe is sure to have
great skiing through spring
brenk.
Those who want an adventure
without spending a lot of money
might consider going canoeing
Whitworth's Outdoor
with
Recreation Program.
During the six-day trip, you
will discover 52 miles of the
Canyonlands National Park in
southeastern Utah. The trip costs
$200, which includes transportation, food and outfitting.
Outdoor
Recreation
Coordinator Aaron Boyles can be
contacted for more information
Oil this spring break option, at
aboyles02@whitworlh.edu.

EVERY GENERATION HAS ITS HERO
HIS ONE IS NO DIFFERENT.

~

~.~

"'Become stronger, smarter and more prepared to face
~ any challenge. With over 200 careers to choose from, the
Army is your chance to make a difference in your life
and in the future of your country. Find out how you can
,become An Army Of One at GOARMY.COM or call
1-800-USA-ARMY.

Where: 516 E. Francis
When: Monday through Friday, 8:00 am - 4:00 pm
0: Call Sergeant First Class Zell, 509-484-6934

Speak with
a Soldier in the
U.S. Army
about Army
Opportunities and
Options
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rdfJ;?~\r sa rcasticsage/advice

~~:~d Relationships can't thrive on jealousy·
Question:
My qllestlOlI is: Is it common for guys to get selious
after olle night of hanging OUI, alld holV do you polliely
blow off a guy that has planned a dinller date as YO/lr firM
official dale becl/lise he wallts to make you his serious girl
frIelld? And don't lell me I'm cruel and heartless. There is
1I0thillg wrong with just Jlot wallting (/ serio/ls Ie/atiollship. Why is ii, guys call 'I understand thai it's okay 10 be
"good friends" alld lilat you dOli '1luwe 10 call a girl every'
day and thai dating multiple people l~ okay if you clarify
that. I meall you'll eventually reach of point where jealol/sly will take over wilh one of the people you are seeing
alld you'll realize that's the persall you really wallt to be
wIlh right? J dOll 'I know. What do you tlullk?"
- COllfussed
Answer:
OK, first and foremost: Just because you guys are submitting this stuff to me via e-mail does not mean that I
wiII ignore your first-grade spelling and punctuation. It's
not difficult, folks. It's all right there on the screen, and it
takes surprisingly little effort to use the backspace key. If
all else fails, we've finally "reached of point" in technol-

ogy where the computer can actually tell you how had of
a writer you are. Let's use those spellcheckers, people.
Tru~t me, I'll be worse than Strong Bad when it comes to
making fun of your spelling and punctuation.
Second, I don't have a whole lot of space for these
answers, so don't try to cleverly slip in four or five questions
with creative comma usc und the lack of complete sentences.
OK. I'm done. Onward with the answering.
Since I don't have the space to address each of your
questions individually, let's cut right to the heart of the
matter, shall we? I'm going to go out on a limb and say
thaI the guy that wants to get serious is the sante one that
is planning this dinner date. You're afraid that he wants to
make you his girlfriend after a night of hanging out. After
this you rant about nothing in particular and conclude by
making a strange statement about jealousy.
My initial reaction to this is to go on a counter-rant
about not lumping all guys in the same boat, but since I
don't have the time or space to give that rant proper attention, I'll just sum it up like this: People arc unique, and
every individual has his or her own tendencies. Don't
think you know a person because you know their gender.
That being said, I say give the guy a chance. Don't

assume he's trying to make you his girlfriend right off the
bat. Assumptions are the cancer of relationships. What
you're doing is basicillly the Whitworth stereotype 01
assuming a romantic relationship simply because there's
inter-gender contact. Of course, he could be that seriolls, but
there's only one way to find oul. He should take it OK if you
just be honest with him. At least give him a chance, though.
Trust me, it can be nerve-racking to ask a girl Ollt in the first
place, so he should at least get some points for that.
Finally, I have to say something about your cOlllment
on jealousy, because it's odd and" bit alarming. I'd say
that any relationship built on jealousy doesn't exactly
have Ihe strongest foundation. Jealousy requires a third
party, so your feelings for this person are mixed in with
your feelings about the third party. A strong relationship
should deal primarily with the two people and Ihe two
people alone. Other opinions can influence cleci<;ionmaking, but ultimately a relationship is only as strong as
the feelings the two people have for each other. When
jealousy is involved, your feelings can be amplified by
your feelings about the third party. Take away the Ihird
party, and often nothing is left.

Glu bbioblurb/club corner

- Sarcastic Sage

cityhighlights
in Spokane

BDC / Ballroom Dance Club

Sophomores
Debbie Clark
and Ben White
dance the
Charleston at
last Friday's

,.WHO WE ARE: The Whitworth Ballroom Dance Club is a group
dedicated to bringing the Joy of dance to as many people as
possible. The club is a bunch of people who [ave to dance and
have fun, so no one should feel intimidated if they don't know
how - someone will surely help.

SWI ng-tacu la r,

put on by the
Ballroom Dance
Club.

",WHAT WE DO: Throughout the year, we put on many dancerelated activities. Dances range from being casual to formal and
include mixed dances - where we display a variety of styles and more specialJz~d ones, such as the swing da'nce last Friday.
Also, we saw "Shall We Dance" and put on workshops for different types of danCing. The dances are the meat of the club, so if
anyone is interested, that's the thing fa check out. Our maIn
focuses are Swing, Ballroom and Latin dancing. If you come to a
dance, that's probably what you'll get but don't be afraid to try
your own thing. As we say in swing: Live by the eight-countl

"A Soldier'S Story"
A living room discussion featuring two students sharing their experiences of the Iraqi war
wiII be held this Wednesday in the Boppell
lounge.
.
The event will feature two perspectives - one
student will talk about serving in the military,
while the other will talk aboul what it is like to
have a spouse oversees in Iruq.
The discussion will begin at 9:30 p.m.
Refreshments will be provided.

History at the Davenport

.. CLUB HISTORY: The club started a few years back for the simple reason that people here wanted a place to dance. Our officers are sophomores Paul Stephens, president; Karl Nupen, treasurer; and April Stadler, ~ecretary.

attracti-onsdistractions/thiS week

Former Whitworth English professor Linda
Hunt will present a story through dramatic presentation this Monday in the Isabella Room of the
Davenport Hotel.
Linda Hunt's book "Bold Spirit: Helga Estby's
Forgotten Walk Across Victorian America" is a
national release by Random House/Anchor
Books.
It is the epic award winning story of Helga
Estby and her daughter who walked 3,500 miles
across the nation in 1896 to win $10,000 in order
to salvage the family farm.
Theatre professor emeritus Pat Slien will join
with Hunt to perform the story.
The free event begins at 7:30 p.m.

Ten Shekel Shirt

Women's and men's
basketball at Whitman
6 and 8 p.m.

leadership Fair
lied Square
10 a.m.
A Soldier's Story
Boppelllounge
9:30 p.m.

Faculfy Development Day
No classesl
Men's tennis vs. Pacific
Lutheran
3 p.rn.

Women's and men's
basketball vs. Wlllamette
6 and 8 p.m.

Mission Conference Fair
LIed Square
11 a.m.

The Dating Game
Cafe
6p.m.

Ronald White lecture
Weyerhaeuser
7 p.m.

Ten Shekel Shirt will perform on March 4, as
part of the Whitworth Mission Conference.
Tim Dearborn of World Vision International
will also be speaking.
The free event will be in the HUB dining hall
at 8 p.m.

- Compiled by Leah Robin alld Katie Shaw
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Jason Duba, a 2004 Whitworth graduate, reads Cat In the Hat to a kid at homework helpers.

Whitworth students invest in local
kids through tutoring program
Megan Rieger
Staff writer
n the fellowship hall of Westminster Presbyterian
Church, Jasmine, a third grader, gives a goodbye hug
to every Whitworth student and oUler volunteer in the
room.
The first spring session of Homework Helpers is Just
ending and another third gr~der, Alex, already wants
more.
") can hardly wait until Logos starts, then I can go to
church Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday," he said.
Logos and Homework Helpers are outreaches of
Westminster Presbyterian Church to the West Central
neighborhood, one of the poorest communities in
Washington. Both outreaches arc designed for elementary school children in the area.
Logos is a time when children eat dinner, listen to
Bible stories and play games.
Homework Helpers runs in cooperation with Holmes

I

Elementary School, about a block from the church. The
program teams Whitworth students up with first- through
fourth-graders from Holmes Elementary School to provide free individual tutoring, games and snacks after
school.
"The kids love it, and they start going to church and
the people at the church notice," senior Jessica Chapman
said. "It's something that makes an impact on not just
their schoolwork, but with their whole lives."
Chapman is on her third year as a Homework Helper.
Freshman Christina Conrad volunteered once a week
at Homework Helpers during the fall semester. Conrad
said the first grader she worked with was a joy to help.
"She showed me a lot about unconditional love
because she hardly knew me, yet was so excited to sec
me," Conrad said.
Freshman Trisha Samuels sat in the very same fellowship hall, benefiting from a Whitworth volunteer when
she was in elementary school.
She remembers the consistency of her helper, who

Jake McCoy, a Whitworth graduate, enjoys snack time With the kids. They are
admiring a prize from a Cracker Jacks box.

Senior Jessica Chapman passes out drinks during snack time at Homework Helpers at
Westminster Presbyterian Church •

made an effort to befriend her. Samuels' tutor wrote her
a letter on the last day of Homework Helpers that she
treasures even today.
Samuels said Homework Helpers played a role in
encouraging her to attend college.
"It gives (the kids) something else to look forward to.
Maybe their parents hadn't gone to college. As for me,
that was how that worked," she said. "To see this person
going to this great college made me think, maybe I can
do that."
Connecting with children is one of the goals of
Homework Helpers, organizer Doris Liebert said.
"We are ultimately hoping they will see the church as
a warm and welcoming place where they will later
decide that it's a great place to come back to," she said.
Before she retired, Liebert was the director of student
teaching and an education professor at Whitworth.
Homework Helpers, now in its eleventh year, was the
brainchild of the Westminster House, a center of ministry in the West Centtal neighborhood.
Whitworth graduates Jason Duba and Jake McCoy
help facilitate Homework Helpers, along with junior
Tracy Rippee. All three currently live in the Westminster
House. McCoy has been involved with the tutoring program since September.
"I was surprised that there are a lot of kids that defy
the stereotype of a poor urban school," McCoy said.
"Kids are still kids no matter where you come from."
Every Tuesday and Thursday for eight weeks, children
who often don't receive extra support from home gather
at the church.
"I think that the children arc lucky to have the
(Whitworth) students. If you come 11 couple of times,
YOll will sec that they think of them as friends; they look
up to them," Westminster Presbyterian Church cOJlgregant Jery Voss said.
Homework Helpers is just one of the ways students
are involved in the community. Students discovered
other opportunities to connect outside Whitworth at last
week's Service Learning Fair.
Representatives from non-profit agencies were in the
Cafe from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. last Thursday to spread the
word about their organizations. Though the event has
passed, a need for volunteers still exists.
"Our program runs on the graciou!.lIcss of Whitworth
students willing to go," Liebert said.
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Freshman
Ashley Neff
and sixth
grader Chloe
use their rree
time to
look up
information
online.
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Co.rtr!y if Sarah IIMOaglo

CUp of Cool Water workers help out In an activity.

CONrl'!y if Samh //""'l,m

A sign welcomes participants to Cup of Cool Water.
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Fifth

grader
Brandon
and fifth
grader
Chnstina
examine
two
sheets of
toilet
paper
that they
collected
from
BaldwinJenkins.

n
Brandon directs one of the other teams to find
an item for the scavenger hunt.

m
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MaN Mom/JVhtlworlhian

Freshman Enn Nakasone, fourth grader Mallory, fifth grader Brandon, fifth grader Christina, fifth grader liana, and
fourth grader Klkl look over the inventory of their scavenger hunt.

School programs take
lunches, tninistry to
low-income locals
Megan Blank
Staff writer
very Monday aflernoon,
freshman Sarah Hennagin
makes lunches in the
Ballard kitchen. She slaps
peanut butter and jelly on slices
of bread, then switches to
turkey, ham and cheese. She
makes a total of 40 lunches
before heading to downtown
Spokane to participate in Cup of
Cool Water.
"(I'm a) small-town country
girl from Wyoming working
with inner-city teenagers,"
Hennagin said. "I've learned a
lot."
Cup of Cool Water was started by Whitworth alumnus Mark
Terrell to address the needs of
street kids in Spokane. The ministry serves young adults ages
13-22.
"The general idea is to have a
trusting relationship with that
kid first before sharing the
gospel with them," Ilennagin
said. "If you shared the gospel
fir!.t, they wouldn't know what
that love is because they've
never experienced it, the way
it's supposed to be, anyway."
Cup of Cool Water will be
holding a training meeting this
Saturday. Anyone inleresled can
contact Hellllagill, who is the
on-campus coordinator, at3212978.
Another ministry in the sandwich business is En Christo.
Started by Whitworth students
OVer a decade ago, En Christo is

E

a student-run club that reaches
out to the poor in downtown
Spokane. Club members make
sack lunches every Saturday
afternoon stalting at 3 p.m.
Another wave of members takes
the lunches downtown on
Saturday night and shares the
love of Christ with residents in
low-income hotels.
"There's something about
being in ministry with other
people, especially in a group
like En Christo," junior worship
coordinator Michael
Zimmerman said. "It's not about
gelling much oul of it, but about
being faithful and learning
about the character of God. It's
a totally selfless thing."
To get involved wilh this
ministry, contact Erik Lystad at
elystadO l@whitworth.edu.
Students can also serve
through HUB I-look-up, a tutoring program for children at
Holmes Elementary. Every
Tuesday afternoon from 2:45
p.m. until 5:30 p.m., Whitworth
students catch a bus for a 20
minute ride to the school.
Whitworth students pair up with
elementary students and spend
the afternoon doing activities
together.
"!t's kind of like a mentoring
session," sophomore Katie
Harmon said. "I just think iI's
important to give kids an extra
person to love them."
If you are interested in I-Iub
1I00k-up, contact Jeffrey
Naslund al jnaslundO I@whilworth.edu.
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Runners ready to go
limited athletes compete in final
warm-up for outdoor season.
rts, page 11

Breakdown

Out with
the old
Bledsoe released
for younger QB
Colin Storm
Staff writer
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What happens when an athlete leads
his team to victory in eight of their last
10 games, including six wins in a row?
A new contract? Some sense of security?
Not if you're Drew Bledsoe, who will
be - as of Tuesday - no longer part of
the Buffalo Bills franchise.
After leading the Bills out of an 0-4
start to the season (three of those losses
were by a combined eight points),
Bledsoe regained control of the troops
and finished the season with a very
respectable 9-7 record, missing the
playoffs by just one game.
"I think when Drew came here, we
were in a big black hole with this football team," Bills general manager Tom
Donahoe said. "He ccrtamly helped us
get out of that. He brought respectability back to the Bills and we owe him a
debt of gratitude."
Maybe I missed the memo, but I
don't get the logic behind this. Why not
let one of the great quarterbacks of this
generation stick around, right as he and
the offense were starting to click? Wait,
I've got a better idea: Let's put a second-year quarterback in there who
broke his leg last year and only came in
during garbage time!
You know that expression, "If it ain't
broke, why fix it?" That's what the
morons in the Bills front office should
have been thinking before they made
this announcement. As you can imagine, Bledsoe was more than just surprised.
"I was pretty pissed off earlier this
week," Bledsoe said. "Do I think this is
fair? No I don't think it's fair, but I am
aware that that is how it works and I
understand that."
This was Bledsoe's first year under a
new quarterbacks coach and new head
coach, so why try to let the momentum
gained at the end of last season trickle
over to the next year, when you could
play a rarely-used quarterback from
Tulane University, La.?
J.P. Losman, Bledsoe's replacement,
is one of the "new generation" quarterbacks who can run. Bledsoe is an oldtimer who isn't mobile but gives you
one thing that Losman and other mobile
OB's like Donovan McNabb can'l:
Throwing accuracy.
Just look at McNabb's choke-job in
the Super Bowl. Not since 1995 has a
true "mobile" quarterback won a Super
Bowl. Wouldn't you rather have so.meone that can run play running back and
someone who can throw at the quarterback? Maybe that's just me.
So as Bledsoe and the older gang of
OBs exit stage right to the J.P.
Losman's of the world, take time to
think about this: Would you ever put
your best thrower in as running back?
Me neither. So why put your best runner in at quarterback?

Nair Chnl,/Whihvorthtan

Senior pitcher Dan Lundeberg warms up hiS arm at practice. Lundeberg returns to lead the Pirate startmg pltchmg staff.

Desert rains can't cool Bucs
First Team All-Northwe~t Conference last season
as a designated hitter. Henderson batted .326 with
eight home runs and a team-leading 34 runs batThe Whitworth baseball team started its season ted in.
Senior infielder Daniel Gebbers returns after
with a 2-1 victory over Northwest Conference foe
Whitman College in the Arizona Desert Classic. batting .333 and leading tne tcram with 47 luts last
year.
last Fnday.
Senior pitcher Dan Lundeberg returns as the
With the game knotted at 1-1, Whitworth
scored what proved to be the winning run in the top starter for Whitworth. Last season, Lundeberg
bottom of the eighth inning when junior Dustin went 4-4 with a 4.91 ERA and one complete
Frank sprinted home from second base after a game.
The Pirates with have experience in the bullpen
ground ball was bobbled in shallow centerfield.
as
they return senior Nick Newberry and juniors
Whitworth scored the first run of the game
(unearned) in the first inning. The Missionaries Trevor Sheffles and Cody Pearson.
Whitworth will face a couple early season chalevened the score at 1-1 in the fourth inning.
lenges
when they travel to play defending nationWhitman pitchers Steve Johnson and Hunter
Simpson held Whitworth to six hits over nine al champions George Fox University and then
host Linfield College, a pre-season top-10 team.
innings.
The Pirates will look to avoid the late season
Whitworth's games Saturday at the Arizona
collapse that they experienced last year. After a
Desert Classic were ramed out.
The Pirates are looking to improve from last three-game sweep over Whitman College,
season. They finished the year with a 13-26 Whitworth tanked and dropped 13 of their last 15
record over all and 9-15 in the conference - a games.
Whitworth's first home game of the year will
seventh-place finish.
Senior outfielder Kyle Henderson was named take place March 5 against Pacific University.

Peter Smelser
Sports editor

Baseball
Opens season

with 2-1 win
before the rains

Scoring-trio leads Pirates in weekend sweep
Juniors Tucker, Pecht
and Young all score in
double digits
Katy Clark
Staff writer
The men's basketball team has managed to go from a three-game losing
streak to a three-game winning streak
after consecutive wins the last two
weekends against Pacific Lutheran
University, Lewis & Clark College and
Pacific University.
The trip to Oregon last weekend to
play Lewis & Clark College and Pacific,
known as the "Oregon Trail" by coach
Jim Hayford, had the possibility to help
Whitworth improve in the Northwest
Conference standings. Thanks 10 wins
both Friday and Saturday night, the
Pirates were able to advance to fifth
place.
During last Friday's game against

Lewis & Clark, currently ranked fourth,
the Pirates got off to a late start trailing
7-0 in the early stages of the game. This
did not last long and the Pirates were
able to establish a five point lead going
into the second half.
The Pioneers were able to cut the lead
to two points at the beginning of the half
with a three-pointer, but that was as
close as they would get for the rest of the
game. The Pirates left the game victorious, 82-58.
Junior guard/forward Lance Pecht had
a solid game, going 9-13 from the floor
and scoring a game-high 24 points.
Pecht also had nine rebounds in the
game. Juniors George Tucker and Jon
Young also had high-scoring performances. Tucker put up 17 points and
Young was able 10 turn in 14 points.
In last Saturday'S game against
Pacific, the Pirates were again able to
put 82 points on the scoreboard. After a
close first half, the teams headed to the
locker room with the score all tied up at
36.
Not long after the second half began

the Pirates went on a scoring run.
Opening with a jumper by freshman post
Derek Taylor and followed by four consecutive three-pointers and a set of free
throws by Tucker, the Pirates were able
to outscore the Boxers 24-7 in the first
nine minutes of the second half.
Not to be outdone, the Boxers went on
a run of their own and cut Whitworth's
lead to two with only a minute and a half
left. After missing a few critical shots,
Pacific was forced to foul in the remaining seconds of the game. The Pirates hit
eight out of nine free throws from the
charity stripe to secure a win.
Pecht, Tucker and Young were once
again a high-scoring trio. Pecht and
Young had 20 points apiece and Tucker
contributed 15points for a combined
total of 55 points, over two-thirds of
Whitworth's total.
The Pirates hope to continue their
winning streak with another game on the
road today in Walla Walla, Wash., at
Whitman College. Whitman is currently
in ninth place in the Northwest
Conference.
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Game Over
NHLcancels
entire season
Andrew Dolan
Staff writer
Last week NHL Commissioner
Gary BeUman cancelled all 1,230
games of the 2004-2005 season.
The announcement came after a
flurry of proposals by both the players and owners, yet no deal was able
to be made. BeUman said the league
immediately will tum its attention to
preparing for the start ofthe 2005-06
season, but that may prove to be a
futile task.

Many experts and observers
believe the next urgent deadline
won't be until a year from now,
when owners are facing their second-straight season without lucrative playoff games and players are
facing another season without an
income. Why wait for a deadline?
The last thing fans want is another
cancelled season.
With talks going as they arc
(nowhere), we might not see NHL
hockey for a very long time.
However, something has to change
because teams are losing less money
not playing hockey than if they were
selling out their arenas for every
game. According to NHL financial
analysts, $224 million was lost by
>f:lHL clubs last season alone.
One of the debates of the lockout
has been whether or not there should
be a salary cap on players' salaries.
Without a salary cap, Edmonton

Oilers chainnan Cal Nichols said he
would recommend to the league that
the franchise be suspended, which
would mean another team gone
from a countl)' that has already lost
several teams to U.S. cities.
There is one person who's benefiting from the lockout: Bud Selig.
The baseball commissioner, who
has been a magnet for public abuse
through much of his tenure, comes
off like Doctor Suave when compared with Gal)' BeUman.
Other winners of the lockout
include:
.... The National Lacrosse League.
.... Televised poker where hockey
used to be broadcast.
.... The arenas that can now book
more concerts, dirt bike races and
home shows, and rent out the
. Zambonis for children's parties.
.... The season ticket-holders who
suddenly discovered an extra $5,000
more in their wallets.
Since the lockout that started on
Sept. 16, over 400 players from the
NHL have signed contracts with
European hockey leagues, and why
shouldn't they? European teams
have opened their amlS to all-star
NHL players and their teammates.
This is a chance for them to continue to play hockey while wondering
if the lockout will end before they
retire.
There are many groups of people
who aren't benefiting from the lockout. One of which is the fans. You
may ask, "What fans?" I tell you
that they are out there, and with
every day that passes they are growing more and more anxious to see
their teams on the ice.
The lockout hasn't affected my
love for hockey. It's only made me
more excited about our Spokane
Chief;.,. However, there's just one
problem ... our Chiefs can't win the
Stanley Cup.

Freshmen
Stefan
Robmson,
Karissa
Thomsen and
Amy Anderson
(from left to
right) practice

hurdles.
'ljltr ZM,!I
lVh,h'()r/h/illt

Track set to open outdoor season
Sara Morehouse
Sta//writer
As spring approaches, the final indoor track
meet at University of Idaho on Saturday ushered in the outdoor track season with solid performances by both the men's and women's
teams .
Only a fraction of Whitworth's team attended
the low-key meet; 14 men and nine women
competed out of the 81 Pirate track and field
athletes. That didn't deter a few of them from
giving outstanding performances.
Sophomore Brandon Howell took first place
in the 800 meter with a time of 1:57 69 and set
a new indoor track record. Junior Derrick
Dewindt made a similarly impressive finish

when he tied his previous school record of
15.87 meters in the weight throw. In long distance, sophomore Jeff Grassley placed third in
the 3,000 meter race with a time of 9:10.21.
The Pirate women performed equally well.
Senior Elaine Heinemann placed third in the
mile race with a time of 5:28.32 and fifth in the
3,000 meter race with a time of 11:29.88.
Freshman Emily Hurd finished sixth in the 800
meter with a time of 2:34.28.
It was a solid meet to top off the indoor track
competitions for the year.
"It was a good finish to the indoor season,
and now we need to get ready for outdoor,"
coach Toby Schwarz said.
The first outdoor track meet of the sea!.on
will be at home this Friday 4 p.m.

Core players return for softball from 29-8 year
Jeff Hunter
Staff writer
The 2005 Whitworth softball team starts their season
this weekend on home turf at
Marks Field.
Picked to finish second Ihis
year
in
the
Northwest
Conference by the softball
coaches pre-season poll, the
Pirates look to further

improve on last year's
impressive performance.
Last season, Whitworth set
25 different team and individual records, including
conference wins (21-7) and
overall single season record

(29-8).
All eight positional starters
and both start ing pitchers
from last year are returning,
looking to unseat the coaches

top pre-season pick Linfield
College, who last year took
three of the four games
played against the Pirates.
Whitworth will play a
game 1 p.m. this Friday
against Albertson College.
Saturday will feature a 1 p.m.
game against Eastern Oregon
University and then another
game against Albertson at 3
p.m.

sportscorner/sports update
Hokies suprise
Duke in victory
The Virginia Tech Hokies
managed to scrape together a 6765 victory in the wanning minutes of their game against the
Duke Blue Devils last Thursday.
This upset win brought the sell_ out crowd to their feel after the
final buzzer. It is already bcing
praised as one of the biggest
wins in the Hokies' history.
Dukc played an averagc game,
but it wasn't enough to stand up
against the Hokies. In the end, it
was the Hokies' excellent
rebounding skills that brought
them the win as they outrebounded Duke 49-32. The win

bumped Virginia Tech into a
three-way tie for fourth place in
the ACe.

Illinois continue
perfect ru n 25-0
The No. I-ranked University
of Illinois Fighting IIlini have
slid through the ranks with what
might appear to be relative ease
to some. Illinois recently continued their undefeated reign as
they rolled over Penn State with
iI score of 83-63. Last Saturday
the continued to roll wilh a victory over the University of
Iowa.
Outside shooting and excellent ball handling are two of

lUinois' most potent weapons
this year and so far it seems like
no one can manage 10 put a
damper on their perfect year.

Brushci walking
after mild stroke
New England Patriots linebacker Tcdy Bru!.chi is up and
walking again after he suffered a
minor stroke last Wednesday.
Bruschi had been complaining
about blurry vision and frequent
headaches along with numbness
on his right side when his wife
called the hospital. Brushci went
in and was diagnosed with a
mild stroke. Doctors say he is
recovering quickly and is in
good spirits.

Although there is 11 pos!>ibility that this may affect Bruschi's
ability to play, his doctors say
Ihal he has a good chance 10 be
able to continue his career. If
Bruschi does have to retire, the
Patriots will have a hard time
replacing a player who has
become 11 key piece to the
defense that has helped them
win three of their past four
Super Bowl litles.

Swimmer's Last
Chance cancelled
Those swimmers who were
still hoping to make National
qualifying times this weekend
arc out of luck, since the Last
Chance meet was cancelled,
With no other collegiate teams
willing to come to Spokane for
the meet, the event would be
counted as unofficial and was
therefore called off.
The only Pirate swimmer that
has
posted
an
automatic
National qualifying time is
freshman Sam Kephart of the
woman's tcam. Four other
Whitworth swimmers
have
made provisionlll cuts, seniors
Serena
Fadel
and
Cory
Bergman, junior Lqren Kilgore
and freshman Katelyn Erickson.
The National Clwmpionships arc
held at I fope College in Holland,
Mich.
The women's meet is March
10-12 and the men's meet is
March 17-]9.

Wazzu to host
regional tourney
Registration has begun for the
second annual Men's and
Women's 5 .. on-5 Northwest
Regional Basketball Tournament
to be held March 4-6. The tournament is sponsored by the
National
Intramuml
Recreational Sports Association,
NIRSA, and is hosted Ihis year
by Washington State University.
The tournament is open to students from any university, college, or military institution. Sign
up before Feb. 24. The cost is
$160 pius $5 per player. After
that the cost goes up to $190
plus $5 per player.
The last day to register is
March 2. The tournament also
includes a slam-dunk competition, 3-point shootoul. 2-ball
competition, and a PlayStation 2
NCAA college hoops tournament. The winner receives the
travel and entry fee to compete
in the national tournament held
in Atlanta, Ga., April 15-17. For
more information contact Shane
Bennett at 335-5753 or smbennet@wsu.edu.

- Compiled by Afroll Gros,mrdt
alld Jennifer Zaremba
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Hit the snooze button

NWC/Overall
13-1 19-3
11-3 16-7
8-6
12-11
11-10
7-6

7-7

11-11

6-7
3-10
3-10
3-11

9-13
5-17
4-18
5-18

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
George Fox Bruins
Whitworth Pirates
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
Whitman Missionaries
Puget Sound Loggers
Linfield Wildcats
Willamette Bearcats
Pacific Boxers
Lewis & Clark Pioneers

Matt Sharp
Guest writer

NWC/Overall
12-2 18-5
11-3 20-3
13-9
9-4
8-6
13-10
7-7
16-7
11-12
6-8
7-15
4-9
3-10 8-14
1-12 5-17

Shogren 1 Speer shine
during weekend wins
Jonathan Gerig
Staff writer
The women's basketball team
managed to stay within one game
of the Northwest Conferenceleading George Fox Bruins by
winning two games this past
weekend on the road.
Last Friday, Whitworth claimed
a 69-50 victory over the Lewis &
Clark College Pioneers. Senior
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Sports
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Puget Sound Loggers
George Fox Bruins
Linfield Wildcats
Lewis & Clark Pioneers
Whitworth Pirates
Willamette Bearcats
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
Pacific Boxers
Whitman Missionaries
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The two victories over the .weekend allowed the Pirates to stay
within one game of the George Fox
University Bruins. The Bruins (122) kept their advantage with a
come-from-behind, road win over
Pacific Lutheran, 60-59.
. With just two games to go, the
Pirates (11-3) travel to Whitman
College today and then face
Willamette University, at home
this Saturday.

Well, I don't know about the rest of you, but I
definitely caught myself questioning my worth as
a human after reading track and field coach Toby
Schwarz's article on sleep last week. Thankfully,
I recovered.
Now I am here to offer some insight on the real
reasons sleep is important, as well as what I hope
are helpful ideas on how to increase your sleep
quantity and quality so you can perform at your
full potential.
Lei's face it, sleep is important and unfortunately on this campus, students simply do not get
enough of it. We find ourselves busy with so
many things. Our numerous responsibilities, as
well as our precious video games, keep us so consumed that sleep begins to become an afterthought. Despite the brilliant reasons we create to
justify staying awake into the early hours of the
morning, it is just not healthy.
Scientists continue to struggle to find the exact
mental functions that take place while we sleep.
Whether our brain simply needs the rest or has
vital functions to complete remains to be settled
upon. Terry Sejnowski, a computational neurobiologist at the Salk Institute in La Jolla, Calif., has
an interesting view on what takes place during
sleep.
She says, "When you fall asleep, it's like
you're leaving your house and the workmen
come in to renovate."
One fact, however, is consistently found without dispute: Sleep deprivation dulls the mind and
nervous system. No matter how much some of us
wish to think we are the exception to the rule,
there is no substitute for healthy sleeping habits,

not even that grande laW: we tend to rely upon so
much.
In fact, there is proof that says getting sufficient amounts of sleep leads to better academic
performance and decreases the risk of other
health-related disorders. One particular st.udy
published in the November 2000 issue of the
Journal of American College Health reported a
significant relationship between bedtimes, wakeup times and GPA, among 200 first-year college
students.
Compared with other health-related variables,
such as exercise, nutrition, perceived stress and
other factors, sleep showed the most considerable
effect on GPA.
Some researchers even believe that learning
actually takes place while one is asleep. So next
time you are faced with a big Core test, try studying consistently over the course of a few days
until you feel confident about your knowledge of
the material, all the while allowing your body to
sleep well at night. Your performance on that test
is almost guaranteed to be better if there is sufficient sleep beforehand.
In addition, before "hitting the sack," it is best
to try to avoid caffeine, fatty and/or spicy foods,
and staring aimlessly into your computer or TV.
These are all factors that work to inhibit our
slectping abilities and avoiding them will result in
great rewards for our quality of sleep.
I know this is all pretty idealistic in the college
world, but I hope in some way I have inspired a
few of you to consider pursuing healthier habits,
beginning with your time in bed. There is no
magic number of hours you need to sleep per
night.
It's simple, if you are tired and feel fatigued
during the day, you need more sleep.
Good luck and sweet dreams!

forward Sarah Shogren started the
night on fire, scoring 15 points in

the first ten minutes,
For the night, Shogren shot 1219 from the field for 30 points.
Shogren also led the game with
nine rebounds, four steals and three
assists. Fellow senior forward
Tiffany Speer added 19 points and
nine rebounds in the route. Carrie
Ccntlivre led the Pioneers in scoring with nine points.
Last Saturday, Whitworth
proved its resilience by surging in
the second half to beat the Pacific
University Boxers 60-50.
The first half saw both teams
shoot well over 50 percent from
the field and was close throughout
with five ties,
The Pirates would head into the
locker room with a 3] -29 halftime
lead on a last-second Holly
Ridings three-pointer.
Both teams slowed down in the
second half, each team shooting
around 30 percent as Whitworth
went on a 7-0 streak midway
through the half and an 11-2 run
late in the game to seal the victory.
Speer and Shogren again
showed their experience as
Shogren garnered a double-double of 19 points and 11 rebounds
and Speer added 15 points.

Change
Your Life

Need a bright idea
for a summer job?
'- L /

and make a difference

---

wlth a COllnseling degree from George RJx Universlty

•
•
•
•
•

Master of Arts m Counseling
Master of Arts in Marriage and Family Therapy
Master of Arts 111 School Counsehng
Master of"Science in School Psychology
Certificate programs available

Apply to be a

Conference Assistant
Have fun while coordinating all summer conferences
and events, developing leadership skills and meeting
interesting people.

503-554-6166
counseling.georgefox. edu

Full-time position, with free room and board for the
summer!

GEORGE

Applications are now available in Student Life.
Deadline: February 24th
Questions? Call Stephanie Halton @ x3287.
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IN THE lOOP

Tuition ·increase
has its flaws
This year's increase of 6.1 percent doesn't seem too punishing, especially compared to other schools of similar size and
standards. But there are two issues that
make this increase a little harder to digest
than those in the past: The increased room
and bo~rd fee and the unequal scholarships
provided for this year's sophomores and
juniors versus this year's freshmen and
incoming students.
Whitworth, as a school policy, requires
that students spend at least two years on
campus and live in school housing. Because
this year's increase now includes an increase
in room and board costs - a departure from
more recent increases - this requirement
has just become more costly. This is a bad move if the school wants to
foster a large community of upperclassmen
on campus since off-campus housing will
now be an even-cheaper alternative to living in the dorms.
And thrift becomes the name of the game
for next year's upperclassmen: They will not
enjoy the improved scholarships' that this
year's and next year's freshmen will enjoy.
Because scholarships are not readjusted for
the new price of tuition, Whitworth's sophomores and juniors are put in the difficult
position of handling increased tuition with
less scholarship funds than other students.
Combined, these new changes seem to be
"~---s'3yihg . tir tne'-tfp-pcrc1assnien: _·"you're···
mready here, so we don't need to worry
about your finances as much."
It seems that· the school has shifted from
catering to its current students to focusing
more on wooing freshmen, which seems
odd considering the housing crunch.
Tuition increases happen annually and
there is no way around it. However, this one
is a little more pricey and affects students
more disproportionately than increases in
the pa~t. The college should also consider
if the income is worth the cost of encouraging upperclassmen to move off campus.
In comparison to our peer colleges, our
tuition is still relatively low. But that does
not necessarily mean the administration
should essentially charge its most loyal students more than incoming students and
freshmen.
"Ill Ihe Loop, " written by the editorial board,
represents the editorial voice a/The Whitworthian.
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Music fee won't work
In this world, everything comes with a ing in lavish California mansions with Cadillac Escalades
fee attached. In Alabama, you may be tick- stuffing their seven-car garages.
eted for playing dominoes on Sunday.
Nonetheless, downloading music is stiIJ criminal and
Down in New Mexico, women pay a hefty potentially risky. The Recording Industry Association of
price if seen in public while wearing a America is preparing to prosecute hundreds of students for
kimono. Even monkeys aren't exempt bringing Modest Mouse, The Dave Matthews Band (why
Shannon from paying fines, especially if caught time is wasted Oil this band I don't know) and Black Eyed
Blackburn smokin'g a cIgarette III Indiana.
Peas from cyberspace into their dorm room computers.
The same principle applies to students
White it does seem unfair and slightly ironic that
IS an
poverty-stricken customers fork over $15 per CD to lisOplfliollS at Whitworth, where we pay $21,252 in
ten to privileged entertainers whine
writer tuition alone for the
for The 2004-05 academic year,
about the injustices and problems of
Willtwor/ilian, not including the e'verour world, the laws protecting their
a sophomore increa~ing cost of room
copyrights arc created for a reason.
alld.majoring and board. Now,-ASWG- .
Without those regulations, "those rich
ill biology_ is flirting with the
or the government-sponsored, could be
( i . . . ill 110 ]JJ{!y
I
}}Jallt
to
COn/mel//s can notion of addll1g a
this culture's full-time creators ...
be sell/ to mandatory fee of $65 to
pqy ]or someone else to dOJJJI/- imagining a world without copyright
sblack- our $162 student fees
wouldn't just impoverish the musiload Briil1f!Y Spea1~ Paris
bl~rn07@
cilllls. It would also impoverish the
for a service that will
whitworth edu allow students to legal- Hiltol/ or /(J.f/1JJeek S epi.fode
museum, the culture and music itself."
The Oem
ly download music and
(Marci A. Hamilton)
Legal or not, however, the Ruckus
videos.
option is costly. If Whitworth were to
This fee is economically unfeasible
adopt such a legal network, forcing it
for the average Sodexho-Marriottinto our already ridiculously-high
working, Top-Ramen eating, bare-walASWC fees would he an outrage. I
let student.
But, fellow Whitworthians, do not despair! Ways of know I'm not alone in the struggle to keep my nose
above water when it comes to paying for this education
legaIly downloading music can be seen on the horizon.
Ruckus Network, a new law-abiding substitute for of the mind and heart.
First off, my poor computer can barely handle typing a
swapping downloadable online goods, is becoming a
trend across colleges in America. While not quite Brad- Core essay without crashing, let alone pirate an entire
len break-up trendy yet, Ruckus hopes to charge stu- Metallica song. Secondly, in no way do J want to pay for
dents three to six dollars monthly through either upped someone else to download Britney Spears, Paris Hilton
or last week's episode of "The DC."
tuition expenditures or optional subscriptions.
Therefore, I urge students to talk to their ASWC repThis option could do more harm than good, however,
since it would force students to pay for a service they resentatives about this proposed $65 fee. Tell them that
don't necessarily even want.
if they pass this initiative, make sure the downloading
But I am glad that an alternative to illegally down- process is legal. And make it optional, rather than
mandatory to all students regardless of who benefits
loading music is available.
Granted, I feel absolutely no sympathy for the com- from it, so this student can afford creamy chicken Top
plaints about music downloading made by musicians liv- Ramen breakfasts and fines acquired in New Mexico.
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Fix Iraq before tackling North I<orea, Iran
n the past few weeks, the two remaining countries in the axis of evil, Iran and North Korea,
have publicly acknowledged their nuclear programs. Iran announced it has a nuclear energy
program and North Korea announced a nuclear
arms program.
These are troubling revelations, considering that
the political infrastructure of both countries is unstable at best and that the United States is already in
danger of an imperial overstretch that makes pllrsuing any action against these countries risky to our
foreign and domestic interests.
In the face of these nuclear threats, what should
the United States do now?·We have already positioned ourselves as the paternal nation for the rest
of the world, so I assume someone in Wash.inglon,
D.C., is trying to cook up a plan to fix everything
so that we can all sleep better at night. And to that
person I direct my two cents.
Stop. Stop everything that you are doing, and

I

Colin
Robeson
is an
Opimolls
writer

for The
Whi/wortIIlQII,
a sophomore
alltl majormg
11/ rellglOlI.
Comments call
be .lcllt 10
crobe.\Ot/07@
whllwortll.edu.

take a moment to think about this situation.
Look around, the United States is spread way
too thin as it is and we're trying to fabricate
money and resources to fix the worlds problems.
Last I checked, that wasn't our job. We need to
focus on finishing the tasks we have already started before we can think of taking on anything else.
Above all, we need to wrap up re-building Iraq.
I don't care if you're a Republican or Democrat, if
you agree or disagree with our presence in the
Middle East. We have American soldiers fighting
in Iraq and bringing them home should be our first
priority. Right now, we arc locked into finishing
the job. We need to help the infant Iraqi government get fully established, build and train an army
and hope that by succeeding, Iraq can be an agent
of positive change in the Middle East.
I earnestly believe that Iraq is the key 10 peace
in the Middle East. If we are actually able to set
up a functioning and self-sustai!lj~g Muslim

democracy within Iraq, other Muslim nations are
going to take notice, the chief among them being
Iran. Iran is the only other nation in the Middle
East that has claims to democracy, except that the
electoral process is directed by the religious leaders as they choose who runs for elected positions.
They arc in the gray middle of a democracy and a
theocracy as their religious leaders exert a considerable amount of power over the government. If
we can succeed in Iraq, their people will take
notice and see that there can be a balance between
mosque and state, and reform will occur.
Honestly, that's the only way I see any reform in
Iran occurring.
Right now, the United States is funding both
sides of the War on Terror. III order to keep pace
with the war, America has increased its demand
See IRAQ .. page 15
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Take 'Relationships 101 '
Perhaps. Divorce rates in the United States
With spring trying its very best
to push past winter, romance is have never been higher. Reality television reduces
definitely in the air. Most of us relationships to an exchange of sex for money.
have felt our heartstrings pulled at While we are surrounded by images that conone time or another, but with a stantly reinforce the position Ihal happiness is
relationship comes the undeniable found in romantic relationships, those same
images limit love to actors and models. And love,
Allison Carr possibility of pain and failure.
even for such attractive people, never seems to
My
own
past
is
filled
with
more
is on
last. If Jennifer Aniston and Brad Pitt are tired of
Opmions mistakes and so-called "lapses of
each
other, what hope is there for the rest of us?
judgment"
than
true
loves
and
writer
Bringing relationships into the classroom ought
for The candlelit romances. Luckily, help
to be applauded. A college education is meant to
Whitworthion, is on the way.
prepare us for life, for "the
According
a Jumor and
real world," and relationmajoring in to CNN.com,
ships are an integral part of
on
English and classes
that world.
political stud- rela tionsh ips
No one has ever taught
W!>. Comments are
being
me what constitutes a
can be sent to offered
in
Jenl1ifer
Amstoll
and
Brad
acarr02@ ever-increashealthy romantic relationPitt are tired of each othetj .
whitworlhedu. ing numbers
ship. In fact, at 20, I think
that I am in the first healthy
on campuses
1JJhat hope is there Jor the rest
romantic relationship of my
across the country. The clear
tlSr
life. Not that I expected to
popUlarity of these classes
have it all figured out at this
does not indicate a certain
age or earlier, but having
ignorance in the ways of
some knowledge about the
love, but a desire to be sucworld of love would have
cessful in romantic relationbeen immeasurably helpful and comforting.
ships.
For those of us who do not learn how to have
In its Sociology department, Whitworth offers
"Marriage, Sex and Gender," in which students successful romantic relationships from our parare able to discuss committed relationships as ents or from our church, classes on the subject can
embodied in the institution of marrIage. But other provide that vital information. As an option,
colleges are offering classes that are far more classes on love are an invaluable addItion to the
explicitly relationship-oriented - courses on the college curriculum.
If we are able to recognize the realities of our
development of healthy relationships and courses
that focus solely 011 marriage. These cla!.ses are relationships, we will be better equipped to
taught with the goal of educating students on the improve them. Love takes work, just as chemreality of relationships and providing them with istry, English and Core 250 take work, and it's
about time we acknowledged it. Relationship
the tools they need to suc~eed in them.
But what does the existence of these classes say classes are the attempt of our generation to make
about our generation? Are we illiterate in the lan- love last. Making lasting romantic commitments
takes a real education of the heart.
guage of love?
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I've only been
at Whitworth for
six months, and
I've
already
been asked to
write in The
Kamesh Whitworth ian Sankaran either they must
is a guest think very highwriter Iy of me, or they
for 71re are really desW/ritwortJrian, perate for writmui an a~soci- ers. But, a wise
ate professor man once told
of physics. me that "people
Comments can become profesbe sell/to sors
because
ksankarall@ they love to hear
wllllworth edll, the m s e I v e s
talk," and he
was right. I'm delighted to spill
my thoughts on the pages of the
Open Mind.
Since this is my first time
writing to the general campus
audience, I'd like to tell you
about my observations, reflections and random musings on
my first six months here. For
those of you who are freshmen,
I write to you as a fellow "freshman" (yes, I'm an ageless wonder who always looks 18) to tell
you: It's good to be here!
I wasn't sure how it'd be. I
left behind my comfort zone
and the most important people
in my life in the East Coast and
moved to the scenic city of
Spokane (yeah, right), to be at
an institution that I knew little
about, located in a part of the
country where I knew no one.
But interesting things happen

when you trust God. My time
here has been better than I ever
expected. I have wonderfully
supportive and generous colleagues, and have been developing great relationships with my
students. Most importantly, it's
great to have the freedom to put
Paul's words, "I am not
ashamed of the gospel ... " on
my door!
But life would be boring
without a few surprises, and it
certainly hasn't been boring. I
was taken aback by the "ring by
spring" culture here. Sure, I've
seen "senior scrambling" in
every school that I've been in,
but here they take it to a different level!
Every culture has its own
examples of getting married for
all the wrong reasons. In India,
I've seen marriages arranged
purely for the sake of money
and prestige. In Chicago and
Princeton, I've seen marriages
of convenience. But what is it
that I see here, marriages of desperation?
I've spent most of my life
amidst overachievers whose
identity is in their professional
accomplishments and conquests.
While the people here don't
strive 100 much for professional
excellence, they tend to derive
their identity from relational
accomplishments and "conquests." This form of idolatry is
more subtle, especially when it
is masked in Christian jargon.
Since it's often more fascinating to analyze the unusual than
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the usual, I'm going to turn my
attention to some rare observations.
While the vast majority of students here appreciate the informal and approachable demeanor
of the faculty, there are a few
that do abuse it. They carry an
unhealthy sellse of entitlement,
and have forsaken all forms of
respect and civility. I can sympathize with them to a certain
extent - I've been in private
schools/colleges my entire life,
and I'm very familiar with the
obnoxious "I (my dad) paid a lot
of money for me to be here, and
I wanl my (dad's) money's
worth" attitude. But that attitude
doesn't completely explain what
I see here; I'm slill trying to figure this out.
In any case, these challenges
are inevitable parts of life on
this side of heaven, and they
don't change my altitude - I'm
here to serve the God who sent
his Son to die for those who did
not receive him.
Students: Seriously, I hope
you appreciate your time at
Whitworth. You are not likely to
find yourself in such a warm
and caring environment ever
again in your life.
It's time to wrap up this
article. When you see me
around the campus, feel free
to stop and harass me about
this article. I'm easy to spot
- I'm probably the only one
on
campus
who
wears
anachronistic Rat Pack-style
ties and a tweed jacket.
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f r0 mth e~_o_ul/religiOn
Forgive, but never forget, past mistakes

bythe
numbers
ill figures

facts

The small theater was dark as we sat watching a
I had 10 bite my tongue. "Oh honey," my mind murmured,
poorly-translated version of "The Paris Story," a "Don'l you remember Ihe crusades? Or the hundreds of years
documentary on the history of the city. Wondering when Chrislians used Ihe Bible to supporl slavery'! Not 10 mention
why we were watching a bad movie about Paris groups who even today use Christianity 10 support intolerance and
while we were actually in the city, I listened skep- hale?"
tically.
It seems everywhere I looked, great things and atrocious ones
Cynthia
This was Jan Term Core 250. Traveling around overlapped. Yet people chose to remember only the former, f>hutWright Europe for 21 days. Seeing some of the most ting out the uncomfortable mcmories of past mistakes.
is a gltest famous and influential locations in the world.
Then something hit me that I've probably always known, but
writer Listening to Forrest Baird(ness) go off, the only never with such force and clarity - I do the exact same thing in
for The tour-book-on-Iegs I know that
my personal Iifc. Maybe you do -too.
WhitK'orthian, won't ever put you to sleep.
As a Christian, I tend to tell my history like
a senior alld
Back to "The Paris Story."
Paris. "I was a sinner. It was bad. BUT now
majoring 111 The film wasn't that great,
I'm saved and taadaa just look how wonderathletic traill- although the bad translation
ful it is, etc." Well it is wonderful. But
lJJe
forget
ollr
history,
perillg. Commellts gave
us several riotous
if I forgel what I was saved from,
sOllal or collective, JJJe risk being frankly,
call be sellt to moments. However, there was
there's a problem.
cwnghtOl@ one scene that made a lasting,
doomed to repeat it. "
Am I committing the same mistakes over
willtworth.edu.
profound impact on me.
and over? Can I relate to the struggles of othHere is a paraphrase of how
ers? Not if I shut out all uncomfortable memthe film narrated French WWII history.
ories of my own past follies.
"WWII started. It was bad. Then (bands play
I'm not advocating Ihat people should
dwell excessively on the past. Bllt if we forand streamers fly) taadaaa Liberation Day!"
All of us almost choked ... weren't they forgetting something? get our history, personal or collective, we risk being doomed to
The fact their country fell virtually without a fight? How they repeat it. And while it may be relatively easy for me to point oul
handed over, without protest, 200,000 French Jews to their death? the historic omissions made by other cultures and time periods,
On the verge of being disgusted, I stopped to digest the experi- it's a lot harder to see myself as clearly. A lot of humility is needence. Thinking back, ] remembered a similar experience while in ed on my part.
the Vatican City. The awesomeness and irony of St. Peter's
Ironically, in the same city that omitted the horrors of WWII
Cathedral really struck me. It is perhaps the most beautiful church from "The Paris Story," you can find one of the most moving
in the world, yet it was financed with the proceeds from selling tributes to victims of the Holocaust. Their plain but touching
indulgences. I mentioned my mixed feelings to someone. Their memorial bears the simple phrase, "pardonne n'oublie pas"
response ran something like this, "I'm glad our [Protestant] which translates "Forgive, but never forgel." To me, it sums up
church isn't like that."
my thoughts exactly.

4.2
Billion dollars annually
lost to music piracy
worldwide.
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R.A. rewards outweigh struggles

'f~rcen{of musif::,artisfs

y job as a resident
assistant for the
past two years has
brought me, by far, more joy
than any other job. All of
It
I was more concerned about
the inevitable stress has
eaming a living over earning a
Kenna been more than worth it and
Klempel being a central part of a
place in the lives oj over 20 girl.; I
is a guest community made up of
would fail miserablY. "
writer amazing women is indescribable.
for The
Every day has incredible
Willtworthlan,
a senIOr and rewards. Laughing on the
majonng in hall, at dinner and in the
communica- bathroom, finding notes on
into the hall, do not amount to a big chunk
tions. my white board, the occa- of change.
Comments call sional brownie from the
I have also learned after living below
be sellt to cafeteria or eight oranges 2nd South in Warren and now between 2nd
kklempelOl@ (small gifts because they West and the basement of Arend, tolerance
whitworth. edu. thought of me on vacation) of loud guys could make or break an R.A. 's
are all some of the amazing experience.
Last year, I received one of the greatest
privileges I receive every day just because
Student Life has blessed me with a resident compliments of my life. One of my girls
gave me 11 card that said I had helped her
assistant position at Whitworth College.
A position as an R.A. is not for every- to think differently and to understand
one. I have learned if I was not passionate other perspectives on life. Not only do I
about loving a hall of girls and embracing have lasting friendships because of my
an enlJre dorm, I would fail miserably. If I job, but I also have a sense of purpose in
was more concerned about earning a living knowing that I have contributed to the
over earning a place in the lives of over 20 growth of students at Whitworth. In turn,
girls, I would fail miserably. The time put each of their lives have affected my perinto the job, as well as the money put back sonal growth.
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IRAQ:
Continued from page 13

for crude oil from nations such as Iran. In essence, we are financially insulating Iran in a way that makes it impossible to Impose
any economic sanctions that would amount to much of anything.
Thomas Freidman of The New York Times has coined the
increased u.S. demand for oil as the new "No Mullah Left Behind"
program.
Prior to this increased need for crude oil, we had an economic
foothold in Iran where U.S. investors were being welcomed in to
stabilize the Iranian economy. However, the mullahs in Tehran
(who are now swimming in cash thanks to soaring oil prices), rather
than begging foreign investors to come into Iran, are now shunning
some of them. We need to complete the job in Iraq quickly and stop
the increased demand for crude oil so we have more leverage as we
become uncomfortable with Iran's fully developed nuclear arms
program.
As far as North Korea, the other member of the axis of evil, is concerned, we have legitimate concems about their developed nuclear
weapons program, especially with a dictator like Kim Jon II at the helm.

While being an R.A. has been an amazing experience, this job has also been a
struggle. A college student has it stressful
enough balancing academics and other
activities. Occasionally, meetings, Prime
Times, and other R.A. commitments get
stressful and make it hard to have a good
attitude.
In addition, it is definitely harder as a
senior to be an R.A. I'll be honest, some
days the only thing that keeps me from
quitting and exchanging a dorm room for
a much more spacious living room,
kitchen and bedroom are the incredible
relationships I have on 1 st West in Arend.
It is a struggle at times because, as I plan
for my future, I am in a different point in
my life than many of my residents. I have
also discovered this year that I need more
sleep then my previous undergraduate
years that can create a problem when
living in a dorm filled with young people.
Regardless of all the downfalls I have
faced this year, I do not regret one bit of
my decision to be a part of 25 girls' lives
this year. They are so worth it!
Thank you, Student Life. The experience you have blessed me with will never
be forgotten. I attribute much of iny
growth to Whitworth because I was
selected to pour my Ii fe into a hall of
young women.

But China, not the United States, is the country best suited to
deal with North Korea. In fact, the North Korean government has
expressed that they do not want our involvement at all. "The
(Democratic People's Republic of Korea) has no justification to
take bilateral talks .. , on the nuclear issue of the Korean
Peninsula with the United States now," Xinhua, a Chinese news
agency quoted an unidentified North Korean foreign ministry
official as saying.
We need to continue to collaborate with China, but allow them to
take the lead as they seek to firm up diplomatic relations and get the
DPRK to return to some form of negotiations. The head of the
Chinese Communist Party's international department, Wang Jiarui,
who flew to Pyongyang 011 Saturday, had a "friendly conversation"
with reporter Kim Yang Nam, the North's official news agency,
KCNA, said.
We need to support China as it lays the groundwork for addre~s
ing the nuclear threat. It is the only nation that has the actual means
to impose any kind of sanctions, since it controls the sale oil
pipeline going into North Korea. China's leaders have shut it off in
the past when North Korea refused to come to the table to discuss
nuclear arms and it worked. Let's allow them take care of it this
time as well.
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- - - - LEnERS TO THE EDITOR

Spongebob Squarepants

Christians must
fight for truth
1 am a Whitworth graduate, a political studies major
actually, and I happened upon Anthony Rodin's article,
"Show tolerance toward Spongebob Squarepants,"
from a friend who works at the college. I just had to
reply because I Ihink Rodin is so inaccurately portraying probably the most respected man with regards to
having Godly vision for families! First of all, he stales
in his opinion that "God is the most tolerant being in
the entire universe and as his children, should we not
be trying to emulate that tolerance?" All 1 can say is:
HAVE YOU READ THE OLD TESTAMENT?
NOAH{fHE FLOOD?
"Now the earth was corrupt is God's sight and was
full of violence. God saw how corrupt the earth had
become, for all the people on earth had corrupted their
ways. So God said to Noah, 'I am going to put an end
to all people, for the earth is filled with violence
because of them. I am surely going to destroy both
them and the earth.'" Genesis 6:11-13. There are
many accounts. God is not tolerant of sin! Jesus
came to bridge the gap that we could not! Jesus did
not preach to be liked by others, in fact he warned that
Christians would be hated and possibly killed for what
th({y believe. Revelation is very poignant in speaking
of the "lake of burning
sulfur" (20:10), and
speaking about being
"lukewarm" (3:16).
T<;>lerance, in as far as
hatred, is one thing, but
it
Christians
when my child is in the
are 1I0t able
public school system and
liberal persons are trying
tofightfor
to teach my child that
morality
homosexuality is just
like being of another ethalld truth,
nicity, this is not okay! .
!hm who wiJJ?"
We are in the world, but
not of it! If Christians
are not able to fight for
morality and truth, then
who will? Should we
just let everything be
accepted so as to not
offend anyone?
I was so saddened by Rodin's piece that was so
obviously not researched! It is also important that he
realize that media that we see and hear in many cases
is slanted from a liberal perspective and should spur
him to research things beyond a casual listening to the
news. I know that my perception of the world in college was very limited and that often one perspective
was all I needed to make a decision, however, I now
know better and do better!
I have said what is on my heart, probably forgetting
many things, but I hope that this challenges Rodin to
be more cautious in condemning "Christian nut-jobs."

if

Gretchen Scott
1995 Whitworth graduate

Avoid loaded
'tolerance' terms
Last week's issue featured an opinion article based
on the Spongebob Squarepants controversy. While I
appreciated Anthony Rodin's frank opinions, I was
concerned with his definition of intolerance. That
word is quite loaded in today's society and should not
be casually thrown around.

50 U

Past Nine series that has brought us bands, comedians
and all manner of coffee house entertainment. She
was responsible for Acoustic Christmas, this year and
last, and she is the one that initiated bringing major
motion pictures to the HUB Cafe throughout the
school year.
As for the "inappropriate content" that made some
of you cringe: I seriously doubt that you have been
immune to the word "sh--" or its counterparts. Further,
I am not convinced that last week's comedian was
worse than the innuendos we see so often on primetime television, in our own private DVD and music
selections or the box office hits that we pay to see,
And for the record: ASWC meetings arc open to all
and if you have any suggestions for the entertainers
our student government should support then feel free
to come by on Wednesday and let Colette know.

What is intolerance? Is it promoting acceptance of
one group while maliciously judging another? Is it correlating love with blind promotion of destructive
habits? Is it failing to research an incident and condemning a man based on biased information?
If this is your form of tolerance, Mi. Rodin, I, for
one, will have none of it. If you want to practice your
own definition, please slart by accepting those "bigoted" conservatives and unifying your Christian brothers
and sisters, instead of atlacking them with your loaded
language.
To see what Dr. Dobson really was concerned
about, I encourage readers to check out his February
newsletter on Focus on the Family's website,
www.family.org.
Elise Peterson
Junior

Phil Ryan
JUllior

Political Studies/Speech Commullicatioll

Politics and Theft

Please re~urn my
stolen Bush shirt

"Still Not Engaged?" E-mail

Treat singleness
with respect

In the paper, 1 read about Maren I-Jaynes proclaiming that as students we should respect each other's
political beliefs; I agree with her and would like to
elaborate on the subject.
Recently, a shirt of mine that I had lacked up on the
wall by my door was stolen from me. The shirt was
black, had a picture of President Bush and said, "Not
my President." It horrified me that someone would be
politically motivated enough to steal f>omething substantial (more then a sticker or sign) from a person's
dorm, as it was clear that it was personal property. Not
only do I not have any way of getting my shirt back,
but it was a Christmas present from my father and was
important to me.
Please remember to respect others' opinions, even
if they are the minority. Consider the fact that those of
you who are Christians are supposed to act like it. That
means no stealing ~ even if your politics differ. _
If anyone wishes to come forward and return my
property, it would be much appreciated.

The ASWC sent an e-mail titled, "Still Not
Engaged?" to promote the ACM club's matchmaking
service for Valentine's Day. I understand the title was
meant as ajoke, but this only highlights the title's negative impact on the issue of marriage and how it's discussed. It did more than show that "ring by spring" i~
still around. It also showed the harmful effects of the
casual use of language.
Don't think I'm bashing marriage because I disapprove of the common. expectation of it. God brings
people together to bles~ us and serve Him. In fact,
power to those who have found theIr match. It's like
what f say about my favorite poster, "A woman without a man is like a fish without a bicycle." A fish
doesn't need a bicycle to define itself, but wouldn't it
be sweet if 11 fish did have a bike? Singleness -is not a
deprivation; there is no void that marriage fills.
Rather, a relationship is like icing on the cake. But
sometimes the cake is sweet enough as is, no frosting
necessary.
The other fact is: Language has significance_ We
incorporate loaded language into conversation without
thinking about what we're rcally saying. The casualness of some language is actually what makes it harmful because it devalues how we think about important
subjects. Take the ease with which our generation proliferates the term "retarded" without considering the
weight behind it, that it's demeaning an entire group.
The problem arises when speech doesn't reflect thinking. Parts of speech appear in conversations before
people realize what message is really being sent.
Unfortunately, this is what's happened on campus.
Our joking about marriage, and relationships in general for that matter, matters.
Hence, I fail to see the joke behind appealing to students with the question, "Still Not Engaged?"

Rachel Carr
Freshman
Political Studies

Coffee House Comedian

Colette Reid does
her job well
In response to the criticism offered in last week's
letters to the editor section, I would like to say that
Colette Reid has performed her work as ASWC's
Campus Activities Coordinator with gusto, being both
careful and, at times, risky.
While I appreciate that Charles Wray and others
may not have enjoyed the comedian, being unsatisfied
is not excuse for accusations that Colette does not do
her job well, or perform it carefully_ Which means
that the statement "it would be nice if someone actually found out who they were booking before they did
so" was totally unfounded and not constructive in the
least.
All you need to do to see that Colelte performs her
job above expectations is take a look at what she has
done in her two years as Activities Coordinator on
campus. She is responsible for the Jars of
Clay/Caedmon's Call concert last year, the Shane and
Shane concert this year and the creation of the Half-

n din g boa rd,question of the week

1

Emily Hurianek
Sophomore
Philosophy

CORRECTION
In last week's Whitworthian, an article titled "Open the
loop to Frisbee" incorrectly said that there will be football practice in the spring from 3 to 6 p.m. in the Moon
Bowl. In actuality, football practice will be in the fall and
not the spring.
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What do you think of the 6.1 percent tuition, room and board
mcrease?

Get your thoughts In printl
Letters to the editor

Guest commentaries

The Whitworthian welcomes your responses to stories appearing in the newspaper
or views on issues of interest to the college community. Letters must bear the
writer's name, year (if applicable), major (or position in the college) and phone
number (for verification purposes only). Anonymous letters cannot be published.
Please keep length to a maximum of 300 words. We reserve the right to edit all
letters for content and space. Send letters to: Letters to the Editor, Box 4302,
Campus Mail or e-mail to editor@whitworth,edu. Letters must be received by 5
p.m. on Friday for publication in the following Tuesday's issue.

The Whitworthian encourages members of the campus to submit longer guest commentaries about issues relevant to the community. Commentaries of 700 words OJ less
will be published as space permits. We are looking for commentaries that are relevant
and .well-r~searc~ed. To ,ensure a ~tter chance of publishing, please contact The
Whltworthtan.wllh spec~fics regar~tng when you plan to submit your commentary and
what you are mterested m addressmg. We reserve the right to edit all submissions
for content and space. Commentaries should be e-maiIed to
editor@whitworth.edu.
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One-man play rocks the stage

Womens basketball denied
Bucs go 22-3 but are withheld from
NCAA Division III hoops tournament.
page

Play about the lewis and Clark expedition an interesting
historical view of North American history.
Scene, page 5

Sports,
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Tuition rise concerns students
Eric Fredriksen
Leah Motz
Staff writers .

Tuition
Increases
to Improve
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Following the trend of previous years, tuition
increased 6.1 percent to $22,400. Also, the fee for
room and board rose to $6,760.
"In terms of the college's budget, the tuition
increase is important as a way of providing additional funds for new faculty positions, competiJive faculty salaries, facility upgrades and
improvements," Vice President of Business
Affairs Tom Johnson said.
In addition to raising tuition to meet expenses,
there are other reasons for the increased cost.
.... Johnson said a high tuition price may help
give the impression that Whitworth is a high
quality school.

"It's another one of those things about our
industry -- consumers believe that the price is an
indication of quality," Johnson said. "Definitely
in the higher education industry, if you have a
higher price then it's perceived as higher quality."
Dean of Enrollment Services Fred Pfursich
elaborated on this correlation of tuition and cost.
"Students don't choose a college based on its
published tuition, but students are concerned
about academic excellence and there seems to be
a connection between academic excellence and
higher tuition rates," Pfursich said.
.... Johnson expresses the difficulty in keeping
the college affordable and simultaneously maintain the quality of the education and facilities at
the college.
"It's a balancing act. We really desire to keep it
affordable, but you've got to produce something

of value for (students)," Johnson said.
.... These increases keep the financial demands
of Whitworth comparable to similar private
schools such as Pacific Lutheran University and
Seattle Pacific University.
PLU's costs are also increasing to nearly
$27,000 per year.
At SPU, students paid $20,139 for tuition for
the 2004-05 school year. Their room and board is
also comparable to that of Whitworth.
The increase means students-need to find alternate ways to fund their education.
"Students are affected by each year's tuition
increase which (in many cases) means more
work, additional student loans, and greater finan-

See RISE
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Sarah Morgenthaler
Stqff writer
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Professor of Biology Michael Sardmia and senior Judy Ayau examine a cow skull. Sardinia is uSing computer generated tests to
find a cure for Alzheimer's disease.

Science research flourishes
,,

Bethany Monroe
Staff writer
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f NASA sends humans to Mars, Assistant Professor
of Physics Kamesh Sankaran will have had a hand in
making the mission possible.
Sankaran completed his doctorate degree at Prmceton
University last year, working under a contract with
NASA to design a plasma engine capable of powering a
rocket ship to Mars.
"He is coming from one of the best, if not the best,
plasma physics departments in the world, so having him
on campus is great for the college," said junior Nathan
Williams, one of Sankaran's physics students.
Sankaran's ambitions are just one of a number of culting-edge projects in the Science Department, including
research on treatments for cancer and Alzheimer's disease.
Sankaran plans 10 return to the NASA facility in
Alabama for the summer and continue working on the
plasma engine.
"The big picture of why people work on plasma
engines is ... a plasma engine would save you about 10
times the fuel on a trip to Mars," Sankaran said.
When a rocket is launched, it requires a lot of power

I

to fight against the gravity pushing against it, Sankaran
said. As it leaves the earth's atmosphere, gravity's force
decays rapidly and the rocket no longer requires so
much energy to continue its ascension.
"The engines we need to get off the earth are not the
same as the engines we need In space," Sankaran said.
While chemical rockets are powered by burning fuel
so that it shoots out gases, plasma engines break the fuel
down even further, allowing it to shoot out the propellant at 10 times the speed of chemical rockets. In order
to reach a plasma state, the fuel is heated to 50,000
degrees Fahrenheit.
. "My research involves designing an engine so that I
can shoot stuff out of my rocke~ as fast as [ can with as
little energy as possible," Sankaran said.
The plasma engine Sankaran is helping design is considered the number one candidate to be sent to Mars if a
mission is to be made. The high cost of a mission creates a lough barrier in making exploration on Mars a
reality.
Since NASA is funded by tax dollars, Sankaran says
it is important for the public to discuss how much they
are willing to spend on space exploration. He hopes to

See RESEARCH .. page 3

Whitworth students voted against a new media system
that would allow them to legally download music and
movies last Wednesday.
For a mandatory annual fee of $65 per year, students
could download thousands of $ongs and four movies a
month through the Ruckus Network, an online entertainment network designed for college
students.
After a constituency report was
taken last week, ASWC voted not
to use the Ruckus service for next
year, citing constituents' complaints that student activity fees were
high enough already.
Other students wanted it, but only on an optional basis.
Others said there were enough other media options available that Ruckus was not necessary.
Freshman Travis Walker agrees with ASWC's decision to
abstain from using Ruckus next year.
"I would say it's okay if they have the choice to pay for
it or not, but the fact that they have to pay for it no matter
whether they use It or not probably isn't the right way to
go," Walker said.
.
ASWC President and senior Courtney Boyer sees both
sides of the issue.
"From an ethical point of view, I think it's a great program because students can access thousands of songs and
movies." Boyer said. "It legitimizes the 'sharing' program
of music and movies in a way. On the other hand, (here are
tons of ways to get free, albeit illegal, forms of the same
stuff so iljust really depends on how the majority of the sludent body feels."
Boyer added, "Unless [ knew how to use the program [
wouldn't want to pay the $65, but tuition and fees are so
high anyway, what's another $65?"
With tuilion rising next year, however, most Whitworth
students see Ruckus as an unnecessary expense.
Weiner sees this view as temporary.
"We like to compare it to cable TV," Weiner said.
"Twenty years ago most administrators thought there was
not a place for cable TV in college dorm rooms. Since then,
we've seen it has a huge social, entertainment and cultural
benefit. We kind of think we're in the same category."
He sees hope for the future of Ruckus.

See MUSIC .. page 3
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J don't thillk it is fair
that the people Jvho aren't
IIsing the progralll }vill have
to p(!) the $65 for it. "

"

lli(cklls }vollld be IfJlfi'lirfor
the people that don't have a
compHter. To make thelll pqy
for everyone else. "
Jeff Wilson

Rachael Erickson

FrubllllllJ

Sophomore

How doyou
feel about
downloading
with Ruckus?

Jessie Bloom
Jop/JOlt/ore

I don't think it is
worth it. I don't want
to have to Pt!Y the price
for, something I alii not
going to use. I would
rather have cable
Tv."
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Medic applications are currently available in the
Katie Shaw
Health Center. The application deadline is Mar. 11.
Sports Editor
Students are required to give three references in addiPeter Smelser
tion to the application. Students need to be certified in
Opinions Editor
First Aid and CPR to be on the Medic Team. The
Emily Brandler
Health Center is located in the basement of lenkins
Layout Editor
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Whitworth is offering its lifeguard training course.
Joey Ooak
The class will be held in the Aquatic Ce'nter and
Web Editor
includes Red Cross Lifeguard Certification, First Aid,
Bill Kallio . AED, Preventing Disease Transmission, and CPR for
Adviser
the Professional Rescuer. The cost for the course is
$180. This includes books and instruction. The class
Dr. Jim McPherson
begins Apr. 1 from 7:30 to 9 p.m. and continues Apr.
2, 3, 9, 10, 16 and 17 from 12:30 to 6 p.m. Contact
Staff Writers
Patti Hunter at 777-4246 for more information.
Philltp Atkins, Shannon
Blackburn, Megan Blank, NIcole
Brown, Alltson Carr, Katy Clark,
Jessica Davis, Andrew Dolan,
to~ight
Jamlc Evans, Eric Fredriksen,
Jonathan Gerig, Afton
HistOrIan and author Ronald C. White Jr. will presGrossardt, Nathan Harrison, Jeff
ent a lecture on his book "The Eloquent President: A
Portrait of Lincoln through His Words" tonight at 7
Hunter, Gavin Jamieson, Kenna
p.m. in the Robinson Teaching Theatre. White was a
Klcmpel, Bethany Monroe, Sara
chaplain and professor of religion at the college in the
Morehouse, Sarah Morgenthaler,
1970's. The lecture is free.
Jennifer Morns Leah Motz,
Erika Prins, Colin Robeson,
Leah Robin, Megan IUegcr,
Colin Storm, and Greg Tomiln,
Katie Turner, Jennifer Zaremba
ASWC agreed to buy three outdoor parking lot
Photographers
security cameras. The need for additional security
Nathan CllUte, Jesse Clark,
arose as students reported nearly a dozen car thefts
and burglaries this school year. The cameras cost
Caroline Davis, Tyler Zuck
ASWC $1,800 but will be operated and maintained by
the Whitworth security office. ASWC pas!>ed the vote
Graphic Designers
'for funds unanimously except for McMillan Hall
Kyle Bedell, Tanya Johnson,
which claimed that the college should pay for the
Alex Schloss
cameras.

,

I think it is reallY dense for
Whitworth to charge HS this extra
pqyntent that IPe would never use. "

lvette Klundt
Sopholt/ore

campusbriefs ASWCroundup

at Whitworth

student government
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Medic applications for
next year available

.... The ASWC president Courtney Boyer was married to her fiancee Nate over Jan
term and Courtney's name was changed from Courtney Daly to Courtney Boyer.

~
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Lifeguard training course
offered this spring
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Lincoln lecture by college
alumna

ASWC purchases parking
lot security cameras

.... The Green with Envy Dance is next Saturday. Hook your roommate up.
.... Ballard has plans for a reunion in the works.
.... There have been complaints about the sdlOlarships going up for incoming students and not for everyone.
.... 1ntramural sports are beginning this week. Dodgeball, softball and some kind
of triathlon are on the way.

world briefs/news ticker
N.·Korea to resume ~Quiilke; mea~ur~d.·at
nuclear negotiations 6.4, shakes Iran
North Korean leader Kim long II has
said that he is willing resume negotiations regarding the nuclear crisis on the
Korean peninsula, as soon as there are
"mature conditions."
North Korea is believed to have several nuclear weapons which they claim are
necessary in case of an American invasion. This rare statement from Kim long
II is surprising and indicates that he is
personally involved in the talks.

Pope's oper~tion
helps breathing
Following weeks of declining heallh,
Pope John Paul II had an operation
intended to allow him to breathe more
easily.
The 84-year-old head of the Catholic
church has missed seyeral important
public appearances associated with the
holiday of Lent, and there has been discussion about the possibility of him stepping down if he becomes unable to fulfill
his duties.
The Pope, who has served for 26 years,
has Parkinson's disease.

- Compiled by Peter Burke
The Whttworthtan is the official pubIicalion of the Associated Students of
Whitworth College (ASWC) .md i.
published weekly, except during
January and .tudent vac.uion •. The
content is generatcd entirely by SIlldeniS, except for the Open Mmd column. Tbe college administr.lIion
docs not review the newspllpcr's COIllent. Opiniolls and conlenl expressed
in editorial and ~dverttsing contcnl
do not ncce.sdrily renect the vicw. of
ASWC, the collcge, its adnuniuration, faculty or staff. Whitworth
College provides equal opportunity in
education and employment in accllrd,I!lCC with Tille VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, Tnle IX of the
Education
Amendments
"lid
Sections 799A and 845 of Ihe l'uhlic
Health Serviccs Act.

A powerful earthquake struck southern Iran last week, affecting dozens of
villages. An estimated 500 people were
killed and up to 30,000 displaced from
their homes. Poor weather conditions are
hampering relief efforts and making it
more difficult for people who lost their
homes. Earthquakes are very common in
Iran due to the nation's location between
three tectonic plates. Experts say that it
was fortunate that the 6.4 quake did not
strike a large city.

Spain OK's European
constitution
Spain has become the first European
nation to approve the constitution of the
European Union wit~. a 77 percent "yes"
vote. Spain is the first of the 25
European Union member states to
approve the charter; although in polls,
nine-out-of-ten Spanish voters admitted
not having a clear idea of what the constitution contained. The overall intent of
the constitution is for decision making to
be more streamlined and efficient for the
member states.

-Compiled by Gavin Jamiesol/

9 ra peVine/hUmOr
Security cameras are only the first step to
providing more "comprehensive" security Oil campus.
Future plalls i1lclude:

... Suspension of Habeas Corpus and the First
Amendment.

... Buying more security cameras for the HUB, Chapel,
Arts bui1cling, and all bathrooms on campus.

... Land mines to deter people from walking on the
Loop.

... Construction of 14-foot high, barbed wire-infested
"Pinecone Curtain" around campus.

... "Big Three" to be expanded to "Big 3,729."

... Telescreens in every dorm room.

... Paddlings of disruptive students now encouraged for
faculty .
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Dollars make sense with outside scholarships
Peter Burke

News editor

Many
schoialShlp
options
available online

Thousands of dollars are up for
grabs for Whitworth students willing
to take the time and effort to write an
essay or fill oul an application.
The financial aid office has compH.ed a list o.f hundreds of scholarships outSide of the baSIC
Whitworth financial aid package
that many students receive. The
outside scholarship Web site is on
the Financial Aid page on the
Whitworth Web site.
''It's just like if the student found
(a scholarship) in the public library,"
financial aid counselor Rhonda
Nordman said. "And it's work in
progress. I am always changing it."
Nordman stressed that it is time
to be looking at and applying for

these scholarships.
"This is the right time to be looking for them." she said. "A lot of
these donors will be awarding in
Mayor June and then are done until
next year."
To access the outside scholarship
listings, first select "financial aid"
on the Whitworth home page and
then select "students." Next, choose
what type of student you are and
then select "types of aid." Lastly,
select "outside scfiolarships" at the
bottom of the page and follow the
directions to access the scholarships that fit you.
Donors send the Financial Aid
office info on scholarship opportunities and Whitworth posts a description of each scholarship that
includes the amount of the scholarship and, in most cases, a link to the

stems from its creators' own experience as well as extensive research.
"Ruckus was founded by two
Continued from page 1
MIT grad students who realized
that there had to be a better way
"I think if we continue to listen to access media on the college
to our students and build a prod- campus," Weiner said. "We went
uct, bllild a service that all stu- around to different schools and
dents want to use and
found out what college students really
will continue to use and
interact with one anothwanted."
Researchers found
er in - I think we've
got a good shot at
that college students
engaging many more
use their computers as
their main tool for
students in the future."
There are many other
music listening and
media options availmanagement.
able, Ruckus Director
&n!J CJ;Wr/Wm-""'~ Students also watch
of Communications Josh Weiner as many movies on their comput. said, ~!:lt RuckJi.S is differen!-from. . er as they do on n~two{k and
. its competitors>because "we plan - cable TV.
.- .
exclusively for college studentsf'
With these statistics in mind,
The company's unique emphasis Ruckus planned a system that

MUSIC:

donors Web site or scholarship
application.
For example, the Avisla Minds in
Motion scholarship is available to
any full time undergraduate student
with a minimum 2.5 grade-point
average and majoring in Accounting.
biology, chemistry, business, communication studies, computer science, economics, environmental science, engineering, math. or political
science. The amount of the award
varies and is based on the financial
need of the applicant.
The scholarships are offered by
corporate sponsors, civic and community organizations, trust funds,
philanthropic organizations and
many other sources.
Q13 Fox/Seattle's WB Cares
Fund Scholarship is a $1,000, onetime scholarship for students with

demonstrated financial need who
show merited performance at their
college.
The Whitworth Web site is not
the only place to find outside
scholarships. Fastweb.com, freschinfo.com,
collegeboard.com,
srnexpress.com and collegenet.com
all offer extensive scholarship
searches for no cost.
Not all scholarship Web sites are
legitimate or worth the money people pay for them.
"If someone says 'put in your Visa
number,' get out of that site because
it's not the place to be," Nordman said,
Norman also discourages students
from paying someone to fill out the
Fasfa or for paying for any scholarship services.
"Why pay to get free money?" she
asked.

would enable students to manage media-based online community
and download music. movies and that allows students to create proTV shows for a
files,
connect
yearly fee. Ruckus·
with
friends
currently has conthrough media
tracts with five
choices and selfIt's kind like the publish all varimajor music labels
as well as with var- social networks thot are eties of media.
of
ious Hollywood
out ther~ but we reallY like"It'sthekind
studios.
social
want to use media as networks that are
Members of the
service.can downout there, but we
the connection. "
load new music
really want to use
media as the conand older movies,
Josh Weiner,
Pulp
such as
nection," Weiner
&ickMs dmdor 0/ rommNnuaJicn
Fiction, Con Air.
said. "Users find
and Space Balls.
friends through
media and media
Ruckus is the only
company, Weiner
through friends."
said, that provides bQth movies
RuckuS also offers tailored
and music on this kind of s~b-. news.
entertainment services
scription service.
to users.
Ruckus has also developed a
"We have a team of writers
(I

of

and

that write on topics from music
to movies to college life to topics with a more educational bent
thai we call 'Mind Zone.' All
that content is created for college students by Ruckus,"
Weiner said.
There arc many uses for
Ruckus.
"We also tailor it through
Ruckus Studio, where students at
different schools can submit original works, whether it's music, a
song or a video that they've
worked on. They can submit it
and it will be displayed both
cross campuses and at their
schoo!."
Ruckus
was
officially
launched in October 2004. There
are currenlly eight schools using
the program, with more expected
to sign up in the next year.
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Reid returns to classroom after nine-year hiatus
Nicole Brown
Jessica Davis
Siaff writers
Vice President of Academic Affairs
Tammy Reid and Politics and History
Professor Michael Le
Roy dance to the beat of
musical chairs as Reid
returns to teaching and
Le Roy steps into the
role of administrator.
"Engagement is at the
heart of Whitworth eduReid will be join- cation," Reid said.
ing the English
Reid will be returning
department
to the English
Department after a 17year residence in the Administration
Department. In Administration, Reid
served as the Assistant Dean of
Administration, and then moved to Vice
President of Academic Affairs in 1996.
On July 1 she will officially be part of the
English Deparlment for the second time.

RESEARCH:
Continued from page 1

lead a Core 350 discussion group next
semester that focuses on the issue.
Sankaran believes space exploration is
valuable, since it tends to generate public
interest in the fields of science and engineering.
The United States has been a world
leader in the sciences, Sankaran said, but
that edge is quickly vanishing, which
could lead to disastrous consequences.
"The best way to fix that is to give the
younger generation an exciting challenge,"
Sankaransaid. "Space exploration has a
way of inspiring the population."

Chemicals in water
Whitworth's goal is not to be a researchoriented school, but the sciences have been
growing steadily and are showing lots of
potential, Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Kerry Breno said.
Besides teaching chemistry at the college, Breno is researching ways to produce chemicals in water, rather than producing chemicals in the hazardous solvents that are currently used.
Water is an ideal solvent, since it is not

(lYou don't wantyour sandwich bag to contain something that could be hazardous to your health. "
Kerry Breno,
./luislanl chemistry profirsor
!

:'

nammable and does not carry the health
risks of other solVents, Breno said.
Conducting reactions in water would
allow for cheaper, safer and simpler manufacturing of products such as polyethylene, which is used to make sandwich
bags.
"You don't want your sandwich bag to
contain something that could be hazardous to your health," Breno said.
Besides finding ways 10 reduce health
and safety risks, Breno's research also
seeks to use less energy and create less
waste in the process.
"I think we need to be good stewards,"
Breno said. "As a chemist, I can use my
knowledge of science to produce beller
products, processes and chemicals."

Alzheimer's cure
In the Biology department, Assistant
Professor of Biology Michael Sardinia is
using computers to model memoryenhancing molecules in hopes of finding a
drug for treating Alzheimer's patients.
Apparently, Alzheimer patients' brains

"It doesn't surprise me at all that she is
Pecka highlighted the development of
going back to the classroom," Director of the campus network and the role of techInstructional Resources Ken Pecka said.
nology among Reid's accomplishments,
"Her energy has been a benefit to the
Weyerhaeuser Hall was another acacollege and will continue to be."
demic improvement.
Pecka was a stude"nt at Whitworth
Reid was also part of the team that
while Reid was teaching at the college for revamped the Core curriculum last year.
the first time.
"I'm choosing to return to teaching
Reid was the first of Whitworth alumna because I want to work directly with stuto be named Chief Academic Officer. le
dents again," Reid said. "Also, it's good
Roy will be the second Whitworth alumfor the college to have new academic
na to be named Vice President of
leadership after nine years with one dean."
Academic Affairs. The college will beneReid graduated from Whitworth in
fit from having Whitworth alumni in
1960 and holds a doctorate degree in eduthese faculty roles because of their inside
cation from Washington State University
perspective of the institution.
and an Masters aegree in English from
"Alumni are personally changed by the
Eastern Washington University.
institution; this affects their vision for the
Reid taught English, education and
institution," Reid said. "They ~ the proCore 250 at Whitworth from 1971 to
found difference Whitworth can make in
1987. Reid would like to teach English,
a life. Alumni have an added dimension
education, and Core 350 next year as part
of understanding the college from the
of her load.
inside out."
Reid has also done research in writing
Reid's accomplishments have affected a
and would like to teach Writing I or
broad range of Whitworth's characteristics. Writing II. next fall. Reid has not formally

fail to make the nerve connections that
create memories, Sardinia said. He would
like to investigate this theory further, but
is waiting to find out if the proposed
grants will be awarded.
"The biggest thing confronting us right
now is funding," Sardinia said. "What we
could really use right now is a research
endowment."
Whitworth has difficulty competing for
grants against institutions such as
Washington State University since it is not
primarily a research college. Whitworth is
working with WSU in order to make a
research grant more plausible.
While finding a drug for treating
Alzheimer's would be a nice reward, it is
not Sardinia's goal to make a name for
Whitworth as a research institution. The
main point of his projects is to give students the opportunity to learn how to do
research and preparing them for future
careers in the science fields, Sardinia
said.

Cancer treatment
Assistant .Professor of Physics John
Larkin has been researching photodynamic therapy (PDT) as a cancer treatment for nearly ten years. Sophomore
Ashley Gibbs and senior Andy Gilbert
joined him in his research last summer.
PDT is a treatment similar to traditional chemotherapy, but avoids the negative
side effects. While chemotherapy attacks
the entire body in order to kill the cancer,
PDT can be controlled, allowing doctors
to activate its toxins in cancerous areas
only.
Researchers looking to cure malaria
stumbled upon PDT's effects as a cancer "
treatment around 1900, Larkin said. It
was used to treat a few breast cancer
cases, but was then forgollen until the
19708.
The concept of using PDT as a treatment likely stemmed from an attempt to
control naturally produced PDT drugs in
porphyria patients.
"Some people actually produce these
drugs ... That's where our legends of vampires may come from," Larkin said.
Porphyria patients react negatively to
sunlight. The so-called "vampires" may
have actually been porphyrifi sufferers,
which is why they avoided sunlight and
consumed blood to make up for their
body's lack of iron, Larkin said.
The first generation of PDT is already
in use, but Larkin is conducting research
in hopes of improving the current form.
Because it reacts to light, patients using
PDT risk serious burns when exposed to
the sun. Originally, PDT patients had to
avoid sunlight for two weeks, but they
can now be exposed safely after just one
to two days, Larkin said.
"I look forward to see where PDT will
be in the next few years and it is exciting
that I played a tiny role in helping it to
become a viable cancer treatment,"
Gilbert said.

RISE:'
Continued from page 1

cial sacrifice by the student and
the student's family," Pfursich
said.
Some students are already
struggling to meet the demands
of current tuition.
"I have always been very
upset about tuition hikes. Their
claims do not seem to be based
on reality," graduate student
Grant Montoya said.
However, others expected the
tuition to increase since it has
been a trend over the past years.
"I think that the tuition
increase is justifiable because of
inflation and the professors are
worth it," freshman Amy Scott
said.

met with the English Department yet, but
is willing to fill the needs they have.
"Personally, I'm excited and I think it's
great to have her come back," Professor
of English Laura Bloxham said.
Reid will bring an interest in children's
literature that has not been available to all
students in the English Department. She
will also be doing the British Isles study
tour in the fall.
Traveling is one of Reid's many interests. She also enjoys cycling and hiking.
Reid's energy will benefit the English
department for the second time.
"It has been an honor to work with
Whitworth faculty related to the understanding of the institution [Whitworth]
helping to shape individuals," Reid said.
On a side note, Reid was the winner of
a raffle for a 1989 Colt Vista hatchback at
the last men's basketball game of the season last Saturday night. President
Robinson drew Reid's name, shaking his
head in surprise, but Reid was not there
to drive off in her used car.

cene

Find your mission
Whitworth's second Mission Conference covers
Islamic, global and local evangelism issues.
page 6
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-Dan Bauch
Jllnior and Iraq vrterall

Junior Dan Bauch shows
pictures and experiences
from his army service in
Iraq at a livmg·room discussion in the Boppell
lounge last Wednesday.
Bauch was one of three
students who spoke at "A
Soldier's Story:

Students share Iraq experiences
Erika Prins
Staff writer
At 24-years-old, Jonathan Leo has served in the U.S.
Marine Corps for five years, -including a stint in Iraq.
Now, with a high school degree in hand and a lifetime's
worth of expiences behind him, he's attending Whitworth
as a freshman.
Last Wednesday, Leo and junior Dan Bauch, another
Iraq veteran, ~hi1red photographs and stories of their experiences serving in Iraq at a living-room discussion in the
Boppell lounge.
During his five years as a Marine, Leo served in the
United States, Japan and Iraq. He is now on active reserve.
He could, but most likely will not, be called back to service.
Leo shared photos of the tent city he lived in, the aircraft he worked with and the scenery.
"That's Iraq: flat, sand, nothing," he said, displaying a
picture of the Iraqi landscape.
As Leo shared with the students, he also had a chance

to reminisce.
"I liked putting it together," said Leo. "It brought back
some fun memories."
Bauch attended Whitworth for three years before enlisting in the u.s. Army. He left in the spring 200t and joined
the Army.
He is the second generation of his family to serve in the
Army, along with his brother.
"My poor mother. My brother went over to Iraq about
three months after I did," Bauch said.
r
Displaying an image of a home destroyed by the U.s.
Air Force, Bauch said his perspeclive was changed by
experiences like that.
"At first I was like, 'Wow, cool. We can do a lot of damage: Then I was like, 'Wow, not so cooL We can do a lot
of damage,'" Bauch said. "It's really hard when you first
get into a country because you're trying to uphold that
you're there for a good purpose, and you sec stuff like that
and it sort of puts doubts in your mind."
ASWC President and senior Courtney Boyer believes that

these stories are a resource for the students at Whitworth.
Boyer, who organized "A Soldier's Story," said she
wanted to open up an opportunity for the student body to
learn from !o1udents who have served in the military.
"I'm just trying to provide an outlet and resources," she
said.
Boyer also organized the event to show appreciation for
students who had served in the military.
"Just to recognize students who had served in the military," she said.
Leo appreciated the acknowledgement.
"I thank the sludents for showing up, and for their 1>Upport," said Leo.
The evening ended with a time for students to ask questions about Leo and Bauch's experiences.
As Boyer had hoped, the students appreciated and
learned from the stories told by Leo and Bauch.
"It was very informative and it was very interesting,"
said freshman Jessica Kidwell, who attended the event. "It
gave me a different perspective."

'Relay' gets set to raise
funds to fight cancer
Megan Blank
Staff writer
On your mark. Get set. Only two
months to go until Whitworth's firstever Relay for Life.
Relay for Life is an overnight relay
race that benefits the American
Cancer Society.
One in three people will be diagnosed with cancer at some point in
their lives, said Debi Gallagher,
Society
American
Cancer
Community Relations Manager.
"If you've ever watched Mr.
Rogers, you're affected, because he
died of cancer," Gallagher said.
Relay for Life is a way for the
Whitworth community to join together to help fight cancer.
Teams of eight to 15 students, facuIty, staff or others in the Whitworth
community can sign up and raise
money to help with cancer research
before participating in the Relay.
"One-hundred percent of the
money goes to the American Cancer
Society," freshman Tracey Brown
said.
Brown has been working with
Gallagher to get Whitworth's relay
going. Teams can fundraise through
sJXlnsor letters, bake sales, car wash-

es or a variety of other ways.
"One of the best ways for fundraising for students is e-mail," Gallagher
said.
A Gonzaga student raised $13,000
by sending e-mails to her family and
friends,
Gallagher said. The
American Cancer Society also provides some ways for students 10 raise
money, including selling golf passes
or coupons· for local enlertainment.
The minimum suggested amount for
fundraising is $50 per person.
After the fund raising is over, the
relay begins. The Whitworth relay
will start at 6 p.m. April 22 and go
until 10 a.m. the next morning.
During that time there will be entertainment, food, contests - such as
"Mr. Relay" - and tenls set up as
team members circle the track. The
event will be held either in the Pine
Bowl or the Fieldhouse.
"After we start the event every
team has to have at least one member
walking at all times," Brown said.
"Since we're walking all night long it
symbolizes that cancer never sleeps
and that someone is always batHing
cancer."
The evening will slart oul wilh- a
Survivor's Lap, inviting all cancer
survivors in the Whitworth communi-

ty to take a lap together.
"The American Cancer Society
considers a survivor to be anyone
who has ever heard the words, 'You
have cancer, ,n Brown said.
Survivors include people who currently have cancer and people who
have been in remission for a short
time or for a long time. Jayme
Hayford, daughter of Whitworth basketball coach Jim Hayford, will lead
the lap with her family.
"We are glad 10 use Jayme's courageous fight against leukemia to build
awareness and to raise funds,"
Hayford said. "Jayme is a hero and
will look great at the front of Ihe
race."
The track will be lined with luminaries honoring cancer survivors and
those who have lost the battle with
cancer. Luminaries can be purchased
and decorated for a donation at various times in the Hixson Union
Building or through Relay for Life
team caplains.
Teams can sign up until the day of
the event. Groups made up of dorm
halls, Bible studies, clubs, dorms and
friends are encouraged 10 sign up.
See RELA Y ~ page 7

local playwnght Bryan Harnetiaux, namltor Liz McAlpine
and David Casteal, who plays York, pose after the per·
formance of ·York" In the Music Recital Hall Monday Feb

21.
·York" is a one-man play that chronicles the relationship
between York and William Clark. York, Clark's manser·
vant, was the only black member of the Lewis and Clark
expedition.
Harnetiaux wrote the scnpt, and casteal wrote the drum
rhythms foe the performance, which play an Integral role
In setting the play's tone. His performance here was a
test run for the actual performance, scheduled to open In
the Spokane Civic Theatre's Firth Chew Studio Theatre
Apn129.
After his read through, there was a 3D-minute question
and answer session for the audience to give their feed·
back.
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Ex-file

c Iubbiob Iu rb/club corner
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I

intheCITY l________
Moving on after the break-up
Allison Carr
Philip Atkins
Staff writers
Picture this: Core has just gotten out and you
desperately need a laUe, so you decide to quickly
hit up Starbucks at the Y.
You rush in, still in your Northface fleece
because it's cold here and you didn't have time to
shower before your 8 a.m. class.
You're overwhelmed with happiness when you
see that there's no line, but as you begin to utter
those sacred words, "grande, non-fat, no whip,
caramel machia - " HE walks in and you momentarily choke on your own tongue, delaying for just
an instant the inevitable, ranting scream (in good
Whitworth taste): "GOSH DARN IT CAN'T I
DRINK MY LATfE IN PEACE!!"
As the echoes of your rage subside, you run out
of the coffee shop latte-Iess, mumbling "bastard,"
pausing only to turn and throw the ex the double
finger.
Friends, it's time to open the ex-file. Because all
of you are so popular and invited to every party
and show and gallery opening, it's inevitable that
you will, at some point, run into that dreaded thing
- the ex.
We are here to help navigate you through your
breaking up, mourning and dancing periods in the
city of Spokane.
If you see your ex in the first three weeks after
a breakup, feel free to run away, and run quickly.
But after the three week grace period, during
months one to two after a breakup you should park
yourself at all your favorite places, regardless of if
the ex frequents them or not.
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Surround yourself either with unattractive members of the same sex, so the ex will know how
lucky he or she was and how much things will
suck for him or her now, or with smart, cultured
people of either sex, so the ex will know how
interesting and intelligent YOU are.
H is essential to avoid the skank or manwhore
label, that you date only in secret for a while. The
length of time of your relationship divided by four
or two months should be a sufficient mourning
period.
Now it's important to note, along with the agony
and blistering loneliness that accompany the ex,
there are also a couple perks.
First, you get to refer to someone as your "ex."
Second, you can impress people with the length of
your past relationship (if it was impressive). And
third, you will receive lots of sympathy to take
advantage of in the way of gifts and backrubs.
If you must hide from your ex, we have created
a top six list of places where you will, most likely,
go unfound:
. 1. Montana, where there are more cows than
people.
2. The Spike, where no one goes.
3. Gonzaga, where no one will remember you in
the morning.
4. The AMC Theater downtown, where you can
watch an indie movie in complete darkness.
5. The WISE Theme House, where y~)U will
surely be protected.
6. The Young Democrats meeting, this
Wednesday night at 7.
Until next time, we are Philip and Allison, with,
let's face it, rather impressive ex-files of our own.

to Sustain the Environment.· Our main focus Is recycling glass
and plastic. We have bins set up In the dorms and the Hixson
Union Building, but we need volunteers to help sort the materials. We also want to educate the campus about envlronmental Issues. We want to help people realize God gave us this creation, and we need to be stewords of It. One of the biggest
challenges Is making people care. We would also like to educate the campus about organic foods and work with the Cafe
to provide healthier eating options.

.WHERE WE MEET: We don't have an official meeting place
and time yet. but we will be meeting this Wednesday at 7 p.m
In the Cafe. Watch for an e-mail with more detailS.

...WHAT WE DO: We are planning on bringing in guests to
speak about organic foods and other environmental issues for
Earth Day, as a port of Spring Fest.
... CLUB HISTORY: We were founded during the 2003-2004
school year as EAT. We are a very young club and are looking
for students who are interested In environmental Issues and
have great Ideas to get involved. We are currently In a transitional period and are looking for leadership.
If you are interested, look for e-mails or contact Junior Mary
Eagle at meagle02@whltworth.edu.

Whitworth Missions
Conference schedule
of events:
TUESD~Y

THURSDAY

Missions Conference puts
Middle East in the spotlight

.Mlssions Fair
lied Square and Cafe
11 a.m .
... Dinner with Miriam Adeney
Freedom In Simplicity Theme
House
6 p.m.
"'Miriam Adeney lecture
Chapel
8 p.m.

Nathan Harrison
Staff writer

WEDNESDAY

.Chapel with Nabeel
Jabbour
11 a.m.
.. Conference Luncheon
HUB Catering Room
12 p.m.'
.Dinner with Nabeel
Jabbour
Culinary Theme House
Sp.m.
.Nabeel Jabbour lecture
Chapel
7 p.m.
... The Next Step Concert with
The Dannemillers
Robinson Teaching Theatre
8:30 p.m.
.

,

"
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.WHO WE ARE: Our name stands for "Whitworthlans Acting

Starting today, the campus will
play host to the second Whitworth
Missions Conference, an event
that its organizer hopes will
become an annual occurrence.
The theme of this year's conference is "The Cross and the
.Crescent: Evangelism in the
Islamic World." Though Islamic
issues will be covered, the week's
focus is on all levels of mission
work, both global and local.
Through Friday, mission-centered lectures, luncheons, forums
and fairs will be happening all
over campus. The mission fair,
featuring representatives from
more than 15 missionary groups,
will run today and tomorrow,
opening at 11 a.m. both days. On
Thursday, there will be a special
Chapel with guest speaker
Nabeel Jabbour, who will be
speaking about Muslim and
Middle Eastern religious issues
throughout the day.
"The goal of the conference is
to show Whitworthians what's
going on in the world of missions," senior and Mission Week
organizer Nathan Mesaros said.
"Missions are not something that
students can do just in Africa;
they can do them here, too."
The conference is designed to
showcase mission work in all its
forms.
"We really want this to oe an
entire campus event," Mesaros
said. "All Christians are called to
be a witness, and that can be
shown a lot of different ways.
That includes living the Great
Commission and preaching it
when necessary."

To that end, this year's mission
week will feature a broader scope
than the 2004 conference, including a two-day missions fair on
Tuesday and Wednesday.
"We've extended the mission
fair to two days now. The entire
conference is probably two times
the size of last year's, in terms of
financing, events and number of
people participating," Mesaros
said. "We're also adding concerts. The Dannemillers will be
playing, and Lamont Hiebert, the
lead singer of Ten Shekel Shirt,
will be playing here on Friday."
Ten Shekel Shirt was previously slated to playas a whole, but
was forced to cancel when they
realized they had double-booked
concerts for the same day on
opposite sides of the country.
Later, Hiebert was able to arrange
a solo performance on his own.
Beyond informing students
about mission work, there will be
special attention paid to Middle
Eastern mission concerns, as the
conference's title implies.
"It's a hard subject because it's
such a volatile topic right now,"
Mesaros said. "We'll even be
having a discussion of Christian
Zionism one night, which is a
very hot topic."
Mesaros also hopes the conference will show students a different side of the Middle East.
"We see the word •Arab' and
assume 'Muslim,''' Mesaros said.
"Christianity has been in the
Middle East for 2,000 years, and
as Americans, we don't realize
that the church is there and thriving."
Jabbour's lecture in the
William P. Robinson Teaching
Theatre at 7 p.m. on Thursday

will touch on some of these same
issues.
"He's just such a fantastic
speaker. I'm eager to see how
9/11
can
be
a
Great
Commission," Mesaros said,
referring to the title of Dr.
Jabbour's speech: "Transforming
9/11 into a Passion for the Great
Commission
that
Includes
Muslims."
For details on all lectures,
events and concerts occurring
throughout mission week Flyers
arc available at the information
desk in the Hixson Union
Building.

Becoming

• Missions Fair
Lied Square and Cafe
11 a.m.
.Discussion on Christian
Zionism
Robinson Teaching Theatre
7

pm.

FRIDAY
.Lamon Hiebert of Ten
Shekel Shirt concert
with 'rIm Dearborn speaking
Dining Hall
Sp.m.

Soul Servants
J oi~ the Journey
• Doctor of Ministry in Leadership and Spiritual Formation
• Master of Arts in Spiritual Formation
• Certificate in Spiritual Formation and DIScipleship

\\

•
GEORGE

Fox

EVANGELICAL SEMINARY

seminary.georsejox .edu
800-491-4917

~mh
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RELAY:
Continued from page 5

Freshman Cole Casey heard about
Relay and decided to lead a team, hoping to get a Second South Warren team
going.
"I'm just pretty excited about the
whole thing and if I can get my whole
hal. to do it, it will be pretty fun," Casey
said. "My grandpa has been diagnosed
twice with prostate cancer, so that scaled
the deaL"

Brown, who has been working hurd
coordinating Whitworth's Relay, also
has a tic to cancer.
"My mom had breast cancer, and
she's fine now, and that's the reuson
why I'm doing it," Brown said.
Brown got connected with the
American Cancer Society because she
wanted to volunteer there and ended up
working to get a whole new Relay for
Life going in Spokane.
Relay for Life got its start in 1985
when Dr. Gordy Klatt decided to do a
24-hour walk and run around a track in
Tacoma, Wash., to raise money for the

American Cancer Society, Gallagher
said. His efforts raised $27,000 and
started what became an annual tradition.
Now in its twentieth year, Relay for
Life is becoming available for the first
time on Whitworth's home turf.
"U's been a lot of work, but I've been
really impressed with the response,"
Brown said.
There arc currently 19 leams signed
up and there is still time to get II team
together and get involved.
"It's not too late to register,"
Gallagher said.

attractionsdistractions/thiS week

cityhighlights
in Spokane

Bebo Norman in Spokane
Bebo Norman brings his headline tour to Faith
Bible Church Wednesday night.
Norman is a renowned performer who boasts a
loyal following and standing-room-only audiences around the nation.
Touring with Norman arc special guests Shawn
McDonald and Sarah Kelly.
The show 1>tarts at 7 p.m. and prices vary from
$14 to $18.
Call1-800-325-SEAT or check out your ncarest Christian bookstore for more information.
Group rates also available.

Revised 'Diary' presented
Student Departmental
Recital
Music Recital Hall
11 a.m.
Ronald White Lecture
Teaching Theatre
7p.m.

Ron White Luncheon
Conference Room B
12 p.m.

Summer Camp Fair
Lied Square and Cafe
10 a.m.

Tuition Freedom Day
Lied Square
10:30 a.m.

French Horn Master Class
Music Recital Hall
4 p.m.

Robert BulloiJgh lecture
Music Recital Hall
7 p.m.

Jamie Laval Concert
Music Recital Hall
Sp.m.

The Spokane Civic Theatre presents "The
Diary of Anne Frank." Wendy Kesselman'S adaptation of the revised diary will be performed
March 3-6, 10-13 and 17-19.
The revised edition, published in 1995, contains restored passages that Anne's father had
deleted from the original version.
Thursday shows start at 7:30 p.m., Fridays and
Saturdays at 8 p.m., and Sunday matinees at 2
p.m.
For more information call 325-2507 or visit
spokanecivictheatre.com.

Celebrating Dr. Seuss

Pa~lfic

12 p.rn.

Baseball vs. Pacific 12 p.m

Baseball vs.

Green with Envy
Cafe 9 p.rn.

Scholarship Dinner
LIed Square and Cafe
5:30 p.m.

Enjoy stories, songs and silliness as libraries
across Spokanc celebrate the birthday of Dr.
Scuss tomorrow.
All ages are welcome. Locations include the
Hillyard Library, Indian Trail Library and East
Side Library. Cost is free.
Call 444-5307 for more information.

Gender Awareness Week
begins

"A Second Glance"
Music Recital Hall
11 a.m.

-Compiled by Greg Tomlill

If you're looking for a job you can enjoy.
SALARY UP TO $9.00 I hr
Paid Weekly
Multiple shifts available
SUPERVISORY OPPORTUNITIES OPEN NOW!

Work with, not for, the best management team in town!
Visit us for Open Interviews M-F 10 am - 3pm
Saturdays 9am - noon.
I 0220 E. Sprague
Spokane, WA 98467

Wednes~ay

evenings 5-8pm and

Call (509) 893-7980
Or email yourresumeto:spokanerecruiting@ictgroup.com
lCT is anEOE
_ _ _ _ _ r . . _ _ ..... _

For more infonnation about lCr, visit us at
ICTGROUP.COM
Located up the ramp next to Les Schwab Tires in the Old Valley Mall.
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Group makes prayer
a central part of life
every single day, imagine what God will
give us if we're praying to him big
prayers. He asks us to and we don't,"
ree nights a week, student prayer Peringer said. "You know, we pray for a
leaders are lifting up the people and friend to get better from having the flu,
but we could be praying for females in
the concerns of campus.
During the spring semester. the stu- Thailand not to be forced into prostitudents in the Theology and Practice of tion. God says he will answer the prayers
Prayer class meet together in the Seeley of the faithful."
Sophomore Christine DeWitt said that
Mudd Chapel lounge to pray for students,
faculty and any issues affecting the establishing a rhythm takes perseverance.
"It didn't start automatic for me. The
Whitworth community. The purpose of
these half-hour prayer sessions is to pro- first week it was really hard to get into a
vide aJime for students to focus on God in routine, a rhythm of when I wanted to
pray, or when
the midst of campus
was
a good
life.
time for me,"
The meetings are not
said. "And
restricted to members
we have little prqyen she
so it took until
of the class - all stuansJiJered every single dqy, imag- the
second
dents are welcome.
week to find a
ine what God Jvill give tiS
For senior Rhiannon
Williams. the class and
lve're prtryilig to him big time, and now
I'm
getting
consistent group prayer
p,rqyers. "
myself up in the
time is changing how
morning before
she sees prayer affect- Katy Peringer
(my)
rooming her life.
jll/liO/
mates and pray"I know I make more
ing."
time for it," Williams
For freshman
said. "We've been talking about the need for rhythm in your life Ben Parker, developing a prayer rhythm
versus the sporadic, 'OK, let me cram changed his perception of God.
"I'm stoked. I'm so excited to come
some time in for God here or there,'
which is what I tended to do in the past." here every Wednesday and go to class all
The Theology and Practice of Prayer Friday. I just think about it being an honor
class acts as a springboard for a long-term to be able to hang out with God, its so
cool. I've started viewing him as my
prayer rhythm.
The class focuses on establishing a friend, and that's more fun," said Parker.
The prayer groups meet every Monday,
healthy rhythm to life so a person is constantly aware of God's presence. Wednesday and Thursday at 9 p.m. in the
chapel lounge.
Consciou~ness of rhythm focuses on not
It's a place where there is no format,
wasting time or planning the day overstyle or leader, but a community strucflowing with activities.
"That's why we arc making these delib- tured arollnd prayer, creating an environerate attempts (to pray) and it just kind of ment to see personal prayers in context of
becomes a habit, it's just a part of your a larger picture. The chapel lounge
day, like eating dinner," junior Katy becomes a center of encouragement and
application for the students of the class.
Peringer said.
"We have a tremendous responsibility
The prayer group is also emphasizing
as Christians to pray for the world," chapthe power and sovereignty of God.
"If we have little prayers answered lain Terry McGonigal said.

Megan Rieger
Staff writer
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the west side of campus - Warren, ~"1
the thmgs that are Important In l~e," f,reshman
'" .
"
'
' ,.
, ."
McMillan, Ballard, Schumacher and:':
Sharon Tabor said. , . . \
'.c.
;
l'S
Beyond - gathered in the Warren lounge to ...: ... "",: ~«ICC?, ~amhe~)IPd.l~~.rt~r·are ~n.i()~ .. : . . ." '< '." ::,,("~l .•: '.",
c'. . . . . . ' ., •• , . . . .
".
worship together.
. . ': 1I0saniia 'will sOon be ilnaergoing some' I~~r~ .::: " .::·,.3;J ;':' :' :,:, INTERCESSORY. PRA YER MEEnNGS,
Westside Worship is a combined effort to
·;.5ftip changes. Juniors Brian Haynes and ~
i: ·/'h.
~Chapel
,\
give students a greater opportunity to worship
'McLain are working with Ranheim and '"!,,;
!.,' ')·.'Z
~Monday, Wednesday, Thursda;{:'
with more people, junior and Warren small
~lmarter to prepare for their roles as lead~(8
C:·;~·';~
~9 p.m.
,;~.'
group coordinator Layla Karst said.
ofl~osanna.
l ~
:~. 'J. ~J~'
.S: y
"Most people here never see anyone in
'tQtis shift is intended so that they migb'(igain ~ \~':
Ballard and vice versa," she said. "It's cool to
lead{~hip experience while Lindsay and r~e
b:',;:
HOSANNA
,0/
get tog~ther."
arou~;tp support and offer counsel to th~"
t:"'.-::.}d
~Chapel
,<.
Both Warren and McMillan, Ballard, ,
RanheiQ;(..~aid. "I am excited to see them iii:':
L;;"i';'::
~Tuesday
~.~'.i;
Schumacher and Beyond had separate worship
leadersliig;,JfId am confident they will fill '~~
:~',::z{'F~
~9:45 p.m.
t':{~:/
opportunities last semester, Karst said.
position wit!i.~ase."
;.\~
r:.<~i:~;;
• .:1tt;·
'.'We decid~d to combine for inter-dorm
~an~eim e~JJra~es students to broade!r.;
b~l~{)
WESTSIDE WORSHIP
umty," she said.
thetr view of wo~p.
,i'-~'1
;-.;;:,::~
, •...';,..
Karst said worshipping through music is a
"Many people seemJo believe that the QQly
::'o~: :r~:
~ 1st and 3r~~~nday of each month
way to connect with and give back to God.'
way to worship God is 'tb{Qugh song - t~Os,
,;~ ~;i',~
~ Warr~I)~9unge
"It's a way to step back from yourself," she
worship resembling somethinglike JiosanDa'or
f..¥'['/!,1
.~.§.,P,;01:.,
said.
a Sunday church service," he said:"HbW~¥W,
.~l!t::'i' if',';':".·..
Westside Worship occurs the first and third
we need to understand that Christ can be WRr>;~
B.J. DORM WORSHIP
Sunday of the month in the Warre~ lounge at 8
shipped at any time, in any place, and in Jijjy
. (..,
~ Baldwln-~enklns Lounge
p.m.
different ways."
?::';'~
~ Thursday
Other dorms have also started dorm worship.
Although music is one fonn of worship;&:.~,
~11 p.rn.
Baldwin-Jenkins has a weekly worship servRanheim hopes that students will use eve - "
ice Thursday nights at 11.
aspect of their lives to worship God.
CHAPEL
"I would like to see students hold conv
'~~;;1~f
Hosanna is another opportunity for students
~Chapel
to come together to worship.
lions to seriously contemplate biblical w
,'hlJi.'_"~ ,Xl
~Thursdav
"Hosanna, like any communal worsilip, is
ship," he said.
N.,' •
important because it unifies believers to glorify
Hopnna is held in the Seeley Mudd Ch'.~l
iY?:.:.,::;~ ~11 a.m.
Jesus Christ in response to who he is and what
every Thesday night at 9:45 p.m.
v,~ ;~l_~{
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Senior Paul Ranhein. Ju·nior Leah McLean,junior Heather Thomsen and senior Beth Webster lead worship at Hosanna in the Seeley Mudd Chapel last Tuesday.
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That's all

Softball breaks record in openers

Whitworth pitchers throw 26 shutout innings and set new
record, batters drive in 20 runs in four games.

Women's
basketball
denied
tourney bid
Jonafhan Gerig
Sta//writer
In a suprise decision, )he
NCAA
announced
that
Whitworth's women's basketball
team did not qualify for the division III tournament.
.
Despite entering the weekend
ranked 23rd in the nation and
winning their last pair of games
for a all-time high 22-3 season
record, the Pirates were not
among the 50 teams to qualify
for the NCAA tournament as
D3hoops.com had predicted.
"I didn't believe," senior forward Sarah Shogren said when
asked how she reacted to the
news announced late Sunday
night. "It's really frustrating, we
definately deserved to be in."

Shogren suggested that the
NCAA may have picked some
East Coast teams over Whitworth
to save traveling expenses.
Even with the brick wall ending, the Bucs fini!.hed the season
in dramatic fashion by coming
back from sizable deficits in its
final two games this weekend.
Last
Tuesday
night,
Whitworth
was away . at
Whitman College facing the
determined Missionaries.
.
Whitman started the game
with a 27-6 run while holding
Whitworth to only four points in
the first 11 minutes of action.
But by halftime, Whitworth had
found its offense and brought the
game to within 13 point!., 36-23.
The Pirates continued their
comeback in the second half as
senior guard Dani Bielec's
three-pointer with 8:40 left
made it 51-47.
A minute later, a layup by
sophomore
center
Kristie
Coppin and a three-pointer by
senior guard Wenchi Liu brought
the game to a 52-52 tie.
Finally, a layup by senior forward Sarah Shogren with 38 sec-

Sports,

page 11

onds to play completed the
Whitworth comeback. Two free
throws later and Whitworth
found itself victorious, 60-56.
Shogren led the Bucs with 19
points, while Bielec chipped in
14.
Whitman's
Laura
Vertatschitch led all scorers with
20 points. Coach Helen Higgs
attributes the comeback to the
heart that "ha!. optimized this
team all season long."
Last
Saturday
night,
Whitworth again found itself
down early in a game. Facing a
tough Willamette University
team, the Pirates found themselves down 12-0 just two minutes into the game.
The Bearcats lead would reach
13 as junior forward Vanessa
Wyffels dominated on the inside
early on. However, a resilient
Whitworth team and aggressive
play by Speer cut Willamette's
lead to 46-41 at half.
The second half marked anotherWhitworth comeback and the
Pirates would go on a 17-0 run to
See
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'Fearsotne Fourso1lle' tllove on
Colin Storm
Staff writer
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When senior Wenchi Liu decided to transfer
from WilIamette to Whitworth, she did so in part
to win.
And win she did.
Liu, along with the other three seniors on the
women's basketball team, have put up the win-
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ningest record for a senior class in Whitworth
women's history. Along with Liu, the seniors are
Tiffany Speer, a two-time conference MVP and
pre-season first team All-American; Sarah
Shogren, the conference's second leading
rebounder and a pre-season third team AllAmerican; and Dani Bielec, the sharp-shooting
See

FEARSOME

. Williams hits key
shots in overtime win
against Willamette
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Senior Tiffany Speer helped ignite a Whitworth comeback by scoring 33 points
in last Saturday's game against Wililmette.

Clutch OT finale
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Things turned around when the Pirates
In overtime, the Pirates took charge
came out after halftime and went on a and built a seven point lead with 2: 11
15-3 run to take a 39-37 lead with 16:02 remaining in overtime. Willamette
to play. But Willamette's John Olinger refused to go away and fought back with
responded during the next two and a half a lay-up and a three-ball to come within
minutes by scoring 10 points, including two.
Jeff Hunter
two monster 3-pointers that momentarily
A· Whitworth foul on the Bearcats'
Staff writer
took the wind out of the Pirate's sails.
Olinger resulted in both a made lay-up
Whitworth fought back and managed and converted free throw to give the
Looking to finish the season on a good to regain a 65-64 lead with 3:52 to go on Bcarcasts a 84-83 lead with 35 seconds
note, the Pirates saved the best for lasl as a three by Williams. Despite four missed left to play. But 14 seconds later a threedefeated Willamette University in dra- lay-ups during the next two minutes, the pointer by Williams put the Pirates over
matic fashion last Saturday.
Bucs didn't lose sight of the Bearcats and the top and junior forward Lance Pecht
Sophomore point guard Bryan were able to stay within striking dis- iced it with a free throw to finish an
Williams nailed two free throws with just tance. With Willamette up 73-69, Pirates thrilling match with an 87-84 win.
less tahn two seconds to play in regula- junior Jon Young dropped a shot from
"Unfortunately we struggled at times,
tion to send the game into overtime beyond the arc wit~ nine seconds in reg- . but we managed 10 stay close in all of our
against the visiting Willamette Be:arcats. ulation.
games and we finished with a great win,"
The Pirates then finished off the game
A quick foul by Whitworth put Ihe Pecht said. "I'm looking forward 10 comwith a series of c1ulh plays for an 87-84 Bearcats Olinger at the free throw line, ing back and improving next year. We
win.
where he was able 10 convert only one of have a solid group of guys·returning."
Whitworth started the game off by his two shots, giving Willamette a two
Before Satur8ay night's game, seniors
leading during the first three minutes of point lead with five seconds to go. Kevin Wyatt and Mike Larkin were honplay and then trailing the rest of the first Williams quickly took the ball to the ored for their career contributions 10 the
half.
hoop on the Bucs' end and was fouled Whitworth men's team.
WilJamette held the Bucs to 37 percent hard as his shot fell just shy. However,
Williams scored 24 points on 9-of-15
shooting, including two-of-nine from his two free throws found their mark shooting, Young went 5-for-11 from
beyond Ihe three-point mark. Despite with 1.6 seconds left on the clock send- three point land and 4-for-4 from the
Sophomore Bryan Williams IS fouled with less than
committing
11 turnovers, the Beareats ing the Whitworth fans, players and stripe to help add to his 21 poinls while
two seconds left in regulation and Whitworth down by
managed to go up 11 points and took a coaches into a frenzy. Regulation ended Pecht was 7-for-21, finishing with 22
two points. Williams missed the shot, but hit both free
in a lie at 74.
34-25 lead inlo the break.
points and five rebounds.
throws to send the game into overtime.
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Chaney crosses line
during rivalry game
Peter Smelser
Sports editor

M.ztI M..rr/W"'_hwt

Senior Alana Klaus bats against Alberston College last Saturday. Klaus threw three shut out innings
before moving to third base.

Softball sweeps double
headers, off rto 4-0 start
Andrew Dolan
The Whitworth women's softball team
established a new school record last Saturday
by starting the season with four consecutive
shutout victories as they concluded their 4-0
opening weekend at Whitworth's Marks Field.
A 2-0 win over Eastern Oregon and a 3-0
win over Albertson extended the streak that
began last Friday with shutout wins over the
same two opponents. Whitworth pitchers have
tossed 26 straight shutout innings to start the
season, while the offense has outscored opponents 20-0 over the four-game span.
Whitworth won Friday's first -game when
junior Jo Sonnett struck out 10 batters without
a walk and allowed only three singles to
Eastern Oregon batters. Junior Amanda
Norwood drove in the game's first run with a
double in the second inning. Senior Aubri
Azzarito doubled home Patti Stranger with
Whitworth's second run in the third inning.
Eastern would never threaten against Sonnett,
who did not allow a runner past first base the
entire game.
Game two of the doubleheader featured
Pirates' senior Alana Klaus, who struck out six
of the first eight Albertson batters on the way

DENIED:
Continued from page 10
lead 62-51. The Bearcats
showed their determination
by fighting back to within
three with less than five minutes to play.
But as they have done all
season, Whitworth maintained

to a 13-0 shutout victory in a game shortened
to five innings by softball's mercy rule.
Klaus allowed three hits and finished with
seven strikeouts. Albertson starter Lindzi
Wasko allowed 11 runs, eight earned, in two
innings. Senior Holly Hayden went 3-for-3
with three runs scored and an RBI for
Whitworth.
.
The Pirates continued their excellent pitching on Saturday, as they rallied for two runs in
the bottom of the sixth inning to beat Eastern
Oregon 2-0.
Whitworth went on to defeat Albertson 3-0
to cap their opening weekend. Klaus pitched
the first three innings and freshman Heather
'- Case threw the final four innings to pick up her~
first career victory.
Sophomore catcher Lindsay Davis went 2for-2 with a double, while driving in
Whitworth's first run in the third inning and
also scoring a run. '
"There wasn't one star of the weekend but
instead we all contributed somehow to the
wins," junior Amy Mattie said after Saturday's
wins. "We're picking up where we left off last
season and we're excited about our home
schedule and the amount of games we play
here. There's something about playing at home
that gets us fired up."

~~

Staff writer

clutch performances at the foul
line to earn a 77-73 victory.
Whitworth finished the
season with the best women's
basketball record in school
history at 22-3.
The four seniors, Bielec, Liu,
Shogren and Speer make up the
winningest graduating class in
school history at 78-25.
"I couldn't have had this
success wilhout the team,"

said Speer, a two-time NWC
player of the year.
Shogren echoed the same
sentiments, "we count on
each other, as friends, and
that makes us a good team."
While the news about
missing a tournament bid was
disappointing, the season has
been "an amazing experience
we got to enjoy with our
friends," Speer said.

It has been a disappointing week to
be a college basketball fan.
Some people may disagree with
March Madness approaching, but the
events that occurred during last
week's Temple-Saint Joseph's basketball game tarnished the end of the
regular season.
Temple
head
coach John Chancy
was suspended for
the rest of the regular
season by the university last Friday for
ordering rough play
by one of his players,
who proceeded to
foul out in four minutes against Saint
Joseph's and broke an opponent's
arm.
The Hall of Fame coach suspended
himself for one game last Wednesday
and apologized for his actions.
However, that does not change a
thing.
Chaney was angered by what he
thought were illegal screens being
used by Saint Joseph's and put in 6foot-8, 250 pound Nehemiah
Ingram against the Hawks to send a
message.
Ingram fouled Saini Joseph's sen-

raR

ior forward John Bryant hard, sending
him sprawling to the ground and
breaking his arm.
The reaction by the college basketball community acknowledged that
Chancy crossed the line. It is unacceptable at any level of the sport to
instruct a player to intentionally foul
others to the point that players are in
physical danger.
If Chaney had an
issue with the officials, he needed to
take it up with them.
What Chaney did
might not have been
illegal, but it certainly wasn't right.
It's sad to see that
basketball has taken
a turn of the worse
in the last four
months. From Ron Artest to John
Chaney and Nehemiah Ingram the
landscape is changing.
Also last week a Valley City State
(N.D.) basketball player may be
charged with assault for throwing an
elbow that resulted in a South Dakota
School of Mines & Technology player suffering a concussion and needing
14 stitches.
This is crazy. Since when did basSee
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Tennis splits at home
Sara Morehouse
Staff writer
After a stagnant two years, the
Whitworth men's tennis team settled
their long-standing rivalry with the
University of Puget Sound last
Saturday. The last time Whitworth
beat UPS was at a conference match
in 2003.
Sophomore Michael Carlson said
that the victory over UPS was "long
overdue." 1Wo doubles victories and
three singles victories attributed to Ihe
final score of 4-3.
Senior Chad Dierickx and freshman
Ed Anegon won the No. 1 double with
a score of 8-3 and Carlson and freshman Scott Donnell won the No. 3
double with a score of 8-2.
Carlson and Donnell also won their
singles matches, but the final score all
came down to the singles win by
Anegon with a score of 7-5,7-6.
"The way we arc playing right now
isn't oui best, but that makes me feel

confident because we were still able
to beat UPS al the level we arc at,"
Dierickx said.
Mike Shanks, who is in his sixth
year as head coach, attributes the win
to the quality and hard work of the
team.
"This'is the best team Whitworth
has had since I've been here. I've
been calling them the 'new look
Pirates,'" Shanks said.
Their efforts weren't quite
enough 10 combat Pacific Lutheran
University's team, who is currently ranked as one of the top 10
teans in the nation. Though the
final score all Friday was 0-7,
Shanks was happy with the men's
performances.
"I just wanted them to have fun and
use it as a good experience," he said.
With these matches the Whitworth
men tennis is 1-1 in the conference.
The Pirates will play George Fox
University and Pacific University
next weekend.

sporfscorner/sports update
Big names move at
Sosa questioned
about steroids scandal NBA trade deadline
Emotions surfaced late last week as
reporters cornered Baltimore Orioles
outfielder Sammy So sa and questioned
him about the apparent problems that
Major League Baseball is having with
players using steroids.
Sosa said that he believed taking
steroids is dishonest and he expressed his
assurances that all the players in baseball
also know that it is wrong.
Sosa then turned the heat on the
reporters, blaming the media for several
of the problems the MLB faces. He made
a point of saying that the MLB is the
only place where reporters can just walk
into the teams offices and workspaces
and start asking them questions.

It seemed like the events of last
Thursday were almost planned as a spiteful lashing out against the critics who
predicted a quiet time surrounding the
NBA trade deadline. No less than 15
teams decided to make their deals within
the 24 hours leading up to the deadline.
Now, as the dust clears, and the players
start adapting to their new teams, we
shall see how the NBA will fare.
Headlining the last minute deals were
forward' C,hris Webber moving to the
Philadelphia 76ers, forward Antoine
Walker going back to the Boston Celtics
and guard Baron Davis going to the
Golden State Warriors.

Anderson has perfect Zags clench fifth
night during MSU win straight wee title
Games are heating up and learns are
stepping up as college basketball heads
towards the climax of the season. Last
Thurloday, Michigan State University
senior Alan Anderson rolled out a
career-high 28 points in their game
against Wisconsin, as he managed to hit
every shot he took.
Anderson shot 10-for-1O from the
floor and knocked down all seven freethrows he attempted. The 77-64 win
over the Badgers all but locked up a bid
for the Spartans to this year's NCAA
men's basketball tournament. The
Spartans will try to win the Big Ten
Tournament in two weeks.

Gonzaga has clinched its fifth straight
West Coast Conference title with its win
last Thursday against the Portland Pilots.
For the last five years, the Zags have
shown that they have what it takes to do
great things on the court by seizing the
conference tille right out from under the
noses of many other able teams. They
proved this last Thursday as they smashed
Portland 84-68.
Sophomore Adam
Morrison continued his stellar season,
scoring a game-high 22 points and senior
Ronny Turiaf scored 14 points and
grabbed 11 rebounds for the Zags.

-Compi/ell by A/Ion Grossardt
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Pirates scriITlage GU in 'Holy War'
Katy Clark
Staff writer
When driving by the Pine Bowl last Friday
afternoon, one might have done a doubletake at
the sight of a girl in a tulu racing around the
track.
Last Friday marked Whitworth's annual "Holy
War." The Holy War is a practice track meet
against Gonzaga University. Competitors were
encouraged to wear costumes, have a funky hair
style, or do anything else to express themselves
aesthetically.
The meet was informal, with a carefree atmosphere and music playing throughout the day. The
few scattered fans cheered on their favorite competitors and applauded especially wild outfits.
The Holy War was the first chance for
Whitworth's team to compete outdoors this season. In indoor competitions the track is smaller
and often slower.
The Holy War is a team-bonding experience
allowing for students to test their progress.
"It's an opportunity for us to see how we're
doing in our events as well as do some team bonding and have fun," freshman, and first time track
athlete, Michael Tucker said.
While times were kept by coaches standing
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at Ihe finish line, there were no times or winners announced and no commentary of any
kind.
The only downside to Ihe Holy War was that,
due to the absence of uniforms, it was difficult to
decipher the Gonzaga athletes from the
Whitworth athletes.
The lack of uniforms is a large part of what
made the event such a fun, care free event.
Athletes completed their events in - outfits
including tutus, caution tape skirts, Speedos,
dresses, diapers and lots of spandex.
Tucker said dressing up was more something
the students encouraged amongst each other then
something the coaches promoted.
"The coaches don't say to dress up, the students
just take it upon themselves," he said.
Tucker added that most Gonzaga athletes didn't
dress up.
"The (men's) relay team were the only people
to dress up for Gonzaga," he said. "Instead of
shirts, they used body paint and painted on their
own."
The track and field team's next competition will
be at Linfield College this Saturday. The last
indoor meet of the season will take place at the
University of Idaho's Last Chance Meet this
Saturday and Sunday.
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ketball become such a contact sport? Since when did winning become that important?
There is no doubt in my mind that Chaney got
caught up focusing on wins and losses, not about
teaching the game of basketball and its values to
young men in his program. As much as I respect lohn
Chaney, I can't help but be disappointed in his actions
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Senior Greg Annis
and freshman
Stefan Robinson
run the 5 kilometer race during
tast Friday's aHoty
War" against
Gonzaga .
Mall Moo,,/IFhilrwThrow

and the actions taken by the school. A three-game suspension was all Chaney received, a real slap on the'
wrist. Ha.
.
I would rank Chaney's decision to send a player in to
intentionally hurt players right up there with Bobby Knight
choking both his player and a student at Indiana University.
In fact, Chaney's hand acted through his player.
Actions speak louder than words. Even though Chaney
apologized, nothing can change what happened.
Chaney has been a tremendous coach and respected
figure in college basketball. He earned respect the hard
way by building a program at Temple. Very few coaches

have had a personal touch on their programs. His actions
taken in one game will, in all likelihood, taint his legacy.
That's the way it should be.
There were a couple other disappointments I'd like to
mention. First off, it was disappointing that the
Fieldhouse Fanatics were really only fanatical for about
the final seven minutes the last game of the season.
Second, I was sad to see that Kevin Wyatt cut his trademark Ashton Kutcher hair.
Finally, I was disappointed to see that Ian McGradyBeach averaged a whopping 35 seconds per game off the
bench. G~ thing he's in the spotlight in ASWC.
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guard. Together they make up the
"Fearsome Foursome."
The connection began early as
Liu, Bielec and Shogren ail grew
up in the Eastern Washington and
Northern Idaho area. Liu and
Bielee played on the same AAU
team, while Liu and Shogren
played on an area All-Star team
together.
While Shogren and Bielec
decided to go to Whitworth, where
Speer joined up with them, Liu
decided to go to Willamette
University in Salem, Ore.
When Liu decided to transfer
from Willamette to Whitworth,
Speer, Shogren and Bielec were
excited.
"She moves the ball up the floor
so quickly," Speer said.
"She just knows the game,"
Shogren quickly added.
But it wasn't just about the win-
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place fmish this season, but they
didn't malce the field of SO teams.
Even without the tournament, the
22-3 record that was accumulated
this season is a new Whitworth single-season record.
Speer and her teammates credit
this to the massive amount of time
they've put into basketball over the
past four years.
"I think hard work, day in and
day out, is what I would attribute
this to," Speer said. "And dedication."
Through the long road trips and

the hours spent in the gym, the
Pirates learned how to communicate better with each olher on and
off the court.
"We enjoy being out there with
each other," Shogren said of their
communication.
Even though the Pirates didn't
get an at-large birth to nationals,
the four will always remember the
record setting season with their
friends.
"I really enjoy the friendships,"
Speer said. "1 consider them my
three best friends."

- - - - Locally Owned and Operated - - - - Games and Space to Game
Warhammer
Batsa Wood
CCGs
Models
RIC Cars, Boats and Planes
Trains
Airsoft
Kites

Mon to Sat 10-7 Sun 12-5
Open 'til 9 on Fri for garners
(509) 465-3267
9324 North Division
Heritage Village at the "yo

ZLB Plasma Services
[on help you g;!1 \'onere illu warllo
go for Spnng BrEak. Wnen )OU donate
pl.~ma .t ZLB I'lasrra Services. vou eam
extra Income. WE pay }'\lJ 9EnerOlIl
rewards E<Ilh tl'l1e you danale so n
wr.n't L" long before ymllJ h.VE enough
for a memorable Spnng Getaway
Also. tI,elE's the 9'eal ieehng you gel
knowng )OUI plasma donation IS used to
develop prodL-m lhill $d.e Ir..es.
feeling

wa,,,,,,, ~I",ady, rtght?

West 104 3rd Avenue
624-1252
9621 East Sprague
926-1881

www.zlbplasma.com
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loss records. It was about being
closer to home, too. Liu starred for
the local "B" league power St.
George's High School, where she
led the Dragons to a state championship in 2000.
Bielee and Shogren also liked it
at home because "it is nice to be at
home in front of your parents."
Even Speer is close enough where
her parents can make the trip to see
her.
"Family is huge. To look up and
see all of our parents, it makes us
excited to win," Speer said.
And they won a lot.
Saturday night they fmished the
regular season with a thrilling win
over Willamette to push their
record to 78-25 over the course of
the four years here. This is a
Whitworth record for any class in
the women's basketball history. In
fact, no class of women's basketball players has ever had four
straight winning seasons.
The Pirates had a chance to
make an at-large bid to the national tournament with their second
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My life changed In 20 minutes
How a professed Uanti-Christian" found faith.
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Get to know
your newspaper
Recently there has been some confusion
over exactly who controls the content of your
student newspaper, The Whitworthian. It's
time to explain exactly how The
Whitworthian is created and the purpose
behind this editorial column, "In the LoOp."
First, what The Whitworthian is not. It is
not a mouthpiece for the Whitworth administration or faculty. School officials are free to
give their input, but they are neither the
authors nor the editors of the stories.
The newspaper has a faculty adviser,
Professor of Communication Studies Jim
McPherson, but he provides advice and feedback only when he IS asked for it. Final decisions about the contents of each issue are
made by the students on staff (often in the
wee hours of Sunday ni~ht while loaded with
Tricky Sticks and caffeme).
To most, the status of The Whitworthian as
a strictly student newspaper might seem pretty obvious. But at least a couple letters sent to
the Whitworth administration in response to
The Whitworthian's series on the Freemans
referred to it as the administration's article.
Though the writers probably did not mean to
imply that Whitworth administrators wrote
the articles themselves, it points to a general
impression that is completely false - that the
college helps create and screen the material
in the student newspaper.
True;'The Whitworthian is subsidized by
funds f~om ASWC. In that way, it is not completel y mdependent of any other organization
on campus. But ASWC officials do not make
decisions about the content either.
A~ for this column, "In the Loop," it is an
editori~l; which ~is tliffere~nt than the other
articles in the Opinions section. While an
opinions article represents the view of one
particular columnist, the editorial is the voice
of The Whitworth ian.
Here's how the opinions in this column are
generated. Every Monday, the newspaper's
editorial staff meets to decide an issue they
want to address. They form a consensus
among the editors and work together to write
, this column.
Editorials in newspapers offer arguments
and usually call readers to take some kind of
action. 1t is your newspaper's way of taking a
stand on a topic of concern to the Whitworth
community and convincing readers to make a
similar stance, or at least think deeply about a
problem.
So
here's the bottom line: The
Whitworthian is your student newspaper.
Without you, the students, it would not exist.
So that's why your opinion is valued above
all others. Join the staff, write a letter to the
editor, or just read it, because it's written primarily for you.
"In the Loop, "written by the editorial board,
represents the editorial voice a/The Wlli/wor/llian
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Security cameras worth cost
Freshman Kayla Dettmann experienced can really do 10 ensure justice is to install security cameras.
what many Whitworth students have, this It's a shame that Whitworth even has to go to the point of
year: senseless car vandalism. Right after using our funds to buy security cameras, but if we want to
the November 2004 elections, Dettmann curb this problem and tell Ihieves and vandals Ihat we are
went to her car and _ _ _ _ _ __ not going to let them push us around, then we need cameras.
found "Bush" written ~See CAMERAS
ASWC Executive Vice President Jackson Williams said,
Kenna all over her windows in page 2
students have expressed the need for cameras since Jan
Klempel deodorant, all her polit- News Briefs
Term. Senators reported comments such as, "Even my high
is an Opinions ical stickers removed
school had cameras, why can't Whitworth?"
When Williams approached security services supervisor
writer and placed where her gas tank is located for The leaving ugly white residue all over her car. LeRoy Fantasia, he learned that, due to the number of thefts
Whitworlhiall, After moving her car, she went out the next this year in the computer labs, eight cameras were pura senior and morning to find "Bush';, wriUen-on her tires j chased. But only one of those eight was going to be placed
majoring ill in white paint and a broken license plate in the parking loIs.
communica- cover.
Jackson requisilioned for parking lot cameras in response
lions.
I don't know about the rest of the school, to all the student suggestions. All the senators and represenComments can but I for one am getting sick and tired of tatives, except those from McMillan hall, voled in favor of
be sent to stupid people gelling away with destructive spending the $1,800 needed to buy three cameras for the
kklempelOJ@ behavior. Just
since
parking lois. The consensus from
whilworth,cdu, January of 2005, 11 acts
McMillan residents was they did not feel
students should have to spend the money
of vandalism and theft
on something that Whitworth College
have occurred in the parking lot, accordshould be paying for.
.
ing to Security Department reports. That
If ... I would much rather
My thought is this: There is an obvious
includes eight stolen car stereos. It's
cough up the mOIlf!Y and need - we all have at least one connection
absolutely senseless - leave it alone or
get your own CD player! Unfortunately
feel that my car is scife at with someone who has experienced some
sort of theft or vandalism Ihis year, and
for the Whitworth students, the stupid
night while I sleep. }}
people who like to destroy and steal other
why should we sit around and wait for
people's property continue the destructive
Whitworth to pay for the cameras while
cars are continuing to get broken into?
behavior here on campus.
Sure it would be nice if the funding could
The incident that happened to
Dettmann was more frustrating because there is absolutely come somewhere olher than our ASWC budget, but I would
nothing security could do about it when she reported it the much rather cough up the money and feel that my car is safe
morning after the second incident. I can't imagine how ( at night while I sleep.
Whitworth is already paying for eight cameras. For them
would feel if my car was broken into or destroyed in any
way and there was no way to receive justice ... that's just to go through another process to consider paying for a couple more 'Could take forever. If we want immediate action on
annoying!
Because there is nothing we can really do to remedy Ihe security, then spending a little money out of our fund is well
actions of malicious people in the world, the only thing we worth the piece of mind.

Coursework overloads students, hinders education
o years ago I transferred to Whitworth from
Texas Tech University and have been mostly
pleased with the change. The intelligent and
friendly professors and studenls have made my
Whitworth experience extremely gratifying.
But I have found one negative aspect 10 education
at both Whitworth and Texas Tech - the workload.
By workload, I mean the amount of reading per class
session and the assignments Ihat are due in correspondence with the reading.
Consider this analogy: Imagine that I am your
R.A. and I tell you to clean and organize your dresser in an hour. It is likely you would do a great job.
You would dust it, wipe out the drawers and fold the
clothes,
But what if I told you that you had to not only
clean out your dresser, but your roommate's dresser,
both of your closets and your entire room from lOp
to bottom in that same hour? Short on time, you
would only be able to do a frantic and sloppy job.
Now imagine that I made these same demands

TI

Elizabeth
York
isa guest
writer
for The
Whilworthian,
alld a senior.
Comments can
be sent to
eyorW7@
whitworth.cdu.

This is the educational bil1ge and
pllrge .ryndrome. Stuff information ill,
thro}JJ it up, then it} gone forever. "
U

over and over again, forcing you to dean new rooms
every day.
My question is, which is better: doing one thing
with precision, skill and thought, or doing a gamut of
things haphazardly? When it comes 10 studies, the
majority of classes I have taken at Whitworth cover
the most information possible in the least amount of
time. Reading up to 90 pages per class session and

taking 17 credit hours mean I am constantly scrambling to keep up on my reading assignments and
papers. Thai's not such a tragedy because if ( am
learning a lot, then it's worth it, right?
But that's exactly Ihe problem. I'm gelling so
much information at a time thai I can scarcely
process it all.
You probably have had the experience of reading
for 30 minutes, looking up, and realizing that whatever you read has already passed through your consciousness and oul again. That's what happens on a
larger scale when students cram all the information
presented to us in lectures and reading assignments.
I grieve when (leave a class having heard tons of
informal ion because I know that in two days I will
have made lillIe advancemenls in personal knowledge and application of the ideas presented. I will
simply have scrambled to complete more reading
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Bush needs European allies
A number of U.S. citizens find it difficult to
resident Bush's tactics have
fired up quite a few tempers claim themselves as Americans when they travel
over the last four years. overseas, considering the scandals of foul treatBetween the mud-slinging 2004 ment of Iraqi prisoners by U.S. soldiers and conelection, the
tinual bombing of Iraqi towns.
Patriot
Act
Several countries in Europe
Shannon and
most
(Germany, France and Russia)
Blackburn importantly,
have openly spoken out
against the actions taken in
is a guest the War on
writer Terrorism, the
u ... due 10 some hea'!Y advising the Middle East, resulting in
widespread discontentment
for The Bush regime
Whitworlhian, a has success- or another callfrom God, Bush among Europeans.
To further add animosity
sophomore and fully made the
has headed up a well-needed
majoring in United States
damages in Europe,
and
sJlcking-up expedition to the
biology. a prime target
Secretary of Defense Donald
."
E uropean nahons.
Comments can for
ridicule
Rumsfeld
called Europe
be sent 10 and shame.
"irrelevant," two years ago.
sblnckburn07@
By charging
However, in Bush's second
whitworth, edu. headfirst into
term, he has finally come to
Iraa without
his senses and realized that
several key European counAmerica can't continue its
tries' consent, the Bush
war in Iraq without foreign
administration has found itself quite lonesome in aid and support.
its hunt for democracy in the Middle East. Now,
Bush began his trip to Europe to "renew a comdue to some heavy advising or another call from mitment to democracy and the rule of law" and
God, Bush has headed up a well-needed sucking- said the future lay "wilhin the family of Europe
up expedition to the European nations in a crucial
attempt to rekindle relationships with many .. See BUSH page 15
members of the United Nations.
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"If a race has
no history, if it
has no worthwhile tradition,
it becomes a
negligible facUz tor
in
the
Desnoyers- thought of the
Colas world and it
is a guest stands in dan~
writer ger of being
for The exterminated."
Whitworthian,
Dr.
and a visiting Carter
a
professor of Woo d son
Commumcat~on A f ric a ~
Stud,es, A mer i can
Comments can
Historian,
be sent
to IcolaS@ scholar, griot
whltworth.edu. (1933)
The shortest
month of the
year, February; quickly came
and went. African American
History Month, a culturally
enlightening staple of February,
has also come and gone,
At Whitworth, the campus
hosted several noteworthy
events that ran the gamut from
an insightful scholarly lecture
on slavery, a one-person play
that focused on the life of the
slave, York, who accompanied
explorers Lewis and Clark on
their trek out to the Northwest,
to featuring some "down home
foot stomping, hand clapping"
gospel music renditions from
local church choirs at the campus's 8th annual Gospel
Explosion.
But with all of the celebration
ended, there still remained a
nagging question in some people's minds - what is African
American History Month and
why should it be celebrated?
Answering the first part of
this question is easy. In 1926
renowned African American
historian, Carter G Woodson,
initiated what was then known
as "Negro History Week."
Carter took this unprecedented
bold step to empower and
enlighten African Americans
about their own historical
achievements and to increase
awareness and appreciation for

the rest of American society of African American History
the significant roles African Month
unfairly spotlights
Americans played in shaping African American achievements
this country.
while minimizing the achieveWoodson's tireless one-per- ments of other cultures or ethnic
son crusade to bring this annual groups. I believe Woodson's
commemoration period to the quest to right the wrongs of past
national forefront was based on history and the history of his era
his lifelong realization that the while letting the world know
historical achievements of about the truth about achieveAfrican Americans in this coun- ments of African Americans WllS
try were deliberately distorted, a noble effort that ultimately
down played or dismissed. To served the dual purpose of race
add insult to injury, Woodson empowerment and bridging the
also realized that African gulf between all cultures.
Americans were woefully ignoI also believe that this annual
rant of their own people's his- commemoration has done much
torical accomplishments.
to stem the tide of hurtful racial
Why February? Woodson stereotypical views and beliefs
chose February for this special held by other ethnic groups
observance period because the about African Americans.
Finally, the launching and
implementation of African
American History Month paved
the way for the monthly annual
celebrations of the achievements of other ethnic groups
II Don't let nextyear's
such as Asian Pacific American
African American
Heritage
Month
(May),
History celebratiollS come
Hispanic Heritage Month (Sept.
}}
IS-Oct. 15) and American
and go ...
Indian and Alaskan Native
American Awareness Month
(November).
If you missed any of the commemorative events celebrated at
Whitwor~h or in the Spokane
birthdays of two integral figures area during this year's Africanthat were central in the fight to American History month, don't
free the slaves fell on that sweat it. February 2006 will be
month (President Abraham here before you know it.
Lincoln, Feb. 12 and former
On that final note, I hereby
slave and abolitionist Fredrick challenge all Whitworth adminDouglass, Feb. 14).
istrators, faculty, staff and stuFifty years later, during our dents to step up to the provercountry's bicentennial, the bial plate next year. Don't let
observance was expanded 10 a next year's African American
month and called Black History History celebrations come and
Month. Today this observance is go without getting a chance to
referred 10 as African American experience some or all of them
History Month.
up close and personaL
The second part of the quesBy actively participating in
tion I asked earlier in this col- and attending these types of
umn is admittedly a 101 harder to events, you will join thousands
answer: Why should one cul- of others around North America
ture's achievements_ be high- who annually invoke the true
lighted and celebrated over spirit of Dr. Woodson's dream
another?
\
for historical enlightenment.
Let me state from the outset I
It will be an experience you
don't believe that celebrating will never forget.
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How an anti-Christian turned 180 degrees numbers

-----

facts in figures
Making as many Christians walked in," Michael's brother said.
stumble in their faith used to
Nayo got Michael on the phone but he wasbe my goal.
n't the same laughing, loving Michael. Nayo
1 came here to swim, nol to asked him if he'd go to the football game the
be a part of the Christian next day but Michael refused, saying he'd be
community. But the undesir- gone. Michael hung up abruptly.
David able Christian atmosphere
Nayo went by Michael's house anyway.
Lillard balanced out with the oppor- Michael was there trying to fix his malfuncis a guest tunity to strengthen my anti- tioning car. Nayo convinced him 10 come to
writer Christian theology. I hated the game, but was shocked at how he looked.
for The Christians. Some ridiculed
Whitworlillan, me. I knew a lot of hypa junior and ocrites. The Bible was laughmajoring in able. Worship was superfibiology. cial. I was too intelligent. 1
Comments can was just plain cynical.
It The Bible was laughable.
be sent to
During my sophomore year
Worship was supefjidaJ.
dlillard02@ here, I couldn't believe in
whitworth.edu. Christianity if I tried. It was
I was too intelligent. I was just
too unbelievable.
plain cynical. "
Now imagine your beliefs, whatever they
are, and imagine if the beliefs you held so
dear and knew to be true changed in 20 minutes. A person on their own cannot willfully
change their lifelong beliefs 180 degrees in
20 minutes without the help of someone His eyes were dark and his face was gaunt.
greater.
Even worse, he was sniffing cocaine from his
My friend Zenaido "Nayo" Martinez told coat sleev!! during the game. As the game
me a story on Apr. 24, 2004, that changed my ended they met with Eli, one of Nayo's
life. Nayo dreamt that his cousin Michael, friends, and got into a car.
whom 1 knew, and who Nayo had not seen for
Michael began to talk to Eli about the probmore than a year, was up against a brick walJ lems in his life, and Eli tried to encourage him
yelling for Nayo's help. Nayo woke up stand- with scripture, only to receive a rebuttal
ing in the middle of his room with his arms against the comment followed by another plea
outstretched. Later, he woke to a call from his for help.
aunt, who had also not seen or spoken to
Eventually, Nayo turned to Michael and
Michael for more than a year. She asked said, "God wimts you back, Michael."
Nayo to come home and find his cousin.
The scariest, deepest, darkest voice replied,
Nayo called Michael's house that weekend "You're going to have to try harder than that."
and Michael's brother answered.
Mter pulling over and laying their hands on
"Do you know how I can get a hold of him and praying, he yelled it again,
Michael?\' Nayo asked.
"YOU'RE GOING TO HAVE TO TRY,
"You're not going to believe it, he just HARDER THAN THAT!"

OvERLOAD:
Continued from page 13

assignments so I can take the
quiz and will be trying to figure
out when I'm going to get those
three papers done.
This is the educational binge
and purge syndrome. Stuff informiltion in, throw it up, then it's
gone forever. The goal of education becomes not to foster learning, but to complete assignments.
We seem have it backward.
Thoreau wrote, "You must be
conversant_ with things for a long
time to know much about them."
He is right. Better education is
not speeding things up, but slowing them down. This is an education of mind and heart.
It is not a matter of laziness or
unwillingness to work hard. The
college workload is a highly rele-

They kept praying until Michael cricd out
"Jesus" and fcllto the dashboard as though he
was pushed. When he sat up, his face was
flush and clear, and he said, "lake me to see
my mother."
As I listened to this story about someone I
knew, told to me by my best friend, tears
began to fall. My thoughts, seemingly propelled without my own power, kept reminding me of the legitimacy of this story with one
powerful statement attached: "David, you
have denied God your entire life!"
Nayo continued telling the story. At
Michael's house, Nayo found his aunt on her
bedroom floor crying and praying. "Where's
Michael, is he dead, is he OK?" she asked.
"He's out here," Nayo replied,
As she left her room and made eye contact
with Michael, she fell back, but was caught
by her son.
When Nayo finished his story, my tears
were running harder and the thought of denying God my entire life was deafening.
My heart cried out, "Oh Jesus, I was wrong,
(orgive me." I didn't think about saying it; my
heart pleaded without my mind's consent.
Immediately after, I cried harder than ever
before. After burying my face in my hands, I
lifted my head to find puddles of tears and my
face soaked. I stood up and asked Nayo for
his Bible; we embraced.
I went to my room where I fell to the floor
crying. I turned randomly to Proverbs. It told
me I was a fool, not wise as had I always
thought. Amen! I turned to the book of Luke
and believed every word - an amazing revelation for someone who once laughed at the Bible.
I'm out of space, but that:s not all God,
Christ Jesus and the Holy Spirit have shown
me. Feel free to ask me or anyone who knows
me what's happened since. If you don't
believe a word of this, l'd like to talk to you
the most. J;,
-,

vant issue. It can mean the differ- process and savor the informa_ ence between enjoying your time tion offered.
and learning, or struggling and
In other words, these are classonly forming vague ideas in your es with brief reading assignmind without ever truly connect- ments, papers that allowed me to
ing and comprehending them.
incorporate my thoughts with the
The most difficult classes are -ideas presented, and lectures and
not always the ones in which you class discussions that engaged
learn the most. In reality, it is my mind.
often the case that the classes
These are classes that I have
with the lightest workloads had time and energy to learn and
spawn real learning. Difficult process the subject matter.
classes do not equal beneficial
We should open up candid disclasses. Enormous amounts of cussions b~iween students and
information don't guarantee vast professors about class workloads.
The reasons for coursework
learning.
So what is the solution? A six- should be closely evaluated.
year undergraduate degree? Less Because education does not only
quantity and more in-depth mate- consist of the classroom experirial in classes? Longer semes- ence. The time needed to work,
volunteer, be involved in extraters?
[ don't know, but I do know curricular activities and be sociathat the classes that I remember ble needs to be considered when
the information most clearly and evaluating the academic workhave enjoyed most thoroughly load.
are those in which I had time to
I know several students who are

BUSH:
Continued from page 14

and trans-Atlantic community," according
to The New York- Times.
Bush received little applause when he
traveled to NATO headquarters in Brussels,
Belgium to conduct several hours of long
talks in an attempt to repair old wounds.
Bush even went as far as declaring French
President Jacques Chime as a "cowboy"
and has extended an invitation for him to
visit his ranch in Texas. Only a few months
ago, the two were at eaeh olhers' throats.
American foreign policy is in desperate
need of reform. Bush successfully crushed
any friendly relationships that had been
established over the centuries by rushing
,

,;!

into Iraq after Sept. 11, 2001, despite the
protest of key UN members.
Going over to Europe and chatting with the
French resident over a hamburger and french
fries (repeat: NOT freedom fries, but french
fries) is just the first step in a long process of
rebuilding friendship and trust.
Bush not only needs to gain respect with
his fellow peers overseas, but also value
their input on his war in Iraq.
The reconstruction of EuropeanAmerican relationships is crucial for the
U.S.-Iraq conflict, which has left the
United States (and a few allies) -disconnected with the rest of the world with a
concerning policy of a "new United States
of America."
If Bush's headstrong notion is continued,
the leaders of the United States will grow in
overwhelming power to "fix" what they

physically ill due to their schedule.
One of my friends doesn't know
how she can cope with the "insanity" of her internship, job and
course work.
Another student told me, "I
have lost my joy in literature. I
don't read recreation ally anymore."
As for me, I am putting off
schoolwork so I can write this
article.
Is this burnout really necessary? We students think, "How
much am I processing what I
came to college to learn?"
Professors and staff also need
to think of how much information is relevant 10 present to students. Who are we trying to
impress with staggering amounts
of coursework? Other colleges?
Prospective students? The U.S.
News and World Report? Let's
get real.
Can we talk about this?

think is wrong with the world whenever the
cause seems the greatest, regardless of what
the rest of humankind believes.
This could lead to an overpowering
regime that would be neither vulnerable nor
confronted, much like past administrations
that have done nothing but wreck havoc and
destruction.
The United States cannot survive on its
own. We need the support and friendship of
Europe, "America's closest ally," Bush said
in his recent negations with Europe.
The war in Iraq will never be over or successful unless the world is unified in hclping secure their democratic freedom.
Bush needs to recognize that he cannot
charge headfirst into battles without the re,~t
of the world as his backup and needs to
continue heading peace conferences until a
more united world is established.
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Robots will replace me in the Army
t's weird. I woke up
the other day and I
found out I was
replaceable.
The
u.s.
Army
announced earlier this
Colin month that iI is planning
Robeson to invest a staggering
is an $127 billion into a robot
program
Opinions development
the
"Future
writer coined
for The Combat Systems."
Whitworthian,
With this program the
a sophomore Army has the hopes and
and majoring dreams of developing a
in religioll. robot soldier to use on the
Comments can battlefield. It sees these
be sent 10 future robot soldiers as a
crobeson07@ means to rebuilding the
whitworth.edu. military into a 21st-century fighting force.
Funny, I thought we were the most technologically advanced fighting force in the
world, and now we' need to rebuild ourselves?
Also, this move towards robot technology may prove to be more cost effective
than human soldiers, since robots wiJI not
need to support themselves financialIy or
need retirement benefits. Thus my feelings
of inadequacy become more apparent.
As a sergeant in the U.S. Army, I take
pride in what I do and in my subordinates.
The thought of being collectively replaced
by robots for the next 30 years is an unsettling idea.
I am troubled by the rhetoric being used
by military officials to promote this pro-

I

..
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gram in the first place. In The New York
Times, Gordon Johnson of the Joint Forces
Command at the Pentagon said the robots
"don't get hungry, they're not afraid. They
don't forget their orders. They don't care if
the guy next to them has just been shot.
Will they do a better job than humans?
Yes."
However there is a system of checks and
balances with some form of human compliance in battle-field situations: Human
soldiers can refuse to follow an unlawful
order and they do care if the guy next to
them gets shot and, because of that, they
will make the best decision considering
the lives of those around them.
I am scared of a few military higher-ups
controlling a mass robot force that won't
question their motives and their orders if
they appear to be less than ethical. The
chain of command in place allows for this
to happen, but with commanders sending
drones into the battlefield that system of
check and balance is losl.
A military that can go to war without
shedding a single drop of blood scares me.
That means we can go war with only the
minor consequence of increasing the
national debt. By sending robots to war,
the only larger question we have to ask
ourselves is if it's fiscally responsible to
consid~r the loss of those units. With
robots, there won't be any grieving widows, there won't be any survivor benefits,
there won't be any politicians slinging
mud about whose fault it is. With robots,
we could truly become the imperialistic
nation we have always wanted to be and

not 101.e a bit of sleep at night.
Another troubling facet is the issue of
robot rules of engagement: none exist.
"The lawyers tell me there are no prohibitions against robots making life or death
decisions, "Johnson said. "( have been
asked what happens if the robot destroys a
school bus rather than a tank parked nearby. We will not entrust a robot with that
decision until we are confident it can make
it. "
So with the infallible moral compass of
the United States military we should trust
them to decide when it's OK to trust robots
with the mission of killing people.
An example of the questionable moral
leadership provided by military leaders is
Lt. General James N. Mallis, commanding
officer of the Marine Corps Combat
Development Command. General Mattis
is charged with the duty of developing the
training and doctrine for the United States
Marine Corps in order to make their fighting forces more effective on the battlefield.
"Actually it's a lot of fun to fight,"
Mattis said. "You know, it's a hell of a
hoot. It's fun to shoot some people. I'll be
right upfront with you, I like brawling."
He added, concerning Afghani men, "You
know, guys like that ain't got no manhood
anyway. So it's a hell of a lot of fun to
shoot them."
There are a plethora of moral issues to
deal with here, but paramount should be
the message that we are sending to soldiers, their families and the American people. It has been widely reported through-

out the media that soldiers in Iraq do not
have enough body armor, yet we are going
to dump $}27 billion into a program that,
by modest guesses, won't be ready for
another 30 years.
The U.S. Army is teJling people that it's
cheaper to use robots; Ihey are telling us
that people aren't as effective anymore.
To me, that's a scary thing.
A scarier thought is a people (hal accept
this line of reasoning. I am worried about
the Pandora's Box we are considering
opening and about the whole new breed of
accidents and abuses that can come of this.
As a soldier and as a citizen, I find it an
unsettling thought to think of an army
consisting of robots and not people. I like
the compliance factor that exists within
the military today .
Yes there arc times when orders are not
followed, but I want a system in place that
allows for someone to question the ethics
of an order before blind compliance.
Furthermore, I also find it troubling to
think of a nation that has the ability to go
to war without bloodshed.
I want political leaders to have the idea
of American men and women dying in on
their minds before they think to suggest
putting our nation in a state of war.
Also, I think it is a disservice to those
soldiers fighting for our country right
now.to already be working on plans to
phase them out because they don't appear
to be working out.
I guess I should begin to look for a job,
there doesn't appear to be any future in
serving my country anymore.

Secession not an option for Eastern· Washington

t
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Washington state has become a veritable microcosm of the "red versus blue
state" mindset that defined last year's
presidential election.
For those of you whose extent of
Washingtonian knowledge
is the
Anthonv Pinecone Curtain and its immediate surRodin roundings, let me elaborate on the apparis an ent chasm that separates Eastern
Opinions Washington from Western Washington.
Western Washington is comparatively
wriler
for The more liberal and also contains the bulk of
Whilworthian, Washington's population, especially in
ajunioralld people-infested Pierce and King county.
majoring in The lifestyle over there can be described
political stud- as being more metropolitan, with Seattle
ies. Comments as the central city. The Western economy
can be sent to is based a lot more on industry and techarodin02@ nology, with massive companies such as
whitworth.cdu Boeing and Microsoft.
A quick hop over the Cascades shows
just how different Eastern culture is from the west. Over

here, people are more laid back, roads are wide open and
the landscape goes on for seemingly forever (especially if
you're driving from Moses Lake to Spokane). The economy is more agrarian-based with mom-and-pop farms
marking the landscape. The people are more conservative,
yet they feel as if they have no voice, as Washington's two
senators and governor-"elect" are Democrats.
The divide has grown eveJl wider, after Democrat
Christine Gregoire "won" the election thanks mainly to
votes in King County, the most populous county in the
state. In most of the other counties, Gregoire had either
close victories or sound defeats by Republican Dino
Rossi. The gap was widened further as Moses Lake and
Spokane put bids in to be the home of an aSl.embly line for
European aircraft manufacturer Airbus. Boeing's nemesis.
The gap has now manifested itself in a bill sponsored by
state senator Bob Morton (R), which would make Eastern
Washington the fifty-first state in the union. This is a ridiculous solution to the problem and only makes things worse.
The secession idea will never be passed and all it does is
put the differences in the spotlight and not the similarities.
Dropping a "Cascade Curtain" on the Evergreen state is

an inherently backwards idea. Yes, there are differences
between the East and the West, but there< are also dozens
of states with internal differences in geographic areas,
such as Northern and Southern California or central
Pennsylvania and the uiban centers of Pittsburgh and
Philadelphia.
Seceding from the West would basically open the door
for a complete redrawing of most of the states in the
union. Just because an election didn't go the way a group
intended does not give that group the right to split from
the whole. That's the way democracy works. Those who
voted for presidential candidate John Kerry aren't
agglomerating in an area and demanding independence
just because Bush won. so it makes little sense that these
bills are actually being brought forth as a "solution."
We can't choose our geographic neighbors, even if they
think, live and work in jobs different from ourselves (not to
mention having the audacity to root for the Huskies and not the
Cougs).
So rather than pushing for the reprehensible idea of
seceding, we should instead bridge the gap and focus on
our commonalities as Washingtonians, not differences.

- - - - LETTERS TO THE E D I T O R - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Politics and Theft

I apologize for
stealing your shirt
Dear Rachel Carr, re: Stolen shirl
I am terribly sorry for stealing your anti-Bush shirt. It
was immoral and wrong and it might have been in the heat
of the moment because my boyfriend has just left for Iraq.
I understand that he is fighting for people like you to be

able to voice your opinion and have the freedom to do so.
It is just that I see this shirt as an anti- American shirt and
not just as an anti-president shirt.
Our country chose to re-elect President Bush whether
you may have or not, and I find that what you have done
disrespects our country's decision because, yes, he is our
president. If you are from a different country then I apologize, but I have heard you are from California, so as a
citizen you must accept that he is your president.
I return this shirt in hope that you will rethink your
decision to voice this opinion. I would also like for you
to understand that President Bush is the commander in
chief of all military forces which includes my brother, my

so un din g boa rd,qUestion of the week I

Q: Will

father and my boyfriend and we are obligated to respecl
hiS authority though we may disagree with it.
( realize that the First Amendment of our Con!>titution
grants you the freedom to make your statement, but If you
choose to deliberately flaunt this opinion that President
Bush is not your president I can only pray that this bsue
will weigh on your heart and that you'll hopefully realize
why it is disrespectful to our country as well as our country's leader. Again, I apologize for nol confronting you
earlier and for acting very immature in my act of stealing.
Holly Tomlin
Freshmall

Nursing

se~urilY cameras
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Get your thoughts in printl
Letters to the editor

Guest commentaries

The Whitworth ian welcomes your responses to stories appearing in the newspaper
or views on issues of interest to the college community. Letters must bear the
writer's name. year (if applicable), major (or position in the colJege) and phone
number (for verification purposes only). Anonymous letters cannot be published.
Please keep length to a maximum of 300 words. We reserve the right to edit all
letters for content and space. Send letters to: Letters to the Editor, Box 4302,
Campus Mail or e-mail to editor@whitworth.edu. Letters must be received by 5
p.m. on Friday f~r publication in the following Tuesday's issue.

The Whilworthian encourages members of the campus to submit longer gu~st commentaries about issues relevant to the community. Commentaries of 700 words or less
will be published as space permits. We are looking for commentaries that are relevant
and well-researched. To ensure a better chance of publishing, please contact The
Whitworth ian with specifics regarding when you plan to submit your commentary and
what you are interested in addressing. We reserve the right to edit all submissions
for content and space. Commentaries should be e-mailed to
editor@whitworth.edu.

NCAA Basketball Tourney

Grab your mug
Coffee houses within two miles of the
dorms are in the spotlight.
Scene, pages 8-9

The Whitworthian introduces its
predictions for the teams that will win.
Sports, page 12

thewhitworthian
www.whitworthian.com
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ASWC fixes
budget with
$8,000 patch
Peter Burke
Newsedllor

Espresso Delights owner Stan 8ech stirs up espresso shakes tast Friday for students on a warm Spokane afternoon. 8ech wants to
combme his stand with the smooth Ie bar and other food outlets.

Changes for HUB corner?
Nicole Brown
Sraff writer

Stan wants
students to
make comer
of HUB theirs

~-----~-

Located at the far end of Stan'~ Espresso
Delights stand IS a bluepnnt for a "Proposed
'New' E&prcsso and Food Service BaL"
The drawing IS only an idea, but it may be the
one used for the college's pOSSIble plan to remodel and expand the food service area m the near
future.
The blueprint was created by Stan Bech, the
owner of E~pre~so Delights, to sl1gge~t how to fit
his stand In with a new espresso, smooth ie, food
service, coffeehou&e and resident life program
area.
The blueprint shows a renovated Espresso
Delights as having a "coffeehouse" atmosphere
and relocating the stand into Freshens Smoot hies
bar area. The smoothie bar would move to a new
------

location.
The college has been lookmg at its demands for
food servIce programs around campus and is trying to improve them because of the increa~ing
number of students attending Whitworth.
"Stan'~ bends o"er backwards to make students
feci a part of the Whitworth community,"
Espresso Delights &tudent employee and senior
Sid Friedman said. "He doesn't want to lose that
in the reorgamzing process."
Studenfs are enthUSiastIc about a change.
"I come here a lot," sophomore Katie Chase
said. "I like the idea of an expanded coffee bar."
Since Stan's is illdl!pendent from Sodexho and
doesn't follow a traditional business approach,
there is concern that a new food ~ervice program
will be operated from a busines& standpoint rather
.See HUB page 4

Profes~ional entertmnment at \Vlutworth nearly
ended for spring semester last Wedne~day. Instead,
ASWC alloUed Campus Activities CoordJllator and
Junior Co1ctle Reid $8,000 toward the campus actIvities budget to pay for entertainment ~he had overbooked last sell1e~ter.
The problem arose la~t November when Reid
attended the National Association for Campus
ActiVities Conference (NACA) WIth three other
members of the Whitworth community and forgot to
bring her budget with her.
"JI was my mistake Ihatl clldn't have a c'Opy of the
budget," Reid Said.
Reid watched demos that the entertaJners performed ~nd booked acls she wanted to bring to thc
college. Reid spent more than her budget allowed for
and did not realize it until looking nt the budget later.
The campus activities budget for the school year
was $39,200, $6,500 more than last year, WIth
$30,500 ~et aSIde for events and entertainment. The
majority of 01 the $30,500 goes toward paying for the
entertainment offered at Half Past Nine entertainment
events on Thursday everungs.
If the $8,000 had not pa~sed, Reid would have
been forced to ~chedule student acts that did not cost
anything 10 host at Half Past Nine events.
Entertainment WIll continue though. thanks to the
approval of the ASWC council. After a campus-wide
constituency report and some dIscussion, ASWC
voted in favor of the requisition by a vote of 13 "yes"
votes to four "no" votes and one abstentIOn.
Before the vote, representatIves and senators said
at the meeting that, based on informal ~urveys callcd
constituency reports, ~tudent~ wanted to give less
than the $8,000 requested or no money at all to Reid.
But ASWC voted to give the $8,000 <h1yway.
Sophomore Brennan McQuerry, the McMillan
senator, voted "no" to the $8,000 because many
members of his dorm dissaproved of giving such a
large sum of money to ~omething that they did not
participate in, like Half Past Nine program~.
Reid was grateful to the ASWC senators and rep-

.See ASWC page 4

Hawaiians find their niche in distant Spokane
Jamie Evans! Staff writer

hitworth's well-established Hawaiian student population has been a curiosity for
many students and outside observers of
Whitworth. With 60 Hawaiians at a school in north
Spokane - which hardly has anything in common
with Hawaii - Whitworth attracts these students
for a Ilumber of reasons.

W

Ueginning in the early I 970s, a
SIgnificant amount of students from
Ilawail
began
arriving
on
Whitworth's
call1pu~.
Today,
I-Iawailan Senior Raine Arndt helps
keep the tradition gOIng strong.
As preSIdent of the Ilawaiian
c1uh, Arndt work~ to promote and
share her culture with Whitworth
~tudellts. The club consists of 57
official members, though not all

from Hawaii, who organize and
conduct campus events in an effort
to educate and promote diversity.
"The fact that we have such a
large Hawaiinn community here on
camptl~ 1IIso nwkes educating the
Whitworth and Spokane commul1ItICS an important part of ulJdero;tanding us as students from
Ilawaii," Amdt ~aid.
Hawaiian &tll(lents al~o learn

more about their own culture while
educating the community.
"It's also funny, but many of the
students from HawaII learn more
about Hawaiian culture when they
come to Whitworth," Arndt said.
"Many have never danced hula
before coming to Whitworth."
The cultural connectIon slwred
by the Hawaiian students also helps
bring them together as a group.
"The similar life expenence~ and
culture that we share from being
from the same geographic area is a
bond that we ~hare that helps U~ to
naturally gravitate toward each
other," Arndt said.
The culture and life expericnce~
that Ilawaiiall~ shdre makes it nat.See HAWAIIANS page 3

Semor Rallle Arndlleads a group of dancers as they prepare For the
Fmale of the annual Lu'au Arndt IS the presldenl of the HawaIIan Club.

Publication of Whitworth College, 300 W. Hawthorne Rd. Spokane, WA 99251 Comments: editor@whitworth.edu, 509-777-3248
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Adam Jackson

Chance Dupois
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Yeab) his facility is
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Carrie Crandall

Emily Hurlenek

Jllllior

Sophomore

campusbriefs ASWCroundup
at Whitworth

student government

ASWC positions available,
applications in the HUB

.. An amendment to the ASWC By-laws was passed ~tating that the ASWC secre
tary is required to update the By-laws within 24 hours of an amendment passing.

Applications for ASWC positions are due at 5 p.m.
this Friday at the ASWC desk upstairs in the HUB.
The positions available are: ASWC President,
Executive Vice President, ASWC Financial Vice
President, Off Campus Senator, Dorm Senator, Off
Campus Representative, Senior Class Coordinator,
Campus Activities Coordinator,
Intramurals
Coordinator, Special Events Coordinator, Outdoor
RecreatIOn Coordinator, Sports Events Coordinator,
Natsihi Editor, KWRS General Manager and
Whitworthian Editor-in-Chief. Contact Jackson
WilIiams for more Information at ext. 9983.

Whitworth combo wins at
·region~1 ja~z' festival :" "
The Whitworth Jazz Combo won first place and the
Jazz Ensemble took second place at the Lionel
Hampton Jazz Festival held Feb. 23-26 at the
University of Idaho. The Jazz Combo is composed of
semors Chris Parkin, Chris Teal and Erik HjeIt, junior
Brendan O'Melveny and sophomore Liz Pempe. The
ensemble from the University of Washington won first
place.

Internship applications due
on Friday for credit
All spring internship contracts are due this Friday
for students who desire credit for their internship. This
does not apply for religion or psychology pra~ticum
students. Contact Debbie Ide al ext. 3272 with any
questions.

Core 250 travel plans with
Baird in preliminary stages
AJan Term 2006 Core 250 informational meeting is
taking place this Wednesday at 4 p.m. in the Chapel.
Professor of Philosophy Forrest Baird is leading the
trip. Core 250 over Jan term is a unique way for students to fulfill the requirement. Information will be
available after the meeting from Kim Dawson in OffCampus Programs located in Alder Hall, room 219.
- Complied by Peter Burke

"Intramural Coordinator and senior Matt Duske said that the Loop may not be
available for Ultimate Frisbee after spring break as originally planned.
.. ASWC turned down a requisition for $2,000 for Pirate Idol emcees.
.. ASWC passed a reqUisition for $2,150 for a pornography addictIon awareness
program to be held this week. The founder of XXXchurch.com is coming to speak
on ~he dangers of pornography.

wo rid briefs/news ticker
Syrian .officials hand Execution of minors
over Husseins brother declared illegal
Syrian officials have handed Sabawi
Ibrahim aI-Hasan al-Tikrili, Saddam
Hussein's half-brother, over to Iraq's
government, ending the search for the
terrorist supporter. Iraq has been searching for Tikriti since 2003, in the "most
wanted" deck of cards issued by
American forces Tikriti who was the six
of diamonds. Syria has been under
strong. international pressure recenUy
and their cooperation in capturing this
fugitive is seen as an attempt to improve
their image.

In a close 5-4 ruling, the U.S. Supreme
Court declared that the execution of persons under the age of 18 is unconstitutional. This ruling eliminates future executions as well as taking 70 minors off
death row. across the United States. 1l1i~
ruling makes the United States one of the
last nations to end youth executions,
leaving only nations such as Pakistan,
China and Iran stilI legally carrying out
executions. The unconstitutionality is
based on the executions being considered
cruel and unusual.

China passes bill to Congo faces off
make invasion easier against local militia
The National People's Congress, the
parliament of China, is preparing to pass
a bllI that would make it easier for China
to invade in case Taiwan declares independence. China does not recognize the
independence of Taiwan and regards the
island as a renegade province. Taiwan
has never made a formal declaration of
independence, as China has a longstanding threat of invasion in place.
China has been increasing military
spending recently, but insists that they
are only seeking peaceful reunification.

Troops from the United Nations stationed in the Democratic Republic of
Congo have begun an offensive against
local militias, following the ambush
deaths of nine UN peacekeepers. UN
troops have retaliated with an altack that
killed more than 50 militia, a sign of the
UN taking a more serious line in dealing
with the disorder in the Congo. The UN
has around 13,000 peacekeepers in the
Congo, where they have been combating
unrest that stems from the 2002 civil war.

- Compi led by Gavin J amiesOIi

g ra peVine/humor
Bored this spring break?
Go visit some of these (real) attractions
just a sflOrt drive away...
.. The World's Lar&est Frying Pan
(Long Beach, Wash.)
.. The World's Largest Egg
(Winlock, Wash,)
.,. Dead Hydroplane Racer Memorial
(Coeur d' Alene, Idaho)

.... Walleye Capital of the World
(Umatilla, Ore.)
.... Brothel Museum
(Butte, Mont)
.... World's L'lfgest Talking Penguin
(Cut Bank, Mont.)
.... Champion Milk Cow Statue
(Carnation, Wash.)
.. The World's Largest Hairball
(St. Benedict, Ore.)

Courtesy of Roadsideamerica.com
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Middle (East) of debate
Christian Arab warns
'violence excretes'

( (/ sllpport Israel and the Jewish
people. IPe are 110t dangerous racists
lpho hate Arabs. "
-

leah Motz

Gary Oliver
ClmsllrllJ ZlOlIist

StafflVriter
Composed and aristocratic, Professor of Theology at
Columbia Biblical Seminary Nabcel Jabbour stood before the
assembled students and faculty gathered in the Weyerhaeuser
Teaching Theatre last Thursday night.
The role Muslim's played in the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist
attacks on the United States was lhe topic of his lecture. His
presentation was titled "Making Sense of 9/11llnd of Islamic
Fundamentalism" and centered on the Muslim view of the
event.
Whitworth Professor of Sociology Raja Tan as, a close
friend of Jabbour for 40 years, opened with a brief introduction of his friend and a simple prayer.
Jabbour's
experiences
with Muslim beliefs are
rooted in his background
and experiences of growing
up in Lebanon and then
spending 15 years in Cairo,
Egypt, as part of a missionary family.
Since 1991 Jabbour has
been traveling around the
world, coaching missionaries in their understanding of
Islam.
"He has quite a lot of
Professor Nabeel Jabbour speaks experience in Islamic doclast Thursday.
trines and studies," senior
Nathan Mesaros said. Mesaros worked with nine other individuals to secure Jabbour for Thursday's address.
Jabbour talked about his reaction to the Sept. 11 attacks in
New YOlk City.
"I was stunned, [ was shocked, [ was confused and I was
anxious," he Sllid. "Are they going to have the allitude 'I
don't want to pray for . Muslims anymore,' '(Do) I hate
them?'"
His speech described Islamic fundamentalists, the group
held responsible for the attacks.
"Islam and Islamic fundamentalism are strange phenomenas," Jabbour said.
Jabbour said fundamental [slam will never be stopped. He
made the analogy that they are like mosquitoes, with each
generation fought stronger than the last, adding that "violence excretes."
Jabbour said his goal is to transform the events that happened on Sept. 11 into a passion for the great commission
that Jesus gave all Christians.
One of his primary focuses was to impart the concept that
Muslims are highly attracted to Jesus and his teachings.
"Most Muslims see baggage and sin surrounding
Christianity," Mesaros said.
Muslims examine faith in much more in-depth ways than
they are often given credit for by most Americans.
The only way to reach Muslims is through diligent prayer,"
Jabbour said. "Will you be willing to commit yourself for the
rest of your life to holding God tight on behalf of the
Muslims?"

HAWAIIANS:
Continued from page 1

ural for studenls from the same
geographical area gravitate to
each other, Arndt said.
Not only is the strong bond and
connection important for the students from Hawaii when they
arrive at Whitworth, but it also
plays a strong role in attracting
Hawaiians to Whitworth in the
first place.
Whitworth alumni help keep
the connection with Hawaii
strong. They are particularly
effective in Honolulu, where they
are able to create a strong connection with prospective students, PCursich said.
"There was a strong recruitment process out of my high
school and six of my high school
classmates came \0 Whitworth
the same year as me," Arndt said.
After a visit from admissions

Edwards, Zionist
debate God's

view of Isreal

Christian Zionist Gary Oliver debates Professor of Religion Jim
Edwards last Wednesday.

Eric Fredriksen
Staff writer

ing Christianity.
"Supporting Jewish Zionism is
denying citizenship to Christians in
A biblically-based debate last Israel," Edwards said.
Christians are denied cilizenship
Wednesday between a Christian
Zionist and Professor of Religion in Israel along with most religious
Jim Edwards established clearly dif- groups, Edwards said.
Oliver strongly disagreed with
ferent points of view on Israel's purEdwards' statemenl.
pose.
"All people are given the right of
Christian Zionist Garry Oliver
said the Jewish people need a place citizenship," Oliver said.
[n Israel, Christians are allowed to
to call their own and feels that Israel
be citizens, Oliver said. They can
is the land chosen by God for them.
"I support Israel and the Jewish share their faith with Jews, but can't
people," Oliver said. '~We are not get married or give material away
for the purpose of tricking people
dangerous racists who hate Arabs."
Oliver
is
Pastor
and into Christianity.
Edwards f~ls that the Jews arc
Representative of Bridges for Peace, ,
a Jerusalem based organization not welcome in Israel because of
whose goal is to build relationships Pal~stinian relations. He compares
between Christians and Jews world- the current situation to other times
the Jews have been oppressed.
wide.
"It is unfathomable to me that the
Edwards gave an opposing viewpoint on the concept of Zionism, same people who are closed in by
walls by Nazi Germany are fencing
calling it an atheistic movement.
Oliver said that the Jews are God's in themselves in their own country,"
chosen people and should remain Edwards said, referring to the barrier Israel has constructed on pari of
Ihat way for eternity.
"God's gifts and callings are its border.
Oliver argued against this point
irrevocable," Oliver said.
adamantly.
Edwards had a different opinion.
"The wall is there for a purpose,"
"There is no passage in the Bible
(where) the re-establishment of the Oliver said. "Most Israelites would
like to get along with the
temple is important," Edwards said.
Edwards feels thai the whole Palestinians."
The wall is to keep terrorists out
.Zionistic movement is a "heresy"
that needs to be dealt with. Since of their country and since the wall
there is no biblical foundation of this has been raised, the amount of terbelief, he feels tnat the Jews should rorist attacks in Israel has declined
not have any special claim to inhab- dra!>tically, Oliver said.
Many students said the debate
it Israel.
Edwards feels support of the helped them beller understand the
Zionistic movement is in fact hurl- situation in Israel.

counselors, word got out at
Arndt's
high
school
that
Whitworth would be a good fit
for them, Arndt said.
"[ personally did nol speak to
the admissions counselors, but I
know that many of the students
who decided on Whitworth did,".
Arndt said.
Hawaii is known for its' family-oriented culture which influences the decisions prospective
students make when choosing a
college Pfursich said. Because of
the distance and cultural differences, students and their families
look for colleges that exemplify
the family atmosphere.
It is important for students to
know "they will be accepted,
they will have a place where they
can be nurtured," Pfursich said.
close-knit
group
of
A
Hawaiian students on campus
can end up creating misconceptions about the group's willingness to interact with others, Arndt
said.

"I think it's easy for people to
assume that students from
Hawaii are clique-ish," Arndt
said. "However, it's important
that people understand that we
just share a common bond that
helps us to adjust to the culture
shock here in Spokane and the
mainland in general."
Sophomore Erin Kimura notes
the
"instant
connection"
Hawaiian students share because
of their culture, which makes it
easy for them to understand one
another.
"We share the same culture
down to the lillIe things, how we
talk, food we eat," Kimura said.
Freshmen Kenshiro Uki agrees
that it is nice to have other
Hawaiians to interact with, but
said ultimately for him it did not
matter how many attended
Whitworth.
"It is always good to be able to
hang out with people that came
from the same place as me," Uki
said. "I can relate to them and

talk about what we miss from
home, for example the food and
the beach."
For Uki, dealing with the
change in weather has been quite
an experience.
"It is so cold and it snows
here,." Uki said. "People arc
telling me that this pa<;t winter
was mild, I fear what the weather
is going to be like next winter."
Junior Preston Lingaton and
Arndt agree the cold weather has
been one of the hardest adjustments to living in Spokane.
Arndt mostly misses "the
beaches, the warmth and my family," she said.
Although adjusting to Ihe drastic change in environment may
seem diHicult, Arndt said, "ii's
really the same for anyone who
wants to leave their hometown,
wherever that may be."
Kimura decided to all end
Whitworth because of the education program and her older brother, who attended Whilworlh, had

"[ thought it was great and very
informative"
seDlor
Matthew
Lincicum said.
One student took Edwards side
completely.
"I thought it was really helpful,"
senior Shane Gronholz said. "I think
that Zionism is heresy."
The concept of Zionism is more
than just an issue to discuss.
"[ believe Edwards was right in
saying theistic Zionism is wrong,
but I still think Israel has the right to
be a country and be the Jewish
homeland," sophomore and Cultural

1jltr 7JKIr./lVhtlworlmn.

Professor of Religion Jim Edwards argued
against a Zionist perspective of isreal.
Diversity Advocate Ed Black said.
"[ also believe that without
America's support, Israel could not
exist, but Israel should not be given
unconditional support and also stop
the racism against the Palestinians."
such a good experience, she said.
Kimura wanted to experience
new people, culture and weather.
Up until her arrival on campus,
Kimura had never seen nor
touched snow.
When she finally saw snow for
the fnst time Kimura "ran outside
barefoot in my pajamas; I was so
excited."
Adjusting to life in Spokane
may be difficult for some of the
Hawaiians at Whitworth, but
Pfurisch notes the value they
bring to campus.
"The Whitworth community is
enriched and blessed by the tradition of Ilawaiian students and
those who keep coming,"
pfursich said.
The Hawaiian Club will have
an opportunity to demonstrate
that long tradition when it hosts
the 35th annual Luau on April 2.
Club members will serve authentic Hawaiian food and perform a
Polynesian shoW afterwards,
Arndt said.
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Religion degree changes to theology
Bethany Monroe
Sarah Morgenthaler

The new major also gives students the opportunity 10
take four electives instead of two.
"It was pretty restrictive," Professor of Religion and
Staff writers
Philosophy James Edwards said of the old requirements.
Whitworth's religion major is being phased out. From "There was very little room for those who wanted to take
now on, students who enter the program will graduate with other classes."
The new major changes allow students to tailor their edua major in theology.
The major's name change better reflects the department's cation based on individual interests. Two new classes have
mission, Chaplain Terry McGonigal said.
been added to the department, including History of
"At most universities, religion is some kind of human Christianity II: Reform and Renewal Movements and
attempt to have an understanding of the divine," Christian Anthropology: Man and Woman in the Image of
McGonigal said adding that religion majors at other uni::,. God, a required class.
versities usually study a variety of religions objectively,
Paul's Letters and Religion in America were cut from the
McGonigal said, while Whitworth religion classes are major's requirements, but will still be offered as electives.
taught from a distinctly Christian perspective.
The department is also placing a greater emphasis on
"We're trying to take seriously what we believe to be Biblical languages by offering it as a new minor.
God's revelation in the scriptures and His revelation to
"This is a real innovation for us here at Whitworth,"
humans in the scripture," McGonigal said. "The focus is to Edwards said.
study theology rather than religion."
"We've never been as aggressive about biblical lanEach tenured department professor will be teaching one guages before ... it's the first time in our history that you
can do this."
of the required classes for the major, McGonigal said.
McGonigal feels that students will come to a more
For students considering enrolling in seminary, having a
rounded perspective by taking classes from each theology background in Greek and Hebrew is highly valuable,
professor at the college.
Edwards said.

>
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Security to add
cameras in lots
Six cameras in
parking lots by
September

Seniors majoring in religion will not be affected by the
changes, but all other current students who have already
declared a religion major have the option of keeping the
title or switching to theology.
Junior Chelsea Whitfield has already changed her major
from religion to theology.
"It sounds smarter," sophomore Whilfield said with a
laugh. "It sounds more politically correct."
Whitfield approves of the changes and points out that
"it's easier for people to get the degree now because two of
the upper level classes are being taken away."
Senior Kai Lau is a senior who cannot alter her religion
major, but embraces the changes within the program's
future.
"I really enjoy the change in the program, especially
thinking that I'm going to leave Whitworth," Lau said.
"Then I know that my friends here who are interested in
taking religious classes can fit them in and have a little
more room to lake classes they're interested in."
Unfortunately for theology majors, the changes do not
make students eligible for Washington slate scholarships.
Because of Washington's Constitutional interpretation of
the First Amendment, students majoring in religion or theology cannot receive slate funds.

ASWC:
Continued from page 1
resentatives for allotting funds to her programs.
"I wasn't expecting it; I needed $8,000 to finish
the year but I wasn't e:<pecting it," Reid said.
Many are fans of the on-campus entertainment.
"I thlllk it's been good to have opportunities for
students to have entertainment on campus," said
Lisa Fox, a junior and a Warren RA. "It's a great
way to have some fun without having to spend a lot
of money."
The unallocated fund is extra money that ASWC
has from student fees at the beginning of the school
year. ASWC Financial Vice President and senior
David Brush said Reid's cause is the right way for
ASWC to spend unallocated money.
Brush felt that the requisition passed because
unallocated funds are meant for helping in this kind
of situation.
."We, don't budget for large sums of unallocated
funds," he said. "We arc fortunate to be able to use it."

Brush hked the fact that Reid was getting more
money fo her events.
"Unallocated is there for the sake of clubs, groups
and individuals and restoring coordmator budgets
through people like Colette," Brush said.
The comedians and improv acts cost anywhere
from $2,000 to $2,400 per event and the movies cost
about $600 each, Reid said. The college has to pay
for travel expenses and accomodations for many of
the acts.
If Reid had been unable to secure funds to pay for
any of the last five acts at Half Past Nine, she would
have had to try ancr-reschedule the entertainers for
next year and cut into the activities budget in the fall.
This was becasue she had signed contracts with the
entertainers at the conference in the fall.
"We should have been better planned," Reid said
of her conference trip last November. "It was a huge
oversight. The upside is I can do my job and provide
entertainment for the campus."
Currently there is about $1,000 left in the unallocated fund, although Brush expects more money to
come in from extra stud~nt fees that come in every
semester based on changing enrollment at the college.

realize we have cameras on
campus," Fantasia said.
Security has wanted to put up
cameras for a long time, but
budget problems have kept this
on hold. In addition to cameras,
Fanta!>ia would also like to estabJessica Davis
lish a student worker program
Staff writer
that would allow for student
parking lot patrollers.
In response to 15 vehicle
"I am excited to see that stubreak-ins in the last year, ASWC dents saw we needed help," he
has paid -for three new security said. "That's what it takes, everycameras for parking lots (on- one contributing for the greater
campus) totalling $1,800.
good ... We'll put a stop to it and
Six of the break-ins have who knows, maybe get the peoyear is to conduct student preferoccurred since the end of ple who are responsible."
ence surveys and establish a proChristmas
break,
Security
gram to determine the amount of
The parking lots are not the
Continued from page 1
, traffic a specific food service proSupervisor leRoy Fantasia said.
only vulnerable places on camSecurity will be installing a mul- pus, Fantasia said. The computer than from the goal of creating a gram accounts for.
Currently Sodexho is looking at
tichannel digital video recorder, services department is looking to
community atmosphere for. the
which will be accessible on the install cameras in the computer students, staff and faculty of another food service outlet, which
may include Italian, Asian or an
Internet. This allows security to labs also.
Whitworth.
additional Sub Connection vendor.
check the cameras from any com"The
college
is
now
realizing
There is currently a shortage of
"This is exciting and it should
puter on campus and can keep attendants to oversee the labs.
that over the next fiye years it will
work out great for students,"
track of 16 cameras at once.
.
be
adding
100
to
200
students,
Security hopes that the cameras
O'Brien said.
"This increases our ability to in the computer labs will help to
another dorm and will have to
Sodexho is concerned about
respond quicker with the same secure those areas.
create some type of food service
the new food service program
response,"
Sodexho'
'General
number of people," Fantasia said: '
Th'e~e cameras come" from' a
producing enough volume to
Manager Jim O'Brien said.
Fantasia said that the number separate budget than ASWC
make the business worthwhile.
In, the past two years, Sodexho
of break-ins is not that unusual funds.
In order for a new food service
has
added
the
Freshens
Smoothie
compared to similar activity in
There are currently cameras in
program
to be approved for busiBar and a "grab and go" food
schools across the state.
ness at Whitworth, it has to be
front of Sodexho to oversee the
service
station
in
Weyerhaeuser
However, he did describe this cubbies and several in the bookHall. This is only the beginning
year as the "worst it's been since store.
of a plan to remodel the entire
I've been here."
"We need citizen involveCafe inea, O'Brien said.
Although Fanta~ia could not ment," Fantasia said. "It takes
One of the assessments
disclose the exact location of the involvement in the community."
Sodexho has done over the last
cameras, they would all be used
in public areas with no question
of privacy.
COllsidering an M,BA or Master of Accountancy degree?
"They arc part of the deter-
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• Master of Arts in Counseling
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approved by the Board of Trustees.
"The hope is that there is
something additional in the Fan
of 2005 ... more likely it will
coincide with the new dorm in
2006," O'Brien said.
[n the past, the area that is
occupied by Espres~o Delights
and the smoothie bar was created
as a "game room." The goal was
to set aside an area that would
promote community for student,
staff and faculty use.
lf the Board of Trustees agrees
on the decision to build a new
dorm on campus, they will then
consider the what food service
programs are needed based on
the number of students.
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Clean plates, relaxed back, no breakfast
Review of services listed on Pirate Bay proves
good service can be hard to come by.
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Above: A group of students dance at the Arend·spon.'
sored "Green with Envy" dance in the Cafe last
Saturday. The annual dance provided a chance for
students to set up their roommates on dales or just
dance with fnends.

N,,'r Qult/Whir.,.flh","

lBft: Seizing the opportuOily to show off their linedancing skills, a group of students do the "Electric
Slide"

No envy, some green, at Arend jig
Leah Robin
Staff writer

St Patrick's
Day didn't
coincide with
annual dance

Last Friday night the Cafe was
transformed by the roaming color of
disco balis, steam machines and
upbeat tunes. Students dressed in
green or in Irish attire and pulled
out their best dance moves, jazzing
up the dance floor.
DJ and junior Layne Stoops kept
the groove going with everything
from hip-hop to country.
"The Green with Envy dance is so
fun," said junior Jenna Williams,
who attended the dance her freshman year. "It was the first dance I
went to'at Whitworth."

Arend Hall's annual Green with holiday falls during Spring Break,
Envy dance was a huge hit, bringing the dance was moved up to an earliall the dorms
er date.
together.
The fact that it
"It's good to
wasn't actually S1.
see
the
Patrick's Day didalt was better than a high
Whitworth
n't stop people
school dance. There was 1I0t from
community out
celebrating
so much standing around.
and having fun
this Irish festivity.
together," said Everyone was havingjim ... " Roommates excitArend Senator
edly arranged blind
and sophomore
dates for each
Melissa Vanderwel,
Chad Boyer.
other, surpnslOg
frUhlllQfI
This Arend
them at the dance.
Hall tradition
Freshman
was originally a
Melissa Vanderwel
celebration of
attended the dance
St. Patrick's Day, but- because the with sophomore Ben White. White's

roommate set the two - who have
dance class together - up without
White's knowledge.
Vanderwel enjoyed the variety of
dance styles - from line dancing to
swing.
"It was beller than a high school
dance," she said. "There was not so
much standing around. Everyone
was having fun and doing their own
thing."
But from the happy looks on people's faces, envy seeme~ nowhere in
sight. Everyone just had a good time
with friends, dancing the night away
until the clock struck twelve.
"This dance is a great entertainment venue," Boyer said. '

Gender week to grow 'empathy for other side'
Erika Prins
Staff writer

Gender Awareness Week - an
event tackling issues ranging from
pornography to the gender of God
- started yesterday and will continue through the rest of the week.
"I'm not so sure I'll agree with a
lot of the things (the presenters during Gender Awareness Week) will
say, but I'm interested to hear what
their opinions or their stances are,"
junior Hannah Kimball said.
Aware that some students are
wary of the topic, junior and
Women in Society Everywhere
leadership team member Maren
Haynes encourages students to
"step out of (their) comfort zone."
"I think one thing that's important is to leave your judgments
behind and see what you can learn
from the events," Haynes said.
WISE, along with ASWC and
the Student Life Department, are
sponsoring Gender Awareness
Week to raise awareness about gender-related issues.
"WISE and myself have been
kind of the point people," Assistant
Director of Student Life Dayna
Coleman said.
Coleman hopes the Whitworth
community will think closely about
the issues presented throughout the
lectures and discussions by "really
picking it apart and having (gender
awareness) be the conversation for
the week."
WISE aims to increase education
And communication about gender
issues on campus.
"A big part of our mission statement is promoting awareness and
education to the campus specifical-

Iy," senior Denise Burningham,
who represents WISE on the committee
organizing
Gender
Awareness Week said.
Although not everyone will
agree on issues of gender,
Burningham and Haynes believe
the topic of gender shOUld matter to
everyone.
"I think this should be a relevant
topic to everyone whether it's just
for storing it in our knowledge base
for marriage, parenting, dealing
with these issues in the long term,
or for dealing with them immediately," Haynes said.
Burningham wants to be "sure
that this reaches to men as well and
that it not just be about women."
Coleman hopes to raise awareness across genders in order to better community on campus.
"We assume that we know an
awful lot about the other gender. I
don't think we have a lot of empathy for the other side," Coleman
said ..
Freshman Hunter Ditzler is
interested in learning about both
women's and men's issues.
"I think it will be reaily interesting," Ditzler said. "U's disappointing that 'The Psychology of
Women' and 'Wild at Heart (An
Exploration
or
the
Male
Stereotype), arc at the same time,
because I'd like to go 10 both."
Burningham attributes problems
related to gender to "a lack of education and people being closed
minded."
"It's important to be challenged
as students and think about different perspectives and I don't think
we let ourselves do that enough,"
Burningham said.

Scheduled Events
Tuesday, March 8
Noon: HUB Conference Room B
"My Journey With Title IX".
3 p.m.: HUB Cafe
The Psychology o~ Women
3 p.m.: HUB Conference Room B
Wild at Heart: an Exploration of the Male
Stereotype.
7:00 p.m.: HUB Cafe
Performance, Gender and Pop Culture
9:30 p.m.: Arend Lounge
What Gender is God? What does the Bible
teach us about Gender?

Wednesday, March 9
Noon: HUB Conference Room B
Sexual Harassment: What is it, how does
one deal with it, and what's Whitworth's
policy?
4 p.m.: HUB Cafe
Hilary in 2008: Can a woman be elected
President?
7 p.m.: Arend Lounge
Gender Roles Within A Marriage.
9:30 p.m.: Warren Lounge
Gender and Sex: What you Should Consider
if You're Thinking About Having Sex
Outside of Marriage.

In Her Shoes: An educational game based
on the lives of various women who are in
violent relationships.
3 p.m.: HUB Cafe
Gender as Culture: One of the most helpful
and least blaming ways to look at gender is
through the lens of culture.
7 p.m.: WISE Theme House
View Excerpts from the DVD "Vagina
Monologues" .
9:30 p.m.: Boppell Lounge
I'm a Senior and I'm not in a Significant
Relationship- Now What am I to do?

Friday, March 11 '
Noon: HUB Conference Room B
Effects of Eating Disorders on Both Men
and Women
All Day: HUB
Display of student's writing about "What
does it mean to be a Man ... What's it mean
to be a Woman"

Thursday, March 10
Noon: HUB Conference Room B
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Experiences, not age, matter
Question:
Dear sarcastic sage,
i was wOl/dermg if you could help me out with a problem i was haveillg. i was oul wllh my girlfriel/d the olher
da)~ alld i made a causuall/ remark about how hot that
J6yr old girl was siumg a few seats dOWII from me. she
freaked out and Marled cryillg and Tall out of the Ihealer
yelling how much she hales me. now, it soumis bad, bul
she really does it all/he time, but this time it was a little
worse thall normal. so my questioll to you is, what
should i do? a1ld If you have time, is it agaillst the law
for mealld a J6yr old?"
-Sillsearly, lost wit/lOut a calise
Answer:
Wow, we've got a live one here. A live one that apparently uses the same spell checker that "Confussed" used a
couple weeks ago. "Haveing?" "Sinsearly?" "CASUALLU" Seriously now, how do you screw up the word
"casual" so much that you add two extra I's to it? You
must be like the younger version of Robert De Niro's
character in "Awakenings," only your hands shake more.
Now, as for your question, it's obviously fake. First of
all, let's face the facls. You don't have a girlfriend. Odds
are, you never will. You'll most likely end up starting a
Michael Bolton fan club Web site that you will be the
webmaster of until you die a lonely, lonely death at the
age of 32, when you finally cat one 100 many packing
peanuts, regardless of everyone's claims that they are

actually not, in fact, edible.
If there really was a girl that ran out of the theater
~creaming, it was most likely due solely 10 the fact that
you were speaking to her. I seriously doubt that what you
said made any difference at all.
However, the question about age is, surpnsingly, a
decent one. Of course, "is it against the law for me and a
16yr old?" isn't really a comple[e thought (I guess that
would be asking a little much), &0 I'm going to complete
the sentence with "to date."
If you had anything else in mind (and I do mean anything), the answer is firm and resounding "YES" on sheer
grounds of creepiness and the fact that I don't want that
image in my head. I don't care what the law actually says.
However, the issue of age differences in dating can cause
some problems in college. Since we're just talking about
dating, legality doesn't really come mto play, but nonetheless people still have concerns about appropriateness.
So how wide is too wide of an age gap? My answer is:
it depends (somewhere Ron Pyle is smiling). When we get
out of college and out into the (God help us) real world,
age difference is going to start mattering less and less.
When you get right down to it, the actual numerical difference in your ages really doesn't mean anything. What
does matter is, for lack of a beller term, life experience.
When we get out into the world, we all have some
immediate common ground: Most of us will have to deal
with a lot of the same things like finding a job, paying
bills, and doing something with our lives. While we're

Sta

(

still in school, though, a couple of years can mean worlds
of difference in experience. Think about yourself as a high
school junior and then think about yourself now. Odds
are, you're much different, and that person that you're
thinking about dating will probably be much different in a
couple years too.
So, generally speaking, I'd say that college-college
relationships arc probably OK. Once you get here, you've
got enough common ground to form a relationship.
As for college-high school relationships, I'll just say be
careful. There are certainly high school students that are
capable of maintaining that kind of relationship and there
arc many more that aren't.
Often it can look fine on paper, but when you get right
down to it those two or three years make you much older
than he or she is.
Then again, sometimes the gap isn't nearly as wide as
the numbers make it look. 11 all depends.
Oh, and if the person spells "sincerely" with an "s"
and seems exceedingly concerned about the legality of
your actions together, you should probably run away
screaming.
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-Sarcastic Sage
If you have any questiolls, queries or inquiries for the
Sarcastic Sage, feel free to send the sage all e-mail at
sarcasticsage@hotmail.com. You may request to remain
anollymous if you would like.
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Camp jobs hard, but rewarding
,
t

Camps from across
America host fair
Shannon Blackburn
Staff writer
Winter is disappeanng faster than the little
remnants of snow-piles in the parking lots and
spring has hit Whitworth with little surprise.
With all this fabulous sun shine and 60-degreeplus weather, students arc reminded that the
end of the"semester is just around the corner.
And the end of classes means the start of summer jobs.
"I can't believe the school year is almost
over, though I haven't had time to think about
it yet. I'm too worried about school and getting
to the summer alive," junior Erin Tebay said.
Last Thursday Career Services made finding
a job a tad easier for some students. A camp
fair was held in the Hixson Union Building
with representatives from Bellingham, Wash.,
Canon Beach, Ore., Santa Cruz, Calif., and all
the way from Richmond, Ind.
"I highly recommend a summer camp job,"

sophomore Rachael Erickson said.
Erickson worked at Ghormley Meadow
Christian Camp this past summer.
"Not only did I learn how to rock climb,
kayak, ropes course management as well as
CPR and first aid training, I got paid to hang
out with kids, have three meals a day and a
place to stay for the summer," Erickson said.
While the pay is not always that grcat- Lake
Wenatchee YMCA Camp pays counselors
between $25 and $35 dollars a day - the payoffs arc priceless.
"The job definitely doesn't pay that much,
but the staff really shouldn't be there if they
arc there for the money," sophomore Devan
Lewis of Central Washington University ~aid.
Lewis has worked at Lake Wenatchee
YMCA camp for two years.
"The best part about the job is seeing the
smiles on the campers' faces and knowing that
they had a fun experience. This is an awesome
job if you love children," Lewis said.
Some of the responsibilities include lifeguarding, taking charge of a group of children
for 24 hours-a-day, six-days-a-week, ensuring
that they arc accounted for, healthy and having
fun for weeks at a time.
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Mark Nottle from Camp Arnold talks to freshman
Cory Marshall about summer job opportunities at
camps at last Thursday's Summer Camp Fair.

Ghormley Meadow Christian Camp employee and sophomore Jessie Bloom also did
housekeeping duties such as cleaning all the
bathrooms everyday and preparing the camp
for incoming groups on top of lifeguarding and
helping out at the water-ski camp.
Students interested in a job at a summer
camp and who would like more information
can contact Debbie Ide at extension 3272.
There arc also information packets located in
the Career Service office.
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Scene
personal PirateBay review

License plates cleaner, masseuse all online
Megan Rieger
Staff writer
ood service is hard to gel these days. I discovered
this unforgiving truth as I reviewed the services
offered on PirateBay.
Among the several services listed on PirateBay was a
buzz cut from sophomore Adam Jones. But since I was
unable to enlist a male 10 be the recipient, I decided to
skip that review. Instead, I worked hard to test-pilot
license plate cleaning, breakfast in
bed and a massage.

G

Shiny license plates

watch and had a hard time taking it seriously.
"Js this thing for real? It just seems so weird," Tucker said.
I'd like to say I'd be happy to give up $12 to get my
plates detailed, but I guess I just don't care enough about
my car (or lack thereof). ZC Plate Cleaning Services' Web
site (htlp://www.thiswasfree.info/platesl) lists the wrong
phone number to contact, but it did tell me more than I
ever knew about TLC for license plates.

Breakfast in bed
,

HIts tOllgh becallseyo" call
spend hOJirs scrllbbing a license
plate, thinkmg its a stain or
blemish. Come to find Ollt it's
a paint chip. It can be
friis/rating. "

I originally contacted sophomore Tom
Dionne aboul his PirateBay advertisement for breakfast in bed over the threeday weekend. When I did not receive a
reply, I assumed he and his fellow breakfast buddies were out of town. That didn't bother me. Six phone calls, four emails, and almost two weeks later, I
finally determined their schedules and
mine would not allow me the luxury of a
gourmet morning meal.

Senior Zach Clausen posted an ad
for "ZC Plate Cleaning Service," a
business three years in the running.
"It's tough because you can spend
hours scrubbing a license plate, thinking it's a stain or blemish," Clausen
explained. "Come to find out it's a
lach Clausen,
paint chip. It can be frustrating.'"
'Soft spots' massage
SCIIIO/'
Clausen gave my request for
plate cleaning to Pete Hamre, his
The PirateBay service I was more satisemployee. I confirmed a time and
tied with was the massage from freshman
day with Hamre over e-mail when
Ryan Crooks. He really knows those soft spots. It was awkhe would meet up with this reviewer (myself), my friend, ward to begin with. I was nervous about gelling a back masher car, and a Whitworthian photographer. Hamre did not sage from a guy I dldn'. know. But as I sat in the Arend
come, however, and since he had never given me his lounge With Crooks' heat-pad hands rubbing out the sorephone number, I was unable to contact him.
ness in my shoulders, I relaxed and managed to enJoy
Clausen could not be reached, so I e-mailed Hamre to myself. Maybe staring at the 'No Fear' Sobe drink dispenser
reschedule. Apparently, Hamre did not know directions for 30 minutes prompted me to take on the same attllude.
and did not ask for them from Clausen or myself.
Crooks was not taught how to massage, and is certainHowever, we were able to reschedule for the next day.
ly not licensed, but hi!. low prices give students an ,Ivenue
My hunt for a car in need of a cleaning led me to junior to relieve their compounding tenl>ion and stre~s. As
Aly Tucker's 2000 Audi. Her car had been treated to a car- Crooks said, "I pretty much just wing iL" But he 'wlOgS
wash only three times this school year. But most impor- it' well, that 1 can personally affirm.
tantly, her license plate gives tribute to both swampNear the beginning of .the year, Crooks gave 10 to 15
dwelling reptiles and her name - it reads AlygSrr.
massages a week to friends. His popular service :Vas also
Tucker found the cleaning process entertaining to in demand at Arend's massage prime time.

SE RVEspotlighf/serVant of the month
Alise Delzell
Staff writer
Junior Jeff Hunter has been chosen for the Servant of the
Month Award.
Since coming to Whitworth, Hunter has volunteered for a
number of organizations. He has helped build houses with
Habitat for Humanity, volunteered in the children's cancer
unit at Deacone~s Hospital and is a mentor in the Big Brothers
of America program.
Hunter has also spent time volunteering for En Christo and
Cup of Cool Water, two ministry programs associated with
WhitWOlth.
He is continuously looking for ways to volunteer and raise

I

('
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ZC Plate Cleaning Service employee Pete Hamre scrubs the dirt
off Junior Aly Tucker's 2000 Audi.

"J give alI kinds of massages: back, head and calf massages. I give pretty much everything except bull massages,"
Crooks said. And he will use lotion if his client so desires.
Expect to smell like sweet pea ... that's his preference.
J can only hope there will be a follow-up review so I
can get compensated for another massage.
And I still want 10 order a fruit crepe from the breakfast-in-bed boys. I'll take that with a side of fresh strawberries please!

- - - - LocaJIy Owned and Operated - - - -

~

community awareness, even going so far as to spend the past
two years growing his hair for Locks of Love.
This organization takes donated hair of at least 10 inches in
length and makes them into wigs for children suffering from
hair loss due to alopecia, severe burns and cancer.
Congratulations to Hunter and all his future endeavors.
If you are interested in any these volunteer opportunities or
would like to know more about getting involved in your community, contact SERVE at 777-4553.
This award is given by the SERVE. coordinator and the
service-learning department at Whitworth.
SERVE would like to thank our sponsor, Didier'S, who has
donated a gift certificate to Hunter on his achievement.

attractionsdistracfions/thiS week

Games and ~ to Gamet

Warhammer
CGGs
RIC cars. Boats and Planes

Alrsoft

Balsa Wood

Models
Trains
Kites

Mon to Sat 10-7 Sun 12-5

Open 'til 9 on Frl for garners
(509) <t65-3267

9324 North Division

Heritage Village at the "Y.

cityhighlighfs
in Spokane
Take the 'Plunge'
"The Urban Plunge," a spring break service project, will provide an opportunity for students to get
a firsthand look at an urban, diverse community.
Students will travel to Tacoma, Wash., to visit a
Cambodian church, shadow students at a high
school, -and tutor children at an after-school program. They will also spend a fun day at the end of
the trip in Sealtle.
The cost is estimated at approximately $100 for
food and others expenses.
The Urban Plunge group will depart Whitworth
at 11 a.m. Ihis Saturday and return March 20 at
approximately 3 p.m.
For more information or to sign up, contact
SERVE at ext. 4533.

B.B. King performs
MTNA Piano Competition
MUSIC ReCital Hall
8a.m.

Great DeciSions Lecture
Teaching Theatre
7:30 p.m.
Social Security Forum
Chapel

Mid-term grodes due

Blues legend B.B. King will perform at the
Spokane Opera House March 16 at 7:30 p.m.
Ticket costs range from $39.50-49.50
For more information call 325-SEAT or visit
www.ticketswest.com.

Sting, Phantom Planet

7 p.m.
Half Past Nine - Ocean's 12

Spokane Softball Assoc. &
Olympic Team Meeting
Fieldhouse
7:30 a.m.

Spring break beglnsl

Sting will be playing at college campuses and
and venues not included on his previous tours
with his"Broken Music Tour."
The stripped-down tour will feature Sting on
bass in a four-piece band, that will include his
longtime band mate Dominic Miller.
Phantom Planet will open for the show, which
will be in the Spokane Arena's Star Theatre Apritl
4 at 8 p.m.
Tickets arc $37-59 and can be purchased by calling 325-SEAT or visiting www.ticketswest.com.

Hawaiian Club Lu'au
The 35th annual Hawaiian Club Lu'au will be
April 2 in the Fieldhouse at 5 p.m.
In addition to the entertainment, there will be
authentic I lawai ian food and other products on sale.
-Compiled by Klltie Shaw

Stan's

••••••••••••••

.. On campus
.. Open M-Th: 7:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.,
Fri: 7:30 a.m. 104:30 p.m., Sat: 12 to 3
p.m., Sun: 5:30 to 8:30 p.m .
.. Price of 12 oz. laUe: $2.25
.. Convenient location, Hex dollars
Mall MoOrt/lI'b,/Wo,INan

•••••••••••••••••

•
••

.. 0.42 miles from campus
.. Open M-F: 6 a.m. to 8 p.m.,
Sat: 7 a.m. 10 8 p.m., Sun: 8:30
a.m. to 8 p.m.
"Price of 12 oz. latte: $2.50
.. Cozy and cute, great for an
afternoon of studying or catching
up with a friend. .
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~
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• •••••

•••
•
•
••

•

The

Scene
Katie Turner
Jen Morris
Staff writers
et's face it, when it comes to the coHee scene, it's easy to get
bored when you always visit the same old places. Whether it's for
studying or socializing, a favorite coffee !>hop is a must. We've
checked out some of the local cafes with hopes of inspiring you to try
somewhere new.

L

Encore
If you're tired of being on campus but don't have wheels to take you
to a new and different study spot, you may want to check out Encore.
Less than half-a-mile from campus, this small and charismaltc cafe
offers a great change in scenery from the library or Stan's.
Recently remodeled, the restaurant now caters specifically to
Whitworth studenls.
"We wanted il to be magnetic," owner Jan Brandvold said. "It's fun
to be part of the Whitworth neighborhood."
Magnetic it is. The trendy decor and welcoming arrangement nlllke
for a perfect close-to-campus getaway.
Encore offers an array of soups, salads and sandwiches in addition to
its well-known coffee drinks and ice cream smoothies. Also on the
menu are baked goods and special teas hand-picked by the owner.
Soon to be added to the wide list of choices will be $1 snacks, such
as pretzels and crackers, available everyday after 4 p.m.
For its paying customers, the cafe provides free wireless Internet.

Seattle's Best Coffee
!

If you're looking to gel a little farther from campus, head over to the
new Seattle's Best Coffee in the Norlhgate Borders. The bookstore/coffeeshop used to be a Borders Cafe, but just recently changed to the
Seattle chain.
Another newly-renovated addition to North Spokane, this coffee shop
almost has the feel of a Starbucks, but the cafe has a comfortable mood
all its own. Seattle's Best provides its customers with an open and'
roomy atmosphere thaI doesn'l leave anyone feeling crowded for space.
"I like the way its set up - it's comfortable and trendy," sophomore
Jennifer Zaremba said. "They did a good job of opening it up from the
way it used to be."
Although the coffee is good and the setup is great, Borders may provide for a little too much distraction if you're trying to study. This cafe

is great for chatting in, but may not be your best option for hard-core
cramming.

'.

:..

Pleasant Blends
A quieter option may be Pleasant Blends. It is located in the Heritage
North business center on the Newport Highway.
As you cnter the cozy coffee shop, you will be reminded that you are
not in Starbucks. The hardwood floors have been painted to look like a
large "rug." The rest of the floor is covered in both humorous and sentimental drawings, proverbs and stories, which have been wnlten with
permanent marker. One section of the floor reads, "Here is where the
love of my life told me he wanted to marry me."
Pleasant Blends provides a much more hospitable environment than
the average coffee shop.
"This is so un-Starbucks," said sophomore Ana Avila. "It's more personal."
The shelves behind the counter are lined with rows of coffee, teas
and syrups.
"We have 80 teas and 40 different kinds of coffee," owner Debbie
Johnson said.
You can order a French-press coffee or their specialty, a tea-lalle,
which is honey and dark tea with steamed milk.
"We can pretty much do everything anybody can dream up," Johnson
said.
•
You will never have to deal with an irritable barista trying to rush
you through a line, because Johnson helps you make all those little
decisions about your drink - whether you want it hot or cold, wet or
dry.
The quiet cafe offers a haven for those who enjoy studying in a lowkey atmosphere. Plush couches, large tables, and free wireless internet
access welcome students.
"It's not about selling the product, it's about providing an atmosphere," Avila said.
If the atmosphere doesn't entice you, maybe the daily 10 percent student discount on all drinks will encourage you to try Pleasant Blends.
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New Starbucks
Those who prefer the Starbucks' tradition should visit the company's
new location at the corner of llawthorne and Nevada, which opened in
January.
Like the Starbucks at the "Y," it features a drive-up window, as well
as room inside to sit and sip your coffee.
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Starbucks

••
•

•
•
••

~0.9

miles from campus
daily: 5 a.m. - 10 p.m.
~Price of 12 oz. lalte: $2.40
~ Newly opened in the strip mall
at the corner of Nevada and
Hawthorne.
~Open
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SeaHle's Best

Coffee
-,..1 mile from campus
-"'Open Sun-Thurs: 10 a.m. to 9 p.m., Fri:
10 a.m. to 10 p.m., Sat: 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
-,.. Price of 12 oz. laUe: $2.55
-"'Spacious and comfortable, great for
conversation but a little too distracting for
any serious learning to take place.
'---_ _..---_ _.......,,,.---______.._----1
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~~~~Starbucks
,.

"

-,..1.2 mdes from campus
-"'Open daily: 5 a.m. - 11 p.m.
-,.. Price of 12 oz. laUe: $2.40
-,.. Mellow seating area, drive thru
window for on-the-go caffiene
boosts.
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: When you don't have lime to sit down for a cup of cof• fee, drive-up coffee stands can be a speedier option.
: Here's a list of coffee spots ncar campus:

••

: Second Wind Espresso
"1413 N. Newport Hwy
-,..0.74 miles from campus
• -"'M-Th: 5:30 a.m. to 7 p.m., Fri: 5:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.,
Sat: 6 a.m. to 9 p.m., Sun: 7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
~ 12 oz laUe: $2.00

Just Brew It

~9420 N Newport Hwy
"1.29 miles from campus
~ M-F: 5 a.m. to 6 p.m., Sat: 6 a.m. to 7 p.m., Sun: 7
a.m. to 5 p.m.
"12 oz laUe: $2.50

Bean Me Up II
• -,..12021 N Division Sl.
.,..1.42 miles from campus
.,.. M-F: 5 a.m. to 7 p.m., Sat. and Sun: 7 a.m to 6 p.m.
,.12 oz laue: $2.25

Gretchen's Coffee Co .

.. 10505 N Division st.
.. 0.27 miles from campus
.. Weekdays: 5 a.m to 6 p.m., weekcnds: 6 a.m to 5 p.m.
• ,..12 oz laUe: $2.25

•
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•

Pleasant

Blends
... 1.29 miles from campus
~Opcn Mon-Fri: 7 a.m. to 5 p.m; Sat:
8:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
~ Price of 12 oz. laUc: $2.40
.. Comfortable and inviting, great for
those who enjoy a good cup of coffee or
want to study.
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Baseball beats up Pacific
Danny Pecka's grand slam helps
Whitworth split four game set.Sports,

11

Men's tennis
sweeps weekend
Sara Morehouse
Staff writer
Over the course of 24 hours, the Whitworth men's tennis team won
thn'e conference matches last weekend.
Last Friday the Pirates traveled to Pacific University where they
won easily 7-0. Whitworth considered the match a warm-up for the
weekend since Pacific was the weakest team in the conference.
Last Saturday morning, they faced Lewis and Clark College, which
_
turned out to be a slightly greater challenge.
"I thought they were going to be good, but they were better than I
thought," Coach Mike Shanks said.
They won 5-2, but not without a battle. Senior Chad Dierickx and
freshman Ed Anegon won the first set of doubles 8-4 and soph?more
Michael Carlson along with freshman Scott Donnell won the third set
of doubles 8-3.
After the team lost the firl>t two singles 6-2, Anegon turned the
malch around by winning two of his singles 6-4 and 6-0.
"Mike [Carlson] and I had to step it up in the singles," Donnell said.
"I tried to focus, but it was hard with everyone watching."
Carlson won in the third set with scores of 6-3 and 6-4, and Donnell
clinched the win in the number six singles 6-0 and 6-1.
Due to a tight schedule, the Pirates played all their singles matches
first to make sure they aU fit in, which they won 5-1. The match win
of 6-1 was sealed in the first and second doubles. The third doubles
was canceUed due to the night fall.
These wins place them at 4-1 in the conference. Shanks says that·
this is one of the best teams he has ever coached.
The Pirates play Whitman this Friday and Eastern Washington
University this Saturday. Over spring break they will travel to
Cahfornia for three non-conference matches, two of which are against
NAIA teams.
.

Runners turn out.good
performance in meets
Katy Clark

time of 13.31 second and freshman
Kristen Dormaier finished fourth
with a time of 13.46 seconds.
Competing in their first official
Dormaier also placed second
outdoor meet of the season, the in the women's long jump with a
track and field team jumped out distance of 4.86 meters.
quickly in the annual Linfield
The men had good showing 10
IceBreaker last Friday and the nO-meter hurdles with a first
Saturday in McMinnville, Ore.
place performance by freshman
The Pirates had a good show- Benjamin Spaun and another by
ing, with five Pirate athletes plac- senior Austin Richard in shot put.
ing first in their events and severSchwarz expects his team to
al more placing within the top perform well this season. His
three.
goals for the team this year, athDespite being the first meet of letically, are to win conference
the outdoor season, athletes for both the men and the women.
could begin qualifying for con"Every year we do well in runference and nationals playoffs
ning and are in the top few
this past weekend.
schools, but this year we have a
"First meets are always signifireally strong chance on the
cant," Coach Toby Schwarz said.
women's side because we're even
Not only is it the first opportunity
stronger than last year," he said.
for people to qualify for conferSchwarz said the men's side
ence and nationals, it allows us to
has the possibility to win and he
see where people are at."
would not be surprised if they
Senior Elaine Heinemann
did, but their chances aren't as
placed first in the women's strong as the women's to win a
I,SOD-meter with a final time of conference title.
4:49.67 while the women's 400"The important thing is for this
meter relay team also came in team to be healthy," he said.
first.
"Things can happen if this team
In the women's 300-meter stays healthy."
steeplechase, freshmen Emily
The track and field team will
Hurd beat out the competition, , compete this Friday and Saturday
including five other Pirates.
at the NCAA Division III Indoor
In the 100-meter dash senior Nationals at Illinois Wesleyan, in
Nicole Brown finished third with a Bloomington, 111.

Staff writer
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Freshman leah Vaughn returns the ball during a doubles match last Friday's match against Pacific Unlverslty.

Tennis takes three
Jennifer Zaremba
Staff writer

.. ,

The women's tennis team could not have asked
for a better weekend in Spokane. The sun shone
brightly last Friday and Saturday as the Pirate
women swept three opponents at home.
Last Friday afternoon they beat Pacific
University 9-0 and last Saturday they beat Lewis
and Clark College 7-2 and George Fox University
9-0.
Standing out for the Pirates last weekend was
their No.1 singles player, senior April Brast, who
won all three of her singles' ·matches.
"We did very awesome," Brast said. "Our mentality was there, our teamwork was there, and
everything just really came together. Everybody
really brought on their aggressiveness Ihis weekend and played great."
Last Saturday against GFU, firast was joined by
freshman Leah Vaughn in a doubles match that

they won 8-5. Brast and sophomore Katie Troxell
lost their doubles match Saturday to Lewis and
Clark 5-8.
After starting out the season 0-2, the Pirates
turned things around and are now 3-2 in conference play. Returning all of it's players from last
year while adding four freshmen, the team has a
mix of experienced players and newcomers.
"This team is just so different from years past.
We are already doing so much better than last
year. I think we are all pretty happy with where
we're at," Brast said.
The women will continue with conference play
as they travel to Walla Walla, Wash., this Saturday
to play Whitman College. They will then head to
California for non-conference matches over
spring break.
"We have already made it flur goal to place high
at conference this year," Brast said. "This is an
exciting year having everyone back from last
year's team. We all really encourage one another
and I think that is going to make the difference."

5 Days left until
Selection Sunday
See our blind staff picks
on who will win it all and
who will shake up the
bracket.
.. See page 12
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Bucs' bats fuel victories
,

'J

Jeff Hunter

pitcher to load the bases. A monster shot hit over the right field
fence by senior Danny Pecka
drove in four runs and put the
Pirates up by five.
The Ducs continued their
domil1<1llce and stretched their
lead to 9-1 in the sixth inning
before the Boxers clawed their
way back in the seventh. Pacific
scored Ihree in the seventh with
a pair of runs coming off a
homerun by Matt Hendryx. The
Boxers put up another three runs
in the ninth inning before
Whitworth junior pitcher Trevor
Sheffels came in to strike oul
Mark Sailo for the 10-7 win.
Game two of the doubleheader found Whitworlh down for the
first few innings as Pacific was
leading 4-3 in the lop of the fifth.
The Boxers wasted a number of
chanee." and left nine men on
base, which, coupled with errors,
would come back to haunt them
as the Bucs went 011 a tear, putting four unearned runs on the
board in the sixth.
Senior centerfielder Kyle

Staff writer

IJ"r
Senior outfielder Danny Pecka hits during last Saturday's agamst Pacific. Pecka
drove In ulght runs in three games for the Bues.

The men's baseball team started off its 2005 Northwest
Conference season with twodoubleheaders, two wins and two
losses this past weekend, pulling
them up 2-1 in conference play.
Saturday and Sunday featured
two home games apiece at
Merkel Field against Pacific
University.
In the first game on Saturday,
Whitworth scored five runs in
the first inning alone. After a
double by senior infielder Daniel
Gebbers drove in first baseman
Todd PhilJips, junior Nick
Froman reached first on an error
by the Boxers shortstop. A double steal attempt by Gebbers and
Froman put Froman on at second
base while Gebbers was thrown
out at third.
Designated hitter senior Kyle
Henderson drew a walk and senior catcher Jason Martin got
plunked by the Boxers' starting

Snell wenl deep with a two-run
shot in the eighth completing
Whitworth's
sweep
of
Saturday's games with a score of
12-4. Sheffels, having earned the
save in the first game, gave up
only two hits in fOllr shutollt
innings to earn the win.
Sunday's doubleheadCl at
Merkel Field MIW another sweep.
Bul this time Ihe outcome went
against Whitworth as Pacific's
starting pilcher, Adam Azril,
threw a five-hit complete game.
Striking out six Bucs, Azril sent
down Ihe final nine Whitworth
baiters in order.
The Pirates briefly led in the
fifth inning, having scored two
unearned rllns to go lip 3-1, but'
Pacific lied the game in the sixth
lind then put the game away in
the ninth on the second home
run of the series by Mall
Hendryx. Whitworth's Ben
McCracken allowed only three
runs through 6.2 innings but
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See BUeS .. page 12

Softball falls flat on squeakers Freshfllan
Andrew Dolan
Staff writer

Pirates drop
three of four at
Unfleld by

one run

After starting the season 4-0,
Whitworth's softball team has fallen to
5-3 following tough weekend at Linfield
College in McMinnville, Ore.
After Whitworth came out strong III the
beginning of both games in a Saturday
doubleheader, the Wildcats charged back
to win both games 3-2 and 2-] .
Last Sunday was a different story, however, when Whitworth battled to a 3-2 victory in their fourth and final game of the
weekend after losing 1-0 earlier that day.
"Every single one of these games
could've gone either way," junior firstbasemen Amanda Norwood said.
All four games against Linfield were
decided by one run.
In game one, Whitworth took a 2-0
lead in the second on senior Alana Klaus'
home run over the left-center field fence.
The Wildcats cut the deficit to 2-1 when
Klaus walked home pinch runner
Stephanie Rice from third. In the
Wildcats' fourth, Shelly Steinke evened

the conlest with a RBI single that plated
Bethany Dobie. Linfield eventually went
on to win 3-2.
Norwood's RBI base hit in the fourth put
the Pirates in front 1-0 in game two. senior
Patti Stranger scored after Norwood tapped
a bloop single to right field, but it wasn't
enough as Linfield would eventually come
from behind to win 2-l. The win was courtesy of a walk off double Shelly Steinke in
the bottom of the scveqth.
•...
In game one on Sunday, junior pilcher
Jo Sonnet! limited the WIldcats to four
hits with three strikeouts. After the
Wildcats scored the game's lone run,
Sonnett gave way to Klaus, who held
Linfield without a hit the rest of Ihe way.
Senior outficJder Holly Hayden went
two for three to lead Whitworth at the plate.
In game two, Whitworth continued to
battle back and managed to pull together
a 3-2 victory in their fourth and final
game of the weekend.
The Pirates scored the game-winning
runs in the sixth, including RBI singles

seeks
national
records
Jonathan Gerig
Staff writer

You'd think having eight of
your team's best times and breaking numerous team and conference records might go to a swimmer's head. Not so for Samantha
Kephart, a freshman from Santa
Maria, Calif.
"She is the opposite of everything you would put with a premier athlete. She is real laid back
and not cocky at all," junior
Loren Kilgore said.
As Kephart puts it, "II's all
about the team, I wouldn't be here
See SOFTBAll ~ page 12 . right now if it wasn't for them."
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Freshman
Samantha
Kephart
already has plenty of medals to show.

Kephart is a part of the
Whitworth women's swimming
team that eamed a second-place
tinish in the NWC, making her feel
like a part of the team as soon as
she cam her, Kephart said. The
See SEEKS ~ page 12

spa rtscorner/sports update
Moss traded to Raiders Calhoun earns 700th Top ranked teams
State B tournament
career victory at UConn stumble, No.1 Be 3 fall closes another chapter
in blockbuster deal
Minnesota Viklllgs wide receiver star
Randy Moss will be playing for the
Oakland Raiders next season.
Moss was a big factor in the Vikings'
success last season and will doubtless be
missed. When asked what he thought about
being traded to the Raiders for Napoleon
Harris and two draft picks, Moss replied,
"I'm happy because I get a new starl and a
chance to go to the super bowl."
Moss contributed 767 yards and 13
touchdowns to the Vikings last season and
hopes are high for his upcoming season
with the Raiders.

Connecticut's 83-64 victory over
Georgetown last Wednesday marked
coach Jim Calhoun's 700th win in his
coaching career.
The ceremony that followed was one of
joy and tears as Calhoun got up to thank
the players he coached as well as the hard
work and dedication of his coworkers.
However, when the ceremony was over
those who knew Calhoun best said, that
despite Calhoun's joy of reaching 700 victories thaI even as he was accepting congratulations, he was probably thinking
longingly of victory number 701.

I

Last Sunday, top ranked teams in college
basketball ran into trouble. UniverSity of
Illinois, ranked No.1, was going for a prefect regular season when they ran into Ohio
State University. Reserve forward Matt
Sylvester l11t a 3-pointer with 5.1 seconds
remain to defeat Illinois 65-64,
The Univer:-.ity of Florida Gators
snapped their eight game loosing streak
against University of Kentucky, ranked No.
3 in the country. Florida forward Matt
Walsh hit two key baskets in the final minutes during the 53-52 win. Also, No, 7
Kansas lost to Missouri 72-68.

Washington Interscholastic Activities
Association Slate D basketball tournament
ended last Saturday in Spokane. The girls
title was won by first-time participant
Cusick High School. They defeated
Almira/Coulee-Hartline 65-50. ACI I has
lost in its three uppearan~es in the title
game. The boys title was won by Sunnyside
Christian High School. They defeated
Willapa. Valley High School 46-41. Willapa
Valley came into the game undefeated.

-Compiled by Afton Gros.Hlrdt
and Peter Smelser
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SPONSORED By:
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FULL-SE"SON TlCKETHOLDERS
WILL RECEiVE .... FREE LIMITED
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Staying local
Morrison, Mead grad,
is making a name for
himself nationally
Peter Smelser
Spor/s editor
Colin Storm
Staff writer
When Adam Morrison was in elementary
school, he was the ball boy for the Gonzaga
Bulldogs men's basketball team. LillIe did
they know he would one day become one
of their most hyped players ever.
Morrison, who for most of his life grew up
in Spokane, Wash., started playing basketball
at a young age while his dad was the coach
of junior colleges in Montana and Wyoming.
The family then moved to Spokane when
Morrison was in fourth grade.
Morrison grew up playing with future
Whitworth stars Bryan Williams and
Derek Taylor. Williams recalls that the first
time he and Morrison played together was
in Hoopfest while in fifth grade.
Then, at Northwood Middle School,
they played organized ball together for the
first time.
"We started playing in the seventh
grade, five-on-five organized ball,"
Williams said.
In eighth grade, Morrison's weight
dropped 30 pounds. It was then he was
diagnosed with Type 1 diabetes. But
Morrison doesn't use that as a crutch,
despite the fact he has to eat a different pregame meal that consist!> of protein-packed
steak and potatoes, as well as check himself
on the sideline during every time out.
"I've never said, 'I have diabetes, so 1
can't bust my ass on this play,'" Morrison
said in a 2003 Sports Illustrated interview.
WiUiams echoes those comments.
"The thing I admire about Adam is he's
never used diabetes as an excuse, it's a
non-issue," Williams said.
Morrison and Williams attended Mead
High School where they led the Panthers to
a 28-1 record their senior year. Williams
was a First Team All-GSL selection, while
Morrison picked up MVP honOTs and
broke the single season (542) and career

scoring (1,904) records in the GSL. The
only loss of the season was in the state 4A
Championship game against Franklin I ligh
School of Seattle, Wash.
In that game, Morrison's blood-sugar
level was so low that he was on the borderline of having a seizure. Still, he managed to score 37 points which helped him
tie record with another former Mead star
who went on to Gonzaga, Jeff Brown, as
the all-time state scoring leaders for a single tournament.
That earned Morrison the player of the
tournament honors. Franklin's star guard
Aaron Brooks outscored Morrison by one
in that game, but Morrison has had the last
laugh in college.
Brooks was a highly recruited guard
who overshadowed most of the state, and
picked the University of Oregon over
University of Washington. Morrison was
in his shadows for most of hig" school and
was never recruited by anyone other than
Gonzaga, who found out about his skills
through piCk-up games.
In college, Brooks and the Ducks have
struggled to an eighth place finish in the
Pac-IO. Meanwhile, Morrison's Zags are
currently ranked in the top 15 and look to
be a contender in this year's tournament. In
(act, many Web sites and magazmes are
already saying that he could leave after
this, his !>ophomore year, and enter the
NBAdraft.
"He can score in so many different
ways. He can shoot, pull up, create off the
dribble. He is so -creative in shot making
and he doesn't miss a IQt of shots,"
Williams said.
Morrison said in the 2003 interview
while in high school that he looks up to
Boston €eltics legend Larry Bird.
"I'd say I model my game after Larry
Bird. He represents my game the best
because we have the same styles,"
Morrison said, also attributing the fact that
they're both "slow and ugly."
Morrison made the U.S. 21-and-under
Olympic team that won gold this summer
and was named to Collegelnsider.com's
mid-season All-American list.
Now the Morrison-led Zags will try to
do what no other Gonzaga team has done
- go to a Final Four and win a national
championshi p.

-SEEKS:
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Whitworth swimming program, under second-year
coach Steve Schadt, had a lot to do with Kephart's
decision to attend Whitworth over bigger, more financially rewarding schools.
"Whitworth is where [ wanted to be. Their program is a lot like my club's program," Kephart said.
"It was never about the money 1 would have
received from bigger name, Division I schools."
With the regular season now over, Kephart heads
to Holland, Mich., to compete in the NCAA
Division III Women's Swimming and Diving
Championships, March 10-12. Kephart has qualified for five events at nationals: 100, 200 and 500
freestyle, and 100 and 200 butterfly.
Due to NCAA rules, however, Kephart will only
be allowed to swim in her three best events: the 500
free, 100 fly and 200 fly.
Currently, Kephart has the second fastest time in
Division III in the 200 fly, third fastest in the 100 fly
and sixth fastest in 500 free. She has set some pretty lofty goals for the meet.
"I hope to win all the events [ have qualified for,"
Kephart said. "I will try not to think about what
other people are doing. Just prepare and focus on
my own race."
No matlerwhat happens next week, Kephart's team
and family will be behind her as they have all season.
"My parents have been so supportive. They can't
make it to every meet, like some parents, but I know
they are behind me 100 percent," Kephart said.
Next year looks even more promising for Kephart
.
and a young Whitworth swim team.
"I don't think she is even close to doing what she
is capable of," sophomore Brittany Slont said.
Kephart's goals for next year remain the same:
"Qualify and win nationals, get at least one relay
team to nationals and win the NWC."
With a swimmer like Kephart, Whitworth should
have no trouble doing just that.

SOF'fBALL:
Continued from page 11

by Son nett and sophomore Nicole
Cavalier.
"We felt good after Sunday's
win," Norwood said. "It's hard to
come back after three tough losses
and still play strong. It's an accomplishment for us to playas well as
we did against them."
The Pirates are back at home this
weekend to take on PLU. Both
Saturday and Sunday games are double headers and start at noon.

Bucs:
Continued from page 11
took the loss.
The fourth game of the weekend
was a seven-inning, non-conference
game, played in order to make up for
the rainouts that Whitworth endured
in their earlier trip to Arizona.
Pacific broke a 1-1 tie in the third
inning, scoring three runs to pull
away from the Pirates for good. The
Boxers added another five runs in
the sixth, compiling a total of 15
hits and taking the game with a
score of 12-3.
Whitworth's record is now 4-3 on
the year, with a Northwest
Conference mark of 2-l.
After the game Martin said,
"Saturday was great but Sunday
ended kind of badly. It's good to be
off to a 2-1 start though."

national champion pick

bracket buster pick

The national champion pick is
straightforward, pretty IIllich the
team who has all the pieces to will
/his year's tit/e.

A bracket blister is any team that
could shake lip the toumey from
a mid-major conferellce or from
a major conference seeded six or
lower.

A.

arizona

nevada

projected
seed: 2-3

projected
seed: 7-9

Yeah, they lost to Wazzu, but I
still like this team with seniors
Channing Frye and Salim
Stoudamire stepping it up laIc.
Coach Lute Olsen always seems
to get the Cats playing well this
time of year.

•

Who can forget what these guys
did to Gonzaga last year?
Forward Kevin Pinkney and
Nick Fazekas return for a dangerous looking Wolf Pack team.

north carolina

pacific

projected
seed: 1

projected
seed: 6-7

I like UNC's athleticism and ability to go on sustained scoring
runs. They have the inside play to
dominate teams early on and
guard play needed to win it all.
Besides they are hungry.

Pacific is dangerous. They have
two lo!.ses in the regular season.
On top of that, they have a taste
of the tournament from last year.
They know how to play and win
in tight games.

north carolina

pittsburgh

prOjected
seed: 1

projected
seed: 5-7
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They have all the pieces: dominant
big man in May, guard penetration
with Felton, and then a player who,
if needed, can take over the game in
McCants. And if you're still not
convinced,just look at last Sunday's
win against Duke.

louisville

st. m~ry's

prOjected
seed: 2·4

projected
seed: 9-10

With no one dominant team
heading into the big dance, the
title is up for grabs. Junior
Francisco Garica is a premiere
player and if he and the rest of
Louisville can heat up, watch out.

The WCC is, becoming a touch
conference, as S1. Mary's has
shown. Look for the Gaels to be
the first to blow a No.1 seed out
of the tournament.

illinois

villanova

prOjected
seed: 1

projected
seed: 5·7

Yes, this is the obvious choice,
but it's hard not to pick this team.
I think if any team beats Illinois it
will be UNC, but barring injury I
don't see that happening.

This squad has beaten four
ranked opponents including a six
point thriller over then No. 3
Boston College. I'm sticking with
the Wildcats, who have proven
themselves time and time again.

illinois

denver

projected
seed: 1

projected
seed: 12-14

Illinois has the most tournament
wins (32) without a championship and it's their year. Plus,
any team that -makes Gonzaga
look like a bunch of middleschoolers should have a good

•

They've had some impressive COIlference wins, in arguably the toughest conference in the nation, the Big
East. Their fate in the tournament
will be determined by the play of
their big two, Troutman and
Krauser.

Denver still has some work to do
in the Sun Belt tournament to
lock up a bid. I just picked them
because they are from Colorado
and, without hockey, we don't
have much to cheer for.

north caroli na

georgia tech

projected
seed: 1

projected
seed: 8·9

It was well known that UNC would
be a team to beat this year. The
ACC has been the most difficult
conference and the Tar Heels are on
target to win it. They may have the
five best starters in America.

The Yellow Jackets have struggled this season, winning only
once against a top-25 team. They
did make it to the finals last year
and returned this season with the
roster intact.

illinois

gonzaga

projected
seed: 1

projected
seed: 3·4

The defending Big Ten champs
returned all five starters from last
season. They have the offensive
and defensive intangibles to win.

The Zags have proven they can
play with anybody by defeating
Oklahoma State and Georgia Tech.
Ronny Thriaf and Adam Morrison
make up a scary frontcourt.
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Stop and smell the roses
Resident Director shares the key to making the
most of your spring semester.

Opinions,

page 14

IN THE LOOP
An editorial - - - -

r

N eAA shafted
women's team
Calling the decision "frustrating" would be an
understatement.
The powers-that-be at the NCAA shafted
Whitwortn's women's basketball team last week
when they excluded the Pirates - who finished
tne season ranked 16th in the nation - from the
50-team national tournament.
Despite finisning witn a best-ever season record
of 22-3, spurred on by two preseason AIlAmericans, tnc Pirates were told tnat they didn't
deserve to head to nationals.
Let's look at the facts. George Fox University won
the Northwest Conference with a 20-5 season record
and a 14-2 conference record that barely edged out
the Pirate's three conference losses. They automatically went to nationals because the Northwest
Conference does not have a conference tournament.
Like all national tournament bids, however, there
were some wildcard spots reserved for deserving
teams. Based on the fact~, it would seem obvious
the Pirates would be a shoo-in for one of the seven
"Pool C" berths. But, instead, the NCAA awarded
seven other teams -- three of which had worse
records than Whitworth - spots in the tournament.
Two of the -teams selected for Pool C berths
were like Whitworth - they didn't have the best
record in their conference. One of the teams, from
New England University Wesleyan, finished 20-4
and fourth in its conference standings.
The other five teams had the best record in their
conferences, but came in second in their conference tournaments.
None of the seven teams were from the West
Coast. The furthest-West team was from Iowa,
lending credence to Shogren's suggestion that the
Pirates were left out because the NCAA didn't
wa'l'It to'foot'tHe-bill for traveling expenses:' '" "" i
If that's the case, then "frustrating" is definitely
an understatement.

ASWC overspent
ASWC voted to give more than half the money
left in its unallocated fund to cover a budgeting mistake made earlier this year. The decision went against
the majority of students' wishes and is an example of
the financial unaccountability that has been a characteristic of student government in recent years,
ASWC senators and representatives asked students last week if they should give $8,000 to help
cover the cost for entertainment groups who had
already been booked last semester by ASWC
Activities Coordinator Colette Reid for
Thursday's Half Past Nine events. Informal surveys known as "constituency reports" showed that
there were many more students who wanted to
either not give any money or give at least a few
-thousand dollars less than the $8,000 requested by
Reid. But ASWC voted 13-4, with one abstention,
to give Reid the whole $8,000.
Not only did the vote go against the majority
of students' wishes, but it drained the unallocated
budget - which is set aside for any student who
wants extra money to put on event or subsidize an
activity to about $5,000.
The ASWC vote would not have been so bad if
the situation was different in two ways.
First, if the majority of students had supported
giving $8,000 to Reid, Second, if the $8,000 was
for putting on an extra event that would have benefited the student body. But as it turns out, the money
is going to be used to cover a budgeting .mistake.
Reid overbooked the Half Past Nme events
when she forgot to bring the figures for her
$39,200 activities budget to a conference last
semester. At the conference, she set up contracts
with entertainers for the rest of the year but didn't
realize she was going to be $8,000 shy,
Reid was left in a bind - either ASWC had to
give her the money or she would only have studentled Half Past Nine events for the rest of the semester.
Reid's initiative to start the Half Past Nine
events last year is commendable and she has bee.n
a great contribution to building campus commuIllty. But her oversight and ASWC's decision to go
against the students' wiIJ is regrettable.

"III tile Loop, " written by the editorial board,
represents tile editorial voice of The Whilworthiall.

Let Stan expand his stand
Stan has proposed a remodeling of the
area that houses "Espresso Delights," the
smoothie bar and various chairs and televisions, This proposed remodeling would
bring a sense of community to the Hixson
Union Building that it has never had,
Allison Corr
The remodeling would open up the space,
is an create a more permanent organization and
Opimons add a small stage in the corner, complete
writer with lighting. This stage would be for the
for The Whitworth 'btudent performances, a place
Whitworth ian, where they can sing, play, read poetry or
l!)ulliorand jusl,~e gl?perally I?ealni~, "~I, "" 'II '" , " ,
- majoring in _ Stan offered to pay part of the cost, and
English alld ASWC expressed intere~t in the possibility
political stud- of remodeling the area.
ies, Commellis
What's the problem?
can be sent to
The HUB is, as its name indicates, the
acarr02@ hub of the Whitworth campus. Everyone
whitworlh.edu. passes through it: Students, alumni, prefrosh, faculty, staff .,. everyone,
Conferences about anything under the sun arc held in the
HUB.
'
The HUB isn't just the center of the college for students,
it's the center of the college for visitors as well. Some of
these visitors are, obviously, potential students. These
potential students would be greatly encouraged to attend
Whitworth if they could see an area at the center of the college that was dedicated to supporting a sense of community.
The HUB, because of the high traffic, is a rather sterile
place, A potential concern is that any challenge to this sterility would introduce an unprofessional atmosphere to the
HUB. I can only assume that the reason thiS professionalism

must be maintained is that it brings Whitworth a certain
amount of financial support.
But monetary considerations aside, a remodeling of
Stan's "Espresso Delights" would be of enormous benefit to
Whitworth students. It would transform the HUB from a
mere center of campus into the heart of a community.
Gonzaga University's lounges arc full of students all the
time. Our HUB is full only at meal times and during special
events. It is important that Whitworth foster an atmosphere
of community on campus, in which students not only spend
time with others who live in the same dorm as they do, but
with a variety of students. The HUB, first and foremost, is
,for s~udents. All other fac\Qrs shoul9 be s~condary. , _
), 'It 'is'doubfful that the rest of the HUB will be affected by
the remodeling of the area, except that it might be a bit emptier since all the students will be concentrated in the newlyremodeled area. The professional level of the rest of the
building wiII not change. In fact, I fail to understand how a
coffee shop and smoothie bar could be professional in the
first place,
.
I agree with senior Mary Adolfson, who told me, "Give
the students a chance to paint the walls. Allow the RA's to
move Prime Time over there for a coffeehouse, a game
night, or whatever. Let the students really take ownership of
that area so they want to come hang out in the HUB. I think
that by creating one big bar we could help that. It would
open the space up a lot and create a much more welcoming
atmosphere."
Remodeling Stan's would allow for a smaller student
venue and would be of great advantage to community on
campus. We have the resources to create a truly wonderful
place, for us and the rest of the college.
Let's take the HUB back for the students.
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New theology major fosters laziness
In case you haven't heard, an academic
A (actor in the decision to change the major was to allow
department has changed. Instead of major- for more academic diversity within the major so students
ing in religion, I am now majoring in theol- would receive a more comprehensive theological worldogy. Some may see the change as some- view. In essence this is a great idea and I am behind it.
thing insignificant, but the larger ramificaThe problem lies in the fact that they got rid of two of
tions of it bother me and it
the most influential
Colin should
bother
the
courses
in
the ~ See 'RELIGION
Robeson Whitworth community as
major to achieve DEGREE'
IS an well.
this goal. Within page 4
Opmwlls
'While at first glace this
the new theology
(I ••• I JJlallt to kn01Jl that
writer change seems to be an
students will not be required to
for The
those eutering the ministry major,
improvement
on
an
already
of the three formerly-required
take
two
Whitworthian,
field areH ~ getting there
400-level courses.
a sophomore amazing program, I'm conUnder the revised major, Paul's Letters
the easiest rotlte possible. "
and maJormg cerned the new major will
and Religion in America have become
in religion, foster a sense of academic
Comments can laziness in students.
electives for students, rather than requirebe sent to
Whitworth's religion
ments, so that the major can be more
crobesoh07@ degree is considered to be
individually tailored for each student.
wilitworlh.edu, one of the best undergradWhile admittedly I haven't taken either of
uate degrees in the nation, This degree has these classes, I've talked with graduates and current stusuch prominence that we arc actually the number one feed- dents who expressed disappointment.
er school to Princeton Theological Seminary.
Part of the reasoning behind the decision to turn two of
This reputation of Whitworth's religion department as the most beloved and challenging classes into electives
being of the highest academic quality and of graduates as was because, under the religion major's 40 credits, nine
diligent students of God's Word should be upheld rather were taught by Roger Mohrlang, professor of religion, and
than hindered.
nine Were taught by Gerald Sitlser, professor of religion.
Unfortunately, I feflr the new changes in the major will
~See THEOLOGY page 14
harm rather than nelp students' standard of excellence.
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Big brother tactics go too far

: s9 that otbers ~ou,lq e'nj~y bis
work: Sophocles was the jnspi·
,'
,'
' ration for the many plays'that
And, now; 'j! ,<ompletely unbi- ,deal with tragedy that came out,
ased summary of "Antigone:", after his time.' He didn tt, have
The stOl'Y of Antigone hegins' as much t<? do with musicals,
with a quick' summary' 9f th~ and consider~g that the . plays
narrator telling of how' there ,back ,then featured' '~Jl·male
was a ,great battle' at the seven,' 'casts; thi~ is; {or the best."'
,
gates of Th~b~s: This is
, '" ; .,An,tigcme. ta~es 'the initiative
a thrilling: mtroduction
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Amazing new technology will
debut shortly, but in the name of
homeland security it could be used
for more malevolent purposes than
good.
Since Sept. 11, 2001, the federal
Anthony government has used some quesRodin tionable means to increase its presence in the lives of its citizenry. The
is au latest steps border on the Orwellian
Opinions side of governmental intervention,
wnter
The first new bit of technology
for The that could be coming our way in the
Whitworthiall, near future is a national driver's
a jlllliar alld license, complete with tracking
majoring in chip, This new technology c6uld be
politIcal stud· used for good to track supposed ter·
ies, Comments rorists or other criminals, However,
CUll be sellt to
this is also an incredible invasion of
arodil102@
privacy, since the government could
whitworth,edu.
pinpoint one's location at any time,
anywhere be it shopping at Safeway,
driving home or relaxing on some faraway beach.
Some of you are probably asking, "So what if
they know where I am? I have nothing to hide,"
This raises a good point, but who's to say that this
technology stays only in the hands of the government?
As Paris Hilton and Fred Durst have found out
recently, with their cell phones being hacked and
contents spilled online, technology is not infallible
and can easily fall into the hands of people with
devious intentions, Thieves, muggers or even-more
evil people will have the ability to track your foot-

ope nmi nd/faculty & staff forum
Slow down this semester
When thinking
about this article
I asked a handful
of people what
the cjimpus community and stuKeats dents in general
McGonigal needed to hear.
While answers
isa guest
writer varied, a distinct
ran
for The theme
every
Whitworthian, through
and Resident comment: Slow
Director of down! Yes, it is
Stewart! now March and.
Village, summer
is
Comments can around the corbe sent to ner, but that
kmcgonigal@ means we have
whitworth, edu, many
more
weeks in the
school year, That means many
more weeks to be present here
and now. Let us not get too
focused on what happens after
this semester finishes that we
miss what is happening now.
The time left in the semester is
about the same time many students will spend at a summer job
and every fall I hear stories of
the amount of learning that took
place during this time.
To Seniors: Yes, you want to
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steps, know where your family is or when your
house is unoccupied.
The second piece of technology about to be
unveiled has been available for years, but recent
proposals call for ils use in law enforcement,
Cars with global positioning systems (GPS) can
have their speed and location monitored.
Lawmakers have meddled with the idea that this
system can be used to give out speeding tickets,
Imagine, then, driving to Seattle, occasionally hitting 90 mph, but with no cops around, who's going
to notice? Then, you come back and find a speeding
ticket in your mailbox, No warning, no notification
of wrongdoing, nothing but a speeding ticket.
This has happened before with rental car users in
2001, The practice was quickly shut down by the
courts, but there are rumblings of it being again
overturned and applied on a wider scale.
These new technologies are making dangerous
inroads into the private lives of Americans, Now, ]
agree with most parts of the Patriot Act and other
measures used by the government to protect the
homeland, but being monitored 24/7 - driving or
walking - scares me, One can easily imagine the
next step of adding telescreens or implanting ID
chips across the nation, all in the name of safety,
The freedom of privacy and freedom of unhindered movement within the United States are rights
that, some would argue, are -implIed in the
Constitution, while others - such as the right to
feel secure in one's home - are blatantly stated.
The government needs to do some deep searching
through its past and foundation before enacting
these sweeping, violating changes,

know what you are doing after
you graduate (and wish people
would stop asking), but do not get
too distracted that you miss the
last semester of college. You have
so much to enjoy, don't miss out.
When I graduated, I did not
have a job lined up, Yet, somehow I managed to live and get by.
The same can be true for you, So
the next time you are tempted to
run off and check the job posting
online, don't! Instead, linger over
that cup of coffee with a friend,
reminisce about the last road trip
with your roommate or finish the
reading for your next class. This
is the last time that you will be
able to enjoy the spring semester
of your senior year.
If you are not a senior, the
same principle applies. Don't
live so focused on the future that
you miss the present. For some of
you this will be the last semester
living in a residence hall. For
others this will be the last time
living with a roommate. You will
not find the same community
anywhere else once you leave
Whitworth, Trust me I have tried.
Make the most of the time you
have living right where you are
now, As you begin to think about

J

what classes to take for next
year, don't forget about the
classes you are currently
enrolled in, Also, don't ignore
your current roommates when
you are lining up one for next
year. These may be the last three
months you have to develop relationships with them,
Once today is done, you will
never get it back, Make the most
of it instead of thinking about
what you are doing tomorrow, If
you follow these principles, the
memories you have from the
spring of 2005 wiII be more
vibrant and the friendships you
cultivate will last a lifetime,
A wise man (Jerry Sittser)
once said, "The journey is a glorious thing. Failure will serve us
as well as success, hard times
wiII show us the way as readily
as easy times."
Enjoy the current journey that
you are on, not the journey you
may be on some day. Sometimes
we get so focused on the goal or
destination that we forgot about
the path along the way. This is a
call to remember the current path
and focus on the present situation.
In the end, this is all I ask: Be
present today!
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Continued from page 13
i'

Apparently, the department felt that students needed to be exposed to other theological viewpoints.
Granted, I think some of my apprehension about
the new theology major is distaste for change. I do
respect the idea of receiving a well-rounded theological framework from different professors,
I am just saddened by the removal of Paul's
Leiters and Religion in America from the required
coursework. They are tough classes - arguably
two of the toughest classes at Whitworth - and I
think that most students in the interest of their
GPA will avoid them,
Knowing that later in life I will be in ministry,
I want a hard major, I want classes that stretch me,
and I want to know that those entering the ministry field aren't getting there by the easiest route
possible. A number of students in my department
said they were happy to not have to take those
courses, that they were glad it's easier.

If you are expecting to go into ministry, don't
expect a life that is easy, You should be preparing
yourself as much as possible while you are here.
Taking the easiest way will leave you totally
unprepared for the hardships that ministry brings,
Various recent surveys indicate that right now
the average lime period between assuming a position and burnout in youth ministry is 18 months.
Many churches are finding themselves with a
decaying youth program because they can't ever
get someone to say long enough to establish it.
We need to somehow stop this revolving door in
churches and create leaders that arc in it for the
long haul and not for a cake job, It starts by cultivating ,a work ethic in your studies and tackling the
tough Issues before they confront you in the workplace.
I encourage all who can to take these two classes, These professors arc here to help students strive
for excellence as we consider ministry, Don't allow
~he changes in the major to keep you from becom109 a better prepared Christian leader. By taking
them you're only helping yourself in the end,

thew liltworthla n
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b'ythe
numbers
Christianity a relationship, not a religion facts
in figures

fromfhesoul/religion

n the dictionary, the Christian religion is stated as
being "founded on the life and teachings of Jesus."
Have you been asked before, "Are you a Christian?
What does that mean?" What do you say? Is it an
organized view that people fo\low? A religion? A way
of life? A molto or a prayer that-you say? A sci of
Halley beliefs that you adhere to?
Georgen
Christianity, to me, is not an organIzed religion -.it
is a gue.\t is a relationship. Who is Jesus to me? He is my friend.
writer I have a personal, walking relationship and devotion to
for The Jesus Christ - who is God. He came in the form of a
lVllitwor/llian, man to die for our sins because no other person was
a junior and qualified.
Romans 3:10 says "There is no one righteous, not
majorlllg in
bll~iness man- even one." John 3:16 says "For God so loved the
agemcnt and world that he gave hi!> only begotten Son .... "
accountmg.
He forgives those whom he draws to himself, as he
Commetlls call has forgiven me. I am still a sinner, yel his forgiveness
be sent to and love results in a changed purpose and a renewed
IIgcorgclI08@ desire to bring him glory. We all have the opportunity
whitworth.cdu. to go to heaven. The passage in John finishes, " ... For
whosoever believes in Him should not perish but have
everlasting life."
My life is an understanding of who I am - a creatioll, compared to
who he is - the creator. When you accept him as the one who died
for you, to give you eternal life, he becomes your ~vior. You change

I

your mental act, condition, or habit and place all trust and confidence
in him. You have a belief in a power rcgarded as creator and governor
of this universe. You have a personal system grounded in worship.
Once we have this personal relationship with Jesus, what are we to
do? 1 Timothy 1:5 says "The goal of this command is to love, which
comes from a pure heart and a good conscience and a sincere fllith."
Philippians 1:27, "Whatever happens, conduct yourselves in a
manner worthy of the gospel of Christ ... without being frightened
in any way by those who oppose you."
Our goal as people of this world is to proclaim the gospel and
" ... fear God and keep his commandments, for this is the whole
duty of man" (Ecclesiastes 12:13).
Christians have a set of beliefs, values and practices based on the
teachings_ of Jesus. We live aUf lives differently, we have a different
light ill our eyes - we arc loved by the greatest Lover of all. We treat
others as we want to be treated, we ought to love as we arc loved by
him - unconditionally. We do our best to put our full trust in him, for
he loves us more than we will ever know. Christianity is a love for
Jesus, my friend; a cause, principle, or activity pursued with zeal and
conscientious devotion.
Jude 1:24-25 says "Now to him who is able to keep you from
falling, and to present you before his glorious prescnce without fault
and with great joy, to the only God our Father, be glory, majesty,
power and authority, through Jesus Christ our Lord, before all nations,
now and forevermore, Amen:"
May the grace of our Lord be with you, now and always.

10
Dollars,
Eastern
Washington parking fees
per quarter.

386
Dollars,
Washillgtpn
State University ammo I
parking fees.

851

Dollars, University of
. Washington
parking fees.

Don't complain about parking -fees

I

~

Even with the outrageous parking registra- understand how good we have it. -A friend
Whitworthians complain
too much about parking. I tion fees, students at these other institutions was complaining about getting a ticket for
don't mean the limited space find themselves on waiting ..Iists,_ h<}ving to parking in the handicap spot. If she would
- I'm talking about money. pay $2 per hour meter ch.arges while yvaiting have been using the handicap spot at WSU
she would be paying $250. That is a heck of
Every year I hear so much to actua\ly buy a parking space.
Visitors are not exempt from paying hefty a lot more money compared to Whitworth's
moaning about paying $20 to
Kenna register your vehicle.
fees. Daytime visitors to'the UW must pay $9 maximum of $50 for similar violations.
Klempel
Don't get me wfong, $20 is per day. Western Washington University Security's maximum ticket will only be $60,
offers $2 per hour meter for visitors to park. and that's on your third infraction.
IS all a lot of money for me, too.
That'!> what really gets me, too. Students
Washington State University does not have a
Opinions But when you start comparvisitor fee, but all viSitors must check in first. act alI huffy becaus~ they were given a parkwriter ing it to what everyone else is
-,
-for Tllc paying -they are 'practically' Basically;- visiting your ·friends "at- 'anY of -ing'-ticket.,lf you porked ~our vehicle in ,the· -,
Wllllworllllun, givlllg us parking spaces.
these schools is just going 10 amount to designated areas and registered it there
a sClIlor and
Our neighbors at Eastern annoyance!
would be no need to complain about added
majoring III Washington University pay
Do you feel better about Whitworth's fees in the first place.
commllllica- $70
per quarter while meilsly $20 a year and free parking for our
Not only do Whitworth students annoyingtiolls. Washington State University
ly complain about fees, but we abo find the
friends?
Commcl/ts call coughs up $386 each year.
The complaining from Whitworth !>ludents need to complain about walking.
bcscllt to
..•
A IS-'minute walk from the parking lot
continues throughout the year as security
kkle
IOI@ Seattle PacifiC Unlve~slty
I_ _ mp~.
I
students are not exempt trom passes out parking tickets. In my three and a to class is record time at most state
wrlliworifl. Ct u. I
.
'arge par k'Illg f ees Just
half years at Whitworth, I have yet' to receive schools. In fact, 15 minutes is practically
because they are a pnvate a parking ticket ... but it seems as if this is unheard of. (Ask one of your friends at
school like Whitworth - students over there not the norm.
WSU). We have this lUXury every day,
- Junior Ryan Hackenbracht just received even on the days it seems we had to park
shell out $50 per quarter.
But our college friends at the University of two tickets in one week totaling $60. I fecI "so far away."
Washington have it the worst: $851.28 for sorry for Ryan (bless his heart, he's a nice
, Next time, instead of complaining about a
one year! If you're not rich they do offer a guy). However, if he were ticketed for park- ticket or next year's vehicle registration fees,
great alternative - you can park your car ing on a sidewalk at any other institution the remember your friends at any other college
overnight from 4 p.m. until 8 a.m. daily for ticket price would be much steeper.
campus that have it much worse and enjoy
$228 per year.
I really do not think Whitworth students your nice lillie walk!

-'

annual

50
Dollars, Seattle Pacific
University parking fees
per ql:Wrter.

'20
Dollar~~
Whitworth
mmual parking fees.

>

-Compi/ed by
Kenna I(lempcl

Sources:
www.ewu.edll
www.wsu.edu
',;' ,'~v.wash'ington.edl~
www. ...pu.edu
" www. whitworth. cdu
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Tuition Increase

Higher tuition hurts
Whitworth's image
Re: "Tuition rise concerns students."
I believe the issue is rapidly becoming much more than
simple concern for many students at this college: The past
two weeks have revealed that at Whitworth, not only are
tuition prices increasing, bul the financial aid given to
upperclassmen is simultaneously decreasing ... I'm no

math major, but in my mind that equals trouble for my
rapidly-accumulating college-loan debt.
But this is not the root of the issue. I concede, the cost
of living always has and always will continue to increase
.,. that is not my concern. I am infuriated whcn I read that
"a high tuition price may help give the impression that
Whitworth is a high quality school," said by Tom
Johnson, Vice President of Business Affairs.
GIVE THE IMPRESSION?!-? My and my parents'
hard-earned dollars arc being spent to convince some silly
high school senior that this is a good school because it is
EXPENSIVE?l? No. This reasoning is absolutely outrageous. Are the enthusiastic alumni and dedicated students
not enough to represent the reputation of this school?
As a high school s~nior, I was not impressed by the

soundingboard,question ofthe week I

tuition costs of the schools I was looking at; on the contrary, I was turned off by the high price tags I had to consider. Not only that, but Whitworth is having no trouble
receiving applications from potentials. The opposite is
true. For the past two years, Whitworth has been faced
with the problem of too many freshmen being accepted
and choosing to come to this institution. Our image is
already GREAT! Period stop.
However, I fear that an expression of disgust to the school
newspaper can never have the effect that we students desire.
Whitworth is too busy looking in the mirror.

-.,

McKenzie Crosby

Sophomore
itlternatiollai Busilless

Q: What do you think of ASWC:\' decision to give $8,000

to Ihe

activities' budget?

Get your thoughts in print!
Leiters

10

tile editor

The Whitworthian welcomes your responses to stories appearing in the newspaper
or views on issues of interest to the college community. Lellers must bear the
writer's name, year (if applicable), major (or position in the college) and phone
number (for verification purposes only). Anonymous lellers cannot be published.
Please keep length to a maximum of 300 words. We reserve the right to edit all
lellers for content and space. Send leiters to: Lellers to the Editor, Box 4302,
Campus Mail or e-mail to editor@whitworth.edu. Letters must be received by 5
p.m. on Friday for publication in the following Tuesday's issue.

Guest commentaries
The Whitworth ian encourages members of the campus to submit longer guest commentaries about issues relevant to the community. Commentaries of 700 words or less
will be published as space permits. We are looking for commentaries that are relevant
and well-researched. To ensure a better chance of publishing, please contact The
Whilworthian with specifics regarding when you plan to submit your commentary and
what you arc interested in addressing. We reserve the right to edit all submissions
for content and space. Commentaries should be e-mailed to
editor@whitworth.edu.

"

thewhltworthlan

SPECTRUM

Scott Dannemiller
performs In the
William P. Robinson
Teaching Theatre last
Thursday night.
Dannemiller and his
wife Gabby sang and
shared about their
experiences as
missionaries in Latin
America.
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part of this year's. Missions Conference,
The theme of last week's conference
"If it was bctwecn giving up music and
brought more than 15 organizations from was "The Cross and the Crescent: giving up the organization I created, I'd
Staff wnters
around the United States, including the Evangelism to the Islamic World." It fea- give up music. But thankfully,' playing
Union Gospel Mis~ion, Wycliffe Bible tured Miriam Adeney, an anthropologist music still puts me in front of crowds, so I
and expert in the area of Muslim women.
Next summer sophomore Jenell Translators aJl(j.Re~GIeatjon Unlimited.
can do both," he said.
Jennings will be jn Africa.
~'[ think WhitWorth is doing an outstandOver a dinner of West African ground
Hiebert found the Christian college
'
.'
Her contact with individuals from last' ing .job .in attempting. to present nut stew at the Freedom in Simplicity venue appealing:
"Fm always looking forward to see
year's Whitworth Missions Fair opene~ t~e Christianity as a prof~sional~y rea~onable . theme house, Adeney answered questions
po~sibility for a,.short-tenn trip. to Kef!Ya" . option ~or life," said'Fr~d Ramsey of Re-' about her work. She also gave a lecture on where the church is headed, since in 20 or
women in 1~lam in, the Seeley Mudd 39 years college students will b~ the
which had .l?een h~r d~eam for .10, ye!ll'!i. Cre!ltion Vnlimited. ,
After a year of wondering if arid how 1i~e ' . R~-Creation U"limit~d ·offers. summer Chapel later thaLnight.
.
.church," he said. "I'd like to see more
would go, Jennings solidified her plans'last . internships for Christian 'student& (0 work
"One out of every 10 pe9ple in the Christians : involved in' humanitarian
world is a M\lslim woma~," Adeney said.
week during Ole 2QOS MiSsions Fair,.':,., .. in natiopa.l.parks., ........ ,.... '.: .'
is~m~s .. We ~houldn't· be leaving that to
"The.diming· : for ·m~.. this w~ek. ~as' '.. :'~.our;primary goal is ,to :~~P9se nonShe emphasized friendship with Muslim other people, we should ,be number one."
inc~edible- beca,u~e ;'pe~o,l};d Iy' '~ome of. ..Chr,i&tHu'!li .,to' Ch~istiflJ.1S 'at' play," .~amsey women as a means tQ evangeIi~!I1.
.
those people, an;'very p:r~cio~~:t9 ~e ~n~ :,sa.id.. :.-.
"There has.never been.a time when it's
the start of, the Mission~F!tir waJi.tlj.~·hour'.. ;R;I.!Tlsey" anq other~ spent two days with ~en so importan.t to ~xpre!is. friftn~ship to
I found out a~ut my ~rip"~his'suinm'er/'" "litu~ents-meritoring,prayingandtalking Muslims in light of Qur,'rocky,relations
Jeru,\ings s~.id. :. y:' .'. . . ..... , , . -:.':. ·f!.bout th~iifu~res: ',' " '.'
..
. . with Iraq and stormy relatiqns with 'Iran,"
Jennings wi!l· b~ traveling to. N*obi, .... : "hva~ 'blesse(:i' and impressed' by every . Adeney said.
" ..,
'
, Ke'nya Jar twq' month$ to p'aI1isip~le :i~( one of those ag!!ncy's p~sion for pur gen" .
Lamorit Hiebert;lead singer for the band
.youth·.minilitry; wito··'the· Africi!';'lnl.aQ.d. eratiQo,P Jennings said.';\~They're here.for . Ten Shekel 'Shirt, closed out the week
Missio!l:, .:,:. ,:' '"" '. ','
.' ','
. U~l 'They?\11 giv~ th.emseJv.es)n ronversa- Friday night after first planni~g to be there.
.' ~st ·~eek·~f ~o:4ay .. fair. which was .. :timl ah~ pray~r:" • ~ '.' .. ' ,0
•
with his band and then canceling the show
.
.
,',
due to a double-booking error, In spite of'
the tight time frame, Hiebert was still able
to make a solo appearance.
"They tried to have us here last year, but
'it didn't work out," he said. "In fact, that's
why I said yes right away so quickly this Lamont Hiebert, lead singer of Ten Shekel
Shirt, performs solo in the dining hall last
year without thinking."
Hiebert's appearance was a serious Friday night as a part of last week's Mission
investment' for him - when the concert Gonfe·rence. Hiebert encourages ChristIans to
ended, he was on the road to Seattle to become more involve~ in humallitarian efforts.
catch a flight to the next show.
"My favorite audience to play for is col. lege students," Hiebert said. "To me, I feel
like I.work forthe purpose of the Kingdom
of God, and part of that is' investing in the
lives of students."
Hiebert appeared on behalf of his organIzation, Justice for Children International,
which works with other groups to stop
child trafficking .
"I'd like to create awareness and inspire
some young people to join the movement
against trafficking of children," he said.
"One million children are trafficked into Freshman Rustam Abdurahmonov learns about ,
.\1,,1/ .\IQO"/U"ht"'~rlh"'n
prostitution every year."
the organization Serving in MISSion at last
Humanitarian efforts aren't just a side Wednesday's MISSions Fair in the HUB Cafe.
Junior Carly Kwak, junior Erika Johnson and sophomore Jessica lehman speak With Millam
issue for Hiebert- they're front and cenAdeney in the Seeley Mudd Chapel after her lecture on Muslim women coming to know God
ter.
through Christian faith last Tuesday night.
Megan Blank
Nathan Harrison
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Men take to the hardcourt

Hawaiians 'welcome' Lu'au
Whitworth's HawaIIan Club puts on its
annual Lu'au for the Spokane community.
page 8-9

Mens tennis team splits two matches
with Linfield and Wlliamette.

Sports,

Scene,

page 11
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ASWC elections 2005

Hunter says
Ryan using
'dirty politics'
Ryan says age issue
a legitimate concern
Chris Collins
EditOl-ill-clllc[
Both ASWC presidential candidate!> have takl:n the
initiative to point oul concerns they have with their
opponent, prompting the most poignant exchange of
words Ihe presidential race has seen 1I1 recent years.
Junior Phil Ryan told The Whitworthian la~t week
he IS concerned that hi" opponent Jeff Hunter, a junHlr, will not be able to effectively relate wilh and represent student~ because of hIS age.
Ilunter, who turned 30 lasl 1IIonth, say!> 111'; age
won'l hamper hUll from doing hi~ Job at all I-Ie ~aid
he doesn'l mind people knowing his ,lgC, bUI wa<;
"frustrated with the manner (Ryan) has brought it up."
lie called Ryan "opportunistic" and claimed his opponcnt is u~ing "dIrty politics."
In turn, Hunter told The Whitworthian Ryan ~hould
not be elected president because while runmng for
ASWC vice pre~ident lu!>! year, Ryan admilled he did
a poor job a!> Baldwin-Jenkins ~enator his freshman
year.
Ryan said last week that he didn't "do the greatest
job" as dorm senator but said he has learned from the
expenence and i~ ready to lake on the role of president
"I've nevel tried to create an aura about me that I
did a great job as a BJ senator, but what I have stood
by is that I've grown lip a lot since theil," he said.
Thc candidates have also !>parred over the issue of
whether ASWC executive!> should live on campus
while in 011 icc.
Ryan pointed out that the student government bylaws, which is a set of rule~ derived from the ASWC
constitution, states: "It is encouraged that the executive officers ~hould live on campus durlllg their term
111 office."
Ryan smd he will live on campus for a fourth year
If elected. Hunter, who ha!> not lived on campus during his two years at Whitworth, !>aid that by bringing
up the ISMIC Ryan is just using "another ploy to relate
to students on campus" and that pa!>t executives have
not held to that suggestion.

See POLITICS ~ page 4

ASWC running mates and Juniors Colette Reid (bollom right), Phil Ryan (middle fight) and Cory LaPlante (top right) campaign last
Sunday serving sundae's In Leld Square_ Campaigning Will continue until Wednesday's general elections.

Catnpaigns heat up
Eric Fredriksen
Bethany Monroe
Staff writers

candidates
prepare for
Wednesdays
elections

The long hair of junior Jeff Ilunter i~ not ju!.t
a fashion statement Hunter is an advocate for
the Locks of Love project, an organizatIOn that
takes donated hair that is at least 10 inches in
length and turn!> it into wigs for eluldren who
~uffer from hair lo!.s for various reasons.
Hunter is advertising his charily a~ one of the
reasons students should vote for him a~ ASWC
pre~ldent in Wednesday's election. He IS challenging junior Phil Ryan, the founder and chair
of the Shared Governance Cornnullee, which
<lcts <1S a hason between the college administration and student leaders.
During his time at Whitworth, Ilunter has

gained leadership experience by serving on the
ASWC Finance Committee, Budget Comlllltlee
,1lId Review Board at the college. lie has also
served us a member of a local commulllty council in Seattle, Wa!>h., for the past three years_
"I've enjoyed having the opporlUl11ty to participate on these commIttees while ensuring lhat
we act etluca!ly when reaching group decisiam;," Hunter satd.
Ryan has been active 011 campus with three
years of ASWC expeflence. He served as a
Baldwin-Jenkms senator, a Student ElectIons
Commillee member and is a !.mall group leilder
this year.
"I would like to increa~e the transparency of
ASWC to the general ~tudent body, gelling

See CAMPAIGNS ~ page 3

New dorm on horizon
Jessica Davis
leah Motz
Slajf 11'1 it!.'1 \
1\ new dorm featunng "~,uper s\lite~" could open a!>
early a~ fall 2(](]6 If the Board of Tru;,tees approves
the plan~ in a meeling 1.ller thi~ monlh.
I f all goes a~ planIled, conslruction would !>tarl a~
early as thi~ ,>u11Imer.
Although 110 approvab h,lve heen made, the COIIImillee I'> working "feverishly" tn drall the design,
-;lIe, local Ion and co~t or the new re~idellce hall lor
Ihe IlUslee meellng, t\~socl,lll: DC,lll 01 Sludenh Dick

Mandeville smd
The design is slill on the dr,lwing board.
"Each week the l3uildl11g De!>ign Comrnitlee meets
wilh the architect!> to revise the current idea!>. Each
week we get a lillie elmer to a flllaltzed de~ign, but
it's stilllllthe rough ~tages," ~:IiJ A!>~ista1\t Dlredor of
Student Ilnu~ing AI,1lI Jacob.
Mandeville ~aid the approximate co~t i~ roughly
ht:\ween $5 million and $55 1l11lhon. Mandeville
\tre~-;ed that the finaillgure will depend on Ihe 1Il111lher of hed~ and othcr lacllJr~

Sec DORM ~ page 3

The Village Ilas been a temporary solutIon to a long-term hOlJSl1Ig need.
The five buildings were bUilt III the cilrly 1970s for ttle Wor!rr,,> F-ilif
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I like that it has the sports
schedllie OJ! it becallse people
hazJe a chance to get more
involved and knOJv lvhat's
goillg 011. JJ
Katie Vaughn
jlJlllor
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Mary Trotter
SopholJlore

, , I gol sick rif beillg reminded 10
floss becal/se I'm ill college. I
nyf!Y flossing more 1l0JV becallse
someones 1lotlelling me to do it.
Dh, and I like that thry Pllt
Blackboard as a 11I1k. That IVas
a w(Hldeiflll additiol1. JJ

"

Kelja Lee
jlllllor

I IIsualjy check II!.} /J/ail throllgh
the e-lJItlil link alld so I dOIl't go
through the ~l/rreJlt stlldellis' page
bill a direct link to "!Y mai/. BI/!
Ihe changes sOlllld nice. I Jvi!1 check
thelll Ol/t. n

Suman Polepaka
Gmr/uale Slur/eIIl

campusbriefs ASWCroundup
at Whitworth

student government

Two balls stolen, 1M soccer
season up in the air

"Students are disappointed with the Frisbee schedule and the lack of playing faCilities. Intramural CoordInator Matt Duske said that he can switch only a certaIn
amount of game~ around due to other teams' practice schedules.

The intr(lmural soccer season is temporarily on
hold. Two indoor soccer balls were stolen from
Graves Gymnasium last week and 110 replacement
balls arc available in sportmg goods stores around
Spokane. Junior and intramural coordinator Ian
McGmdy-Gc..ich lias ord.:rcd nc\\< balls online, but the
delivery could take up to three weeks. McGradyBeach encourages intramural soccer players to be
palient while the balls are in transi!. McGrady asks
those who know about the balls to return them Without any questions asked.

.... The concern was brought up that no prize was givcn out for the mass e-mail contcst. ASWC President Courtney Daly said that 110 ideas were feasable enough to
warrant the award. ASWC Vice President Jackson Williams said that ASWC is
~till open to sugge~tions to the problem.

Federal loan consolidation
workshop Wednesday

Zimbabwe elections Massive earthquake
face questions
shakes Indonesia

. There is a one-hour workshop concerning federal
loan consolidation, budgeting and credit issues tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. The focus of the hour is to answer
questions that students have regarding the financial
aspects of being a young adult. Printed materials and
refreshments will be available. The workshop will
take place in conference rooms Band C upstairs in the
Hixson Union Building. Contact the Manager of the
Student Accounting Services Darla Freeborn for more
information.

Elections in Zimbabwe have begun
with relatively peaceful results that came
as a relief when compared to the violence that has marred polls in the past.
Zimbabwe's President, Robert Mugabe,
has dismissed claims that the voting was
rigged despite claims by human rights
groups that the voter registration lists
contain thousands of dead people. These
claims are made more difficult to verify
sinc~ Zil1!-babwe is notorious for banning
foreign Journahsts from enlering the
country, which has been facing food
shortages and high employment III recenl
years.

.II"

~ Philip

Adkins resigned as Special Events Coordinator for Ihe remainder of the year

W0

Scholastic book sale in
progress th is week
The School of Education is sponsoring a scholastic
book sale this week. The sale began yesterday and is
continuing through the rest of the week from 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. in the Hixson Union Building. Holmes
Elementary School is receiving the money to continue
a free lunch program and buy books to meet academic needs the school has.

Ushers needed for theater
performa nces this weekend

Graphic Designers
Kyle Bedell, Tanya Johnson,
Alex Schloss

The Theatre Office is looking for ushers for the performances of Godspell on April 8, 9, 10, 15 and 16.
Ushers receive free tickets. Call 777-3707 or sign up
in the Auditorium office 102 to be an usher.

-Compiled by Peter Burke

A massive earthquake in Indonesia
has killed hundreds and triggered fears
of another tsunami. The 8.7 quake was
felt as far away as Malaysia and
Singapore, and thousands were forced to
evacuate their homes. The earthquake
was similar to the Dec. 26 quake that
triggered a massive tsunami across
Southeast Asia and killed more than
300,000 people. Many of the areas
struck by this most recent quake were
still rt:covering from the tsunami and
were unprepared.

World mourns death
Schiavo dies amid of John Paul II
ethical controversy
Pope John Paul II died last Saturday

Terry Schiavo died following the
removal of her feeding tube. She had
been in a coma for 15 years and was the
center of national interest following the
disputed decision by her husband to
remove her from life support. President
Bu~h has offered his sympathies and
Schiavo's parents had managed to appeal
the decision to remove life support all
the way up to COllgress, although the
Supreme Court declined a chance to
inlervene. This issue has brought aUen!ion to living wills and the right to life
Issue.

g ra peVine/humor
Things you call expect to see/hear duriJlg Wedllesday:SASWC election ...
..,. Last minute stump speeches in the swing-dorm of
Schumacher
.
"'Jimmy Carter and other U.N. representatives present
to observe the elections, ensure that pencils are fully
accessible this year'
"'General voter apathy

rl d briefS/news ticker

.

Pho tographers
Nathan Chute, Jes~e Clark,
Caroline Davis, Tyler Zuck

The Whitworthian is the official publication of the A~sociated Studcnls of
Whitworth College (ASWC) and is
published weekly, except du;ing
January and studcn. vacations. The
conten. is generated entirely by students, except for thc Open Mind column. Thc collegc administration
docs not revicw the newspa~r's contCIll. Opinions and COlllent npressed
in editorial ,md advertising content
do not nccc.. arily rellect 1he views of
ASWC, the college, its administmtion, {"culty or staff. Whitworth
College pro\'ides eq ua 1opportunity In
educatioo and cmplo)'ment 111 accordance with Title VI nf the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, Title IX of the
Education
Amendment.
and
Sections 799A and 845 of the PlIhlic
Health ServIces Act.

It lJIakes me hap/!JI. I thought
it was a fresh change beiallse its
beell the same sillce I WtlS a
freshman. I appreciated that
there were nell' pictllres tiS }}Jel/.
And the e-/llail link Jvas etlsier
to click becallse YOII didll't have
to scroll d01JIll. n

al the age of 84 after battling many lona
illnesses.
co
The body of the Pope now lies in the
Vatican while tens of thousands of
mourners have gathered outside in St
Peters' Square. Catholic communities
are g,rievlllg the death of the Pope, with
BraZil and Cuba declaring several days
of mourning. Candlelight vigils are
being held in the Popes' homeland of
Poland. The successor to the Pope is
expected 10 be cho~en in the next few
weeks.

-Compiled by Gavill.lamie,\()//

.... Questions about just "how many electoral votes
Warren has
.... Del Taco declaring bankruptcy due to higher-thanexpected amount of free tacos redeemed
..... Early exit polls showing EmmyLou Taylor with a
slIght lead over Courtney Boyer for President
.... Hordes of lawyers. p.rowling the campus, ready to
PQunce upon any S~Spl<;:IOUS buttert1y banot or attempts
to cancel out the mmonty vote
.... A mob of angry s.tudents protesting the crash of the
campus nytwork ~eavmg more than half the campus withoul a say 111 the fmal results

t hewhltworthla n
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CAMPAIGNS:
Continued

from page 1

away from the exclusive club feeling that
has so oflen come with this organization
and creating greater awarene~s on campus
about what ASWC docs and, hopefully,
greater participation in the same," Ryan
said.
Ryan has lived on campus for three
years and plans 011 staying if he is elected.
ASWC vice presidential candidate
and junior Colette Reid has direct experience with ASWC. She is the current
ASWC activities coordinator and she
feels that her experience will allow her
to help coordinators be more effective
and efficient.
Reid's opposition, Michael "Chan"
Chansavang is a cultural diversity advocate in Warren Hall and has been a strong
advocate for the minorities on campus.
Chansavang is critical of ASWC senators'
and representatives' level of involvement
with their constituents.
"I know what (the senators and representatives) jobs are, I know what they do,
Ijust don't see them doing it," Chansavang
said.
Junior Cory LaPlante entered the primary election as the sole ASWC financial
vice president candidate. LaPlante, a
Resident Assistant in Baldwin-Jenkins, is
now challenged by junior Denise Hewill,
who received the most write-in votes in the
primaries last Thursday.
This year's candidates seem to be on a
fairly tight campaign budget. Chansavang
spent nothing on his primary campaign
and used free printing in the library and
free cardboard boxes from Safeway for his
posters and fliers.
Hunter has 'not planned any big campaign events or giveaways, but prefers to
interact with students one-on-one.

"The students at Whitworth are very
intelligent and are able to read through
the motives of most of those types of
activities," Hunter said. "Elections
shouldn't be a popularity conlest; they
should be about choosing those who will
fairly and ethically represent everyone in
the student body."
Ryan teamed up with Reid and L'lPlante
to serve sundaes in Lied Square last
Sunday, but agrees that big events should
not be the focus of the campaigns.
") am not a big fan of spending money
for candy or giveaways as that does little
for elections except glorify a high-schoolesque mentality," Ryan said.
Freshman Matt Park was a bit disappointed by the lack of freebies in this
year's campaign.
"It was sort of a drastic change from
high school, where they gave oul a bunch
of free candy and stuff ... T-shirts are sort
of cool, but they're not candy - you can't
eat them," Parks said. "Now candy T-shirts
would be pretty sweet."
Sophomore Lauren Kleinschmidt also
noticed the lack of events being sponsored
by candidates.
"Campaigning this year has been
incredibly low-key compared to last year,"
Kleinschmidt said.
In last year's ASWC election, some of
the candidates used free giveaways to garner student suppor!.
"It's not that I think this year's campaigning is bad," Kleinschmidt said. "It
might be that this year's campaign is a lot
more person-to-person and 1 just haven't
experienced that."
Candidates cannot spend more than
$175 on their campaign. ASWC reimburses each candidate up to $20 for the primary
election and $25 for the general election.
Additional funding must come from donations or the qmdidate's own pocket, said
Jackson Williams, the current vice president and head of the Student Elections

POUTICS:
Continued

from page 1

Ryan said la!.t year's vice president and financia.l vice
president spent at least part of their year on campus and
that the president and vice president lived on campus the
year before that.
None of the current executives live on campus.

Age debate
Hunter didn't mince words when he accused Ryan of
showing poor leadership by bringing up the age issue at
this time.
"Phil has said at debates that a title doesn't make a
leader, but I think Phil out there for a litle," Hunter said.
" ... For Phil, it has become a win-at-all-costs race. When
you do that people will lose respect for you."
Hunter also strongly disagreed that hi~ age was an
Issue.
"Bringing up the issue of my age is identifying me as a
minority," he said. "To suggest 1 can't relate. to students

Becoming

Oons C.lu.s/.·hJt...rtb,,,"
Freshman Daniel Walters poses nex.t to a sign he created that Imitates the signs posted III the Loop.
Walters is running for Warren senator.

Commitlee.
The committee ensures a fair race and
protects candidates from slander, Williams
said. The committee monitors the elections
process and candidates arc required to
have all campaign materials and events
pre-approved.
"All the people that serve on our committee have been trained in the election's
rules and are the eyes and ears of the camPl!igning process," Williams said.
A total of 804 students voted in
Thursday's primary elections but Williams
hopes to see at least 1,000 cast their vote in
Wednesday's general election.
The polls will be open Wednesday from
9 a.m. to 10 p.m. There will be computers
set up in the HUB for voting, but students
can vote from any computer with Internet
access. Any student unable to vote online

can contact Williams for an alternative
method.
ASWC organized a special deal with
Del Taco to encourage students to vote.
Students who bring in their voter confirmation to the 12226 N. Division location
can receive a free Ultimate Taco or
Chicken Soft Taco until Thursday.
Last Tuesday, candidates participated in
question-and-answer sessions in various
dorm's to give students the chance to get to
know them. A debate will be held Tuesday
in Lied Square at 9 p.m. to give students
another opportunity to get to know the
candidates.
"I really encourage students to be
informed voters," Williams said. "So ask
questions of your candidates and challenge
them to meet the expectiltions as they are
representing your voice."

because of my age is the !>ame as saying an ethnic minor- -a better job as Baldwiil-lenkins senator }lis frc!>hman year:
ity student can't identify with th~_ majority here. It's an "This may hurt me as much as iI helps me, but I think I
didn't do as good of a job as) could have because when it
ignorant way of thinking."
Ryan said that because Hunter has based much of his cam- appeared that J had slacked off, no one brought that up to
paign on his qualifications, Hunter should explain that he's my aUention because I wasn't pushed by the current (vice
president)."
earned much of his experience from the
Hunter said Ryan's comments are
extra time he has had to build his resume.
grounds for not electing the former
Ryan also said Hunter won't be able to
(What motivates a 30senator this year.
connect with students because of his age.
"Students have a right to question if
"It puts him in a situation where he year-old to mn for student
he did a poor job as a senator, what
can't relate with freshmen and sophopresident?"
gives them the confidence he'll do a
mores, or even juniors and seniors," he
good job (working with) all the stusaid. "What motivates a 30-year-old to
dents?" Hunter said.
Phil Ryan,
run for student president?"
jlmior
Ryan said that he was "trying to balRyan said he's not using the informaance a lot of things" his freshman year,
tion as a "tactic to gain advantage."
including college life, homework and his
"Jeff's convinced thi~ is a game of
ASWC responsibilities. lie said he didn't
risk," Ryan said. "But my main concern
always follow through on his senatorial duties that year but
is for the student body and that it's represented well."
was able to contribute much to the ASWC assembly.
Ryan said he's ready to take on the top job now.
Past admission
"From my weaknesses that year I've learned a lot about
While running for vice president last year, Ryan said at myself and I hope I'm humble enough to learn from those
.
a roaming debate in Warren Hall that he could have done mistakes," he said.
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DORM:
Continued from page 1

Whitworth, it is a nationwide
trend.
In the late 1960s to early 1970s,
an unprecedented amount of students enrolled in colleges. The
response to this wave was the
rapid construction of dorm'!>
around the nation.
A similar trend is occurring
now and campuses are building
additional dorm's around the
country.
Mandeville said it is time for
Whitworth to begin adding
more dorm's to the campus.
Part of the construction of the
new dorm will be in response to
the fact that no new dorm's
have been built in three years
and also continuos rising
enrollment.
"With the slow-but-constant
growth of the college, we are
caught between a rock and a hard
place," Jacob said. "We would
like to build better bedrooms than
the current Village ones, but we
simultaneously need the space."
Enrollment is at an all-time
high at Whitworth and even at the
beginning of this school year the

college was strapped for space.

Village's future uncertain

CLARIFICATION

"If you ask some of the re&idents who currently live in the
Village, they would eApress de~p
appreciation for the opportullIty
Ihey have had to get 10 know a
small group of student!> really
well," McGOnigal continued.
Some freshman were forced
inlo the village because the dorm
of their choice was full at the
beginning of the !>chool year.
"Our dorm is really cool,
because our whole guy noor didn', want to live here, so we have a
lot of fun together because we're
not your Iypical Village people,"
freshman Aaron Monheim said.
Others have a different view of
life in the Village.
"I think it would be a great
idea to build new dorm's to
replace the Village because there
is a lack of community within the
Village,"
freshman
Sean
Thompson said. "It's like having
five separate dorm's where there
is almost no camaraderie
between each building."
The possible construction of
this dorm is part of a master plan
that was started in Dec. of 1995.

In the previous issue of
The Whitworthian, an article
titled ~ASWC fixes budget
with $8,000 patch" reported that constituency reports
showed the majority of students either did not want
any money given to the
activities budget or wanted
less than $8,000 to be given
to the budget. However, the
constituency reports show
that - when asked to choose
"yes" or "no" to giving the
$8,000 - the majority of students said yes.
At the March 2 ASWC
meeting representatives
and senators said they had
some constituents who suggested giving less than the
requested amount and
there was some discussion
about reducing the amount
requested before passing
the requisition. This led the
articles to report that a
majority of students did not
want to give the full $8,000.

Wisenor said that the long term
Up to 44 people will be able to
goal of Whitworth i!> to eventuallive on a floor with two resident
ly replace the Village which was
assistants, Mandeville said.
originally built for the World's
The dorm will hold about 150
Fair in Spokane in 1974.
to 160 beds. It will have fou . . . stoHowever, Mandeville empharies, with one level underground.
sized that the Village will most
<Crt will be a warm inviting
likely be around for a while since
space - I picture it glowing
the housing will be necessary
when it is surrounded by snow in
until the new residence hall is
the
winter,"
Director of
completed.
Development Tad Wisenor said
Mandeville said that eventually
of his vision of the new dorm. "It
- though he did not specify when
will be the kind of building I
- part of the Village will come
would want to come home to."
down to create a lawn space for
Wisenor is responsible for the
the new dorm comparable to
art aspect of designing the new
Stewart's.
dorm.
"I think the new building WIll
The current design of each
add
to the campus, bul at the same
super suite consists of four twotime I think we lose great buildperson bedrooms with one bathings if the Village does come
room that holds two showers,
down," McGonigal said. "The
three sinks, and two toilets. There
Village has been and continues to
will be a communal area where
be a great place for community to
residents will share space like a
be built."
standard dorm room.
Community is a key pari of the
Mandeville said the "striking
Village's
identity.
architectural feature" will be a
glass front that lets in the natural
light.
"I like the idea of walking up to
a building at night and seeing people in the dorm, hanging out, being
together, watching TV, shooting
candidate
How should unallocated
What, if any, specific changes
What Is your
pool," Wisenorsaid. "There is
profile
funds be handled?
will you make to ASWC?
something exciting about the idea
No.1 priority?
of seeing three floors of people."
The building does not have a
More effective communication
I think that right now ASWC has more of a managerial role
I think the constituent representaname because the plans have not
between the members of ASWC and instead of a leadership role. I feel that ASWC has the potential tion as itstands today is effective but
been approved by the board.
the student body. There has obviously to make a difference in the greater community and that we shouldn't feel like funding issues are
The architecture will be brick,
been some miscommunication should be looking to build a foundation that Inspires others to all-or-nothing. I believe that better
since many of the other buildings
between ASWC and the students this join ASWC because they wantto be a part ofthat difference. I communication and ethical repreon campus already are.
_ _ _ _ _ year in how they would like to see believe we need an expansion of cultural diversity programs. I sentation during difficult moments is
"I hope this building will be a JEFF
unallocated funds spent ASWC's job think we need to reach out more to students who feel like their extremely important in figuring out
complement to more traditional Hunter
is to communicate with the students opinions don it matter and that no one cares what they have to ways to do what's in the best interest
architectural styles on campus, jumpr
effectively in order to represent them say. Astronger open door policy.
of the student body.
while providing a more unique
properly.
contemporary design," Wisenor
said .
My first prioritY· will be esiablishThe loftiest of goals cannot be reached without first mending
Unallocated funds are reserved for
The new dorm is designed by
ing
effective communication the most basic issues. Ofthese issues is a general feeling that the benefit of all Whitworth students.
the same person who de!>igned
between ASWC and students. local, ASWC is both lackadaisical and exclusive. By stressing a more Single activities will not often accomBoppell, Whitworth's newest
regional, and national recognition fonnal approach to the organization via increased use of par- plish this therefore funds need must
dorm. Unlike Boppell, the new
are important But to be reached, liamentary procedures and accountability to constituents be distributed to all types of clubs,
dorm will be open to all students.
students must first recognize ASWC regarding voting issues, ASWC will no longer be nonchalant services, coordinators, and student
The site of the dorm will be north PHIL
as a legitimate organization. In order about its role on campus. Exclusiveness must be combated by life programs in order to benefit the
of Boppell near to the back-40 Ryan
for infonned decisions to be a real is- seeking out insight from students wanting to get involved in most students possible, while not
and facing the Hixson Union junIOr
tic goal, effective communication ASWC, focusing on the accomplishments of all our students, marginalizing others.
Building.
must be our standard.
incorporating and valuing diverse opinions, and promotl ng critSeattle Pacific University,
ieal thought in all we do.
Azusa
Pacific
University,
My number one priority would be
One thing I would like to change about ASWC is how it is
I believe unallocated funds should
Pepperdine University, Sacred
to insure all members of ASWC, currently perceived. A number of people perceive ASWC as a be handled in a way that it would
Heart University, Gonzaga,
media, and coordinators are working 'Cliquish' organization in a way that they do their own thing, increase student involvement.
University of Idaho, Washington
well together and working at their full which leads to a lack of communication between the student Students should be given the opporState University, University of
capacity. I plan to do this by instilling body at large and ASWC. I plan to change this perception by tunity to make their experience here
Portland and Yale were all visited
motivation and accountability within encouraging every member of the assembly to not fall into a at Whitworth a valuable one, and
by committee members to gain
CHAN
the assembly and also meeting with clique mentality but rather looking forward to being a strong also a chance for students to make a
inspiration for the new dorm.
Chansavangthem individually for support, assis- advocate of progressive ideas while making decisions that difference at Whitworth and in the
sophomore
tance, and evaluation.
serve the best interest of you; the Whitworth student body.
community.
Communal Living
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Associate Dean of Students
Dick Mandeville called the
design "unique to Whitworth,"
because of the arrangement of
the rooms and its emphasis on
community.
He hopes the new design of
rooms centered around a living
space will be a good environment.
"The 'super suite' concept is
unlike anything else on the
Whitworth campus," Wisenor said.
"It will provide students an opportunity to build smaller communities in a larger residence hall."
Living as a community is one
feature that sets Whitworth apart
from other colleges.
"Ultimately it is the student's
who make the community," said
Keats McGonigal the Resident
Director of Stewart and the
Village. "The more students buy
into sharing their lives with the
people around them on their hall
or in their building the more they
will grow and mature."

COLETTE
Reid
jUnior

CORY
LaPlante
JUNior

A national trend

DENISE
Hewett

The construction of new
dorm's IS not unique to

lUllior

I plan to facilitate and manage all
of the ASWC personnel. My priority
lies within the Senators, Reps,
Coordinators, and Media to hold
them to a standard thatthe students
deserve. I plan to set up a system
that entails gQal setting and provides
accountability and responsibility
among all ASWC members.

ASWC has a reputation of being a "clique" aS,well as having student apathy towards the organization. Through more
student involvement and encouragement, not only will apathy
decrease but also the cliques that are fonned will be broken.
ASWC should be a diverse organization that represents all
points of view. Getting involved in student government takes
courage and passion t it is the job of currentASWC members to
encourage and recruit leaders. Next year I hope to set goals
with each individual member to better encourage as well as
inspire those looking to pursue a position on ASWC.

Unallocated funds should be targeted towards reaching as many students as possible. Through the constrtuency reports the Senators and
Reps conduct the funds should clearIy represent the majority of what students want. Unallocated is there for
all students and should be aimed at
reaching the majority.'

My number one priority will be
keeping the budget balanced and up
to date. I need to make sure I stay on
top of recording expenditures so
ASWC and the rest of the student
body knows how much money is left
and what things we have been spending on up to that point in the year.

I don't think I should be attempting any changes in ASWC
from my pOSition as FVP. My job will be to watch the money and
give my inputfrom a financial standpoint on whatever ideas or
activities ASWC is considering. Time spent dreaming up radical changes for ASWC would be better utilized actually doing
the job and keeping the books in order.

Unallocated funds exist so students, clubs, and student leaders
can plan activitles involving the student body as a whole, so as long as
an actiliity will benefit a significant
portion of the student body ASWC
should consider supporti ng it.

As financial vice president, my first
priority will to more effectively involve
the entire student body in decisions
about ASWC funds. Rather than
changing the system, I will try to
make the current procedures work
better by enforcing official policies.

I will take steps to increase the accessibility of ASWC to the
student body by actively seeking student involvement Although
resources are available for stuclents to offer feedback, they are
often ineffective. I will contlnually seek students' active participation and feedback by personally diSCussing issues on campus
in both individual and public settings. In addition to constituency reports, this will allow students greater access to the decisionmaking process.

The criteria for ASWC funding are
very specific. The Finance Committee
should properly review requests and
pass them on to the' student body
when needed so that unallocated
funds can be handled well. Most
importantly, each funding request
should "benefit diverse segments of
the student body."

cene

'Godspell' preview
Spring play takes on musical
interpretation of Gospels.
page 7

Scene,

Seniors Brandon Leahy and David Thorpe perform
several songs, including their own unique versions
of Green Day's "Boulevard of Broken Dreams" and
the Goo Goo Doll's "OasIs" at the Senior
Coffeehouse (left and above).

Senior Annemane Webber performs some of
her anginal songs at last Fnday's Senior
Coffeehouse (above).

Seniors reflect through song, poetry
Shannon Blackburn
Staff writer
time winds down all the school year, some seniors
have prepared while others have despaired. But last
riday night was a commemoration of the three
years saying "hello" and one saying "goodbye" in the
midst of a chaotic educational journey.
The senior coffeehouse, which included free coffee
from Stan's, showcased literary and musical talent performed by seniors.
"This idea is sweet plus free coffee," senior Erik
Hendrickson said. "Stan the coffee man hooks me up all
the time."

~

The night started around 8:15 p.m. with senior
Annemarie Webber sharing some original songs on the
guitar with senior Matt Hecht who performed several creative pieces as well.
Next up was senior Angie Akre who stirred up recent
tragic memories in her moving poetry piece about the
Dec. 26 tsunami. Her other poem reflected on the lack of
hours students, especially seniors, have to prep them.
selves for day-to-day tasks.
"If I would have had time I would've written the poem
that touched you. That said my life has changed as much
as yours. I would have written a poem to thank you," Akre
recited.

Following Akre, senior Brandon Leahy, accompanied
by senior Sam Scheibner on the bass (and occasionally
vocals) and senior Dave Sloan on the drums, rOCKed out
the crowd under the influence of Leahy's "new no bull sht policy."
"If people stopped playing stupid lillie games and started telling each other what wis really on their mind, we
would start being real with each other and a 101 more
would be accomplished," Leahy said. "The ultimale goal
is to live with no regrets, only great learning opportunities."
See SENIORS It- page 6

Stumbling upon Whitworth Homecoming
Professor helps Nigerian
find her niche In U.S.
Nathan Harrison
Staff writer
Imagine visiting some family friends in
a foreign country. Then, imagine that two
weeks later the rest of your family has
returned home While you have been
accepted and enrolled in a local college in
that foreign country, scrambling to gather
transcripts and scholarships. For junior
Terundu "Beverly" Uganda, a transfer
student from Nigeria, thaI's exactly what
happened.
The trip to the United States was
planned to meet the people who nursed
Uganda's father back to health more
than 30 years ago when they were missionaries in Nigeria. Now residents of
Airway Heights, Fritz and Pearl Tadema
are Uganda's guardians while she
attends Whitworth.
"I came here for a visit and my
guardians knew Stephaine (NoblesBeans). I liked the campus, and they
encouraged me to apply," Uganda said.
"The second week I was here, I was
accepted. So my father flew back, and I
stayed here."
Though the transition was smooth
given the short time frame, there were
difficullies along the way.
"We didn't think we were going to be
able to get her transcripts since it's not the
same in Nigeria as it is here," Ministry and
Mullicultural Affairs Coordinator Nobles-

Beans said. "The blessing with Beverly. is
that she has dual citizenship: She was born
in Kansas and raised in Nigeria. Since she
has American citizenship, that opened a lot
of doors tor scholarships and funding."
Even with transcripts obtained and her
tuition covered, Uganda still faces challenges at Whitworth.
"It's a tremendous difference," she
said. "It's cold over here, it's very humid
back home. It is two different education
systems, two different kinds of English."
For example, plenty of students worry
about writing essays: From the thesis
statement to proper formatting, there arc
dozens of things that can go wrong. For
Uganda, there is a much more basic hurdle.
"I went to Benue State University in
Makurdi, Nigeria, where we learn how to
speak in the British style and write in the
British style. It's more formal. You go
slraighlto the point, and the spellings arc
different," she said. "Instead of worrying
about the quality of my writing, I'm worrying if I'm using the wrong spellings."
Language concerns aside, requirements for students make the academic
transition easier.
"In Nigeria, we take more than 17 credits; I was taking a total of 23," Uganda
said. "We don't have computers waiting
on our desks in our rooms, you have to go
to business centers to do your work."
Apart from language and academic
differences, cultural differences separate
See STUMBLING .. page 6

concert rounds
out choir tour
Leah Robin
Siaff writer

Junior Terundu "Beverly" Ugondo transferred to Whitworth from Benue State
University In Makurdl, Nigeria this year.
Ugondo had come to Spokane With her
family to VISit some fnends and Within
two weeks she had applied and been
accepted to Whitworth.

Concert-goers attending the Whitworth Choir
spring performance expected to hear them sing, not
sing with them.
But for those who drove into the parking lot of SI.
Augustine'S church a few minutes late Tuesday
evening found themselves as part of the choir processional line. Waiting for their program to start, they
were huddled outside the church in the cold, but their
nervous energy filled the air. Latecomers were losl
amidst the plethora of black tuxedos and dresses.
Then someone realized they weren't part of the choir,
and were admitted into the church.
The sanctuary was packed with every pew filled
and people standing in the back or lining the aisles.
The choir filed into the sanctuary beneath the
stained glass windows and a hush fell over the audience.
In the silence of the enormous room, a pitch was
given. Deep, rich lanes rose and grew filling the sanctuary. The choir, directed by Marc II a fso, began the
program with a solemn version of "The Eyes of All
Wait Upon Thee."
The concert's title was "Music for the Seasons of
the Church," taking the audience on a journey thai
explored Advent, Christmas, Epiphany, Lent, the
Passion, Easter and Pentecost.
See CONCERT It- page 7
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Commit to a 'Hotness Pact'
Allison Carr
Philip Atkins
Staff writers
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Hot in the City: The quest to be really, really ridiculously good-looking
Anyone who has seen the photos
from Britney Spears' honeymoon can
understand the importance of hotness. Without it, everyone would be
ugly. And with the release of last
week's "People" magazine, the significance of hotness has become even
clearer. The issue featured a pregnant-ish Britney. Now pregnancy definitely does not fall under the category of hot. And if Britney's not so hot
when pregnant, then she's obviously
lost those rock hard abs that were so
integral to her persona of holness.
The discussion of hotness comes
with an entire discourse. The number
of "t"s at the end of "hot" is direclly
proportional to the level of hotness
described, thus "hottttt" would be a
descriptor of someone approximately
way more hoI then someone of average hotness. We are two of Ihe elite
members of the MySpace group
slarted by Nalalye Childress in Santa
Rosa, Calif., called "You can't even

count our 'I's." The phrase "hot like
fire" can be used to describe someone of particular hotness. And of
course, the "Hotness Pact" is an
indispensable dimension of hotness.
A Hotness Pact can be formed by two
or more people in the pursuit of hotness, especially when it comes to
jeans and swimwear. Accountability
is important, as demonstrated by the
whole Britney disaster.
Faint of heart beware: The
Hotness Pact comes with fairly strict
rules. The Pact has three facets: diet,
exercise and tanning.
Tanning makes you holler and
happier. For tanning (post Body
Blessings scandal) we recommend
Toucan Tan on the corner of
Newport and Hawthorne, mostly for
its proximity to Whitworth.
Trips to the fitness center cover
the exercise aspect of the Pact.
Diet will depend greatly upon your

'.

SENIORS:
Continued from page 5

The crowd responded with a minimosh pit, dancing and laughter.
"Boys with instrumen!s," freshman
Karla Rose said WIth a smile.
Senior David Thorpe next took the
slage and sang a few with Leahy in a
unique hybridized version of Green
Day's "Boulevard of Broken Dreams"
and the Goo Goo Doll's "Oasis."
Afterwards, Thorpe had seniors Claire
Gault and Shelly Williams share some
grown-up thoughts with the spectators
that "poop goes tn the potty," with their
rendition of "Poop Smith."
Senior Phil Hickok read poetry that
included some valuable insight on
Whitworth dating.
"Whitworth is the blue ball capital of
the world," Hickok said.
The coffeehouse concluded with senior
Josh Rodland playing some new material.
"This is a good chance for seniors 10
say goodbye while showcasing their talents for each other and underclass," Akre
said.

intended results. For Ihat emo look,
you should !.tick mostly to free trade
coffee and herbal cigarettes. If you're
looking for something temporary, try
one of the fad diet books that fill
Barnes & Noble to the very ceiling. We
like to slick to vodka, Lifesavers and
non-fat lalles. If you're looking for a
diet that's actually healthy, we suggest
going organic and mostly culling out
refined sugars and highly processed,
high-fat foods. Put the donut down.
Fast food should be cut out on principle if not for health reasons. And if you
have a meal plan ... good luck.
We know what you're thinking:
"I'm so hot right now, there's no
way I could get any hotter." Well, we
thought we couldn't get any hotter.
But we did. And we do.
Until next time, we are Philip and
Allison, doing our best to show you
the light ... the artificial light of the
tanning bed.

the college experiences in
Nigeria and America.
"You arc much closer to
professors here. You can look
them directly in the eye,
more often than just paying
attention. You can call them
anytime you need help. You
can call professors by their
first names. In Nigeria, you
call your professor 'sir,'"
Ugondo said. "I wouldn't say
(the Nigerian professors) are
gods, but we just see them as
an authority. We arc not as
free with our professors."
differences
Cultural
emerge outside of the classroom as well, in everyday
social situations.
"Although you speak the
same language, it's stilI different. Americans don't wait for
you to answer, 'How are you
doing?'" she said. "I can
remember one time when a
girl said that to me, and I stood
back to respond, and she was
already going away. At first, I
was hurt. But I've learned
that's just how it is here."
Language and cultural dif-

Quality Cleaning
done with Integrity
and Reliability.
From Suncrest to
Southhill.

Co

ferences arc of special interest to Ugondo, who is currently pursuing a communications degree.
"Initially, when I got here, I
was heading towards reporting. But now that I've seen the
different areas, I've changed. I
haven't decided between public relations and speech communications," she said.
When she finishes her
schooling, Ugondo doesn't
plan to return to Nigeria.
"I think I'm going to work
here when I graduate. I'm also
thinking about gelling my
master's degree," she said.
"For me there's not much
change. The biggest change is
trying to fit into your system.
Being away from home, the
food; I can get used to it,
because we have so many cultures back home."
"That's why I think it's
important to go to school in
different cultures, to be able
to adapt wherever you go,"
Ugondo said. "Campus has
really helped me to grow."
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:'-:Become stronger, smarter and more prepared to face
any challenge. With over 200 careers to choose from , the
Army is your chance to make a difference in your life
and in the future of your country. Find out how you can
: become An Ar(llY Of One at GOARMY.COM or call
. I-BOO-USA-ARMY.

258-7184
evening calls.

Where: 516 E. Francis
When: Monday through Friday, 8:00 am - 4:00 pm
Who: Call Sergeant First Class Zell, 509-484-6934

Speak with
a Soldier in the
U.S. Army
about Army
Opportunities and
Options
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Scene
Although Ihe choir members agree it was a good
experience, they're also glad to be bilck in Spokane.
"II was nice knowing that family members and
friends were there. The audience really docs make a
difference," Johnson said.
Tewell agreed thai it was speciill to perform in
Spokane again.
"It was kind of like a homecoming," she said.
Hafso captured the es~ence of the night when he
told the audience: "It's good to be home."
While nHlJIy colleges make a name for themselves in sports, Whitworth is particularly known
for its music program and choir. Whitworth choir
members feel this is a special responsibility that
falls on them, as they are often the voice of
Whitworth through their singing tours.
Their Christmas concert is a huge event and this
past year while performing in Seattle, the choir's
voice went out on PBS television.
When asked how she feels about being a voice
for Whitworth, Tewell said, "I want people to walk
away with that physical, mental and spiritual state
of peace. I want them to be ministered to, even if
it's just for those two hours that the concert lasts."
"The choir is more than good, Ihey are fabulous,"
said Whitworth ballet teacher Janine McAllister,
who attended the concert. "I encourage everyone to
go when they have the chance."
Whitworth students can be looking forward to
hearing the choir sing in chapel on April 21, as well
as at commencement in May.
Hafso "has big plans for the choir. He wants us to
keep learning and growing. He wants us to be a
voice for Whitworth," Tewell said.

CHOIR:
Continued from page 5

"This concert was especially full of worshipping
God and concentrating on his work in our lives and
the seasons of our lives," freshman soprano Noree
Johnson said.
This spiritual journey of songs rose and fell and
rose again. From the Passion section came the sober
song "Tencbrae Factae Sunct," sung in Latin, which
immcdiately led into the celcbrative piece "Lord, in
Thy Resurrection," which was punctuated by loud
"Alleluia's."
The choir was accompanied by Brent Edstrom on
the piano and included senior Allison Cleaveland
playing the flute, David Sloan playing percussion
and Christopher Brown playing electric bass.
During the piece "Eja!" sophomore Kristin
Tewell, sophomore Renee Roberts and senior
Kyrsten Hafso stepped out of formation to dance
down the aisles, red scarves billowing and rejoiceful voices resonating behind them.
The journey the choir took its audience on was
one that allowed solemn meditation on Christ's
death but also exuberant celebration of his resurrection.
The choir's performance was not only a spiritual
journey but a physical one as well. They recenlly
returned from touring through California, including
performances in Bel Air, Santa Barbara and
Hollywood.

Change
Your Life
and make a difference
IVltil a coullseling degrcc {wm George Fox UlIlJlcrsity

• Master of Arts in Counseling
• Master of Arts in Marriage and Fanuly Therapy
• Master of Arts in School Counseling
• Master of Science in School Psychology
• CertifIcate programs avaIlable

503-554-6166
counseling.georgefox.edu

GEORGE

Fox

UNIVERSITY

'Godspell' takes it 'Day by Day'
Jan Morris

the demanding role of Jesus in the show. The theatre
major believes "Godspell" is a challenging play but a
great capstone production to his work at Whitworth.
"II reveab many sides to Jesus as found in the gospels,
and I hope that each person that comes will discover
!>omething new about Jesus and the gospel !>lory," Rorem
said.
Fellow cast member and sophomore Ben While
described the preparation process as a collaborative effort
between the student cast and director Diana Troller.
"We began by getting together as a cast and brainstorming ideas on how to present the in'dividual'scenes,
and then Diana would come in and fix things and fine tune
it," White said.
The cast has become a family throughout the process.
They are full of anticipation and excitement for the show
to open.
"Godspell" will be performed in the Cowles Memorial
Auditorium on April 8, 9,15 and 16 at 8 p.m. and on April
10 at 2 p.m. Tickets cost $5 and can be purchased through
the Theatre Department office.
Rorem encourages students to attend.
"It's hard not to like this show. Diana Troller is a fantastic director and she has really brought this show to
life," he said.

Staff writer
With a set still under construction and a flllal song still
to be choreographed, 12 people determine their "upstage
and down~tage diagonals," all while keeping rhythm to
their movements and singing their hearts out.
On stage in the near-empty auditorium they lean on one
another between songs, stretching and shaking out their
tired muscles during one of the final rehearsals for their
upcoming show.
These members of the Whitworth Theater Department
wiII be putting on the musical "Godspell" this month. The
high-energy play retells traditional parables from the
gospels of Matlhew and John through sketches, songs and
dancing.
This tuneful recreation of the Gospel began as an offBroadway show in 1971 and has been a popular production both on stage and on-screen ever since. With popular
songs including the hit "Day by Day," the dynamic musical emanate!> enthusiasm, joy and profound meaning
while giving its viewers a fresh perspective on the life of
Christ.
Even with a cast of only 12, this small production is
promising to be a great one. Senior Jacob Rorem takes on
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Ridge 2000 lecturer
SCience AuditOrium
1 p.rn.

ASWC Elections

I

'

! Pirate Idol
i HUB Dining Hall

"The Privileged Planet"
Chapel
Lecture 3:30 p.m.
Movie 7:30 p.m.

Federal Loon Consolidation I 8 p.m.
& Budgeting/Credit
i
Workshop
I
Conference Rooms B & C

Physics and God of
Abraham Lecture
Robinson Teaching Theatre
7 p.rn.

Free film at the Garland

/v7t:-.i-/-:-/Nf,'"

" , ... , / y - ' ,

"Lemony Snicket's: A Series of Unfortunate
Events" will be playing for free at the Garland
Theatre April 4-7 at 9:30 a.m.
If you mis~ed the Jim Carrey film that received
rave reviews from critics, now is your chance to
sec it before it hits the small screen.
For more information call 458-0794.

Pirate Idol brings prizes
This Thursday Pirate Idol will be held in the
Ilixson Union Building Dining Hall.
The annual event brings together performers
who compete for cash prizes.
Admission is free, and all are welcome. For
more information, contact Philip Atkins at ext.
4555 or bye-mail at patkins02@whitworth.edu.

"Godspell"
AuditOrium
8 p.m.

KWRS ping-pong tournament

Baseball vs, Wlilamelte
12 p.m.

Baseball vs. Willa melle
12 p.m.

Women's Tennis
1 p.m.

"Godspell"
Auditorium

,Simpson-Duvall Lecture
: Robinson TeaChing Theatre

Student Employee of the
Year Reception
lied Square
12 p.m.

;7:30

2p.m.
"Godspell"
Auditorium
8 p.m.
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KWRS is hosting its second annual Ping Pong
Showdown April 15. The tournament is open to
all students, faculty and staff for an entry fcc of
$2.00. This fcc goes to the winner and runner-up
at the end of the showdown.
Applicntions arc available at the Info Desk and
must be turned in by April 12 along with the entry
fcc. For more information, contact Katie, kwrsgm@whitworth.cdu or 777-4560.

- Compiled by Greg Tomlill
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A pair of googly-eyed
cha racters greet
guests with a warm
"E Komo Mal" or
"Welcome" upon
entenng the 35th

Annual Lu'au.

Hawai'ian students share the aloha spirit with the
Whitworth familY through the 35th annual Lu'au
So
Sa

Megan Blank
Staff writer
hirty-five years ago a
smull group of students
from Hawai'i put on the
first lu'au at Whitworth. The event
was held in Graves Gym und was
mandatory for studellts, since It was
the only meal for the night. Curt
Kekuna, the founder of Whitworth's
!-Iawai'ian Club, Na Pu'uwai a
!-Iawai'i, helped organize the first lu'au.
"We wanted to do something that
would umfy all the people from Hawai'i,"
Kekuna said. "We also wanted to show our
culture." Kekuna attended Saturday's lu'au,
where he watched his daughter, senior
'Aulani Kekuna, continue the tradition of
sharing I-1awai'ian culture with the
Whitworth community.
"We never envisioned what it would be
back then," Kekuna said. "This is light years
ahead of what we did. We danced five or six
numbers - these guys will do 15 to 20
dances."
The Fieldhouse was transformed by a spirit of Aloha last Saturday night, when approximately 800 people turned out for the 35th
annual Hawai'ian Club lu'au. Colorful greenery, the sweet perfume of orchid leis and
bright fabrics livened the scene as guests
enjoyed a traditional Hawai'ian meal, participated in activities and watched the show.
Every part oCthe lu'au is rich in culture and
tradition. The meal included dishes such as
shoyu chicken, lomi salmon, rice and a kalua
pig cooked in Hawai'i. All of the cooking is

T

done in two days and overseen by Whitworth
Alum Lezlie A'ano, who is in her seventh
year of participating in the lu'au.
"The seniors here this year were freshmen
when I was a senior, so this is kind of an
important year, to sec them all grown up,"
A'ano said. "They're doing a great job."
A'ano earned the nickname "Mama Lez" her
senior year from the fre~hlllen because of her
leadership role.
"At first she was intimidatmg, but then we
realized that she was the only one who
cared," senior Shelby Santos said. "She's
been taking care of us ever since."
The meal was 1,weelened with fresh pineapple, as well as pineapple upside down cake
and haupia, a dessert made of coconut milk
and sugar. And we can't forget the poi, a staple Hawai'ian food made of taro root and
water, which many non-Hawai'ians consider
a taste they'd rather not acquire.
"If it's mixed with ~omething else, it's a lot
better than if it's alone," freshman Dustin
Smith said. He paired the poi with lomi
salmon to make an edible combination.
Santos' favorite food is the poi.
"We hear, 'Eeeeww! It tastes like paste! '"
Santos said. "That's okay - more for us!"
Each year the family of a Whitworth student volunteers to prepare the Kalua Pig
before shipping it to Spokane. This year's pig
was prepared by the Segovia family, whose
son is senior Kaleo Segovia. The pig is
cooked for 14 hours in a hole underground,
heated by lava rocks covered in banana
leaves.
"Doing the Kalua Pig is a lot of work, from
gelling the rocks, digging the hole and cook-

ing the pig." Kaleo's father Leonard Segovia
said.
Segovia was III attendance at the lu 'au,
along with AI Makhinu Barcarse, Kaleo's
kurnu hula, or hula teacher. Both SegovHl and
Barcarse, known as "Pops," attended for their
third time in the last four years.
Leonard Segovia, along with many other
parents, comes to support his son in sharing
Hawai'ian culture.
Barcarse, who taught Hawai'ian culture to
Kaleo Segovia since he was seven, participated by singing a chant that Segovia taught a
group of men to dance to.
"It's a hard chant, and a hard dance to do,"
Barcarse said. "You feel kind of proud that
your students are going out and doing what
you've taught them."
Kaleo Segovia values the presence of his
father and his teacher.
"It's good to see that he's proud of what I
can do because I'm teaching what he taught
me," he said. "Hula is a big part of his life and
it's good to see his legacy being passed on."
Over the evening guests experienced 12
dances from the Polynesian islands, ending
with a finale featuring portions of previous
dances as well as three dancers using fire.
"These lu'aus cost at least $50 back home,
so this show for$13 is a steal," Segovia said.
Another lu'au has passed, keeping
Hawai'ian traditions alive for the Spokane
community.
"It's another way to expand our cultural
awareness, as well as to realize how diverse
the u.S. is," senior Kyle Tate said. "It's good
to sec the younger Hawai'ians involved so
that they're ready to pass on the tradition."
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JUnior
Kristen
Eguchl
shares the
aloha spint
byhandmg
out shell
leis to eactl
guest at
last
Saturday's
lu'au.

D""h .. V,,,,,s!Wh,lIlHJrlh,,"

Sophomore April Stadler demonstrates a
Samoan dance called the ·Siba."

Members of Whitworth's Hawal'ian Club, Na Pu'uwai 0 Hawai'!, model vanous ways for both men and women to wear sarongs dunng the fash·
Ion show portion of the lu'au.

Seniors and club
vice presidents Kiley
Loo and Shelby
Santos chat while
senior Kimberly
Fleming quickly eats
in the Country Store
before lhe doors
open to the publiC.

C'"""'" Da"r/U''''''''riht~.
Fresman Greg Domino and sophomore Brett Kagawa demonstrate a game called Pa'uma, Similar to arm
wrestling.
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Stay Sharp
Columnist finds God's calling
at needle-exchange program.
Sports, page 12

Eastern
sweeps
•
tennlS
Whitworth struggles
against Division I
Eastern Washington
Jennifer Zaremba
Staff writer

Sophomore McKenzie Crosby splashes [n the water dUring the 3,OOO-meter steeplechase. Crosby finished third in the eventlast Saturday.

Men, women sprint to victory
Colin Storm
Staff writer

Blackburn,'
Grassley have
strong races
for men

The bell rang and junior Doug Blackburn took off into an
all-out sprint. Blackburn, who had already lapped some of
his competitors, tore through the final lap of the 5,000meter race in a blazing 61 seconds.
The team lined the track yelling encouragement as
Blackburn finished in a personal-record time of 15:02.85,
50 seconds in front of the next competitor.
Blackburn was one of the 11 event winners of the day for
the men's team, as they easily defeated University of Puget
Sound and Northwest Nazarene 107-49-41.
Sophomore Jeff Grassley won the 3,OOO-meter steeplechase in 10:10.71 after he broke out of the starting line in a
blazing fashion.
Grassley, who never trailed in the race, finished in a personal best time despite falling in the water-pit on the final
lap, costing him a few seconds.
"I was happy with my race," Grassley said. "The last lap

I face-planted hardcore. 1 got energy going to make the finish. I knew 1 had (a record time) even after 1 fell, but it still
was an energy surge.'"
The men's team finished first, second, third, fourth, fifth
and sixth in the 800-meter dash, with Kris Sauer winning in
a time of 1:57.88, just edging junior Brooks Cooper, who
finished in 1:58,75, Juniors Jonathan Pasma and Phillip
Grahlfs, along with Grassley rounded out the top six.
"I was just trying to be there for the team," Grast-Iey said.
"It was awesome to see those guys run so amazing. 1 just
wanted to yell, 'Heck yeah, Whitworth!'"
The women's team score was a bit closer then the men's,
winning by a 79-71-54 margin over NNU and UPS.
The Pirates domjnated in the 100- and 2oo-meter sprints,
finishing first, second and third in the 100 and first and second in the 200. Senior Nicole Brown won both events and
freshman Kristen Dormaier finished second in both events.
See

SPRINT ~
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Bergman, Fadel close out brilliant
Whitworth careers at nationals
Jonathan Gerig
Staff writer

Whitworth sent four swimmers to the
NCAA Division III Swimming and Diving
Championships at I-lopes College in
Holland, Mich., this past month. Senior
Screna Fadel and freshman Samantha
Kephart swam for the Pirates March 10-12
while senior Corey Bergman and junior
Loren Killgore swam March 17-19.
Kephart was the first to swim on March 10
and won the 5OO-yard freestyle consolation
final in a school-record time of 5:02.11.
Fadel did not qualify for her first event, the
200-yard individual medley, despite swimming a season-best time of 2: 11.08.
The following day, Kephart earned her
first-ever All-American finish by finishing
fifth in the 100-yard butterfly with a time of
57.33. Kephart posted a new Whitworth and
Northwest Conference record time of 57:15
in the preliminaries of this event.
Fadel did not qualify in the 400-yard 1M
despite, once again, posting a season-best
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time of 4:38.12.
On the final day of the championship,
Fadel closed out a brilliant career by finishing fourth in the 2oo-yard breaststroke with
a time of 2:22.23, setting a new Whitworth
record. Fadel concludes her career as a fourtime NCAA All-American, sconng in nine of
her 12 career NCAA Championship events.
Kephart, giving a glimpse of great things
to come, finished second in the 200-yard
butterfly with a new Whitworth and NWC
time of 2:02.59.
Mnrika Ross of
Middlebury College (Vt.) just edged out
Kephart with a time of 2:02.25. Kephart's
runner-up finish is the highest ever for a
Whitworth women's swimmer at the championships.
"The first two days weren't so good for
Sam and Serena but the third day it finally
clicked for them," Killgor~ said.
The duo scored 55 points to lift
Whitworth to 20th place in the final team
standings. Emory University of Atlanta, Ga.
won its first championship.
In the men's championships, Bergman

finished 14th in the 200-yard 1M in a time of
1:54.20 on March 17. Killgore did not qualify for the SOD-yard freestyle.
The following day, Bergman broke a
long-standing Whitworth record by finishing the 200-yard freestyle in 1 :41.69 and
winning the consolation final to finish ninth
overall. Killgore did not qualify in the 400yard 1M.
On the final day of competition, Bergman
finished fourth in the 200-yard breat-tstroke
with a time of 2:04.08. Killgore withdrew
from his final event, the 1,650 yard freestyle
after battling illness all week.
"Personally, this was a pretty disappointing year," Killgore said. "But being here
and watching all the elite guys has refueled
me for next year."
Bergman concludes his career as a fourtime All-American in the 200-yard breaststroke and single-handedly scored 27 points
to lift Whitworth to a 26th-place finish in
this year's championships.
Kenyon College (Ohio) won its 26th consecutive men's title with 556.5 points.

The Eastern Washington
University women defeated the
Whitworth women in a non-conference
tennis
match
at
Whitworth last Thursday_ The
Pirates had just come off of a
three-game winning streak, only
to have it snapped by the NCAA
Division I Eagles.
The Pirate women were
unable to win a set in the match
and Eastern went on to sweep
Whitworth 9-0.
- Whitworth sophomore Katie
Troxell was still happy with how
their team played.
"Every girl played their very
best," Troxell said. "Eastern
has a talented group of players
and it is always good to play
the better players because you
have nothing to lot-e and much
to gain:'
Troxell played the No. 3 singles for the Pirates and was
joined by senior April Brast to
play No.1 doubles in the match.
"I was pleased with my performance," Troxell said. "I
have the attitude, 'I can beat
anyone: so of course I was disappointed that I lost, but happy
with my mental game and how I
served."
She and other Whitworth players felt that their timing was a little off all day, something they
thought might be attributed to
the wind.
The Whitworth women now
faJl to 6-5 with the loss. Despite
not winning a single set all day,
the team walked away from the
match with their heads held high.
"We knew that Eastern would
be good and this match wa!! good
competition for this weekend,"
Troxell said.
The Pirates resume with conference play thiS weekend as
they travel to Oregon to face the
undefeated Linfield Wildcats on
Sunday, and Willamette on
Monday. Both of these matches
will be key for determining seeding in the Northwest Conference
tournament that is coming up in
a few weeks.
"Coming home with two W's
would be wonderful, but most of
all 1 want to be able to walk off
the court and know I gave 110
percent," Troxell said.
The Whitworth women hope
to beat both teams while down in
Oregon, but know that they must
win at least one of the matches to
keep a good seed for the conference tournament.
They anticipate the Linfield
match-up to be a tough one, but
are up to the task. Whitworth
was the last team to beat Linfield
on their home court.
"[ know what it takes to win
and my goal is to go out there
and play my game," Troxell said.
"We have nothing to lose. We
know we are a good team and
can get the job done."
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Sports

Klaus leads
softball in
split at UPS
Andrew Dolan
Staff writer
The Pirates softball team split
a doubleheader against the
University of Puget Sound
Loggers in Tacoma last Saturday
before Sunday's doubleheader
was cancelled because of rain.
The two cancelled games will
not be made up.
Whitworth
(13-12, 8-6)
played well in game one, but the
Loggers (13-10, 6-6) were able
to pull out a 1~O victory courtesy of a sixth-inning single to
center by Hailey Gee that
scored Lindsay Fujita. The
teams combined for just five
hits.
Despite the loss, Whitworth
pitcher junior Jo Sonnett was
solid, pitching six innings while
giving up two hits and striking
out nine batters.
In game two, the Pirates again
got a quality pitching effort as
Whitworth senior Alana Klaus
held Puget Sound to Just three
hits. Klaus struck out nine in
earning her sixth win of the year
(6-2). Adrian Herlache took the
loss for the Loggers.
Whitworth padded a slim onerun lead in the top half of the
sixth, taking advantage of two
Puget Sound fielding errors in
the inning to score two insurance
runs.
The runs were needed.
The Loggers rallied in the bottom of the seventh, scoring one
run and making their final out
with the bases loaded.
Whitworth's senior leri fielder
Andraya Robertson led the
Pirates at the plate going 2-3 for
the game.
The Pirates defense continues
to play well. The Pirates committed no errors while Puget
Sound committed four.
Klaus is leading the team with
12 RBIs and is sporting an 1.26
ERA with a 6-2 record. Klaus is
also batting .322 in 23 games
played.
The Pirates are on the road
again next weekend to take on
Pacific before returning home on
April 16 to play Willamette at
-Whitworth's
Marks
Field.
Whitworth is 10-2 at home this
season.
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Baseball sweeps Whitman
Katv Clark
Staff writer

Offense
explodes on
Sunday as
Pirates win

After rain cancelled their game last Tuesday,
Whitworth's baseball team was ready to roll this weekend. A double-header on Saturday turned out favorably
for the Pirates. Both games were played against Whitman
and both games resulted in wins for the Pirates.
The first game ended in a score of 10-5. After a disastrous one-two-three first inning, Whitworth was able to
pull it together and was the first to score of the game in
the second inning. Junior shortstop Nick Froman, who
started off the inning with a single, scored on wild pitch.
Senior catcher Jason Martin also singled and Whitworth's
turn at bat ended with one run, two hits and two left on
base.
Whitworth continued to score throughout the game.
They were able to gain at least two runs in the fifth
through eighth innings. The game ended with 10 runs, 12
hits and only one error. Froman finished the game 2-3
with three runs and two RBIs.
The second game was not as decisive with a 6-2 Pirate
win. Junior pitcher Cody Person gained the win, allowing
only two runs and seven hits.
Senior outfielder Kyle Snell and junior infielder Todd
Phillips both had good games at the plate. Snell had one

Dierickx lifts men's
tennis to 6-1 win
Sara Morehouse
Staff writer
Despite the threat of rain last weekend, the Whitworth men's tennis team
played two home matches losing to
Linfield 6~1 and defeating Willamelte
6-l.
After spring break and Easter, they
hadn't played a conference match in II
few weeks, but they were able to split
their matches last Friday and
Saturday.
Friday they played Linfield, cur~
rently second place in the conference.
"I don't think we played our best,"
senior Chad Dierickx ,';lIid. "I think
we weren't totally sure that we could
beat them."
Freshman Scott Donnell produced
an outstanding performance with a 63, 6-3 victory in singlcs. However, il
was not enough to win the match for
the team.
Dierickx and freshman Ed Anegon
lost their doubles match 8-4. Donnell
and sophomore Michael Carlson also
ended up on the losing side of the
match 8-1.
Carlson put up a fight in a losing
effort during his singles match dropping it to LinfiCld's John Yates 6-0, 6-
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run, one hit and olle RBI, while Phillips had two runs and
one hit.
The Pirates entered their third game of the weekend
against Whitman on Sunday with a 5-6 Northwest
Conference record and a 10-9 record overall.
The Pirates offense exploded for 20 runs on 14 hits.
Whitman scored the first run of the game, but that would
be the only time they would lead during the game.
The Pirates scored four runs in the third inning and put
the game away in the seventh scoring eight runs.
Senior rightfielder Danny Pecka batted 2-5 with one
home run. He also scored one run and had four RBIs to
lead the Pirates. Froman went 2~4, scoring three runs.
"The season has been pretty decent," Martin said. "We
had a small skid but got things going right again last
week."
The "skid" that Martin referred to was the five-game
losing streak the Pirates encountered. Luckily, Ihey were
able 10 lum things around in California, winning three of
four games.
Martin claims the team can slill make the playoffs
despite its current fifth-place standing.
"We're playing pretty good baseball and we still have a
shot at the league title," Martin said.
The Pirates next game will be against sixth-place
Willamelte this Saturday.
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Freshman Ben Works serves dunng one of last weekend matches .
Works won his Singles match last Saturday.
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7,6-2.
After a disappointing 10l>s of 6-1,
the Whitworth men had built up their

confidence.
"We learned that we are able to
beat these guys," Dierickx said.
Saturday proved kinder to the
Pirates as lhey beat Willamette 6-1.
Willamelte was ranked fifth in the
Northwest Conference coming into
the match. The Whitworth men won
all of the doubles. Dicrickx and
Allegon won their match 8-5.
Senior Justin Glaser and freshman
Ben Works defeated their opponents
in doubles with a 8-1 will.
Glaser won his singles 6-4, 6-4,
and Dierickx won his singles 6-0,

6-1.
Also winning singles matches were
Allegon 6-3, 6~ l, Carlson 6-0, 6-3 and
Works 6-3, 6-1.
Head coach Michael Shanks was
pleased with all the men's performances.
"This weekend puts us back to
where I want us to be," Shanks said.
With only two weeks left in the
season the team sitting at fourth in the
conference, Shanks said, "This is a
good time for us to come back around
again and get in the competitivc
flow."
This weekend the Whitworth men
will travel to Tacoma, Wash., to challenge conference rivals Pacific
Lutheran
University
and
the
University of Puget Sound.
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JOIN OUR TEAM!
THE SPOKANE INDIANS BASEBALL CLUB IS
lOO~ING fOR INDIVIDUALS TO FILL A
VARIET'f OF IiAME NIGHT POSITIONS.

INDIANS JOB FAIR
SATURDAY, APRIL 16
ANYTIME BETWEEN 1DAM·1 PM
AVISTA STADiUM
PLEASE BRtNG YOUR RESUME

I.FF~:~:I~.

535 -2 922

_.spokaneindiansba.eball.com

------------------

sportscorner/sports update
Nevada earns three
post-season honors

Federer, Clijsters take Yankees, Sox open up
titles at Nasdaq Open . new baseball season

Anyonc who might have overlooked
Nevada in the regular season sure stopped
for a peek after the WAC postseason awards
were presented. The viewing public watched
Nevada walk away with three big post-scnson awards.
Sophomore Nick Fazekas was all smiles
as he accepted the award for WAC player of
the year and freshman Ramon Sessions was
named WAC freshman of the year. Ilead
coach Mark Fox was named WAC coach of
the year for the great season in which he lead
his team 16~2 conferencc record and a first
round win over University of Texas in the
NCAA Tournament.

Roger Federer fill1ied to stop a second
consccutive defcat to Rafael Nadal as he
went all to win the mens draw at the Nasdaq100 Open. Federer increased his win streak
in finals matches to 18 with a 2-6, 6-7 (4), 75 (5), 6-3, 6-1 victory. The win is Federer's
fifth title this year.
Belgian Kim Clijsters earned her second
consecutive titlc laM Saturday as she defeated Maria Sharapova 6-3, 7-5 in the final of
the Nasdaq-lOO Open. The tournament was
just the third in Clijsters comeback from an
injury which required surgery. Clijsters was
won 14 matches in a round and beat six tor10 players in her past nine matches.

The New York Yankecs and the Boston
Red Sox opened the 2005 I;cason for Major
League Baseball last Sunday. 11\C last time
the Yankees and Red Sox met cach other
was at Yankee Stadium where Boston
slugged itl> way to a lopsided win in Game
seven of the American League Championship
Senel>, completing one of the most remarkable comebacks in baseball history.
On Sunday Randy Johnson pitched six
innings, striking out six and giving up one
run as New York won 9-2.

-Compi/ed by Aftoll Grossardt\
and Peter Smelser
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Whitworthsports

Staying Sharp

roundup

Health & Fitness Column

A quick recap of the results of Whitworth
sports thai have occurred sillce the last editioll of The Whitworthian
j

. . . .b.11
U-9 overall, 6-6 nwc
March 12

At cal lutheran Invitational
March 21-22

Matt Sharp
Guest writer

Men's team 6th of 17 schools
Th ree tied at 19 overall

Men'. Tennl.

at George Fox University L 4-1, L 13-1
Jason Martin 2-3
March 13
at George Fox University L 11-3
Dan Gebbers 2-4, 1 run, 1 rbi

March 19
versus Linfield College L 17-11, W 9-8
Nick Froman 3-5, 1 run, 3 rbi
March 20
versus Linfield College L 9-6 (12)

March 24
Vanguard W 4-1, W 6-4
Dan lundeberg 7 ip, 5 so, 1 bb, 1 er
March 25
Cal State University-East Bay L 3-2
March 26
E. Connecticut State W 2-0
Cody Person 9 ip, 10 so, 1 bb, 4 hits, 0 runs

Softball

13-12 overall, 8-6 nwc

March 12
versus Pacific Lutheran W 3-2, W 1-0
Jo Sonnett 7 ip, 2 runs, 10 so, 1 bb
March 13
versus Pacific Lutheran l4-1, L 4-2
March 16
at University of LaVerne W 2-1, L 9-6
Alana Klaus 2-3, 1 run, 1 rbi

6-6 overall. 5·3 nwe
March 11
versus Whitman College L 7-0
Dienckx/Anegon 19-8

March 12
versus Eastern Wash. University L 5-2
Michael Carlson W 2-6, 6-3, 6-3

March 14
at Pt. Lorna Nazarene L 7-0
Ed Anegon L6 -I, 6-3

March 16
at Hope International University W 5-4
Ben Works W 6-3, 6-2

Wo..en'. Tennis
6-5 overall, 3-3 nwe

March 12
at Whitman College L 9-0
Racheal McCoola l6-3, 4-6, 11-9
March 16
at The Master's College W 7-2
Krista ShraderW 6-3, 6·1

March 19
at Caltech W 7-2
Katie Troxell W 6-1, 6-2
March 25
~versus Albertson College W 6-3
Townsend/Vaughn W&!5

- Compiled by Peter Smelser

March 17
at Pt. Lorna Nazarene L 4-0, l 7-2
at Champan University L 2-1 (9)
March 19
at Vanguard University L 3-0, L 2-0
Amanda Norwood 1-2, 1 bb
March 25
versus George Fox University W 5-0, W 7-0
Heather Case 3-4, 2 runs, 1 rbi

It came to me as I was
doing some last-minute,
menial preparation prior
to starting 10 write this
article.
My plan this week was
to discuss diet and offer
some tips on how to follow some basic, healthy eating habits,
even taking into account the food choices with which we have 10 work.
Now don't get me wrong, these are
valuable ideas I was planning to pass on
and I would love to continue this discussion one-an-one with anyone who is
interested, but what came to me earlier
today holds so much more importance
and I really feel urged to share.
[ started a new volunteer internship at
the Spokane Regional Health District and
wa~ exposed to something which I had
never imagined I would experience.
Sparing too much detail, I participated in
a syringe exchange where drug-users
from the downtown Spokane area came
in and traded, one for one, their used needles for new ones.
This is a hard Idea to grasp, I know.
The point though is to try and prevent
the contraction of HIY/AIDS by promoting use of clean needles, as well as
sanitary wipes and condoms. Please,
keep reading.
This yanked me out of my comfort
zone, to put it gently. However, the
more I reflect on this experience and

what it meant for me, the more I begin
to undersland the reason God placed me
there.
I also slarted to realize that there is
more to living a healthy lifestyle than
jus! getting sufficient sleep, eating welI
and exercising.
Becoming more in lune with each of our
individual roles in service and embracing
the ways in which God wants to use us in
our communities is as vital to our personal,
mental and spiritual health as anything else
we do.
I think God made it that wayan purpose.
In order for us to be completely "healthy"
people of God, the ways in which he
desires us to serve his kingdom must be
fully realized and taken on.
These roles can be very obvious and
definitive at times, but so much more
subtle in other instance~. The important
thing is 10 work on being receptive to
the situations in which we are placed
(take my very unique experience with
syringes today, for example), and determine what they may mean for us in
regards to how we are called to serve
our communities.
In trying to be healthy people, we
place so much emphasis on the physical
things we do to keep our bodies looking
desirable. Personal health is equated so
often with how we see ourselves in the
mirror, but so little with the effort and
focus we put into serving our Lord.
It seems as though our definition of
"health" needs to be modified before we
can learn any more about how to pursue
and achieve it.

time of 3:23.65.
Junior Kristi Dickey led from
. start to finish in the 5,OOO-meter
run, winning ea~ily in a lime of
Continued from page 10
18:22.25, nearly 30 seconds ahead
Brown finished with a season-best of the second-place finisher and
12.72 in the 1oo-meter, besting lapping a couple runners on the
Dormaier's season-best of 12.96 way to finish line.
and senior Emily Hinson (13.15).
"We had some amazing PR's,
The 4xlOO team of Brown, we have a lot of people now qualiDormaier, Hinson and junior Sarah fied for conference," Grassley
Marken won with a season-best said. "We competed hard, even
time of 49.72, besting the previous though there were only three
mark by just over a second.
teams, we competed like there
In the 800 meter dash, sopho- were more."
more Andrea Carnahan ran her
Whitworth races next weekend
fastest time of the season by more at the Pellucr Invitational hosted
than. six seconds, finishing in a by Eastern Washington University.

SPRINT:

March 26
versus George Fox University W 13-0, W 7-0
Patti Stranger 2-2, 2 runs, 1 rbi, 1 bb

Golf
At NWC Spring Golf Toumament
March 10-11
Women's team 7th place finish
Kelli Parker 4th overall
At Wlllametta Invttatlonal

March 14
Men's team 3rd place of 11 schoolS
Joe Finley tied-4th overall

Na!,OJNIr/IVhiJu'tJr!hlOn

Sophomore Kyle Brown attempts a long jump last Saturday
dUring Whitworth's meet. Brown finished sixth in the event.
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B!leWay presenls . . .
an evenl as unil{ue

as !IOU_

what thousands of women from all walks of life already know Each of LifeWay's Living
Proof LIve events., featurlne Beth Moore, is speCial and unique

Loca[ Co-host
Cfiurcfies: .'

Beth delivers a one·ot-a·](ind messaee, and popular Christian artist Travis Cottrell leads worship.
Attendees arrive With a variety of needs and expectations-spIritual renewal, community amone a diverse
eroup of women, or a fun, edifyine destlnatian for a eirls' weekend, to name a few-and LIVing Proof Live,
time and aealn, Is a comfortable fltl

•

No matter where you are in your ChrIStian walk, no matter what your pace or style, walk Into LiVing
Proof Live and wall oullransJormed!

•

2005 Vales

Bocalion

Morch 11-12

Rapid City, South Dakota

Venue

Apn122-23

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Midwest Airline Center's Milwaukee Theater

May 6-7

Spokane, WashinEton

Spokane Arena

June 3-4

Indianapolis, Indiana

RCA Dome

June 24-25

Hershey, Pennsylvania

Giant Center

July 29-30

Ralei!!h, North Carolina

RBC Center

September 9-10

Kansas City, Missouri

Kemper Arena

September 23-24

KnOXVille, Tennessee

Thompson Boline Arena

October 7-8

New York, New York

TSD

Rushmore Plaza Civic Center Arena

•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
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IS provldine biblical solutions for life to nearly 100,000 VISitOrs every week .. and

countln~

Crossover
Church
Calvary
Chapel
1st Church of
the Open Bible
Shiloh HiHs
Fellowship
Northview
Bible Church
life Center
Real Life
Ministries

Whitworth
Community
Presbyterian
Rock of Ages
Fellowship
Fourth
Memorial
Church
1$1 Church of
the Nazarene

And Many
More

•

•

Former Freeman followers speak out

1n10n8

Spokane couple share their experiences with the group.

Opinions,
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An editorial
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Endorsements for
ASWC executives

,,

Editor's note: After reviewlllg candidates' applicatiom~ their
responses to questions, and conducting interviews witll each candidate, The Whitworth ian editorial board has endorsed the following candidates.

I'

President: Phil Ryan
Vice president: Colette Reid
Financial vice president: Denise Hewett
President
Phil Ryan and Jeff Hunter are both enthusiastic candidates who
want to get ASWC in shape, formalize meetings and cut to the
chase.
Ryan is focused on making ASWC "a legitimate organization"
that runs on all cylinders and interacts with Whitworth students
and area colleges.
Ryan, who participated on student government in high school
and has been in multiple official and unofficial ASWC roles his
three years here, wants to start a bi-rnonthly newsletter to let students know what ASWC is doing and solicit their feedback.
He says he wants to get serious about constituency reports, as
well as parliamentary procedure in assembly meetings, and use the
leadership class ASWC members are required to take to promote
professionalism.
Hunter has grand plans for ASWC, a& well. A key sound byte
from his campaign is: "I hope to lead the Whitworth student body
to greater local, regional, and national recognition."
Hunter says he's tired of seeing local newspapers rarely mentioning Whitworth and wants to see Whitworth and ASWC actively participate in the Spokane business community.
_
Hunter, who has ran a small business since his high school days
and is actively involved in a Seattle local community council,
wants to "not make things different, but make a difference."
One of Hunter's exciting ideas is to start a student-operated
small business that would generate student scholarship funds. He
should pursue this idea regardless of whether or not he is elected.
'~'llm a pretty,tthink outside the box,' big picture, big visioll perSOil," Hunter said. "This school is bigger than Frisbees and dorm
sweatshirts."
Ryan is equally ambitious, but he wants to channel his energy in
another direction: "Local, regional and national recognition are
important," Ryan wrote in his application for president. "But to be
reached, students must first recognize ASWC as a legitimate
organization."
Ryan wants to talk to area colleges that are similar to Whitworth
and see what they're doing - not for the sake of using ASWC as a
public relations tool for Whitworth, but instead to see how student
government can run more effectively.
Ryan has a more useful set of goals for ASWC. Student government is not an extension of Whitworth's public relations department - it is for the students. That's something Ryan understands
better than Hunter.
Yes, students want change in ASWC, but the right kind of
change. Ryan's changes will be at the student level and are better
suited for student government.
Also, Ryan is committed to living on campus for a fourth year if
elected president. Hunter, who has lived off campus his two years
at Whitworth, will be living off campus again next year.
For these reasons Ryan is the better choice for ASWC president.

Vice president
Colette Reid and Michael "Chan" Chansavang offer two distinct options.
Reid is a bread-and-butter, hard-working student who has forever changed what 9:30 on Thursdays means to students. Her last two
years as the ASWC activities coordinator has allowed her to understand how ASWC operates, what the roles of each specific position
are, and exactly what she would have to do if she was vice president.
If elected, Reid says &he would keep ASWC members accountable and motivated by having them put their goals in writing and
check up on those goals during her bi-monthly meetings with the
members.
She wants to see the ASWC president, vice president and financial vice president host events themselves and eliminate an all-toooften "whatever happens, happens" attitude in student government.
Chansavang is a highly-motivated initiator who wants to lead by
example and "pump energy" into ASWC. He was intensely
involved in his high school student government and the Tacoma,
Wash., community. His leadership qualifications look great on
paper and he's easy to get to know.
Chansavang is a self-proclaimed activist and doesn'l consider
himself to be the "typical Whitworth student." He wants to challenge students and encourage more cultural diversity. He doesn't
have any ASWC experience, but is a cultural diversity advocate
this year and is an involved Whitworth student. He says he wants
to see ASWC members to attend more Primetimes and want to
encourage students to take stands on issues they're concerned
about.
Though Chansavang has enthusiasm, Reid better understands
that her job will be about motivating ASWC members from with~See
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The 'Christian cop-out'
Too many "good" Whitworth
Christians use God as an excuse in their
relationships. To justify a break-up or to
defend a single status, students pull out
the God card, saying things like, "God
doesn't want me to date you right now"
Kenna or "God doesn't want me to date right
Klempel now;" absolving all respon&ibility they
is all have and casting it off on God.
More often then not, single
OPIIIIOIIS
writer Whitworth students sit around on the
for The weekends claiming that God doesn't
Whawor/hiall, want them to date while the re&t of
a sellior alld Americ3"s youth arc '~ither laking
majorillg ill advantage of free dinners or feeling
commullica- fortunate enough 10 be taking a girl
/iolls out. Copping-out on the dating scene
Comments can can be very dangerous and is out-right
be sell//o lying to yourself and to everyone else
kklcmpelOJ@ to whom you disclose, "God doesn't
will/wor/h.edu. wanl me to date right now."
Let's be honest, how many of you
would suddenly decide God was "ready" for you to date
if some good-looking prince charming or the girl of
your dreams were to act even remotely interested? I'm
willing to bet money on the fact that every single person out there would dramatically change their God-card
to "God wants me to date you."
This can be dangerous. What happens when you are
so convinced God doesn't want you to date that when
someone interesting comes inlo your life, you magically change what God had originally "told" you about
dating? You are convinced that obviously you must
marry this person.
This conviction is a scary pressure to put on a relationship. What ends up happening? You either marry
the first person that God "tells" you 10 date or you have
a horrible nasty break-up because your expectations
were way too high and way too wrong.
Consider this: The majority of Whitworth students are
18 to 23 years old - prime dating ages. How else are

you suppose 10 really know and appreciate the one you
are going to choose to marry without first leaming who
you are and what Mlrt of a person you are looking for?
1l1ere is nothing wrong with getting to know people
- going out for dinner, coffee, just enjoying the company of someone of the opposite sex. TIlis is not a sin,
people. The only sm to commit is putting words into
God's mouth while lying to yourself and others.
For those studenls enjoying the single life through
hanging out with all types of people - good for you.
'mose of you still trying to convince everyone that God
is telling you not to date - get oul there and learn
something about your&Clf and what sort of characteristicS you are looking for in a future ~pow;e.
Whitworth students are also famous for ending a
relationship by saying, "God doesn't want me to date
you right now." This is a ridiculous way to scapegoat a
loss of interest in the person you are dating. It is OK to
not want to date anymore. One of the points of dating is
to figure out what qualities you do and don't like, learn
from them and either move on or decide the characteristics the person possesses are exactly what you want
for the rest of your life.
I listened to the wise teaching.'> of my father and
mother: Get as many free dinners as you can and play
the field. As I end my senior year I look back on the
various dates I have had in my life and I can smile
because all of the experiences have shaped who I am
and the high standards I know have.
It's true, 1 did fall in love with an amazing man
named Lee Stoops, and I recognized the difference right
away in the dates wilh this man because I could rompare it with others. I knew he was a keeper because
other dating experiences revealed the characteristics I
knew had to be present in a lasting relationship - which
is exactly what ( found in Lee.
Dating is not a sin. It is healthy and important to form
future relationships. God does want you to date and
don't try to convince yourself otherwise.
It is lime to start taking responsibility for your own
love life.

Consume news with care
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ad news makes for good news.
Media love scandal and tragedy and
the school shooting on the Red Lake
Indian Reservation is just the kind of
tragedy that keeps media in business.
So where's the media frenzy in this
shooting? Why is it that some stories are
blown completely out of proportion and
others are entirely overlooked?
While there is no easy answer, the considerations of race, wealth and power all
add up to the basic guideline for coverage
choices: marketability.
The television and newspaper coverage
of Columbine in 1999 was approximately
triple that of the Red Lake shooting. Of
course, several factors contributed to this,
including the remoteness of the reservation
and the reluctance of tribal leaders to admit
and speak with reporters. But the&e factors

are all involved in the marketability of the
story, especially when it comes to television news.
At Columbine, news stations were able
to get footage of students funning out of
the school while the shooting was still
going on. Sobbing parents and students
obligingly spoke to members of the media.
At Red Lake, there were no news stations
close enough to get dramatic footage.
Tribal leaders largely ignored the media.
Without the pictures for image-hungry consumers, the Red Lake shooting has largely
died in the media, while Columbine hung
on for weeks.
Politicians are perhaps even more concerned with marketability than are the
media. While former President Bill Clinton
.. See NEWS page 14
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Work toward shalom
Gavin Jamieson
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have spent six Wolterstorff said. "It is pervasive
wonderful and holistic in nature ... The
years
on scope of divine redemption is not
Whitworth's just the saving of lost souls bul
pine-shrouded the renewing of life as a whole,
campus as both a and beyond that, the renewing of
Mat1hew student and a all creation,"
Thus began the avalanche, and
Kaemingk staff member and
I have somcthing all my assumptions of what my
IS a guest
beloved Whitworth should be
Wrlter I would like to
went with it. The college could
for The share.
As a typical no longer be justified by mere
Willtwor/irian,
alld interim undergraduate, I academic excellence, high artisassis/ant/o tire enjoyed the stim- tic culture, great professors or
director of the ulating education Christian fellowship alone. God
warm must have a deeper purpose for
Lilly grunt. and
Commellls can Christian com- her just as he demanded more
which than mere devotions from me.
be sent to munity
I now believe that we must
mkaemingk@ Whitworth has
to more fully equip students to
wllltworlh.edu. provided
many. My mind apply their faith intelligently to
was filled, my heart warmed. But all areas of life. In a world of culthroughout my time here some- ture wars, individualism, poverty
thing unsettling lurked in the and rampant materialism, personbackground, ruining the perfect al piety and praise songs can't cut
photo - a frustration that I could it alone. Whitworth must equip
not understand or put into words students to not only announce the
until now.
I enjoyed friendships with students from many disciplines. We
drank deeply from the liberal arts
and would often sit for hours
impressing each other with our
it My evangelical
grasp of politics, music or psy(WhitllJorthian)
faith '"
chology. We could quote Marx,
Freud, Plato and of course C,S. had given me a water gun to
Lewis.
put out a whole world
But when the subject turned to
aflame. II
the relevance of our evangelical
faith with all these theories, global issues and career options we
had been playing with, we found
our holsters empty. Did our faith
have any jurisdiction over our reign of God but to put into pracphilosophies, our politics, our tice His reign of love, justice,
career choices? Did God even .peace, wholeness and flourishcare as long as we went to church ing, or what the Hebrews called
and did our devotions?
God's shalom.
I rightly felt awkward stretch"Our' calling in Christian coling an individualistic faith so lege education" argues Prof.
thinly over ~ocial issues like Cornelius Plantinga, is "to equip
global hunger, war and racism. ourselves with the knowledge,
The fear of my faith rending with the skills, and the attitudes that
personal piety on one side and a can be thrown into the struggle
social conscience on the other for shalom, the battle for Ulllverwas very real. My evangelical sal wholeness and delight."
(Whiiworthian) faith, it seemed,
Students' minds and hearts
had given me a water gun to put must not only be filled, but mold,out a whole world aflame.
ed into a specific disposition for
Through further investigation, shalom. Plantinga says studcnts
I came to the unsettling conclu- should ask, "How will the knowlsion that indeed our faith, better edge, skills and values of my
yet our God, does have jurisdic- Christian collcge education ... be
tion over our politics. career used to clear some part of the
choices, indeed our wh~le lives. human jungle, or restore some
We cannot pigeon hole the part of the lost loveliness of
Creator into a chapel, leaving the God's world, or introduce some
affairs of creation to ourselves.
novel beauty into it? That is, how
"Authentic faith is not an do my education and work make
addendum to our lives," Nicholas for shalom?"

I

NEWS:
Continued from page 13
made a statement about the Columbine massacre
the day it occurred, President George W. Bush
waited until two days after the Red Lake shooting
to make a statement. This after President Bush
delayed his vacation to make a late night statement regarding Terri Schiavo, a statement fully
three times longer than the statement he later
made about Red Lake.
Schiavo, like the Columbine shooting, was an
extremely marketable story. Doctors have estimated that the number of Americans who die each
year after the withdrawal of life support is in the
tens of thousands. But the Schiavo case has
become the focus of the nation, while the Red
Lake Shooting, in which a total of 10 people died,
is largely dismissed.
The force behind the Schiavo story was a strong
one: money and power. The story, like Columbine,
was also accompanied by dramatic video. If media
won't pay attention to a story for its own mcrits,
someone can always buy their interest.

~

,
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If training agents of shalom
was our goal, would Whitworth
more highly value programs like
international and service-learning education since they have
proven lime and again to change
students' pcrspectives on their
own Christian global and social
responsibility?
Might we ask ourselves what
God thinks about diversity, pluralism and social justice rather
than warming over the vague relativistic reasons of the world?
Perhaps, the faculty believes they
could confidently address these
issues of faith and public life. If
so, wonderful. Could your students?
In the coming years, I believe
that the faculty and administration must have the moral and
intellectual courage to relentlessly explore our faith's holistic call
to honor God and follow Christ
in the restoration of shalom. It is
not success or utopia we work
for, but faithfulness.
Every discipline can and
should teach its students how to
effectively join in God's restoration work of the brokenness
found not only in godlessness but
in sickness, poverty, pollution,
artistic dullness, racism, ignorance and violence. The work of
God is 1I0t only in the chapel, it is
in
the
lecture halls
of
Weyerhaeuser Hall, th~ colored
canvasses of the Fine Arts building, and finally in faithful lives
led by students in the fallen
world,
"There is not a square inch in
the whole domain of our human
existence over which Christ, who
is Sovereign over all, does not
cry: 'Mine! '" said Abraham
Kuyper. In an age that claims that
faith's place is ill the chapel,
Whitworth must teach its students to follow the relentless cry
of its Creator into public spheres
unknown.
This is not a new vision for
Whitworth; it is paying the original the simple compliment of taking it seriously. We must honor a
wholly sovereign God, follow a
wholly redemptive Christ, and
seNe a wholly suffering humanity.
Our mission is truly countercultural; it is subversive in the
most exciting of ways. The vastness of the project of a holistic
education of mind and heart for
the cause of God's shalom is
unending and we should be
measured by nothing less.

The Laci Peterson case is a particularly good
illustration of the considerations of marketability
that g~ into a story. While the story is tragic, it is
not umque.
A woman named Evalyn Hernandez was also
murdered while pregnant and her remains were
also found in the San Francisco Bay, a case which
the national media never mentioned. The missing
person's department in Laci Peterson's county is
a~ exceptionally powerful one. It was also responSible for the ~esponse to Chandra Levy's disappearance. ThLs department essentially bought the
media coverage it needed - it made the story
marketable through money.
Sometimes the media decides to cover stories
for no other reason than they have a dramatic
video of the occurrence.
, ~s media con~umers, we have a clear responsiblhty to engage III the scarch for truth. The media
is not concerned, specifically, with truth. Business
is business, and business dictates that the stories
that are covered be those which are most marketable .
We are the market, and we, as much as the
media, dictate these coverage choices .
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Students practice 'theology of but' numbers
Ou've heard it said 011 campus and I'm pretty
sure that you've probably said it - I know I
have. "(insert any name here] is nice, but
(insert derogatory statement here)." Or there's
always: "I really like (insert any name here), but
(insert derogatory statement here)."
Colin
I have a problem with the word "but" and the way
Robeson we usc it to justify or sugarcoat criticism or gossip.
is atl Whitworth is a great place that errs too much on the
Opiniolls side of being nice instead of being real.
I hate the fake spirituality on campus and I know
writer
for 111e I'm not above it because I have said before that ( didlVhitworthiall, n't like someone "but." And I should confess publicly
a sophomore that on numerous occasions I have said, "Whitworth
amI majorillg is a great school, but sometimes I hate the fake spiriill religioll. tuality that's perpetuated on campus."
Comments CUll
My problem with "but" has deeper roots and that's
be sent to the core of this issue. We usc words like "but" to make
crobesol107@ ourselves feel and sound like a Christian. We have crewilitworthedu ated the standard for Christians and God forbid if someone doesn't live up to that standard. Why are we a community of sinners trying to pose as saints? This-layer of holiness that is
supposed to be maintained is hurting more people than its helping.
The Body of Christ is inflicting wounds on itself by trying to maintain this atmosphere. When we say things like "John is great but (
can't stand how annoying he is" we hurt our brothers and sisters in
Chrbt and in tum we hurt ourselves.
We use this conjunction to make ourselves feel better about putting
someone down, about saying !.omething derogatory and about belittling others. This may seem trite to many, but ( am sure few of you
would disagr~e that this kind of language hasn't hurt you at some
point.
What bothers me about the use of this conjunction is that we use it
to couch a negative statement so that we don't feel bad about what
we're saying. We act as if by affirming someone, saying, "He's nice,"
that we have the right to criticize them, to finish the statement with,
"But he's one of the most annoying p~ople I have ever met."
This word "but" somehow gives us the right to say almost anything

Y

because we maintain a sense of piety about our actions.
I hate to break it to you, the word "but" is not going to give you
enough piety to m"ke you look Christian when you're dissing someone.
This "Theology of Out" is perva!.ive on campus and I'm tired of it.
We have actually bought into this semblance that if I'm nice, people
will like me more, I'll be happier and I'll be OK in my walk with God.
We're actually walking with the God of Nice not God himself. Being
a "good Christian" is not "bout being nice. Why can't we just be honest and say we think "he's annoying" and move on? At least that statement would be an honest reflection of we feel, of our humanity.
We live in a community that feeds on the idea that being lIice is
paramount to being real. What we dOIl't realize is that in our desire to
be nice we subjugate our integrity because we cease to act in accordance with how we actually feel. .
Now I don't think that we should say everything that comes across
out minds. If you can't say something hone!.t don't !.ay anything at all.
We need to depart from the idea that being nice is paramount and take
honesty up a few notches instead. This veneer of holiness is produced
by choosing to qualify the world by saying "but" and it's nothing JIlore
than a sham.
I think that's what is really at risk here: we make our faith a sham
when we cease to love our neighbors as ourselves.
And that's not me talking here folks.
Look at Luke 10:27: "Love the Lord your God with all your heart
and with all your soul and with all your strength and with all your
mind," and, "Love your neighbor as yourself." Jesus wasn't making
light of thh" statement. Of all the laws in the Old Testament, he places
these as the top two that must be kept.
In verse 28 he adds: "Do this and you will live."
Jesus, the perfector of our faith isn't lifted 011 high because he was
nice or because he's a good guy, it's because he sacrificed himself for
us. He isn't given accolades in scripture for being polite and nor arc
his disciples. We need to stop equating niceness with holine!.s.
So here's my encouragement to you: Stop trying to be nice all the
time and start trying to be honest. Look at yourself and ask yourself
"Am (loving others by saying this?" If the answer is no then don't say
it. You lo!.e nothing except your integrity when you decide to usc
words like "but" to qualify your criticism.

Schiavo reminds us to value life
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Terri Schiavo is dead, but
the issues surrounding her
death are not. They will survive as long as we have to
make
decisions
about
whether or not to end the
lives of our loved ones.
When we look into the
eyes of those who can no
longer make decisions for
themselves, with the difference between life and death
hanging in the balance, how
should we respond?
Aside from the media frenzy, Schiavo's plight sparked
national debate because many
of us have faced or will face
similar situations.
The Schiavo case represented a grab-bag of legal and
ethical dilemmas for good

reason.
There are no definitive, black or white
answers to these situations. I am/concerned,
though, that the outcome of Terri's case could
have far reaching implications for how we
define quality of life and the decisions we
make regarding the most vulnerable members
of society.
The tragic story of 41-year-old Terri
Schiavo began 15 years ago when, as a result
of an eating disorder, she suffered brain damage from a heart attack and entered a
Persistent Vegetative State (PVS).
As the years dragged on, Michael started a
live-in relationship with another woman and
they now have two children. He ordered
Terri's feeding tube removed in 2003.
Schiavo's parents disagreed with the decision and had the feeding tube re-inserted.
After a series of legislative and court ballles,
the feeding tube was removed in late March
and, in 11 twist of fate, the woman who battled
an eating disorder died from starvation and
dehydmtion.
Political arguments aside, Florida law states
that a patient's prior wishes must be demonstrated with "clear and cOJlvincing evidence."
When this high standard of proof is not met,
the court must "err on the side of life."
Schiavo did not leave a living will about
what to do for her under such circumstances.

Instead, the court relied entirely upon
Michael's referrals to a few casual conversations he had with Terri 13 years prior. These
recollections hardly constitute clear evidence
of Terri's wishes. Thus, the court should have
erred on the side of life.
Michael was technically the one to make
the decision. However, he voided his decision-making privileges when he betrayed his
vows to Terri. He gave up hope on the helplel>s woman long before the feeding tube was
ever removed.

people IIIOre frequelltIY err all
the side of death thall life, either
becallJe thry've lost hope or thry 110
10llger }Vdnt to shoulder the
hurden ... "
(I ••••

But my point is not to vilify the courts or
the husband. As far as we can know, all parties had good, albeit perhaps flawed, intentions. This case touches on deeper issues.
Americans value their autonomy and when
it comes to life and death decisions, they typically want to decide when their own lifc
ceases to be meaningful and when to end it
and in whom to vest that decision. Hence, we
have living wills.
I'm not using the Schiavo case to challenge
the notion of living wills, but I am concerned
that the only lesson we will draw from Terri's
story is that we all better talk with our lawyers
soon, express our wishes to more than one
person, and make sure the person we marry
isn't a jerk.
Terri's case, although particularly complicated, happens everyday. People decide to
remove feeding tubes from their loved ones
and it is not considered murder, or they decide
to keep the tubes and it is not considered an
exercise in futility.
My own family has faced this heartwrenching decision several times. In one

case, my aunt was on life support and doctors
offered little hope. But then a miracle happened. She woke up. She thanks her family
for not giving up on her.
Granted, there arc compelling reasons for
allowing death to take its natural course. Just
because we have the technology to artificially
prolong life doesn't mean we always should.
But I fear this case further illustrates our
tendency in this country to equate a meaningful life with a productive life - to evaluate
quality of life in terms of what one contributes, rather than life possessing an inherent dignity that not even pvs can take away.
Some can question whether a life lived in
such a state is worth living and how long is too
long to keep patients on feeding tubes. I don't
have definitive answers. But when II patient's
wishes have not been expressed, ( think people more frequently err on the side of death
than life, either because they've lost hope or
they no longer want to shoulder the burden the
dependent person has become to them.
The Schiavo case could send a message to
the vulnerable, dependent members of our
society that they arc burdens - to themselves, to their caregivers, to the government.
It could set a precedent for financiallystrapped governments and over-worked caregivers to find an easy excuse to relieve themselves of their burdens. And many of the people living at the mercy of others are not as fortunate as Terri to have so many people care
about acting in her best interests.
Texas and several other states have laws
that if a person is under state-funded medical
care and has been in PVS for a given amount
of time, the state must pull the plug. Those
who can no longer pay for, and thus no longer
justify their lives, lose them.
Do we point fingers at the big-bad-politicians or the cold-hearted '·IMO's? No, I think
we peel back the initial feeling of pity for people like Terri and evaluate our underlying attitudes toward them.
If Terri's story is to teach us anything, it is
lhat we need to think about what constitutes
the quality of life. We must consider Whllt we
will say for others if we become their voice,
and what we would want them to say for us.
In Terri's Cllse, the court cho~e not to err on
the side of life. Let us not make the same
choice,

facts in figures
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Terri Schiavo's age at the
time of her death.

15
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fering brain damage.-
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her feeding tube.
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Percentq,ge ~f Americans
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wills.
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Lessons from Freemans
Editor's note: Deborah and Steve KIrk
were pari of the Freeman group ill the
1970s. They have lived ill Spokane smce
1994 and attend Opportunity Presbyterian
Church ill Spokalle Valley. When they
leamed that the FreemallS had moved Ilear
campus, they asked to publish their personal story alld persollal experience wilh
the Freemalls. The Kirks asked to publish
their home phone lIumber along with this
article.
I, Steve Kirk, met Bill and Patsy Freeman
in 1970 at the age of 20 when a friend
from Campus Crusade for Christ invited
me to their meeting. Three months later [
moved out of the University of
Washington crewhouse and into their
community called the Church in Seattle.
My wife, Deborah Nielsen, 20 at the
time, was recruited in 1971 during a summer waitressing job at the Northgate Mall
in Seattle. When she recognized a fellow
Young Life leader at a meeting she
thought she'd found a group of sincere,
committed Christians.
Shortly after joining, we realized that
daily life consisted of unwritten rules and
authoritarian shepherding of all aspects of
our lives by more experienced members.
We were counseled to cut all ties with our
past life, family and friends.
When Deborah wanted to give a

Christmas gift to her mother, Patsy
Freeman quoted Luke 14:26, "Whoever
comes to me and does not hate father and
mother and wife and children and brothers
and sisters, yes even life itself, cannot be
my disciple." Bible verses were used to
justify their beliefs and practices.
During a leadership meeting in January
1972 we were discussing the shortage of
couples willing to be "houseparents" and
host single men who were at least 18 years
old. Patsy suggested to me that I marry
Deborah, who was attending the Church in
Portland at that time and was a senior at
Lewis and Clark College.
Patsy called Deborah the next morning
and told her that God had revealed His
plan for us to marry each other. Deborah
agreed, dropped out of college and moved
into the Freeman's home in Seattle.
Both of our parents, without meeting or
speaking to one another, suggested that we
wait six months before marrying. Patsy
told us it would be disobedient to wait
since we were sure it was God's purpose
for us to marry. Three weeks later we were
married at a Sunday evening communion
meeting.
One month later, two single men moved
into our small two-bedroom house. Three
years later there were 10 single men living
with us in a six-bedroom house with
Deborah doing all the cooking and most of

ENDORSEMENTS:
Continued from page 13

in the organization rather than lead the entire student
body.
Chansavang has great leadership experience and the
attitude needed for the ASWC presidential position, but
not the more team-orientated, consistent and organized
work ethic nceded for the vice presidential position. His
references, for example, gave him a "3" rating for organizational and time-management skills on a 5-point scale.
-Also, Reid has been here three years, one more year
than Chansavang. Next year, when Chansavang is a junior, he should run for ASWC president.
It's frustrating that Reid overspent her budget by
$8,000 this year and students should rightly expect that to
never happen again. But when it comes to the big-picture
question of who is better suited for the job, Reid is the
best choice for ASWC vice president.

the cleaning.
We moved on average every six months
for the first six years of our marriage. In
this and so many other matters we willingly took the Freeman's suggestions. It wasn't until we were kicked out of their group
in 1979 that we realized how brainwashed we had been. We praise the Lord
our marriage is strong today.
Of course this is not the message we
presented to newcomers. We used deceit
and believed that the end for God justified
the means.
When one of the Freeman daughters
enrolled at Seattle-area
Bellevue
Community College, Deborah was
requested to accompany her. Deborah took
German for the main purpose of recruiting
students into the assembly. We used to
pray for God to severely punish any who
left.
Throughout the years they have used
different names for identification. They
believe they are patterning themselves
after tne New Testament churches, the
Church in Rome, Church in Corinth, etc.
There was never a shortage of money or
free labor. We gave nearly all our free time
and much more than 10 percent of our
income to the church.
It is not uncommon for lawsuits to be
threatened to silence criticism of their
"cult-like" practices. This has caused

Financial vice president
Denise Hewett and Cory LaPlante are similar in many
ways. Both could probably do their number-crunching
parts of the job effectively and both say they plan to work
with finances for a career.
Hewett wouldn't be on the ballot now if people she
knew hadn't ran an informal write-in campaign for her.
Hewett got on the ballot by popular demand.
Hewett hasn't been involved on ASWC, but has a reputation for being responsible, on time and a good communicator. She says that even though she didn't apply for the
job originally, she would be committed to the position and
would forgo a possible opportunity to be a resident assistanl next year.
_
She also said that she would actively seek out student
input about how finances should be used and wants to
make sure unallocated funds are ul>ed in the most effective
way.
Hewett, a business management major, has been at
Whitworth one year less than LaPlante. Both will be sen-

COl/rin)' of Dd",,,,h Kirk

One of the few pictures of Steve and Deborah
Kirk In the 19705. The Freemans looked down
on followers who took photos of themsetves.

some concerned ('x-members to remain
anonymous. Fortunately, there are people
willing to express their opinions on the
Internet (www.reIigionnewsblog.com).
We share this personal testimony to
hopefully spare any of Spokane's young
people from similar painful experiences.
We pray for God's love to overcome all
fear and control. We know the Lord's love
is strong enough to help these Christians
break free from following the Freemans.
We hope the broken bonds between family members can be rebuilt. We have faith
that these brothers and sisters can find
healthy, positive, loving church communities.
In God's grace,
Steve & Deborah (D.) Kirk
Home phone: (509)928-7987

iors th is fall.
LaPlante was a resident assistant this year and is double
majoring in business management and economics. He's
never been involved in ASWC, though he's attended a
couple meetings recently.
He says he's pretty happy with how unallocated funds
have been used this year and wants to continue to hand
them out on a first-come, first-serve basis as long as the
money is used to benefit a significant portion of the student body.
LaPlante didn't show much dedication to his campaign,
however, and opted out to campaign in the primaries
alongside nis running mates, Ryan and Reid. Hewett was
voted into the race and says she's ready to take on the challenge.
Because of her willingness to seek out student input and
her qualifications, Hewett would be the best choice for
financial vice president.

"In the Loop, " writtell by the editor/alboard represellts
tile e4itorial voice of The Whitwortilian.

- - - - LETTE~S TO THE EDITOR

Budget requ~5t approval

Use budget money
more wisely
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We all remember where we were when ASWC approved
that fateful $8,000 budget request. I was in the meeting.
Maybe it's just that a penniless pepperoni-pusher like me
isn't used to hearing that kind of money bandied about like
a badminton birdie. A sum like that makes my eyes go
wide with Scrooge McDuck dollar signs. Half Past Nine
has been a positive thing for Whitworth, but the price tag
gives me pause: $2,000 dollars for a comedian? For many
comedians we've had, that's $500 dollars a laugh.
Several things bothered me about the budget request
approval: the disregard for what seemed to me to be the
consensus around campus; the hasty dismissal of compromise (there are sums of money less than $8,000 - for
example, $7000); and, finally, what seemed to be the
unsettling mentality of: Well, heck, what else are we
going to spend the money on?
Eight thousand dollars? I'm sure some people have an
idea or two. How 'bout we have four Whitworth bands
perform throughout the month and have the students

select which to give a $1,OOO-prize scholarship to? How
'bout spending the remaining money on Core books for
the library so poorer students don't have to buy them?
How 'bout giving the Dorm RA's more money to put on
their prime times? How 'bout a Jacuzzi! The ASWC doesn't have a budget crisis. They have an imagination crisis.

Daniel Walters
Communications/His/ory
Freshman

Reid's budget fiasco
cost her our votes
We are writing in response to the action taken by ASWC
to accommodate Colette Reid's mistake. It troubles us that
any individual on the student government would be permitted to exceed their properly established budget as a result of
negligence. Being required to book student acts for Half
Past Nine is not a tragedy. We would in fact view that as a
positive- development of tne program. From our perspective, it appears that ASWC acted not with regard to the
interests of the students, (many of whom do not participate
in Half Past Nine) but rather to protect an ASWC official
from the consequences of her mismanagement. Even more

so u n din 9 boa rd/question of the week I

disturbing to us was Ms. Reid's comments in Warren during
the roaming debate that attempted to minimize her own
responsibility. by suggesting that her supervisor should be
viewed as also responsible for Ms. Reid's budgeting error.
Due to the actions of Ms. Reid and ASWC, the current
proposals requesting funding are tainted with the warning
that granting the requests threatens to exhaust unallocated
funds. The unallocated funds should be used to support
student activities and creativity rather than to save an
ASWC official from embarrassment immediately prior to
a campaign to convince the students to grant her even
more responsibility. Due to Ms. Reid's failure to fulfill or
accept her responsibilities as Activities Coordinator, we
believe that Whitworth Students should not grant her
greater responsibility.
Adam Bennett
Freshman
Undeclared

Michael Yoder
Senior
Business Management

John Rush
Sellior
Economics

Ryan Rodin
Freshman
Undeclared

Benjamin Parker
Freshman
Theology

Q: Are youllappy WIth
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year~~ ASWC elections?

Get your thoughts in print!
Letters to the editor
The Whitworth ian welcomes your responses to stories appearing in the newspaper
or views on issues of interest to the college community. Letters must bear the
writer's name, year (if applicable), major (or position in the college) and phone
number (for verification purposes only). Anonymous letters CaJlIlOt be published.
Ple,\se keep length to n mnximunl of 300 words. We reserve the right to edit all
letters for content and space. Send lellers to: Leiters to the Editor, Box 4302,
Campus Mail or e-mail to editor@whitworth.edu. Letters must be received by 5
p.m. 011 Friday for publication in the following Tuesday's issue.

Guest commentaries
The Whitworth ian encourages members of the campus to submit longer guest commentaries about issues relevant to the community. Commentariel> of 700 word" or le!>s
will be published as space permits. We are looking for commentanes that arc relevant
and well-researched. To ensure a better chance of publi!.hing, please contact The
Whitworthiall.with spec~fics regar?ing when you plan to submit your commentary and
what you are JIlterested III addressmg. We reserve the right to edit all submissions
for content and space. C01l1mcntnries !.hould be e-1l111iled to
editor@whilworlh.cdu.

Baseball avoids sweep

Spinning and singing
H

"Pirate Idol provides entertainment and
laughs on a Thursday night.

Bues win one of three over the weekend to
salvage homestand.

Sports,

Scene,

page 10

page 5
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Freemans
refuse to

respond
Freeman friend's e-mail
calls college'S response
'most shocking, vicious'
Chris Collins
Editor-in-clue!

£N,k/"""·"·-"""·"·
Sophomore Jeff Grassley leads a group of pre-frash past Lindaman Hall on a campus tour last weekend. Many potential Act six students
were on campus looking at the college and competing for Whitworth scholarships.

Enrollment goals outlined
Jamie Evans
Bethany Monroe
Sla!f writers

More males,
international
students by

2010

Whitworth's strategIc plan for the next five
years provides a general outline of objectives,
including propo!.ed enrollment quota benchmarks the college hopes to reach among
iuture classe!> of incoming freshmen.
By 2010, Whitworth hopes to increase or
maintain Its current percentage of ethnic
minority students, internatIOnal students,
males and Presbyterians.
The college wants [0 raise the percentage of
ethnic minority students from the 2004 level of
10 percent [0 15 percent in 2010. The current
Act Six program helping to adlleve that goal.
Act Six is a scholarship program that

rewards minority students with strong leadership qualities and motivates them to allend
Whitworth with financial aid incentives.
Act Six is the most successful program
Whitworth has in recrUIting minofltic!>, coauthor of the plan and Professor of History
and Politics Dale Soden saId.
The program has drawn national allention
because recruitJllg minorities is a common
issue at other colleges. Three colleges plan to
vblt WhItworth thi!> week to learn about Act
Six, Soden said.
"Virtually all colleges of our nature and
even larger state univerSIties have struggled In
how to be effective in recrulling persons of
color," Soden said.
See

ENROLLMENT

~ page 3

With the exception of one e-mail !.ent to the
Whitworth admlllistration late February, the
Freemans and their followers have reacted with
silence to the college's caution aboullhe group and
articles in The Whitworth ian detailing the
Freeman's history.
Freeman group member SIeve John!>on and his
wife Sue Johnson, a Whitworth graduate, sent an email Feb. 21 to the Whitworth admini~tralion and
The Whitworthian calling the "recent attack!;"
again!>t Bill and Patsy Freeman "most shocking,
vicious and a true insult!"

1

r

i

JUl1lor Phil Ryan !->hook the hand of newlyelected ASWC PreSIdent Jell Ilunter last week
and offered his congratulations. The friendly
exchange wa!. a finish to a sometimes tense presidential race.
A total of 1,006 students cast their votes last
Wednesday, declming Hunter as president and
voted in two other student government executive
candIdates, as well as dorm !>enators and repre!.ent,ltives.
Write-in candidate Deni!.e Hewett garnered
enough votes to become ASWC financial vice
President.
"It show~ that if someone is truly pa~"'ionate
about a position and puts forth the time and energy and effort that they truly 'could he elected
whether tlll:y start a!. an official candidate or

VOTE

It> page 3

See

FREEMANS

It>-

page 4
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Junior Colette Reid and sophomore Michael Chansavang debate Tuesday evening.
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not," current ASWC Vice President and junior
Jadson Willmms said.
Even though current ASWC Activities
Coordinator and jUll10r Colette Reid receIved
~ome cnticism for needing extra fund!> to patch up
her budget, she pulled through 10 become next
year'!. ASWC vice president.
UI!.t Thursday brought a calm around campus
compared to the rush of campaigning that had
taken over for the past week.
"1 get fed up with ba!>ele~s accusations and
drama concerning the ASWC elections," sophomore Mike Curry said. "I also don't like it when
people ask for my vote when I've never met them
before It's very impen;onal."
11unter was elated With the resuits of the election and is ready to take on his responsibilities
next year.
"I think that students realized which issues arc
See

~'

John!.oll !.aid the Frccmans have been a good

influence on their lives.
"We have known the Frecmans for over 30
years," the e-mail read. "We have been privileged
to be with them. They have been people who have
encouraged us to love the Lord, his Word, and to
grow in the Chnstian life."
The Johnsons, who live in Lake Oswego, Ore.,
where Patsy Freeman and her followers lived until
last fall, gave the Freemans $47,000 sometime in
1998 or early 1999 while the Freemans were in
Scottsdale, Ariz., according to public court
records.
SIeve Johnson ended his letter asking for a public apology: "We anticipate that Whitworth (will)
not continue in the direction you are now pursuing.
CertalIlly, a gracious apology and retraction IS in
order."
Johnson dId not reply to e-mail and phone me!.sage requests for an interview. When contacted via

ASWC trio elected by 1,OOO-plus vote
Jessica Davis
leah Motz
Slaff wriler~
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I was glad Jif.! HUnler
beat Ollt Phil Ryan. I felt Jif.!
Hlmler lvas going to be a lot
better that Phil. "

I was a little disappointed. I
votedfor Iall "Too Cool" Coolry
Jor presidClJt because he has alJ
ovenvhellJJing love for babies
lvhich, I feel, is all overlooked
bllt well-needed attribllte if a
president...

Paul Young
Sop!JOIJlOI7

Whereyou
satisfiea with
the elections?

"

Philip Hickok
Senior
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Alex Schloss
The Whitworthian is the oflicialpublication of the Associated Students of
Whitworth College (ASWC) .md is
published weekly, except during
January and s1Udent vacations. The
content IS generated entirely by students, except for the Ol'Cn Mind col·
umn. The college admimslraUon
docs not review the newspapu's conI~III. Opinions and comelll expressed
In edllorial and advertising content
do not necessarily reflect tbe views of
ASWC, the college, its admmistration, faculty or staff. Whitworth
College provides equal opportunity in
education and employment in accordance with Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, Tille IX of the
Education
Amendments
and
Sections 799A and 845 of the Public
Hcalth Services Act.
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I am excited that age lllaS
not the isstle and tbat tJ)f!Y
jocused on his qllalifications. I
am also excited two women
are on the executive cOllncil
becallse it creates an interesting tfynamic in the framework
if ASWC."

, ,

Megan Lobb
jllnior

Joel Stenberg
jllllior

I am realfy happy lvifb tbe election remits. I think that every candidate did a greatjob campaigning
and bringiltg isslles to light. We
didn't have a'!)' complaints this
year lvith the elections. ASWC did
a great job allowing candidates to
do theirjob. "

cqmpusbriefs ASWCroundup
at Whitworth

student government

Health analysis offered at
Scotford Fitness Center

.... ASWC president Courtney Boyer is looking to put on a forum possibly concerning the Terri Schiavo case.

A free nutritional analysis is available at the
Scotford Fitness Center this week. The program will
answer any questions students have about their dally
calorie intake, how many calories they burn every day
and their nutritional habits. A computer program
called DINE Healthy4 calculates eating and exercise
information that the participant records over a threeday period. An easy-to-read analysis of the resulls is
produced for the participant. Contact Todd Sandberg
at ext. 3714 or go to www.whitworth.edu/scotfordfitnesscenter to register for the analysis.

Ping Pong tournament
taking place-this Friday
The second annual KWRS ping-pong "showdown"
tournament is April 15 at 4 p.m. in the Hixson Union
Building. Cash prizes will be awarded to the first and
second place winners. The winner will also receive a
custom ping-pong trophy. Entry forms are available at
the HUB info desk. Contact Katie Thompson with any
questions at ext. 4560 or at kwrsgm@whitworth.edu.

Film-making class ·to be
offered during May term
. A May term film making class is bemg offered by
the college this year. Members of the class will be
introduced to 12 major skills of film and video narrative. The class will be three credits with registration
limited to 15 students. Students interested in enrolling
should send II short paragraph answering these three
questions: Why you are interested in the course? What
Clill you contribute to the course? And What is your
major (and any background as far as filmmaking is
concerned)? to Scott Kolbo at skolbo@whitworth.cdu
by Apr. 18.

Performers needed for allnight cancer fight
Anyone interested in performing during the Relay
for Life can audition on April 13 at 7 p.m in the
HUB cafe area. Conlact Amanda Smith by tonight at
5 p.m. with your name and what you will be perfornnng.
- Compi/ed by Peter Burke

.... Baldwin-lenkins raised $378 for the Make-a-Wish foundation through the proceeds of the servant auction two weeks llgO_
)

.... Applications for editor positions for The Whitworthian and The Natsihi are available upstairs in the HUB. They are due April 18 by 6 p.m.
.... There is $2.53 left in unallocated funds. ASWC Financial Vice President Dave
Brush is happy thllt the money was used for appropriate things this school year.

wo rid briefs/news ticker
-Speculation builds in Iraq welcomes first

search for new pope

freely elected leader

Following the death of Pope 10hn Paul
II, the Vatican has announced that the
electoral proce!os for the new pope will
begin on April 18. There is much speculation about who the new pope will be,
and no clear front -runner has yet
emerged. Potential popes include candidates from Italy, Ai.l,stria, Mexico,
Honduras and India, among other
nations. The election of a pope has not
occurred for 26 years and the world will
be watching closely to see who will be
the next leader of the world's Catholics.

After a long debate process, the Iraqi
parliament has chosen Jalal Talabani as
the first freely-elected president in
decades.
Talabani is from the Kurdish minority
in Iraq, a group of people who were
oppressed under Saddam Hussein's
regime. Hussein was allowed to watch
the elections from jail to demonstrate
that he no longer has any power.
The appointment of a Prime Minister
is expected soon.

No attacks in bus
service beginning
In Kashmir, a disputed region claimed
by both India and Pakistan, bus service
has begun for the first time in nearly 60
years.
Kashmir is divided between India and
Pakistan and the bus service has brought
famili!!,s together who enjoyed tearful
celebralions as they met relatives they
had never seen before. Terrorists in
Kashmir failed to disrupt the buses,
although II buildmg WliS burned down
without hurting any passengers.

9 ra peVine/hUmOr

Most wanted Saudis
dead after shootout
Two of the most wanted men in Saudi
Arabia were among the dead after Saudi
security forces participated in a two-day
firefight.
Abdulkarim al-Mejjali and Saud
Homoud al-Oteibi were suspected of
participating in terrorist allacks against
foreign workers in Saudi Arabia. AIMejjatl was also linked 10 the 2003
Madrid train bombings.
The Saudi government is making !oerious attempts 10 crack down on terrorism
to improve their nation's image.

-Compiled by Cavill Jamiesoll
~ "I don't wanna vote -

ha ha!"

~ "I'm going to do it in my room"

Actual excuses given for not votillg at the
ASWC voting table last Wednesday ...
~ "Naaah ... 1 don't really wanna"

~

(dead silence)

~ "Uh ... I will (eventually)"
~ (more dead silence)

~

"It's not my style"

~ (gives strange look ... walks away)

~

"I will ... sometime"

~ (confused look ... as if to say: "What's voting?")

~

"I've already voted like four times!"

~

(really morbid dead silence)

thewhltworthla n
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Tax report: Whitworth budget $54 million
Nicole Brown

nected to Whitworth.
"Over time, donors have given us "gifts" for
the College Endowment Fund with the intent that
Peter Burke
the interest money will grow and go to support
News editor
students at Whitworth," Vice President of
Whitworth's total revenue for the 2004 fiscal Business Affairs Tom Johnson said.
The fund is a major source for many of the
year was more than $54 million according to a
recently released annual college tax form. This scholarships offered to students by the college.
"The more money saved in the account, the
income is a combination of program service revenues and interest earned from the College more money the college can return to students in
the form of financial aid
Endowment Fund. All
and
other
services,"
expenses, financial aid and
Johnson said.
expenditures are subtractThe college uses only
ed from the $54 million
"Over time, donors have given us some of the interest from
before the college can
the fund to help pay for
show a profit or a loss.
'gifts' for the College EndowRJent buildings.
Program service rev"We have not used
enues are comprised of Fund with the intent that the interest mon'!)' will grow and go to sup- endowment earnings to
tuition and fees, room and
build
new
buildings
board, on-campus events,
port students at IVhitworth, "
because that would eat into
overhead and facilities
our operating' budget or
use, and other sales and
into students' financial
services. These services
Tom Johnson,
aid,"
President
Bill
total nearly $49 million in
Vile PreJidml of BNIinm Alfuirs
Robinson said. "AlUiough
revenues.
it doesn't seem like it,
The
College
endowment funds providEndowment Fund, which
ed fOT financial aid that
totaled nearly $65 million
lowers the net cost of
as of Dec. 31, 2004, is one
Whitworth to students."
part of many investments
Every year Whitworth has to report its finanthat contributes to the total revenue of the college. The Fund grows continuously thanks to cial activity using the 990 tax return form. The
contributions and gifts from alumnae, friends, form is for tax-exempt organizations that
parents, philanthropists, and foundations con- receive income based on revenue earned on a

Staff writer

Robinson
eamed
$176,000
last year

non-profit basis.
The six college employees that have the highest combined salary and benefits package at the
college arc listed on the form. Robinson is at the
top of the lis!. His compensation is $176,073 for
the 2004 fiscal year. He also receives $83,796 in
contributions to employee benefit plans illld
deferred compensation.
Robinson's job is not by any means limited to
40 hours a week as it says 011 the tax form. He
attends college events on the weekends and is
part of college life even on his days off.
Many Whitworth employees contribute part of
their salary to the endowment and to other college causes, Robinson said.
Robinson, as well as some others, receives
benefits based on a dependent attending
Whitworth or another college. There is a tuition
remission scholarship for dependents of
Whitworth employees who attend the college and
a tuition exchange program for dependents of
Whitworth employee!; who attend another college or university.
Only three out of 10 to 15 applicants to
Whitworth were chosen to receive tuition remission last year, Johnson said.
Functional expenses are also listed on the
annual 990 form. Legal fees were more than
$75,000 and telephone costs reached nearly
$159,000. The cost for equipment rentals and
maintenance totaled close to $1.9 million.
Postage and shipping costs were nearly $
439,000. Printing and publications totaled close
10 $812,000.
'

Whitworth College
Enrollment Goals for 2010
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Achieve 5% International students

Sophomore Jeff Grassley leads a group of pre-frosh last week.

ENROILMENT:
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( I thil1k the people that
deserve to be here should be
here. I feel that people realfy
1Pork hard to get into college,
so things like gender should11 't be an issue. "
-

Molly Mason
Fmhman

Whitworth is also trying to continue to
strengthen connections with ethnic minority
churches to show minority students they won',
be isolated from their ethnic group While in
Spokane, Soden said.
The plan also addresses the desire to maintain a
rate of enrolling 25 percent Presbyterian students.
"I think the historic connection of the
Presbyterian Church is an important part of our
identity," Soden said.
It can be difficult to control the percentage of
Presbyterian students because'overall membership in the church is declining. Whitworth also
has little control over the students who apply,
Soden said.
Although the plan addresses the need to even
out the male-to-female ratio, Whitworth's ratio
is actually closer than competing schools. This
is partly because some schools that are similar
to Whitworth do not have a football program,
Soden said.
"Comparatively speaking, our ratio is not out
of line with similar institutions," Soden said.
The nationwide imbalance between male and
female students can be traced to cultural views.
For middle-class families, college is generally
seen as a more important experience for
females than for males in helping them make

the transition from high school to adulthood. It
is seen as more acceptable to allow males to
enter the workforce immediately after high
school, Soden said.
On a national level, more females are aspiring for a college education, particularly a liberal arts education, Soden said.
Whitworth hopes to achieve a gender ratio of
55 percent female and 45 percent male.
"I think the people that deserve to be here
should be here," freshman MoUy Mason said.
"I feel that people really work hard to get into
college, so things like gender shouldn't be an
issue."
In order to attract more males, Soden said it
is important for traditionally male programs,
such as engineering, business and those with a
greater technical focus, to be an important academic part of Whitworth.
Being outnumbered by females does not
bother freshman Greg George.
"I don't really have a problem with the current ratio," George said. "I'm down with more
girls."
The five-year plan is not intended to be an
exact blueprint of Whitworth's future, but
rather a sct of evaluations to consider.
"I don't want us so tyrannized by a specific
number thai we can't make good judgments
about the greater good," Soden said.
The Whitworth trustees arc meeling in late
April to discuss and approve new projects and
programs thaI the plan is suggesting.

VOTE:
Continued from page 1
important and voted intclligcntly
according to those issues,"
Hunler said.
Williams said last Tuesdays
debates were a success.
"In the three years I've been at
Whitworth the debates were Ihe
most attended thaI J've seen,"
Jackson Said. "( really appreciate
people coming and asking and
challenging candidates to perform to the level that they expect
and deserve."
The majority of the debate
focused on the topics of bringing
credibility to ASWC and the concern of Hunter's age.
Ryan said that Hunter's age
was not a point of empha!>is for
his campaign. "(The strategy
was) nol a 'Jeff's different, don't
vote for Jeff' ," Ryan said.
However, Ryan did stand by
his previous statement that a "30
year old president had a significant age gap," Ryan said.
Hunter stood by his earlier
belief that his age never had
been a difference in the past.
Hunter also stressed his experience outside of the college.
Other concerns centered on
the present gap between ASWC
and student life. Hunter said that
"students will follow leaders"
and he plans on leadership as
being his main focus for his
upcoming term in office.
"Leadership by example
inspires people to follow,"
Hunter said.
Hunter's challenge for next
year wiII no longer be winning
an election, but actually implementing the changes he has
advocated over the last week.
He said that he is up to that
challenge.
fOr look forward to representing (the student body) for Ihe
next year," llunter said. "I am
very humbled by the amount of
support ( have received and
encouragement they have given
me."
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Project aimed at serving Spokane
Jamie Evans
Staff writer

Faculty
encouraged
to work In the
community

-1
~,

- Kathy Storm, vice president for
.. _ .Student Life., ''It'l\·been our aim
~ to.convey the njilUTe of the concerns voiced to us so that people
Continued from page 1
could make more informed
choices about which off-campus
cell phone recently, Johnson said groups they'd choose to join.
before hanging up: "I don't have We did this in as fair and reaanything to say to you except you sonable and_ honest a way as
can do what I said at the end of possible." \
the letter and apologize. You can
In reply to Johnson's e-mail,
apologize just like it says at the Whitworth
President
Bill
end of the letter. That's all I have Robinson 'll'rote: "I believe we
to say."
Bill Freeman did not reply to email and phone message requests
for an interview, either. When
contacted via cell phone a recently, he said before hanging up: "If
you want to talk to me
you want to talk to me then you
then you publish a public
publish a public apology to me. If
you would like to write an apolo- apology to me. If you would
gy to us for all the lies and all the
like to write an apology to
th ings then I'll talk."
JlS
for all the lies and all the
Whenever a Whitworthian
reporter used a Whitworth phone
things then I'U talk. "
number to try to contact Freeman
or Johnson, he only got an
answering machine.
When the reporter walked up
Bill Freeman,
to Bill Freeman's office a week
WJNhPortlJ IIlI[,Mor
ago to request an interview, a
man helping move boxes in the
garage refused to tell Freeman
that a reporter was asking to
talk with him. Instead, he suggested that the reporter -call
Freeman.
The Whitworth administration
has steadfastly backed its deci- acted in a responsible way when
sion to send out an e-mail to col- we alerted the community to
lege faculty in late January and, a concerns that had come to us
week later, an e-mail to all stu- regarding the Freemans."
The e-mail reply continued:
dents that said "numerous individuals previously involved with "Were the dozens of e-mails,
the Freemans contacted us to say calls and letters traceable to a
that the couple had exerted nega- single source or a single set of
tive influence on their personal sources, perhaps there would
have been a basis to remain
lives."
Administrators disagree with silent. However, the breadth as
well as the depth of the conJohnson's criticisms.
cerns compelled us _,not to
"I see our institutional
judge the Freemans but to
response in very different terms
inform our community of
than (Johnson) uses," said
these concerns. It seems irre-
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The umbrella of service learning is expanding
as a new community service initiative is being
introduced to Whitworth.
The Community Engagement Project is a
developing program that complements ServiceLearning as a way for faculty and students to get
out and help people in
need.
Over the last
several
years
Whitworth faculty have been
thinking
about
_
vocation in community. Currently, a group of faculty members are
discussing how Whitworth can expand its role in
the community said professor of political science
and director of the Community Engagement
Project Julia Stronks.
Although discussions are on-going to hammer
out the exact details of the project, those working
on it have a clear understanding of the goals they
would like to see it accomplish and the role it
should play.
"As a Christian college we have a responsibility to not only put knowledge in students' minds
but to create in their hearts a certain disposition
for justice, social responsibility and civic management," said Lily Grant interim assistant
Matthew Kaemingk.
Beginning next fall, students will have the
opportunity to become directly involved in .the
project thanks to a new community engagement
minor that will be offered. Among other courses,
students will take classes on urban studies, pover~
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Student Life Program Assistant Jacob Spaun
ty and the shalom course taught by Chaplain
said Service-learning is a tool through which
Terry McGonigal.
The West Central neighborhood, one of the Whitworth is enhancing community engagepoorest in Washington state, is one specific menl. Service-learning tends to be more student
Spokane community the project plans to target. focused, whereas the Community Engagement
"We have a wonderful opportunity to do more Project looks for ways to involve the faculty
and administration, he said.
in West Central," Stronks said.
The Community Engagement Project works
The project staff hopes students will live in
with different academic
the neighborhood and work
departments to discover
with local organizations,
how their specific disciKaemingk said.
plines can become engaged
Although the main goal
in the Spokane community,
of the project is to get
(lOur hope is that our
Kaemingk said.
Whitworth more involved
communi!] partners and local
It remains up to the
in the community, it will
departments to decide how
not be a one-sided effort,
neighborhood associations will
Service-Learning
they want to become
come forward with a vision qf
involved in working with
Coordinator Keith Kelley
how thf!Y want to see change in
the community and have it
said.
be connected to curricu"Our hope is that our
Spokane"
lum, Stronks said.
community partners and
local neighborhood associa"I think my greatest
Keith Kelley.
tions will come forward
interest is that all departSmm-uarniflg CoordJflaJor
with a vision of how they
ments on campus are
want to see change in
thinking creatively of how
Spokane," Kelley said.
to engage students in the
"Through an asset-based
world," Stronks said.
approach, we will continue
As well as encouraging
along this process of transstudent involvement the
formative community development with goals Community Engagement Project hopes to find
of sustainable change that the community can ways to enable "faculty members to explore
take ownership of and say, 'we did it. '"
how their discipline can be an agent of shalom,"
The current Service-Learning Center falls Kaemingk said.
under the academic umbrella of the Community
Praxis-scholarships are one way faculty
Engagement Project, Kaemingk said.
members perform service in the community.
"Service-learning is the only realized part of The praxis scholarship sends faculty members
the
Community
Engagement Project," . to do research in Spokane with an ultimate goal
Kaemingk said.
of bettering the world outside of Whitworth.

sponsible to me to infer that
such an outpouring of caution
and hurl is-all-snJOke and no
fire."
Robinson wrote that he was
sure "some unjust accusations
have been made of their min- _
istry" and thilt he believed the
Freemans' "dc1>ire is to please
God." But, he said, "Unless people are just lying to us about their
expcriences, there is a ton of
damaged fruit in the Fret<man's
history."
Robinson wrote that "based on
the voluminous accounts of
excessive control, pressure for
financial support, broken lives
and destroyed relationships, [
would rather be on the receiving
end of your criticism than be
guilty of failing to issue an a1erl."
In February, after Robinson
had heard detailed information
about the Freemans, he said
that "my first responsibility is
to do what's best for our students, to enrich and protect the
students."
Since the series about the
Freemans appeared in The
Whitworlhian in February, the
newspaper has been contacted by
a number of former ex-members
expressing concern with the
Freeman group. One ex-member
and Spokane resident, Deborah
Kirk, said she has some connections with Whitworth and is concerned about the group's presence at the school.
Kirk warned that the Freemans
often look for students who are in
leadership positions and have the
potential to recruit other students.
The middle-class students "who
are leaders and have parents with
money" are "perfect for them,"
she said.
After news of the Freeman
group moving near Whitworth
spread, some ex-members gathered together for the first time in
more than a decade to talk about

their experiences and the situation here.
Kirk said their common experience allows ex-members to easily come together.

"You're so close," she said.
"It's Ii~e post-l,aUlJlalic s1res!.
syndrome - it's like-being veter-

ans. There's the automatic connection."

Change
Your Life
and make a difference
with a rounseling degree from GeoIge fux University

•
•
•
•
•

Master of Arts in Counseling
Master of Arts in Marriage and Family Therapy
Master of Arts in School Counseling
Master of Science in School Psychology
Certificate programs available

503-554-6166
counseling.georgefox.edu
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cene

·51n City' daring but overly gory
Director Rodriguez's film based on the comic book
series artistic elements overshadowed by violence.
Scene, page 6
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Finding the
next "Idol"
(

(The camplls vibe has been that everyone
loved the emcees. Everyone thought
thry were ridiculouslY jun'!Y' "
-Amy Newton·
Sophomore andju/ure ASWC spedal tvenfs roordina/or

THE FINAL RESULTS
HIRST PLACE ($250): Sophomore

Paul Lack
~SECOND PLACE ($150):

Sophomores Bobby Walston,
Aubrey Prince and Holy Chea.
... THIRD -PLACE ($50): Freshman
Bethany Pyle

Jmt Clari./Whthllorlhlo.
Freshmen Dave Weaver and Thomas
Ruble (a.k.a. "Duke of New York) perform
their rendition of Radiohead's ·Paranold
Android" at Pirate Idol.

Emcee Seymour does one of
his breakdancing moves.

It

./"'"

L

Nathan Harrison

u

: Staff writer

. t.~

st Thursday's Pirate Idol talent show
featured bands, soloists, dancers, raprs and more than a few guitar-wielding singer-songwriters in the dining hall of the
~ Hixson Union Building.
The 17-act event showcased original routines
and songs created by students, as well as a cover of the
Sugarhill Gang's "Rapper's Delight" by sophomores Bobby
Walston, Aubrey Prince and Holy Chea.
Also featured was a surreal two-man, multi-instrument version of
Radiohead's "Paranoid Android" by freshmen Thomas Ruble and Dave
Weaver (a.k.a. "Duke of New York") that incorporated a harmonium
named "The Fun Machine" and an inflatable penguin.
Sophomore Amy Newton was the master of activities for the nighl,
tackling her· first job as as ASWC special events coordinator-in-training.
This year's coordinator had resigned earlier, and "since I was
already hired for the fall, they just decided to start my training
early," Newton said.
Alfred and Seymour, the emcees for the night's entertainment,
provided entertainment themselves.
The comic duo has toured multiple countries and appeared on
Nickelodeon, MTV and the Tonight Show with Jay Lena. They
were also named the College Comedy Act of the Year by the
Association for the Promotion of Campus Activities in both 2004
and 2005.
Combining comedy with hip-hop dance routines and sketches,
the pair soon had the crowd laughing.
"The campus vibe has been that everyone loved
the emcees," Newton said. "Everyone thought
they were ridiculously funny, except for a few
older people and faculty who thought they
were on the rude or vulgar side."
Freshman Brian Baumann was among those
who didn't mind the emcees' subject matter. - .
"As a fan of comedy, I thought they were funny,"
Baumann said. "The fact that they always had smiles on
their faces really helped keep the ball rolling."
Nevertheless, some students said the emcees' humor
crossed a line of appropriateness.
The performers themselves were restricted to three minute
sets, which caused problems for some students.
"There were a few complaints about the time limits since most
songs are longer than three minutes," Newton said. "But because
of time concerns, we decided to go with it."
.
The night's biggest winner was also the first performer: sophomore
Paul Lack, who took home first prize and $250 for his impressive
drum routine that peaked with him performing the end of his routine
blindfolded.
Second prize and $150 went to the aforementioned coverers of
"Rapper's Delight," while third place and a $50 prize was awarded to freshman Bethany Pyle for her performance of an original song she sang and
played on the piano.

Book sale fights illiteracy
Megan Rieger
Sraff writer

From Disney princesses to Harry
Potter, children's books took center stage
in the Hixson Union Building last week,
sending a signal to Spokane that the faculty, staff and students of Whitworth's
School of Education are committed to
improved literacy and community outreach.
Every spring semester, Whitworth's
School of Education works with students
to create a community service project. Last
year, a book drive brought in more than
400 children's books to be distributed to
young readers in need. This year, the service project recipient is Holmes
Elementary, located in Spokane's West
Central neighborhood.
Junior MicheIle Baldwin was among
the team of elementary education majors
who worked at Holmes Ele,mentary School
in Jan Term as a part of the Di~gnosis of
Reading Difficulties class. ","s Bald~in and
other students helped out In a first grade
classroom by testing the children'~ reading
See BOOK

~ p~ge 6
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Carmen and
Carolina, Wllh
molher and
Spanish professor
Angeles Aller, parllcipate In a IIlera·
cy workshop.
Juniors Michelle
Baldwin and
Matthew Kamada
read and do actlvj·
ties with the Aller
children and
parents on
Thursday at the
Starbucks on
Hawthorne and
Nevada. Education
students volunteer
In the program
designed to promote literacy.
Starbucks Coffee
donates $10 for
each child In stumdance, whICh will
go towards schol·
arshlps for
children in the
future.

,
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Scene
Students in the literacy block responsible for choosing the
"I'm ecstatic. We weren't
really sure what to expect since are working to raise money for books they want to read.
we had never done iI before," she scholarships for the literacy pro- Starbuck's employees help Ihe
said. "We far exceeded our goal." gram by participating in book preschoolers and lower-elemenAnother effort to boost read- nights at three Starbucks loca- tary students make the arts and
ing levels will kick off this sum- tions. For each volunteer hour crafls projects, along with serving
snacks and drinks to everymer
at
the
one involved. The children
Whitworth
at the book night go home
Literacy Center.
with their choice of a free
It will be the
HMost the stlldCl1ts
book and an activity packfirst
literacy
that go there dOIl't even
et based on the book that
program
OlPH books at all, so
was read to them by the
endorsed by a
student.
higher educalJJe're hOplilg to send
llook nights began in
tion institution
every child home with a
March and are hosted
in
Eastern
every three weeks. The last
Washington.
book their OlPIJ. JJ
book night of the semester
"The literacy
Amanda Hitchcock.
is scheduled for April 27.
center is serving
jU1Iior dilen/lOll stltdml
The
School
of
both a campus
need for summer
Akxj(h1oss/u/hi/rJ~rlhian
Education integrates such
community outreach projplacements and a
ects to affirm the departcommunity need
for special learners in Spokane," Whitworth students or Starbucks ment's conceptual framework.
employees spend at book nights,
"It's a good way (for our stuLaurier said.
At least five full-lime gradu- Starbucks matches with $10 to dents) to begin to see themselves
ate and undergraduate students support the hteracy center. At the as change agents in the communicompleting fieldwork as a part of most recent book night on March ty," Laurier said. "They recogtheir endorsement in special edu- 2.3, $90 was raised at the nize they have an obligation to
cation will staff the Summer Starbucks on Hawthorne Road.
children in a very global sense,
Literacy Center in Hawthorne
Whitwortll education students not just those they serve in the
Hall.
participating in book nights are classroom. "
"In this setting, they'll get to
use the best research-based cur* Relay for Life ad*
riculum materials," Professor of
Education Betty Williams said.
The literacy center will admit
30 students with special learning
challenges. Williams expects a
two-to-one student to teacher
ratio.
"For the children that come to
the center, we'll be able to give
them even more adult attention
Dance like no one is watching
than they can usually get in the
and party like it's your birthday!
classroom," Williams said.

tif

tif

Children's books fill Lied Square last week as part of the Whitworth Schoot of
Education's service project to promote literacy for West Central students. Sixty
percent of the $3,300 raised by the Scholastic Book Fair will go to Holmes
Elementary.

BOOI<:
Continued from page 5
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level, they wanted to be part of
the solution to improve the
school's resources.
"We realized from working in
the classroom that their reading
level was low for their age and
for their grade, and how poor
their school was," Baldwin said.
"It instigated these projects to
bring their reading level up and
give them more books."
Junior Amanda Hitchcock
was one of the education students
to staff the Scholastic Book Fair,
which featured materials for preschool to adult audiences.
"Holmes Elementary is in dire

need for community support.
They are needing help meeting
their annual state requirements to
restock their library," Hitchcock
said. "Most of the students that
go there don't even own books at
all, sowe're hoping to send every
child home with a book of their
own."
All 19 classrooms at Holmes
Elementary will benefit from the
book fair. Holmes will be awarded 60 percent of the book fair's
purchase total, which exceeded
$3,300. Teachers at Holmes
Elementary will use the funds to
request materials from a wish-list
specific to their classroom needs.
Assistant
Professor
of
Education Lisa Laurier was thankful that the Whitworth community
showed its support at the fair.
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Rodriguez transgresses
with violent 'Sin City'
Greg Tomlin

,

1

(
J

life.
The final story involves a corrupt cop (Benicio
Staff writer
Del Toro) and a good guy (Clive Owen) who disrupt
Robert Rogriguez's film version of the cult s the balance between the police and the city's
comic book "Sin City" is a daring, stylish and visu- hookers, led by Gail (Rosario Dawson).
ally stimulating work but also gory, relentless and
As these stories unfold, a corrupt senator, a cancrude.
nibal and a clergyman entangle themselves in the
The three-part action story takes place on a circu- Sin City web.
lar timeline in a noir-esque black-and-white world
It is an exhausting and confusing plot at times,
pushed forward by some brilthat is reminiscent of something
Rodriguez's
good
friend,
liant performances but overQuentin Tarantino, might have
shadowed by the awful ones.
produced (Tarantino actually
Some of the big names such as
appears as a guest director on
Bruce Willis, Mickey Rourke,
the film.)
Jessica Alba and Clive Owen
Where Tarantino succeeds,
truly become their characters.
While others, like Rosario
Rodriguez fails miserably. The
right intentions are there, but his
Dawson
and
bartender
execution is sloppy and someBritlany Murphy fail misertimes childish.
ably.
Rodriguez uses violence as
Despite these distracting
the backbone of his story and
performances, there is no
continually tries to prove to his
argument that the amazing
audience that there are more
technical aspects of the film
gross and disgusting ways to
keep you enthralled in the
action from beginning to end. I
torture and kiIl people that we
haven't seen before. This might _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ have never seen a movie so
be ajoy for pubescent teenagers ~RATlNG: R
engaging or exciting to an
who sneak into this R-rated ~RUNNING TIME: 124 min.
audience solely based on the
color of the film. Most of it is
movie with their friends and can
later say, "Oh, bro, that was ~STARRING: Bruce Willis. Mickey
in black and white, but red,
sweet when that guy ripped off Rourke, Jesslca Alba. Elijah Wood.
green, blue and yellow a,I
that other guy's privates." Clive Owen. Rosario Dawson
make appearances and serve
However, for the rest of us, the ~ NOW PLAYING: AMC River Park some artistic purpose. In fact,
excessive and gruesome vio- Square 20. Northtown Mall Stadium the colors may have had better
12
(
performances on screen than
lence feels pointless:
some of the actors.
The first story within Sin City ~GRAD'E:
I commend Rodriguez for
is that of Bruce Willis' character, an old cop chasing after a
his valiant attempt at taking the
pedophile. Willis is brilliant as usual with his gritty, comic book genre and turning it into something
tough-nosed and compassionate characterization.
ncw. However, the film has many flaws and takes
The second story involves Mickey Rourke's too much pride in itself. The parts I disliked and
character who wakes up next to a dead hooker and thought were done poorly far outweigh the positive
has to put the pieces of a puzzle together to save his aspects.

Sin C I-ty

*****

==========
==========
Happy 19th Birthday
Amanda Ide!
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Love Karli and Manda
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Special offer from
The Whitworthianl

~'

* Want to say "Happy B-day" to a friend or
someone special in a special way?

..'
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* Have a personal

message you want to
share with the Whitworth community?

* Want to put a picture of your roommate
in The Whitworth ian?

* Want to help raise money for research
and programs for the American Cancer
Society?

Get a 4 wide by 211 tall
ad in The Whitworthian
fo ron Iy $1 0 -- and all proceeds
II

go to the Relay for Life fund raiser!
Weill design the ad for you -- just tell us
what you want to put in it!
E-mail editor@whitworth.edu with your request before 6 p.m.
Wednesday, April 13. for ads in the April 19 issue.
NOTE: The Whitworthian reserves the right to reject ads that it
feels are inappropriate or should not be placed in the newspaper
for any reason.
Questions or comments? E-mail editor@Whitworth.edu or call
777-3248
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Scene

rcasticsage/advice
Celebs selfishly don diamonds
Ok, I'm doing something a little different this week. Frankly, all your questions were lame. So instead of answering one of them, I'm going to take this
letter to the editor from the February
24th issue of "Rolling Stone" and
respond to that instead. Enjoy! (Note:
the name of the letter writer has not been
changed for privacy, because I really
don't care).

Question:
Your article "The Emperor of Ire"
IRS 966J showed how self-cetltered
celebrities are. They wear diamonds to
show the world they are rich even
though the diamond industry is so corrupt that it uses Its workers like tissues.
If celebrities really cared about human
rights, they would boycott diamonds.
- Courtney Shannon
Colorado Springs, Colo.

Answer:
Oh my. I just don't know where to
start. I'm like a kid in a candy store.
What first?
WeIl, let's just go sentence by sentence.
I'm glad that this RoIling Stone article
could help show you that celebrities are
self-centered. I wish I would have caught'
that issue - it's just so rare that we get a
true look into the personalities of celebrities and get to know them as real people.

Usually it's just some magazine banking
on the fact that the public is obsessed with
the celebrity culture to sell magazines by
offering an "insight" into a culture it wishes it could be a part of. Huh.
That and I was also unaware that all
celebrities self-centeredly wore diamonds. I was under the impression that
they were actually individual people
with differing personalities, but I guess I
was wrong. Funny. I can't really picture
Tobey Maguire blingin' at all.
But, of course, you are right.
Diamonds are for evil people. Why, just
the other day I saw a friend of mine
walking around with a ring on her finger
with 12 diamonds in it. Twelve!
Apparently she thinks that gelling
engaged makes it okay to oppress the
diamond mineworkers of the world. Of
course, her fiance is also to blame. Can
you believe the smug bastards were
actually going around showing those
diamonds off to anyone who would
look? The nerve! How dare they rub
their riches in our faces!
It is obvious that celebrities wear diamonds to show that they're rich though,
isn't it? Why, I assumed that Julia Roberts
was just making ends meet what with the
$20 million or more per picture and the
multi-million dollar estate. But when I saw
her with a diamond stud in her ear, why, I
was taken aback. And here you think you
know someone (iliat you've never met).
Yes, if celebrities really cared about

the advancement of human rights (which
I assume they all do - why, just last week
50 Cent went before the U.N. to speak
about poverty in post-Communist
Russia), they would boycott diamonds.
Everyone knows that celebrities make up
roughly 90 percent of the world's diamond trade (and P. Diddy alone makes
up about 75 percent of that). If they boycotted diamonds, I'm sure everyone el!>c
would stop buying them, too. Everyone
would turn in their wedding rings for
more human-rights oriented "awareness
rings" made of stainless steel, and girls
would stop liking anything that came in
a Tiffany's box.
So here's to you, Courtney Shannon
of Colorado Springs, one of the last
champions of justice. With your tiny
comer of a mostly skipped-over section
crammed in between ads for cigarettes
and something that apparently involves
a male model in his underwear holding a
baby, you have changed the world. Keep
fighting the good fight, Courtney, and
know that we'll bring down those evil
celebrities someday. Right after I finish
reading this issue of People Magazine.

-Sarcastic Sage
If you have any questions, queries or
inquiries for the Sarcastic Sage, feel free
to send the sage an e-maIl at sarcasticsage@gltUlil.com. You may request to
remain anonymous if you would like.

c Iu bbio b Iu rb/club corner
Art Guild/Art and Culture Club
~ WHO

WE ARE: We are welcome to all Whitworth students - artists and non-artists, anyone who is intrigued by

cityhighlighfs
in Spokane

Jubilation Spring Show
Whitworth's student-led dance club will present its spring rccital, "forms of Grace," SlIturd,lY
April 23 at 7 p.m. in Cowles Mcmorial
Auditorium.
All eight of the club's dance classes will be
included in the performance - modern, beginning tllP, outre<lch, jazz, advanced tap, ballet,
highland and hip hop.
Admission is $2, <md tickets may be purchased
bye-mailing whitworthjubilation.hotmail.com or
at Ihe door prior to the event.

Japan Week Festivities
The'Japanese Cultural Center will be celebrating Japan Week April 16-23.
Festivities will include jazz, special spinning
lop demonstrations, Japanese koto music with
storytelling, martial arts demonstrations and
much more, and the events are free.
The center is located at 4000 W. Randolph
Road.
For more information call 328-2971.

Free Ben and Jerry's
Next Tuesday, April 19, from 12-8 p.m. customers at the River Park Square Ben and Jerry's
can receive a free four ounce scoop of their
favorite flavor in a cup or cone.
As part of Free Scoop Day, students from local
public schools will perform musical selections
throughout the day. Among the aCIG are the
Whitman Elementary marimba ensemble, Cooper
Elementary African drumming ensemble and
North Central High School choir.
Donations will be accepted and will go to
Spokane Public Schools' JTIusic programs. _
Ben and Jerry's is located onAlrium level three
of River Park Square. For more information 7443350.

arts and culture.
~ WHERE

WE MEET: Meetings are held Tuesday nights at 9:45 p.m. in room 203 of the Fine Arts Building.

.. WHAT WE DO: Our plan

IS to bring cultural opportunities to Whitworth students through activities such as gallery
trips, visiting artists, crafts, cultural events and experimentation with different artistic media. Be sure to find us at
Springfest to get your face painted I

.,.CLUB HISTORY: The art guild has been inactive for the last year and is Just now starting up again with fresh
new ideas, We are looking forward to becoming more Involved with the Spokane art communlly and to sharing
art with the Whitworth campus,

Sarah McLachlan
Three-time Grammy Award winner Sarah
McLachlan will play Spokane Arena's Star
Theatre this Monday at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets arc on sale now for $40-60.
For more information call 325-SEAT or visit
www.ticketswest.com.

~--

- Compiled by Katie Shaw

attractionsdistractions/thiS week
W",j 100ul Ave

SpDk~lle. WA 99201

509 624·1252

Student Employee of the
Year Reception
Lied Square
12 p.m.
Art Department AdVising
Party
Fine Arts Building Hallway
5:30p.m.

Pre-registration for fall 2005
begins

Boppell Jazz Night
Boppell lounge

Men's and women's tennis
vs. lewis-Clark State
3 p.m.

8 p.m.
Half Past 9:00
Cafe

Relay for life auditions
Cafe
7 p.m.

I
I

KWRS Ping Pong
Showdown
Cafe
4 p.m.
"Godspell"
Auditorium
8p.m.

JOIN OUR TEAM!
,

J

.-.

TKE SPOWE IIIDIAIiS IAUIA!.L nUl IS
: LOOlllI; fa. IIIDIVtDUALS Ta Fill A .

v•• tm a.F GAME .,I&~J ,a'IlI~~s~ _ , '

I'NDIIU~S :J9.·'~~I~ -"

Track & Field
9a.m.
~oftbali

Softball vs. Willametle
12p.m.

Graduate Open House
Hawthorne Hall, Room 109
4 p.m.

vs. Willamette
Moldenhauer lecture
Music Recital Hall
7:30 p.rn.

12 p.m.
"Godspeli"
Auditorium
8 p.m.

c::~,

Summer Internship and
Job Fair
Cafe and lied Square
11 a.m.

;; ,
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'Ultimate college dorm'
"I have had several people tell us that (our room) is the 'ultimate college dorm room,'" freshman Blake Brunk said.
He says his roommate. freshman Chad Bergevin, donated
most of the room's "awesomeness" with his vintage finds: a
1937 olive green and orange loveseat in "mint condition," a
tropical lamp and a big, brown "minHndge" covered In stick-

a
l

I
t

ers.

Brunk admits that their room is In need of cleaning.
·We were eating pizza the other day and ants were crawling out of o~r carpet," he said. "Now we can'tf\nd them," '::
Better than RecyCling:
~Dr. Pepper can border across one wall. done
by cutting a hole in the back of each can and
tacking them in a row.
"'Plzza Pipeline box flattened and hung on the
ceiling
- Erika Prins

{

Students change average dorm
into personalized masterpiece

}
}

1

{
}

Freshmen Nlssana Nov and Ashley Johnson minlmallzed
their spending on room decor by finding sales at World
Market and being creative,
Their room displays "pieces of home,· With photographs
and posters of the people and places that are near to their
hearts,
·We have an international theme," Johnson said,
Nov IS from Cambodia and has a poster of the Angkor Wat,
a temple from her native land. She also has colorful throw pillows from Cambodia on her bed. Other exotic wall hangings, as
well as a green canopy over their light, add to the International
feel of the room,

;:
:.

i

Decorating on a Dime:
... WrapPlng Paper as wallpaper ($2)
,..Squares of cork to hang photos or reminders (under $5 at Target)
,.. Hat boxes for storage. stacked on top of each other (Pottery Barn)

"How'd you do that?";
:...............,. To put up her photos, Nov tacked several long pieces of ribbon on the wall, criss-crosslOg
them to form a rectangular gnd. She then placed a tack at each spot where the ribbons
crossed. To display her photos, she slides them under tile nbbon and then secures them
with paper clips.
- Erika Prins-

;,

'5talkernet' hall

Cheap 'decorations'

Ever searched the online campus directory (otherwise
referred to as "Stalkernet") in a moment of boredom? About two
months ago on a Friday night, some men from the basement of
McMillan Hall took this to a new level.
·We got bored one night so we went over to the art building
and, well, we Just printed It out and put it up,· said sophomore
Ed Black. "We were going for the 'Beautiful Mind' look:
Residents on the hall responded positively to the decoration.
"It just makes the hall more popular: said French exchange
student Julien Anch.

Freshman Ozzle Crocco said he and his
roommate, freshman Sleve Lynd, "are
really into home decorating.
"It makes things more Interesting
... if you design your own room, It's
more like homel," he said. However,
they wanted to decorate as Inexpenslvelyas possible. los an Inexpensive
way to mask "boring and mundane"
walls, they covered them with newspaper.
"We were like, what do we have a
lot of that's really cheap?" Crocco said,
explaining how they thought up the idea .
The entire room was decorated without
spending any money - they used what was
available to them.

·Classiflcations· on the wall that change frequently:
,.. Hottie of the Week
,.. French of the Week
..-Chump of the Week
.. Grudge of the Week
"'Plmp of the Week
- Erika Prins

Cheap Decorating Ideas:
~ Newspaper as wallpaper .................'
)te Hang hats, Frisbees and other
collections on walls
"Une fluorescent lights with colored paper·· ..·...... ·.. ·........ ·.. ·· .. ·.. ·.... ·

Redecorate this spring
Jen Morris
Staff writer
et's face it, dorm
rooms
don't
get
cleaned that often.
However, with the coming of
spring, the cleaning bug may be

L

biting.

Here are some great tips for
cleaning out the clutter that has
piled up over the winter months
and giving your dorm room a
&or sprl'ng
clean &eel
l'
L'.
What you will need:
. bag
.. Large plastiC
.. Vacuum
.. Trash can
d C d
)teLaun ry ar
and
.. Windex, paper towels

taken care of is half the cleaning battie, and you'~l feel much
more organized once it is
accomplished. ,
Since you've 'w~hl:ld your
sheets, why not flip your mat,':
tress before you ie-make your
bed? It, can 'be', a refreshing
change .. ~

~

',:

',~

Making ygur room "home";
,
)te Move furniture to create a study
"cave" that's hidden from distrac,
tions

a change of scenery can help
you get through that last push,
to finish out the school year,
Here are some ideas on how
to decorate and organize your
newly cleaned room:
.. Shoe shelves inside your
closet will free up space and

- Erika Prins

"

"

everything' tha~

Gather

keCfp you ,organized .. , '
'.Using that liPIlc;e under
don't,use anymore: clotht?s ili;lt 'your bed for luggage and winyou don't wear, 'shoes that don't ter clothes will be sure to get
fit, anything. 'fhis will create
"
' .
.
,
, tit, 9rethings out of your way.,
more' space an9 a1l9w you to
relax wit~oufbeing
surroundl<rl
.. Over Door ~acks are great
"
by "Iutter; Take your old stllff places to hang, towels and "
and d~nate it to it'local ~harity. - eorkboaids',()r 'niem~ boards,
thrmv a garage ~I~ ~i~h)1 fe~
frf~nds', 'or just toss it: " "
"can fill space on an emply:~all '
"Now':tbat- you've" tidied' the :"while helping;yo~,organ.ize·; ,
place up'a bit'and,created more your busy sch~dule: ,:' "

,

,

, International creativity

you'v~' ~m~ ,across:,that you

, :"

,

Seniors Claire Gault, Blanca Pnns. Shelly,Williams and Miranda
Zapor have each contributed ~ir own decor to the living space they
share. 'Their walls are a collage of souvenirs from all over the world,
their own art and humor.
' ,
'
·1 really like that It reflects our own personallti~ and interest and
where our hearts lie, whicll is In people and
other c~ltures/ Gault said,
What',s on thel'r Walls'.
..
, .Quilted pillowcases and a sari,
from India
'
..~tlks from Ghana
'''An elaborately painted wood- ,
en cross from Nicaragua
)teA plaque,from Egypt

),

an ;'~/~~me of your favorite, ':rac;:e"~hb ~yacW~,ant clean .~rajnstorm 'with'y~ur ropm~
Decor.you don't' have .to trav~1 the'"
upbeat music to get you going. ' ,ps~ " O!lHl: ",; , .0' . nQWS , mate~~9r' ways :to,::p~~9n;.liz~, ";
world to find:'
,
'
Before you know it, time will :~liat ~'b~~n trackqd In on, lhl?m':: the, rq<im' ,and, reaJJy; m~e ,it :'.; , '"
.National Geographic postcards, '
be flying and you'll be getting ; ~I!I,~ IO~ '~!lt ~l~~peg.J~~ SU'If: ,'your,!>wn, .It dQe~n't haveto ~" ':
,($10 for 50):
"
,'
. to_, C?veH~e ~oor',~~~r ;,y~l:lr ~'com' ticatea;, ,,,r ,;_" , :.,: ,: ' , , '
"/Ut and collages they have maIJe ..·.. ·.. ··....··,c
the job. done quicker than you : h,ea, and::.cWsk, wh'ir~,411sq;a,~.'," ,'.;, ~" <"., ',' ",' -", . ' ':.:.'
"Quote wall; funny quote:s, newspaper'
can beheve.
~h~de, ~Jpilg',wi.th,t~~' r~t ~f~th~'~', l,)~!, pp, J~~t ~~~~ t~mgs:, ':,',
!'Uppings, pictures ~nd sketches are
. Start sq~:,l,~undry. 9N,yo~1 > ;,fpOm:,':i~;r.i~~
"',,,' ': ;;;~<,~t}J~~e:W~d,m~~~+I!~~~;_~~b·;t.k?,'y. .'_,'.ROllag~throughout."'~ser:n~ter,.'
dIrty clo!h:es' up an.d o~t of tli~ ~,~ pllfanlIJgf,y~uZ;·
)!"o~- ana '\ <W'~m:~s,h~ey 19b,n~{l',~1i:f." :;~~ ~."~~, ,',' ,;' oYer 8 ~t ~r wrspplr)i paP.Elr. ,
way by fmally puttmg m a load WJlJi:\C!~~ ,'fW help,b~l&l!te,q J,~e ': Ch09Sy <~ J!l,v~fJte. coJpr; :or ,,'
' . ; (No 9QSt ~nd nC? a~~kll(lbliity i . .:
that you know .IS prob~bly ove.r- pJa~_¥p, a,,~lt. .,:;' 'f-;:"".~~:' ;', "'" ,theme :ft~d JU~~:~o Wlt~: it:"<;Jyt ',,'
;",:, r~uired) :,c, ,;/,' <' " :)' ,:
due. And whIle you ~e at It, :,:.F,~n~lly!,t~~,:a~~U9r;!a~IlP,~:'_;H~jlti?~ wi<tlf:patt~ms.,'f~b,r!cs,,\:',' , "~~-Y~~If'
:ash t~ose sheets you ve been ",'pe '~f( ?/9U~',p~5tu.re ,~r~ro:e~, . ,~~' t~~tures. 9r.fill yq\.l~:W!l1l5 ~;;".
',,~,~,Ma~ ~agi{~; .I)o't-~ue
eglectmg too.
and)~D1~~ k9ac~~. ~d :why ~ot:,,, W~,~h'p~rsolla,1 phOJg5 ofyoy, ~Qd' ' }', ',' ': rnagaz,lrte cutouts onto lJ':I!lIrblt!S ':, ", •
Hang or refol~ your clean ~I}~rr~ng<!,,~h~m -W~d~<you, ~C? ~~;'. ' "'fr' d ' ',,'"
';.,' :'. ";';.
":'with a flat side. then glUe a ",u..-:, .;:;
clothes - espeCIally those of It?"""
,:,:, ," ,'\ ,};, >,Y". y~ur. I&;:n!>., " ' '/''';'' , " " , . 1 , ' . , , " '
, , ' . ""~ ..!',':
Simple changes will l)lake it ':
' Of mafVleL to the back (under $5) "
you who tryon fIVe outfIts a
. Onf~,y~,y.rr~{I1)~hdy,.~h~,: ""
. " " " -.' :';, ' , "',,':' """" , ' I , <' , '
"-~rf~Prln.s
day - you know who you are. sIder, red~ratu~g, ,Tb~rt}' l~Il!,t;.,' h1J~~;~~ffe~e~~,~ ~ ~orm ,roo~,,' '
"'
'.: :
Getting the clutter of clothes a 10tQ(till?-r:a~(riH th~'ye,ar.1;Iu~.;: ~~~,g~~ t~?~,,~,; ': ',,:,':~~: ,,', ,;,>',' ~ ..,"':-:;---;-,:-,-~---,----,.-'-----:'-----~---o;--------'
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Double Decor
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Sophomore Emily Clader renol/ated her room during Jan Term when her
'roommate mOIled out.
'
"I wanted my room to refi~ me," she said. "It helps being an art major,
bec~use then you have stuff to hang up:
Emily's Decorating Tips;
................ Line the top of your walls with old record covers (50 cents a record, or
steal them from your parents)
~Hang a string at tiny Chinese lanterns ($10 at World Market)
..-Dlsplay your own art or other creations
Creative Craft Idea:
......·.Make your own curtains. Emily made curtains out of sheer fabric, glued
little round mirrors onto long pieces of ribbon, and hung them from the
tops of the curtains (under $50)
Don't Have a Roommate?
.... Make one huge bed out of your two twins by pushing them together
.. lonely? Name your plant (Emily's is named Victor) or buy a fish
- Erika Prins
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Tennis swept over weekend
Despite competitive performances by
Whitworth can't win against conference foes.
Sports, page 11

Whitworth
chases after

All-sports
trophy
Colin Storm
Staff wrilcr

,-

.

J""

Clork/1i 'hl/w.rtman

Junior pitcher Cody Person worked six innings, giving up six hits, four earned runs, walking three and striking out seven In a n~ecislon last Saturday against
Willamette University.

Bues avoid sweep
Behind McCracken's
arm Whitworth takes
final game of series
Jeff Hunter

Holden. The next batter laid down a saCrIfice
bunt to advance the runners, but a throwlllg
error to first base by Lundeberg left the sacks
filled and ended his day on the mound.

We Jverell't jlmJJiess bllt ollr difellsc
stepped liP lvhen it had to rl1/d the rtln
.rtJpp0111vas there. "
U

Slaffwrlter
The Whitworth men's baseball team went
one-for-three this weekend as they dropped a
doubleheader last Saturday afternoon.
Playing a Willamelle University team that
had lost their last seven games, the Pirates
struggled to keep the Bearcats off the board in
their first game but lost 9-1.
Willamelte's Zach VandeGriend threw a
complele game, giving up only seven hits and
one run in the bollom of the ninth inning.
Whitworth senior pitcher nan Lundeberg
pitched well through six innings, giving up
only two runs, but ran into some trouble in
the seventh.
The Bearcats leadoff hitter, Dane
Woldseth, ripped a double down the first base
line and was followed by a walk to Adam

Ben McCracken,
sUJlor prlcbn

TIlings didn't get any better for his replacement, freshman pitcher Jason Weathemlan.
Weatherman plunked the first bailer he faced
and then gave up a single that allowed two more
mnK across the plate. Junior pitcher Trevor
Sheffels was sent in to pitch for Weathemmn,
who immediately gave up another single before
shutting the next three balters down.

But the damage had been done.
The Bucs gave up five runs on three hits
while committing three errors to give the
Bearcats a 7-0 lead. Willamelte's final runs
came in the eighth on a two-run jack by center fielder Scan Anderson while Whitworth's
lone run came on a ninth-inning double by
junior infielder Todd Phillips that scored junior pinch hitter Joel Evans.
In the second game of the doubleheader,
Wlntworth faired much beUer, but the end
result was the same.
Willamette quickly scored in the first
inmng, but Whitworth answered in the second and third innings. In the second, junior
shortstop Nick Froman sent a pitch deep to
put up a run before senior outfielder Ken
Pecka and Evans singled to get on board
Both runners advanced on a wild pitch by the
Bearcats' Tye Suudlee and Pecka scored on a
sacrifice by Clark.
The third inning started off with-a double
by senior outfielder Kyle Snell and a walk to
sophomore outfielder Van Lierman. A single
by Phillips scored Snell and a sacrifice to cenSee
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Distance runners carry track
Katy Clark
Staff writer
The Whitworth track and field
team faced some top talent in the
region when they participated in
the Pelleur Invitational track and
field competition last Friday
competing against schools such
as
Eastern
Washington,
University
of
Montana,
Gonzaga, other Division I
schools.
The Pelleur Invitational had
r ' ....

approximately 450 competing
athletes.
The most solid performances
come from distance running, said
teal11 members. Sophomore
Brandon Howell took first in the
800-meter race,
and was
Whitworth's only event winner.
He achieved a time of 1:55:67,
which was a season best for him.
Freshman Travis Huskisson
was able to turn in a time of
10: J7:34 in the 3,000-meter
steeplechase, finishing second.

Sophomore Julie Lauterbach
was also able to earn a second
place performance in the 5,000meter race with a time of 18: 19.
Junior Kristi Dickey came in
third right behind her with a
time of 18:22.
Freshman Ben Spaun placed
third in the 400 hurdles with a
season-best time of 55:83. He
came within one second of
qualifying for nationals provisionally.
Off the track, junior Jacob

DePell pole vaulted to second
place, finishing with a season
best of 14'-7.25."
For the Northwest Conference
championships,
multi-event
Whitworth is sending junior
Sarah Marken and senior Emily
Hinson to compete in the heptathlon and senior Jordan
Patterson in the decathlon.
Saturday is the Whitworth
Open at Boppell Track. Field
events will start off the day at
9:30 a.m.

~

After tying for the lead ill the
Northwest Conference AIISports trophy in the fall with
Willametle University, a firstplace and two second-place finishes in swimming and women's
basketball team pushed the
Pirates ahead of the Bearcats and
into the lead through the winter
sports.
The men's swimming team,
led by senior Cory Bergman and
junior Loren Killgore, won the
conference
championship,
adding 18 points to the total.
The women's swimming team
and the basketball teams contributed 16 points with their second-place finishes in the conference, while the men's basketball
team received 12 points for their
fourth-place f11lish.
Only three schools have ever
won the All-Sports trophy in
NWC history: Linfield College,
WiIlamette and Pacific Lutheran
University. PLU won all but one
year from 1986 to 2000,
WiIlamette won in 1994.
Linfield has won three of the last
four years.
But this year, Whitworth has a
chance to break that domJl1ance.
Teams earn points based on how
they finish in the conference
fotandings. First place gets 18
points, second gets 16 points and
continue to decrease in increments of two. The total points arc
added up to determine the winner.
Last year, Linfield finished
first ill three spring spoils, lifting
them to their second straight
title. This year, they look to conSee
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Whitworth
golfers
hold own at
tourneys
Jonathan Gerig
Staff writer
This past week, both the
men's and women's golf teams
scored well in theiT respective
tournaments.
Having won both the team and
individual honors in the previous
week's Pacific InVitational, the
men's golf team faced a greater
challenge in the Spokane Cup
last Tuesday at the Hangman
Valley Golf Club.
Gonzaga University, finishing
flfst, had a total team score of
300 and placed three players in
the top five, including overall
individual winner Matt Munroe
who shot a 72.
Spokane
Community College finished
second with a team score of 311
See
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Pitching
guides
•
softball in
three wins
Andrew Dolan
Slaff writer

Women's tennis drops
a pair to PlU, UPS
Jennifer Zaremba
Slaff wriler

'ljlrr Zuck/ jJ7hr/U'Oriinan

Above: Sophomore Katie Troxell serves the ball durIIlg her doubtes match last Friday.
Top: Senior April Brast attempts a forehand in her
singles match tast Friday. Brast lost her match 3·6,

5-7.

The women's tennis team was swept at
home this past weekend, losing two
matches in conference play. Last Friday
they lost to Pacific Lutheran University 72 and last Saturday to the University of
Puget Sound Loggers 8-1.
Whitworth freshman Taryn Smith and
sophomore Rachael McCoola competed at
the No.2 doubles spot and won their set 8-3,
earning one of the Pirates' two points against
PLU. The second point came from senior
Krista Shradel who played at No.2 singles
for Whitworth and defeated her opponent.
Senior April Brast and sophomore Katie
Troxell dropped their No. 1 doubles
match 8-3. Both Brast and Troxell would
lose their singles match.
McCoola lost her singles match 10 Bria
Smith, but was highly competitive in the
4-6, 4-6 defeat.

spo rtscorner/sports
Suspicion continues
around Armstrong
Lance Armstrong is trying to put his foot
down and say enough is enough, but it
doesn't seem to be working too well.
Suspicion still surrounds Armstrong's success in his cycling career. Armstrong
recently reported that, after his 150th drug
screening test, the procedures had started
to wear on him. Many might think that
after his tests have come up clean 150
times in a row that his accusers might let
up on Armstrong, but relief docs not seem
to be anywhere in sight.

Woods wins fourth
Masters of career
Tiger Woods is the Masters champion
again. Woods turned back surprising challenger Chris DiMarco last Sunday with a

On Saturday Whitworth's lone pomt
came from senior Mandi Hopkins, who
competed at No. 3 singles. Hopkins
defeated Meli!>sa Synder in three sets 6-3,
3-6, 10-5.
Brast and Troxell lost their second doubles match in a row by a score of 8-3.
McCoola and freshmen Taryn Smith
almost pulled off a victory, but also lost 8-

6.
Both Shrader at No. 2 singles and
Troxell at No. 4 singles came close by
taking their opponents to three sets,
before falling. Shrader 101>t3-6, 7-6,11-13
and Troxell fell 7-6, 6-7, 9-11. UPS ended
up sweeping the doubles matches.
The women's tennis record now drops
to 6-9 overall and 3-7 in the conference.
They will host Lewis-Clark State College
this afternoon in non-conference play.
Lewis-Clark, an NAIA college, beat
Whitworth 9-0 in their season opeller in
February.

Wh itworth ~oftball (J(j-13
overall, 11-7 in the Northwest
Conference) came through in
the dutch last weekend as the
team pulled alit three comeback
wins against Paciric University
in conference play.
"Our team had a great weekend," Whitworth junior first
ba~eman Amanda Norwood said
after the games on Sunday. "All
three games were come-froTllbehind wins."
The Pirates scored five run!>
in the seventh inning to crase a
2-1 Pacific lead and take game
olle 6-2. The Pirates performed
a similar trick in game two,
scoring three ill the ~eventh
inning and then held off a
Pacific rally in the bottom of the
iuning to win 5-4.
With Pacific lip 2-1 going into
the seventh inning, the Pirates
gol singles from two of their
first three batters before Pacific
pitcher Nikki Smith walked the
next three batters, including
bases-loaded passes to junior
pitcher Jo Sonnclt and senior
outfielder Patti Stranger, giving
Whitworth a 3-2 lead.
After a pitching change,
Whitworth's freshman pitcher
Heather Case cleared the bases
wilh a three RBI double put the
game oul of reach for Pacific.
Son nett earned the win for
Whitworth, allowing two runs
on four hits and one walk while
striking out seven in 6.1 innings.
In game two, Whitworth
opened the game with a 2-0 lead,
scoring in the first inning on senior
outfielder
Andmya
Robertson's two-RBI single.
The Boxers put three on the
board in the home half of the
inning.
With the score 3-2 in favor of
Pacific, the Pirates again looked
to their offense to rally a comeback win. The Pirates then
scored three runs on a double by
See SORB ALL ~ page 12

update

shot of sheer magic and a birdie putt to
win a playoff he never expected.
A spectacular finish of birdies and
bogeys finally ended when Woods produced the most important shot of all, a 15foot birdie putt on the first playoff hole to
capture his fourth green jacket and finally
put DiMarco away.

bled over his head and baCk, with the
blocker's leg appearing to hit Lucas in the
head. Lucas did not move after falling to
the ground.
Lucas played two seasons (2000-01) for
the Carolina Panthers, recording 49.5
tackles in 20 games.

Baby Bulls clinch
Arena Football League NBA playoff spot
The Chicago Bulls, who started the seaplayer dies in game
Former NFL defensive lineman AI
Lucas died last Sunday from a presumed
spinal cord injury sustained while trying to
make a tackle for the Los Angeles
Avengers during an Arena Football League
game.
The 26-year-old Lucas was injured during a first-quarter kickoff return against
the New York Dragons.
Television replays showed Lucas
bending down to make a tackle. The
Dragons' ball carrier and a blocker tum-

son 0-9, secured their first playoff berth
since the Jordan era with a 110-97 win last
Saturday over the Toronto Raptors.
Guard Kirk Hinrich scored 25 points
and added eight assists to lead the BuBs
over the Raptors. Forward Tyson
Chandler scored a season-high 18 points
and pulled down 21 rebounds.
With this win, Chicago had won three
straight games and 12 of their last 13.
They were in fourth place in the Eastern
Conference standings, three games ahead
of Indiana.

Pedro's complete
game out does Smoltz
Pedro Martinez pitched It two-hiller and
Carlos Beltran hit a go-ahead homer as the
New York Mets won Iheir first game of the
season last Sunday, overcoming John
Smaltz's 15 strikeouts in a 6-1 win over the
Atlanla Braves.
Martinez struck out nine and walked
only one batter. The Mets' new ace threw
his 43rd career complete game and fourth
career two-hiller.

Parrott earns honors
Freshman golfer Andrew Parrott earned
Northwest Conference player-of-the-week
honors for April 4, by leading the Pirates to
a team victory at the rain-shortened Pacific
Invitational and earning medalist honors
with a 74.
-Compi/e(1 by Aftoll Grossardl
al/(I Peter Smelser
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standings

Continued from page 10
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BASEBALL
NWC/Overall
George Fox Bruins
15-2 22-6
Linfield Wildcats
12-2 23-5
Pacific Lutheran Lutes 12-2 17-9
Pacific Boxers
10-7 15-11
Willamette Bearcats
8-9
12-15
Whitworth Pirates
6-8
11-11
Puget Sound Loggers
4-10 11-13
Whitman Missionaries
1-14 3-21
Lewis & Clark Pioneers 0-13 8-18-1

MEN'S TENNIS
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
Linfield Wildcats
Whitman Missionaries
Puget Sound Loggers
Whitworth Pirates
Willamette Bearcats
Lewis & Clark Pioneers
George Fox Bruins
Pacific Boxers

NWC/Overall
12-0 18-2
10-2 10-9
7-3
10-12
6-5
7-7
5-5
&-8
4-6
4-6
4-7
4-7
3-9
3-9
0-12 0-12

NWC/Overall
15-1 22-4-1
15-1 17-5

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Linfield Wildcats
Puget Sound Loggers
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
Willamette Bearcats
Whitm~n Missionaries
Whitworth Pirates
George Fox Bruins
Lewis & Clark Pioneers
Pacific Boxers

NWC/Overall
9-0
10-4
10-1 11-2
8-3
9-7
6-4
9-4
7-11
5-5
3-7
&-9
4-7
4-8
4-11
2-9
0-11 0-13

SOFTBALL
Linfield Wildcats
Willamette Bearcats
Whitworth Pirates
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
Puget Sound Loggers
Pacific Boxers
George Fox Bruins
Lewis & Clark Pioneers

10~

15-12

9-7
16-10
6-8
13-12
5-11 7-15
3-15 8-21
1-15 2-22

Tennis gets thumped
Donnell wins
three matches
Sora Morehouse
Staff writer

Men's ten.nis had a disappointing trip to Tacoma, Wash. this
weekend. But just as their last
two matches before conference,
their losses to the University of
Puget Sound and
Pacific
-Lutheran University this past
Saturday gave them a desire to
win at conference.
Their primary target at conference will be UPS, currently
ranked fourth in the Northwest
Conference. The score last
Saturday against UPS was 5-2.
While the first and third dou-

bles lost 8·6 and 9-7, respective-ly, the second doubles, sophomore Michael Carlson and freshman Scott Donnell, took the challenge and won their set with a
score of 8-3.
After finishing doubles, the
Whitworth men were down on the
scoreboard.
"We knew that we had to step it
up in singles," Carlson said.
Both Carlson and Donnen went
on to win the only singles matches for the team with scores of 6-3,
6-3 for Carlson and 7-6, 6-4 for
Donnell.
It wasn't enough to win against
a team that was "eager to beat us
after losing to us earlier in the season," senior Chad Dierickx said.
Saturday afternoon brought a
loss against first-ranked PLU.
After losing all of their doubles
matches, the Pirates had some

close singles. Carlson and senior
Justin Glosser fought well and
went to three sets in singles.
Donnell was the only one to win
his singles with scores of 7-5, 6-3.
"It was a long match," Donnell
said. "I just had a crazy adrenaline
rush and got some quick, hard
points at the end."
"(We didn't play) as well as we
are going to play next Friday,"
head coach Mike Shanks said.
Now ranked fifth in conference,
the men are ready to travel to
Yakima, Wash. and take on conference. Besides UPS, other worthy opponents are Whitman and
Linfield, but they want to stay centered on one challenge at a time."We are focusing on the first
match first," Shanks said.
"Whatever happens after that will
be a direct reflection of how we
played."

Health & Fitness Column

Staying Sharp
Avoied stress
and its effects
Man Sharp
Guest Writer

...

As college students, many
times we are blinded by our perceptions of our invincibility simply because we are still young
and, for the most parl, healthy.
Even though we are more than
aware of the everyday things we
should be doing to stay healthy,
we often overlook other important factors which contribute
equally to our health and wellbeing. One which runs especially
rampant on this campus is stress.
As we progress further into the
brunt of the semester and begin to
realize the close proximity of
finals week, stress levels climb to
the highest levels of the season.
Because stress is such a natural
response our bodies elicit in a
wide range of situations, we
rarely stop to consider the effects
it is actually having on our health.
If not dealt with properly and
effectively, stress can have a vari·
ety of negative effects on our

bodies.
The immune, cardiovascular,
and nervous systems can all be
greatly impacted by high levels
of acute, or short term, stress,
much of which we as students
.
experience very regularly.
The effect stre1>s can have on
these three systems are very serious, including acne and other
:o>kin problems, acid reflux,
depreSSion, chronic fatigue, sleep
deprivation,
hypertension,
migraines and even some forms
of eating disorders.
Many of these problems stem
from the increased stress levels
that cause the body to respond in
such a way that the production of
- free-radicals is maximized. These
are molecules in our bodies which
are broken apart and formed into
new, more unstable molecules
which, in their new form, work to
damage important cells.
By effectively alleviating
stress in our busy lives, we lessen
our risk of suffering from one or
more of these serious ailments
caused by pesky free-radicals.
So how do we do that?
Well, we can start by referring
back to those things we should be
doing in order to stay healthy, in

addition to some other small precautions we can take to minimize
the amounts of stress we continually deal with on a week to week
basis.
Studies have indicated that the
body's ability to store vital nutrients drops by about one third
when it is under stress.
Therefore, maintaining a healthy
diet becomes even more important than we originally thought.
Consuming foOds which have
the highest levels of vitamins and
minerals, which contain antioxi·
dants, are going to be the most
effective in fighting off harmful
agents caused by stress. Regular
exercise is also vital in ridding the
body of excess stress hormones.
Focused relaxation, frequent
"study breaks," prioritizing, and
time management, as well as
simply expressing your current
stressors to a trusted friend, can
help in reducing the amounts of
stress we, carry around with us as
naturally as our own backpacks.
So as we inch closer to the
bright light waiting for us at the
end of this gloomy, rainy tunnel,
remember the things you can be
actively doing to keep your body
and mind as healthy as possible:

ter field by Froman sent Lierman
home and put Whitworth up 4-1.
But Willamette fought back
to tie the Bucs at four a piece by
putting up three runs in the fourth
inning in part by a two run shot
from the Bearcats John Cox.
Whitworth scrapped to add
another run in the sixth and
regain the lead but a two-run
bomb by Willamette's Matt
Rasmussen in the top of the
eighth put the game away for
good and gave the Bearcats a
sweep on the day.
On Sunday things changed for
the Pirates as they bounced back
and avoided the series sweep.
In the third inning Whitworth
picked up some runs by playing
small ball. Getting some help
from Bearcats pitcher, Jeff
Jensen, who hit two balters, the
Bucs took advantage of the
walks, two hits and an inning
error to score three runs.
But just like Saturday,
Willamette fought back and added

PIRATES:
Continued from page 10

and saw Aaron Biel take second
with
a
73.
individually
Whitworth finished third with a
team score of 320. Senior Joe
Finley finished fifth overall with
a score of 72.
The women's golf team faced
a similar challenge in the
Willamette Invitational at OGA
Members Course in Woodburn,
Ore. This past weekend since
they were sent two of their players. Both placed of the Pirate's
players in the top 10. Junior Kelli
Parker finished fourth overall
with identical scores of 92 each
day for a combined total of 184.

AI J .-SPORTS:
Continued from page 10 .

tinue their string of strong spring
sports.
If spring sports were to finish
before last weekend, not knowing the standings for men's or
women's golf as well as men's
and women's track and field,
Whitworth would still be in the
lead with 196 points.
Puget Sound would be in second with 183, but fading in the
spring with only women's ten·
nis being very competitive this
season.
Linfield made the largest
jump, gaining 65 points to raise
their total to 165. PaCific
Lutheran will gain 64 points to
move into fourth with 171 points.
Willamette is still holding strong

SOFIBAIL:
Continued from page 11

senior pitcher Alana Klaus and a
single by Robertson, which made
it 5·3 in Whitworth's favor. The
Boxers made a short-lived rally
in the bottom of the seventh
when Trinity Smith singled with
two out to score Elise DuPonte.
Whitworth would hang on to
a 5·4 victory to close out
Saturday's doubleheader.
Klaus earned the win by
allowing-four runs on seven hits
while slriking out five.
In Sunday's doubleheader,
Pacific was able to muster four
runs while cruising to a 4-1 vic-

funs in the fourth, fifth and sixth
innings to take a 5·4 advantage
into the bottom of the seventh.
But in the seventh inning
Whitworth did its work.
The first three batters hit singles for the Bues, adding one run
to their total. Junior infielder
Caleb Reaber grounded out to the
shortstop but picked up an RBI as
junior outfielder Dustin Frank
-crossed the plate. On the same
play, senior infielder Dan
Gebbers advanced to second and
then stole third with Froman at
the plate. A sacrifice to right field
by Froman scored Gebbers, giving Whitworth a 7-5 lead and
eventually the game.
Senior
pitcher
Ben
McCracken threw a solid game,
going seven innings, giving up
only two earned runs and striking
out four.
After the game, McCracken
said, "It's nice to get a win after
losing both games yesterday. We
weren't flawless but our defense
stepped up when it had to and the
run support was there."
The win on Sunday improved
the Pirates season record to 12-11
with a 7-8 record in NWC play.
"It was the hardest course I
have ever played," Junior Kelli
Parker said.
Senior Sarah Shogren carded
a 93 and 94 to finish tied for
sixth with a combined total score
of 187.
Pacific Lutheran
University took the team honors
with a total score of 752 over the
two days. Emily Lau of the
University ofPuget Sound shot a
combined 170 to take the top
individual honors for the tournament.
The Whitworth women's gold
team will compete in the Pacific
Invitational in Cornelius, Ore.,
this weekend. Up ne?'t for the
men is a trip to Tacoma, Wash. to
take part in the Pacific Lutheran
Invitational this Thursday anq
Friday.
in third with 175 points and will
likely score well in track and
field.
According to one track athlete,
the Whitworth women's track team
will probably end up in second
behind Willametle, while the men
will likely end up fourth or fifth
behind Willamette, George Fox,
Linfield and competing with Puget
Sound for fourth. But anything can
happen at conference, he said.
"1 think this just shows how
much Whitworth athletics have
improved the last few years,"
senior Justin Glaser said. Glaser,
who plays tennis, said this will
"give us something to strive for
in tennis: fourth instead of settling for fifth."
But, for now, this is all speculation.
"It'd be nice to get some new
blood in the race for this award,"
Glaser said.
tory in their first week.
Game two was a different
story. Whitworth senior Andraya
Robertson belted a three run
homerun in the sixth inning to
pull even with Pacific. Then in
the seventh inning, Whitworth
added two more runs, closing
out the game with a 5-3 win to
go 3-1 on the weekend.
"We had some key hits which
made all the difference this
weekend," Norwood said. "Our
team played with a lot of heart."
Whitworth is back at home
Saturday and Sunday to take on
the
Willamette
Bearcats.
Games slart at noon at
Whitworth's Marks
Field.
10·2
at
home
this
Whitworth is
,
season .
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InlOnS
IN THE LOOP
- - - - An editorial - - - - -

Emcees' humor
went too far
Whitworth has always struggled to find
the right balance between letting students
have access to the entertainment they want
and creating an environment where crude
and explicit material is limited. That's why
some Internet sites are restricted here, and
it's why former male porn star Ron Jeremy
spoke at Eastern Washington University,
and not at Whitworth, earlier this year.
The two emcees at Pirate Idol last
Thursday tipped the crudeness scale and unlike the questionable comedians we've
had in the past - they were part of a student-led performance. The emcees' multiple
references to sex, sex and sex easily crossed
the line for many Whitworth students.
If the emcees had their own show and students were warned that they were going to
dish out the crude humor, bringing Alfred
and Seymour here would be more understandable. But by making the two Los
Angeles natives the facilitators of one of the
college's most popular and most highly
attended student performance of the year,
many students were forced to make a difficult decision: Either go watch your friends
perform while sitting through- tasteless
humor or miss out on your friends' performances because of the emcees' offensiveness.
Pirate Idol, of all things, should be an
event that's open to all students. The event
has done-jusrfine with students or faculty
emcees. There's no need to lessen the whole
experience for students who didn't enjoy
the emcees' highly sexualized humor.
"In the Loop," written by tile editorial board represents tile editOrial voice of The Wllitworthiat!.

A look back at Pope John Paul II
Professor reflects on the pope's legacy.
Opinions, page 14
I~

Picking the pope
eek after Ihe death of Pope John
realm.
Paul II, the world waits for the next
More than a third of an the world's children are malnourpe. The papacy commands an
ished. A quarter of the world's populatiolllives in severe
unparalleled position of religious power in
poverty. At the end of 2004, it was estimated thai 39.4 milthe world, but the next pope will have to
lion people were living with HIV or AIDS, and in the
face the challenges of an increasingly diver- course of that year the AIDS virus killed more than 3.1 milAllison Carr gent body of believers.
lion people.
The tone of the next pope's tenure will
By focusing on issues such as the AIDS epidemic and
IS an
poverty, the Church will be able to reach out to those of
Opinions hinge less on who he is and more on where
both developed and developing nations. Instead of emphawriter he's from. Even though I'm a Protestant, I
sizing vocal opposition to abortion
for The believe that regardless
and sexual immorality, the Church
Whitworthlan, of the next pope's oricould push for an end to global
aJumorand gin, the key to the unihunger and be eager to remedy
IftI1joring in fication of the world's
priests' sexual misconduct.
English and Catholics and the effipolitical stud- cacy of the entire body
It would not be difficult to elimitl The pope is notjust a Catholic
ies. Comments of Christians lies in
nate the opportunity for sexual miscan be sent to addressing problems
conduct or to allow priests to marry.
jigure... He is one the world's
acarr02@ through action, not
No one can take the Church seriously
most poweiful leaders. Andyet the until
whitwortk edu. just conversation.
it actively pursues the values it
pope is not the onlY one with power espouses, until it pursues concrete
Two-thirds of the
world's Catholics live in Africa, Latin
means of practicing faith.
to effect change. "
America and other developing areas
For example, following in the
of the world. In these places, the
Jesuit tradition of being living examCatholic Church faces member loss in
ples of Christ, the Church could reach
the face of the growing influence of
out to those who are suffering, offermore charismatic Pentecostal churching the hope of a world beyond the
es.
one in which they live.
However, the problems facing the Church in the develAs a Protestant, I have always been taught to be a living
oped nations, such as the United States and those of
example of Christ. And while the human example is anyEurope, are quite different. These countries are also facing
thing but perfect, the intel)tions behind it can have a powerdeclining membership, but materialism and consumerism
ful effect on a non-Christian.
- what John Paul II called the "curse of capitalism" - is
The Catholic Church need not sacrifice its identity to be
the cause. The Church must find a way to reach Catholics
a living example of Christ. It must merely shift its focus
in developing and developed nations.
from the proclamation of truth to the action coming out of
Needless to say, the Catholic Church has never has had a
that truth. Truth will not be lost in this shift of focus.
pope from Latin America or Africa. Such a large Catholic
Rather, it will be strengthened. We all know that it takes far
population simply cannot be ignored. John Paul II 's elecmore strength to act upon a belief than to tell someone that
tion to the papacy was controversial because he was Polish
we believe it.
..
and not I_talian. It is safe to-suppose- th'at the next pope will
. AS'3 part·<lf- the worldwide €hristian cQmmunity, we willbe from a developed nation, bUI he will also be forced to
inevitably be affected by the reign of the next pope. The
deal with the Catholics in developing nations.
pope is not just a Catholic figure and he is not just a
The Catholic Church must commit to taking an active
Christian figure. He is one of the world's most powerful
part in the lives of its members if it is to have any hope of
leaders. And yet the pope is not the only one with power to
prospering. It must be able to speak to people about the
effect change.
material dimension of their lives - it is the physical rcalm
We too, whether CUlholic or Protestant, must exercise our
in which we live and in which we experience the spiritual
faith and live out the truth.

M
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Student leaders: Prepare for challenges
know in most of my
columns I rant about
something in a negative tone, calling out
everyone and their mother for having some fault.
But instead, I now want
to caution and encourage
those who are pursuing a
leadership position next
year and ask you to
examine the reasons why
you want this position
and whether or not you
are up to the challenge.
Currently, I am a resident
assistant
in
McMillan Hall. J'II be
honest: I love my job. I
honestly can't think of a
better job to have while in

I

Colin
Robeson
is an
Opinions
writer
for The

Whitworthian,
a sophomore
and nwjoring
in religion.
Comments can
be sent to
crobeson07@
whitworth.edu.

college.
This position has been one of the most
rewarding experiences of my life, and I
don't say that lightly. If you are planning
on being an RA, you should know going
into it that it will be a tough year. You're
seeking to be a leader while Hving within the community you're trying to lead.
You will be required to be transparent,
honest, motivated and remain committed
to your values in order to fulfill the
requirements of the job.
Your learning curve will be amazing.
You will be put in some of the most
stressful situations and will have to
somehow figure out a way to adapt in a
way that will help you become a better
leader.
As an RA, you should see this position

as a means to grow personally, but also a Don't be another letdown that people
way to be a positive influence in the lives look back on and realize was a facade
of others. You should seek to be a trans- rather than a reality.
forming leader that can instigate and
To those of you who will be small
facilitate change in your residents so that group coordinators next year: You have
they can rise to the occasion and become your jobs cut out for you. You know the
the people God made them to be. I hope spiritual environment you are in, so make
that anyone who wants an RA position sure that you fight the mentality of
next year will join me in this e,:,citement groupthink on campus.
and purpose.
By groupthink I mean making conTo those of you
formity to values and
considering working
beliefs of the dominant
in ASWC positions, I
group
paramount.
would like to offer a
When this happens,
bit of encouragement
unanimity
becomes
your the rule while critical
to you as well. To put II You know the needs
it bluntly, you need to
thinking and construccommunity and I hope you
know your job and do
tive criticism are abanwill
meet
them
with
a
smile
on
it. I think that one of
doned in the name of
your face and a desire to do group loyalty.
the pitfalls of ASWC
leadership is their tenAs an SGC, you
the job we//. II
dency to reinvent the
have the ability to
wheel from year to
instigate and facilitate
real change in others'
year.
There isn't a need
lives. Make sure that
for this at all. Talk to
you allow people to
the person that's in your position this express their faith as they feel God
year and ask them to tell you everything moves them. Allow for diversity in
they wish they had known when they expressions of faith and use your posiwalked into the position. Ask them to tell tion as a way to really bring together the
you the little things that made their lives full Body of Christ, nol just the parts that
easier and to share the resources they are comfortable for you.
The cultural diversity advocates have
used. Use their performances this year as
their work cut out for them as well. Look
a starting point to build on next year.
Secondly, do what you said you would around you. There is not a great deal of
do in your interview. Many of you made diversity on campus, but you are in a
promises in your elections and interviews position that can instill a sense of diverand you should make good on those. It sity on a largely homogenous campus.
was apparent to many that you have
Many of you will come to this position
potential - that's why you got the jOb. with a variety of experiences that I hope

rif

you will share with students. Try to make
a solid bridge between the minority
groups on campus and the established
majority. Try to make those connections
lasting ones that will allow students to
take part in another culture or way of
thinking. Also, expand your position to
include different kinds of diversity, allow
for your programming to address those
groups as well. We need to get out of the
mindset that diversity is only ethnic and
racial. Allow YlJur position to reflect religious, political, sexual, social, geographical and financial diversity.
You are in a position to break the mold
and help people recognize and appreciate
each others' differences. Take that opportunity.
Everyone should remember that leadership is just that - leadership. Leadership
does not always mean making the majority happy.
Hopefully you are able to make most
people happy, but you can '. be afraid to
rock the boat. Effective leaders do what is
in the best interest of the group, not
always what they want. There is a ~tark
difference between the two. Take time for
yourself and avoid being burnt out.
Remember that you are being watched,
criticized and scrutinized.
Grow some thick skin to deal with it.
And lastly, have fun with your job. Use
Ihis position as a way to express yourself
and the person God made you. You all
have been given unique gifts that I hope
you will use during your tenure. You
know the needs of your community and I
hope you will meet them with a smile on
your face and a desire to do the job well.
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On Saturday,
• April 2, 2005, we
. , •
Catholics lost our
• .,
pope and the
::t;, , ", world lost a pro·
'p., ",
mater of peace,
Sandra defender of the
Simpson poor
and
a
is a guest defender of the
writer faith.
for The
The
pope
Wh,tworth,an desired all of us
and an adjunct to seek Christ
professor of and work for juspolitics and tice through the
history. power we are
Comments can endowed with by
be sent to Christ, the power
sSlmpson@ to help others.
whitworth edu.
Pope
John
Paul II is credited
with planting the seeds of freedom and justice in Poland.
Growing up under Nazi rule and
Communism, the pope saw that
totalitarian regimes enslave a
subject population. He al80 saw
that a unified Catholic Church
could stand against such a totali·
tarian state and help to free his
people. With the help of the people in Poland and with the help of
world leaders, he was instrumental in bringing down the Polish
totalitarian system of government.
I guess Yuri Andropov, head of
the KGB, was right when he
warned the Polish leaders in
1979 that they were wrong in
allowing the pope to return to his
native Poland and wrong to allow
the pope to speak directly 10 the
people.
He
accomplished
these
Herculean tasks, not by his physical strength but rather by what
he termed his "ultimate" strength
- God. He evidently lold armed
guards and the previous leadership in Poland that they had the
guns, tanks and bombs, but he
had the real power and it came
from God, What a simple, yet
complex, thought.
Sometimes the problems of the
world and our country seem so
overwhelming and I feel I cannot
,
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make a difference. The beauty of
the pope's me!>sage is that we all
have the power to effectuate
change. The power comes from
God and from an undying belief
in Jesus Christ, our Savior.
As I entered my church on
Sunday, the day after the pope's
death, I was struck by my rever·
ence and my sorrow. I had not
expected to be so filled with grief
because I had never met the
pope. Sitting before the altar,
though, [ started to reflect on the
life of the pope, his dedication to
Christ and his dedication to the
acceptance of suffering as a way
to honor Jesus.
The pope felt suffering
brought us closer to God. He
suffered the loss of his parents
and brother by the time he was
20. He suffered after he was shot
in an assassination attempt. And
he suffered from debilitating
Parkinson's 'disease. To cope
with these and other human conditions, the pope leaned on the
crucifix and gleaned power and
strength from reflecting on Jesus'
suffering.
On his death bed, the pope had'
an aide read the Stations of the
Cross, recounting the sufferings
of Christ from condemnation to
crucifixion to burial. Again, what
beauty can be found in this simple yet complex thought? Our
lives will not be easy, but we
must expect difficulty and feel
blessed that our suffering allows
us to be reminded of what Jesus
did for us. He died so that we
would be saved.
Pope John Paul II wrote a few
years ago, "When the moment of
our definitive passage comes,
grant that we may face it with
serenity without regret for what
we shall leave behind. For in
meeting You, after having sought
You for so long, we shall find
once more every authentic good
which we have known here on
earth, in the company of all who
have gone before us marked with
the sign of faith and hope."
Powerful words.

EDITO~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Pirate Idol

Emcees opposed
our miSSion

,

-t

To all of the performers who participated in Pirate
Idol: You were great! I was blown away by the quality and ability of many of the performers and I feel
honored to have been able to listen and watch you.
lt was unfortunate that the emcees did not bring the
same qualities to the stage that you did.
What I saw at Pirate Idol is sadly something that
[ have seen all too often before. This is just the lat·
est in a long series of examples showing how far
removed ASWC is from understanding the heart of
the Whitworth campus. While sitting in the crowd
on Thursday night I picked out 15 to 20 prospective
students who were also watching - students that I
had encouraged to attend. Are those comedians the
,way we want Whitworth to be represented? Every
student, from freshman to senior, knows that
Whitworth stands for an education of the mind and
heart. We have all heard the call to live in grace and
truth and to imitate Christ in our lives. Granted, not
all students are Christian and it has never been my
intention to force anyone to be but there are many
of us who came here because of the Christian qual·
ity of the campus. Yes, I want to laugh. Yes, I want
to be entertained. But I do not want to do 80 at the
expense of giving up my morality and sacrificing
the very reason that brought me Whitworth in the
first place. I am so thankful for those at Whitworth
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The pope not only taught us
the meaning of suffering and the
meaning of service, but he
showed us what it meant to be a
true defender of human rights
and dignity.
I have heard many people say
that he has done more for social
justice in the world than any
other world leader. He believed
that peace in the world will never
happen until there is social justice.
His legacy is also seen in his
quest for women's rights. When
most of us think of women's
rights and the pope, we usually
think of his stand on abortion and
his stand on women in the priest·
hood. It is true that his convictions on these two points were
unbending. He chose the fetus'
rights over that of the woman,
following church doctrines that
life begins at conception and that
it is a Christian's responsibility to
care for the most vulnerable in
our midst. He also stuck by his
conviction that priests are men.
These two positions, though,
do not prove that he was not a
pope who fought for women's
rights. I believe that indeed the
pope was very supportive of
rights for everyone, especially
women.
Since the inception of his
papacy, we Catholics have seen
women move into many leader·
ship and service positions in the
church. Women can now be
Eucharistic ministers, lay ministers, alter servers, council members and many other positions
that used to be held only by men.
The pope's positions may not
be popular with everyone, but I
don't think he ever set out to
please everyone. He set out to
spread his message that Christ is
the answer.
And so, the pope is no lqnger
in our midst, but he is in my heart
and his legacy for the world
lives. As the ',vorld grieves, it is
my hope that his message of
love, charity and human dignity
will stay with us forever.

who seek to raise the bar and to live as strangers in
this world. How did we do that on Thursday? We
can do better.

Nathan Mesaros
Senior
Theology

April Fool's Issue

Employees need
a good laugh too
[ spent more time than I really should have
attempting to write a letter to the editor as funny
and creative as the April Fool's Day issue of The
Whitworthian. It has been a long time since something so uniformly hilarious has been seen on
campus.
My only concern is this: As a member of the col·
lege staff, I didn't receive Ihis issue in campus mail
and I would have missed it altogether if a student
had not alerted me to its existence. [ quickly
snapped up several more copies from the HUB and
have been hoarding them like flu shots in
November, passing them out to those I deem most
in need of a healing chuckle. Don't you think
employees have a sense of humor?

'faa Wisenor, '89
Director of Development forAllllual
Givillg/A1umni, Parent and Church Relations
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Endorsements

Hunter was
better choice

Reasons were
•
inconSistent
•

riage is wrong, BUT times have changed
now. So, in essence, that person is saying
that they don't know the Bible says it's
wrong: "Yeah, I know, BUT ... I don't
know," "It's true, BUT ... it's wrong," "Oh
yeah, it's good, BUT ... it's not good."
When you practice that kind of theology
(or whatever you would like to call it) and
make it a habit in your faith as a Christian,
you are essentially saying, "Yeah, I'm a
Christian BUT I'm not." It shows that you
believe something, BUT do not practice it,
which means you don't believe it at all,
according to the earlier definition of "but."
I am currently reading the book called,
"The 8th Habit" by Stephen Covey and
one of the things he said is so true: "To
know something, and not do it, is really
not to know."
If you believe in Jesus Christ and what
He has done, BUT don't practice the faith,
then quite frankly you really don't believe!
So you change what you say to "I believe,
it's just that ... " U'sjust that what'! You're
erasing the original statement again.
The Christian faith is not about poking
around on your "but" In Luke-9:61-62,
Jesus is asking people to follow him. One
man says that he will follow Jesus, BUT he
wants to go back to his family. "I will follow you Jesus, BUT ... I won't." Jesus'
reply was "No one who puts his hand to
the plow and looks back is fit for service in
the kingdom of God."
When the time comes for you to give an
account of your life to God, are you going
to say, "Well, I tried, BUT ..."? That's to
say you didn't try. Are you serious about
your faith, or are you poking around on
your "but" and erasing what you have
done'!

I am writing in response to the ASWC
endorsements featured in last week's edilion of The Whitworthian. 1 understand
I am disappointed in the editorial board that professional newspapers commonly
endorse candidates during campaign
of The Whitworthian this week.
times and The Whitworthian was likely
I have a high amount of respect for
striving to do the same during campus
them usually, for I think that Chris
elections. However, despite reviewing
Collins has done a great job at increasing
candidates' applications, their responses
the journalistic integrity of the paper this
to questions and conducting interviews
year.
with each candidate, The Whitworth ian
But this week in particular, they have failed to represent itself as a professional
disappointed me in endorsing the wrong newspaper with logical and consistent
candidate.
reasoning.
Phil Ryan is not the best choice for presMany of the statements made in the ediident and The Whitworthian's editors torial were not supported with evidence,
show a lack of understanding of the posi- making statements such as "Reid better
tion of the president in their choice.
understands that her job will be about
In the application for ASWC presi- motivating ASWC members from within
dent, the primary objectives of the posi- the organization rather than lead the entire
tion are stated: "To provide Leadership student body." How? What did she say or
and direction to all ASWC personnel and do that supports this statement?
serve as a liaison between the Whitworth
More importantly. however, is the fact
College student body and the Spokane that the reasoning was inconsistent and
community."
contradictory. For example, one of The
Personally, I believe the executive vice- Whitworthian's reasons for supporting
president plays a large role in the first part, Reid is she "has been here three years,
so the largest area of concern for the pres- one more year than Chansavang." In the
ident is facilitating communication next section, The Whitworth ian supbetween the student body and the Spokane ports Hewett over LaPlante, saying
community (which I think should also "Hewett, a business management major,
has been at Whitworth one year less
include faculty and alumni).
By attending the primary debates and than LaPlante."
Inconsistencies like this are intolerable
reading the current Whitworth ian, it's
quite easy to determine that Jeff is the bet- conSidering the magnitude of influence the
newspaper has on the student body. It is
ter candidate by these criteria.
Shameful
that The Whitworthian could not
Loren Killgore
Phil is worried about making ASWC
its
blatant,
unsupported
Junior
legitimate, which is a worthy cause, but disguise
Kinesiology
how is he going to do it? It's easy to talk favoritism regarding ASWC elections this
year.
about how you want ASWC to be free of
In the future, the editorial board should
cliques and better .represent the student
review
endorsements thoroughly without Christian
body, but it is completely .different from·
disregarding the importance and impact of
actually having ideas.
next year's leadership on campus.
That's the main difference between Jeff
and Phil. Jeff has ideas that have promise
Crissy Greenberg
in accomplishing the goals that Phil is just
Junior
arbitrarily talking about.
Political Studies/Theater
The on- or off-campus argument is stupid, as is the age. Anyone who has met Jeff
I would like to thank Kenna Klempel for
knows that he is very relatable.
clarifying the will of God for my life and
1ITheoiogy
for helping me to see the depths of the
While it's true that studies have shown
that students who live on campus are genfemale psyche.
.
In a community with an ethos that eleerally more involved, that's only useful for
vales marriage to a disproportionately high
making policy decisions. We need to look
status, it is only natural that any woman
at Jeff individually to see whether that's
with a commitment to serving Christ in
true for him, and anyone that has seen his
singlenet-.s would cast convictions aside at
long list of involvements knows that it is
not.
I just wanted to express my agreement the first opportunity. Perhaps this is a too
Unfortunately, by the time this sees with the article about the "theology of common scenario, and Klempel is quite
print, we will already know the outcome of but." This introduces probably the biggest right that the "God card" can be a cop-out,
but her low view of a commitment to sinthe final election. So hopefully The cause of a lukewarm faith.
"But" is a term that erases what you said gleness is frankly offputting.
Whitworthian's choice doesn't sway too
How enlightening to know that "God
previously. It makes it not true. So if you
many voters.
say "Yeah, that's true, IlUT ... " or "Yeah, I does want (me) to date," and that Klempel
believe in that, BUT" it means thalthe first does not see this statement as "putting
Dave Smith
part is erased. A Christian once told that words into God's mouth."
Junior
All sarcasm aside, I do see Klempel's
they know the Bible says same-sex marP!>ycllOlogy

COP-(Jut

God can use
singleness

of but"

Take your
faith seriously

point. Christians need to learn to be honest
with each other and themselves, especially
in the sensitive area of dating relationships. We should not be so flippant with
justifying our own desires by ascribing
them 10 God's will.
In our culture that is so inundated with
lies about sex and dating, however, we
need to take more seriously Ihe value of
singleness. Whether its source is God or a
reasonable assessment of your own situation, a commitment to not dating al a certain time can afford opportunities for
learning about yourself and God in a different way than you do when dating.
"This is the will of God: your sanctification" (1 Thess. 4:3). Ultimately God's
will is not that you take full advantage of
the free dinners, or even that you find a
spouse. His purposes for our lives run
much deeper than that.
Each of us, whether currently dating or
single, must prayerfully consider whether
God's sanctifying work in us is going to
happen best within the context of marriage
or singleness and live a life of conviction
in either context.

-

Miranda Zapor
Senior
Religion

Examine
your
.
motives
I get tired of the endless struggle to find
the exact line belween sin and right conduct. Instead of hying to get as dose as we
can to sin without actually sinning we
should be seeking to follow hard after
Jesus with all our heart. After reading the
recent opinion article, "The 'Christian
cop-out,'" some principles came to mind
that encourage following hard after Jesus:
. 1) To love God· is to keep His commands (1 John 5:3).
2) God commands us to guard our heart
with all diligence (Proverbs 4:43).
3) God desires for us to do our spouse
good all the days of our life (that's even
before we meet them) (Proverbs 31:12).
4) God knows the plans lIe has for our
lives, desires to direct us in them lind
der,ires us to live like we believe that
(Psalm 32:8).
In light of these principles, ask God to
search your heart and reveal what's motivating your desire to date. Is dating always
wrong? Is dating always right? The better
question is: Docs dating increase my love
and devotion to the Lord Jesus Christ?
If the answer to that question is no, then
no matter what society, parents or even our
own desires tell us, those pressures should
be considered a loss compared to knowing
and loving Jesus more.

-

Deana Fausnaugh
Junior
Music
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SOU n din g boa rd/question of the week I Q: What do yO" thjnk of WhUwo,th:, <n,oJ/ment q,'Oto goo{.' l
Get your thoughts in print!
Letters to the editor

Guest commentaries

The Whitworthian welcomes your responses to stories appearing in the newspaper or
views on issues of interest to the college community. Letters must bear the writer's
name, year (if applicable), major (or position in the college) and phone number (for
verification purposes only). Anonymous letters cannot be puhlished. Please keep length
to a maximum of 300 words. We reserve the right to edit all letters for content and
space. Send letters to: Letters to the Editor, Box 4302, Campus Mail or c-mail to editor@whitworth.edu. Letters must be received by 5 p.m. on Friday for publication in
the following Tuesday's issue.

The Whitworth ian encourages membert-. of the campus to submit longer guest COIllmcntarics about issues relevant to the community. Commentaries of 700 words or
less will be published as space permits. We are looking for commentarics that arc
relevant and well-rc!.earched. To ensure a beller chance of publishing, please contact The Whitworth ian with specifics regarding when you plan to submit your commentary and what you are interested in addressing. We reserve the right to edit all
submissions for content and space. Commentaries should be e-mailed to
editor@whilworth.edu.
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SPECTRUM

Right: Senior Chelsea Globe
plays the rich man who has gone
to hell in the parable of the rich
man and the beggar Lazarus
(left). Globe IS bemg tormented
by demons, played by other
member of the cast.
Below: Jesus (senior Jacob
Rorem) is tied to a fence In the
play's crucifixion scene.
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Whitworth Theatre Department performs musical 'Godspell'
Shannon Blackburn
Staff writer
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Sophomore Ben White, junior Philip Atkins and sophomore Stephany Jeffers act out the parable of the prodigal son.
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John the Baptist Gun lor Philip
Atkins) baptises junior Sean
Cowan, while sellior Chelsea
Globe, haVing just been baptised, rejOices in the background.

Junior Sean Cowan (on table), sophomore Ben White, senior Chelea Gtobe
and freshman Adam Bratton act out the parable of the Good Sarnaritan_
White, plaYing the Good Samaritan, takes the beaten Cowan to an mn.

Last Friday the Whitworth
Theatre Department opened the
mu!>ical "Godspell" with joyous
song, compelling dance and spiritual insight.
The musical, which originally
opened in a small, off-Broadway
theater in 1971 and hit Broadway
in 1976, depicts the life and teachings of Jesus in a mUSIcal arrangement that is set to be relevant to
loday's mixed-Up culture. The aim
was to portray Jesus in a role that
would be similar to the one he
would fill if he were to appear
today.
The cast of 12 perform on a
stage set to portray a large, urban
selling, complete with graffiti
backdrops, barrel garbage can:- and
t<lll bleacher-like structures lhat
give the feeling of city bUIldings.
The actor1>, attire also gave the play
a very modern feel with clothes
ranging anywhere from torn-up
jeans and oversized tops to vividly
colored !>hirts and thigh-high
:-tockings.
Each member, including Je1>US
himself, participates- in complicated dance move~ and a solo or two.
"(Junior) Philip (Atkins') vOIce
blew me away. And (freshman)
Jeannie Sibbell is a beautiful person and her dancing skills arc comparable to Usher," fre1>hman Alex
Bare said.
Atkins' amazing cntrance in the

fir!>t scene of the play sets the high
energy levcl for the rest of Ihc
mu:>ical. Sibbelt's roles in the play
include a solo piece in "Thc Light
of the World," a ventrilaquist doll
and vigorous dance and other role1>
with the rest of the company.
Next 10 the marvelous acting,
choreography and song, the costumcs, music, Jl1l1ke-up, sound and
lighting all came together to give the
show 1I dynamic and high-cnergy
feel.
"It's something I will be proud
of for the rest of my life," sophoIllorc I ighting technician Chnstin
Claw!>on ~aid. "My first real lighting project for a show, and it's snch
an lIwe1>ome :-how"
"Godspell" is sllccehsful 1I0t only
in the produclion itsel f but in connecting with the audience and offering a ~trong ll1e~sage of God's love.
"I loved the beginning with all the
hi1>torical philosophcr~ and thinkers
arguing about whose view i:-. right,"
scnior Michael Dobie said. "This is
my favorite play thal Whitworth has
put on to date. Not only was it hilarious and entertaining but it ~heds ,)
Ilew light 011 the gospel."
"Godspell" will be performed in
the Cowles Memorial Auditorium
Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m.
Tickets cost $5 and can be purchased
through the Theatre
Department officc or at the door.
"If you haven't1>eenthis yet, you
need to gct your butt in gear this
up-coming weekend." Bare said.
"It's a for SllfC llluSt see!"

Techno shuffle

Bring out the broom
SoftbaJJ team sweeps Bearcats In a
doubleheader over the weekend.

New technology permeates the campus as new
products fly onto the market.

Scene,

Sports,

page 7-8

page 11
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Internet outage
fixed after delay
already aware of the Internet
outage.
Ewing said no one had told
him about the Internet problems
and that he didn't call Seidel
until his office lost Internet
access in the late afternoon.
Chris Collins
"There's no procedure for
Editor-lIl-chie!
alerting us to tell Walt," Ewing
said.
Access to the Internet in the
As late as 6 p.m. Saturday the
dorms and e-mail accounts for
Help Desk home page indIcated
half of the student body were that all network systems were
unavailable Saturday and part of working fine.
Sunday after a fIber connector
Some students who were upset
linking the dorms with a server and confused about the Jnternet
burned out.
outage and inaccessible e-mail
Network Manager Walt Seidel accounls had a tough time findwasn't told about the problem ing a usable computer last
until 5 p.m. Saturday even weekend.
though
students lost dorm
") think it is irresponsible for a
Internet access and were unable college campus to lose the
to open e-mail accounts as early
Inlernet for an
Saturday
as
entire
day,"
morning. Seidel
Freshman Jon
dId not know
Emory said. "I
anything
was - u1 think if is irresponsifeel we should
wrong until the
have had an
ble
for
a
college
camplls
to
Security
immediate
lose the Illternet for al1 explanation
Department losl
or a
its
Internet
elltire dcry. "
quick fix. We
acces~ at about
are paying too
4:30 p.m. and
much for the
Jon Emory,
officer
Greg
internet to go
lOrU/II'/tlll
Ewing
called
down for a
Seidel.
whole day," he
Seidel
said
added. "On a
that normally an
college campus
automated sysour whole life
tem, a lab as~istant or a securIty relies on the Internet."
officer would tell h1m if there
JUlllor Layla Karst said the
was a problem. The automated outage was "annoying."
system failed this time and nei"It was just frustrating because
ther security nor a lab assistant I couldn't get work done and the
alerted Seidel. The network man- library only had two labs open,"
ager said he will work on a better Karst said.
way to let him know if anytlung
A $500 gigabit interface conis wrong in the future.
nector burned out sometime
"We need to work on defining early Saturday and triggered
that a little better," he said. "It three problems:
was a human system where
.... A network switch that coneverybody thought we knew."
trolled dorm Internet access and
Seidel said that when Ewing student e-mail accounts ending
called him Saturday evening
Ewing assumed Seidel was
See INTERNET ,. page 3
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A soggy steeplechase ...

Network manager
told of problem
Saturday night

J
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Senior Luke Thornton leads freshmen Bryan Jones and Stefan Robinson In the 3,OOO-meter steeplechase last
Saturday. The Whitworth track and field team 1S sending 28 men and 33 women to the Northwest Conference
championships Saturday at Linfield.

Phi-shing foes
Sarah Morgenthaler
Staff writer

E-mail scams
Infilbate
student

accounts

Phishers have also more recently
begun posing as eHay, PayPal and other
well-known Web site administrators.
A typical e-mail sent by phishers will
President William Robinson was
checking his e-mail last December when warn the user that an outside source has
he spotted a message purportedly from tried to access his account: "You will be
Washington Mutual Bank. The e-mail locked out of your account unless you
go to our Web site and change
requested basic account inforyour password informamation for secunty purpostion immediately," one
es. It was "perfect" and
phishing e-mail read.
looked just like standard
Clicking on the link
banklllg e-mails,
redirects the receiver
Robinson said.
to a different Web site
Still. Robinson knew it -~~-Q
and is instructed to type
was a fake. The reason? Gllil~g
and submit personal inforRobinson doesn't have an
mation such as a bank account number,
account at Washington Mutual.
The e-mail represents one of the late5t passwords, Social Security numbers and
and fastest-growing Internet scams: credit clIfd Illformation.
The information goes directly to
"phishing."
In phishing, criminals called "phish- phishers, who then hack into individuers" send mass e-mails asking for per- als' bank accounts, commit credit card
sonal information under fraudulent cir- fraud or misuse the information in
cumstances. Most often phishers pose as
financial institutions such as banks.
See PHISHING II> page 4

Loop closed for summer, limited for fall

1
!

Leah Motz
Staff writer
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The Loop is In a reconstructive stage.

Frisbee is a fact of life at Whitworth. But next year, the
Loop will be a place ultimate Frisbee is played only sporadically.
"We expect the lawn to be established enough by the fall
to allow use for a couple days per week without causing the
amount of damage that daily play had been causing over the
years," said Steve Thompson, the director of Facilities
Management.
Some individuals, such as freshman Alex Bare, arc dedicated enough to chase a disc at 8 a.m. injogging class while
others spend most of their time ducking the flying objects.
Dut Whitworth's ultimate Frisbee players, a sub-culture
of sorts, remain without a permanent home or certain

fulure.
The intramural ultimate Frisbee games currenlly take
place on the practice fields behind the Fieldhouse, also
known as the Moon Dowl, but most participants are frustrated by the lack of communication about their fall and
subsequent seasons.
") have no doubts Ihat ultimate Frisbee will continue, it
is just a mailer of where," said Dayna Coleman, assistant
dean of Student Activities. "There is no way it will slop
because too many students are involved."
There is no timetable set for if and when the Loop will be
the sole place ultimate Frisbee IS played.
In at least one incident the varsity baseball tcam has
needed to practice on the Moon Dowl and ultimate Frisbee
See LOO P ... page 4
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, , The lllhite trash barbeqlle)
obviouslY. BecClllse of good
haircuts and root beer keg
stands. "
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The Loop getting closed down
from being able to pIt!} Frisbee,
becatlse nOl11 I am free to frolic
arolmd the loop lllithollt being
afraid of being hit in the head
f?y a Frisbee.
JJ

Bryce Burkholder

Bryan Dormaier
II/1/ior

Frerbmoll
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"Pirate Idol. It was e'!lqyable to 1Votch the talented
people/ on campus. "
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campusbriefs ASWCroundup
at Whitworth

student government

Emotional
Abuse
talk
scheduled for Wednesday

.... ASWC was offered $1,600 dollars to fund a cheerleading squad. A cheerleading
club is the most likely solution at this time.
.... Constituents are wondering why computer labs are full on most nights.

Words That Hurt and Words That Heal: Ending
Emotional Abuse and Developing Healthy
Relationships is a program laking place in the Boppell
lounge Wednesday night at 8 p.m. Professor of
Psychology Andrea Donahoe will speak on what emo·
tional abuse is, how to recogmze it and how 10 cope
with it.
A discussion will follow on how to develop healthy
relationships. Refreshments will be provided.
Contact Kimmy Benson at kbensonOl@whitworth.edu with any questions or comments.

Undergraduate research
on.
.
display Saturday
Whitworth's third annual Undergraduate Research
Conference is this Saturday. More than 50 Whitworth
students will represent the college from a broad number of academic disciplines. The conference is taking
place in Weyerhaeuser Hall from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Spokane Hoopfest looking
for volunteers in June
Spokane Hoopfest is looking for volunteers to help
out with the festivities June 25 - 26. Volunteer court
monitors will receive Nike gear including shoes,
shorts, t-shirts and hats.
Applications to volunteer for the annual event are
available at the HUB info desk. Return completed
applications to SERVE in ASWC. Applications are
also available onlme at www.hoopfest.org.

Pyle, Heller, Sugano to give
'last lecture' this week
Ever wonder what your favor it professors would
say if they had one last lecture to give? Professor of
Communications Ron Pyle, Professor of Religion and
Philosophy Karin Heller, and Professor of English
Doug Sugano will present what they would say if they
were giving their last lecture al 9:30 p.m. Tuesday and
Thursday in Stewart Hall.

-Complied by Peter Burke
The Whltworduan is the official pub.
Iication of the Associated Students of
Whltworth College (ASWC) and is
puhhshed weekly, except during
January and sludenl vacations. The
content is generated enurely hy slu·
dents, except for the Open Mind column. The college administration
d~s not review the newspaper's contenl. Opinions and content expressed
in editorial and advertising content
do not necessarily renect the views of
ASWC, the college, its administration, facully or staff. Whitworth
College provides eq ulli opportunity 10
education lind employment in accor·
dance with Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1%4, Tide IX of the
Education
Amendments
and
Sections 799A and 845 of the Puhlic
Health Services Act.

"Pirate Idol. I thought it was fun
and the emcees added something
different to Pirate Ida!.

.... A new Art Coordinator position has been added to the campus.
.... Hosanna has grown out of its sound system in the Chapel. ASWC is considering
helping pay for a new sound system that will cost nearly $4,000.
.... ASWC is talking about paying for every stUdent's mandatory dorm dues next
year.
.

worldbriefS/news ticker
French population Rumsfeld visits new
veto-ing constitution Iraqi government
Across Europe there has been major
support for Ihe proposed European
Union Constitution, except in France
where a "No Vote" campaign is gaining
support. France is the only European
Umon member that has opinion polls
suggesting the Constitution will fail to
be approved since many French citizens
see the Constitution as contrary to
French values and traditions. If France
rejects the Constitution on May 29 it
may irreparably damage French standing
in the European Union.

U.S. Secretary of Defense Donald
Rumsfeld made a surprise visit to Iraq
last week to meet with members of the
newly-elected government. Rumsfeld's
visit occurred during the continued terrorist attacks across Iraq, though the
attacks have been decreasing in frequen·
cy over the past few months. Rumsfeld
expressed his concerns that the new Iraqi
government may purge former army officers who served under Saddam Hus~ein.
He warned that this would weaken Iraq
as a whole.

Chinese textbook Olympic
terrorist
spurs violent protest bomber sentenced
Activists in China, angered by a new
Japanese textbook, have taken to the
streets in protest. The textbook has been
said to ignore Japane~e wartime atroci·
ties during World War II and has elevated already shaky tensions.
Japan has expres~ed concern over the
protestors throwing stones at their
embassy. In addition, they feel the failure of the Chinese government to stop
the protests indicates a passive disapproval of Japanese policies.

Eric Rudolph has agreed to a plea bargain in connection to the 1996 Atlanta
Olympic bombings as well as auacks
against several abortion clinics. Rudolph
admiHed guilt and will receive four life
sentences but avoid the death penalty.
The life sentences are a controversial
agreement thai has angered many of the
relatives of Rudolph's victims. Rudolph
killed two people during his terrorist
bombings. He was captured after a five·
year manhunt.

-Compiled by Gavill Jamie~oll

9 ra peVine/hUmOr
What did Whitworthians do to
cope with the Internet crash over the weekelld~
~ Curled up into fetal position, wept.

... Sat staring at their monitors, zombie-like, repeatedly
clicking the AIM icon for hours on end.
~ Plugged in phone cord and, for the first time' in
years, connected via dial-up .
~ Had an excuse to break out the 01' messenger
pigeon.

... Actually had a verbal conversation, starting out with
incoherent grunts, with other hall mates.
... Were forced to talk to the opposite sex in person.
... Gave the whole "studying" thing a shot.
... Woke up, realized the Internet went down, spent the
whole day contemplating life. Prayed, talked to
friends and family and gave serious thought about
just where this life was going. After wrestling with
thoughts all night, a revelation, an epiphany began
to appear at the edges of the mind. A plan, a good
plan, began to form, and just as it about to be
written down, the Internet came back online. In the
haste to check MySpace, the plan was lost.

thewhltworthlan
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'Buc Ball' to kick off annual fast
Jessica Davis
Bethany Monroe
Staff writers
Combining three sports into one event called the Buc
Off, the Leadership Studies 350 class will sponsor a campus-wide, 36-hour fast to raise money to fight world
hunger.
After 20 years of these fasts, the students decided to do
something new.
The fast will be partnered with an extreme game, Buc
Ball, devi!'ed by LS 350 students, that combines football,
soccer and basketball into a one-and-a-half hour charity
even!.
"With so many things going on, it requires strategy to
be successful," junior Trevor Osborne said. "It's a fastpaced, fun, yet strategic game."
Graves Gym will host Buc Off at 7 p.m. next Monday.
Buc Off was designed to include athletes that are usually
unable to fast because of their training. The event is being
held to generate support for the campus-wide fast which
begins after lunch next Tuesday and ends at dinner lime
the following Thursday.
"We want to give the athletes a chance to show support
'--for our cause," said sophomore Galen Sanford, who is
helping organize the fast.
Buc Off will be a competition between varsity athletes,
intramural "all stars" and facuIty.
Track and Field Coach Toby Schwartz, Women's
Basketball Coach Helen Higgs, Professor of
CommulJlcation Studies Ron Pyle, Professor of EducatIOn
and Communication Studies "Captain Jack" Burns and
Assistant Athletic Trainer and Assistant Professor of
Sports Medicine Melinda Larson are among the faculty
participants.

C~lIrt(!Y
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The LS 350 class planned Bue Off and tested Buc bafllast
week to- determine the best way to play the game.

The athletes are pooled from basketball, football, volleybaJl, soccer, swimming and cross country teams.
Participants from intramural socel<r, basketball and
Frisbee will also be playing in the competition.
Buc Off is intended to raise aW<Jrencss about world
hunger. Students will have the opportunity to donatc their
flex dollars or block meals. The proceeds will go to feed
45 people in Lokopo, Uganda.
"There's been a crop failure in the pasl couple of years
and also a couple of droughts," Sanford said.
There are more than 852 million hungry people in the
world and feeding one person costs around $12 per
month, Sandford said.
There will be a ~peaker at halftime talking about world
hunger.
Working wilh the Christian Veterinary Missions, the

Happy 50th Birthday Dad!
I've been blessed to have you as my father,
and I hope this year brings you
blessings of peace and Joy.
I Jove you!

Megan
Have parents that would like to
buy a house near Whitworth?

class hopes to raise enough funds 10 feed the 45 people for
six months, unlil their next crops arc ready for harvest.
Rice will be provided to participants along with
brochures about safe fasting.
Each Buc Balltealll is comprised of four men alld four
women fighting for the most points in three-and-a-half
minutes. They can cam points by hilling a trash can with
a soccer ball, catching a football within the thrce-point
line and shooting the basketball outside the three-point
arc.
"There's so mllny different things going on at once,"
Osborne said. "If you just focus on (one part of the game),
it's pretty easy to get scored on."
There are two soccer balls 011 the field and hitting the
trash can is worth olle point. Catching the footb,lll is also
only worth one poi"",, but shooting a basket outside the
three point line is worth two points. Inside the three-point
line is only worth one point.
"You catch a football and look down and there's a soccer ball at your feet," freshman Evan Cate said.
The class has experimented with the game for the past
two weeks and is working on finalizing the rules for the
actual event. Last Friday, the class did a demo in the
Fieldhouse to work out the kinks.
"ft'!, basically, dOll't hurt each other, and score as many
points as you can," Sanford said.
Along with promoting the fast, the event will determine
the "best athletes on campus," Cate said.
Each of the teams will be gUlJnlJlteed at least two
games. The competition is·set up with a bracket system,
where the winner will take on the faculty team in the
end.
Calc described Buc Orf as trying to PJlt a face 011 the
big issue of world hunger and h~ve some fun in the
process.

IN1ERNET:
Continued from page 1

in odd numbers failed.
~ The hardware problem corrupted !'oftware on
one of Whitworth's two scrvers and disrupted communication between the servers.
~ Software for the e-mail database was also
corrupted.
Seidel worked on the system for two hours
Saturday evening and thought everything had
been fixed. But when he came in to his office
Sunday at 10 a.m. and realized the server controlling dorm Internet access was not allowing stu-

dents to pass security safeguards, he spent 45 minutes fixing the problem and rcstored Internet
access to the dorms.
Seidel did not realize the student e-mail problem
still had not completely fixed untit Sunday afternoon. The e-mail accounts were restored an hour
later.
Seidel said it was only the second time in his six
years here that a hardware problem had caused
such a major disruption.
Sophomore Tim Davis put a positive spin on the
outage.
"I think it was great," he said. "I didn't have to
hear the chiming noise from the instant messenger or the fighting noises from World of
Warcraft."

Dustin Greenup

Call Dustin
Greenup at
467-6640
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Housing lottery approaches
Jamie Evans
Staff writer

Spokdr ... Wa!.lwIgtoll 9920B

Change
Your Life
and make a difference
with a collnsell1lg degree from George Fox University
• Master of Arts in Counseling
• Master of Arts in Marriage and FamIly Therapy
• Masler of Arts in School CounselIng
• Master of Science in School Psychology
• Certificate programs available

503-554-6166
counseiing.georgefox.edu
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As spring semester winds
down Whitworth students will
busily Iry to choose a roommate
and make living arrangements
for the fall.
Picking a roommate can be a
difficult and trying task for
some
students.
Resident
Director Ann Snuttjer said students should not live with their
best friend.
"My college roommate was
someone I enjoyed being
around, but we had different
interests and groups of friends
so we didn't spend all of our
time together," Snultjer said.
It is important to be able to be
honest and up fronl with your
roommate when problems arise,
Snuttjer said.
Students should have an idea

of what type of person would dents) development during colmake a good roommate for lege." Snultjer said.
them, Snuttjer said.
For students choosing to live
"II's probably most important' on campus, they will be assigned
to know yourself so you can be a room through the upcoming
aware of what personality would housing lottery.
be most challenging for you to
Room placements will be
live with," Snulljer said.
determined by the number of
Along with
housing points
picking
a
each student
roommate stuhas. One housdents
must
ing point is
decide whether
awarded
for
10 live on camevery semester
I( My college roommate Ivas
pus or off cama student has
someone I ef!jqyed being
pus. Snulljer
lived on camarollnd, bllt JPe had differ- pus.
said students
who live onRandom lotent interests and groups oj
campus genertery numbers
friends
so
we
didn~
spmd
ally earn hjgher
will
be eall ollr time together"
and
grades
mailed to stuhave
more
dents.
involvement in
Lollery
Ann Snuttjer,
campus activinumbers proResidefll Dtrtrlor, WarreN
ties.
vide a way to
Dorms also
differentiate
provide
an
between stuopportunity for
dents
who
students to live
have the same
in a diverse
number
of
environment with differing housing points.
worldviews, Snultjer said.
In order 10 be eligible to par"We tend to surround our- ticipate in the housing IOllery
selves with people who are simi- students must turn in a housing
lar to us, but we can learn and contract by April 25.
grow the most from people who
For more information on Ihe
are different from us - and this housing lottery details are availcontributes a great deal to (stu- able on the Whitworth Web site.
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Trustees' decisions more than routine
Nicole Brown
Staff writer
Many students at Whitworth, regardless
of whether they are majoring in psychology or not, might recognize the book
"Exploring Psychology," the required lext
for Introduction to Psychology classes
around the country.
Its author, David G Myers, serves as a
member of Whitworth's Board of
Trustees.
Myers wrote the widely-used introductory textbook and is also an alumnus of the
college ('64).
The board has 39 members from all
over the nation and includes Whitworth
Presideni William P. Robinson. Sowe live
as far away as Maine and Pennsylvania

and others live right up the street from the ability to fulfill their dreams," said
Director of the Center for Faith and
college.
The board will visit the campus for Learning Dale Soden.
"The relationship between the college
three days this week for the bi-annual
and the Board ({f Trustees should work
Trustees meetings.
The board will meet separately with both ways: For them to understand us and
various committees that represent areas of for us to hear the voice of the congregainterest from Whitworth and set the col- tions," said Vice President of Academic
Affairs Tammy Reid.
leges five-year plan.
Since Whitworth has a background in
This plan takes into account such areas
as academic affairs, financing, student the Presbyterian Church of the United
life, enrollment, and institutional advance- States of America, the college itself is integrated with the church in making any
ment.
The board will hear reports from each paramount decisions that will affect the
committee, ask questions and make com- long-range future of the college.
"Historically we value a relationship
ments all in an effort 10 gain a clear underwith the church," Reid said. "We are very
standing of the plan.
"(The board) likes seeing the product: autonomous in owning our property and
college students maturing and gaining the making decisions."

Loop:

ultimate Frisbee competitors and
our intercollegiate soccer and
baseball programs," McQuilkin
Continued from page 1
said.
For the remainder of this
has been on the field. The var- Frisbee season, the rivalries and
sity sport had priority and after friendly trash-talking will be
some
discussion
between confined to the grass behind the
Intramural Coordinator and sen- Fieldhouse.
ior Matt Duske and the baseball
Students will need to continue
coaches the Frisbee game was to avoid using the Loop to give
moved to the
the grass with
soccer field.
as much recovAs
fall
ery time as pos-,
approaches,
sible.
demand
for
Ul have no doubts that
"I hate it, but
practice times
ultimate Frisbee will con- I do like the
by the varsity
trees," senior
soccer and foot- tinue) it isJust a matter
Brenna Hutton
ball programs
where. There is 110 wqy it said of being
will
increase
relocated to the
causing sched- 114/1 stop because too ma'!)' Moon Bowl.
uling difflcuUies
students are involved. "
Student comsimilar to the
plaints focus on
problems that
the ' less-conhave happened
Davna Coleman,
venient locathis spring.
Assislmll Dray 0/ SllIdelll Achlilles
tion, loss of the
"It
is my
atmosphere
understanding
shared in the
that there are a
Loop and feelcouple of days
of
ing
each week When
encroaching on
the Moon Bowl
varsity training.
is not used by football or soccer,"
"I personally appreciate the
Thompson said.
students' patience and cooperaFor both varsity and intramural tion as we have given the Loop
programs, the current situation time this spring to recover and be
although not ideal- is effective. re-established," Thompson said.
"Each side has had to compro- "Continued understanding and
mise to some degree," Athletics cooperation by the campus comDirector Scott McQuilkin, said. munity will give us the best
"The arrangement seems to be opportunity to maintain a beautiworking."
ful lawn in this area of the camSuccessful sharing of the turf pus."
has required communication
For the time being, plans are
between the varsity and intramu- being considered for new field
ral programs.
located in the Back 40, but noth"Each of the coaches has ing has been finalized and fundworked with me and ASWC to ing hasn't been allocated for the
find times to meet the needs of project.
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Continued from page 1

another way.
Phishing e-mails are more common than people think,
Director of Information Services Jack Miller said.
"Some days we get half a dozen, some days we scoot by
with none," Miller said. "We do get them quite regularly.
Usually we get them from banks our students wouldn't have
contact'with, but occasionally we get them from local institutions and that's more of a worry."
When phi!>hers send mass e-mails, Miller said, only a
small percentage of their recipients will have accounts with
the source the phisher claims to represent. Those who
receive e-mails about accounts they don't hold generally
know the e-mails are frauds and delete them.
The problems begin when the phishers get lucky and
match an e-mail to an actual account holder.
"The e-mails typically look just like a document from
the (source) they supposedly represent," Miller said. "They
go directly to its Web site and. pull the logo and copyright
... there's no way to tell at first glance (if the e-mail is
(raudulent)."
Robinson sent a campus-wide e-mail warning about
phishing last December.
"I didn't want a lucky shot to hit an unsuspecting person,"
Robinson said. "For example, if you happened to bank at
Citibank and got the phish without knowing it was fraudulent, you might send the information they request."
Luckily, not all phishes are perfect. Sometimes a closer
look will reveal an e-mail's fraudulence.
Many phishers' e-mails are fraught with misspellings.
Others are addressed generically, such as "Dear Cardholder"
or "Valued Customer."
"Banks'give your name and account information in the email," Miller said.
The subject can also give it away, Miller said: "No bank
that I know of will send you an e-mail asking for personal
information."
Being aware of phishing is the most important step to
combating It, U.S. Bank Regional OperatIOns Manager
Randal Sumner said.
"I can't stop someone from sending you an e-mail note,"
Sumner said. "Really, the biggest way that the bank can
combat phishing is by educating customers."
Sumner also warned that "anybody that has access to e-mail
notes could be a potential victim. (Phishers] are going to try to
get money from anybody that's willing to take the bait."
Miller agrees that anyone is a potential victim, but he
thinks that students are at an increased risk.
"They're the biggest users," Miller said. "Their exposure
is greater because Ihey're on more and because they're on
more they have less fear and trepidation than the older
. crowd. They have a higher com forI level and think that perhaps they have more knowledge than they actually do."
Miller said Whitworth has already taken !>teps to combat
phishmg by requiring students to install antivirus software.
He also recommended students IIlstall Microsoft AntiSpyware Beta (available on the Microsoft Downloads Web
\
page), Spybot Search and Destroy and Spyware Blaster.
r
I
Miller also recommended students turn off images in their
; e-mail because images can be used 10 spy on them.
"They (phishers) put in an image - sometimes you can't
even see it - and it sends them information Miller said,
They know the location that it came from - Whitworth
College in Warren Hall, for example. That's defeated if you
turn off the image."
He added, "If you get an e-mail from someone you know
and trust, you can load the (images) with a simple right dick."
Students should be careful about who they trust, Miller
said.
"Young adults surfing around in their dorm room think
that what they do online is private," Miller said. "But there's
so many things logged that it is in no way private. It's just
like walking downtown - you leave tracks everywhere.
Yes, you're being spied on ... bUI there are some behaviors
that will help."
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(; Assistance with overseas job placement
o Hands-on practical experience Call: (509) 323-5560 or c-matl:
summeTinstltute@gonzaga edu
o K-12 endorsement credit
www.gonzaga.edu/summcrinsutute
o Reduced tuition
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Kajlyama won the student emptoyee of the year award.

Senior Lori

Student
employees
honored
Eric Fredriksen
Siaffwriler
Seniors Lori Kajiyama, Keisha Clock
and Bill Davenport were honored in the
fourth annual Student Employee of the
Year awards ceremony last Tuesday.
The Students Employees of the Year
award .is a competition for all student
employees to be acknowledged for doing
exceptional work while going to college.
SupervIsors at the college can nominate
any employee for the recognition.
"Each year with so many great nominations, it's a tough choice," said Laurie
Armstrong, Coordinator of Student
~Employment. "However, these three
stood out to all the committee members as
exemplary employees who reflect the
mission of Whitworth College and are a
tremendous asset to their places of
employment. "
This year's ceremony for Student
Employee of the Year consisted of the
unveiling of a poster with the names of
the three winners and a reception with
free root beer floats.
The student employment office organizes the annual award.
"We had a good response from supervisors who are very pleased with
Whitworth students and I thmk the rool
beer float reception was a big hit,"
Armstrong said.
Kajiyama, who works for Student Life,
was surprised to receive the award.
"It feels really good. I have never won
(an award) before this one," she said.
Each winner received a gift certificate
to the Whitworth book store and a cerllficate of recognition.
Registration Specialist Bill Carruthers
who nominated Kajiyama, was pleased to
see her win the award.
"I have never experienced someone
with that great of an attitude," Carruthers
said.
The idea for the award came from a
similar idea on a larger scale.
"Each year
the
Governor
of
Washington declares April 10 be Student
Employment Month," Armstrong said.
"Here at Whitworth, we wanted to recognize our student workers also.
A committee was formed to sift
through the nominations and determllle
the final winners. Two on-campus students and one off-campus student were
chosen for the award.
The committee looked at criteria from
six areas: reliability, quality of work, initiative and judgment, attitude, job knowledge and uniqueness of contribution,
Armstrong said.
"Each year, r get many positive comments from on and off campus employers
expressing appreciation for recognizing
our students," Armstrong said.
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Table tennis, anyone?
The second annual KWRS Ping-Pong Showdown
provides some friendly competition.
Scene, page 6
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S pra ~ue
Megan Blank -Slaffwriter

n the beginning, there was darkness. The earth
was a shapeless, formless void. The world knew
no light, and there was no growth there. In the
beginning, there was Sprague. Sprague was covered
in darkness.
Then God spoke into the void, and there was life.
He spoke and created light out of the darkness and
life out of the deadness. God spoke, and light
moved into Sprague.

I
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Sprague Street may not be a new creation, but a Whitworth
staff member and a local pastor hope to bri ng about a spirilual genesis in the poverty-stricken neighborhood. ,
"I guess the area has been known for prostitution, people that are on drugs and people in poverty," Pastor
Patricia Ledlow of the Church of Berachah said. "That
area right now is sitting in darkness, but the spirit of God
is going to move and bring the light of the Gospel of Jesus
Christ-"
The Church of Berachah was founded in downtown
Spokane in 2003 by Pastor Ledlow and Assistant Pastor
and Whitworth Coordinator of Ministry and Multicultural
Affairs Stephaine Nobles-Beans. It currently meets in SL

Coordinator of Ministry and Multicultural Affairs Stephaine Nobles-Beans and local pas·
tor Patricia Ledlow at the site of the bUilding they hope to buy for their church. The pair
plans to transform the former antique warehouse into a community hub for \he East
Sprague neighborhood.

John's Lutheran Church on 3rd and Division but hopes to
buy a building on East Sprague Avenue in May.
"The Lord's given us a vision down there," Ledlow
said. "We want to revitalize the community - bring it to
life again."
Although the church only has around 30 members,
reaching the lost with the love of Christ is a calling the
congregation takes very seriously.
Last summer some members of Berachah went to East
Sprague to witness about the love of Jesus Christ to the
people there. Nobles-Beans was convicted of the deep
need as she talked with a prostitute on the street.
"She was going to take the risk to sell her body to feed

her children," Nobles-Beans said. "That encounter made
me realized that if just one person is in that position, there
is need in the community!'
Berachah is hoping to buy the vacant building at the
1900 block of Sprague, formerly The Antique Emporium,
and transform it into a community hub. The building will
be auctioned off for $92,000 on May 27.
For a church of 30 members, $92,000 is a lofty goal.
But Ledlow and Nobles-Beans aren't worried.
"I don't know what's going to happen, but I know that
See GENESIS ~ page 6

Local salons offer hair-raising adventures
Leah Motz
Staff writer
Spring inspires transformation. Weather, clothing
trends - iI's all changing. There's never been a beller
time to undergo a self·transformation than now. If you're
ready for a new look, the best salons in town have been
scouted ouL
When asked how much they would spend on a haircut,
the response from Whitworth students varied.
Some students are willing to pay top dollar to ensure
that they will be happy when they leave the salon.
Others said they prefer to chop their own locks or have
a friend cut it, while others wait for the holidays to go to
their regular hair stylist at home.
"Twenty-two dollars gets me a shampoo, cut and
style," freshman Valerie Iverson said. "I always go to the
same woman back home and she always does a good
job."
Whatever your style or budget, look no further. Many
new salons are located or opening up close by and around
town. The chic, punk and cheap options are all here in
Spokane.
Whatever change you're coveting, this spring, do a new
do.

For an Indulging Experience: Essence
Essence: A Saloll Experience (011 Nevada St. next
Gold's Gym)

10

Walking through the doors, you feel as though you are
still outside, or perhaps have entered the woods. Soothing
green paint coats the walls and birch trees grow out of
counler islands.
"We want people to walk through the doors and feci
like they belong," co-owner Jennifer Sabin said. "The colors are earthy and neutral ... Everyone can feel comfortable here:'
As you ease into the spinning adjustable chairs, your
eyes lake in the clear fiberglass art detailed by blllck calligraphy. "Natural beauty comes in all colors, strength in
many forms" and other quotes inspire the soul and style.
Perhaps what makes the Essence experience so unfor-'
geltable is knowing that the styliSIS are passionate about
what they do. Essence co-owner Desiree Alderman "loves
the magic of being able to drastically change someone's
appearance:'
For Sabin, cutting hair has always been a "natural
thing:'
"I started cutting hair in high school when my
boyfriend was going to go to the barber and I told him 10
let me do ii," she said. "That's where it all began."
The "creative genius" her clients have told Sabin that
she has for hair is no.w channeled into the recently opened
salon. She says it's rewarding to see "people feci better
about themselves" aner they receive a transforming hair
style.
.
Hair can speak loudly on behalf of persona.
"Hair seeks out people's personality," Essence hair stylist Lisa Bel fils said. "Some are more conservlltivc; some

Essence, which recently opened off Nevada St. prOVides a
soothing salon experience for Its customers. The earthy Intenor
of the salon provides a welcome respite from dally stresses,
while the styhsts help you achieve a new look.

are more cutting edge:'
Sabin agrees that a hair style Ciln say a lot about the person wearing it.
"I definitely think hairstyles say 11 lot about identity,"
See SALONS .. page 6
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Legal
Celebrating the big 21
Allison Carr
Philip Atkins
Staff writers
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Legal in the City: The big twoone
In light of Allison's impending
perennial celebration of birth
(lhis Thursday, April 21), we
thought an exploration of the
many facets of the infamous "21
run" might be auspicious. There
are three major factors one
should be particularly discriminating If should one choose to
embark on a 21 run: location,
company and, of course, refreshment.
First up: Location. The principle behind the 21 run is one of
progression, but this progression
need not be particularly speedy.
Nor is it necessary to go to every
bar downtown. There's something to be said for being selective. But it is necessary to go
downtown, and once you find
your~elf in the heart of this great
urban sprawl we know and love
so well. the excitement can
begin. Fast Eddy's is a good

place to start, because you' 11 be
able to spin the birthday wheel,
which pretty much guarantees
you a free drink.
From there the course is wide
open. Make sure to bring someone with you who's experienced
in the world of 21, so that you
don't get too lost. There are quite
a few fun-ish places in the downtown of Spokane for twentyoners: the B-Side, Dempsey's,
the Big Sleazy ... or Easy. They
may not be classy, but they are
fairly entertaining. The point is,
with the right refreshments and
the right company, even the city
of Spokane is a virtual oyster of
revelry and mirth. Just be sure to
keep an eye out for creepy bar
people. Some people can be icky.
Next: Company. Whether you
go out with a large group or a few
friends, choose your companions
carefully. Creepy people can ruin
a night out. And a person's level
of obnoxiousness only goes up
with alcohol consumption. Good
dancers are the best kind of people to bring out with you, but if
you have to choose between non-

B opp ell Jazz

dancers and bad dancers go for
non-dancers, On your 2], it's
enough to worry about embarrasl>ing yourself. You don't want
to have to worry about other people embarra~sing you. It's preUy
much again~t the rules to buy
your own drinks on your 21, so
make sure that you bring people
with you who aren't too poor.
Safely is always a faclor when
you're drinking, so using the
buddy system is highly recommended.
And finally: Refreshment.
While we would never condone
drinking, it's totally awesome
and cool people do it all the time.
But moderation here is key,
because no one likes vomit. This
is another area where the buddy
system comes in handy. Some
people need to be baby-sat, and if
you are some people, you should
just accept yourself and find
someone to baby-sit you so that
you don't spoil the night for the
rest of us.
Until next time, we are Philip
and Allison, partying it up 21
style hardcore.

...

Above: Freshmen Jared Hall, AJ Lockwood,
Nathaniel Ankeny and Matt Walsh and juniors ChriS
Parker and ChriS Brown play at the Boppell Jazz
NIght last Thursday in the Boppell Lounge. The
night featured a mix of swing, latin and smooth Jazl.

,
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Left: Hall, Lockwood and Ankeny entertain the aUdience m' Boppell With some more Jazz tunes. Coffee
was served to complete the jazz club feel of the
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Freshman Patrick Bech takes on an opponent at the second annual KWRS
Ping-Pong Showdown last Saturday. Bech went on to win the tournament.

Ping-pong champ
Freshman wins
second annual
KWRS tourn~y
Shannon Blackburn
Staff writer
Winning a ping-pong tournament is no longer an impossible
quest that only elite athletes can
achieve.
Thanks to second annual
Ping-Pong
KWRS-sponsored
Showdown, Whitworth students
had the opportunity to carn the title
of a "Master Blaster" last Saturday.
Freshman Patrick Bech took
home that very title.
Bech, supported by a group of
dedicated fans, was pitted against
freshman Jason Barnes, also
known as the campus "Halo"
champion.
"After a rigorous four out of
five games, a winner was
declared: Patrick Bech beat Jason
Barnes three games to one," senior and KWRS General Manager
Katie Thompson said. "The
opponents shook hands respectfully, and the trophy ceremony
proceeded steadily."
Faculty and staff were also
invited to join in the 2005 PingPong Showdown in Ihe Cafe.
Professor of Biology Craig

Tsuchida was among Ihose who
signed up.
Unfortunately, Tsuchida was
defeated in round two.
lianshe Liu, professor of modern languages, also tried her hand
at ping-pong but didn't make it to
the final round.
The tradition slarted in 2004
when former KWRS Music
Director James Singleton saw
how much the ping-pong table at
his house was utilized .
Thompson and Singleton
decided to turn the games into
tournament play.
"I love-ping-pong. I am no good,
but I holler and trash talk. It's a
good way for me to get out my
aggression," Thompson said. "I
love it when players have great
moves, too, and I think this year's
tournament will definitely be a
great one to watch; there are a lot of
skill levels to make it interesting."
A $2 enlry fee was required for
each participant. All proceeds
went toward the first and second
place winners.
"[ figure winning cash is a good
enough incentive to join the tournament, so most people arc more
than willing to pay," Thompson
said. "We also award the winner,
the 'Master Blaster,' with a trophy
donated to us by one of our underwriters: Awards by A. Ward. They
donated the trophy last year and
they do a great job."

love
you (1 Corinthians 13),
and I thank God for all
of the bleSSings He
has provided to me
through you. From ME.

2005 Undergraduate Research Conference

,

saturday, April2~ 8 a.m. -1 p.m.
Weyerhaeuser Hall

"

• special cuest speaker - Dr. James K. Fredrickson
Chief Sdentist, padfic Northwest National Laboratories
9:15 a.m. - Robinson Teaching Theatre
"Microbial Metal Reduction: Genomics to Geochemistry"

• Student Research Presentations
Housekeeping

\IIc~1

101 lrd Ave

Spo~anc. IVA 99201
S09-62~·1252
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Your Way!
Quality Cleaning
done with Integrity
and Reliability.
From Suncrest to
South hill.

258-7184
evening calls.

8 a.m., 10:15 a.m., 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
Topics: AthletiC Training, Biochemistry, Biology, Chemistry, Computer SCience,
EconomiCS, English, History, pOlitical Sdence, speech Communication,
Theatre

Free and open to the public.

fund since Nobles-Beans started asking. Although they
are ~tilI about $80,000 shy, Nobles-Beans is confident that
the building will be theirs.
Continued from page 5
"I don't think anybody else wants that building because
of the area it's in," Nobles-Beans said.
God said that building is ours," Nobles-Beans said. "I've
The passion of Beraclmh is the lost, and it is surely no
got faith that's unshakable, unmovable, abounding in the coincidence that the street number, 1910 East Sprague,
Word of God."
corresponds with a key mi~sion
While she was praying in her
verse for the church, Luke 19: 10,
office one uay, she says God spoke
"For the son of Man came to seek
to her about the money.
and to save what was 101>1."
{{ I 'pe got a fililh Ihal's III/sbak"The Lord gave me the number
"I let my light shine, and so docs
able,
III/nlovable,
abolll/dillg
ill
tbe
45, and he told me to take 45 and
my pastor," Nobles-Beans said. "It's
IPol'd God. "
divide it into 90,000 and I got the
an honor that God would trust us
number 2,000," Nobles-Beans said.
WJth the family business."
"He told me to contact 2,000 people
Nobles-Beans' light is clearly recand ask them to donate $45 anuthat
Stephaine Nobles-Beans,
ognized at Whitworth.
would be our $90,000."
COOrdlJl(}/Oi tif MIIIIJ/ry mid MuiliOllllllui A.D(}/1S
"What I like about her is that her
Nobles-Beans is busy fundraislove of Jesus is such an explicit part
ing, contacting everyone she thinks
of her life," Professor of Religion
might be able to help.
Roger Mohrlang said. "I love the
"Everything that ( can do, I'm
vitality of her fmth. She's a praying
going to do it," she said. "I'm not afraid to ask for person. And she has a heart of love."
money."
If they can reach even two to three lives through their
Friends have been generously donating to the building ministry, Nobles-Beans will consider the endeavor suc-
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cessful.
"They just need to know that somebody cares -that's
the foundation of l3erachah - the foundalion is love."
Berachah is already involved in the community through
"Wings," a program it developed downtown dealing with
sexual assault and u prison ministry it developed called
"Story Time Telling," which provides books for children
whose parents arc in prison.
"Our future goat~ are 10 have a tutoring program, 11
mentoring program. We want to be able to feed tho~e who
are hungry," Nobles-Beans said.
She also hopes to get Whitworth students involved
wilh neighborhood children through Service
Lear Ili Ilg.
Doth Nobles-Beans and Ledlow arc inspired and excited to see what the Lord will do through their ministry on
Sprague.
"Wc're not looking at what that area il., but what it can
be and wil! be," Ledlow ~aid. "Keep your eyes on Sprague
because it's going to be somG I~ing."
If you would like to uonate to the ministry of Berachah,
contact Stephy Nobles-Beans at sbeans@whilworth.edu.
You can also send donations to Bcrachah at: 2 West 3rd
Ave. Spokane, WA 99201.
"We need your continued prayers," Nobles-Beans said.
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Sabin said. "A common thing I see is the
more adventurous ones trying new
styles; they like to mix things up a bit.
Some people use Iheir hair to hide
behind, like a security blanket - long
and always in Iheir face."
The essence' of indulgence can be
found at a reasonable price. Haircuts are
$25, and a shampoo, blow dry and style
is $]5.
No matter your personality, the stylists at Essence can help you find a style
that's right for you.
"We help people step oul and find
personality through their hair," said
Bel fils.
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Going Grunge: Hair by Zoe
Hair by Zoe (downtowlI all Maille St.
in (he loft above the Rocket Bakery)
Locks were chopped, colored,
streaked and spiked at gravity-defying
angles for Whitworth's most recent production "GodspeU." These drastic
changes were made at Zoe's hair salon
to achieve the punk do's necessary for
the play.
"It was really fun to try something
new with my hair," senior Chelsea
Globe said. "I've never even dyed if

unlil now."
Globe, who was part of the
"Godspell" cast, said shc has never gone
punk before,
"I find a new color in my hair ever
day," said freshmen Noree Johnson,
who was also a part of the cast.
The atmosphere of the ~alon is modem and sleek with brick exposed walls,
hand wood floors and original artwork.
If it's funky you're after, Hair by Zoe
downtown specializes in urban and punk
styles.

For the $5 Man: Angela Nasse
Angela Nesse (room 002 Ballard
Hall)
For you college guys who a) don't
have a car, b) don't have a lot of money
or c) are too lazy to cut your own hair,
cheer up. You don't even have to leave
campus for a hair cut, and it will only
cost you $5.
A well-kept &ecret is sophomore,
Angela Nesse's hair cutting service that
she's been performing for over a year in
her own dorm room.
"I think I cut all the guys' hair in BJ
last year," Nes~e said.
As for herself, "I've never spent'
money on a hair cut in my life. If I did,
(think ( would spend about 10 dollars."

On the cheap: Fantastic Sams
Fallfastic Sams (four miles from

WI/l{worth

all

D,visioll St)

For some, there's just no beating good
01' Fantastic Sams.
"( get coupons from the back of
Albertson's receipts," freshman Ben
Ferderer said. "Yep. $6.95."

Around the Comar: Bellisma
Belli~ma

(soon to be

III

Whitworth

Square)
Coming soon to the Whitworth
Square, this salon will be within walking distance from the college. Currently
located just past Zip's off Division,
Bellisma Salon will be moving to the
square in May, so you'll have just
enough lime to get a new do to sport
back home during the summer.
Shampoo and haircut for men: $20. For
Women: $30.

For tha Manly Man: Man ShOll
The Mall Shop (West Third Street)
Being a female, I wasn't admitted
into this male-only barbershop, so I had
to take my guy friends' word on this
place. You'll never be bored while waiting for a trim; Nintendo 64 anu miniature golf arc available for entertainment. The hair stylists have traded in
their aprons for tool belts and their hair
supplies are stored in big ioolboxes.
This boy's heaven offers more than just
a haircut.

attractionsdistractions/thiS week

cityhighlights
in Spokane

'Get Lit' with Sedaris
NPR humorist and best-selling author David
Sedaris will appear at The Met this Thursday at 7
p.m. as part of Spokane's Get Lit Festival.
The comedic talent has received national
acclaim and is praised by The Washington Post as
"One of America's most prickly, and most delicious, young comic talent~."
For m\lre information call 32S-SEAT or visil
www.tickelswest.com

Relay for Life kicks off
Whitworth's Relay for Life will be this Friday
at 6 p.m. in the Fieldhouse.
The evenl, which will mise money for the
American Cancer Society, wilJ run until 8 a.m.
Saturday morning.
In addition to the relay race there will I>e live
music and other activities.
Contact Tracey Brown at x5785 for more information.

Annual Springfest
This Saturday there will be a day of live music,
fun games, good food and booths at Whitworth's
Springfest.
This annual event will take place ut II :30 a.m.
in the Loop if sun is out or in the IJixson Union
Building if weather doesn't permit.
Admission is free.
Contact entertainment coordinator Col cite
Reid at x4551 or creid02@whitworth.edu for
more information.

Late Tuesday performs
Internship and Job Fair
Cafe & LIed Square 11 a.rrl.
Campus Blood Drive starts
Hendrick Hall 12 p,rn.

nal Abuse Program
IR(,lnr)AlIlounge 8 p.m.

Mac Hall in Concert Try-outs Leadership Refreat
Mac Lounge
Chapel 4 p.m.
8 p.m.
Relay for Life
Fieldhouse 6 p.m.

Taste of Japan
HUB Catering Rooms
5 p.m.

Wolfgang Simpson Lecture
Teaching Theatre 7 p.m.

This Saturday at Rock Corfee (inside The Big
Easy) Late Tuesday will perform with Scarlet
Parkway anu Mark Ward (of Side Project).
The Bellingham-based iodie pop-band draws
innuence from a range of performers, including
Aimee Mann, Sarah Mclachlan and even Ben
Folds.
Their deceptively simple approach is driven by
acoustic guitars, piano and harmonies.
Admission is $5 and doors open at 7 p.m.
Rock Coffee is located at 920 W, lsi Ave. For
more information visit www.latetuesday.com or
call 838-1864.

-Compiled by Greg Tomlill

Springfest
The Loop and/or HUB
11:30 a.m.

Baseball and Softball games Housing Lottery - Phase 1
12 p.m.
HUB rooms A, Band C
9 a.m.
Giant Slip and Slide
Baseball and Softball games Stewart front lawn
Buc Ofr
12 pm.
1:30 p.m.
Fieldhouse
7 p.m.
Foraging through Film
Jubilation Spring Recital
Stage II 7 p.m.
Auditorium 7 p.m.
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Senior Art Exhibit Opening
Fine Arts Building
5p.rn.
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iPod and PlayStation Portable dominate tech market
Nathan Harrison
Jonathan Gerig
Slajfwrilers

ost people can ~pot a college student a
mile away. The hoodie, the flip-flops, the
messenger bag: These are the traditional
hallmarks of our kind.
More and more, however, the species homo collegianus can be identified with a new trait: a pair of
slender white cords sprouting from the cars and disappearing into a backpack or pocket.
All hail the iPod, by all accounts, one of the most
popular consumer gadgets ever to hit the market,
e~pecially among the 18-to-24-year-old set.
It was the fourth most-wished-for item on
teenagers' Christmas lists in 2004 and held an
intimidating 87 percent market share among hard
drive-based music players as of last November.
The runner-up? HP's own branded version of the
iPod, which snagged a mere 3.6 percent of the market.
Between the device's aesthetic appeal, size, storage capacity and aggressive marketing campaign,
it's no wonder that so many Whitworthians sport
the telltale white earbuds that have become as
much of a symbol of the iPod as the music player
itself.
"It was trendy and 1 wanted an MP3 player and
that was the best one available," junior Sean
Gaskill said. "I can store like 10,000 songs. It's like
you have your own personal radio."
The storage capacity on the standard iPod makes
it possible to easily hold a user's entire music collection.
"I got sick of lugging CDs around, so I got an
iPod," freshman Rachel Carr said. "Then my iPod
saved my music when my computer hard drive
shorted out."
Since Apple first introduced the iPod in 2001,
there have been four different models, or "generations," produced. This newest generation is commonly referred to as the "40" iPod.
"I have had an iPod ever since they came out, I

M

sold an old one to buy a new, larger capacity one,"
sophomore Matt Gruel said. "I use Apple computers, so I keep track of their products."
Aside from regular increases in storage size,
Apple has also altered the controls with each successive generation. Over the course of four years,
the iPod has evolved from a scroll wheel that physically spun with buttons arranged around it, to moving the buttons to their own row and making both
them and the scroll wheel touch-sensitive, to the
current version that incorporates the buttons and the
scroll wheel into the new "click wheel," similar to
the iPod mini.
Improvements to the flagship model aren't the
only new developments. Apple Computer recently
added two new iPod models to the line: The iPod
Photo, which sports a color LCD screen and can
display pictures, and the jPod Shuffle, a less-expensive, flash-based music player Ihat uses similar
storage technology as USB thumbdrives.
The iPod isn't alone in being popular with young
people. Tech gadgets such as camera phones and
handheld gaming systems are finding homes in students' pockets as well.
"The PSP 1S hot," junior Jeff Naslund said about
the newly-released Sony PlayStation Portable.
So hot, that over 500,000 PSP "value packs"
were sold in their first two days on the market at a
retail price of $249.99. Sony hopes to sell 5 million
PSPs ill North America by the end of the year.
Senior Jeremy McMillen first saw the PSP in
action in the hands of his brother.
"My brother was going to get an iPod, but for
some reason, it didn't work," McMillen said. "The
PSP was just coming out when he took it back, and
since you can watch movies on it, play games on it
and listen to music on it. He got that instead."
Seeing the device's many capabilities, McMillen
decided to get a PSP for himself.
"During the summer, I'm going to coach, which
means a lot of travel, so I'll use it a lot then," he
said. "Between music, movies and games, this kind
of takes care of it all."

Voussouf Chanfl

Courtney Couch

Jmior

fmhmtll/

Released March 24 for sale in North America,
after an earlier release in Japan, the PSP has established itself as much more than a gaming device. Its
uses include watching movies, listening to music,
viewing pictures and WIreless connectivity. Perhaps
the most noticeable feature of the PSP is its brilliant
LCD screen. The display is in 4.3 inch wide-screen
with a 480 x 272-pixeJ resolution and 16.77 million
colors. By comparison, Nintendo's handheld gaming device, the DS, has only about 500,000 colors.
The PSP's controls mimic those of the
PlayStation 2. There's a directional pad to the left,
four main action buttons on the righi, two shoulder
buttons on the back and an analog joy!>tick just
belowihe directional pad.
What makes the PSP much more than a gaming
device is its ability to play movies and music. Both
games and movies come on Sony's Universal
Media Disc (UMD) format, which resemble very
small DVDs enclosed in protective casing. The PSP
has a USB 2.0 port to link with computers and also
has a port for Sony Memory Stick Duo cards,
allowing the user to transfer music, pictures and
videos onto the device.
At the heart of the PSP, is a 333 mrgahertz
processor with 32 megabyte of buill-in memory.
This makes the Sony PSP the most powerful
portable gaming device on the market. Perhaps the
coolest feature about the PSP is it built-in wireless
capabilities. This allows gamers to compete over a
local area network (LAN) or online. In the future,
the PSP's Wi-Fi capabilities might be used for Web
browsing or music downloads.
However, the PSP is most popular for its gaming
ability. More than 1 million PSP games have been
sold. "Twisted Metal: Head On" has sold an incredible 127,000 copies.
"Where graphics are concerned, it's pretty darn
good," McMillen said. "I'd say it's a mix between
the first PlayStation and the PlayStation 2."
Overall, the PSP is a strong portable gaming
device and looks to be a solid all-in-one portable
entertainment unit.

Sarah lamb
Jell/or
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Mac mini
With a base price of $500, the Mac mml features all the basIc components of a home computer (Includmg a CD-RW/DVD drive, USB 2_0
and FlreWtre ports) as well as Apple's ILlfe productivity software. It
can also be outfitted with a DVD burner, an AirPort Extreme Card for
wireless networking and a 81uetooth card for wireless keyboards and
mice_
- Nathan Harrison

Sanyo MM-5600 Wireless camera Phone
The Sanyo MM-5600 phone sports a number of
advanced features, mcludlng a 1-3 megaplxel digital camera, an MP3 player, a removable memory card and the
ability to watch live streaming TV feeds_ The phone can
also operate like a walkie-talkie with the appropnate wireless plan. The MM-5600 has an MSRP of about $430
- Nathan Harrison
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PlayStation Portable

It

The PlayStatlon Portable, or psp, is an all-In-one multimedia device_ It can
play mOVies, games and muslc_ Plans are in the works for cellular phone
capabilities as well. The PSP uses Sony's proprietary Universal Media
DISCS for movies and games, which It displays on a 4_3-inch LCD
wldescreen_ It also features ports for removable Sony memory sticks,
which may be used to store movies and muslc_ The PSP sells for $300.
- Nathan Harrison
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IRiver H10
The IRlver H 10 has five gigabytes of
memory and supports nearly all musIc
formats, Including high-quality lossless
files such as Ogg-Vorbis. It has a built-m
FM radiO tuner, a color LCD screen and
voice recorder_ Music can be transferred
from CDs, or through any of the
"PlaysForSure" family of music download
services. The Hl0 retails for $300.
-- Nathan Harrison
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canon EOS 200
This high-end digital SLR from Canon takes pictures at B-2
megaplxels and can rapid-fire at five frames-per-second for up
to 23 consecutive images_ The EOS 200 has a top shutter
speed of lIB,OOOth of a second, and can be fitted With lenses
from any of EOS senes, digital or fllm_ The list price for the camera is $1,700_
- Nathan Harrison
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IPod
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Apple's standard IPod has a 20-gigabyte hard
drive capable of storing about 5,000 songs. The
IPod supports MP3 files, as well as the propriety
Me files available from Apple's music download
service, ITunes. It has a black-and·whlle LCD
screen, and supports both USB 2.0 and FlreWlre
PC connections. The IPod retails for about $300.
- Nathan Harrison
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NC Everio GZ-MC200US
ThiS camcorder records enllrely on digital
media - no tape required. Inslead of a casselte, it uses an Included four-gigabyte memory
card that can hold about an hour's worth of
Video at the highest quality settmg. The JVC
Everio can record In high-definition format,
instead of recording interlaClllg lines of video. It
has an MSRP of $1,300.
- Nathan Harrison
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Seth Wall
Jophomore
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Softball cruises home
Behind strong pitching, Pirates win three
of four, improve home record to 13-3.

Sports,

page 11

The
Breakdown

Sweet revenge
Colin Storm
Staff writer
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For the men's tennis team, this
weekend proved to be more than just a
fourth-place finish. It was sweet
revenge for a seeding mistake last year
and what js becoming the Northwest
Conference tennis league's version of
the Red Sox-Yankees rivalry.
Two years ago University of Puget
Sound was seeded fourth going into
conference and Whitworth was seeded
fjfth, which meant that they played
each other in the first round. But UPS
started acting strange.
"The kid Swanny (Whitworth's
Justin Swanson) was playing kept
stalling," Coach Mike Shanks said.
"He'd get up to the line and act like he
was ready, then he'd turn his back as
Swanny was about to serve to play with
his strings. Then the kid B-Wal
(Whitworth's Brian WaIters) was playing did the same thing. Then some of
their players were telling their number
six guy that 'losing was unacceptable.'
It was real strange."
The coaches confronted each other
about the actions on the court. UPS
Coach Chet Dawson claimed that no
~trange behavior was going on. But
Whitworth prevailed, squeaking by
UPS in the upset, 4-3.
Last year when the coaches met to
seed teams, Dawson led the charge to
place Whitworth into the sixth seed
instead of the fifth-seed they deserved.
Whitworth, who was vymg for that
fifth spot with Lewis and Clark, had
beaten the PIOneers just a couple weeks
earlier.
The seed was huge because instead
of playing Linfield in the first round,
Whitworth would have had another
shot at UPS and get into the semifinals, But enough coaches agreed with
Dawson and placed Whitworth sixth.
Dawson did this presumably because
his Loggers were the fourth seed and
would have to face Whitworth in the
same four-five match as the year before.
Whitworth fought their way through
the tournament and beat Lewis and
Clark 5-2 for fifth place, feeling like
they should have received a shot at
playing UPS again.
This year, the conference planned for
the tension that had built between UPS
and Whitworth. When the coaches met,
they once again gave UPS the four seed
and Whitworth the five seed. But since
they'd be playing each other either
way, that news was irrelevant.
What was debated was whether
Shanks could rearrange his doubles
line-up, Dawson said that he couldn't,
but all the coaches of the big teams said
he could. Because it looked like another heated match, the NWC sent out an
official to that match to make sure tempers did not flair.
In one of the most emotional matches of the year, the Pirates dominated
UPS and beat them 5-2. Whitworth
swept the doubles and won all but the
No. 1 and No.2 singles matches.
"I can't even begin to describe the
sheer magnitude of that match," sophomore Michael Carlson said. "To not
only beat 11 team that was seeded above
us, but that has such an intense rivalry
(with us) was huge,"

"l)/fr ZUlk/IVIJI/u'orJlJ/tlJ.'

Junior Rebecca Jamieson attempts the hlghJump during last Saturday's track meet. Jamieson took fourth place with a jump of 4 feet, 10 1/4 inches.

Track preps for NWC meet
Katy Clark
Staff writer
The track and field team produced four
event winners in last Saturday'S Whitworth
Open and many athletes also achIeved season-best marks.
Lewis-Clark State College, Gonzaga
University and Spokane Community
College were among some of the teams
participating in the meet as well as several
unattached athletes and even a few
Whitworth alumni.
Event winners included senior Elaine
Heinemann who won the 1,500-meter run
with a lime of 4:57.84, sophomore Suzy
Viducich in the high jump with 5-2 1/4
height and junior Sarah Marken in the
triple jump who jumped 33' 3.25".
Sophomore Jeff Grassley was the only
event winner for the men For the first time
this year, he ran the 5,000 and pulled out a
victory and a conference qualifying time of
15:44.10.
Fifteen to 20 people met their individual
qualifying marks for conference finals last

Saturday, Vlducich said.
Athletes who achieved their season
bests included sophomore Brandon
Howell in the 400-meter dash,. freshman
Ben Spaun in the 400-meter hurdles, junior
Jacob DePell in the pole vault, and junior
Dacia Murillo in the hammer throw,
among others.
"All but a few girls and a few guys are
not going to Conference," Viducich said.
"It seems like everyone was hitting their
marks."
The team is sending 33 out of then 35
current female competitors. The men's side
is sending 28 athletes.
"We are just so good as a team,"
Viducich said. "Our sense of community is
so g·reat."
The team's next competition will be the
Northwest Conference Championships this
Friday and Saturday at Linfield College in
McMinnville, Ore. Pirate athletes wiII
have the chance to try and attain nationally
qualifying times.
Junior Derek Dewindt, a thrower, has
already qualified for nationals and is the

Sophomore Anderia lual throws the Javelin
during last weekends track meet.

only Pirate to have already done so.
After conference championships, there
will be four opportunities for athletes to
qualify for nationals. These meets arc
referred to as the "Ia!.t chance" meets.

Tennis takes fourth place
Sara Morehouse
StaJlwnter

Carfson,
Glaser lead
men's tennis
to strong finish

After a season of ups and
downs, Whitworth men's tennis
has accomplished their goal.
Going
into
the
Northwest
Conference tournament in fifth
place, they were determined to
beat their rival, the University of
Pugct Sound.
Whitworth won a match against
UPS earlier in the season, but lost to
them last weekend, solidifying UPS
at fourth place in the conference.
Last weekend was Whitworth's
chance to settle the score.
Going into the first match of the
conference playoffs, Head Coach
Mike Shanks, who was recently
named the Northwest Conference
Men's Coach of the Year, changed
the lineup around for doubles.
Seniors Chad Dierickx and Justin
Glaser set the standard for the rest
of the match in No.1 doubles with
a score of 9-7.
"J was confident that Chad and I
would do well even though we
haven't had the opportunity to play

in doubles together all four years,"
G laser said.
Freshmen Ed Anegon and Scott
Donnell followed suit winning 9-7,
The Pirates clinched their win
with four victories in the singles.
Anegon got some payback against
the same player he lost to last week
with the winning score of 6-4, 6-4.
Sophomore Michael Carlson won
his singles with a score of 6-0, 6-3.
Though
battling
sickness
Freshman Ben Works fought hard
and won his singles 6-0, 4-6, 6-4.
Donnell wrapped up the last singles
win with a score of 6-0, 6-2,
Shanks called the victory against
UPS "the biggest match and win of
the season." The final team score
of 5-2 put them in the top half of
the draw, fourth place out of eight
teams in the conference.
"We all came out mentally prepared
to play tennis this weekend," Glaser
said. "That made the differcnce.
Everyone had a part in that win."
Their next challenge was against
Pacific Lutheran University, the
team that went undefeated throughout the regular season.

Just after doubles started, they
were forced indoors due to rain.
Dierick;c and Glaser lost 8-5;
Anegon and Donnell lost 8-6.
Despite the attempts made, however, they lost to PLU 5-0.
Their final match for third and
fourth place was against Linfield,
who won conference two years ago.
In singles, Carlson gave a noteworthy performance with a win in the
third set. The team's final score for
the match was 6-1.
Shanks was pleased with the
fourth place outcome against the
"powerhouses. "
"The team came away without
serious injury, and it (confercnce)
came out as well as we could reasonably expect," Shanks said.
"Whitworth can be proud of these
guys."
Good players are expected to
come next year and the returning
players arc aware of what needs to
be done.
"Though we are losing the seniors, Chad (Dierickx) and Justin
(Glaser), next year looks promising," said Shanks.
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Mother nature
hampers Bues'
baseball bats
Peter Smelser
Sports editor

Junior Nicole Cavalier
rounds Umd en route to
a 4-0 win over
Wlliamette Ulliversity
last Saturday_
Whitworth also won the
prevIous game of the
doubleheader 2-0_

Klaus dominates Willamette
Andrew Dolan
Staff writer
Whitworth po!.ted three wins including two
shutouts last weekend against the visiting
Willamelle Bcarcats at Whitworth's Marks
Field last weekend. Whitworth knocked the
Bearcats from a first-place tie in the
Northwe!.t Conference.
Despite the rain, Whitworth (19-14,14-8 in
conference) played well in Saturday's games
while shutling out Willametle (19-9, 17-5 in
conference) 2-0 and 4-0. Both games featured amazing pitching from junior 10
Sonnett, senior Alana Klaus and freshman
Heather Case while the offense was able to
get the needed run support.
Senior outfielder Andraya Robertson provided all of Whitworth's offense in the opener.
In the first inning she doubled home senior
outfielder Patti Stranger, Whitworth's leadoff
hitter who had walked to open the inning. ]n
the bottom of the sixth, Robertson provided an
insurance run by driving the ball over the right
center field wall, her first home run of the year.

tually be enough to knock off the Bearcats.
Robertson flnbhed 3-3 for the game.
Willamette took a 1-0 lead in the third after
In game two, with one out and runners 011
second and third, Whitworth junior shortstop Pirate sophomore catcher Lindsay Davis
Kristen] (anson drove in both runs with a sin- overthrew third base attempting to pick off
Kelsey
Stolz.
After
gle to left-centerfield.
Whitworth tied the game
The Pirate!. added two
in the bottom of the fifth
more runs in the sixth.
on junior shortshop Kristin
With two outs, junior
H Ollr altitude cbange lvas
Hanson's RBI double, the
infielder Nicole Cavalier
greai ibis Jveekend. U7e lvere Bearcats gained another
singled home senior
unearned run in the top of
infielder Laura Romag
fOCI/sed and reatfy io pltf)'. " the
sixth to retake a 2-1
from third base. Stranger
lead.
Lindsey
Braun
Alana Klaus,
followed with a double
scored
from
third
after
a
wlior
pilchrr
to left center that
play at second got away
brought home Cavalier
from Cavalier.
for Whitworth's fourth
The Pirates rallied for
and final run.
three in the bottom of the
Klaus went the first ~ix innings in the pitch- sixth. Robertson's single scored Stranger.
er's circle for Whitworth. She allowed five Klaus followed with an RBI double and
hits and three walks while striking out four Romag's single scored Klaus.
batters.
Case (3-2) picked up the win with two
"Our attitude was great this weekend," innings of relief. Sonnett pitched the first
Klaus said after the win. "We were focused three innings, ltHowing only one unearned
and ready to play."
In Sunday's doubleheader, game one featured a late sixth-inning rally that would evenSee BUeS ~ page 12

The Pirates bllseball team las!
Sunday against the Lewis & Clmk
College Pioneers 11-7 in 10 innings
to begin their three-game series.
The teams battled the weather to
complete the first game of their threcgame series, waiting out a 35 minute
pre-game delay and a 45 minute delay
in the top of the ninth inning to complete Whitworth's victory.
The Pioneers took a six nll1 lead in
the fourth inning when they scored
three runs on an RBI single from
Jordan Shibat<j, two more on a RBI
double hy Sam Marthinsen and an
RBI triplc by Greg Willimns.
Whitworth chipped away at the
lead, scoring one in the seventh and
one in the eighth. Senior second
ba!.eman Dan Gebbcrs then hit a
three-run home run in the top of the
ninth to narrow the margillto just one
run with no outs.
Then senior catcher Joson Martin
walked with the bases loaded to tie
the game at 7-7.
In the 10th inning, the Pirates sent
nine batters to the plate, including
run-scoring inlield hits by !.enior designated hitter Kylc Henderson and
junior first ba!.emllll Todd Phillips, to
score another four runs to earn their
11-7 victory.
pitcher
Jason
Freshman
WeathemHlII pitched the final four
innings in relief, allowing one hit
while striking out three, to earn hi!.
first career victory.
With the win Whitworth improves
to 13-11 (8-8 in the Northwest
ConfercIlcc).
The team's second game was postponcd due to ralll and haiJ. l1ICY
attempted to play a doubleheader
yesterday to conclude the series.

sportscorner/sports update

PAY MORE

No expected action
for Sheffield or fan

Stern suggests NBA
should adopt age limit

Things turned ugly in Fenway Park last
Thursday night as Gary Sheffield of the
New York Yankees was allegedly struck
by a fan in the front row scat. Although
the right fielder walked away from the
eighth inning with more bruising on his
ego than his jaw, it may be solne time
before charges are pressed. Sheffield was
scheduled to meet with league officials
yesterday.
The reversed curse may be spilling over
into this season as the Boston Red Sox
manage to swipe their short series away
from the Yankee's, taking two out of three
games. The Red Sox beat New York 8-5 in
dramatic fashion taking the rubber match
of the series.

The ~uggested age limit in the NBA has
many pillyers worried about how it might
affect them. This healed controversy aro1>e
after fans started to notice that teams were
using the draft to get a hold of players who
would be a great help with a couple years
of lraining. This angers fans because the
draft is meant to be a way to instanlly
improve a team so fans don't get bored
with them. The proposed age limit may
have a huge effeci on tlte NBA, depending
on what the officials decide.
Players currently have to be at least 18 to
be drafted, but NBA commissioner David
Stern would like to sec the age raised to 20.

Rodgers likely top
Nats sweep Arizona in pick ~n NFL draft
homecoming for D.C. Those watching and awaiting the NFL
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A sellout crowd of 45,596 celebrated
each of the Washington Nationals five
runs in their victory last Thursdlty night
over the Arizona Diamondbacks welcoming baseball back into D.C. for the
first time in 34 years.
Washington Livan Ilernandez pitched
8.1 innings, giving up three runs, striking
out five hitters to earn the win.
The Nationals scored seven runs in the
seventh inning last Saturday and scored
six runs in the seventh inning on Sunday
to sweep Arizona. The Nationals
improved to 8-4, first in the National
League East going into the week.

draft scheduled to take place this Saturday
may have noticed an interesting phenomenon.
For the first time in years, the top 10
draft picks will not likely include any
offensive tackles. Offensive tackles havc
always been know as a safe pick bec:tul>e
they are easy to u~e when they can move
their feet.
The San Francisco 4gers have this
year's top pick after finishing with a 2-14
record. Many experts belicve that they will
draft quarterback Aaron Rodgers Ollt of
Cal-Berkeley as number one overnlJ.
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Women's tennis finishes in fifth,
Brast, Hopkins, Schrader done

Staff predictions for

the MLB postseason

Jennifer Zaremba

National League American League World Series
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run, but five hits as well. Klaus pitched the next
two innings before Case flflished.
Wiilamette narrowly avoided the sweep as
the Bearcats were able to close out a 2-1 victory in game four.
Both teams scored in the first inning.
April Greer's single scored Marianne Ward
for WilIamette. Stranger scored on a wild
pitch in the bottom of the inning to tie the
game.

Andrew Dolan
Staff writer

White Sox

East

Bucs:

The Bearcat's Kelsey Stoltz doubled home
Braun in the top of the fourth inning with the
game winning run.
Klaus (8-3) pitched alI 1>even innings for
Whitworth while allowing two runs on seven
hits. She 1>truck out four and walked two.
''It helped playing (Willamette) on our
home court," Klaus said afler Sunday's games.
"The seniors keep coming through for us,
especially today."
Whitworth will host Lewis & Clark ColIege
(1-21 in conference) in a four-game series next
weekend. Doubleheaders will start at noon
.this Saturday and Sunday.

Major League Baseball preview
Giants over
White Sox

" (

i'

The Whitworth women's
tennis team concluded their
season with a fifth-place finish
at the Northwest Conference
Tournament in Yakima, Wash.
Ihis past weekend. The Pirates
finished two places higher than
lasl year's team.
In the first round of the tournament, Whitworth played the
number-three seed Pacific
Lutheran University and lost 72. Of the three doubles matches, sophomore Betsy Johnson
and senior Krista Shrader at
No.3 doubles were the only
Whitworth pair to win a match,
which they did hand idly 8-0.
Whitw-orth's other point
came from their lone singles
victory by No.5 singles player
sophomore Rachael McCoola
who won 6-1,7-6 (7-0).

and No.3 doubles respectively.
For singles, Hopkins won 6-3,
6-3 at the No. 3 spot, Troxell
won 6-2, 7-5 at the No.4 spot,
and Fujitani won 6-3,6-1 as the
No.6 singles.
Whitworth entered the tournament as the No. 6 secd,
while Whitman came in as the
No.5 seed. The Pirates battled
hard in the final round of the
tournament to overcome the
Missionaries and move up a
spot.
The winner of this year's
conference Tournament was
the Linfield Wildcats, who
defeated the University of
Puget Sound 8-1 in the
Championship match.
Whitworth finishes their season with a 5-8 conference
record, and 8-10 record overall.
The Pirates will lose three valuable players next year in Brast,
Hopki,ns and Shrader.
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Twins over
Cardinals

Staff writer

The Pirate women went on
to play George Fox University
in one of the consolation semifinal games. They defeated the
Bruins 5-1. The pair McCoola
and freshman Taryn Smith
joined as the No.2 doubles pair
for Whitworth for a victory, 84. No. 3 doubles pair Johnson
and Shradcr won their match as
well 8-3.
Whitworth swept the Bruins
as all six singles competitors
for the Pirates defeated their
opponents (McCoola, Shrader,
senior April Brast, senior
Mandi Hopkins, sophomore
Katie Troxell and junior Sandy
Fujitani).
In the third and finallOund of
the tournament, Whitworth
defeated Whitman College 5-4
in a close competition for fifth
place. McCoola and Smith,
Shrader and Johnson again won
their doubles matches at No. 2

Red Sox over
Braves

Red Sox

Braves over
Twins

It's the middle of April and
normally this time of year is
filled with NHL plf\yoffs and
opening games for baseball
stadiums. However, there are
no NHL playoffs and Major
League Baseball is in full
swing.
It's still early in the season
which means' teams are still
figuring out who their starters
will be. We've already had a
few fiascos like last weeks
Sheffield encounter with a
Red Sox fan, which almost
turned into another Ron Artest
incident.
BasebalI has some major
changes this year, one of
which is the new Washington
Nationals who used to be the

Montreal Expos. Even though
this is their first year, they're
8-4 and looking to do some
early damage.
Something else you'll see
is Randy Johnson as a
struggling
Yankee,
the
Colorado Rockies try to survive, and the steroid controversy continuing to boil
throughout
the
season.
Something that you won't see
this season is the Anaheim
Angels, who are now the Los
Angeles Angels. At least
that's better than The Los
Angeles Angels of Anaheim,
which is what they were
going to be called.
Some' early indicators are
that the Yankees will continue
to struggle as they have the
worst start of the season since
1991. Also, the Mariners got

some much-needed batters in
the off season, but the bullpen
will be the deciding factor for
Seattle. HopefulIy they will
be able to benefit from a new
coach and not repeat last
year's disastrous 99-loss season.
Pedro Martinez, now a
New York Met, is still a dominating pitcher, but his success with the Mets could be
dealt a blow if the team's
bulIpen proves shaky. It will
be very hard for Pedro to win
big without alI-around team
effort.
Overall, this will be a good
year for baseball. Fans will
still pay their $10 for a Coke
and continue to support their
team. Bonds will be back by
June and he'll hit his 12
homers to surpass Babe Ruth.
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Jesus healed me

InlOnS

How a former Muslim student
witnessed miracles.
Opinions, page 15

IN THE LOOP
An editorial - - - - - 1

A message to
the trustees
Whitworth's vision for the next five years is
ambitious and even-handed, but it could use a few
tweaks.
The college will finalize its five-year plan this
week when the Board of Trustees decides what
Whitworth should look like in 2010.
Among other goals, the proposed plan will raise
the average SAT score of incoming freshman
from 1165 to 1200, construct one or two dorms to
house at least 150 students, and increase ethnic
diversity so that minorities will make up 15 percent of the campus population. The college will
also discuss a possible name change to Whitworth
University.
Housing: Whitworth hopes to increase enrollment by 2 percent each year for the next five years
while increasing the percentage of students that live
on campus. It's doubtful this goal is achievable.
The enrollment increase will lead to 269 more
full-time undergraduate day students (the type of
student that lives in a dorm) by 2010 while the
new four-level dorm that will hopefully open in
fall 2006 will house only an additional 150 to 160
students. This is assuming, however, that
Whitworth will not tear down the Village and
Beyond, which it recognizes as being substandard
housing.
Meanwhile, the college wants to increase the
percentage of students who live on campus from
62 percent to 65 percent. The five-year plan says
Whitworth hopes to someday have 80 to 90 percent of its students hving on campus.
These goals are contradictory. The main reason cited in the plan for not capping enrollment
despite the housing crunch (and the inevitable
tig~ter housing crunch) is to take in more tuition
fees'to"'help fund other parts onhe"five~year pliui
But the priority should be to keep Whitworth
an on-campus community. Not capping enrollment will make the 65 percent on-campus benchmark impossible, especially since more students
enrolled at Whitworth than the college expected
last year.
Enrollment for full-time undergraduates
increased 45 percent from 1994 to 2004. Now it's
time to put on the enrollment brakes if Whitworth
is to stay the same.
Tuition: One benchmark in the plan is to
"enhance revenue by increasing (the) tuition rate
in relation to (a) higher academic profile of
incoming students." The ri:.ing SAT requirement
is reasonable:. Whitworth should be academically
competitive while not academically elitist.
Because we're not Harvard or Yale - and one of
Whitworth's secret to success is that it's not an ivy
leaguer - tuition increases should remain incremental and not be based on the desire to be perceived as a high-price, academically elite school.
It's reasonable to work toward increasing faculty salaries toward the median level of peer institutions, Professors here are slightly underpaid and
deserve a more competitive salary. But this should
affect student tuition rates only marginally.
Whitworth was ranked No. 2 la~t year for be:.!
values among master's level universities in the
West. Let's keep it that way. An increased SAT
requirement is no reason for increased tuition.
Religious ties: The trend for Christian colleges is to ease up on requiring full-time facuIty
to sign professions of faith in Christ Whitworth intends to hold to this requirement,
however. That's a conviction it shouldn't budge
on since the faculty professions are a positive
aspect of the college and an increasingly distinctive feature.
.
Diversity: The college should aggressively pursue its plan to increase the percentage of ethnic
minorities on campus while requiring these applicants to represent the same academic and leadership standards required from other applicants.
Cross-cultural: Whitworth wants to see threequarters of its students complete international or
cross-cultural programs that takes them ,outside
the classroom. The college already docs well in
this area, but an increasing emphasis on study
abroad programs and internships will lead to a
more diverse mindset.

"In the Loop," written by the editorial board,
represents the editoriaf voice of The WhilWOl'lhian.
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Spare kids, get baby sitter
artigan has finally cornered his must destroy their child's innocence'!
Innocence is a very rare commodity in today's world, as
enemy and is taking full advantage
oC'the situation. After a swift popular culture !.eems to strip It away with careless ease.
punch to the face to bring him to the floor, There is no need to exacerbate this by dragging your kid to
Hartigan continues to punch his foe's face a very appropriately rated R movie.
Granted, most of you reading this article don't have any
over and over, until "after a while, all I'm
children yet. That doesn't mean this doesn't apply to you.
Anthony hilling is wet hardboard."
Rodin
In the movie theater, the audience Whitworth is giving you an education of the mind am'
is all watching the scene is silent, amazed at heart. This comprehensive eduealion isn't useful for just
your careers or spiritual lives, but
Opimons Hartigan's
violent
can be of great help in the massive
writer revenge. The only color
endeavor that is parenthood ..
for The, in this blac,'- ~n<!. white
When you find yourself filling
Whitworlhian, scene in "Sin City" is
the shoes of a mommy or daddy,
ajuniorand the enemy's blood,
hearken back to the education you
majOring III oozing out of his neck.
II This comprehensive education
political studThen, at the high
received here to m~ke wise deciiS11 't ImflllolllY illYOllr careers or sions in raising your child.
les. Comments point of the dramatic
can be sent to silence, a five-year-old
Use lessons learned in media
SPili/lltlllives, bllt can be great
arodin02@ in the crowd audibly
criticism
to see what underlying
help in the massive mdeavor that is messages your
whitworth.edu, captures the scene as
children are receivparellthood. JI
only a child could:
ing from their favorite TV show.
Remember the lessons of Core 150
"Eeeeeeeew!"
and 250 to help sculpt your child's
After some nervous chuckles, there is
world view (though some of that
a murmur in the crowd, as everyone
would be independent, 100). Find
turns to their neighbor to whisper the
same question:
the perfect way to get through to
"Who the heck brings a kid to this movie?"
your kid by using lessons learned in Interpersonal
Who, indeed?
Communication.
"Sin CHy" contained many, many things I would nol
There's a veritable bevy of information thaI we're being
want my (for now, hypothetical) child to see. Gunshots, taught that can be used in parenthood.
So if you've got some gaps in your schedule, take some
naked women, a talking decapitated head, a cannibal and
classes that will payoff in the long run and help ensure
many other evil things that lend this movie its title.
Is the money for a baby ~itter really so much that, in that you aren't drawing criticism from a packed theater
order for a couple to enjoy a movie with adult themes, they audience.
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Drivers: Get off the juice
I'm sure you've all felt it in your
wallets or have heard about it: Gas

W
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to keep rising, yet COIIl>umers arc PaclnB~~2.57. ~ '<-:',:;',
Gitrffi<lrY$~.!5,t.< ~,..~ < ;'.' :'x' ... l.'~ .
going to keep buying for lack of a
1;-· ~st~'$2,21 Spain f4 5~ '~'(:"-"~' 'F:' " •... :. ,.<".:ran $4,24
"~;>'.: ·•. f,:·/
a';-':' ·~I·":'·,.,~,":' •. ;"Y;,.',:. ; , l (
better ',Ilterilat'lve.
',V'1 .,
"'f'.~(>i$P,7<t! <_.". ,'" r • • • >
But the problem here really
·',,'.t_]--euba $303
' ... ' ','. 'l,r', {>iIUS'IArllbill$O.91,l" ;
isn't that prices arc rising. Prices
"'~~~~ue~,W.12:~ ~;gj~:~~:;?
'~:i
,.~
. ~ "'~
~} '-,~']1
t .._~
~~ -t,..~f.".
are J'ust
. tile synlplom of a larger
<
'.&,,/ ;".,:,;:";
:; J;-:;'~
.... :'''''problem we need to addre!.s. Our
t<,t::'Brpllj3,12
(, -->;:...>.)
,~:':'I
. .IS h00 ke d on gas I'I ke atl1'\So!.IUi
Afpca $2.62
,:'1".i , '~""
i<~,;
nallon
Vif' ';;' ,,~.:
i:~ "
letes are on steroids. We need to
' /)~~*'.
,,(.'I
t.'c;---·"~Jr
),
send it into rehab, wean if off gas
l:,:t;
" "f'
altogether and look for alternative '--------=.:~---------------J{J-k-I-I,do-d-/I-Il,,-IV-I,,-I.,o-rl-,,,-.J.,.
energy sources.
Part, of the reason prices are ris- our tax dollars and we are financ- progress in the war.
ing is that we're financing both ing the jihad isIs and the Saudi,
Thomas Friedman of The New
sides of the War on Terrorism and Sudanese and Iranian mosques and York Times understands this issue
we are screwing ourselves in Ihe charities thaI support thom through beller than anyone I have read.
end.
our gasoline purchases. Our oil Friedman has cOllie up with a slratBy financing both sides of the con:.urnption is al an all-time high, egy to help our economy become
war on terror I mean Ihat we arc which has detrimenlal effects on
financing the U.S. military with our economy but chiefly on our ;, See DRIVERS page 16
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Gcivln Jamieson

than the animal activists
dressed as tigers who. were
. ...,
prot~sting 'the way the circus
. When I' first arrived at uses tiger.; as wonderful forms
WbitWortlr I 'wasn't sure about of entertainment. If these ,tigers
what major I.wante9 tq pursue, weren't gainfully employed, by
So I'd~cided Political sci~nce, .thc·circusthen'they would need
s4t~Jt is' a~ g~, ils:anyt~~g to,go and tryout f?r Calvin an~
elS«?';,What,isp'f ~ g~ a.s.;wY,· .:,;tI?bbes: The Movle ~nd;I d?u t
,thiqi else woul~ bee,the' ;",:,~ 'th~k sU,cb a thing even C::~lsts~,
POPf 'excuse for Internet
.
So what I'm trythat·w~'.h~ve here, Even
ing 10 say is that I
asrm writing this. now I
met a governor
can't go' oriJi~~ ,b~,?aJ.l~e
and:i~ w'!s int~rest,
the' ,: entire' ',school's::'
,ing., "
,
. List ,semester I
IIjterntjt:'js., d(l\V~;; ,
SO'dnsJepd ,,{;If,,'
was "in ' the
InY;", ,planp'ed '
A mer i can
'!opib.:;Ot :(,:wtiy":'r""
~o,.IitJcal
'eY~f)'on.e. ~houlQ" m~~,,~,
, ,',I,~,
Parties, ylas~
'~~tra: ~ff6rtto-'go ,~o"Mac ~" 8J)4:',I),~'gre;:it 'part of. this
HaltiJ(~0l.l~(t,(Apfil:.28~h,.
::Co~rse"was th~t ~ was able to
$ee ya tlterqJ); J.'m"go.J,ng to
have f4~ opportunity to ~Jree
evaluat~':,hpw ::,p1y~ "'po1i*aI., 1abl!J: for ,Cathy ',McMorris,!,
ideids have qhang~.,over: the'; campaign; .1J'tis ","~!i part Pi. 11
,Yt!ars, That's rigb,t>:II,m' ~:~oph'; " politicaJ,campaign to win a sei'lf
omore;' '. ,:, '.> ,'>:: ,,' ,'" ',fo'r ',,' the~ ,
House''- of
, :When.I was, growing up ,in' : Repr~senu.tives, a process that
-the"':~Ju~ ~tate 'of S~Qreline (it's "involves 'a'iot of free food ll;nd'
,
'. ", "S~a,~tIe).,,;jny,: h<?us~ -' driyil)g alo~g D.iYision'~treet at'
, ,Dem<?crjt.::~is the, rushie!'t of ~ours. I was 'for-'
')'eaf:,tQ:'"' tunate,: that this :campaign was'
'die:' ,:considered winnable for,botli'of
, "~' '~::,.th-e~<;andi~~te~~ '~iD~ this ~eant.
- '" >:1hat, ,both' 'the, 'Dema<;rats;.
,
to,t::R~pubHca~s"
a iot: q.f:
,,"<effort into
to win. ':;'; ',,' ,
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'Theroleofthe
arts at Whitworth
is crucial to all of
us as we pursue,
individually and
corporately, our
Laurie intellectual and
Lamon spiritual growth
is a guest and clarity.
For
nearly
writer
decades,
for The three
Whitworth!an, my experience as
writer and
ami an associ- a
has
ate professor thinker
of E1Igllsh, focu!.ed on poetComments call ry: the relation-be jellt to ship between lanlIamoll@ guage and perwllllwortli.edu. sonal and' poJilical experience,
between the individual and history.
In my' own study and writing, I
have been turning toward Poetry
of Witness, particularly the poetry arising from Europe during
and following World War II. For
many reasons, I believe the work
of poets such as Paul Celan.
Tadeusz Rozewicz, Czeslaw
Milosz, Zbigniew Herbert,
Wislawa Szymborska. Paul
Eluard and Charles Simk, leads
the way into the heart of the
questions that give meaning to
our lives.
What does it mean to be
human? What does it mean to
believe in God? What does it
mean to lose one's faith or
become renewed in one's faith?
What does it mean to lose language to the silence, even the
anti-silence of- destruction or
grief? What is the 'language of
grief? How is the poem able to

to the truth it
kmdne!.s, love or hatred?
For the human being, for the
poet, when the world of language
has been subverted through the
violence of prejudice and genocide into terror or grief or loss,
how does one create? What happens to the imagination? What
happens to faith?
The term "Poetry of Witness"
itself suggests a conception of
poetry which is deeply ethical,
calling upon the poem and the
reader to bear the responsibility
of human connection and truth.
To study the Poetry of Witness,
the study of art's relation to
humanity, is to examine the
artist's and the audience's role as
witness of our individual and collective experience of the present
moment and historical time.
I cherish the experience of
working alongside our students
as they explore, in their own
work and in the work of poets of
witness, the necessary testimony
of language to experience their
faith. I believe tharpoetry places
the self in the world: It requires
of us moral vision and commitment. It asks us to be better Ihan
we are.
"Separating the Flowers" was
originally printed in The New
Criterion. Demeter is the mother
of Persephone, who represents
the myth of spring and was
abducted by Pluto and taken to
the underworld. Her mother,
Demeter, threatened the earth
with destruction if she was not
returned.
Persephone
wfls
returned for only a brief timlf
each year; hence, the return of

..
"Pam Thlllks of the Garden
was originally printed in The
New Republic. It is intended to
be a meditation on suffering with
the figure of Christ
at
Gethsemane.
Separating the Flowers
I rinsed the stems
and lifted the dead blossoms
from those still palpable
with color and scent,
then set the vase down again
like a scale whose one side,
unburdened, rises,
The tiger lily lasted another
week. Lifting it, [ thought
of Demeter and Mary
outlasting what must have felt,
at first, like desertion.
- Laurie Lamon

Pain Thinks of the Garden
without breath
without
distance
puffed and curled
without sanctuary
or altar's wine without bread
without orchid or
dust Pain thinks
of the body without memory
of birth without hi!>tory
without wind or slope of ice
without moonlight entering the
garden darkening the trees and
the statuary
Hie body's grieving shoulders
- Laurie Lamon

Christians can listen to rap, too
You can be a Christian and lis- of others. And when I say Whitworth students, I
ten to rap music.
am very much including myself. Last year I
I am really getting tired of the learned my lesson in a big way when I made an
Whitworth
assumption
that assumption about one of my residents.
The first day she moved in as a freshman I
Christians listen to only Christian
music. I am sorry if you feel this noticed she was wearing a t-shirt with the initials
Kenna way - you must lead an extreme- "NIN." Immediately I assumed - right after
Klempel Iy dull life.
learning in RA training, "Do not make assumpI love to spice things up a bit tions about your residents" - that this girl was a
IS all
Opilllons and shake it with the good beats of die-hard Nine Inch Nails fan.
writer hip-hop and rap. You can't do that
The shirt ended up standing for Northwest
for The with Bebo Norman and Third Day.
Nazarene College in Napa, Idaho, Before I knew
Whitworthian, Does this make me a bad person? what the shirt realJy meant I made the most
a senIOr alld Heck no.
obnoxious assumptions about my new resident.
majoring in
A few weeks ago, I was talking How stupid of me.
communica- to a friend
shared that story
tions. and she told
because we all make wrong
Comments call me that a
assumptions.
However,
be sent to
couple
of
continuing
to
judge
the
kklempelOJ@
quality of a person's faith
whltworth,edu. girls on her
hall actually
based on his or her choice
II We are 110t going to
said to her,
of music is rude and very
skip out on eternity because Jlle
"We didn't think you were a
damaging to a possible relaChristian at first because you
shake ollr hips to
tionship. What would have
listened to rap music."
happened to my relationUsher
every
flOW and then."
This is ridiculous. Since
ship with that re1;ident if I
when did God start judging
decided to not get to know
our eternity on the type of
her? There would not be a
music we choose to listen to?
relationship.
I am so glad his standards
It is extremely important
arc not nearly as petty.
when living in dorm comMany people in conservative Christian commu- munities to be respectful of people's music tastes.
nities tend tQ make narrow assumptions. For I had a resident request a music censorship on the
example, people who listen to anything other than hall. The problem with this suggestion is that
Christian or country are either not Christians or country music and Sandy Patti may be even more
they are bad ones.
offensive to girls on the hall than rap music. There
Yet God is much bigger than the box of music is no real way to draw a line between good music
styles we put him into.
and bad music because everyone has such diverse
Consider Matthew 7: 1-2: "Do not judge or you opinions.
too will be judged. For in the same way you judge
Let's put our music differences aside and agree
others you will be judged, and with the measure to assume the best God is so much bigger then
you use it will be measured to you."
the music stereotypes we put him in.
I really want Whitworth students to be slower
We are not going to SKip out on eternity because
to make assumptions about the spiritual condition we shake our hips to Usher every now and then.
-,I
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Jesus worked miracles for a Muslim
My story of becoming a Christian is full of mirPastor John thanked me for being honest and told me that he
acles and excitement.
knew everything about my back pain. Back pain? I never ever told
I was born in Uzbekistan 10 a family of Muslims anyone that I had back pain from walking. Then, I thought that
who were strong believers in Allah and believed Pastor John was not just a Christian. He was also a mind reader, a
that eating ice cream would make you sick. All I wizard or maybe a stalker who knew a lot about me.
I asked Pastor John how he knew about my back problems and
knew about Christianity was that Christmas was
Rustam the American version of a New Year, Easter was he answered that Jesus had told him. He added that the cause of
Rustam about eggs and some man
my back pain was that my left leg was shorter than the other. I was shocked to hear that
Abdurallmallov claiming to be God died on a
is a guest cross.
and did not believe it.
writer
.. came to the United States
Sitting on a chair, I straightened out my
for The as a high school exchange stulegs and saw something I never had realized.
WhitIVortllian, dent in 1999 and lived with a
My left leg was shorter than the other by half
(I I sincerelY sairl JesJl~' and in
a fret>lImall host family in Post Falls,
an inch. Pastor John asked me to say,
and majoring Idaho.
The family
was
front everyone in the room tJ~ "Jesus," and promised me that my leg would
ill internation- Christian and, at that time, I
'
left leg grew... I leamed that jeSJIs beIhealed.
al busllless. wondered what I had done
sincerely said "Jesus" and in front of
Comments can
cOJild perform miracles and heal everyone in the room my left leg grew! It
wrong to be placed with
- be sent to rusChristians.
people
like he did in the Bible. " grew until it matched my right leg.
tam08@
I decided to go to church
Speechless and shocked, I could not believe
whitworth. edu.
my eyes. That night was a night of ponderwith my host family and meet
new people there.
ing. I learned that Jesus could perform miraMy life started changing.
cles and heal people like he did in the Bible.
In a week, my back pain disappeared and I
The people I made friends with at church
were fond of me even though I was Muslim.
could walk and run freely. Also, that day, I
My host family always prayed for me and was eager to learn more was thankful that Jesus let my left leg grow longer as opposed to
about my religion and background. They used to tell me stories my right leg getting shorter. Later that year, Jesus performed other
about Jesus and I learned that with Jesus, one did not have to big miracles and I learned a lot about his life from the Bible.
make sure that good deeds overweighed bad ones to be in heaven.
On Jan. 3, 2000, I finally believed in Christ and accepted him
On Thanksgiving Day, the miracles began.
into my life as my Savior. Changed into a lIew person and with
Pastor John, my Christian neighbor, invited me for dinner and I new hope I was ready to go back to Uzbekistan and confront my
reluctantly agreed. After dinner he asked me to sit down on a chair family, which would be really mad,
in front of everyone and ~onfronted me by asking if I believed in
But this is another story of God's mercy and grace which
Jesus. Having thought a few seconds, I said, "I don't know,"
would love to share with you per1>onally.
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Seek true beauty in yourself,
rather than breasthnplants
(

( It is DillY ill recogliiZillg and
examining sotiety sstandards if
beauty that 1pe can
challenge them. "

,Fast Facts
~ If silicone-gel implants
return to,the market, 200,000
women would possibly get
them.
,,'
~ Side effects that occur in
one out of 10,000 people
wouJd'be an issue then. '

~ Only' 1:4% ,of-impla'uts
broke
after -insertion.
',:' .,• .
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~ I~piap.(s may last as long ,as
10 years.:, " ,
," ,
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~

FDA' voted '7-2 to 'approve

~he

new silicone implants.

~ The implants have been
available since 1992 to women
enrolled in controlled research
studies.

- Compiled by Amanda Beason
Source: cmt.com

Federal health advisers
recommended tifling the
I3-year ban on siliconegel breast implants last
Thursday. The FDA had
limited the usc of siliconeAllison Carr
gel breast implants to
is all
research studies in 1992
OpllliollS
after
serious questions
writer
arose
about
the implant's
for The
Whilworthian, safety.
The demand for and
a jUllior allli
majorillg ill prevalence of plastic surEngli.l/r alld gery ill America shows
political slud· that the culture of beauty
ie~. Commel/ts
has a powerful hold on our
ca /I be sent to
society,
But in the end, we
acarr02@
wilitworth.edu. do have the opportunity to
resist it and make the best
decisions for ourselves.
The FDA's ban on silicone-gel breast
implants has meant that, while the vast
majority of implants sold in Europe arc
made of silicone-gel, breast implants sold
in the United States are mostly saline.
The silicone-gel implant is by far the
most popular wherever it 'is sold, due to
its more natural feel. But the side effects
are broad, including infection and painful
scar tissue.
And while we now know that siliconegel implants do not cause cancer or lupus,
the effects of silicone leakage into the
body arc largely unknown.
More than 264,000 breast enlargements
were performed in the United States last
year, along with 63,000 breast reconstructions, Currently, only women who receive
reconstruction surgery, under close observation, arc sold silicone-gel implants.
So why are breast implants now worth
the risk?
Josh Levine, a chief executive of
Mentor, one of the companies pushing to

hflVC the FDA's ban lifted: says, "Selfesteem ... is as integral to health and wellbeing as any medical issue."
I am inclined to agree with Levine. But
why arc breast implants the solution to
low selF-esteem? What is it about brea1>ts
that make a woman beautiful, or even
make her a woman?
When we were five-years-old, our parents told us that it is what's inside that
counts.
But then middle school, if nothing el~e,
revealed the truth to us: What you look
like matters, Attractive people arc more
successful and, as a result, more happy.
111 Ihis culture, our bodies arc functional not only as machines of movement and
thought, but as a display of beauty.
We live in 11 culture of plastic surgery,
where beauty is something that one can
achieve through medical procedure.
"Extreme Makeover" and "The Swan" are
just a few of the most obvious examples
of this culture of beauty.
But there are no set guidelines to decide
when variation becomes uglinesl> or when
difference becomes deformity, Who sets
the standards of beauty? Who decided
thinner, bustier and blonder was more
attractive?
At this point, I could issue the standard
diatribe about the white, colonizing palriarchy.
But the truth is, we arc all compliant in
this system. It is only in recognizing and
examining society's standards of beauty
that we can chaJienge them.
By separating whal we wanl from what
we think we should want, we can escape
the trappings of materialism and be true to
ourselves.
.
We can change our beauly culture
rather than the kinds of enhancements
available at our disposal.
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I will always bea student
ow a senior soon to graduate, I find
myself in a reflective mood. As I think
about the greatest things I have gleaned
from college, I think of various experiences, relationships and knowledge acquired.
By far, the best ability I have learned in colElizabeth
lege
is how to be a student - that is the highest
York
compliment
I could pay an educational system. In
isa guest
writer order to succeed in life, one must be a perpetual
for The student.
Recently, I had to read a novel that I read two
Whitworthian,
a senior and years ago for another class. As I re-read it, I
majoring in wrote down the words that I didn't know the
Eng/ish. meaning of. Ashamedly for me, there were quite
Comments can a few. When I read the book two years ago, I didbe sent to n't know the meanings of the words, but
eyork07@
skimmed over them foolishly.
whitworth. edu.
This time, I looked up the words and made a
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vocabulary list. So now I can write things like,
"The convalescing man rhapsodized a jeremiad
with the impetus of his acquired hegemony which
struck many listeners as saliently exorbitant. But
the rapper still earned prodigious pecuniary benefits to the laudation of his fans."
But, seriously, I want to be ever-increasing my
vocabulary as I grow older.
Also, I watch the news and commercials more
vigilantly now. I'm a lot less likely to take information at face value. I think about who is telling
a story and what other factors are involved in the
whole picture. My education has taught me to
discriminate between what is accepted and what
is true.
lt's not that I know everything - college has
taught me how little I really do know. But now I
want to know the meaning behind things. I am

sure that in every stage of life I will find the need
to learn.
La&tly, I'm thankful for the study hahils I've
acquired at Whitworth. Pressing through to complete an assignment is a lot like getting through
the parts of life we would rather leave out, but
can't.
After I memorized the Westminster Catechism
for a scholarship last year, I literally thought, "If
I can do this, I can do anything!"
The work of education has given me confidence in my abilities and stamina to fulfill my
goals.
I don't know where I will go or everything thaI
I will do before I die, but I know one thing for
sure - I will be forever learning.
Thank you, Whitworth, for the gift of education.
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DRIVERS:
Continued from page 13
less and less dependent on oil. Friedman
has called for our government to put
together a "geo-green" strategy that would
marry geopolitics, energy policy and environmentalism. The elements of this geogreen strategy are simple:
First, we need to put in place a gasoline
tax that would keep pump prices fixed at
$4 a gallon and premium gasoline at $6 a
gallon. This would include a tax that
would directly support the research for
new automotive technology to help our
economy become less dependent on gasoline. In effect, the consumers will foot
some of the bill for this paradigm shift that
wiH save them money in the long run.
Second, we need to start building
nuclear power plants again. The new
nuclear technology is safer and cleaner
than ever.
"The risks of climate change by continuing to rely on hydrocarbons are much
greater than the risks of nuclear power,"
said Peter Schwartz, chairman of Global
Business Network, a leading energy and

strategy consulting firm. "Climate change
is real and it poses a civilizational threat
that (could) transform the carrying capacity of the entire planet."
Third, we need some kind of carbon tax
that would move more industries from
coal to wind, hydro and solar power or
other, cleaner fuels. The revenue from
these taxes would go to pay down the
deficit and the reduction of oil imports
would help to strengthen the dollar and
defuse competition for energy with other
countries.
Freidman argues that this geo-green policy is smart geopolitics, smart fiscal policy, smart climate policy and most of all,
smart politics.
Even evangelicals are speaking out
about our need to protect God's green
earth.
"The Republican Party is much greener
than George Bush or Dick Cheney,"
remarked Schwartz. "There is now a near
convergence of support on the envimnmental issue. Look at how popular
(Arnold) _ Schwarzenegger, a green
Republican, is becoming because of what
he has done on the environment in
California."

The Freemans

Coverage has gone
overboard

)

new automotive technology could be
placed in a reward fund to be given to the
first company to develop an automobile
that runs viable alternative fuel source. For
example, the Prize X Foundation did this
with space travel and they now have 22
companies competing for a $10 million
prize and the rights to produce and market
the new technology to make space travel a
reality,
The publicity Ihat would go along with
the tax would be monumental for the companies involved. Consumers would see
them as the knights in shining armor rescuing them from the high gas prices.
Friedman's~ arguments are hard concepts, but they're something that's
extremely worthwhile for our country and
our economy.
We. need to look for alternatives to stop
funding both sides of the war on terror. We
need to stop being a slave to the pump and
start serving the environment instead.
Lowering gas prices is not going 10
solve the problem. Although it seems that
way, it's just a temporary fix for our
addicted economy. We need to get off the
juice and look for other alternatives.

- - - - LETTERS TO THE EDITOR - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Imagine wilh me for a second what it
would look like if politicians declared that
they were getting rid of their limousines
for armor-plated Ford Escape hybrids,
adopting a geo-green strategy, and building an alliance of neo-cons, evangelicals
and greens to sustain it. Their popularity at
home and abroad would soar, beC"duse the
general populace needs to be led on this
issue.
The problem with this solution is that
the industries that thrive on oil will not
stand for it. The paradigm shift from gasoline to ethanol would significantly depreciate the value of all gasoline cars and the
industry would take a huge hit.
I understand that these industries see
any change as something dangerous to
their survival, but with a fixed gas price
consumers will be screaming for something more cost effective. With this fixed
rate, we could change the car-buying
habi~s of a large segment of the U.S. public, which would make it profitable for the
car companies to convert more of their
fleets to hybrid or ethanol engines. Over
time, this could sharply reduce our oil
consumption.
The aforementioned tax for developing

Please, please, please stop writing about the
Freemans. Every single week I pick up the paper to
make fun of the people WI iting letters to the editor and
the first thing I see on the front page is "Freemans don't
do anything," or "Freemans go out to Red Robin." No
one cares about the Freemans.
Every time the paper comes out I come in and say to
my roommate, "Guess what's on the front page again?"
and he always knows that it's the Freemans. I appreciate
the fact that a lot of time and effort was put into the first
gargantuan story, but now they're doing absolutely
nothing and we still hear about that. On the front page.
Just because one or some of you might really want 10
keep pounding this dead horse into glue does not mean
that the people reading your paper want to ever hear
about it again. It makes this paper seem a bit tacky and
less professional.
Please, please, please stop writing about the
Freemans. The only problem here is that this will get

published a week from today, when another Freeman
article will squat all over the front page.

Josh Porter
Junior
English/Education

KWRSposter

Racism offends
potential students
Snoop Dogg, really?
KWRS needs to get its act together. The large poster
that has been located in the center of the Hixson Union
Building for some time suggests racist overtones. For
those uninformed, the poster portrays a "white" polar
bear looking down upon a "black" penguin. The bear
makes the comment to the silent penguin, "Snoop
Dogg? We don't do that here."
What is this poster trying to communicate? Is KWRS
too good for this type of music? The fact is that they do
play mainstream music.
This whole issue screams Augustine to us. In

so u ndin g boa rd,question of the week I

Augustine's book, "De Doctrina Christiana," he made
note that we are not to give cause for those to despise
the word in which we preach. From an outsider's perspective, we act as though we want to promote diversity on our campus, yet we plant offensive posters in the
busiest area of Whitworth.
This is not a subject that we are just picking at
because we have nothing else to do, but the fact of the
matter is that this poster has caught the eye and offended a large number of visiting students. It seems to us
that there are a number of symbolisms portrayed in this
poster.
We understand that KWRS has a commitment to not
playing mainstream music, bu( the rcality is that they
do. We feel that this poster is suggesting racial overtones in regards to the comment the K WRS employee
makes, it seems to us that this is no small issue and that
the reality of the matter is that this has and does offend
prospective students at Whitworth and does offend current students of Whitworth.
Philip Culbertson
Junior
Speech Communications
Bobby Walston
Sophomore
Political Science

Q: Do you think Whitworth should be renamed Whitworth University?

Get your thoughts in prlntl
Letters to the editor

Guest commentaries

The Whitworth ian welcomes your responses to stories appearing in the newspaper or
views on issues of interest to the college community. Letters must bear the writer's
name, year (if applicable), major (or position in the college) and phone number (for
verification purposes only). Anonymous leiters cannot be published. Please keep length
to a maximum of 300 words. We reserve the right to edit all letters for content and
space. Send leiters to: Leiters to the Editor, Box 4302, Campus Mail or e-mail to editor@Whitworth.edu. Leiters must be received by 5 p.m. on Friday for publication in
Ihe following Tuesday's issue.

The Whitworthian encourages members of the campus to submit longer guest COOlmentaries about issues relevant to the community. Commentaries of 700 words or
less will be published as space permits. We are looking for commentaries that are
relevant and well-researched. To ensure a better chance of publishing, please contact The Whitworthian with specifics regarding when you plan to submit your commentary and what you are interested in addressing. We reserve the right to edit all
submissions for content and space. Commentaries should be e-mailed to
editor@whitworth.edu.

Spring fever strikes
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Fast pitch sweep

Wllilwonn Springfest comes along bringing with it
good weather and fun for students.

~(

Softball team sweeps a series with Lewis
and Clark over the weekend.
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Trustees
give nod
to plan

An unusual crime scene ...

New dorm, expanded
facilities approved
Sarah Morgenthaler
Staff wnter
Peter Burke
News editor

~.
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More than a dozen bikes litter the Loop Sunday afternoon. Four masked students dressed in black tned to get security officers to
chase them late Saturday night by stealing unlocked bikes around campus and leaving them in the Loop. Secunty Officer Greg
Ewing said. Ewmg said the officers on duty refused to chase the students because they may have been a decoy for car thieves.
Bikes not collected before Sunday evening were collected by security. Ewing said students can collect the bikes If they show ID and
give a description of their bike. "It wastes our time to chase people out there playing games," Ewing said. "They had some fun at
other students' expense."

Giving life

•••

Students donate above-average
124 pints of blood for drive
Bethany Monroe
Stajfwriter
very three seconds, someone in the United
States needs a blood transfusion. Whitworth
students and faculty helped fill those needs
last Tuesday when they gave 124 pints of blood to
the Inland Northwest Blood center.
The blood donations will help save the lives 0
accident victims, surgery patients and people being
treated [or anemia, cancer and other diseases, Said
MichelJe Tandara, an (NBC recruiter.
INBC supplies blood to 30 Northern Idaho and Eastern
Washington hospitals and medical facilities. In order to keep
up with demand, they musl collect an average of 150 pints
of blood every day.

E

"We are just now recovering from a very slow winter season of donations," Tandara said.
If supplies run short, INBC contacts hospitals and asks
that they postpone all non-life threatening surgeries. This
has only happened once in the la~t five
years, Tandara said.
People age 69 and older receive around
50 percent of all donated blood, accord
iug to INBC. Since the size of this pop
ulation is expected to increase, the need
for blood donations will continue to rise.
"Chances are, if you I ive to be 60 or 70 years old, you or
someone you know will need blood," Tandara said.

See LIFE

~
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Whitworth is planning nearly $80 million dollars
worth of projects, improvements and additions to the
college's facIlities and programs for the next five
years.
The Board of Trustees voted on the long-awaited
and much-discussed five-year plan to "put [the college] in a place to become one of the great Christian
liberal arts institutions in the country," said Dale
Soden, the chief author of the plan.
The approved plan included changes in college
facilities, academics and other areas:
~One key statement at a plenary meeting was that
the physical facilities of the college need to grow to
support the expanding academic needs. To meet this
goal, five new large-scale projects were approved,
including a new dorm, improvements to the Fine Arts
Building and Cowles Auditorium, additions to the
science building and new tennis courts.
Also, a new sidewalk nicknamed "hello walk" that
will reach from the Hixson Union Building to the
Field House will replace the current walkway. The
new sidewalk will be a double-breasted walkway
with a grass medium similar to the double-breasted
sidewalk in front of Dixon Hall and Warren Hall.
~ A resolution regarding 2005 revenue bonding
for the college was passed. This resolution approves
debt financing for several capital projects.
The college has had outside organizations assess
the college's financial future and have concluded that
the college can easily assume debt to help pay for
new projects. The college'S borrowing capacity is
well beyond what the debt will be. Whitworth will
take on the debt mainly to help fund the new dorm,
President Bill Robinson said.
~The SClCnce Department is another area (he college is focusing on.
1l1cre has been a 51 percent growth rate in the
Science Department since 1998, promoting the need
for more facilities. Exact plans are in the works for
the science building.
"The college's endowment is another issue that
was discussed.
By 2010, the college would like to increa~e the

See TRUSTEES .. page 4

Emotional abuse a real threat
Leah Motz
Stat/writer
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More than 25 students gathered in
the Boppell Lounge last Wednesday to
discuss the destructive qualities of verbal and emotional abuse in relationships and the personal effect it has had
on them.
The program was organized by senior psychology major Kimberly
Benson and included personal ex peri-

ences as well as advice shared by
Professor of Psychology Andrea
Donahoe.
"I wanted people to be educated
about it so they could identify and
cope with [abuse], but also to tell people that they're not alone and they can
get support from their peers and community," Benson said .
Benson organized the lecture
because of personal experiences she
has had with people who had been hurt

by verbally and emotionally abusive
relationships.
Donahoe said emotional abuse happens in professional relationships,
friendships and in intimate personal
relationships. She stressed that abuse
is "insidious and hard to pin down."
"Abuse may not be spoken in
anger," she said. "Sometimes it might
even be spoken in caring tones."
1.r/'r "l,dc/If'IH", ..rthran

See ABUSE
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Nearly 40 trustees met in a planning meeting last Thursday.
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, , YeS, I think many people
are struggling and not many
people come out and talk
about it. I think it was
vet:]J very helpful. "

S

o

"

I was reallY surprised and I
appreciated it. It is a topic of
the real world and it is a topic
that that should be incorporated
in the Whitworth bubble."
Jullane MOiler

Suman Polepaka

jJif/ior

GradJllJlt SIIIII/III

Was the porn
forum
appropriate?
rnsh1lla1l

, 'Yeah ... I think it was
alright. I don't think it}
that big a deal at
Whitworth. I don't think
that Whitworth students
do that kina of thing very
qften. "

, ' I think it was a little distastiful
whm the trustees were here. I
think thry could have bem a little
more tactful about it. "
Tim Baker
jllnwr/Smwr
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The Whitworthian is the official publication of the ASSOCiated Students of
Whitworth College (ASWC) and is
published weekly, except during
January and uudem vacations. The
content is generated entirely by students, except for the Open Mind column. The college adminislralion
does not review Ihe newspaper's conIcnl. Opiniona and content expressed
in editorial and advertising content
do nol necessarily refieCI tho. views of
ASWC, the college, its administration, faculty or staff. Whitworth
Collcge provides equal opportunity in
education and employmem in accordance with Title VI of the Civil
RIghts Act of 1964, Title IX of the
Education
Amendments
and
Scctions 799A and 845 of the Puhlic
Ilcalth Serviccs Act.
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campusbriefs ASWCroundup
at Whitworth

student government

BSU Soul Food Dinner
taking place this Friday

"'The assembly voted to keep the responsibilities of sustaining a ~heerleading
squad with the Athletic Department.

Tickets for the annual Black Student Union Soul
Food Dinner are available at the HUB info desk.
Tickets are $8.50 for the dinner this Friday at 7 p.m.
The tiUe of the dinner is the "Harlem Renaissance
Soul Food Dinner" and the menu includes fried chicken, macaroni and cheese, collard greens, cornbread
and peach cobbler_ Jazz, poetry, spoken word and
gospel music will be the entertainment at the dinner.

Food donation program to
help Spokane hungry
Second Harvest Food Bank and Whitwo~th.College
are teaming up for a "Dorm food Drop." The food
drop is a program to encourage students to donate all
un-opened, non-perishable food they have in their
rooms at the end of the school year to Second Harvest
Food Bank. Barrels will be in participating dorms and
the HUB Monday, May 9 through Friday, May 13.
The items that are most needed are peanut butter,
canned soup, cereal, canned fruits and vegetables and
bottled and canned juice. Contact Alise Delzell at ext.
4553 for more information.

UW Professor of History to
speak on German prisoners
Whitworth is hosting University of Washington
Professor Emeritus of History Jon Bridgeman as he
speaks about the treatment of German prisoners of
war. The talk is taking place on May 2 at 7 p.m. in the
Robinson Teaching Theatre in Weyerhaeuser Hall. His
lecture, tilled "Coddling the Nazis: The Treatment of
German Prisoners of War," is an examination of why
these prisoners were seen as outrageously privileged.

Mac Hall in Concert
Thursday evening at 8 p.m.
Mac Hall in Concert is taking place this Thursday at
8 p.m. on the lawn in front of McMillan. The cost is
$2 with all money going to charity. Mac Hall in concert has been a tradition at Whitworth for more than
25 years.

- Compiled by Peter Burke

"'The assembly passed a resolution limiting the use of campus-wide e-mail for lost
and found items and club announcement~. There is no specific way to regulate this
resolution and ASWC plans to continue discuss an alternate solution.
"'The assembly decided to not fund an art coordinator position and instead allow a
volunteer to help place art in the Cafe.
"'Students should keep their eye~ open for an e-mail telling them where to find a
copy of the ASWC budget sometime this week.

world briefs/news ticker
New pope chosen
soon after death

Elephant·rampage
incites security

After a relatively short amount of
time, the Catholic Church announced
that Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger will be
the new Pope. There have been celebrations in the 78-year-old pontiff's homeland of Germany since the announcement. Ratzinger chose the name Pope
Benedict XVI and is the 265th Pope .as
well as the oldest pope to be named in
the last century. His election has provoked some controversy among reformers in the Catholic Church who see his
conservative policies as a step backwards.

In the South Korean capital of Seoul,
six elephants broke free from an amusement park.
During a performance at the circus,
one of the elephants panicked and incited the others to flee. The elephants ran
through a restaurant and the garden of a
house, causing light damage. Eventually
police managed to corner the elephants,
who were all safely returned to the circus, with amusement park authorities
promising increased security.

Ancient necropolis
unearthed in Egypt
A coordinated effort by American and
Egyptian archaeologists has uncovered a
massive necropolis in the Kom al-Ahmar
region of Egypt, around 600 miles south
of Cairo. The remains of seven people
were found in the 5,OOO-year-old structure, which would have been built long
before the pyramids. The remains show
one of the earliest signs of mummification. It has been theorized that the tomb
was constructed before Egypt had unified as a nation.

9 ra peVine/hUmOr
Other items on the five-year strategy
the Board o/Trustees should have passed:

Indian-Pakistani
relations improve
Indian Premier Manmohan Singh and
Pakistani President Pervez Musharraf
have taken a great step towards warming
relations between their two nations. The
two countries have announced a joint
business council that will improve trade,
the formation of a rail line, and the
release of 156 fishermen being held in
Indian jails. The two leaders also attended a cricket game. Observers from other
nations have hailed these successful
talks as a wonderful development
between the two former rivals.
-Compiled by Gavin Jamie!JoII

... Acquire federal funding for the new dorm by
declaring the Village a "disaster area."
... Adopt a "manifest destiny" policy to expand the
size of the pinecone curtain to encroach on the
Spokane city limits.

... Finding a new name for a strategy that doesn't
remind people of the Joseph Stalin administration.

.... E.xpa!1 d the Fl~x Dollars program to apply to Pizza
Plpelme, Jack In the Box and other favonte eateries.

... Increase on-campus undergraduate students by
two percent per year and parking by two spaces per
year.

... Finally build that helicopter pad in front of the
Hawthorne House.

... Create a "poverty walk" from the Village to Beyond.

,.
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... Increase academic image of Whilworth by
increasing tuition by seven percent per year.

'pril !5, !II~
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Porn talk instigates discussion
(

(The images rf what I JlIollld look at
wouldjllst appear ill nry mind. Even when I
wa.r in deep prtryer Jveird images lVOllld shOJv
lip ill nry mind"
-

Dave Tosti

Lf'/ld sill!,!r rf PAX 217

Eric Fredriksen
Staff writer

Porn forum
brings
taboo topic
to light

To advertise a pornography forum that took place
last Wednesday evening, blank discussion boards
with the words "porn is ... " adorned campus, inviting students to define pornography in their own
terms with a phrase, a joke or even a paragraph on
how they felt about porn .
• The boards served their purpose, making the
male-only campus-wide discussion on porn last
Wednesday the talk of the campus for four days.
With 290 million pornography Web sites an~
more than $8 billion spent on pornography every
year, the issue finally made its appearance at
Whitworth,
Dave Tosti, the lead singer for the Christian alternative band PAX 217, came to the chapel to lead
/"" CIIKi.! IVbtbHrthul.
the discussion about pornography.
PAX 217 lead singer Dave Tosti encouraged an open discussion on a tOPIC that Whitworth does not usually talk about.
"If we can't talk about our shiz. we shouldn't call
ourselves Christians," Tosti said.
ing about pornography," Tosti said. "II is an enor- compared to what it is now because he is comThree McMillan resident assistants requisitioned mous issue in our culture."
pleteiy honest with his wife about any struggies be
more than $2,000 from ASWC to host Tosti and the
The Web site also lets people know that there is is having.
pornography discussion. Sophomore Colin something better than porn, Tosti said.
The best way to deal with this issue is not
Robeson and seniors Marco Tullock and Joseph
"This Web site is not there as a 12-step program. through judgment or a condescending attitude but
Young put up numerous flyers along with the dis- If people want to look at porn they will look at showing grace and mercy, Tosti said.
cussion boards in many dorms on campus lind in porn, we are here to deal with it and get people talkMore than 100 people attended the forum. The
the center of Leid ~quare in the Hixson Union ing about this issue," Tosti said.
attendance ranged from small group leaders to stuBuilding.
XXXchurch.com has been featured in "Playboy" dents to married men.
"For those of you who wrote on the boards and
. 0ne student at,the meeting expressed his struggle_
as wen as porn rallies in LasVegas;
~were honesl, il's,pretly amazing,",~ . ~,
"We are' very inclusive, This saying, "One stinkin' image can ruin the whole day."
Tosti said.
Some small group attendees expressed how
organization is to show, that
~ Phrases written on the discusChrist's love is not condemning," ashamed they felt that this was a problem for them.
sion boards ranged from "trashy"
Tosti said. "We are integrating our- The feelings that many people had after looking at
((One stil1kil1' image can selves with the culture and not porn were extreme guilt, deep shame, and just plain
to "Public Organized Righteous
Nudity" to "necessary because
being afraid of thing.'> that we don't filth. These feelings made it difficult to go to small
rllin the whole dC!). "
Whitworth girls don't put out."
groups or even talk with girls.
agree with."
The flyers, taken from the Web
Others at the forum felt that pornography was not
The forum started with a story
site XXXchurch.com, had cliche
Anonymous,
from Tosti: Six months ago, Tosti an issue for them although they do look at it occajorllm alltlldte
images and prQvocalive statehad a fight with his wife of four sionally. One individual felt that porn was not part
ments, such as "we like guys
years and left for the weekend of who he was as an individual and it did not
who are into hardcore porn," leavwith his band without resolving change anything in his life.
ing the students confused if the
The discussion on the definition of porn was also
their conflict. When he returned on
Web site was an advocate of porn or just an off- Sunday, his wife found out that he had been look- brought up. Some thought that if women were
based Christian organization. ~
ing at porn. Tosti felt terrible and thought the rela- clothed it was OK, some also felt it was all in the
The flyers created a stir by being posted on near- tionship was over. His wife only responded wilh, way the woman was looking, but general consensus
ly every wall including inside the showers and "I'm sorry you have to deal with this kind of thing." at the meeting was summed up by one individual:
even, in one case, inside a urinal. The slogan to
Tosti was shocked to see the grace his wife had "Anything that objectifies a woman. Anything that
inspire students to come to the meeting was: "come for him.
makes a woman just a thing, is porn."
for the food, but stay for the porn."
With many discussions and personal stories
"Pornography hindered intimacy with my wife,"
Tosti, who is a member and strong advocate of he said. "The images of what I would look at would shared, Tosti called everyone to be open and loving
xxxchurch.com, feels that the only way to deal with just appear in my mind. Even when I was in deep as Jesus would do.
porn is to talk about the issues that go along with it. prayer weird images would show up in my mind,"
"I think there is a lot said about graciously chal"XXXcburch.com is a Web site that gets us talkTosti admitted thai his relationship was mediocre lenging the individual," one student said.

Join the team at the

I£.J. 9(p6erts'
MANSION

ISUMMER JOBI
W. 1923 1st ..9I.ve., SpoRgne, W..9I.· 99204
Openings for: Bed & Breakfast helpers,
Landscape and Maintenance Workers,
General Laborers.
Rate of Pay: $9.00 per hour. References,
and Must be Work-Study Qualified.

Call for a

456-8839

Students get a blog
Nicole Brown
Staff writer
The world of blogging has come to Whitworth
but hardly anyone knows about it.
There is a new section of the Whitworth Web site
under Campus Links that could feature the
thoughts, feedback and nominations of students if it
is used on a regular basis.
The Voice, a Siudent Life-sponsored blog, is an
opportunity provided only to Whitworth students to
express their oPinions on a number of issues and
events occurring at Whitworth.
Any opinion is accepted, but inappropriate language defaming of somebody's name will not be
posted.
The blog is meant to serve as an open forum
where Whitworth students are given the opportunity to share their opinion on a variety of issues in a
concrete manner.
Before this blog, !>Iudents main means for
expressing their opinion was through The
Whitworth ian.

-

The Voice allows a student to post any opinion
on the Web site and view other student opinions
immediately.
Assistant Dean of Students Dayna Coleman
came up with the idea for The Voice during the
summer of 2004.
"Anytime an issue seems to generate 'chatter' we
usually pul up information in the newspaper," said
Coleman. "We want to give students a chance to
say their piece."
In addition to stating an opinion The Voice
serves as an open forum that also serves as a source
of notification for certain issues that receive
numerous opinions.
"We thought that it would be a great idea for
ASWC and the college to identify how important
an issue really is," said Coleman.
Currently Ihere are six responses 10 the comment: "Outside ~ comediennes are great at
Whitworth College."
Any sludent can respond by going to the Current
Student Web page and selecting Student Voice
under the Campus Links pull down menu.
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Washington State University."
Many of fhe nation's most
prestigious schools are called
"colleges." These tend to be
Continued from page 1
located on the East Coast and
Colby
College,
endowment by $38 million to a include
total of $100 million. This money Swarthmore College, Boston
has been given to the college by College and the ivy league's
College.
Top
many sources and then invested Dartmouth
to provide financial aid to stu- Christian colleges Wheaton
dents and fund programs at the College and Calvin College have
Freshman Josef
Bookert gives blood
also retained their "college" litles
college.
last Tuesday. Bookert
... With a larger endowment, despite offering doctorate and
was one of 124 people
the college can increase the seminary programs.
to successfully
Amongst West
undergraduate stuvolunteer to have a pint
of bload taken from
dent population by
Coast
schools,
him. The process takes
two percent each
however, Robinson
anywhere from five
said, schools with
year. By 2010 the
1',5chools that have
minutes to 30 minutes.
college hopes to
Whitworth's strucotlr
pro/ife
have
have
about
2,000
ture
have renamed
Jmt Chrlr.IU'IJj"".rlln".
undergraduate stuthemselves "uninamed themselves
dents each year
versities."
colleges. "
"I think the problem that we're facing is that most compared to the
Whitworth
~till
people are eligible, but only about five percent of 1,730 this school
considers itself a
Bill Robinson,
year.
the population gives," Tandara said.
"regional" school
f'rwdml
_ The whole donation process takes about one
"'The resoluand so a name
tion approved conhour, but only 10 minutes of that time is actually
change may be
struction of a new
spent drawing the blood.
necessary
to
"I must admit, the needle gets me a little worked on-campus resiremain competitive
dence hall ihat will
up every time, but that is something I just have to
in the regional
have 160 beds in suite-style market.
overcome," freshman Amy Schlilaty said. "I can't
.
justify not doing it because I fear needles. It is never
rooms.
A comparable regional private
as bad as I make it up to be in my head."
The school will also continue university that has retained its
The average adult IJody contains 10 to 12 pints of renovating and improving resi- "college" title is Whitman
blood. It can replenish the loss of a one-pint blood
dence halls and academic and College - "not bad company,"
donation in just 24 hours, according to the INBC.
administrative buildings. Under - Robinson
said.
However,
Occasionally, donors feel light-headed after giving
this resolution, some current Robinson said, "We just want to
blood. Schlilaty had donated previously without a
administrative facilities will be be as clear as we can be. Schools
problem, but fainted after giving blood on Tuesday.
relocated and expanded.
that fit our profile have named
"It might have happened because I did not drink
The resolution allows for themselves 'colleges.' This fits
as much water as I should have," Schlilaty said.
architectural and engineering our identity."
After a few minutes of rest and a glass of juice,
planning for performing arts and
"This is in the best interest of
Schlilaty was fine. She plans to continue donating
science facilities. the college," Robinson concludblood in the future.
"'The board also discussed the ed. "[Although] it is not my sen"I have been donating for three years and a little
college's name. It had been pro- timental preference."
fall won't stop me now," Schlilaty said.
posed last school year that
The board discussed the issue
INBC will return to Whitworth on June 21 for
Whitworth change its name from before voting to postpone its
another blood drive.
Whitworth College to Whitworth debate until its fall 2005 meeting.
University.
The change, if it occurs, would
There are pros and cons to be implemented by 2009.
choose not to control themselves in those situations," changing the college's name,
Donahoe said. "They have a line but they just pushed
Robinson
said.
Changing
it too far than was healthy for the relationship."
- Whitworth's
name
woulif
Donahoe shared her personal experience with a
enhance its prestige, more accupast abusive intimate relationship.
rately describe its structure and
"I thought to myself, 'Wow, I don't know what to
help Whitworth students compete
internationally, he said. On the
do with myself, I don't know how to get out of it,'"
Donahoe said.
"'-,
"
other hand, Robinson said, the
III :~r~ce. I
She stressed that abuse is common in all relationschool would feel "like a colSpokane. W..,99201
I
ships. Intimate relationships are not the only place
lege."
96~E~~t4~:~~~ue
.1
where abuse occurs.
"I like all the things 'college'
Spukane. WA 99206
Director of Counseling Services Janelle Thayer
says," Robinson said. "I like that
509-926-1681
I
said she is concerned the cycle of emotional abuse
I know the students ... that prob~~~~~!':~ I
is perpetuated at Whitworth by the efforts of vic- I ~a~b~l~y~w~o~u~ld~n~'~t_b~e~t~h~e~c~as~e~a~tJ~~~~f~="""~'"':~:;'~~;":~::::;'~';:~~:;::~;:~~~" I
tims to act Christian and treat people nicely.
r
- - - - - - -"Students won) stop being nice," Thayer said.
"When somebody is abusive or is on that cycle
there's really nolhing you can do."
Benson is hopeful that the abuse discussion
provided students with information about their
own personal relationships as well as gave them
the tools to support a friend in a negative situation.
"People were just grateful to be validated, 10
learn about it and how they can cope with it and
now they can lake it home to their own relationships
and be aware," Benson said.

TRUSTEES:

LIFE:
Continued from page 1

,(
!

Blood donors must be at least 16 years old, in good
health and weigh a minimum of 11 0 pounds. They
must have normal blood pressure, a normal pulse
rate, and normal iron levels and body temperature.
Donors are also required to complete a queStionnaire about their health and travel history. Previous
residency in Europe or recent travels to countries
where there have been malaria outbreaks disqualifies the prospective donor.
Whitworth's study abroad trips cause some students to be ineligible, said Jan Murray the Health
Center director and blood drive organizer.
Because of the risk of spreading Hepatitis, donors
who have had a piercing or tattoo within the past
year are also ineligible.
"I like to donate whenever Whitworth has their
blood drive, but I actually haven't been able to do it
for a whIle because I got my belly button pierced,"
junior Laura Adams said. "So it's good to be back."
In spite of the restrictions, the main reason blood
is in limited supply is that eligible people do not
take the time to donate.

-ABUSE:
Continued from page 1
She compared the trouble of recognizing verbal
abuse to the task of trying to grasp smoke.
Many common misconceptions and myths exist
about the motivation behind emotional abuse,
Donohoe said. Some believe abusers have an
uncontrollable anger problem, low self-esteem or
were abused as children and therefore are just
-- reflecting the behavior they were taught as children.
However, verbal abuse, much like physical
abuse, is a conscious choice and revolves around
the abuser's motivation to gain power and control in
the relationship, Donohoe said, adding that the main
difference is emotional abuse doesn't get as much
attention since it has a more subtle nature.
"People hear a lot about physical abuse and
domestic violence, but emotional abuse is skimmed
over because it is so hard to understand and not
many people speak up about it," Benson said.
The purpose of emotional abuse, rather than
physically causing harm, is to gain superiority in a
relationship, she said.,
"[The abusers] have control in some siluations, but

Happy Birthday,

Jessica!

Love,
The 217 guys (Colin,
Soren and Trevor)
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Professor of Psychology Andrea Donahoe relates her experiences with emotional abuse and bad relationships.
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Dance brings balance for students
Whitworth's Theatre Dance minor program will
have its first graduates this May.
Scene, page 7

Walking
for a cure
Nathan Harrison
Staff writer

Ail-night event
benefits
American

Cancer SocIety

The Fieldhouse hosted Whitworth's first Relay
for Life last Friday and Saturday with students,
faculty, staff and community members staying up
through the night to raise money for the American
Cancer Society.
The relay raised about $7,800, ex:ceeding the
organizers' goal of $5,000.
While participants walked laps around the gym,
a gospel choir, student improv group Cool Whip
and various other student musicians and groups A group of students walks to raise money for the American Cancer Society at last Friday's Relay for Life. The students were still gOing strong at 11 p.m., about four hours into their all·night walk. Booths with snacks and drinks
performed to entertain and keep up morale.
Cancer survivors made the first lap when the were set up to keep the up the walkers' strength and spirits.
relay began, and Chaplain Terry McGonigal, a cancer survivor, made the opening speech of the night. Cancer Society to do a little volunteering, maybe
To raise money for the event, freshman Cole
"Remember that no matter the hurt, no matter one hour a week. She ended up flying me to Dallas Casey, captain of team "Zugner Zugner Zugner
the pain, we are never left alone in this," for the National Colleges Against Cancer Zugner Zugner," put up a group date with his 16
McGonigal said in his speech, referencing both Conference. "
fellow teammates and halI members as a prize.
cancer and all of life's hardships.
There, Brown found out more about Relay for
"The idea just kim.! of came up at one of our
Freshman Tracey Brown led the committee that Life events held at other colleges and decided to team meetings. 1 don't know who first suggested
communicated with th~ American Cancer Society do the same at Whitworth.
it," Casey said. "It was more of a raffle than an
to organize the event.
"The reason we walk all night is kind of auction. The girls could buy tickets, which cost
"My mom had breast cancer, which is why 1 because cancer never sleeps, so it's symbolic," she
first wanted to get involved," Brown said. "I said. "Teams just raise as much money as they
talked to Debbie Gallagher from the American can. There aren't any sponsors."
See CURE II> page 6

Latest eyber-fad MySpaee invades campus
Erika Prins
Staff writer
The newest blogging and social networking craze has
infiltrated the Whitworth campus.
MySpace, whose slogan is "A Place for Friends," is a
site that connects users with old and new friends. Similar
to LiveJournal, Friendster, Thefacebook and other sites,
MySpace users are popping up all over Whitworth.
There are 312 students and 79 Whitworth alumni currently with MySpace accounts, and the number keeps rising.
One of the most popular features of Myspace is that it
allows members to connect with old friends.
Junior Crystal Bryan set up an account almost a year
ago.
"My best friend and I live far away from each other, and
I thought I could find some kids 1 grew up with in San

Diego," Bryan said.
Freshman Ali Hudak has only been a MySpace member
for one week. Already, she has found an old friend.
UI met a girl I haven't talked
to in like 10 years," said
MYSPACE FACTS
Hudak.
"'Whltworth users: 391
Freshman Victoria Hiller
.Slogan: • A Place for originally joined MySpace
Frlends.because a friend from high
lI-www.myspace.com school asked her to sign up.
"Then I found out that a
bunch of people from
[Whitworth] were on it," she said. "You can get in touch
with old friends and current friends and, if you're courageous enough, find new friends."
MySpace allows users to search for people by school.
The site lists everything from colleges to elementary
schools, which can cause users to spend more time online

searching for friends than they had planned.
Hudak calls MySpace "the coolest thing to help you
spend hours on the computer avoiding homework."
Members can spend plenty of time personalizing their
spaces - uploading pictures, creating personal profiles
and updating their journal or blog entries.
MySpace offers many other features to keep users on
their site, including a ranking system similar to
hotornot.com, chat rooms and instant messaging, and an
events calendar that can be searched by location.
One of the more recent and most popular features is the
MySpace Music page, where artists and bands can create
pages with streaming audio, tour schedules and news
updates. MySpace members can search their pages and
contact the bands, and bands can contact users.
See MYSPACE ... page 7

Sharing God's gifts
Local couple, 80, gives
students another chance
Megan Blank
Staff writer

~'ll1ft

C.11111t/ U'l/umonht(tn

Sob and Claire McDonald make one of their frequent VISits to
Whitworth. The couple, who moved to Spokane because of their love of
the outdoors, developed the Opportunity Scholars Program. The program proVides a type of work study funding for Whitworth and Gonzaga
University Juniors and seniors who are In danger of losing their federal
work study funding.

Maybe you noticed their names as scholarship
donors on the inside of the "Godspcll" programs.
Maybe you've seen them around campus and were
curious about them. Maybe your federal work-study
ended after your sophomore year and you weren't sure
if you could come back to Whitworth for another
semester, but thanks to a local couple that frequently
eats in the dining hall, you were able to stay.
Meet Bob and Claire McDonald. When they were
approaching retirement in San Francisco, they decided
to make a move. Interested in the outdoors, they made
a list of all the possible choices of where to live,
weighed the pros and cons and decided to settle in
Spokane.
"We like to go rowing, we like to go hiking, we like
to go skiing and cycling," Claire said.

They don't let their age stop them from having fun.
Doth 80 years old, they were disappointed by the short
cross-country skiing season this year. Along with their
interest in the outdoors, the McDonalds also appreciate having good colleges around.
Deing blessed financially through a life of hard
work, the McDonalds decided to take an interest in
college students. Having no children of their own, they
chose to invest in the children of others.
Their philosophy, they said, is that when you have
been given a gift from God, you should use it to bless
others.
"We started out with just a plain scholarship, but
that didn't work out too well," Claire said.
The scholarships were meant as compensation for
students to work on specific projects, but the students
often didn't follow through on their end of the deal.
Instead, the McDonalds developed a sort of workstudy scholarship program called the Opportunity
Scholars Program, starting with students at Gonzaga
See SHARING ... page 7
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a rcasticsage/advice
nternet critics dispense no movie help
Questron:
I've got a problem with some friends who are mad at me
for not wanting to go to a movie which has been getting
horrible reviews on Movies.com and imdb.com. Why
should I waste my money on such drivel, which earns only,
like, 2.25 out of5 on movies. com or only four (four!) stars
out of J0 on IMDB. Am I wrong in this line of thinking, or
is this a completely rational argument because, hey, olher
people ,know best? I mean, critics get [Klid to review
movies, and other movie viewers have only our best inlerests al heart, so why should we ignore them and attend
crappy movies, like those God-awful Matrix sequels,
which I t~ought were cool til I read the reviews and saw
holV crappy they are.
- Wondering in Whitworth
".

Answer:
Dear Wondering,
You are absolutely right. Thanks to the marvel of the
Internet, actually going to the movies has become completely obsolete. Why would I waste a couple hours and
$8 to go see a single movie when I could just get online
and find out what I think about every movie that's out in
a few clicks?

Oh, wait, I know. Because critics are about as accurate
as a weatherman in the Pacific Northwest.
But not only are you pulling your faith in critics, you're
pulling your faith in online critics. Come on. In this day
and age when everyone seems to think that they need to
have a blog up to tell me about everything that Mittens,
their oh-so-adorable kitty, does, the Internet has become a
place where anyone and everyone can and will spread
their stupidity.
Take the Internet Movie Database. A wonderful site.
Provides everything you could ever want to know about
movies. However, putting any stock in the user reviews
section is about as smart as choosing your bride by letting
the viewers of a Fox TV show vote on her.
Have you read through some of those message boards?
Those are the people voting on those ratings.
Here's the anatomy of a basic thread on an IMOB message board:
The opening poster tries to sound intelligent by complaining about something about the movie. Of course it's
difficult to sound intelligent when your post looks as
though you, typed it on a keyboard that only has about half
of its keys and you used your feet. Trust me, your credibility drops when you claim to know a lot about "cinimitogrophy."
There are several replies that agree. with the original
post, and then someone will make fun of someone's
spelling or grammar (usually with something misspelled

Programmers
tackle first
competition
Shannon Blackburn
Staff writer

,-

Continued from page 5
$2, as many as they wanted. The
tickets basically assured you a
spot on the date."
The team did most of the promotion for the date auction
through word-of-mouth,

-Sarcastic Sage
If you have any questions, queries or inquiries for the
Sarcastlc Sage, feel free to send the sage an e-mail at
sarcasticsage@gmail.com. You may request to remain
anonymous if you would like.

"Me and a couple guys went
around walked around spreading
the word;~ freshman and fellow
team member David Dixon said.
"There wasn't much advertising
other than the campus e-mail."
By the end of the night,
Casey's team raised about $150
from ticket sales.
"It went pretty well," Casey

said. "Most of the people that
bought tickets were from
Warren since it was during
Warren's primetime."
Event organizers ,hope to contribute even more to the
American Cancer Society in
future years and make the Relay
for Life an annual installment on
campus.

2005 Honors Showcase
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CURE:

themselves) and an argument rages about that.
It's about this time that someone will get on and try to
defend the movie, only to be shot down in a torrent of
smug pseudo-intellectualism.
From there they'll basically just go on to complain
about how The Matrix trilogy was overrated. It doesn't
seem to matter which movie they're supposed to be talking about, they always seem to end up talking about The
Matrix.
See, you sound more sophisticated if you say you didn't like something that was popular. These are the same
people that will love a band until they make some money,
then will label them "sellouts" for daring to let anyone
else hear their music. I really like people like that, in case
you couldn't tell.
So, no, Wondering, don't go to that movie with your
friends. Odds are, they don't want you there anyway and
were just asking to be polite.
Stay home and make another post about how the
Wachowskis know nothing about philosophy (and you, of
course, do),

Whitworth students underwent the challenging rigors of outsmartipg computers in Whitworth's first programming competition
on April 18.
'
Students were divided into teams, upper divisi~n and lower division, depending on experiences and c1asswork. The teams were
given seven problems to solve in two hours.
"They .were given various computer problems that could be
solved usmg methods and techniques learned in programming and
comp~ter classes," president o.f the Association for Computing
Machmery club (ACM) and sentor Brenna Hutton said.
The winners of the lower division were freshmen Tyler Zuck, Jeff
Brown and Dallas Crockett.
The upper division winners were sophomores Brennan McQuerry
and Michael Grandy.
"I think the competition went really well," Hutton said. "In additi~n to building co~~unity among students involved in computer
SCience, the compehhon allowed some of the lower division students to see some different aspects of computer science and challenge the programming skills they have learned in class."
~CM hopes to host another similar competition and extend invi·
tatlOns to other colleges and universities in the future.
.

Tuesday, May 3, 11 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Cowles Auditorium

Honoring the Achievements of the Class of 2005
• Special Awards for Scholarship: Department Awards, President's
Cup, Distinguished Collegiate Achievement Awards
• Outstanding Student Performers
• Most Influential Professor Awards

Open to all Whitworth
Students (and families),
Faculty and Staff
The Library and HUB will be closed during this hour.

CLARIFICATION
In last week's issue of The Whltworthlan the article uLocal salons
offer hair-raising adventures" was attributed to Leah Motz due to an
editor's error. The article should have been attributed to leah Robin.

GEORGE

Fox

EVANGELICAL SEMINARY

~~
~(:,
'Being a student at George Fox
Evangelical Seminary has
given me a mirror to see my
reflection as a man created
in God's image to fulfill~,f,l~,?,:~
call of God on my Ufe. ~
f(;

FREE OFF CAMPUS BBQ

b . .-

April 30th, 3-6pm
at Holmberg park
(the intramural softball tournament
will be going on then as well)

~

".t'~

-Mantrell GranVille.
Master of Ans in Chrlstloln
Mmlstnes student

semi nal)'. oeoloifox. edu

•
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Dance minor offers creative outlet
Megan Rieger
Staff WI iter

Math plus dance equals harmony for junior Laura Force, who
finds the Theatre Department's
dance minor the perfect complement to her other studies. Force, a
math major, represents a number
of students who find dance a
form of expression and release,
regardless of their intended
career field.
"Dance is a way for me to
express my emotions. It expresses who I am as well as becomes
art, which is extraordinary,"
Force said.
Seniors Tricia Buck and Jenny
Ingram will be the first graduates
of the theatre dance minor this
Suzanne
May.
Professor
Ostersmith,
coordinator of
Whitworth's theatre dance minor,
remembers when the minor was
approved in 2002.
"Student response when it was
approved was so great. It was like
a party, every,?ne was so excit-

ed," she said.
Since Ostersmith began teaching in 2000, the Theatre
Department has added classes to
meet student demand. The
growth of the program is currently at a standstill because there is
not enough floor space for students.
"Students are telling me all the
time they want to get into my
classes, but there's not enough
room in Stage 1,1," Ostersmilh
said.
Acting, dance and choir classes
aU occupy time on Stage II.
"There isn't any more places
for another class because it's full
to capacity. So that's sad and
frustrating for people like me
Who want to take more dance
classes,"
Ingram
said.
"Whitworth can't offer anymore
... there's just not space."
Ingram was the first student to
direct a capstone project focused
on dance. Her choreographed
show, "You Can't Stop the Beat,"
was featured in December.
"Having the minor on my tran-

script is more about validating
my experiences and giving me
more opportunity. I might not
have been able to do my senior
project if the Theatre Department
had not opened up the dance
minor," she said.
Both Ingram and Buck have
been Jubilation dance in!>tructors.
Their passion for dance extends
beyond campus.
The theatre dance minOT
allowed Buck to earn credits in a
dance practicum at 24-Hour
Fitness. She teaches a hip-hop
class and is also captain of the
Urban Dance Crew, which
recently performed at the Big
Easy.
"In the long run, [the minor]
provided me with a greater motivation and encouragement to pursue other things such as the dance
team I have," -Buck said.
Ingram was an assistant choreographer for the Northwest
Christian Theatre, Department
and is currently choreographing
Christian Youth Theatre's production of "Snoopy," which is set

Senior Melanie Smith, sophomore Kristin Tewell, senior Renee Roberts, and
other students In the Jazz II class warm up last Thursday in Stage II. The jazz
class is part of the group of classes offered with the Whitworth theatre's dance
minor program, which wilt have it's first graduates this May.

to open May 20.
"It's really neat to see them
exploding out into their community even before they graduate,
using their dance skills, and who
knows where they will take it in·
the future," Ostersmith said.

The talent of Ostersmith's
Musical Theatre and Jazz H class
as well as other theater and dance
classes will be displayed in
Broadway Unbound at 8 p.m. on
May 7 in Cowles Memorial
Auditorium.

MySPACE:

Matthai and
sophomore
Nicole Parker manage to limit
the time they spend on
MySpace.
"I signed up for it, and I get
all these e-mails from people,
and I write them back, and that's
about it," Matthai said.
Parker enjoys expressing herself through the blog section of
her site. She said she just !>pends
some time writing in her blog if
she has a thought !?ohe feels the
necd 10 express.
"It is a silc where you call
meet new people, stay connected with friends, write journal
entries, and just have tons of
fun," Parker said.
To sign up for MySpace, simply go to www.myspace.com
and answer a few questions.
For those who are enraged by
the existence of MySpace, several anti-MySpace sites are
looking for angry new members.

,

SHARING:
Continued from page 5

University and moving to Whitworth about 10
years ago.
The program is aimed at juniors and seniors
who are losing their federal work-study funding
and might not be able to stay at Whitworth.
"Our aim is to make sure young people get to
the graduation at Whitworth," Bob said.
The program is a bit different from other scholarships because of Ihe requirements. In the spring,
, professors submit ideas of projects in their field
that students could w~)fk in, as well as students
who could use a little financial boost the following
year. The students then get paid for 10 to 12 hours
of work each week for a year through the scholarship money.
"Our goal is to help the college on basic projects
and endeavors and to allow students to help other
students," Bob said.
Projects can be anything from working in the
Writing Center to directing theater programs such
as Cool Whip to researching molecules.
"A lot of the projects are projects that
Whitworth would have to go and hire someone to
do," Claire said. "It's a good business deal."

Senior Seth Ambrose was an Opportunity
Scholar during the fall of his junior year.
"The semester that [ got the work study, I really
needed it," Ambrose said.
He worked on a project called "Directed
Readings" through the Theater Departmenl. The
group presented readings of plays to students in
the Hixson Union Building. ,Professors then led
discussions on the themes of the plays.
"I selected scripts around a theme, selected
readers and held rehearsals," Ambrose said. "It
was a good integrative experience. I had to do
everything - it was a real life kind of experience."
There are currently 23 Whitworth Opportunity
Scholars, and the McDonalds guess that about 200
students from Whitworth and Gonzaga have been
a part of the program through the years.
"If we're able to help, even in a small way, it
honors us and Whitworth," Claire ~aid.
Beyond helping students with finances, the
MeDon aIds just enjoy being around college students.
"We're more in touch with what's going on, and
it's because of your generosity in letting us be
around you," Bob said. "You don't realize how
much of your enthusiasm and energy rubs off and
encourages us to stay current."

Continued from page 5

Members have the option of
accepting or rejecting friend
requests from bands and any
. members.
Sophomore Amber Malthai
has been contacted by one band
but did not look at their site.
Although
members
of
MySpace express a positive attitude toward the site, many students who aren't part of this new
trend consider it a waste of time.
"I'm too lazy," sophomore
John Harlow said. "Why would [
spend all my time updating
things when I could just talk to
people in person?"
Sophomore
Carter
Bray
echoed Harlow's skeptical attitude toward the site,
"It's ridiculous!" Bray said.
However, MySpace doesn't
have to consume hours of each
day.

attractionsdistractions/thiS week

cityhighlights
in Spokane

The Killers at Big Easy

Writing Awards Ceremony
Hawthorne House
4 p.m.

Housing lottery
HUB
9:30 p.m.

Flute Ensemble Concert
Music Recital Hall
7:30 p.m.

BSU Soul Food Dinner
Cafe
7 p.m.

Mother's Day Brunch

Mac Hall in Concert
Mac Front Lawn
8p.m.

Senior Art Exhibit Opening
Fine Arts Building
5p.m.

Mother's Day, May 8, the Big Easy will hold
. a Spring Gospel Brunch.
A buffet brunch will be served from 11-2, and
the music, including Kenny Andrews, Door of
Hope and the Whitworth College Gospel Choir,
will begin at 12 p.m.
Tickets are $15 and are available at www.licketswest.colll.

,nrmFnnf:~~

~~--:;~~~',!Jm
Track and Field at Duane
Hartman InVitational
Spokane Falls CC
8a.m.

Wind Symphony Spring
Concert
Auditorium
3p.m.

The Killers will bring their synthesized sound
to Spokane's Big Easy.
Originally scheduled to be in town friday, the
concert will now be this Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets arc $19 and may be purchased by
calling 32S-SEAT.

Jon Bridgman Lecture
Robinson Teaching Theatre
7 p.m.

Festival of One Acts
Stage It
7 p.m.

Festival of One Acts
Stage II
7p.m.

Great Decisions Lecture
Robinson Teaching Theatre
7:30p.m.

String Orchestra
Concert
The Whitworth String Orchestra and String
Qu,lrtet will perform a spring concert May 5 at
7:30 p.m. in the Music Recital Building.
Admission is free.
For more information call 777-3280.

- Compiled by Kalie Shaw
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"Key player on
our defense,
self made player through his
work ethic and
perseverance.
Played whistle
to whistle great
team player."

gregeirtel

"Great commitmentto
Whitworth footbali and a wonderful team
player, a spacial person in
our program."

patvestel

"Had a unique
ability for
pulling and
clearing a hole
for the running
back."

chrisgllllam

"Team captain,
great instincts,
made unbelievable interceptions against E.
Oregon and
linfield."
danieljones

"Two year
starter at linebacker. personifled what a
team player is,
great work
ethic, got the
most out of his
talent,
unselfish."

mattkrueger

"His work ethic
and determination between
his junior and
senior year
was an inspiration to everyone:
tylernee/y

"Amy leaves us
a year early as
she has
already begun
her Nursing
School program. She
played With
determination,
intelligence
and a willingness to win,"

amycrawford

"Rachel was
one of the
more dangerous players in
the conference
when dribbling
at players. A
quiet competitor that will be
missed."

racheUeavttt

"Jen has
always been a
team favorite
because of her
personality, her
eagerness to
serve and her
love for her
teammates.

"Mary is one of
the best athletes the program has ever
had and one of
the toughest,
playing on a
damaged ACL
A gifted
leader."

hall

huJtgr8nn

N

Jennifer

mary

Soccer quotes from Sean Bushey

ernest
poUocarpio
"'EP,' wonderful team player,
will be remembered for his
key interception against
PLU. Fun to
have In the
program."

'.

,
>

kevin

reese

"Three year
starter, allleague player
as an offensive
lineman, great
ability to make
others feel
included."

jeremy
scroalns

"Team captain,
unselfish.
loved to play
the game, allleague player
at two positions. will be a
wonderful
coach some
day."

teddybakken
"Great worker,
five year player, key player
on our offen·
sive line,
played every
OL position
except
center."

davidwoods
"Team player,
tremendous
blocker
and unselfish
player, without
a doubt-his
play made a
difference in
our success
this year."

ashli
anderson

~rader

Volleyball

Received honorable mention
for NWC
teams.
Second in conference in
average
blocks-pergame (0.98).

"Ashll racked
up All
Conference. All
Region and
Scholar All
Region recognition. She was
certainly a catalyst in our
success this
past season.ft

Jennifer Zaremba
Staff writer
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Senior Tiffany Speer helped ignite a
Whitworth comeback by scoring 33
pOints on Feb. 26 against Willimette.
Speer became Whitworth's second
all·time leading scorer.

~

"Brad Suhm
finished his
playing career
epitomizing the
player and person that he IS:
with success.
HIS departure
IS one of the
biggest voids
to fill."

Whitworth athletics
achieves new heights

"

{

brad

suhm

"An imfcact
player or the
program and
All
Conference
le~fiue player.
WI be
missed for her
great love for
people and
genume sense
of humor."

alanaklaus

"2004 First
Team All
Conference
player. Career
average of
.~56 and sluggmg p-crcentMe of .527.
ayed in 140
~mes.Holds

e school
record for
most doubles
and most hits."
andraya

roberson

This year's alhlelic leams proved to be
some of the best Whitworth has had. While
the amount of success all the athletic teams
have achieved is amazing, Whitworth
Athletic Director Scott McQuilkin is not
surprised at the competilive success of our
athletics programs.
"While our athletic history would show
numerous teams having won conference
championships and/or competed in the
national playoffs, it seems that this type of
success is being shared by more and more
programs." McQuilkin said.
The men's soccer team was the
Northwest Conference champions and
advanced to the second round of the
NCAA Division III tournament.
The women's soccer team finished second and seniors Ashli Anderson and Mary
Hultgrenn were named to the 2004 NCAA
Division III All-West Region Team.
The Cross Country team had a great year
as the women's team took third and the
men placed fifth at the NCAA West

"Had a serious knee
injury that
requITed surgeryand
missed her
senior season.
Was a member of the
2003 team
that was first
place in the
nation with
the hiehest
team PA."

taJanautt

"Co-Team
Captain.
Has been in
the proBham
since 2 ]
and red-shirted in 2003
with a knee
injury. Has
played .in 132
games In her
career.
Career average of.300
and 52 RBI's"

lauraromag

Regionals.
The men's bm.ketball team finished their
season 13-11 overall and 9-7 in the NWC
by winning an intense game in overtime
over Willamette.
The women's basketball team finished
second with the be!>l record in school history, Senior Sarah Shogren was named
Second
Team
All-American
by
D3hoops.com, and was joined by senior
Tiffany Speer to be named Honorable
Mention All-Americans.
Both the men's and women's swim
teams had oulstanding seasons. The
Whitworth men finished first in the conference for the third year in a row and the
women finished in a strong second. Seniors
Serena Fadel and Cory Bergman both had
great performances at nationals to conclude
their swimming careers, both finishing as
four-time All-Americans.
The baseball team is currently battling
Pacific llnd Willamelte for fourth place in
the NWC.
The track and field teams had a great
showing last weekend at the NWC championship meet.

"PI~ed on
the pokane
All-star team
that. comreted
trams! t e
.SO~mpic

Gold edal
Soflball team
summer of
2004. A solid
demeanor and
carries wilh
her a guiel
confidence."
holyhayden

"Played 138
games in her
career, Career
average of
.293 with 51
RBI's and
fielding J>!:rcenta~ of
.953. relentless work
ethic and one
of the most
outstanding
second baseman in the
conference."

aubriazzarlto

"Co-Team
Captain}
Played In 106
wmes at
hitworth,
Will be
missed for her
leadershig1
energy, a !lity
to get the Job
done and abilily to brin~ so
much to t e
game."

pattI stranger

{
"

Softball quotes from Teresa Hansen
Golf quotes from Warren Friedrichs

joe
tinley
"Excellent
tournament
player, comp'osed,confi(jent, can
manage a
good score
even if he is
not hiltinF. it
very wei
team'leader."

.,1

.-0\
"

scott

kramer

"I ncredibl
funny, ma es
trips and praclice fun,
excellent
golfer, a par
making
machine, also
~ood team
eader seeks
out others for
insight."

k

mIke
vanwingerden
"Great team
guy, easiest
I:fSOn on
earn to Net
along WI h,
always
uPb:eal, came
back for last
six credits and
to play one
more year of
golf,"

Tennis quotes from Mike Shanks and Jo Ann Wagstaff

sarah

"N~

schoo,l golf
e>.penence,
incredible
basketball
career,
imp'roved a
lot in golf,
drives It a
long way, will
be very./iood
player i she
stays with the
game."

danl
blelec
"No high
schooJ golf
ex~nence.

positive and
mature person, loves her
CDs and can
play 120
sonr.0n a
roa triPe from
her col ection,"

chad
dlertckx
"He was
voted First
Team AIIConference
two of those
years. His
contribution
to Whitworth
men's tennis
as a player
!lnd a person
IS

unmatched."

justin

&laser

"Justm has
been an
incredible
example of a
'Team
Player'. He
pla~~d every
~sllIon on
he team
excef.t Nl
Sing es in his
four year

career."

april

krista

"Number one
singles senior
tear team
agtainjunior
an senior
~ear. A true
eader in talent teambuilding, and
mentonng
new team
members,"

schrader
"Krista won
the most singles matches
on the team
fnine), Krista
ougllt
throu~h an iJIness t at
would have
made many
people~ve
up spo ,"

btast

mandl

hopkins
:'Te.am cagrain
an
senior years.
Mandi managed to playa
top spot on
the team. In
~pite of missmg many
rrany/urachces ue to
labs she held
her spot."

Jun~or

Cross Country

•

Swimming quotes from Steven Schadt
jenny

petefs

elaine

helnemann

Captain and
four-year letter wmner,
Elaine finished 19th at
regionals."

gregory
aools

Four-year letter winner and
also captain
of the team.

aaron
ooe

Captain of the
cross country
team, Aaron
was a foury~ar letter
wmner.

kris

sauer

Four-year letter winner.

luke

Jenny, was
captain of the
cross country
team and a
three:year letter wmner.

thornton

Four-year letter winner.

cory

"W~I

athlete and a
great team
feader. He
lead by' example ana we
could count
on him over
and over to be
our ~o to
guy.

Basketball quotes from Helen Higgs and Jim Hayford

serena
fade!

brandt

massman

"Has a y~ry
compehlive
(lersonality.
Constantly
pushed herself
to succeed in
all aspects of
her life."

"Good sense
of humor and
we enjoyed
working with
him tremendously. Good
backstroker
with one of
the best kickouts in the
conference ...
Senior Alana

tiffany
~

"Tiffany was
a joy t~ coach
and a JOY to
watch. She
will be
remembered
as one of the
best players in
Northwest
Conference
history."

sarah

"On~~

most humble
people I have
ever been
arou nd, Sarah
is also one of
the most comp'etitive. Sarah
(loes so many
things well. on
the court, both
big and small."

wenchi
lIu
"Wenchi
brings ene!gy
to everythtng
she docs. Sfie
isa amazing
player who
brings a positive spirit to
the game."

danl
bielec
"Dani is a
quiet competitor. She has
an incredible
drive that propels her to
excellence in
so many arenas."

mIke
larkin
"Mike has
been a four
year contributor to some
very successful teams. He
brought intens!ty and passion every
day."

Klaus bats
against
Alberston

kevin

College

"Ke~a

February 26.
Klaus finished

true Pirate.
He always put
the team first
and possess a
silky-smooth
lefthanded
three point
shot that is
deadly."

With

a 10-3

record as a
pitcher while
slUgging

0.589 percent
for the year.

Senior pitcher Dan
Lundeberg
warms up
his arm at
an early
spring prac-

Senior Greg
Annis runs

the five kilometer race
dunngthe
February 25
"Holy War"
agamst
Gonzaga.

tice.
Lundeberg
returned to
lead the
Pirate sta rtIng pitching
staff thiS
season.
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finalstandlngs
(Northwest Conference)

Baseball quotes from Keith Ward

dan
luncleberg
"Dan is a true
competitor.
He wants to
win always.
For four years
he has been
one of our
weekend
starters. His
work ethic
will be missed
by the
younger players."

ben

mccracken

"A solid

starter his
senior year,
Ben has
thrown exceptionally weIr
for the team.
He has
worked hard
to enjoy his
final season."

"A
year
!.Iarter at three
different ~si
tionsl Daniel
will oe truely
missed. Not
only is he an
excellent player, he also
works with
the younger
jJlayers to help
them get better."

"Another
player who
has had a lot

~fpl~ying

lime In tlie
last four years
for the team.
freshmen
year. he
c!lPpcd an
elgfit-run
ninth inning
for the comeback win 21-

jason
martin

"Red has
wailed his
turned to
become one
of the mainstays behind
the "late for
the Bucs. He
has done an
excellent job
working with
pitchers this
season."

men's golf TBD
women's golfTBD
baseball 4th
softball lrd
men's track and field 5th
wamen', track and field 2nd

men's basketball 4th
women's basketball 2nd
men's Swimming 1st
women's swimming 2nd
men's tennis 4th
wemen's tennis 5th
kyle
snell
"The vocal
leader of the
team during
gamcsbhe will
fruely e
missed. His
defensive
ability takes
backSeat to
know one in
the NWC."

Fourycar letter wIDner.
Second in
shot put at
conference.
austin richard

Captain and
four-year letter WIDner,
Kris WaJ> part
of
Whitworth's
4X400 relay
team which
placed third at
conference.
krissauer

Three-year
letter winner,
Luke is a distance runner
who had a
Whitworth
season best in
the 5,000meter run.
lukethornton

Three-year
letter winner
who placed
second at conference in the
!11en's triple
JU'rahhlnton
"
'v

20."

-
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Track and Reid from Toby Schwartz

nicole
brown
Captain of
track team
and four-year
letter winner.
Sprinter who
placed second
m the 100meter at conference.

elaine

helnemann

Four-year Jetter wIDner.
She is a distance runner
and placed
third in the
SOO-meter at
conference.

hlnson
Ca~in, four
year letter win-

ner, placed

fourth in the
tOO-meter at

conference and
was part of the

4Xl00-meter

relay team for
the past two

years.

tIffany

gregory

Parti=t'in
multiple track
events.

Three-year
leiter winner.
Distance runner and a very
hard worker.
Had a
Whitworth

annlS

season best in
3,OOO-meter
st~ple chase.

aaron
ooe
Four-year letter wIDner.
Placed sixth
in the 10,000meter run at
conference.

robert
evans

Captain and
three:year letter wIDner.
Had a
Whitworth
season best in
the 2OO-meter
dash.

Jordan

patterson
Four-year letter WIDner,
placed sixth at
conference in
the men's
decathalon.

ernest
lcarplo
H!ta
Whitworth
season best in
Javelin.
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Seven In a row
Final conference homestand of the year
extends Bucs' win streak.
Sports, page 11

The
Breakdown
NBA playoffs
longer than ever
Colin Storm
Staff writer
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This week was the start of the
what seems like a six-month
process: the NBA playoffs. Yes,
now that commissioner David Stern
and company have extended the
already excruciatingly long playoffs even longer, the NBA can now
showcase their talent well into summer.
But enough grumbling about the
schedule that's longer than the noon
line at Saga. I am going to predict
who will be taking home the hardware.
Let's start in the East. In the first
round I'd like the Miami Heat to
take care of the New Jersey Nets. I
know Vince Carter all of a sudden
decided to try playing (to which
one ESPN sportswriter is trying to
see if anyone from Toronto will sue
Carter for obviously not trying), but
when you have Dwyane Wade and
Shaquille O'Neal as a one-two
punch, you're going somewhere.
In the malch-up of Larry Bird
teams, I think that the Celtics will
take out the Pacers in six games.
Boston's Antoine Walker is getting
a second chance at donning a
Celtics uniform and he'll lead the
Celts into the next round. I'd like
the Pistons to take it to Allen
Iverson and the 76ers, as well as the
Bulls to take out the Wizards in
seven. We're. calling that ode the
"MJ doesn't work here anymore"
series.
In the West, there's no question
in my mind that the Pheonix Suns
win their first round match maybe even in four. The San
Antonio Spurs will cream the
Denver Nuggets, but I think George
Karl will have his team ready to try
and out-muscle the Spurs. The
Seattle Sanies will take care of the
Sacramento Kings in six.
That leaves the Houston Rockets
and the Dallas Mavericks. Let's be
honest, Tracy McGrady and Dirk
Nowitzki will be scoring at will
against each other. But I think that
the Mavs will win because do you
really think that any of lhe Houston
forwards will be able to contain
Nowitzki? How about even one
possession? Look at the lineup:
McGrady, Vin Baker, Ryan Bowen,
Juwan Howard, Scott Padgett and
Clarence Weatherspoon. Seriollsly?
Why not just throw me into the
mix?
Enough about the first round or
even second round. Let's go
straight to the conference finals. In
the West, the Suns will dismantle
the Sonies ill six games. The Suns
playa team-first style of baskelball
and the Sanies definitely lost their
rhythm at the end of the season.
In the East, the Ileat will beat the
Detroit Pistons because Shaq is that
hungry and dominant.
In the finals I think the Heat will
beal the Suns in seven games. Steve
See NBA ,. page 12
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JUnior pitcher Jo Sennett throws home during last Saturday's game versus Lewis & Clark College. Sennett registered 19 strike outs in the two games she
pitched:

Seven seniors end
careers with sweep
Andrew Dolan
Staff writer

Whitworth took all four games against
Lewis and Clark College last weekend to
finish the year with a 23-14 record, 18-8 in
conference play.
The Pirates shut down any offense that
L&C (2-34, 1-27 in conference) tried to
generate and allowed only four runs over
the span of four games. Junior pitcher Jo
Sonnet! tossed three shutout victories while
senior pitcher Alana Klaus also threw a
shutout for Whitworth.
"We had strong offense and defense this
weekend," Son nell said. "Everyone contributed and we came up big."
. Saturday's games were highlighted by

great pitching and hot bats. Whitworth senior infielder Laura Romag helped fuel the
offense by going 2-3 with six RBIs.
Game one featured Sonnett, who only
allowed two hits while striking out 11,
walking none and never allowed a runner
get as far as second base.
Whitworth scored three more runs in the
bottom of the sixth inning to pull away from
the Pioneers. Junior shortstop Kristin
Hanson scored the Pirates' second run on a
bases-loaded wild pitch. Klaus then singled
home Sonnett and sophomore catcher
Lindsay Davis to win 4-0.
Game two showcased Romag's first
career home run at Marks Field in the first
inning, a three-run shot that set the tone as
she finished 3-3 with six RBIs. Her blast

gave the Pirates an early 3-0 lead.
Romag's RBI single in the bottom of the
third scored Klaus to make it 4-0.
. A lightning storm delayed the game for
50 minutes. When the teams returned to the
field, Whitworth scored five runs in the bottom of the fourth inning to take a 9-0 lead.
Whitworth was able to score three runs in
the bottom of the fifth inning to close out
the game with a final score of 12-4 on an
eight-run rule.
Sunday brought much of the same
offense and defense as the previous two
games. In game one Sonnelt continued to
pitch well for Whitworth, allowing four hits
and striking out eight in seven innings.
See SENIORS,. page 12

Bucs take 2nd, 5th at conference
Dickey paces women to
second-place finish at track
and field championship
Katy Clark
Staff IVnler

Senior Nicole Brown running In the
prelims of the 100 meter dash.
Brown finished second In tile 100
wllh a lime of 12.98 and eighth 111
the 200 meter dash.

At the Northwest Conference Championships
this past weekend the Whitworth track and field
team were swept by the defending champion
Willametle University Bearcats. Both Pirate
teams performed well with the men earning fifth
place and the women second.
"Overall we did well as a team," junior Krbti
Dickey said. "We supported each other, which is
a big encouragcmenl."
The winning Bcarcat men more than doublcd
second-place Linfield's points with a score of
274 points compared to Linfield's 130.5.
Whitworth earned their fifth-place finish with a
tolal of 92 poinls.
Out, despite Willamette domination, two new
NWC Championship records were sci by female
field athletes from George Fox. Lindsey

Blankenship broke the record in the women's
hammer throw and Michlle Forbes set a new
record in lhe women's hIgh jump.
"Both teams did better then expected," sophomore Julie Lauterbach said. "We really stepped it
up."
Pirate junior Doug Blackburn made All-NWC
in (wo events: the 1O,OOO-meter fUn with a time of
32:01.44 and in the S,OOO-meter fUn with a time
of 15:19.10. Sophomore Brandon Howell also
performed well, placing second in the 800 behind
Willametle All-American Nick Symmonds.
Freshman Ben Spaun placed third and fourth
in the llO high hurdles and 400 hurdles. Second
place finishes were achieved by ju'nior Ian
Hinton in the tnple jump with a mark of 43'7.~5" and senior Austin Richards in the shot put
wIlh 46'8". Junior Derrick Dewindt received
third in the hammer throw with 171'-1" and fifth
in the discus with 140'-10".
The "":hitwor~h \vol~len earned 125 points
(100.5 pom.ts behllld of fIrst place Willametle) that
led 10 thelf second-place finish. Junior Sarah
See

TRACK .. page 12
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Fantasy wasteland
Proving intellectual
superiority through statistics
has no point for real world
Peter Smelser
Sports Editor
Over the past weekend we experienced possibly the best weather
of the year. But was 1 outside
enjoying it?
No, not really, I was stuck in
front of my computer pouring over
statistics, which in about another
five months will hopefully show
my intellectual
superiority.
I
spent a large part
of my weekend
figuring out the
proper lineups for
fantasy baseball.
Fantasy sports,
in my opinion, are
lame. Yet over the
past two school
years I have become more
entrenched in this pointless activity.
The ability to sit down and
watch just one game is ruined
- when you are in fantasy leagues.
For example if you love, say, the
Seattle Mariners, but your star fantasy player is 011 the Texas
Rangers, there's a conflict of interest when they face off. When the
Rangers star does something
amazing, like drive in three runs in
the ninth to beat the Mariners, you
are both happy and sad at the same

raB

time.
This emotional dilemma should
not occur for a normal fan. Yet this
continually happens for me as I am
rooting for one player, but against
his team.
Stepping back from the dilemma, from any conflict of interest,
to do fantasy sports well takes an
incredible amount of time. As
someone who likes 10 think they
know a lot about sports, it offers an
opportunity to show it.
All I have to do is pick Ihe best
players 1 can and have their stats
be beller than everyone else's.
Baseball is a
beautiful game,
because of the
statistics, but you
know
you're
hopeless
when
you start breaking
down how an
individual batter
does against a
specific pitcher in
order to set your lineup.
Maybe this is more self reflection than anything, but other than
measuring up who made smarter
picks, fantasy sports just take up
time. Having Albert Pujols and
Miguel Tejada on the same fantasy
team equates to jack in real life.
There are not many fantasy teams
that have the entire lineup of one
real team.
If fantasy sports went away, 1
would not only survive, 1 would
have a lot more time on my hands.
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PC\rker 1~9d_s depleted
golf tea:m at conference
Jonathan Gerig
Staff writer

Women's golf
competes In
blizzard-like
conditions

The women's golf team competed in the
Northwest Conference championships at the Aspen
Lakes Golf Club in Sisters, Ore, last week.
Whitworth was unable to field a complete team but
its top players still fared well at the tournament.
Junior Kelli Parker was just one stroke shy of
tying for sixth place and an All-Conference finish
with a two-day total of 176.
"After playing the course on day one, I know how
to place my shots belter and I finished strong,"
Parker said.
Senior Sarah Shogren finished second on the team
with a two-day total of 191.
The conditions were far from ideal for the teams
competing in blizzard-like conditions on both days
of the tournament. The Pacific University Boxers
were the conference champions with a team tOlal of
702, beating second-place finisher Lewis and Clark
College, by five strokes.
Leslie Wheeler of Linfield College was the top
individual player of the tournament, shooting a two.
day total of 157.
Parker said next year looks even more promising
for Whitworth since "we have some good recruits
coming in, so we should have a great team."

Senior pitcher Dan
Lundeberg threw eight
solid innings In game
one of last Saturday's
doubleheader.
Lundeberg picked up
the win Improving his
record to 5-3 for the
season.

Bues homer past UPS
earned) on seven hits in eight innings, gave the
Bucs a 6-4 win in the opener.
"Every year we come out here and give it our
In their final conference homestand of the sea- all and somehow come up short," Gebbers said.
son, Whitworth continued its recenl string 'bf dom- "It's kind of sinking in thai Ihis is really the end of
inance by sweeping the University of Puget Sound. the road and that there is no tomorrow."
The saying goes that the most dangerous man is
Sunday's win gave the Bucs their seventh win
in a row and brought their record to 18-11 overall the man with no tomorrow. Gebbers proved just
that with a three-run jack in the bottom of the
and 13-8 in the Northwest Conference.
sixth.
The first game of Saturday'S
It was all that was needed. A
doubleheader got off to a quick
four-run sixth inning combined
start as UPS scored a run in the
top of the first only to have
H It's kind
sinking in with a strong showing by junior
and pitcher Cody Person kepi
Whitworth respond in the botUPS from making a comeback.
tom of the inning. With junior that this is reallY the end
Person allowed one run in the
left fielder Dustin Frank on
the road. "
second inning and then shut
third and junior shortshop Nick
Dan Gebbers,
UPS down on a combination of
Froman on first, seniO! right '
senior mOl1d b,mmen
five hits, one walk and eight
fielder Danny Pecka yanked a
strikeouts.
three run shot over the wall fo
The Bucs added two more
put the Pirates up by two.
runs in the bottom of the eighth
In the Second inning UPS let it
be known that they weren't going away, taking to end the game 6-1. Taylor Thompson of UPS
advantage of an error and four hits to put another two threw a perfect game through 5.2 innings, sending
down the first 17 Pirate batters he faced. He gave
runs on the board and keep the game even at 3-3.
In the botlom of the second, senior and catcher up two hits in the sixth before play was suspendJason Martin, who has had trouble with the bat as ed for almost an hour due to rain.
The Sunday series finale found senior and
of late, got a hit when his team needed it most by
driving a single up the middle. That hit became pitcher Ben "Big Ben" McCracken on the mound
crucial when senior and second baseman Dan looking to close out the weekend on a positive
Gebbers singled to left center driving Martin in not~. McCracken shut out UPS through seven
from second, putting the Pirates up to stay.
innings before hilling two Logger bailers and givTho more runs in the seventh by Gebbers and ing up five runs in the eighth. The five runs matjunior and third basemen Caleb Reaber and a
solid pitching performance by senior and pitcher
Dan. Lundeberg, who gave up three runs (one
See HOMER ~ page 12

Jeff Hunter
Siaff writer
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spo rtscorner/sports update
Garciaparra' ends up Dodgers' win streak
on disabled list again comes to close
Chicago Cubs shortstop Nomar
Garciaparra continues his long walk down
the road of what many have described as a
living hell for baseball players. The man
who was once ranked among the top three
shortstops in baseball and turned down a
$60 million contract is now expected to be
out of action for at leasl two months with
a groin tear. He has opened up this season
hitting .157 and has thus far failed to earn
100 much of the $8 million contract he is
currently playing under.

The Los Angeles Dodgers' eight game
winning streak was brought to a screeching halt at the hands of the San Diego
Padres, 6-1 last Thursday.
San Diego pitcher Adam Eaton threw
five innings, striking out two and giving up
one earned run, as he picked up the win.
The loss against the Padres isn't enough
to kill the Dodgers' pride though. This
year they tied the 1940 and 1955 teams for
best season start with a 12-2 record in 14
games.

After collapse, Cays
fire GM and coach

4gers pick Smith
first In NFL Draft

The Cleveland Cavaliers are having to
rebuild themselves after new owner Dan
Gilbert fired not only coach Paul Silas, but
also manager Jim Paxon after the Cavs
failed to enter the playoffs for the seventh
season in a row.
A lot of the blame for the Cavaliers'
poor showings over the past seven years is
allribuled to Paxon's poor draft choices,
including Trajan Langdon in 1999 and
DeSagana Diop in 2001 as well as fickle
choices in head coaches.

Last Saturday, the San Francisco 4gers
drafted quarterback Alex Smith of
University of Utah as the first overall pick
of the 2005 draft.
Of the first five picks in this years draft,
three were running backs.
Maurice Clarelt surprised a lot of people
by being selected in the third round of the
draft, after sitting out for two years, being
sued the NFL and alienating his alma
maIer.
-Compiled by Afton Grossardt
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standings

tered little though since the Bues were already up by
11 runs.
Empowered by his hit the day before, Martin saw
his dry spell officially come to a close by having a
perfect day at the plate, going 4-4 with four RBI's.

SENIORS:
Continued from page 10

The Pirates' bals were on fire
as Klaus, Davis and junior first
baseman Amanda Norwood eac~
belled home runs to seal a 6-0
shutout victory.
In game two, Klaus pitched all

*through april 23

NWC/Overall
16-3 28-6
16-3 22-10
17-4 26-8

BASEBALL
Linfield Wildcats
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
George Fox Bruins

seven innings to earn the shutout
for Whitworth. She allowed only
three hits; struck out 12 baiters
and finished with a 10-3 record.
The Pirates got scoring help from
senior right fielder Holly Haden
as she contributed one run while
baiting in two.
Whitworth also got help from
senior left fielder Andraya
Robertson, who went 2-3 wIth a

double and an RBI.
Seven seniors finished their
Whitworth softball career and
were honored before the starl of
game two.
"II's tough 10 see them leave,"
Sonnet! said about the seniors
after the game. "We've had some
rough times but we've built
strong relationships."

Whitworth Pirates
12-8 17-11
Pacific Boxers
10-8 15-12
12-11 18-18
Willamette Bearcats
Pug-et Sound Loggers
4-16 11-19
Whitman Missionaries
3-17 5-25
Lewis & Clark Pioneers 1-21 9-25-1
SOFTBALL
Linfield Wildcats
Willamette Bearcats

NWC/Overall
22-2 29-5-1
17-5 19-9

Whitworth Pirates
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
Pacific Boxers
Puget Sound Loggers
George Fox Bruins
Lewis & Clark Pioneers

16-8 21-14
14-10
10-12
8-14
6-18
1-25

21-13
12-16
115-18
11-24
2-32
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McKenzie Crosby
and Kate Fuller running the steeplechase on Friday at
the NWC championship meet. The
women's team
placed second in
the meet.
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Marken played a large part of this second place finish by receiving points in seven different events.
Marken received points in the 4x100 relay, 100 hurdles, long jump, 1oo-meter dash, triple jump, shot
put and the heptathlon (which took second place
weeks ago).
The only two events winners by Pirates came on
the women's side. The 4x1oo relay team beat second place Linfield by over a second,
Dickey received Whitworth's only individual
win in the 10,000 on Friday with a season-best
time of 37:49:93. Lauterbach came in behind
Dickey to give Whitworth a 1-2 finish in the
10,000. Junior Rebecca Jamieson placed seventh,
giving Whitworth a total of 20 points for the race.
Dickey's event-winning time qualified her for
nationals. Having never won an event before,
Dickey was ecstatic about her performance.
"Winning [the 10,000] was the highlight of the
meet for me," she said. "I've never won an event
before, and I'm so excited that I could continue the
Whitworth tradition of winning the 10k."
Going into the race, Dickey wasn't nervous.
"I'm the healthiest I've ever been, and the 10k is
a Whitworth event, and we know it," she said.

"Also, Toby [Schwarz]'s 'Believe and Achieve'
motto was inspirational for me."
Dickey also performed well in the 5,000 the next
day, despite being tired from her race the night before,
/
achieving a time of 18:05.7 and placing second.
Lauterbach, who placed second in the 10,000
and seventh in the 5,000, was also pleased with her
individual performance. Although, she feels she
could have done better.
"I thought about [the race] too much," she said.
"I needed to run and not worry."
Lauterbach drew her inspiration for the weekend
from her teammates.
'
"You feed off other members of the team," she
said. "Knowing you're backed by 80 other people
is amazing. '.
The 1OO-meter dash was Whitworth's highest
scoring race with 22 points. Senior Nicole Brown
placed second with a time of 12.98, Marken in
third with 13.13, senior Emily Hinson in fourth
with 13.14 and freshmen Kristen Dormaier in sixth
with a time of 13.24.
Senior Elaine Heinemann, sophomore Suzy
Viducich and Dormaier were all able to achieve a
third-place finish in one of their events.
Heinemann took third in the 8oo-meter run with
a finished time of 2:20.60, Viducich took third in
the high jump with a 5'-1.25 jump, and Dormaier
took third in the triple jump with 34'-4".

NWC/Overall
12-0 18-2
10-2 10-9
10-12
7-3
Whitworth Pirates
6-8
5-5
Puget Sound Loggers 5-6
6-8
Lewis & Clark Pioneers 5-7
5-7
Willamette Bearcats
4-7
4-7
George Fox Bruins
3-9
3-9
0'-12 0-12
Pacific Boxers
MEN'S TENNIS
Pacific LiJtheran Lutes
Linfield Wildcats
Whitman Missionaries

NBA:
Continued from page 10

Nash will give the Heat major
problems, but I think that the
Heat will be so dominant behind
Shaq that they will win.
(Speaking of Shaq, does Kobe
Bryant get a championship ring

for driving Shaq over to Miami?
And why didn't the Mavs even
try to make a deal for Sh~q? Can
you imagine the Mavs jf Nash,
Shaq and Nowitzki were all
together? Wow.)
Hopefully you'll be able to
pay attention to the playoffs
throughout the summer because
you'll see Shaq turning up the
heat in Miami.
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RetlLtj!! (4/2.r)
Thank you for blessing
my life in so many ways!!
YOU ARE LOVED!!
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Students and sex
It happens at Whitworth and
must be addressed.
Opinions, page 14

u

IN THE LOOP
An editorial - - - - -

Blog helps us
find our "voice"
The Student Life Department has embraced the
latest in Internet trends by creating its very own
blog, The Voice. However, since its creation ear. lier this year, it has sat in an unknown corner of
cyberspace, left to coIlect cybercobwebs through
lack of use.
Blame for this at least partly falls on the shoulders of Student Life, which has done little to
advertise this cutting-edge opportunity.
The Voice gives students a great chance to post
their thoughts, concerns and praises anonymously
to the rest of the Whitworth community. Have a
beef with Whitworth? Post it. Have an interesting
idea for an event? B10g it. Just want to inform the
rest of the world about what's on your mind?
Click it.
The blog has the potential to let anyone - faculty, trustees, prospective students, etc. - find
out what the pulse of the campus is, what is being
done right and what needs help. It gives a direct
line of communication with anyone caring to
read.
One of the main complaints that students have
is that no one knows what the students want. WeIl,
here is a chance to voice to the faculty and the rest
of the world exactly what you do want. If The
Voice becomes loud enough on a certain issue, the
administration may feel the need to address it.
At a school that has at least 300 students on
MySpace and doubtlessly dozens of others on perI'onal blog sites, The Voice should be a lot more
popular.
Why is it that we have no problem posting
about the most trivial things in our lives, like
"OMG this soooo cute guy totally checked me out
today! Mood: Giddy," yet when we have a unique
opportunity to form a cohesive voice, we balk and
tum away?
Currently, there are a paltry six posts on The
Voice, one of which is censored. That's right. In
order to take a part in The Voice, one needs to play
nicely with other Internet denizens and avoid blatant slander or foul language.
This policy has its pros and cons. The prohibition on slander is a good thing, since it will help
prevent The Voice from degrading to just another
Internet forum chock fuIl of juvenile name caIling.
The prohibition of profanity, however, could be
seen as an attempt to distort the very voices that
the blog supposedly represents. It makes no sense
that students have to tidy their language up in
order to be heard by the administration or others.
For some folks, an obscenity-ridden tirade,
though not fun to wade through for the reader,
best represents their concerns and voices.
Granted, the fact that the blog is tucked away in
a relatively unknown comer of the Internet could
account for the lack of participation, but that
excuse
should
now
be
moot:
http://web2/StudentsNoice/lndex.aspx.
Find your Voice.

"In the Loop," written by the editorial board,
represellls the editorial voice; o/The Whitwortiliall.
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My search for Saddam
I made it my mission to answer the ques- regime. This tribunal is now ready to conduct its first trials.
tion that was - if not on everyone's mindThe tribunal is composed completely of Iraqi judges whose
at least on mine: Where in the world is identities have been kept secret for security reasons. In
March, one of the judges was assassinated.
Saddam Hussein?
The news is full of Iraqi happenings everyIt has been suggested that justice would be better served by
day, but I never hear a whisper of where the a tribunal supported by the United Nations that included both
Allison Carr nation's former dictator is and what his future Iraqi and international judges. However, the interim Iraqi
government has restored the death penalty and execution is
is an might be.
Did Hussein just disappear off the face of opposed by the United Nations.
OPl1liOIlS
Soon after Hussein was captured, Bush said of him: "He is
writer the Earth? Did he escape from the
for The Guantanamo Bay, Cuba prison six months a torturer, a murderer. They had rape rooms. This is a disWhitworthlall, ago, but the administragusting tyrant who deserves justice, the
a junior and tion is conspiring to keep
ultimate justice."
majoring ill it a secret to avoid scanIt looks like the trials will remain an
English and dal? It's been two years.
Iraqi national concern, largely because of
political studAnd, though this might
pressure from (surprise!) the U. S.
II ••• I Sq)' this (/e!JIocrao' J
ies. Commellts be tangential, what ever
administration. Were the trials to become
call be sent to happened to that Osama
doem ~ look much different
an international matter, the death penalty
acarr02@
bin Laden guy? Wasn't he
would be ruled out as a sentence.
from
Hussein
j
dictatorship.
"
whitworth.edu.
the one responsible for
Toppling a dictator rings pretty hollow
9/11? I never hear about
without an execution as an encore.
him anymore, either, and he hasn't even
While Hussein is legally in the custody
been captured.
of the interim Iraqi government, he is
I started my search for Hussein at The
physically in the custody of U. S. occuNew York Times online, but had no luck. Next, I tried Yahoo! pying forces.
News. Again, I tasted the bitterness of failure.
Human rights experts say that the trials have been discredFinally, just when I was about to declare Hussein officially ited even before they have started because the rules to the triMIA, I found him on the BB9 News Web site. lbat's right. I bunal do not forbid the use of confessions extracted under
had to go to a British news source to ascertain information torture and do not require that guilt be proven beyond a reaabout the United States' most notorious toppled dictator.
sonable doubt. Also, Hussein did not meet with a lawyer until
The only other news I could find about Hussein was from, almost six months after his first appearance in court a year
you guessed it, the Arabic news station, Al Jeezera.
after his capture.
Here are the fruits of my labor:
Let's see, prisoners held for years without trial and without
Hussein is being held in all unconfirmed location, but it is access to legal counsel ... I say this "democracy" doesn't
believed that he is being held in a Camp Cropper at Baghdad look much different from Hussrin's dictatorship. It seems to
Airport. At least we know what country he's in.
me that this whole Hussein business is undermining the credSince his capture, Hussein ·has lost 12 pounds and had a ibility of the new Iraqi government as well as our own stanhernia operation. He is also reported to have high blood pres- dards of justice.
sure and a prostate infection.
I'm sure that all the Iraqis are really impressed with this
Hussein's trial probably won't begin until next year. The "improvement" of the justice system that is virtually the same
now-defunct Iraqi Governing Council set up a specialtribu- as it was under Hussein's dictatorship.
nal in December 2003 to try members of the former Iraqi
Put Hussein on trial now or send him home.

We must love our next-door neighbors
Erica Vonk
Meghen Chaffin
Guest writers

As students
and Freeman
neighbors,
job is to love

As the Freeman's next-door neighbors, we
long to express the importance of our call as
Christians when facing ideas, opinions and
beliefs that oppose our own. Our hope is that we
all can grow in an understanding of this call and
see how it applies to issues currently facing the
Whitworth community.
These things we hold to be true r(!gardless of
who we arc and regardless of what we believe:
"All have sinned and fall short of the glory of
God" (Romans 3:23, NIV).
"You, therefore, have no excuse, you who pass
judgment on someone else, for at whatever point
you judge the other, you arc condemning yourself, because you who pass judgment do the same

things" (Romans 2:1).
There have been many things said and not said
Therefore, our call is not to condemn the in light of Ihis situation.
beliefs of olhers or to take
The hope is, however,
pride in our own opinions.
that we as the campus comRalher, it is 10 follow "a
munity and the Freemans
new command ... Love one
can see each other not as
another. As I have loved
distant "entities," but as
(I
lJJe as the camptls COIIIIlll/lli!] people, individuals and
you, so you must love one
another" (John 13:34).
friends with whom we all
(fnrl the Freeman.) can see each
Wh-al has been said
as Christians can apply the
other
110t as rlislClllt (eJ1/ilie~' bllt
above applies directly to a
greatest commandments
as people ... "
situation that has been preChrist gave:
sented to the Whitworth
H'Love the Lord your
community
numerous
God with all heart and with
times. The subject is that of
all your soul and with all
the campus' new neighbors.
your mind.' This is the first
Dill and Palsy Freeman, along with s(!veral and greatest commandment. And the second is
friends, moved in next door at the beginning of like it: • Love your neighbor as yourself. '"
this school year.
(Matthew 22:37-39).
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Sex happens here, too
tempted.
Sex.
After talking with many men and women, I have
It ~oesn't happen at Whitworth
... yeah, right. Sex happens here realized this is ridiculous. In fact, if you are in a
just like everywhere else. God cre- serious relationship and you don't struggle with
sex, you are in trouble and doomed to a marriage
ated all people as sexual beings lacking romance.
regardless of religious affiliation.
If you are a Christian, your desire for sex doesKenna
I have two major issues with
Klempel how the Whitworth culture deals n't just automatically shut off until you are married.
is an with sex: 1) Nobody talks about it
I am so frustrated with the standpoint often
Opmions except to cast judgment on those
sex who are "not heard at Whitworth and expressed by conservative
'writer having
for Tire Christians"; 2) Sex does nol affect groups that only abstinence should be taught as
methods of birth control.
Whitworlhian, Christians.
Yes, it is true that the only
a scnior aJld
Whitworth is
majoring in respons~ble
way to prevent unwanted
to
communica- prepare us for the
pregnancy and STDs is to'
liolls. adult
abstain from sex. But is this
world,
Comments CUll where
sex is
you are ,a Chnstiall, your realistic?
be selll to prevaient
I once heard the rational
and
kklempelOI@ commonplace, so , desire for sex doesn'tjust autothat if you start talking about
whitworth.edu.
tl11ftlyou are birth control methods then
why.. are we so maticallY shut
.
"r'
"kids" will have sex. It seems
tight-lipped about
married. '"
to me that "kids" are going to
thi~ subject?
have sex anyway, considerUnfortunately, the lack of diaing we are sexual beings and
logue can lead to piousness or
we are being told not to folshame. Since it is such a taboo
low our desires.
subject,
many
Whitworth
In fact, The Washington Times reported that
Christians put themselves above it all and look
down on others or they participate in sexual rela- while abortions and unwanted pregnancies lIre
going down in the United States, states deploying
'tions while feeling guilty about it.
, We need to start talking about sex - it is some- abstinence-education approaches, such as Texas,
thing that we all have an innate desire for because~ Arizona and Mississippi, still have high pregnancy
regaraless of religious convictions or sexual orien- rates. Hmmm ... maybe it is because everyone
struggles to make choices about sex, including
tation, we were created_as sexual beings.
One of my good friends nere'at Whitworth con- Christians and others who choose abstinence.
fided her struggles in this area with me. She did not
Whitworth needs to engage in dialogue about
share her sexual past with fellow students for fear sex.
As a resident assistant, I am called by Associate
of judgment. She told me, "God forgave m;, but
Whitworth hasn't, even though they don't even Dean of Students Richard Mandeville to "help
grow adults." This includes engaging in the tough
know me."
It repulses me that my friend can't be honest conversations about sex that we all need to particiabout who she is and what she has learned for fear pate in.
Shameless plug: next year check out the u.s.
of condemnation of her past decisions.
I used to have a major misconception about sex (Understanding Sexuality) Club for more in depth
and Christi;ms: Qood Christians have no problems conversation and open discussion about sexuality
saving sex before marriage and bad Christians are in a safe environment.
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Food pyramid hard to digest
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'The struggle
to determine the
most effective
method for
healthy eating
continues.
Last week, the
isa gue~<t
writer United States
for The Department of
WhilWorrhiall, Agriculture
a jUllior alld (USDA) intromajoring ill duced a newpsychology. and-improved
Comments call food pyramid
be sent to which has been
msharp02@ revised in order
w/rilWorlh.edu, to cater to the
unique needs
of individuals based on their
age, gender and daily activity
level.
Between the old food pyramid guidelines, the multitude
of publicized fad diets and
pills, as well as personal opinion, Americans are more confused than ever about what it
means to eat well.
One popular opinion held by
many is the simple idea that
"everyone is different," and
"what works for one person
won't necessarily work for
another." This argument is valid
and it serves as the basis upon
which the new pyramid has been
built.
The first and most obvious
upside to the new pyramid is its
individualized approach, The
pyramid's website
(www.mypyramid.gov) gives
people the opportunity to enter
their age, gender and activity
level. Then, based on the provided information, it formulates
advice as to what and how much
one should consume each day as

orfully striped figure which is
appealing to the eye but offers
little upfront information.
There are no serving sizes
suggested because of the effort
to make it more individualized
and offer a more "personal pyramid" approach. Unfortunately,
this makes it mandatory to
access the Internet in order to
participate in this new strategy.
For the millions of people
without this capability, the new
food pyramid bears an
inescapable weakness. These
are, for the most part, the people who greatly need the pyramid, but are now most unlikely
to have access to it.
It also presents a new challenge to teachers who will try
II BetJvceJ1 the old Food
to offer this as educational
Pyramid guidelines, the multi- material to their students in the
Instead o"f having
tude publicizedfad diets alld classroom.
the privilege of passing out the
pills ... America11S are more same flyer 10 each child and
confused than ever about what easily explaining what it
means, a teacher now has to
it means to eat lvcll "
print out individualized reports
for each student.
Honestly, how much of a
difference will we find
between two similar schoolaged children?
mid and its Web site put in a lot
For those who have access to
of effort into covering all bases.
the Internet and are willing to
The system as a whole is, by far, take the time to create their indithe most comprehensive I have
vidual report, this new pyramid
seen.
seems to serve a great purpose.
However, there is one main
However, for those who need
criticism which has surfaced
it most, this new USDA tool
since the recent release of the
seems 10 fall miserably short. Its
new pyramid.
great additions accommodate a
Unlike the old pyramid, the
technologically advanced l>ocienew one is much simpler and
ty.
contains no text, making it
Unfortunately, not all
impossible for one to interpret
Americans enjoy the same privits meaning by looking at it. It
ileges many of us take for
has been transformed into a colgranted.
well as the amount and type of
exercise necessary in order to
sustain weight.
By taking individual information into account, the pyramid
becomes more user-friendly and
functional. Instead of feeling as
though we must attain some
ambiguous standard, we are
advised baseJ on our individual
characteristics. This makes it
much easier to set and achieve
goals simply because those goals
become more clear and focused.
The creators of the new pyra-
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fro mth eso u l,religiOn
How you define God determines yourself
our concept of God is the most important thing and in my appearance all hinge on earning God's approval.
Once in a while, I take pride in the fact thai maybe I am a success
about you. It defines who you are, who you
consider God to be and your response to Him. - that [ am good enough. But, inevitably, [ always end up falling
Unfortunately, for many Christians today our view short of a perfect 10. Then my world crumbles, because it was buill
of God has nothing to do with the God of the Bible on my ability to perform. Once that performance falters, so does my
but everything to do with our personal hang-ups or faith in God.
I know that by His grace, God is my justifier, not my judge.
Emily desires.
A guest lecturer told my Romans class that we are all in the game
Brandler
What is the first thing that pops into your head
is the when you think of the word "God"? Your answer pro- of justifying our lives and that Jesus is good news because we don't
need to play the justification game anymore.
OpiniollS vides a piercing glimpse into
He won it for us. Freedom in Christ means that
editor the core of who you are and
we don't have to justify our lives through sucfor The why you live your life the way
cess.
Whitworlhian, you do. It reveals far more than
[ believe this is true. But knowing the truth is
a senior and you might think.
I' When I view God as ajudge ...
vastly differ!!nt from really accepting and then
majoring in
Since I asked you to particiacting on it.
communica- pate in this little exercise, it's
my efforts in the classroom, in
So what's your idea of God? What's the first
lions. only fair that I do it, too. At difathletics and in my appearance
word that comes to mind? If it's "rules," then
Comments can ferent points in my life I-have
all hinge on earning
you will either fear or rebel against Him be sent to answered the question differebrandlerOl@ endy, but one recurring theme
either way you will resent Him. If it's "distant,"
God}
approval.
II
whitworth.edu. persists.
then your life will be marked by apathy or even
hopelessness. If it's "buddy," then perhaps
Who is God? Judge. I don't
Jesus is just your homeboy, rather than your
mean judge in the sense of a man with a white
Lord and God.
wig wielding a gavel. I mean the kind of judge
The answers are endless and may change
sitting next to the ice skating rink at the
from day to day. But you get the point. Your
Olympics. The judge who holds a list of compulsory requirements, who watches your every move, waiting to dock view of God will determine the nature, and even future, of your spiritual life.
you for every little mistake and flaw.
Rather than lowering our view of God to reflect our insecurities or
At the end of the performance, you wait expectantly for the verdict
with a smile plastered on your face (perhaps while sitting in the pew suit our purposes, we must continually dig in to the Bible and take its
at church, or in front of a professor after an exam or after an athletic description of God to heart, not just nod our heads in intellectual
event). And time after time you fall short of a perfect 10. You have, assent.
Along with the Bible, I also recommend books such as
once again, failed to justify your existence and royally botched your
"Knowledge of the Holy" that probe the nature of God and help us
chance at pleasing God.
"We tend by a secret law of the soul to move toward our mental get to know Him more deeply so we can experience His plesence in
image of God," wrote A.W. Tozer in his book, "The Knowledge of our everyday lives more fully.
When we settle for less, we cheapen God and render our spiritual
the Holy."
- When I view God as a judge, my already acute perfectionist ten- lives ineffective and even self-destructive. [t's time to turn the tragic
dencies go into hyper-drive. My efforts in the classroom, in athletics Ghristian life into the triumphant one Christ already attained for us.
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Stay away from
gray areas
Re: "Christians can listen to rap, too."
When I read Kenna Klempel's article
"Christians can listen to rap, loo," I was
speechless. I understand her point about hasty
judgments of students who listen to rap and
such. But she took it a step farther than that
she reinforced the gray area of
Christianity.
It is one thing to judge others, but it is an
entirely different thing to encourage controversial behavior. K1empel says, "We are not
going to skip out on eternity because we
shake our hips to Usher every now and then."
I agree.
But just because we are not going to lose
our salvation, does that mean we should
continue to do it? At what point would listening or dancing to a certain type of music
become immoral?
OK, it is fine to shake our hips to Usher,
but is it okay to grind to whatever the latest
and greatest band is? How big is the gray
area?
When K1empel said that there are people
who think that Christians only listen to
Christian music, she followed by saying, "I'm
sorry if you feel this way - you must lead an

north to south through Spokane. It is obvious
extremely dull life."
You want to talk about judgments? Who that this is the perfect solution to our problem
decided it is dull to only listen to Christian' - we should all play ultimate Frisbee on
music? These "dull" people are not the only Division.
ones making narrow assumptions.
It is extremely close to campus, there are
In the past, Christian music has been pretty many fast food establishments located directhokey, I'll give her that. But in recent years, lyon the street in case one gets exasperated
we have had some truly talented Christian from the hardcore athletic undertakings that
would go on.
music styles develop '" including rap.
For those who are sitting out on a game,
they could sit at a bus stop and socialize with
Amanda Martinez
new people from around Spokane, thus
Freshman
improving your interpersonal skills and
Speech Communication
breaking out of the pinecone curtain. This is
now the time to take ultimate Frisbee to the
streets and show many others the amazing
qualities of this some-day Olympic sport.
I know what you're thinking: "Of course,
Division ... it's so obvious!"
Think about ii, people, we are sustaining
the beauty of WhItworth's Loop, all the while
continuing to further our loving experience of
ultimate Frisbee nearby.
In concern over the perpetuating problem
So now we say to you, go ultimate Frisbee
of ultimate Frisbee on campus and where to players, go. Run to Division with your disks
re-Iocate it, we feel thai we have a solution.
of the gods and be all you can be. Just rememIt is obvious that Frisbee is the backbone to ber, trees are no 'onger an obstacle, just an
a solid Whitworth experience and it saddens occasional SUV.
many people here 10 not participate and walch
the diverse, athletic students who consistently
Philip Culbertson
perform this activity in the Loop. Needless to
Junior
say, we need these exciting students performSpeech Communication
ing Ihis graceful activity so meekly described
as ultimate Frisbee, ASAP!
Holy Chea'
The solution: Division.Sf.
Sophomore
Yes, the long stretch of paved land that runs
Speech Communication

Ultimate Frisbee

Play Frisbee on
Division St.
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Christians and Rap
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What do you think ofblogging?

Get your thoughts in print!
Letters to the editor

Guest commentaries

The Whitworthian welcomes your responses to stories appearing in the newspaper or
views all issues of interest to the <;oUege community. Letters must bear the writer's
name, year (if applicable), major (or position in the college) and phone number (for
verification purposes only). Anonymous letters cannot be published. Please keep length
to a maximum of 300 words. We reserve the right to edit alileUers for conlent and
space. Send letters to: Letters to the Editor, Box 4302, Campus Mail or e-mail to edi·
tor@whitworth.edu. Letters must be received by 5 p.m. on Friday for publication in
the following Tuesday's issue.

The Whitworth ian encourages members of the campus to submit longer guest commentaries about issues relevant to the community. Commentaries of 700 words or
less will be published as space permits. We arc looking for commentaries that arc
relevant and well-researched. To ensure a better chance of publishing, please contact The Whitworth ian with specifics regarding when you plan to submit your commentary and what you arc interested in addressing. We reserve the right 10 edit all
submissions for content and space. Commentaries should be e-mailed to
editor@whitworth.edu.
.,,-
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Leah Robin
Staff writer
The rain held back last Saturday afternoon
until Whitworth's annual Springfest ended.
Beneath the warm sun, the campus community
congregated in the Loop to enjoy various
booths, music and activities.
Springfest celebrated the passing year while
providing an extra push toward summer. It also
commemorated Earth Day and championed the
cause of the American Cancer Society.
Following on the heels of Relay For Life,
Springfcst continued to mise money for the organization. Whitworth's 3D-plus clubs set lip booths,
advancing their personal fundrai~ing goals, as
well as raising money for cancer victims.
ASWC Activities Coordinator and junior
Colette Reid said that "seeing cvcry different
club out there with the common goal of raising
money for charity" brought the Whitworth
community together.
Among the booths' highlights were pie
throwing, deep-fried oreos and raffle tickets for

,
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a stay at the Davenport Hotel. Various Spokane
businesses, such as Aveeda (which offered
complimentary massages), set up booths to
help celebrate Earth Day.
Cow milking, toilet-bowl racing and face
painting contributcd to the festival sensation.
A lawn barbecue kicked off Springfest at
11:30 a.m.
The all-female band "Raining Jane" played
their punk version of "Somcwhere Over the
Rainbow," while people meandered through the
booths. The Los Angeles band, lined up six
months ago to play for Springfest, madc
Whitworth one of the last stops on their toUT.
Springfest reached a high point at 2 p.m.
when mcn represcnting each dorm !.truttcd thcir
stuff to win this year's title of "Mr. Whitworth."
Thc contestants wcre freshmcn Beau
Chevassus, Aaron Drake, Chris Hinson, Tyler
Zuck, and sophomores Drew Williams, Andrew
Zugncr and John Harlow.
A swimsuit conlest and a showcase of talent
revealed some skin (stripping and Speedo's
were employed in thc competition), but the

Jose Garcia and
Christoph
Stadlbauer stand
up against an
onslaught of eggs,
pie and other
objects at
Springfest.
Attendees could
spend 50 cents to
tllrow food at the
pair.
",,,,It (/JI/lt/II '/JI!u'Orl"lIJn

winning vote went to Williams, who represented Stcwart, for his interpretive dance and his
robotic and lip-syncing skills in tie-dye shorts
and belly shirt.
"It feels great and I love it," Williams said of
being Mr. Whitworth.
The competition was tough as the men
ripped phonebooks in half, split boards with a
single kick and fought guerilla style. Williams
said thc talent section was the most challenging as he "made it up a half hour before the
show."
The crowd went wild as he ripped off his
belly shirt and frolicked gracefully about the
lawn.
Springfe~t gave Whitworth students the
chance to socialize while celebrating spring,
Earth Day and fundraising for ACS. In the end,
the prep work was all worth it, said Reid, who
organized the fe.<;tival. The previous month of
work put in by ASWC and Whitworth's club!.
was a collaboration.
"No one did it alone. We all worked logethcr," said Reid.
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Top left Freshman Bnan
Baumann pops a water balloon over junror Amber
Krumbholz's head at the
Water Polo booth at last
Saturday's Spnngfest in the
Loop.

Top: Raining Jane, an allfemale band from Los
Angeles, provided lIVe entertainment for those browsing
the booths and other Sights
at Sprmgfest.

Bottom: Sophomore and "Mr.
Wilitworth" Drew Williams
does an interpretIVe dance
With the Ilelp of hiS friend,
sophomore Dave Sittser, for
the talent portion of his performance in the Mr.
Whitworth competition.

Sophomore Sreyla
Rim takes the rare
opportunity to
throw a pie in
another student's
face at Springfest.
,\';I!f
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Last chance for Bucs

A slacking activity
Whitworth rope-walkers find a home
between two trees in the Loop.

Whitworth track and field athletes try to qualify for
nationals this month after their regular season.
Sports, page 10

Spectrum,

page 16
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The Pope and I

A clutch grab ...

Leah Motz Staffwriter

Professor

hitworth's Professor of Religion and
Philosophy
Karin HeUer has friends
fosters
in high places, like in the Vatican, for
friendship example. Her personal acquaintance with Pope
with Pope Benedict XVI extends back to her initial academic pursuits in Europe.
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Then-Cardmal Joseph Ratzinger was a
professor of dogmatic theology at the
University of Munich while Heller was
of
attending
the
University
Salzburg/Austria and pursuing her bachelor in theology. Some years later,
Ratzinger was appointed Prefect of the
Congregation of the Doctrine ofthe Faith.
Heller sought an audience with Ratzinger
to seek advice and his reconunendation for
someone to direct her dissertation on the
relationship between men and women. :
She contacted Ratzinger and was'grant- ed a private meeting with him III
November of 1990.
"He received me in a very beautiful
room," Heller said. "And he compliment-

That same day, Ratzinger called
Professor Angelo Scola, who would later
become Cardinal Scola, Patriarch of
Venice, and Ratzinger personally asked
him to look into Heller's endeavors and
provide advice and guidance.
After their phone call and Ratzinger's
endorsement, Scola agreed to act as
Heller's mentor.
Since her introduction to him 15 years
ago, Heller has deliberately kept her relatiolJship with Ratzinger intact.
-·.~·I always kept contact with him," HeUer
said. "He recommended my publications."
Heller's umque mannerisms as well as
multiple degrees and doctorates and her
extensive knowledge of languages are

ed my dress because I dressed a little more

Bavarian than French."

1-

See

POPE

page 4

ASWC nixes dorm dues
ASWC to spend
nearly $297,000
Sarah Morgenthaler
,.,

Staff writer

On move-in day at the
beginning of the school
year, junior Cindy Cashion
waited in a long line outside of Warren Hall to pick
up her housing contract

ured out where [dorm
and a key to her room.
Finally, she walked mto dues] went or what they
the lounge where she was were used tor. If it only
welcomed to Whitworth costs $10, why not add It to
and immediately asked to the tuition?"
Thanks to next years
pay $10 in dorm dues.
"] asked them what they $296,940 ASWC budget,
were for and they said, 'oh, however, dorm dues will
a ping-pong table or some- be eaten up by a new
thing.' I wasn't going to $4,800 line Item to cover
pay," Cashion said. "But the fees. This was just one
my parents are uber-honest _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
. .. they paId. I never figSee DUES. page 3

,

Semor Aaron Crosby snags a Frisbee Sunday afternoon after his team won a semi-finals
game In the Intramural ultimate Frisbee power league. His team, Ducks Unlimited, is playing
In the championship game on a date to be determined. Crosby IS a common sight on the
Frisbee fields of Whitworth

Whitworth in 2010
The Whitworth trustees met last
month to discuss the next five years of
the college. They approved a five-year
plan outlining the direction of the college academically and physically.
The plan gave life to a new dormitory, new tennis courts, additions to the
Science and Fine Arts buildings (not
shown) and a new pathway nicknamed "Hello Walk" that will reach
from just in front of the Hixson Union
Building to the entrance of the
Aquatics Center.
Almost $80 million in spending was
approved and the college is looking
toward a future with expanded facilities and expanded growth.
-

Peter Burke

Publication of Whitworth College, 300 W. Hawthorne Rd. Spokane, WA 99251 Comments: editor@whitworth.edu, 509-777-3248
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, , As long as it's not Frisbee}
it's (J slight ilJlprovement. "

"

I think MySpace is 1Jlorse. It's
kind 0/ (/11 epidemic. It's pretty
pathetic. I thillk there's other
1Jlqys to make friends. "

Autumn Saunders
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What do you
think about
the Facebook
invasion?
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, ' I aett/alfy realfy eI!J'qy it becilllse
allll!) friends at home have it and
I call keep ill tot/c/) 1vith them.

, ' I love it becauseYOII
ctIn /JIake lots 0/ cool
Ilew fiiCllds. "

H

Lindsey Fisher

Jessie Bloom
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campusbriefs ASWCroundup
at Whitworth

The Whltworthian wins big
at regional competition
The Whilworthian was named "best overall student
news publication" in the 2005 Greater Northwest
Student Journalism Awards competition. The
Whitworth ian program also won the award for "outstanding achlCvement m student journali~m."
There were 750 entries in the competilion from 52
schools in three slates in the northwest. .
The judges chose Whitworth "both for their consistent excellence over the past several years and their
well-rounded submissions this year."
The Whilworthian has taken second and third place
in these categories the last three years.

student government
.... The as~embly passed a resolution culling the amount that every potential senator
and representalive Will be reimbursed the money they spend on their campaign from
$20 to $10. Reimbursement for executive positions will continue to be $20 for both
the pumary and general elections.
The reason for the cut was because the budget commillee ran into some money
problems this year.
"Many candidates ran and we ended up losing money," ASWC President and sellior Courtney Boyer said. "( feel this was a wa~(e of student funds."
.... Baldwin jenkins is starting a new tradition. The dorm will be painting a mural on
the west wall every year, BJ senator jeff Brown said. Every room will get a certam
amount of space and the wall will be painted over every year.
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Relay raises cash for cancer
victims and research

Iraqi
government 30,000 Syrian troops
growing more stable leave Lebanon

Relay For Life raised $8,000 tor the Amencan
Cancer Society April 23 through April 24.
The all-night event was held in the Fieldhouse and
all members of the college and the community were
invited 10 attend and walk around the indoor track all
night long.
Hundreds of Whitworth students stopped by
throughout the day and night to walk a lap or two on
makeshift track
The Relay was declared a success by organizer and
freshman Amanda Smith and she plans to make it an
annual event at the college.

An important step was taken toward a
stable government in Iraq after members
of the Iraqi Parliament approved many
new government appointments. This
news comes shortly after the assassination of a female member of Parliament
by terrorists earlier in the week.
The delay over the formation of the
government has been partially because
of security concerns and also because of
the government being careful to make
sure that all of the ethnic groups in Iraq
have fair represenlation.

Summer school classes
offered at Whitworth

Ecuadorea'n leader
flees after violence

The college is offering summer school courses to
fill students "hard-to-get general education courses,"
or electives, said Director of Continuing Studies
Cheryl Vawter. Both graduate and undergraduate
courses will be offered to students.
Undergraduate credits are $315 per semester unit,
graduate studies in education are $370 per semester
unit and graduate studies in international management
arc $475 per semester unit.
Summer school catalogues are available at the HUB
info desk or in the Admissions office. Contact Vawler
at ext. 4518 for more information.
-Compiled by Peter Burke

President Lucio Gutierrez of Ecuador,
has been forced to flee after massive antigovernment protests struck the South
American nation. The Ecuadorean
Congress dismissed Mr. Gutierrez following his attempts to break up the
Ecuadorean Supreme Court, his implementation of harsh economic policies,
and his violent response to the protests
against his rule. Gutierrez has sought
refuge in Brazil, and Ecuador is expected
to call for his return to face trial.

9 ra peVine/hUmOr
Actual Facebook groups
available to Whitworthians:
... Anti-Marriage at Whitworth

Syrian troops have left Lebanon after
29 years, following many ptote~ts
against their presence. Syria has been
under pressure to leave Lebanon after
the assa~sination of the former Prime
Mimster Rafik Hariri, who's death is
strongly believed to have involved
Syrian influence. The Syrian troops in
Lebanon exerted much political influence and were essentially turning the
small nation into a satellite of Syria. The
United Nations supervised the departure
of the 30,000 Syrian troops to make sure
that the pullout was orderly.

World's largest plane
makes maiden flight
There was celebration in France over
the maiden flight of the Airbus A380, theworld's largest passenger plane.
Thousands of spectators cheered the
flight and France's President Jacques
Chirac has called the flight a total success. The A380 is capable of carrying up
to 840 people, and has been called a
major innovation in European aviation
that is expected to play an important role
in the European airline markets.
-Compiled by Gavill Jamiesoll

.... Forrest or Wyma: Our Philosopher Kings
... How Did I End Up In Spokane?
... I Actually Liked High School
... I Just Tried To Ford the River and My Effing Ox
Drowned
... I saw Bill and Patsy Freeman at Red Robin

... August!ne !lnd Calvin were right about
preoestmatlon!

... live Seen Chris Collins In the Shower

... Conservatives Hate Fun

... Whitworth Security it) legit

... Core 250 Fan Club!

... Will Ferrell Is To Comedy as God Is To Creation
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Jackson resigns as department s.hakes up
Academic Affairs
Department loses
two key members,
restructures quickly
Jamie Evans
Staff writer
After serving seven years in the
Academic Affairs, Department Associate
Dean for Academic Affairs Gordon
Jackson has resigned from his current
position and will take a year's unpaid
leave from Whitworth.
In mid-March Jackson informed
Whitworth of his decision to resign.
Beginning in July, Jackson will take a
year off before returning to his tenured
faculty position in the Communication
Studies Department in September 2006.
Jackson's resignation comes amid a
flurry of changes in the Academic Affairs
Department.
Tammy Reid, the Current Vice
President of Academic Affairs, recently
announced her decision to move back to
the English Department. On July 1,2005,
Professor of History and Politics Michael
Le Roy will step in to fill the position
Reid is vacating.
As the upcoming vice president of
Academic Affairs, Le Roy is leading the
search to fill Jackson's vacancy.
Instead of just filling the associate
dean position, the Academic Affairs

Department will be slightly restructured.
"The academic structure for '05-'06
will consist of two part-time associate
deans," Le Roy said.
The Associate Dean of Instruction
(AD!) replaces the associate dean of academic affairs,)ackson's current position.
The Associate Dean for Faculty
Development and Scholarship (ADFD)
replaces the current Director of Faculty
Development posilion, Le Roy said.
Jackson does not feel any major problems will result from the transition.
"I'm confident the faculty will be very
understanding that this is a change and
that any transition will bring new ways of
doing things," Jackson said.
Sharing responsibilities between the
two associate deans will allow them to
remain engaged in the classroom and
keep faculty status, Le Roy said.
It also helps Academic Affairs work on
upcoming projects including accreditation in 2008, construction plans for Ihe
arts and science buildings and implementation of the five-year plan, in a more
focused way, Le Roy said.
Interested faculty have until May 6 10
apply for the new AD( job, a three-year
position officially beginning July 1,
2005, Le Roy said.
The search committee for the position
consists of Vice President for Student
Life Kathy Storm, Professor of History
and Politics Dale Soden, Registrar Gary
Whisenand and Professor of Economics
and Business Brad Sago, Le Roy said.
Le Roy appointed Professor of
Communication Studies Michael Ingram
for the Associate Dean for Faculty
Development and Scholarship' last week.

DUES:

ASWC 2005-2006 Budget
ToIBIBu~ $296.940,00

ContinllEld fr9m page 1

of several changes ahead in the 2005-2006 budget,
which was approved by a 17-1 vote last Wednesday.
The elimination of out-of-pocket dorm dues is
the biggest change.
"We' hfld RDs express some concerns from the
prospective of Student Life saying that dorm dues
were a stress on studenllife," said ASWC Financial
Vice President and senior David Brush. "The first
thing at school they're being asked for $10 - it's
nol a very warm welcome."Before the change, dorm
dues were mandatory, although many students had
no that they did not have to pay Brush said.
Under the new budget, ASWC will pay dorm
dues for each on-campus student. This money will
come from the ASWC student fee that is required of
all full-time undergraduate students.
"It just simplified it a lot and then the dorms had
more to work with for programming," incoming
ASWC Financial Vice President and junior Denise
Hewett said.
ASWC also changed the amount of funding that
some clubs receive.
In order to receive funding, clubs gave a fiveminute presentation on the goals, past accomplishments and future plans of their club to a committee
composed of ASWC members, administrative
agents and students-at-large.
The committee then tries to "look conservatively" at the amount of money each club needs and
determine how much they receive based on the
budget, Brush said. At the end of the budgeting
process, he said, there is usually some sort of discrepancy - either extra money is left over, or there
is not enough to go around.
The commillee then distributes or takes away
money from each club's budget.
"We call it 'playing Satan' and 'playing Santa,'"

Ingram officially begins his new interim
one-year position July 1, 2005, Le Roy
said.
"I look forward to reaping the benefits
of his strong organizational skills, sense
of humor, personal warmth and commitment to serving faculty," Le Roy said in
a faculty e-mail announcing his decision.
In November the search begins to find
a candidate to start a three-year term as
ADFD. By having the terms for both
positions slart at different times, the
deans will not be rotating out at the same
time, Le Roy said.
Le Roy called the task of finding
replacements "challenging," but said
Reid and Jackson's departures should not
create many problems.
"The good news is that their knowledge
doesn't leave the campus," Le Roy said.
Reid and Jackson have bolh been
involved in making sure the changes
occur withoul problems, Le Roy said.
Transitions are not new to the department said Martha Brown the program
coordinator for Academic Affajrs.
"Over that time many changes have
occurred," Brown who has worked in
Academic Affairs since 1993 said. "Each
change brought new challenges, but
some things have and will remain the
same in Academic Affairs. We will conlinue our work 10 maintain the academic
integrity of this institution and to recruit
and support a quality faculty."
For some al Whitworth the need to
deal with filling Jackson's position was
unexpected.
"I was surprised and sad," Le Roy
said. "I was looking forward to working

_ASWC
salaries and
aperatlons
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looks forward to a year off to travel, read, write

and sleep. He has held his current position for
seven years.
with him next year."
For Jackson, it was a decision he had
been considering for some time since he
felt the need to do other things.
"1 think it would be accurate to say [
felt it was time for a change," Jackson
,
said.
The need for Jackson to explore other
areas is understandable, Le Roy said.
Brown was less surprised about
Jackson's decision.
"It has been a pleasure to work with
him," Brown said. "But I know that
changes occur and was not surprised
when he decided that this is the time to
make Ihat change."
During his year off Jackson plans 10
spend his time writing, traveling, reading
and sleeping, he said.
Jackson also said the campus should
know "how extremely glad I am I've had
the chance to spend seven years in this
particular role."
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Leadership class
gets sports teams
and faculty involved
Jessica Davis
Bethany Monroe
Staff writers

The N3y.JC budget was passed last Wednesday.

Brush said.
The committee aimed to have money left over
after the initial budgeting so they can add money to
deserving clubs.
Unfortunately, this did not happen this year.
"This year at the end we said, 'Oh, we gave 100
much away,' so we had to trim a little bit from some
clubs," Brush said. "But I can't see any of them
being particularly upset with what they've been
given ... the amount of funding that we're able to
put into student clubs is amazing."
Changes in Student Life funds were nol the only
changes in the budget.
The new budget will also implement a slight
increase in wages for both administrative and student positions.
"Minimum wage rose," Brush said. "And executive positions are [paid] 30 percent of tuition.
Tuition went up, so the wages went up as a result of
the tuilion increase." The ASWC executive president, vice president and financial vice president will
each earn $6,672 next year.

In the final round of Buc Ball,
the "Faculty Ali-Stars" battled
members of the varsity soccer
learn, edging out a 20-19 victory
April 25. The event was held 10
kick-off the annual fast organized
by the Leadership Studies 350
class.
The LS 350 fast began last
Tuesday wilh 138 students taking
part. Participants' meal cards
were shut off until 4:45 p.m. on
Thursday. The donated Sodexho
meals raised funds to feed widowed, orphaned, disabled and
elderly people in Uganda.
"I didn't really look at it as
fasting," freshman Merrie Scharf
said, "It was marc of me being
able to donate money and meals
that would normally only go to
Saga and I thought Uganda was a
much better cause. I didn'l miss
Ihe Saga meals. It was good to
have a break from them."
Students also donated 1,462
flex dollars.' The flex dollars and
Sodhexo meals combined to raise
enough money to feed approximately 84 people for six monlhs,
surpassing the original goal of
feeding 45 people.
The LS 350 class has been
sponsoring a fund-raising fast for
the past 20 years, but Buc Ball
was a new addition this year.
With a basketball, football, two

soccer balls and 16 players on the
court at once, the lively sport
atlracted more than 70 studentathlete and faculty participants
and at least as many spectators .
"It's just crazy," varsity soccer
player and junior Ashley Troxel
said. "You kind of run around
with your head cut off and try to
do something."
The game was intended to
determine the "best sports team
on campus," but the questionable
practices of a few participants
may have tarnished the tille.
Women's varsity basketball
coach Helen Higgs bent the rules
in order to handle the difficult
assignment of playing goalie
against the varsity soccer team.
"I freely admit that I knocked
the soccer goal down on purpose
so they couldn't score," Higgs
said. "I've never played soccer."
In spite of goal interference,
the score was tied at 19 after the
four-minute championship game.
In a round of sudden death,
where the next point scored won,
track-and-field and cross-country
coach Toby Schwarz caught a
touchdown pass by Professor of
Psychology Jim Waller to win the
game.
"I guess it hurts losing, but
they played well," varsity soccer
player and sophomore Kevin
Bostock sait!o
Although the half-time speaker
on world hunger did nol show up,
freshman Evan Cate made a case
for world hunger by handing out
15 slices of pizza to the spectators. He sa it! that in places such
as Uganda, only a few people get
food while the rest go hungry.
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Graduate~,

speakers prep for commencement

Nicole Brown
Staff writer

Graduating
students have
a plettlora of

activtl¥

Amid a flurry of graduation events coming up
May 13 through 15, students are preparing for a
sentimental goodbye.
"Allhough [ grew up on the South Hill of
Spokane, [ think I'll remember Whitworth as a
second home," senior Stephanie Getman said.
Commencement speakers Anna Schowengerdt,
a 1993 graduate, and current seniors Cale
McPherson and Mary Adolfson will send off the
nearly 500 undergraduates at 3 p.m. May 15 in the
Spokane Arena.
Schowengerdt, who has worked with Catholic
Relief Services since 1998, in Liberia, Uganda,
Iraq and now here in the United States, was
Whitworth's 2003 Recent Alumni Award winner.
Her speech entitled "Lessons Learned," highlight three stories from Liberia, Uganda, and
Indonesia where individuals demonstrated
resilience in overcoming life's struggles with dignity.
McPherson will focus on the importance of having the right perspectives and will also congratulate his fellow seniors on their accomplishments.
Adolfson wants to remind seniors of their personal gifts and talents in hope that God's gifts will
carry them to extraordinary heights in the future.
In addition to the graduation ceremony,
Commencement Week will include an ROTC

Commissioning Service May 11 at 2 p.m. in the
Music Recital Hall to celebrate participants'
transition from ROTC to commissioned officers
in the United Stales Army.
A reception honoring Continuing Studies students will be held May 13 at 6 p.m. in the Cafe.
A Communion and Commissioning Service will
be held at 8:30 p.m. that day in Cowles
Memorial Auditorium. This worship service
includes faculty and students reflecting on their
Christian faith experience, as well as the opportunity to pray for the members of the graduating
class.
The Senior Art Exhibit will be open May 14 at
11 a.m. in the Fine Arts Building's Koehler
Gallery and HUB. That day a buffet for graduates,
family and friends will be served in the Sodexho
Dining hall at 11:45 a.m. The cost is $6.50 per person and tickets will be sold at the event.
A Senior Honors Recital featuring musical performances will also be held that day at 3 p.m. in
the Music Recital Hall.
That evening, the Senior Reflections
Entertainment and Dessert in Cowles Memorial
Auditorium will start at 8 p.m. The event is open
to seniors, their parents and friends. The cost is $7
per person, though seniors get in for free.
All are invited to enjoy a showcase of senior talent, followed by dessert and lime for visiting in the
HUB. A portion of the ticket price supports the
Class of 2005 Senior Fund and gift.

The Baccalaureate Service will be held May 15
at 10 a.m. in the Fieldhouse. Later that day, a lunch
for graduates, their families and friends will be
held in the Sodexho Dining hall. The cost is $6.50
per person.
Students will line up in the Spokane Arena at
2: 15 p.m., 45 minutes prior to the ceremony. The
Arena is located al 720 West Mallon Avenue.
Commencement for undergraduate degree candidates will begin at 3 p.m. at the Spokane Arena
with open seating for attendees. Free childcare
will be available at the arena during the ceremony.
There will be a fee for parking in the arena parking lot.
Before all of these events take place students
need to receive a clearance slip to pick up their cap
and gown.
Cap and gown clearance slips are available in
Student Accounts, McEachran Hall.
Cap and gown pickup will be in the HUB this
Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. and
Thursday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Students are
reqUIred to have a clearance slip to pick up their
cap and gown.
Students with a loan from Whitworth will also
need to schedule an exit interview with the business office and obtain a clearance form prior to
cap and gown pick up.
If the loan is a Perkins Loan, arrange an exit
interview with Joanna Scott at ext. 4323 in the
Business Office.
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World summary: Eight eventful months
Eric Fredriksen
Staff writer

September

.'

J'
t,

"'Hurricanes Ivan and Jeanne terrorized
Florida leaving death and destruction in
their wake. [van and Jeanne were blamed
for 54 deaths in the United States and
thousands more in the surrounding
Caribbean countries. The storms left millions homeless and cost the United States
billions of dollars.
"'Militants took over a school in Russia,
taking 354 people hostage. The hostage
situation ended with 330 deaths, 172 of
them children.

October
.

,

"'Scott Peterson was found guilty of
killing his wife and unborn child and was
sentenced to death.
"'The Federal Emergency Management
Agency granted $3.17 billion to aid the
victims of the Florida hurricanes.
"'A 9.0 earthquake in ,southern Asia
caused a senes of tsunamis devastating
land masses in the Indian Ocean and
killing tens of thousands of people.

November

January

Continued from page 1
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December

.The presidential race between
Democrat nominee John Kerry and incumbent George W. Bush became tighter.
There was no clear-cut favorite and it was
feared that there would be a repeat of the
2000 election fiasco,
"'The Boston Red Sox-broke the "curse
of the Bambino" and won the World
Series, beating the New York Yankees on
their way. The Red Sox had not won the
World Series since 1918.

POPE:
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... Bush won the presidential election by
more than 3 million votes.
"'The war in Iraq continued as U.S.
forces laid siege to the city of Fallujah.
This critical attack gave the American and
Iraqi governments an advantage over
rebels)n the city. More than 1,000 rebels
were killed and 200 were caplure~ in the
..
strike.
"'Former Palestinian prime minister
Yasser Arafat passed away at the age of 75
after a massive organ failure. Palestine
scrambled to find their next leader.
"'President
Bush
appointed
Condoleezza Rice as secretary of State following Colin Powell's resignation. Rice is
the first black woman to hold the position.

well-known among students.
Junior Erika Johnson told a
story of Heller catching her
umbrella in a car door during a
Jan Term trip to Europe.
"One time, when we were in
Taize, [France], Karin's umbrella unexpectedly got stuck in a
car door," Johnson said. "Some
unintelligible words came out of
her mouth as she tried to get the
door open and her umbrella out.
We all asked her what she was
saying. She replied, 'That was
my ninth language! '"
l'leller hopes to use her connections with current Catholic
leaders to provide her students
with unique opportunities and
interaction with prominent individuals during her next travels.
She has already begun pursuing the potential for her students
to attend a geneml audieoce with

the Pope.
"I'm sure Pope Benedict XVI
will welcome us at the Vatican,"
Heller said. "I wrote him a letter
the day he was elected and told
him I would come with
Whitworth students."
Heller's personal relationship
with Catholic authorities extends
also to Cardinal Philip Barbarin,
Archbishop of Lyon, France.
Overall, Heller is in support of
Pope Benedict XV I 's goals.
"One of his major calls to realize is ecumenism," Heller said.
"He wants to bring Christians
close to him."
She also recognizes him as
"one of the most brilliant theologians we have in the RomlLll
Catholic Church right now."
Heller suggested the newlyappointed pope be judged by the
American tradition of 100 days
of gra~e given to newly-elected
presidents. After this time, the
emphasis of his papacy will be
more apparent.

... President Bush was sworn in for his
second term as president.
"'The relief effort was in full force for
victims of the tsunami. Thousands of charity groups and governments gave billions
of dollars to help the victims rebuild their
country.

February

choice of whether or not to remove the
tube. Schiavo died after two weeks without the tube.
... A massive 8.7 earthquake shook
Indonesia and killed hundreds of people
and destroyed many buildings. The earthquake was a blow to local relief efforts
because it was the same area ravaged by
Ihe massive tsunami in· December. '

... Iraq held their first democratic elections. There was an overwhelming turnout
with more than 58 percent of voters casting a ballot.
"'Former Lebanese Prime Minister
Rafik Har~ri was assassinated by a car
bomb.
"'Israel released 500 Palestinian prisoners as a sign of goodwill between the two
countries .
"'Suicide bombings continued almost
daily in Iraq, killing Iraqi policemen and
U.S. soldiers.
"'Pope John Paul II died at the age of
84. Millions of mourners traveled to Rome
to pay their respects to the Pope who
served 27 years.
"'Terry Schiavo had her feeding tube
removed after the Florida Supreme Court
decided that her husband could make the

... Eric Rudolph, the terrorist who set off
a bomb at the 1996 Olympic Games in
Atlanta, was sentenced to four life sentences for killing two people in his multiple bombings.
"'Seventy-eight-year-old
Joseph
Ratzinger was named the new Pope of the
Catholic Church. Ratzinger will serve under
the name Pope Benedict XVI. He is the oldest man to be named Pope this century.

CLARIFICATION
In last week's issue of The Whitworthian, an
article titled "Trustees give nod to plan,"
quoted President Bill ~obinson as saying,
"Schools that fit our profile have named
themselves 'colleges.'" The quote should
have read: "Schools that fit our profile have
named themselves 'universities.'"

Her Catholic background is
unique to Whitworth professors.
She related this to Benedict XVI's
goals of uniting Christians.
"I am indebted to the disciples
of Calvin because they offered
me a place to live, to work and to I~~[@g

pr~~e~elle~~~id. teaching

at

Whitworth
or the
guest
lecturing,
Heller
enjoys
view
of the
Spokane Falls and the food at
Clinkerdagger's in downtown
Spokane.
However, she still misses the
French bread that Americans
continuously fail in their attempts
to recreate, she said.
Her attachment to European
foods has made Heller's dinner
parties famous alllong her col-
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McGonigal has compared her
dinners to a glimpse into heaven.
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Student excels In science
Sophomore Ashley Gibbs receives the Barry M. Goldwater
scholarship for her work in physics and biochemistry.
page 6
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'Runningwith
( ' I have a specific meaning 0/ each painting,
bill it's not important to me that everyone
knows that exact meaning. To JJle, it's ",ore
interesting ifYOII have levels 0/ meaning.
-

Senior art major
pystal Walker takes
another look at her
self portrait, titled
"Closet," at the
Senior Art Exhibit
opening last
Tuesday even"ing.
Seniors display several of their best
pieces in the eXhibit,
called "Running with
Scissors," as a culmination of their college art career.

Marco Tulluck
Semor mid drl nJo/0r

Senior artists
break all the
rules in exhibit
Megan Blank
Staff writer

W

hen you were .
younger, runmng
with scissors was a

big no-no~" Mom, dad or

teacher probably asked you
- maybe multiple times to carry scissors with the
point facing down and to
walk.
But as the year wraps up, the graduating art majors are taking their scissors
and running as fast as they can.
The Senior Art Exhibition this year IS
titled "Running With Scissors," a name
chosen by the graduating class.
"Artists rarely obey rules, stay away

from danger or do what is expected of
them," ...enior art major Katie Ghering.
"We've all taken the chance of being
labeled 'crazy, starving artists' because
we have a passion for what we do. We
have something to say to the world
through our art, and sometimes that
means we must 'run with scissors.'"
For the opening exhibit last Tuesday;
Ghering and art major Tanya Johnson, a
senior, dressed in all black with large
scissors made of foil opened in an angelwing style taped to their backs for the
opening of the exhibillast Tuesday.
"Many friends, but also parents, family
friends and faculty come for the opening
and also for the closing," Associate
Professor of Art Barbara Filo said.
The art building was crowded and hot
as people milled around, enjoying
refreshments find looking at the variety of
work on display.
"I came because two of my very good

friends are art majors," senior Ellyn
Wilhelm said. "I find it really interesting
that everyone is takmg a different
approach, which I guess is what art is
really about - helping people see the
world through their perspective."
The Koehler Gallery in the Fine Arts
Building hosts self-portraits, ranging from
a life-size painting of a closet to pairs of
jeans worn by the artists while working.
Each person's contributIOn is accompanied by an artist's statement.
"They, in some way, reveal the personality or intent of the artist," Filo said.
Each artist submitted approximately two
to six pieces of their best work for the
show, which arc displayed in both the
Koehler Gallery and the Cafe.
Stained glass, oil, acrylic, prints and
concrete, rebar and plaster are some of
the media used. Subjects range from
houses to people to trees to more abstract
works. Even more diverse arc the mean-

ings behind the pieces.
Senior art major Marco Tulluck has six
pieces of art on display in the show, most
of which are more on the abstract side.
He uses his art to make statements about
society or to portray things that are meaningful to him. His art includes such
objects as flowers, castles, stick figures,
realistic-looking people and shapes.
"For me, I'm trying to juxtapose lots of
different things and styles together,"
Tulluck said. ") think when you do that it
forces the viewer to make connections
and look for meaning."
One of his paintings, an untitled work
currently in the Cafe, contains a man
painted in black and white holding half of
a nude mannequin painted in color. There
is a goat in the lower left corner, a stick
figure and some houses in the lower right
and a sun in the top left. While to some
See
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Cultures mingle at BSU's 'CoHon Club'
Soul Pood Dinner shares
black culture with campus

formances by freshman Denise Randle and sophomore
Bobby Walston. Other entertainment included a poetry
reading and a slideshow presentation about the Harlem
Renaissance.
Members of the BSU hold the annual Soul Food dinErika Prins
ner to educate the rest of the campus about black culture
Staff writer
and history.
"The Soul Food Dinner is a very practical and fun
The Black Student Union (BSU) held its annual Soul way for the BSU to reach our goals," said freshman
Food Dinner last Friday night, giving students a taste of Yazmin Valdez, who helped put the dinner together.
black culture and history through both food and enter- "Some of our goals include promoting African
tainment and transforming the Cafe into the "Cotton American cultural awareness, meaning past and present,
Club."
as welI as looking to the future."
The BSU served fried chicken, collard greens, macaStudents who attended enjoyed experiencing and
roni and cheese, salad, cornlearning about black culture,
bread and peach cobbler with ice
because it is present on the
cream for dessert. The food was
Whitworth campus.
prepared by Stephaine "Mama"
{( Some our goals inc/ude promot"It was cool to have students be
Beans, Ministry and Multicultural
able
to share their culture and the
ing
African
American
CHltllral
Affairs Coordinator.
things
that are familiar to them
The buffet-style meal gave aJvareness, meaning past and present,
that you don't see usually," junior
those who attended a chance to
as well as looking into the flltllre. H Sage Miller said.
try new dishes.
Learning about other students'
Yazmin Valdez,
"Some of [the dishes} I'd had
ji-nlmltJ/J
background and culture helped
before, but the collard greens
Stout understand her peers better.
were something I'd never had
"I got to see a different side of
before," said senior Heather
my friends," she said.
Stout. "I liked it, it was really
Valdez said the BSU wanted to
good."
The theme of the evening was "Harlem Renaissance," involve the entire campus community.
"The soul food dinner also helps us engage the campus
with music performed by the Gospel Choir and solo per·

0/

Nal, Ch.,r/Wln/Wor,hiaw

The Whitworth Gospel Choir, directed by Sha'nay McQulrter, performs at last Frlday's Black Student UnIon Soul Food Dinner. The
group performed several songs. The theme of the annual event
was "Harlem Renaissance" and Included both a buffet"style
meal, music performances and a slldeshow presentation about
the Harlem Renaissance.

and the community," Vasquez said. "Everyone is invited.
Creating and promoting the event helps provide students,
not just black students, with an opportunity to learn, share
and be proud of a culture that is not well-represented on
this campus."
To close the evening, Walston led the singing of the
Black National Anthem, saying that this song is the
anthem of "all people," because everyone has experienced
suffering and trials.
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Science pays off for Gibbs

SCISSORS:
Continued from page 5
this might be offensive, Tulluck hopes people will look deeper.
"I'm commenting on superficial relationships as a social problem," Tulluck said.
He hopes his work will lead people 10
consider what he might be trying to say
without making snap judgements based on
the content of the paintings.
"I have a specific meaning of each painting but it's not important to me that everyone knows that exact meaning," Tulluck
said. "To me it's more interesting if you have
levels of meaning. It's interesting to have
something to think aboul."
Senior Shelly Williams, another art major,
described her feelings about the show as
being a relief.
"It's just such a good feeling to have it all
complete and up and to celebrate with
friends and family." Williams said.
When the art exhibition is taken down
May 14 there will be another celebration.
"Next to the actual graduation ceremony,
that is a very big time of closure." Filo said.
"Most art students spend an enonnous
amount of time in the art building. When the
show comes down, that is the transition out
of college life."
.
Though the seniors have taken the chance
to run with scissors and accepted the title of
being a "crazy, starving artist" as Ghering
said, Filo is confident all of the graduating
seniors will be successful.
"We have students who actually make a
living doing art," Filo said. "I haven't heard
of any starving graduates."

Shannon Blackburn
Staff writer
Sophomore Ashley Gibbs is breaking ground.
Gibbs, a double major in biochemistry and physics, has been
chosen to receive one of the 2005 Barry M. Goldwater
Scholarships, the second Whitworth student in three years to
receive the scholarship.
The Goldwater Scholarship was created in 1986 and has
helped finance the ever-rising prices of tuition, books, fees and
room-and-board for qualified students who ,have "outstanding
potentia!."
The scholarship is awarded nationally, and the goal is to help
entice students to enter and pursue vital and much-needed jobs
in the studies of mathematics, the natural sciences, engineering
or research in medicine. Winners must have been nominated by
a professor and will receive an annual maximum stipend of
$7,500 a year.
Assistant Professor of Physics John Larkin nominated Gibbs.
"It's such a honor," Gibbs said. "So many qualified people
around the U.S. are nominated."
She is one of 320 students who received the scholarship, out
of a pOOl of nearly 1,100 students nationwide.
Gibbs. who is Spokane native, hopes to enter the field of biomedical engineering and work on cancer research, treatments
and imaging.
"I see cancer as prevalent problem," Gibbs said. "I had two
classmates die from cancer in high-school. It prompted me to
study it."
.'
Although only a sophomore, Gibbs has logged many noteworthy hours in cancer research.
Last summer she had an internship at Whitworth with Larkin.
This summer she will be in California at the Stanford Research
Institute as a paid intern for 12 weeks.
"['II be doing research with cancer imaging, which is really
neat," Gibbs said. "They have been dealing with optics for the
last two years and I'll continue doing research. Plus, it will be

CsnJ,.. DI11IiJIW~

Sophomore Ashley Gibbs, a double major in physics and biochemistry,
WOfks with an OSCilloscope, a circuit board (a.k.a. breadbOard) and a
robot she is building for one of her classes. Gibbs was recently awarded the Barry M. Goldwater scholarship, a national scholarship for
mathematiCS, natural sciences, engineering or research in medicine.

nice to get away from Spokane for a while."
Gibbs had no idea that she wanted to go into such a field
until her high-school physics teacher sparked her interest.
Then, as a senior in high school, she took calculus II and III
at Whitworth.
Gibbs is a minority in the Physics Department at Whitworth
- there are only three women declared as physics majors. But
Gibbs is not in the least bit intimidated.
"While I do hang out with some of chemistry girls, it feels
normal being in classes with the majority being boys," she said.
Her plans after Whitworth are up in the air.
"We'll see," she said. "Graduate work and possibly a Ph.D
in biomedical engineering of biophysics."

Bonner program puts students in midst of poverty
Megan Rieger
Staff writer
hey see the bruised faces of those
who would rather be homeless than
hurt again.
They smell the boys who are finding
their food in dumpsters.
They hear the lock on the shelter gate
open and close.
They guide the hands of the mentally ill
who engage in arts and crafts.
They taste the sawdust of newly-cut
boards as they build houses.
Meet the Bonner Leaders, a group of
students who encounter the face of poverty every week at their work sites.
From advocacy to youth development,
students in the Bonner Leaders Program
do a wide range of service-related work
with non-profit organizations and learn
auout themselves as a result.
"I really like how it's opened my eyes to
poverly and impoverishment in general,"
sophomore Rachel Lynde said. "I've just
grown up in a comfort zone, always having my needs provided for. I've never been
around other families who do have to deal
with those things."
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The first cohort of five students in 2002 Courses included training in community with the non-profit organizations they
paved the way for 30 more to become part development and culfural diversity is~ues.
want to help.
of the service-learning based program.
Senior Colleen Smith, April's Servant of
"One thing that can be a positive and
To qualify, students must be eligIble for the Month, feels the Bonner Leaders - negative thing about the program' is you
federal work-study and make a two-year Program is allowing her to pursue her voca- kind of choose your own hours. So if you're
commitment.
tional interests as a sociology major interest- busy, it's easy to put it off," Lynde said.
"You have to be responsible to get enough
First-year
Bonner
ed in child advocacy.
Leaders. explore the
"I've been able to make hours in to make the job worthwhile."
many ways poverly
Because the Bonn~r Program is a recent
contacts in the communiexpresses itself by work- U I realfy like hOll' it opened ty, get some first-hand addition to Whitworth, the program is being
ing at non-profit agenexperience, and just have modified as more students learn about it.
nry ryes to poverry ... I've a chance to pmctice what
"For people who truly have the desire to
cies. Second-year students concentrate their J"S! abllqys grown
in a I'm learning in my class- get involved in the Spokane community, I
es," Smith said.
aid on one non-profit
would recommend it. I also think the course
cOlJifort ZOlle. "
organization in a state
Smith facilitates "club is in its beginning stages, and [ think over
Rachel Lynde,
work-study position.
night" at Youth for time, it will grow and develop into its full
JopboHlore BOimen l.-t(/der
Bonner
Leaders
Christ.
potential," sophomore Brianna Warren said.
receive reimbursement
In his second year of
More than 50 institutions nationwide
the Bonner Leaders pro- operate a form of the Bonner program.
for their time spent in
community and may
senior
Billy University of Idaho, Central Washington
gram,
also earn an AmeriCorps
Gaines says developing University and Portland State University
education award to help payoff loans or relationships with the less privileged is an are lImong the Bonner Leader schools in
tuition expenses.
eye-opening experience.
the Northwest region.
"It gives us a chance to serve the com"It's shown me how I can use my educaInterested students should contact Keith
munity and work at the same time," soph- tion to serve and what I enjoy about doing Kelley, the Bonner Leaders Program
omore Jessica King said.
that and how to apply it," he said. "It's chal- Director to learn more about the program
Bonner Leaders also participate in class- lenged me to be humble and think of others." at kkelley@whitworth.edu. Applications
es meant to supplement the experiences
In the course of the two-year program, are currenll y being accepted for next
they have with non-profit agencies. Bonner Leaders set up their own schedule year's cohort.
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Student advances in
local 'Atnerican Idol'
Jen Morris
Staff writer
Junior Alyssa Calselta is from
Missoula, Mont. and is majoring
in elementary education. But
that's not all.
She also happens to have one
of the region's most amazing
voices.
Perhaps you've seen the commercials on TV for the Inland
Northwest's own version of
"American Idol," called "Gimme
the MIKE!," which is sponsored
by KHQTV
More than 500 contestants
from the Spokane, Tri-Cities and
Yakima areas auditioned for the

)
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competition. Three judges narrowed it down to 20 semifinalists, including Calsetta.
"Ever since I was little, people
just knew r could sing," Calsetta
said.
Since she was five years old
she has loved music. During high
school she took private voice lessons at the University of
Montana.
"My specialty is opera. I fell in
love with Italian opera and am
trained in opera performance,"
Ctmrit!1 rif Air,," Cobtll"
CalseUa said.
JUnior Alyssa Calsetta Will be a "witd
After passing the first round of card" contestant on the local talent
culs and making their way to the search show "Gimme the MIKEl,"

See IDOL ~ page 7
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which Will air live on KHQ Channel 6
May 8 at 6:30 p.m .

self
storage
AT WANDERMERE

For WhitWorth Student we are offering indoor 5x 10
dunng summer for 39.00 a month nonnally they rent for
49.00. We believe your efforts at school are deserving of
a break in rent and hope you take advantage of our offer.

OPEN DAILY'; Easy access
MON-SAT 10:00-6:00'; Month to month tenns
SUN 11 :00-5:00
Phone

465-2788

.;
.;

.;

State of the art security
Coded entry
24 hour video surveillance

./ Visa-MasterCard accepted

12015 N Division Street
Spokane, Washington 99218
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Summer

Continued from page 6
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Ditching Spokane's summer doldrums
Allison Carr
Philip Atkins
Slaff writers
Soon summer will be in full swing. If
you're staying in Spokane for the summer rather than going anywhere cool,
we have a few pointers.
Staying in Spokane for the summer
doesn't mean you have to stay .in
Spokane for the summer. Check out
Southwest Airlines online (iflyswa.com)
for "Funfares" that can provide a great
opportunity for you to get out of town
for a few days with some of that money
from your summer job.
Ifyou'd rather not go the distance, try
a vacation in your own backyard. Two
summers ago, a bold Whitworth ian by
the name of Haley Dove purchased a
kiddy pool to soak in on hot summer
days. It was perfect for winding down
with a few friends and the Postal
Service.
But if you don'\ have a backyard, fear
not. We have compiled a list of the top
places to see and be seen this summer in
and around Spokane.

1) Coeur d'Alene, i.e. "The Lake."
Here you will find lots of hot people in
swim wear and, as a member of the
Hotness Pact, you will fit right in.
If you're looking for somewhere a bit
more secluded (perhaps because you
slacked on your end of the Hotness Pact)
try Bear Lake, where drifting drink in
hand is the mo!.! popular pa!.time.
2) The Elk patio. The Elk in Brown's
Addition is probably the best summer
hang-out in town. One of the best parts
of summer is that afternoon drinking is
entirely acceptable, so feel free to order
a pitcher and play the your-team game
with your friends.
3) The Rockwood Bakery. Rockwood
is on the South Hill, right across the
street from Manito Park. You can easily
grab a non-fat latll~ and stroll through
the park, looking for ducks and single
men. Generally, ·Spokane offers great
parks, and Manito is probably the best
of the bes!.
4) Riverfront Park. Riverfront is the
site of Pig Out in the Park, the Spokane
summer event that focuses on that alJimportant activity: eating. Here you can

find a huge variety of tasty, cheap food.
for days and days.
Note: Downtown Spokane is also
home of Hoopfest, not to be confused
with Pig Out in lhe Park. Iloopfest is a
weekend-long basketball tournament in
June, during which the entirety of downtown becomes wholJy populated with
people from Montana. All the slreets are
blocked off with basketball hoops and
straight men. Yuck. Steer clear.
5) Whitworth. If you don't have a
position as a conference assistant, it's
too late to get one. But this job is just
full to the brim with fun, fun, fun.
We heard that CA's get to wake up at
4 a.m. and work all day with teenage
basketball players and business people,
all this while living in your very own
(still dry) dorm rbom!
Be sure to apply next year so next
summer you won't miss out.
Well, kids, this is the end. This year
has been really grea ... well it's been a
year. For the last time, we are Philip and
Allison, one year and one Core class
wiser, looking forward to a summer of
fun being 21.
.

SE RV Espoflighf/servant of the month
pie, Smith takes them to coffee shops, worship services or has
sleepovers at the ministry house.
«f fove these kids and living in this neighborhood," she said.
Currently YFC is looking for four new girls to move into
the house for next year. If you would like an application or
want to know more contact Mary Scheuerman at the Youth for
Christ office by calling 327-7721 or e-mailing her at
mscheuerma n@spokaneyfc.org.
"I would recommend this opportunity to students at
Whitworth," Smith said. "Many &tudents never see this part of
Spokane and YFC allows you to be a part of it everyday."
Although Smith will no longer be living in the house next
year, she plans to continue living in the neighborhood and volunteering for YFC. SERVE congratulates Smith on being
May's Servant of the Month.
May God continue to give Smith and all the volunteers of
YFC the passion to serve these un-reached children and ·introduce them to the message of salvation through Jesu& Christ.

Alise Delzell
Guest writer
Senior Colleen Smith was nominated for servant of the
month for her amazing commitment to Youth for Christ. Youth
for Christ is a Ministry House located in'the heart of West
Central Spokane.
By living in the community, Smith is able to invest her time,
talents and energy in a place she calls "home." By shopping,
playing, going to church and living in the same vicinity a!. those
she ministers to, she believes that YFC can and will make a positive impact on young people and families in the neighborhood.
YFC asks students to live in the ministry house for at least
a year. Most students volunteer 10 hours per week, but some,
like Smith, do more. Smith's small group consists of sixthgrade girls from Holmes Elementary.
Smith talks about Christianity with her girls while creating
a fun environment that they want to participate in. For exam-

attra ctio nsdistractions/this week

Theatre Festival of One Acts Jazz Combo Performance
Siage II
Cafe
7 p.m.
4:30 p.m.

i Stage II 7 p.rn.

I

Weslminster Courtyard
11 :30 a.m.
Script reading
Weslmlnster Courtyard
4 p.m.
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I Broadway Unbound
Auditorium
8 p.m.

Handbell Concert
Seeley Mudd Chapel
4 p.m.

cityhighlights
in Spokane

Literary magazine reading
Whitworth's literary publication, Script, will
have a free reading this Friday at 4 p.m. in the
Westminster Courtyard.
Authors published in the edition will read their
work or excerpts from it.
Script is a literary magazine published each
spring by students ill the English Department. It
includes poetry, fiction, creative non-fiction, crit\ ical essay. and art pieces.
I,
Refreshments will be provided, and copies of
this year's publication will be available for purchase.
The English Department will also have their
annual HoI Dog and Book Sale Friday in the
Westminster Courtyard at II :30 a.m.

ITheatre Festival of One Acts Hot Dog and Book Sale

Senior Athletes Awards
Thealre Festival of One Acts Quail Hall 7 p.m.
Great Decisions Lecture
Robinson Teaching Theatre Stage II
7 p.m.
String Orchestra Concert
7:30 p.m.
Music ReCital Hall 7:30 p.m.
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semi-finals, the "Gimme the MIKEl" contestants
were given the opportunity to make a demo track
of their songs at the Que 11 recording studio.
They were also made up by Strata Salon stylists.
Then they competed against one another in
groups of four, 011 live TV, at the Northern Quest
Casino. Calsella planned to sing "The Colors of
the Wind" from Disney's Pocahontas. However,
there was just one problem: "I woke up that
morning with no voice!" Calsella said.
She sang despite her drawback but was not
chosen by the judges to move ahead to the next
round.
Fortunately, she still had a chance. Online voters were able to choo!.e their favorite cut contestants. The online winner from each group was
granted a spot in the wildcard competition - a
final chance that will allow one more singer to
move on to the finals.
"I got almost 90 percent of the votes online,"
Calsetta said.
She won a wildcard spot.
"From all this I've learned that you can't take
opportunities for granted even if they seem minor.
It's a reality check," Calsetla said.
Family has been an important parI of Calselta 's
lite.
"They are my biggest supporters," she said. "I
get in a crazy 'I hate everybody' mood before I
sing, but they support me. They are what keep me
going. And my church - they don't even care if I
sing well! It makes you realize that something
you have is bigger than you think it is. You could
be what made someone's day."
Calsetta hopes to someday become a highschool choir instructor.
"I've always been inspired by my teachers,"
she said. "I love teaching and I love kids - they
are the two passions in my life. I want to do for
kids what my teachers did for me."
For now, Calsetta is preparing her next song as
~he awaits the wildcard competilion.
You can catch the performance May 8 at 6:30
p.m. It will air live on KHQ channel 6.

; Last day for course wlthII drawal
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Final exams begin

,
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Mae at the Big Dipper
Mae, who have just released their sophomore
album "The Everglow," will be [llaying at the
Big Dipper Sunday May 22 al 7 p.m.
Their first album, "Destination: Beauliful,"
wa!-o released in 2003 and has sold over 70,000
copies.
The five member band, whose name is an
acronym for Multisensory Aesthetic Experience,
have to!lrcd with bands lrom Simple Plan to
Something Corporate.
The Academy Is ... and Jamison Parker will be
playing with Mae.
Tickets are $8 in advance and can be purchased at licketswest.com. They will also be sold
for $1 () at the door.
The Big Dipper is located at 171 S.
Washington.
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From left to right: Freshman Michael Madison, sophomore Michael Novasky and freshman David Dixon watch a movie last Wednesday in Dixon's room on 2nd South
MOVies and hanging out together are common pastimes in the dorms.
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Warren Hall
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Sophomore
Beau Pugh
crochets
outside
Warren last
Thursday,
soaking In
last week's
sunny weather and catching up on one
of his favorite
pastimes.
Chru Colu!J!!
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The Chachies, an intramural ultimate Frisbee team, meet during halftime In
the challenge league championship game against the Disc Jockeys last
Sunday in the Moon Bowl. With the Loop closed all spring, ultimate Frisbee
games were forced to be played in the Moon Bowl. The DISC Jockeys went
on to win the match.

Junior Rhys Birky cruises on his longboard Sunday afternoon while carryrng a
replica of a ninja sword wrapped in a towel. Students use longboards, skateboards, scooters and bikes for transportation around campus,

Sodexho employee Vonda
serves up a burger in the
Cafe on Wednesday. As the
year winds down, students
are raiding the Cafe and other
venues to use up their Flex
dollars.

Three "Ninja Turtles" -(from left to right) fresh·
mell Luke Stocker as
"Donatello: Bryan Clarke
as "Leonardo," and Josh
McDowell as "Raphael" sit in a Core 150 lecture
last Friday In Weyerhaeuser
Hall's Robinson Teaching
Theater. The new teaching
theater has helped alleviate the cramped Core lee·
tures in the Chapel last
year. It was unclear why the
students dressed up as
Ninja Turtles.
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Junior Erika Johnson
dives onto a mattress
dUring a Stewart
Pnmetime last Saturday.
Johnson was attempting
to make her way through
an obstacle course
-Freshman Kurt Vancil set
the obstacle course's
record time by finishing
the course In one minute
and 44 seconds. Stewart
and other dorms host
Primetime activities for
two or three hours every
evening.
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Freshman Amy Schlilaty reads ·Shadow of the Almighty· for
Introduction to Christian Faith last Sunday in the Cowles Memorial
Library. Students frequently use the niche corners of the library to find
a quiet reading or studying spot.

Senior Aaron Crosby practices with his teammate,
senior Peter Johnson (not
pictured), last Sunday In
the Moon Bowl. Crosby and
Johnson were preparing for
the Intramural ultimate
Frisbee power league
championship match after
winning their semi·final
match earlier that day.
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Baseball bounces back
After dropping two games to Central, the Bucs
battle back to knock PLU out of playoffs.
Sports, page 11

The

1IIuc
Breakdown

Griffry still
not a lock
Colin Storm
Staff writer
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Last Saturday, Ken Griffey Jr.
hit his first home run since July 8,
2004, ending the longest home
run drought of his career and
leaving many to speculate
whether he'll be in the Hall of
Fame.
No, he won't.
At least, in my mind, he won't
- mainly because of what he has
done on the field. Yes, Griffey
was a very good player for part of
the '90's. He even won the
"Player of the Decade" award.
But he did not deserve that
award, nor should he be in the
Hall of Fame when he hangs up
the spikes.
His exuberant personalIty has
led him to gain attention from our
generation. He started the backwards hat trend, he was always
smiling and did a great amount of
work for underprivileged kids in
Seattle. But if you look at the
stats, they don't translate into a
"lock" for the HaIL
Griffey's best years were from
1991 to 1994, when he hit anywhere between .308 and .327,
very good years by anyone's standards. But, in 1993 Griffey's
strikeouts-to-hits ratio was below
2:1. Griffey only hit above .300
two more times after 1994 and
those were only by a few points
(.303 in 1996 and .304 in 1997).
To say he was the best player in
the game for the 1990s is a complete and utter lie. Barry Bonds,
Frank Thomas, Mark McGwire,
Sammy Sosa, Juan Gonzalez, Mo
Vaughn and "Pudge" Rodriguez
all had arguably better decades.
That doesn't even account for
pitchers.
Griffey left Seattle for
Cincinnati, Ohio in hopes of continuing to have a solid career, one
that was on track for the Hall of
Fame. However, he has been
plagued by injuries so much that
he hasn't even come close to
playing a full season. He hasn't
balted above .286 since 1997 and
twice in his career he's had more
strikeouts than hits.
All of Griffey's success as a
home-run hiller 'came because of
the short porch in right field in
the Kingdome.
To add insult to injury, Griffey
never once led the Mariners to
anything more than winning a
wild card series. Besides the onegame playoff against the Angels
or the series against the Yankees
with the 0-2 comeback, can you
remember even one playoff series
where the M's had success? No
wonder there still isn't an
American League Champions
banner hanging in Safeco Field.
Adding this all up, I don't think
Griffey is a lock for the Hall of
Fame, nor should he be. Griffey
will will always be remembered
for, as Ilubie Brown says, "his
tremendous upside."

The Whitworth
men's golf team
poses for a picture
after capturing the
2005 NWC championship. The Pirates
overcame a oneshot defICit to Win.

Golf capture. NWC title
Jonathan Gerig
Staff writer
In only its second year as a varsity program,
the men's golf team won its first Northwest
Conference title last week at Tokatee Golf
Club in Blue River, Ore.
The Pirates shot a final-round 295 to overcome a one-shot deficit to two-time defending
champion Willamette University in the tournament's final round. Whitworth finished with a
three-round total of 895, followed by
Willamette's 898.
Linfield College and Pacific Lutheran
University tied for third place with team score!!
of 912.
"We were the deepest team in the league
and it really showed this week," head coach
Warren Friedrichs said.
The Pirates had four players shoot three
round totals of under 230.

Freshman Andrew Parrott shot the fmal day's
best score, 71, to lead the comeback. Senior
Mike Van Wingerden shot a 73 and fre!>hman
Jordan Carter added a 7?.. Seniors Joe Finley
and Scott Kramer both 'shot 76 for Whitworth.
Van Wmgerden finished third individually
with a score of 220, joining Parrot, who tied
for fifth with a score of 223, as the only Pirates
to be named to the All-Northwest Conference
team. Willamette seniors Rio Kuteria (215)
and Kris Hunt (217) finished first and second
in the tournament, respectively.
NWC Coach of the Year Friedrichs credits
the leadership of his seniors for his team's success this season.
"I knew Joe and Scott from Spokane CC and
they were the two kids that really got this program going," Friedrichs said. "They helped get
Mike back on board and were good leaders the
past two seasons."
-'
"We have a very talented class of sopho-

The 2005
Northwest
Champions
Men's Golf trophy Sits on diSplay. Whitworth
won the championship with a
three round
team score of

895.
Courl'5o!
Mm}Golf

mores and freshman that will make up our
team next year, they will be young and we will
see if we can get some leadership from the
group," Friedrichs said of the next season.

Dickey, others try for nationals
Track and field runs,
jumps for last chance
Katy Clark
Sta!!writer
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Freshman Ben Spaun hopes to qualify for the
National track and field meet over the next couple weeks. Spaun placed fourth In the 400 hurdles at the NWC championship two weeks ago.

The first of four' Last Chance Meets
was held at Spokane Falls Community
College last Snturday.
Sophomore Brandon Howell placed
third in the 800-meter run with a time of
1:52.89 and senior Kristofer Sauer took
eight finishing with a time of 1:55.13.
Freshman Ben Spaun, nationals hopeful, place fourth in the 4oo-n1eter hurdles
with a time of 56.03 seconds.
Sophomore Suzy Viducich grabbed
second place in the women's high.
Viducich's best jump measured 5'3".
Junior Dacia MurilIQ placed 11 th in the
women's disclls throw with a toss of 36.2
meters.
The remaining three meets arc on
Saturday at the University of Idaho, May
14 in Seattle at the SPU Ken Foreman
Invite, and May 19 in Salem, Ore. at the
Willamette Last Chance Meet. The
NCAA Division III Championships will
be held May 26-28 in Waverly, Iowa.

Dickty hopes to run at
nationals for second time
Katy Clark
Staff writer
Junior runner Kristi Dickey was the only Pirate
athlete to qualify for track nnd field nationals at the
Northwest Conference Championships two weeks
ago. She ran in the 5-kilometer and lO-Kilometer
run, qualifying in the 10k with a time of 37:49.93.
This past falI, Dickey was at nationals for cross
c.o~ntry. After placing second in the region, she
fnushed 56th out of 215 athletes. Despite this
seemingly high performance, Dickey was slightly
disappointed in herself.
"I could have done better," she said. "I let
myself get overwhelmed."
D!ckey is no stranger to nationals competitions.
As a freshman she was part of the cross country
team t~at qualified for nationals. Dickey found that
she enjoyed herself more when she was there with
her team than by herself.
"When you're there with a team there's a sense
of security and support," she said. "You just don't
get that when you're alone."
See DICKEY ~ page 12
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When baseball
gets boring, tune
to lelsu re sports

Halftime tune-up ...

Peter Smelser
Sports editor

raa

Senior Peter Johnson
tosses a Frisbee around
during a break in last
weekend's intramural
Challenge League Final.

Baseball knocks out PLU
Pirates respond
after shellacking
from Central
Jeff Hunter
Staff writer
The Whitworth baseball team lost two
games against Central Washington University
and went 1-2 against Pacific Lutheran
University. The Bucs' seven-game winning
streak came to an end at home on Tuesday in
a non-conference doubleheader match-up
with Central.
The Wildcats took both games at Merkel
Field with an awesome display of offensive
power. Unloading for a total of nine home
runs in two seven-inning games, Central put a
total of 28 runs on the board and ruined
WhitwOIih's final homestand of the season.
In the first game, Central batted around for

11 runs while holding the Bucs scoreless.

Using four different pitchers, Whitworth gave
up the 11 runs on 13 hits while striking out
none.
In game two, Central's bats didn't cool
down. The Wildcats started the game off with
a two-run shot to right center. But Whitworth
responded in the bottom of the first. Junior first
baseman Todd "Ups" Phillips doubled down
the right field line after sophomore leftfielder
Van Lierman singled to left.
With runners on second and third, senior
second baseman Dan Gebbers doubled to
right center scoring Uerman and Phillips.
After hitting senior right fielder Dan Pecka
with a pitch, Wildcats pitcher Cole Kanyer
gave up a three-run jack to the Pirates designated hitter Joel Evans. The Bucs scored
another run in the bottom of the second but
the Wildcat onslaught was soon to follow.
In the top of the third Central unloaded.
Getting eight hits in a row, Central scored six
runs before freshman pitcher Jason
Weatherman was replaced by junior pitcher
Trevor Sheffels. But Sheffels had almost as
much trouble, allowing four more runs to
cross the plate before the inning was over.

Central put up another run in the fourth and
three more in the fifth.
Playing small ball, the Bues earned two
more runs in the inning, but that was it for the
rest of the day as the Wildcats went on to win
the second game of the doubleheader by a
score of 17-8.
For the weekend match-up Whitworth traveled to the west side of the state to playa three
game series against PLU. Whitworth, already
eliminated from the playoffs, had their own
reasons for wanting to beat the Lutes.
"We're just looking to knock PLU out of
the playoffs, senior catcher Jason Martin said.
"We have a pretty heated rivalry with them
and nothing would make me happier than to
make sure we end their season early."
The Bues were under the same sentiment as
Martin and jumped out to an early 3-0 lead in
the top of the third. Junior left fielder Dustin
Frank started things off with a single to left
followed by Phillips who placed one in the
same spot.
See BASEBALL II- page 12

Tennis excels at conference
Jennifer Zaremba
StaJfwnter

Seniors
help women
Improve upon

seeding

The women's tennis team finished
their season a couple weeks ago with a
fifth-place finish at the Northwest
Conference Tournament. The Pirates
won two out of three matches in the
tournament to finish one place higher
than what they were seeded going into
the conference championship.
Their final match of the tournament
was against Whitman College. After
the Missionaries beat the Pirates earlier in the season, Whitworth battled in
their final match of the season to top
Whitman 5-4. The Pirates finished
with an overall record of 8-11.
The Pirates were pleased with the
way they ended their season.
"1 feel that we had a confidence, persistence, and never stopped fighting
this season," said senior No. 1 singles
player April Brast. "We went into each

match with all three of those and
together did our best."
Individually, Brast felt that she
played each of her conference malches
to the best of her ability, and said she is
leaving the team feeling good about
tennis, the.team, and life.
"I can't believe it's over," Brast said.
"I am going to miss this team. Each
woman has taught me something about
tennis and about life. After four years
of pushing hard, I succeeded and am
leaving with a sense of knowing I did
my best."
Sophomore Rachael McCoola also
had a great showing at the conference
tournament.
McCoola competed at No.5 singles
and No.2 doubles for the pirates. She
won her singles match in the first
round of the tournament against
Pacific Lutheran University and won
her doubles matches with her partner
freshman, Taryn Smith in the second

and third round of the tournament.
"The team played really well
throughout, and it was just a great way
to end the season by upseUing
Whitman to take fifth at conference,"
McCoola said.
A personal highlight for McCoola
waS pulling through to win a close
match during the tournament.
"It really made it more of a team
sport because we were relying on each
match and each player to do -their
best," McCoola said.
Although the team must say goodbye to three team-leading seniors in
Brast, Krista Shrader and Mandi
Hopkins, the younger players feel optimistic about the seasons ahead.
"We'll be losing our top three players whose shoes will be hard to fill
both on the court and as teammates,"
McCoola said. "But we're looking at
some good recruits so it should be a
good season."

PITI·S
SBICI
As the school year drawing to
an end, the thoughts running
around in my head go something
like this: What exactly are you
going to watch on television this
summer?
Sure, baseball is going on and
will continue to be played well
into next school year. But come
June, teams start separating and
the small market teams will be
pretenders, A1so, all the baseball
analysts will start talking about
the wild card race, forgetting
there are still three grueling
months of the season left.
The basketball playoffs will
probably still be going on well
into June, but let's be honest, it's
hard anymore to sit down and
watch all 48 minutes of an NBA
game anymore. Typically they
only play for the last 12.
I could always turn 10 watching golf. But it's golf. Enough
said.
ESPN's Sporlscenter is a good
choice. However, you can really
only watch it once before you
start memorizing what the
sportscasters arc going 10 say.
So where will I turn? Not to
random sports being televised
like marathons or tennis. I think
I will turn to a new trend in the
sports wotld and watch alternative sports.
Yes, this summer I will tune
into awesome world of leisure
sports such as bowling, darts,
ping pong and trick-shot billiards.
Unlike the NBA, in the world
of leisure sports you need no athletic abilities, what you need is
finely acute skills. It's a perfect
world for the dreamers. If only f
take the time to develop my
hand-eye coordination, f, too,
could be competing on Fox
Sport's Net for a money prize.
Yes, this summer I will be
watching for someone to bowl a
perfect game or do crazy stuff
with billiard balls. Well, that is,
after baseball gets boring.

s.portscorner/sports update
Steroid circus spreads
from MLB to NFL

taste for the drug, while others went as far
as attempting to drag the names great players like Peyton Manning and Dan Marino
into the fray.

The war on steroids is continuing to
rage as the battle against the drug is
~pilling over into the NPL. .
A House committee hearing on steroid
use in the NFL came to a close last
Wednesday.
It seemed like the talk of the town was
all about the wonder drug as controversy
from baseball has sprung up everywhere.
Some people giving testimony were
merely contcnt to profess their great dis-

Ranger player sued
over bullpen incident
While fights between fans and players
might make great filming spectacles, they
have a tendency to come back to those
who were involved.
Jennifer Bueno filed a lawsuit against
Frank Francisco, Doug Brocail, Carlos

Almanzar and the Texas Rangers Baseball
Company for battery during a game last
year in which she was hit by a chair
thrown by Francisco after he and his teammates decided that they had had enough
ha~sling from the crowd.
Although Bueno has completely recovered physically, she claims that the emotional damage is still severe.

'64 hockey team will
finally get medals
Canada's hockey tcam from the 1964

world championships will finally get its
bronze medals.
In 1964, the Worlds were held in conjunction with the Winter Olympics. The
Soviet Union won both gold medals and
Sweden won both silvers.
The bronze went to Czechoslovakia for
the Olympics and Canada for the Worlds.
At the time, officials awarded only
Olympic medals. Now, 41 years luter, the
maller is being corrected.
The medals arc being produced and arc
expected to be presented to the players in
the next month.

- Compiled by Aftoll Grossardl
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Sports

Coach, upsets highlighted tennis season
Sara Morehouse
Staff writer
A hushed crowd attentive to a single tennis ball rapidly bouncing to and from a player's hand awaits the opening of the match.
Finally, the player reaches towards the
heavens and delivers a
slamming serve to his
... Season
opponent. In the folReview:
lowing minutes, the
MEN'S TENNIS
spectators watch that
same tennis ball fly
between the rivals while an even deeper
observation is occurring between the players. As they challenge each other, the learning begins.
This has been a growing experience for
the men's tennis team. In this time of learning, they managed to place fourth place in

DICI<EY:
,-"

Continued from page 10

Dickey began runmng in seventh grade.
Unfortunately, her small size made the
intense running hard on her body and she
was forced to not cpmpcte until high
school. In high school, Dickey ran cross
country and the one- and two-mile events
for track. Her senior year she came within
a fraction of a second of making the state
championships.
Dickey went to the state meet anyways,
where she met Whitworth track-and-field
and cross country coach Toby Schwarz.
"Everything about [Schwarz] was so
familiar and comfortable," she said.
"Running is a huge reason why I'm at
Whitworth."
Cross country is Dickey's favorite
event. She described it as a more difficult
and competitive sport than track.
"Cross country is more than running in
circles," Dickey said. "n involves nalural,
various terrain. It's harder and more competitive because you can be better at certain areas of the course."
Another significant part of the joy
Dickey has in cross country is the sense of
community she has developed with her
teammates.
"We [the team] do everything together,"
she said. "We train together, we live
together, we spend our free time around
each other we just never get sick of each
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the Northwest Conference, even though they
were seeded fifth. The players attribute
much of their success to their coach, Mike
Shanks.
"When [Shanks] was named the Coach of
the Year, it was one of the more exciting
things for me this season," senior Justin
Glosser said.
Many players called the award surprising
because the league usually recognizes a
coach of one of the winning teams, but they
all agreed that Shanks deserved it.
Freshman Ed Anegon said that Shanks
"knew his sluff' and thai one of the reasons
the team succeeded was because "he had
fai th in us."
"[Shanks] changed my whole game
around," freshman Scott Donnell said.
As a fairly young team with good athletes
but not much familiarity with college tennis,
olher!"
Some of the activities the team has done
together includes arriving at training a
week early and staying at Bill Robinson's
cabin, or taking the freshman "blating,"
sleeping on water towers and cave exploring, Dickey said.
Looking toward the future, Dickey will
be captain of the cross country team next
year and will continue running track. She
is optimistic about competing in nationals
next year in both cross country and track.
"I think I'll make it," she said. "I've
been improving every year, so I don't see
why I wouIdn'!."
Her long-term goals include competmg
in triathlons. Not knowing how to competitively bike or swim as of yet, Dickey
insists this is a long-term goal one that will
eventually lead to the completion of an
Iron Man Competition.
As for now, she will continue to train for
track-and-field nationals and compete in
"last chance meets." Although Dickey
received a qualifying time, she is not guaranteed a spot at nationals.
Only 18 bids to nationals are given with
hundreds competing for them.
"I'd like to get my time down to 37:30,"
she said. "37:15 would be the ideal time to
get. I'd be in for sure."
The "last chance meets" allow people to
make it into the top 18 and potentially
achieve better times than those currently
plilced in the top 18. These meets will also
provide an opportunity for Dickey to competitively train to lower her time.

H

We took each match like it was
ollrfirst match, and pltfYed ollr
hearts Ollt.
JJ

Jus"n Glosser,
Jtllior /lIIw'I ploytr

the Pirates still had a solid.
"This conference was a good experience
for the freshmen. It was neat to see some of
their leadership," senior Chad Dierickx said.
Anegon said he was "definitely challenged" in being on the team this year. He
said he hopes to see the team move into the
top three in the conference by his senior
year.

"This seru.on J learned how to stay calm
out on the court, and how J can help my team
do well," Anegon said.
They did not merely grow in their experience as tennis players, but also in being a
part of a team, Glosser said.
"We took each match like it was our first
match, and played our hearts out," Glosser
said.
The team even spent spring break together, traveling down to California to enhance
their tennis skills and grow in cohesiveness.
This tight-knit team shows promise for
next year. Donnell plans to continue to work
on his skills in preparation for next year and
guarantees that the team "will have a lot of
fun."
ThoughJhe team laments the loss of seniors Dierickx and Glosser, they are confident
and prepared for next year.

NBA Playoffs: Who really cares?
a position to win their second national
championship in 26 years? We'll see
about that.
I never thought I'd say this, but when J
compare what NBA basketball looks like
today to what it looked like six years ago,
I'd rather watch Dennis Rodman dress
Andrew Dolan
like a woman than watch many players in
Siaff writer
the league today.
The NBA has had its fair share of humilThe league is nothing more than a col- iating moments this year. Certainly the one
lection of thugs, tattoos, rapper:. and that sticks out in my mind is the Pacers ver~pOJled brats. The players don't play hard,
sus Pistons brawl that resulted in the susdon't play defense, can't shoot the 15-fool pension of Pacer small forward Ron Artest
jumper and are more likely to dive under for the remainder of the 2005 season.
the front seat of their Cadillac for that
Are the fans finally fed up with players
pesky CD than for a loose ball on the court. griping about their multi-million dollar
The NBA playoffs are moving fast, but contracts and how it costs $10 for a beer
there's still no reason to watch it.
at a game? I guess it was an expensive
I remember the glory days growing up beer that caused Artest to beat up random
with the cIa:.sic games when real men like fans after a boneheaded move he made .
Michael Jordan roamed the court. I .. I'I.J ket;p my fingers crpssed ~hat maybe
remembiir sitting iii Seattle with my father· next season the NBA will be worth watchand watching "Sam I am Perkins fire up a ing, but I'm not holding my breath.
shot from downtown," as Marv Albert
Who knows, maybe next season the
would ~ay.
NBA will be drafting 14-year-old middle
Granted, I do enjoy seeing the Sonies school players from California.
succeed in the NBA, but are they really in
Wow, that would be exciting.
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But three runs was all
Whitworth was able to put
up and PLU wasn't looking
to lose. The Lutes scored in
every inning there on out,
handing the Bucs a 14-3
loss in the opener.
Knowing they only had
two more games to knock
out PLU, the Pirates setrled
down in the second game.
Whitworth struck first in
the top of the second.
Pecka managed to score
when sophomore third
baseman
Joel
Clark
grounded out to the pitcher. Great defense by the
Bucs held the Lutes to one
run in the third inning
ended.
The Bucs then scored
again in the fourth inning
as a throwing error by the
Lutes rightfielder allowed
Frank to cross the plate.
But again the Lutes
scratched back and evened
the score when a double
down the left field line by
PLU catcher David Fox
scored third baseman
Bobby Benes.
With a 2-2 tie going into
the
sixth
inning,

Whitworth decided it was
time to dump the clutch.
After being hit by a pitch,
Froman stole second.
Pecka then layed down a
bunt back to the pitcher in
order to move Froman to
third, but managed to run it
out and get on at first.
An error by the Lute's
shortstop allowed Pecka to
move to second, Frank 10
get aboard at first and
Froman 10 score an
unearned run. Clark then
layed down a sacrifice bunt
in order to move the runners to second and third
base for the next batter,
junior- catcher
Ryley
Hunter.
Hunter slapped a single
up the middle to scoring
two runs. Then senior center fielder Kyle Snell doubled to right cenler, scoring Hunter, and Phillips
singled to left center
allowing Snell to cross the
plate for a five-run inning.
PLU tried to climb back
into it with a run in the
eighth and two runs in the
ninth, but it was too little
too late.
Whitworth ended the
Lutes playoff hopes with a
7-5 victory late Saturday
afternoon.
The Sunday afternoon

game featured senior pitcher Ben McCracken on the
mound for the Bucs.
Earlier in the week,
McCracken took some
time to reOect on his time
as a member of the
Whitworth baseball team.
"I know that the road
ends for me here with
regard
to
baseball,"
McCrack~n said. "There
aren't many major league
teams looking for a right
hander who has an 80 mph
fastball. I'll miss playing,
but what I'll miss the most
about being a part of this
team is the camaraderie
shared between the guys."
Apparently the Lutes
took offense to their loss
on Saturday and let
McCracken bear the brunt
of it. PLU shelled
McCracken in the second
inning. The Lutes bats
were silent during the following two innings but
came alive again in the
fifth when they put up
another five runs on the
board. The Lutes ended
the game with a score of
15-3.
Whitworth finishes out
the season next weekend
with a three-game series in
Lewiston, Idaho, at LewisClark State College.
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Newspaper serves you
The Whitworthian has evolved over the past 100
years: now seen In 3D, among other Improvements.
Opinions, page 15
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IN THE LOOP
An editorial - - - -
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Thanks and see
you next year
Without readers, The Whitworth ian
would be worthless. So, as the year
comes to a close, the Whitworth community deserves thanks for contributing
to its student newspaper and to the discussions generated through this paper.
This year, Whitworth students, faculty and staff responded to various speakers on campus, such as coffeehouse
comedians and guest lecturers, by writing letters to the newspaper and offering guest articles for the opinions section. During the presidential election
season, you supported your candidates
and resolved a dispute over stolen political stickers through letters to the paper:
Whenever a controversy arose or an
opinion piece provoked sharp support or
disagreement, readers regularly submitted their. thoughts. Rarely has The
Whitworthian received so many letters as
we did this year. Whether they were joking, serious or angry - your thoughts
made this newspaper a better publication.
An example of readers' helpful feedback came when the Whitworth campus
faced a controversial situation earlier
this year:- the Freemi;lns moving in next
door. The Whitworthian received input
from a wide variety of people on campus 'as well as from the Spokane com-

munity and from former Freeman followers. Guest columnists, letter writers
and· others gave the newspaper important
feedback
and
encouraged
Whitworth to think deeply about the situation. Whether it was personal comments or formal letters, readers helped
shape the content of the student newspaper and the nature of the conversation.
The Whitworthian won unprecedented awards this year and much of the
success is due to the input and support
of the entire Whitworth community.
Thank you for your contributions this
year. We look forward to providing
more news, features, sports and opinions next fall.
"In the Loop, " written by the editorial'board,
represents the editorial voice o/The Whitworthian.
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Goodbye, Whitworth
he older I get, the faster time seems to son that came here to get some answers, but mainly found
more questions in the process. Based on my experiences,
fly. Four years have come and gone
here is some advice I can give to you:
in the blink of an eye and my college
Freshmen: When you go home this summer, be prepared
career is nearly over.
for transitional shock. Your parents may not share your
As I prepare for the day when I pack up
enthusiasm for your newfound freemy car, say goodbye
dom. Your friends back home may
. Emilv to friends and drive
have changed while you were away
Brandler off campus as a stu... you may have as well.
is the dent for the last time, I
Don't come back to Whitworth
Opinions am reminded of how
II Spend these [college) years wisefy
next fall expecting everything to be
editor far I've come since
for The arriving at Ballard
and in continualprtfYer. Uve pur- the way you left it. You will be in a
Whitworthian, Hall in September,
living environment, have a
posiftllfy, rather than party to parry different
a senior and 2001.
different class schedule and perhaps
majormg in
or paper to project. II .
Little did I know
different sets of friends than before.
communica- back then that some of
Treat your sophomore year as a sepations. the toughest and greatrate experience. And if you spent
Comments can est times in my life lay
your freshman year church shopping,
be sent to ahead, that I would
now is the time to get plugged in
ebrandlerO I@
make some of my
somewhere.
whitworth. edu.
dearest friends, that I
Sophomores: With your upperwould suffer side-aches from laughter and
classman status will come new privileges and responsibiliheartaches from loss, and that my faith would be both testties. You may decide you need to change your major, your
ed and strengthened through it all.
activities or your goals. Go for it. Just make sure you know
The late nights studying or goofing off around campus,
what you're giving up, because there's no going back.
the early mornings in the pool, and the in-depth discussions
Also, you will begin to find that you arc entering a differwith peers and professors all run through my head as I
ent phase in your life. Keep having fun and don't stress too
mentally re-read the pages of this chapter before closing it
much about life afler graduation, but do begin thinking
and moving forward to write the next one.
about long-term plans. Start doing internships now!
Every year in college posed its own special joys and
Juniors: You're in the home stretch. You might find ii's
challenges. I am thankful for all of these moments because
they have helped make me the person I am today - a perSee GOODBYE .. page 14
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Find energy sources other than Saudi Arabia
I

Bush tells us, "The crown prince
n the wake of President Bush's
meeting with Prince Abdullah on understands that it is very important
April 25th, Saudi Arabia has ... to make sure that the price is reaannounced a plan to increase its oil sonable."
production capacity from 11 to 12.5 .
But why should the Saudis care
million barrels a day over the next about high oil prices? Those high
Allison Carr few years - and eventually to 15 prices are making them rich.
Bush says that the high price of
is an million barrels a day if necessary.
OPllllOtlS
But what about the high gas prices crude oil is the driving force behind
writer that are eating away at my the high price of gas, but the Saudis
for The Washington Mutual free checking say that more crude oil will not necWhitworthiatr, account right now? Bush should be essarily mean lower gas prices. The
a JU~"0: a".d working Oil a long-term solution that Saudis claim that refining capacities
maJo!mg III will decrease our dependence on for- are the real problem.
E~ghsh and eign oil.
"There is no shortage of crude oil
polletlcal stud It turns out there isn't really a solu- in the market today; what we sec is a
t
les. ommen s .
h
h' h
.
shortage of refining capacity," Saudi
call be sellt 10 tlOn to t e curr~nt Ig g~s prices.
acarr02@ We are no,,:,", looking. at pOSSIble long- foreign affairs advisor Adel al-lubier
whitworl/r.edu. term solullons. So Instead of foclls- :.aid.
ing on fossil fuels, shouldn't our
Without refining capabilities,
president be looking into something a crude oil is useless.
bit more ... renewable?
PVM
International
Energy
High oil prices mean revenue gains Consultants (part of the PVM Oil
for a few specific countries, mostly Group, one of the world's leaders in
oil brokerage and energy market
for Saudi Arabia.

"I

analysis) said in its newsletter that
while the Saudi plan is "undoubtedly
necessary and welcome from the U.S.
point of view," it is "unlikely to pressure prices much."
The United States buys 1.5 million
barrels of oil from Saudi Arabia
every day - more than any other
nation. It u!>ed to be cheap, but it isn't
anymore.
The very best the Saudis can do is
increase supply in Ihe next decade,
but this future supply increase is no
promise for lower prices.
Since oll is a fossil fuel so, by definition, it can't last forever.
, Why arc we spending so much
time and effort on an energy source
that is so costly and, in the end, damaging? Why are we so intent on holding On to our oil?
Instead of wooing Prince Abdullah
- a member of the absolute monarchy of a nation that has a hUman
rights record Amnesty International

perhaps Bush
calls "appalling" should be trying to find a long-term
solution that is both human- and
earth-friendly.
The Saudi plan is a long-term solution anyway. If we're only talking
about long-term solutions, we should
talk about a beller one, one that doesn't involve such questionable bedfellows.
Almost all of us have seen
"Fahrenheit 9/1] ," so I'm not going
to go into the Bush family's relationship with the Saudis. The relationship
is common knowledge. It's in the
best interesl of Saudi Arabia to keep
the U.S. interested in its oil supply
and Bush is happy to oblige, no matter what the damage to the American
people and never mind the environment.
It's true that Bush's energy plan
See ENERGY
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Challenge your beliefs
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ver the past four years I black and white and want to continue accepting
have made an observation: what was taught to them at home.
II is not wrong to take on some of your parents'
Whitworth students end
conversations before they start. I beliefs, however, you need more reasoning than
hear one-liners such as, "I'm a just: "My mom and dad told me this is how it is."
The world is not that black and white. No, it is
Republican," "I'm a Democrat,"
Kenna "I'm pro-life," etc., and that is it, very gray and - like it or not - the real world is
going to force you to have reasons for your conKlempel end of story.
However, there is much more to victions.
is all
I challenge you to focus on the bigger picture.
Opilliolls the bigger picture. Talking about
writer ideas and beliefs does not neces- We are so caught up in the physical act of sex and
for The sarily mean you are going to figuring out where to place boundaries that we
-Whitworthiall, change your view, so don't be so completely ignore the bigger picture of sexuality.
a sellior and scared to listen to another opinChristians spend a lot of time figuring out
majoring in ion.
exactly how far they can go while remaining.
communicaI am getting tired of Whitworth pure. On the flip side, we are quick to judge othlions. students stuck in the fear of going ers that struggle with the exact same thing.
Comments can against the "truth" their parents
I see a lot of piousness expressed at Whitworth
bcsenl to taught them.
before conversations ever take place. For examId:lempelOI@
One way I see
ple, if you consider yourself
whitworlh.edu. students hastily
pro-life, how would you react to
narrowing their
an unmarried pregnant teenager
opinions is on the issue of sex.
- who walked into your church or
III my article last week, I told
around campus? I find it interWhitworth we need to be talking
esting that people who are quick
{{
I
see
a
lot
oj
piousness
about sex.
to say they are pro-life are just
expressed at W hitJvorth
Sex surrounds our culture. In
as quick to condemn a pregnant
one of my previous jobs I found
girl here who's decided to keep
before conversations ever
myself being the only one at the
her baby.
take place. ,J
company not having sex with
It is import/lOt to have moral
other employees. I am not perconvictions and to know what
sonally supporting this lifestyle,
you believe about issues of sexbut it is a reality and we should
uality. But I want you to underbe more open discussing it.
stand that not everyone wi1I
While Whitworth has done an
have your same convictions incredible job of exposing me to
and this is OK.
other ideas and forcing me to figure out what
Our country is founded on a marketplace of
exactly I believe, conversations about sex and ideas, and just because we go to a Christian libsexuality are rarely mentioned. Why is this? I eral arts college does not mean we are in any way
think we are under the impression that if we talk exempt from exchanging idells within this marabout it we are having it.
ketplace.
Associate Professor of Communications
Whitehouse said the conversations - or lack
Ginny Whitehouse told my Communication thereof on this campus - is the same today as it
Ethics class that one of the biggest things she was in 1986 when she graduated from a
hears from alumni is the need to talk about sexu- Christian liberal arts college. I really hope that
ality on campus. She feels that there is an expec- when I talk to residents that are attending
tation on ca'mpus and in olher '-conservative Whitworth in the coming years, they are going to
Christian groups that if you don't talk about it tell me all about the honest dialogue the campus
nobody is having it.
is engaging in.
As intelligent Whitworth students interested in
Fellow Whitworthians, please partake in the
a well-rounded education filled with different tough conversations, responding with grace. The
points of view, how do we respond to conversa- world we live in is gray - don't be too quick to
tions about sexuality?
try to paint it black and white.
Maybe I am being extremely presumptuous to
Engaging in conversations doesn't mean you
assume that Whitworth students are interested in have to change your views. But in order to have
dIfferent points of view. It seems to me more and any credibility or a well-rounded opinion you
more that Whitworth students like keeping things need to listen to differing views,

GOODBYE:
Continued from page 13
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kind of lonely at the top since
many of your friends have graduated. Take this time to really
enjoy the friends you have lef!.
But don't slack off on school.
Your grades still count and
you've made it too far to pansy
out now. Slart making post-May
plans, but don't let them.consume you, Rome wasn't built in
a day, and neither will your life
be determined by your firs! few
months out of school ... or
whether or not you're wearing a
ring by spring.
Seniors: We made it. It was a
little touch-and-go there at
times, but we're all the betler for
it, I'm sure. 'thank you for making these last four years some of
the best of my lIfe so far. Good

luck and know that you are in
my prayers. And if you're ever
in the position to hand out jobs,
remember the little people who
suffered with you through traditiation and bought you a drink
on your 21st birthday.
Finally, to all of you students,
take a moment and think about
the fact that most of you only
have four years in your life to
go to college (yay transfers and
fifth-year seniors).
Spend these years wisely and
in continual prayer. Make sure
you live purposefully, rather
than just party to party or paper
to project.
Take advantage of the
resources you have in the faculty and staff here. At no other
lime after Whitworth will you
have so many wise and godly
people invested in your life.
And savor every moment
here, good and bad, because it

ENERGY:
Continued from page 13

does include provisions for development of
renewable energy sources, but it also calls for
drilling in Alaska, a violation of Bush's campaign
promise leading into his first term. And until
drilling actually begins in the refuge, there's no
way 10 lell if any oil is even Ihere.

will be gone before you know it.
When I leave in two weeks, a
piece of me will remain behind
the pinecone curtain. And yet I
will be taking with me pieces as
well - memories, lessons,
advice and friendships (and let's
not forget, a bachelor's degree!) .
Whitworth is truly a unique
place. Nowhere else have I
found so many genuinely caring
people.
The balance between grace
and truth, while hard to maneuver, remains central to the mission here. Sometimes we succeed and sometimes we don't,
but the fact that we even try to
achieve a balance says volumes
about this school.
Thanks, Whitworth, for helping prepare me to go out into the
world and be a light for Christ
and, let's nol forget, a Pirale for
life, Go Bucs, ARRR!

But the president seems to be completely
focused on oil and Congress will probably follow
his lead like it always does. '
I recall that Bush was rather unsuccessful in the
oil business years ago. Let's hope he's improved
his oil finding skills in the past couple decades.
Let's also hope that someone, 'somewhere, is
concerning themselves with finding an energy
supply that doesn't involve holding hands with
monarchs that impose torture and public beheadings on their own citizens.
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Opinions

Evolving mission focuses on students
How's this as a mission statement for The
Whitworthian?

Ours 1101 to give a care,
Ours bul to deallrol ail;
Ours flat 10 give a IhUllder,
Chris Ours bllt 10 go alld blunder

Collins
is the edlforin-chief for
The
Whitworthian,
a senior and
majoring in
journalism and
politcal studies.
Comments can
be sent to
ccollms02@
whitworth.edu.

This poem was written a hundred years ago in the
first issue of The Whitworthian (Jan. 16, 1905). A
century later, however, the college's studen{ newspaper is no longer (just) about campus gossip or
dishing out "hot air."
Thankfully, The Whitworthian has developed a
different vision than "F," the author of the 1905
poem, had in mind.
I admire the founding students of The
Whitworthian and the faculty who helped start the
student newspaper - but they're all gone now or
are listed in the "Oldest Known Humans" section of
th" Guinness Book of World Records. Either way,
the student newspaper has moved on.
Today's Whitworthian tries its best to represent
the student body and put the students' thoughts in
print. Our vibrant letters-to-the-editor section and
opinion pieces are a retlection of the issues, features
and news highlighted in the rest of the paper.
The words, ideas, pictures, graphics and displays
in this newspaper are more than a product of the 50
or so students who work directly with The
Whitworthian. The newspaper is a reflection of
Whitworth's pulse and the contributions - through
suggestions, criticisms, submitted letters and
encouraging words - that readers have infused into
The Whitworth ian.
It's no surprise, then, that this student newspaper
. has received increasingly prominent awards over
the years. This year - for the first time ever - The
Whitworthian was named the be~t college newspaper in the Greater Northwest Student Journalism

Awards, which covers Washington, Oregon and greallime at Whitworth. But, for some reason, those
Idaho. In addition, The Whitworth ian was named who don't fit into the Whitworth 1H0del- but stick
"Best Program" in the college division for having it out for four years anyway - seem to come away
the most awards credited to the publication as a with alleast something positive.
I think it's because of the same intangible
whole.
As icing on the cake, The Whitworth ian was Whitworth atmosphere Ihal has drawn so many peoawarded the "Outstanding Achievement in Student ple here in the first place. I think ii's thai unique
Journalism Award" that - thanks to the staff's team something about the school that makes it so that
effort and readers' contributions - makes it the best even if you can't stand the place, you can't quite
bring yourself to hate Whitworth.
of the 52 high school and college
I'll put a positive spin on this
newspapers that entered the compcobservation: There's a quality about
tilion.
this campus that can't be reproduced
This
school
year,
The
somewhere else by simply having
Whitworthian covered student life
the same facuIty-student ratio and
events, the college's direction-shapendowment fund figures, etc. The
ing five-year plan, student athletics,
It TodC!JI's
best quality about Whitworth is the
ASWC,
clubs,
controversies,
IFhitJllorthiall tries its one
that is most hard to define.
achievements and struggles at
besl 10 represellt
Don't forget the parachute: You
Whitworth as well as world events
can't get through Whitworth with(through the regular "Going Local"
the student bot/y alld
out hearing about vocation, your
feature and new world briefs secput the studellts'
calling and how to apply your contion).
.
victions and faith to your life.
A dynamic world and dynamic
thollghts ill prillt. "
These are great issues to discuss,
school needs a dynamic student
test and struggle with while in colnewspaper. As readers, you can keep
lege. But I hope that the root of all
a good thing going by continuing to
[his scrvice learning, poverty work,
write those leiters, giving us feedacademic excellence and extracurback and smiling car to ear for the
ricular involvement doesn't get
"Whitworth Speaks Out" photos.
I have a few scattered thoughts I'd like to get out: muddled in the busyness of being Christian. If the
Sleepless Whitworth ian nights: Personally, the focus becomes too much on doing God's work and
55 Sundays r have spent working as an editor on this not getting to know God, thcll graduating from colpaper over the past three years have been more than lege will be like jumping out of a plane without a
rewarding. Working with the staff and editors of The parachute ~ pretty brave, but without any ultimate
Whitworth ian this year and previous year& has been real purpose.
So I've said enough. Break out the 3D glasses and
a once-in-a-lifetime experience r would have never
out
the
first-ever
"Beyond
2D
traded for 55 decent nights' sleep. Thanks to all my check
fellow journalism pals/nerds - and especially to Whitworthian." We would plan to go 4D next year,
but that's technically only possible in a theoretical
lhis year's editors and their solid support.
The Whitworth intangible: Not everyone has a contcxt. Bummer.
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Sex happens here, too

Students often feel
judged by others
In a world where the only letters to the editor are negative ones, attacking and criticizing the beliefs of others in
order to further their own opinions, I want to take this
opportunity to buc~ the trend.
Kenna Klempel, I commend you. Kenna's series of
"Too" articles, I believe, point to a widespread issue that
is incredibly prevalent on this campus. And that is the
issue of jlldgment.
People who do not fit into the Christian "norm" on
Whitworth's campus are afraid to be themselves for the
very reason that Kenna points out in her articles - if they
listen to rap music, have sex or commence in any other
activities not conservatively Christian, they will be
judged.
So, thank you Kenna, for putting into such eloquent
words the feelings of myself and numerous others on this
campus. Your articles are much appreciated.

Laura Adams
Junior
English Literature

Sexual harassment
a Whitworth issue
Sexual harassment. It doesn't happen at Whitworth ...
yes, it does.
Kenna KJempel's article demanded dialogue about sex
in last week's issue. Here it is: I am a victim of sexual
harassment at Whitworth.

At first, I could only tell my closest friends, and even
then I could not tell the entire story.
One night when I was hanging oul with some friends, I
met a girl and we began talking about the loser boys at
Whitworth. As we were taiking, we discovered that both
of us had been sexually harassed by the same guy. Alone,
we were afraid to do anything. Together, we had the
courage to stand up for ourselves. .
Sexual harassment is defined in the Whitworth Student
Handbook as "unwelcome sexual advances, requests for
sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a
sexual nature."
To all of the girls at Whitworth who have felt violated
- stand up for yourself. I did and both justice and grace
were pursued. If not anything else, just talk about what
happened.
Dialogue was an important part of my healing process.
This letter is simply another step in my healing. The article on the Emotional Abuse talk last Wednesday was
another good example of dialogue. I can only hope that
other girls can begin the process.
If you are a victim of sexual harassment, it is not your
fault. Go tell a friend, talk to a counselor or take action
with Associate Dean of Students Dick Mandeville who is
an awesome listener.
I al!l praying for you everyday.

MySpace.com

Be better stewards
of your time
Myspace.com is an enormous waste of time. The coercive efforts of bloggers to drag their friends into the holy
"www" pit of despair are despicable. People are enamored
with their personalized Web site and they really ought to
be sterilized.
"Did you check out my blog today?" The wanton banter presented on your "work of art" is of no real value to

anyone with a brain. Those wasting 10 to 20 hours a week
checking their messages, leaving some messages for others and making tweaks to their pathetic sites should be
using their time more constructively.
Granted, there are a few benefits [0 Myspace.com, such
as connecting with old friends, maintaining current
friendships, and being a black hole of human effort. Pick
up a book or volunteer! Don't spend your few hours on
this Earth engaging in a hopeless adventure of futility
such as Myspace.com.
Many complalOts have been voiccd that students' public computer space is not suitable. However, a simple
walk around the Library lab reveals many users "clicking
around" on Myspace.com wasting their time. Those in
need of a computer for valid homework reasons must
leave frustrated and without a computer to work on.
The blogger's excuse is their personal computer is too
slow and they cannot navigate as quickly through the
garbage to find those people they feel some unearthly
need to contact through this Web site.
If you still want to waste your life, here are some equally good alternative uses of time: 1) Smacking yourself in
the face (or crotch) with a ruler for 20 hours; 2)
Smothering yourself with feathers and honey in an
attempt to fly for 20 hours; and 3) Camping under a tree
while waiting for a virgin pinecone for 20 hours. Save
yourself, before it is too late.
Jordan Sand
Junior
Biochemistry

Andrew Dolan
Junior
Business Management
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More letters online!
Former members of the Freeman group
respond to last weeks op-ed. Read their
thoughts online at
www.whitworthian.com
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Get your thoughts in printl
Letters to the editor

Guest commentaries

The Whitworthian welcomes your responses to stories appearing in the newspaper or
views on issues of interest to the college community. Leiters must bear the writer's
name, year (if applicable), major (or position in the college) and phone number (for
verification purposes only). Anonymous leiters cannot be published. Please keep length
to a maximum of 300 words. We reserve the right to edit all letters for content and
space. Send letters to: Letters to the Editor, Box 4302, Campus Mail or e-mail to editor@whitworth.edu. Letters must be received by 5 p.m. on Friday for publication in
the following Tuesday's issue.

The Whitworthian encourages members of the campus to submit longcr guest commentaries about issues relevant to the community. Commentaries of 700 words or
less will be published as space permits. We are looking for commentaries that are
relevant and well-researched. To ensure a better chance of publishing, please contact The Whitworthian with specifics regarding when you plan 10 submit your commentary and what you are interested in addressing. We reserve the right to edit all
submissions for content and space. Commentaries should be c-mailed to
editor@whitworth.edu.
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Photos by Jesse Clark. Whitworthian
Left: Sopllomore Derek Foote (foreground) spreads his arills to gain balance while toeing a slackhne Sophomore Chris Hinson, hands III pockets.
strolls down the other slackline.
Below: Freshman Andrew Esqueda sits on the slackline with arms spread,
gaiOlng his balance, before attempting to stand and walk across the line
Bottom: Hinson does a full back flip off a slackhne, loslllg hiS hat but
keeping hiS balance for a decenllandlng. Foote and Arend Resident Direct
Tlln Caldwell look on.

Jen Morris
Staff writer

,S

urely you've seen them and wondered what
was gomg on. Are they tight-rope walking?
Are they trainmg to be in the circus? What
exactly are they doing?
Here's your answer:
It's called slacklining and it's meant to increase
the understanding of body movement and focus.
Originally an activity that rock climbers did on their
days off, slacklming is the latest craze in outdoor
sports. It's said to create the ability to remain mentally calm and un distracted.
Sophomore Derek Foote was first exposed to the
sport this past sUlllmer when he saw the clunbing
movie "Masters of Stolle v."
"Me and a buddy went home and tried it and just
had a lot of fi.1ll with it," Foote said.
I-Ie's stuck With it ever since
"When you first start out, you just stand there and
wobble a lot," Foote said.
But after some practice, a slackliner can eventually make his way across the webbing. Higher and
longer lines provide risk lei and more unstable chalIcnges.
The essentials of slack lining are: tubular clllnbing
webbing; trees, rocks or cars for anchoring the webbing; and the guts to get 011 the rope.
Some people have begun to use slacklllllng as a
form of meditation. But most slaekliners, lIke the
guys who do it here at WhItworth, are just trying to
increase their balance and concentration and, of
course, have a good time. Slacklining Isn't just for
the serious climber but for anyone who wants a fun
and challenging hobby.
One of the most appealing aspects of the sport is
its newness. There is still plenty of room to be creativc and try new things. Foote enjoys findlllg new
tricks to try. Because the sport is such a recent one,
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Freshman Andrew Esqueda (left) and sophomore Clms
Hinson cross paths while walking the slacklines outSide
the Hixson Union BUilding

he and the other slacklincrs at WhItworth are
always making original progrc~s.
"Whitworth has a lot of trees, so it makes It nice
bcclluse you can set up III a lot of places," Footc ~aid.
lie and the rest of the slacklining crcw, ~tl1dents
mainly from Arend and Baltlwlll-Jenkllls, usually
slackllllc out in the Loop during dry afternoons.
Foote thinks thnt the presence of the ncw sport
here on campus has not nnly instigated many COllYersatlom. but has contllbuted to the community
atmosphere. Passersby arc constantly wondcnng
what they are up to
"I've gotten to meet a lot of peoplc," Foote said.
"They always come by and ask us questions. It's
fun to hang out. get bellcr, and encourage each
other to try lllore thlllgS."

